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PREFACE
HE present volume deals with the history of ancient India from
T
the earliest times to about the middle of the first century
and it attempts to represent the stage of progress which research

A.D.;

has IIOW reached in its task of recovering from the past the ontlines of a history which, only a few years ago, was commonly
supposed to be irretrievably lost. Well within the memory of
contributors to this volume it was the fa.;;hion to say that there
was no history of India hefore the Muhammadan conquests in the
eleventh century A.n., and the general opinion seemed to be summed
up in the dictum of the cynic who roulllUy asserter! that all supposed dates for earlier events were like skittlcs-sct up simply to
be bowled down again. But this gibe, not quite justifiable even
when it was uttered, could not be repeated at the present day.
It has lost its point: it is no longer even approximately true.
Regarded as a record of the character and achievements of
great leaders of men, this history indeed is, and must always remain,
sadly deficient. Of all the conquerors and administrators who
appear in this volume the"e are two only-Alexander the Great
and, in a less degree, A~oka-whose personality is at all intimately
known to us; in the case of others the bare memory of some of
their deeds has been preserved; the rest have become mere namcs
to which research has given a time and a place. But'the fragments
of fact which have heen rescued from the past are now sufficiently
numerous and well established to enable us to construct a chronological and geographical framework for the political history of
many of the kingdoms and empires of ancient India; and into this
framework may be fitted the history of social institutions, which
is reflected with unusual clearness in the ancient literatures.
'fhe manner in which modern scholarship has sncceeded in
throwing light on the dark ages of India, and in revealing order
where all seemed to be chaos, is briefly indicated in the latter
section of Chapter II which deals with the sources of history. The
story of rediscovery is a long record of struggles with problems
which were once thought to be illsoluble, and of the ultimate
triumphs of patience and ingenuity. It begins in 1793, when Sir
William .J ones supplied <the sheet-anchor of Tndian chronology'
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by his identification of the Sandrocottus of Alexander's historians
with the Chandragnpt.'1 of Sanskrit literature; and its great epoch
is ushered in by the decipherment of the long-forgotten alphabets
of the ancient Indian inscriptions by .James Prinsep in 1834. The
first comprehensive summary of historical !,'llins appeared in 1858,
wI,en Christian Lassen published the first volume of his Indische
Alterthurnsl.,l1Ide; and in recent years other summaries have been
made by Dr Vincent Smith (Em'ly HistOl'y of India, 1st edn.
1904, 2nd edn. 1908, 3rd edn. 1914), by Dr L. D. Barnett (Indian
Antiquities, 1913), and, On a smaller scale, by the editor of this
volume (Ancient India, 1914).
The Oamb"idyc Ilisto'i/ of India marks a new departure. The
literature of the subject has become so vast, and is still growing
with such rapidity, that the best hope of securing a real advance
in the study now lies in a division of labour among scholars who
have explored at first hand the main sources of information. This
volume therefore follows the plan adopted in the modern and
medieval histories published by the Cambridge University Press.
It is the outcome of the combination of a number of investigators
with an editor whose function it has been to coordinate, so far as
seemed possible or advisable, results obtained independently. That
this plan is not without its disadvantages is obvious. All cooperative enterprises of the kind involve necessarily some reiteration
and also some discrepancy; and the questions which an editor
must decide are how far repeated discussions of the same topic
contribute to a fuller knowledge or are merely redundant, and how
far different opinions admit of reconciliation or should be allowed
to remain as representing the actual state of a study which abounds
with difficulties and obscurities. In all important cases of the
occurrence of such supplementary or contradictory vicws in this
volume cross-references are given to the passages in which they
are expressed.
The general scheme of the work may be explained in a few
words. 'l'he first two chapters are introductory. In Chapter I
Sir Halford Mackinder describes tile India of the present day when
railways and telegraph lines have taken the place of the ancient
routes, aud gives an account of those geographical features which
have determined the course of history in past times. 'rhe chapter
is founded on Eight Lectures 01. India prepared for the Visual
Instruction Committee of the Colonial Office and published in lIll0.
A similar acknowledgment of indebtedness is due to the Govel'nment of India for the use which the editor has made of its oflicial
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publications, especially the Oensus Reports of 1901 and 1911 and
the Imperial Gazetteer of India, in Chapter II on peoples and
languages, and the sources of history. In Chapter III Dr P. Giles
reviews the evidence which Comparative Philology, aided by the
ancient inscriptions of Western Asia, supplies for a knowledge of
the early culture of the Aryans or 'Wiros,' their original habitat,
and the date of the migrations which eventually led some of their
tribes into India. The next five chapters are devoted to accounts
of political, social, and economic conditions as represented in the
earliest scriptures of the Brahmans, Jains, and Buddhists-Chapters
IV and V by Prof. A. B. Keith on the Vedas and Brahmal}as,
Chapters VI and VII by Dr J. Charpentier and Dr T. W. Rhys Davids
respectively on the earliest history of the ,Jains and Buddhists, and
Chapter VIII by Mrs Hhys Davids on economic conditions in early
Bnddhist literature. The five chapters which follow extend this
investigation to the Brahman sources for the history of the postVedic period-Chapters IX-XII by Prof. E. Washburn Hopkins
on the Sutras, epics, and law-books, and Chapter XIII by the editor
on the Pural.las. Up to this point the evidence has been gleaned
almost entirely from Indian sonrces and confined almost entirely
to India. In the next four chapters India is viewed in relation to
other countries-Chapter XIV by Prof. A. V. Williams Jackson on
the ancient Persian dominions in India, Chapters xv and XVI by
Mr E. R. Bevan on the invasion of Alexander the Great and the
early Greek and Latin accounts of India, and Chapter XVII by
Dr G. Macdonald on thc Hellenic kingdoms of Syria, Bactria, and
Parthia. In Chapters XVIII-XX the first great historical empire,
that of the Mauryas, is described by Dr F. W. Thomas; and in
Chapters XXI-XXIII the editor deals with the powers which arose
on the ruins of the Maurya empire-the Indian native statcs, the
Greek successors of Alexander the Great, and the Scythian and
Parthian invaders. In Chapter XXIV Dr L. D. Barnett sums np
what is known of the early history of Southcrn India; and in
Chapter xxv he gives an analysis of the history of Ceylon which
possesses a continuity in striking contrast to the fragmentary
records of the kingdoms of the sub-contincnt. In the final Chapter
XXVI Sir John Marshall describes the ancient monuments, and
traces the various phases of Indian art from its beginnings to thc
first century A.D.
'fhe editor desires to thank all the contributors for the courtesy
with which they havc received and carried out his suggestions.
He is doubly indebted to Sir John Marshall, Dr L. D. Barnctt,
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Dr George Macdonald, D,' F. W. Thomas, and Mr E. R. Bevan for
mnch valuable advice and for their kind help in reading the proofs
of chapters other than their own. He gratefully acknowledges also
the assistance which he has received from Colonel Haig and from
Sir 'l'heodore Morison, the editors in charge of the Muhammadan
and British sections of the Cambridge Historlf of India (vol8Ill-IV and V-VI ,·espectively).
The preparation of vol. II, which will deal with the period from
the downfall of the Qaka and Pahlava empire in the middle of the
first century A.D. to the Muhammadan conquests, is attended with
unusual difficulties, eaused partly by the vast extent and partly by
the fragmentary character of the historical ·records; but it is at
least to be hoped that its appearance ml.y not be delayed by
disasters such as that which has impeded the publicatiou of vol. I.
The printing of this volume began in 1913, and more than half
the chapters were in type in 1914, whell war made furthcr progress
impossible until the end of 19U!. Since then the work has been
completed, all the earlier chapters have heen revised, alld no effort
has been spared to make the book representative of the state of
early Indian historical studies at the end of 1920.
The system of chronology, which has been adopted for the
pedods of Qaka and Knsh"\la mle, needs some explanation. The
chronological difficulties connected with the Vikrama era of 58 P..C.
and the Qaka era of 78 A.D. are well known; and it is universally
admitted tlmt the names which these eras hear were given to them
at a later date, and afiord no clue to their origin. '1'he view
maintained in this wOl'k is that the eras in question mru'k the
establishment of the Qaka and Kuslta'}a suzerainties. The idea of
suzerainty, that is to say, supreme lordship over all the kings of a
large regioll-' the whole earth,' as the poets call it--is deeply
rooted in Indian conceptions of government; and the foundation
of au era is recognised as one of the attributes of this exalted
position. Now there is abundant evidence that the Qaka empire
attained its height in the reign of Azes I and the Kushfi\la empire
in the reign of Kanishka. It is natural to suppose therefore that
such imperial e"as must have been established in these reigns, and
that their starting point ill both cases was the accession of the
suzerain.
'1'he story of the foundation and extension of later cras in Indian
history-the Gupta era and the era of Harsha, for example-can
he clearly traced. All such u"doubted illnstrations of the process
are seen to imply the existence of certain political conditions-the
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relations of suzerain to feudatories, in fact. It is not necessarily,
or indeed usually, the founder of a dynasty who is also the founder
of an era; but it is that member of the royal house who succeeded
in asserting 'universal' sway and in reducing his neighbours to
the status of feudatories. The use of the era can be showu, in
well-ascertained cases, to have spread from the suzerain to the
feudatories. Is there any reason to suppose that extension in the
contl'ltry direction-from feudatory to suzerain-has ever taken
place or could possibly take place!
It has been suggested that the Vikrama era originated with the
l\I,i1avas, whose name it sometimes hears in inscriptions. 'l'hey
were a people, apparently of no great political importance, who
can be traced in the Pnnjab and l~jputfina centuries before they
settled in Maiwfi, the tract of Central India which now bears their
name; and they were almost certainly, like the other peoples
of these regions, included in the 9aka empire at one period of
their history. Is it conceivable that they could have initiated the
Vikrama era, ami that a great suzerain like Gondopharnes, who
almost beyond donbt dates his Takht-i-Bahi inscription in this
era, stood indebted to them for its usc? The Vikrama era had
undoubtedly become the traditional reckoning of the Malavas in
the fifth century A.D.; but the most obvious explanation of the
fact is tbat they had inherited it from their former overlords.
In the same way, the later name of the era of 78 A.D. may be
due to its use for centuries by the Qaka satraps of Western India;
but they can scarcely have founded this era. Their very title
'satrap' shows that they were originally feudatories; and they
were most probably feudatories of the KushflT!a8. If so, they would
use the era of their suzerains as a matter of course.
'l'hus all a priori considerations favour the views which arc
adopted in this work in regard to the origin of these eras; and, as
is pointed ont on pages ,;8\-2, the Taxila inscription of the year
136, which first suggested to Sir John ;\1arshall the possibility of
an 'era of Azes,' may also furnish positive evidence of their correctness. It has becn necessary to deal with these chronological
problems somewhat at length becanse of their importance. If the
theories here maintained arc aecepted, there will be an end to the
worst of the perplexities which have for so long o[«cllred the history of N.W. India during the centuries immediatel} before and
after the Christian era, ami the dates in all the known inscriptions
of the period will be determined, with the single exception of that
whieh occurs in the 'raxila copper-plate of Maucs, and which, as is
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suggested, may be in some era which the <;Jakas brought with them
from eastern Iran into India.
The munificence of Sir Dorabji Tata has enabled the Syndics of
the University Press to illustrate this volnme more lavishly than
would have been possible without such generous help. Mr G. F.
Hill and Mr J. Allan of the British Museum have most kindly provided casts of the coins figured in Plates I-VIII; and Sir John
Marshall has enhanced the value of his chapter on the monuments
by supplying photographs, which were in many cases specially taken
for the illustrations in Plates IX-XXXIV.
The index has been made by Mr E. J. Thomas of Emmanuel
College and the University Library. Modern place-names are, with
very few exceptions, given as they appear in the index-volume of
the Imperial Gazetteer of India. For the spelling of ancient names
the system adopted by Prot: Macdonell in his Hist01·lI of Sanskrit
Literature has been followed. This system has the doublc advantage of being strictly accurate and, at the same time, of offering as
few difficnlties as possible for readers who are not orientalists. The
vowels should be pronounced as in Italian, with the exception of a
which has the indefinite sound so common in English, e.g. in the
word organ. The vowels e and 0 are always long in Sanskrit, and
are therefore only marked as such in the non-Sanskritic names of
Sonthern India, in which it is necessary to distingnish them from
the cOITesponding short vowels.
E. J. R.
ST JOH:S'S COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE,

18 August 1921•
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CHAPTER I
THE SUB-CONTINENT OF INDIA

,;

THE great continent of Asia falls natnrally into fonr parts or
sub-continents. The east drains to thc Pacific, aud is mainly
Buddhist. The uorth and west ceutre lie opcn in an arctic direction, and during the past century were united under Russian rule.
The south-west, or Lower Asia, is the land of passage from Asia
into Africa, aud from the Indian ocean to the Atlautic. It is
th'e homel3Jld of Islam. In the middle south is the Indian subcontinent.
'rhe inhabitants of the United States describe their vast land
as a sub.continent. As regards cvcrything but mcre area the
expressiou is more appropriate to India. A siugle race and a
single rcligion are overwhelmingly dominant in the United States,
but in India a long history lives to·day in the most striking
contrasts, presenting all manner of problems which it will take
generations to solve.
In the past there have been great emph'cs in India, hut it is a
new thing that the entire region from the Hindu Kush to Ceylon,
and from Seistan to the Irrawaddy should bc unitcd in a singlc
political system, 'fhe one clear uuity which India has possessed
throughout history has been geographical. In no other part of
the world, unless perhaps in South America, are the physical
features on a grandcr scale. Yet no where else are they more
simply combined into a singlc natural region.
The object of this chaptcr is to give a geographical description
of India, as the foundation upou which to build the historical
chapters which follow. We willlllake an imaginary journey through
the country, noting the salient featmcs of each part, aud wiII thell
consider it as a whole, in order to set the facts in perspective.
The most convenient point at which to begin is Colombo, the
strategical centre of British sea-power in the Indian ocean. Four
streams of traffic, India-bound, convergc upon Colomho from Aden
and the Mediterranean, from the Cape, from Australia, and from
~&LL
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Singapore and the Far East. From Cape Com orin, in the imme,liate neighbourhood of Colombo, the Indian coasts diverge to
Bombay and Karachi on the one hand, and to Madras, Calcutta,
and Hangoon on the other.
Colombo is not, however, in a technical sense Indian. It is the
chief city of the lnxuriant and beautiful island of Ceylon, which is
about as large as Ireland. Neither to-day nor in the past has
Ceylon been a mere appendage of India. The Bnddhist religion
of half its population, and the Dutch basis of its legal code arc
the embodiment of chapters in its history; it is for good historical
reasons that the Goveruor of Ceylon '\Tites his despatches home to
the Secretary for the Colonies and not to the Secretary for India!
The passage by steamer across the Gulf of Manaar from
Colombo to Tuticorin on the mainland occupies a night. Midway
on the voyage tbe mountains of Ceylon lie a hundred miles to the
east, aud Cape Com orin a hundred miles to the west. The gulf
narrows northward to Palk Strait, which is almost closed bY'a
chain of islands and shoals, so that the eonrse of ships frOUl Aden
into the Bay of Bengal is outside Ceylon.
Cape Comorin, the southernmost point of India, lies eight
degrees north of the equator, a distance uearly equivalent to the'
length of Great Britain. From Comorin the Malabar and Coromandel coasts extend for a thousand miles, the one north-westwa,'d;
and the other northward and then north-eastward. The snrf of
the Amhian sea beats on the Malabar coast, that of the Bay of
Bengal on the Coromandel coast. Both the Arabian sea and the
Bay of Beng"l open broadly southward to the Indian oeean, for
the Indian peninsula narrows between them to a point.
The interior of the Indian peninsula is for the most part a low
plateau, known as the Deecan, whose westent edge is a steep brink
overlooking the jTalabar coast. From the top of this brink, called
the Westel'll Ghiits, the surface of the plateau falls geutly eastward
to a lower hrink, which bears the name of "Eastern Ghats. Between
the Eastem Gh:lts and the Coromandcl coast there is a belt of
lowland, the Carnatic. Thus India presents a lofty front to the
ship approaching from the west, but a fcatureless plain along the
Bay of Bengal, where the trees of the coastline appear to rise ont
of a. water horizon when seen from n. sllOrt disk'lnCC seawa.rd.
As the steamer approaches Tnticorin the land becomes visible
some miles to the west as a low dark line along the horizon:
Gradually the detail of the coast separates into a rich vegetation
of trees and a white city, whose most prominent object is a cotton

,
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factory. India is a.land of cotton. Its people have grown cotton,
woven cot.ton, and worn cotton from time immemorial. 'rhe name
calico is derived from Cali cut, a town on the Malabar coast which
was a centre of trade when Europeans first came over the ocean.
On leaving Tuticorill we travel northward over the Carnatic
plain. It is a barren looking country and dry, though at certain
seasons there arc plentiful rains, and crops enough are produced
to maiutain a dense population. }<'ar down on the western horizon
are the mountains of the :'.falabar coast, for in this extt-emity of
India the Western and Eastern Ghiits have come together and
there is no plateau between them. The mountains rise from the
western sea and from the eastern plain into a ridge along the west
coast, with summits about as high as the summits of Ceylon, that
is to say some eight thousand feet. The westward slopes of these
mountains, usually known as the Cardamon hills, belong to the
Iittlo native states of Travaueore and Cochin.
A group of hills, isolated on the plain, marks the position of
Madura, a hundred miles from 'futicorin. Madura is one of three
southern cities with superb Hindu temples. The other two are
Trichinopoly and Taujorc, standing not far from one another, a
second hundred miles on the road from Tuticorin to Madras.
A hundred and fifty miles west of Trichinopoly is OotacaIllund,
high on the NlIgiri hills. 'Ooty,' as it is familiarly called, stand..
some seven thousand feet above the sea ill the mid,t of a country
of rolling. downs, rising at highest to nearly nine thousand feet.
This lofty district forms the southern point of the Dcccan plateau,
where the Eastel1l and Western Glutts draw togethcr.
South of thc Nilgiris is one of the most important features in
the geography of Southern India. The westcl'll mountains are
here breached by the broad Gap of Coimbatore or l'algh:lt, giving
lowland access from the Ca.rnatic plain to the Malabar coast. The
Cardamon hills face the Nilgiris across this passage, which is about
twcnty miles broad from north to south, and only a thousand feet
above the sea.
The significance of the Gap of Coimbatore becomcs evident
when we consider the distrihution of population in Southern India..
For two hundred miles south of AIadras, as far as Trichinopoly and
Tanjore, the Carnatie plain is densely peopled. 'There arc more
than 400 inhabitants to the s'luare mile. A second district of
equal density of population extends from CoimbatOl'c through the
Gap to the Malabar coast between the ancient ports of Cochill and
Calieut. The"e arc lIlany natural harbours along the Malabar
I
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coast all the way from Bombay southward, but the precipitous and
forcsted Western Ghats impede communication with the interior.
Only from CaIicnt and Cochin is therc an easy road to the Camutic
markets, and this is,the more important because the Coromandel
coast is beaten with a great surf and has no natural harbours.
To-day there is a railway from Madras through the Gap of
Coimbatore to Cochin and Calicut, and from this railway a rack
and pinion line has been constructed np into the Nilgiri heights
to give access to the hill station of Ootacamund. 'l'here arc
magnificent landscapes at the edge of the Nilgiris where the
mountains descend abrnptly to the plains. On the slopes are great
forests in which large game abound, snch as sambaI' and tiger." On
the heights the vegetation is naturally different from the lowland ..
The culti vation of the Nilgiris is chiefly of tea and cinchona.
Northward of the Nllgiris, on the platean bctwecn thc Ghats,
is the large native state of i\Iysol'e. The Cauvery river rises in
the WesteI'll Gh,1ts, almost within sight of the westeI'll sea" and
flows eastward across lI1ysore. As it desccnds the Eastern Ghats
it makes great falls. Then it traverses the Camatic lowland past
Trichinopoly and Tanjore to the Bay of Bengal. The falls have
bcen hal'llessed and made to supply powcr, which is carried electrically for nearly a hundred miles to the Kohlr goldfield. .
Around the SOUl'ces of the Cauvery, high in the 'Western Ghats,
is the little territory of Coorg, no larger than the connty of Essex
in England. 'rhe best of the Indian coffee plantations are in
Coorg, which is directly undcr the British R'tj, althongh administered apart from Madras. Mysorc is separated from both coasts
by the British Province or Presidency of Madras, which extends
.
through the Gap of Coimbatore.
All the southern extremity of India, except the greater heights,
is waml at all times of the year, though the heat is never so great'
as in the hot season of northel'll India. There is no cool season in
the south comparable with that of the north. In most parts of
India there are five cool months, October, November, December,
January, and February. !\farch, April, and May arc the hot season.
'rhe remaining foul' HlOnths constitute the rainy season, when the
temperature is moderated by the presence of cloud. In the south,
almost girt by the sea, some rain falls at all seasons, but along
the Malabar coast the west winds of the summer bring great rains.
These winds strike the Westel'll Ghats and the Nilgiri hills, and
drench thelll with moisture, so that they are thickly forested. At
this season great watmfalls leap down the westward ravines and
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feed torrents which rush in short valleys to the ocean. One of the
grandest falls in the world is at Gersoppa in the north-west cornel"
of My.ore.
The city of Madras lies Iowan the coast four hundred miles
north of Tuticorin, but the chief military station of southcrn India
is Bangalore on the plateau within Mysore. A hundred years ago,
when Snltan Tipu of Mysore had been defeated by the British,
Colonel Wellesley, afterwards the great Duke of Wellington, was
appointed to command' the troops above thc Ghats.' The expression is a picture of the contrast between the lowland Presidency
and the upland Feudal State.
Madras city, like the other seaports of modern India, has grown
from the smallest beginnings within the Enropean period. It has
now a popnlation of more than half a million. Until within recent
years; however, Madras had no harbour. Commnnication was
maintained with ships in the open roadstead hy lIleans of surf
boats. Two piers have now been built out into the sea at right
angles to the shore. At their extremities they bend inward towards
aile another so as to include a quadrangular space. None the less
there are times when the mighty waves sweep in through the open
month, rendering the harbour unsafe, so that the shipping mnst
stand out to sea. Almost every summer half a dozen cyclones
strike the east coast of Jndia from the Ray of Bengal. When the
Madras harbonr was half completed the works were overwhelmed
by a storm, and the undertaking had to be recoTllmenced. If
we consider the surf of the Coromandcl coast, and the barrier
presented by the 'Western Ghats behind the Malabar coast, we
have some measure of the comparative isolation of southern India.
From the far south we cross the Bay of Bengal to the far cast
of India. Burma is the newest province of the Indian Empire, if'
we except sub· divisions of older units. In race, language, religion,
and social customs it is nearer to China than it is to India. In
these respects it may he considered rather the first land of the
Far East than the last of India, the lIIiddle East. Geographically,
however, Burma is in relation with the Indian world across the
Bay of Bengal, for it has a great navigable river which drains into
the Indian ocean, and not into the Pacific a.~ do the rivers of the
neighbouring countries, Siam and Annarn. Commercially it is
coming every day into closer relation with the remainder of the
Indian Empire, for it is a fruitful land of sparse population, whieh
may perhaps be developed in the future by the surplus labour of
the Indian plains.
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The approach from the "ea is nnimpressive, for the shore is
formed by tbe delta of the Irrawaddy river. 'l'be eastermllost of
the channels by which that great stream cnters the sea is the
Hangoon river. 'fhe city of Hangoon stands some thirty lIIiles up
this channel. The golden spire of its gl'eat pagoda rises from
alllong the trees on the first low hill at the edge of the deltaic
p~~

,

Fifty years ago Hangoon was a village. To-day it has a qnarter
of a million people. Like the other coast towns of India and
Ceylon, it owes its greatness to the Enropeans who have come
over the ocean. In all the earlier ages India looked inward, not
ontward.
Rangoon is placed where the river makes a bend eastward.
The city lies along the north hank for some miles, to the point
where the Pegll tributary enters. Black smoke hangs over the
l'egn river, for there are many rice mills with tall chimneys along
its banks. Rangoon harbonr is always busy with shipping. Along
its quays arc great timber yards and oil mills, for the products of
Burma al'e fil'st and foremost rice, and then timbel', especially
great logs of teak, harder than oak, and then petroleum. The
wOl'k of the port and mills is largely in the hands of Indians and
Chinese. The Burmese are chiefly occupied with work in the fields.
'l'hc geography of Burma is of a simple design. It consists of
four parallel ranges of monntain striking sonthward, and three
long intervening valleys. The easternmost range separates Burma
and the drainage to the Indian ocean from Siam and the drainage
to thc Pacific ocean. This great divide is continued throngh the
Malay peninsula almost to Singapore, only one degree north of
the equator. The westernmost range divides Burma from India
proper, find then follows the west coast of Burma to Cape N egrais.
This range is continued over the bed of the ocean, and reappears
iu the long chain of the Andaman and Nicob,.r Islands. In its
entirety it has a graceful waving lie npon the map, cnrving first. to
the west, then to the east, and then again to the west. The two
intervening ranges separate the Salween, Sittang, and Irrawaddy
valleys.
,
The valley of the SalweclI is less deeply tl'enched between it~
bounding ranges than are the other two, and therefore has a
steeply descending course brokell by rapids, and is of small value
for navigation. At its mouth is the port of l\loulmein. The valley
of the Sittang, which is a relatively shol't river, prolongs the upper
valley of the Irrawaddy, for the latter stream makes a westward
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bend at Mandalay, and passes by a transverse gap through one
of the parallel ridges. Beyond this gap it bends sonthward agodin,
acccpting the direction of its tributary, the Chilldwin. The railway
from l{angoon to Mandalay runs through the Sittang valley and
does not follow the Il'l'uwaddy.
. , The delta of the Irrawaddy bears the name of Pegu or Lower
Burma. The region round Mandalay is Upper Burma. The coastland beyond the westernmost of the mountain mngcs is known as
Arakan. The coastland south of the mouth of the Sal ween, beset
with an archipelago of beantiful islands, is knowu as Tenasscrim.
The train from Rangooll to Mandalay crosses the broad levels
of the delta, passing throngh endless rice or 'paddy' fields. Only
the ears of the grain are lopped off; the straw is burnt as it stands.
'1'he Burmans are mostly yeomen, each owning his cattle and doing
his own work in thc fields. Bcyond the delta the railway follows
the Sittang river, with hill ranges low on the castel'll and wcsteru
horizons. At Mandalay it comes through to the Irrawaddy again.
. Thet'e is a hill in the northern suburbs of Mandalay, several
hundred feet high, from which you may look over the city. Even
when seen from this height tho honses are so buried in foliage that
the place appeal'il like a wood of green trees. It has a population
of about two hundred thousand, so that it is now smaller than
upstart Hangooll. Mandalay is the last of three capitals " few
miles apart, which at dittCrent times in the past centlll'y were the
seat of the Burmese kings. Amul'apura, a few miles to the south,
was the capital until 1822. Ava, a few miles to the west, was the
capital from 1822 to 1837.
'I'he navigation of the Irrawaddy extends for nine hun(hwl miles
from the sea to Bhamo, neal' the bOl·der of the Chinese Empire.
As the steamer goes north ward from Mandalay the banks are at
first flat, with here and there a group of whitc pagodas. Grcat
rafts of bamboo and teak logs fioat down the river. At Katha thc
flat conn try is left, for the rivcr therc comes from the east through
grand defiles, with wooded fronts descending to the water's edge.
Bhamo lies lolV along the ri~cl' hank beyond the narrOws. It is
Olil y twenty miles from the Chinese frontier. Many of its honses
are raised high upon piles, because of the river floods. Until
recently the Kachin hillmen often raided the caravans passing
from Bhamo into China .
. To realise the antiquity and the splendour of early Burmese
civilisation we must descend the Irrawaddy below )Iandalay to
Pagan. There for some ten miles beside the river, and for three
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miles back from its bank, are the ruins of a great capital, which
flourished about the time of the Norma" Conqnest of England.
From the centre of the ruined city there are pagodas and temples
in every direction.
Pagan is situated in what is known as the dry belt of Bunna,
the typical vegetation of which is a tall growth of cactus. In
Burma the winds of summer and autumn blow from the sonthwest, as they do in southern India. 'Hley bring moisture from the
sea, which falls in heavy rain on the west side of the monntains
and over the delta. At Rangoon there is an annual rainfall of
1II0re than one hundred iuches, or more than three times the rainfall of London. At Pngan, however, lying deep in the Irrawaddy
valley under the lee of the contiuuous Arakan range, the rainfall
is small, as little as twenty inches in the year, and the climate' is
hot and evaporation rapid.
Elsewhere in Burma are either rich crops, or the 1II0st luxuriant
forests of tall leafy trees, full of b",me and haunted by poisonous
snakes. Wild peacocks come from the woods to feed on the rice
when it is ripe, and tigers are not unknowu in the villages. Only
a few years ago a tiger was shot on one of the ledges of the great
pagoda in Rangoon. Notwithstanding the age of its ci\;lisation
Burma is still subject to a masterflllnatllre. Moreover civilisation
is confined to the immediate vnJleys and delta of the Irrawaddy
and Salween. On the forested hills are wild tribes, akin to the
Burmese in speech and physique-the Shans in the east, the
Kachins in the north, and the Chins ill the west. Burma contains
but twelve million people-Burmese, Chinese, Hindus, alld the hill
tribes.
From Burma tho pn.8sage to Bengal is by steamer, for the
Burmese and Indian railway systems have not yot been connected.
The heart of Bengal is one of the largest deltas in the world, a
great plain of moist silt brought down by the rivers Ganges and
Brahmaputra from the Hilll'llaya mountains. But hill country is
incluiled aloug the borders of the province.
To the north the map shows the high tahleland of Tibet, edged
by the Him"laya range, whose sonthern slopes descend steeply,
but with many foothills, to the level Jow-Iying plains of the great
rivers. Eastward of Bengal there is a mountainous belt, rising to
heights of more than six thousand feet and densely forested, which
separates the Irrawaddy valley of Bm1]]a from the plains of India.
These mountains throw out a spur westward, which rises a little
near its end into the Garo hills. The deeply trenched, relatively
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narrow valley of the Brahmaputra, known as Assam, lies between
the Garo hills and the Himalayas. The southward drainage from
the Guro hills forms a deltaic plain, extending nea"ly to the port
of Chitt'1gong. This plain, traversed by the l\feglma river which
gathers \vater from the Garo and Khasi range, is continuous with
the delta of Bengal proper.
. . To the west of Bengal is another hill spur, bearing the name
of Riijmahfil, which is the north-eastern point of the platcau of
central and southern India. A broad lowland gateway is left
between the Giiro and Riijmahal hills, ami through this openiug
the Brahmaputra and Gan!,,,,s rivers turn southward and converge
gradnally until they join with the Meghna to form a vast estuary.
The country west of this estuary is the Bengal delta, traversed
by many minor channels, which branch from the right bank of
the Ganges before the confluence with the Meghna. East of
the estuary is that other deltaic land whose silt is derived from
the south front of the Garo hills. It is said that the highest raiufall in the world occurs in those hills, when the monsoon sweeps
northward from the Bay of Bengal, and blows against their face.
The rainfall on a single day in the rainy season is sometimes as
great as the whole annual rainfall of Loudon. Little wonder that
there is abundance of silt for the formation of the fertile plains
below I
'The approach to the coast of Bengal, as may be concluded from
this geo!,'Taphical description, preseuts little of interest. At the
entrance to the Rooghly river, the westernmost of the deltaic
channels, arc broad grey mud banks, with here and there a palm
tree. :From time to time, as the ship passes some more solid
gronnd, there arc villages of thatched hnts, surronnded by tall
green banana plantations.
Calcutta, the chief port and largest town of modern India, is
placed no less than eighty miles up the Rooghly on its eastcrn
bank. The large industrial town of IIowrah stands opposite on
the western bank. Not a hill is in sight round all the horizon,
Only the great dome of the post office rises white in the sunshine.
Calcutta is connected with the jute mills and engineering works of
Howrah by a single hridge. Bclow this bridge is the port, always
thronged with shipping.
Calcntta has grown round Fort William as a nucleus. Thc
present Fort, with its ontworks, occupies a space of nearly a
thollSand acres on the east bank of the Rooghly below the Rowrah
bridge. To the north, east, and south, forming a glacis for the
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fort, is a wide green plaia, the Maid'.n, amI beyond this is the
city. The EUJ'Opean qnarter lies to the east of the Maidau. The
government offices, and bcyoad them the great native city, lie to
the north. Calcutta with marc than a million inhabitants exceerls
Glasgow in size, and is the second city of the British Empire.
Three hundred miles "'my to the north, approached from
Calcutta by the East Bengal railway, is Dmjeeling, the hill station
of Calcutta, as Ootacamull(1 is of Madras. The railway traverses
the dead level of the plain, with its thickly set villages aud tropical
vegetation. 'l'here are some seven hundred and fifty thonsand
villages in India, and they contain abont ninety pel' cent. of the
total population. 'fhe Proyince of Bengal has a population equal
to that of Great Britain and Ireland, hut conceutrated on an area
lcss thml that of Great Britain without Ireland. Yet it contains
only one great city, as greatness of cities is measurcd in the British
Islands.
Mid-way from Calcutt... to Daljeeling the Ganges is crossed.
The passagc occupics abont twcnty minutcs from olle low-lying
bank to the other. 'l'hcn the journey is rcsumed through the rice
fields, with their clnmps of graceful bamboo, until at last the hills
become visible aCI'oss the northel'l\ horiwlI. The train runs into a
belt of jnngle at the foot of the first ascent. . Passengers change
to a mOHntaTl railway, which cal'ric~ them np the steep front, with
mallY a turll and twist. On the lower slopes is tall forest of teak
and other great trees, llllllg thickly with creepers. Presently the
tim bcr bccomes smaller, amI tca plantations arc passed with trim
rows of 6'1'ecn bushcs. Far below, at the foot of thc stecp forest,
spreads to the sonthel'll hOl'iwn the vast cultivated plain. Finally
trees of the fir tribe take the place of leafy trees, and the -train
!tttains to the sh!trp ridge top all which is placed Darjeclillg, a
settlement of dctachcd villas in compounds, hanging on the slopes.
Dmjecling is about seven thousand feet ahove sea-leyel, on an
cast and west ridge, with the plains to the south alld the gorge of
the Rallgit river to the north. In the early morning, in fortunate
wcathcr, thc visitor may gazc northward npon onc of the most
glorious scencs in the wodd. Over the deep valley at his feet,
still dark in thc shade, and over successive ridge tOp8 heyond, rises
the mighty snow range of the IIim,"L\ayas, fifty miles away, with the
peak of Kinchinjunga more than five miles high, dominating the
landscape. Behind Kinchilljunga, a little to the west, and visible
from Tige\' hill, ncar Darjeeling, though not from Dal'jeeling itself,
is Mount Bvercst, the highest mountain in the world, more than
J
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five and a half miles high. Across the vast chasm and bare granite
summits ill the foregronnd, the glittering wall of white mountains
seellls to hang in the sky as though belonging to another world.
The broad distance, and the sudden leap to supreme height, b"Ye
to the scene a mysterious and almost visionary grandeur. It is,
however, only occasionally that the culminating peaks can be seen,
for. they are often veiled in cloud.
. The people of Sikkim, the native state in the hills beyond
Darjeeling, are highlanders of Mongolian stock and not Indian.
They are of Buddhist religion like the Burmans, and not Hindu or
Muhammadan like the inhabitants of the plains. They are small
sturdy folk, with oblique cut eyes and a Chinese expression, and
they have the easy going humourous character of the Burmans,
though not the delicacy and civilisation of those inhabitants of the
sunny lowland.
It is an interesting fact that these hill people should belong to
«Ie ,race which spreads over the vast Chinese Empire. That race
here advances to the last hill brinks which overlook the Indian
lowland. 'l1le political map of this part of India illustrates a
parallel fact. While the plains are administered directly by British
officials; the mountain slopes descending to them are ruled by
native princes, whose territories form a strip along the northern
boundary of India. North of Assam and Bengal we have in
succession, from east to west in the belt of hill country, the lands
of Bhutan, Sikkim, and Nepa\. FrolJl N epiil arc recruited the
Gurkha regiments of the Indian army, the Gurkhas hcing a race of
the same small and sturdy hill men as the people of Sikkim. In
other words, they are ofa :ilfongoloid stock, though ofIlindu religion.
'I'he Ranglt river drains from the hills of DarjeeIing, and from
the snow mountains beyond, into a tributary of the Ganges.
Several hundred such torrents burst in long succession through
deep portals in the Himalayan foot hills and feed the great rivers
of the plain. These torrents are perennial, for they originate in
the meltiug of the glacicrs, and the Himalayan glaciers cover a
mst area, being fed by the mOnSOOn snOws. Nearly all the
agricultural wealth of northern India owes its otigin to the SUlJlmer
or oceanic monsoon, which beats against the Himalayun mountain
cdge. That edge, gracefully cnrving upon the map, extends through
fifteen hundred miles. 'fhe strcams which descend from it in long
series gather into the rivers Brahmapntra, Ganges, and Indns.
The valley of the Brahmaputra forms the province of Assam.
Notwithstanding its vast natural resources, Assam is a country
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which, at most periods of its history, has remained outside the
Jndian civilisation. Evon to-day it has but a sparse population
and a relatively small commercial development, for it lies on -the
throngh road no whither. High and diflicult monntains close in
thc eastern end of its great valley.
The geography of Assam, though very simple, is On a, very
grand scale. The Tsan-po river rises high on the plateau of Tibet
northward of Lncknow. For more than seven hundred miles it
flows eastward over the plateau in rear of the Himalayan peaks.
Then it turns sharply southward, and desceuds from a great height
steeply through a deep gorge, until it emerges from the monntairis
at a level not a thousand feet above the sea. At this point; turning
westward, it forms the Brahmaputra, 'the son of Brahm", the
Creator: 'rhe Brahmaputra flows for four huudred and fifty miles
westward through the valley of Assam, deeply trenched between
the snowy wall of the Himalayas on the one hand and the forested
mountains of the Burmese border and the ~,-hasi and Gam hills an
the other hand. The river rolls down the valley in a vast -sheet of
water, depositing banks of silt at the smallest obstruction. Islauds
form and reform, and broad channels break away from the main
river in time of flood, and there is no attempt to control them.
The swamps on either halld are flooded in the rainy season, till the
lower va\ley is one broad shining sea, from which the hills slope
np on either side. 'fhe traffic on the river is maintained chiefly
by exports of tea and timber, and imports of rice for the labourers
on the tea estates. Some day, when great sums of money are
available for capital expenditure, the Brahmaputra will be controlled, and Assam will become the seat of teeming production and
a deuse population. The Indian Empire contains three hundred
and fifteen million people, bnt it also contains some of the chief
virgin resources of the world.
Where the Brahmaputra bends southward round the foot of
the Wiro hills the valley of Assam opens to the plain of Bengal.
Across that plain westward, where the Ganges makes a similar
southward bend round the Riijmahal hills, Bengal merges with the
great plain of Hindustan, which extends westward and nortlHvestward along the foot of the Himalayas for some seven hundred
miles to the point where the Jnmna, westernmost of the Gangetic
tribuu1ries, leaves its mountain valley. Hindustan begins with a
breadth of abont a hundred miles between the R'ijmahal hills and
the northern mountains, spreads gradually to a breadth of two
hundred miles from the foot hills of the Himalayas to the first rise
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of the Central Indian hills, and then narrows again to a hundred
miles where it merges with the Punjab plain between the Ridge of
Delhi and the Himalayas. The great river J umna-Ganges streams
southward from the mountains across the head of the plain to
Dethi, and then gradually bends south-eastward and eastward
along,that edge of the plain which is remote from the mountains,
as though it were pinued against the foot of the Central hills by
the impact of the successive great tribnt.'1ries from the uorth.
Three of these tributaries arc the Upper Ganges itself, whose
confluence is at Allahabad, and the Gogra and the Gandak which
enter above Patna. 'fhe Jumna-Ganges receives from the sonth
the Chambal and Son, long rivers but comparatively poor in water.
.' ACcess to the plains of Hindust.'in was formerly by the naviga, tion' of the Ganges and its tributaries. Then the Grand Trunk
Road was made from Calcutta to Delhi. ]\[ore recently the East
Indian Railway has heen built from Bongal to the Punjab. Both
the road and the railway avoid the great bend round the hills by
crossing the upland to the west of Riijmahal. The road descends
to the Ganges at Patna, but the railway at Benares, where it
crosses by the lowest bridge over the Ganges.
Two great provinces divide the plain of Hindustan between
them. In the east is nihar, with its capital at Patna; in the west
ai'e the United Provinces of Agra and,Oudh with their capital at
Allahabad. For administrative purposes Bihar is now joined with
Orissa, the deltaic plain of the Mahanadj river on the coast of
Beugal. A broad belt of sparsely populated hills separates
Bihar from Orissa, whereas each of these fertile lowlands opens
freely to Bengal, the one along the Ganges, and the other along
the coast.
, 'Wlien we go froIll Bengal into Bihnr, or from Bihar into the
United Proyinces it is as though we crossed from one to another
of the great continental "tatcs of Europe. The population of
Bengal is larger than that of France. The popUlation of Bihar
and' Orissa is equivalent to that of Italy. The population of
the United Provinccs is ncarly equal to that of Germany since
the War.
J
Five considerable cities focus the great population of the
United Provinces, Allahabad, Cawnpol'e, Lucknow, Agra, auri
Benares. Allahabad is built in the angle of confluence between
the Jumna and the Ganges. A hundred miles above Allahabad,
on the right or south bank of the Ganges, is the city of Cawnpore,
and on the opposite or north bank extends the old kingdom of
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Oudh, with Lucknow for its capital, sitnated some forty miles
north-east of Cawnpore. Agra, which gives its name to all that
part of thc Unitet! Provinces which did not formerly belong to
Oudh, is sitnated on the right 01' south bank of the Jumna, a
hundred and fifty miles west of Lucknow. All these distances lic
over the dead Icvel of the plain, dusty and like a desert in the dry
season, bnt grcen aud fertile after the rains. Scattered over the
plain arc innumerable villages in which dwell nineteen out of
twenty of the inhabitants of the United Provinces.
Eighty miles below Allahf,bad, on the llorth bank of the
Ganges is Benares, the most sacred city of the Hindus. Benares
extends for foul' miles along the bank of the river, which here
descends to the water with a steep brink. Down this brink are
built /lights of steps known as Ghiits, at the foot of which pilgrims
bathe, and dead bodies are burnt. The south bank opposite lies
low and is not sacred. The word Ghat is identical with the name
applied geographically to the west and east brinks of the Deccan
Plateau.
Cawnpore is the chief inland manufacturing city of India, contmsted in all its ways with Benares. But none of these cities are
rcally great, when compared with the population of the United
Provinces. Luclmow is the largest, and has only a quarter of a
million inhabitants. Notwithstanding the great changes now in
progress, India still presents in most parts essentially the same
aspect as in long past centuries.
If there be one part of India which we may think of as tbe
shrine of shrines in a land where religion rules all life, it is to be
found in the triangle of cities-Benares and Patna on the Ganges,
and Gaya some fifty miles south of Patna. Bcnares has been a
foells of Hinduism from vcry early times. l'atna was the capital
of the chief Gangetic kingdom more than two thonsand years ago
when the Greek ambassador ~Iegasthenes, first of the westerns,
travelled thus far into the east. Gay'" was the spot where Buddha,
seeking to reform Hindnism some five hnndred years before Christ,
obtained' eulightellInent,' and then migrated to teach at Benares,
or rather at SiLrnath, now in ruins, three 01' four miles north of the
present Benares. The peoples of all the vast Indian and Chinese
worlel, from Karachi to Pekin and Tokyo, look to this Iittlc gronp
of cities as the centre of holiness, whether they be followcrs of
Brahmf, or of Buddha.
The language of the United Provinces an,! of considerable
districts to cast, south, and west of th~m, is Hindi, the tongue of
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modern 'India most directly connected with ancient Sanskrit.
Hindi: is now spoken by a hundred million people in all the north
centre of India. It is the language not only of Bihar and the
United Provinces, bnt also of Delhi and of a wide district in
Central India drained by the Chambal and Son rivers. Other
tongues of similar origin are spoken in the regions aroundBengali to the east, lIIariithl and Gujaratl to the south-west
beyond the Ganges basin, and Punjabl to the north-west. Away
to. the sonth, beyond the limit of the Sanskrit tongues, in the
Province of Madras and neighbouring areas, are languages wholly
alien from Sanskrit. They differ from Hindi, Bengali, ,\Iarathl,
Gnjaratl, and Punjabl much as the Turkish and Hnngarian languages differ from the group of allied Indo-European tongues
spoken in Western Europe. These southern Indian tongues are
known as Dravidian. The most important of them are Telegu,
spoken by twenty millions, and Tamil spoken by fifteen millions.
1'he Dravidian south, howe"er, and the Aryau Horth aud centre
agree generally in holding some form of Hillduism or Ishim .
. . Within the central hills there is a wide district drained northeastward into the Jumna-Ganges chiefly by the rivers Chambal
and Son. This district, much less li'uitf,,1 than the plain of Hiudusum, because less abuIJdautly watered, anrl composed of rocky
groUlid instead of alluviultl, is ruled by native chiefll. The British
suzerainty is exercised under the Viceroy by the Central Indian
Agency. Of the chiefs of Central India the most important arc
Sindhia and Holkar, two lIfarathlts ruling Hindi populations.
Sindhia's capital, Gwalior, lies a little south of Agra. It is dominated by an isolated rock fort, flat topped and steep sided, more
than three hundred feet in height. Indore, Holkar's capital, lies
in the hmd of J\'Iiilwa, on high ground about the sources of the
Chambal river, a considerable distance south of Gwalior. In the
neighbourhood is Mhow, one of the chief cantonments of the
Indiail army, placed on the high ground for climatic reasons, like
Bangalore in southern India..
. The long upward slope to the Chambal headstrcams ends on
the summit of the Vindhy" range, a high brink facing southwaJ·d.
From enst to west along the foot of the Vindhya face runs the
sacred river N "rbadft in a deeply trenched v<LUey. 'rhus the
Narbada has a course at right angles to the northward flowing
Chambal streams on the heights above. The Son river occupies
almost the same line of valley as the N arbada, but flows northeastward into the Ganges. On the south side of the Narbada
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valley is the S,upura range, parallel with the Vindhya brink, and
beyond this is the 'l'apti riYer, shorter than the Narbada, but flowing westward with a course generally parallel to that of the sacred.
river. The N arbada and 'l'apti form broad allnvial flats beforo
they enter the side of the shallow Gulf of Cam bay. Sonth of tho
'l',lpti begins the Decean Plateau.
. ." ::c 1
Thns a line of hills and valleys crosses India obliquely from
Riijmahal to the Gnlf of Cambay, and divides the rivers of the
Indian Upland into three systems. North of the Vindhya brink;
over an area as large as Germany, the drainage descends north~
eastward to the .J umna-Ganges. Between the Vindhya range and
the edge of the Deccan Plateau are the two exceptional rivers,'
Narbada and Tapti, flowing westward in deeply trenched valleys.
From the Westel1l GlUtts, and from the hills which cross India south
of the Tapti and Son to Rajmahiil, three great rivers flow south·
ward and eastward to the nay of Bengal-the Mahanadi, Godavari,
and Kistnl1. 'l'he area drained by these three streams of the plateau
is a third of India.
'1'he first' factory' of the English East India Company was at
SlIrat on the lower Tapti, but Bombay, two hundred miles farther.
south, long ago supplanted Smat as the chief centre of European
influence in IVestern Iudia. The more northern town had an easy
road of access to the interior by the Tapti valley, but the silt at
the river mouth made it diflicuIt of approach from the 8ea. Bombay
offercd the security of au island, and has a magnificent harbour
hetween the island and the mainland, far from the mouth of any
considerable strcam.
Two new facts have of recent years altered all the relations of.
India with the outer world, and havo vitally changed the Cal]·
ditions of internal goyernment as compared with those prevailing
evell as late as tlw Mutiny. 'l'ho first of these facts was the open·
ing of the Suez Canal, and the second was the construction, and
as regards main lines the virtual completion, of the Indian railway
system. Formerly shipping came round the Cape of Good Hope,
and it was as casy to steer a course for Calcutta as for Bombay.
'I'o-day only bnlky cargo is taken from Suez and Aden round tho
southern point of India throngh the Bay of Bengal to Calcutta.
The fast mail boats run to Bombay, and thence the railways
diverge south-eastward, nm·th-eastward, and northward to all the
frontiers of the Empire. Only the Burmese railways remain for
the present a det'1chcd system. But in regard to tonnage of traffic
Calcutta is still the first port of India, for the country which Jies in
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JIlar of it-Bengal, Bihar, and the United Provinces-contains
more than a hundred million people.
, From Bombay inland rnns the Great Indian Peninsula Railway.
The line branches a short dis("wce from the coast, striking on the
one hand sonth-eastward in the direction of Madms, and Oil the
other. hand north-eastward in the direction of Allahabad on the
East Indian Railway. Each week, a few honrs after the arrival of
the mail steamer at Bombay, three express traius leave the
Victoria Station of that city. Oue of them is bound south-eastward for Madl'lls. The second rnns north-eastward to Allahabiid,
and then on to Howrah for Calcutta. The third also runs northeastward, but diverges northward from the Calcutta route to Agra
and· Delhi. When the Government of India is at Simla the last
mentioned tnun continues beyond Dclhi to thc foot of the mountains. The time taken to Madras is twenty-six hours, to Calcutta
thirty-six hours, and to Delhi twcnty-seven hours. Receutlya more
direct line has becn made from Bombay to Calcutta which docs
not pass through Allahabad, but through X'\gpur. It traverses a
hilly country, mnch forested aud relatively thinly peopled, in the
upper basius of the Godavari and lllahanadi rivers.
The two liues of the Great India Peninsula system approach
One another from Allahabad and from Madras at an angle. They
are carried separately down the steep mountain edge of the
Deccan Plateau by two passes, the 'l'halghiit and the Borghiit,
which have put the skill of engineers to the test. The junction is
in the narrow coastal plain at the foot of the monutains. Thence
the mils pass by a bridge over a sea strait into Salsette Island,
and by a second bridge over a second stl'llit into 110m bay Island.
Tbe island of Bombay is about twelve miles long from north to
south. At its southern end it projects into the southward Coiaba
Point and the sonth-westward Malabar Point, between which,
facing the open sea, is Back Bay. The harbour, set with hilly
islets, lies between Bombay and the mainland, the entry being
from the sonth round Colaba Poin~ Bombay is now a very fine
city, bnt like the other great seaports of India, it is new-as time
goes in the immemorial East. Calcntta was already great when
Bombay was but a small pIace, for a rivcrway extends through
densely peopled plains for a thousand miles inland from Calcutta,
whereas the horizon of Bombay is barred beyond the harbour by
the mountain face of the Western Ghats. The real greatness of
Bombay came only with the opening of the Suez Canal, and of the
railway lines up the BOI'ghat and the Thalghat.
C.
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The train works up the GMt. from Bombay through thick
forcsts, and if it be the rainy season past rushing waterfalls, until
it surmonnts the brink top and comes out on to the plain of the
Deccan table-land in the relative drought of the upper climate.
'l'he'Vesteru Deccan in rcar of Bombay constitutes the Man,tha
country. The Marathas are the southernmost of the peoples of
Indo-European speech in India. Their homeland on the plateau,
round the city of Poona, now forms the main portion of the
Province of Bombay. 'fhe landscape of the plateau lies widely
open, studded here and there with table-topped mountains, not
unlike the kopjes of South Africa. These steep-sided isolated
mountain blocks have often served as strongholds in warfare.
South-eastward of Poona, but still on the plateau country, is
Hyderabad, the largest native state in India. It is ruled under
British suzerainty by the Nizam. The majority of the Nizam's
subjects speak Telegu and are of Hindu faith, but the Niziim is a
Muhammadan. Near his capital, Hyderabad, is Golcond(l Fort,
rising above the open plateau with flat top and cliff sides. The
name of Golconda has become proverbial for immensity of wealth,
Formerly it was t.he Indian centre of diamond cutting and polishing.
The wide Deccan Plateau is in most parts of no great fertility.
Over large areas it is fitted rather for the pasture of horses aDd
cattle than for thc plongh. Agriculture is best in the river valleys.
But there is one largc district lying 011 the plateau top east of
Bombay, and on the hill tops north and south of the Narbada
valley which is of a most singular fertility. 'l'he usually granitic
and schistose rocks of the plateau have here been overlaid by
great sheets of basaltic lava. Detached portions of these lava
beds form the table tops of most of the kopje-like hills. The lava
disintegmtes into a tenacious black soil, which ooes not fall into
dllst during the dry season, but cracks into great blocks which
remain moist. As the dry season advances these blocks shrink,
and the cmcks grow broader, so that finally it is dangerous for a
horse to gallop over the plain, lest his hoof should be caught in
one of these fissures.
This remarkable earth is known as the Black Cotton Soil. 'l'he
cotton seeds are sown after the rains, and as the young plant
grows a clod of earth forms I"ouud its roots which is separated
from the next similar clod by cracks. Wheat is grown ou this soil
in the same manner, being sown after the rainy season and reaped
in the beginning of the hot season, so that from beginning to end
the crop is produced without exposure to rain, being drawn up by
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the brilliant sunshinG, and fed at the root by the moisture preserved in the heavy soil.
Thus in the part of India which lies immediately cast, northeast, and north of Bombay the lowlands and the uplands arc alike
fertile-the lowlands round Ahmadabad and Baroda, and in the
valleys of the Narbada and Tapti rivers, beeanse of their alluvial
soil, and the uplands round Poona and Indore because they are
clothed with the volcanic cotton soil .
. The east coast of India, where it trends north-eastward from
the mouths of the Goditvari river to those of the Mahanadl, is
backed by great hill and forest districts, tenanted by big game
and by uncivilised tribes of men. The Eastern Ghats are here
higher than elsewhere, and they approach near to the coast, so
that their foot plain afiords only a relatively narrow selvage of
popnlated country. 'l'hrough this coastal plain the railway is
carried from Calcutta to Madras.
, .. The' reason for the primitive character of this part of the
country, and of many of the districts which extend northward
through the hills almost to the valley of the Son, is to be fonnd in
the conditions of soil aud climate. 'l'here have been no volcanic
outpourings on the gneissic and granitic rocks hereabouts, and tbe
snmmer cyclones from the Bay of Bengal strike most frerl'lCntly
npon this coast and travel inland in a north-westerly direction.
Some of the Gond tribes of the forests, who may perhaps be
described as the aborigines of India, still speak tongues which
appear to be older than Dmvidian. In the more fertile parts of
the upper Mahanadl and GodaYari basins are comprised the Central
Provinces of the direct British Raj, whose capital is at Nagpur.
'l'he .Central Provinces have an area comparable with that of
Italy, though their population is but one-third the Italian pOJlulation. 'l'hey must not be confused with the Central Indian Agency.
.,'Ve return to the west coast. 'l'he Bombay and Baroda railway
runs out of Bombay northward and does not ascend the Ghats, but
follows the coastal plain across the lower Tapti and N arbada
rivers to Baroda, and thence on, across the alluvial lIats of the
Mahi and neighbouring small rivers, to Ahmadabad. The Gaikwar
of Baroda governs a small but very rieh and popnlous lowland.
His people speak Gujaratl, though the Gaikwiir is a Marathii, like
Silldhia and Holkar.His territories arc so mixed with those of
the Bombay Presidency that the map of the plains round Ahmadabad and Baroda city is like that part of Scotland which is labelled
Ross and Cromarty. Ahmadabad was once the most important
2-2
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Muhammadan city of Western India, and contains many fine
architectural monuments, surpassed only by those of the great
lIIughal capitals, Delhi and Agra.
Westward of the alluvial plains of Gujarat, and heyond the Gulf
of Cambay, is the peninsula of Kathiawf,r, a low plateau, lower
considerably than the Deccan, but clothed in part with similar
sheets of fertile volcauic soil. Baroda has territory in Kiithiawar,
as has also the Presidency of Bombay, hut iu addition there arc a
multitude of petty chieftainships. North of Kathiawar is another
smaller hill district, constituting the island of Cutch. The Rann
of Cutch, a marshy area communicating with the sea, separates
the island from the mainland. Apart from Travancore and Cochin
in the far south, Kiithiawar and Cutch are the only part of India
where Feudal States come down to the coast, There are a few
diminutive coastal settlements belonging to the French and Portu"
guese governments, but these are too insignificant to break the
general rule that the shores of India are directly controlled by the
British Raj. The largest of the foreign European settlements is at
Goa on the west coast south of Bombay.' Goa has it. fine harbour'
but the GMts block the roads inland.
We have now completed the itinerary of tbe inner parts of
India. What remains tQ be described is the north-western land of
passage where India merges with Irfin and '1'ur'ln-l'ersia and
Turkestan. 'l'he Him,\layan barrier, aud the desert plateau of
Tibet in rear of it, so shield thc Indian world from the north and
north·east that the mcdieval Buddhist pilgrims frolll China to
Gaya were in the habit of travelling westward by the desert routes
north of 'l'ibet as far as the river Oxus, and then southward over
the Hindu Kush. '1'hus they came into India from the north-west,
having circumvented 'l'ibet rather than cross it. Great mountain
ranges articulate with the Himalayas at their eastern eild, aud
extend into the routs of the peninsula of Further India. Thus the
direct way from China into India by the east is obstructed. .'1'0day as we have seeu the railway systems of Burma and India are
still separate.
The centre of north-western India is occupied by a gronp of
large Native States, known collectively as Rajputiina .. '111rough
Uajputiina, diagonally fro III the south-west north-eastward, there
runs the range of the Aravalli hills for a distance of fully three
hnndred miles. '1'he north-eastern extremity of the Aravallis is
the Ridge of Delhi on the Jnmna river. At their southern cnd,
but separated from the main range hy a hollow, is the isolated
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Mouut Abu, the highest point in Rajputana, standing UI' conspicuously from the surrounding plains to a height of some five
thousand feet.
" East of the Aravallis, in the basin of the Cbambal tributary of
the J umna-Ganges, is the more fertile part of Rajputaua, with the
cities of Jaipur, Ajmer, Udaipur, and the old fortress of Chitor.
Beyond the Chambal river itself, but within its basin, are Gwalior
and Indore, the seats of the princes Sindhia and Holkar. But
Gwalior and Indore belong to the Central Indian Agency and not
to Riijput'ina.
West of the Aravalli hills is the great Indian desert, prolonged
seaward by the salt and partly tidal marsh of the Rann of Cutch.
In oases of this desert are some of the smaller Rajpnt capitals,
notably Bikaner. , Beyond the desert flows the great Indus river
through a land which is dry, except for the irrigated strips beside
the river banks aud in the delt" of Sind below Hydcrabad. South
of Mount Abu stre"ms dcsceud from the end of the Aravalli hills
to the Gnlf of Cambay through the fertile lowland of Ahmadabiid,
sunk like a land strait between the plateau of Kathiawar to the
west and the ends of the Vindhya and Satpnra ranges to the
east. The Aravallis are the last of the Central Indian hills
towards the north-west. Outside the Aravallis the Indus valley
spreads in widc low-lying alluvial plains, like those of the Ganges,
bnt dry.
, It wonld be difficult to exaggerate the importance to India of
the existence of the great desert of Rajputana. The ocean to the
south-east and south-west of the peninsula was at most times an
ample 'protection against overseas invasion, until thc Europeaus
ronnded the Cape of Good Hope. The vast lcngth of the Himalaya,
backed by the desert plateau of Tibet, was au equal defcnce on
the north side. Only to the north-west docs India lie relatively
opcu to the incursions of the warlike pcoples of Westet'u and
Central Asia. It is precisely in that direction that tbe Indian
desert. prescnts a watcrlcss void extending north-eastward from
the Rann of Cutch, for BOrne 400 miles, with a breadth of 150 miles.
IIi rear of the desert a minor bulwark is constituted by the Ariivalli
range.
Only between the north-eastern extremity of the desert and
thc foot of the Himalayas below Simla is thcrc all easy gatcway
into India. No river traverses this gateway, which is 011 the
divide between the systems of the Indus and the J umna-Ganges.
Delhi stands on the west bank of the JUlllna at the northern
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extremity of the Aravallis, just where the invading forces from the
north-west came thl'Ough to the navigable waters.
Aided by such powerful natural conditions the Rajputs-thc
word means' sons of princes '-were during many centnries the
defenders of India against invasion by the direct road to Delhi.
Unable at last to stem the tide of Musalman conquest, they have
maintained themselves on the southern flunk of the advance, and
to-day some of their princely families claim to trace their lineage
back in unbroken descent from ancestors before the Christian
ern. The descendants of conquerors who had won their kingdoms
with the sword, they remain even now proud aristocratic claus
holding a predominant position in the midst of a population far
"I
more numerous than themselves.
Narrow gauge lines branch through IW.jputana in the direction
of Delhi, past the foot of Mount Abu, which rises like an island of
granite from amid the sandy desert. '],he top of Abu is a small
rugged plateau, measuring fourteen miles by four, in thc midst of
which is the Gem Lake, a most heautiful sheet of water, set "~th
rocky islands and overhung with great masses of rock. Thehouse
of the Resident of Rajputana is ou its shore, for Mount Abu is the
centre from which lliljputaua is controlled, so far as is necessary,
by the advice of the Viceroy. The snmmit of'Abn also bears somo
..
famous ruins of Jain temples.
Some of the most beautiful cities of India arc in Rajputana:
Udaipur stands beside a lake, with its palaces and ghats reflected
in the clear waters. Ajmer, now uuder direct British rule, is set
in a hollow among low hills, and is slJl'ronnded by a wall. Here
also there is a lake, and upon its banks are marble pavilions.
JaiplJl' is a walled city, sUl'rounded by rocky hills crowned with
forts. The streets are broad, and cross one another at right
'
angles.
The ll:ljpu/i.na Agency is as large as the whole British Isles;
but it contains only about ten million people, since a great part of
it is desert. The Central Indian Agency is about as large as
England and Scotland without Wales. It has a population only
a little smaller than that of Rajputana. We lllay measure the
significance of the more important chiefs in these two Agencies by
the fact that Sindhia rules a country little less, either in area or
population, than the kingdom of Scotland.
From Rajpntiina we come to Delhi, which lllay truly be called
the historical focus of all India; foI', as we have scen, it commands
the gateway which leads from the Pnnjab plain to Hindnstan, the
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plain of the J umna and the Ganges. Here the fate of invasions
from India from the north-west has been decided. Some have
either never reached this gateway or have failed to force their
way throngh it. 'l'he conquests of Darius in the latter part of
the. sixth century B.O., and of Alexandcr the Great in the years
327-5 B.c., were not carried beyond the Punjab plain. Such direct
influence as they exercised in modifying the character of Indian
civilisation must therefore have been confined to this region. On
the other hand, the invasions which have succeedcd in passing the
gateway and in effecting a permanent settlement in Hindustan
have determined the history of the whole sub-continent. These
belong to two groups, the Aryan aud the lIfusalman, distinguished
by religion, language, and type of civilisation, and separated from
each othcr by an iuterval of probably some two thousand ycars.
For the chronology of the Aryan conquests, which may well
have extended over many generations or even conturies, we possess
no certain dates. All the Imowledge which we can hope to gain
of the history of this remote period must be gleaned f!'Om the study
of the ancient scriptures of these Aryan invaders.
'. The course of lI1nsaiman invasion, which entailcd consequences
of perhaps equal importance, may be traced with greatcr precision.
If we reckon from the Arab conquest of Sind iu 712 A.D. to the
establishment of the Sultanate of Delhi in 1103 A.D, we shall see
that nearly five centuries elapsed before lIInsalman conqucst spread
from the confines throngh the Delhi gateway into the very heart
of India. During this long period it was held in check by the
Rajput princes; and their nltimate failure to impede its progress
was dne to interual discord which has always beeu the bane of
feudal confederations.
'. So Delhi, founded by the Rajputs in the neighbourhood of
Indraprastha (the modern Indarpat), the capital of the Kurus
in the heroic ages celebrated in India's great epic poem, the
Mah,\bharata, passed into the hands of the invading l\Iusalmfius
aud with it passed the predominant power in India.
: What Benares, aud Patna, and Gaya were and are to the
Brahman and Buddhist civilisations natiYe to India, what Calcutta,
and Madras, and Bombay, and Kar>,chi are to the English from
over the seas, that were Delhi and Agra to the Musalmfins entering
Iudia from the north-west.
More than three centuries and a quarter later another MusalmItn invasion more effective than the former, Cc'lme into India
by way of Delhi. 'rho Mughals 01' Mongols of Central Asia had
J
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been converted to Isl,'m, and in the time of our King Henry VIII
they refounded the 1\1 usahnan power at Delhi. For a hnndred
,tnd fifty years, from the time of our Qucen Elizabcth to that of
our Queen Anne, a series of Mughal emperors, from Humayun to
Anmngzeb, ruled in splendid state at Delhi over the greater part
of India. Agra, It hnndred miles lower down the Jnmna, became
a secondary or alternative capital, and in these two cities we have
to-day the supreme examples of Mnhammadan architeetnral art.
More than sixty-two millions of tIle Indian population hold the
faith of Islam. They are scattered all over the land, usually in a
minority, but frequently powerful, for IsHim has given ruling chiefs
to many districts which arc predominantly Hindn. Only in two
parts of India are the Mnsalmans in a majority, namely in the east
of Bengal about Dacca, and in the Indus basin to the north-west.
We may think of the Indus basin-lying beyond the desert, low
beneath the uplands of Afghanistan-M being an antc-chamber to
India proper. In this ante-chamber, for mOl'e than nine hundred
years the Musalmans have been a majority.
When the decay of the Mughal Empire began in the time of our
Queen Anne, the chief local rcprcsentatives of the imperial rule,
Buch as the Nizam of Hyderahad, and the Nawabs of Bengal and
Oudh, assumed an independent position. It was with these new
dynasties that the Bast India Company came into conflict irr the
days' of General Clive. Thus we may regard the British Empire
in India as having been built up from the fragments into which
the Mughal Empire broke. Iu one region, however, the 'Western
Deccan, the Hindns reasserted themselves, and there was a rival
bid for empire. From the neighbourhood of Poolla the Mariithas
conquered eastward to the borders of Bengal, and northward to
the walls of Delhi. It was the work of Lord Lake and General
Wellesley to defeat the Mariithas.
North-westward of Delhi, in the gateway between the desert
and the monntains, the ground is sown over with battlefieldsancient hattlefields ncar the Jumna, where the incoming Mnsalmans
overthrew the Indian resistance, and modern battlefields near the
Sutlej, where advancing British power inflicted defeat upon the
Sikhs. It is by no accident that Simla, the residence of the British
Viceroy during half the year, is placed on the Himalayan heights
above this natUl'al seat of empire and of struggle for empire.
In the Mutiny of 1857 the Sikhs of the Punjab remained loyal
to the British rule, although they had been conquered in terrible
battles on the Sutlej less than ten years hefore. So it happened
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that some of the British forces in the Punjab were free to march
to recapture Delhi, which had been taken by the mutineers. Thus
the Indian Mutiny was overcome from two hases; on the one hand
at Lueknow and Cawnpore by an army from Calcutta and the sea;
and on the other hand at Delhi by an army advancing from the
Punjab over the track beaten by many conquerors in previous
ages.·
The river J umna runs past Delhi with a southward course, and
is there crossed by a great bridge, over which the East Indian
R'tilway runs from Delhi through the United Provinces ane! Bengal
to Howrah, opposite Calcutta. West of Delhi is the last spur of
the Ariivalli hills, the famous Ridge of Delhi, striking north-eastward·to the very bank of the river. The city lies in the angle
between the Ridge and the Jumna. To the north, in the point of
the angle, is the European quarter; in the centre is Slulhjah:l.n,'ibiid,
the modern native Delhi; soutbward of the modem city is FiroZ:lbiid,
or ancient Delbi. Between Sbabjalulnab"d and the river is the
Fort.
The plain southward of Firozabad continues to widen between
the river and tbe hills, and is strmm over with still more ancient
ruins: To the west of these, at the foot of tbe bills, and in part
upon tbem, is the site cbosen for the new imperial capital of
British India. Finally, eleven miles south of Dclhi arc the buildings
of the Kutb i\1iniir, where are some of the few remaills of the carly
Hindu period.
A hundred miles nortb-north-east of Delhi is Hardwar on the
Gauges, at the point where the river leaves the Jast foothills of
the. Himalaya and enters the pluill. Hard,v-;\r is the rival of
Benares as a centre of Hindu pilgrimage for the purpose of ablution in the sacred waters. At the annual fair are gatbered bundrcds
of tbousands of worshippers. The great day at Hardw;;r is near
the end of i\Iarch when the Hindu year begins. Then, accorrlillg
to tradition, tbe Ganges river first appeared from its source in the
mountains. The water at Hardwar is purer than at Benares in
the plain. It flows swiftly and is as clear as crystal.
From near Darjeeling until ncar Hardwar the footbills of the
Himalaya for five hundred miles belong to tbe Gurkha kingdom of
Nepal, whose capital is Kf,tmf,ndu. Notwithstanding its close eonnexion with the Indian army, N ep'll is counted as an independent
state, over which British suzerainty does not formally extend.
From Hardwfir, bowcver, for seven hundred miles nOl·t.h-westwalxl
to where the Indus breaks from the mountains, the foothills
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belong to the Empire, and upon them stand; high above the plain;
a series of hill stations. The first of these stations is Mnssoorie,
not far northward of IIardwar. Mnssoorie is about a mile above
sea level. Close by, but lower down, is Dehra Dun, the headqnarters of the Gurkha Hilles. Hereabouts the 'l'arai, an elephanthaunted jungle belt, follows the foothills, separating them from
the cnltivated plains. A hnndred miles farther along the monntain
brink is Simla, the snmmor capital of India, high on a spur above
the divide between the Indus and the Ganges. The snow often
rests on the ground in the winter at Simla.
; ,-' ,
Immediately to the north of Simla the Sntlej, tribntary to tho
Indus, trenches a way out of the mountains, and where-it issues on
to the plain is the off-take of a great system of irrigatiou canals.
The lowland north-westward of Delhi has a sparse rainfall, for the
monsoon has lost much of its moisture thus far north-westward
from the Bay of Bengal. As a result of the construction of tho
iITigation canals colonies have been established between the Sutlej
and the ,Jumna, and wheat is grown on thousands of square miles
that were formerly waste. Indifl has a great popnlation, bnt with
modern methods of water snpply, and more advanced methods of
cultivation, there is still ample room for settlement "ithin its
boundaries.
Two Sikh Feudal States, Patiala and Nabha, arc included within
the area now iI~'igated from tho SutJej, but Amritsar, the holy city
of the Sikhs, lying beyond the Sutlej, about two hundred and fifty
miles from Delhi, is under the immediate British Raj. Fifty miles
west of Amritsar is Lahore, the old Musalmfin capital of tho
Punjab. tVe couquered the Punjab from the Sikhs, -but for many
centuries it had been ruled by the Musalmans. In the break-up of
the Mughal Empire d1ll1ug the eighteenth century, invaders came
from Persia and from Afghanistan, who carried devastation even
as far as Delhi. In their wake, with relative ease, the Sikhs,
contemporaries of the Mal"";tthas of Poona, established a dominionin the helpless Punjab. They extended their rule also into the
mountains of Kashmir, north of Lahore.
In all the British Empire there is but oue land frontier on
which warlike preparation must ever be ready. It is the north;
west frontier of India. Truc that there is another boundary
even longer, drawn across the Americau continent, but there
fortunatcly only cnstoms-houses are necessary, and an occasional
police guard. The north-west frontier of India, on the other
hand, lies through a region whose inhabitants have beeD reCi'uiteq
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throughout the ages hy invading warlike races. Except for the
Gurkha mountaineers of Nepal, the best soldiers of the Indian
army are drawn from this region, from the Rajputs, the Sikhs, the
Punjahi l\fusabnans, the Dogra mountaineers north of the Punjab,
and· the Path;;n monntaineers west of the Pnnjab. The provinces
alolig this frontier, and the Afghan land immediately beyond it,
are the one region in all India from which, nnder SOme ambitions
lead, the attempt might be made to establish a fresh imperial rnle
by· the overthrow of the British Raj. Such is the teaching of
bistory, and snch the ohvions fate of the less warlike peoples of
India, shonld the power of Britain be broken either by warfare on
the spot, or by the defeat of our navy. Beyond the north-west
frontier; moreover, in the remoter distance, are the continental
powers of Enrope.
/.. The Indian army and the Indian strategical railways are therefore organised with special reference to the belt of territory which
extends north-east and sonth-west beyond the Indian desert, and
is traversed from end to end by the Indns river. This frontier
belt divides Iiaturally into two parts. Inland we have the Punjab,
where five rivers-the Indus, Jhelum, Ohenah, IL'ivi, and Sutlejemerging from their mountain valleys, gradually close together
throngh the plain to form the single stremn of the Lower Indus;
seaward we have Sind, where the Indus divides into distributaries
forming a delta.
Sind is a part of the Bomhay Presidency, for it is connected
with Bomhay by sea from the port of Karachi. Of late a railway
has been constructed froIll Ahmadahad, ill the main territory of
Bombay, across the southern end of the desert to Hyderahad, at
the head of the Indus delta. The Punjab is a separate province,
with its own lieutellaut-goverlIor at Lahore, and a population as
large as that of Spain.
" To nnderstand the significance of the north-west frontier of
Iudia we must look £"1r heyond the immediate boundaries of the
Empire. Persia, Afgbanistfl1l, and Baluchistan form a siugle plateau,
not 80 lofty as Tibet, but still one of the great natural features of
Asia. This plateau in its entirety is most conveniently known as
Ir:iIl. Ou all sides the Iranian plateau descends abruptly to lowlands or to the sca, save in the uorth-west, where it rises to the
greater heights of Armenia, aud in the north·east, where it riscs to
the lofty Pamirs. Southward and south-westward of Irau lie the
Arabian sea and the Persian gulf, and the long lowland which is
traversed by the rivers Euphrates and Tigris. Northward, to the
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east of the Caspian sea, is the broad lowland of Turkesmn or
Turan, traversed by the rivers Oxus and J axartes, draining into
the sea of Aral. Eastward is the plain of the Indns. The defence
of India from invasion depends in the first place on tbe main·
tenance of British sea-power in the Persian gulf and the Indian
ocean, and in the second place on our refnsal to allow the establishment of alien bases of power on the Iranian platean, especially on
those parts of it which lie towards the south and east.
In the north-east cornel' of Iran, west' of the Punjab, a great
triangular bundle of mountain ridges splays ont westward alid
southward from the north-east. These ridges and the iutervening
valleys constitnte Afghanistan. Flowing from the Afghan valleys
we have on the one hand the Kabul river, which descends eastward
to the Indus, and ou the other hand the greater river Helmand,
which lIows south-westward into the depressed basin of Seistltn in
the very heart of Iran. Thcre the Hclmand divides into many
channels, forming as it were an inland delta, from which the waters
arc evaporated by the hot air, for there is no opening to the sea.
The valley of the Kabul river on the one hand, and the 'oasis of
Seismn on the other, might in the hands of an enemy become
bases wherein to prepare for the invasion of India. Therefore,
withont annexing this intricate and difficult upland, we have
declared it to be the policy of Britain to exclnde from Afghiini~tiin
and from Seistan all foreign powers.
There arc two lines, and only two, along which warlike invasions of N.W. India have been conducted in historical times.
On the one hand the mountains become very narrow just north of
the head of the Kabul river. There a single thongh lofty ridge, thc
Hindu Kush, is all that separates the basin of the Oxns from that
of the Indns. Low gronnd, raised only a few hnndred feet above
the sea, i, vcry near on the two sides of thc Hindu Knsh. ,There
arc several ways into India ovcr this great but single range and
down the Kabul valley. The most famous is known as the Khyber
route, from the name of the last defile through which the track
descends iuto the Indian plain.
The other route of invasion lies five hundred miles away to the
west and south-west. There the Afghan mountains come suddenly
to an end, and an easy way lies round their fringe for four hundred
miles over the open plateau, from HCI'at to Kandahar. This way
passes not far from Seismn. South-eastward of Kandahar it
dcsceuds through a mountain"us district into the lowland of the
Tudno. 'rhb is uow callerl the Bolan route, from the last gorge
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towards India; bnt in ancient times the road went farther south
over the i\Iiila Pass. It debonches upon the plain opposite to the
great Indian desert. 'i'herefore the Khyber ronte has been the
more freqnently trodden, for it leads directly, between the desert
and the mountains, upon the Delhi gateway of inner India.
Another line of communication connecting India with Persia
passes through the Makriin, or the barren region lying along the
coast of Baluchistan. This ronte was mneh frequented by Arab
traders in the Middle Ages; and by it at an earlier epoch Alexander
the Great led back one detflChment of his forces with disastrous
results. But apart from this return march, and the Indian
expeditious of Semiramis and of Cyrus which it was designed to
emulate and which mayor may not he historical, this route seems
not to have been followed by any of the great invasions of India
in historical times.
The pmctical significance of all this geography becomes evident
not only when we study the history of Ancient India. but also
when we consider the modern organisation of the Indian defensive
forces. 'i'hey are grouped into a northern and a southern army.
The· northel1l army is distributed from Calcutta past .Allahabad
and Delhi to Pesh.-,war, the garrison city on the frontier. All the
troops stationed along this line may be regarded as snpporting the
brigades on the Khyher front. The southern army is similnrly
posted with reference to Quetta on the Bol,tn ronte. It is distributed through the Bombay and Madras Presidencies, "'hence
Quetta can be reinforced hy sea through the port of Kar{,chi.
The conditions of the defence of India have been vitally changed
by the construction of the North-Western Hailway from Karachi
through the Indus hasin, with branches towards thc Bolan and the
Khyber. To-day that defence conld be conduete'] over the sea
directly from Britain through Karachi, so that the desert of
Rajputana wonld lie between the t1efending armies and the main
community of India within.
Kar'tchi stands at the western limit of the Indus delta, in a
position therefore comparable to that of Alexandria heside the
Nile delta. The railway keeps to the west of the river for lIlore
than three hundred miles as far as Sukkur, where is the Lansdowne
bridge, eight hundred and forty feet long, between Sllkkur and
Rohri on the east hank. This is the very henrt of the rainless
region of India. During twelve years there were only six showers
at Rohri. A scheme is under consideration for damming the Indus
near this point, in order that the irrigation canals below may he
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fed, not only ill time of flood as at present, but in the season of"
low water as well.
From Sukkur a branch railway traverses the desert northwestward to the foot of the hills below the Bolan pass. This part
of the desert occupies a re-entering angle of lowland, with the
mountains of Afghanistiin to the north and those of Baluchistan
to the west. On the map, the Afghan ranges have the effect of
being festooned from the Bolan eastward and northward. The
railway ascends to Quetta either by the -Mushkaf valley-the
actual line of the Bolan torrent having been abandoned~r by- a
longer loop line, the Harnai, which runs to the Pishln valley,north
of Quetta. 'fhe latter is the usual way. By the Mushkaf route
the line is carried over a houlder-strmm plain about half a mile
broad in the bottom of a gorge, with steeply rising height.~ on
ei ther side. Here aud there the strip of lower ground is trenched
aud split by deep canyons. At first the rails follow the Mushkaf
river, and the gradients are not very severe, but once Hirok, at
the source of the Bolan river, is passed, a gradient of ODe in
twenty-five begins, and two powerful engines afe required -to
drag the train up. The steep bounding ridges now close in on
either side, with cliffs rising almost perpendicularly to severalhundred feet. Occasional blockhouses high up amid the crags
defend the pass.
The gradients of the namai route are not quite so steep as
those M the Mushkaf. Should either way be blocked or carried
away by landslips or floods, the other wouhl be available. 'l'he
Ilarnai line passes through the Chappar rift, a precipitous gorge
in a great lIIasS of limestone. The old Bolan gorge way of the
caravans was dangerous because of the sudden spates which at
times filled all the hottom between the clifts.
Quetta lies about a mile above sea-level in a smull plain, surrounded by great monntains rising to heights of two miles illld
more. Irrigation works have been cOllstructed, so that Quctta is
now an oasis amid desert mountains. It bas a population of some
thirty thousand. The Agent General for British Baluchistan
resides there. 'rhe town is very strongly fortified, for it commands
the railways leading from the Khojak pass down into India.
Quetta and Peshf>war are the twin keys of the frontier.
From Quetta there is a railway north-westward for another
hnndred and twcnty miles to Chaman on the Afghan frontier,
where is the last British outpost. This line pierces thc Khojak
ridge by a tnnnel and then emerges on the open upland plain of
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Irall. The rails are kept ready at Chamall for the continuation of
the track to Kandahar, sevellty miles further.
We return to Hohri 011 the Indus. The North-'Vestem Railway
now runs to the east of the river and soon enters the Punjab. Not
very long ago all this land was a desert. 'l'o-day, as the result of
a great investment of British capital, irrigation works have chauged
the whole aspect of the country. The plain of the Indus has become
one of the chief wheat fields of the British Empire, for wheat is the
principal crop in the Punjab, in parts of Sind, and-outside the
basin of the Indus itself-in the districts of the United Provinces
which lie about Agra. The wheat production of India on an
average of years is five times as great as that of the United
Kingdom, and about half as great as that of the United States.
In the three years 1910-12 the export of wheat from India to the
United Kingdom exceeded that from the United States to the
United Kingdom .
. The brown waste of the plains of the Puujab becomes, after
the winter rains, a waving sea of green wheat, extending over
thousands of square miles. Far beyond the area within which the
rainfall alone suffices, the lower Punjab and the central strip of
Sind have been converted into a second Eb'YPt. Though the
navigation of the Indus is naturally inferior to that of the Ganges,
yet communication has been maintained by boat. from the Punjab
to the sea from Greek times downward. The Indus flotilla of
steamboats has however suffered fatally from the competition of
the North-'Vestern Hailway, and the wheat exported from Karachi
is now almost wholly rail-bome.
At Mulhln, a considerable mercantile city uear the Chenab, the
railway forks to Lahore and Peshawar. From Lahore the triang'le
is completed by a line to Peshawar along the foot of the mountains,
past the great military station of Rawalpindi. The lines fl'Om
Lahore and .Multan unite on the cast bank of the Indus, fifty miles
east of Peshawar, just below the point where the Kabul tribntary
enters. They cross the Indus by the bridge of Attock. Above
·Rawalpindi is the hill station of ;I[urree. The long ton6'1lCS of land
between the five rivers of the Punjab are known as Doabs, a word
which in Persian has the significance of Mesopotamia in Greek.
Punjab signifies the land of five rivers.
Peshiiwar is the capital of the North-West Frontier Province
created in 1901, a strip of hilly country beyond the Indus. Unlike
its sister Quetta, it lies in the Indian lowland at the foot of
the Khyber pass. It has about a hundred thousand inhabitants,
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chiefly:\Iusalmil.n. In the Buzar are to be seen representatives of
lIlany Asiatic races, for Peshil\var is the market of exchange where
the great rOW from Samarkand and Bukhiira, over the Hindu
Kush aud through Kabul, by the Khyber meets the road from
Delhi aud L'1hore. Here you may bny skeins of Chinese silk,
brought by the same ronndabout ways that were trodden by the
Chinese pilgrims in the Middle Ages.
! ,II " ~ : I
Jamriid, at the entrance to the Khyber, lies some nine miles
west of Peshawar. In the Smiii at Jamriid all caravans going into
India or retnrning to Central Asia halt for the night. The great
Bactrian camels, two-humped and shaggy, present an unwonted
contrast with the smaller Indian camels. The fort of Ali Masjid,
nearly three thousand feet above the sea, crowlls the steep 'ascent
to the crest of the pass. At Landi Kotal bcgins the descent ~into
Afghanistf,n. 'rhus the Khyber is a saddle in the heights, not· til';
gorge of a torrent as is the Bolan. The Kabul river flows throngh
an open valley until it nears the British frontier. Then it swerves
through a precipitous chasm by a northward loop. The road is
. .. I ,
therefore carried over the intervening mountaiu spur.
The Khyber is protected by its own hill tribes, enlisted in the
Khyber Hifles. We have 'brought these Pathiin mountaiueers'iuto
the service of law and order by elll'olling them in military forces,
just as the Scottish highlanders were enrolled in the British army
in the eightcenth ccntury. 'fhe Pathiins are born fighter<;. They
love fighting for its own sake, and many a curious tale is told of
the vendettas intermittently continued when the Khyber riflemen
of Pesh:hvar retul'll f"om time to time on fm'lough to their homes
in tbe hills.
The Indus river rises, like the Brahmaputra, high On the
plateau of Tibet to the 1I0rtb of Benares, and flows north-westward
through the elevated valley of Leh nntil it reaches the 36th parallel
of latitude. There it tUI'llS sonth-westward and cleaves its way
throngh the Himalayas by the grandest gorge in the world You
may stand on the right bank of the Indus and look across the river
to where the summit of Nanga Parbat descends by a single slope·
of four miles-measnred vertically-to the river bank, every yard
'. , ... ,
of the drop being visible.
Within the great northward angle tbus made by the Indus is'a
seeolld smaller valley amid the mountains, which is also drained
through a gorge to the Punjab. 'fhis is the famous valley of
Kashmir, whose central plain, sheltered in every direction by lofty
snow-c1w mountains, is a sunny paradise of fertility. Srinagar is
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the capital of Kashmlr, whose Mahii.,'ja rules also over Ladakh
(eapital Leh) formerly a province of Tibet.
The northernmost outposts of the Empire arc in the valleys of
Gilgit and Chitral, which diverge south-eastward alld south-westward to the Indus and Kabnl dvm·s. Enframing Gilgit and Chitral
is a great angle of the loftiest mountain ridge, which may be
likened, as it appears upon the map, to a pointed roof sheltering
all India to the so nth. The south-eastward limb of the angle is
the Karakoram range, and the south-westward is the Hindu Kush
range. The north-western extremity of the Himalaya fits into the
angle of the Karakoram and the Hindu Kush, from which it is
separated by the valleys of Leh, Gilgit, and Chit.,,!.
The Karakoram is backed by the heights of the 'l'ibetan plateau,
here it is true at their narrowest, but none the less almost inaccessible, except for one or two passes at heights of IIl,OOO feet,
which arc traversed in the summer time by a few Yak caravans.
In the Karakoram is mount Godwin Austen, second only to Everest
among the mountains of the world There also al'e the largest
glaciers outside the Arctic and Alltarctic regions.
The Hindu Kush, uotwithstanding its elevation, is ill marked
contrast to the Karakoram. It is a single broad ridge, backed by
no plateau, and is notched by somo relatively low passes. The
ridge itself may be crossed in a few days or even hours at heights
of twelve and thirteen thousand feet. The difficulties of "cccss
from the valley head of Kabul to the lowland of Bactria on the
Oxns lie rather in the approaches to the passes than in the passes
themselves. But human patience has in all ages succeeded in
surmounting these difficulties; and the Hindu Knsh, although the
natural boundary of India north-westward, has been no effective
barrier either in a military 01' a commercial sense.
There is lateral communication between the Khyber and Bolan
routes outside the Indian frontier and yet within the Hindu Kush.
The .route follows a chain of valleys between Kabul and Kandahar
through Ghazni. Along it from Kandahar to K'lbul the army of
Alexander the Great marched to his Bactrian and Indian campaigns: and it again beeame famous in the la8t generation because
of the march of General Roberts from Kabul to the relief of
Kandahar during the Afghan war of 1882. From this KablllKandahar road several passes penetrate the mountainous belt of
the Indian frontier, presenting alternative exits from the two
trunk routes_ But amid the maze of mountains north of the
Kabul-Kandahar line, there are no practicable alternatives to
3
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the two ways-over the Hindu Kush and over the plateau from
Seistiin.
The long barrier of the Hindu Kush seems as if it were designed
by natnre to be the protecting boundary of India on the north·
west. It is the 'scientific frontier' which in the last century
British policy sought in vain to secure. At the present time it
lies mostly within the 'buffer state' of Afghanistan which was
created as the best alternative. But therchave been periods in
history when it has formed the actual, as well as the ideal, limit of
the Indian empire. In the last quarter of the fourth century. B.C.,
within a few years of the departure from Indh of Alexander the
Great, it separated the dominions of the Manrya emperor of
India, Chandragupta, from those of Sclcucus Nicator, Alexander's
successor in the eastern portion of his vast empire. In about the
middle of the third century B.C. the Scleucid province of Bactria,
which lay immediately to the north of the Hindu Kush, became
an independent kingdom, from which, when the Maurya empire
declined and the barrier was no longer adequatcly protected,
a second series of Greek invasions poured into India about 200 B.C.
The river Indus also appeal's' at first sight to form a natural
boundary between India and Iran; but in this case it would be
more correct historically to say that the country through which it
flows has more frequently been the cause of contentiou between
India and Iriin. The very name India, 'the country of the Indus,'
was first known to the 'Vest as that of'. a province of the Persian
empire. In Herodotus, the Greek historian of the wars between
the Persian empire and Greece in the early part of the fifth
century B.c., it bears its original meaning. At a later date, Greek
and Homan writers, a.s so oftcn happens in geographical nomen·
c1ature, transferred the name of the best known province to the
whole country and set an example which has since been followed
universally.
'.
Thus we conclude a rapid survey of the historical and political
geography of a vast region. The south and centre of India' is
structurally an island, whose steep brinks, the Western and Eastern
GhfLts, are continued-beyond the coastal selvage and the st.rip of
shallow water off shore-by renewed steep descent.~ into the
abysses of the Ambian sea and the Bay of Bengal, two miles deep.
This great island has granitic foundations, although it is clothed in
places with volcanic rocks. Its landward brinks are marked by
mouut Abu, the Aravalli hills, the ridgc of Delhi, and the long low
eastward curve of hills ending at U,1jmahfll, where thc principal
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coal seams of India rest on the granitic base. The salient angles
at Delhi and Rajmahal arc received, at a distance, by the great
re~entel"iIlg angles of the maill framework of Asia, constituted by
the brink of Iran beyond the Indus, the Him"!,Lyan brink of Tibet,
and the mountains of the Burmese border. Between these rocky
limits-salient ou the Indian side and re-entering Oil the Asiatic
side-extends a broad alluvial plain, two hundred miles in average
breadth, and two thousand miles long, from the mouths of the
Ganges northward to the foot of the monntains, then northwestward along that foot to the Punjab, and then south-westward
to the mouths of the Indus.
The Indian heights proper are so relatively low, attaining to
eight or nine thousand feet only in the f<lr south, that the whole
geography of India seellls to be dominated by the Himalayas. We
recover our sense of the true proportions only when we reflect that
even the Himalayas arc only five or six miles high, and that Iudia
is two thousaud miles long. None the less the Himalayas and
Tibet arc in a very real seuse the controlling fact of Indian
geography. They pierce upward through lIlore than half the
atmosphere into highland climates, and therefore constitute for
man a mighty natural boundary. They also gnide and limit the
winds of the lower air, allil thns goyern the Indian climate. Iudia
is an agricultural land, whose tillage is c,erywhere dependent,
either dit'ectiy or indirectly, upon the moisture brought from the
southern ocean by the great wind swirl of the summer and autumn
monsoon. That swirl strikes the Malabar coast as a south-west
wind, sweeps over Bengal as a south wind, and drives up the
Ganges plains as a south-east wind. The whole movement is
indnced by suction to where the air is rising over the hot plains
of the Middle Indus. There in the SUIlIIIler is one of the hottest
places, if not the hottest place in the world. The winds which
come down to it off the Iranian plateau, thus completing the swirl
"tream off a dry land, and bring no moisture. In the winter a dry,
bright wind, the north-east monsoon, descends from Tibet oyer all
India. Only in the PUl~ab and in the far south are there considerable winter rains. '111C Punjab is in Mediterranean latitudes,
where it rains in the winter.
By these physical characteristics India is made fruitful, and is
at the same time more than half isolated from the rest of the
world. The most primitive of its inhabitants are the Gonds and
other tribes, who have been driven into the forest recesses of the
hills eastward of the Deccan plateau and into other regions difficult
3-2
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of access throughout the slIh-eontinent. The Dravidian languages
have been preserved in the southern promontory. The Aryan and
later invaders from western and eentml Asia have come from the
north-west through the passage of Delhi, and have thence dispersed
south-eastward down the Ganges to Bengal, and south-westward
to the fertile GujariLti and Marfithfi countries. Through the castel'll
mountains, which sever the Indian Empire from China, have penetrated in historical times few great invasions; and these have not
been far-reaching in their political results. But if we may judgo
from the physical types and languages of the populations, and
from their social characteristics, there has been from prehistoric
times onwards a constant infiltration of l\1ollgolian stock, not only
abundantly into Burma, and along the Tsan-po valley to the foothills of the Himalaya, bllt also in lesser degree into Assam and into
the eastern parts of Bengal about Dacca.
From the days of the Greek pilot Hippalus, the mOllsoons haNe
carried some sea traffic to and fro over the Arabian sea from the
direction of Aden. Silld was raided by lIIuhammadans overseas.
But Sind lies outside the desert of Rajputiina. 'l'he lIIalabar coast
long had commercial intercourse with the Nearer East, and thus
indirectly with Christendom. But the Western GMts lie behind
the Malabar coast. In the south of India, on that coast, are two
curious relics of this traffic, two "mall ancient communities of Jews
and of Christians. But these arc exceptional. The one gateway"
of India which signified, until modern times, was the north-western
land-gate. Most of the history which is to be narrated in these
volumes bears, directly or indirectly, some relation to that great
geographical fact.
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CHAPTER II
A.

PEOPLES AND LANGUAGES

THE Indian Empire is the abode of a vast collection of peoples
who differ from one another in physical characteristics, in language,
and in cnlture more "idely than the peoples of Europe. Among
them the three primary ethnographical divisions of mankind-the
Caucasian or white type, with its subdivisions of blonde and dark,
the JliIongolian or yellow type, and the Ethiopian or black typeare all represented: the first two by various races in the subcontinent itself, and the last by the inhabitants of the Andaman
Isles. Four of the great families of human speech-the Austrie,
the Tibeto-Chinese, the Dravidian, and the Indo-European-are
directly represented amoug the Ii ving languages of India, of which
no fewer than two hundred and twenty are recorded in the Gc'nsus
Report for 1911 ; while a fifth great family, the Semitic, whiell has
been introdnced by Muhammadan conquerors in historical times,
has, through the medium of Arabic and Persian, greatly modified
some of the Indian vernaculars. The Austric, '['ibeto-Chincse, and
Indo-Enropean families are widely spread elsewhere over the facc
of the earth. '['he Dravidian has not been traced with absolute
certainty beyond the limits of the Indian Empire; but there is
evidence which seems to indicate that it was introduced into India
in prehistoric times.
The drama of Iudiau history, then, is one in which many peoples
of very diverse origin have played their parts. In all ages the
fertility and the riches of certain regions, above all the plain of the
Ganges,have attracted invaders from the outside world; while overpopulation and the desiccation of the land have given an impulse
to the movements of peoples from the adjacent regions of Asia.
Thus both the attractiug and the expulsi¥e forces which determine
migrations have acted in the same dircction. It is true indeed that
the civilisations which have been developed in India have reacted,
and that Indian religions, Indian literatUl'e, and Indian art
have spread out of India and produced a deep and far-reaching
influence on the countries of Further Asia; but the migrations and
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the conqucsts which provided the hUlllan energy with which these
civilisations wcre cmatcd have invariably come into India from thc
outside. And the peninsular character of thc sub-contincnt has
retained invaders within its borders, with the result that racial
conditions have tended to become evet· more and more complex.
The outcome of the struggle for existence between so many peoples
possessing different traditions and different ideals is to be seen in
the almost infinite variety of degrees of culture which exists at the
prescnt day. Some types of civilisation have been progressive;
others have remained stationary. So that we now find, at one
extreme of the social scale, communities whose members are contributing to the advancement of the literature, science, and art of
the twcntieth century, and, at the other extreme, tribes still
governed by their primitive constitutions, still using the implements
and weapons, and still retaining the religious ideas and customs of
their remote ancestors in the Stone Age.
'l'he Him,-tlayas form an efl·ective barrier against direct invasions
from the north: the exceedingly toilsome passes in their centre
are traversed only by a few patient traders or adventurons explorers. But at the western and eastern extremities, river valleys
and more practicable monntain passes aflord easier means of
access. Through these gateways swarms of nomads and conquering
armies, from the direction of Persia on the one hand and from .the
direction of China on the othcr, have poured into India from time
immemorial.

By routcs passing through Baluchistitn on the west and Afghanistan on the north-west, the country of the Inuus has ocen repeatedly
invaded by peoples belonging to the Caucasian race from Western
Asia, anu by peoples belonging to the N o]"thel"l\ or Mongolo.Altaic
group of the Mongolian race from Central Asia. But these immigrations were not all of the same nature, nor did they all prodnce
the same effect on the population of India. In thc course of time
their character became transformed. At the most remote period
they wcre slow persistent movements of wholc tribes, or collections
of tribes, with their women and children, their flocks and herds: at
a later date they were little more than organised expeditions of
armed men. rrhc former exercised a permanent influence on the
racial conditions of the country which they invaued: the influence
of the latter was political or social rather than racial.
'l'llis change in the nature of invasions was the gradual effect of
natural causes. Over large tracts of Asia the climate has changed
within the historical period. 'rhe rainfall has diminished or ceased;
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and once fruitful lauds have heen converted into impassable deserts.
Both Iran ancl Turkestan, the two reservoirs from which the streams
of migration flowed into the Indus valley, have been affected by
this desiccation of the land. Archaeological investigations in
Seisrun and in Chinese Turkestan have brought to light the monuments of ancicnt civilisations which had long ago passed into
oblivion. Especially valuable from the historical point of vicw are
the. accounts given by Sir Amel Stein of his wonderful discoveries
in Chinese TUl'kesrun. From the chronological evidence, which he
has so carefully collected from the documents and monuments discovered, we are enabled to ascertain the dates, at which the varions
ancient sites were abandoned because of the progressive dcsiccation
during a period of about a thousand years (first century B.C. to
ninth century A.D.). 'Ye may thus realise how it has come to pass
tltat a region which ollce formed a means uf commuuication not

only between China and India, but also between China and Europe,
has no\y become an almost insuperable barrier. rl'hc same causes
have tended to separate India from Iran. The last irruption which
penetrated to Delhi, the heart of India, through the north-western
gatmmy was the Persian expedition of NfLdir Shiih in 1739.
'Phe rontes which lead from the cast into the country of the
Ganges seem not to have been affectcd to the same extent by
climatic changes. The invaders from this quarter belonged to the
Southern gronp of the l\Iongolian race, the home of which was
probably in N.W. China. They came into India partly from Tibet
down the miley of the Brahmapntra, and partly f"om China through
Burma by the Mekong, the Salween, alld the Irt'awaddy. To other
obstacles which impedecl their progress were added the dellse
growth of the jungle and its wild inhabitants. Tribal migrations
from these regions can scarcely be said to have ccased altogether
even !lOW. But they are held in check by the British occupation
of Upper Burma. The movements to the so nth-west and south of
the Kachins, a 'l'ibeto-Burman tribe, from the north of Upper
Burma have in reccnt times afforded an illustration of the natnre
of these migrations (Imp. Gaz. XIV, PI'. 253-5).
'rhus have foreign races and forcign civilisations been brought
iuto India, the history of which is in a large measure the story of
the stl'Uggle between newcomcrs and the earlier inhabitants_ Such
invasions may be compared to waves breakiug OIl the shore. Theil'
force becomes less the farther they proceed, and their direction is
determined by the obstacles with which they come in contact.
The most effective of tilese obstacles, even when hnmall effort is
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the direct means of resistance, are the geographical harriers which
naturc itself has set up. We shall thCl'efore best understand the
distribution of races ill the sub-contincnt if we remember its chief
natural divisions.
The ranges of the Vindhya system with their almost impenetrable forests have in all ages formed the great dividing line
between Northern and Southern India. In early Brahman literatnre they marktthe limits beyond which Aryan civilisation had not
yet penetrated, and at the present day the two great regions
which they separate continue to offer the most striking contrasts in
racial character, in language, and in social institntions. Bnt the
Yindhyas can be passed withont difficulty at their western and
eastern extremities, where lowlands form connecting links with
the plains of the Indus and the Ganges. The coastal regions are
therefore transitional. 'l'hey have been more directly affected by
movements from the north than the central platean of the Deccan.
In Northern India, natural boundaries are marked by the river
Indus, by the 'l'har or Great Desert of Rajpntana, and by the subHimalayan fringe which is connected on the east with Assam and
Burma.
The seven geographical regions thus indicated form the basis
for the ethnographical classification of the peoples of India which
is now generally accepted. The scheme was propounded by the
late Sir Herbert Risley in the Census Report for 1901. Its details
are the result of careful measurements and obserl"ations extending
over many years. It is conveniently summarised in the Imperial
GazetteC1' (new edition, vol. I, pp. 292 IE) from which the descriptions in the following account are quoted. '1'he physical types are
here enumerated in an order beginning from the south, instead of
from the north-west as in the original scheme:
1. The Dravidian type in the larger section of the peninsnla
which lies to the south of the United Provinces and cast of about
longitude 76°E. "I.'he stature is short or below mean; the complexion very dark, approaching black; hair plentiful, with an
occasional tendency to cllrl; eyes dark: head long: nose very
broad, sometimes depressed at the root, bllt not so as to make the
face appear flat.'
'l'his was assumed by Risley to be 'the original type of the
popUlation of India, now modified to a varying extent by the
admixture of Aryan, Scythian, and Mongoloid elemCljts.' It must
be remembered, however, that, when the term' Dravidian' is thus
used ethnographically, it is nothing more than a convenient label.
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It mnst not be assumed that the speakers of the Dravidian langtmges are aborigines. In Southern Iudia, as in the North, the
same general distinction exists between the more primitive tribes
of the hills and jungles and the civilised inhabitants of the fertile
tracts; and some ethnologists hold that the difference is racial and
not merely the result of culture. Mr Thurston, for instance, says:
It is the Pre-Dravidian aborigine~ and not the later and more cultured
Dravidians, who ruMt be regarded as the primitiYe existing race.... These PreDravidians ... are differentiated from the Dravidian classes by their short stature
and broad (platyrhine) noses. There is strong ground for the belief that the PreDravidians are ethnically related to the Veddas of Ceylon, the Toalas of tho
Celebes, the Batin of Suma~rn, and possibly the Amtrnlians. (TAe .Jladras
Preside1lC1J, pp. 124-5.)

It wonld seem probable, then, that the original speakers of the
Dravidian langnages were invaders, and that the ethnographical
Dravidians are a mixed race. In the more habitable regions the
two elements have fused, while representatives of the aborigines
are still to be found in the fastnesses to which they retired before
the encroachments of the newcomers. If this view be correct, we
must suppose that these aborigines have, in the course of long agcs,
lost their ancient langtlUges and adopted thosc of their conquerors.
The process of linguistic transformation, which may stilI be
observed in other parts of Iudia, would seem to have becn carried
out more completely in the South than elsewhere.
The theory that the Dravidian element is the most ancient
which we can discovCl' in the population of Northern India, must
also bc modified by what we now know of the MU\.l~a lan!,'uages,
the Indian representatives of tile Austric family of speech, and the
mixcd langnages in which tllCir influence has been traced (p. 48).
Here, according to the evidence now available, it would seem that
the Austric clement is the oldcst, and that it has' been overlaid in
different rcgions by snccessive waves of Dravidian and IndoEuropean on the one hand, and by Tibeto-Chinese on the other.
Most ethnologists hold that there is no difference in physical type
between the present speakers of MU\.l~la and Dravidian language~.
This statement has been called in question; bnt, if it be trne, it
shows that racial conditions have bccome so complicated that it is
no longer possiblc to analyse their constituents. Langnage alone
has preserved a record which would otherwise kwe been lost.
At the same time, there can be little doubt that Dravidian
languages were actually flourishing in the western regions of
Northern India at the period when langnages of the Indo-European
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type were introduced by the Aryan invasious from the north-west.
Dravidian characteristics have been traced alike in Vedic and
Classical Sanskrit, in the Priikrits 01' early popular dialects, and in
thc model'll vernaculars derived from them. The linguistic strata
wonld thus appeal' to bc arranged in the ordel'-Austric, Dravidian,
Indo-European.
Thcre is good ground, then, for supposing that, before the
coming of the Indo-Aryans, speakers of the Dravidian languages
predominated both in Northern and in Southern India; but, as. we
have seen, older elements are discoverable in the populations of
both regions, and therefore the assnmption that the Dravidians are
aboriginal is no longer tenable. Is there any evidenee to show
whence they came into India 1
No theory of their origin can be maintained which does not
account for the existence of Brahiii, the large island of Dravidian
speech in the mountainous regions of distant Baluchistiil1 which lie
near the western rontes into India. Is Brahilj a surviving trace of
the immigration of Dravidian-speaking peoples into India from the
west 1 01' does it mark the limits of an overflow from India into
Baluchistiin 1 Both theories have been held; but, as all the great
movemcnts of peoples have been into India and not out of India,
and as a remote mountainous district may be expected to retain
the survivals of ancient races while it is not likely to have been
colonised, the former view wonld (' p,.im·; seem to be by far the
more probable. The reasons why it has not been ullivej'sally
accepted is that the rncial character of the BrahfLis is noll' mainly
Iranian, and not Dravidiau ill the Indian sense of the term. Bnt
the argnment from race is not so conclusive as may appear at first
sight. The area in \Vllich the Dravidian Brahm is stilI spoken
fonns part of the region which is occupied by Turko-Iranian
peoples; and the peculiar tribal constitution of the Bnthiiis is one
which, nnlike the caste-system, does not insist on social exclnsiveness, bnt, on the COllt\'aI'Y, definitely invites recl'llitment from
outside. 'rhis is clear from the account given in the Gazettee,.,
the 'Baloeh and Brflhiii type of tribe':

of

.,

rrhc second type of fJ'ul'ko-Il'liUian tribe is ual'lcd primarily not upon agnatic
but upon commun good and ill: in oUler words, it is cemented togoth~r

kil1ship~

only by the obligations aIising from the blood-feud. There is no eponymous
ancootor, and the trilJc itself docs not profess to be composed of homogeneoUs
elements.... The same prineiples hold good in tho ease of the Drnhfii ...Wh08<.'
numbers have been recruited from among Afghans, Kurds, Jadg-als, Baloch, and
other elemonts. (Imp. Gaz. I, p. 310.)
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Such circumstances must necessarily changc the racial character
of the tribe hy a gradual process which might well iu the course of
ages lead to a complete trausformation. '['here is therefore nothiug
in the existing racial conditions, and equally nothing in the existing
physical conditions', to prevent us from helieving that thc survival
of a Dravidian language in Baluchistau must indicate that the
Dra.vidians came into India through Baluchist.'in in prehistoric
times. Whether they arc ultimately to be traced to a Central
Asian or to a Western Asian origin cannot at present be decided
with absolute certainty; but the latter hypothesis receives very
strong support from the undoubted similarity of the Sumerian and
Dravidian ethnic types'.
2. 'rhe IndO-Aryan type in Kashmir, the Punjab from the
Indus to about the longitude of Ambiila (76"46' E.), and Hajputlina.
'The stature is mostly tall; complexion fair; eyes dark; hair on
facc. plentiful; head long; nose narrow and prominent, but not
specially long.'
Thc region now occupied by peoples of this type forms the
easteru portiou of the wide exteut of territory inhabited by Aryan
settlers in the earliest historical times-the period of the Rigveda,
probably about 1200 D.C. Their oldest literature, which is in a
lauguage closely connected with ancient Persian, Greek, and Latin,
supplies no certain indication tllnt they still retained the recollection of their former home; and we may reasonably conc]lldct
therefore, that the invasions, which brought thcm into India, took
place at a date considerably carlicr.
The Indo-Aryans came from Bactria, over the passes of the
Hindu Kush into S. Afglu1uishln, and thcnce by the valleys of the
Kabnl river, the Kurram, and the Gumal-all of thcm rivers well
kllo.wn to the poets of the Rigveda-into the N. W. Frontier Province and the Punjab. In the agc of the Rig veda they formed five
peoples, each consisting of a number of tribes in which the women
were of the saIlle racc as their hnsbands. This is proved conclusively by their social and religious status. We may be certain,
therefore, that the invasions were no mere incursions of armies,
but gradual progressive movements of whole tribes, such as would
have been impossible at a later datc, when climatic causes had
transformed the physical conditions of the country (p, 38). On
1 For the remains of ancient culture in thiB region, Be(! Imp. Gaz. I, p. 30~; XIV,
p. SOO.
l! Rall, The Ancient History of the lvear East (4th ed.), pp. 173-4.
The converse
view is, bow€yer, held by the author, viz. that the Sumeria-us cs.me into 'Yes tern Asia.
from India..
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this Jloint the evidence of literatnre receives the support of
ethnology; for only thus, according to Risley, can be explained
the uniform distribution of the Indo-Aryan racial type thronghout
tho region which it occupies, and the strougly marked coutrMts
which it presents to types prevailing in regions to the east and
south. Later settlements necessarily consisted almost entirely of
men. Such modifications of the racial character as would be produced by inter-marriage with the women of the country would,
in the conrse of time, cease to be recognisable. They would be as
difficult to trace as the Roman factor in the population of Britain.
3. l'he Turko-Iranian type in the N. W. Frontier Province,
Baluchistan, and those districts of the Punjab and SimI which lie
west of the Indus. 'Stature above mean; complexion fair; eyes
mostly dark, bllt occasionally grey; hail' on face plentiful; head
broad; nose moderately narrow, prominent, and very long.'
The northern section of the region now inhabited by peoples of
this type, that is to say, the country of the north-western tributaries
of the Indus, was, in the times of the Rigveda, occupied by IndoAryans. l'he predominant racial character of the whole rcgion is
due to the invasion of ;VIongolo-Altaic peoples from Turkestan on
the one haud, and of Persian Aryans or Iranians on the other. Tho
Indus is the ethnographical boundary between the 'furko-Iranian
aud Indo-Aryan types, just as in llistory it has often been the
political bonndary between Iran and India.
4. The Scytho-Dravidian type in Sind east of the Indus,
Gujarat, and the western section of the peninsula as far as about
longitude 76 E., that is to say, the Bomb"y Presidency or Western
India generally. 'The type i. clearly distinguished from the
Turko· Tranian by a lower stature, a gTcater length of head, a
higher nasal index, a shorter nose, and a lower orbito-nasal
index:
This type, of which the J\Iariithiis are the chief representatives,
occnpies a position between the broad-headed Turko-Iranians and
tho long-headed Dravidians. Its designation assumes that the
foreign broad-headed element was introduced during the period of
Scythian (yaka) rule in Western India (c. 120-:'180 A.D.). But
there can be little doubt that its origin llIust be traced to a period
far more remote. 'fhe <,Jakas were among those military conquerors
who broke into the Punjab after the downfall of the Jl.Iaurya
Empire; and it can scarcely be supposed that the extension of
their power to 'Yestern India materially affected the race. The
fact that their Scythian names, as is shown by coins and inscIip0
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tiolla, became Hinduised after a few generations, is conclusive
proof that they were forced to adapt themselves to their social
environment. We must therefore seck the disturbing racial influellee in some earlier tribal immigration of which no other memorial
1I0W remains. The invadct·s probably belonged to the broad-headed
Alpine race which inhabited the plateaus of Western Asia(Anatolia,
Armenia, and Iran)'; and they would seem to have coIlle into
Western India, as the Dravidians also most probably came, through
Baluchistan before desiccation had made the routes impassable for
multitudes.
5. The Aryo-Dravidian or Hindustaui type in the plain of the
Gangcs from abont longitude 76° 30' E. to 87° E.; that is to say, in
the eastern fringe of the Punjab, in the United Provinces, and in
Bihar. 'The head-fol'm is long, with a tendency to medium; the
complexion varies from lightish browu to black; the nose ranges
from medium to broad, being always broader than among thc
Indo-Aryans; the stature is lower than in the latter gronp, and
usually below the average' (Le. it ranges from 5' 3" to 5' 5").
The Aryo-Dravidian type occupies the ancient Madhyadeyl, or
'the Midland Country,' extending, according to Manu (II, 21) from
Viuao;ana, where the liver Sarasvati loses itself in the Great Desert,
to Allahabad, together with some five degrees of the country farther
east. It is a mixed type cansed apparently by the Indo-Aryan
colonisation of a region previonsly held by a population mainly
Dravidian. The Indo-Aryan type does not, as might have been
expected from analogous instances, shade by imperceptible degrees
into the Aryo-Dravidian type; but a marked change from the
former to the latter is observable about the longitude of Sirhind.
It is evident, then, that the waves of tribal migration must have
been impeded at this point, and that the Indo-Aryan inflnence
farther east must be due rather to warlike or peaceful penetration
than to the wholesale encroachment of multitudes.
To explain this abrupt transition, the theory of a second Aryan
invasion, which is snpposed to have come into the plain of the
Ganges from the Pamirs throngh Gilgit and Chitr;.I, was pl'Opounded by the late Dr Roernle and has been generally accepted
in the official pu blications of the Government of India. This theory
is made improbable by the physical difficulties of tho route suggested, and some of the argnments adduced in its favour arc
demonstrably mistaken. There is no such break of continnity
between the tribes of the Rigveda aud the peoples of the later
1

Haddon, The Wanderings of Peaples, pp. 12,17.
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literature as it presupposes'. At the same time it seemed to be
supported by the existing distribution of the Indo-Aryan languages;
but, as will be seeu (p. flO), an equally satisfactory explanatiou of
this distribution may be suggested.
Apart from this theory, the conclusions of ethnology are entirely
in accord with the historical indications of the literature. 'l'h",
etbnogmphicallimit is also the dividing line between the geogmphy
of the Higveda and the geography of the later Vedic literature. In
the Rigvcda Aryan communities have scarcely 'advanced beyond
the country of the rimr Sarasvati (Sirhind), which for ever afterwards was remembered with especial veneration as Bmhmavarta,
'the Holy Land.' In the BriihmaJ.las the centre of religious
activity has been transferred to the adjacent country Oll the southeast, i.e. the upper portion of the doab between the J umna and the
Ganges, and the Muttra District of the United Provinces. This was
Brahmarshide9a-' the Country of the Holy Sages.' Here it was
that the hymns of the Rigveda, which were composed in the NorthWest-the country of the 'Seven Rivers' as it is called (Rv. VIII,
24, 27)-were collected and arranged; and here it was that the
religious and social system which we call Brahmanism assumed its
final form-a form which, ill its religious aspect, is a compromise
between Aryan and more primitive Indian ideas; and, in its social
aspect, the result of the contact of difierent races. After Brahrnan
culture had thus oceupied what has in all ages been the commanding position in India, its trend was still eastwards; and the
couutry of the 'Seven Rivers,' though not altogether forgotten,
occupies a place of less importance in the later literatnre.
Both of the facts above mentioned-the abrupt transition from
the Indo-Aryan to the Aryo-Dravidian type, and the extension of
Aryan influence from Brahmavarta to Brahmarshide~a-are best
understood if we remember the natural feature which connects the
plain of the Indus with the plain of the Ganges. This is the strait
of habitable land which lies between the desert and the monntains.
Its historical significance has already been noticed'. It is in this
strait that the decisive battles, on which the fate of India has
depcnded, have been fonght; and here too we may suppose that
the progress of racial migrations from the north-west in prehistoric
times must have been checked. Both politically and ethnographically it forms a natural boundary. In the age of the Rigveda the
Aryans had not yct broken through the barrier, though the J umna
is mentioned in a hymn (VII, 18, Ill) in such a way as to indicate
I See Chapters v, p. 119 Bnd XIII, p. 302.
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that a battle had been won on its banks. It was only at some later
date that tbe conntry between the Upper Jumna and Ganges and
tbe district of Delhi were occupied. 11. record of this occupation
has been preserved in some ancient verses quoted in the Qatapatha
BrftllmaI,la (XIII, 5, 4, 11-14) which reredo the triumphs celebrated
by Bharata Dau!).shanti after his victories on the J umna and the
Ganges, and to the extent of his conquests. In their new home
the Bharatas, who were settled in the country of the Sarasvati in
the times of the Rigveda (sec III, 23, 4), were merged in the Kurus;
,and their whole territory, the new together with the old, became
famons in history nnder the name Knrukshetra-' the Field of the
Kurus.' This was the scene of the great war of the descendants of
Bharata Daul.lshanti, and the centre from which Indo-Aryan culture
spread, first throughout Hindustan, and eventually throughout thc
whole sub-contincnt. The epoch of Indo-Aryan tribal migration
woo definitcly closed. It was succeeded by the epoch of IndoAryan colonisation.
'6; The Mongoloid type in BuruJa, Assam, and the sub-Himalayan tract wbich includes Bhutan, Nepal, and the fringe of the
United Provinces, the Punjab, and Kashmir. 'The head is broad ';
complexion dark, with a yellowish tinge; hair on face scanty;
statnrc short or below average; nose fine to broad; face characteristically fiat; eyelids often oblique.'
The term Mongoloid denotes the racial type which has been
produced by the invasion of peoples of the Southern Mongolian
race fi'om Tibet and China. We have already seen how thesc
peoples have from time immemorial been coming down the river
vallcys into Bnrma and N orthel'll India (p. "39); and we shall learn
more about them, and about the earlier inhabitants with whom
they intermingled, when we consider the evidence of language
(p. 49).
, I 7.
The Mongolo-Dravidian or Bengali typc in Bengal and
Orissa. 'The head is broad; complexion dark; hair on face
usually plentiful; statnre medium; nose medinm, with a tendency
to broad:
This type is regarded as 'probably a blend of Dravidian alld
Mongoloid elements, with a strain of Indo-Aryan blood in the
higher groups: The region in which it prevails lay beyond the
geographical ken of the earlier literatnre. It comes into view first
in the later literature (the epics and Pnritl.Jas) when it was occupied
by a number of peoples among whom the Valigas (fi'om whom
,Bengal has inherited its name) and the Kaliilgas of Orissa were the
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chief. On the north-west it is separated from the Aryo-Dravidian
area by what is now also the political dividing-line between Bihar
and Bengal. In regard to this limit, as marking the extent of
Indo-Aryan influence at au early date, ethnology and literature are
fnlly in agreement. In the Atharvaveda the Magadhas of the Patna
and Gaya Districts, and the Ailgas of the Monghyr and Bhiigalpur Districts in Southern Bihar, are mentioned in a manner which
indicates that they were among the most distant of known peoples
(see Vedic Indcm, II, p. 116); while a legend in the Qatapatha
Brahmal)a (I, 4, 1, 10 ff.) preserves the memory of the spread of
Brahmanism from the west into Videha, or Tirhut in Northern
Bih,-". The traces of Indo-Aryan descent, whieh have been
observed in the higher social grades of Bengal and Orissa, must be
due to eolonisation at a later date.
On the sonth-west the Mongolo-Dravidiaus are separated from
the Dravidians by the north-eastern apex of tbe plateau of the
Deccan, where, in the Santal Parganas and the Chota Nagpur
Division, hills and forests have preserved a large group of primitive tribes, some of whom continue to speak dialects of the oldest
form oflanguage known in India.
It is here tlmt we find the MUI,Iq.a langnages, whieh, like tho
Mon-Khmer languages of Assam and Bnrma, are surviving representatives of the AUotrie family of speech, the most widely diffused
on earth. It has been traced 'from Easter Island off the eoast of
South America in the east to Madagascar in the west, and from
New Zealand in the· south to the Punjab in the north' (Census
Rep01·t, 1911, I, p. 324).
The Mm,lqa languages arc scattered far and wide. They are
found not only in the Santal l'arganas and Chota Nagpnr, but also
in the Mahadeo Hills of the Central Provinces, and in the northern
districts of the Madras Presidency; and they form the basis of a
number of mixed languages which make a chain along the Himalayan fringe from the Punjab to Bengal.
'1'110 Mon-Khmer languages are similarly dispersed. They survive in the Khasi Hills of Assam, ill certain hilly tracts of Upper
Burma, in the coastal regions of thc Gulf of Martaban in Lower
Burma, in the Nicobar Islmlds, and in some parts of the Malay
Peninsula.
.
Thus Allstl'ic languages, which still flonrish in Annam and
Cambodia, remain in India and Bmma as islands of speech to
preserve the reeord of a far distant period when Northern India
(possibly Southern India also) and Fm'tlwr India belonged to the
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same linguistic area. And there is some evidence that they
shared the same culture iu neolithic times; for the' chisel-shaped,
high-shonldered celts' arc specially characteristic of these regions '.
There can be little doubt that the Indian aud Burmese tribes who
speak Austric languages are desceuded from the neolithic peoples
who made these celts_ We may regard them as representing the
earliest population concerning which we possess any definite information. Other tribes may have an equal claim to antiquity; but
they have abandoned their ancestral speech and adopted that 01
their more recent and more progressive neighbours. Their title is
conseqnently less clear.
Invasions from the east, some of them historical, have brought
into the ancient domain of Anstl"ic speech languages belonging to
two branches of the Tibeto-Chiuese family-the Tibeto-Burman aud
the Siamese-Chinese. Tibeto-BUlman has occupied the western half
of Burma, where it is represented by Burmese, and the sub-Himalayan fringe of India; while Siamese-Chinese has prevailed in the
Shan States of eastern Burma. 'I'he influence of each has, at different
periods,extended to Assam, where at the present day both have given
place to Assamese, an Aryan language closely related to Bengali.
In the same way the Austric languages have been submerged
by successive floods of Dravidian and Tndo-European fl"Om the west
and north-wcst. Dravidian languages, with the exception of
Brahiii, are now confined to the peninsula south of the Vindhyas
and to Ceylon; but it is supposed that, at thc period of the Aryan
invasions, they prevailed also in the north. This inference is
derived from the change which Indo-European underwent after its
introduction into India, and which can only be explained as thc
result of some older disturbing element. The oldest form of IndoAryan, the language of the Rigveda, is distinguished frolll the oldest
form of Iranian, the languU1;e of the Avesta, chiefly by the presence
of a second series of dentallctters, the so-called cerebral8- These
play an increasingly important part in the development of IndoAryan in its subsequent phases. 'I'hey are foreign to Iudo-European
languages generally, and they are characteristic of Dravidian. We
may conclude, then, that the earlier forms of speech, by which
Indo-Eul"Opean was modified in the various stages of its pI'ogress
from the north-west, were predominantly Dravidian.
At the present time Dravidian languages are stable only in the
countries of the south where they have developed great literatures
like Tamil, Malayalam, Kanarese, and Telugu. In the northern
L
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borders of the Dravidian sphere of inflnence, the spoken languages
which have not been stCl'eotyped by literature are, as each succeeding Report of the Census of India shows, still continuing to retreat
before the onward p!'ogress of Indo-Aryan. The process, as it may
be observed at the present day in India as elsewhere, has been
admirably described by Sir George Grierson, whose observations
are most valuable as explaining generally the manner in which the
language of a more progressive civilisation tends to grow at the
expense of its less efficient rivals.
"Then an Aryan tongue comes into contact with an ullcivilised aboriginal ou'e,
it is invaria.bly the latter which goes to the wall. 'I'hc Aryan docs not attempt to

speak it, and the necessities of intercourse compel the aborigine to use a broken
'pigeon' form of the language of a superior civilisation. As generations pass this
uJixed jargvn more and more approximates to its model, and in process of time
the old aboriginal language is forgotten and dies a natural death. At the pr~ent
day, in ethnic borderlands, we see this transformation still going on, and
watch it in all stages of its progress. It is only in the south of India, where
aboriginal languages are associated with a high degree of culture, that they h~ve
held their own. The reverse process, of an Aryan tongue bcing superseded by an
aboriginal one never occurs. (Imp. Gaz. I, pp. 351-2.)

can

But the advancing typc does not remain unaffected. Each
stage in its progress must always bcar traces of the compromise
between the llew and thc old; and, as each recently converted
area tends ill its turn to carry the change a step farther, the result
is that the inflnence of the progressive language is modified ill au
increasing degree. Thus is produced a series of varieties, which
through the development of their peculiar features become in
course of time distinct specics differing from the original type and
frolll each other in accordance with their position in the series.
Weare thus furnished with a satisfactory explanation of the
distribution of the Indo-Aryan languages. As classified by the
Linguistic Survey they radiate from a central area occupied by the
Midland languages, the chief representative of which is Western
Hindi. In the north of this area lay the country of the Kurus and
Panchalas where, according to the Qatapatha BrahmftJ.la (III, 2, 3,
I,,) speech, i.e, Brahman speech, had its home (Vedic Index, I,
p. 165). This is the centre from which the spread of Briihmanism
and Brf,luIlan cultnre may be traced historically. From it the
language of the Bnll\lllan scriptures extended with the religion aud
became eventually the sacred language of the whole sub-continent;
fl'Om it the influence of the Aryan type of speech was diffused in
all directions, receiving a check only in the south where the
Dra vidiall languages were firmly established.

I
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Immediately outside the languages of tile Midland come those
of the Inner Band-Pnnjabl, Rajasthanl and Gujan"iti on the west,
Paharl on the north, and Eastern Hindi on the east; and beyond
them the languages of the On tel' Band-Kashmlri, I.almda, Sindhl,
and Kacchl on the west, Marathl on the south-west, and Bihiirl,
Beugali, Assamese, and Oriya on the east.
'; Th~'Indo-Aryan languages have now extended very considerably
'to the sonth of Aryavarta, 'the Region of the Aryans,' as defined
by Mallu (II, 22), i.e. the conntry between the Himiilayas and the
Vindhyas from the Bay of Bengal to the Arabian Sea. Orthodox
Bmhmanism, as represented by Mann, directed that all members of
the 'twice-born' social orders, Brahmans, Kshatriyas, and Vai~yas,
should resort to this region, and enjoined that every man of these
orders should be instructed in his religious and social duties by
a BraIlman belonging to one of the peoples of Brahmarshidec;a
(Kurns, l\1atsyas, l'aiichiilas, and Qiirascnas). These, as we have
seen; inhabited the northern portion of the Midland linguistic area.
If we follow the conrse of the J umna-Ganges we shall pass from the
languages of the Midland through those of the Inner and Outer
Ballds, and we shan pass from Rrahmarshide9a through Kosala
(Oudh); Videha (N. Bihar) and VaIiga (Bengal), which mark succcssivc'stages in the spread of Brahmanism to the eastern limit of
Aryav:irta as they are reflected iu the literatnre ' .
. It is not so easy to trace the relations betwcen Brahmarshide9a
arid the' earlier Aryan settlements in the land of the Seven Rivers.
It is possible that further invasions of which no record has been
preserved lOay have disturbed both political and linguistic conditions in the North-West. We know nothing certain about the rate
of this region nntil the latter half of the sixth century D.C., when
Gandhara (Peshawar in the N.W. Frontier Province and Rawalpindi
in the Punjab) together with the province of the Indus-' India'
properly so called-were inclnded in the Persian empire of the
Achaemenids.
The base from which this Persian power expanded into India
was Bactl'ia (Balkh), the conntry of the Oxns, which in the reign
of Cyrus (558-530 B.C.) had become the eastern stronghold of
Iran; From Bactria the armies of the AciIaemenids, like those of
Alexander and many snbseqnent conqnerors, and like the invading
tribes of Indo-Aryans many eentnries before, passed over the
Hindu Knsh and through the vaHey of the K;1bnl river into the
conntry of the Indns.
"
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Speakers of the two great sections of Aryan languages, h-anians
and Indo-,\ryans, were thus brought into contact; and as a rcsult
of some such· contact, whether at this pcriod 01' at some earlier
date, we find a group of mixed languages still sUl"viving where they
might be expected, in the transitional zone between the Hindu
Klish and the Punjab, that is to say, in the Kabul valley, Chitrfd,
and Gilgit. These Piqacha langnages, as they are called, were
once more widely spread: the Greek forms of place-names, for
instance, seem to show that they ·prevailed in N.W. India in the
fourth centUl"y B.C.; bnt at the present time they are merely a~
enclave in the Iranian and IndO-Aryan domains.
They possess an extraordinarily archaic character. 'Vords arc still in evcryday· use which are almost identical with the forms they assumed in Vedic hYllllls,
and which uow surY.i\'C Duly ill a lUuch corruptcustate in the plains of India..
III their essence these languages .~re neither Iranian nor IndO-Aryan, but are
something between Loth. (Imp. Gaz. I, p. 3.56.)

The most natural explanation of these mixed languages is that
they arc ancient Aryan (Vedic) dialects which have been overlaid
with Iranian as the resnlt of later invasioIl- The districts in which
they are spoken were certainly colonised by the early Aryan
settlers, for both the Kabul river (Kubha) and its tributary the
SWlIt (Suvastu) are mentioned in the hymns of the Rigveda.
The contrary view, expressed in the Imperial Gazetteer (I,
p. 355), viz. that the Pic;fI",ha languages arc the result of an Aryan
invasion of a region originally Iranian, seems to be less probable.
It presnpposes the existence of an early settlement of Aryans in the
Pamirs, distinct from 'the Aryans proper, who had entered the
Punjab by the valley of the Kabul,' and is thus bound up with the
hypothesis of a second wave of Aryan immigration.
Beyond the Pi~acha languages on the north, and beyond the
Outer Indo-Aryan Band on the west, Iranian forms of speech prevail. The most important of these, so far as they are represented
within the limits of the Indian Empire,are the Pashto of Afghiinistiin,
the name of which preserves the memory of the naKTu•• mentioned
by Herodotns, and Baloch, the main language of Baluchist.~n.
'I'he diversity of speech in the Indian Empire, like the diversity
of race, is naturally explained as the result of invasions from
Western and Further Asia. Such invasions belong to a period
which was only bronght to a close hy the establishment of the
British dominion. 'I'he power which has succeeded in welding all
the subordinate ruling powers into one great system of government
is essentially naval; and since it controls the sea-ways, it has been
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forced, in the interests of 8ecurity, to close the land-ways. This
has been the object of British policy in regard to the countries
which lie on the frontiers of the Indian Empire-AfgMnistan,
Baluchistan, and Burma. Political isolation has thus followed as a
necessary consequence of political unity. But it must be remembered that this political isolation is a recent and an entirely novel
feature in the history of India It is the great landmark which
separates the present from the past.
, Man has completed the work which nature had begun; for, as
we have seen, climatic changes had for ages past heen making
access into India more and more difficult. The era of tribal
migration had long ago come to an end, and had been succeeded
by the era of conquest. All through history down to the period of
British rule we see one foreigu power after another breaking
through the uorth-westem gateway, and the strongest of these
winning the suzeraiuty over India. But the result in all cases was
little more than a change of rulers-the deposition of one dominant
caste and the substitution of another. The lives of the common
people, their social conditions and systems of local government,
were barely afleeted by such conquests. Indian institutions have
therefore a long unbroken history which makes their study especially
valuable.
The chief distinguishing feature of Indian society at the present
day is the caste-system, the origin and growth of which may be
traced from an early period. Tt now divides the great majotity of
the inhabitauts of Northern and Sonthern Inrlia into hundreds of
self-coutained social groups, i.e. castes and sub-castes. A man is
obliged to marry outside his family, but within the caste, and
IIsually within the sub-caste, to which his family belongs. A family
consi8t.~ of persons 'repnted to be descended from a common
ancestor, and between whom marriage is prohibited: It is thc
exogamous social unit. A collection of such uuits eoustitutes a
su b-castc or caste.
A caste may, therefore, be defined as an cndog-:unous group or collection of
sUch groups bearing a common lla.me and having the same traditional occupation, who are so linked together by these and other ties, ~mch as the tradition of a
common origin and the possession of the same tutelary deity, and the same social
st:1tug, ceremonial observances and family priests, that they regard themselves,
and are regarded by others, as forming a single homogeneous community. (Census
Report, 1911, I, P. 367.)

The institution is esscntially Brahmanical, and it has spread
with the spread of Brahmanism. It either docs not exist, 01' exists
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only in an imperfect state of development, in countries where
Buddhism has triumphed, such as Burma and Ceylon. It would
indeed appear to rest ultimately on two doctrines which are distinctively Briihmanical-the doctrine of the religious unity of tho
family, which is symbolised by the offerings made to deceased
ancestors, and the doctrine of sva-km·fn(/., which lays on every man
the obligation to do his duty in that state of life in which he has
been born.
'l'he orthodox Hindu holds that the caste-system is of divine
,appointment and that it has existed for all time. But the sacred
books themselves, when they arc studied historically, snpply evi-·
dence both of its origin and of its growth. The poets of the
Rigveda know nothing of caste in the later and stricter sense of the'
word; but they recognise that there arc divers orders of menthe priests (Brahma or Brahmal.'a), the nobles (Riijanya or Ksha-'
triya), the tillers of the soil (Vi9 or Vai9ya), and the servile classes
(Qudra). Between the first three and the fourth them is a great
gulf fixed. The former are conqnering Aryans: the latter arc
subject Dasyus. The difference between them is one of colour
(var7.u,): the Aryans are collectively known as 'the light colour,'
and the Dasyus as 'the dark colour: So far, there was nothing
peculiar in tho social conditions of North-lYestern India during
the early Vedic period. 'fhe broad distinction between conquerors
and conquercd, and the growth of social orders are indeed universal
and inevitable. But, while in other countries the barriers which
man has thus set up for himself have heen wealreilCd 01' even
entirely swept away by the tide of profll'ess, in India they have
remained firmly fixed. In India human institutions have received
the sanction of a religion which has heen concerned more with the
preservation of social order than with the advancement of mankind.
Before the end of the period covered by the hymns of the
Rigveda a belief ill the divine origin of the four orders of men was
fully established; but there is 1I0where in the Higveda any indication of the castes into which thesc orders were afterwards subdividcd 1. The word 'colour' is stilI used in its literal sensc.
There are as yct only two ?:'w>;tas, the light and the dark. But in
the next period, the period of the Yajul'l-eda and the Briihmal.las,
the term denotes 'a social order' independently of any actual distinction of colour, and we hear for the first time of mixed var'Jas,
the offspring of parents belonging to diffel'ent social orders.
1 For various views on this subject, see Chapters
pp. 208-10; x, pp. 234-6.
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It is to such mixed marriages that the law-books (cf. Mauu, x,
6 ff.) attribute the origin of the castes (jilti) strictly so-called.
To some extent the theory is undoubtedly correct. Desccnt is a
chief factor, but not thc only factor, iuvolved iu the formation of
caste, the growth of which may still in the twentieth century be
traced iu the Reports of the decennial Census. Primitive tribes
who become Hinduised, communities who are drawn together by
tbe same sectarian beliefs or by the same occupation, all teud to
form castes. Tribal connexion, religion, and occupation therefore
'combinewith descent to consolidate social groups and, at the same
time, to keep these social groups apart.
1'he caste-system is, as we have seen, a distinctive product
of Brahmanism, a code which regards the family, and not the congregation, as the religious unit. And so strong did this social
system become that it has affected all the other religions. The
most probable explanation of the very remarkable disappearance
of Buddhism from the greater part of the sub-continent, where it
was once so widely extended, is that Buddhism has been gradually
absorbed into the Brahman caste-system, which has also, though
in a less degree, influenced the followers of other faiths-Jains,
lIInhammadans, Sikhs, and even native Christians. We must conclude, then, that the caste-system has accompanied the spread of
Brahmanism from its first stl"Onghold in thc country of thc Upper
J uuma ami Ganges into other rcgions of Northern India and finally
into Southern India; and we must expect to find its complete
record only in Brahman literature. Caste must naturally be less
. perfectly reflected in the literature of other faiths.
Neglect of these fundamental considerations has led to mnch
discrepancy among writers on the carly social history of India.
Students of the Brahman books have asserted that the eastesystem existed substantially in the time of the Yajurveda (say
1000-800 n.c.): stndents of the Buddhist books have emphatically
declared that no traces of the system in its later sense arc to be
detected in the age of Buddha (c. 563-433 B.O.). Both parties
have forgotten that they were dealing with different regions of
N:orthern India-the former with the country of the Kurus and
PailChalas, the home of Brfthmanism (the Delhi Division of the
Punjab with the north-western Divisions of the Province of Ab'Ta),
the latter with Kosala and Videha, the home of Buddhism (Oudh
and N. Bihar). They have forgotten, too, that the records, on
which they depend for their statements, are ntterly distinct in
character. On the one hand, the Bl";thman books are permeatcd
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with social ideas which formed the very fouudation of their religion:
on the other hand, the Bnddhist books regard any connexion
between social status and religion as accidental rather than essential.
,,

B.

SOURCES OF HISTORY

The caKte-system is the outcome of a long process of social
differentiation to which the initial impulse was given hy the introduction of a higher civilisation into regions occupied by peoples in
a lower stage of culture. The Aryan settlers, as represented by,
the sacrificial hymns of the Rigveda, were both intellectually and
materially advanced. Their language, their religion, and their
social institutions were of the Indo-Enropean type like those of the
ancient Persians of the Avesta and the Greeks of the Homeric
poems; and they were skilled in the arts and in the working of
metals.
The prehistoric archaeology of India has not attracted the
attention which it deserves, and many interesting problems connected with the earlier cnltures and their relation to the culture of
the Higveda remain to be solved; but there is a general agreement
as to the succession of cnltnral strata in Northern and Southern
India. The discoveries of ancient implements seem to prove that
in the North the Stone Age is separated from the hon Age by a
Copper Age; while in the South no such transitional stage has
been observed-implements of stolle are followed withont a break
by implements of iron. Bronze, it appears, is not found anywhere
in India beforc the Iron Age. If these facts may he held to be
established, we must conclude that the chief metal of the Rigveda,
ayoJJ (Latin aes), was copper; and the ahsenee of a Copper Age in
Southern India would seem to indicate that the earlier inhabitants
generally were still in the Stone Age at the time when the Aryans
bronght with them the use of copper. Iron was prohably not
known in the age of the Rigveda; but it nndoubtedly occurs in the
period immediately following when it is known to the Yajurveda
and Atharvaveda as r;yilrna ayas or 'black copper.' Its use was
introlluced by Indo-Aryan colonisation into Southern :India where
the Stone Age of culture still prevailed.
Described in its simplest terms, the earliest history of India is
the story of the struggle between two widely different types of
civilisation, an unequal contest between metal and stone. All the
records for many centuries belong to the higher type. They are
exclusively Indo-Aryan. They have been preserved in literary.
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languages developed from the predominant spoken languages under
the influence of the different phases of religion which mark
stages in the advance of Indo-Aryan cnlture from the North-West.
The langnage of the Rigveda, thc oldcst form of V cdic Sanskrit,
belongs to· the .country of the Seven Rivers. The language of the
Brahma!)as aud of the later Vedic literature in the country of the
Upper Jumna and Ganges (Brahmarshide9a) is transitionaL It
shades almost imperceptibly into Classical Sanskrit, which is the
literary representation of the accepted form of edncated speech of
the time and region. As fixed by the rules of the grammarians it
became the standard language of Brahman culture in every part
of Iudia ; and it is still the ordinary medium of communication
between learned men, as was Latin in the Middle Ages of Europe.
In the sixth century B.C., after Indo-Aryan influence had penetrated eastwards beyond the limits of 'the Middle Country,' there
arose in Oudh (Kosala) alld Bihar (Videha and Magadha) a number
of religious reactions against the sacerdotalism and the social
exclusiveness of Briihmani8m. The two most important of these,
Jainism and Bnddhism, survived; and, as they extended from the
region of their origin, they everywhere gave an impulse to the formation of literary languages from the Prakrits or spoken dialects.
The scriptures of the Jains have been preserved in various forms
of M'lgadhi, the dialect of Bihar, Qauraseni, the dialect of Muttra,
and Mabarashtri, the dialect of the Maratha conntry. The Buddhist
canon exi~ts ill two chicf forms-in P,W, the literary form of an
Indo-Aryan l'rakrit, in Ceylon; and in Sanskrit in Nepal. l'ali
Bnddhism has spread to Bnrma and Siam. The Sanskrit vernion
of the canon has, in various translations, prevailed in Tibet, China,
Japan, Mongolia, Chinese Turkest..n, and other countries of the
Far .East.
In all the large and varied Iitel-atures of the Brahmans, Jains,
and Buddhists there is not to be found a single work which can be
compared to the Histories in which Herodotus recounts the
struggle between the Grecks and Persians, or to the Annal. in
which Livy traces the growth and progress of the Roman power.
But this is not because the peoples of Iudia had no history. We
know from other sources that the ages were filled with stirring
events; but these events found no systematic record. Of the great
foreign invasions of Darius, Alexander the Great, and Seleucus no
mention is to be discovered in any Indian work. The struggles
between native princes, the rise and fall of empires, have indeed
not passed similarly into utter oblivion. Their memory is to some
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extent preserved in epic poems, in stories of the sages and heroes
of old, in genealogies and dynastic lists. Such in all countries are
the beginnings of history; and in ancient India its development
was not ean1ed beyond this rudimentary stage. The explanation
of this arrested progress mnst be sought in a state of society which,
as in medieval Em'ope, tended to restrict intellectual activity to
the religious orders. Hteratures controlled by Br[,hmans, or by
.Jain and Buddhist monks, must naturally represent systems of
faith rather than nationalities. They must deal with thought
rather than with action, with ideas rather than with events. And
in fact, as sources for the history of religion and philosophy, 'and
for the growth of law and social institutions, and for the development of those sciences which, like grammar, depend on the minute
and carefnl observation of facts, they stand among the literatures
of the ancient world unequalled in their fulness and their continuity. But as records of political progress they are deficient.
By their aid alone it wonld be impossible to sketch the outline
of the political history of any of the nations of India before the
Muhammadan conquest. Fortunately two other sources of information-foreign accounts of India and the monuments of India
(especially the inscriptions and coins}-sllpply to. some extent this
deficiency of the literatures, and furnish a chronological framework
for tho history of cortain periods.
The foreign authorities naturally belong to those periods in
which India was brought most closely into contact with the civilisations of 'Western Asia and China. The general fact that such
intercol1l'se by land and sea existed in very early times is undoubted,'
but detailed authentic records of political rehttions are not found
before the rise of the Persian }~mpire in the sixth century B.C.,
when Greek writers and the cuneiform inscriptions of Dal'iIlB
enable IlS to trace the extension of the Persian power from
RactIia, the eOllntry of the OXUB, to N.'V. India. :From these
sources it is clear that the Persian dominions included Gandhara
(the Districts of Peshawar and Rawal Pindi) and the Province
of 'India' (the Western Punjab together with Sind which still
retains its ancient name); and it is probable that these conntrie.
remained tributary to the King of Kings until the Persian Empire
gave place to the Macedonian.
Then come the Greek and Roman historians of Alexander the
Great, whose detailed accounts ofthe Indian campaign (327-325 B.C.)
throw' a Hood of light on the political conditions of N.W. India,
and carry our geographical knowledge eastwards beyond the
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Jhelum (Hydaspes), the eastern limit of Gandhara, to the Beas
(Hyphasis). This marks the extent of Alexander's conqnests.
Far from secnring the dominant position of Northern India, the
country of the upper J nmna and Ganges, these conqnests failed
even to reach the country of the Sarasvati, the centre of IndoAryan civilisation in the age of the Rigveda. Alexander was the
conqueror of ' India' only in the sense that for a very few years he
was master of 'the conntry of the Indns.' The confusion of this
geographical term with its later meaning has been the cause of
endless misconception all through the Middle Ages even down to
the present day.
The docnments of the Persian and Macedonian Empires are
succeeded by those of the later Hellenic kingdoms of Syria,
Baetl'ia, and Parthia. All these are invalnahle as snpplying a very
remarkable deficiency in the Indian records. They deal with
a region which is barely noticed, and with events which are COIDpletely ignored, in the Brahman, Jain, and Buddhist books of the
period. These two sources of history arc thus independent of each
other. The Greek view is mainly confined to the North-West,
while the contemporary Indian literatures belong almost exclnsively to the Plain of the Ganges.
After the death of Alexander other Western writers appear
who regard India from the point of view of the Manrya Empire
with its capital at Patalipntra, the modern Patna. The generation
whieh saw Alexander had not passed ,tway before the kingdom of
Magadha (S. Bihar) had hronght all the peoples of Northern India
under its sway, and established a great power which maintained
relations with Alexander's successors in Western Asia, Egypt, and
Europe. And now for the first time the two kinds of historical
evidence, the Indian and the foreign, come into direct relations
with each other. They refer to the same regions aud to the same
circumstances; and the light of Greek history i. thrown on the
obscurity of Indian litemtnre. It was the identification of the
Sandrocottus of Greek writers with the Maurya Emperor Chandragnpta that established the first fixed point in the chl'onology of
ancient India. Our object in the first two volumes of this History
will be to show how far the progress of research starting from this
fixed point has sueceeued hitherto in recovering the forgotten
history of India from the records of the past.
Unimpeded intercourse with the countries of the West was
possible only so long as Northern India remained united under the
Maurya dynasty, and Western Asia under the Seleueid successors
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of Alexander. The process' of disintegration began in Western
Asia with the defection of Bactria and Parthia abont the middle
of the third century, and in India probably some thirty years later
when the downfall of imperial rule was followed by a period of
anarchy and internal strife. These conditions made possible the
sel;es of foreign invasions from c. 200 B.C. onwards, which disturbed
the N orth-West during many centuries and severed that region
from the ancient civilisation of the Plain of the Ganges. The
political isolation of India was completed by the Scythian conquest
of Bactria, c. 135 B.C., and by the long struggle between Home and
Parthia which began in 53 B.C. After the MaUl'ya Empire, intercourse tended more and more to be restricted to commerce by land
and sea; and for the West, India became more and more the land
of mystery and fabulous wealth. Down to the last quarter of the
eighteenth century nearly all that was known of its ancient history.
was derived from the early Greek and Latin writers.
Of all the factors which contributcd to the severance of relations
With the West, the extinction of Hellenic civilisation in Bactria
was by far the most important. But while the fate of Bactria
closed the western outlook, it prepare(l the way for communication
with the Far East; and it is to Chinese authorities that we must
turn for the most trustworthy information concerning the events
which determined the history of N.W. India during the following centuries. 'l'\Je Scythian (Qaka) invaders of Bactria were
succeeded by the Yueh-chi ; and wilen, in the first century A.D.,
the predominant tribe of the Yueh-chi, the KUS\taI.las, extended
their dominion in 'furkestiin and Bactria to N.'V. India, the
Kushii(la empire formed a connecting link between China al,,1
India and provided the means of an intercourse which was fruitful in results. Buddhism was introduced into China and the other
conntl'ies of the Far East; and, as the explorations of recent
yeal's have shown, an Indian cuiture, Indian languages, and the
Indian alphabets were established in Chinese Turkcstiin. The
most illuminating acconnts of India from the end of the fourth to
the end of the seventh century arc the records of Chinese Buddhists
who made the long and toilsome pilgrimage to the scenes of their
Master's life and labours.
The remaining source of historical information-the inscribed
monnments and coins-is the most productive of all. The inscriptions are public or private records engraved in most cases on stone
or on copper plates; and they are found iu great numbers throughout the sub-continent and in Ceylon. The earliest are the edicts
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ofAr;oka incised on rocks or pillars sitnated on the frontiers and
at iillportant centres of the Maurya empire when at the height of
its power in the middle of the third ccntury B.C. Others com·
mcmorate the deposit of Buddhist relics. Others celebrate the
victories of princes, the extent of their conquests, the glories of
the founder of the dynasty and of his successors on the throne.
Others again place on record the endowments of temples or gmnts
of land. In short, there is scarcely any conceivable topic of public
or private interest which is not represented. The inscriptions
supply most valnable evidence as to the political, social, and
economic conditions of the period and the country to which they
belong. They testify on the one hand to the restless activity of a
military caste, and on the other to the stahility of institutions,
which were, as a rule, nnaffected by military conquest. One conqueror follows another, but the administration of each individual
state remains unchanged either nnder the same prince or under
some other member of his family, and the charters of monasteries
aw renewed as a matter of course by each new overlord.
Coins also have preserved the names and titles of kings who
have left no other record; and by their aid it is sometimcs possible
to reconstrnct the dynastic lists and to determine the chronology
and the geogmphical extent of ruling powers. But it is only when
coin-legends appear as the result of Greek influence in the N orthWest that this source of history becomes available. The earlier
indigenous coinage was little more than a system of weights of
silver or copper stamped with the marks of the monetary authorities.
'l'he first Indian king whose name occurs on a coin is Sophytes
(Saubhiiti), a contemporary of Alexander the Great. The legend
of his coins is in Greek. After his date no inscribed coins are
found for more than a hundred years. During this interval Greek
rule in N.W. Indm had ceased. It was rcsumed about the beginning of the second century by Alexander's Bactrian successors,
who issued in their Indian dominions a hilingual coinage with
Greek legends on the obverse and a translation of these in an Indian
dialect and an Indian alphabet on the reverse.
The fashion of a bilingual coinage thus instituted was continued
by the Scythian and Parthian invaders from Iran in the early part
of the first century B.C.; and these bilingual coins have supplied
the clue to the interpretation of the ancient alphabet.!, and have
enabled scholars during the last three generations to bring to light
the long-hidden secrets of the inscriptions and to retrace the ontlines of forgotten history.
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Both of the alphabets, now usually known as Bl"ahmi and Kharoshthi, are of Semitic origin; that is to say, thcy are derived
nltimately from the same source as the European alphabets. They
were introduced into India at different periods, and probably by
different routes. Briihmi is found throughout the sub-continent
and in Ceylon. The home of Kharosh;hi is in the North-West;
and whenever it is fonnd elsewhere it has been imported.
BI"hmi has been traced back to thc Phoenician type of writing
represented by the inscription in which Mesha, king of Moab
(c. 850, B.C.), records his successful revolt against the kingdom of
Israel. Itwas probably brought into India through i\Iesopotamia,as a
result ofthe early commerce by sea between Babylon and the ports of
'Yesrern India. It is the parent of all the modern Indian alphabets.
Kharoshthi is derived from the Aramaic script, which was
introduced into India in the sixth century B.C., when the North'Vest was under Persian rule, and when Aramaic was IIsed as a
common means of communication for the purposes of government
throughout the Persian empire. That originally the Aramaic
language aud alphabet pure and simple were thus imported into
Galldhara, as Biihler conjectmed in 1805 (lV.Z.K.ffI., IX, p. 49),
has been proved recently by Sir John Marshall's discovery of an
Aramaic inscription at '['axila ' . When the first Kharoshthi'inscriptions appeal' in the third century !l.c., the alphabet has been
adapted to express the additional sounds required by an Indian
language; but, unlike B..,Ihmi which has been more highly elaborated, it still bears evident traces of its Semitic origin both in its
direction from right to left amI in its impedect representation of
the vowels. In the third centnry A,D. Kharoshthi appears more
fully developed in Chinese Turkesu1ll whel'e its existence must be
attributed to the Kushal,la empire. In this region, as in India, it
was eventually superseded by Brahmi.
'fhe decipherment of the inscriptions and coins, and the determination of the eras in which mauy of them arc dated, have
introduced into the obscurity of early Indian history a degree of
chronological order which could not have been conceived at the
time when the study of Sanskrit began in Europe. Tbe bare fact
that India possessed aucient classical literatures like those of Greece
and Rome can scarcely be said to have been known to the 'Yestern
World before the last quarter of the eighteeuth century. At
valious intervals dnring more than a hundred years previously a
few isolated stndents chiefly missionalies, those pioneers of learning,
I
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had indeed published aecouuts of Sauskrit literature and Sanskrit
grammar; but it was only when a practical need made itself felt,
and the serious attention of the administrators of the East India
Company's possessions was directed to the importance of studying
SanskIit, that the investigation by Enropeans of the ancient Iangnages and literatures of India hegan in earnest. To meet the
requirements of the law-courts the Governor-General, Warren
Hastings, had ordered a digest to be prepared by pandits from
the authoritative Sanskrit law-books; but when the work was
finished no one eonld be fonnd able to translate it into English.
It was therefore necessary to have it translated first into Persian,
and from the Persian an English version was made and pnblished
by.Halhed in 1776. The object.lesson was not lost.· Sanskrit was
evidently of practicalntility; and the East India Company adopted,
and never afterwards neglected to pursue, the enlightened policy
of promoting the study of the ancient languages and literatures in
which the traditions of its subjects were enshrined. It remained
for Sir William Jones, Judge of the High Court at Calcutta, to
place this study on a firm basis by the establishment of the Asiatic
Society of Bengal in 17H4.
'I'he inauguration of the study of India's past history came at
a fortunate moment; for it is preciscly to the last quarter of the
eightecnth century that we lllay trace the growth of the model'll
scientific spirit of in,estigation, which lllay be defined as the
recoguition of the fact that no object and no idea stands alone by
itself as an isolated phenomenon. All objects and all ideas form
links in a series; and therefore it follows that nowhere, whether
in the realm of nature or in the sphere of human activity, can the
present be understood without reference to the past. The first
manifestation of this new spirit of enquiry, which was soon to
transform all learuing, was seen in the study of language. Thc
first Western stndcnts of the ancient languages of India were
statesmen and scholars who had bcen educated in the classical
literatures of ancient Greece and Home. They were impressed by
the fact, which must indeed be apparent to everyone who opens a
Sanskrit grammar, that Sanskrit, both in its vocabulary and in its
inflexions, presents a striking similarity to Greek and Latin. This
observation immediately raised the question: How is this similarity to be explained j The true answer was suggested by Sir
William Jones, whom that sagacious observCl', Dr Johnson, recognised as 'one of the most enlightened of the sons of men '.' In 1786,
Sir William Jones wrote:
I
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The SanNerit language) whatever be its antiquity, is of a wonderful structuro;
moro perfect than tho Grock, moro copious than the j,atin, and moro exquisitely

refined tlm.n either: yet bearing to both of them a stronger affinity, both in tho
roots of verbs, and in the forms of grammar, than could possibly have been pro~
duceu by accident; so strong indeed, that no philologor could examine them
without believing them to have sprung from some common source, which perhaps
no longer exists. Thero is a similar roasoD, though not quito so forcible, for snp4
posing that both the GotMck and the Oeltick, though blended with a different

aU

idiom, had tho same origin \yith the Sanscrltj and the old Persian might be

added to tho sarno family.

These observations contain the germs of the science of Comparative Philology. The conception of a family of languages, in
which all the individual languages and dialects are related as
descendants from a common ancestor, snggested the application to
language of the historical and comparative method of investigation.
The resnlts have been as remarkable as they were unexpected.
In the first place, the historical method has shown that living
languages grow and change in accordance with certain definite
laws, while the comparative study of the lines of development
which may be tl'lWed historically in the different Indo-European
languages has confirmed Sir William J ones's hypothesis that they
are all derived' from some common source,' which, though it no
longer exists, may be restored hypothetically. In the second place,
since words preserve the record both of material objects aud' of
ideas, a study of vocabularies enables us to gain somc knowledge
of the statc of civilisation, the social institutions, and the religious
beliefs of the speakers of the differcnt languages before the period
of literary records. Some indication of the light which Compara·
tive l'hilology thns throws On the history of the Aryan Invaders of
India is given in the following Chapter.

ClIAPTElt III
THE ARYANS
THROUGHOUT the greater part of Europe and of Asia as far as
India 'there exist no.w, or can be shown to have existed in past
.time, a great number of languages, the forms and sounds of which
when scientifically examined are seen to have a common origin.
The languages in qnestion are generally known to scholars under
the name of the Indo-Germanic, or Jndo-European langnages. The
name Indo-European seems to have been invented by Dr Thomas
Young, the well-known physicist and Egyptologist. The first occurrence knmm of the word is in an article by him in The Quarterly
Review for 1813. Examination of the article, howerer, shows that
Dr 'Yonng meant by Indo-European something quite different from
its ordinarily accepted signification. For under the term he included not only the languages now known as Indo-l~uropean, but
also Basque, Finnish, and Semitic langnages. The name JndoGermanic, which was nsed by the German philologist Klaproth as
early as 1823, but the inventor of whicll is unknown, is an attempt
to indicate the family by the furthest east and' west mem hel's of
the chain extending from Jndia to the Atlantic ocean. The main
languages of the family had been indicated in a famous address to
the Asiatic Society of Bengal, delivered by the President Sir William
Jones in 1786'. He had the insight to observe that the sacred
language of India (Sanskrit), the language of Persia, the languages
of Greece and Rome, the languages of t.he Celts, Germans, and
Slavs, were all closely connected. To Sir WiIliam .Jones, as Chief
Jnstiee or'Bengal, law was his profession and the comparison of
languages only an amusement. But this epoch-making address
laid the foundations of Comparative Philology 011 which 130pp in
his 'Co1l1paratilJe Grammar built the first snperstructure. But
t.he study of this family of languages has from the beginning been
beset; with a subtle fallacy. 'l11ere has been throughout an almost
constant confusion between the languages and the persons who
1
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spoke them. It is hardly necessary to point out that in many
parts of the world the speakcr of a particular langnage at a given
time was not by lineal descent the representative of it.. speakers
at an earlier period. In the island of Britain many persons of
Welsh blood, many persons of Irish Celtic and Scottish Celtic
origin speak English. It is many centnries since it was observed
that Normans and English who had settled in Ireland had learned
to speak the Irish language and had become more Irish than the
Irish themselves. It is well known that by descent the Bulgarians
are of Asiatic origin, and of an entirely different stock from the
Slavs, a branch of whose lanf,'1Iage is now their mothcr tongue. It.
is therefore clear that it is impossible, without historical evidence,
to be certain that tlle language spoken by allY particnlar people
was the langnage of their ancestors at a remote period. The name
Indo-Germanic therefore sllffers from the ambiguity that it characterises not only languages but also peoples. As has been suggested elsewhere, it would be well to abandon both the term
Indo-European and the term Indo-Germanic and adopt some entirely colourless word which would indicate only the speakers of
such languages. A convenicnt term for the speakers of the Indo~
European or Indo-Germanic languages would be the Wiros, this
being the word for 'men' in the great majority of the lang~,ages
in question.

The advantage of such a term is clear, since all we know
regarding the physical characteristics of the first people who spoke
languages of this nature is that they were a white race. We cannot
tell whether these Wiros were long-headed or short-headed, tall
or of little stature, brunctte or fair. It has been customary to
imagine them as having somcthing of the characteristics which
Tacitus describes as bclonging to the German of the end of the first
century A.D. Bllt all the evideuce adduced in support of this is
really imaginary. '''hat, therefore, can we say that we know of
this early people! From words preserved in their languages, par~
ticularly in languages far separated, and in circumstances where
therc is little likelihood of borrowing from the one language to
the other, we may gather something as to the animals and the
plants they knew, and perhaps It very little as to their industries.
The close similarity between the various languages spoken by them'
would lead us to infer that they must have lived for long in a:
severely circumscribed area, so that their peculiarities developed
for many generations in common. Since the stndy of prehistoric'
Ulall developed, many views have been held as to the geographical
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position of this early community. Such a confined al'ea must have
been separated from the onter world either by great waters or by
mountains. There are hm.vever, so far as we know, no rivers in
the western half of the Old World which at any period have presented . an impassable barrier to man. In the evidence for the
carly history of the speakers of these Indo-European or IndoGermanic languages there is nothing which would lead us to suppose
that they lived upon an island. Indeed, it is very doubtful whetber
they possessed a word for the sea at all. For tbe word mare which
in.Latin means 'the sea,' has its nearest relatives in otber languages
amongst words which mean' moor' or 'swamp.' Tbat the climate
in which they lived belouged to the temperate zone is shown by
the nature of the trees which a comparison of their languages
leads us to believe they knew. To their habitat we may assign,
with considerable certainty, the oak, the beech, thc willow, and
some coniferous trees. The birch seems to have been known to
them aurl possibly the lime, less certainly the elm. The fruita they
knew are more uncertain than the forest trees. Many species of
fruit trees familiar to us have flourished in Europe since late geo. logical times; but at all periods men have been anxious to improve
the quality of their fruit, and in all probability the commoner cultivated forms became known in northern and north-western Europe
only as introduced by the Romans in the period of their conquests
beginning with the first centnry B.C. Cherries have grown in the
West from a very early period, but the name itself supports the
statement that the cultivated kind was introduced by the great
Lucullns in the first half of the first centnry B.C. from Cerasus in
Asia Millor, an area to which the 'Vestern world owes much of its
fruit and flowering shrubs. The ancient kings of Persia encouraged
their satraps to introduce new fruit trees and better kinds into the
districts which they ruled. There still exists a late copy of an
early inscription in Greek in which the King of Persia gives praise
to one of his governors for his beneficent action in this respect.
.Tbese Wiros were in all probability not a nOUlad but a settled
people. The nseful animals best known to tbem were the ox and cow,
the. sheep, the horse, the dog, the pig, and probably some species of
deer. 'l.'he ass, the camel, and the elephant were apparcntly unknown to them in early times; and the great "ariety of words for
the goat would lead us to suppose that this animal also was of later
introduction. The argument from langllage, however, is of lIecessity inconclusive, because all nations occasionally give animals with
which they are familiar fanciful names. The Wiros seem also to
5-2
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have been familiar with corn. If so, they must in all probability
have lived for a considerable part of the year in one situation;
for the plantiug of corn implies care coutiuned over many weeks
01' months-care which the more primitive tribes have not been
able to exercise. Of birds, we may gather f"om the languages that
they knew the goose and the duck. The most familiar bird of prey
was apparently the cagle. The wolf and bear were known, but not
the lion or the tiger.
.t
From these data is it possible to locate the primitive habitat
from which the speakers of these langnages deri ved their origin?
It is not likely to be India, as some of the earlier investigators
assnmed, for neither flora nor fauna, as determined by their language, is characteristic of this area, though some forest trees like
the birch are more m:tgnificent on Kinchinjunga than in any part
of the Western world. StilI less probable is the district of the
Pamirs, one of the most cheerless regions on the face of the earth.
Central Asia, which has also been contended for as their home, is
not probable, even if we admit that its conspicnous lack of water,
and consequent sterility in many areas, is of later development.
If indeed these early men knew the beech, they must have lived to
the west of a line drawn from Konigsberg in Prussia to the Crimea
and continued thence through Asi" Minor. In the Northern plains
of Europe there is no area which wiII satisfactorily fnlfil the conditions. As we know it in primitive times it is a land of great
forests. No country, however, which h:tr! not much variety of
geographical features could have been the habitat of both the
horse and thc cow. 'L'hc horse is a native of the open plain; tho
foal is able to run by its mother from the first, and accompanies
her always in her wanderings. The calf, on the other hand, is at
first feeble, unable to walk or sec its way distinctly, and therefore
is hidden by its mother in a brake while she goes further afield
find snitable pasture. Is there any part of Europe which combines pastoral and agricnltural country in close connexion, which bas in
combination hot low-lying plains suitable for the growth of grain,
and ricb upland pasture suitable for flocks and herds, and at the
same time trees and birds of the character already described 1
There is apparently only one such area in Europe, the area which
is bounded on its eastern side by the Carpathians, on its south by
the Balkans, on its western side by the Austrian Alps and the
Bohmer 'YaIr!, and on the north by the Erzgebirge and the moun~
tains which link them IIp with the Carpathians. 'l'his is a fertile
and well-watered land with great corn plains in the low-lying levels
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of Hungary, but also possessing steppe-like areas which make it
one .of the best horse-breeding areas in Europe, while, in the
uplands which surround it and rnn across it, as in the case of the
Bakony. Wald, south-west of Buda-Pesth, and stillmore markedly
in Bohemia, there is high ground suitable for the pasturing of
slieep- The forests of the monntains which engirdle it supply excellent mast for the maintenance of swine whether wild or tame.
The beech which dies out further south is fonnd here and all the
other great forest trees which have been already mentioned. The
.eountryis large enough to maintain a very considerable population
which however was likely in primitive times to migrate from it
only uuder the stress of dire neccssity, becanse it is so well bounded
ou all sides by lofty mountains with compa,·atively few passes, that
exit from it even in more advanccd ages has not been easy. If
this area indeed were the original habitat-and, curiously enough,
though it fulfils so many of the conditions, it seems not before to
have been suggested-the spread of the Tndo-Germanic languages
becomes easily intellib>ible. :No doubt the most inviting direction
from which to issue from this land in search of new homes wonld
be along the course of the Danube into Wallachia, from which it
is' not difficult to pass south towards the Bosporus and the Dardanelles.
A popular view locates the home of the WiI·os in the southern
steppes of Russia, but that arca, though possessing a very fertile
soil; has not on the whole the characteristics which the words
common to the various Indo-Germanic languages, and at the same
time unborrowed from one to another, postulate. It has also been
commonly assumed, that the eastern branches of the family found
their way into Asia by the north of the Black Sea and either round
the north of the Caspian or through the one pass which the great
barrier of. the Can casus provides. Here we arc met by a ncw
difficulty. The Caspian is an inland sea which is steadily hecoming
more shallow and contmcting in area. Kven if it had been little
larger than it is at present, the way into Turkestan between it and
the Aral Sea leads through the gloomy desert of Ust Urt which,
supposing it existed at the period when migration took place, must
have been impassable to primitive men moving with their families
and. their flocks and herds. But there is good evidence to show
.that at a period not very remote the Caspian Sea extended mneh
further to the north, and ended in an area of swamps and quicksands, while at an earlier period which, perhaps, however, does not
transcend that of the migration, it spread far to the east and
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iilCluded within its area the Sea of Aral and possihly much of the
low-Iyillg plains beyond. 'l'urkesliin in IJI"imitire times would tberefore not have been easily accessible by this route. There is in
fact no evidence that the ancestors of the l'ersians, Afghans, and
Hindus passed throngh Tnrkest'tll at all. Nor is passage tllfongh
the Caueasns probable: to people wandering from Europe the
Caucasus was a remote aud inhospitable region, so remote and so
inhospitable that Aeschylus selected it as the place of torment for
Prometheus and tells us that it was a pathless wilderness. There
is indeed no reason to suppose that earlier meu followed any other
route than that which has been taken by successive waves .of
migratory populations in historical times. That path leads across
oither the Bosporus or Dardanelles, across the plateau of Asia
Minor, or along its fertile slopes on the south side of the Black Sea.
A European people which would reach Persia on foot must strike
the upper waters of the Enphrates and Tigris. '!'he fertile eonntry
with an allnvial soil of tremendous depth, which lies between these
two rivers, was the centre of one of the earliest and one of the
most powerfnl civilisations of ancient times. Migrants would there
find their progress to the sonth obstmcted and baulked. Bnt by
passing south of Lake Van and throngh the mountains which lie
between it aud Lake Urmia, they wonld find an access to the ronte
which travellers still follow between Tabriz and Teheran. From
there they wonld advance most likely along the southern end of
the Caspian towards Mashhad, whence in all ages there has been a
well-freqnented ronte to ITerat. At one time these peoples certainly extended far to the east and north, to the conn try then
known as Bactria, now Balkh, rtnd carried their conquests into the
famons regiou which lies between the two rivel'S, the Amn Daria,
or Oxus, and the Syr Daria.
What evidence have we of such a migration, and, if it took
place, what was its date 1 In all probability the migration of
peoples from the primitive habitat, which we have located in the
areas which we now call Hungary, Austria, and Bohemia, did not
take place at a very remote period. It is indeed probable that all
the pacts of this migration, so far as we know them, can be explained withont postulating an earliC!" beginning for the migrations
than 2500 B.C. It IIInst be remembered, however, that tbese
migrations were not into unpeopled areas, that before they reached
the frontiers of India, or even Mesopotamia, the Wiros mnst have
had many hard strnggles with populations already existing, who
regarded their passage as they wonld that of some great cloud of
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destroying locusts which devoured their substance and left them
to perish by starvation, or to snrvive in the misery of captives to
crnel conquerors. We must suppose that success could have been
achieved only by wave after wave following at uo -long intervals :
for if their successors delayed too long, the migrants of the first
advancing wave were likely to be cut off or absorbed In historical
times, we know that many tribes thus passed into Asia from Europe,
among them the Phrygians, the Mysians, and Bithynians. It has
. been plausibly argued that the Armenian stock was the first wave
. of the Phrygian advance, and evidence can be adduced which
makes it probable that still earlier waves of conquering trihes
'advancing from west to east were represented by the remote
ancestors of modern Persians and modern Hindus.
If, as some scholars supposc, modern Albanian is thc dcscendant
in a very COlTupt condition of ancient Thracian, and not of ancient
IIlyrian, the interrelation of the ancient branches of the JndoGermanic family of languages can be outlined. The family is
'divided by a well-marked difference in the treatment of certaiu
k, g, and gh sounds into two parts, one of which keeps the k, g, and
gh sounds, though submitting them to a variety of changes in later
times, while the other part changes k and g into some kind of
sibilant sounds which are represented in the Slavonic and Iranian
languages by 8 and z, in Sanskrit by r and.i. The gh sonnd appears
as z in Zend, the Iranian dialects confusing together g and gh,
while in Sanskrit it appears as h. The lauguages which present
these chauges are the easternmost members of the family: Aryan
(i.e. Indian and Iranian); Armenian; Slavonic; and Albanian.
The Albanian it is suggcsted has been driven westward through
the Pindus range into its present position within historical times,
,the ancient IIIyrians having in this area been swept away in the
devastation wrought by a sequence of Roman invasions, initiated
in the second century B.C. by Aemilius Paulus. The languages
mentioned woul!i thus have started from the eastern side of the
original habitat, while the tribes which (with an admixture of tbe
population already in possession) ultimately became the Greeks,
'moved through Macedonia and Thessaly southwards, "nd the Latin
stock, the Celts, and the Germans westwards and northwards. It
is more than likely that the ancestors of the Slavs found their way
from the original home by the' Moravian Gap: The exact manner,
or the exact date, at which these movements took place we cannot
tell, but there is no reason to suppose that any of them antedate
at earliest the third millennium, B.C. Nor is it likely that they took
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place nil nt once. The same causes, though in different degrees,
wcre operative then which h:1ve produced movements of peoples
in historical times, one of the most pressing prob:1hly being the
growth of population in a limited area, which drove sections or
whole tribes to seek sustenance for themselves, their families, and
cattle in land beyond their original bonndaries, without regard to
whether these lands were already occupied by other -peoples or
not. The movements of the Gauls in historical times were probably
not at all unlike those of their ancestors and kinsmcn in prehistoric
times.

If, as has been suggested above, the early speakers of the
primiti ve Indo-Germanic language occupied a limited area well
defended by mountains from attack, this would account for the
general similarity of the languages in detail; if, forced by the
natural increase of population, they left this habitat in grcat waves
of migration, we can see how some languages of the family, as -for
example, thc Celtic and the Italic, or the Iranian and the Indian,
are more closely related to one another than they are to other
members of the family; if, further, we assume that such a habitat
for the prehistoric stock could be found in the lands which we call
Hungary, Austria, and Bohemia, we can explain a very large
num bel' of tacts hitherto collected for the history of their earlier
movements and earlier civilisation.
Of the earliest movements of the tribes speaking Indo-Germanic
languages which occupied the Iranian platean and ultimately passed
into Northern India, history has as yet nothing to say. But recent
<Iiscoveries in Cappadocia seem likely to give us a clue. In the
Germall excavatiolls at Boghaz-koi, the ancient Pte ria, have been
fOllnd inscriptions, containing as it appears the-names of deities
which figure in the earliest Indian records, Indra, VaruJ.la, and-the
great twin brethren the NfulatYM. The inscriptions date from
abollt 1400 B.C., and the names appear not in the form which they
take ill the historical records of ancient Persia, but are, so rar M
writing in a syllabary will admit, identical with the forms, admittedly more original, which they show in the hymns of the
Higveda. It is still too early to dogmatise over the resnlts of
these discoveries, which it may be hoped are only the fi"stfruits
of a rich harvest; bnt the most feasible explanation of them seems
to be that here, far to the west, we have stumbled npon the Aryans
Oil the move towards the east. This is not to say that earlier waves
may not long before 1400 B.C. have penetrated much further to the
east, or even to India itself. All that can be gathered from these
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discoveries' is that at this period the Mitftni, who were apparently
not of this stock themselves, had adopted the worship of certain
deities of this stock-deities who at the time of the composition
of the Vedic Hymns were still the most important, though to them
had been added Agni, 'Fire,' specially an object of priestly worship in the Vedic hierarchy. 'Ve have here, however, names
practically. in the form in which they survive in Sanskrit, and
without the changes which characterise the records of the tribes
of this stock, ·who remained in Persia. To this as yet unbroken
uility the name of Aryan is given. It is borrowed from a word
which appears as Arya, or Ar1ja in Sanskrit, Air1ja in Zend, and
which means' of good family, noble.' It is the epithet applied by
the composers of the Vedic hymns to distinguish their own stock
frorn that of their enemies the earlier inhabitants of India, whom
they call Diisas or Dasyus. The term, by reason of its shortness,
has often been applied to all the languages of this family, in preference to 'Indo-European' or 'Indo-Germanic,' but is properly
reserved for the south-eastern group which, when the phonetic
changes characterising the language of the Avesta and of the old
Persian inscriptions of the Aehaemenid dynasty (520 B.c.-330 B.C.)
have' taken place, falls into the two branches of Iranian and IndoAryan. The latter term well ehamcterises the ,I..ryans settled in
India, while Aryo-Indian conveniently designates these Aryans as
distinct from the unrelated stocks-Dravidian and other-also
inhabiting the Indian peninsula.
, As these inscriptions of Boghaz-kiii show the language stj]] one
and undivided, we obtain a limit after which the differentiation of
Iranian and IndO-Aryan must have begun. 'I'hese Aryan languages
have some characteristics in common which distinguish them f]'Om
all others: in particular they agree in confusing together the three
original vowels a, e, and 0, whether long or short, into one sound
which is written with the symbols for a and il. In modern India
at least the short sound is pronounced with the obscure vowel
found in the English 'but; a fact which produced the English
spelling of the Hindu words' pnudit ' (patt¢ita) aud 'suttee' (satt),
and disguised the liquor compounded of five (pa>lcha) ingredients
under the apparently English form of' punch.' They agree also on
the whole in the case system of the noun, a system to which the
Slav and Armenian languages offer the closest approximation, and
in the elaborate mood and voice system of the verb, to which the
only parallel is to be fonnd in the similar, though not in all respects
identical, paradigms of Greek. Here the other languages, except
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the Slavonic, fall far short of the Clahoratc and intricate Aryan
verb system, whether it be, as is most likely, that the other tribes
ha ve lost it large pn.rt of their share of the common inheritance, or
whether some of tbe languages drifted apart, before the complete
system, seen in the Aryan and Greek verbs, had developed. Other
changes may with probability be attribnted to the influence of the
peoples whom they conquered and enslaved. A characteristic,
which distingnishes the languages of this stock in both Persia and
India is the tendency to confuse rand l, a tendency which is
characteristic of practically all the languages of the far east. In
India ,. is often found ill words where the languages of the same
stock in Europe show l; 1 is also, though not so frequently, fOllnd
for r; in the Old Persian of the Achaemenid inscriptions 1 is
found only in two foreign words, and has otherwise been entirely
replaced by,·.
, The dialects of Iran, the language of the eal·liest Guthas (Songs)
which are attribnted to Zoroaster himself, the latcr dialect of the
other 8uI"Yiving parts of the sacred literature of thc ancient Persians
~the Avesta-and the inscriptions beginning with Darins I about
520 B.C. and best represented in his time but continuing to the last
Darius in 338 B.C., are all closely related to the oldest' dialect
discovered in India, which appears in the hymns of the Rigveda.
Not only single words and phrases, bu t even whole stanzas may be
transliterated from the rlialect of India into the dialccts of Iran
without change of vocabula,·y or cOllstruction, though the appcal~
ance of the words is altered by the changes which time and isolation
have brought about between the dialects cast and west of Afghanistan. It'is curious to lIotc that the changes are much greater ,in
the dialects tbat remain in Iran than in this oldest recorded dialect
of the migrants into India. The Iranians have disguised their
words by changing (as Greek has also done) s followed by a vowel
at, the beginning of words, or between .vowels in the middle of
words, into h: thus the word for 7, the equivalent of the Latin
scptem, the Greek heni, is in Sanskrit saptd, but in Iranian hapta.
'l'hcre are many other changes both in vowels and in consonant1lIn particular it may be noted that one kind of original g which
appears in Sanskrit as j has become in the Iranian dialect z or:8
(Greek ""Iva, 'holy,' Sanskrit yajiid- 'sacrifice,' Avesta yasna),
and a corresponding aspirated Bound gl; which is in Sanskrit h has
become identified with g in Iranian as z (Latin ldems, Greek x.iwv,
X"l'a, (ou,," hl.'I'0" Sanskrit hima- in 'Himalaya,' Avesta zyam-). This
loss of aspiration has affected also the other aspirates bh, dlt, wbich
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sui'vive in Sanskrit, while Iranian tends in certain combinations
to change· original consonant-stops into spirants, making the old
naIne of the deity Mitra into Mithl'a, and from coInpounds with a
secoud element -parna the numerous proper names which we know
in Greek transliterations as Artaphel1les, Tissaphernes, and the Iike_
, " It has sometimes been made an argnment for deriving the
origin.of these tribes from India rather than the West, that the
sounds. and especially the consonants of the language spoken have
'survived iu greater purity in Iudia thau iu Iran or elsewhere.
,The argument however is not sound. Invasions of a similar sort,
.though at a much greater distance from their base, were made by
the $paniards in America in the sixteenth century. The civilisation
of the Spaniards was no doubt higher than that of the. early IndoGennanic-speaking peoples who invaded India; but in both
'Mexico and Peru, if not elsewhere, they met a native population
also' mnch more advanced in tJle arts than the earlier inhabitants
of North-Westel1l India could have been. In all parts of America,
'exeept Chile"the Spaniards were in so small a minority compared
'to the natives that they had to be careful to preserve themselves
in isolation, with the result that to-day, except in Chile, where
greater .familiarity with the natives has produced a dialect of
Spauish words and native sounds, the local dialects are much more
archaic and much more like the Spanish of the sixteenth century
than is the language spoken now in Spain. If the isolation of the
English Colonies in North America had remained as great as it was
in the seventeenth eentnry, no donbt a much greater distinction
would now exist between the English dialects of North America
and',the English of the .Mother country. Y ct ill many parts of the
eastern seaboard of the United States many words snrvive locally
which have long heen extinct except in local dialects in England,
and many forms of expression survive which the modern Englishman now regards as mainly biblical. That an isolation resembling
that of the Spanish colonies prevailed also in early India is shown
by the .most characteristic feature of Indian civilisation-castc.
The native word for caste, var~!a, means colour, and the first
,beginnings of the caste system were laid when the fairer people
,who migrated into India felt the importance of preserving their
own racial characteristics by standing aloof from the dark skinned
dasas, 01' dasyus, whom they fonnd! already established in the
peninsnla.
That the sound changes which have been enumerated are not
so very old has been shown by the namcs found at Boghaz-kui. And
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this is not the only evidence. To the same period as the Boghaz-kOi
inscriptions belong the famous letters from Tel-el-Amarn.. In these
occur references to the people of l\litani in north-west Mesopotamia,
whose princcs bear names like Artatama, Tusratta, and Suttarna,
which seem unmistakably Aryan in form. For five hnndred
years (c. 1746-1180 B.c.) a mountain tribe-the Kassites-from
the neighbourhood of Media held rule over the wbole of Babylonia,
and amongst these also the names of the princes and deities seem
Aryan, thongh the people themselves, like those of l\fitani were of
auother stock. Names like Shurias 'Sun' and Marytas seem
identical with the Sanskrit Sfirya and Ma,.utas (the wind-gods),
while Simalia 'qneen of the snow monntains' can hardly be
separated from the name of the great monntain range Himalaya
and the Iranian word for snow, zinza. '1'0 a much later period
belongs the list of deities worshipped in different temples of
Assyria, which was found in the library of Assurbanipal (about
700 B.C;), in which OCCUrs ti,e name Assara-Maza,;, immediately
preceding the seven good angels and the seven bad spirits. The
combination hardly leaves it douhtful that we have here the .ehief
deity of Zoroastrianism (Ahnra Mazda) with the seven Amesha~
spentas and the seven bad daivas of that religion. Into the many
other problems that arise in this eonnexion it is not necessary. here
to enter; but it is important to observe that even so late ao this
the first part of the god's name remains more like the Sanskrit
A.."ra than the Avestan Altura. While modern Hindnism is the
lineal descendant, however much modified in tIlC course of ages,
of the ancient Aryan worship which we know first in the Rigveda,
the religion of the Avesta is a reform which, like othcr religions
reforms, has been able to get rid of the old gods only by converting
tbem into devils, the worship of which was probably none the less
diligent for their change of title.
There seems, in any case, to be specific evidcnce for the snpposition that by the fifteenth century RC. trihes of Aryan stock
held, or exercised infinence over, a wide area extending from
northern Asia Minor o...er north-west Babylonia to Media; and
there secms to be nothing to prevent us assuming that even thcn,
01' soon after, the Aryans pushed their way still eastwards and
northwards, mainly confining themselves to the territories south
of the Oxns, bnt occasionally occupying lands between that river
and the J axartes.
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CHAPTER IV
THE AGE OF THE RIGVEDA
-

"

THE earliest documents which throw light upon the history of
India are the hymns of the Rigveda. In the text which has come
dmm to us this sarrthitii or 'collection' consists of 1017 hymns
divided into ten books of unequal size. 'I.'he motive of those to
whom the collection is due must apparently have been the desire
to preserve the body of religions tradition current among the
priests; and, early as was the redaction, there arc clear signs that
already part of the material had ceased to be fully understood by
those who made use of it in their worship. 'I.'he artificial character
of the anoangement is clearly indicated by the fact that the first
and tenth books have precisely the same uumber of hymlls, 191
each. The collection seems however to have been some time in
the making. The nucleus is formed by books II-VII, each of which
is attributed to a different priestly family. To this were prefixed
the groups of hymns by other families which form the second part
(51-191) of book I; and still later were added the first part of
book I and book VIII attributed to the family of Kal)va. Book IX
was then formed by taking out from the collections of hymns
which made up thc first eight books the hymns addressed to Soma
Pavamana, 'the clearly fiowing Soma'; and to these nine books
was added a tenth, containing, besides hymns of the same hieratic
stamp as those of the older books, a certaiu number of a different
type, cosmogonic aud philosophical poems, spells and incantations,
verses intended for the rites of wedding and burial and other
miscellaneous matters. 'I.'hc tenth book also displays, both in
metrical form and lingnistic details, signs of more recent origin
than the bulk of the collect.ion; and the author of one set of hymns
(x, 20-26) has emphasised his dependence on earlier tmdition by
prefixing to his own group the opening words of the first hymn of
the first book.
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Thcl'c is almndant proof that, before the collections wcre finally
united into ti,e form in which the Rigve(la has come down to us,
minor additions were made; and, a. it is perfectly possible that in
hook x old material was incorporated as well as newel' work,
efforts have been made to penetrate beyond the comparatively
rough distinction between the first nine and the tenth hooks, and to
assign the hymns to five different periods, representing -stages
in the history of Vedic India, and marked by variations in
religious belief and social custom I. But so far these efforts can
scarcely be regarded as successful. The certain criteria of age
supplied by the language, the metres, or the subject-matter of the
Rigvcda are not suflieient to justify so elaborate a cbronologieal
arrangement of its hymns. The results produced by the most
elaborate and systematic attempts to apply the methods of tho
higher criticism to the Rigvcda have hitherto failed to meet with
general acceptance.
The mass of the collection is very considerable, approximating
to tbe same amount of material as that contained in the Iliad and
Odyssey, but the light thrown by the h)~nns on social and political
conditions in Tndia is disappointingly meagre. By far the greater
part of the Rigveda consists of invocations of the many gods of the
Vedic pantheon, find scarcely more than forty h)mns arc found which
arc not directly addressed to these deities or some object to which
divine character is, for the time at least, attributed. These hymns
contain much miseellaneolls information regarding Vedic lifc and
thought; and other notices may be derivcd from the main hody of
the collection, though deductions from allusions are always difficult
and open to suspicion. Some names of tribes, places, and princes;
as well as of singers, are known to us through their mention iu the
diinastutis or 'praises of liberality' which are appended to hymns,
mainly in the first and tenth books, and in which the poet pl'aiscs
his patron for his generosity towards him. But the danastutis are
unquestionably late, and it is significant that some of the most
striking occur in a small collection of eleven hymus, called the Valakhilyas, which arc included in the Saf!lhitii ofthe Rigveda, but which
tradition recognises as forming no truc part of that collection.
:From these materials conclusions can be drawn only with much
caution. It is easy to frame and sUPJlort by plausible evidence
various hypotheses, to which tIle only effective objection is that
other hypotheses are crJ.lmlly legitimate, and that the facts arc too
I Especially by Arllold whose results are sUlllmed up in his Vedic Jlel1"e (Cambridge,
"
191)5). For criticism, see J.R.A.S., ltI06, pp. 484-90, 716-22; 1912, pp. 72G-Q.
"l
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imperfect to allow of conclusions being drawn. It is, however,
certain that the Rigveda offers no assistance in determining the
mode in which the Vedic Indians entered India. The geographical
area recogoised in the SmJlhita is large, but it is, so far as we
learn, occupied by tribes which collectively are called Aryan, and
which wage war with dark-skinned enemies known as Dasas. If,
as niay be the case, the Aryan invaders of India entered by the
western passes of the Hindu Kush and proceeded theuce tbrough
the Punjab to the east, still that advance is not reflected in the
Rigveda, the bnlk at least of which seems to have been composed
rather in the country round the Sarasvati river, south of the
modern Ambala ' . Only thus, it seems, can we explain the fact of
the prominence in the hymns of the strife of the elements, the
stress laid on the phenomena of thunder and lightning and the
bursting forth of the rain from the clouds: the Punjab proper
has now, and probably had also in antiqnity, but little share in
these things; for there in the rainy season gentle showers alone fall.
Nor in its V<Ult plain do we find the mountains which form so
large a part of the poetic imagining of the Vedic Indian. On the
other hand, it is perhaps to the Punjab with its glorious phenomena
of dawn, that we mnst look for the origin of the hymns to Uahas,
the goddess Dawn, while the concept of the laws of Varm.la, the
highest moral and cosmic ideal attained by the poets, may more
easily have been achieved amid the regularity of the seasonal
phenomena of the country of the five rivers.
Of the names in the Rigveda those of the rivers alone permit
of easy and certain identification. The Aryan occupation of
AfghanisHin is proved by the mention of the Kubha (Kabul), the
Suvastn (Swat) with its 'fair dwellings,' the Krumu (Kurram) and
Gomati (Gumal). But far more important were the settlements
on'the· Sindhu (Indus), the river par excellence from which Iudia
has derived its name. The Indus was the natural outlet to the sea
for the Aryan tribes, but in the period of the Rigveda there is no
clear sign tbat they had yet reached the ocean. No passage even
renders it probable that sea navigation was known. Fishing is all
hut ignored, a fact natural enough to people used to the rivers of
the Punjab aud East Kabulistan, which arc poor in fish. The word
s("mudra, which in later times undoubtedly means 'ocean,' Occurs
1 See Hopkins, J.A.O.S., vol. XIX, pp. 19-28; Pischel and Geldner, Vedische
Studien, vol. II, p. 218; vol. 1II, p. 152; Vedic Index, vol. I, p. 468. The older view,
that the hymns were composed in the Punjab itself, was adopted by Max Muller,
Weber, and Muir among others.
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not rarely; but where the application is teITestrial, there seems no
strong reason to believe that it means more than the stream of the
Indus in its lower eOllrse, after it has received the waters of the
Pnnjab and has become so broad that a boat in the middle cannot
be discerned from the bank. Even nowadays the natives call the'
river the sea of S i n d . , "
The five streams which 6>1ve the Punjab its name and which
after uniting flow into the Indus are all mentioned in the Rigveda:'
the Vitasta is the modern Jhelum, the Asiknl the Chenab, the
Parnshl,ll, later called Iravatl, 'the refreshing,' the modern Ravi, the
Vipa~ the Beas, and the Qutudrl the SutIej. But of these only the
Parnshl,ll plays a considerable part in the history of the time, for it
was on this river that the famous battIe of the ten kings, the most'
, important contest of Vedic times, was fought. Far more important
was the Sarasmtl, which we can with little hesitation identify WitIl
the modern Sarsiiti or Saraswatl, a river midway between the'
SutIej and the Jumna ' , It is possible that in the Jleriod of the
Rigveda that river was of greater importance thall it was in the
following period when it was known to blll'Y itself in the Bands, and
that its waters may have flowed to the Indus; but, however that
may be, it is mentioned in one passage together ,,1th the D,ishadvatl, probably the Chautang, which with it hi later times formed
the boundaries of the sacred land known as Brahmavarta. With
these two streams is mentioned the Apayii, probably a river near
Thanesar'. In this region too may be placed the lake Qarym,lavant',
and the place Pastyavant, near the modern Patiala.
Fnrther cast the Aryans had reached the J umna, which is thrice
named, and the Ganges, which is once directly mentioned, Once
alluded to in the territorial title of a prince.
To the north we find that the Himavant or Himalaya monntains
were well known to the Rigveda, and one peak, that of J\oIiijavant,
is referred to as the source of the Soma, the intoxicating drink
which formed the most important offering in the religious practice

,

1

Roth, St Petersburg Dicti()nary,

8.V.,

and Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, pp. 5-10,

identify the Saras... atI in many paflsages with the Iudus; Hillebrand', Vedische
I, pp. 99 sq.; vol. Ill, pp. 372-8, thinks it is in a faw, places

Mylltologie. vol.

the Arghandab.
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The identification of the ancient rivers of BrahmiLvarto. must always remain
somewha.t ullcertain. At the present day it is difficult to trace their courseS, 'partly,
becauee the Rtreams are apt to dil'lappear in the sand, and partly beca.use they have to
a great extent been absorbed in the canal-systems construoted during the ,periods of
Muhammadan and British rule.
3 Identified however with the Wular Sea in. KMbmi;r by HilleblEmdt~ Ve.disclie
Mythologie l vol. J, pp. 128 sq.
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of the time. The name is lost in modern times, but probably the
peak was one of those on the sonth-west of the valley of KashmIr.
On the south, on the other hano, the Vindhya hills arc unknown,
and no mention is made of the Narbada river, so that it may fairly
be infelTed that the Aryan tribes had not yet begun their advance
towards the south.
With the conclnsions as to the home of the Aryan tribes
extracted from geographical names the other available evidence
well accords. The tiger, a native of the swampy jungles of Bengal,
is not mentioned in the Rigveda, which gi ves the place of hononr
among wild beasts to the lion, then donhtless common in the vast
deserts to the east of the lower Sutlej and the Indus and even now
to be f~~nd in the wooded country to the sonth of Gujarat. Rice,
whose natural habitat is the south·east in the regular monsoon
area and which is well kuown in the latter Sl1I!lhit,-,s, is never
mentioued in the Higveda. The elephant, whose home is now in the
lowland jungle at the foot of the Himalaya ft·om the longitnde of
Cawnpore eastwards, appears in the Higveda as the wild beast
(mriga) with a hand (hl13t;n), while ill the jater texts it is cummonly known as hastin only, a sign that the nuvelty uf the animal
had worn away. The mountaills frolll which the Soma was brollght
appelt<, too, to have beell nearer in this period than "t a later date
when the real plant sccms to have been morc and more diflicult to
obtain, and when substitutes of various kinds wet·e permitted.
Whell we pass to the notices of tribes in the Rig'Veda, we leave
cumparati ve cert>Linty fur confusion and hypothesis. 'l'he one
great historical event which reveltls itself in the fragmentary
allusions of the Sal]lhita is the contest known as the battle of the
ten kings. The must prouabJe versiun uf that cuuflict is tltat it
was a contest between the Bhltratas, settled in the cuuntry later
known as Brahlllii.",-ta, lind the tt'ibe8 uf the north-west. The
Bharata king was Smlas, of the Tritsu family, alld his dumestic
priest who celebrates, ""cording to the tradition, the victury in
three hymns (VII, 18; 33; 83) was V &sishtha'. This sage had SUpct·seded in that high office his predecessor Vi~valllitra, under whose
{,,'uidance the Bharatas appear tu have fOllght successfully against
enemies on the Vipa~ and QutndrI; and in revenge, as it seems,
r 1.This is the view of Hopkins, J.A.O.S., vol. xv, pp. 259 sq.
According to the
older view the Bharatas were foes of the 'l'ritsus; see )luir, O'riginal Sanskrit Texts,
vol. 1 2, p. 354; Zimmer, Altindisches Leben', p. 127; Bloomfield, J.A.O.S., vol. XVI,
pp. 41, 42. Ludwig. Rigveda, vol. III, p. 172, identified the Bharatns and the T~itsus;
Oldenberg, Z,D.M.G., vol. XLII, p. 207, holds that the T:ril;sus are the Vasish~has, the
priests of the Bha.ratas. But see Geldner, Vedische Studien, vol. II, pp. 136 sq.
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Vic;vamitm had led against the B1mratas ten allied tribes, only to
meet with destrnction in the waters of the l'arnshQi. Of the ten
tribes five arc of little note, the Alinas, perhaps £I'om the north""
cast of K:tfirisL~n, the Pakthas, whose name recalls the Afghan
P"khthiin, the Bhalanases, possibly connected with the Bolan
I'as., the Qivas from ncar the Indus, and the VishuJ}ins. Better
known in the Rigveda arc the other five, the Anus who dwelt on
I'arushl.li and whose priests were perhaps the famons family of the
Bhrigns, the Druhyn8 who were closely associated with them, the
Turvac;as and Yadns, two allied trihes, and the Piirus, dwellers on
either side of the Sarasvati, and therefore probably close ueigh'
bonrs of the Bharatas. These tribes arc probably the five'tribes
which arc referred to on several occasions in the Rigveda and
which seem to have formed a loose alliance. Sud:;'s's victory at
the I'arushl.li, in which the Anu aud Druhyu kings fell, docs not
appear to have resulted in any attempt at conquest of the territory
of the allied tribes. He seems at once to have been compelled to
retm11 to the cast of his kingdom to meet the attacks of a king
Rheda, under whom three tribes, the Ajas, Qigrus, and Yakshus,
were united, and to have defeated his new assailants with gJ'eat
slanghter on the Jumna. It is probable enough that the attack
on the eastern boundaries of the territory of the Bhamtas was not
nnconnected with the onslaught of the five tribes and their still
more northern and western allies; but the curious names of the
Aja", 'goats; and the Qigrns, 'horse-radishes; may be a si!,'n that
the tribes which bore th~11l were totemistie non-Aryans.
Not less famous was the father or !,'1'andfutJler of Sudas,
Divod"sa, 'the servant of heaven; Atithigva, 'the slayer of kine for
gnests'.' 'rhere arc records of his conflicts with the 'l'lI1'va~a, Yurtu,
and Purn tribes; but I,is gJ'eutest foe was the Dii.sa, Qambara, with
whom he waged constant war. He hall to contend also with' the
Pal)is, the Piirfivatas, :wd Brisaya. He seems to have been the
patron of the priestly family of the Bharadvajas, the anthors of
the sixth book of the Higveda; and there is little doubt that ,his
kingdom covered much the same area as that of Sudii.s, since 'he
warred, on the one hand, against the tribes of the Punjab, and, on
the other, against the P,lravatas who are located in the period of
the H111hmal)aS on the J umna. The Dasas and tIle PaJ}is were
probably abori",'inal foes, whom, like every ,\.ryan prince, he had to
fight.
Though defeated in the battle with Sndas, the Purus were
1 V.

ll1f., pp. 101-2, and ClHtpter x, pp. 232-3.
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clearly a great and powerful people. Their hOIlle was round the
Sarasvatl, and there is no neell to interpret that name as referring
to the Indus rather than to the eastern Sarasvatl. On the Indus
they would have been removed somewhat widely from the Bharatas, their ·chief rivals, two of whose princes, DevaQravas and
Devavilta, are expressly recorded in one hymn to have dwelt on
the SarasvatI, Apaya, and D,ishadvatl. The importance of the
tribe is reflected in the fact that we possess an unusually large
number of the names of its members. The earliest prince recorded
'seems to have been Durgaha, who was sncceeded by Girikshit,
neither of these being more than names. The son of Girikshit,
Purnkutsa, was the contemporary of Sudas, and one hymn tells in
obscure phrases of the distress to which his wife was rednced by
some Illisfortnne, from which she was relieved by the" birth of a
son" Trasadasyn. It is not nnlikely that the misfortune wa.~ the
death of Purukutsa in the battle of ti,e ten kings. The new ruler,
lIB his name indicates, was a terror to the Dasyus or aborigines, and
seems not to have distinguished himself ill war with Aryan enemies.
'Ye IlCar of a descendant Trikshi, and, apparently still later in the
Iinc, of another descendant KuruQrava'.Ja, son of Mitratithi and
father of UpamaQravas, whose death is deplored in a hymu of the
tenth' book. . '!'he name is of importance and significance, for it
snggests that already in the later Rigvedic period the Purus had
become closely united with their former rivals, the Bharatas, both
tribes being merged in the Kurns, whose name, famo1ls in the
later Saqiliitiis and the Brahma,!as as the chief bearers of the
culture of the Vedic period, ·is not directly mentioned in the
Rigveda, though it was clearly lIot uuknown. Other princes of
the ·Piiru line were Tryarm:m, and 'l.'rivrishan or 'l'ridhiitu; and
later evidence enables us with fair certainty to connect with the
'Piil'll" , the princely name Ikshvaku, which occnrs but ouce in a
doubtful context in the Rigvcda.
Conned:ed with the Kurus were the Krivis, whose name seems
to:be but a variant Ii'om the same root, and who appeal' to have
been settled near the Iudus and the Chenub. Possibly we may see
the allied tribes of Kurus and Krivi. in the two Vaikar,!a tribcs,
twenty-oue of whose clans shared the defeat of the five tribes by
Sudas. If so, like the Piirus the Bharatas must have in course of
time become mingled with the Kurns and have merged their
identity with them.
Allied or closely connected with the Bharatas was the tribe of
the Sriiljayas, whom we must probably locate ill the neighbourhood
6-2
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of the Bimratas. One of their princes, Daivavata, won a !,>Teat
victory over the Tllrva~as with their allies, the Vrichivants, of
whom we know nothing more. Other princes of the line were
Sahadcva, his son Somaka, and Prastoka, and Vltahavya. They
were, like the Bharatas unuer Divodiisa, closely connected with
the Bharadv"ja family of priests.
No other Aryan tribe plays a great figure ill the Rigveda.
The Chedis, who in later times dwelt in Bunuelkhand to the north
of the Vindhya, and their king K~n are mentioned but once in a
late danastuti: the queen of the U~lnaras, later a petty tribe to the
north of the Kuru country, is also ouce alluded to. The generosity
of l.linmpchaya, lung of the Ru~amas, an nnknown people, has
preserved his nmne fJ'om extinction. One interpretation adds to
the enemies of Suu"s the tribe of the Matsyas (' fishes'), who in
later times occupied the lands now known as Alwar, Jaipur, and
Bharatpur. A raid of the 'l'urva~as alld Yadns and a conflict
on the Sarayu 1 with Arl)a aud Chitraratha testify to the activity
of these dans, which otherwise arc best known throngh their
opposition to Divowtsa and Sudas, and which lllnst probably have
been settled ill the south of the Punjab. The family of the
KUl,lVaS seems to have been connected as priests with the Yadus.
Connected with the Turva~as was the V!,ichlvant Val'l1gikha, who
was defeated by Abhy.-mll'tin Chayamana, who himself was perhaps
a S!'ifijaya prince. More shadowy still are Nahns, Tugrya, and
Vetasu in whom some have SCCII tribes: Nahus is probably l'l1ther
a general term for neighbonr, and the Tugryas and the Veta"us
are families mther than tribes.
More import.·lllt by till', it may be believed, than the intertribal
warfare of the peoples who called themselves AITan were their
contests with the aborigines, the Dasas or Dasyus as they arc
repeatedly call cu. The same terms are applied indifferently to
the human enemies of the Aryans and to the fiends,. aud no
criterion exists by which references to real foes can be distinguished in every case from allusions to demoniacal powers. The
root meaning of both words is most probably merely 'foe'; but in
the Rigveua it has heen specialised to refer, at least as a rule, to
such human focs as were of the aboriginal mce. Individual Dasas
were IHbil}a, Dhuni and ChUlllUl'i, Pipru, Varchin, and Qambal'a,
though the last at least has been transformed by the imagination
of thc singcrs into demoniac proportions. The only peoples named
I

1'1e identificatiou of this river is uncertain; see Vedlc Index, vol.

II, p.

434. t.
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which can plausibly be deemed to have been Dasas arc the Qimyu.,
who are mentioned among the foes of Sudas in the battle of the
ten kings, and who arc elsewhere classed with Dasyus, the Kjkatas
with their leader Pramaganda, and perhaps the Ajas, Yakshus, amI
Qigrus. The main distinction between the Aryan and the Dasa
was clearly that of colour, and the distinction between the Aryan
vanJli, 'colour,' and the black colour is unquestionably one of the
main sources of the Indian caste system. The overthrow of the
black skin is one of the most important exploits of the Vedic
Indian. Second only to the colour distinction was the hatred of
men who did not recognise the ,\ryan gods: the Dasas are constantly reproached for their disbelief, their failure to sacrifice, and
their impiety. Nor is there much doubt that they are the phallus
worshippers who twice arc referred to with disapproval in the
Rigveda, for phallus worship was probably of prehistoric age in
India and by the time of the Mahabhiirata it had won its way into
the orthodox Hindu cult. 'Ve learn, disappointingly enough,
little of the characteristics of the D'lsas, but two epithets applied
in one passage to the Dasyus are of importance. The first is
mridltraviiclta!, which has been interpreted to refer to the nature
of the aborigines' speech; but which, as it elsewhere is applied to
Aryan foes like the Purus, probably means no more than 'of hostile
speecle' The other epithet, mul.Qa!>, is more important: it doubtless means 'noseless,' and is a clear indication that the aborigines
to which it is applied were of the Dravidian type as we know it at
the present day. With this accords the fact that the BrahfIj speech
still remains as an isolated remnant in Baluchistan of the Dravidian
family of tongues', But though the main notices of the Rigveda
arc those of conflict against the Dfi8!fl.s and the crossing of rivers to
win new lands from them, it is clear that the Aryans made no
attempt at wholesale extermination of the people. Many of the
aborigines donbtless took refuge before the Aryan attacks in the
mountains to the north or to the south of the lands occupied by the
invaders, while othel's were enslaved. This was so normal in the
caBe of women that, ill the literature of the next period, the term
Dasj regularly denotes a female slave; but male slaves arc often
alluded to in the Rigveda, sometimes in large nlImhers, and wealth
~as already in part made up of ownership of slaves. The meta1 In 'he Imp. Gaz" vol. I, p. 382, it is suggested that the Briihiiis who are there
eti?-nographically classed as Turko-Iranian show the original type of Dravidian, and
that the modern Dravidian type is physically due to influence by the MUl).iJii speaking
peoples. The Rigvedic evidence does not favour this view. See Chapter II, pp. 42-3.
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phorical use is seen in the name of one of the greatest of Vedic
kings, Divodits», 'the servant of heaven.' In the l'",·u..ha~iil,ta, or
'Hymll of Purusha,' which belongs to the latest str»tum of the
Rigveda, and which in mystic tenlls describes the creation of the
four castes from a primeval giant, occurs for the first time the terlll
Qiidra, which includes the slaves as » fourth class in the Ary»u
state. Probably enough this word, which has no obvious explanation, was originally the name of some prominent Dii13a tribe
conquered by the Aryans.
Of the stage of civilisation attained by the aborigines we learn
little 01' nothing. 'l1ley had, it is certain, large hcrds of cattle, and
they could when attacked take refuge in fortifications called in
the Rigveda by the name pur, which later dcnotes 'town,' but
which may well have then meant no morc than an earthwork
strengthened by a pallisade or possibly occasionally by stone.
Stockades of this kind are olten made by primitive peoples, and
are so easily constrncted that we can nnderstand the repeated
references in the Rigveda to the large nnmbers of such fortifications which were captnred and destroyed by the Aryan hosts.
Some Dasas, it seems, were able to est"blish friendly relations with
the Aryans, for a singer celebrates the generosity of. Balbutha,
apparently a Dasa; nor is it impossible, as we have seen, that the
five tribes of the Punjab were not above accepting the cooperation
of aboriginal tribes in their great attack on Sudas. We must
therefore recognise that in the age of the lligveda there was
going on a steady process of amalgamation of the iuvaders and
the aborigines, whether through lhe influence of intermarriage
with slaves or through friendly and ]Ieaceful rell,tions with powerful Dasa tribes.
Like the Dasas and DaRyus in their appcarance both as terrestrial and as celestial foes are lhe Pal}is. Tbe word seems beyond
doubt to be connected with the root seen ill the Greek pernemi,
and the sense in which it was nsed by the poets mnst have been
something like 'niggard.' The demons arc niggards because they
withhold from the Aryan the water of the clouds: the "borigines
are niggards because they refuse the gods their due, perhaps also
because they do not surrender their wealth to the Aryan without
a struggle. The term may also be applied to any foe as all
opprobriolls epithet, and there is no passage in the Sarphita which
will not yield an adequate meaning with one or other of these
nses. But it has been doemeil by one high authority' to reveal

to

I

Hillebrandt, Vedi8che Mythowgie, vol.

I,

pp. 94 sq.
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us a closer connexion of India and Iran thau has yet suggested
itself: in the Dasas Hillebrandt sees the Dallae, in the PaI;lis the
Parnians, and he locates the strnggles of Divodasa against them in
Arachosia. Support for this view he finds in the record of Divodas,,'s conflicts with Brisaya and the Piiriivatas, with whose names
he compares that of the Satrap Barsentes and the people Paructae
of Gedrosia or Aria. Similarly he suggests that the Sriiijaya
people, who were connected like Divodasa with the Bhiiradiija
family, should be located in Iriin, and he finds in the Sarasvati,
which formed the scene of Divodasa's exploits, not the Indian
stream but the Il";iniau Harahvaiti. Thus the sixth book of the
Rigveda would carry us far west from the scenes of the third and
seventh which must definitely be located in India. But the
hypothcsis rests on too weak a foundation to be accepted as even
plausible.
Other references to connexiuns with Iriin have been seen in
two names found in tJlC Rigvcda. Abhyavartin Clu1.yamana, whose
victory ovcr Vara~ikha hM already becn recorded, bears the
epithet Plirthava, and the temptation to see in him a Parthian is
naturally strong. Bnt the Rigveda knows a Prithi and later texts
a Prithu, an ancient and probably mythical king, and th us we
have in the Vedic speech itself an explanation of P,'irthava which
docs not cany us to Iran. Still lcss convincing is the attempt to
find in the word Par9u in thrcc passages of the TIigveda a refcrence
to Persians: Parc;u occurs indeed with tnrindira as a. man's name,
but the two are princes of the Yadns, and llot a single personality,
,'Tiridates the Persian 1: '\1",tever the causes which severed Iriin
and India, in the earliest period, at least as recorded in the Rigveda, the relations of the two peoples seem not to have been those
of direct contact.
·As Iittlc do the Rigvcdic Indians appear to have becn in
contact with the Semitic pcoples of Babylon. The term Bekanii(;a
which occnrs along with PaI)i in one passage hM been thought to
be a rcfercnce to some Babylonian word: thongh the Tndian
Bikancr is mnch more plansible M its origin. Bribu, mentioned
once M a most generous giver and apparently also as a Pm.d, has
,been. connected by Weber' with Babylon, but without ground:
more specions is the attempt to see a Babylonian origin for the
word man;; found in one pMsage only of the Rigveda where it is
1 IrAnian relations are accepted by Ludwig, Rigveda, yol. lIt, pp. 196 sq.; Weber,
Epi8Chu im. vedischen Ritual, pp. 36 sq. See also Chapter XIV, pp. 321 sq.
2 Op. cit. pp. 28 sq.; Indische Studiell, vol. XVll, p. 1138 •
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accompanied by the epithet 'golden.' The Greek mina, presumably
bon-owed from the Phoenicians, is a plausible parallel; but the
passage can be explained without recourse to this theory'. A
Semitic origin has been elaimed for the word paraA(!t, :axe,' but
this too is far from certain. There is nothing in tlle Rigvedic
mythology or religion which demands derivation from a non-Aryan
source, though it has been urged t.hat the small group of the
Adityas, whose physical characteristics are very faint and whose
abst.ract nature is marked, is derived from a Semitic civilisation 2.
In the succeeding period the Nakshatras or lunar mansions may
more probably be ascribed to a Semitic source; but in the
Rig""eda the Xakshatras are practically unknmm, appcaring as
sllch only in. the latest portions. It is therefore impossible to
assume that the great Semitic civilisations had any real contact
with India in t.hc Rigvedic age.
.
Scanty as is onl' information regarding the Vedic tribes, yet we
can sec clearly that the social and political organisation rcsted
npon the patriarchal f"mily, if we may use that term to denote
that relationship was counted through the father. The Aryan
man-iage of this period was usually monogamic, thongh polygamy
was not unknown probably mainly among the princely class ; and
in the household the husband was master, the wife mistress but
rlependent on and obedient to the mftster. The standard of female
morality appears to have been t;,irly high, that of mCII as IIsllal
was less exigent. Polyandry is 1I0t shown by a single passage to
have existed, amI is not to be expected in a society so strongly
dominated hy the male as was the Vedic. Of limit"tiolls 011
marria.ge we learn practically nothiug from the Rigveda, except
that the wedlock of brother anri sister lind of father and dallghter
was not permitted. Child marriage, so usual ill later times, was
evidently unknown; al1d much freedom of choice seems to have
existed. Women liveri under the pl'Otection of their fathers during
the life of the latter, alld then they fell if still unmarried unrier
thc care of theil' brothers. Roth dowries and bride-prices are
recorded: the ill-favoured son-in-law might have to purchase his
hridc by large gifts, whilc othcr maidens could obtain husbands
only through the generosity of their brothers in dowcring th'mi.
A girl without a protector ran graye risk of being rednced to
1 For the borrowing see Zimmer, Altindisch.es Leben, pp. 50, :>1; Weber, Indische
Studien, vol. XVII, p. 202. Bohtlingk, Dictionary, 8.1:'., recognises only' desire' or
I wish ' as the sense.
2 So Oldenberg, Religion des Veda, p. 193; Z.D.M.G., vol. L, pp. 43 sq.; but see
Bloomfield, Religion 0/ the Veda, pp. 133 sq.
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immorality t.o maintain herself, and even in cases where no such
excuse existed we learn of cases of moral laxity. But the high,
value placed on marriage is shown in the long and striking hymn
(x, 85) which accompanict\ the ceremonial, the esseuce of which
was the mutual taking of each other in wedlock by the bride and
bridegroom, and the conveyance of the bride from the honse of
her father to that of her hnsband '. In'this hymn the wedlock of
Soma, here identified with the moon, and Surya, the danghter of
the Bun, is made the prototype and exemplar of marriage in
general. Moreover, the Vedic marriage was indissolnble by human
action, nor in the early period does it seem to have been contemplated that remarriage shonld take place in the case of a
widow'. To this there was the exception, which appears clearly in
the burial ritual of the Rigveda, that the brother-in-law of the
dead man shonld marry the widow, probably only in cases where
the dead had left no SOil and it was therefore imperative that steps
should be taken to secure him offspring; for the Rigvcda recognises
to the full the keen desire of the Vedic Iudian for a child to perform his fUlleral rites.
.' 'rhe relation of child and parent was clearly as a rule oue of
close affection; for a father is regarded as the type of all that
is good and kind. There arc traces, however, that parental rights
were large and vague: if the chastisement of a gambler by his
father may be deemcri to he legitimate exercise of parental
control, this cannot be said of the enlel act of his father in
blindiug I:tijra~va at which the Rigveda hints. Thc father probably controlleri in some measure at least both SOil anri daughter
as re"",rds marriage; anri the right of the father to arlopt is clearly
recognised by the Rigveria, though a hymn ascribed to the family
of Vasishtha disapproves of the practice. The son after mm'l'iage
must often ha'Ve lived in the house and under the control of his
father, of whom his wife was expect.ed to stand in awe. But, on
the :other hand, as the father advanced in years it cannot have
been possible for him to maintain a control which he was physically incapable of exercising; and so we find the bride enjoineri to
be mistress over her step-parents, doubtlcss in thc case when her
husband, grown to mauhood, had taken over the management of
the household from his father's failing hands.
•
1 For the marriage ritnal, see Weber and Haas, Indische Studien, vol. v, pp.177-412;
Winternitz, Das alttndiBche HochzeitBTUuell (1892).
,
II See Delbriick, Die indogeT1nanischen Verwandtschaftsnamen, pp. 553-5. Possibly
remanin.ge wa.s permitted in the case of a. woman whose husband disappeared; see
Pischel, Vedische Studien, vol. I, p. 27.
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The head of the family appears also to have been the owner of
the property of the family; but on this point we are reduced in
the main to conjecture. It is certain that the Rigveda recognises
to the full individual ownership of movable things, cattle, horses,
gold, ornaments, weapons, slaves, and so forth. It seems also
certain that land was already owned by individuals or families:
the ternl kshetra, 'field,' is nnmistakably cmployed in this sense,
ancl in one hymll a maiden, Apala, places her father's cultivated
field (w'va"Ii) on the same level with his hair as a personal pos~
session. Reference is also made to the measuring of fields, and to
khilya, which appear to have been strips of land between the
cultivated plots, probably used by the owners of the plots in
common. The Rigveda has no conclusive evidence that the sons
were supposed to have any share whatever in the land of the
family, and the presumption is that it was vested in the father
alone, as long as he was head of the family and exercised his fnll
powers as head. 'Ye are left also to conjecture as to whether the
various plots were held in perpetuity by the head of the family
and his descendants, or whether there were periodic redist!'ibutions, and as to the conditions on which, if there were several sons,
they could obtain the new allotments necessary to support themselves and their families. But there can hardly have been much
difficulty iu obtaining fresh land; for it is clear that population
was scanty and spread over wide areas, amI wealth doubtless
consisted in the main in flocks and hcrds.
'['here is no hint in the Rigveda of the size to which a family
might grow and yet keep together. It is clear that there might
be three generations nncler the same roof, and a family might
thus be of considerable dimensions. Bnt life can hardly have been
long-so much stress is laid on longevity as a great beon that it
must have been rare-and, eveu if we decline to accept the view
that exposure of aged parents was normal, there must have been a
tendency for the family to brcak lip as soon as the parent died,
especially if, as is probable, there was no such land hllnger as to
compel the sons to stay together. The sons wonld, however,
naturally cnongh stay in the vicinity of one another for mutual
support and assistance. The little knot of honses of the several
branches of the family wOllld together form the nllclens of the
second stage in Rigvedic society, the griima, 'village,' though
some have derived its name originally from the sense 'horde':
1 See Zimmer, Altindi8ches Leben, pp. 159, 160; Feist, l(ultur, AUlbreitung, und
Hcrkunjt der IndQgermanen, p. 143.
.
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as describing the m~ned force of the tribe which in war fought
in the natural divisions of family and family. Next in order
above the grama in the orthodox theory was the vif or 'canton,'
while a group of cantons made up the jana, 'people.' This
scheme can be supported by apparent analogies not only from
Greece, Italy, Germany, and Russia, but also from the Iranian state
with the graduated hierarchy of family or honseholds, vis, zantu,
and dahyn ' . But for Vedic India the fourfold gradation cannot
successfully be maintained. It is not merely that the various
terms are used with distressing vagueness-so that for example
the Bharatas can be called at one time a jana and at another a
grama-but that the evidence for the relationship of subordination between, the grama and the vif is totally wanting. Moreover the Iranian evidence tells against the theory that the vir is
removed by the grama from the family in the narrower sense:
the more legitimate interpretation is to see in the Iranian division
a 'step further than that of the Rigveda and to set the jana as
parallel to the zantn, acknowledging that in the time of the
Rigvcda the political organisation of the people had not extended
to the creation of aggregates of janas, nnless such an aggregate is
presented to us in the twentY-Olle janas of the two VaikaTI.las who
are mentioned in one passa!,,,, of the SaIjlhitfi. The vif wiII thus
take its place beside the Iranian vis as a clan as opposed to family
in the narrower sense, ami be a real parallel to the Latin gC1U<,
and the Greek genos. It is possiblc that thc gdlrna is originally
the gens in its military aspect, but even that is not certain, for the
word may oliginally have referred to locality. Nor can we say
with any certainty for the period of the Rigveda whether the
grama contained the whole of a 'vif, or part of a vif, or parts
of several viras. But amid much that is eonjeetnral it is clear
that the '/Jip was not a normal unit for purposcs of governmcnt,
fOl' the term vifPati, 'lord of a vif,' has not in any passage the
technical 'sense of 'lord of a canton: On the other hand, the
grama as a nnit is "ecognised hy the use of the term g1'a"ut~lf,
'leader of a village,' an officer who appears in the Rigveda, and
who was proJ;mbly ihvcsted with both military aud civil functions,
though we have no details of his duties or powers.
'YhiIe the sensc 'clan' is comparatively rare, the word vir not
unfreqllently in the plural denotes :subjects': so we hear of the
vipas of TriI.laskanda, a king elsewhere unknown, and of the vipas
of the Tritsu8, the royal family of which Sudiis was a member. In
1

Zimmer, l.c.; Geiger) Ostiranische Kultur, p. 427.
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thc former case the sense 'clans' is obviously inappropriate, while in
the latter the rendcring 'clans' which was long adopted has resultcd
in the confusion of the relations of the Bharatns and the T[itsus,
thc T[itsus heing regarded as a people opposed to tho Bharatas,
instead of taking their place as the nIlers of the Bharatas. The
Sll bjects as a "'hole matle up the jana, a tmm which in Vedic use
denotes either the individual man or the collective manhood of the
tribe as a political unit. Above that unit no political organisation'
, can be shown to have existed. 'I'he confcderacy of the five tribes
by whom Sudiis was attacked was evidently more than a mere
passing episode, but clcarly it did not involve any system of
political subordination, from which a great kingdom could emerge.
There was however beyond that a feeling of kinship among all the
tribcs who called themselves Aryan, stimuhited no doubt iuto
distinct expression by theil' presence in the midst of the dark
aboriginal population.
The question now presents itself as to the extent to which in
thc pcriod of the Rigveda the easte system had been developed.
The existence of the caste system in any form in the age of the
Rigveda has been denied by high authority" thongh it has been
asserted of late with increasing insistcnce 2• In one sensc 1 indeed,
it« presence in the nigveda cannot be disputed. In the Purusha8ilkta the folll' castes of the later texts, Brahmal.la ('priest'),
R":janya ('prinec' 01' morc broadly 'warrior'), Vaiua ('commoner'),
and Quelra are mentioned. But this hymn is admittedly late and
can prove nothing for the state of affairs prevailing when the bulk
of the Rigveda was composed. On the other hand, as we have
scen, the distinction between the Aryan colour (var~la) and that of
the aborigines is essential and forms ~L basis of castc. The qnestion
is thus narrowed down to the consideration of the arguments for
and against the view that in the Aryans themselves caste divisions
were appearing. Ou the one hand, it is argned that ill the period
of Vasishtha and Vi~viimitra, when the b'Teat poetry of the 'Rigveda
was being produced, neither the priestly class nor the warrior
class was hereditary. The warriors of the community were the
agricultural and industrial classes, and the priesthood was not yet
hereditary. It has been held that the Brahman priest was, not
necessarily the member of an hereditary class at all, that the term
1 Muir, Original Sanskrit Texts, vol. 1 2, pp. 239 sq.; Zimmer, AltindischelJ Leben,
pp. 185-203; Weber, Indische Studien, vol. x, pp. 1 sq.
.
2 See Geldner, Vedische Studien, vol. II, p. 146; Oldenberg. Z.D.J1l.G., yol.'iI,'
pp. 267 sq.
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could be applied as well to any person who was distinguished by
genius or virtue, or \yho for some reason was deemerl specially
rcceptive of the divine inspiration. The growtb of the castc
. system is traced on this hypothesis to the complication of life
ensning on the further penetration of the Aryans from the Punjab
towards the east. 'i'he petty tribes found it necessary, in order to
defeat the solid forces of the aborigines, to mass themselves into
centralised kingdoms. The petty tribal princes thus lost their full
royal rauk, but found employment and profit instead in becoming
a standing armed force, ready to resist sudden incursion 01' to
crush the attempts at rebellion of the defeated aborigines. On the
other hand, the industrial and agricultural population, relying on
the protection of the warrior class, abandoned the use of anns.
'i'ogether with the growth in thc size of the kiugdom and the
increasing complexity of civiJisation, the simple ritual of an earlier
.period, when the king himself could sacrifice for his people, grew
to an extent which rendered this impracticable, while at the same
time an ever increasing importauce came to be attached to the
faithful and exact perfommnce of the rites and the preservation of
the traditional fonnnlac. The result of this process was, it is
suggested, the growth of a pricsthood, of a warrior class, and of a
third class, the Vai9ya, sharply distinguished from one another and
strictly hereditary. But the comparatively late date of this devclopment is shown hy the fact that in later times the inhabitants of
the North-West, the home of the Rigveda, were regarded as semibarbarians by those oftheMiddleCountrY,in which the Brahmanical
civilisation had developed itself, on the ground that they did not
follow the strict caste system.
. While there is much of truth iu this view, it must be admitted
that it exaggerates the freedom of the Higveda from caste. As we
have seen, the probabilities are that the main, though not the
earliest, part of the SaJ!lhita had its origin not in the Punjab proper
but in the sacred country of later Brf,hmanism, the land known in
the Sa'11hitaJ; of the succeeding period as Brahmavarta. Moreover,
there is no actual proof ill the Rigvcda that the pricsthood was
not then a closed hereditary class. 'i'he tel1n Brahma'.la, 'son of a
Brahma,' seems, on the contrary, to show that the priesthood was
nOl1llally hereditary, and there is no instance which can be quoted
of any person who is said to be other than a priest appearing to
exercise priestly functions. We are told that there is a case of a
king exercising the functions of domestic priest and sacrificing
himself for his people, but the alleged case, that of Devapi, rests
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only on an assertion of a commentator on the hymn (x, 98), in
which Devapi appears, that he was originally a king. Even, however, if this were the case, it mnst be remem bered that even after the
complete establishment of the caste system, it was still the privilege
of kings to exercise some priestly functions, such as that of the study
of the nature of the absolute, a practice ascribed to them in the
Upanishads. The arguments regarding the warrior class rest on a
misunderstanding. Even in the latest Vedic period we have no
ground to SUP1)ose that there was a special class which reserved its
euergies for war alone, and that the industrial population and the
agriculturists allowed the fate of their tribe to be decided by contest between warrior bands, but the Rigveda certainly knows of a
ruling class, the Kshatriya, and the Vedic kingship was normally
hereditary, so that we may well believe that even then there
existed, though perhaps only in embryo, a class of nobles, who are
aptly named ill the term of the PU/~,sllas11kta, llajanyas, as being
'men of kingly family.' Therc arc traces, moreover, of the dhision
of the tribe into thc holy power (brahman), thc kingly power
(ksllatra), and the commonalty (vif), and, while it is true that the
caste system is only in process of development in the Rigveda, it
seems impossible to deny that much of the groundwork upon wWch
the later elaborate structure was based was already in existence.
So far, our sources of knowledge, if imperfect, have given us
material sufficient to skcteh the main outlines of V cdic society.
Unhappily, when we turn to consider more closely the details of
the political organisation propel', the evidence becomes painfully
scanty and inadequate. 'I'he tribes of the Rigveda were certainly
under kingly rule: there is no passage in the Rigveda which
suggests any other form of govermneht, while the king under the
style 'lliijan' is a freqnent fibrure_ This is only what might -be
expected in a community which was not merely patriarchal-a-fact
whence the king" drew his occasional style of vi~'Pati, 'Head of the
viy'-but also engaged in constant warfare against both Aryai}
and abori!,';nal foes. Moreover, the kingship was normally hereditary: even in the scanty notices of the Rigveda we can trace
lines of succession such as that of Vadhrya~va, Diyodiisa, Pijavana,
and Suda., or Durgaha, Girikshit, Puruklltsa, and Trasadasyu, or
Mitratithi, Kurugraval)a, and Upama~ravas. Tn some cases it has
been argued that election by the cantons was possible'; but -this
1

See Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, pp. 162 sq. i Weber, Indische Studien, vol. XVII,

p. 189; Bloomfield, Sacred Books oj the East, vo1. XLII, p. 330. That sometimes election
actua,lly took place is quite probable; but the passages quoted do not show thi.a; see
Geldner, Ved'ische Stuclien, vol. n, p. 303.
.
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interpretation rests only on tllC improbable view that vittalf,
denotes not 'subjects' but 'cantons'; and the idea has no support
in later literature. The activity of the sovereign on which most
stress is laid is his duty of protecting his subjects; and even the
Rigveda, despite its sacerdotal character, allows ns to catch some
glimpses of the warlike deeds of snch men as Divodfula, Sudas, and
Trasadasyu. Of the king's fnnctions in peace the Rigveda is silent,
beyond showing that he was expected to maintain a large hody of
priests to perform the sacrifices for him and his people. From his
subjects he was marked ont by his glittering apparel, his palace,
and his retinue, which doubtless included the princes of the royal
hOll'seas well as mere retainers. To maintain his state he had the
tJibute paid by conquered tribes and the gifts of his people, which,
once proffered freely, had dOll btles8 become fixed payments, which
the king could exact, if denied. Doubtless, too, whcn lands were
conquered from the aborigines or from other Aryan tribes, large
booty in land and slaves and cattle would be Illeted out to tllC
king; but the Rigveda contains no hint that he was considered as
owner of the land of the people. Nor ill that Sa,!,hitii is there any
trace that the king has developed from the priest: if that was
the case in India the distinction lies far beyond the lleriod of the
Rigvcda.
Of the enlow'age of the king and his servants we learn almost
nothing. The senilni, 'leader of the anuy,' who appears in a few
hymns, Illay have been a general appointed by the king to lead an
expedition of too little importance to require his own intervention.
The griirrtarJi probably led in war a minor portion of the host and
was identical with the vriijapati mentioned elsewhere. Far more
important, in the estimation at least of the composers of the hymns,
was the pu·rohita 01' domestic priest, whose position represented
the height of a priest's ambition. Nor, after alloll1ng for priestly
partiality and exaggeration, can we deny the importance of the
Purohita amongst a people who fon~wed the guiding in religions
matters of an hereditary priesthood. 'l'he Vedic l'l1rohita was the
forerunner of the Brahman statesmen who frorn time to time in
India have shown conspieuons ability in the management of affairs;
and there is no reasou to doubt tbat a Vi~vamitl'a 01' a Vasishtha
was a most importaut element of the govemment of the early
Vedic realm It is clear, too, from the hymns which are attributed
to the families of these sages, that the Purohita accompanied the
king to battle, and seconded his efforts for victory by his prayers
and spells. In return for his faithful service the rewards of the
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Purohita were doubtless large: the danaslutis of the Rigveda tell
of the generous gifts of patrons to the poets, allli we may safely
assume that the largest donations were those of kings to the
l'urohitas. It is significant of the social arrangements of the time
that the gifts enumerated are all gifts of pel'sonal property; land
was evidently not then a normal form of gift, though we may
conjecture that, even at this early period, the king might confer. on'
a priest or other servant the right to receive some portion of the
gifts in kind which were clearly 110 inconsiderable part of the roya~
revellues.

\",'

'l'he power of the king cannot have been in normal circum-,
stallces arbitrary or pl"Obably very great. 'l'here stood beside him
as the Illode of expression of the will ,!f the people the assembly,
which is denoted by the terms sa",iti and .abka in the Sarphitii.
It has been proposed by Ludwig! to sec in these two terms. the
designations of two different forms of assembly: the one would be
the assembly of the whole people, while the other would be an
analogue of the Homeric council of elders, a sclect body to which
the great men of the tribe, the Maghavans, alone would go to take
counsel with the king. Zimmer', Oll the other hand, sees in the
sa",iti the popular a"scmbly of the tribe, in t\1e sabka the assembly
of the village. Bllt neither view appears to be acceptable. 'fhere
is no distinction in the teXL> which would justify ns ill contrasting
saMa and samili in either ,of the ways suggested: rather it seems
the samiti i" the assembly of the people for the business of the
tribe, thc Babltii particularly the place of assembly, which served
besides as a centre of social gatherings. The king's presence ill
the sumiti is clearly referred to; and there seems no reason to
doubt that on great occasions the whole of the men of the tribe
gathered there to deliberate, or at least to decide, on the conrses
laid before them by the great men of thc tribe. But we arc
rcduced to analogy with the Homeric assembly for any conception
of the action of the assembly; for, pcrhaps owing to the nature of
the sources, nothing is known of its part in Vedic life. If indeed
the king wa" ever elected by the cantons, the election took place
in the 8a",ili; bnt the theory that the king was eycr elected has,
as has been ah'eady said, nothing to support it.
In accordance with the. appareutly undeveloped condition of
political organisatioll, we learn little of the admillistration of
justice. 'l'hat the king cxcrcised criminal aud ciyil jurisdiction;
assisted by assessors, i~ a conclusion which mllst rest for its
1

Riglieda, vo1. Ill, p. 253.
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plausibility on analogy and on the later practice in India; for no
passage in the Rigveda definitely alludes to the sovereign as acting
in either capacity. It is therefore at least probable that his
functions as judge were still confined within narrow limits. One
word in tlie Rigveda shows that the system of wergeld was in fnll
force, a man being given the epithet ratadaya, which denotes
that the price of his blood was a hundred cows. In one hymn the
Pal)i, whose niggardliness made him the chief object of dislike to
the greedy Vedic poets, is declared to be a man only in so far as
he has a" wergeld, here called vairadella, 'that which is to be paid
ill respect of enmity.' The crime, however, of ·which most is recorded in the Rigveda is that of theft, including burglary, housebreaking, and highway robbery, crimes which clearly must have
been of frequent occurrence. 'I'he punishment of the thief seeIIls
to have rested with the person wronged: there are clear allusions
to binding the thief in sto.cks, presumably with a view to induce
his relatives to pay back to the aggrieved man the loss he has
sustained. In one passage of the Rigveda there is a prohable
reference. to the employment of trained fIIen to recover stolen
cattle, just as the Khojis of the Punjab down to modem times were
expert at this difficult employment. Of death as a punishment for
theft, as ill later times and in other primitive societies, curiously
enough nothing appears in the Rigveda.
. There. is hardly allY mention of other fonns of crime in the
Rigveda. It appears clear that maniage of brother and sister was
regarded as incest, and appareutly marriage of father aud daughter
was placed in the same category of wrongful actions, as it certainly
was in the later Sa'l,hitas, where the union of Prajapati, olle aspect
of ·the supreme god, with his daughter is at· once punished by the
other gods. Prostitution was certainly not unknown, but in other
respects morality seems to have been fairly high: there is no
sufficient ground for attributiug to the peoples whose actious are
reflected in the Rigveda either the exposure of the aged or the
putting away of female children.
Our kuowledge of civil law is as scanty as that of criminal law.
As we have seen, land seems not to have been an article of
commerce. Movable property could change hands by gift or by
sale, the latter taking the form of barter. The Rigveda records
l1...t. in the opinion of one poet not ten cows was adequate price for
an image of Indra to be used doubtless as a fetish. The haggling
of. the market is once clearly refen'ed to. The standard of yulne
seems to haye been the cow, and no coin appears to have been
C.H.I. I.
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known, though the origin of currency may be seen ill the frequent
rcferences to nishkas as gifts: the nishka most probably was an
ornament in the shape of a necklace of gold or silver: at a later
date the name was transferred to a gold coin. Property doubtless
passed by inheritance and could be acquired originally by a man's
own efforts in creation or discovery, while the dowry and the prico
of the bride played a considerable part in early Vedic economy, as
is seen by the stress laid upon both in the Sa'!1hita. Of forms of
contract the only one of which we know anything was the loan;
ri(w. The Vedic Indian was an inveterate gambler, and for that
among other canses he seems always to have been ready to incur
debt. The rate of interest is unknown, a reference to payments of
an eighth 01' a sixteenth may be referred either to interest or
instalments of principal. At any rate, the debtor might as a result
be reduced to slavery, as we learn from all interesting hymn (x, 34)
where an nnsuccessful dicer recites the fatal fascination for him of
the dice and his consequent ruin and enslavement with its results
for his family. Of civil procedure we kuow only so much as may
be inferred from a single word, madhyama{i, which may denote
one who intervenes between two parties as an arbitrator, though it
has also been referred to the king as surrounded by his retainers
in his camp.
Til war the Vedic host was led by the king; and doubtless at
this time all the men of the tribe took part in it, encouraged by
the priests, who with prayer and incantation sought to securo
victory for those whom they supported. The king and the nobles,
the Kshatriyas, fought from chariots of simple construction, the
warrior standing on the left hand of the charioteer on whose skill
he so Jargely depended. The common I,eople fought 011 foot, doubtless with little attempt at ordered fighting, if we may judge frOIn
analogy and from the confused battles described in the later epics.
The chief weapon in honour was the bow which was drawn to the
ear and not as in Greece to the breast; but lances, spears, swords,
axes, and slingstones seem to have been employed. The warrior,
when completely equipped, wore coat of mail and helmet, and
a hand or arm guard to save his arm from the frictiou of the bow~
string. The arrow had a reed shaft, and the tip was either of horn
or of metal: poisoned arrows were sometimes used. Though
horse riding was probably not unkuown for other purposes, no
mention is made of this use of the horse ill war. N aturaIly enough
the banks of rivers seem to have been frequently the spots chosen
for the conflict, as in the ease of the famous battle of the ten kings..
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All: the evidence points to the abseuce of city life among the
tribes. The 'village probably cousisted of a certain numher of
houses built ncar each other for purposes of mutual defence,
perhaps SUM'ounded by a hedge 01' other protection against wild
beasts or enemies. The p1!r, which is often referred to and which
in later days denotes a 'town,' was, as we haye seen, probably no
more than a mere earthwork fortification which may in some cases
at'least have been part of the village. In certain passagcs these
pums are. called autumnal, and by far the most probable explanation, of this epithet is that it refers to the flooding of the plains
by the rising of the riYers iu the autumn, when the cultivators
and, herdsmen had to take refuge within the earthworks which
at ·other times served as defences against human foes. Of the
construction of the Vedic house we leaI'll little, but the bamboo
seems to have becn largely used for the beams which borrowed
their name from it. In the midst of each house burned the
domestic fire, which served the Iudian both for practical ami
sacrificial, uses.
Like the aborigincs, the V cdic Indiuns wcrc primarily pastoral:
the strcss laid by the poets on the po.seosion of cows is almost
pathetic. ,The name of the sacrificial fcc, dakskil""i, is explained
as referring originally to a cow placed 'on\the right halld' of the
singer for his reward. 'rhe singers delight to compare their songs
to'Indra with the lowing of cows to their calves. At night and in
the heat of thc day the cows scem to have been kept in the fold,
while fol' the rest of the day they were allowed to wandel' at will,
being,thrice milked '. Bulls anrl Oxen on the other hand regularly
served for ploughing and dl'awillg carts, a purpose for which horses
were not much used. Sccoud to cattle came hOl'Ses, which the
Inqian required both for bearing his chariot into the ,battle and for
the horse-race, one of his favouri)b sports. Other domesticated
animals were sheep, goats, asse~; and dogs, the last being used for
hunting, for guarding and tracking cattle, aud for keeping watch at
night. Ou the other hand, the cat had not been domesticated.
. ' . Agriculture was alrearly au important part of the Vedic economy.
'l'hil practice of ploughing was certainly Indo-Iranian as the same
root (krish) occurs in the same sense in the two tongues. But it
is 'clear that even in the Rigveda the use of the plough was inereasing ill frequency. We learn of the usc of bulls to draw the
plough, of the sowing of sced in the furrows thus made, of the
cutting of the corn with the sickle, the laying of it in bundle,;
1 See Geldner, Vcdlsche Studiell, vol. II, pp. 282 sq.
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on the threshing floor, and the threshing and final sifting by
winnowing. ~Iorem'er, the usc of irrigation seems to be recognised
in the mention of channels into which water is led. On the other
hand, the nature of the grain grown is uncertain: it is called yava,
which in the later SalJlhitiis is barley, but it is quite uncertain
whether this definite sense can he assigned to the word in' the
Rigvedic period.
' ""
Hunting seems still to have played a considerable part in -the
life of the day. The hunter used both bow and arrow and snares
and traps. There are clear references to the capture of lions in
snares, the taking of antelopes in pit., and the hunting of. the boar
with dogs. Birds were captnred in nets stretched out on pegs.
Possibly the use of tame elephants to eaptnre other elephants was
known, bnt this is very uncertain, for there is no clear proof that
the elephant had yet been tamed at this early date. Buffaloes
seem to have been shot by ar!'Ows, and occasionally a lion might be
surrounded by huuters and shot to death.
There is some evidence that already in this period specialisation
in industry had beb'1lll. The worker in wood has clearly the place
of honour, ueeded as he was to produce the chariots for war and
the race, aud the carts for agricultural purposes. He was carpenter, joiner, wheelwr.ght in one; and the fashioning of chariots
is a frequent source of metaphor, the poet comparing his own
skill to that of the wheelwright. Next in importance was the
worker in metal who smelted ore in the furnace, using the wing
of a bird in the place of a bellows to fan the flame. Kettles and
other domestic utensils were made of metal. It is, howevel', still
uncertain what that metal which is called ayas was. Copper,
bronze, and iron alike m~y have been meant, and we cannot- be
certain that the term has tl," Bame sellse throughout. Of othcr
workers the tanner's art is almdcd to not rarely; and to women
are ascribed se\yjng, the plaiting uLmats from grass or reeds, and,
much more frequently, the weaving of cloth. It is of importance
to note that there is no sib'll that those who carried on these
fuuctions were in any way regarded as inferior members of the
community, as was the case in later times. 'fhis fact is probably'
to be explained by the growing number of the servile popUlation
which must have steadily iucreased with the conquest of the
tribes, though we cannot conjecture the 1II0tives which ascribed
to inferiors tasks which in the Rigvedic time were allparentiy
honourable and distinguished. Presumably even at this time the
sJave population must have been utilised in assisting their masters
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in their various tasks, agricultural, indnstrial, and pastoral; but
the Rigveda unquestionably presents us with a society which is
not dependent on such labour, and in which the ordinary tasks
of life arc carried out by the free men of the tribe '. This is
one of the facts which show the comparative simplicity of the age
of the Rigveda as compared with the next period of Indian history.
Fishing is not directly mentioned; and the Vedic Indian
seems,to have been very little of a navigator. The use of boats,
probably dug-outs, for crossing rivers, was known, but the simplicity of their construction is adequately shmm by the fact that
the paddle alone was used for their propulsion. There is no
mention of rudder or anchor, mast or sails, a fact which incidentally negatives the theory that the Vedic Indians took any part
in ocean shipping.
Of the domestic life of the time we have a few details. The
dress nsually worn consisted either of three or of two garmcnts.
These were generally woven from the wool of sheep, though skins
were also employed. I,uxury manifested itself in the wearing of
variegated gal1nents or clothing adorned with gold. Ol'llaments in
the shape of necklets, earrings, anklets, and bmcclets were worn by
both sexes and were usnally made of gold. The hair was carefully
combed and oiled. 'VoIllen wore it plaited, while in some cases men
wore it in coils: it was a chamctcristic of the Vasishpms to have

it coiled on the right. Shaving was not ullknown, but beards were
nOn1lRlly worn, and on festive occasions men hore gal'lands.
As was natural with a pastoral people, milk formed a considerable part of the ordinary food, heing taken in its natural state or
mixed with grain. Ghee 01' clarified butter was alBo much used.
Grain was either parched or ground into /lonr, and mixed with
milk 01' butter, and made into cakes. As throughout the history
of India, vegetables and fruits formed a considemble portion of
the dietary. But the Vedic Indians were a nation of meat-eaters,
nor need we believe that they merely ate meat on occasions of
sacrifice. Rathel', as in the Homeric age, the slaughter of oxen
was always in some degree a sacrificial act, and one specially
appropriate for the entertailHneut of guests, as the second nUIlle
of the heroic Divodasa Atithigva, 'the slayer of oxen for guests,'
and as the pmctice of slaying oxen at the wedding festhal
ahundantly show. The ox, the sheep, and the goat were the
1 The view of Indian civilisation presented by Baden Powell (Indian Villng~
Ccnnmunitg (1896) and Villaae Commtmities in India (189!!), etc.) which assumes that

the Aryans were princely conquerors of agricultural aborigines and not themselves
culth"ators cannot be reconciled with the Rigveda.
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normal food cat.en by men and offered to their gods: horse-flesh
was probably eatcn only at the hOI'se-sacrifice, and not so much as
ordinary food as with a view to gain the strength and'swiftness
of the steed. There is no inconsistency between this eating of
flesh and the growing sanctity of the cow, which bears already
in the Rigveda the epithet aghnyo., 'not to be killed." If 'this
intCI1)retatioll of the term is correct, it is merely a proof of the
high value attached to that IIseful animal, the source of the milk
which meant so mnch both for secllh.r and sacred nse to the.yedic
Indian. The flesh eaten was either cooked in pots of metal '01'
earthenware or roasted on spits.
: ,
.. ,!'
In addition to milk, the Indians had at least two intoxicating
drinks. The first was the Soma, which however, by the time· of
the Rigycda, appears almost exclusively as a sacrificial drink.. :It
stands, however, to reason that the extraordinary preemiJience
which it acquired for religious purposes can hardly have been
attained except through its original popular character; and it:
is difficult to resist the impression that the Soma was at first
a popnlar drillk in the home whellce the Vedic Indians entered
India, and that in India itsclf they fonnd no plant which pre l
eisely coincided with that whence the Soma had first been'
produced, alld so were compelled to resort to substitutes or·to
use the original plant after it had been brought from, a great
distance and had thus lost its original flavour. The popnlar
drink was evidently the surii, which seems to have been distilled
from grain. It was clearly extremely intoxicating, and the
priests regarde'i it with disapproval: in one hymn mention
is made of men made arrogant by the S1tra reviling' the
gods, while another couples it with anger and dicing as' the
cause of sin.
Of the amusements of the Indian first place mnst clearly be given
to the' chariot race, a natural form of sport among a horse-loving and
chivalrous people. 'fhe second belongs to dicing, which forms the
occasion of a lament, already referred to (v. sup. p. 98~ Unhappily,
the details of the play are nowhere deserihcd, and the,sC!ittered
allusions caJmot be reduced to a whole without much conjecture;
but, in one form at least, the aim of the gambler was to throw
it number which should be a multiple of four 1. Dancing was also
practised, and the dancing of maidens is several times mentioned;
it seems that men also 011 occasion danced in the open air, as a
See Liidera, Das WilrJelspiel im allen Indien; Calaudl Z.D,JJI.G., ,·o~.
pp. 123 sq'i Keith, J.R.A.S., 1908, pp. 823 sq.
1
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metaphor alludes to the dust of the dancing feet of men. Music too
had advanccd heyond the primitive stage; and already the three
types of instrument, percussion, string, and wind, were represented
by the dl1lm, nsed, among other purposes, to terrify the foe in battle,
the lute, and the flute, the last-named instrument being said to
he heard in the abode of Yama, where the holy dead dwell. The
hymns themselves prove that singing was highly esteemed.
, The comparative simplicity of the life of the Vedic Indian
stands in striking contrast to the elaboratioll of the religious side
of life by the priests. The Rigveda does not present ns with any
naive outpouring of the primitive religious cOllsciousness, but
with a state of belief which must have beell the product of
much priestly effort, and the outcome of wholesale syncretism.
Nothing else can explain the comparative magnitude of the Vedic
panthcon, which considerably exceeds that of the Homeric poems.
In the main, the religion revealed to us is in essence simple. The
objects of the devotiou of the priests were the great phenomena
of natnre, conceived as alive, and usually represented ill anthropomorphic shape, though not rarely theriomorphism is refel1'ed
to. 'l'he chief gods include Dyaus, the sky, who is usually coupled
with Prithivi, the eartl~ ami whose anthropomorphism is faiut,
being in the main confined to the conception of him as father.
VaruJ.la, the sky-god par excellence, has superseded DyauA as a
popular figure, and has acquired moreover a moral elevation,
which places him far ahove the other gods. VaruJ.la is the subject of the most exalted hymns of the Rigveda; but it seems
clear that in this period his chdm to diviue preeminence
being successfully challenged by the much less ethical Imh'a, the
god' of the thunder-storm which causes the rain to pour, when
the rainy season long hoped for comes to relieve the parched
earth. VaruJ.la bears the epithet Asura, which serves to show
his parallelism with Ahura Mazda, the highest of Iranian gods;
nor can there be any reason to doubt that in the Inrlo-Iriinian
period he acquired his moral elevation and preeminence, But
in India it seems that his star paled hefore that of Indra, whose
importauee grew with the advance of the Aryau tribes to the
regions where the rain was confined in the main to the rainy
months and the terrors of the storm supplanted in the popular
imagination the majestic splendour of the sky. With Varlll!a
seems to have been bound np in the first instance the conception of rita as first cosmic and then moral order, and with his
lessening glory these conceptions fade from Indian thought. The
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importance of the S'1Il is shown by the f.wt that no less than five
high gods seem to be solar-Surya and Savitri, who represent the
quickening power of the luminary, Mitra, whose fame in Iran' is
but palely reflected in India, where he is conjoined with ,varUJ.Ja
and eclipsed by Varnl!a's glories, Pushan, the representative ,of
the power of the sun in its effect Oll the growth of herds and
vegetation, and Visbl,lu, the pel'sonification of the swift, moving
sun and a god destined to become one of the two great gods
of India. Qiva, his great rival in later days, appears in the name
of Rudra, seemingly ill essence at this time a storm-god, with a
dark side to his character presaging his terrible aspect in later
days. Other gods arc the A~villS, apparently the morning and
evening stars, who arc clearly parallel to the Dioseuri, the Marnts,storm-gods and attendants on Rudra, Vayu and Vata, the windgods, Parjanya, the god of rain, the Waters, amI the Rivers. Ush",!
the Dawn, deserves sepllrate mention, sillce she has evoked some
of the most beantiful of Vedic poetry; but her figure seems to
belong to the earliest period of Vedic bynmology, when" the
Indians were still in the Punjab; and after the Higveda shu
vanishes swiftly from the living gods of the pantheon.
".
Next to Indra in importunce rank Agni, 'the fire,' ,and the
SOllllc To the priest indeed there can be little doubt that these
gods were of even greater importance than Iudra, but the latter
was seemingly more of a national god, antI morc nearly alive ill.
the hearts of the people. Agni has three forllls, the SUIl ill the
hcaven, the lightning,
the terrestrial fire; and his descent:
from his highest form is ..ariously pictUl'ed. He seellls in his
growth to have vanquished older gods, like 'L'rita and Apal!1
Napiit, 'the child of the waters,' who were forms of the lightning,
and ~latari~van, a form of celestial fire, The Soma must have
owed its original divine mnk to its wonderful intoxicating power;
bnt priestly speculation by the end of the Rigvcdic period had
succeeded in identifying the Soma and the moon, a tour ck force
which can indeed be rendered less unnatural by recognising the
potent effect of the moon in the popular imagination 011 vegetation, but which is none the less remarkable in the success ill
which it finally imposed itself on the religions conscience. ,The
Soma hymns are among the most mystical of the Rigveda; and
one of the legends, that of the brinf,>ing of the Soma from heaven'
by the eagle, appears to be a reflection of the fall of rain to earth
as a resnlt of the lightning which rends the cloud just ,when thl'\
rain begins to fall.
. "
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The creation of what may be called abstract deities is not far
adYallced in, the Rigveda, slIch deities as Qraddha, 'faith,' and
Jlhnyu, 'wrath,' being confined to a few hymns of the tenth
book. On the other hand, the specialisation of epithets in some
cases resnits in the production of what is practically a new figure:
thus ,Pra.japati, an epithet of such gods as Savitri and Soma, as
'lord, of creatures' approaches the position of a creator. The
Adityas and their mother Aditi, who may be derived from them,
present scarcely any physical features and, as we have seell, have
ther",fore by Oldenburg been assigned to a Semitic source; but
this hypothesis has not yet been rendered probable in a mythology
which else seems so little touched by external influence. Personifications ,like Ratri, 'the night,' are mainly poetic rather than religions.
" A characteristic of the V cdic theology is the tendency to group
gods in pairs, especially Mitra and Varm,la, a practice due in all
probability to the natural union of heaven and earth as a pair.
Of larger groups there arc the Maruts, the Adityas, and the
Vasus. The last are associated vagucly with Indm or Agni, and
have practically no individual character. Finally, priestly speculation has ,created the class of the Vi~ve devas, 'the All-gods,' who
first include all the gods, and, in the second place, are regarded as
a special group invoked "ith others, like tllCAdityas and the Vasus.
,Little part is played hy minor deities in the Vedic theology.
The predominance of the male element is marked: the goddesses
are pale reflections of their husbands by whose names, with a
feminine affix added, they arc called: the only one who has
a real eharacte)' is Ush"", and more faintly Pl'ithivi, 'the earth,'
and of rivers the sacred Sarasvati, The ~ibhns are aerial elfs,
the, Apsarasus water nymphs, and the Gandharvas, their play~atcs, are aerial sprites. The simpler and more primitive side
of nature worship is seen in the invocation of the plants, of the
mountains, and of the trees of the forest; but real as these
beliefs may have been to the common people, they are not the
true subjects of the llriests' devotion, When specnlation turned
to deal with these matters, it found an utterance such as is seen
in, a striking hymn to the goddess of the forcst, which exhibits
m~ch more poetical than religions feeling.
While the great gods might be conceived at times in animal
form, for example Indra or Dyaus as a bull, or the sun as a
swift horse, actual direct worship of animals is hardly found in
the nig<eda. The drought demon which prevents the rain frolll
falli'ug is conceived as a snake whom Indra crushes, aud we heal'
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of the snake of the abyss; but, in stl'iking contrast with latel'
India, no direct worship of the snake attributable to its deadliness occur~. Of totcmism, in the sense of the belief in an animal
ancestor and thc treatment of that animal as sacred and divine,
the Rigveda shows not a trace, On the other hand, fetishism is
seen in the allusion already quoted to the use of an image of
Indra against one's enemies. Analogous to this is the sentiment
which dcifies the pressing-stones which expressed the Soma, the
dMlm and the weapons of the warriol' and the sacrificial post.
The chief opponents of the gods are the Asuras, a vague group
who bear a name which is the epithet of Varm.ta and must
originally have had a good meauing, but which may have 'been
degraded by being associated with the conception of divine cnnning
applied for evil cnds. On a lower plane are the Rakshasas, demons
conceived as in animal as well as human shape, who seek to destroy
the sacrifice and the sacrificers alike, but whose precise nature
cannot be definitely ascertained.
To the gods the Indiau stood in an attitude of dependence,
but of hope. The gods are willing to grant boons if they arc
worshipped; and the overwhelming mass of thc evidence shows
that the ordinary Vedic sacrifice was an offering made to win
the divine favour, though thank-offerings may well have been
known l , Inextricably bound up with this conception of the divine
relation is that other which regards the gods as subject to control
by the worshipper if he but know the correct means, a motive
clearly seen in the selection of the horse as a sacrifice whereby
the swift steed, the SUIl, lIlay regain strength and favour his
worshippers. 'rhe higher and more mystic vie,,, of the sacrifice
as a sacrament is not found except in the qnite rudimentary
form of the common meal of the priests on the sacrificial victim,
there is no proof that in thus consuming the victim the priests
deemed themselves to be consuming their god, though doubtless
they regarded the meal as bringing them into special relation
with the god who shared it with them and so in some measure
acquired the same nature as themselves. But if the view of
sacrifice was less mystic, in some aspects at least, than in the
case of the MediteM'allean peoples, Vedic civilisation at this stage
was spared the horror of human sacrifice, which can be found in
the Sal]1hita only by implausible conjecture'.
1 See Caland a.nd Henry, L'Agni~!oma, pp. 469-90; Keith, J.R,A.S., 1907,
pp. 929-49.
2 See Hillebrandt, Z.D.M.G., vol. XL, p. 708, who finds it alluded to in x, 18,8.
But Bee Keith, J.R.A.S .• 1907, p. 946.
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.' The sacrifices offered included offerings of milk, grain, and ghee,
as well as offerings of flesh and of the Soma. It is impossible to
adapt the later sacrificial t.heory, as it appears in the next period,
to the Rigvedic textS, and it is clear that at this time the sacrifice
was: lesslC!aborate than it became; but there is abundant proof
that! already the Soma sacrifice in particular had been elaborated,
and 'that the labour had beeil divided among several priests, the
chief being· the Hotri who recited the hymns and in earlier times
composed'tliem, the AdhYaryu who performed the manual actions
to' 'the accompaniment of muttered prayers aud deprecations of
evil; the' Udgatri who Bung the Saman chants, and several assistants, the number seven being found quite frequently in the
Rigveda. Naturally these elaborate sacrifices could not be undertaken by any save the rich men of the tJ'ibe and especially the
king; and we must therefore pictl1l'e to ourselves the priests as
maintained by the rich men, the l\Iaghavans, 'bountiful ones,' of
the Rigveda, their number and rewards rising with the social
scale of their patron, until the height of the priest's ambition
was attained, the position of Purohita to the king. Beside all
this 'elaborate ritJml there was of comBe the daily worship of
the' ordinary Aryan, which he no doubt iu this period, as later,
conductedhiniself; but the Rigveda is an aristocratic collection
and contains ,little of popular religion beyond a few incantations
in the tenth book, which carry us into thc homely rcgion ·of spells
against rivals and to repol diseases and noxions animals. Bnt
these are not really parts of the main body of the Sat!1hit:l..
, ~ The 'late tenth book also gives us the beginnings of the
philosophy of India. The multiplicity of gods is questioned and
the unity .of the universe is asserted, while attempts are made
to represent the process of creation as the evolution of being
from not being, first in thc shape of the waters and then in the
shape of.heat. Other h)~nns more simply consider the process as
t1mt.of a,creation by Vi~vakarman, 'the all-maker,' 01' Hil'al,lyagarbha, 'the golden gelID,' apparcntly an aspect of the sun. In
yet another case tbe sacrificial theory is applied, and in the
Purusltasiikta, the earliest authority for caste divisions, the world
is fashioned frOIll the sacrifice of a primeval giant whose name
Pllrusha, 'man,' reappears in later philosophy as the technical term
for spirit. These speculations arc of interest, not for their intrinsic
merit, but for the persistence with which the same conceptions
dominate the religions and philosophical systems of India.
There is little in the Rigveda that bears on the life after
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death. The dead were either cremated or buried, and, if crcmated, the ashes were regularly buried. This suggests that burial
was the older method which was altered under the pressure of
migration and perhaps thc Indian climate. The Rigveda is innocent of widow burning, though it clearly has the conception which
gaye rise to that practice, the "iew that life in the next world is
a reflex of this life, aud though in the next period we have
clear references to the fact that the bnrning of widows was not
unknown. The direct authority for the custom, which later days
sought to find in the Rigveda, owes its existence to a daring
forgery of quite modern date'. The exact fate of the dead is
somewhat obscUl'e: they are conceived, at olle time, as dwelling
in peace and conyerse with the gods of the world of Yama, the
first of the dead and king of the dead. In other passages, the
gods and the fathers are deemed to dwell in djfferent places; while
a third conception declares that the soul departs to the waters
Or the plants. Bcyond this last idea there is nothing in the
Rigvedic literature to suggest that thc idea of metempsychosis
had presented itself to the Indian mind: the fate of the evil
after death is obscure: possibly unbelievers were consigned to
an underground darkness; but so scanty is ·the evidence that
Roth held that the Vedic poet believed in their annihilation. But
this vagueness is characteristic of the comparative indifference of
the Rigveda to morals: the gods are indeed extolled as true,
though perhaps rather as a means of securing that they shall
keep faith with their votary than as an assertion of ascertained
truth. Except in the case of Varul)a, the omniscient, whose
spies watch men and who knows the every thought of man, the.
characteristics of the gods are might and strength rather than
moral goodness, or even wisdom.
f
In its metrical fol'lll the Higveda shows traces of the distinction between the recitative of the Hotri and the song of the
U dgatrP: thus besides hymns in simple metres, rhythmical series
of eight syllables, three or four times repeated, or cleven 01' twelve
syllables four times repeated, are fonnd strophic effects made uP.
of varions combinations of series of eight and twelve syllables,
these being intended for Saman singing. The verse technique
has risen beyond the state of the mere counting of syllables
1 See Wilson, J.n.A.S., vol. XVI, pp. 201 sq. j Fitzedward HaU, J.R.A.S., n. s.
vol. III, pp. 183-92 who traces it to Raghunandan8. (1S00 A.D.).
l/: See Oldenberg, Z.D./fI.O., vol. XXXVIII, pp. 439 sq.; ProlegQ'TIuna, pp. 1 sq.;
Arnold, Vedic ltfetre, Cambridge, 1905.
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which it shared as regards the use of eight and eleven syllabic
lines with the Iranian versification; but the process of fixing the
quantity of each syllable, which appears fully completed in the
metres of classical Sanskrit verse, is only in a rudimentary state,
the last four or five syllables tending to assume in the case of
the eight and twelve syllable lines an iambic, in the case of the
eleven syllable lines a trochaic cadence. The poetry of the collection is of very uneven merit: Varul)a and Ushas evoke hymns
which now and then are nearly perfect in poetic conception and
expression; but much of the work is mechanical and stilted, being
overladen with the technicalities of the ritual: this condemnation
applies most heavily to the ninth book, which, consisting as it does
of hymns addressed to the Soma in the process of its purification
for use, is arid and prosaic to a degree. In style, practically
all thc hymus are simple enough, and their obscurity, which is
considerable, is due to our iguorancc of thc Vedic age, which
rendel's unintelligible references and allusions clear enough to
the authors. But there is unquestionably much mysticism in
the later hymus and still more of that confusion of thought and
tendency to take refuge in enigmas, which is a marked feature
of'all Iudian speculation.
The language is of the highest interest, as it reveals to us au
Indo-European speech with a singular clarity of structurc and
wealth of inflection, even if we admit that the first discoverers
of its importance from the point of view of comparative philology
exaggerated in some degree these characteristic... Hist0l1caUy it
rendered comparative philology the first great impetus, and it
must for all time be one of the most important subjects of study.
But it is clearly, as preserved in the hymns, a good deal more
'than a spoken tongue. It is a hieratic language which doubtless
diverged considerably in its wealth of variant forms from the
speech of the ordinary man of the tribe ,. Moreover it shows
clear signs of influence by metrical necessities which induce here
and there a disregard of the rules normally strictly observed of
concord of nonn and attribute. It must be remembered that it
was in a peculiar position: in the first place, it was the product
of an hereditary priesthood, working on a traditional basis: the
yery first hymn of the S"lJ,hita alludes to the songs of old and
1 Of. Grierson in Imp. Gaz., vol. I, pp. 357 sq.; J.n.A.S., 1904, pp. 435 sg.;
We.ckernagel, Altindilche Grammatik, vol. I, pp. xviii sq.; Petersen, J.A.O.S.,
vol. :u.xn, pp. 414-28; Michelson, J.LO.S., vol. XXXIII, pp. 145-9; Keith, AitariJya
Aratlyaka, pp. 180,196.
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new poets: in the second place, the language of all classes was
being· affected by the influellce of contact with the aboriginaJ
tongues. The existence of slaves, male and especially female,
must have tended constantly to affect the Aryan speech, and the
effect mnst have been very considerable, if, as seems true, the
whole series of lingual letters of the V cdic speech was the resnlt
of aboriginal influence. Many of the vast number of words ,,1th
no known Aryan cognates must be assigned to the same influence.
·Thus in the period of the Rigveda there was growing np an' ever
increasing divergence between the speech of the learned and that
of the people. As a result the language of literature ·remains
the .language of the priesthood and the nobility: it is .modified
gradually, and finally, at an early date, fixed for good as regards
form and constrnction by the action of the grammarians: on the
other hand, the speech of the commoner, in consequcnce of the
constant contact with the aborigines and the growing admixture
of blood, develops into Pfili and the Prakrits and finally into
the modcrn vernaculars of Iudia. What we do not know is how
far at any given moment in the Vedic period the gulf of separation ,had extended. Nor do we know whether at this epoch there
were distinct dialects of the Vedic spcech: ~fforts to find traces
of dialects in the Rigveda have so far ended in no secure result'.
It is natural, at the conclusion of this survey of the. more
important a.~pects of the Vedic ci vilisation, to consider what
date can be assigued to the main portion of the· Rigveda or to
the civilisation which it records. One fact of interest has been
adduced from the records of treaties between the Hittites and
.the Kings of Mitani of about 1400 B.O. In them occur names
which a certain amount of faitll may induce .ns to accept as
denoting Indl'a, the two A~vins under the name Nasatya, one .,of
their epithets-of unknown meaning-in the Higveda, ]llitra,. and
Varu\1a. It is right to add that theae identifications must not ..bc
regarded as certain, thong" they may be correct. It has been
argued by Jacobi' that these names must be derived· from a
tribe practising the religion revealed to us in the Rigveda,. that
I

.

f " .....

I The theory of Hoernle, GriersoD, and li.isley (Tmperial Ouz., vol. I, pp. 303 sq.),

whioh sees in the Rigvedio language the speech, of the Middle Country (Mad1;tyadeQa)
only is not supported 1)1 the Rigveda. Only ~he N. W. region of the Middle CoontryI
which lay between the rivers Sarasvati and Drisbll.dvati (Brnhmuvarta) was intimately
known to the poets of the Rigveda.. They show more acquaintance with the Punja.b
and with the Kabul Valley than with the Middle Country generally, tbat is to say the
v
region lyiDg between the SarasvatJ and Prayiiga, the modern Allabiibiid.
2 J.R.LB., 1900, pp. 721-6.
For these names see also Chapters III and XIV.
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the presence of this tribe at this date is due to a moyement on
their part from India, and" that we haye a definite date assigned
at which the culture of the Rigvcda existed. Unhappily the
argnment cannot be regarded M conclusive. It is considered by
E. 1\1eyer' and by Oldenberg' that the gods ,are proto-Iranian
gods, affording a proof of what has always seemed on other grounds
most probable, that the Indian and Iranian period was preceded
by one in which the Indo-Iranians still undivided enjoyed a
common civilisation. This is supported by the fact that the
Avesta, which is doubtless a good deal later than the date in
question, still recognises a great god to whom Varu'.la's epithet
Asura is applied, that it knows a Verethrajall who bears the
chief. epithet of Indra M Vritrahall, 'slayer of Vritra,' that it
has a demon, Naonhaithya, who lIlay well be a pale reflex of the
Nasatyas, and that the Avestan Mithra is the Vedic Mitra. It
is also possible that the god., represent a period before the separation of Indians and Iranians, though this would be less likcly
if it is true that the names of the lIlitilni princes include true
Iranian names'. But, in any case, it is to be feared that we
attain no result of value for Vedic chronology.
Another and, at first sight, more promising attempt has been
made to fix a date from intel'llal evidence. It has heen argued
by Jacobi' 011 the strength of two hymns iu the Rigveda that
the year then began with the SUlllmer solstice, and that at that
solstice the sun was in conjunction with the lunar mausion
Phalgnni. Now the later astronomy shows that the lunar mansions were, in the sixth centnry A.D., arranged so as to begin for
purposes of reckoning with that called AFini, because at the
vernal equinox at that date the sun was in eOltiunction with
the star t Piscium. Given this datum, the precession of the
equinoxes allows us to calculate that the beginning of the year
with the summer sohtice in Phul:"'1I1i took place about 4000 B.C.
This argnment Illust be considered further in connexion with
the dating of the next period of Indian history; but, for the
dating of the Rigveda, it is certain that no help can be obtained
from it. It rests upon two wholly improbable assumptions, first,
that the hYIllns really assert. that the year began at the summer
solstice, and, second, that the sun was then brought into any
Sitzungsberichte deT k. preussischen Akade1llie der Wissenschaften, 1908, pp. 14 sq.
J.R.A.S., 1909, pp. 1095-1100. Of. Keith, ibid. 1100-6 .
• Sayee, ibid. p. 1107, dellies this.
, FtBtgruu an Both, pp. 68 sq. = Indian Anliquary, yol. XXIII, pp. 1;;4 sq.
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connexion at all with tIle Nakshatms, for which there is no
•
evidence whatever. The Nakshatras arc, as their name indicates and as all the evidence of the later Sal11hitas shows, lunar
mansions pure and simple.
In the absence of any trnstworthy external cvidence, we are
forced to rely on what is after all the best criterion, thc develop'
ment of the civilisation and literature of the period. Max MUller l
on the basis of this evidence divided the Vedic period into four;
that of the Siitra literature, 600-200 B.C., the Briihmal.ms, 800~
600 B.C., the ~Iantra period, including the later portions of the
Rigveda, 1000-800 B.C., and the Chhandas, covering the older and
more primitive Vedic hymns, 1200-1000 B.C. The exact demarca·
tion did not claim, save as regards the latest period, any special
exactitnde, and was indeed somewhat arbitrary. But the· fact
remains that definitely later than the Higveda we find the. other
Sa!p.hitas, of which an account is given below, and the prose
Brahma!)a texts, which contain comments on and explanations of
the Sa!p.hitas, whose existence they presuppose. It is impossible
to deny that this mass of work must have taken time to produce,
especially when we realise that what has snrvived is probably
a small fraction as compared with what has been lost. Now in the
BrahmUl~as we find only the most rudimentary elements of the
characteristic features of all Indian literature after Buddhism,
the belief in metempsychosis, pessimism, and the search for dc'
Iiverance. The distance between the Brahma!)a texts with their
insistence on the ritual, and their matter·of-fact and indeed sordid
view of the rewards of action in this world, and the later doctrine
of the uselessness of all mundane effort, is bridged by the
ArUl.lyakas and the Upanishads which recognise tl"'dnsmi6'1"ation,
if not pessimism, which definitely strive to examine the real
meaning of being, and arc no longer content with the exphinac
tion of sacrifices and idle legends. It is unreasonable to deny
that these texts must antedate the rise of Buddhism, which; hl'
part at least, is a legitimate development of the doctrines of the
Upanishads. Now the death of Buddha falls in all pl'Obability
somewhere within the second decade of the fifth century before
Christ': the older Upanishads can therefore be dated as on the
whole not later than 550 B.C. From that basis we must reckon
backwards, taking such periods as seem reasonable; and, in the
absence of any means of cstimating these pcriods, we cannot
I

2

Cf. lligveda Sal!lhitii, vol. IV 2 , pp. vii sq.
Fleet, J.B.A.S .• 1912, p. 240, thinks 483

B.C.

is the most probable da.te.
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have more than a conjectnral chronology. But it is not likcly
that the Brahma!).a period began later than SOO B.C., and
the oldest hymns of the Rigvcda, such as those to U shas, may
have bee11 composed as early as 1200 B.C. To carry the date
further back is impossible on the evidence at present available,
and a lower date would be necessary if we are to accept the
view that the Avesta is really a product of the sixth century B.C.,
as has been argued on grounds of some though not decisive
weight; for the coincidence in language between the Avesta
and the Rigveda is so striking as to indicate that the two
languages cannot have been long separated before they arrived
at their present condition.
The argument from literature and religion is supported also
by the argumcnt from civilisation. The second period, that of
the SaI!lhitas, shows the development of the pJimitive Vedic
community into something more nearly akin to the HinduislIl
which, as we learn from the Greek records, existed at the time
of the invasion of Alexander and the immediately succeeding
years. But we are still a long way from the full development
of the system as shown to us in the Artha9astra, that remarkable
record of Indian polity which is described in Chapter XIX. The
language also of the Vedic literature is definitely anterior,
thongh not necessarily much anterior, to the classical speech
as prescribed in the epoch-making work of Panit.li: even the
Siiil-as, which are undoubtedly later tban the Brahmal!as, show
a freedom which is hardly conceivable after the period of the
full influence of Panil)i'; and Panil)i is dated with much plausibility not later than 300 B.C.'
1 Buhler, Sacred Books of the East, vol. H2, p. xlv, relies on this argument to assign
Apastamba.'11 Sutra.!! to a date not later than the third cent. B.C., and suggests that they
may be 150 or 200 years earlier.
:l Soo Keith, Aitareya 1ra1Jyaka, pp. 21-5.
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OHAPTER V
THE PERIOD OF THE LATER SAI!IHI1'AS, THE BRAH-" ,
MA~AS, 'rHE ARA~YAKAS, AND THE UPANISHADS ::
IJ:

DEFINITELY later than that depicted in the Rigveda is: the
chilisation presented by the later SalphitM, the Brahma..,as, the
Aral,IYakas, and the Upanishads. It is on the whole probable that
the total time embraced in this period is not longer, perhaps it is
even shorter, than that covered by the earlier and later strata
of the Rigveda; and there are hymns in the tenth book of the
Rigvcda which arc really contemporaneoilll with the later Saf!lhitas,
just as those Sall1hitiis have here and there preserved work of
a much earlier epoelc But the distinction between the main body
of the Rigveda and the rest of the V cdie literature is clear and
undeniable. Nor is it opcn to much doubt that the redaction of the
SUIJlhita of the Rigveda into what, in substance as opposed to
verbal form, was its prescnt shape took plaee before the other
Salphitas were compiled. Of these Sa,phiUiS the Samaveda, the
collection of chants for the Suman singers, is so dependent on the
Rigveda for its contents, that it is negligible for purposes of
history. On the other hand, the SaIJiliitas of the Yajurveda, the
collection of the formulae and prayers of the Adhvaryu priest,
to whose lot fell the actnal pmioTInance of the sacrificial acts, are
of the highest historical importance. They represent two main
schools, the Black and the White, the name of the latter being
uue, according to tradition, (,0 the fact that, whereM the texts of
the mack Yajlll'veda contain verse or prose formulae and the
prose explanations and comments combined into one whole, the
text .of the latter distingnishes between the YCrBe and prose
formnlae which it collects in the SaIphitii, and the prose explanations which it includes in a Brahmal)a. Of the Black Yajnrveda three complete texts exist, those of the l'aittiIiya, the
Kat\Iaka, and the ~1aitrayaI.l1 schools, while considerable fragments
of a Kapish~hala SaI!1hitii closely allied to the Kathnka also exist. -
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In the case of the Taittiriya there is a Brahmal!a which is a
supplementary work, dealing with matter not taken up ill the
Sal)lhitii. The White school has the Vajasaneyi SaIJ1hita and the
Qatapatha Brahmal!", the latter being one of the most important
works in the whole Vedic literature, Finally, there is the SaIJ1hita
of the Atharvaveda, which is technically reckoned as appertaining
to the Brahman, the priest who in the later state of the I'itual
superintends the whole of the sacrifice, and which is a curious
• repository of most mingled matter, for the most part spells of
every kind, but containing also theosophical hymns of considerable
importance•
.'The conjunction of the prose explanation ,,1th the formulae does
not prove the later composition of both the prose ami the formulae,
and there is no ground for attributing the two strata to the same
date. On the other lmlld, the prose of the Yajurveda SaIJ1hitas is
amoilgst" the earliest Vedic prose, Possihly somewhat earlier may
be that of the Panchavit)l9a Brahmm)a, which is the Brahma!)a of
the Samaveda, and which, despite the extraordinary technicality
of its details, is yet not without importauce for the history of the
civilisation of the period. '1'he Brahma!)as of the Rigveda arc
probably slightly later in date, the older being unqnestionably the
earlier part (books I-V) of the Aitareya, and the younger the
Kaushitaki or Qailkhayana 1• When the Athm'vavec!a, which long
was not rec06'nised as fully entitled to claim rank as a Veda
proper, came withiu the circle of the Vedas, it was considered
desirable to provide it with a Brahma!)a, the Gopathu, but this
strange work is in part a cento Ii'om other texts, including the
Qatapatha Brahma1)a, and "ppea!'s to be later than the Kau9ika
and Vaitana Siitras attached to the Atharvaveda: its value then
lbr this period is negligible.
Special portions from the Brahma!)as are given the title of
Ara!)yaka, 'forest books,' apparently because their contents were
so secret that they had to be studied in the depths of the forests,
away from possibility of overhearing by others than students.
The, extant texts which bear this name arc the Aitareya, the
Kaushitaki, and the Taittiriya, which are appendages to the
Brahma1,las bearing those names. All three are somewhat heterogeneous in composition, the Aitarcya being the most definitely
theosophical, while the Taittiriya is the least. Still more important
are the Upanishads, so called because they were imparted to pupils
in secret seSsion, the term denoting the sitting of the pupil before
1

See Keith, Aitareya Ara1Jyaka, pp. 172, 173.
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the teacher. Each of the three Aral.lyakas contains an Upanishad
of cOlTesponding name. More valuable howevcr arc thc two great
Upanishads, the Brihadaral.lyaka, which is attached to the Qatapatha
Briilunal)a, forming part of its fourteenth and last book in one recension and the seventeenth book in the other, and the Chhandogya
Upanishad attached to the Samaveda; these two are in all
probability the oldest of the Upanishads. To the Samaveda also
belongs the Jaiminiya Brahmal.la, one book of which, the Jaiminiya
Upanishad Brahmru.la, is rcally an Aral.lyaka, and, like other.
Aral.lyakas, contains in itself an Upanishad, the brief but interesting
Kena Upanishad. The number of treatises styled Upanishad is'
very large; but, with the possible exception of the Kathaka,
which expands a legend fonnd in the Taittiriya Briihmal.la dealing
with the nature of the sonl, none of them other than those
enumerated can claim to be older than Buddhism; and the facts
which they contain caunot therefore prudently be used in sketching
the life of the periorl uuder review. Similarly, the Sutras, which
are text-books either giving in the form of very ,brief rules
directions for the performallce of the sacrifice in its various forms
(the Qrauta Sutras dealing with the great rites at which a nnmber
of priests were employed, the Grihya Sutras with the domestic
sacrifices and other duties performed by the householder), 01',
enunciating customary law and practice' (the Dharma Sutras);
cannot safely be relied upon as presenting a picture of this period.
They are however of much indirect value; for they throw light
upon practices which are alluded to in the Briihmal.las in terms,
capable of more than one interpretation; and here and there they
preserve verses, far older than the works themselves, which contain
historic facts of value.
' .'
'Ve have seen that, in the period of the Rigveda, the centre of.
the civilisation was tending to be localised in the land between the
Sarasvati and the Drishadvati, but that, though this was the home
of the Bharatas, other tribes including the famous five tribes'
dwelt in the Punjab, which had in all probability been the earlier.
home of the Indians. In the BI"JhmaI.la period, as the period'
under review Illay conveniently be called, the localisation, Of
ci vilisation in the more eastel1l country is definitely achieved, and,
the centre of the life of the day is KlII'ukshetra, bounded .by.
Khal.lgava on the south, Tiirghna on the north, Paril.lah 011 .thel
west. In contrast with the frequent mention of the eastern lands,
the Punjab recede. in importance; and its later name, Paiichanada;
'land of the five streams,' is not found until the epic period. The
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tribes of the west receive disapproval both in the yatapatha and
thc Aitareya Brahmal)as. In the Aitareya Erfthmal.ta a geographical passage ascribes to the Middle Country, the latcr Madhyarle~a, the Kurns and Paiichalas with the Va~as aud the U~inaras,
to the so"uth the Satvauts, and to the north beyond the Himalaya
the Uttara-Kurus aud the Uttara-l\Iadras. On the other haud,
while the'west recedes in importance the regions east of the KuruPanchala country come into prominence, especially Kosala, corre, sponding roughly to the modern Oudh, Videha, the modern Tirhut
or N. Bihar, and Magadha, the modern S. Bihar. Still further east
was ·the country of the AilgaS, the modern E. Bihar. In the south
we hear of outcast tribes in the Aitareya Brahmm.la, probably tribes
who were not fully Brahmaniserl: their names are 6>iven as the
Andhras, who appear as a great kingdom in the centuries immediately before anrl after the Christian era, PUl.'<:iras, l\fiitibas,
Pnlindas, and yabara., the last named being now a tribe liying on
the Madras frontier near Orissa and showing, in its language,
traces of its Mur."Ja ori6>in. In the south also was Naishadha.
It docs not seem likely that Aryan civilisation had yet overstepped the Vindhya, which is not mentioned by name in the
Vedic texts, though the Kaushitaki Upanishad refers to the
uorthern'anrl southern monntains, the latter of which Illust be the
Vindhya. At the same time geographical knowledge of the north
is wider: the AtharYaveda knows not only of the l\Iiijavants and the
Gandharis, but also of the Mahayrishas, and the name of a place in
the Mahftvpsha country, RaikmparI.ta, is prcserved in the OhMndogya Upanishad. Yaska in the Nirukta, a text of about 500 RO.
explaining with illustrations certain selccted Vedic ,,"orrls, tells n8
that the speech of the Kamhojas rliffered in certain respects from
the ordinary Indian speech, referring doubtless to the tribes living
ilOrth-west of the Indus who bore that name. Vidarbha, the modern
Berar, is mentioned, but only in the late Jaiminiya Upanishad
Brahmal}a, though a EMma of Vidarhha occnrs in a late passage
of the Aitarcya.
In addition to a ,,1der geographical outlook, the Brahmal}a
period is marked by the knowledge of tmms and definite localities.
There arc fairly clear references to Asanrlimnt, the K urn capital,
KampiJa, the capital of Panchala in Madhyarlega, to Kaugftm bi,
and to Ka~i, the capital of the Kagis on the river Varm.'aYati,
whence in later times Benares derives its name. So we hear in
this period for the first time of the Vin""ana, the place of the
disappearance of the Sarasvati in the desert, and Plaksha PraSraVa!)a
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the place forty-four days' journey distant, where the river reappears
and which, in the version of the Jaiminiya Upanishad Brahmm.Ja,
is bnt a span from the centre of the universe. These are clear
signs both of more developed city life and of more settled habits.
Corresponding with the change ill geographical conditious is
a still greater change in the gronping of the tribes. The Bharatas,
who arc the heroes of the third and the seventh books of the
Rigveda, no longer occupy the main position, and we find in their
place, in the land which we know they once held, the Knrns,and
close to the Kurus the allied Paiichalas. As we have seen already,
there is little doubt that the Knrus were new comers with whom
the Bharatas amalgamated, and the Kurus thus reinforced included
in their numbers the purus. The mentiou of the Uttara-Kurus as
resident beyond the Himalaya is sufficiently accounted for if we.
suppose that a branch of this tribe had settled in Kashmir, just as.
another branch seems to have settled on the Indus and the. Chenab.
'I.'he Paiichalas, too, seem to have been a composite tribe, as the
name which is clearly derived from paficha, 'five,' shows. According
to the yatapatha Brahmal!a the older name for the Pailchalas was
Kri,oj; and we may at least believe that the Krivis who· with the
Kurus appear to have constituted the two VaikarJ.la tribes of the
Rigveda were a part of the l'ailchiila nation '. The same BriihmaJ.la
suggests, if it does not prove, that the Turva<;as were. another
element of the people; and the disappearance from history at this
period of the Anus and Druhyus may indicate that they also were
merged in the new confederation. 'Vith the Knrus and Pallchiilas
lllust be ranked the Vagas and Ui;lnaras, two minor tribes who
occupied the :Middle Country, and the Sriiijayas, whose close connexion with the Kurus is proved beyond doubt by the fact that at
one time they had a Pllrohita in common, showing that, for the
time at least, they must have been acting under the leadership of
one king.
In the texts the Kuru-l'ailehiilas pass as the models of good
form: the sacrifices are pClfeetly performed in their country:
speech is best spoken there and, as it seems, among the northern
Kurus; and the Kaushltaki Briihmal.la tells of people going to the
north for the "ake of its pme speech. The Kuru-Pailchala kings
are the example for oil,er kings: they perform the Hajasuya, the
sacrifice of the royal consecration: they march forth in the dewy
season for their raids and retnrn in the hot season. Their Brahmans
are famons in the literature of the Upanishads for their knowledge;
1

See also Chapter IV, p. 83.
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and the Sa'!lhitas and B1"Jhmar.ms which arc preserveu seem, withont exception, to have taken definite form among the K nruPanehalas, even when, as in the case of the Qatapatha Bn'hmar.Ja,
they recognise the existence of the activities of the kings and
priests of Kosala-Videha. It is significant of the state of afuirs
that in the Sal]lhitas and allied texts of the Yajurvedas where the
eeremouy of the' Rajas;;ya is described, the king is preseuted to
the people with the declaration, 'This is your king, 0 Kurus,' with
variants of '0 Pancha"'s' and' 0 Kuru-Panchiilas.'
, In the Sanskrit epic the Kurus and the Panehalas are eoncch'ed
as being at enmity; and it is natural to enquire whether this
tradition goes back to the Veuic period'. The reply, however,
mnst be iu the negative, for the evidence adduced in favour of the
theory is of the weakest possible character. In the KittJmka
Sa'!lhita there is an obscure ritual dispute between a certain priest,
Vaka, son of Dalbha, who is believed to have been a Panehala,
anu. Dhritarashtra Vaicitravirya, who is assumed to have been
a 'Kuru king. But apart from the fact that a mere dispute on
a point of ritual betweeu a Panchala priest and a Kuru king could
not prove any hostility between the two peoples, there is no ground
for supposing that this Dhritan.shtm was anyone else than the
king of the Ka~is who bears the same name and who was defeated
by the Bhamta prince, Satrajita Qat.~nika, and in the very same
passage of the Kathaka allusion is made to the nnion of the KnrnPanchalas. A second argument of some human interest is deri.ed
from the clever suggestion of Weber that in the revolting ceremony
of the horse-sacrifice, olle of the great kingly sacrifices by which
the Indian king proclaimed his claim to imperial sway, the queen
of the Kurus is compelled to lie beside the victim, since otherwise
Subhadrika, the wife of the king of Kampila, the capital of
Panchala, would take her place. If this were the case there would
be comincing proof of an ancient rimlry which might well end
in the bitter conflicts of the epic; but, unhappily, the interpretation
is almost certainly incorrect. With the absence of evidence of
opposition between the Kurus, assumed to have been specially
Bn.hmanical, and the Panchalas, disappears any support for the
theory', based on the phenomena of the later distribution of
dialects in India, that the Kurus were a fresh stream of inllni~'1·a.nts
into India who came via Chitriil anu GiJgit and forced themselves
.
1 For ,bis view see Weber, Indi8Che Studien. vol. I, pp. 184, 205, 206; vol. Ill,
p. 470; Grierson, J.R.A.S., 1908, pp. 602-7, 837-44, 1143. Arguments against are
given by Keith, J.R.A.S., 1908, pp. 831-6,1138-42.
~ See Chapters II, pp. 45-6, 50, and IV, p. 110, note 1.
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as a wedge between the Aryan tribes already dwelling in the land.
The theory proceeds to assume that, coming with tew or no women,
they intermingled with the Dravidiau population ,\'ith great completeness and produced the Aryo-Dravidian physical type. If these
things were so, the fact was not at any rate known by the age
which produced the SaJphitas and the Brahma!)as.
Thongh the Bharatas disappear in this period as a tribe, the
fame of the Bharata kings had not been lost: in a passage in the
Qatapatha Brahmal.la which describes the famous men who sacrificed
with the horse-sacrifice, we hear of the Bharata DauJ.!shanti, whom
the nymph Qakuntala bore at Naq.apit, and who defeated the king
of the SatYants and won victories on the Ganges and J nlima,
showing that the Bharatas, as in the Rigveda, were performing
their great deeds on the eastern as well as on the western side
of the kingdom. Another king, Satrajita Qatanlka, as we have
seen, defeated the king of the KaC;is. 'Vc hear too of a descendant
of Divodiisa, Pratardana, whose name is of value as tending to
show that the Tritsus were the family of the royal house of the
Bharatas: according to the Kaushitaki Upanishad he met his death
in battle. It is possible that with him perished the direct Tritsu
line: at any rate, the first king who bears the Kuru name,
Knruc;rava!)a, is a descendant of Trasadasyu, the greatest of the
Piiru kings. But of Kuruc;ravaI.la and of his father Mitratithi,
and his son Upamac;ravas we know practically nothing; and the
first great Kuru king is one mentioned in the Atharvaveda,
Parikshit, in whose reign the hymn tells us the kingdom of the
Kurus flourished exceedingly. His grandson and great-grandson
according to tradition were the Pr-J.tisutvana and Pratipa whose
names are mentioned in the Atharvavcda. A later descendant of
his was the famons J anamejaya, whose hurse-sacrifice is celebrated
in the Qatapatha Brahmal.lR, and who had in his entourage the
priests Indrota Daiv,tpi Qauuaka and TllI'a Kavasheya. His brothers
Ugrasena, Bhlmasena, and Qrutasena by the same sacrifice purified
themselves of the crime of BTIthman-slaying. But the history of
. the Kurus was not apparently, at the end of the period, unchequered: there is an obscure reference to their being saved by
a mare, perhaps a reference to the prowess of their charioteers or
cavalry in battle; but the same text, the Chhandogya Upanishad,
alludes to a hailstorm or perhaps a shower of locusts 1 aftlicting
them, and a prediction is preserved in an old Siitra telling that
they would be driven from Kurukshetra. It is in accord with
1

See Jacob, J.R.A.S., 1911, p.510.
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these hints that the Brihadaral!yaka Upanishad sets as a question
for discussion the problem what has become of the descendants of
Parikshit: the dynasty must have passed away in some great
disaster. From the Qatapatha Brahmal)a we gather that the
capital.of Janamejaya was Asandlvant, 'the city of the throne,'
and that at Mashl)ara a Knrn king won a victory, and Tura
Kavasheya, a priest of the Bharatas, sacrificed at Karotl.
Of the Paiichalas apart from the Kurus we hear comparatively
little: they had however kiugs like Kraivya and QOl)a Satrasaha,
father of Koka, who performed the horse·sacrifice and thus claimed
imperial power, Durmukha, who was taught the royal consecration
by Brihaduktha and conquered the whole earth, and the more
real PravahaJ.la Jaivali who appears as philosopher king in the
Upanishads, and who at least must have been willing to take part in
the dispntes of the Brahlllans at his court. PaflChala towns were
Kamplla, Kan~iimbl, and J'arivakra or Paricakra, the scene of
Kraivya's exploits.
The Uttara.Kurus seem already in the time of the Ait.'treya
Brahmal)a to have won a somewhat mythical reputation, for when
Atyal"Jti JanaI!ltapi, who was uot a king, proposed to conquer
them as well as the rest of the world, he was dissuaded by his
priest VasishtIJa Satyahavya, and for his mshncss was defeated by
Amitratapana Qushmil)a, the king of the Qibis, a tribe no doubt
identical with the Qivas of the Rigveda and belonging to the
north·west. The Uttara·Madras must have lived near them in
Kashmir; and the Madras of whom we hear in the Brihadaral)yaka
Upauishad were, in the Buddhist epoch, settled between the Chenab
and the R.'ivi. In the Middle Country with the Kuru-Paiichalas
were the Va~ and U~jnaras who secm to have been of no
importance. With them in thc Kaushltaki Upanishad are conplcd
the l\Jatsyas, and we hear of one great ilIatsya king, Dhvasan
Dmitavana, who performcd the horse-sacrifice and who probably
ruled in or about Jaipnr 01' Alwar, where lake Dvaitavalla must be
placed. On the Jumna wc hear at the end of the period of the
Salvas, nnder king Yaugandhari, probably in close touch with thc
Kuru-Paiiehala people.
The Sriiijayas also stood in this period in c10sc relationship
to the Kurus, and Iikc thc Kurus the Sriiijayas scem to have
suffered disaster at somc pcriod. The Vaitahavyas, the Atharvavcda
relates, offended the priestly family of the Bhrigns and came to
ruin: this tradition is confirmed by the notices of disasters ill the
Kathaka and Taittirjya Sal!lhitas. Of their history we have one
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definite glimpse: they rose against their king, Dushtaritu Paul!Isayaua, despite the ten generations of his royal desccnt,· and
expelled him with his Sthapati, 'minister,' Chakra Revottaras
Patava; but the latter afterwards succeeded in restoring his master
to power, despite the opposition of Balhika Priitipiylt, whose
patronymic reminds ns of the Pratipa who was a descendant of
the Kuru king Parikshit, showing that the Kurn princes were
prohably anxious enough to use domestic strife as a means of
securing a hold over a neighbouring kingdom. Perhaps in the
long run the min of the Vaitahavyas took the shape ofabsorptiOJi iil
the Kuru realm. On the other hand, the defeats of the Satvants on
the south by the Kums were doubtless nothing more than mere
raids.
Further east of the Kuru-Panchiila realm lay the territories of
Kosala and Videha, which were, however, not allied in any so close
a manner as the Kurus and the Pafichalas. Para, son of Atl.1ara,
their greatest king who celebrated the horse-sacrifice, is however
spoken of as a king of Videha as well as a king of Kosala, showing
that the kingdoms were sometimes united IInder one sovereign.
A well-known legend in the Qatapatha Brahmal)a recognises that
Videha received Vedic civilisation later thf\n Kosala, for it tells .
how l\!iithava the Videgha, whose name shows the older form of
the word Videha, passed from the Sarasvati, the seat of: Vedic
eulture, to the land ofVideha, crossing the Sadanira; this perennial
stream, as its name denotes, formed the boundary of Kosala on
the east and, with some plansibility, has been identified with
the modern Gandak, which rising in Nepal joins the Ganges
near Patna. Ka~i and Videha arc also connected in the Kaushitaki
Upanishad; and a late text prcserves the record that Jala
J,Uiikal'l}ya was the Pllrohita of the Kosalas, Videhas, and Ka~is
at one time, proving a temporary leagne. Of other kings we hear
of the Kosalan Hiral}yanabha, of the Videhan Nami Sapya, and
beyond all of J anaka of Videha, whose fame leads him to play the
part of thc f",ther of Sita, the heroine of the Riimayal)a, the
second of India's great epics. Janaka appears himself 018 a king
ever anxions to seek for the wisdom of the Brahmans; and among
his contemporaries are mentioned the w·eat Yajfia"l"alkya, and
Qvetaketll. His contemporary was Ajata0trll of Ki\~i, whom one
account indeed refers to as of Ka~i or Videha, and it is a natural
suggestion that in this name we have a chronological fact of value.
It is suggested that in this Ajata0trll we have the Ajatasattu of
the Buddhist texts, who was a contemporary of the Buddha and who
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therefore reigned in the sixth century RO.' But the suggestion is
not a happy one. In the Buddhist text Ajatasattu never appears
as king of any other place than Magadha, and the name is merely
(tn epithet, 'he who has no foe,' which conld be applied to any
king, though it may well be that the Ajatasattu of Magadha gladly
borrowed an epithet which a king of Ka~i had made famous.
Other kings of Ka9i were Dhritan"ishtra, whose defeat by a Bharata
has been mentioned above, and -Bhadrasena, a descendant of
Ajata9atrn .
., . It is very noticeable that the relations of Ka9i and the Bharatas
seem _to have been those of war; and there is evidence of some
aversion existing between the Kosala-Videhas and the Ka~is on
the one -hand and the Kurn-Panchal"s ou the other. It is elear
enough that the Brahmanical tradition came to the Kosala-Videhas
from the Kuru-Panehala country; but the question remains
whether the Aryan tribes, who occupied Oudh and Tirhut, were
a'branch of the Kuru-Paiichalas or men who were originally settled
in the Kurn-Panelu,la country or on its borders and were pushed
eastwards by the pressure of the Kuru-Pancllalas. The evidence
is not- sufficient to pronounce any opinion on either view, and, as
we have seen, still less to show that the Kurus were distinct from
the Panchalas as a different branch of the Aryan invaders of
India.
Much more definitely still beyond the pale were the people of
Magadha, which serves with Ailga in the Atharvavcda as a s)whol
of, a distant land. The man of Magadha is de(licated, in the
acconnt of the symbolic human sacrifice given in the Yajurveda,
to "Ioud noise,' suggesting that the lIIag'<ldha country must have
been the seat of minstrelsy, an idea supported by the fact that in
later Iiternturc a man of Magadha is the dcsignation of a minstrel.
If, as has been suggested, the Kikatfls of the Rigveda were really
located in Magadha, the dislike of the country goes back to the
Rigveda itself. The cause must probably have been the imperfect
Brahmanisation of the laml and the predominance of aboriginal
blood, which later in history rendered Magadha the headquarters
of Buddhism. It is significant that the Buddhist texts show a
subordination of the Brahman to the Kshatriya class which has no
parnllel in the orthodox literature. It is clear however that
Brahmans sometimes lived there, but that their doing so was
a ground for surprise.
1
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The man of Magadha is brought into close connexion with the
Vratya in a mystical hymn in the Atharvavedawhich celebrates the
Vl'atya as a type of the supremc power in the universe. A more
connected account of the Vratyas is fonnd in the Paiichavi'lW!t
Brahma')a of the Samaveda and the Siitras of that Veda'. It is
clear that, as their name suggests, they were persons regarded as
outeasts; and ceremonies arc described intended to secure them
admission into the Brahmanical fold. The description of the
Vriityas well suits nomad tribes: they are declared not to practise
agriculture, to go about in rough wagons, to ivear turbans, to carry
goads and a peculiar kind of bow, while. their garments are of
a special kind. Their sense of justice was not that of the Brahmaus,
and their speech, though it seems Aryan, was apparently Prakritic
in form, as is suggested by the significant rcmark that they called
what was easy of utterance hard to speak; for the P.-J.krits differ
from Sanskrit essentially in their efforts to avoid harsh consonantal
combinations. "'here they were located is not certain, for their
habits wonld agree well enough with uomads in the west; but the
little information which we have seems fairly enough to lead to the
conclusion that some at least of-the Vratyas were considered'to
be dwellers in Magadha.
There is little to be said of other tribes. The Vidarbhas are
known throngh olle of their kings who received certain knowledge
from the mythical sages Parvam and Narada, and through a special
kind. of dog found in their country. The list of kings who per:
formed the horse-sacrifice includes the Qvikna king, I;tishabha
Yajiiatura. Mention has been made abovc of the Paravatas, who
were found on the Jnmna; and the Kekayas with their 'prince
A~vap"ti, and the Balhikas wcre located in the far north. .Thetemptation to tran~form the name of the latter into a sign of
Iranian inflnence must be withstood, as it rests on no sure basiS
and we have seen Balhika as part of the name of a Kuru prince!
An early Sotm refers to Qaphala, the kingdom of J;!,itllpal"l,la.· ·The
Andhras, and other tribes mentioned hy the Aimreya Brahma,)a as
outcasts, were probably still Dravidian iu blood and speech, though
]\[UI,lf)a speaking tribes may have been minglcd with them as the
name yabara. snggests. The AI..gas, too, may have been com~
parativcly littlc affeeted by the influence of the Aryan culture:
It has been conjectured that in Magadha the wave of Aryan
civilisation Illet with another wave of invasion from the east; but,
1 Charpentier, V.O.J., vol. xxv, pp. 355 sq., sees in the Vratya.s the precursors of
the Qivaites of to-da.y. But see Keith, J.R ..A.S., 1913, pp. 155 sq.
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tempting as the suggestion is, it cannot be supported by anything
in the Vedic literature'.
As was to be expected, society was far from unchanged in this
period of active Aryan expansion. As we have scen, there is good
reason to believe that in the period of the lUgveda the priesthood
and the nobility were hereditary. This view receives snpport from
the fact that similar class distinctions arc to be found in other
Indo-European communities, such as the patrician gentes in Rome,
the Eupatridae of Athens, the nobles of early Germany, the eorls
of the Anglo-Saxons, and the _still closer parallel of the Iranian
classes of Athravas and Rathaesthas, 'priest" and' warriors: It
may even be that these distinctions are eadier than the severance
of the Indo-Iranians, if not as old as the union of the Aryan
peoples. But in this period there comes into existence a new
factor, the introduction of divisions among the ordinary freemen,
the Vaiyyas, and the development of a large and complicated
system of caste which converts the simple distinction of Vai9ya
and Qiidra into an ever-increasing number of endogamous hereditary
groups practising one occupation or at least restricted to a small
number of occupations. This result was certainly fur from beingreached in the period of the Br:illInal,las, but the tendency of social
or racial distinctions to harden into castes is already apparent. III
this development there must haye been two main influences: the
force- of occupation is later revealed clearly ellough in the I'ali
texts, and another interesting casc is supplied by the Brahmal,las
themselves. III the Taittiriya TIrahmal)a the Rathakaras, 'chariot
makers,' appear as a special class along with the Yai9yas; and in this
spechtl position we can sec how the chariot makers, the type of skilled
workers in the Rigveda, have, through their devotiou to a mechanical
art, lost status as compared with the ordinary freeman. The influence
of the aborigines must also have been very strong, as intermarriage
proceeded. To be born of a female Qudra was a [jis!,'!"dce with
which Kavasha and Yatsa were taunted by their priestly contemporaries: contact with the aborigiues seems to have raised
questions of purity of blood very like those which at present
agitate the Southern States of the United States or the white
people in South Africa. In the Rigveda, restrictions on intermarriage seem to have bcen of the simplest kind, confined to rules
such as those prohibiting marriage of brothel' and sister or father'
and daughter_ In the Siitras the rules arc still not quite rigid;
1 See Pargiter, J.R.A.S., UIOB, p. 852. Oldenberg, BuddhaS, p. 10, thinks that the
Anga, Magadha, K~i. Kosala, and Videha tribes were earlier Aryan immigrants.
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but they insist that there shall he no marriage with agnates or
cognates, and they require that a mall mllst either marry in his
own caste, or if he marrics out of his caste, it must bc into a lower
caste. But while some authorities so lay down this rule as to allow
the Brahman to marry into the next two lower castes, the Kshatriya
and the V ai~ya, and the Kshatriya to marry into the Vai~ya' caste;
others also permit marriage with Qudriis, and therefore allow
It Vai~ya to marry into that caste.
.. : I
As might be expected, the Brahmal)a period presents us with
a stage intermediate between the rules of the Sutras and the laxity
of the Rigveda. The rule as to marriage within the circle of the
cognates and agnates seems, by the time ofthe Qatapatha Brahma!)a,
to have extendcd only to the prohibition of marriage with relations
of the third or, according to others, of the fourth degree. Similarly.
in the Briihmal.las, while we have no reason to doubt that priest~
hood and nobility were hereditary, these castes seem to have been
free to intermarry "ith the lower castes including the Qiidra, as
the cases of Vatsa aud Kavasha cited above indicate. The marriage
of a Brahman with the daughter of a king is attested' by the
case of Snkanya, the daughter of Qaryata, who married the seer;
Chyavana.
The questiou how far change of caste was possible raises
difficult problems. The evidence of any change is scanty hI the
extreme. The most that can be said is that it does not seem to
have been impossible. Thus in the Rigveda, as we have seen,
Vi,vamitra is a priest, the Purohita of the king Sudiis, but in the
PaiichavilJl~a and the Aitareya Brahmal)us he is treated as of royal
descent, of the family of the Jahnus. The PanchavilJl9" BrahmRl)a
also speaks of certain persons as royal seers; and the later traditioll,
preserved in the A"u""'ama~!i or 'index' to the composers' of the
Rigveda, ascJibes hymns to such royal seers, in some cases at least·
withont any real fonndation. Yaska, in one instance, represents
a prince, Dev,'\pi, as sacrificing for his brother QaI)ltanu, the king;
bnt here we call see from the passage of the Rigveda on which his
narrative is baser! that he has no warrant for this theory. In the·
Aitare)'a Brahma!)a a king, Vi~vantara, sacrifices without his
priests, the Qyaparl)as; but the case has no cogency, for the.
mention of other priests in the context suggests the natural
inference that he used one or other of these groups. Some kings
are mentioned in the PanchavilJl,a Brahma!)a and elsewhere, as:
having been great sacrificers; but this may mean no more than
that they were the patrons of the sacrifice, the normal part of the.
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king. We come nearer to contact with fact in the concurrent
stories of the Upanishads which show kings like Janaka of Videha,
A~vapati king of the Kekayas in the l'unjab, Ajata~atru of Ka~j,
and Pl'l1vahal,la JaivaJi of Panchala disputing with and instrncting
Brahmans in the lore of the brahman, the unity which is the
reality of the world. Very possibly this attribution is mainly dne
to considerations of the advantage of conciliating the kings who
were the patrons of the new philosophy; bnt, in any case, there is
no reason to deny that kings conld and did take interest in intelleetnal movements, and we cannot from such facts infer that
there' was any possibility of interchange of caste; we cannot say
that, if a king became a seer, as' the Jaiminiya Upanishad Brahmal,la
asserts in one case, it really meant that he was regarded as ceasing
to belong to the kingly caste, any more than we can say that,
if a priest became king, as was not unknown later at least, he
thereby snffered any loss of his pricstly position. One case of
interest remains, that of Satyakama Jabala who 'ras accepted as
a pupil by a distingnished priest because he showed promise,
although all he could tell of his ancestry was that he was the son
of II slave girl; hut, evidently, his father might have been a
Brahman, and the case is only of value as negativing the idea of
any uunatlll'al rigidity of institutions in the Vedic age. The
history of later India shows how rigid distinctions might be in
theory hut how ingeniously they might in practice be evaded in
the individual case. What is more significant, perhaps, is that
there isno instance recorded in the Vedic texts of a Vai~)'a rising
to the rank of priest or a prince: the two upper hereditary classes
might to some degree permit closer relations, bnt they seem to
have regarded the commoner as definitely beneath them.
The relations of the four great classes of castes arc summed
up from the point of view of the Brahman in a passage of the
Aitareya Brahmal,la '. In that passage the Kshatriya is taken as
the norm, and the other castes are defined according to the
relations which they bear to him.
The Brahman is 'a receiver of gifts, II driuker of the Soma,
a seeker of food, and liable to removal at will: We can distinguish
in this period two classes of Bl1thmans, the priests who, as Pm·ohita.
of the king or belongiug to his entourage, took part in the vast
sacrifices, some of them lasting for at least a year, which they
offered for their lIlasters, and the priests of the village who liYed
a humble and more restricted existence, except when they migbt
I Vedic Indt'.-r, Yot II, p. 255.
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be called on to serve at the sacrifice instituted by some rich noble
or merchant. In both cases the priest was, in the long rnn, at the
mercy of' the political power of the king. To the spiritual claims
of the Brahmans, so proudly asserted at the ceremony of the royal
consecration, when the king is anHounced to the people as their
king but it is added that the Soma is the king of the Brahmans;
must be opposed the practical power of the king.
' ,
The Vai~ya is described as 'tributary to another, to be lived on
by another, and to be oppressed at will: From the point of view
of the Kshatriya this indicates the fact that the exactions of the
king from the commoners of the tribe were limited only' by
practical considerations of expediency: the commoner had n'o
legal right to his landholding or to his privatc propcrty if the king
decided to take them from him; and, if he was allowed to retain
them, he paid for them in tribute and in the duty of supporting
others. This refers, no doubt, to the king's privilege of assigning
to his nobles the right to receive food from the common people,
and thus of making provision for t,he maintenance of the nobility,
who assisted him in the protection of the country, and in tho
administration and the condnct of jnstice. By this means the
nobles came more and more to occnpy the position of landholders
nnder the king, while the Vai~yas approximated to the position of
tenants. ]\foreover, the nobles may well have received from the
king, as a resnlt of successfnl onslaughts on the aborigines, grants
of conqnered lands and slaves, which they would hold in full
proprietorship, subject to the political authority of the king.
Among the Vai~yas, again, distinctions were growing liP: that
oril,oinally the agriculture was carried on by l\ryan tillers is certain;
but, in the period of the BrahmaI,Jas, the position was changing
gradually; and, for the peasant working on his mm fields, was
being substituted the landowner cultivating his estate by means of
slaves, or the merchant carrying on his trade by the same instrumentality, though we cannot with any certainty say how far this
process was proceeding. The industrial workers, like the chariot
makers, the smiths, the tanners, the carpenters, were sinking ill
estimat.ion a.ud forming distinct castes of their own.
On the other Imnd, the Qiidra was approximating more and
more to the position to whieh the humbler freeman was being
reduced. In the passage referred to, he is still described as 'the
servant of another, to be expelled at will and to be slain at will' ;
but in the Siitras we fmd that, while the Vai~ya has a wergeld 'of
100 cows, the Qiidm has a wergeld of 10 cows; and, even if we
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assume that this is merely for the benefit of his master-whlch is
very doubtful-still nnqnestionably the growing complication of
the social scheme was abolishing the relation of simple slavery.
Slaves proper there were, as we see in the Buddhist texts; but,
where whole tribes were rednced to subjection, the teudency must
have been to assign villages alld their inhabitants to the king and
to the nobles, sometimes, perhaps, also, though in a less degree, to
the commoners who at this period must still have formed the bulk
of the army. While some of the aboriginal inhabitants would
thus become slaves pure aud simple, the rest would rather stand in
the relationship of serfs; and, as we have see II, there is reason to
suppo'se that in many cases the true Vai<;yas also were approximating to tbe position of tenants of the nobles. There is an
interesting parallel in the early history of Bngland, where the
ordinary freeman gradually fell into feudal dependence on his
superiors, while the slave as gradually acquired the position of
a serf, and became more and more assimilated to the position to
which the freeman had suuk.
This ambignous position of the Qiidra is amply recognised in
the Vedic texts: on the one hand, he is emphatically regarded
Oil being impure and not fit to take part in the sacrifice: after
consecration, in some cases, the mere b'}Jcaking to a Qiidra is
absolutely forbidden. He was not allowed even to milk the cow
for the milk needed for the offering to Agni. In the Vaja.saneyi
SaIJlhita illicit connexions between Aryan and Qiidra are severely
reprobated; bnt, in other places, sin against Arya and Qiidra is
referred to, prayers are uttered for the glory of Arya and Qiidra,
and we learn of rich Qiidras. The Sutras, while they emphasise
many points not attested by the BI'l,hmaI.Ia texts, such as the danger
of'sitting near Qiidras, their exclusion from the study of the Veda,
and the prohibition of eating food tonched by them, yet recognise
that they may be merchants or indeed exercise any trade.
. ' It seems probable enongh that among the Qiidras themselves
there were rnles of endogamy; for we may generally assnIDe, in
the absence of anything to the contrary in the texts, that the
Vedic Indians and the aborigines alike married within the tribe.
The Qiidras seem often to have been snbjub'ated by wpole tribes,
such as the Baindas, the Pan.takas, the Panlkasas, and perhaps the
Cha\l<j.iilas, who may originally have been members of small and
degraded tribes living mainly by fishing or hnnting: snch tribes
have snrvived in the Central Provinces and near the Himalayas
nntil the present day, and they must have been much more
o
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numerous in the first mmennium B.C. Thus from below as well as
from above, from the practices of the conquered aborigines as well
as from the class prejudices of the Aryans, may have come the
impulse to the development of caste.
From the political point of view the chief characteristic of the
new order was the growth in the power of the king. 'Ve must
not assume that, even in this period, t.here were great kingdoms.
It is true that the horse-sacrifice as reported in the Qatapatha
Brahma,!a and in the royal consecration of the Aitareya Bmhma,!a,·
both of which passages are late, presuppose that the kings who
performed it set up claims to imperial dignity, and that they had
won the proud title of 'conquerors of the whole earth,' which..is
applied to them. But real conquest seems not to have been
meant; and, though the evidence above given proves that there:
was considerable amalb'Umation of tribes and the formation of
larger kingdoms than those in the period of the Rigveda, yet iUs
significant that even the Knru-Pafichalas, and still less the KosalaVidehas, never amalgamated into single kingdoms. 'Ve may, however, safely hold that the king now ruled iu many cases a much
larger realm thau the princes of the Rigveda. The hereditary
character of the monarchy is clearly appar~nt: iu one case, that
of the Srifijayas, we hear expressly of a monarchy which had lasted
ten generations. 'nlC term Illijaputra, 'son of a king,' is now
found together with the older Riljanya, which probably covers the
nobles as well as the king and his family. The imp011.ance of the
kingly rank is emphasised by the elaborate rite of the royal·
consecration, the Rajasiiya. The king is clad in the ceremonial
garments of his rank, is formally anointed by the priest, steps on
a tiger skin to attain the power of the tiger, takes part in a mimic
cattle raid, assumes the bow and arrow, and steps as a conqneror
to each of the four quarters, an action paralleled in the coronation
of the Hungarian king. A game of dice is played in which he
is made the victor. A list of kings who were thus consecrated is
given in the Aitareya BrahmaI.Ia: in all but details it coincides
with the list given in the Qatapatha BI"Jbmar.la of those who
performed the horse-sacrifice.
.' .
At the royal consecration the entourage of the kiug played an
important part. The list of Ratnins, 'jewels,' given by the Taittiriya
texts, consists of the Brahman, i.e. the Purohita, the Rajanya,
the Mahishi, the first wife of the four allowed to the king by
custom, the Vavata, 'favourite wife,' the Parivrikti, 'discarded
wife,' the Siita, 'charioteer,' the Senani, 'commander of the army,' -

Officials
the Gramal)i, 'village headman,' the Kshattri, 'chamberlain,' the
Saljlgrahitri, 'charioteer' or 'treasurer,' the Bhagadngha, 'collector
of taxes' or 'divider of food,' and the Akshavapa, 'superintendent
of dicing' or 'thrower of dice.' The Qatapatha Brahmal)a has
also the 'huntsman' and the 'courier,' while the Maitrdyal)i
Saqlhita adds thc Takshan, 'carpenter,' and Rathakara, 'chadotmaker.' In an older list of eight Viras, 'heroes,' given ill the
Paiichaviljl~a Brahmal)a are found the brother, son, Purohita,
Mahishi, Siita, Gramal.li, Kshattri, and Saqlgrahitri. We are faced,
in the interpretation of the names of several of these officers, with
the doubt whether we are to recognise in them merely courtiers or
public fuuetionaries. The Suta is according to native tradition
the' ehadoteer'; but it seems much more probable that he was at
once a herald and a minstrel, and to this conclusion the inviolability,
which in one passage is attributed to him, clearly points. The
Gr;1mm)i has already been met with as a military official ill the
pedod of the Rigveda. Probably at this epoch a Gramal)i was,
both for civil and military purposes, at the head of each village,
owing, it may be conjectured, his position to the king, while the
GrdmaI)i par excellence presided ovcr the city or village where the
royal court was situated. It is also far from unlikely, despite the
silence of the texts, that the civil functions uf the Gralllal!i were
the more important; for the post is emphatically declared in
several places to represeut the summit of thc ambition of the
Vai~ya. If later analogy is to help us, we may conjecture that
the Gramal)i fonner! the channel through which the royal control
was exercised and the ruyal dues reccived. It may well be then
that the household officers, besides their more primitive fUllctions,
carded out thc important duties of receiving and disbursing the
reveunes which the king thus obtained; and ou them must have
fallen the duty of seeing that the supplies, which the Vai~yas were
required to provide for the maintenance of the king's honsehold,
were duly forthcoming. The condition of these officers is indeed
probably to be eompal'ed with that of the household of the early
English and Norman kings.
, An officer, not inclnded in the list of the Ratnins but often
mentioned in the texts of the pedod, was the Sthapati; and we
learn that it was the Sthapati of Dushtarltu who restored him to
the kingdom of the Spiijayas after he had been expelled thenec
by his subjects. He may have been a governor of part of the
, kingdom; but the more likely interpretation of the term is 'chief
judge; an official who doubtless combined executive as well as
9-2
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judicial functions. Later howeyer in the SfItms we hear of .it
Xishiida.Sthapati which may mean a 'governor of Nishadas,'
apparently the rulcr of some ontlying aboriginal tribes, who had
been reduced to subjection and placed under the royal control. '.,
Of the actual functions of the king we hear little detail. He
still led in war-the Knrn·Paiichiila princes sallied forth to mid in
the dewy season and returned in the hot weather as a matter' of
conrse-but the Senani appears as leader in charge nnder him.:
From the Siitras and from a stmy reference in the Qatapatlia
Brahma!}a, he seems to have taken a very active part iu the ad·
ministration of the crimiual law. There can be no doubt that he
controlled the land of the tribe. It is not, however, necessary to
ascribe to this period the conception of the royal ownership of all
the land, though it appears in the Greek sources from the time of
ilfegasthenes downwards, and is evidenced later by the law-books
of the time. He had, it is true, the right to expel a Brahman 'or'
a Vai9ya at will, though we do not know expressly that he could
do this in the case of a Kshatriya. But these considerations point
to political superiority rather than to ownership proper; and we'
may assume that, when he gave grants of land to his retainersihe
granted not ownership but privileges such as the right to receive
dues and maintenance from the cultivators. There is a clear
distinction between this action and the conferring of ownership;·
and it may be doubted if the actual gift of land was approved in
this epoch: the only case of which we hear is one reported' in"
the Qatapatha and the Aitareya Brahmal.la., in which the king
Vi~vakarman Bhauvana gave land to the priests who sacrificed for'
him, but the Earth itself rebuked his action. ,It is more probable
that, at this time, the allotment of land was determined by the'
king or the noble to whom he had granted rights of superiority
according to customary law, and that gifts not in accordance with
this law were disapproved. It is hardly necessar}' to point out the
close similarity between such a state of afiltirs and that existing at
the present day in parts of \Vest Africa, where kings have intra-'
duced for purposes of personal gain the practice of dealing as
absolute owners with lands, which, according to the stt-ict system
of tribal law, they had no power to allocate save in accordance'
with the custom of the tribe. Nor is it inconsistent with this view:
that the king had an arbitrary power of removing a subject from
his land. That power flowed from his soyereignty, and though'
disapproved was acquiesced in, we may presume, jnst as in West'
Africa; while the dealing of kings with the land by way of absohitJ:
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ownership was regarded as a complete breach of the tribal law,
.the actual removal from his land of any individual was recognised
as a royal prerogative, eYen if the power were misused.
, .In cmious coutrast with the comparative wealth of iuformation
regarding the king, is the silence of our texts on the assembly of
the people. The samiti or the sab/u, is not rarely mentioned in
these texts; and we cannot assume that the assembly had lost its
power, though it may have diminished in importance. Even this,
however, we cannot absolutely assert; for we liear so often of
expelled kings that we must believe that the people were far from
obedient to a yoke whicll rested on them too hcavily. But there
must have been in the :extension of the realm a tendency to
diminish the possibility of frequent meetings of the samiti, and
accordingly some diminution in its control over the state. At any
rate, there arc indications, if no conclusive proof, that there was
growing up within the members of the 8abhil a distinction between
tloose who attended only at the great meetings and the 8abhilsads,
or' 'assessors; who attended regularly; and it may be that for
judicial purposes the activity of the sabhil was entrusted to a
smaller lIluuber, the Homeric gerontes, unless indeed we are to
trace judicial functions to an origin in voluntary arbitration'.
On'judicial matters we Jearn but little more than in the preceding period. Serious crimes like killing an embryo, the Inul"der
of a Brahman, and the mUJ'der of a man occur in lists of sins
together with minor defects, such as the possession of bad nails.
Other more serious crimes mcntioned are stealing gold and drinking
the .uril, while tl'eachery to the king is recognised as a capital
offence. There are traces of a growing sense of justice in the
discussions which are recorded in the case of the accident.'tl death
of a boy through the carelessness of the king and the Purohita,
who were driving in a ehruiot. But the procedure in cases of
crime is still quite uncert"in: the king may have presided and the
tribe or the assessors may have jndged; but for this result we can
rely. only on the fllct that the king is said to wield the rod of
justice, and that in the case of the accidental death of the boy the
matter is stated to have been referred to the Ikslm\kus who decided
that an expiation was duc. In the case of theft in thc ChhundogJlI
Upanishad wc find the lIxe onleal applied, apparently under the
.. i Bonner (Classical Philology,

'101. VI, pp. 12-36) finds in Homer no crimina.l la.w,
except in the form of the punishment by the whole people of an offender whose wrong,doings involved the whole people in danger of. reprisals; the function of the king or
Gerontes he traces in civil cases to voluntary arbitration. It is of interest that Homer
(p. 32) knows nothing of witnesses; the Vedic texts likewise seem to ignore them.
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direction of the king; ·bnt this is the solitmy case of an ordeal
known in Vedic literatnre as a part of criminal proeednre. In
the Sutras we hear of the king with his own hand striking a
confcssed thief. On the other hand, beside the public organisation
of criminal justice, there was still the system of private vengeance
tempered by the wergeld. The Siitras fix the wergeld of the
Kshatriya at 1000 cows, of the Vai~ya at 100, and of the Qiidra at
10, with a bull over and above for the king, according to the text
of Baudhayana: This seems to indicate a stage when the royal
power had extended sufficiently to secure that the wergeld should
be accepted, and that the insult to the royal peace required the
appeasement of the king and his reward for his intervention· by
the gift of a bull. The lower position of women is shown by one
text which assigns in her case only the same wergeld as for a
Qiidra. Unhappily, the texts are so vague that we cannot be
certain whether the payment in the case of a Qiidra was always
required or whether he might be slain with impunity by· his
. master, as the term' to bc slain at pleasure' applied to him in the
Aitareya Briihmal)a suggests.
We have also very little information regarding civil law. The
use of an ordeal in this connexion is attested only by the case of
Vatsa who proved his purity of descent, which was assailed, by
walking unharmed through firc. Presumably, civil cases might be
decided by the king with assessors; bllt this view rests only on the
analogy of other peoples and on the later practice in India itself.
'Ve know for certain that a Brahman had preference in his law
cases; but whether because it was a moral duty of the witnesses
to bear testimony in his favour, or for the judges to give judgment
for him, cannot be decided from the passage of the Taittiriya
Sa'!lhita which records the preference. As regards the snbstance
of the law we learn the oees of the law of succession:' a
father might in his lifetime divide his property among his sons,
in which case he seems to have had a free hand as to their shares:
if he grew old and helpless, they themsel yes might divide it, while
in the division among the Bons on his death the older son received
the larger share. 'IVomen were excluded from the inheritance,
Similarly, a woman had no property of her mm: if her husband
died, she passed to his family with the inheritance like the Attic
epikleros. Her eamings, if any, were the property of husband or
father. The Qiidl'a seems in law to have been also without capacity
of owning property in his own right. As in the period of the
Rigveda, there is no evidence of joint family ownership of any
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property, even in the case of land, though, as we have seen, land
at this epoch was not considered a suitable form of gift. There is
a clear reference on the other hand to the allotment of land by
the Kshatriya, presumably in accordance with the customary law.
There is no trace of the development of the law of contract:
mnch work was doubtless done by slaves or by hereditary craftsmen
who received customary remuneration from the villagers, not payment for each piece of work.
On the whole, there seems to have been some decline in this
period in the position of women: as has been seen, in one of the
Sutra texts her wergeld is assimilated to that of a Qudra and her
lack of proprietary power must have tended to decrease her
prestige. The polygamy of the kings is now fully established;
and, presumably, the practice of the sovereigns was followed by
the richer of their subjects. In a number of passages in the
Brahma!)as it has been sought to find proof that female morality
was not highly estimated; but this canuot be established; and it
is a mistake to suppose that the exposure of female children was
practised. On the other hand, the preference for sons becomes
more and more pronounced: 'a daughter is a source of misery,
a son. a light in the highest heaven.' Generally speaking, the
increased complexity of society seems to have been accompanied
by an increase of crime and moral laxity, as appears from the
curious litany in the Yajurvedas where Rudra is hailed as the
protector of every kind of thief and nlffian.
In agricultnre and pastoral pursuits progress was doubtless
made. The plough was large and heavy: we hear of as many as
twenty-four oxcn being haMlesscd to one: it had a sharp point and
a smoothed handle. In addition to in·igation, which was known in
the Rigveda, the use of manure is referred to several times. In
place of the indeterminate yava of the Rigveda many kinds of
grain are mentioned, and yava is restricted, in all probability, to
.the sellSe 'barley.' Among those names are wheat, beans, corn,
sesamum from which oil was extracted, Panwum miliaceum,
jrumentaceum, and italicum, Wrightia antid!Jsenterica, DoNchoB
uniflorus, Ervum hirsutum, Ooiro barbata, and various others.
Rice, both domesticated and wild, was much used. The seasons of
the different grains are briefly summed up in the 'l'aittirlya
Sal)lhit5.: barley, sown no doubt, as at preseut, in winter, ripened
in summer: rice, sown in the rains, ripened in autumn: beans and
sesamnm, planted in the time of the summer rains, ripened in the
winter and the cold season. There were two seasons of harvest
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according to the same authority; and another text tells us that
the winter crops were ready in March. The farmer had, as now,
constant troubles to contend with: moles destroyed the seed,
birds and other creatures injnred the young sboots; and both
dronght and excessive rain were to be feared: the Atharvaveda
provides us with a considerable number of spells to avoid blight
and secure a good harvest. Cucumbers are alluded to, perhaps as
cultivated; but there is no certain reference to tree culture, though
frequent mention is made of the great Indian trees like the
A~vattha, the Ficus religiosa, and the Nyagrodha, the Ficus
indica, and the different forms of the jujube are specially named. '
Even more striking is the great development of industrial life 'and
the sub-division of occupations. The list of victims at the symbolical
human sacrifice of the later texts of tbe Yajurveda provides us
with a large variety of such occupations; and, after making
allowances, it is impossible to doubt that the lists represent a good
deal of fact. 'Ve hear of hunters, of several classes of fishermen,
of attendants on cattle, of fire-rangers, of plougher., of charioteers,
of several classes of attendants, of makers of jewels, basket-makers,
washcrmcn, rope-makers, dyers, chariot-makers, barbers, weavers,
slaughterers, workers in gold, cooks, sellers of dried fish, makers of'
bows, gatherers of wood, doorkeepers, smelters, footmen, messengers,
carvers and seasoners of food, potters, smiths and so forth. Professional acrobats arc recorded, and players on drums and fiutes.
Beside the boatman appeal'S the oarsman, and the poleman; but
there is still no bint of sea-borne commerce or of more than river
navigation, though we need not suppose that the sea was unkuown,
at least by hearsay, to the end of the period. There is a trace ·of
police officials in the Ugras who occur in one passage of the
Brihadaral,lyaka Upanishad; and a Gramyavadin or village 'judge
appears to have held a court for petty cases in the village. Among
the priests themselves, we find the sub-division of Chhandogas, the
singers of Samans, while the Charakas were wandering students,
a special brancb of whom are said to have founded the schools of
the Black Yajurveda. Moreover, in accordance with the tendency
to sub-divide and formulate, the life of the priest is now 1I10re
rigidly regulated: he must pass as a preliminary through the
apprenticeship of being a Brahmacharin. In this stagc·he is taught
by a master, for whom in return he does all the necessary work of
the day and for whom he begs or otherwise provides food. Two
important features of later village life iu India appear in the forms
of the astrologer and the barber. Of women's work we learn of
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the. dyer, the embroiderer, tbe worker in thorns, and the basket·
'maker. The merchant is often mentioned, and the usurer has
a special name: it is of interest that the term (:reshthin several
times occurs, denoting at least a wealthy merchant, and possibly
nlreadythe word has its later technical seuse of the head of a
,merchant gild.
The advance of civilisation is seen also in the more extended
knowledge of the metals: as compared with the gold and the ayas,
of donbtful meaning, of the Rigveda, this period knows tin, lead,
and silver of which 'ornamented bowls are made, while ayas is
differentiated as red ayas, presumably copper, and dark or black
ayas, which must be iron. Another sign of the.new-era j,s the definite
'references to the keeping oftamc,eleph,glj~, the guarding-;;r;;iephants
'being one of the occupations occurriug in the Yajurveda texts. But
,there is no hint that the elephant was yet used for war as it was
already in the time of Ctesias. The use of horses for riding had
certainly become more common; bnt no clear reference is made to
the employment of cavalry in war, thongh that was usnal by the
time of Alexander's invasion.
Little change can be traced in the social life of the time, The
Use of honses of wood continned; and, as a result, we have not
a single relic remaining of the architecture of the period. Nor
have we any coins: it is not probable, indeed, that a regular
coinage' had begun, though the path to this development was
already opened by the use of the kri.•hIJala, the berry of the Aln''lls
precatorim, as a nnit of weight. We hear in the Brahmal.las of
the ratamtina, a piece of gold in weight equivalent to a hnndred
lq-ishr;.aJ,a8, and such pieces of gold were clearly more or less
'equivalent to currency and must have been used freely by the
merchant.., of whose activities we hear so little in the sacred texts,
The nishka, originally a gold O1~1ament, was also at this time a nnit
of value; and the cow as a unit was probably in course of super·
'session~ The style of clothing seems to have continued unchanged,
though' we hear more of the details: among other things we are
told of woollen garments, robes dyed with sallTon, and silk raiment.
The' food of the Indian remained unaltered: the eating of meat
is, indeed, here and there censnred, as for instance in a hymn of
the Atharvaveda where meat eating is classed with the drinking of
the BUra as a sinful act, and meat might be avoided like other
things by one who was keeping a vow. But it was still the custom
to slay a grcat ox or goat for the entertainment of a guest, and
the great sage Yajnavalkya ate meat of milch cows and oxen,
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provided that the flesh was a1f!Sala, a word of doubtful import,
rendered either 'finn' or 'tender' by varions authorities. The
doctrine of ahi1f!Sii., which forbids the doing of injury to any
animal, was indeed only in embryo in this period, and was not
fully developed until the growth of the belief in transmigration
came to strengthen the philosophic tenets of the BrabmaJ.las as to
the unity of all existence. The amusements of the day were, as
in the period of the Rigveda, the chariot race, dicing, of which we
have several elaborate but not very clear accounts, and dancing.
The tenn Qailiisha appears in the list of victims at the human
sacrifice, and the sense' actor' has been seen in it. Taken in conjunction with the dozen or so of hymns which show a dialogne fonn
it has been supposed to indicate that the Rigveda knew of a ritual
drama, the direct precursor of the drama of later India. But the
evidence addnced is insufficient to bear the strain ofthe hypothesis'.
In one respect there seems to have been a distinct retrogression
since the age of the Rigveda. In that Sarphita there is frequent
mention of the physician's skill, and wonderful deeds are ascribed
to the A9vins as healers of diseases. As early as the Yajurveda
SaIphitas, however, the physician appears to be held in less esteem:
the A~vins were said to have made themselves inferior to the other
gods by their practice of medicine, by which they made themselves
too familiar with all sorts of people. The Atharvaveda contains
much which gives a sad picture of the medical practice of the
day: against the numerous diseases which it mentions it had
nothing better to oppose than the use of herbs and water accompanied by strange spells, based on sympathetic magic. The
number of diseases recorded by differing names is large: the most
frequent was fever, no doubt the malaria which still haunts India;
and others mentioned are consumption, haemorrhoids, abscesses,
scrofula, dysentery, boils, swellings, tumours on the neck, convulsions, ulcers, scab, rheumatism, tearing pains, headache, leprosy,
jaundice, cramp, senility, and others less easy to identify. Various
eye diseases were known; and the use of a sand bag to stop
bleeding is recorde(l The dissection of the animal vidims at the
sacrifices gave the opportunity to acquire knowledge of the bones
of the body', but on the whole the facts recorded, especially in the
Atharvaveda and the Qatapatha Brahmm.,a, give ns no very elevated
opinion of the accuracy of the Vedic physician in this regard.
,.
1 See von Schroeder, MY8terium und MimlU im Rigveda, Leipzig, 1908; Hertel,
V.O.J., vol. XVIII, pp. 69 aq., 137 aq., XXIII, 273 sq., :ltX1V, 117 sq. i Winternitz, V.O.J.,
vol. nm, pp.102 sq.; Keith, J.R.A.S., 1911, pp. 979-1009.
.
-,
II See Hoernle, Olteology, Oxford, 1907.
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On the other hand, a distinct advance was unquestionably made
in regard to astronomical knowledge. The TIigveda knows only, so
far as we can sec, the year of 360 days divided into twelve months
of thirty days each, which is six days longer than the synodic lnnar
year, and nearly five and a quarter days too short for the solar
year. To bring the year into something like order, intercalation
seems to have been attempted qnite early: we hear in a riddle hymn
of the TIigveda (I, 164) of the intercalary month, the thirteenth. In
the SaJ!lhitas the system is slightly more developed; and possihly
some efforts were being made to arrange intercalation in a cycle
of five years in such a manner that the years and the seasous
would be made to coincide; but it is fairly clear that a satisfactory
method had not yet heen ohtained. The SaIJ1hitas, however, give
us the names of the twelve months arrangcd very artificially in six
seasons, and they introduce to us thc important doctrine of the
Nakshatras, or' lunar mansions,' groups of stars selected as roughly
indicating the parts of the sky in which the moon appeared in the
course of a periodic month of 27-28 days. In the TIigveda the
term N akshatra seems usually to mean no more than' star' ; and
it is only in the admittedly late marriage hyIlln (x, 85) that the
naIlles of two of the N akshatras proper are found though in
altered fonns. The number of the N akshatras is variously gi ven as
twenty-seven in the Taittiriya SaIJ1hita and the Kilthaka lists and
usually later, and as twenty-eight in the lists of the l\faitraya!)j
SaIJ1hita and the Atharvaveda. As the periodic month has between
27 and 28 days, the variation may be primitive: of the allied
systems the Chinese Sieou and the Arabic l\fanazil have twentyeight: the missing star Abhijit in the smaller enumeration may
have fallen out for a variety of causes; and it seems easier to
assume this than to regard it as a later addition. The use of the
Nakshatras offered a simple and effective means of fixing dates by
the conjunction of the new or full moon with a particular N akshatra, and in the Brahma!)a period a further step was taken:
on some arbitrary basis which we cannot now detel1Uine, twelve of
the Nakshatra names in adjectival form were chosen to represent
the months. It might have been expected that the months represented by these names would be lunar, but they are, as a matter
of fact, ,the twelve months of the traditional year of 360 days.
The whole series of the new names is not found until the Slitra
period; but the vitality of the new system is adequately proved by
the fact that the old series oftwelYegivenin the SaJ!lhitas corresponding to the six seasons is practically ignored in the later literature.
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The origin of the Nakshatras has formed the subject of most
lively controversy: it is clear that the Vedic Imlians knew very
little about astronomy, for it is cxtremely doubtful whethcr the
planets wcre known at all in the BrahmaJ)a period But it·is not
impossible that, even at this epoch, the Nakshatras could have
been discovered, for the achievement is a rude one. The question
is, however, complicated by the existence of the Arabian Manazil
and the Chinese Sieou. The l\[aniizil are better chosen as lunar
mansions than the Indian Nakshatras: borrowing on the part of
India from Arabia cannot be proved in view of the late. date of
the Arabian evidence, while the superiority of the Arabian system
seems to make it improbable that it should have been derived from
India. The Chinese evidence is early enough to allow of borrowing;
and the dependence of India on China has becn maintained by
Biot and de Saussure; but the difficulties in the way of this view
are really insuperable. It remains therefore as the most plausible
view that the Nakshatras are derived from Babylon, though direct
proof of the existence of the N akshatras there has yet to: be
discovered.
Compared with the case of the N akshatras there is little other
evidence of the contact of India with other civilisations in this
period. In the Qatapatha Bl"dhmm;m for the first time there
appears the Icgend of the flood and the saving of Manu by a grcat
fish; and it is most unlikely that we are to see here any,reminiscence of the former Aryan home and the crossing of the'
Hindu Kush t. It is thercfore possible that the legend may be of
Semitic origin; but, if so, as usual the Indians have completely
appropriated the motive, so that the borrowing cannot be proved,
It has been suggested 2 that the knowledge of iron was derived
from Babylon; but this is merely a conjecture which has at present
no support in evidence. A sea-bornc commerce with Babylon
cannot be proved for this epoch either by the evidcnceof Vedic
literature or by the references in the Book of Kings to apes and
peacocks by names which are believed to have had an Indian
origin. The bistory of the alphabet has been used by BUhler' to
1 This is hold by Weber, Indische Studten, vol. I, pp. 163 sq.; see Muir, Original
Sa,ndrit Texts, vol. 11 2, p. 323.
2,See Vincent Smith, Indian AntiqllalY, vol. XXXIV, p. 229; Imperial Gazetteer,

'Vol. II, p. 98.
.
.
s Indische Palaeo!1Taphie. pp. 17 sq. BubIer relied on references to sea. trade in th'e
SGtrRs (Baudhiiyana, I, 2, 4; II, 2, 2; Gautama., x, 33) and in the Jataks,s and believed
these to be authorities for the sixth century B,C.; soo Indian Stlldies, Do.m, pp.15 sq.
But neither Siitras nor Jiitakas can be relied on for information regarding 80
a
date.
'
"
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show that it was borrowed by traders from a South Semitic source
via )Iesopotamia about 800 B,C.; but we cannot lay any stress
upon this date, It seems, indeed, most probable that writing was
introduced by traders aud that it was only gradually adopted into
its proper form for the expression of the Sanskrit language. At
what date this took place is not really susceptible of proof: there
is no certain reference to writing in the literature of a date earlier
thim the fourth century RC.; and the real development of writing
belongs in all likelihood to the fifth century B.C. It was the end
of 'the sixth century that "'"'w the iumsion of Darius and the
annexation of the territory round the Indus; and, prior to that
event, there is no strong evidence of a really active contact ,between
India and the onter world. It is, indeed, probable enough that
even before the time of Darins, Cyrns had relations with the tribes
on the right bank of the Indus, and Arrian asserts that the
Assakenoi and the Astakenoi were subject to the Assyrian kings' ;
but everything points to the fact that, in the period of the
Brahma!)as, relations with the Gandharas and other tribes in the
remote north-west were very slight. It is also significant that
there is no really certain case of an inscription of any sort in India
before the third century B.C. 2
The development in religion and philosophy in the period i.
remarkable. The ritnal has grolVn to very hU'ge proportions; and
with the ritual the number of the priests required at a sacrifice
had increased until sixteen or seventecn arc enumerated as taking
part'in the morc important oiferings. The mere offerings of
veget.'lble food and milk are comparatively unimportant; but the
animal sacrifice is increasingly elaborated, and the Soma sacl;fice
has 'developed largely. In addition to the simplest form of the
Soma sacrifice occupying one day, there arc innumerable other
fOTInsculminating in the Sattras which might last any time from
twelve days to a year or years. It is significant that, at the bottom
of this priestly elaboration, is much really popnlar religion. Thus
the Rajasiiya, or royal consecration, is fundamentally a popular
rite for the anointing of the king: the Viijapeya betrays a popular
origin in the prominence in it of a chariot race, once probably the
main element; the Gavamayalla, a Sattra lasting a year, is distingilished by the ritual of the Mahavrata day in which long since
was Irecognised a primitive performance celebrating the ,,'inter
I See Duff, Chronolo!JY of bulia; p. {,j Arrian, 11!dica,
p. 179),
2. Vincent Smith, Early History of India 3, p. 16.
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solstice. The horse-sacrifice is at bottom the ehiboration of a
simple rite of sympathetic magic; but it has been so elaborated
as to combine everything which could make an appeal to the·
warrior Indian king aud induce him to distribute abundant largesse
on tho celebrators. But beside these and other popular festivals,
which the priests have worked over, stands one of the highest
interest to the priest, which seems to reflect a new conception of
theology. It is the bnilding of the altar for the sacred fire; in
one sense no doubt this was an ancient and simple rite, accompanied·
as so often by the slaying of a man in order to secure the abiding
character of the structure: the Brahmal)a texts avoid requiring
any such actual slaughter, though they record it as a deed of the
past; but they elaborate the building out of all reason and utility.
The only explanation of this action must be that offered by
Eggeling" that, in the building up of the fire altar, the Brahmans
sought to symbolise the constitution of the unity of the universe.
As we have seen, in the Purusha hymn of the Rigveda occurs the
conception of the creation of the universe from the Purusha, and
in the theology of the BralllItal)aS the Purusha is identified with
Prajapati, 'lord of creatures,' and the sacrifice is conceived as
constantly recurring in order to maintain the existence of the
universe. To render this possible is tile end of the fire altar, the
building of which is the reconstruction of the universe in the
shape of Prajapati. Prajapati, again, is identified with Agni, the
fire of the altar, and both Praj"pati and Agni are the divine
counterparts of the hnmun saerificer. But Prajapati is himself
Time, and 'I.'ime is in the long run death, so that the sacrificer
himself becomes death, and by that act riscs superior to death,.
and is for ever removed from the world of illusion and trouble
to the world of everlasting bliss. In this the true nature of
Prajapati and of the sacrificer is revealed as intelligence, and theQatapatha BrahmaJ)a urges the seeker for truth to meditate upon
the sel~ made up of intelligence and endowed with a body of spirit,
a form of light and an ethereal nature.
The same doctrine appears in another form in the· Upanishads
which are engaged with the discnssion of the underlying reality.
They agrcc in this that all reality in the ultimate issne must be
reduced to one, called variously brahman, 'the holy power,' or
iitman, 'the self.' lIloreover, the Upanishads agree in regarding
the absolute to be unknowable, and though they ascribe to it
iutelligence they deprive that term of meaning by emptying it of
I

See Sacred Books oj the East, vol.

XLIII,

pp. xiv-xxiv.
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all thought. If the real is the ..bsolute alone, the existence of the
appearance of this world must be explained; but natnrally enough
the Upanishads do not successfully attempt this task; and it was not
until the time of Qankarneharya in the beginning of the ninth century
A.D. that it was found possible to reconcile the doctrines of the
different texts by the view that all existence is merely illnsion. This
is perhaps a logical development of the doctrine of the Upanishads;
bnt the Upanishads were groping after truth and did not attempt to
deduce all the consequences of their guesses at the nature of reality.
There Wml one consequence which followed so clearly from the
new conception of existence that it is enunciated, though not very
decidedly, in the BrihadaraI)yaka Upanishad, namely that there
Will! no consciousness after death in the case of him who realised
the true nature of the self as intelligence without thought. But
this conception plays a very small part in the texts compared with
the. new theory of transmigration. There is no real sign of this
doctrine in the BrdhmaJ.lus proper, but there is a certain amonnt
of preparation for its appearance in the gradual development of
the- doctrine that not even after death is the horror of death
ended: a man may die repeated deaths in the next world. If this
conception be transferred to the present world, then the doctrine
of transmigration is produced, and in the Upanishads this doctrine
is clearly and expressly enuncillted. The Chhandogya and Brihadaral.lyaka agree in the main outlines of the new belief: the
forest ascetic who has realised the nature of b·rahman after death
goes by the way of the gods to be absorbed in brahman and never
again to be bonl: the man who has done good deeds but. has not
attained the saving knowledge goes to the world of the moon to
reside there nntil the fruit of his deeds is exhausted, when he is
bOrn again first as a plant and then liS man or at once as a man:
the wicked on the contrary are born as outcasts, dogs, or swine,
according to the Chhandogya, as birds, beasts, and reptiles according to the Brihadaral.lyaka. There is a variant version on the
Kaushitaki which makes all first go to the moon; but the essential
point is the acceptance as a matter of certainty of the new doctrine
of transmigration. The Brihadarat:tyaka also has au important
addition to the doctrine in the fonn of the gospel of karman
'action,' which determines on a man's death the nature of his next
birth. In the Bnddhist view the idea recurs in the simple fonn
that the self, which is recognised as persisting through transmigration by the Brahman, is discarded as needless and the karma"
alone is mlSCrted to possess reality.
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The origin of this doctrine may have been helped by the widely
prevalent view among tribes of animists that the souls on death or
even ill life can pass illto OthOl' forms, animal or vegetable. ,'Ve
ha"fe seen that in the Rigveda in one hymn the sonl is regarded as
going to the waters 01' the plants; and we have no reason to dOllbt
that slIeh ideas were prevalent among the aboriginal tribes with
which the Aryans mixed, Bnt these vagne ideas are totally;
inadeqnate to acconnt for the belief in transmigration, and the
theory mnst, it wonld seem, have been a discovery of the schools
of seekers after the natnre of truth, who arrived at, it, on the
one side from the popular beliefs of the peoples among whom they
lived, and on the other li'om the conception of the BrahmaJ,las
that death could be repeated in the other world. The doctrine
led directly to pessimism, but the Upanishads are not themselves
pessimistic; amI we obtain thus a valnable evidence of their,
priority to the rise of Buddhism, which is saturated with the
doctrine of the misery of the universe. '1'he extraordinary snceess
of the doctrine shows that it was in harmony with the spirit of ~he,
Indian people, and suggests what is otherwise probable, that by the
end of the period of the Brfihmar,las the influence of the Aryan
strain was waning, and that the trne Ind}an character of the
intellectual classes was definitely formed.
',
As we have already seen, the tradition makes kings take part in
the discussions which marked the formation of the doctrine of the
absolute, and even hints that the doctrine was in some way a special
tenet of the ruling class; but it is doubtful if we call accord full
credit to this tradition, or believe that the brahman doctrine was
the reaction of the noble class against the excessive devotion of
the priests to the ritual', Policy adequately explains the part
assigned to them by the Brahmans, whose aim it was to make their:
patrons appreciate that their researches were snch as to deserve
support, Parallel with the development of philosophy there was
proceeding the movement which leads to the religions of modern
India, the exaltation of Rudra and in a minor degree of Vish!)u to
the position of a great god, Prajiipati is indeed the main subject
of the theosophical speCUlation of the Brahma!)a texts, a purpose
to which his name as 'lord of creatures' especially lent itself; but
Prajiipati had no claims to be a god of the people, and the position'
1 The tradition is accepted by Garbe, Beitrilge Z11T indilclien Kulturgelehichte,'
pp. 1 sq.; Deussen, Philosophy oj the Upani8haik, pp. 17 sq.; Rhys Davids"Buddhi8t
India, pp. 256-7. ,See also Chapter Xl, pp. 264-5. Ita validity is doubted by Bloomfield, Religion of the Veda, pp. 218 sq.; Oldenberg, Buddha~, p. 73; Keith, J.R.A,S"
1908, pp. 868-72.
' . 'IJ;
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of Rudra as a popular deity is sufficiently shown by the litanies to
him in the SaIJ1hitas of the Yajurveda, and by the whole outlook of
such texts as the Aitarcya, KaushitaJri, and Qatapatha BrJhma~tas.
When Prajapati committed incest with his daughter, the Aitareya
tells us that the gods were wroth, and from their most dread forms
produced the god Bhiitapati, 'lord of creatures,' who represents
one aspect of Rudra's activities. He pierced Prajapati and thereby
acquired his dominion over all cattle. In another passage the
wording of a Rigvedic verse is altered to avoid the mention of
Rudra's dread name: in yet another he appears at the sacrifice in
black raiment and appropriates to himself the sacrificial victim.
'Ve need not snppose that in this presentation the Brahma!}as were
creating a new figure: rather they were adapting to their system,
as far as they could, a great god of the people. Bnt the Rum'a of
this period can hardly be regarded as a mere development'of the
Rudra of the Rigveda: it seems most probable that with the Vedic
Rudra is amalgamated an aboriginal god of vegetation, closely
connected with pastoral life.
Vishl}u cannot be said to have won any snch assured place as
Rndra, who is already hailed as the' great god' par emceUence, and
already bears the name of Qiva, 'propitions,' which is to be his
final appellation. But the constant identification of Vish!}u and
the sacrifice is, in view of the extraordinary importance attached
to the sacrifice by the Brahmans, a sure sign that he counted for
mueh in Vedic life, and that he shared with Rudra the veneration
of the people, who may in different localities have been the followers
of one or the other god respectively. For the rest, while we now'
obtain many details of the lower side of the religion in the spells
of the Atharvaveda, the pantheon of the Rigveda remains unaltered
save in such minor aspects as the new prominence of the Apsamsas,
the mechanical opposition of the gods and the Asuras, and the rise of
snake worship, which seems to have been due to the imitation of
the aboriginal tribes. On the other hand, the attitude of the
priests to the gods as revealed in thc sacrifice has lost whatever it
had of spontaneity and simple piety.. It is no doubt possible to
exaggerate these qualitics even in the earlier hymns of the Rigveda;
but'their absence in the later SaIJ1hitas is unquestionable. The
theory of sacrifice is bluntly do ttt des; and even in that thcory
the sacrificers had so little trust that the whole sacrificial apparatus
is dominated by sympathetic magic. So convinced is the priest of
his powers in this regard that the texts explain that he can ruin as
he pleases, by errors in the sacrifice deliberately committed, the
C.H,!.J.
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patron for whom he is acting, and in whose interest he is presumed
to be at work. It is a sordid picture; and, as we have seen, the
higher spirits turned away from a hocus pocus, which they must
have despised as heartily as any Buddhist, to the interpretation ...t'
the reality underlying phenomena. Yet it is characteristic of the
Indian genius that, though it evolved views which must· have
rendered all the sacrificial technique logically of no avail, it maoo
no effort to b,-eak with the sacrifice which was allowed to stand as
a preliminary towards the attainment of that enlightenment which
:I
the priests professed to impart.
The langnage of the SaIJlhitas in their verse portions is similar
to that of the Rigveda, especially in the tenth book and in the'
later additions to the other books. The langnage of the prose
represents the speech of the Brahman schools of the day: it differs
from that of the verse by the removal of abnormalities, ·and by.
mnch greater precision shown, for example, in the exact use of the
tenses, the 'narrative perfect' being at first carefully eschewed,:
and by the disappearance, except in a naITOW sphere, of the use of
the unaugnlCnted past tenses of the verb with modal meaning.
There seems in one passage of the Qatapatha Brahmal)a to be
a cnrious admission that other tribes had not preserved the purity
of the Vedic speech: the Asuras arc credited in that text with the·
utterance of the words he 'lavo, which may be interpreted he 'raya?I,
'Ho I ye foes I,' and, if so, ean be explained as Prakrit forms.·
Similarly, as we have already seen, the Vratyas arc described as
regarding the Vedic speech as difficult to· pronounce, no doubt
because of its conjullct consonants which the Pl'akrits avoid. In
both cases the reference is probably to tribes of the Magadha
country, and the Magadhi Prakrit is marked by both the points
allnded to '. There are also signs of this corruption of the lanl,'11age
through the contact with the aborigines in the fact that in ,the,
spells of the Atharvaveda are found several forms which can only
be accounted for as Prakritisms. Beyond thcse generalities we,
cannot affect to estimate how far thc process of the transfol1nation
of the langnage in the popular speech bad gone: the earliest.·
foreign cvidence, that from the Greek records, shows that many
names were reported by lIfegasthenes and others in Prakrit form;
and, in the middle of the third century B.C., the inscriptions of
A~oka are all written in Prakrit dialects varying considerably in
detail from one another. It is therefore reasonable to suppose,
I Grierson, Z.D.M.G., vol. LXVI, p. 66, thinks that Paic;iichf, a. dialect of north.weit:
India, is meant; but see Vedic Index, vol. II, p. 517.
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that, beside the language of the Brahman schools, there existed
more popular forms of spcech; but everything points to the fact
that the deeds of princes were still sung in a lan6'1lage of the same
form as the priestly speech. In metre a significant change can be
seen: the later hymns exhibit, when written in thc eight syllable
metre, a distinct tendency to be composed of stanzas in which the
four lines are no longer independcnt in structure, but the first and
third and the second and fourth respectively are assimilated. The
latter pair is made to end with a definite iambic cadence, while the
first and third on the contrary are made to end with an iambus
followed by a trochee, thus producing an effect of contrast and
setting a gulf between the old and the new fonn of versification.
This new fonn is far from being exclusively cmployed even in the
latest versification of the period, but iu the epic it is finnly
cstablishcd, and the variants reduced .to narrow limits '.
Interesting as arc the Sal!lhitiis ami the Brailmm.,as from the
point of view of the history of civilisation and religion, as literature
they are hardly ever of substantial valne. Much of the speculation
of the' BrahmaI~as is utterly pnerile and seems to be the product of
a decadent intellect. 011 the other hand, the real interest of the
Upanishads is undeniable: these llrimitive philosophical fragments
exhibit a gennine spirit of enquiry, and here and there do not fdil
to rise to real dignity and imprcssiveness.
For thc date of the epoch of the Brahmal;as we are again
thrown back on those considerations of literary and social development which we have found to be thc sole trustworthy critcria for the
dating of the epoch of the Higveda. The lower limit is gi"en by
the fact that Buddhism accepts from the Upanishads the doctrines
of transmigration and pessimism, the latter of which bad bcen
dcvelolJed as a doctrine of obvious validity from the facts of transmigration. Othcr indications, such as the lVant of any trace of the
knowledge of writing, show that we cannot legitimately carry the
Upanishads of the older t)11e later than 550 orperhaps more probably
600 n.c. The fixing of the language which is posterior to the Brahmal}as may be dated at latcst at 300 n.c.; and the earlier Sutra.
probably go back to at least 400 B.C. and very possibly earlier.
These are important considerations and tbeir cumulative effect is
il&rinonious and practically decisive of an early date for the

I.r·

) See. Oldenberg, Z.D.M.G., vol. XXXVll, pp. 67 sq.; Sacred Books of the East,
vo1. xu, pp. xxxv sq.; G.G.N., 1909, pp. 219 sq.; Hopkins, Great Epic of India,
pp. 194 sq.; Jacobi, IndiBche Studien, vol. XVI1, pp. 442 sq.; Keith, J.B.A.S., 1906.
pp. 1-10; 1912, pp. 757 sq.
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civilisation which has been described. On considerations of probable
development, the beginning of the RI>lhmat.la period may fairly be
put back to 800 B.C.
"'
, As with the Rigveda, attempts have been made to show that'
these dates are much too low aud that astronomical data enable
us to carry the BrahmaJ.las much further back. The lists of ,the;
Nakshatras all begin with Krittikiis, and we know that in the!
sixth century A.D. the constellation which then headed the Nak'i
shatras was chosen because thc vcmal cquinox took plaCe, whcn:
the sun was in conjunction with that Nakshatra, From the pre',
cession of the cquinoxes, Ive are cnablcd to arrivc at the conclusion1
that the position of Krittikas at the vernal equinox must.have·
taken placc in the third millcnnium B,C, This has bccn supported"
by a passage in the Qatapatha Brahmal,la where it is said ,that
Krittikas did not movc D'om the castern quarter at that 'time.
Bnt wc have no evidence whatever to connect the snn and the
N akshatras at this period, and the notice regarding the position of!
Krittikas cannot be taken seriously in a work which shows so little
powcr of scientific observation of facts as the Qatapatha, Moreover if, as it is probable, the Nakshatra system was borrowed ready,
made, we cannot even conjecture for what reason Krittikas was
placed first. More promising is a definite notice contained in the
Kaushitaki Brfilimal,la and repeated in the Jyoti8ha, a late Veillc.
work on astronomy, if indeed it can be dignified with this title,
that the winter solstice took place at the new moon in MagMs.
From this datnm resnlts varying from 1391-1181 B.C. were early
deduced by different investigators; bul these conclusiolls can claim
no scientific valne, as they rest on assumptions as to the exact
meaning of the passage which cannot be justified. The possible,
margin of error in the calculations is at least five hnndred years; and,
we are therefore reduced to the view that this evidence only indicates
that the observation which is recorded was made some centuries
B.C. The same conclusion can be dra WB from the fact, that. in'
quite a number of places the month PhalguBa is called the beginning
of the year. In the view of Jacobi, this shows that the year
began with the winter solstice at full moon in Phalgnni, and thus
wonld correspond with his view that in the Higveda the sun at the
summer solstice was in U ttara-Phalguni. But, ill this eaBe, also,
the result is unacceptable; for it is nowhere stated that the
beginning of the year was dated from the winter solstice. The
most probable explanation is that the full moon in Phalguni was
deemed to be the beginning of the year, because it marked, at',
".
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the time when it was so termed, the beginning of spring. Since
the new moon in Magha was at the winter solstice, the full
moon in Phalguni would fall abont a month and a half later in the
first week of February, which is compatible with 'Feb. 7, the Veris
initium in the Roman calendar, and which is a perfectly possible
date for about 800 B.C., especially when it is remembered that the
division of the year into three periods of four months was always
a rough one, and the beginning of spring had to be placed early so
as to allow of the rains, which are definitely marked out by the fall
of the first rain, to fill the period from about June 7 to October 7.
'With this explanation the theory, that the mention of the full
iii~illl in Phalguni as the beginning of the year records an observation 'of the fourth millennium B.c., disappears, and still more the
theory' that the mention of the month Caitra as the beginning of
'tJle year carries us haek to the sixth millennium Nor can any
'more trust be put in the argnment that the mention in the late
marriage ritnal of the Dhruva, a fixed star shown to the bride and
hridegroom as a symhol of constancy, points to an observation made
at'. a period when there was a real fixed pole st."]'r, i.e. in the third
millennium 'B.c. We do not eyen know whether this part of the
rite goes back to the period of the Brahma!)as; and, even if it did,
for Bolittle scientific a purpose there was no need of anything save
a fairly bright star not too distant from the pole. Ingenious there·
fore 'as all these argnments are, they must be dismissed as affording
no real certainty of' correctne"". The most that can be said is
that they tend to support the period 800-600 B.C. as a reasonable
'date for the period of the civilisation of the Brahma!)a.',
) ...

I

l;,·l.The ma.in supporters oC the astronomical arguments are Jacobi, Z.D.M.G.,
vol. XLIX, pp. 218 sq. j L, pp. 69 sq.; J.B.A.S., 1909, pp. 721-6: UJ10, pp. 460-4:
Tilak, Orian, Bombay, 1893: The Arctic Home in the Vedas, Bombay, 1903. On the
other 'side,' see Oldenberg, Z.D.M.G., vol. XLVIll, pp. 629 sq.; XLIX, pp. 470 sq.;
L, pp. 450 sq.; J.B.A.S., 1900, pp. 1095 sq.; Thibnut, India" Antiquary, vol. XXIV,
pp . .85 sq.; Whit.ney, J.Ll.O.S., \'01. XVI, pp. lxxxii sq.; Keith, J.B.A.S., H.109.
pp. HOO sq. j 1910, pp. 464-6. On the origin of the Na.kshatras, see de Saussure,
T'oung Pao, 1909, pp. 121 sq., 255 sq.; Oldenberg, G.G.N., 1909, pp. 544 sq.
t"
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later half of the sixth century B.C. seems to have been
uuusually fertile in giving rise to new religious movements iu India.
An old text amongst the sacred lore of the Buddhists ' mentions
sixty-three different philosophical schools-probably all of them
non-Brahman-existing at the time of Buddha, and there are
passages in Jain literature exhibiting a far larger number of such
heretical doctrines. Although these statemeuts may have been
influenced by the tendency to exaggerate which is ,isible in most
Hindu works, and although many of these sects may have been
distinguished ollly by very subtle differences in matters of doctrine
and practice", we are still bound to belieye that there was an
extraordinary impulse shown in the rise and development of new
theological and philosophical ideas at that time. It is beyond our
power of invcstigation to determine whether some of these schools
may not have owed their origin to a time far more remote than
that of Buddha. In the few cases where we arc in some degree
able to form an opinion on such points-aud thc history of the
.lain doctrine gives ns some hints in this rlirection-it sccms most
probable that this may have been the case. It is certainly rlifficult
to believe that all these sects should have originated at the same
time. 'Ve may therefore suggest that revolts against the Brahman doctrines date from a much more remote age thau the time
of Cautama Buddha, the fouuder of one of the most important
religions of the world, and Vardhamana Mahavlra, the founrler or
rather reformer of the Jain church. Not only these two religious
teachers but also a number of others, of whom we kuow little or
nothing more than the name, preached ill a spirit of 1II0st conscientious and determined contradiction against the sanctity of the
Vedie lore, the sacrificial prescriptions of the ritualists, and the
claims of spiritnal superiority asserted by the Brahmans; but it is
a strange characteristic of these sects, so far as we know them, that
THE
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they adopted in their ascetic practices and in their whole mode of
life the rules which had been already fixed by their Brahman
antagonists.
In the later law books the life of a Hindu is theoretically
divided into fonr successive stages, viz. those of brahmacharin or
stndent of the sacred lore, vrihastha or householder, vanaprastha,
or' anchorite, and parivrajaka or wandering mendicant. Now
there are no express statements in Vedic, or pre-Buddhist, texts,
concerning the existence of this theory in older times; but from
certain. passages in the principal Upanishads we may infer that
at .least the germs of this institution existed at a comparatively
early period, as in thcm we find thc knower of the atman or
, Supreme Soul,' that is to say, the pal'ivrajaka or Brahman ascetic
contrasted with students, sacrificers and anchorites'. However,
the order of the different stages-with. thc exception of that of a
brahTllQ,cha"in, which is always the first-seems not at that time
to have been a fixed one, and it may be douhted if this theory was
ever on a great scale adopted in real life in India. But this
question is for us of no importance, as we have here only to take
notice of the fourth stage, that of the Brahman ascetic, whose life
was, no doubt, the standard for the rules of discipline laid dOlm by
lIIahiivira for his followers.
The Al'tlul';iistra or 'Manual of Politics' which may possibly be
the real work of ChiiI,lakya or Kautilya, and therefore written
about 300 B.C.', describes in the following words the life of a
'pa,ivriiJaka: '(the duties) of an ascetic (consist in) snbduing his
senses, withdrawal from worldly thingll aud from communication
with people, begging for alms, living in the forests, but not in the
same place, cleanliness external and internal, aootinence from
injlll'y to living beings, and in sincerity, purity, freedom from envy,
in kindness and in patience'.' These general rules could-perhaps
,vith'one slight alteration-as well be fonnd in any Jain work, and
in fact we do find them in many passages of the Jain canon,
although perhaps not exactly in the same words, Bnt the
. similarity between the life of a BTIthman and a Jain ascetic goes
'much fnrther, and often extends to the most trifiing rnles of
discipline as has been shown by Professor Jacobi from a comparison'of the rules laid down for Jain monks and for Brahman
. mendicants', Evidently there is not the slightest reason for
t,.

Cpo Macdonell and Keith, Vedic Index of Names and Subjects, vol.
3 Kau~i1ya, Artha~ii,tTa, p. 8 .
• Cpo S.B.E., vol. xxn, pp. xxii sq.
I,

~ See Chapter XIX.
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regarding cither the Jains or the Buddhists as innovators in these
matters; and the following pages wiJI show that it was in doctrine
rather than in life, in the attempt to abolish the authority of the
Brahman scriptures and the rites of sacrifice rather than in any
effort to change the social institntions and conditions of his time,
• that Mahavira differed more widely from his Brahman predecessors.
And when both he and his great riYal, Buddha, state that a man is
not merely born a Brahman, bnt becomes a Brahman through his
meritorious actions, they seem not even here to be real innovators;
for we arc immcdiately reminded of the Icgend of Satyakama
.Jabala and other similar instances" that secm to prove that birth
was not always regarded as the true keynote of sanctity even in
orthodox circles. J ainism, as well as Buddhism, is ccrtainly to be
viewed only in close connexion with the Bf'Jhman institutions
existing at the time of its rise; and from this standpoint we may
now enter upon a closer investigation of the snbject of this chapter,
the origin and first developmcnt of the Jain church.
For a considerable time European scholars were unable to form
a clear opinion on the rise and growth of J ainism owing to the
absence of original texts which were then scarcely available in
Europe. Thus the older generations of Sanskrit scholars may be
said to have shared principally two different opinions on thesc
matters. Cole brooke, Prinsep, Stevenson, R Thomas, and others
thought Jainism to be older than Buddhism-an.opinion to which
we may now willingly subscribe-mainly from the reason, that a
disciple of Mahrtvira called Indrabhiiti Gautama was held to be the
same person as Gautama the Buddha. On the other hand, other
distinguished Orientalists such as H. H. Wilsou, Lasseu, aud even
'Vcber, were of the opinion that Jainism was only one of the many
different sects into which Buddhism was divided at an earlier or
later date after the death of Buddha. Such a view might easily be
held on the basis of certain somewhat striking resemblances which
are found in the Buddhist and Jain records of which at that time
only a comparatively small number had found their way to Europe.
This latter hypothesis has now been thoroughly refuted by the
works of two eminent German scholars, Buhler aud .Jacobi, who
have laid dowu a sure foundation for our knowledge of .Jainism by
a thorough invcstigation of its old canonical texts and a coinparison
of these with the scriptures of the Buddhists and Brahmans.
Starting therefore from the standard works on Jainism published
by Professor Jacobi, and making use of the matcrials, which have
I
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boon collected and examined by other scholars, we are now able
to obtain a fairly clear view of the early history of Jainism.
Mahii.vira is usually regarded as the real founder of the Jain
religion; and, as we have very scanty information about the only
one of his alleged predecessors, who may possibly have had a real
existence, we are, in our investigation, almost forced to adopt this
point of view. Bnt the Jains themselves claim for their religion
a far more venerable antiquity: they tell us that before Mahol.vira
there lived not less than 23 tirthakaras or ' prophets,' who appearing
at certain intervals preached the only true religion for the salvation of the world. The first of these prophets was king J;tishabha,
who after laying down his royal power and transferring the realm
to his son Bharata, thc first universal monarch (chakravartin),
became a holy man and a tirthakara. As the opinions of the
Jains abont time and the ages of the world' are absnrdly exaggerated, it is almost impossible to express in numbel's the time at
which he is thought to have lived; it may be enough to say that
his lifetime is supposed to have lasted for several billions of years
and his height to have been about two miles. From such statements -and from the flowery descl'iptions of the blissful state of
the world in its first ages, it is evident that the .Jains, as indeed, all
Hindus, attributed to the fil'st race of men a longer life, a b'Teater
strength, and more happiness than fall to the share of their offspring
in the present age. As we know, the Greeks and Romans held
similar opinions. Bnt, of conl'se, the world grew worse and worse
and the life of man shorter and shorter, so that the 23rd tirthakara,
ParQva, the immediate predecessor of Mahii.vira, is said to have
lived only for a hnndred years, and to have died only 250 years
before his more celebrated successor.
.• ' This Pol.rQva is assumed, on the authority of Professor Jacobi
and others, to have been an historical personage and the real
founder of Jain religion. As he is said to have died 250 years
before the death of Mahavira, he may probably have lived in the
eighth century B.". Professor Jacobi seems to regard this date as
not improbable, since SOIlle centuries must have elapsed between
his time and the appearance of the last Jain prophet'. But, as we
have not a single certain date in Indian history before the time of
Buddha, it is evidently impossible to prove this. Almost as scanty
is our knowledge of the life and teaching of Par9va, in spite of the
1 Upon this subject consult Jacobi in Hastings' EncycWpa:dia of Religion and
Ethic,. vol. I, p. 202.
\I Cpo S.B.E" vol. XLV, p. 122, n. 3.
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large body of literature which has clustered around his name. In
the well-known Kalpasiitra of the Jains, which is stated to have
been written by the pontiff Bhadrabahu (perhaps somewhat hefore
300 B.C.), we have in the chapter called' The life of the Jina"' a
short account of the life of P,lr9va; but, as it is ,vritten in a purely
fonnal style and bears too much resemblance to other records of
the same sort, its value as an historical document is somewhat
doubtful. However, it states that Par~va, like all tIrthakaras, was
a Kshatriya, a member of the second caste, that of the warriors or
nobility according to Briihman law, and son of king A~vasena of
·Benares .and his wifc Varna. No such person as A~vasena is known
from Briihman records to have existed: the only individnal of that
name mentioned in the epic literature was a king of the snakes
(niiga), and he cannot in any way be connected with the father of
the Jain prophet. P,'r9va, who is always titled purisiidii1}'iya,
which may mean either' the peoplc's favourite· ' or 'the man of
high birth,' lived for thirty years in great splendonr aud happiness
as a householder, and then, leaving all his wealth, became an ascetic.
After 84 days of intense meditation he reached thc perfect kuowledge of a prophet, aud from that time he lived for about 70 years
in the state of most exalted perfection and saintahip, and reached his
final liberation, nirv{i~w., on the top of mount Sammeta surroullded
by his followers.
In regard to the teaching of Par9va we are better infonned: it
. was probably essentially the same as that of lIIahavlra and his
followers. But we have no exact knowledge, except 011 two principal points, as to how far this creed was due to Pal"~va, or' what
innovations may have been introduced by his successor.. 'Ve arc
told that Par~va enjoined on his followers four great vows, viz. llo't
to injure life, to be truthful, not to steal, and to possess no
property', while Mahavlra added a fifth reqnisition, viz. that of
chastity. Further we know that P,'ryva allowed his disciples tci wear
an upper and an under gal1ncnt. l'tIalliivlra, on his part, followed
the more rigid mle which ohliged the ascetic. to be completely
naked. These seem to have been, in fact, the most important
differences in doctrine between the founder and the reformer of
J ainism; for all old canonical text 3 tells us about a meeting
between Gantama, the pnpil of Mah"vlra, alld Kegin, a follower Of
Cpo S.B.E., vol.
Cpo S.B.E., vol.
p.264.
3 Cpo S.B.E., "'01.
I

XXII,

p. 27l.
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PiirQva, in which they tried successfully to solve those questions
on which a dificrence of opinion existed among the religious; aud
in that account the four vows and the wearing or not weariug of
clothes form the main points of discussion. From this text we
may venture to draw the conclusion that followers of PiirFa, who
did not, perhaps, fully recognise Mahavira as their spiritual head,
existed during the lifetime of the latter, and that a sort of compromise WWl effected between the two sections of the church.
lrideed it seems to remain a somewhat unsettled question if
followers of Piir~va and of l\Iahiivira are not to be found even at
the present day as the Qvet.'imbaras, or 'monks in white clothes,'
and the Digambaras, 'sky-dad or naked ascetics.' HowevCl', this
hypothesis is denied hy most authorities; and as a matter of fact
the old records place the division of the church into these two
main sects at a time much later than l\Iahiivira, as we shall see
subsequently.
Nothing is known about the followers of Pijr~yu until the time
of the appearance of the last prophet of the Jains, Mahav[ra. As
he is not only the most famous propagator of the Jain religion, but
also after Buddha the best known of the non-Brahman teachers of
ancient India, we shall have to dwell a little longer upon the records
of his life, and in the first place we mnst examine such chronological
data as exist for the determination of his period.
Thc J ains themselves have preserved chronological records
concerning Mahavira and the succeeding pontiffs of the Jain church,
which may have been begun at a comparatively early date. But
it seems quite clear that, at the time when these lists were put into
their present form, the rcal date of Maltavira had already either
been forgotten or was at least doubtful. The traditional date of
MaM.vira's death on which the Jain. base their chronological
calculations corresponds to the year 470 beforc the foundation of
the Vikrama era in 58 B.C., i.e. 528 RC.' This reckoniug is based
.mainly on a list of kings and dynasties, who arc supposed to have
rcigned between 528 and 58 B.C.; but ti,e list is absolutely valuelcss,
as it confuscs rulers of Uijain, ~fagadha, and other kingdoms; and
some of these may perhaps have been contemporary, and not
snccessive as they are represented. ~Ioreo ...er, if wc adopt the
year 528 RC., it would exclude every possibility of lIIahavira having
preached his doctrine at the same time as Buddha, as the Buddhist
1 Or 527 B.C. a.ccording to those QutbDrities who regard 57 B.C. as the starting point
. of the Vikrama. era. Dates are bere given on the assumption tha.t the Vikrama. era
began in 58 B.C.
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rexts assert; for there is now a general agreement among scholars
that Bnddha died within a few years of 480 B.C.'; anrl therefore
some fifty years would have elapsed between the decease of the two
prophets. But we arc told that Buddha was flO years old at, his
death, and that he did not begin preaching before his 36th year,
that is to say, at a time when ;llahavira, according to the tritrutional date, was already dead. Finally, both Mahavira and Bnddha
were contemporaries with a king of Magadha, whom the J ains call
Kiil}ika, and the Bnddhists Ajatayatrn; and he began his reign
only eight years before Bnddha's death. Therefore, if Mahavira
died in 528 RC., he could not have lived in the reign of Kiil)ika.
So we mnst, no doubt, wholly reject this date and instead of it
adopt another which was long ago suggested by Professor Jacobi' on
the authority of the b'Teat Jain author Hemachandra (d 1172 A.D.),
viz. 468 (467)RC. '11,e dynastic list of the Jains mentioned above
tells ns that Chandragnpta, the Sandrokottos of the Greeks, began
his reign 255 years before the Vikrama era, or .in 313 RC., a date
that cannot be far wrong'. And Hcmachandra states that at this
time 155 years had elapsed since the death of l\Iah;;'vira, which
wonld thus have occurred in 468 RC. This date agrees very well
with other calculations and is only contradicted by a passage in the
Buddhist Digha Nikaya' which tolls us that Nigal.ltha N,Ltaputta
-the name by which the Buddhists denote Mahavira--med before
Buddha. This assertion is, however, in contradiction with other
contemporaneous statements, and forms no real obstacle to the
assumptiou of the date 468 B.C. We may therefore adopt this
year as our basis for calculating the various dates in l\[ahavira's
life.
To give a sketch of Mahavira's life is a somewhat difficult task
as the oldest existing biography, included in the chapter of the
Kalpasiitra to which we have referred, is fanciful and exaggerated,
bearing in these respects a certain resemblance to the tales in the
Lalita-vistara and Nidana-katha concerning the early life of Buddha.
If this biography is really the work of Bhadrabahu, it may be
expected to contain notices of great value, even although its state1 III 483 B.C. according to the system of chronology adopted in tbis work; or in
478 (477) B.C. BS appea.rs more probable to the present writer. For n. full discussion of
the dates of Mahavira. and Buduha., on the assumption that the Vikrama. era. began in
57 B.C., see Cha.rpentier, Ind. Ant., 1914, pp.118 fl., 12511.,167 ff.
' 'i
2 Kalpasfltra, pp. 8 fr.
S V. inf., p. 164.
" I ••
, DoN., m, pp. 117, 209. Also Majjhima b~ikQ,ya. IJ, pp. 273 fl. Cpo Chalmers,
J.B.A,S., 1895, pp. 665 f.
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ments cannot always be accepted as strictly accurate. There are,
moreover, in several old canonical works passages whlch give
information on various events in Mahavira's life; and the Buddhist
scriptures also give us some valuable hints.
The capital of Videha, Vesali or Vai~ali'. was without doubt
one of the most flourishing towns of India about 500 years before
the beginning of our era. The government, which was republican,
or perhaps rather oligarchical, was entmsted to the princely family
of the Licchavis, who are often mentioned in Bnddhist and Jain
writings, and who were certainly mightier at that time than at a
later date, when an author' remarks that they 'lived by assuming
the' title of king (riijan): Just outside Vai~1i lay the suburb
KUJ.lgagrama-probably surviving in the modern village of BasukUl.lg-and here lived a wealthy nobleman, Siddhartha, head of a
certain warrior-clan called the Jiiatrikas. This Siddhartha was
married to the princess Tri,ala, sister of Chctaka, the most eminent
amongst the Licchavi princes, and ruler of Vai,ali. To them were
born, according to the tradition, one daughter anrl two sons, the
younger of whom was called Vardhamana, the future lI1ahavira.
'l'hrough the Licehavis Siddhartha became the relative of a very
powerful monarch; for king Bimbisara or Qrm.lika of lI1agadha, the
patron of Buddha and the mightiest ruler of Eastern Iudia, had
married Chellana, daughter of Chetaka; and she was mother of
Ajata~trn or Kiil.lika, who murdered his father eight years before
the death of Buddha, and ascended the blood-stained throne of
Magadha.
This is what we learn from the Kalpasiitra concerning Mahavira's pedigree; and there is no reason to doubt this information.
But the birth of great men-and especially religious teachershas often afterwards been made a theme for the most fanciful and
supernatural legends. - And SO the Kalpasiitra tells us that Mahavira, when he descended from the heavenly palace of Pushpottara
where he had led his previous existence, was at first conceived in
the womb of Devananda, wife of the Brahman ~i8habhadatt.1.. This
couple, too, lived in the suburb of KUI.}(.Iagrama. However, it had
never happened in the inuumerable cycles of previous worldperiods that a prophet had been bol'll ill a Bn.hman family; and
conseqnently the god 9akl'a (Indra) had the embryo removed from
the womb of Devananda to that of Tri,ala. We must observe,
{ ~ The site and surroundings of Vai~iili are indicated by Dr Vincent A. Smith,
J.R.,J..S" 1902, pp. 267 If.
s The .4Ttha{iistra of Kau~i1ya, p. 376.
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however, that this tale is only believed by the Qvetambaras, and
constitntes one of the fonr main points rejected by the Digambaras,
who seem here to hold the more s.ensible opinion.
J nst like the mother of Buddha, the princess Tri9ala had
auspicious dreams in the very night of conception; and the interpreters foretold that the child would become either a universal,
monarch or a prophet possessing all-comprising knowledge .. So.
the boy, whose birth was celebrated alike by gods and men, was
received by his parents with the most lofty expectations, and was
educated to the highest perfection in all branches of knowledge
and art. In due time he was married to a lady, named Ya90dii,
and had by her a daughter, who became the wife of J amali,' a
future disciple of his father-in-law, and the propagator of the first
schism in the Jain church. Howcver, Mahavira's mind was not.
tumed towards secular things; and in his thirtieth year, after.the,
decease of his parents, he left his home with the permission of his
elder brother, Nandivardhana, and set out for the life of a homeless.
monk.
....
The first book of the Jain canon, the Acharaliga-siitra, has
preserved a sort of religious ballad 1 giving an account of the years
dnring which MaMvira led a life of the har.dest asceticism, thus
preparing himself for the attainment of the highest spiritual
knowledge, that of a prophet. During the first thirteen months he
never changed his robe, but let' all sorts of living beings '-as the
text euphemistically says-crawl about on his body; but after this
time he laid aside every kind of garment and went about as a naked
ascetic. By uninterrupted meditation, unbroken chastity, and the
most scrupulous observation of the rulcs conccrning eating aud
drinking, he fully suhdued his senses; nor did 11e ever in the
slightest deb'1'ee hurt or cause offence to any liying being. Roaming about in countries inhabited by savage tribes, rarely having a
shelter in which to rcst for the night, he had to endure the most
painful and injurious treatmcnt from the barbarous inhabitantsHowever, he never lost his patience, and never indulged in feelings
of hatred or revcnge Ub'l1inst his persecutors. His Wanderings seem·
to have covered a wide area, and on occasions hc yisited Rajab'Tiha,
the capital of Magarlha, and other towns, whcre the utmost honour
was shown him by pious householders.
It was during one of these visits to Nalauda, a suburb of
R.'ijagriha famous in the sacred history of the Buddhists, that he
met with Gosiila Marpkhaliputta, a mendicant friar, who attached
Translated in S.B.E., vol. XXII, pp. 79 ft.
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himself to i\fahayira for some years, The conscquences of this
meeting were certainly disastrous for both the teacher and the
disciple. For six years they lived together practising the most
austere asceticism; but after that time, 011 account of a dispute
which arose out of a mere trifle, Gosiila separated himself from
l\Iahavira, and set up a religious system of his own, soon afterwards
llroelaiming that he had attained to the highest stage of saintship,
that of a ttrthak(J;ra. This claim was put forth two years before
l\Iahavira himself had rcached his perfect enlightenment. The
doctrines and views of Gosala are known to us only from notices
scattered throughont the Jain and Buddhist writings, and his
followers, the Ajivika sect, have left no written documents; but
from the intolerant and bitter sayings of the J ains concerning
Gosala, whom they stib'n:mtise as merely a treacherons impostor,
we may well conclude that the cause of dissension bctween him
and his former teacher was deep-rootcd, and that this quarrel
must have been a severe blow to the rising influence of Mahuvira
and the establishment of the new religious community. Gosala
took up his head-quarters in a potter's shop belonging to a woman
named HaHihali1 at Qravasti, and seems to have gained considerable
reputation in that town. We shall hear something about him at a
later stage; but for the present we must retum to Mahuyira
himself.
Twelve years spent in self-penance and meditation were not
frllitle~; for in the thirteenth year Mahavira at last reached
supreme knowledge and final deliverance from the bonds of pleasure
~nd pain. The ipsissima ve"ba of an old text will perhaps best
show 'us how the Jain. themselves havc described this the most
important moment of the prophet's life: • during the thirteenth
year, in the second month of summer, in the fourth fortnight, the
light (fortnight) of Vaic;akha, on its tenth day, called Sm-rata, wlule
the moon was in conjunction with the asterism Uttara-Phalguni,
,,,hen the shadow' had turned towards the east, and the first wake
1vas over, outside of the town Jrimbhikagrama, on the northem
hank of the river l,tijnpiUika, ill the field of the householder Stimnga,
a north-eastom direction from all old temple, not rdr from a sal
tr,ee, in a squattiug positiou with joined heels cxposing himself to
the heat of the Silll, with the knees high and the head low, in deep
meditation, ill the midst of abstract meditation, he reached nirvii(la, the complete and fnll, the unobstmcted, unimpeded, iufinite
and supreme, best knowledge and intuition, called kemia (total).
When the venerable one had become an Arhat and Jill", he was a
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kevalin, omniscient and comprehending all objects, he knew all
conditions of the world, of gods, men, and demons; whence they
come, where they go, whether they arc born as men or animals, or
become gods or hell-beings; their food, drink, doings, desires, and
the thonghts of their minds; he saw and knew all conditions in the
whole world of all living beings '.'
At this time Vardhamana, henceforth styled Mahav'ira (the
great hero) or Jina (the conqueror), was 42 years old; and from
this age he entered upon a new stage of life, that of a religious
teacher and the head of a sect called the nirgranthas 'free from
fetters; a designation nowadays obsolete, and snperseded by the
the term Jainas' followers of the Jina.' His parents had, according
to a tradition which seems trustworthy, been followers of Par~va,
the previons t,rthakara: as has already been pointed ont, the
doctrine of Mahavira was scarcely anything else than a modified
or renovated form of Par9va's creed. As he was a nirgrantha
monk, and a scion of the Jnatri clan, his opponents, the Bnddhists,
call him Niggatt!ha NiU(h)aputta (in Sanskrit Nirgrantho Jiiii..
tripntra?<j. We owe to Professor Jacobi the suggestion, which is
undoubtedly correct, that the teacher, who is thus styled in the
sacred books of the Buddhists, is identical. with Mahiivira, and
that consequently he was a contemporary of Buddha.
We possess little knowledge of the thirty years, during which'
Mahiiv]ra wandered about preaching his doctrine and making
converts. He apparently visited all the great towns of N. and S.'
Bihar, principally dwelling in the kingdoms of Magadha and
Anga. The Kalpasiitra tells us that he spent his rainy seasons,
during which the rules for monlls prohibited the wandering life, at:
various places, e.g. at Champa, the capital of Anga, at Mithila in'
the kingdom of Videha, and at Qravasti, but chiefly at his native'
town Vai<;ali, and at Rajagriha, the old capital of Magadha. He
frequently met with Bimbisam and his son, Ajata<;a.tru or KiiQika,
the kings of Magadha, and their ncar relations; and according to
the tcxts he was always treated by them and other important
persons with the utmost respect, and made many converts amongst
the members of the highest society. But we must observe that the
Buddhists in an equal def,'Tee claim these kings as followers of their
prophet; and we may conclude that uniform courtesy towards
teachers of different sccts was as common a characteristic of Indian
kings in those days as at a later period The J ains do not tell us
1
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Jains and Buddhists
anything about the Buddhists; but the latter frequeutly mention
discussions and controversies between Buddha and disciples of
Mahiivira. In these acconnts Buddha, of course, always has the
last word, and is said to have inflicted considerable loss on the
Jain community through the converts which he made amongst
its followers. Even king Ajata4«'1tru, according to the l'ali texts,
failed to obtain a satisfactory explanation conceming matters of
rcligion from Mahi1vira, and consequently tnrned to Buddha with
a far better result; but there seems to he little doubt that the
Jailis have more claim to include the parricide king amongst their
conveJts than the Buddhists. Another prominent lay-follower of
Mahi1vira was the householder of R~jagriha, Upali, who in his
enthusiasm embarked on the attempt to convince Buddha of his
wrong. views. We learn, however, that the great teacher easily
upset his arguments, and gained in his opponen~ a stalwart adherent to his creed. Subsequently, Upali is said to have treated
his former teacher with an anogance, which so shocked Mahiivira
that' hot blood gushed from his mouth 1.'
But although the relatious between the J ains and Bnddhists
were hy no means friendly, we must probably not attach too mnch
importance to the controversies between them or to the number of
com'erts said to have been gaiued by olle sect at the expense of
the other. Between two contemporary religious communities
working side by side in the saUle region and often coming into
contact there must have oeetllTed skirmishes; but the whole
doctrine and mode of life adopted by the Buddhists was too widely
different from that of the Jains to give occasion for more than
somewhat tempomry relations. 'Ve cannot here enter upon any
full investigation of the doctrine of Mail;1Yim. It mnst sulliee here
to point out that it represents, probably, in its fundamental tenets
one of the oldest modes of thought known to us, the idea that all
natnre, even that which seems to he most inanimate, possesses
life and the capability of reanimation; and this doell'ine the
Jains have, with inflexible conservatism, kept until modern times.
This has nothing in common with the philosophy of Buddha.
'IlIere is, in reality, no resemblance between the two systems
except iu regard to snch matters as are the commonplaces of all
Hindu philosophy. Even for those superficial believers who looked
more to .the exterior appearance and moue of life than to the
doctrine and faith, the two sects presented an aspect so completely
different that one could not easily be confused with the other.
1
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Burlrll", harl at first sought freedom from !tal··man, or the bondage
of 'works,' r1nd from transmigration in exaggerated self-torture:
but he soon found that this wa.~ not the way to peace; and conse'luently he did not enforce upon his followers the practice of too
hard self-penance but advised them to follow a middle way, that is
to say, a simple life but one free from self-torture. Mahavira also
had pmctised asceticism but with a different result; for he had
found in its severest forms the road to deliverance, and did not
hesitate to recommend nakedness, self-torture, and death by starvation as the surest means of reaching final annihilation; and the
J ains proud of their own ansterities often stigmatise the Buddhists
as given to greed anrllllxury. Buddha always warned his disciples
against hurting or causing pain to any living being; but Mahavira
fell into exaggerations even here, and he seems in reality often to
care much more for the security of animals and plants than for
that of human beings. Such instances of a deep-rooted divergence
in views could easily be multiplied; but what has been already
pointed out is sufficient to prove that the Jains and Buddhists
were in fact too far asuurler to be able to inflict any very serious
damage on each other. But this does not mean, however, that
rivalry and hatred did not exist between them: such feelings
certainly did exist, anrl we need not rloubt·that these rivals did
their best to annoy each other according to their abilities anrl
opportunities.
A rar lIlore rlangerous rival of Mahavira was Gosala. Not only
was his doctrine, although differing on many points, mainly taken
from the tcncts of Mahiivira 1 ; but his whole mode of life also, in
its insistence on nakedness and on the utter deprivation of all
comforts, bore a close resemblance to that of the Jains. Between
two sects so nearly related the transition must have beeu easy i
and pions people may not always have been quite sure whether
they were honouring the adherents of one sect or of the other.
The Jain scriptures admit that Go&1la had a great many followers in
Qravasti; and, if we may trust their hints as to his laxity in moral
matters, it is possible that his doctrinc may for some people have
possessed other attractions than thosc of asceticism and holiness.
Although Mahiivira is said nut to have had any personal meeting
with Gosala until shortly before the death of the latter, it seems
clear that they carried on a bitter war agninst each other through
their followers. Finally, in the sixteenth year of his carcer as a
prophet, Mahavlra ,isited Qravastl, the head-quarters of his mortal
1
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enemy. The acconnt given by the ,hins tells ns that, at this
meeting, l\Iahiivira inflicted a final blow 011 his adversary, and that
Gosala died a week afterwards, having passed his last d"ys in "
state of drunkenness and mental imbecility, but showing some signs
of repcntance at the last. But the story is rather confused, and it
seems doubtful to what extent we may trust it. However, it may
be regarded as beyond dispute that l\Iahavira was considerably
relieved by the death of his opponent; and, according to the
Bhagavati-siitra, he took a rather strange revenge on the dead man
. by 'describing to his disciples all the wicked deeds he would ha,e
to perform, and all the pains he would have to suffer iu future
existences, thus to a certain degree anticipating Dante's treatment
of his adversaries. The death of Gosala occurred shortly after
Aj;;:ta~atru had gained accession to the throne of l\Iagadha by the
murder of his father.
Even within the Jain church thcrc OCCUlTed certain schismatical
difficulties at this time. In the fourteenth year of Mahavira's
office as prophet, his nephew and son-in-law, Jamali, hcadcd an
opposition against him, and similarly, two years afterwards, a holy
Ilian in the community, named Tisagutta, made an attaek on a
certain point in l\Iahavira's doctrine. But both of these schisms
merely concerned trifles, and seem to ha,e cansed no !,'Teat
trouble, as they wcre speedily stopped by the authority of the
prophet himself. Jamali, however, persisted in his heretical
opinions until his death.
. Mahiivira survived his hated rival Gosala for sixteen years, and
probably witnessed the rapid progrcss of his faith during the reign
of Ajata9atru, who seems to have been a supporter of the Jains, if
we may infer that gratitude is the motive which leads them to
make excuses for the horrible m1ll'der of his father, Bimbisat'>t.
However, we are not informed of any special events happening
during the last period of his life, which may hnse been as
monotonous as that of most religious mendicants. He died, after
having reached an age of 72 years, in the house of king HastipiUa's
scribe in the little tmvn of Pawa near Rajagl'iha, a place still
visited by thousands of Jain pil6'Tims. This event may have
oceurrcd at the end of the rainy season in the year 463 B.C. Thus,
he had survived both of his principal adversaries; for Buddha's
decease most probably took place at least ten, if not fifteen, years
earlier 1,
1 For reasons why the Buddhist account, according to which Mabavira died before
Buddha, is not accepted bere, see Charpentier, Ind. Ant., 1914, p. 177.
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Out of the cleven ga!wdha1YJ,8 'heads of the school,' or apostles,
of Mahavira only one survived him, viz. Sudharman, who became
the first pontiff of the new church after his master. Absolutely
nothing is known concerning the fate of the commnnity for more
than 150 years after the death of iu. founder beyond the very
scanty conclusions which may be drawn from the legendary tales
related by later Jain writers, above all by the .,'Teat Hemachandra.
According to these authorities, Ajata9atru was succeeded by his
son Udayin, a prince, who may have reigned for a considerable
time, and who was a firm npholder of the Jain·religion. But the
irony of fate was visible even here; for the very favour which he
had bestowed upon the Jains proved to be the cause Of his ruin: ,a
prince whose father he had dethroned plotted against his life; and,
aWOJ'e of the welcome accorded to the Jaiu" by Udayin, he entered
his palace in the disguise of a Jain monk, and murdered him in'the
night. This happened 60 years after Mahavira's decease.. Th~
dynasty of the nine Nandas, somewhat ill-lamed in other records
which call its fonnder the son of a eourtezun and a barber" then
came to the throne of Magadha. However, the Jains do not share.
the bad opinion of these kings which was held hy the Buddhists.
This fact seeUlS to suggest that the N anda kings were not unfavourably inclined towards the Jain religiou; and this inference
gains some support from another source, for the badly mutilated
insctiption of Kharavela, king of KaliIiga and a faithful Jain,
mentiolls, apparently, in one passage' king Nanda) in unmistakable

connexion with' an idol of the first Jina '.' But the reign of the
Nandas is one of the darkest even of the many hopelessly dark
,'
epochs in the history of ancient India.
The last of the NlIndas was dethroned by Chandragupta, the
founder of the Maurya dynllsty, with the aid of the great statesman,
Chat.lakya, within a few years of the departure of Alexander t~e
Great from India. The Jains pllt the date of Chandragnpta's
accession in 313 (312) B.C., that is to say, eight years later than
the Buddhists. 'l'his date coincides probably with a year which
•
marks an epoch
in the history of the .Jain church. Sudharman, the
first pontiff, had died twenty years after his master, leaving the
mitre to Jambu, who held his high office for 44 years, dying at a
time nearlv coincident with the accession of the Nandas. After him.
passed three generations of pontiffs; and, in the time of the last
Nanda, the Jain church was govcmed by two high-priesu., S3Jl1bhiitavijaya and Bhadrabiihu, the author of the biography of Mahavira

.

1
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quoted above. These two were the last who knew perfectly the
fourteen p17Tvas 01' divisions of the most ancient Jujn scriptures;
and Sambhiitavijaya is said to have died in the same year in which
Chandragnpta took possession of the throne. At the same time a
dreadful famine lasting for twelve years devastated the region of
Bengo"l; and Bhadraoohu, seeing that cilis eyil time would provoke
numerous offences against the ecclesiasticalrllles, thought it prudent
to escape. Gathering his followers together, therefore, he emigrated,
and took up his abode in the country of Kan."1\>' in Southern India.
The whole community, however, did not follow him. Many.Jains
remained in Magadha and other places under the spiritual leadership of Sthiilabhadra, a disciple of Sambhiitavijaya.
At the end of the famine the emigrants retllrned, but at this
time Bhadrabahu seems to have laid down his leadership of the
church, and to have retired to Nepal in order to pass the remainder
of his life in penance, leaving the succession to Sthiilabhadra.
There is no reason to believe the account given by the Digambaras,
accordiug to which he was murdered by his own disciples. But, in
any case, this time seems to have heen one of misfortune for the
Jain chnreh; and there can be no doubt it was then, i.e. about
300 B.c., that the great schism originated, which has ever since
divided the community in two great sects, the QvetflIubaras and
the Dilll,mbams. 'I'llc returning monks, who had during the famine
strictly obseryed the rules in all their severity, were discontented ,vith the conduct of the brethren who had remained in
l\Iagadba, and stigmatised them as heretics of wrong faith and lax
discipline. ]\foreover, during this time of dissolution, the old
canon had fallen into oblivion; and consequently the monks who
had reniained in Magadha convoked a great couucil at Pa~aIiputra,
the modem Patna, in order to collect and revise the scriptm·es.
Howeyer, this proved to be an undertaking of extraordinary
difficulty, since the pur "as 01' older parts were known perfectly
only to Bhadrabilhn, who had at this time already settled in Nepal;
and Sthiilabhadra, who went there in person, although he leamt
from his predecessor all the fourteen purvas, was forbidden to
teach more than the first ten of them to others. The canon
established by the Council was therefore a fragnlentary one; and
in it, to some extent, lIew scriptures took the place of the old. In
some degree it may be represented by the present canon of the
Qvetambaras, since that too is preserved in a somewhat disorderly
condition. The returning monks, the spiritual ancestors of the
Digambams, seem to have taken no part in the council, and to
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have proclaimed that the real canon had been hopelessly lost; and
even to the present day they have contil)Ued to hold the same
opinion. They regard the whole canon of the Qvetambaras, the
Siddhanta as it is called, as mcrely a late and uIluuthoritative
collcction of works, brought together by Jinachandra in Valabhi at
a far later date.
But probably the difficulties which beset thc Jain church at
this period were not only intel1lal. As is well known, the Jains
nowadays are settled principally in 'Westel1l India, Gujarnt, etc.
That they have been thcre for a very long time is certain, since
their non-canonical writings, as well as epigraphical documents, bear
witness at an early date to their influence in these parts of India.
As the historical records of the sect have very little to tell us of
the reign of Chandragopta and his SOil Bindusiira, and perhaps even
still less of the great A9oka, it scems probable that they had
already in the third century B.C. begon to lose their foothold in
Eastern Illflia. The manual of politics by Chal.lakya describes a
purely Brf,hman society; and it may perhaps not be too hazardous
to iufer frolll this fact that the first rise of the Maurya dYUru3ty may
have marked an attempt to restore the Brahmau power and so
check the rising influeuce of the heterodox communities. If so,
this policy was certainly abandoned by A~oka whose zeal for
Buddhism may have been one of the main causes fOl' the dO\mfall
of his great empire immcdiately after his death. It is true that
Acoka in one of his edicts mentions his protection of the nirgrantltas
a; well as of the Buddhists and other pious men; but any attempt
to prove a greater interest on his p",·t in the welfare of the J ains
must fail, unsupported as it is by the scriptures of the J ains themselves. It is trne too that Khiiravela, king of Kaliliga, who, although
his exact date may be doubted, certainly lived a considerable
time after A~oka, displayed a great zeal for the .Jain religion; but
it seems quite clear that, at the time of A~oka's death, the Jains
had practically lost thcil' connexion with Eastern India; since
they apparently know nothing of his grandson Da9Uratha, who
succeeded him in Magadha, and, of the following princes, only the
usurper Pushyamitra,!\ patron ofBriihmanism,is mentioned by them.
On the other hand, they tell us that Samprati, another grandson of
A90ka who reigned probably in Ujjain, was a strong supporter of
their religion, and his capital secms to have played at this time an
important rOle in the history of J ainism.
As we have seell, in abont 300 B.C. the division of the Jain
church into the two great sects of the Qveiiimbaras and Digambaras
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had probably already begun. The final scparation between the
two commnnities is, no doubt, rcported not to have taken place
before 79 or 82 A.D.; but the list of teachers and schools in the
Kalpasiitra and the numerous inscriptions from Mathnra, which
date mostly from the time of the later Kushal.la kings, i.e. after
78 A.D., afford sufficient proof that the QveW.mbara community was
not only established but had become subdivided into smaller sects
at an earlier period This is especially clear from the frequent
mention of nuns in the Mathura inscriptions; for it is only the
Qvet<1mbaras who give women admission into the order. Everything tcnds to show that the Jains were probably already at this
time (300 RC.) gradually losing their position ill the kingclom of
l\Iagadha, and that they had begun their migration towards the
'Vestern part of Indilt, where they settled, and where they have
retained their settlements to the present day. Attention has
already been called to the fact that the later Jain authors mention
Uijain as a place where their religion had already gltilled a strong
foothold in the age of A~oka and his immediate successors. Another
locality in which the Jains seem to have been firmly established,
from the middle of the second century D.C. onwards, was lI1athura
in the old kingdom of the Qiil-asenas, known at an earlier date,
. e.g. by Meg'd.Sthenes (300 RC.), as the centre of Krishl)a-worship.
The numerons inscI'iptions, excavated in this city by Genel"l
Cunningham and Dr Fiihrer, and deciphered by Professor Biihler,
tell ns abent a wide-spread and firmly established Jain community,
strongly supported by pions lay devotees, and very zealous in the
consecmtion and worship of images and shrines dedicated to
l\Iahavira and his predecessors. An inscription, probably dated
from 157 A.D. (=79 Qaka), mentions the Vodva tope as 'built by
the gods; which, as Biihlcr rightly remarks, proves that it in the
second century A.D. must have been of considerable age as everything concerning its origin had been already forgotten.
Except the long lists of teachers, often more or less apocryphal,
which have been preserved by the modern subdivisions of the Jain
community, there exist practically no historical records concerning
the Jain church iu the centuries immediately prcceding our era.
Only oue legend, the Kiilakacharya-lcatluInaka, 'the story of the
teacher Kalaka; tells us about Some events which are supposed to
have taken place in Uijain and other parts of Western India during
the first part of the first century B.O., or immediately before the
foundation of the Vikrama era in 58 B.C. This legend is perhaps
not totally devoid of all historical interest. For it records how
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the Jaiu saint K,\laka, having been insulted by king Gardabhilla of
Uijain, who, according to various traditions, was the father of the
famous Vikramaditya, went in his desire for revenge to the land of
the Qakas, whose king was styled 'King of Kings' (siihal",sMi).
This title, in its Greek and Indian forms, was certainly borne by
the Qaka kings of the Punjab, Maues and his successors, who belong
to this period; and, as it actually appears in the form shaonano
shao on the coins of their successors, the Kushal.Ja monarchs, we
are perhaps justified in concluding that the legend is to some
extent historical in character. However this Illay be, the story
goes on to tell us that Kalaka persuaded a number of Qaka satraps
to invade Uijain and overthrow the dynasty of Gardabhilla; but
that, some years afterwards, his SOil, the glorious Vikramfiditya,
repelled the invaders and re-establishcd the throne of his ancestors.
What the historical foundation of this legend may be, is wholly
Imce~·tain-perhaps it contains faint recollectiuns of the Scythian
dominion in Western India during the fiI'St century B.C. In any
case, it seems undoubtedly to give further proof of the connexion
of the J ains with Ujjain, a fact indicated also by their nse of the
Vikrama era, wInch was established in the country of Mlllwa, of
which Uijain was the capital.
"I
Thus, the Instory of the Jains during· these centuries is
enveloped in almost total darkness; nor have we any fnrther
information as to the iuternal conditions of the community:
Almost the only light thrown upon these comes from the l\Iathura
inscriptions, which illeidelltally mcntioll a lIumber of various
branches, schools, and families of the Jain community. From this
source, too, we leaI'll the names of teachers who under different
titles acted as spiritual leaders of these subdivisiolls, and of monks
"lid nUllS who practised their austere life ullder their leadership.
Much the samc religious cOllditiOIlS as are shown by the inscriptions have been preserved in the Jain church till the present day,
although the Ilames "Ild external fOJ,ns of the sects and the
monastic schools may have changed ill the course of twenty
centuries. ]\fol'eover, the inscriptions 11lcntion the names of a,
vast number of these pions lay people, both male and female, who,
in all ages, by providing the monks and nuns with their scanty
livelihood, have proved one of the firmest means of support for the
Jain church, aud whose zeal for their religion is attested by the
numerous gifts of objects for worship recorded in the inscriptions..
Dr Hoernle ' is no doubt right in maintaining that this good 01'1
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ganisation of the Jain lay commnnity must have been a factor of
the greatest importauce to the church during the whole of its
existence, and may have been one of the ma.in reasons why the
,J aill religion continued to keep its position in Iudia, whilst its far
more important rh'al, Buddhism, was entirely swept away by
the Brahman reaction. The inflexible conservatism of the small
Jain community in holding fast to its original institutions and
doctriue has probably been the chief cause of its survival during
periods of severe affliction; for, as Professor Jacobi has pointed
out long agol, there can be little doubt, that the most important
doctrines of the Jaiu religion haye remained practically unaltered
since the first great scparation in the time of Bhadrahahu about
300 B.C. And, although a number of the less vital rules concerning
thc life and practices of mouks and laymen, which we fiud recorded
iu the holy scriptures, may have falleu iuto oblivion 01' disuse, there
is no reason to doubt that the religious life of the Jain community
is now substantially the same as it was two thousand years ago.
lt must be coufessed froIll this that an absolute refusal to admit
changes has been the strougest safeguard of the Jain.. To what
extent the wcll-known quot:ltion 'sintut sunt (J;ut non sint' may
be applicable to the Jains of our days, lIlay be questioned; but the
singularly primitive idea that e"en lifeless matter is animated by
a sonl, and the austerest perl",»" of all known codes of disciplinary
rules seem scaredy congl'ueut with mouerll iU1l0\Tutions.
In the preceding pages an attempt has been made to give a
brief sketch of the history of the Jain ehUl'eh frolll its foundation
or reformation by ThIahavira about 500 B.C. down to the begil1Hilig
of our era, While we possess materials which ellaule us to construct a fairly clear biography of the prophet, and while we have
at least some information concerning the events which preceded and
were contemporary with the beginning of the gl'cat separation
between Qvet.'imbaras ami Digambaras about 300 B.c., the following period is almost tot:,lIy devoid of any historical record. And
this is not the ouly blank ill Jain ecclesiastical history. Scarcely
more is known concoming the fate of the Jain chnrch during the
early centuries of our era down to the time of the great cOllncil of
Valabhi, in the fifth or at the beginning of the sixth century A.D.,
when the canon was writteu down in its present form. The Jain
church has never had a vcry great number of adherents; it has
never attempted-at least not on any l,>Tand scale-to preach its
doctrines through missionaries outside India. Never rising to an
1

Z.D.M.G.,

Y01. XXXVIII,

pp. 17 sq.
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overpowering height but at the same time never sharing the fate of
its rival, Buddhism, that of complete extinction in its native land,
it has led a quiet existence through the centuries and has kept its
pl:1ce :1mOllgst the religions systems of India till the present day,
thanks to its excellent organisation and to its scrupulous care for
the preservation of ancient cllstoms, institutiolls, and doctrine.

CHAPTER VII

,.

THE EARLY HISTORY OF THE BUDDHIS'l'S'
1. PilE-BuDDHISTIC

THE early history of the Buddhists should properly begin far
enongh back before the birth of the Buddha to throw light Oil the
causes that were at work in produciug the rise and progress of the
Buddhist reformer. Unfortunately, even after all that has been
written on the snbject of early Buddhist chronology, we are
still lmcertain as to the exact date of thc Buddha's birth. The
date 483 D.C. which is adopted in this History must still be
reg-.trded as provisional. The causes of this uncertainty which
were explained by the preseut writer in 1877 still remain the
same:
If tho date for Asoka is placed too early in the Ceylon chronicles, can we still
trust the 218 years which they allege to hayc elapsed from the COllllllcuccmcnt of
the Buddhist era down to the time of Asoka, 1 If so w(! Im.\'c Dilly to add that
number to the correct dato of Asokn., and thus fix the Buddhist ora [the date of
the Buddha's death] at 483 B.C. or shortly after. Of the answer to this question,
there can I think, be no douLt. 1Ve can notl!,

This statemcnt was followed by an analysis of the details of the
kings and teachers, the length of whose reigns 01' lives,
lists
added together, amount to this period of 218 years. The analysis
shows how little the list can be relicd on. The fact is that all
such calculations are of very doubtful validity when they have
to be made backwards for any lengthened period Sinologist.,
Assyriologists, Egyptologists have not been able to agree on results
sought hy this method; and, though Archbishop Usher's attempt
to discover ill this way, f!'Om the Hebrew records, the correct date
of the creation was long accepted, it is now mere matter for
derision. Ail is well known, even the Christian chronologists,
thongh the interval they had to cover was very short, were Wl'Ong
in their calculation of onr Christian era. The Ceylon chroniclers
may have been as much more wrong as the interval they had to

of

1
2

In the Buddhist chapters names and titles appear in their Pali fonn.
Aucim' Coins and Measures of Ceylon, p. 4-1 of the separate edition (London, 1877).
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account for was longer. We must admit that they tried their
best, and were not so utterly at sea all the Irish church-dignitary.
But we do not even know who made the calcnlation. We first
hear of it in the fourth century A.D., and arc only entitled to conclude that at that date the belief iu the 218 years was accepted by
most of those Buddhists who continued in possession of the ancient
traditions '.
There have becn endeavours, on the basis of other traditions,
to arrive at a more exact date for the birth of the Buddha '. It is
sufficient to state that each of these is open to still more serious
objection. We must be satisfied to accept, as a working hypothesis
only, and not as an ascertained fact, the general belief among
modern European scholars that the period for the Buddha's
activity may be approximately assi,,'lled to the sixth century B.C.
In previous chapters of this volume will be found the story,
drawn from the Brahman literature, of the gradual establishment
in Northern India of t.he Aryan supremacy. For the period just
before the rise of Buddhism (say the seventh century B.c.) this
literature tells us very little about political movements. The
Buddhist books also are devoted to ideas rather than to historical
events, and pass over, as of no value to their main object.s, the
dates and doings and dynastic vicissitudes of the kinglets before
their own time. The fact that they do so is historically important;
and we should do wrong ill ignoring, in a. history of India, the
history of the ideas held by the Indian peoples. But the fact
remains. It is only qnite incidentally that we can gather, from
stories, anecdotes, or legends in these books, any information that
can be called political. Of that referring to the pre-Buddhist
period t.he most important is perhaps the list of the Sixteen Great
Powers, or the Sixteen Great Nations, found in several places in
the early books'. It is a mere mnemonic list and runs as follows:
Anga.
Magadha
Kasi
Kosala
5. VaiiI
6. l\lalla.
7. Chet!
l.
2.
3.
4.

8.

ValJ,lslt

9.
10.
II.
12.
l:l.
14.
15.
16.

Kuru
Pafichalfi.
Macch~

,

,

... ,

SfLrasena.
ASS.'lka.

Avanti
Gal1dhitra
Kamuojn.

\.

I For the recent literature from the point of view of those who accept the 218 lea.~~
as correct see Geiger, ilIahiivalJUa (English translation), pp. xxii-xxxvi.
2 See, for instance, 'be '\'arious results detailed by Winternitz, Geschichte dn
itldi8chen LitteratllT, II, i, 2, note 1.
3 Ailg14ttara I, 213; IV, 252, 256. 260. Referred io in jlfal/(ivastu II, 2, line 15.
Cf. the note in Vinaya Texts, II, 146.
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When a mnemonic phrase or verse of this kind is fonnd in identical tenns in different parts of the various anthologies of which the
Buddhist canon consists, the most probable explanation is that it had
been enrrent in the community before the books were pnt together
as we now have them, and that it is therefore older than those
coUections in which it is found ' . As this particular list is found
in two of the oldest books in the canon it would foUow that it is,
comparatively speaking, very old. It may even be pre-Buddhista list handed down among the bards, and adopted from them by
the early Buddhists. For it does not fitly describe the conditions
which, as we know quite weU, prevailed during the Buddha's lifetime. Then the Kosala mountaineers had already conquered
Benares (Kasi), the Al\gas were absorbed into the kingdom of
Magadhas, and the Assakas probably belonged to Avanti. In our
list aU these three are still regarded as independent and important
nations; and that the list is more or less correct for a period
before the rise of Buddhism is confirmed by an ancient ruHe preserved in the Digha', and reproduced (in a very corrupt fonn, it is
true) iu one of the oldest Sanskrit-Buddhist texts'. It runs:
Dantapura of the KaliIigas, and Potaua of the Assakas,
Mahissati for the Ava-ntis, Roruka in the Sovlra land,
Mithilii. for the Videhas, and Champ1\. among the Aligas,
And Bcnnrcs fol' the KiL·:ds-all thew did Maha.-Govinda plan.

We have here seven territories evidently, from the context,
regarded as the principal ones, before the rise of Buddhism, in the
centre of what was then known as Jambudipa (India). Though
quite independent of the list just discussed these mnemonic verses
teU a similar story. Here also appear the Assakas, Angas, and
Kasis. Only the KaIiilgas are added; and the name of their
capital, Dantapura, 'the Tooth city,' shows incidentally that the
sacred tooth, afterwards taken from Dantapura to Ceylon was
believed, when this list was drawn np, to have been already an
object of reverence before the time of the Buddha. This tradition
of a pre-Buddhist Dantapura, frequently referred to in the
Jl1takas, is thus shown to be really of much g,·eater age. And it is
clear that at the time when the four Nikayas were put into their
present fonn' it was believed that, before the Burldha's life-time,
Cf. Rh.D., Buddhi~t India, p. 188.
235, tl1l.nslated in Dirtloglles of the Bluldha, II, :no.
l MaMvastu 111,208, 209.
~ For the Nikiyas a.nd their probable date, t'. ill'('. pp. 195-6.

1
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the distl'ibution of power in Northe\'ll India, had been different from
what it afterwards became.
In an appendix to the Digha verse the names of the seven kings of
the seven nations are given, and it iA curious tlmt they are called the
seven Bharatas. Their names are Sattabhn, Brahmadatta, Vessabhu,
Bharata, Rm.lU, and two Dhat"ratthas; bnt the record does 110t
tell us which of the seven nations each belongs to. In an interesting story at Jataka III, 470" the hero is Bharata, king of the
Soviras, reigning at Roruva. This is most probably meant for the
same man as the Bharata of the Digha passage; and we may
therefore apportion him to the Sovims. The mention of ReJ.lu in
a list of ancient kings of Benares given in the Dip. III, 38-40
probably refers to the HeJ.ln of onr passage since the same rare
name is given in hoth places as the name of the father of ReJ.lu.
On the other hand the King Rel)u of Jataka IV, 144 is evidently
not meant to be the same as this one. 'l1,ree of the other four
names also recur (not Sattabhu); but no inference can be drawn
that the same people are meant.
There are list'3 of pre-Buddhist Rajas (whatever that term may
signify) ill the chronicles and commentaries. But they can only be
evidence of beliefs held at a late date; they have not yet been
tabulated or sifted; and it wonld not be safe to' hazard a prophecy
that, even when they shan have been, there will be found anything
of much value.
2. INDIA IN THE BUDDlIA'S ~'IME; THE CLANS

There is no chapter or even paragraph iD the early Pali books
describing the political conditiolls of North India during the lifetime of the Buddha. But there arc a considerable number of
incidental references, all the more valuable perhaps because they
are purely incidental, that, if collccted and arranged, give us 'a
picture, no doubt imperfect, hut still fairly correct as far as it
goes, of the general conditions, as they appeared to the composers
of the paragraphs in which the incidental references occur: They
were collected in the present writer's Buddhist India; and to
that work the reader is referred for a fuller account. Considerations of space render it possible to state here only the more
important of the conclusions which these references compel us to
draw.
1

The references are to the Piili text of the Jitaka.

In the English translation the

volumes correspond, and the pages of the origina.l are indic£l.ted in square brackets.
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Of these the most far-reaching, and in some respe" the motesurprising, is the fact that we find not only one or t" re j ustifiClI
monarchies, and several kingdoms of lesscr importance-lrocednre
German duchies or the kingdoms in England at the time parliaHeptarehy-bnt also a number of republics; some with com/led
some with a more or less modified independence; and one~w)
two of very considerable power. This reminds us of the political
situation at about the same period in Greece. We shall find a
similar analogy, due to similar causes, iu other matters also. If
not pressed too far the analogy will be as useful as it is certainly
interesting.
The following •is a list of the ['epu blies actually referred to by
name in the oldest Piili records. Some mentioned by Megasthenes
are added to it.
1.
2.

The Sakiyu.s, capita) Kapilayatthu
The Buli~ capital Allaknppa

iJ.

The KAlarml.S, capital KC!:laputta
The Bhaggas, capital on Smpsumu,ra Hill

4.
5.

'l'hc Koliyas, capital Ramagama

6. The Mallas, capital Pa.vao
7. The ·~{a1la.'1, capital KUBiniLra
8.
9.

10.

Tho :.\foriyas, capital Pipphnlivana
'1'ho Vidchas, capital Mithili1

The Licchavis, capital Vesnll

11-15.

Tribes, M yet llni<iont.ified, mentioned
by Megasthencs

Nail. 1-10 occupied iu thc sixth century ll.C. the whole country
east of Kosala between the mountains and the Ganges. Those
mentioned, as is reported in other antilOr", by Megasthenes seem
to have dwelt in his time on the sea-coast of the extreme west of
India north of the gulf of Cutch '. It is naturally in relation to
the Sakiyas that we have the greatest amount of detail. Their
territory included the lower slopes of the Himalayas, and the
glorious view of the long range of snowy peaks is visible, weather
permitting, from every part of the land. 'Ve' do not know its
bOllndaries or how far it extended up into the hills or down into
the plains. But the territory must have been considerable. We
hear of a number of towns besides the capital-Chrttuma, Samagama, Khomadussa, Siliivati, lIIeda!umpa, N agaraka, Ulumpa,
Devadaha, and Sakkara. And according to an ancient tradition
preserved in the Commentary on the Digha 2 there were 80,000
I

.2

M'Crindle, Ancient India as described by MegMtMnes, p. 144, d. p. 156.
.s.eelth.D., Dialollucs of the Bllddha, I, 147.
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the distributit-- the clan. This number (it is noteworthy that the
what it aftcr.llUmbcr 84,000 was not chosen) would, allowing for
In an alf"nd dependents, me"n a population of at least half a
the seve, It would be "bsurd to t"ke this tradition as "correct, or
seven p.tS an official ellumeration. 'Ve do not eYen know who ~rst
B"".ie the calculation. But it would be equally absurd deliberately
+ ,,' ignore it. It is at least interesting to find that even as late
as Buddhaghosa the traditional estimate of the number of the
Sakiyans was still, in spite of the temptation to magnify the extent
of the 'kingdom' which the Buddha renounced, so limited and 'so
reasonable as this.
The administrative bnsiness of the clan, and also the ,!,ore
important judicial acts, were carried out in public assembly,. at
whieh young and old were alike present'. The meetings were held
in a mote-hall-a mere roof supported by pillars, ,,1thont ,valls.
It is called santhagiira, a technical tel1U never nsed of the
council chamber of kings'.
We have no account of the manner in which the proceedings were
conducted in the S"kiya mote-hall. But in the Mal",-Govinda Suttanta there is an account of a palaver in Sakka's heaven, e>1dently
modelled more or less ou the proceedings in a clan meeting. All are
seated in a specified order. After the president h:ts laid the proposed
business before the assemblyothcrsspeakllPon it, and Recorders take
charge of the unanimous decision arrived at'. The actions of gods
are dmwn in imitation of those of meTI. We may be sure that the
composers and repeaters of this story, themselves for the most
part belonging to tbe free chns (and, if not, to neighbouring elans
familiar with tribal meetings) would make use of their knowledge
of what was constantly done at the mote-hall assemblies. Tllis is
con/iImed by the proceedings adopted in the rules observed at
formal meetings of the Chapters of the Buddhist Order. Quite a
unmber of cases are given in the Canon Law'; and in no single
case, apparently, is there question of deciding the point at issue
by voting on a motion moved. Either the decision is regarded as
unanimous; or, if difference of opinion is manifest, then the
matter is referred for arbitration to a committee of referees'. .It
is even quite possible tlmt certain of the technical terms found in
the Rules of the Order (fi<,tti for 'motion,' ubbiiltikii for 'reference
. " I I
D. I, 91.
2 See the passages quoted at J.P.T.S., 1909, 65.
g Translated in Dialogues, vol. n, pp. 259-264.
, Translated in Rbys Davids' a.nd Oldenberg's Vinaya Textll. See especially vol.
III, pp. 44 fl.
b Vinaya Texts, ill, pp. 49 ft.
I
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to arbitration,' etc.), arc taken from those in use at the motehalls of the free clans. But however that may be, we are justified
by this evidence iu concluding that the method of procedure
geuerally adopted in the mote-halls was not, as in modern parliaments, by voting on a motion, but rather as jnst above explained.
A single chief (how or for what period chosen we do not know)
was elected as office holder, presiding over the Senate, and, if no
senate were in session, over the state. He bore the title of RaJa
which in this connexion does not mean king, but rather something
like the Roman conS'ld, or the Greek archOn. We hear at one
time that Bbaddiya, a yonng consin of the Buddha was' raja", at
another that the Bnddha's father Snddhodana (elsewhere spoken
of as a simple clansman, Suddhodana the Sakiyan), held that
rank'.
We hear of mote-halls at some of the other towns besides tbe
capital, Kapilavatthn. And no doubt all the morc important
places bad them. The local affairs of each vil1'\ge were carried
on in open assembly of the householders held in the groves which,
then as now, formed ,so distinctive a feature in the long and level
allnvial plain.
The clan snbsisted on the prodnce of their rice fields ami their
cattle. 'i'he villages were of grouped, not scattered, hilts on the
margin of the rice field. 'i'he cattle wandered in harvest time,
nnder the charge of a village herdsman, throngh the adjoining
forest (of which the village groves were a remnant), and over
which the Sakiyan peasantry had common rights. Men of certain
special crafts, most probably not Sakiyans by hirth-carpenters,
smiths, and potters for instance-had villages of their own; and so
also had the Brahmans whose services were often in request for
all kinds of magic. 'rhe villages were separated one from another
by forest jnngle, the remains of the Great Wood (the lIIahavana),
portions of which are so freqnently mentioned as still snrviviug
throughout the elanships. The juugle was infested from time to
time by rohbers, sometimes ruuaway slaves. But we hear of uo
crime (aud there was probably not very much) in the villages
themselves-each of them a tiny self-governed republic.
Tradition tells that the neighboming clan, the Koliyas, were
closely related by descent with the Sukiyus '; hnt we are not told
mnch about the former. Five of their townships besides the
1

Vinaya

II,

s Sumaiiga1a
C.H.I. I.
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capital arc referred to by name :-Halidda-vasana" Sajjanela',
Sapnga', Uttara', and Kukkara-patta'. Every Koliyan was a
Vyagghapajja by surname, just as cvcry Sfikiyan was a Gotama.;
and in tradition thc name of their capital RamagJ.ma, so· called
after the Rama who founded it, is once given as either Kolanagara 01' Vyagghapajja 6• 'fhe central'authorities of the clan
were served by a body of peons or police, distinguished, as by a
kind of uniform, by a special form of head-dress 7. These meu had
a bad reputation for extortion and violence. In the other Clans
we are told only of ordinary servants. The tradition that the
Koliyans and Sakiyans built a dam over the river Rohinl which
separated their territories, and that they afterwards quarrelled
over the distribution of the store of waterS, may very well be
founded on fact.
.:.1",
Of the form of government in the Vajjian confederacy, comprising the Licchavis, the Videhas, and other clans, we have two
traditions, Jain and Bnddhist'. 'l'hcy arc not Ycry clear, and do
not refcr to the same matters, the .lain being on military affairs,
while the Bnddhist rcfers to judicial procedure.
THE KINGDOMS.

1.

KOSALA

Kosala was the most important of the kingdoms in N Ol'th India
dnring the lifetime of the Buddha. Its exact boundaries aI'S not
knowu. But it must have bordered on the Ganges in its swcep
downwards in a sonth-casterly dircction from the Himalayas. to
the plains at the modern Allahabad. Its northcm frontier mnst
have been in thc hills, in what is now Nepal;' its sonthem
boundary was the Ganges; and its castern boundary was the
eastern limit of the Sakiya territory. For the Sakiyas, as one,of
our oldest documents leads us to infer, claimed to he Kosalans".
'l'he total extcnt of Kosala was thercfore but little less than that
of France to-day. At the same time it is not probable that the
administration was vcry much centralised. The instance o'f the
very thorough Home Rule enjoyed, as we have seen, by the
Silki)'as should make us alive to the greater probability that
autonomous local bodies, with larger power than thc village
communities, which werc of course left undistlll'bed, were still in
existence throughout this wide territory.
. ,',
I

.M. 1,387; S. v. 115.
t S. IV, 340.
7 S. IV, 34l.
v Jacobi, Jaina Suitt/S,

2

I

b

8

I,

xii.
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A. II, 62.
A. n', 28l.
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Jat. 'l, 412-416.
Butta Nipiita, verne 422.

A. II, 194.
8/l/n. I, 262.
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Oue or two of the technical terms in use to describe such
powers have survived. Riija-hlwlJlJa for example is the expression
for a form of tenure peculiar to India. The holder of such a
tenure, the ,·i1ja-bho.QlJo, was empowered to exact all dues accruing
to the government within the bonndaries of the district or estate
granted"to him. But he had not to render to government any
account of the dues thus received by him. They were his perquisite. Hc could hold his own courts, and occupied in many
ways the position of a baron, or lord of the manor. But there was
a striking difference. He could draw no rent. The peasantry
had to pay him the tithe of the rice grown; and though the
amonnt was not always strictly a tithe, and by royal decree conld
be varied in different localities, the grantee could not vary it.
So with the import, or ferry, or octroi duties. The rate of pay·ment, alid the places at which the levy could be made, were fixed
by the· government. ,Yc have not enough ca._es of this tellure to
be able to intcrpret with certainty the meaning of all the details,
'aild limits of space prevent a discussion of them here. Rut the
general principle is quite clear'. It shows how eru3Y would he the
grant to local notabilities of local govel'llment to this extent, and
how imrrow was the line of distinction between the collection of
dues by civil servants or farmers of the taxes and their collection
by a grantee in this way. This cllstom, thus kneed back to so
early a period in the history of India, seems nCI'cr to have fallen
into abeyance. It certainly, in the period under discllssion, was of
manifest advantage. But it mllst be admitted that it is, to English
ideas, very stra.nge-so strange that OUI' civilians made the mistake, in Bengal, of regarding all such persons legally empowered to
collect the land-tax as landlords, and of endowing them accord·
inglywitb the much greater privileges and powers of the English
landlord. In the Buddhist period there is no evidence of the
existence, in North India, of landlords in our sense of that term.
It was the rise of this great power, Kosala, in the very centre
of Northet11 India, which was the paramonnt factor in the politics
of the time before the Budrlhist reform. We do not know the
details of this rise. Rut there are purely incident."l references
imbedded in the ethical teachings in the Buddhist books which
afford lIS at least hints as to the final manner of it, and as to the
date of it. For instance we have the story of Dighav1I in the
1 D. t, 114, 127,130: cf. II,50 a.nd Divy., 620, Yin. III, 221, with the Old Commentary a.t 222, },t, In, 133, Jilt, VI, 344, Sum. Vito t, 245, 246.
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Villaya 1. There Bralnnadatta, king of Kiisi, invades Kosala, when
Dighlti was king at Siivatthi, and cOllqncrcd and annexed the
whole country; but finally restored it to Dlghlti's son, with whom
he had become on very friendly terms. Other traditions inform
us on the other hand of several invasions of the Kasi country by
the then kings of Kosala, Vailka, Dabbasena, and Kalllsa', And
when that most excellent story, the Rajovada Jataka 3-as good in
humour as it is in ethics-was first put together to represent two
kings in conflict, the quite natural idea was to fix upon kings of
Kosala and Kasi, and the author does so accordingly.
'.
:No references have so far been found in the books as to any
coutests between Kosala and any other tribe or nationality.. .It
would seem therefore that the gradual absorption into Kosala .of'
the clans and tribes in the northern part of Kosala as we know it
in the Buddha's time took place without any such battle, campaign,
or siege as was sufficiently strikiug to impress the popular imagination; but that wheu Kosala came into contact with Kasi there
ensued a stJ'uggle, with varying result and lasting through sevel;al
reigns, which ended in the complete subjugation of the lVi.si
country by Kaqlsa, king of Kosala.
T :
As to the approximate period of these events, we see that they
were supposed to have takeu place not only. before the time .of
l'asenadi, who was born about the same time as the Buddha al,d
lived abont as long, but also hefore the time of his father tp.e
Great Kosalan. We have four kings of Kosala mentioned ,as
taking part in these wars, aud cannot be sure that there were l;ot
others who had quiet"r reigns. It would be enough and more
than enough to allow, in round numbers, a century for all th~se
kings. And the period caunot be much longer than that. lfor
the name Brahmadatta could not hayc been older than towards
the close of the BrahmUl)a literature; alld a century and a hi11f
before the birth of the Buddha would about bring us to that.
The king of Kosala in the Buddha's time was Pasenadi. lIe
was of the same age as the Teacher'; and though never actually
converted, was very favourable to the new movement, adopted its
more elementary teachings, and was fond of ealling upon the
Buddha either to consult him or simply for conversation. A whole
book of the Salllyutta' is devoted to such talks, and others .are
recorded elsewhere. They are mostly on religion or ethics, b.ut
Vinaya Texts, II, 293-305.
Jut. I, 262 i II, 403; III, 13, 168, 211; v, 112.
• M, II, 124.
Co The KosaZa Sa7J.tyutta, S.
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some political and personal matters are occasionally mentioned
incidentally.
For instance five 'rajas' are introduced discussing a point in
psychology with l'asenadi. Whatever the title IlIay exactly imply
it is probable that we have the learlers of five clans or communities
that, formerly independent, had, at that time, been absorbed into
Kosala. Again we heal' of a double campaign. In the first
Ajatasattu, king of Magadha, attacks Pasenadi in the Kasi country
and compels him to take refuge in S;;vatth1'. In tlle second,
Pasenadi comes dmm again into the plains, defeats Ajatasattu,
and captures him alive. Then he restores to him the possession
of his camp and anny, anrl lets him go frec'. The commentaries
iriforin us that he also gave him, on this occasion his daughter
Vajirn, to wife'. Thcy also give the reasons fol' the dispute
between the two kings; but this "ill be better dealt with under
the next heading. Another conversation arises when the king
c<!mes to tell the teacher of the death of his (the king's) grandmother for whom he expressed his deep devotion and esteem.
She had died at a great age, spccificd as 120 years, no doubt a
round number'. At another talk Smnami, the king's sister, is
present, and becomes converted. Desiring to enter the Order she
r~frains from doing so in order to take care of this same old lady,
and attains Arahantship while still a lay-woman'. The last and
longest talk between the two friends took place at lIIcda!umpa in
the Sakiya country. Thc king, in much troublc with his family
and ministers, expressed his admiration, and possibly also some
envy, at the manner in whic,h thc teacher preserved peace in his
Order. He then took his last leave with a stl'iking declaration of
his devotion". But even as thcy were talking the crisis harl comc.
The trarlition records that the minister in whose charge the iusignia had been left whcll the king went on alone, had in his
absence, proclain1ed thc king's son, Vi~il~abha, as king. Pascnadi
found himself desertcd by all his people. He hurl'ied away to
Rajagaha to get help from Ajatasattn, and, worn out by worry and
fatigue, he died outside the gates of the city'. Ajatasattu gave
him a state funeral, hut naturally enough left Vi~ii~abha un,
disturbed.
! The first use the latter made of his ncw position was to invade
the Sakiya territory, ancl slaughter as many of the clan-mclI,
18.• ,79.
• S. I, 97; cf. Jut.
Ii M. n, 118-124.
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women, and children-as he eonld catch. liTany however escaped',
and it is, perhaps, to this remnant that we owe the Piprahwa Tope
discovered by IIIr Peppe. Elsewhere' it has been shown that the
rcasons given for this invasion were probably not the real ones.
But why should the Buddhists have takcn pains so elaborately to
explain away the fact, unlcss the fact itself had been indisputable?
This is the last we know of Ko&"tla. 'Ve hear nothing more of
Vi<:llI<Iabha, or of his snccessors if he had any. When the .curtain
rises again Kosala has becn absorbed into Magadha.
".

.,,

II.

MAGADHA

This was a narrow strip of country of some considerable length
from north to south, and about twelve to fifteen per cent. in area
of the size of Kosala. Just as Kosala corresponded very nearly
to the present province of Oudh, but was somewhat larger, so
lI[agadha corresponded in the time of the Buddha to the modern
district uf Patna, but with the addition of the northern half of the
modern district of Gaya. The inhabitants of this region still
call it Maga, a name doubtless derived from J\1agadha'. The
boundaries were probably the Ganges to the north, the Son to the
west, a dense forest reaching to the plateau of Chota Nagpur to
the south, aud Ailga to the east. 'rhe river Champ'" had been 'the
boundary between l\lagadha and Ai'ga'; but in the Buddha's ti'\l~
Ailga was sulliect to :\lagadha-it is the king, not of Ai.ga, but of
Magadha, who makes a land-grant in Aliga (that is a grant of t~e
government tithe)', and an Aliga village is one of the eighty
thousand parishes over which the king of Magadha holds rule and
sovereignty·. All the clansmen in each of these two cOllntJies arc
called hy nllddhaghosa, princes 7 (exactly as he elsewhere calls the
Siikiyas antI Licch:wis). 'I'he same writer says that the two
kingdoms amounted together to 'threc hundred leagues'.' It .is
reasonable to suppose, as he was born and bred ill Magadha,
that he was not so very far wrong. But this is said in reference
to the time of Bimbisam. Later on he estimates the area ~f
the whole of the United Kingdom of Magadha, in the time of
Ajatasattu, at five hundred leagues. We may conclude from this
that, according to the tradition handed d01m'to nuddhaghosa, the
Dhp. A. I, 359; MulW;valJ!llu VIII, 18, and the riM on it.
Buddhist India, pp. 11, 12.
3 Grierson in E.R.E.
4 Jiit. IV, 454-above, pp. 172-3.
6 Di{]ha 1,111.
7 Raja...kumiirii, Stirn. I, 279, 294.
See Early Buddhism, 27.
s Yoja7Ul8, Sum. I, 148.
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size of the kingdom had nearly doubled in the interval. Tbis
would be about coneet if the allusion were to Ajatasattn's conquests north of the Ganges l. As Buddhaghosa however seems to
use the larger figures of a date, not after, but at the beginning of
those conquests, other wars of which we linve no record, to the
east or south, may be meant.
The kiilg of Magadha in the Buddha's time, was Bimbisara.
Of his principal quecns one was the Kosala Devi, daughter of
Maha-Kosala, and sister thel'efore of Pasenadi 2; another was
Chellana, daughter of a chieftain of the Licchavis'; and a third
was Khema., daughter of the king of Madda in the Punjab'. If.,\!le
traditions of these relationships be correct theY_Jl\'%~'e\oqlJ~nt
witnesses to the high estimate held in 9~\ls1l WWltriSI! of .. t.h.Q
then political importance of Mag;t@a;. 'lI-nlJlm !.~ .J" _ . ~'-Bimbisara had a sQn known "'3- V!l~j1ilJ'lUt'b!Ai(\~t.tlJ1<i'l the
canonical P'lli texts, and as KiiW1!:l!>' ,bjt{!.-~"~,.f!ll.IISw"~ .~.ter
Buddhist tradition makes him a 80~IUu'(J~al!\i;Pqyt; :thl1:,,lain
tradition, confirmed by the standingr,lp)thet. 'If, ~hi.putto, son
of the princess of Videha, in the old~tiJ}~jgt books, makes him
a son of Chellan"'- Buddhaghosa has' preserved what is no donbt
the traditional way of explaining away the evidence contained ill
the epithet'. But the matter cannot be further discu"sed here.
Olle of the very oldest fragments preserved in the calion is a
ballad on the first Illeeting of Bimbisiira and Gotama. III the
ballad the latter is called 'the Buddha.' But the meeting took
place about seven years before he became the Buddha in 0111'
modeM! sense; and this unwonted use of a now familiar title
would have been impossible in any later document'. Gotama has
only just started on his search for truth. Thc king, with cmious
density, offers to make him a captain, and give him wealth. It
will be noticed that the king still resides in the palace of the old
capital at the Giribbaja, 'the Hill Fort.' Some years afterwards
when Gotama returns as a teacher, the king was lodged in the
new palace that gave its name to the new capital, Uajagaha, 'the
King's House.' The mins of both these places are still extant;
and the stone walls of the Giribbaja are probably the oldest
identified remains in India. Dhammapala says that the place was
originally built or pl!tlllled by Maha-Govinda, the famous architect,
t v. illj., p. 185.
2 J((t, II, 403.
3 Jacobi, Jaina Sutras, I, xii-xv.
;\ Thi[l. A. on 139-143, and Apadiina quoted ibid. 131.
5 Sum. I, 139. Cf. DialoQucs, II, 78.
6 Butta Niptrta, verse 408. See Dialogues, II, 2. The ballad is tmnslated in Rh.D.,
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to whom it was the proper thing to ascrihe the laying out of
ancient citics 1•
On Gotama's second visit to Rajagaha Bimbisara presented him
with the Bamboo Grove, where huts conld be built for the
accommodation of the Order'-just as he endowed also the
opposite teaching', We hear very little abont him in.the books·
He is not even mentioned in three out of the four Nikayas, and the
few references in the fourth are of the most meagre kind. But the
Vinaya gives a short aceonnt of an attempt made by Ajiitasattu to
kill his father with a sword', and in the closing words of the
BlbmMiIla-phala there is an allusion to the actual murder which he
~ft\\i.'Wllld9' oommitted '. The commentary on that Suttanta gives
1tr!/oilglitlliollWl'!llf II..,.". it happened'. The details mayor may not
be true; but the toaifJ'f<1CJ:l Jthat Bimbisara was put to death by
'l\.1gl!i>li'JN.Ja~t,tli"blt.yil~llCoopted as historical. The Ceylon
ehWJn61\l'tl.t.s'liJJee~tlIl~q,vjJj{ftrcight years before the Buddha's
'ai;~lP,I!tt 'tiI6'Qhtilf.~"1i;'ll'ljjiilM:&ara, who had come to the throne
when he 'vM~eJ'f'hM!iielgnM fifty-two years'.
On the death 'ot'B\'1\~"riif his wife, the Kosala Dmi, is said by
tradition to have died of griefS. The government revenues of an
estate in Kasi had been settled upou her hy Maha-Kosala as pinmoney on her marriage. At her death the ·paymellt of course
ceased. Ajatasattu thell invaded Kasi. It seems iueredible that
this conld have been tho real motive of the war, unless the kings
of that place and time were less expert in inventing pretexts for a
war which they wanted than modern kings in Europe. The war
itself is however mentioned in the Canoll " and with some detail.
In the first. campaign Ajat'tsattu ant-manoeuvred his aged uncle, and
drove him back upon Siivatthi. Tn the next, however, Pasenadi
lurcd his nephew into an ambush, and he was compelled to
surrender with all his force. But Pasenadi soon set him at liberty,
gave him back his army, and, according to the commentary, gave
him also one of his daughters in marriage.
Tn the opeuing paragraph of the Mahli-parinibbiina Suttanta lO
we hear of Ajatasattu's intention to attack the Valiian COIlfederacy, and, as the first step in the attack, of his building a
Vimiina-vatthu Cr:l1nmentary, p. 82, and above p. 173.
Vinaya I, 39.
S Digha I, 111, 127.
" Vinaya II, 190.
~ ,Di!}ha I, 86.
t} Sum. I, 133-136; Peta-v. A.IOS.
T Dip. Ill, 56-60; .JlIhv. II, 29, 30.
8 Jat. II, 403.
II Sa1?lyutta I, 84-86,
Cf. Dhp. A. III, 259; Jiit. IV, 342.
10 Rh.D., Dialogues of tile Buddha, lI, 78.
1
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fortress at Pataliputta, the modern Patua, on the south bank of
the Ganges, the then bonndary between his territory and theirs.
The minister in charge of this work was a Brahman, known to us
only by his official title, 'the Rain-maker' (Vassakiira). He fled
suddenly to the Va.iiian capital Vesrui, gi ving out that he had
barely escaped with his life from Ajatasattu. The Va.iiians gave
him refuge and hospitality. He then dwelt among them, carefully
disseminating lies and slanders until he judged the unity of the
confederation to be finally broken. Three years after his kindly
reception he gave the hint to his master, who swooped down on
Vesali, and destroyed it, and treated his relatives very much M
Vi<;lii\labha had treated his. We can only hope this ghastly story
of dishonour, treachery, and slaughter is a fairy-tale. The question can only be discussed with profit when we have the whole of
the commentary before ns.
The son of Ajatasattu is mentioned in the Canon'. His name
WM Udayi-bhadda, and it follows from the statements of the
Ceylon Chronicles that he succeeded his father on the throne'.
This is confirmed in the commentaries '. The name also occurs in
medieval Jain and Hindu lists, independent no doubt, both of
them, of the Bnddhist books'.

III.

"

AVANTI

Tho king of Avanti in the Bnddha's time was Pajjota the
Fierce, who reigned at the capital Ujjeui. There is a legend
about him which shows that he and his neighbonr king Udena of
Kosambi were believed to have been contemporaries, connected by
marriage, and engaged in war'. The boundary is not given, but a
commentary mentions incidentally that the two capitals were in
ronnd nnmbers fifty yojanas, abont fonr hundred miles, apart. We
have seen that when the Nikayas were composed Avanti was considered to have been one of the import[\nt kingdoms of India
before the Buddha's time'. Shortly after the Buddha's death
Ajatasattn is said to have been fortifying his capita~ Rajagaha, in
anticipation of an attack by Pa,ijota of Avanti'. The king of the
Siirasenas, at Madhnra, in the Buddha's time, was called Avantiputto ; and was therefore almost certainly the son of a princess of
Avanti'. The Lalita-vistara gives the personal name of the king
Digha I, 50=Dialogues, 1, 68.
l Smp. 321; Sum. I, 153-4.
D Buddhist India, 4-7.
7 M. III, 7.
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Dip. v, 97; Mhv. IV, 1.
V. inf., pp. 1~9-90.
Above, p. 172. Cf. Jat.
M. II, 83.
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of Madhura in the year of the Buddha's birth as Subiihu" and this
.
may be the same person.
Avanti became f!"Om the first all important centre of the new
doctrine we now call Buddhism (ill Iudia it was not so called' till
centuries later). Several of the most earnest and zealoUB adherents
of the Dhamma were either born or resided there. Abhaya
Knmara is mentioned' aud Isid,isi 3 and Isidatta 4 and Dhammapalit 5
and SOl.m Kutikar.ll.m', and especially Mahii-Kacciina'. 'l1,e last of
these is stated to have been called by the Buddha the most preeminent of those of his disciples able to expound at length, both
as to fOMn and meaning, that which had been said in short. The
last but one, SOl.'a, was in a similar way declared to be the m09t
eminent of the disciples distinguished for beauty of expression·B•
In what language were they snpposed to have exercised these
literary gifts 1 It was certainly not the religious language then
current in the p"iestly schools of Brahmanism.. This archaic form
of speech which has been preserved in the Brahma!)as aud
Upauishads was called by the grammarians chhurulasa, 'the
language of chhandas or Vedic poetry,' to distinguish it· from
the laukika or 'secular' lauguage; and the Buddha had
expressly forbidden his 'word' to be put into c"handa~. Each
disciple was to speak the word in his own dialect". It would
be a mistake, however, to be misled by the ambiguities of the
word dialect, and to suppose it to mean here the language
as spoken by any peasantry. The higher ethics and philosophy
of 'the Word' could not be discussed in any such dialect:
Now for two or three generations before the birth of the
Buddha, the so-called WandererslO were in the habit of passing
fl"Om Avanti to Sftvatthi, from Takkasila to Champa, discussing
in the vernacular, wherever they went or stayed, precisely sucli
questions. They had invented or adapted abstract words and
philosophical or ethical terms useful for their pUJ11ose, and equally
current in all the dialects; while during the same period there' had
been developed iu the rising kingdoms, and especially ill Kosala
(in the very centre of the regions covered by the Wanderers,and
by far the largest and most important of them all) th~ higher
1 Ed. Rajendralal Mitra, p. 24.
2 Thag. A. 39.
" \ "'1 1
3 Thig. A. 261-4.
4 B.IY, 288; Thag,120.
: .. /
~ Thag.204.
6 Vinaya Texts, n, 32; Thag.369; Ud. V, 6.
7 Sa'qtyutta III, 9; IV, 117; An{}/tttara I, 23j v, 46; Majjl!ima nI, 194, 223.
8 Cf. Dhp. A. IV, 10l.
D Vinaya II, 139. Cf. the note in Vinaya Texts, III, 150.
10

See Buddhist India, 141-146.
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terms necessary for legal and administrative purposes. Just as
the Christians adopted for their propaganda, not classical Greek
but the Greek of the Koine, the varying dialect understood
through all the coasts and islands of the Eastern Meditl"ITanean,
which they found ready to their hands; so the Buddha and his
followers adopted this common form of vernacular speech, varying
no doubt slightly from district to district, which they found rcady
to their hands. The particular form of this common speech, the
then Hindustani, in which the Pali Canon was composed, was
almost certainly, as the present writer veutured to suggest
nearly forty years ago on historical grounds" aud as Professor
Franke contends on philological grounds', the form that was
current in Avanti 3. If that be so, it could be said that Buddhism,
born in Nepal, received the garb in which we now know it in
Avanti, in the far 'Vest of India. It is true that no such curt
summary of a great movement can be sufficient. But this would
be nearer to thc facts than that other summary, so often put
forward as convenient, that Buddhism arose in Magadha and that
its·original tongue was Magadhi'.

IV. THE V AMSAS
The King of the Val!1SaS in the Buddha's time is called in the
Canon Udena'. IIis father's name was Parantapa, and his son's
name Bodhi Kumam'. J'ut Udena survived the Buddha 7, and we
are not informed whether Bodhi did 01' did not succeed him on
the throne. Tradition has presen'ed a long story of the adventures
of Udella and his three wives. We have it in two recensions-a
Pali one, the Udena-vatthu 8 ; and a Sanskrit oue, the frIakandik,,·
avadaua'. It is quite a good story, but how far each episode may
be founded on fo1ct is another question. The capital was Kosambi,
the site of which has been much discussed'·. It seems to have
been on the south bank of the Jnmna, at a point about 400
miles by road from Ujjeni, and about 230 miles up stream from
.1

Rh.D. in Trans. Phil. Soc. 1875.

2

Cf. Windisch, A.I!Jie-ts CQtI!J. oj

Orieltta.ust~.

H.. Otto Franke, Pali und Sanskrit, 1902.

1906: o,t'Id Rh.D .• Duddhist India,
140-161.
.. ~ For this view see the references given by Wintcmitz, Gcsch. d. itld. Lit, II, i,
p. 10, 'note 3.
5 Udiina VII, 10; SU11.tyutta IV, 110-113.
8 Vinaya u, 127; IV, HIR; lUajjhima n, 97; Jataka III, 157.
:I

, Peta-t'atthu Commentary 140.
In Norman's Dhammapada Commentary I, 161-230.
9 Dit'Yavadiina 515-544.
(Ed. Cowell and Neil.)
1Q For different views see T. Watters, On ruan Chwarlf], 1.366--9 and Cbapter XXI,
B

p. 524, infra.
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Benares'. One route from Uijeni to Kosambi lay through Vedisa,
and other places whose names are given but of which nothing else
is at present klloIVn 2, There lVere already in the time of the
Buddha (our establishments or settlements of the Order in or near
Kosambi, each of them a group of huts under trees, Onc'of,them
was in the uruma or pleasaunce of Ghosita, two more -in similar
parks, and one in Pavariya's JlIango Grove', The Buddha was
often there, at one or other of these settlements; and discourses
he held on those occasions have been handed down in the Canon.
King Udena was at fiI'st indifferent or even unfriendly. On orie
occasion, in a fit of drunken jealousy he tortured a leading member
of the Order, 1';')90Ia Bharadvaja, by having a basket full of
brown ants tied to his body 4. But long afterwards, in consequence
of a conversation he had with this same man Pil)~ola, he professed
himself a disciple. We have no evidence that he progressed very
far along the path; but his fame has lasted in a curious way in
Buddhist legends. For instance there is an early list of the seven
Con-natals (sahajiitu), persons bol'll on the same day as the
Buddha'. The details of the lists differ; and already in the talita'
vistara it has grown into several tens of thousands, still arranged
however in seven groups'. Many centuries afterwards we find the
name of Udena appearing in similar lists recurriug in Tibetan and
Chinese b~oks '.
'·"',c
,I

THE FIRST GREAT GAP

The passages referred to above tell us a good deal of the
political condition of India during the Buddha's life, and enahle
us to draw certain conclusions as to previons conditions for some
time before the birth of the Buddha. Thcre are also one or two
passages in the Canon which must refer to dates after the Buddha'l!
death. Perhaps the most remarkable is the verse in the Parayana
(a poem now included in the Sutta Nipata) which, referring to-a
time when the Buddha was alive, calls Vesali a l\Iagadha city·,
Now we know from the Maha-parinibbiina Suttanta that (at the
time whcn that very composite work lVas put together in its
present shape) Vesali and the whole Vajjian confederacy \VIIS
considered to I,ave remained independent of i\Iagadha up to th~
I Buddhiflt India, p. 36.
2 $U!la Nipiita, 1011.
a Vin. IV, 16; Sum. 319.
~ Jiilaka IV, 375.
(; See Rh.D" Buddhist Bi-rth Stories I note on p. 68.
6 Lalita·vistara ed. Rajendrall11 Mitra, p. 109~
7 Rockhill, Life, 16, 17; T. Watters, On Yuan ChWaIl9, 1, 368.
a Sutta Nipiita, 1013.
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end of the Buddha's life " If therefore the reading in our text of
the Par-ayana he correct, the expression 'Magadha city' must be
taken in the sense of 'now a Magadha city,' and as allnding. to the
conqnest ofVesali as described above, p, 185, But it is apparently
the only passage in the Canon which takes cognisance of that
event. "Again· in the Angnttara we have a Butta' in which a king
IlfnQ<.!a, dwelling at Pataliputta, is so overwhelmed with grief at
the dea~h,of his wife Bhadda that he refuses to have the cremation
carried· out· according to cnstom, But after a simple talk with a
thera named Narada he recovers his self-possession. 'Ve learn
from the chronicles that· King' MnQ<.!a was the grandson of
Ajatasattu and began to reign about the year 40 A.B. 3 : It is a
fair iuference from this episode that Pataliputta had already at
that time become the capital of Magadha. Narada is said to have
lived in the Kukkutt;rama, no doubt consisting of a few huts or
cottages scattered under the trees in the pleasauncc so called. It
was a well· known resting.place for the Buddhist Wanderers, and
Asoka is said to have built a monastery on the site of it'.
The long poem of old Parapariya, a laudator tcmpom acti, on
the decay of religion since the deat.h of the Master', adds nothing
to political history. So also the edifying ghost·story recorded in the
Peta-vatthn (II, 10) can only, at most, givc us the name of a sort
of public-works otticer at l(osambl shortly after the Buddha's death .
. These few details are all t.hat we can glcan from the 'l'heravada
Canon concerning the history of India for more than a hundred
and sixty years, And the chl'oniclers and commentators do not
add very much more, They have preserved indeed a dynastic list
of the kings of Mag'"dha with regnal years of most of the kings,
The list is as follows,
,J. . j;.. / , 3~' 'f
Ajatasattu
reigned 32 years
Ud'Ji.bhadda

Anuruddha}
Mu~4a

Nagadasaka
Susunaga

"
"
"

KaJMoka

"

His 10 sons
Nine Nandas
Chandagutta

"

"

"
"

16
8

24
18

28
22
22

24

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
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2 A. m, 57-B3.
I Maoot-'a1!i',su IV, 2, 3; Divyavudiina 369,f S. v"I7l; A. v, 342; ~[. I, 350; Divy. 368,434; T. Wa.tters, On Yuan Chwang,
II, 98, 99.
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There are other lists extant, not so complete, and not always
with the regnal years given, in .Jain, Hindu, or Buddhist Sanskrit
works. They have been carefully compared and discussed, by
,Yo Geiger, in a very reasonable and scholarly way I . . He comes·to
the conclusion that, on the whole, the above list is, better
supported than the others. This may well be the Case; but at the
same time it must be confessed that the numbers seem much too
regular, with their multiples of six and eight, to be very probably
in accordance with fact. And we are told nothing at all of any of
the other kingdoms in India, or even of the acts of the kings thus
named, or of the extent of the growing kingdom of Magadha
during any of their reigns. The list gives us only the bare bones
of the skeleton of the history of one district.
. ,.. ""I
,

, ....
.-.. ....
"

CHANDAGUTrA

When the curtain 1ises a".run we have before us a picture
blurred and indistinct in detail, but in its main features made
more or less intelligible by what has been set out above. :' ,
India, as shown in the authOlities there quoted, appeared as a
number of kingdoms and republics with a constant tendency
towards amalgamation. This process had proceeded further in
Kosala than elsewhere; that great kingdom being by far the most
important state in Northern India, and very nearly if not quite as
large as modern France. It occupied the very centre of the territories mentioned in those authorities; it had its capital near the
borders of what is now NepHI; and it included all the previous
states or duchies between the Himalayas on the north and the
Ganges on the west and south. 'rhe original nucleus of this
great kingdom was the territory now the seat of the Gurkhas, and
these Kosalans were almost certainly, in the main at least, of
Aryau race. For the heads of houses among them (the gahapatis)
are called riijiino, the same as the clansmen (the lmla-puttii) in
the free republics. Of the surrounding kingdoms l\fagadha, though
much smaller, was the most progre8Sive. It had just absorbed
Ailga, and at the last moment we saw it attacking, and with
success, the powerful Va.ijian confederation. The rise of this new
star in the extreme South-East was the most interesting factor in
the older picture.
The new picture as shown in the Ceylon chronicles and in the
classical authors (especially those based on the statements in
1

Mahiiva7JUla (English translation). Intr. pp. xl-xh·i.
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the Indika of Mega;;thenes) show us Magadha triumphant. All
the kingdoms, duchics, and clans have lost their independence.
Evcn the great Kosalan dominion has been absorbed. And for the
first time in the history there is one paramount anthority from
Bengal to Mghanistan, and from the Himalayas down to the
Vindliya range.
We shall probably never know how these great changes, and
especially the fall of Kosala, were brought about. And we have
no information as to the degree in which the various local authorides're'tained any shadow of power, Were the taxes fixed by the
c~ntral powCl',and collected by its own officers? Or were the local
rates rriaill'tained and collected by a local authority j If the latter,
were the actual sums received paid over to the eentral office at
Pataliputta, ~r was a yearly tribnte fixed by the paramount power?
On theae and similar questions we are still quite in the dark.
Bnt ol!r two sets of authoritics, ,vhich are quite iudcpendent of
~lIle another, agree iu the little they do tcll us.
. " Unfortunately each set is open to very serious objections.
The,Chronicles are quite good as chronicles go, and we have them
ilOt only complete but well edited and translated. But of cOllrse
,ye cannot expect from documents written fifteen hundred years
or more ago, any of that historieal criticism that we are only just
lieginlliug to use in the ,Vest. They are written throughout for
edification, and in the ~[ahavUIp8a 'sometime,s also for amusement;
they are in verse, and are not infrequently nearer to poetry than
history; and though based on a continuous tradition, that tradition
is now lost. On the other hand, the work of Megasthencs, written
diu'ing the life-time of Challdagutta, is itself lost. What we have
ai'e fragmeU'ts preserved more or less accurately, and with the best
i~telltiolls, by later Latin and Greek authors. WllCre what is
evidently intended as a quotation from the same passage in
l\fe~:a.,tlu;nes is found in more than one of these later authors the
p~esentations of it do not, in several cases, agree. This throws
doubt all the correctness of those quotations which, being found
ll! one autl;or only, callnot be so tested. A number of the quotations contain statcments that, as they stand, are glaringly absurd
-stories of gold-digging allts, lIIen with ears large enough to sleep
in, men without mouths, and 80 on. Strabo therefore calls l\1egasthenes mendacious. But surely such stories (and other things)
only show that Megasthenes was just as ignorant of the modern
rules of historical evidence as the Chroniclers were, and for the
same reason. Strabo's idea of criticism is 110 better than that of
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those who ignore the Chroniclers on the gronnd that they are
mendacious. As will be seen in Chapter XVI which deals more
fully with the Greek and Latin writers on Ancient India, it is more
probable that in these fairy-tales of his lIfegasthenes, like Herodotus
before him, had either accepted in good faith stories which were
current in the India of his day, or had merely misunderstood sonie
Indian expression.
AGE OF THE AUTHORITIES USED

It remains now to give some account of the literature from
which our knowledge of early Buddhism is chiefly deriv;d, and so
f0l1n some estimate of its value as a source of history.' This
literature which deals mainly with ethics and religion, grew up
gradually among those followers of the Buddha who dwelt in the
republics and kingdoms specified above. There are now 27 books',
and only three of them deal with the rules of the Order. But'these 27
are mostly anthologies of earlier shorter passages. The Patimokkha
for instance-one of the earliest documents-has 227 8uttas, and
they are of the average length of about three lines; ~nd the SlIas,
a string of moral injunctions, are, if taken separately, quite short.
But neither of these tracts, eacb of them already a compilation,
now exists as a separate book. They are found only as imbedded
in longer works of later date. It took about a centnry for the
more important works, the Vinaya and the four Nik"yas" to te
nearly finished about as we have them. (Sec p. 195.)
.
The next centnry and a half saw the completion of the supplementary works-the supplements to the Vinaya and the four
Nikayas; the thirteen books of the supplementary fifth Nikaya
,
(much of it based on older material); and the seven Abhidhamma
books, mainly a new c1russification of the psychological ethics of
the four Nikayas.
So far the books had been divided into Dhamma and Vinaya;
that is to say, religion aud the regulations of the Order. Now,
after the close of the canOIl, a new division begins to appear, that
into three Pitakas (or Baskets) of Vinaya, Sutta, and Abhidhamm'a.
'Ve do not yet know exactly when or why this new division arose
and superseded the older one'. As late as the fifth ccnt. A.D. we
I The titles of the five Nikiiyas are as follows:
1. Digha;::;the long Suttas i
2. Ma.jjbima=the Suttas of medium length; 3. Sa.~yutta=Sutta.s forming connected
groups; 4. Angutta.ra.=Suttaa arranged aooording to a progressive enumera.tion (from
one to eleven) of the subjects with which they deal; 5. Kbuddaka,=smaller works a.nd
miscellaneEl..
:I: Perhaps the oldest reference to the three Pi~akag is in Kanishka's Inser., Ep.
bid. VnI, 176.
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find Bllddhaghosha still putting the Vinaya and the Abhidhamma
into the supplementary fifth Nikayat, though he and other commentators also usc the newCi' phmse'.
The anthorities on which our account of early Buddhist history
is based are therefore the four Nikayas, with occasional nse of
other works mainly of such as are iucluded in the fifth or supplementary Nikaya. Concerning the period to which the Nik.lyas
belong we have some c\1dence, partly internal and partly external.
To take the latter first:
'Asoka in the Bhabra Edict recommends his co-religionists the
special study of seven selected passages. Two of the titles given are
ambiguous. Four of the others are from the four Nik"yas, aud the
remainiug one from the Sutta Nip.'ita now inclnded in the fifth
Nikaya. As was pointed out a quarter of a century ago' it is a critical
mistake to take these titles as the names of books extant in Asoka's
time. . They arc the names of edifying passages selected from an
existing literature. It is as if an old inscription had been fonnd
asking Christians to lcam and ponder over the Beatitudes, the
Prodigal Son, the exhortation to the Corinthians on Charity, and so
on. There are no such titles in the New Testament. Before short
passages could be spoken of by name in this familiar manner a
certain period of time must have elapsed; aud we should be
jnstified in assuming that the literature in which the passages
were found was therefore older than the inscription'.
Further, in certain inscriptions in the Asoka characters of a
somewhat later date there arc recorded names of donors to
Buddhist monuments. The names being similar, distinguishing
epithets are used-X. who knows Suttantas, X. who knows the
Pitaka (or perhaps the Pi(;.'1kas, Pelaki), X. who knows the five
Nikayas. These technical terms a" names for books are, with one
exception, fotlnd only in that collection we now call the P,lli
Pi takas. The exception is the word Pi{aka. That is not found
iu the four Nikayas in that sense; and even in the fifth Nikaya it is
only approximating to that sense and has not yet reached it. One
would naturally think, if these Nikayas had been put together after
these inscriptions, that they would have used the term in the seuse
it then bad, and has ever since continued to have; more especially
as that sense-the whole collection of the hooks-is so very con·
venient, and expresses an idea for which they have no other word.
At£h4.siUin'i, 26.
2 Ibid. 27; Slim. ViZ. I. 15.

I

8

So also Mil. 21, 90; Thig• .tL 199; Dhp. A. m. 38J.
Rh.D., Quediom of King lJIilinda, I, xxxvii if.
4 Sea J.P.T.S., 1896.
C.R.I.I.
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Thirdly, the commentators both in India and Ceylon say that
the Katha-vatthu, the latest book in the three Pitakas, as we now
have them, was composed by Moggliputta Tissa at Asoka's court
at Pa(.aJiputta in N. India at the time of the Council held there in
the eighteenth year of Asolm's reign. At the time when they
made this entry, the commentators held the Pitakas to be the
word of the Buddha, and believed also that the Dltamma had been
already recited at the Council held at Rajagaha after the death of
the Buddha. It seems quite impossible, therefore, that they could
have invented this information about Tiss3- They found it in the
records on which their works were based; and felt compelled to
hand it on. Being evidence, as it were, against themselves, it is
especially worthy of credit. And it is in accord with all that we
otherwise know. Anyone at all acquainted with the history of the
gradual change in Buddhist doctrine, and able to read the Kathavatthu, will find that it is just what we should expect for a book
composed in Asoka's time. It has now been edited and translated
for the PaJi Text Society; and not a single phrase or even word
has been found in it referable to a later date. It quotes largely
•
"
from all five Nikayas '.
The above is all the external evidence as yet discovered, and
the third point, thongh external as regards the.Nikayas, is internal
as regards the Pitakas. 'l'he internal evidence for the age of the
Xikayas is very small, bnt it is very cnrions,
Firstly, the four Nikayas quote one another. Thus Aliguttara
v, 46 quotes Sa,\lyutta I, 12(); but in giving the name of the
work quoteu it docs not say Sal1lyutta, but KU1nari~a>iha-the
title of the particular Sutta qnoted. 'l'he Sal1lyutta quotes two
Suttantas in the Dfgha by name-the Sa"ka~aiilta and the
Brahma-jala 2• It follows that, at the time when the four Nikayas
were put together in their present form, Snttas and Snttantas
known by their present titles were already curreut, and handed
down hy memory, in the community.
More than that there are, in each of the four Nikayas, a very
large number of stock passages on ethics found in identical words
in one or more of the others. 'l'hese accepted forms of teaehiug,
varying in length from half a page to a page or more, formed part
of the already existing material ont of which the Nikayas were
composed. Some of the longer Suttantas consist almost entirely
of strings of such stock passages'.
1

2
:I

See the passages collected in Dialogues of the Bu.ddha.
S. lU, 13 (with fL difference of reading). and S. IV, 287.
For instance, the SalNJiti, D. IIJ, 207.

I,

pp. xi, xii.
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There are also entire episodes containing names of persons and
places and acconnts of events-episodes which recur in identical
terms in two or more of the Nikayas. About two-thirds of the
Maha-parinibbtina Suttanta consists of such "ccurring cpi$odes or
stock passages!. This will help to show the manner in which the
books were built up.
.Several conversations recorded in the Nikayas relate to events
which occurred two or three years after the Buddha's death; and
one passage (Anguttara III, 57-62) is based on an event abont 40
years after it.
The four Nikayas occupy sixteen volumes of Pali text. They
contain a very large number of references to places. No place on
the EAAt of India south of Kaliilga, and no place on the West of
India, south of the Godamri, is mentioned. The ~soka Edicts,
dealing in a few pages with similar matter, show a touch wider
knowledge of South India, and even of Ceylou: We must allow
some generations for this increase of knowledge'.
, .. 'At the end of each of the fonr Nikayas there are added
portions which are later, both in language and in psychological
theory, than the bulk of each Nikaya.
- All the facts thns emphasised wonld be explained if these
collections had been put together out of older material at a period
abOut, half way between the death of the Buddha and the accession
of Asoka. Everything has had to be stated here with the utmost
brevity. Bnt it is important to add that this is the only working
hypothesis that has been put forward. It is trne that the old
battle cries, such as 'Ceylon books' or 'Southern Buddhism' are
still: sometimes heard. But what do they mean! The obvious
inteipretation is that the Pali Pitakas were composed in Ceylonthat is, that when the Ceylon bhikkh,~. began to write in Prlli
(which 'was about Bnddhaghosa's time) they wrote the works on
which Bnddhaghosa had already commented. This involves so
many palpable absurdities that it cannot be the meaning intended.
Until those who use such terms tell us what they mean hy them, we
must decline to accept as a working hypothesis the vague insinnation of question-begging epithets. We do not demand too much.
A working hypothesis need not propose to settle all questions.
Bnt it mnst take into consideration the evidence set out above;
and it must give a rational explanation of slIch facts as that this
See the table of references, and detailed discussion, in the introduction to Dia.
il, 71-77.
, This point is discussed more fully in Buddhist India, pp. 28-34.

1
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literature does uot mentiou Asoka, or S. Iudia, or Ceylon; and
that, though there is a clear progress in its psychology and its
Buddhology, it gives no connected life of the Buddha, such as wo
find in Sanskrit poems and Pitli commentaries.
On the last point the evidence, being very short, may be given
here. There arc a large nnm ber of references to the places at
which the Bnddha was stopping, when sonie conversation or other
on an ethical or philosophical question took place. These have
not yet been collected and analysed. Theu there are a small
number of short references, in a sentence or two or a page or two,
to some incident in his life. And lastly we have two episodes, of
a cousiderahle nnmber of pages, descrihing the two important
crises in his career, the beginning and the close of his mission.
Out of approximately 6000 pages of text in the four Nikayas less
than two hundred in all are devoted to the Buddha's life.
Of the long episodes the first is in the Ma.ijhima ' , and describes
the events of the period from the time when he had first become a
Wanderer down to his attainment of Nibbana (or Arahantship)
under the Bodhi Tree'. 'l'he events arc not the names and dates
of kings and battles, bnt events in religious experience, the
gradually increased grasp of ethical and philosophical concepts,
the victory won Over oneself. The Vinaya, very naturally, continues this episode down to the time of the fOlinding of the O~der,
the sending forth of the sixty and the accession of the most
famous of the Arahants'. This episode covers abont seven Years,
the Vinaya addition to it being responsible for one. The: other
long episodc, about twice as long as the first, describes in detail
the events of the last month of the Bnddha's life. It is contained
in the Digha, and forms a whole Suttanta, the iJIahii-parinihMna
Sllttanta, rcfcrred to above as a composite document.
We have no space to consider the shorter references; but,the
following table specifies the more important, arranged chronologically:
: ,.'
Youthj three residences. Dighau,21j Arig.~ 145.
!I. I
The going forth. Drgha I, 115 j II, 151; Ang. I, 146; Malihima. I, 163;
R N. 405-424.
3. His teachers. Majjhimll I, 163 j Salflyutta IV, 83 i DIgha III, 126.
4. His trial of asceticism. MaJjbima 1,17-24, 114, ~67, 240-248.
..
5, Nibbana. MaJjhima I, 23,116-118,167,173,248-250 j Vinaya 1,1-4.
t ,'j'

1.

2.

1

~

3

Vol. I, pp. 163-175 a.nd 240-249. Repea.ted at vol.
The word NibMna occurs, p. 167.
Vinaya I, 1-44.

li,

p. 93, and aga.in p. 212.
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6.

Explanation of the Path. Sa'llYlltta. III, 66 j IV, 34 j v, 421; Maijhima I, 135,
300 j Vinnya I, 8-14.
7. Sending out of the Sixty. Salllyutt.'t I, 105; Villaya I. 2l.
8, Tho last month. Digha n, 72-168.

The relative age, within t.he Canon, of each of these passages,
has to be considered as a question distinct from that of the books
into which they are now incorporated. Towards the solution of
these questions some little progress has been made, and the tentative conclusions so far reached are shown in the following table.
GROWTH OF BUDDIDST LITERATURE FROM THE TIME OF THE
BUDDHA DOWN TO AsoRA.

· ,1. The simple statements of doctrine now found in identical
words recurring in two or more of the present books-the stock
passages or Snttas.
2: Episodes (not of doctrine only) simila.-Jy rccnrring.
" 3.' Books quoted in the prescnt books bnt no longer existing
separately-the Silas, the l',j,rayanfl, the Octadcs, tho Patimokkha,
ete.
· ,4. Certain poems, ballads, or prose passages found similarly
recurring in the present anthologies, or otherwise showing signs
of greater age.
5. The four Nikayas, the Sutta Vibhailga and the Khandakas.
Approximate dates 100 A.I!.
6. Sutta Nipata, Thera- and Theri-g.ith'l, the U danas, the
KIt uddaka Patha.
The Jatakas (verses only), and the Dhammapadas.
',Ii. The Niddesa, the Iti-vuttakas, and the Patisambhida.
9. The Peta- and Vimana-vatthu, t.he Ap'ldanas, and the
BuddhavaIJlsa.
.
.
· . i o. The Abhidhamma books, the latest of \vlii¢h is the Kathavatthu"and the oldest, perhaps, t.he DhanlIlIa-sailgm.li.

::,7.

CHAPTER VIII
"

'II

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS ACCORDING TO EARLY'
BUDDHIST LITERATURE
, ,

THE following analysis is constructed from a number ofincidcnta.
allusions to economic conditions in the great P'lli thesaurus of the
Jataka, and, to a 1Il0re limited extent in the Vinaya, and all!o in
the other books of tl,e Sutta Pitaka" of which the Jataka is a'part.
Dr Fick's admirable monograph Die sociale Glwderung in Indie/i
is similarly based. 'I'hat work deals chiefly with social conditi,?ns.
The present chapter, on the other hand, is mainly economic in
scope, and only in a minor degree sociological. It is true that the
evidence is drawn very largely fl'om stories. But it is fairly clear
that the folk in those tales have given them a parochial setting
and local colour. And this is frequently borne out by the coincident testimony of othcr books not dealing with folk-Ioi'e':'
'I'he rural economy of India at the coming of Buddhism' was
based chiefly on a system of village communities of landowners; oi·
what in Enrope is known as peasant proplietorship. Th'e Jataka
bears very clear testimony to this. 'I'here is no such clear testiinony
in it to isolated large estates, or to great feudatorieR, Or to absolute
lords of the soil holding such estates. In the monarchies, the
king, though autocratic and actively governing, had a right to a
titl,e on raw produce, collected as a yearly tax; and only to ihis
extent could'he,be considered the ultimate owner of the soil. All
abandoned, all forest land the king might dispose of'; and 'under
this right was included the reyersiou to the crown of all property
left intestate or 'ownerless'2 a custom which mayor may not be a
survival of an older feudaliRm. 'I'he sovereign was moreover entitled to 'milk money,' a perquisite paid by the nation when an
heir was born to him', and he could declare a geneml indemnity
for prisoners at any festal occasion'. Besides these privileges he
lD.I , S7 . .
28. I, 89 (Kindred Sayings, I, 115); Jat. lU, 302 5 ; cf. IV, 485; VI, a48.
3 lb. IV, 323.
4 lb. lV, 176; v, 285; \'I, 327.
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could impose forced labour or rajakariya on the people, bnt
this may have been limited to the confines of his own cstates.
Thus the peasant proprietors enclose a deer-reserve for their king,
that they might not be summoned to leal'e their tillage to beat up
game for him'. A much more oppressive extent of cOI'vee is predicted only of a state of civic decay'. The tithe on produce was
levied in kind, measured out either by the village syndic or headman (gama-hlwjaka), or by an official (a mahiimatta) at the barn
doors', or by survey of the crops'. Some of the rice and other
grain may presumably have been told off for the special granaries
kept filled for urgency, in war or famine', but Buddhist books make
no clear reference to sucb an institution. The amount levied seems
to have varied from! to 6, according to the decision of the ruling
power' or other circumstances. And thc contributions raised at
one Or more giimas (villages), rural or suburban, could be made
over by a monarch (or by his chief queeu S) to anyone he wished to
endow, e.g., to a daughter 011 her marriageO, a minister lU, a Brahman 11,
a merchant, etc." Again, the king could remit the tithe to any
person" or groupu.
We have no direct evidence of such a tithe or other tax being
levied ou the commonwealth by any of the republics or oligarchies
mentioned in the Buddhist eanOD, such"" the S[,kiyas, Koliyas,
Licehavis, Mallas, etc." But that they did so raise the state
revenue, in the case at least of the Sakiyas, seems to be attested
by Asoka's inscription on the Lumbini 01' Uummindei pillar tG•
'l'he tithe thus remitted on the occasion of A.oka's visit to the
birthplace of the Buddha, must have been imposed by the Sakiyas
at a date prior to the Mauryan hegemony. 'l'he Sakiyas and
other repnblics are recorded as meetillg for political business at
their own mote-halls", allcl mllst inevitably have had a financial
policy to discuss and carry out. That their enactments could bc
somewhat drastically paternal appears ill the case of the Malia
clansmen of Kusinara, who imposed a fine of 500 (pieces) on anyone who 'wcnt not forth to welcome the Blessed One' when he

n

1 At Benarcs, Jat. I, 149; the AiljllJl!\ Wood at Saket:.a, ib. III, 270.
\ ~ lb. I; 3S9. A certain f£lJlliliarity with oppreJ:lsive taxaMon is suggested by ib. v,
99' ff; cf. I, 339; II,240.
a lb. 11, 378.
4 lb. IV, 169.
6 Ind. Ant., 1896, pp. 261 f.
(I cr. Gautama x, 24; Manu, nI, 130; Biihler, Trans. Vienna Acacl. JUIl. 1897;
V. A. Smith, .T.R.A.S., 1897, 618 f.
7 Jat. III, 9.
a lb. v, 44.
\I lb. II, 237, 403,
10 lb. I, 354; VI,261.
11 D. I, 87; Jat. In, 229.
12 lb. VI, 344.
13 lb. IV, 169.
H lb. I, 200.
U See Buddhist India, 22.
16 J.R.A.S. 1898, 546 f.
17 D. I, 91; cr. Dialogues of the Buddha, I, 113, n. 2.
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drew near, on his tonr, to their town'. These Mallas were also
possessed ofa mote-halI ("ant/u7giira) for parliamentary diseussious'
-a class of buildings iIIustrated by tbe bas-relief of a celestial
House of I,ords 011 the Bharhut Stiipa '.
Land might, at least ill the kingdom of Magadha, he given
away, and in that of Kosala, be sold. In the former case, a B",hman
landowner offers a thousalld ka>'lsas of his estate as a gift'; in
the latter, a merchant (by a little sharp practice) ent...ngles an
unwilling nohle in the sale of a park'. And in the law-books
we read that land might be let against a certain share of the
produce'. The holdings too in the arable land, calIed the khetta,
of each village would be subject to redistribution and redivision
among a family, as one generation succeeded another. It is not
clear whether any member of a village community could give or
sell any of the ""etta to all outsider. It is just possible that the
old tradition, expresscd in the Brahmal.Jas when a picce of land
was given as a sacrificial fee-' And the Earth said; Let no mortal
give me away! "-may have survived in the villages as a communal,
anti-alienising feeling concerning any disintegration of the basis of
their social and economic unity. We shonld anyway expect, from
what is revealed in the early Buddhist books, to find such a senti,
ment upheld, less by the infrequent rural autocrat and his' little
kiugdom of country-seat, tenant-farmers, and -serfs, than by tile
prcponderating groups of cultivators, each forming a gama.
When, in the Jutaka legend. a king of Videha abandons the
world as anchoritc, he is dcscribed as renouncing hath his capital,
the city (nagam) of :\IithiIii, seven yoJanas (in circumference), and
his realm of sixteen thousand glimas'. It may sound incredible
that a cOllntry owning such a wealth of 'villages' should contain
but one tOWIl, and that so vast in extent, as to suggest inclusion
not only of parks but of suhurban giimas". There was not, however, any such hard and fast line between giima and nigarna (small
town) to warrant the exclusion, in this description, of some glimas
which may have amounted to nigamas. A similar vagueness holds
betwecn our 'town' and 'villagc:
A glima might apparently mean anything from a group of two
or three hOllses lO to au indefinite number. It was the generic,
inclusive term for all inhabited settlement, not possessing the
Yin. I, 247 (Mah. VI~ 06).
Cunningham, Stiipa oj B}ui.rlmt, pI. XVI.
a Yin. II, 158 f. (Cull. V. Vl, 4, 9 f.).
6 Apa.st. II, 11, 28 (1) j I, 6, 18 (20).
8 Jat. III, 365.
\j lb. VI, 330.
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lV,

281.

9atap. Br. XIII, 7, 15.
Childers, Pali Dictionary
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fortifications of a nagara, or the ruler's palace of a rajadhanf.
The numher of inhabitants in the gamas of the Jataka tales varied
from 30 to 1000 families. And family (l,ula), it must be remembered,
was a more comprehensive unit than it is with us, including not
only father and mother, children and grandparents, but also the
wives and children of the sons. aama, it is true, might be used
to differentiate a class of settlement, as in the compound garnanigarna, . 'villages and towns'; bnt it is also used in the wider,
looser sense of group as opposed to single house, For instance, a
file, when starting in a honse, may extend to the whole gama',
When a: bhikkhu leaves park, forest, 01' mountain to seek alms, he
'enters the gama',' whether it be a neighboming village, or the
suburbs of great Savatthi 3•
. Of such cities there were but few in Northern India. Less than
twenty arc named'. Six of them only are reckoned by the Thera
Ananda as sufficiently important cities (malia-nagar,,) to be the
scene of a Bnddha's final passing away:-Siivatthi, Champa,
Rajagaha, Saketa, Kosambi, Benares. Kusinara, where that event
actually took place, he depreciates as not a 'village,' but a jungle
'townlet' (nagamka)'. The greatness of Piitaliputra (Patna) was
yet to come, In the absence of any systematic account of this
rural organisation in ancient records, it is better to refrain from
laying down any homogeneous scheme, 'No doubt different villages, in different distticts, varied one from another in the customs
of land-tenure, and in the rights of individual householders as
against the conimnnity'.' The jungles and rivers of the vast
Ganges valley fostered independent development probably at
least as much as the hill-barriers in the Alps have done in the
c_ of Swiss and Italian peasant communities down to this day.
. Around the gam", which appears to have been classed as of
the country (janapada)', of the border (paccanta)', or as suburban,
lay its kltetta, or pastures, and its woodland or uncleared jungle:primeval forest like the Andhavana of Kosala, the Sitavana of
Magadha, the PacinilvaT!lsil-daya of the Sakiya Territory, retreats
traditionally haunted by wild beasts alld by gentler woodland
sptites, and where l\Iara, the Lneifer of seductive evil influences,
might appeal' in One shape or another', Different from these were
Milindapanha, 47.
Yin. passim, e.g. CuU. V. v, 12; 29. Cf. Thig. ver. 304; Cmnm. p. 175.
3: Jat. J, 106; Psalms of the Brethren, p. 34, cf. p. 24; v. ini. p. 208.
" Buddhist i1Jdia, 34 0'.
~ D. D. 146.
8 Buddh. Ind. 44 f.
1 Jiit. I, 318.
S lb. 1,215; cf. v. 46.
o See Psalms of the Early Buddhisu I, II passim; d. Il, p. 151, n. 1.
1
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such suhurban groves as tllC Bamboo Grove belonging to Magadha's
king, the Afljanavana of Saketa, the .Jetavana ofSavatthl. Through
those other uncleared woodlands and moorlands, where the folk went
to gather their firewood and litter', ran caravan routes, roads that
were at times difficult because of swampy passages after rain, and
here and there dangerous, less on account of agb'1'essive beasts than
because of brigands, not to mention demonic bipeds'.
Adjoining or merged into these wilder tracts were supplementary grazing pastures' of herds of cattle' and goats',-herds
belonging to king' or commoners'. Commoners customarily entrusted their flocks to a communal neatherd, as we find in the
Penninc Alps to-day (10 .fromageur). We find him either penning
his herds at night in sheds!!, or, more often, bringing them back
every evening and connting them out to the several owners, varyiug the pasturage from day to day'. The official name, gopc1laka,
and the context suggest that dairywork was not usually expected
of him so much as sagacity in minding his'beasts".
Thc arable ground of the gc1ma lay without the clustered
dwcllings, since these were apparently enclosed by a wall or
stockade with gates (gc1madvc1ra)n. Fences", snares", and field
watchmen" gnarded the khetta or giimakhetta from intrusive
beasts and birds, while the internal boundaries of each householder's plot were apparently made by channels dug for co-operative
irrigation ". These dividing ditches, rectangular and curvilinzar,
were likened, at least in the l\Iagadha khettas, to a patchwork
rohe, and prescribed by the Buddha as a pattern for the unifOllll
of his Order: torn pieces of cast-away cloth sewn together, ',a
thing which could not be coveted'''. The limits of the whole khetta
might be extended by fresh clearing of forest land ". And whereas
thc majority of holdings were probably small, manageable singlehanded or witll sons and perhaps a hired man", estates of lOOO
lcar'i.sa8 (acres!) and more occur in the Jatakas, fanned by Brlhmans". In the Suttas, again, the Brahman Kasibharadv;;ja is
employing 500 ploughs and hired mcn (bltatikc1)~ to guide plough
and oxeJl~l.
Jat. t, 317 j v, 103.
~ Tb. I, 99.
3 lb. I, 3~8.
" lb. III, 149; IV, 326.
lb. In, 401.
6 lb. 1, 240.
1 lb. I, 194, 388; ct. Rigveda, x, 19.
sIb, 1,388; lII,149.
\I A. I, 205; ill. Dhp. Camm. I, 157.
10 A. v, 350.
11 Jat. I, 239; II, 76, 135; nI, 9; IV, 370 (nLgama).
12 lb. t, 215.
13 lb. I, 143, 154.
14 lb. II, 110; IV, 277.
16 Dhp.,.,er. 80=145= Therag. 19; Jat. IV, 167; I, 336i v,412.
16 Yin. Texts II, 207-9 (llIah. VIII, 12).
Of. Psa. oj the Brethren, p. 152.
17 Jiit. II, 357; IV, 167.
18 lb. t, 277: XII, 162; IV, 167.
l~ lb. In, 293; IV, 276.
20 S.N. I, 4; ct. S. I, 171; Jat. III, 293.
~l lb. II, 165; 300.
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-Rice was the staple article of food'; besides which seven other
kinds of grain are mentioned 2; sugar-caneS and fruits, vegetables
and flowers were also cultivated.
Instances of collectivist initiative reveal a relatively advanced
sense of citizenship in the {lamas. The peasant proprietors had a
nominal head in tbe bhojaka or beadman, who, as their representative at political headquarters and mnnicipal head, was paid by
certain dues and fines'. But all the village residents met to confer
with him and each· other on civic and political matters. And
carrying the upshot of their counsels into effect, they built new
mote-halls and rest-houses, constructed reservoirs and parks, and
took turns at a voluntary corvee in keeping their roads in repair',
herein again followed by Alpine pcasants of to-day. Women too
considered it a civic honour to bear their own part in mnnicipal
building'. A further glimpse into thc sturdy spirit in {llima-life is
dught in the Jataka sentiment, that for peasants to leave their
tillage and work for impoverished kings was a mark of social
decay'. Relevant to this is the low socia,] rank assigned to the
hired labourer, who is apparently classed beneath the domestic
slave',
Scarcity owing to drought or to floods is not infrequently
referred to, extending even over a whole kingdom'. '1'his contradictS the 'affirmation' recorded by Megasthenes ", that 'famine
has never visited India,' unless his informant meant a very general
and:protracted famine. '1'he times of scarcity in Buddhist records
apparently refer only to brief periods over restricted areas.
Nothing in all the foregoing evidence has gone to show that, in
the 'India of carly Buddhist literature, the pursuit of agriculture
was· associated with either social prestige 01' social stigma. The
stricter Brahman tradition, not only in the law-books, but also in
the Sutta Nipata, the Maijhima Nikaya, and the Jatakas, expressly
reserved the two callings of agriculture and trMe for the Vai9ya
or' middle class, and judges them unfit for Brahman or noble.
Thus the Brahman Esukarl of Savatthl considcrs village and dairy
farming as not less the property and province of the Vai<;ya than
are bow' and arrow, endowed maintenance (by alms), and sickle and
lb. I, 340; II, 43, 135, 378 j IU, 383; IV, 276.
M. x, 57; also yava (ba.rley) in Jat. n, llO.
S lb. I, 339; Yin. (Malt. VI, 35, 6).
4. lb. I, 199.
4 Jlit. It 19~ f.
6 lb.
7 lb. It 339.
e Cf. D. x, 51; A. I, 145,206; Mil. 147, 331 j trs. II, 210, n. 6.
\I Yin. I, 211, 213 fl. j Yin. Texts, Ill, 220, n. 1; Jiit. I, 329; II, 135, 149, 367;
v, 193; VI,487.
10 M'Crindle, Ancient Ifldiu as deBC'ribed by J.1Iegasthent8, 32.
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yoke, the property and province of noble, Brahman, and working
classes respectively'. And here and there, in the Jataka-book,
Brahmans who engage in agriculture, trade, and other callings are
declared to have fallcn from their Brahmanhood 2. On the other
hand, in both Jatakas and Sutta., not only arc Bl'"ahmans freqneutly found pnrsuing tillagc, cow herding, goat kecping, trade,
hunting, wood-work or carpentry, weaving, caravan gl1!1rding,
a.rchery, Co:'lrriage-drhing, and snakc-channillg 8, but also no refiec·.
tiou is passed upon them for so doing, nay, the Brahman fanner
is at times a notably pious lllall and a Bodhisat to boot'. Dr 1.<ick
is disposed to think that the North-western (Udicca) Brahmans
of the Kurns and Paiichltlas, some of wholll came east and settled
there, inherited a stricter standard'. Nevertheless it is not claimed
for the pious ones just mentioned, living ncar Benal'cs and in,
~fagsdha, that they were Udicca immigrants. Evcn the law-books
pcrmit Brahmans to engage in worldly callings if they are in
straitcned circumstances, or if they take no active share in the
workS.
As for the Kshatriya clansmen of the republics mentioned
above, they were hLrgely cultivators of the soil. For instance, in
the K"nala Jataka, it was thc workmen in the fields of the Sakiyan
aud Koliya 'bhojakas, amaccas, and "parrl,ias' who began to
quarrel ovcr the prior tll1"n to irrigate'. In the cal'licst Indian
literature agricultural and pastoral concepts play a great part.
But even if this implied that a special dignity attached to agriculture, it does not follow that any such tradition survived, if. it,
survived at all, associated with any section of society. There was
among Indo-Aryans little of the feudal tie between laud and lord
with lordship over the land-tillers, which made broad acres a basis
for nobility in the West. However they accomplished their prehistoric invasion of the Ganges basin, 'land-gmbbillg' docs not
seem to havc becn cal1"icd out pari pas8" with sucecss in generalship. 'rhis may have been because the mJIJexation of land to any
wide extent meant clearing of jungle. Except among Dravidian
and Kolarian towns alo';g the rivers, the task of the in~aders,wa~
more likc that of pioneering settlers in America. And there we.
t

M.

II,

Imihma:rJa,
~
:I

170;

Jat. IV, 363 f.
Jat. II, 165; lU, 293; IV, 167.276; III, 401: IV, 15 j v, 22, 471; II, 200; VI,
IV,

207, 457; v, 127.
162.
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E,g. Manu x, 116.
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.. lb.
6

180. The Viisettha-sutta (llf. no. 98; S.N. III, 9) in spiritua.lising t.be tenn
reveals the same exclusive sentiment as current.

Ill,

Sodak Gliederu1I9 in Indien. 138 f •
Jiit, v, 412.
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know that land is not an appanage involving special plivileges and
entailing special claims, bnt a commodity like any other.
'The'slave or servant (dasa, dasi) ,V>"~ an adjunct ill all households able to command domestic service; but slaves do not appeal'
to have been kept, as a rule, in great numbers" either in the house,
or, as in the West, at mining or 'plantation' work. Their treatment differed of course according to the disposition and capacity
of ,both master and slnve. Thus we find, in the Jataka, the slave,
petted, permitted to Icarn writing and handicrafts besides his
ocdinary duties as valet and footman, saying to himself that, at the
,slightest fault he might get 'beaten, imprisoned, branded, and fed
on slave's fare ". But of actual ill-treatment there is scarce any
mention. Two instances of beating oecnr, and in both the victims
were maids. One lies a-bed repeatedly (to test her pious mistress's
temper)'; the other fails to bring home wages'. Presumably she
had been sent to feteh her master's wage, or else had been hired
ont: But we do not meet with runaway slaves. Slavery might
be incurred through capture', commuted death sentence, debt",
volnutary self-degradation', or .iudicial punishment'; on the other
hand, slaves might be manumitted', or might ITee themselves by
payment". They might not, wllile stilI undischarged, be admitted
into the religious commuuity (Sai'.'Iha In.
The hireling, wage-earner, day-Iahourer was no man's chattel,
yet his life was prohably hat'der sometimes than that of the slave".
'He was to a great extent employed on the larger land-holdings".
He"was paid either in board and lodging, or in money-wages".
Manu prescribes regular wages both iu money and kind for menials
in ·the king's service 1ft,
In the arts and crafts, a considerable proficiency and specialisation of industry had been reached. A list of callings given in
the Milindapaiiha, reveals three separate industries in the manufacture of bows and anows, apart ITom any ornamental work ou
the same". In the same work, the allusion to a professional
winnowcr of grain indicates a similar division of labolll' to ollr own
threshing machinists and steamplough-owners who tOIll' in rural
1 Yin. I, 72 (Mah. I, 39); D.l, 60, 72, 92 f., 104; Dialogues oj the Buddha I, 19, 10l.
2 Jat. 1,451 f.
3 ltf. I, 125.
4 Jiit. I, 402 f.
~ lb. lV, 220; VI, 135,
6 lb. VI, 521; Therig. vcr. 444.
7 Yin. J, 72 (.lIlah. J, 39, 1); S11m. Vil. I, 168.
6 Jat. I, 200.
II D. I, 72; PBS. Sisters, p. 117; Pss. Brethren, p. 22; Jat. v, 313.
10 lb, VI, 547.
H Vin, I, 76 (Muh. I, 46 f.).
12 Jat. 1,422; UI,444.
13 lb. lU, 406; IV, 43 i S.N., p. 12.
It lb. II, 139 j m, 326, 444; v,212.
l~ Manu vn, 125 f.
16 ..'lIil. 331.
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distt·icts'. As certain grain crops were reaped twice a year', this
would afford a fairly protmctcd scason of work every few months.
Some trade-names, on the othcr hand, arc as comprehensive as
our 'smith.' As with ns, this word (kammara) might be applied
to a worker in any metal. Va11haki, ag'din, apparently covered all
kinds of woodcraft including shipbuilding, cartmaking', ana architecture', thapati, tacchaka (lit. planer), and bhamakara or turner
being occupied with special modes of woodwork'. A settlement
of va(liJhald" is able to make both furniture aud seagoing ships',
Once more the same worker in stone (l'ilsil1Ja~ko!!aka) builds
houses with the ruined material of a former gilma, and also
hollows a cavity in a crystal as a cage for a mouse'.
Important handicrafts like the three above named and their
branches, the workers in leather, i.e., the leather-dressers, the
'painters,' and others to the number of eighteen were organised
into gilds (sm;<i), according to Jf,taka records; but it is to be
regretted that only four of the eighteen crafts thus organised arc
specifically mentioned, 'the wood workers, the smiths, the leatherdressers, the painters and the rest, expert in various crafts", At
the head of each gild was a prcsident (pamukha) or alderman
(jeUhaka), and these leaders might be important ministers in
attendance upon and in favolll' with the king. Occasionally these
functionaries quarrelled, as at Sf,vatthi". And it may havo been
such quarrelling also at Benares that led to the institution of a
supreme headship over all the gilds, an office doubled with that of
treasurer (bha(,(lii,giirika) being founded at that city. It is of
interest to note that this innovation in administrative orgauisation
was made at a time when, according to the legend, the monarchy
is represented as having been electivc, not hereditary, and when
the king who appointed, aud the man who was appointed, were
the sons, respectively, of a mcrchant and a tailor "I 'rhe nature
and extent of the authority of the parnllkha over the gilds is
nowhere clearly shown. Nor is it clear to what extent the dnties
of a bhal.u!agtirika, lit. 'houser of goods,' coincided with our word
'treasurer.' It was not confined to the custody of moneys, for the
1 Mil. !Ol (perhaps a doub~rul rendering; yet there is Ii. professional ploughman in
J5'aka, TI, lSli).
2 Mcgasthenes; cf. M'Crindle, op. cit. 54; 1.', in}. Cha.pter XVI, p. 404.
~ Jul. IV, 207. We find yrinakiiras, ruthakiiras, sakafakiira8 also so (lngaged.
4 Jat. I. 201; IV, 323; Mil. 330, 345.
Ii M. T, 56, 396; m, 144; Dhp. ver. 80.
8 Jat. IV, 159.
7 lb. t, 479.
6 Jat. I, 267, 314 i lU, 281 i IV. 411; VI, 22.
~ lb. II, 12, 52; ct. 7nah~va~(Jhaki in Jat. VI, 332.
10 Jiit. IY, 43.
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Sa;'gha had officials 80 named' ; hence it is possible that it referred
to a supervisiou of the goods made or dealt with by a gild or gilds
aud not only to the king's exchequer.
Nor can we with any certainty fill up the fourteen unnamed
gilds. A great many arts and crafts are mentioned in the books,
Bome of them held in less social esteem than others. Among the
latter were trades connected with the slaying of animals and work
on their bodies, e.g., hunters and trappers, fishermen, butchers, and
tanners. Yet other such despised callings were those of snake·
charming, acting, dancing and mnsic, rush weaving and chariotmaking, the last two because of the despised, probably aboriginal,
folk whose hereditary trades they were. Other more hononrable
crafts were ivory-working, weaving, confectionery, jewelry and
work in precious metals, how and arrow making, pottery, garlandmaking and head-dressing. Besides these handicrafts, there was
the world of river and sea-going folk, the trader or merchant, and,
corresponding in a limited way to the first-named, the caravanescorts and guides or 'land-pilots' (tlUlla-ni!J!JiiTlwka). But although
reference is made in connexion with some of these, to a je{!haka,
ov Elder, no further evidence of civic organisation is forthcoming.
Other instances of trades having jel!"a"as are seamen, or at
least pilots (niyyiimaka) 2, garland makers', caravan traders and
guards', and robbers or brigauds. We read, e.g., of a little robherglima in the hills, ncar Uttara-P"iichfila, numbering 500 families'.
The learner or apprentice (antevtisil,,~ literally' the boarder ')
appears frequently ill Buddhist books, one of which indicates the
relative positions of pupil and master woodwright'. Bnt no conditions of pupillage are anywhere stated.
, The title of setllti (best, chief), which is so often met with and,
withont mnch justification rendered by 'treasurer,' may possibly
imply headship over some class of industry or trading. It is clear
that the famous se!!"i, Anathapil)<:iika of Sa vatthi, the millionaire
lay-snpporter of the Smigha, had some authority over his fellowtraders. Five hundred se!this, e.g., attended him in his presentatidn of the J etavana to the Bllddha '. Unless these we!'e cOllYelled
from different towns, tile number in any aile town was not limiterl
to one or a few. They are usually described as wealthy, and as
engaged in commerce. Dr Fiek is probably right ill alluding to
them as representing the mercantile profession at court'. The
Yin. n, 176 (Cull. V. VI, 21, 2).
2 Jiit. IV, 137.
lb. I, 368; n, 295, 335.
5 lb. It 296 f. j fl, 388;
, lb. I, 251; v. 2901.; Attha.siilini, p. 111.
'I Jat. I, 93..
8 Op. cit., p. 167 f.
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word certainly implied an office (rhana 1) held during life. There
might be a chief (rnaha) seHhi, and an anuscllhi or subordinate
officer'; a commentary even refers to the insignia of a seW,irchatta
(1IInbrelia of state)'.
The remarkable localisation of industries revealed in B'uddhist
literature has already been noticed. This is observable especially
in the case of craft-villages of woodwrights', ironsmiths', and
potters'. These were either suburban to large cities, or rural, and
constitnting as such special markets for the whole countryside, as
we see in the ironsmiths' garna just cited, to which people came
from the garnas round abont to have razors, axes, ploughshares,
goads, and needles made. On the Ganges or further afield there
were trapper gamas, supplying game, skins, ivory, etc. 1
Within the town we meet with a fnrther localisation of trades
in certain streets, if not qnarters, e.g., the street (vUhi) of the
ivory workers in Benares', the dyers' street', the weavers' ,'place'
<!hana)", the Ves",'1s' (Vai~yas, merchants?) street".
Combined with this widespread corporate regulation of indnstrial life, there was a 'l'ery general but by no means cast-iron
custom for the son to follow the calling of the father. Not only
individuals but families are frequently referred to in terms of their
traditional calling. The smith, e.g., is Smithson; Siiti the fisherman's son is Sati the fisherman; Chund" the smith is called
Chunda Smithson, ete." This, however, is not peculiar to Indian'or
even to Aryan societies, up to a certain stage of development.
Even of our own it was said but half a century ago that the line of
demarcation between different employments or grades of work
had till then been 'almost equivalent to an hereditary distinction
of caste'''. In modern India no doubt these lines of demarcation
ha'l'c intensified in the course of centuries, and have split up the
industrial world into a, to us, bewildering 11umber of sections, or,
as the Portuguese called them, castes.
The Jatakas reveal here and there a vigorous etiquette observed
by the Brahman' colour' in the matter of eating with, or of the
food of, the despised Chal,l\lalas, as well as the social intolerance felt
Jiit. I, 122; cf. Vin. Text'. J, 102, note 3,
Yin. I, 19 (]}fah. I, 9); Jrit. V, 384.
3 Villlii1w.-vatthu (Comm.), 66.
4 Jat. II, 18, 405; IV, 159. 207.
6 lb. In, 281.
6 Th. III, 376, (408).
7 lb. VI, 71, nesCidagiima; cf. III, 49; Therig. (Oomm.), 220, migaluddakagiima. '
8 Jilt. I, 320; II, 197.
~ lb. IV, 81.
10 lb. I, 356.
n lb. VI, 485.
12 M. I, 256; D. 11, 127 r. (' kammiiraputto' and' kammiiro ') j Jilt. I, 98, 194, 312 ;
79. Cf. lIesiido=lllddaplttto = luddo, Jilt. III, 330 f. ; v, 356-S.
la J. S. Mill, Political Economy I XIV. 2.
1
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for the latter by the burgess class'. The J"taka commentary tells
the story of a slave-gil"l, daughter of a slave and a Khattiya, whose
father pretended to eat with her only thaL she might he passed ofl"
before the Kosalans, seeking a nobly born consort for their king,
as a thorough-bred Sakiyan'.
On the other hand, a great many pa.'lSages from both ,Jiitaka
and other canonical books might be quoted to show that the four
'colours' are on the whole to be taken in no stricter sense than we
speak of' lords and commons,' 'noblesse, eglise, ticrs-etat/ 'upper,
middle, lower classes: That Brahmans claimed credit if born of
Brahmans on both sides for generations back', betrays the existence
of many born from a less pure' eonnnbinm.' In the K USC! Jiitaka, a
Brahman takes to wife the childless chief wife of a king without
'losing caste' thereby'. Elsewhere in the Jataka-book princes,
Brahmans, Setthis are shown forming friendships, sending their
sons to the same teacher, aJ.ld even eating together and intel'malTying, without incurring any social stigma or notoriety as
innovators or militants'_
'l'he following instances may be
quoted:A kings son, pure bred, cedes his share of the kingdom to his
sister, turns trader and travels with his caravans, A prince, whose
wife in a fit of displeasure has returned to her father, appreutices
himself at that father's court, without entailing subsequent social
disgrace, to tho court potter, florist, and cook successively, in order
to gain access to her '. Another noble, fleeing from his brother,
hires himself to a neighbouring monarch as an archer'. A prince
resigning his kingdom, dwells with a merchant on the frontier,
working with his hands'. A commentarial tradition represents a
child of the Vaeeha Brahmans as the' sand-playmate' of the little
Siddhattha, afterwards the Buddha". A wealthy, piou.q Brahman
takes to trade to be better able to afford his charitable gifts 11.
Brahmans engaged personally in trading without such pretext ",
taking service as archers 13, as the servant of an archer who had
been a weavel'l\ as lo,y-caste tl'appers 15, and as lo,y-castc carriagemakers 16.
.Tal. II, 83 f.; Ill, 233; IV, 200, 376, 388, 390-2.
I Jat. IV, 144 ff.
3 D. I, 93; M. n, M6; Thera-{Jathii, vv. 889, 1170.
-4 Jat. v, 280.
,6 Jat. u, 319 f.; ur, 9-11, 21, 249-54, 3·jO, 405 t, 475, 517; IV, 38; VI, 348;
421 f.; Fick, op. cit" VI-XII; DialcgM' I, 96 ff.
d Jat. IV, 84; Peta-vatthu Comm. 111 f.
7 lb. v, 290-3; cf. I, 421 f.
8 lb. II, 87.
9 lb. IV, 169.
10 Psalms of the Brethrw, 17 (Vana-vaccha).
11 Jat. IV, 15 f.
12 Ih. v, 22, 471.
13 lb. III, 219; v, 127 f.
14 lb. I, 356 f.
15 lb. It, 200; Vl,170ff.
lei lb. IV, 207 f.
1
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Again, among the middle classes, we find not a few instanccs
revealing anything but caste-bound heredity and groove, to wit,
parents disenssing the best profession fOl' their sou :-writing,
reckoning, or money-changing ("l/pa!), no reference being made
to the father's trade l ; a (low-class) :!Ieer-trapper bccoming the
protege and then the 'inseparable friend' of a rich young Setthi,
without a hint of social barriers'; a weaver looking on his handicraft as " mere make-shift, and changing it oft~hand for that of ,an
archer'; a pious fUl1uer and his son, with eqnally little ado,
turning to the low trade of rush weaving'; a young man of good
family but penniless, starting on his career by selling a dead mouse
for cat's meat at a 'farthing,' turning his capital and his hands to
every variety of job, and finally bnying up a ship's cargo, with his
signet-ring pledged as security, and winning both a profit of 200
pcr cent- aud the hand of the SeHhi's daughter'.
This freedom of initiative alld mobility in trade and labour finds
further exemplification ilJ the enterprise of a scttlement (gama) of
woodworkers". Failing to carry out the orders for which prepayment had becn made, they were summoned to fulfil their contract.
Bnt thcy, instead of 'abiding in thcir lot,' as Geneml Walker the
economist said of their desccndants, 'with oI"ientai stoicism and
fatalism 7,' made' a mighty ship' secretly, and emigrated with their
families, slipping down the Ganges by night, and so ont to sea, till
they reached a fertile island. Stories, all of these, not history;
nevertheless they serve to illustrate the degree to which labonr
and capital were mobile at the time, at least, when these stories were
incorporated iu the Buddhist cauon, and before that. And they
show that social divisions and economic occupations were very far
li'om coinciding. 'fhere was plenty of pride of birth, which made
intermarriage and eating together betwecn certain ranks an act
more or less disgraceful to those reckoning themselves as socially
higher. And SOilS, especially pcrhaps among artisans, tended. to
follow the patemal industry. 'fhis was alL
The trade of the trader, dealer, or middleman (vul,ija) may well
have been largely hereditary". Traditional good-will handed on
here would prove specially effective ill commanding coufidenee,
and thus be a stronger inceutive than the force a te'rgo of easterule. Thcrc is, however, DO instance as yet produced from early
Buddhist documents pointing to any corporate organisation of the
1 Yin. 1, 77 (Mah. I, 49, 1); IV, 128 (Piic. LXIV, 128).
2 Jilt. III, 49 ii.
3 lb. n, 87.
'lb. IY, 318.
6 lb. I, 120ft.
6 Jat. IV, 159.
1 The Wages Question, p.177.
8 Jat. n, 287; Itt, 198.
It is noteworthy that mining and miners never came on in
the Jataka !Cenes.
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natnre of a gild or Hansa league'. The hundred or so of
merchants who, in the Chullaka-Se(!hi .Jiitaka 2, come to buy up the
cargo of a newly arrived ship, are apparently each trying to 'score
off his own bat,' no less than the pushful youth who forestalled
them Nor is there any hint of syndicate or federation or other
agreement existing between the 500 dealers who are fellow
passengers on board the ill-fated ships in the Valahassa and
Pa1Jrfn,ra Jatakas 3 ; or the 700 who were lucky enongh to secure
Supparaka as their pilot', beyond the fact that there was concerted
action in chartering one and the same vessel. Among merchants
travelling by land, however, the rank of satthavaha or caravanleader seems to imply some sort of federation_ 'l11is position was
apparently hereditary, and to be a jetthaka or elder, in this
capacity, on an expedition, apparently implied that other merchants (va1JiJa), with their carts and caravan-followers, were
accompanying the satthaviJ1u<, and looking to him for directions
as to halts, watering, precautions against brigands, and even as to
routes, fording, etc. u Subordination, however, was not always
ensnred', and the institution does not warrant the inference of any
fuller syndicalism among traders.
Partnerships in commerce, either permanent, or on specified
occasions only, are frequently mentioned: the former, in the
Kil(avii1Jija' and Mahiiviil.'~ia8 J,Itakas, the latter in the payiiS',
Sllttanta 9 and theSerivii,liia J,ltuka 10. Tn the Jar'udapana Jataka"
there is, if not explicit statement, room for assuming concerted
commercial action on a more extensive scale, both in the birthstory and also in its introductory episode. The caravan in question,
consisting of an indefinite number of traders (in the birth-story,
under a jeHltaka), accumulate and export goods :;t the same time,
and apparently share the treasure trove, or the profits therefrom.
In the episode the firm also wait upon the Buddha with gifts
before and after their journey. These were tradel"S of Savatthl, of
the class who are elsewhere dcscribed as acting so unanimously
nnder Anathapil)qika, himself a great tmvelling merchant. The
Gltti\la Jataka 12, a!:,'run, shows concerted action, in work alld play,
on the parL of Benares traders. It is conceivable, however, that
1 The compound va1J.ig9riima is rend~red 'merchants' guild' in Macdonell'a Sanskrit
Dictionary.
, ~ Jat. I, 122.
:I lb. II, 128; v, 75.
4 lb. IV, 138 if.; cf. also VI, 34.
~ Fick, p. 178; D. II, 342 f. i cf. Jilt. I, 98.
6 lb. I, lOS, 368; II, 295; In, 200.

7 Jat. I, 404 also II, 181.
a lb. IV, 350.
\I D. II, 342.
lij Jut. T, Ill.
lb. II, 294 if.
12 lb. II, 248; cf. I, 121 for concerted action between dealers in freights.
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thc travelling in cOIllpany IlIay have been undcrtaken as IlIuch for
mntual conveniencc in the chartering of a common ship, or the
employment of a single band of forest-guards, as for the prevention
of mntual under-selling or the comering of any wares~ Merchants
are represented, at least as often, as travelling with their own
caravan alone. Thus in the first Jiitaka' two traders, about.to
convey commodities to some distant city, agree which shall start
first. '!'he one thinks that, if he arrive first, he will get a better,
because non-competitive price; the other, also holding that competition is killing work (lit. 'price-fixing is like robbing men of
life'), prefers to sell at the price fixed, under circumstances
favourable to the dealer, by his predecessor, and yields him a start.
'l'he little ape.'9us which we obtain from the Ji1takas of the
range and objective of snch merchants' voyages are so interesting
as side-lights on early trafficking as to create regret at their.
scantiness. The overland caravans are sometimes represented as
going 'east and west", and across dcserts that took days, or rather.
nights to cross, a 'land-pilot' (thala-niyyiirnaka) steering dnring the
cooler hours of darkness by the stars', Dronght, famine, wild
beasts, robbers, and demons are ennmerated as the dangers severally
besetting this or that desert ronte'. Such caravans may have been
bonnd from Benares, the chief indnstrial and commercial centre in
eotrly Bnddhist dotys, across the dcserts of Ri1jputana westward to
the scaports of Bharukaccha, the modern Broach', and the sea
board of Sovira (the Sophir, or Ophir, of the Septuagint 1), and its
capital Roruva' or Rornka '. Westward of these ports thet'e was
traffic with Babylon, or Baveru.
At a later date, say, at the begiuning of the first century A.D.
the chief objective of Indian sea-going tradc is given in the
j[ilinda' as follows:As a shipowner who has become wealthy by constantly levying freight in
some :>eaport towu, will be nble to traverse the high seas, and go to Vauga or
Takkoh, or China, or SovIm, or Surnt, or Alexandria, or the Koromandcl coast,
or Further India, or any oth~r place where ships do COllgrl'gatc.

Tamil poems testify to the flourishing state of Kaviri-pattinam
(Kamara in PeripillS, Khabari of' Ptolemy), capital of ChO!a, on
the Kaveri river, at about the same period, as a centre of intet'
national trade, especially frequeuted by Yavaua (Yona, Ionian)
1 On a local 'corner in bay' see Jat. 1,121.
Ib. I, 99; cf. 194, 270, 35,J" 36B, .u3;

2

v, 22, 164.
a lb. J, 98 f.
.. lb. III, 470.
9

109, 335;

III,

107.
6 lb.l, 99.
IS lb. lIt, 188;
D. II, 235; Divy. 544.
Milindllplliiha 359; trans. II, 269 (S.B.E. XXXVI).
4

lb.

II,

I,

8

200, 403;
IV,

IV,

137; Dip,

15f.;
I:l,

26 .
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merchants'. According to the Jataka it was practicable to attain
to any of these ports starting from up the Ganges, not only
from Champa '(or Bhagalpur, about 350 miles from the sea) but
even from Benares. Thus the defaulting wood wrights mentioned
above' reach an ocean island from the latter city; Prince Mahajanaka .sets out for SuvaI.ll)abhiimi from Champa', and i\Iabinda
tmvels by water from Patna to Tamalitti, and on to Ceylon'. It is
.true that the word samudda, sea, is occasionally applied to the
'Ganges', nevertheless, if the foregoing stories be compared with the
Sailkha Jataka 6, it becomes probable that the open sea ;s meant
in both- In this the hero, while shipwrecked, washes ont his mouth
with the salt water of the waves during his self-imposed fast.
.Again, in the Sflanisarp.sa Jataka, a sea-fairy as helmsman brings
'passengers for India' by ships 'from oft· the sea to Benares by
.river". Other tmders are found coasting round India from
Bharukaccha to SUl'aI.lI.labhiimis, doubtless putting in at a Ceylon
port; for Ceylon was another hourne of oversea conunerce, and one

associated with perils around which Odyssean legends had grown
up'. The vessels, according to .Jiitaka tales, seem to have been
constrncted on a fhirly large scale, for we read of 'hundreds'
embarking on them, lIIerchants 01' emigrants. The numbers have
of Conrse no s(,"tistical value; but the current conceptions of
shipping capacity are at least interesting.
The nature of the exports and imports is seldom specified. The
gold which was cxported to Persia as early at least as the time of
Darius Hystaspcs, finds 110 explicit mention ill the Jiitakas. Gems
-of various kinds are nallled as the quest of special sea-farers
anxious to discover a fortune lO. 'Silks, muslins, the finer sorts
of cloth, cutlery and armour, brocades, embroideries and rugs,
'perfumes and drugs, ivory alld ivory-work, jewelry and gold
(seldom silver) :-these were the main articles in which the
merchant dealt'll.
As to the inland routes, the Jatakas tell of Aniithaph!<pka's
.caravans travelling S.E. from Savatthi to Thljagaha and hack
1 Kanakasabba..i, The TamilR 1800 yearll ago, quoted by Subbn Rao (v. Bibliogmphy),
.p. ~81 f. On Cho!a see lIIaMvaf1!8a, XXI, 13.

IV, 159.
3 lb. VI, SU.
4 Vin. UI, 338 rSarnanlapiilJiidikri).
Jat. I, 227 if. j IV, 167 f.; VI, 158, but cf. ill. Y, 493; S. II, 32, where ,agara is
added.
" Jat. IV, 15-17.
~ lb. 11, 112.
II lb. m, 188.
\I lb. n, 127 if. 'The name Lanka does not occur.
TambaJ.)aJ;ll?i-dipa-... proba.bly
mean' for Cey1on.' Buddhist India, 105.
10 Jat. IV, 21, 139-41.
11 Rh. D. Buddhist India, p. 98; Fick, cp. cit., 174.
t
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(about 300 miles)', aud also to the • borders; probably towards
Gandh;ira'. The route in the formcr journey was apparently
planned to secnre easy fording of the rivers hy following • the foot
of the mountains to a point north of Vesali, and only then turning
south to the Gauges's.
Another ronte south-west from Savatthi to PatiHhana', with six
chief halting places, is given in the Sutta Nipata, verses 1011-13'.
From cast to west, traffic, as we have seen, was largely by river,
boats going np the Ganges to Sahajati', and up the Jumna to
Kosambi'. Further westward the journey would again be overland to Sind, whence came large imports in horses and asses', and
to Sovira' and its ports. Northward lay the great trade route
connecting India with Central and Western Asia, by way of Taxila
in Gandhara (Pali 'l'akkasila), near Rawalpindi'", and presumably
also of Sagala in the Punjab. 'l'his great road and its southern
couuexions with the leading cities of the Ganges valley" mllst have
been, even in early Buddhistic days, relatively immune from
dangers. Instances abound in the Jatakas of the SOilS of nobles
and Brahmans faring", unattended and unarmed", to Takkasila to be
edueated at this famous scat of Brahmanical and other learning"..
There were no bridges over the rivers of India. 'l'he set" or
causeway of Buddhist metaphor" is a raised dyke built Over shoal
water". Only fording-places and ferries for crossing rivers are
mentioned in Buddhist literat11l'e", and cart-ferries in Mann ".
Food-stuffs for the towns were apparently brought only to the
gates, while workshop ami bazaar occupied, to a large extent at
lcast, their own special streets within". Thus there was a fishJilL J, 92, 348.
2 Ib. I, 377 f.
Dllddh. Ind. 103. The road followed by the Duddha on his last ministering tour
is from Rnjagaba to Kusinarii., crossing t·be Ganges at Patna, with halts at twelve intermediate towns (gam.a8 or 1Ulgara.s), including Vesiilr. The remainder 01 this circuitous
route to Savattbr lay W.N. W. D. II, Suttanta XVI, 81 if.
40 Paitban. See map and p. 30, Buddh. Ind.
..
6 Of. the list in Spence Hardy, Manual of Buddhi.sm, 334.
(I Yin. Texts, III, 401.
7 lb. p. 382.
8 .Nit. I, 124, 178, 181; II, 31, 287 j cr. Hopkins, J.A.O.S. XIJI, 257,372 j Fick,op.
1

~

cit. l76.
Vimana.vatthu. (C01ltm.) 336.
J. H. Marsball, Arc1lUeowgical Discoveries at Taxila (1913); Guide to Taxiut (1918).
11 Of these the route to Rajagaha lay past Saketa.
Vin. Texts IT, 176 (Mah.
VIll, 1, 8).
n Jat. 1, 259; II, 85, 282, 411; 1Il, 122; V, 457, etc., etc.
1:3: lb. n, 277.
14 BubIer, Indian Stlldies, No.3. Fick, vp. cit., 62; Vin. 'l'exts il, 174t. (Mah.
vm, 1, 6il.).
U E.g. Thera·gatka, ver. 7, 615, 762; )11. I, 134; A. I, 220; II, 145; Dh. S., § 299.
16 Yin. Texts II, 104 (lllah. VI, 28, 12 f.) = D. il, 89.
17 Jat. m, 228.
18 \'III, 404 fl. (S.B.E. xxv.)
1Y V. sup., p. 208; Bllddh. Ind. 76.
9
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monger's village at a gate of Savatthi" greengrocery is sold at the
four gates of Uttara-Paiichala', and venison at the cross-roads
(si;,ghtitaka) ontside Benares',
The slaughter-houses (silna) mentioned in the Vinaya 4 were
presumably outside also, and near them the poor man and the
king's chef bought their meat', unless by ~ilghii!aka we understand street-corners as the places where meat was sold', The great
city of Mithila was, according to the lJfahii-Itmmagga Jataka,
composed in part of four suburbs extending beyond each of its four
gates, and called not giimas, but nigamas, These were named
respectively East, South,'Vest, and North Yavamajjhako, translated
by Cowell and Rouse 'market-town", 'l'he workshop in the street
was open to view, so that the bliikkhu coming in to town or village
for alms, could sec Jletcher and carriage-builder at work, no less
than he could watch the peasant in the field', Arrows and
carriages and other articles for sale were displayed in the iipalJa',
or fixed shop, or, it might be, stored within the antariipazw",
In these, or in the portable stock-in-trade of the hawker", retail
trading constituted a means of livelihood, independently, it might
be, of productive industry. The application, judgment, cleverness,
and' eonnexion' of the successful shopkeeper" arc discussed in the
Nikayas 13, and among trades five arc ethically proscribed" for lay
believers :-daggers, slaves, flesh, strong drink, poisons,
Tcxti1c fabrics 16, groceries and oil lO, gl'ecngl'oceries 17 , grain 18,

perfumes and flowers", articles of gold and jewelry~, arc among the
items sold in the bazaars of Jataka stories and Vinaya allusions,
and for the sale of strong liquors there were the taverns (piiniigii,ra,
iipana) 21, But there is no such clear reference made either to a
market-place in the tOWIl, or to seasonal market-days or fairs.
I PElalTJ!.8 of the Brethren, 166; ef. Jiit. I, 361: 'they went for alms to a. village just
outside the gates of Benares, where they ha.d plenty to eat.'

~

Jat.

4

Mah. VI, 10; Cull. V. x, 10, 4.
~ Jat. v, 458; VI, 62.
But cf. P3alms of the Brethren, 254: 'out of the four gates to the cross roa.ds.'
Jat. VI, 330 (tra.ns. p. 157); Cunningha.m, Stupa of Rharhut, 53. On these

tI

7

IV, 44.'),

3 lb.

ill,

49: cf.11I. I, 58; II1,91.

bas.-reliefs the Jiitaka. is called Yava.lIUljjhakiya .
Psalms of the Brethren, 24.
Jat. II, 267; lV, 48B; VI, 29; Yin. IV, 248; cf. Cu.ll. V. x, 10, 4. cr. "lpa1}a as
tIle na.me of a nigama, 1I-I. I, 359, 447; S.N., Sela-Sutta (cn.lIed n. Brahm&n (Jama,
PlrS, of the Brethren, 310).
10 Jat. I, 55, 350; nI, 406.
11 lb. I, 111 f' J 2()"5: u J 424; w, 21, 282 f.
1~ Apa'}ika piipa1}ika.
13 A. I, 115 f.
U A. III, 208.
13 Yin. IV, 250 f.
10 lb. IV, 248-9.
17 Jat. I, 411.
lS Ib. II, 267.
19 lb. I, 290 f. j IV, 82; VI, 336; Fin. Texts. ill, 343.
20 Jat. IV, 223.
n lb. I, 251 f.; 268 f. ; VI, 328; cf. Dhp. Comm. m, 66.
•B
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Such an institution as the halh, or barter fair, taking place on the
borders of adjacent districts, finds, curiously enongh, no mention in
the Jatalm-book, though as the late 'Vm. Irvine wrote, 'it is to this
day univcrsal to my personal knowledge, from Patna to Delhi, and,
I believe, from Oaleutta to Peshawar: The fetcs often alluded to '
.10 not appear to have included any kind of market'.
The act of exchange between producer and consumer, or
between either and a middlemau, was both before and dnring the
age when the Jataka-book was compiled, a 'free' bargain, a
tmllsaetioll unregulated, with one notable exceptiou, by any
system of statute-fixed prices. Supply was hampered by slow
transport, by individualistic production, and by primitive machinery.
But it was left free for the producer and dealer to prevail by
competition', and also by adulteration', and to bring about an
equation with a demand which was largely compact of customary
usage and relatively unaffected by the swifter fluctuations termed
fashion.
Instances of price-haggling arc not rare', and we have already
noticed the dealer's sense of the weal' and tear of it·, and a case of
that more developed competition which we know as 'dealing in
futures". The outlay in this case, for a carriage, a pavilion at the
Bellal'es docks, men (p""isa), aud ushers (piUil"iril), must have
cut deep into his last profit of 1,000 coins, bnt -he was 20,000 per
cent. to the good as the result of it! After this the profit of 200
and 400 per cent. reaped by other traders' falls a little flat, and
such economic thrills only revive when we consider the well-known
story of the fancy price obtained by Prince Jeta for his grove Ileal'
Siivat.thi from the pious merchant Anftthaph.lQika, limited ollly by
the number of coins (metal uncertain) requircd to cover the soil'.
At the same time enstom may very well have settled price to a
great extent. 'ilIy wife is sometimes as meek as a 100·piece slavegirl '10 reveals a customary price. :1<'01' the royal household, at least,
prices were fixed without appeal by the court valuer (agghak&raka),
who stood betwcen the two-fires of offending the king if he valued
the goods submitted at their full cost, or price as demanded, and of
driving away tradesmen if he refused bribes and cheapened the
1
2

Jiit, I, 423; HI, 446; Dialogues I, 7, n 4.
'Market' Itnd 'market· place , are frequently used by transla.tors, but rather

inferentia.lly than as literll.! renderings.
3 01. Jat. III, 282 f.
4 Of. Jb. I, 220.
6 lb. I, 111 f., 195; II, 222, 289, 424 f.
0 lb. I, 99.
7 lb. I, 121 f.
8 lb. 1, 109; cf. IV, 2.
\I Vin. II, 1581. (Cull. V. VI, 4, 9); Jiit.
10 Jat. I, 299.

I,
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wares', On the other hand the king might disgust him by too
niggardly a bonns', It may also have been the duty of this official
to assess the dnty of one twentieth on each consignment of native
merchandise imported into a city, and of one-tenth, plus a sample,
on each foreign import, as stated in the law-books of Mann',
Gautama', and Baudhayana', Snch octrois are allnded to in one
Jataka, where the king'remits to a subject the dntycolleeted at the
gates of his capital', Finally, it may have been his to assess
merchants for their specific commutation of the r[tjalu,riya,
namely, one article sold per month to the king at a discount
(arghapacayena 7~
The' sample' mentioned above is suggestive of a surviving payment made in kind. 'l'hat the ancient systems of barter and of
reckoning values hy cows or by rice-measures had for the most
part been replaced by the usc of a metal currency, carrying well
understood and generally accepted exchange value, is attested
by the earliest Buddhist literature. Bartel' emerges in certain
contingencies', as e,g, when a wanderer obtains a meal from a
woodlander for a gold pin', or whcn among humble folk a dog is
bought for a kahapa,>a (karshapalJa) plus a cloak'", Bartel' was
also permitted in special commodities by the law-books ascribed
to Gautama" and Vasishtba", and was prescribed in certain cases
for the Sai'gha", to whom the use of money was forbidden ",
Moreover, as a standard of valne, it is possible that rice was stilI
nsed when the Jataka-book was compiIed 15_
Bnt for the ordinary mechanism of exchange we find, in that
and all early Buddhist literatnre, the worth of every marketable
commodity, from that of a dead mouse and a day at the festival up
to all kinds of prices, fees, pensions, fines, loans, stored treasure, and
income, stated in figures of a. certain coin, or its fractions 16. This
is either stated, or implied to be, the kaMipa\u" Of the coins
called pura>;>as this literature knows nothing, Othcr cunent
instruments of exchange are the ancient nikkha (nishka-a gold
coin, originally a gold ornament)l7, the IlUva,"Ja, also of gold, and.
1 Jiit. 1, 1241.; II, 31; PI~. of Brethren, 25, 212.
~ lb. IV, 138.
s VIn, 398-400; cf. Jat, TV, 132,
4 X,26.
ti I. x. IS, vv. 14, 15.
11 Jiit. VI, 347.
7 Gaut. x, 35.
S .There seems to be notlling in the text of Jiitaka 1, 251 (Var!ltti Jat.) to justify the
tro.nsln.tor's inference that bn.rtcr was normal; Bee J.B.A.S., 1901, p. 876.
9 Jiit. VI, 519.
HI lb. II, 247.
11 vn, 16 f.
!:l II, 37 f.
13 Yin. II, 174 (GIIU. V. VI, 19).
14 Yin. III, 237; II, 294 fl. (Cull. V. XII, 1 ff.).
U Jat. I, 124 f.
IG For details of prices see Mrs Rhys Dn.vids, J.B.A.S., 1901, pp. B82 f.
11 Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, 259.
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such bronze or copper tokens as the ka'!,sa, the pada, the
rniisaka (lilasha), and the kaka(lika, Cowry shells (sippikani) are
once mentioned" bnt only as we should speak of doits or mites,
not as anything still having currency,
That there was instability as to the relative valuo of staudard
or token coins in place and time we learn from the Vinaya: 'At
that time [of Bimbisiira or Ajatasattnj, at Rajagaha, five masakas
were equal to one pada ". Again, the nil,kha was valned now at
:fhe a, now at four S'u"t~a~n:tas4.
Of substitutes for money, such as instruments of credit, wo read
of signet riugs used as deposit or security', of wife or children
pledged or sold for debt', and of IOU's 01' debt-sheets (i'laparpYini)', The bankrupt who, in the Jataka tale, invites. his
creditors to bring their debt-sheets for settlement, only to drown
himself before their eyes", appeal'S in a lVlilinda simile anticipating
the crisis by making a pnblic statement of his liabilities and assets',
The entanglement and anxieties of debt as well as the corporate
liability belonging to communistic life in a religions order rendered
it necessary to debar any candidate from admission to the Sangha
who was a debtor'·. And the sight of a deposited security recalling
the past circumstances of the pledging is instanced in the Milinda
as a case of the psychical process of recollection (sati)1l,
No definite rates of interest on money loans appear ill the early
books. But the term which appears in the law·books as 'u"ury'
(vrddhi, Pali vtu!ijhi) is found, Meaning literally profit or increase,
it may very early have aC'luired the more specialised import. There
is a tolerant tone conceming the money.lender in a .Jataka tale,
where a patron, ill enabling a huntsman to better himself, names
money-lending (i!la-diiJla), together with tillage, trade, and harvesting as foul' honest callings ". Gautama is cqnally tolerant".
But the general tendency of this profession to evade any legal or
customary rate of interest and become the type of profit-mongering
finds condemnation in other law-books 1<. Hypocritical ascetics arc
accused of practising it". No one but the money-lender seems to
have lent capital wealth for interest as all illvestlllent. For instance, only bonds (pa~,,!{i) are spoken of in the case of the generous
2 Yin. nI, 45.
3 Childers, Pali Dictionary, ~.11. nikkho.
Manu, VIII, 137. For a more detailed discussion soo J.n.A.S., 1901, p. 877ff.
1I Jat. I, 121.
6 Th. VI, 521; Tlwriy.444.
7 Jiit. I, 230; cf. 227. patttle iiropetvii.
8 lb. IV, 256.
9 Mil. 131 (text); cf. 279.
)0 Yin. I, 76 (Mali. 1,46) j of. D. I, 71 f.
11 p. 80.
1~ Jat. lV, 422.
IS x, 6; XI, 21.
14 Vas. II, 41, 42; Dll.udh. J, 5, I023-s; Manu, III, 153,180; VllI, 152, 153.
l~ JiH. IV, 184.
1
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Ani\th>tpi~H,lika's

'bad debts '1, Capital wealth was hoarded, either
in the house-in large mansions over the entrance passage (dviirakoltllaka)'-underthe ground', in brazen jars under the river bank',
or deposited with a friend', The nature and amonnt of the
wealth thus hoarded was registered on gold or copper plates'.
Fragmentary as are the collected scraps of evidence on which
the foregoing outliues of social economy have been constructed,
more might yet be inferrecl did .space permit. It should, however, be
fairly clear from what has been said, that if, duriug, say, the seventh
to the fourth century B.C. it had been the vogue, in India, to write
treatises' on economic institutions, there might have come down to
'us the record both of conveutions and of theories as orderly and as
relatively acceptable to the peoples as anything of the kind in, say,
the latter middle ages was to the peoples of Wcstern Europe. But
it is a curious fact that often where the historian finds little
material to hand wherewith to rebuild, hc judges that there
never were any buildings. Thus in a Icading historical work on
economics, redsed and enlarged in 1390, thc whole subject of the
e'conomic ideas of the 'Orient' is dismisscd in a singlc page as
being reducible to a few ethical precepts, and as extolling agriculturc
and decrying arts and commerce; further, that division of labour,
though politically free, stiffened into a system of hereditary caste,
arresting economic progress, and that thc Chinese alone, and only
from the seventh ccntury A.D., had any insight into the nature of
money aud its fiduciary substitutes'. But we have been looking
behind the ethical precepts of the preacher, and the sectarian
scruples of a class, at the life of the peoples of North India, as it
survives in the records of their folk·lore, and of the discipline of
the 'brethren in orders who lived in close touch with all classes.
And we have seen agriculture diligcntly and amicably carried on
by practically the whole people as a toilsome but most natural and
riecessary pursuit. We have seen crafts and Commerce flourishing,
higbly organised corporately and locally, under conditions of
individual and corporate competition, thc leading men thereof the
friends and counsellors of kings. We have found' labour' largely
hereditary, yet, therewithal, a mobility and initiatjye anything but
rigid revealed in the exercise of it. Am! we have discovered a
'thorough familiarity with money and credit ages before the 'seventh
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CHAPTER IX
THE PERIOD OF THE SUTRAS, EPICS, AND LAW-BOOKS

.

\;

THE later Brahman literature which, whatever may be the age
of its representative works in their present fonn, undoubtedly had
its roots in a period at least as early as the rise of Jainism and
Buddhism, may be classified nnder the fonr headings-Sutras, Epic
poems, Law-books, and PUral).a8. 'l'hese belong to two distinct
species of literary composition, the Sutras being broadly distinguished from the others both in fonn and object.
Thc purpose of the Siitras, so called from the word slltra which
means 'a thread,' is to afford a clue through the mazes of Brahmanical learning contained in the Brahmal).as. In the fonn of a
series of short seutences they codify and systematise the various
branches of knowledge sacred and seenlar. They are intended to
satisfy the neerls of a system of oral instruction, so that each step
in the exposition of a subject may be learnt progressively and.a
convenient analysis of the whole committed to memory hy the
stndent. The earliest Siitras are in the pricstly language aml
represent a phase which is transitional between the language of
the Brahmat!lls and Classical Sanskrit as fixed by the grammariaus.
The ]<Jpics supply the model both for hlnguage and form which
is followed hy the Law-hooks and the PUral).as. Their source is to
be traced to the traditional recitations of bards who were neither
priests nor scholars. Their language is thus naturally more popular in chamcter and less re!,,,,lar than Classical Sanskrit'. In many
respects it docs not conform to the laws laid down by the grammarians, and is ignored by them. This became the cOllYentional
language of epic poetry, which was uscd also in the Law-hooks,
the subject-matter of which was taken to a great extent from the
Sutras, and in the Pural.lUs, which, as they stand at preseut, belong
to a period not earlier than the fourth coutury A.D. The metres of
the Law-hooks ancl the PUral.laS are also snbstantially those of the
Epic poeIl18.
1 Wackernage1, Altind. Gram. VQl. I, p. xlv.
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The period of the Siitr3s, Epics,and Law-books thus overlaps that
of Buddhist India on the one hand, and reaches well into the period
of the extant Puriil.las on the other. The earliest known I'ura!)a
precedes the later law-books probably by centlll'ies, as the Siitras
precede the earliest worka of Buddhism. Nevertheless it is not
only new matter which is offered by the literature, whether legal
01' epic, but virtually a new phase, a fresh point of view, the life of
India as it shows itself under the dominion of the Brohmans, who
have been the real masters of Indian thonght for more than three
millenniums. It is in fact the continuation under new conditions
of the history depicted above, before Jain and Buddhist had arisen.
As \we read the works of these important sects we receive the
impression that the world of India was one in which the ancient
priestly caste had lost its authority; that nobles and wealthy
merchants were more regarded than Brahmans. But it must be
remembered that, despite the wide reach of Buddhism when in its
fuJI power, it influenced at first ouly that part of the country
where it arose, and that the earlier writings depicting the life and
teachiug of Buddha represent chiefly the circumstances found in a
very circumscribed area, in fact just the area where Brahmanism
was weakest. The elements of social life were the same here as
elsewhere, but they were not arranged in the same way. The
stronghold of Brahmanism lay to the West, and there the priest
had had his say and huilt up his power among clans boasting
direct descent from Vedic heroes and more inclined to bow to the
mysterious Vedic word of which the only custodian was the Brohman priest. In short, as Brahmanism exaggerates the power of the
priest, so Buddhism belittles it unduly, not because it sets out to
do so but because each represents fa special point of view based
more or less upon geographical position. Owing, however, to a still
hter interpretation of caste, our modern ideas on the subject are
:<pt to be pecnliarly confused. To understand the social order iuto
which we enter as we begiu the study of the Sutras, epics, and lawbooka, we must renounce altogether the notion of caste in its strict
modern sense, as on the other hand we must free ourselves from
the thought that the whole caste-system is merely a priestly
hypothesis disproved by the conditions revealed in Buddhistic
writings.
In point of fact, even the Ruddhist writings recognise the
formal castes; and it is simply impossible that a social strncture
80 widely pervading as that of the so-called castes, a structure
revealed not by didactic works alone but implicitly as well as
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explicitly presented to us in evcry body of writings whether orthodox or heterodox, shonld have been made ont of whole cloth.
What we looscly call by this name to-day are later refinements ;
and we do not need to turn to Buddhist works to show that in
ancient times the castes were merely orders socially distinct but
not very strictly separated 01' ramified into such sub-divisional
castes as obtain at the present time.
Yet Lefore giving the proof of this in detail, it will Le well to
consider briefly the chronology of the works to be reviewed in
relation to the general character and history of the states in which
they arose. 'fhe legal literature which begins with the 8iitras and
is represented in the epics does not really end at all, as works of
this nature continue to be written down to modern times, chiefly
by eminent jUl"ists who COUlment Oil older works. But, after eliminating the modern jurists and confining ourselves to the law-books
which may be called classic, we still find that the terminus falls
well into the middle of the first millennium of our era; and as the
beginning of this literature in 8iitra style reaches back at least as
far as this before the beginning of our era, the whole period is
rather more than a thousand yeafR, about the middle of which
must be set the time to which the epic poems are to be assigned
as works already knmm and perhaps nearly completed.
'fhe cycle thus designated as a millennium is one of very varied
political fortunes; and the social, IJolitical, and religious mated..!
of the legal and epical literature must necessarily be explained in
accordance with the outward changes. What thcse changes were
is described in detail in other chapters of this work. For our
present purpose it is necessary only to recount them in outline.
At the end of the sixth century B.C., early in the period to which
the Biitras belong, the Persian Empire held two provinces in N.\V.
India-Gandhara, the present distdcts of Peshawar and Rawalpindi, and the' Indian' province, that is to say, the country of the
Lower Indus: and the northern part of India generally was dominated hy peoples of the Aryan race who had descended from the
l'unjab and spread eastward for centuries, but ]]ot so that the
recently acquired territory was thoroughly assimilated to the cults
and culture of the invaders, nor so that anyone of thesc invadcrs
had established an empire. J,ong before the end of this same
period, Buddha, Mahavira, aud other refOI~ners had broken ,,1th
the cult derived from the Vedic age, and the great empire of A~oka
had made a new epoch in political life. This alteration, however,
had been introduced, though adventitiously, through outer rather
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than inner conditions. After the short campaign in the Punjab,
made by Alexander as the conqueror of the Persian Empire, his
Indian dominions were, within a few years, absorbed by tbe growing power of Magadha (8. Bihar) then under the sway of n usurper,
Chandragupta (c. 321-297 B.C.) the low-bol'll son of Mum and the
founder of the Mamya empire. 'fhis empire extended from Pataliputra (Patua) to Herat and was maintained by an army of
approximately 700,000 men, the first real empire in India. His
successors, Bindusara and A~oka, enlarged the empire, annexing
Kalhiga on the eastern coast and ruling as far south as Madras.
This dynasty continued in power till the end of the Siitra period;
and under it, dming the reign of A90ka (c. 274-236 B.C.) Bnddhism
became. the court-religion. A9oka's period is determined by the
mention in his edict.q of certain Hellenic princes who were his
contemporaries, but after his reign there comes a period of less
chronological certainty. The different versions of the PuraJ;as are
not ,in agreement as to the exact number of his successors; but
they are unanimous in asserting that the Maury" dynasty lasted for
137 years; that is to say, it is supposed to have cOllie to an end
c. 184 B.C. ·:1<'01' over a century after its fall the QUliga dynasty,
whose founder, Pushyamitra, had slain Brihadratha Mamya and
usurped his throne, held sway, despite forcible inroads of the
Ynvanas (Greeks) and the Andhras; and we learn that both
Pnshyamitra and the Andhra king, QatakarJ.li, pcJformed the famous
'horse-sacrifice,' in accol'dance with the ancient Vedic rite, thus
challenging all opponents of their authority. The son of this
Pushyamitra was Ab'1limitra, who conquered Vidarbha (Ber;tr),
then a province of the Andllra Empire of S. India, and the
grandson, who guarded the horse, ,vas Vasnmitl'n.. These names,
as also the rc-establishment of the 'horse-&'\erifice,' are highly
significant in that they show a renascence of the Vedic religion
and a consequent decline in Buddhism. The same thing is indicated by the fact that Khiiravela, a king of Kaliliga, who boasts of
having invaded the Andhra dominions as well as Northcl'll lndia,
was a Jain. Sumitl'a, the son of Agnimitl'a, was, according to
BaT.m's historical romance, the Ha.·shacharila, mis~rably slaiu
by Mitradeva, who may perhaps have been a Brahman of the
KaJ,Iva family which eventually gained the chief power in the
state. 'rhe account given by the Pura!)as states that the minister
Vasudeva slew the tenth and last of the QUilga kings and inaugurated a Hew dynasty, called the Kal)va dynasty, which lasted for
about half a century; but, since the KaJ.lvas are definitely styled
I
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'servants of the Qmigas' and for other rcasons, it seems more
probable that the later QUilg-.t kings had been reduced to subjection by their Brahman ministers, and that the lists of these
contemporary rulers nominal and actual were wrongly l'egarded
by some late editor of the Punll)as as successive. It is further
related that one of the Andhra kings' slew Su~arman, the last of
the Kal)vas, and thus brought Magadha nnder the sway of the
so,'ereigns, whose names and titles, as well as their sacrificial
inscriptions, show them to have been followers of the ancient
Vedic religion. But here again it appears that dynastic lists
have been brought together and arranged in an nnreal seqnence.
There can be little doubt that the first of the Audhra kings was
earlier in date titan the first of the QUligas, and not 157 years
later as would appear from the Puml)as. It is indeed doubtful if
the Andhras ever ruled in Ma!,,,,dha: but their sway ill Central and
Southern India lasted until the middle of the third century A.D.'
In the meantime, on the decline of the Maurya empire which
Illust have set in soon after the death of the Emperor A~oka
(c. 236 B.c.), the Punjab passed into the hands of foreign invadersfirst, Greeks from the kingdom of Ractria to the north, and subsequently Scythians (Qakas) and Parthian" (Pahlavas) from the
kingdom of Partllia to thc west. The kingdoms established by
these new-corners in the Punjab were overwhelmed by still another
wave of invasion li'om the north. 'fhe Kushiil)as, a people from
the re!,oion of China who had drivell the Qakas out of Ractl'ia,
began their Illdillll conquests witll the overthrow of the kingdom
of Kabul about the middle of the first century A.D., and extended
their power until, in the reign of Kanishka (probably 78 A.D.), the
patron of that braueh of the Buddhist Chm'eh which is called the
;\fahayana, the Kushal.la empire was paramount in N- India'_
In 'Vestern India we can to some extent trace from inscriptions
and coins the varying fortunes in the conflict between the Andhras
and the invaders of N. India, and the establishment in Kiithiiiwal'
and Cutch of a dynasty of Qaka satraps, originally no doubt
feudatories of' the KllSiuil)aS, which lasted till c, 390 A.D. when it
was overthrown by the GllPtas.
" ,
The period of the Gupta empire which dates from 319 A.D. is a
most important epoch in the history of Sanskrit literature. It is
1 Tbe PUI8J).a.); sa.y the founder of tho dynasty, Simuka, but the chronologioal
difficulties which this statement involves seem to bo unsurmountable.
! See Chapters XIII (the Puriu;ms); XVIII-Xli: (the Maurya. Empire); I.l:I (Indilill
N!ltive States); XXIV (the earlier Andhms).
:J For tbese foreign inYll,ders of India see Cbapters XX~I um.
~,.
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the golden age of Classical Sanskrit; and in it most of the Pural.IaS
and the works belongiug to the latcr legal Htcrature appear to
have assnmed their present form.
'l'his brkf conspectns of the conmtions obtaining in India
dnril1g the time to whjch we have to assign the Sutras, epics, and
legal works will show that other inflnences than those with which
we have been deaHng hitherto are to be expected; and these are
indeed found, but not to snch an extent as might have been anticipated. These influences are indeed to be traced rather in the
general enlargement of vision of the writers than in specific details.
The simple village Ufe with which for the most part the Sutras are
concerned, the government of a circumscribed district by a local
raja, are gradually cxchanged for the life reflected from large
to,vns and imperial power. Though this is more noticcable in thc
epics, it may be detected in the later Sutr"s and again in the still
later law-books. During this period the power of Buddhism increased and then, reaching it>; culmination, began to wane. The
world of India by the second century beforc Christ was already
becoming indiflcrent to the teaching of Buddhism and was being
reabsorbed into the great permanent cult>; of Visln~u and Qim,
with which in spirit Bu(ldhism itself began to be amalgamated.
The Brahman priest8 reasserted t11emse]yes; animal sacrifices,
forbidden by A9oka, were 110 10l1ger under the royal ban; and
with tlLis open cxpression of the older cult the whole system of
Bralunanism revived, fostered alike by the telllple priests and their
ritualism and by the philosophers, who regarded Buddhism as both
a detestable heresy and a false interpretation of life.
Bnt there is little apparent influence from outside, despite the
wider political outlook; and where such influence might be looked
for with greatest certainty, !lamely in the eflect of Greek domination, it is pmctically nil. Only the Yavanus, Iitemlly 'Ionians,'
a people or peoples of Greek descent who may be traced in Indian
literature and inscriptions from the third century RC. to the second
century A.D., and who were manifestly a factor of no small importance in the political history of IIorthern and Western Indiathey arc celebrated as great fighters in the i\1ahabharata and other
litemture-remain to show that the conquest of Alexander and
the Greek invasion from Bactria had any result. Other inmcations
poiut rather to Persia than to Hellas. Thus the title Satrap, which
was continued in use by Alexander, still remains under Qakas and
Kushal)as to testify to the long Persian dominion in N."'. India.
Apart from this, political and social relations do not appear to be
C.ll.l. I.
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affecte!] at all either by Hellenic or hy Persian influence. The
native anny remains of the same sort, though grcnt\y enlarged.
The social theory remains practically the same, save that a place
among degrade(l 'outca.stcs· is given to Yavanas as to other
barbarians. Architecture and the arts of sculpture, gem-engraving
and coinage do indeed bear witness, especially in the N.'V. region'
of India to the influence of Persia and Greece during this period,
just as, at a htter date, nath'e astronomy was affected, and indeed
practically superseded by the system of Alexandria. But the period
with which we arc dealing at present docs not make it necessary
to inquire into the relation between India and the outer world in'
respect to science. The idea that Indian epic poetry itself is due
to Hellenic influence has indeed bcen suggested; but as a theory
this idea dcpcnds on so nebulous a parallel of plot that it has
received no support.

CHAPTER X
FAMILY LIFE AND SOCIAL CUSTOMS AS THEY
APPEAR IN THE SUTRAS
THE general period of the Sub'as extends from ~he sixth or
seventh centnry before Christ to abont the second century. It is
evident that the different Vedic schools had Sutras which were
revised, or replaced by new Sub'as, at varions periods, and that
some of these extended into later centuries than others. Thns it
wmild be a mistake to limit all the Sutras of all the schools to
certain centuries. The SfItras arc manuals of instruction; anrl
those which are of interest historic,,]]y formed bnt a part of a large
volnme, which was intended primarily for the guidance of religious
teachel'S and treated mainly of the sacrifice and other relib";ouS
matters. Except for students of ccremonial details these sacrificial
works (Qranta Sutras) are of no interest. What concerns us at
present is that portion of the whole which goes by the name
of Grihya and Dharma Sutra., that is, mannals of conduct in
domestic anrl social relations. III some cases the rules given in
these two divisions are identical; and the two divisions are treated
in such a way as to condense one division for the sake of not
repeating directions given in the other. For our purpose they
may he regarded as forming one body containing rules of life not
espeCially connected with thc pClformancc of the greater sacrifices.
They differ mainly as representing the views of different schools 011
mimite points or as products of different parts of the country, and
as earlier or later opinions. All of them claim to be based upon
Vedic teaching. Thus the Grihya and Dhamm Sutras of Apastarilba form but" few chapters of a work called the Kalpa, of
which twenty-four chaptcl'S teach the proper performance of saCl·ificc and only two treat of the sacred law, while one abridged
chapter !,";Yes the rules for the peliormance of domestic ceremonies.
Again this special' law-book' is not a law-book h,,,~ng universal
application, bnt is a product of a Vedic scbool belonging to til e
Andhras in the south-east 'of India; and, thirdly, it combats some
of the opinions expressed by writers on the same subject. Somewhat similar couditions prevail in the case of the other Sutras.
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They al'e, in short, local manuals which form complete wholes only
by ,,;'·tue of their subject-matter, but which, to their authors, were
merely sections of a grcater work, thc chief importance' of which
lay in the handing down of traditional knowle<lge in regard to
religious practices. They may bc regarded, however, as the first
steps in the evolution of legal literature; for the metrical Qastn1S
or law-books arc only the extension awl completion of the rnles of
the Dharma Sutras, with a gradual increasc in the part allotted
to civil and criminal law and a relaxation of the bond connecting
the Sutras with definite Vedic sects. 'l'he Dharma Sub'as are more
universal; the Grihya Sutras reflect indi"idnal schools. Bnt e,v,;n
the Grihyas arc not 91'allta (di"inely revealed), bnt Snulrta (sacred.
tradition).
.
The content of the Grihya Siitras, as is implied by the name, is
nanower than that of tllC Dharma Sutras. 'l'he first contain, however, to all stndents of folk-Iorc a store-honse of material in regard
to rites and snpe.'Stitions connected with hOllle life, such as no'
other body of literature in the world presellts. In thc first place,
the life of man is traced religiously from boyhood to burial. Every
important phase of a man's existence is accompanied with its
appropriate rite; and, incidentally, what to do and what not to do,
injnnctions, prohibitions, taboos, arc taught as general rules. of

..

conduct. The ,6'l.'cater evellts, hirth, marriage, death, arc described ,

in their rcli/,rions setting, cach with millute detail, so that not only
are the sacred texts cited which should be repeated on every occasion, b.lt the physical acts to which the texts are allcillary are
described. For example, slIch a text mnst he repcated while "
dead man's hones are being collected. The one who collects them
mnst pick them up with slIcb and slIch fingers and place them in
jnst snch a jar. The wedding verses are indicated; the bride mllst
make just so many steps "ud pour Ollt grain with her hands.held
ill jnst snch a position, etc. Some of the Vedic schools, instead of
embracing all the SiitraB in one work as a Kalpa Sub'a, have.
apparently laid so much stress on these dODlcstic rites that the
manllals have becomc independent works, thus fore-shadowing
what happened later in the case of the <;enstras. The complete
work, embracing all kinds of Sutra., belongs, as was to he cxpected,
to the Yajurveda schools, since the priests of this Veda were from
the beginning particularly cOllcerued with lIlanual exercises! iii.
arranging the alta.', etc., and the details of sacrifice; while ,the
priests of the other Vc(las had to do more with the recitation and..
chanting of the saCl'cd tcxts. Nevertheless, the literature of the
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Rigveda also contains both Qrnnta and Grihy" Sutras, as docs that
of the Sumaveda. Finally, the Atharvaveda possesses not only
a Vaitana Qranta Siitra bnt a Kau9ika Sutra, which is in part a
Grihya Sutra but couutins also directions for carrying out the
nmny· magic ceremonies connected with the text of that unique
Veda.
The preponderance of domestic ceremonies in the Grihya Siitra
results in Dhanna, or social, matter being introdllced rather adventitiously, as when the rules c"Onceming the choice of wives are
given, whereas Grihya, domestic, rules belong as much to the
Dharma Sutras as to the Grihya Sutras themselves. The difference
is that the weight in the Dhannas is laid on the wider relatioll of
man to the state, so that those sections which deal with the family
become condensed and subordinate. Specimens of southern Grihya
Sukas are also not lacking. Thus as the Dharum of Apastamba
retlects a South-Indian origin, so also the Grihya Sutra of Khadira
belongs to Sonthern India; and it is an indication that Sutra
literature extends far beyond the time of Buddha that this should
be the case. Such also may be snrmised to be the fuct (rather
than that Vedic schools were domiciled in South Iudia at a much
earlier period)from the circumstance that the Slitra of Khadira is
a later "nd more concise version of the Sutra of Gobhila. There
arc other examples of this endeavour to revise a Slitra 011 Iiues of
economy, each later writer reducillg the work of his preuecessor as
much as posl::J.ible or cOllvelliellt, conciseness beiug the test of 8iitra

excellence. GobhiJa's work is detailed and lengthy; Kh"dim's is
virtually the same work in condensed forIn. Everything that conld
be omitted, such as explanatory digl"Cssiolls, smaller details of
ceremonies, etc., was left out, solely to make the work easier to
remember.

Hut clearness as well a.s conciseness was aimed at amI

.ati.u:ined by a fresh arrangement of the older mattel".
. An example of the scope anri method of a Grihya Sutra may be
taken from the directions of Khii.dira regarding the little oblations
'to spirits and gods required from a wedded pair. After describing
the wedding ceremony, Khadira passes directly to this question of
offerings and oblations, describing first brietly the tire used for the
purpose of receiving the oblation, thus:
The domestic (grihya) fire is that at which he has taken her hand (in
,marriage) or that 011 which he has put the last piece of wood (as n student before
marriage) or a (fresh) fire twirled out (of wood), the last being pure but not tending
.10 prosperity; or he may get his domestic fire from a. frying-pan or from the house
of a man who makes mnny sacrifices, qudras excepted. The service begins \\oith
an evening oblation. After (the fire) has been set ill a blaze before sunset or
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sunrise, tho sacrifice (is perfonned) after sunset (and) after or before sunrise. He
should ma.ke an oblatiou of rice~food fit for sacrifice after washing it, if raw, with
his hand (but) with a brass bowl if it is (not rice but) curru or mil~ or with the
rice-pot. With the words I Hail to Fire' (he makes oblation) in the middle (of the
fir~ at eye); secondly in the north-eastern (part of the fire) j in the morning, with
tho words, 'Hail to Sun 1 (he makes tho first oblation). The 'wiping round and
other (acts) except sprinkling (of water round tho fire) are hero loft out. Some
say' let the wife make the oblations,' for tillS fire is tho house-fire and the wife is
tho house (home). When (tho meal) is prepared, evening and morning, sho (tho
wife) must say (' It is) ready,' (and he) must say aloud 'Om 11, but softly 'May it
not fail; to thee 2 be roverenea' Of rieoSood fit for sacrifieo he should make
(oblations) to Prajapati; and to (the form of the Firo-god called) Svishtakrit
(i.e. good sacrificeI') make a bali (offering), depositing it outside or inside (the fireplace) in four places: (one) at the water-barrel; (another) at the middle door;
(another) at the couch or privy; and (finally, one) at the heap of sweepings; sprinkle
each (offering or the ground with water) both (before and afterwards) and pour
out what is left with the water toward the south. Of chaff, water, and scum of
wiled rice (let him make a bali offcring) whon a donation has been made. The
gods to whom the bali offerings belong are Earth, Wind, Prajapat~ the All.gods,
Water, Horbs, Trees, Space, J...ovc or Wrath, tho hosts of Rakshasas, the Fathers,
and Rudra. Ho should make the offering in silence; he should make it of any
food (but) make it ouly once in case (a meal) is prepared at different times; at:ld
if (prepared) at different lllaccs (then he should make the uffering o.f) what belongs
to the house-holder (Ilimself). But of all food he should offer (some) in t.he fire
alld give the best to a priest; this he should do himself. He should offer the
o(ferin~ himself from rice (-hal'Yest) to barley (~harvest) or from barley (-harvest)
to rice (-harvest) j (yea,) he himself should offer them 3•

It will have been observed that the religious ceremony of the
bali-offering implies a cult midway between that of thc Vedic
sacrifice and the sectarian sacrificc not countenanced by the orthodox. The bali is a bit of food cast upon the ground at the places
named, the recipients being supposed to be the Vedic divinities of
a lower order, ending with RlIdra, and the hosts of harmful spirits
who arc thus propitiated. Each divinity has a bali in his appropriate place and at the right time. Thus the offering by the couch
is for Love; that flung to the north is for Rudra; that by the door
is for (personified) Space; and the offerings to the harmful spirits
I Om ia the sacred syllable, answering in ca.ses like that above to 'very 'good'
(Amen). The cvening and morning are mentioned in this order because the evening
preeedes the day; and only two meala are mentioned because the Hindus eat but twice
a day.
~ In the St1tras clarity is often sacrificed to brevity. It is not clenr here whether
the wife or husband speaks or to whom the word ~ Thee' refers. Presumably the
husband addresses the words to the food itself (compare Gobhila's Grihya SutTa,
I, 3. 18). The text and translation (by ProC. Olden berg) oC Khadira a.re publisbed
in S.B.E. "01. XXIX.
a That is from spring till autumn the householder offers barley, and from rice.time
till barley·harvest time (uutumn till spring) he offers rice. The passage quoted is also
translated by Prof. Oldenberg. in S.B.E. vol. uu, p. 385.
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al'e given at night. The sprinkling of the offering mp-ltns (prohably)
the sprinkling of the ground or place where the offering is cast,
The Dharma Siitras also take np this question of offerings. The
citation above by implication recognises only the wife as preparer
of the meal. But a rich householder may have his meals prepared
by a priest or other member of the' reborn' castes or evcn by a
Qiidra. Special rules are nccessary in the last case. The slavecook, being impure, must have his hair and beard and nails cut
daily or at least at stated intervals, and it must be the householder
who. places on the fire the food prepared by Qudras. Then in this
.case 'it is the cook who says (when the meal is prepared), 'It is
ready' and the householder who responds (as Apastamba gives the
rule, with a slight variation) 'Well-prepared food bestows splendour; may it uever fail.'
The rites involving the goblins of disaster and disease ha,'e
natnrally a prominent place in the domestic ritual of the Crihya
Sutras and afford us glimpses of an otherwise nnknown pantheon.
The wife herself, who has so little to do with texts, must go outside
her' house and after food to 'the white demon with black teeth, the
lord of bad women,' and if she bears a child the husband must
. daily, till the wife's confinement ends, offer rice and mustard in
the fire near the door where the wife is confined, dispersing demons
whose names arc given: 'Qal)~la, l\Iarka, Upavira, Qalll)~ikeya,
·Uliikhala, l\Ialimlucha, Drol)asa, Chyavana,' all indicative oftrouble,
as arc those that follow (apparently It supplementary list), 'Alikhat,
Animisha, Kil]lvadanta, Upa~ruti, Haryak.ha, Kumbhin, Qatl'u,
Patrapiil)i, Nrimal)i, Hantrimukha, Sarshapiirul)a, Chyavana,
avaunt': Rut if the child falls ill with epilepsy, the' dog-disease,'
the father cures him by covering him with a net and murmuring,
Kilrkura, Su·Kftrkura, Kurkura (it is) who holds fast th€. children; scat

(check' chet :), dog, let him go; reverence to thee, Stsara, barker, beudel'; true tho
gods ha.ve given thee a

bOOll,

and bMt thou chosen my boy?

Scat, dog, let him

True, the Bitch of heaven, Sarama., is thy mother, Sisara is thy
father, and Yama.'s black and speckled dogs thy brothers j but scat, dog, let
hit;n go2,
.

go (as before).

, The demon attacking the boy is here called Kmniil'a, the cnlt is
obviously demoniac, In general, the Siltras of this class are concerned not with the greater sacrifices, which are discussed in the
Qrauta Siitra, called the Havis and Soma sacrifice., but with the
so-called great sacrifices of food cooked (ptika) and oflered on
1
OJ

Piir(l.skara, Grihya Sutra,
lb. 24.

I,

16, 23 f.
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"pecial noon-days and at fUlleral feasts, four or seven in all, including offerings to serpents as well as to demons and gods'.
'['he l""t of these domestic' cooked-food' sacrifices introdnces a
HOW feature:
" r·
I

On the full moon day of the month Chaitra ho makes (images of) a pair of
animals out of meal; (he offers) them and jujube Icares (to tho gods) j to Indra
and Agui a figure with prominent mwc] j and bans to Rudra Cguilkhuyana., Grihya
StUrn, IV, 19).

These images of meal representing living beings are partly dne to
the new feeling of pity for animals and the desire not to injure
life, which plays a part in Brahmanism as well as in Bnddhism.
It must be admitted, however, that economy had something to do
with the snbstitution of animals of meal for real animals, bnt
ostensibly it is a Vishl)uite tmit. 'fhe general rule in this regard
is that attributed to )lann: 'Animals may be killed (so said Manu)
at the Madhuparlm and Soma sacrifice and at the rites for Manes
and gods.' But it is an old rite of hospitality to kill a cow for a
guest'; and, as a matter of form, each honom-ed guest is actually
offered a cow. 'rhe host says to the guest, holding the knife ready
to slay the cow, that he has the cow for him; but the guest is then
directed to say: ')lother of Uudms, daughter of the Vasus, sister
of the Adityas, navel of immortality (is she). Do not kill the
guiltless cow; she is (Earth itself), Aditi, the goddess. I speak to
them that understand.' He adds, ' My sin has been killed and that
of so-and-so; let her go and eat grass.' But if he really wants to
have her eaten, he says, 'I kill my sin and the sin of so-and-so'. (in
killing her), and though in many cases the offer of the cow is thus
plainly a formal piece of etiquette, yet the offering to the guest
was not complete without flesh of some sort; and it is clear from
the formulas that any of the worthiest guests might demand the
cow's death, though as the' six worthy ,,"IIcsts ' are teachcr, priest,
father-in-law, king, friend, and Aryan 'reborn' man, and all of
these were doubtless well grounded in that veneration for the cow
which is expressed above by identifying her "ith Earth (as Aditi),
there was probably seldom any occasion to harrow the feelings of
the cow-revering host'. Paraskam mentions only the cow but
Gailkhayana (G.S., II, 15, I) already substitutes a goat as a possible
alternative; he also mcntions the gods to which this animal is
1 From the fuU moon of the month 9riiva.~a, offerings to snakes have to be made
daily till it is sa.fe to sleep on the ground again. This is called the p.ratyavaroha1].a
and occurs on the full moon day called Agrahayu1}I, when one may 'descend again'
(from the high couch).
S Chapter IV, p. 101.
3 Paraskara, Grihya Satra, I, 3, 26.
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sacred, that is, he seeks to makc the animal offered to the gncst a
sacrifice to a god. Thus he says that if the animal is offered-to the
teacher aud killed it is 'sacred to the Fire.god'; if it is offered to
a king, it is sacred to Indra, and if to a friend (mitra) it is sacred
to Mitra. Similar additions may be traced in many particulars,
sometimes found by comparing one text with another, sometimes
clearly interpolated.
The Sutras, while they do not recognise the sects of later days,
yet point to the different conception of deity embodied in the two
great llloderu sects worshipping Rudra.Qiva aud Vishl)n. Thns, as
above, Rndra and the Rakshasas are also associated in the rule:
, When one repeats a text sacred to Rudra, to the Rakshasas, to the
Manes, to the Asuras, or one that contains an imprecation, one shall
.touch water' (Qiiilkh., G.S., I, 10, 9). Ou the other hand, wheu the
bridegroom leads the bride to take the seveu steps, which form
p"-,·t of the wedding ceremony, he murumrs a blessing at every
step: 'Oue for sap, two for juice, three for prosperity, four for
comfort, five for cattle, six for the seasons, Friend! be with seven
steps (mine); be thou devoted to me.' And after each clause he
says ',may ViAh!)u lead thee.' Similal"!y, the fact that Vai~rava\,a
(Knbera) and I~ana (Rndra-Qiva) are worshipped' for the bridegroom' point to the phallic natlll"e of these coguate spirits (Par.,
G.S., I, 8, 2; Qiitikh., G.S., I, 11, 7).
The Grihya Sutras show that there was uo one rite of univcrRaI
acceptation in those ceremonies most intimately conneck-d with
domestic felicity. Indeed, the anthor of the A~valfiyana Grihya
Sutra (I, 7, 1) says expressly that iu the matter of weddings, 'cnstoms are diverse; and he gives only that which is common usage.
Thus he tells how the bride is to go about the fire, mount the
stone, pour out grain, ga"e at the pole-star, etc., but does not
mention other rites which other Grihya Sutras enjoin. Some of
these, however, arc of nniversal interest; and a comparison of the
-Hiudn ceremonies with those of other Aryan-Bpeaking peoples
shows that in all probability the Indian ritual has preserved
elements reaching far back into prehistoric times '.
1 On this point, cf. Haas and Weber, Indische Btudien, vol. v; L. von Schroeder,
Die Hockzeitlgeb1'f1uehe der EstelL unrl einiger anderer jinnisch.ugrischer Viilkerschaften
in Vergkichuny mit denen deT inMgermanischen Vulker (1888); M. Winternitz, Das
aUitldische IIochzeitsrituelL.mit Vergleiclmng deT lIochzeitsgelYrii!iche bei den tlbrigen
indogermanischen Volkern (1892); also a paper by the last writer on the same subjec'
.in the Tramactions of the National Folk-lore Society (Congress, 1891-2), and ODe by
Th. Zachariae, 'Zwn altindischen Hochzeitsrittull' (Wiener Zeitschrijt fUr die Kunde
des Morgenlandelf, vol. XVII, pp. 135 f., Bnd 211 f.).
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Thus in the ceremony it is universal usage to walk the seven
steps together and for the bridegroom to murmur, as be takes the
bride's hand: 'This am J, that art thou, that art thou, this am I ;
Heaven am I and Earth art thon; the (feminine) ~ieh (Rigveda
verse) art thon, the Sam an am J. Be thou devoted to me,' aud to
make the bride mount a stone as an emblem of firmness. But
special rules are that women shall come to the bride's honse and
eat and drink brandy and dance four times; and that merry girls
shall escort the bridegroom to the bride's house, and that he mnst
do all the foolish (1) things they tell him to do (except when taboo
is concerned). (Qalikh., G.s., I, 12, 2.) Some measure of values may
perhaps be obtained from the statement that the fee to the priest
who performs the marriage-ceremony is a cow, given by the bridegroom, if the groom is -of the same caste as the priest, but a viUage
if the groom is 'royal,' Rajanya, that is a nobleman of 'kingly"
order, and a horse if the groom is of the third estate (farmer, trader).
Obviously the succeeding rule, which is not unique, countenances
a sort of sale iu that it adds: '(The bridegroom must give) to the
one who has the daughter one hundred (cows) together with a
chariot: The same rule is found in the Dharma Siitras (Apastamba, II, 13, 12) with the explanation that the gift must' be
returned, as a sale is not allowed-whicb only points back to an
earlicr pcriod when the sale of daughtcrs was allowed.
'
.
'l'he distinction among the orders mentioned in the gifts above
is only one of innumerable passages in which, as a matter of course
and without thought of any other social order, the castes are
named as priest, noblc or warrior, and 'people,' the last term
em bracing all those 'reborn,' who arc not. priests or warriors or
shves. The slaves, Qiidras and lower orders, arc recognised as
part of the social structure. The name itself suggests that the
Qiidras were originally a conquered people, as Karian became
synonymous with slave at Athens. Yet thc Qiidras were not
Pariahs but members of the household, who took part in some of
the domestic rites.
The test of caste is not marriage alone but defilement hy eating
and touching what is unclean. In this regard the Siitras show
only the beginning of that formal theory of defilement which
results in a pure man of the upper castes being defiled by the
shadow of an impure man, and in the taboo of all contact with the
impure. According to Gautama (Dharma Si;tra, XVII, I f.), a
Brahman may eat food given by any of the' reborn' who are worthy
members of their caste, and if in need of food to support life he may
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,take food and other things even from a Qudra. Food forbidden is
that defiled ,natnrally by hah's or insects falling into it and that
touched by a woman during her courses, by a black bird (crow), or
by it foot, etc., or giyen by an outcast, a woman of bad character,
a person accursed, an hermaphrodite, a police-officer (da'IJiJika),
a carpenter, a miscr, a jailer, a physician, a man who hunts withont
using the bow (i.e. a non-Aryan snarer of animals), a man who cats
refuse or the food of a multitnde, of an enemy, etc. The list continues with the taboo of food offered disrespectfully and of certain
animals. Apastamba (DharmaS., I, 6, 18, 1 f.) allows the acceptance
of, gifts, including' a house and land, eyen from an Ugra (low caste
or mixed caste), though, like the later law-books, his code states
tlt~t a priest may not eat in the house of anyone of the three
orders (va?->Jas) below him; but he may eat the food of any other
priest, and according to 'some' he Illay eat the food of people of
,any caste except Qudm.s and even their food in times of distress.
" Forhidden by him is thc food of an artisan, of people who let
houses or land, a spy, an unauthorised hermit (Buddhist?), besides
that of surgeon, nsurer, and others. G'aste is vm'(la or jiiN,
'colour' and 'kin,' the former embracing tbe latter, as a social
order inclnding clans or families. Even in the all-important
matter of marriage, caste is not so important as family. 'fhe only
test, whcn one seeks a wife, according to Qankhayana, is that of
,the family: "l'hey ask the girl in marliage, reciting the clan; names: The text of 11.svalayana expressly mentions as a form of
marriage that in which thc bridegroom kills the relatives and
'rapes the weeping girl, evidently a fonn ollee countenanced as
welI as ennmerated among possible forms; at any rate it bars ont
. all examination of the bride's social position. Indeed the marriage
rules permit the marriage of a Qudra woman, though as the last of
four wives, with a member of the highest caste (e.g. Par., G.S., I,
"4, n), whose offspring, of course, being 'mixed' or impure, is not
'II member of the Aryan 'reborn,' but neve~theless is recognised
legally. And what shall we say of those who are not 'reborn'
although Aryans! The rule in this case is universal that, if priest,
warrior, or member of the third estate fail to be 'reborn in the
Veda,' i.e. if such a one is not duly initiated into his social order
at the proper time, he loscs his prerogatives and becomes an
outcast: 'No one should initiate such men, nor tcach them, nOl'
. 'perform sacrifice for them, nor have intercourse with them,' and
.further, 'A person whose ancestors through three generations have
been thns outcast is excluded from the sacrament of initiatioll and
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from being taught the Verla,' that is, they become VroUyas or
entirely ollteast persolls with whom one may not even have intercourse unless they perform special rites'.
In general the Grihyn Slitras may be said to be tbe later
scholastic codification of rules, formulas, and rites long practised,
concerned chiefly with the orderly progress of an individual ideal
life, and incidentally with such ceremonies as naturally occur ill
such a life, that is, besides rites from babyhood to marriage,
fixed moon-rites, etc., those concerned with building, holidays,
burial, etc. That they are not of Vedic age in their present f0l1l1,
though in substance reverting in part to Brahmm.Ja beginnings,
may be concluded from their obvious posterioIity in respect of
language and metre (where verses are cited) to the Brahmat.Jas,
not to speak of earlier Vedic texts, as weIl as from the fact that
sC>'eral Slitras emanate f"om districts scarccly known even: by
name to the Brahma!)as. The gcneral order of an'angement in
the Grihya Siltra.is one conditioned by the subject-matter, which
is to reveal the whole duty of man as a householder. Most of
them begin with the marriage and continue with the birth of a
child, the ceremonies at conception and at various stages before
birth, at the birth itsclf, at the nnming of the child, when he sees
tbe sun, when he is fed, when his hair is cut, ,yhen he becomes
a student, and when he returns home from his Guru (tutor) and
becomes a householder. Theil the child, now grown to a man,
marries and the eirclc bcgins again. Finally the rite fOI" the bllrial
is described. A few texts take lip the "ouml of life at anothcr
point, that where the stmlent-life begins. This is the procedure
in the case of some of the Black Ynjurveda texts (for example, the
Miinava and K'l~haka Silkas), but it makes no difference where
one begins; each Siitra follows out the life to the end, and the
general uuiformity shows that, whatever be the minor discrcpancies
and divergences of opinion (of which the authors arc thcmselves
well aware), the Grihya Siltras as n whole are based upon one
model, and that, whether in the northern or southern districts, the
lives of Ol"thodox Aryans were governed by a remarkable conformity
of Iitmel. It is not improbable that, as has heeu suggested by
l'rofessor Oldenberg, many of the rites prescribed as general rules
were nothing more than formulas of secret mngic owned at first
by certain families and afterwards become universal property'.
I

See Pirllskara, Griltya Sutra,

Eng. trans., p. 67.

II,

5, 40 t, and Weber, Ind.

I~iteraturgeBcll.

p. 73 C.•

.

II Compare the admirable discussion of the position of the G!,ihya. Sutras by
Prof. Oldenberg in S.B.E. vol. xxx.
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The specimen given above will suffice to show the artless style
of these didactic Sutras. They have in fact no style save that
attained by scrupulous brevity. In the followiug paragraphs we
shall seek ''ather to iIInstrate certain phases of the Grihya Sutras
as indicative of relibrious and magical belief's and of the social.
environment in which they were produced, or at least for which
they were intended.
We may begin with revertiug to the cnre of epilepsy already
mentioned. In the course of childhood the boy may be attacked
by the dog-demon (epilepsy). What is the father to do? The
names of the canine demons have been mentioned above with a
parallel passage containing more of the same sort. These are to
be averted by a sort of honorific propitiation. They are lauded;
but their objectionable behavionr in this special case is deprecated.
The author of 0\11' Sutra contents himself with this. But a rival
author 01' two (Hira.!yake<;ill, G.S., 11,2,7,1 f.; Apastamba, Grihya
Satra, VII, 18, 1) arc not content with the method here advocated.
According to them, the father must make a hole in the roof of the
royal gaming-hall and pull the boy through it, lay him on his back
on dice strewn about, and then, while a gong is sounded, recite the
deprecatory words to the dog-demons and pour cnrds and salt over
the boy. Several items of this recipe are of interest, the avoidance
of the door, the use of salt and curds to frighten demons, the gong
for the same purpose to be beaten on the south side of the hall.
These may be said to be universal antidotes; peculiar is the use
of' the dice, which has no parallel in the similar sitnations offered
by the Sutra. Finally the fact that the fathel' makes a hole ill the
roof of the gaming-hall shows that it is made of thatch (easily
repaired) and leads to the question what sort of' architecture is
normally to be found implied in the Siitras. The gaming-hall is
the public gambling-place which a king is directed to build for the
lise of his subjects, and curiously enough, with the exception of
the householder's own dwelling, it is almost the only reference to
edifices found in the Sfitras. On the other hand, all the dicta of
the Sutras show that such life as is depicted is supposed to be
conn try life; the district and the village are the geog"aphical
entities. Cities are not ignored but are despised'. Thus there
a.re no ceremonies for mban life. nut there is a rite for ploughing,
wh~n sacrifice is made to A~ani (the thunder-belt) and to SWi
.~ Apastamba, Dharma SlUm, I, 32. 21, 'let him avoid going into towns.' and
Baudhiiyana, Dharma Satra, n, 3, 6, 33, ,It is impossible for one to obtain salvation,
w.hO lives in a town, covered with dU!:lt.·
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(the furrow), as well as to other bucolic deities, Araqa, Anagha,
etc., as to the greater bucolic gods, Pmjanya and Indra and Bhaga,
with similar ofterings on the occasion of the 'furrow sacrifice,' the
'threshing-floor sacrifice,' when one sows, reaps, or takes in the
harvest, all indicating that the life portrayed is that of the village
agriculturist, who must even 'offer a sacrifice at mole-he.~ps to '
AkhUl'iija, the king of moles' (Gobhila, Griftya S'iitra, IV, 4, 28 f.;
ibid. 30 f.). So the constant injunctions to 'go out of the village,'
to sacrifice at a place where four roads meet, or on a hill, etc.,
imply life in villages even for householders and scholars rather:
than in towns (Gobhila, III, 5, 32-35).
Besides the introduction of evil spirits and bucolic divinities
into the ritual of the domestic service, we find in the Sutras for'
the first time the recognition of images of the gods, which mnst he
implied by the regulations concerning the deities 19fina, ]\;1iqhushi,
and Jayanta ('lord,' 'bountiful one,' 'conqueror') as well as the
'lord of the field,' Kshetrapati, who arc moved abont and given
water to drink (Ap., G.S., VII, 19, 13; ibid. 20,1-3 and 13).
When a boy is initiated he is made to mount a stone with the·
adjuration to be 'firm as a stone' which elsewhere is confined to '
the bride, and is then given in charge to 'Kashaka (Ka9aka),
Antaka, Aghora, Disease, Yama, lYIakha, Vayini, Earth and
Vai9vanara, Waters, Herbs, 'frees, Heaven and j<jarth, 'Welfare,
Glory, the All-gods, all the Bhuts, and all the gods' (Hira\lyake9in,
G.S., 1,2,6, 5). In this list of demons and deities to whom the'
boy is given in charge, Va~ini as the' ruling' goddess' is noticeable. ·She is probably the mother-goddess who despite all Vedic
influence always was the chief spiritnal village-power identified
with Qiva's wife in various forms. Perhaps too the recognition
(in a rite to procure increase of cattle) of a god described merely
as 'He who has a thonsand arms and is the protector of cowkeepers' (Gaupat!la), may be a veiled allusion to Krishl)a-Vishl)u
(Gobhila, IV, 5, 18).
As the Grihya Sutras in distinction from the Dharma are
concerned with domestic superstitions, these may lightly be
considered their peculiar contribution to the history of India.
Of political and social life they contain almost nothing except as
confined within the bonnds of the family. The regular routine of
the normal life contains a sufficiency of such superstitions, though
the underlying reason for them is due in some cases more to
mechanical adjustment to a supposed harmony than to spiritual
fears. This is the case for example in the regulation that the,
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initiation of the Brahman, Kshatriya, and Vaiyya shall take place,
respectively, in spring, summcr, and autumn, in thc eighth,
eleveuth, and twelfth years aftcr conception, thc respective
seasons being supposed to represent the castes, as the years
represent the metres regarded as peculiar to these castes. Deeper
lies the origin of the following :-the rite to drive out of tbe bride
the influence deadly to tbe husband and to convert it into an
influence deadly to her possible paramour (Hir., G.S., I, 7, 24, If.);
the prayer that the' weeping women' (demons) and Vike~i may
not torment her, nor the Piyachas of the womb, who devour flesh
and bring death (ibid. 6, 19, 7); the scattering of rice and other
grains on the heads of the ne)vly wedded pair (ibid. 21, 6); and
the corresponding rite according to which the husband ties barley
about the wife's head, here expressly' to have offspring' (Ap., G.S.,
VI, 14,7). Naturally the conjugal relations offer a fruitful field for
this son of thing. Thus we have a rite to make a husband subject
to his wife as well as to IUake her co-wives subject to her (ib-id.
III, 9, 5 f.) and another very peculiar rite, the object of which is to
keep the wife faithful, in which she is regarded much as is the slave
around whom, when suspected of estrangement, urine is poured
from a.horn to keep him magically at home (Hir., G.S., 1,4,14,2).
Another subject claiming the attention of the Sutra-maker is
the efficacy of amulets. 'fhcse are tied upon the priests, as a sort
of final expression of good-will, in the A~vayuja rite. They are
made of lac and herbs (Gobh., III, 8, 6). Minor superstitions
abound If oue yawns, one mnst say, 'May will and wisdom
abide in me,' evidently a phase of the popular belief that the
soul may escape in a yawn or sneeze (Hi 1'., G.S., I, 6, 16, 2).
Signs of ill-luck which must be averted by a' sacred formula are
found in the preseuce in the house of a dove, of bees, or an anthill,
in the bndding forth of a post, etc. (ibid. I, 5, 17,5). '1'he transmission of sin is illustrated by the dictum that if one touches
a sacrificial post the faults committed at the sacrifice are iucurred
(ibid. 16, 16); also by the injuuction that when one's hair is cut a
well-disposed person should gather it up and hide it away, as the
well-disposed person (the mother, for example) thus 'hides the sin
in the hail',' prohably a refinement 011 the original notion of not
losing one's Boul-strength at the hands of some ill-disposed person
(ibid. I, 2, 9, 18; cf. A~v., 1,17,10, etc., where the formula is 'for
long life '). Whether the objection to certaiu trees as liable to
cause eye-trouble, etc., is grounded in fact or fancy, cansing the
iqjunction to transplant them, may be questioned, but the original
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cause has been lost in the maze of snperstition, which makes the
Ac;vattha tree injnrious all the east side of the house, the Plaksha on
the south, the Nyagrodha on the west, alld Udumbara on the north.'
Before speaking of the Dharma Siitras in particular it will be
necessary here to settle the qllestion as to what is meant by the'
Aryan, so often mentioued in all the Siitras. While not lacking in'
moral connotation, 80 that as a common adjective ii1ya meant'
noble in heart as well as in race, it is only in the democracy of
religious philosophy that slIch a person as an Aryan slave or barbarian was conceivable. Practically Arya was synonymous with,
'reborn' and indicated a person of the three upper castes in
good standing, antithetic to Qiidra and othcr low-caste or ont-caste
persons. Yavanas (Greeks) are the most esteemed of foreigners,
but all Yavanas are regarded as spruug ii'om Qiidra females and
Kshatriya males. Gautama says that sundry authorities hold this
view'. Such rules as that given by Gautama (XII, 2) in the case of
the violation of an Aryan woman by a Qudra, when compared with
Apastamba, DII.S., II, 26, 20, and 27, 9, prove conclusively that
Arya is 'noble in race' as distinguished from the 'black colour'
(ibid. I, 27, 11, with the preceding' non-Aryans '). !III' Ketkar in
his History of Caste in India (p. 82), is rather rash in stating
that there was no racial discrepancy felt bet)l'een Aryan and
Dravidian. It is true that those who were out-caste were no
longer called Aryans, but no Qiidra was ever regarded as Aryan,
any more than he could bc 'reborn.' A"ya indicated racial distiuctiou from the times of the Rigveda onwards.
W c have seen that the Grihya Siitras practically recognise
life only as lived in villages. In the Dharma Sutras, as these are
later and havc to do with wider relations, the town (PU1', nagara),
appears as a larger unit, though how mneh larger it is not easy to
say; and when we remember that pUJ' is after all only a stronghold
or fort, and nagm'a is anything larger than a village, we must be
cautious of too ready belief in large cities. Everything indiC<'ttes
on the contrary that life was still chiefly that of small places and
kings were only petty chieftains. There was not supposed to be
any school or even studying dOlle in town. The Dharma Sutra of
Gautama, regarded as the oldest of extant DlutI'Ina Sutra., says
expressly that one should not recite the holy texts at any time in
a town; and it is assnmed, as in the Grihya Sutras, that such life
I Dh. qii.slra, IV, 21 (erroneously renderetl 'otl'l:Ipring of male Qii.drlls and female
Kshatri:yas' in S.n.E. \"01. n, p. Ivi). This passage referring to Yavanas is unique
in the Siitrn.s. They are Bactrian and other Asiatic Greeks. See Chap. UIl, pp. 540-1.
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as is described passes nonnally in villages. Even in the descrip·
tion of the royal residence (v. inJ. p. 247), the hall has a thatched
roof. The king still stands up in p,·opria perBona and hits a thief
wiSh a cndgel; and, if the king fails to strike, the' guilt falls on
the king' (Gaut., DkS., XII, 43). The commentators, apparently
aware. of the incongruity in applying such a rule to the kings
of their day, attempt to restrict its application as intended for
specially evil thieves (of gold); but it is in fact a general rule
even as late as A.pastamba (Dl&S., I, 25, 4), who says: 'A thief
shall loosen his hair and appear before the king carrying a cudgel
on his sboulder. With that (cudgel) he (the king) shall smite him;
if be dies his sin is expiated, bnt, if the king forgives him, the guilt
falls on him who forgives; or he (the thief) may throw himself into
a fire or die by starvation.' Thus the later author seeks to excuse
the king (but not the thief).
The Dbanna Siitras add to the data of 80cht! life material
evidence whicb shows that there were recognised customs not
approved in one part of the country but doubtfully admitted as
good usage because locally approved in other parts. .For, in discussing usage, Banr!bityana (DIt.S., I, 1, 17 f.) expressly says that
customs peculiar to the South are to cat in the company of an
uninitiated person, in the company of one's wife, to eat stale food,
and to marry the daughter of a matemal nncle or of a paternal
annt, while cnstoms peculiar to the North are to deal in wool,
to drink rum, to sell animals that have teeth in the upper and
in the lower jaws, to follow the trade of arms, and to go to sea.
He adds that to follow these practices except where they are considered right usage is to sin, but that for ",wh practice the local
rule is authoritatiYe, though Gautama dellies thisl. Baudhayana
also admits the doctrine that a priest who cannot slIpport himself
by the usual occupations of a Brahman may take np arms and
follow the profession of a warrior; though here again his opinion
. is opposed to that of the earlier Gautama, who argues that such
an occupation on acconnt of its cruelty is not fitted for a priest.
Whether the Gautama here represented as opposed be the Gautama
whose Slitra has come down to us may be doubted, hut the two
passages show that caste-integrity was not regarded as essential,
for no one could be a warrior and retain the mode of life deemed
proper fo~ a priest.
~ See Biihler, B.B.E. vol. II, p. xlix.. The river Narmada. (Narbada) is the boundary
between North and South. 'llaking voyages by sea' causes loss of caste (BILUdh.,
Dharma Batra, It, 1, 2, 2).
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The geography of the Sutras illustrates very forcibly the limited
reach of interest at the same time that knowledge of a wider
country was thoroughly disseminated. Kalhiga on the eastern
coast is even the snbject of versification, 'He sins ill his feet who
visits the Kalhigas,' and one who travels to their country must
perform a purificatory sacrifice; as must they who visit the Arattas
(in the Punjab) or the PUl.l~ras and Vailgas (in Bengal), while the
inhabitants of the country lying about Multan, Surat, the Deccan,
Malwa, western Bengal, and Bihar are all declared by Baudhayana
to be of mixed origin; and (by implication) their cnstoms are not
to be followed. The' country of the Aryans' embraces in fact only
the narrow district between the Patiala district in the Punjab
and Bihar, aud between the northem hills (Himalayas) and those of
]If"lw'L; some even confine the definition of Aryavarta (country of
the Aryans) to the district between the Ganges and J umna',
Constant references to the opinions of earlier authorities, indefinitely cited as 'some,' show that our extant Sutras are but a
moiety of the mass lost. Naturally the later authors know by
uallle more authorities than do the earlier. Apastamba discusses
'those whose food may be eaten' and cites a certain KaIFu who
declares that' who wishes may give'; theu a Kautsa, whose opinion
is that he who is holy (putlya), may give; then Varshyaya\li who
says that' anybody may· give,' because, if it is a sinner and the sin
remains with him, the receiver cannot suffer, but ifit does not remain
with him (the giver), then the giving acts as a purification (Ap.,
Dh.S., I, 10, 3 f.). Agaiu the same author discusses theft. Anyone who takes what belongs to another is a 'thief'; so teach
Kautsa, Harjta, and Ka\lva; but Varshyayal.li says that there are
exceptions. 'Seeds ripening in the pod and food for a draught-ox'
may be takell (without theft), though' to take too much' is a sill.
lIarjta's opinion is that the owner's permission must fil'st be given
(Ap., Dh.S., I, 28, 5).
These tcxts in any case are more or less erroneous transmitteps
of older law. Thus the Sub'" law for manslaughter or murder
enjoins that one who has killed a warrior shall give for the expiation of his sin a bull and a thousand cows. To whom 1 The
commentator (a priest) says that the passage means give to the
priests CAp., Dh.s., I, 24, I), whereas the corresponding rule in
Baudhayana (I, 10, 19, I) says that the fine sball be given to the king;
1 Bandh. I, 1, 2, 9 r. Baudhayana may be the Kfu).va referred to (in the nezt
paragraph) BH an authority. He was probably himself a southerner of the eastern
C03.8t. Cf. Biihler, S,B.E. vol. XIV, p. xnvi f.
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and in both passages the commentator explains that the' expiation
for sin' may mean' to remove the enmity of the mnrdered man's
relatives,' which latter explanation is historically the earlier and
probably the true explanation, as it is a parallel to the law permitting compensation for murder as fonnd among other Aryan
nations I.
Since, in distinction from the G!"ihya Sutras, the Dharma
Siitras have to do with society rather than with family, it is here
that we find the beginning of civil and criminal law, althongh
legal punishments are still retained in part under the head of
penance, and the conditions of inheritance, which depend on the
family, are partly explained under domestic dnties, for these
include (as we have seen) the rite of marriage, apropos of which
is first defined the family (gotra, gens) into which one may marry.
The rule is that a man shall not give his daughter to one belonging
to the same gotra, that is, having the same family namc 2, Of, in
the case of priests, descended from the same Yedic seer, or to olle
related on the mother's side within six degl·ees. Then the rnles
for inheritance, assllming the mealling of the Sapil.l~a as one
within six degrees, make Sapil)qas the heirs after or ill defanlt of
sons. The Sapir!qas here are males ollly. The widow is excluded,
and the daughter (according to Apastamba) iuherits only in default
of sons, teacher, or pnpil, these, however, being recommended to
employ the inheritance for the spiritual good of the deceased.
Probably the general rule anticipates not the death of the owner
but a division of property among the sons during his lifetime.
Tile king inherits in default of the others named, and some say
that among the sons only the eldest inherits. These rules are
sufficiently vague, but local laws are also provided for in the
additional rule: 'In some countries gold, (or) black cattle, (or)
black produce of the earth (grain or iroll 1) is the share of the
eldest' (Ap., Dh.S., II, 14, 7). Then in regard to what the wife
receives, the Siitra leaves it doubtful whether the rule' the share
of the wife consists of her ornaments and wealth received from
her relations, according to some (authorities),' is to be interpreted
in such a manner that •according to some' refers only to the
last clause or to the whole.
, What is obvious is that the whole matter of inheritance was
as yet not regulated by auy general state law. Different countries
Cf. BUhler's explanation, S.B.E. "'01. H, p. 78.
GeneroJly speaking we mBy sa.y that exogamy is the rule, but epic literature
records caSBS of maniage between near relations (cousins).
1

~
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or districts of India have different laws; different authorities
differ in regard to the interpretation of these laws; and, finally,
diflcrent texts of Vedic authority contradict by inference the rule
to be got from them. Tbus because one Vedic text says 'Manu
dividcd his wealth among his sons,' it is implied that there should
he no preference shown to the eldest; hut, on the other hand,
another Vedic text says 'they distinguish the eldest by the
heritage,' which countenances the preference sbown to the eldest.
Now this last point, despite tbe desire for conciseness, demands
consideration at leugtb, so the maker of the Sutra takes it up,
arguing that a mere statement of fact is not a rule. For example
(he says), tbe dictum' a learned priest and a he-goat are the most
sensual heings' is a statement, but cannot be taken as a rule.
Hence, he says, thc statement 'they distinguish tbe eldest' is not
a rule. But the question remains, why tben should the other
statement, 'Manu divided his wealth,' he regarded as a rule!
The subject of inheritance is treated first by Baudhayana under
the head of impurity, where be says simply that SapiI.l<;las inherit
in default of nearer relations, and Sakulyas (remoter relations) in
default of Sapil!<;las; but afterwards he adds that the eldest son,
in accordance witb the quotations cited by Apastamba, may
receive the hest chattel, or the father may diY-ide equally among
his sons. Here also the fact that the same subject is treated in
different sections shows that as yct the matter of civil law was
not treated systematically but incidentally.
It is no part of the present discussion to enter into the
confusing details of t.he laws of inheritance; only to show in
what state were these laws at the time of the Sutras. The latest
Sutra, however, already stands on a level with the formal lawbooks, and, for example in this matter of inheritance, is not
content with the vague 'sons' of the earlier authors hut makes
a formal classification of the (later legal) 'twelve sons,' six of
whom are entitled to inherit as 'heirs and kinsmen' while six
(kinds) are 'kinsmen but not heirs,' among the last being the Bon
of a Qudra wife.
Civil law is in general discussed in the Sutras under the head
of royal duties; for it is assumed that the king administers justice
both civil and criminal. It is his part to pay attention to tho
special laws of districts, castes (.iiiti), and families, and make the
four orders (va?",!as, castes in a general sense) fulfil their duties.
The summary, in the following order, includes punishing those
who wander from the path of duty, not injuring trees that bear
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fruit, guarding against falsification of weights and measures, not
taking for his own usc the property of his suhjects (except ""
taxes), providing for the widows of his sol}liers, exempting from
taxation a learned priest, a royal servant, those without protectors,
ascetics, infants, very old men, students, widows who have returned
to their families, unmarried girls, wives of servants, and pradattas
(douhtful, perhaps girls promised in marriage); but first and foremost; the king is to protect all in his realm (Vasishtha, XIX, 1-24).
This quaint summary of royal duties does not even belong to the
early Siitra period but derives from a text, which in some regards
is practically, as it is called, a law-book (Qastra). It reflects, as
do the elaboration of details and additions casually made, the fact
that even at this comparatively late period the king was still a
small local r['ja, not an emperor.
Although we may agl"Ce in general with the jndgment of
Buhler to the effect that the Dharma Qastra of Gautama takes
temporal precedence over the extant Dharma Qastras and Dharma
Siitr""" yet it is historically as important to remember that this
judgment was tempered by the consideration that interpolations
occur in the work of Gautama, and that ill its present form the
language 'agrees closer with Par.lini's rules than that of Apastamba
and Baudhayana.' The title itself of Gautama's work is Qastra
not Siltra, and it is obvious from his chapter on kings that sundry
works called Dhai'ma Qastr<1S were in vogue, for he says: 'The
administration of justice (shall be regulated by) the Veda, the
Dh:i.rma Qastras, the Ailgas, and thc l'uriil.!as (and Upavcda>l)'
(XI, 19), and though the word 'Upaved",,' occurs in but one
mannscript, and logically Dharma is included under Ailgo., yet it
is not necessary to ""sume an interpolation for these words,
especially "" Gautama mentions Manu among teachers of the
law, -from 'some' of whom he cites, though not by name. The
Atharva~iras, a late work, is also knowll to him (XIX, 12). It
may then be questioned whether each and every rule of
Gautama can be cited as being an integral part of the 'earlicst
law-book.'
The royal duties as described by Gautama are few. Aftcr
stating that all the 'reborn' (men of the three upper castes) arc
to study, offer sacrifice, and give alms, and that the priest in
addition is to teach, perform sacrifice for others, and recei ye alms,
or, if he does not do the work himself, to practice agricultnre and
1
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trade" Gautama says thut a king's special additional duty is to
protect all beings, to inflict proper punishment, to support learned
priests and others unuble to work, those free of taxes and
temporary stndents, to take measures for ensuring victory, to
learn how to manage a chariot and use a bow, to fight firmly,
to divide the spoils of battIe equitably, to take a tax of one-tenth,
one-eighth, or one-sixth (of produce), to force artisans to pay one
day's work monthly, to proclaim by crier lost property, and,. if the
owner be not found in a year, to keep it, giving one-fourth to the
finder (but all treasure-trove belongs to the king), and to protect
the property of infants', In the following section the author
says that the king is the master of all except the priests; that he
is to be moral and impart.ial, worshipped by all except Brahmans,
who shall honour him (ibid. XI, 1 f.); that he must protect the
castes (orders) and different stages of life (arramas), and, with
the assistance of his chaplain fnlfil all his religious duties,as
enumeratcd above. Authoritative in the realm shall be all rules
of castes (jiiti), and mmilies (kula), as well as distrie(,-rules not
opposed to (Vedic) tradition, while for their rcspective orders
(varga) ploughmen, traders, herdsmen, money-lenders, and artisans
may make their own rules (ibid. 21).
In this r6sum6 of royal duties there is no indication or implication of any power greater than that of a small king. Bnt the
later Sutra of Apastamba indicates the beginning of that system
of government by proxy which obtains in the Qastm of Manu Rnd
other Smritis. Nor is Apastamba's account of royal duties otherwise withont interest, since it shows just such a combination sf
old and ncw as characterises the Sutra period. To begin with,
after discussing caste-duties in general, .Apastamba describes the
town where the king is to live:
I will now explain the duties of a. king. He shall build a town (pur), and
a dwelling (verma), each with a door facing south. The dwelling (Buhler, ~paIace')
is within the pur, and to the east of the dwelling shall be a hall caned the
'invitation' (guest) place. South of the pur shall be an a:!sembly-house (8abM),
1 This and the permission to teach for monflY are not in accord with the usual
rules of the Siitras. The practice of BrahmanR becoming • gentlemen farmers and
sleeping pa.rtners in mercnnt.ile or banking firms managed by Vai~yas' is not
countenanced in other Siitras (see Biihler's note to Galltama, x, 5) and proba.bly
the permission to teach for money is intended only for priests in dh.tress.
2 An exception in the case of treasure-trove is made in the case of a. priest being
the finder, a.nd • some' sa.y that anybody who finds it gets one sixth. In the rules for
taxes, if the stock ie cattle or gold the tax according to 'some' is one fiftieth and if it
is merchandise one twentieth, while one sixtieth is the tax on roots, fruits, dowers,
herbs, honey, meat, grasa, and firewood (Gaut., x, 25 f.).
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having doors on the south and north sides so that it sball be in plain view within
and without. There shall be fires in all these places (burning) perpetually, and
offering to the Fire.(god) shall there be made regularly, just n.s to the sacred
house-fire. He shall put up as guests in the hall of invitation learned priests ...
and in the assembly-house he shan establish a gaming-table, sprinkle it with water,
and throw down 011 it dice made of Vibhitaka (nuts), sufficient in number, and let
Aryans play there (if they are) pure men of honest character. Assaults at arms,
dances, singing, concerts, etc., should not take place except in houses kept by the
king's scrvants ... Let the king appoint Aryans, men of pure and honest character,
to gnard his people in villages and towns, having servants of similar character;
and these men must guard a town (nagara) from thieves for a. ICflotYUC (yojana), in
every direction j village.'1 for two miles (a kog or quarter of flo league). They must
paT back what is stolen wit1~in that distance and collect taxes (for the king).

A learned priest and women are not taxed, nor are children
before puberty, temporary students, or ascetics, or slaves who
wash feet, or blind, dumb, dcaf, and discased persons. The kiug
goes personally into battle and is exhorted not to tnrn his back
and not to usc poisoned weapons or to attack those who supplicate
for mercy or are helpless (Apastamba, II, 5, 10, 11), such as those
who' have ceased to figbt or declare themselves cows (by eating
grass, a sign of submissiou) (llaudh., I, 10, 18, II; Gaut., x, 18).
Taxes and inheritance form the chief subjects of dvil law,
together with the vexed question of the status of women. Women
may not on their own account offer eithcr the Vedic Qmuta
sacrifices or the Grihya sacrifices. A woman is 'not independent'
(Baudh., II, 2, 3, 44; Gaut., XVIII, I), either in respect of sacrifice
or of inheritance. Widows, if sonless, are expected to bear sons
by the levirate marriage (llaudh., II, 2, 4, 9). Suttee is not acknowledged. Women are property and come under the general rule:
, A pledge, a boundary, the property of minors, an opcn or sealed
deposit, women, the property of a king or of a learned priest are
not 'lost by being enjoyed by others' (Vas., XVI, 18).
In proving property, documents, witnesses, and possession are
admitted as proof of title by the late Siitra of Vasishtha (XVI, 19),
and if the documents conflict, the statements made by old llIen
arid by gilds and corporations are to be relied upon (Vas., XVI, 15),
an interesting passage as it shows what importance was ascribed
to the gilds (p-e\li) of the time.
In criminal law, only Apastamba recognises the application of
ordeals (Dh.S., II, II, 3; cf. 29, 6). The ordeals, here merely
referred to, consist in the application of fire, water, etc., according
to the later law-books (v. i1lf. p. 282 ff.), but are not defined in the
Sutras. Assaults, adultery, and theft are the chief subjects discussed in the Siitras under this head: The fines of the later law
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are generally represented here by banishment or corporal injnry.
l\1ost of the regulations are, dominated by caste-feeling. A Qiidra
who commits homicide or theft or steals land has his property
confiscated and suffers capital punishment (Ap., DkS., II, 27, 16);
but a Brahman priest for such crimes shall be bliuded (ibid. 17).
A Kshatriya (warrior) who abuses a BrahmaQa (priest) is fined
one huudred (coills); a Vaiqya (farmer) must pay half as much
again for the same offence; but if a Bl'ahman abuses a Kshatriya
he pays only fifty coins (ki'il'shiipa~!as), and only twenty-five if he
abuses a Vaiqya, while if he abuses a Qiidra he pays nothing
(Gaut., XII, 8 f.), etc. The same caste-interest works outside of
criminal law.
Thus the legal rate of interest is set at (the equivalent of)
fifteen pel' cent. per annum (five miislws a month for twenty
kii1'shiilJa!las, Gaut., XII, 29; Baudh., I, 5, 10, 22); but according
to V3.'3ishtha (u, 48), 'two, three, four, five ill the hundred is
declared in the Smriti to be the monthly interest according to
caste.' This means that the highest C3.'3te pays two, the next
caote thl'Ce, and so on (limited by the scholiast to cases of loans.
without secnrity). The same author prohibits Brahmans and
Kshatriyas from being usurers; but Baudhayana says that a Vaiqya,
may practise usury (Vas., II, 40 and Baudh., I,. 5, 10, 21). '1'hat
there was, however, a notable laxity in carrying out the supposed
inflexibility of caste-rules is evident from the fact that the lawmakers expressly permit the upper castes to take to the occupa- -tion of the lower when in need of sustenance. Even the Brohman
priest who neglects to say his prayers may at the king's pleasure
be forced to perform the work of Qiidras (Baudh., II, 4, 7, 15).
Thus, with certain restrictions as to what he sells, etc., a priest or
\\'''1''';01' may support life by trade and agriculture (Vas., ,II, 24 f.).
But a mall 'reboMl' who persists in trade cannot be regarded as
a III"thman, nor can a priest who lives as an actor or as a physician
(ibid. III, 3). In other \\'ords, as may be concluded from the very
laws inveighing against them, at the time of the Sutras there were
many Ilominalmcmbers of the priestly and royal orders who lived
as farmers and traders, perhaps even as uSUl'ers (a special law
prohibits this, V3.'3., II, 40; cf. Manu, x, 117), not only acting the
part of gentleman farmers but living as humble ploughmen (Vas.,
II, 3:3).

As touching the onter world, as one is directed to avoid going
into towns, so one should avoid visiting foreign places and 'not
learn a language spoken by harbarians' (Vas., VI, 41; Ap., I, 32,18).
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In religion, as was to be expected, denying the authority of the
Vedas, carping at the teaching of the Vedic scers, and wavering in
regard to auy traditional duty is to 'destroy one's soul' (Vas., XII,
41), and there is no salvation for a man who devotes himself to
epicurean ways or to captivating men or to philology (pabdari'istra,
Vas., X, 20). On the other hand the Upanishad doctrine that a
priest who is learned and anstere and repeats the sacred texts is
not tainted with sin, thoug!) he constantly commit sinful acts, is
a morally destrnctive teaching already legalised (Vas., XXVI, 19).
The highest named god is Brahma or Prajapati, to whom, after
the manner of the epic, verses of legal character are assigned.
Philosophically the Sutras are dominated by the Vedanta Atmantheory, which appeal'S to be knmnl as a system to Apastamba,
whose Sutm seems to have been a work which arose among the
Andhras of the south-eastern coast, and probably is not older
than the second century B.C. It recognises, alone among Sutras,
a named Pura!)a (the Bhavishya, II, 24, 6) and its archaic
effect Iingnistically, which in large measnre determined BUhler in
his conjecture that this Sutra might revert to the fifth century,
may well be due to the fact that the Andhras retained linguistic
pecnliariticslong after Pal,lini fbwd the northern us.'1ge. Apastamba
InlOws the Atharvavcda., as docs Vasishtha, who appears to have
been a still later writer. It is true that BUhler arranged a
chronological series of Sutras of the law in the order Galltama.,
BaudMyaua, Vasishtha, aud Apastamba; but in doing so he minimised the late characteristics of Vasishtha (who alone mentions
'documents' as legal proofs); and in his remark (8. n. E., XIV,
p. xvii) concel'lling the fourth Veda he appears to have overlooked the passage at VI, 4, where the four Vedas arc mentioned.
It is also quite probable that the passage which seems to make
Balldhiiyana earlier than Vasishtha is interpolated, and Buhler
himself admits that many other passages have been tampered
with. Whatever the earlier text may have been, the present
text, with its free use of yloka verse, its recognition of Dharma
Qastras, its .citations from ]'Iranu, Vishl)u, ctc., and its possihle
allllBion to the ROllians (Romaka, XVIII, 4), seems to be the latest
of the legal Sutms, though containing much older material. In
general, the age to which the Siitras may be assigned cannot well
be earlier than the seventh or later than the second century RC.
They represent both the views of different Vedic schools and
different localities, from the Andhra country in the S.B. to the
countries of the N. W., where probably the school of Vasishtha is to
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be sought'. Probably the Grihyas represent the earlier Siitras;
the Dharmas as a whole come later: perhaps 300 B.C. would
represent the earliest.
I }<'or Biihler's views rega.rding Apastamba., as dating from the third to the fifth
century B.C., see S.B.E. vol. :IIV, p. xlii. The strongest proof that Apasto.mha. was
a. Southerner lies in II, 17, 17, where he says that' Northerners' pour water into
Ito priest's hand at funeral feasts. That he followed Baudhiiyana is undoubted; but for
historical use it must fllso be remombered that only the first two of the four books of
Bo. udhayana aro genuine and the latter half may be much la.ter.

CHAPTER XI
THE PRINCES AND PEOPLES OF THE EPIC POEMS
THE Siitra literature does not lack eonnexion with the epics,
to which we now tum. In the Grihya Siitra of Qankhayana, for
example, oecnr the names of Snmantu, J aimini, Vai9"mpayaua,
and Paila, who arc teachers of the great epic Mahabharata; and
the list of revered teachers, and no less revered species of literature,
mentioned in the Siltra of A~valayana includes the Bharata and
lIIahilbharata, while the Qiimbha"ya Siitra also mentions the
Mahiibharata (it omits Bharata, perhaps as included in the greater
name). Although the words are assumed by modern scholars to be
interpolated, the reason t,riven, 'because otherwise it would make
the .Siitr,a too late': has never been very cogent, since the end of
the Siitras and beginning of the epics probably belong tu about
the same time. As an indefinite allusion not to a speehtl epic
poem but to the kind of poetry arc also to be noticed such early
references as that of A~valayana (III, 3, 1) to Giithas, hero-lauds,
tales, and ancient legends.
Epic poetry is divided by the Hind,!s themselves into two
genera, one called 'tales and legends' (Itihasa and PUraI)a) and
the other called 'art-poem' or simply 'poem' (Kavya, the production of II Kavi or finished poet); but the compilation named
Mahabhamta is both Itihiis<1-Pural)a, its original designation,
and then Kavya, though it is not recognised as a Kavya till the
introductory verses exalt it as such. In its origin it was undoubtedly a popuIar story of the glorified historical ehameter
which attaches to tribal lays even to-day. The second epic, the
RiimaYaJ!a, has always stood as the type and origin of the refined
one-author poem, and whatever may have been the date of its
germ as a story, as an art-product it is later than the Mahabhiiratu.
, . Thus the oldest references which lIIay iudicate epic poetry
pohit rather to the story of the Bharatas thau to the story of
Bama. These references, however, in any eveut are not uearly

"
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old enough to warrant the assumption of immense antiquity made
by the native tradition. The Iauguage of both epics is not Vedic
but a popular form of Sanskrit, which was developed by the bards
aud became the ·recognised lanb'lmge of narrative poetry; and
their metre is the final reproduction of Vedic metres in modern
fonn. Both language and verse are not widely different from
those of the latest Siitras. We may reasonably conclude, then,
ihat the latest Siitras and the epics belong to the same period,
and that they represent two eOHtemporary styles of literatUre,
the former priestly and the latter secular.
There can be no doubt that, so far as much of their subject;
matter is concerned, the epics and the Pural}as are the literary
descendants of the stories and legends (Itiha"as and Pural.las)
which are mentioned in literature from the time of the AtI,arvaveda onwards; and the particular legend or historical tale (the two
are confnsed) which is embedded in the l\fahabhiirata or 'great
epic of the Bharatas' is also not wholly without scholastic
affinities. Just as the BriihmaQa.s held the kernel of the Grihya
Siitras, so the g>·eat epic through its promulgator, as traditionally
recorded, is connected with the school of the White Yajnrveda.
Para9ara is a name especially common in this Veda, occurring
often in its genealogical lists; and the epic ·acknowledges the
Qatapatha as the greatest of Briihmal)as, while the heroes of the
epic arc particularly mentioned in the Bralunal.'a, and indeed in·
snch a way that Janamejaya, prominent in the epic, is treated' as
a recent personage by the authors of the latter part ofthe BrahmaT)a;
though the epic treats him a.s a descendant of the chief epic hero.
The explanation of this i81l0t such a mystery as it seemed to Weber,
who was unable to reconcile the f>lcts that the same person was
tile descendant of the !:tter family and yet appeared as an
immediate predecessor or contemporary of the earlier. 'The explanation is simply that at the time of the eleventh K'"\I.'~a of the
Qatapatha Bralnnal."', Janamcjaya to the priestly author wa.s an
historical character, while to the epic poet he was legendary,
ancl the poet himself was, if not a bard, a domestic chaplain
prohably incompetent to analyse history, but anxious to give his
'
talc a noble frame.
Other early allusions to epic characters only show that the
epic which we now possess was unknown. Vai9ampayana and
\''''
Vya.sa are mentioned as early as the Taittiriya Armn·aka, but not'
as authors or editors of the epic which is now their chief clah~ to'
recog>lition. The word mahabll(trata is used by PiiQini, but only
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as an adjective which might be applied to anything grcat con·
nected with the Bharatas, a hero 01' town, as well as a war or a
poem. But above all, the Mahabharata epic is at bottom the
story of a feud between Kurus and Pal.'<.ius, and the PaJ.l<.ius arc
unkno,m to the early literature, either Br;,hmaJ.las or Sutras.
The idea that the original epic was a poem commemorating a war
between Panchalas and Kurus, which was ably developed. by
Lassen (Ind. Alterth;bnskunde, I, Pl'. 692 f.), and adopted with
modifications by Weber (Ind. Literaturgesch. pp. 126 and 203
= Eng. trans., pp. 114 and 186), is an ingenious attempt to account
for what is assumed to have existed. As a matter of fact a
Mahabharata without PaJ.l<.ius is like all Iliad without Achilles
and Agamemnon; we know of no such poem. The Kurus and
Pailch:i.las are focs in the epic but only as the Piil},lus ally them·
selves with the latter. 'rhe Kurus of thc epic, however, are
doubtless the Kurus celebrated in ancient times; cven the family
records show that the epic reflects the glory of these old aristo·
cmts. Thus the names Ambit and Ambikii as wives of a Kuru
in the yatapatha Brahmal.'" are preserved in the name Amba
(Ambika) as mother of the king of Kurus in the cpic. 'rhe first
oecurrcnce of the name PiiJ.l<.iu which can he dated seems to be in
a .vartika or supplementary rule to Pal.lilli IV, 1, 44, attributed to
Katyayaua (c. 180 B.C.). The Piil.'<.iUS, whatever may have been
their autiquity, first come into view with the later Buddhist
literature, which recognises the pal}Q.avas as a mountain clan, and
possibly iu the myth mentioned by Greek writers in regard to a
Hindu Heracles and his wife Pandaia, though the latter is indeed
of little weight. 'l'he epic Pal.'<.ius al'e not a "eople hut a falnily.
It is 1I0t till the second century B.C. that we fiud unmistakahle
allusion to what we Illay probably call our epic poem, in the account
of the Mahabhashya, which alludes to a poetic treatment of the epic
story and speaks of epic characters. The second century B.C. is
also the period to which those portions belong in which the
foreign iilvaders of the l'ulljab-Yavallas, yakas, and Pahlavasarc mentioned (v. sup. p. 22.1). These foreigners are represented
~ .fighting on the side of the Kurus.
As for the Panehalas
being opponents of the Aryan Kurus, the yatapatha Brahmal.'a
represents them as allies, and in early literature they are frequently
mentioned as forming one people, the Kuru·Panchalas. A single
reference in a formula may, indeed, imply disdain of the Panchalas
all the part of the Kurns" hut it is not certain that any racial
I

Weber, lItd. Lit., p. 126=Iing. trans., p. 114.

V. sup. Chapter v, p. 119.
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antagonism existed betweell the two. We may say with 'Yeber'
that 'the epic commemorates a fight between Aryans in Hindusmn
after the time when the original inhabitants had been overthrown
and Brahmanised,' only Oil the assumption that Kurus, PailChalas,
and P'i'.l<.ius were Aryans; but this is doubtful, and the force of
the remark is ·in any case somewhat impaired by the fact t1llit
contests between Aryans.are no indication of late date, since such
contests are commemorated even in the Rigveda.
It is possible that the Paiiehulas represent five Naga clans
(with ala' a water-snake' cf. Eng. eel) connected with the Kurus
or Krivis (meaning' serpent' or 'Naga '), and that none of the
families is of pure Aryan blood, for the Nagas in the' epic are
closely related to the Pa'.l<:lus; but all such considerations at
present rest on speculation rather than fact.
Whether we are to suppose that, anterior to our extant epic,
there was a body of literature which had epic characteristics, must
depend also largely on speculation regarding the few well-known
facts in the case. These are briefly as follows. At certain
ceremonies, not chiefly heroic, Oathas, 'strophes,' in honou'r of
great mcn arc sung with the lute as accompaniment. These
verses apply to men of the past or present, that is, they are
laudatory verses of a melllorial character 2. Further, the Orihya
Sfitra.s rccoguisc Nara«alpS1S, a sort, of ICA€a avopwv, 'hero-lauds,'
as a literary genre. These lIlay have served as nuclei for the
stories of heroes preserved ill epic form. In the epic itself
genealogy forllls all important sub-division, and such a genealogy
includes the origin of gods as well as of men. Now the BrallIua""is
also know what they call the Dcvajana-vidya, 'knowledge of the
gods' race'; and since the epic genealogy of gods is in many ways
indicative of respectable antiquity, it is possible that it derives
from such a vidy" or science. The stories told in the Brahma'.las,
like that of Haric;chandra in the Aitareya Brahma"a, often have
epic fnlness and likeness, being composed in the later epic verse
thongh ill ruder metre. In these also we get a fonn of narrative
told in verse which might presumably have evolved into epic
form. A great deal of the inflated epic is didactic, and much of
this is derived from didactic sources older than the present epic.
Thus dramatic tale, genealogy, and instruction in pedagogic fonu'
have all aided in the making of the epic. Even the theology of
the epic has its prototype in the Brahma"as, where Vish"u is
1

~

Op. cit., p. 204=EDH. trans., p. 187.
Compare Indillche Studien, vol. I, p. 187.
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already the' best' or most fortunate god (prcsh{ha), and Qi va is
already called Mah,ldeva.
In the hymns of the Rigveda we find stories in verse which
appear to need the complement of explanatory prose, and as the
epic also has examples of this mingling of verse and prose in the
telling of a story, it is possible that we may have the right to
presnppose a sort of epic narrative even in the time of the Rigveda. Yet this presumptive epie of the Rigveda is so entirely a
matter of theory, and not undisputed theory, that it may be left
out of consideration when discussing the historical epic, as the
presumptive drama of the Rigveda may be ignored in discussing
the origin of Hindu historical drama.
The element in ancient literature which seems at first most
likely to have contributed to thc rise of epic poetry is that already
mcntioned nnder the name of Nam~al)lSl or 'hero-lauds; withal
not so much on account of the subject-matter as on account of
the circumstances in which the lauds were sometimes sung. At
the yearlong celebration preparatory to the horse-sacrifice ten
days were devoted to a series of lauds of gods and herues, whereby
the nobility and great decds of kings were sung by priest and
warrior musicians in Gfithas of an extemporaneous character,
while the recitation of legends in verse accoll1palli~d various
events of life ,.
Now there arc certain scencs in the great epic which lend
themselves especially to such an interpret,'l.tion. One can well
believe, for example, that the story of Ambf', who was carried uff
by Bhishma frum her home Itml given to yalya (v, 173 f.), was best
rendered as a thrilling lay; its intcnsity is almost equal to that
of the gambling-scene' (n, 60 f.). nut there are many others
not suited for anything save recitation, not to speak of the interminable didactic material loaded upon thc epic by the bookful.
How arc we to rcconcile this mass with a theory of lyric recitatioll
or song?
A study of thc interpolations in the so-called Southcrn text
shows that thousands of verses of narrative and didactic material
have been added to the epic text, and that the redaction cOlllprises
a shameless incorporation of material drawn from the Pura,.',," and
from the Harival)l~'" a sort ofPum,}a which was added to the i\f"habbarata, as well as elaborations of the original text, sumetimes by
1 Of. especin.lly Weber's articJe in the Proceedings of the Berlin Academy for 1891

(Epi.ehe. im 'Vedjlchen Ritual) and that of Liiders in Z.D.M, G., vol. Lvnr, p. 707 f.
e Cf. also the half· forgotten tale of Vidulii, revivified to-day by Professor Jacobi
(Uebrr el'n verlorenes Heldengli!dicht der Sindhu·Saut'1ra) in the Album KeTlt (1903), p. 53.
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the insertion of a dozen or so verses, sometimes by the additioll
to a chapter of half a dozen new chapters narrating feats of the
heroes or insisting on the godliness of a demi-god. Now there
is 110 reason not to suppose that the s>tme process has made
the l'IIallabharata what it is from the beginning. It contains at
present a hundred thousand verses, with some prose admixture,
but internal evidence shows that this is an accumulation; and
the text itself admits that it was originally less than nine thousand
verses in length. As we have 8eell above (I'. 251) the Grihya
Siitra of A~valayana mentions both a Bharata and a Mahabharata,
no doubt a shorter and a longer version of the same poem. The
theme of the epic as a story, the conflict betweell Kurus and
Pal.l<.lus, is at most not so long, about twent.y thousand verses, as
the whole llilllliiyul)a, or twenty-four thousand verses. In short,
in the great epic of India we have a combination of matter, partly
epical, partly pedagogic, partly narrative or historical. The
genealogies and the religious-didactic parts are not necessarily
later in date, but they are later additions to the original material.
Some of the additions may be as old as the original or even older,
but this does not entitle liS to maintain that the epic was originally
didactic, nor is this the best explanation of the heterogeneous
mass which we call the epic, and which in its present form
rescmbles such a combination as, barring dialectal differenccs,
might be effected by combining a fcw books of the Iliad with
Hesiod, extmcts Irom Euripides, Theoeritns, Aristotle, and a few
chapters of the N CIY Testament. With this exception, most of
the didactic material is not for the cveryday man, but distinctly
for the military caste. Even the philosophy is not for the
philosopher, the priest, but for the king and his nobles. The
predominativc relil,>1on, too, is that of the kingly caste'. Indra is
their sovereign Lord: and thc heaven of Indra, with his celestial
nymphs, the Apsal"asas, is the reward for kingly duty faithfully
performed on earth. The lower castes, V ai~ya and Qiidra, tho
agl'iculturist, the trader, the slave, are scarcely recognised except
adventitiously, as it becomes convenient to refer to them. 'rhe
epic is tllOroughly aristocratic, a work completed by priests. for
warriors, to recount the deeds of warriors and show them the
need of priests, who convert to orthodoxy the service of popular
gods deal' to the local aristocracy. 'rhe epic has thus become
what it calls itself, the 'fifth Veda,' and Illay be regarded either
as a didactic swellonse (it calls itself a Dharma Qastra) or ~s a
1

Cf. Ra.pson, Ancient Iltdia, p. 72.
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magnified ltihasa-Pur:11.1a, which even before the epic existed was
regarded as supplementing the Vedas. Both elemcnts are united,
religi,!us-didactic and legendary, in such parts as treat of the
demous, gods, aud BeerB of old. How ancicnt may have becn
collections of such material prior to our extant epic is uncertain;
but tJie evidence for earlier collective works does not appear to
be convincing. That a mass of legends existed and that this mass
was used by Brahmans and Buddhists alike as they needed them
may be granted, just as the mass of fables known to the ancient
world was utilised by the epic writers and by those who composed
the Buddhist Jatakas, though India had no Aesop.
Many of the characters of the Mahabharata appear to be real,
historical figures. Others are mythical, in that they represent a
personality evolved from a divine uame or a local hero-god. Thus
tho ,name Arjuna is first a title of Indra, whose son the epic
Arjuna is; but his cousin KrishI.Ia is a local demi-god hero, and
there is no reason to doubt the historical character of the king
of l\fagadha who was a foe of this pair and a Qivaite, though what
is said about him in the epic may be merely the exaggeration of
legend, as sung by the bards who made expeditions with the anny
and sang the exploits they themselves had seen '. The stories of
historical characters, like king Janaka, also reflect history through
the mists of legend. The complete anthropomorphisation of
heavenly beings, which some scholars are reluctant to admit as
a possible phenomenon in the best of cases', is found in the
Hindu epic, especially in the inserted tales of the gods; but it
does not appear at all certain that any epic hcro represents a
heavenly being in either of the Hindu epics. Krishl)a in the
Mahabhar,!ta and R:lma in the Ramaya!)a are forms of the sungod only as being identified with Vish!)u as All-god; and in the
case of the Ramayal)a this is a palpably late procednre, while it
is doubtful whether Krish'.la was ever a fonn of the suo. Both
Rama and Krish!)a appear to have been tribal heroes, mythical
perhaps but not products of divine mythology. But, as no attempt
has ever been made to separate myth from history in India, it
is impossible to say whether KrishI.la, the divine hero of the
1 The Sfitas or ba.rds were also charioteers. They made a. special Bub-caste and
lived at court, while the Ku~ilavas lea.rned the songs of the bards and wandered among
the people at large singing them. This name was resolved into Ku~8t and Lava who are
represented as two singers, Bons of Rama, They learned the poem of Viilmiki and
recited it among the people, as the later story goes (Riimiiya7Ja, I, 4). The l\Iagadhs
king Jariisandba we.a the ruler of the East, as the P!4lq,us were his rivals in the West.
:I Chadwick, The Heroic Age, p. 265.
C.H. t. I.
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Mahabhamta, ever really existed, though this is probable. Krishl)a
served as the charioteer of Arjuua, the chief Pal.lgu aud epic'
hero; and though he promised 1I0t to fight in person he did all'
,
he could to keep up and intensify the enmity between the Pal)~us'
and their related foes, the Kurus, not avoiding even tricks opposed>
to knightly honouI". It is not likely that such shameful acts
those recorded of him by his owu followers would ha;e' becl,f
invented of a god; but rather that the tricks belougcd to him as'
a hero, and that no amouut of excuse, of which there is enougn
offered, could do a way with the crude facts of traditiou; ,.".hicli'
represeuted the man-god Krishl)a as a clever but nnscrupulous'
fighter. A later age exonerated him by offering various excuses,
the higher morality of imperative need" the tit-for-tat rule (ou'e'
sin to offset another), etc., just as it offered various explanatorY'
excuses for tile polyandry of the Plll!gUS, who, however, as ':t'
northern hill-tribe or family, probably were really polyandrous
and needed no excuse'.
Although the epic age in India must necessarily be au epoch
too elastic for historical purposes, since it is not at all certain'
that anyone epic statement may not be many years later' thai!
another, yet the effect of this now trite observation is to exaggerate'
the relation between isolated cases and the epic mass. It is true
that we have additions to the greater epic which arc hundreds of
years later than the mass, but it is possible from the mass to get
an impression which will represent conditions on the whole, and
we are tolerably sure that this whole is bounded by the space of
from three to four centuries, since external evidence, inscriptions;
the Greek reference to the Indian Homer', etc., prove that the
great epic in nearly its present extent existed before the fourth
century A.D., and negative evidence ill India'makes it improbable:
that any epic existcd earlier than the fourth century B.C, Since'
the length of the work requires the assumption of several eentui-ied
for its completion as it now exists, the centuries immediately
preceding our era seem to be those to which it is most reasonable
on general grounds to assiga the composition of the Mahabharata

as'

1 Thus Krishna is made to say, • If I had not done this (unknightly deed) our side
would have bee~ beaten,' Qnd this is accepted as an excuse; but an eximse was
demanded.
~ Polya.ndry is not denounced in the Siitras j but this is no proof that the P~4.UB
lived beCore they were compoaea. The custom is found among the hill.tribes and also
sporadically on the plain!!. Strictly speaking, epic polyandry is the marriage of one
woman to a. family of brothers.
.
: .
!I Cbrysostom, A.D. 347-407; see Ind. Stud., II, pp. lSI r.
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as a whole. This agrees best also with the external data to which
reference has heen made in the preceding chapter. During these
centnries we find a revival of Brahmanism, a cult of Vishl)uism
by the masses and a return to Brahmanism in a modified form
indicated by the Qi·mite faith of the kings of the north-westenr
part of the conntry. Now Vishl)uism is the cult that permeates the
great epic, though it contains tales showing au older Brahmanism,
and the Qivaite portions are chiefly late in character. Again it is
not unreasonable to assume a certain connexion between the two
epics.' We cannot think of them as isolated productions of the
western and eastern parts of the country. That they represent in
general a western and eastern cycle of epic material is true, but
there are sundry considerations which make it impossible to
helieve that they arose independently. In the first place,. while
the metre of the Mahabharata represents a less polished verse
than that of the RamaYaI.m, that metre is so nearly that of the
llimaya'.lu, especially in illl later portions, that the two arc
practically the same. Secondly, there are mauy tales, genealogies,
fables, etc.,. which are identical in the two epics. Thirdly, the
phraSeology of the two epics is so cast in one monld that hundreds
of verse-tags, phrases, similes, etc., arc verbally the same. These
correspond to the iterata found in Homeric verse, and indicate as
do the Grecian parallels that there was a certain common epic
body of phrase and fable. Fourthly, the economic conditions and
social nsages as represented in the two epics are sufficiently alike
for us to he able to draw on both together for a picture of the
times showing few discordant elements. In detail, the references
in the lliimayal)a betray a later or more advanced stage in somc
particulars, such as architectnral elaboration, plans of temples,
ctc., which may be due to a higher civilisation; but in general
the life of priest, lIoble, people of the lower castes, slaves, etc.,
is the same in both epics, and except for the use of casts-names
docs not differ from that exhibited by Buddhistic works of the
same period The chief difference here is that the Buddhists speak
more of h01lScholder and gildman as if they were separate orders.
But the Gehapati or householder is also a common expression for
the ordinary man of affairs in Sanskrit works, and the gilds as
.hOlm above in discussing the Sfitras (p. 247) haye their importance
admitted by the authors of the Sutras and epics alike. It is
therefore more a question of terminology than a vital distiuction
when we find that the social order is reckoned as composed of
priest, warrior, householder, gildman, instead of priest, warrior,
17-2
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and 'people's man,' Vai~ya, as the Brahman priests divided the
'regenerate' members of the community'.
The main difference in the presentation of social data given
by thc Brahman and the Bnddhist is the one already referrcd to.
The Bnddhist does not acccpt the spiritual anthority of the
Brahman and belittles him as a caste-member; but he cannot
rid himself of inherited faith and phrase, and· so constantly
recognises him as member of a caste or order like that of the
monks. On the other hand, the Buddhist state was a democracy
in spirit; the teaching of the church (to nse the word) was apt
to exalt the hnmble and lower the aristocracy. The emperor
himself was humbled by himself, and his nobles became subject
to the religious law of love and kindness, while any common
person was magnified for piety and could obtain high office iu the
coullcil chamber. This was not only theoretically true; it affected
the whole constitution of the State. The merchants aud farmers
and the mass of working people were endowed with a new influence, which supersedcd for a short time the influence of priest
and noble. It is sometimes said that this was no snpersession ;
that Bnddhism arose before thc fonr orders were recognised as
state constitueuts, and that in the freer use of householder and
merchant (such was really the Setthi or gildman) we have the
expression of a freer life not yet bound in fonr-caste orders. It is
probable that at all times the third' caste' was an clastic term for
every Aryan not priest or warrior; hnt it connoted pnre blood
and hellce excluded those 'mixed castes' which were sometimes
higher, but more often lower, than the house· slave. A great mass
of thesc people were the hill-tribes reduced to servitude or to low
pursuits, snch as leathcr-workers, fowlers, etc., all those useful but
dirty and disagrceablc people whom the Br,\hman despised and
the Buddhist affected to lovc and honour. But the consideration
shown to the low orders and thc dignity attained by the merchants
under a king who had no usc for war arc 110 proof that these traits
were antecedent to an acknowledgment of the aristocratic classes.
In fact, ill the same district ill which Buddhism arosc and where
the Buddhist emperors reigned, some at least of the Upanishads and
1 For the nomenclature of the Buddhists, of. Fick, Die Bociaie Glitderung in
1IordOBtlichen Inditn zu Buddha'B Zeit (1897), pp. 19 f. and 162 f. cr. n.lso Senart,
LeI Cades darn! l'lnde, where the contention is upheld that oastes (so-called) are really
social orders. Fiak's expression Zu Buddha's Zeit is used with the freedom' which
cha.racterises nimoBt aU Buddhist scholars when writing of Buddhist literature. He
means no more by it than early Buddhist literature, and under that 4ead a.re incladed
the Jita.kas which, in their present form, are centurisslater tha.n Buddha's time.
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Br;ihmal)as were composed, and these pre-Buddhist works all
acknowledge as a matter of course the high rank of the two upper
castes and the vulgarity of the lower, who exist, especially the
fanners, 'to be eaten' by the king. The Buddhist attitude then
is not an archaic attitude or one su bseqnently followed by the
evolution of a theory of 'four castes,' but is dne to a revolutionary
insistence on virtue and use as tests of nobility. It is clear from
both epics that the attitnde toward the lower castes was not
dissimilar to that held by every aristocracy toward the useful bnt
undesirable proletariat. Both epics are from the beginning conrtepics, to be recited before nobles and kings and priests at the
great sacrifice which designated a supreme ruler, as the earlier
texts indicate; but, as the epics themselves intimate, to be recited
first at court and then popularised and recited among the people.
'fhe description of a recitation of the Mahabharata given in the
work itself implies, however, that this was not such a popular
recitation as occurs to-day (for the great epic of India is still
recited dramatically to village throngs), but one conducted in the
house of a gentleman of leisure for his private entertainment.
Before discussing the conditions found in the epics it will be
necessary to mention adversely two hypothcses in regard to the
time in which the great epic was composed. Both are exaggerations, based partly on neglect of pertinent data, of views already
cousidered. The first of these is the theory that the l\fahabM.rata
is a product of our middle ages, that is, that it was a late output
of the renascence. The discovery of inscriptions showing that
the epic was essentially the same as it is now centuries before the
iniddle ages of course disproves this ill-considered theory, but the
great work in which it is elahorated will always remain a mine of
useful infonnation'. On the other hand, the theory that the
lI1ahabharata is a work of the fifth or sixth century before Christ
and the product of one author who composed it as a law-book', is
a caricature of a fruitful idea of the late Professor BUhler. As it
violates every known principle of historical criticism it may be
passed over withont discnssion. The epic WM composed not by
one person nor evell by one generation, hut by several; it is
primarily the story of an historic incident told by the glorifier of
kings, the domestic priest and the bard, who are often one S.
Adolf Holtzmann, Das Mahabhiirata und seine Teile (1892-95).
J. Dahlmann. Das Mahiibhiiruta als Epo8 und Reehtsbuch (1895) j and Gene,i.
des Mahiibhiirata (1899).
•
S Tha.t besides the professional ba.rds the domestio priests were eulogisers of the
king may be remarked from the epic tale of the king's daughter who reproaches the
1
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The germ of the Mahabharata is the description of the overthrow of the Kurus, a Bharata cian, at the hands of the Po.l)<)us.
A thinly veiled gencalogy represents the Po.t.t<)us as cOllsins of the
Kurus. In reality, they were a new family or clan, who built up
a kingdom and then obtained supreme power by allying themselves with the PaflCho.las and attacking the Kurus, who are
represented as living abont sixty miles north of the Pat.t<)us'
settlement, which was the present Indarpat (Indraprastha), ue"r
:"
Pelhi.
The 'consins' called Po.l)<)ns first excited the jealonsy ofth~
Kurus when the latter were obliged to come south and .offer
tokens of snbmission to the 1'o.l),ln killg, who had crowned .himself
as emperor and petformed the horse-sacrifice establishing this
title. ResOJ-ting to trickery, the Kurus invited the Piit.tc;it,lS to
make them a visit. The somewhat uncouth Po.l!<)us, who are
described as good eXffil1ples of nouveaux riclws, flaunting in the
eyes of their guests all the evidcnce of their wealth and making
the lowly but aristocratic Kurus objects of ridicnle" despite their
snddon rise to power were not yet adepts in conrtly arts, and ,th!)
chief art for a knightly gentleman of that day was gambliug. As
the Pal)<)n king says, no gentleman (warrior) .can refuse to fight
or gamble wheu challenged. The Kurus were an old house aud
had the skill of the court at their command, however poqr ,they
might be in worldly goods. 'l'he Kuru prince, who had been
hnmiliated, concocted a scheme to overthrow the Piil)<)US hy
gambling. The old king, his father, was a noble at heart as ,well
as by blood and made what protest he could against this scheme,
which he knew implied cheating at dice. But he was 01<) ,and
'blind; and it was not the custom to pay any regard to )vhat ,a
man said after he grew old. When any man's hair grew grey he
was expected to abdicate his power in favour of his Bon aud.retire
from active life. What regard was paid to him thereafter was
" matter of courtesy. He usually made over his property ,to hi~
SOliS and disappeared literally or to all intent, becoming a woo.ddweller. If such was the fate of the ordinary old man, the fate
"daughter of the domestic priest; 'I aID the daughter of a killg, who is lauded; thou
art only the daughter of the l£mdator.' ;rhc ,first priests who handled the epics\iere
of this sort; domestic priests, royal chaplains. indifferently well read in' theology Rnd
philosophy but conversant with the rites of the Atharvs.-vea.a, which as a popular work
ofj,s day is associated with the earlier-form of epic (Chhalldogya Upallishad, m,,4).
1 The Kuru prince complain~ that mirrors were so set in the floor of. the.P~r;)llf;1!3.·,
palace that he was made to think th6m ponds, etc. Every effort Wj:l.S made.to humiliate

l.be Kurus.
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,ofkings was worse, as there was more to gain by their suppression.
No regard at all was paid to the old king, who was king only in
,name. The 'PaI)!)us were challenged to a friendly !,,'ame of dice to
be played in the Knrus' city. It may be remarked here that the
.old si'te ,of the Kurus at the famous Kuru Plain had evidently been
given up, as the Kurus were pushed back to Hastinapur, where
they lived at the time of the epic story. The PaI.l\lus vaingloriously
assented to make this retum visit and see their kinsmen in the
-north. 'On ~rriving they were courteously received, and aftcr
,spending a night with their hosts proceeded to the gamhling-hall,
.where in o,ne throw after another the Kuru prince, playing by
,proxy and thus secnring the aid of the best gambler at court,
,won all the wealth, family, and kingdom of the PiiI)<.\U emperor,
.who, however, ventured to play once more for the stake of banish·
mel,It. As the emperor had already played the lives of his brothers
,and wife and lost, this last throw was an effort all the part of the
Xurus to get them ont of the way without imprisonment or other
:disgra~e which IiIight have occasioned a rising of other allies of
.the emlleror. As it was, the l'iil)<.\u king gave his word that, if he
1~st the last throw, he would go into banishment tor twel ve years
with all his family. After the twelve years were ovcr, he and his
:hr9.thers took refuge with the Matsya elan, and from that vantage.
,po.int collected other allies, marched to the Kurus' land, were met
at Kuru Plain, defeated the Kurus, and regained the old power.
:It is I;oteworthy that iu all the twclYe years of banishment the
,bitterest note in the lamentations of the Pal,l<.\us is not the loss of
the ,kingdom but the insult to their wife. As related aboye, they
,were a polyandrous race, and the king and his four brothers were
,husbands of Krishl)i1. When the king had gamhled away his
brothers and himself, he offered to gamble their wife and did so,
though the proceeding raised the legal question' whether one who
'?i'd already made himself asia ve could gamble away auythiug,
slaves possessing notlIing. The question being over· ruled, howeyer,
the wife was dragged off and insulted by the brothel' of the Kuru
prince.' Now whenever the Pal)!)us, who are fulfilling the pledge
to remain in banishment, begin to bewail and pIau revenge, it is
the former plight of Krishl)a Draupadi which eyokes most angel'.
Not the cheating at dice, though that is not forgotten, but the
insult to Krishna, who was dragged into the assembly of men and
,r;~~~e .a sla~e dlshOIlOur,d, animates the Pal)!)us in their despair
1

No legal authority is cited in this scene, however, though the question is argued

by the old men who sit a.nd look on during the ga.mbling.
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and canses Bhima to vow that he will drink the blood of the Kuru
prince, a threat which he fulfils on thc field thereafter.
There is, undcr anothcr form, the violation of the rite of
hospitality and viltu,,1 abduction of Krish\lii, the samc nucleus
of tragedy here which makes the simple Ramal'a!)a appear like an
echo of the Iliad. In the H"mal'm.Ia, the heroine is carried off by
a treacherous fiend, whom Hama pursues arid slays after a long
interval. But the Riimaya!)a differs essentially from the Mahabharata not only in its style but in its spirit Its most spirited scenes
occnr before the epic plot begins. After the introduction, in the
history of Sltii, Rama, and Rava!)a, turgidity replaces tragedy, and
descriptions of scenery and sentimentality take the place of genuine
passion. The didactic overload is indeed lacking, and the Ramaya!)a
g>uns thereby; but in this epic the note of savage lust and passion
which is the charm of the Mahfibharata, as it reveals genuine
feeling of real men, is replaced by the childish laments and pious
reflections of Rim", whose foes are demoniac spirits, while his
allies and confidants are apes. It is a polished fantasia, the first
example of the Kavya or 'artificial' poetry, which appeals to the
Hindu taste mnch more than docs the rough genuineness of the
Great Epic. The Ramaya!)a is ill truth artificial in both senses,
for one cannot possihly believe the talc; where"s the Mahabhiirata
makes its tale real and one believes it as one believes that the
'Achaeans overthrew Troy, howeycr embellished the account may be.
The fact is that the Great Epic is the one human document after
the appeal of religious sincerity in the primitive hymns of thc Veda.
'['he reason for this lies not alone in the fact that literature
after the early Vedic age is chiefly liturgical and didactic, fol' this
only shifts the explanation. Sanskrit literature is without power
of literary expression frolll the hymns of the Rigveda to the
Upanishads, and again from this time to that which produced
the dramatic scenes of the epic, because it was in the hands of
priests whose whole interest lay apart from real life. The same
spirit which produced the best Vedic hymns, the spirit reflecting
independence and freedom, appears in the royal literature, if we
may so call it, which stamps the age of the Upanishads and of the
great epic in its earlier parts. The Upanishads are ill part the
product of unpriestly, or at least anti-ritualistic, thought, and the
epic also emanates from the throne and not from the altar. As the
Upanishads emhody the cultured philosophy of king and noble"
so the epic scenes of love and war rcflect the life of court and
I

For another view, see Cha.pter v, p. 144.
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camp. They breathe a different spirit, as they come from "
different sonrce than does the literatnre of the Brahman, until
indeed the "II-grasping hand of the priest seized even the epic
tales, and, stitling all that was natural in them, converted them
into scrmons, to teach the theology of the priest and impart to
the king the teaching bcst calculated to further pliestly greed 1.
. The sociological data of the epic period show that society had
advanced from a period whell rude manners were justifiable and
tricks were considered worthy of a warrior to one when a finer
morality had begun to temper the crude royal and military spirit.
This is sufficient explanation of that historic,,1 anomaly found in
the Great Epic, the endeavour 011 the part of the priestly redactors
to palliate and excuse the sins of their heroes. Arjuna shoots
his Iival, KarI!a, while the latter is helpless. But all act like this,
which was doubtless considered clever at first, became repugnant
to the later chivalry. Then the demi~god hero Krishl)a is made
to be the source of the sin 011 the simple ground that if divine
Krishl)a commands, it is right. Arjuua is now made to shoot
reluctantly, in obedience to the divine command. But this may
not be cited as a precedent against the later code, because it was
a special case iu which the act was inspired by God frOIll occult
Illotives outside the sphere of human judgment. So with many
other sins committed by the heroes. They reflect an old barbarity
later excused. It i. not necessary to assume with Holtzmanu,
von Schroeder, and others that the epic tale has been 'set upon
its head,' that is, that the whole poem was originally in honour
of the Kurus, and was then rewlittcn to honour the Pal)<.\us,
and that in this last process the 'sins of the Piil}<.\US' reveal the
original attitude of reproach taken hy the Kuru poet '. There
is a difference morally between the Kurus and Pal.l<.\US. The
Pal)<.\us offend ab'Uinst the later military code. Thus the Kurus
reproach the Pal}<.\us because their chief warrior interfered iu
a combat between two warriors and killed his friend's foe, who
was being worsted in the fight. The Pal)<.\u simply laughs at the
1 Thus whole sections of the AUu<,asana (the thirteenth book of the Ma,habhiirat.8.)
are devoted to instilling the mora.l grandeur of those ldngs who give land-gra.nts, cows,
gold, and clothes to the priests. At the same time, much that is didactic is imbedded
in the poem without tbis aim. Only the tendency is apparent to extend moral teaching
to instruction ca.lculated to SUbS8I"VC the ends of cupidity.
,
! For detailed criticism of this theory, see the present writer's monogra.ph on tho
Position of the Ruling Calte in dncient India (J ...4..0.8., 1888). The explanation of the
poem' ~~ a. D;lY.t.~ of na.ture, Krish-Qa. representing ea.rth wed to the five seasons, etc., is
unnecessary though ingenious. It was proposed by Ludwig in the Transactions of the
Royal Bavarian .A.cademy (vi FoIge, 12 Ba.nd).

•
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reproach. 'Why' (says he) 'of course I killed him. I &'1W my
friend worsted, and interfered just in time to save him,' intimating,
as is clearly stated afterwards, that a conflict on a field of hattie
is not a polite duel (' That is no way to fight '). But the Kurus
are just as wicked as the PUI)',Ius, only they are diplomatic. Their
sins smack of cultivated wickedness. They get an expert gambler
to rnin tIleir riYal. They secretly seck to burn their enemies alive.
They form a conspiracy and send out ten men under oath to attack
Arjuna. They slay Arjuua's son first, in order to weaken Arjuna'~
heart. In a word, they are cunning and sly; the Pal)~ns ,:1I:e
brutal and fierce. Two types of civilisation are embalmed in
the poem.
The most striking difference between the knights of the epic
and the priestly power, which in the end controlled them, is that
the warrior-caste was the royal caste and hence represented ,state,
power, a political body, whereas the priests were never more
than a caste of individuals. They represented no church-power.
There is thus a fundamental lack of plicstIy organisation; the~c
is nothing parallel to the Church of Rome in its contests with
European state-power. Individnal priests, without financial .re,
sources but dependent on the local riija for snpport, could do
nothing save persuade the raja. But supers.tition aided them;
and persuasion aided by superstition hecame a compelling power,
which, however, was exerted only for two objects, the exaltation
of the individual priest or of the priestly caste and the inculcation
of religious and 1II0mi precepts, never for the formation of a
worldly power within, but independent of, the State. There was
no caste-head. When strife arose hetween priests, as it constantly
arose apropos of a fat office to be enjoyed (the epic furnishes
examples), each individual priest fought for his own hand; he
had no bishop over him; and there was no pope to opposc a king.
Thus, while the priestly law-book says tlmt 'the pricst is the no~n
of the world,' the epic says 'the king is the norm.' The lajv says
that a priest has the right of way even over a king; the epic
narrates that a king meets a priest and calls out to him 'get out
pf my way,' and despite the law, as cited, smites the priest with
his royal whip. Such scenes show that the king is lIot yet .the
creature of the priest, but that the epic unconsciously reflects a
freer life than that depicted as ideal by the later priests, who teaeh
that the king is a steward divinely appointed to provide for them.
Somewhat as in Buddhist literature we must therefore reverse
the importance of the two 'upper castes,' and regardth,e _epie

Knights, Priests, and Commoners
state as consisting ill a military power, whose head is the raja;
-then a priestly power, politically unorganised, but divided into
schools; then the merchant-power, represented by gilds, whose
powerful heads (mahiijana) arc of political importance; then the
farmers, unorganised but tenacious of certain religious rights and
boasting of Aryan bloo(L The two last classes form one body
only because they are neither of them noble (royal) or priestly
01' un-Aryan.
No other tie unites them_ The merchants in
general belong to the town, the farmel'S to the country; the two
arc the historical divisions, brought about by economic conditions,
of that ,order called 'the people,' in distinction from noble and
priest. This was the Aryan state. Below the Aryan constituents
were the many who were either remnants of wild tribes 01' slaves,
descendants of conqucred clans of other blood. They arc all
mentioned in the epic, as well as forcigners or barbarians.
Although town-life is well known, yet thc farmcl'S and cattlemen
were perhaps more gencrally typical, on account of their numerical
superiority, of the order to which each belongcd. So it is said:
'\Vork is for the slave; agdcnlture for the people-castc' (]}Ibh, XII,
91, 4), or u!,'11in 'The work of the Vai£ya is to tend cattle'; less
commouly 'The duty of the priest is to beg for snstenance; of
the warrior, to defend the people; of the people-caste, to make
money; of the slave, to work (manually)' (ibid. v, 132, 30). It
will be observed that the cattle-raising 'people' arc ignored in
favour of traders in the last citation, though 'to make mOlley' may
imply farmers and cattlemen as well as traders.
The slave possessed nothing; his t;tX was paid in manual
lahour, for he had no money or other possessions, 'the1'e is no
,mum in the case of a slave' (ibid. XU, 60, 37). The slave comes
'frqm the foot of God' (as the warrior is bol'll of God's arm) and
hence is 'born to servitude.' The Qiidras are especially the slaves
o( the merchants and farmers.; for though they are told to be
'fai~hful to priest and warrior' they arc said in particular to
'~erve the people-caste' ('ibid. I, 100, ll). They are also marked as
the ',black;' in distinction from the priests who are white'. The
J1IiIitary.character ofthe epic precludes much attention to the slaves,
.'1 It is doubtful whether the finer distinction here made (llIbh., XII, 188, 5), namely
that the .warrior(·caate) is red and the people-caste yellow, indicates flo real racial
distinction; espooially since there is no other indication tha.t these Aryans nre racially

"

!'I.nb-divided; whereas the distinction between white anji black is an early mark.oC the
~itIerence parting the Aryan and un-Aryan and goes with the nasal distinction noticed
!u· the·Vedas between' good-nose' and' nO-Dose' people. The epic poets ~ti1l speak of

their' Ary&ll heroes' 'fair-noses.'

See also Chapter

IV,

p. 65.
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who as a fighting host are naturally not of importancc, though they
may be referred to under the designation 'the black mass: for the
great hosts led into the field comprise many of the slaves as camp
followers and helpers. What is very important is that the lowest
Aryan caste, the body of farmers, is on the verge of mingling with
the slave-caste. No priest may become a slave, however distressed
for sustenance he may become; but a slave may become a herdsman
or trader if he cannot support himselfhy service (this is the epic and
legal rule), and in fact the farmer population was largely composed
of slaves. In the ethical parts of the epic, where caste-distinctions
are theoretically abolished in favour of the rnle that' there is no
distinction of caste' (religiously), the slave is even allowed' to
study and may get a reward for practising religious exercises
(Mbh., XII, 32B, 4D; XIII, 132, 14), and a learned slave gives moral
instruction; but this does not seem to correspond to real conditions
where the slave is reckoned next to the beast (ibid. XIII, lIB, 24).
The old spirit of the Brahman period, which dcclares that' priest,
warrior, and pcoplc constitute the whole world' is still practically
in force.
The people are settled in small villages around a fort, which
remains as a griima or 'crowd' (village) or expands into a town,
nagara. Small settlements are called ghosha$ or paUis, some of
them 'marches' (prantas, 'on the border '). The distinction
betwecn these and the places called kltarvatas and pat/ana. is not
clear, though the griima seems to be smaller than the kharvata;
which in turn is smaller than the nagara. Perhaps village,
town, city would represent the series. The villages were largely
autonomous though under the 'overlord' of the king, who ad:
ministered justice and laid taxes. In all smaller aff."l.irs of life,
'anthority rests with the village: according to law (Par., Grihya
SHIra, I, 8, 13) and the epic seems to uphold even family custom
as legally sufficient. Thus as one man says (v. info p. 291) that he
demands a price for his daughter, because that is his 'familycustom: so another defends his occupation of killing animals on
the same ground. It has always becn the custom of Indian rulers
to leave affairs as much as possible in the hands of the local
authorities; and the headman of the village or the group of five
elders were practically independent, provided the village paid its
revenue as assessed by the adhipati or oyerlord.
The king rules not because of might alone but by virtue of his
morality.· A wicked king may be deposed; a king who injures
his people instead of protecting them should be killed' like a mad
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dog.' Taxes there must he, because the people must be defended,
and this costs; but they must be light, and vary according
to need The tax in kind is common. The merchant pays in
kind and the ranchman pays in kind, but the town-people are
fined in copper money for offences, though bodily pnnishment
takes the place of fines in all cases where there is intent to
deceive. Thus tbe shipping-duties paid by 'merchants coming
from afar' are probably ill kind (Mbk, II, 5, 114). Frequent
allusions to merchants 'nsing false weights' (cf. I, 64, 21 f.) show
that a careful supervision of the market-place was necessary.
The merchant-gilds were of such authority that the king was
not allowed to establish any laws repugnant to the rules of these
trade-unions. The heads of gilds are mentioned next after the
priests as objects of a king's anxious concern!.
The large part of the population employed as ranchmen in
tending cattle has scarcely been alluded to as yet. They were
perhaps the original ' people,' before a!,'Tieulture was much
practised and when merchants were few. At the time of the
epic they seem to have bccome partIy cattle-raisers and partIy
farmers, while the occupation of ranchman proper had fallen into
the hands of barbarians who could not understand Aryan speech.
Yet the one example of which the epic takes note shows that
these were merely the cowboys who guarded "oyal cattle (Mbh., IV,
10, 1). The king is here represented as having a royal picnic on
the occasion of a 'cattle· branding,' when the court goes into the
eonntry and the 'ears of the cattle are marked' for the year.
It is on this occasion that the Knrus lift the cattle of the Mawyas.
Though accouuts of such bOl'der-raiding in the old Vedic style
are rare and this passage in particular can by no means claim
special antiquity, yet it donbtless reflects a not nncommon
state of affairs 2, Very little iu regard to these lowly members of
the State, the cowboys and herdsmen, is to bc gleaned from the
epic; bnt onc passage states what the low labourer of the 'peoplecaste' is to earn pel' annum: 'he should rcceive the milk of one
cow for the care of six cows; and if he tend a hundrcd head he
I On the gildR, see Mbh .• m. 249,16; xu, 54-, 20j Ram., VI, 111,13; cf. Hopkins,
India Old and New, p. 169. Their power may be guessed from the fact that the
didactic epic recommends the king to circumvent them by bribery and dissension since
• the safe.gua.rd or corporations (gilds) is union,'
2 Compare the incidental cause of Arjuna's breaking his promise not to visit the

king his brother while the latter was engaged with their common wife. A robber had
come and driven off a. priest's cow, and the good knight weni into the palace to get his
arms to attack the robber, doubtless an anned band.
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should, at the end of the year, receive a pair. If he acts fot the
mastcr as overseer of flocks Or in agricultnral labour, he should
have one-seventh of the proceeds or incrcase, hut, in the case of
small cattle, a small part (' one-sixteenth'; !JIM., XII, 60, 24 f.);
The six' distresses' of a farmer do not include excessive taxation;
but raiding by a foreign king is included among them '.,
,.
The royal soldiery includes not only the nobles of military
standing supported by the king but the poor members· of the
same Aryan order who with the nn-Aryan 'servants' (not slaves)
formed the rank and file of the foot-soldiers. In battle they are
mentioned merely as hosts of nameless archers, slingers, rock"
throwers, etc., and ontside of battle-scenes they are scarcely
mentioned at all. It is stated that a rathin's, 'car-man's,'
wage is 'one thousand,' that is, one thonsand (coppers) a
month, and that the king pensions the widows of fallen
soldiers '. 'rhe chief moral laws for members of the military
caste were hospitality, the sacredness of the refugee, the law
'not to forget' a kindness or a hlll't, and the rnle already' referred
to, that when challenged to fight or gu.mble it was inglorious to
refuse. The captured warrior becomes the slave of his captor for
a year; if thc captor allows him to go free, the captor becomee
the captured one's Guru or his 'father.' The .sign of submission
is to eat grass (t'. sup. p. 247). When the Yavanas were conquered
(in Brihanniir. Pur., VlII, 35) they' ate grass and leaped into water:
The epic givcs this grass-eating sign as a military rule. As com'
pared with a member of the 'people-castc,' whose life is valued
at a hundred head of cattle, the warrior's life is valued at a
thousand (paid in case of murder). As for the prominent sins of
the royal military caste, they are mentioned as huuting, drinking,
gambling, and sensuality withal in a sort of versus memoralis
which has come down as an apophthegm of law and epic (JIb"., XII,
59, 60, etc.). Dancing-girls and prostitutes were a part of the
royal retinue, and hunting was the chief recreation of kings, deer
and tigers, killed by a king with his sword, being the fa"onrite
game. Lions were hunted with dogs, as attested. by -Aelian and
I The six distresses (iti) are not defined in either epic; but since they are
In6l1tioned (Mbh .• JIl. 279, 35) and the Pur~1J.a8 define them, it is probable that they
aiready include those classified later as too much ra.in, drought, grasshoppers, mioe,
biros, a.nd neighbonring kings (invasion).
2 The warrior may ha.ve three wives, but probably one sufficed in mOllt instances.
For the pension, compare Mbh., II, 5, 54, a.nd for the wage, ib. G1, 20. The wage exa.ctly
equals the lega.l 'fine (or manslaughter.' The epic copies the law in permitting destitu'te
priests to become soldiers, as they may become farmers, but it is considered a. disgrace
for the king to allolv priests to depend on such occupa.tions for a.1ivelihood.
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in the epic (Jlfbh., II, 40, 7). The Buddhist prohibition
remains as a rule of propriety, but the tales show
tliat eating meat was as COmmon as drinking intoxicants and that
this was the regular court practice, while the story of the crowds
surrounding a meat-shop (Mb"., III, 207, 10 f.), where the complace'nt o\vner boasts that he sells but does not himself kill, shows
t1l!it vegetarianism was
, by uo means universal.
Passing to a wider point of view we must panse to record the
fact that certain allusions in the epic to fire-weapons have been
adduced to prove that the Hindus used gunpowder in the great
war. How baseless is this supposition has already been demonstrated by the present writer, and he can only repeat that all
mention of fire-weapons in the Hindn epic refers to arms magically
blazing such as arrows or wheels. No gun or cannon is mentioned
and gunpowder is unknown ,.
The epic king is 110 autocrat; he is upbraided and reproved
by his brothers and ministers. If born to the throne and yet
defective he is not permitted to become king (' the gods do not
approve of a defective king,' 1lfb"., v, 149,25); but if elected he
is the leader at home and in the field. He is consecrated by
baptism with water poured over him from a sacred horn, and is
crinmed 'lord of the earth' (Mbh., XII, 40 and Ram., II, 69).
AlthOligh the didactic part of the epic emphasises the importance
of councillors and ministers, without whose sanction the king
should undertake no important business, yet actually each king
is represeilted as doing what seems good to him without advice,
as the various wan-iors of the family make raids and rape young
womeu from foreign districts without consultation. Indeed, the
priest'supposed to be special adviser is scarcely mentioned in that
capacity; only as an agent in spiritual matteI'S. Resolving on war
the kings and allies decide the matter as they will, in the presence
Of priests, indeed, but the priests are ignored (Mbh., Y, 1 aud
Ii i(2). The sah/lii or assembly is here simply a military body
for consultation. Both priests and people are silent in the face
of force. The king's city was defended by hattlementcd towers
and seven moats. It was laid out in squares and the well-watered
,streets were lighted with lamps (JJIb"., III, 284, 3; xv, 5, 16, etc.).
Oilly four squares are ment.ioned in the Ramaya'!a (II, 48, 19), but

of meat-eating

1 See, in opposition to Oppert, J.A.O.S., 188S, p. 296f.
Since
this a.rtiele Oppert has had published a. correspondence with Mr
(llfitteilungm zur Geschichte der Medizin 1l7ul Naturwitl8ensehajten,
No.5, 1905), in which be upholds his contention, adopted without
Mitra in his Anglo-Indian Studies (1913).

the publica.tion of
Oscar Guttmann
No. 16, IV Bano,
question by S. M.
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the lIIahabh'lrata recommends six. The king'S palace included
or was near to the court of justice, the official gamhling.hall, the
music·room, the place for contests with wild beasts and for exhibits
of wrestlers. Outside of the in ncr city were booths for traders,
etc" and the less pretentious dwellings, with pleasure parks (Mbh"
IV, 22, etc.). Apparently foul' gates were the usual number, but
nine are mentioned and even eleven in other Iiteratnrc, and .the
RamayaI.'a gives eight to Lailka (VI, 93).
For the common members of the military caste to die in bed
was a disgrace (VI, 17, 11 and often), The mass of the soldiers
fight for their chief and when he falls they are disorganised and
run away. The knights, however, contending for glory as well as
for their king, remain fighting though the mass desert. them.
Their motto is, 'Swcct it is to dic in battle; the path to heaven
lies in fighting' (Mbl., VIII, 93, 55 f.). In peace the ;warrior,
snpported by the king, lived at ease and the nobles spent the
time carousing and enjoying themselves, In war the warrior
lived and fought for glory as well as for his chief, In the case
of Karl,la, who was an independent king, revenge and desire for
glory are blended; bnt most of the epic kings are in the war as
allies of one side or the other and have no personal motive in
fighting exoept to win renown. 'A hero Iive.s as long as his fame
reaches heaven' (Mbh" 111,313,20); 'Glory is preferable to life'
(ibid, 31), And again, 'Only he who has glory wins heaven' (says
KarI)a, ibid. III, 300, 31). The exhortation to fight valorously
is based upon the precept that whether slaying Or slain one is
blessed, 'for he who is slain in hattie obtains heaven, and if he
slays be obtains fame' (ibid. XI, 2, 14). Every hero boasts of his
great deeds performed alld to be performed, even while depre.·
cating boasting as a folly. 'fhe heroes boast of their families as
well as of their prowess'.
'fhe religions and philosophical views of the' epics represent
every shade of opinion from Vedic theism to philosophical
pantheism with later forms of Snn·worship (in both epics) and
sectarian ClIItS of Durga, Qiva, and Krishl.la-ViBhl}u in the MabaI

For examples of these and other traits shown by the epic warriors, see the

specimens collected in the writer's monograph on The PQJ.litiort oj the Ruling Ca8t~.
Interesting parallels roily be drawn between the attitude of Homeric alld Indic warriors
in these respects, parallels which may DOW be complemented by those betwee'n Oreek
a.nd Teutonic idea.ls, as shown in Chadwick's IIeroic .Age (pp. 325 f.). Prof. Chadwick
compares the Anglo-Saxon ckJm with the Greek KAla d"apl;:W, and the same may be said
of the kirti and yayall of the Hindu, as the personal combat of king with king, which
is 'he leading chara.clieristic of Hindu epic fighting, may be compared with ~he style of
fightiDg iD Homeric and Teutonic poetry (ibid. p. 339).
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bharata, and Rama-VishI!uism snperimposed upon the cult of
Rama as a hero demi-god in the R'imaYaI!a. The religion assumed
as orthodox in both epics is that which we call Bl·ahmanical. 'fhe
Vedic gods with Brahma at their head are to be worshipped,
as a matter of course. In addition comes the constantly growing
tendcncy to exalt the chieftain demi-god from his position as
clan-hero god to a higher power, till he is identified with Vish!)u,
the popular god of many clans. The cult of Vish!)u in this form
comes under the hands of philosophers, who we may be sure had
nothing to do with the original epic; and as god he is tlleu
interpreted according to the philosophical systems of the Sfiilkhya
and Vedanta, which arc united with the aid of the Yoga system.
Of late years it has become usual for scholars to follow the lead
of Professor Garbe, who has interpreted the chief philosophical
tract of the Mahabharata, the famous Bhagavadgita, as a rewritten
Siiilkhya document of theistic tendency manipulated to serve the
ends of Vedanta schoolmen. By excluding all the verses which
teach. the Vedanta doctrine, Garbe is natnrally enabled to show
a document which is not Vedantic; and it may he admitted that
snch a process makes a ciearer and more attractive theological
tract. But the historic",l effect produced is fallacious. Exactly
the SRme mixture of Siiilkhya and Vedanta permeates the teaching
of the philosophical epic in many other paSilages; and unless one
is willing to apply the same process and excise all ohjectionahle
matter in favour of a theory of Salikhya pliority in the philosophical disqnisitions of yanti or 'quietism,' one has no right to
dissect the Bhagavadgitii into its supposititious prius and 'later
additions: The epic philosopher is nerer a Sailkhyan; he is a
Salikhya-Yogist, and it is this connecting link of the Yoga which
to his mind makes it possible to unite two radically different
systems l. It must at least remain quite donhtful whether the
philosophical parts of the epic, most of which have no radical
connexion with the poem, were not Oliginally composed in their
present form, representing an attempt, on the part of later
redactors, to weave iuto the epie a system of philosophy inculcating the belief in a theistic pantheism derived from Sailkhyan
principles improved by the Yoga and theu comhined with the
1 For a review oC these systema as given in the epic, see the writer's Great Epic of
India (1901). Tha.t the Guo. was originally theistic througbout can be prov€d only by
rejecting stanzas which are otherwise unassailable. Only fnur passages out of the
'w~ty selected to prove the case in Garbe's Bhagavadgitci (1905) ab{)W any sign oC
interpolation, and of the four only ODe is a really striking case of breaking the
cannexioo. ' .

1.:, R. I. I.
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All-soul principle later called Vedanta. Vishl.Ju and Qiva both
served the purpose of the philosophical interpretation. Both
were popular gods who became the One God in tUl'll (sectarian
differences probably representing geographical distinctions),-that
One God who even in the Upanishads is also the All-god: For
this reason many passages of the epic are on the philosophical!
religious level of the Qvetii~vatara Upanishad.
-, .. ! J
Two notable attempts to extract historical material-from the
epic have been made in the last few years. They enlarge the
vision of the fighting hosts on the plain of the Kurus both
geographically and historically and demand carefnl examination!
The first is the result of a study of the forces named in 'the
epic itself as allies. As already mentioned, the fighting of the
Ramayal)a consists in combats between fiends and monkeys, arid
unless the monkeys are interpreted as southern Hindus speaking
an alien tongue, and for this and other reasons regarded as little
better than apes by the Aryan leaders, there is no' profit in
endeavouring to guess at their real significance. In the Mallabharata, which deals with real people, it is different. The human
hosts marshalled as friend or foe by the Pal.JoJus and Kurus may
be set agaiust each other geographically. 'l'here is a certain
amount of fiend-fighting, and Nagas of unknown habitat are
mentioned a.s contestants. There are also some allies of unknown
geographical provenance. Bnt the chief factors in the great hosts
can be distribnted geographically. For making such a classifi'
cation it will be convenient to use the Indian term Madhyade~a,
the Middle Country, to denote 'the whole of the Ganges -basin
from the Pnnjab as far as the confines of Bihar,' and to arrange
the various peoples who are said to have taken part in the war in
relation to this region. The Pal)oJu forces included the king of
Magadha associated with the Ka~is and Kosalas, the king of
Pancllala, the king of the Matsyas with mountaineers, the king
of Chedi-all representing peoples in Madhyade~a-with some
adherents from the north and south, but especially all the Yadus
of the west. 'rhe Kurus, on the other hand, had as allies the king
of Prf'gjyotisha, tbe Chinas, and the Kiriitas in the north-east;
the Kambojas, Yavanas, Qakas, Madras, Kaikeyas, Sindhus and
Sauviras in the north-west; the Bhojas in the west; the king of
Dakshil)apatha in the south; the Andhras in the south-east; and
the kings of Mahishmati and Avanti in Madhyade~a. Therefore,
since the Yadus of Gujarat came from Mathura, the statement
holds that' the division of the contending parties may be broadly
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said to be South Madhyade9a and Paiichala against the rest of
India!.' That this is an important conclusion mnst he admitted.
But if it follows that the war was one hetween southern Madhyade~; united with Paiichala, and the rest of India, how far may we
assert that this represents earlier epic conditions before the
nations of the Indian snb-continent were all brought into the
frame of the epic 1 Obviously it would not be safe to make too
much ot a list based on factors of doubtful age, but it is perhaps
safe to assert that the central plan, so to speak, is historical,
naniely the opposition of the less civilised Pa!}<;Ius and the old
PaUchalas to the orthodox Knrus.
-.- In the opinion of Sir George Grierson we may make a further
hiduction and assert that the Brahmanism of. the Knrus represents
a later tide of immigration as compared with the anti-Brahmanism
the Panchalas as earlier Aryan immigrants into India. In a
way; the anti-BI""J.hmanical party may be said to represent the
warrior-spirit as opposed to the priestly, which was defeated in
the contest but revenged itself by manipulating the epic to its
own glory'. It is, however, doubtful whether the PaiichaIas were
earlier -immigrants or in early days were regarded as in any way
anti-Brahmanical. The further contention, that this nnorthodox
warrior-spirit produced the work of the Bhagavatas and that the
BhagavadgWl. emanates from an nn-Briihmanical source, is based
upon the supposition that the Bhagavadgl!;.'i and its underlying
system of Satikhya philosophy is an exponent of the free eastern
anti-Brahmanical or un-Brahmanical life which produced the
great heresies of that region, Buddhism and Jainism. One wishes
that the veiled history of Hindu thought migl!t be traced back
so clearly, but the data at our disposal do not justify us in so
summary a method of reconstrncting the past. There is no cogent
evidence to show that a differencc of religious belief had anything
to do with the war, or that any racial antagonism lies behind the
division of parties, certainly not of parties opposed as primarily
Panchalas and Kurus.
Whether the genealogical lists of the epic may impart trustworthy information is a second question of importance. It has

of

1 F. E. Pargiter, 1'M Nations of India at the Battle between the Pa1J4avas and
KauravaB (J.R.A.8., 1908, p. 334). gives a complete analysis oC the forces, 'fhe

author admits that the ethnological value of the general statement made above is
diminished by the fact that the nations on either side were not of the same stock; also
it must be remembered that ~ings were not always of the same stock a.s the people they
ruled and brought to war.
2 J,R.A.S., 1908, p. G06.
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been answered affirmatively by Mr Pargiter in the second of his
valnable papers on thc epic" though with dne conservatism in
view of the contradictions in the epic itself. The later lists fonnd
in the PUl"dl.las may bc combincd with epic data to make a fairly
consistent chronological table, but there remains mnch to be
taken for granted Although the names of kings are given, the
length of their reigns must be assumed on some common bashl.
On the probability that the average length of a Hindn reign ,was
fifteen years and on the assnmption that unimportant kings have
been omitted once in so often from some of the lists, Mr Pargiter,
taking the more complete list of the Solar dynasty as his guide;
finds that a period of fonrteen hnndred years intervened between
the first king, 'son of Manu' (Ikshvakn) and the great war; that
Rama, the hero of the Ramaym.>a, lived in the fifth centnry
before the great war of the Mahabharata; Bharata in, the eighth
century. etc. The .....eat war itself marks the beginning of the
prescnt age (Kali Yuga), 'about 1100 B.o."
, .....,
1
'.I

Ancient Indian Genearogies and Chronowgy (J.B.A.S .• 1910, p. 1).
See more particula.rly the work of the aame author, The Purii7Ja Text oj the

Dynadie8 of the KaU A.ge (1913). For the evidence of the Puril:las as to the da.te
war between the Kurus a.nd the Piil).4us v. inf., pp. 306-7.
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CHAPTER XII

THE GROWTH OF LAW AND LEGAL INSTITUTIONS
THE law-books, Dbarma yastras, and especially trained experts
in law, Dharma-piithakas, are recognised in the didactic parts of
the epic; and codes of law are assigned to various ancient worthies,
among whom Manu generally, but not always, holds the chief place:
The difference between the formal law-book, yastra, and the Sutra,
also concerned with Dharma, is due mainly to the gradual exclusion
ofiITelevant matter in the law-book. Whereas in the Siitra the term
Dharma embraces all domestic duties, religious and ethical, with
slight attention paid to formal law, in the completed yastra law
itself is the sole subject discussed. But this difference marks only
the extremes, the primitive Dharma Siitra and the law-book of the
fifth ccntury A.D. Between the two comes a number of works
bearing the title of law-hook bllt still retaining in large measure
the characteristics of the Siitra. Likewise the formal distinctiou
between a prose Siitra and a metrical law-book is bridged by a
period, when legal works were partly prose and partly verse. in
the end, it was found more convenient to versify the rules as the
Hindus versified all knowlcdge, and the metre chosen for this
purpose was the later r;loka, which onsted both prose and the older
trishlubh metre still nsed in early SUb-dS and yastras. The name
. , is not absolutely fixed. The Siitra is sometimes called yastra.
Vishr.m's law-book, for example, is both Siitra and yastra, as well
as Smjiti, a general term for traditional teaching.
) As the Dharma Sutras emanated from Vedic schools, so, though
less surely, it may be said in general that the law-books at first
represented certain schools of Brahmanical teachiug. The lawbooks of Vishr.llI and of Yajiiavalkya are thus exponents of
Yajurveda schools; hut in the end the popular works of this
class lose all connexion with allY olle school and become universally authoritative. There are not many of the long list of later
law-books which really deserve the name. As time went on, a
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large number of works appeared, claimiug as their authors sages
of old, or divine beings, but they are all without historical value
and usually arc sectariau tracts inculcating special religious
observances. Besides these pseudo-law-books may be mentioned
the later legal works, Dharma Nibandhas, of the eleventh century
and later, and the leamed commentaries, like the l\Iitakshara,
which have become as authoritative as the text itself. But these
later law-books do not come into our present pu,,·iew. They belong
to the age of the later Pnral.laS and subsequent literature. The
great law-books which we have to examine revert to the beginning
of the Pura~ic age or before it. Whatever is of value in the later
works is taken from the older, which are still authoritative..
By far the most important of these is the law-book of ]\fanu or
the Manava Dharma Qastra, a work closely connected with the
law-book of Vishl.lll, which has no less than 160 verses of Manu,
and with the didactic chapters of the epic, which contain numerous
verses found in the code. ]\foreover, the epic recognises l\l:anil
as a law-giver and refers to the Dharma Qastra of Manu. The
relationship between the two works is made doubtful for the reason
that we do not know when the later I,arts of the epic embodying
these allusions may have been composed. An analysis of all the
passages in the epic referring to Manu shows that the law-book
was probably unknown to the early epic but that it was not
unknown to the later epic. This inclicatcs at Icast that the
fabulous age ascribed to the law-book by the Hindus and by early
European scholars may be disregarded in favour of a much later
date. On the other hand, the present tendency is to exaggerate
the lateness of the law-book and briug it down even to the third
or fourth century A.D. Professor Jolly thinks that the code and
the epic belong to about the same time, lIot later than the second
or third ceutury'. The code in any case may not·· have been
identical with the work known to-day as Manu's law-book, for
all these metrical works have suffered, as has the epic, from
unnumbered additions.
'J
Nevertheless, from the content.. of the extaut law-book of
Manu some noteworthy data may be extracted which seem to
show that the work is earlier than any other Dharma Qastra.
There is not the slightest allusion to any sectarian cult; docu:
ments are not cited in the rules on evidence; widow-bunling is

,·r \

Julius Jolly in Recht und Sitte, pp. 16 and 30. Burnell in his transla..t.ion.of
Manu contended for B still later da.te; but tbis (1883) wa.s before the relation of Mana
1

to other law·books was understood.

.
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not recommended; there is no recommendation of the cult of idols
(service, etc.), though idols are known as objects of veneration;
the positiou of the law-giver in regard to titlcs of law, evidence,
ordeals, etc., is more primitive than that of any other author of
a' Dharma Qastra and even than that of Vishl)u in the Dharma
Sutra: The law-book of Vishl)n belongs to the third century A.D.,
and that of Yajiiavalkya to the fourth century, alld thc advance
011 Manu in order, method, and detail of legal matters of these
law-Wliters is very great. Hence, as in the case of the epic, it is
probable that the date now currently assumed is too late, and that
the Miinava Code belongs rather to the time of our era or before
it than later'.
The law-book of Viahl)u, which because of its Sutra form might
be :thought to be earlier than Manu, is so largely interpolated that
in its present condition it must rank decidedly as secondary to
that code. It appears to have been an expansion of a Siitra
belonging to the Kathaka school of the Yajnrveda enlarged in the
hope of making it a general code favonring the cnlt of Vishl)1L It
mentions books under the modern name pllstaka, recognises the
burning of widows, knows the Hames of the days of the week,
evidently borrowing here. from Greek sonrces, acknowledges the
Hindn Trinity, recommends the Tirthas or pilgrimages, which are
decried by Mann, and ill the matter of debts and leg-".! procedure is
later than that code. At the same time it contains mnch ancient
material, especially in regard to legal penalties, the rights of kings,
inheritance, etc. A large part of the work is not leg-"l, bnt treats
of sacrifice, impurity, sin and atonement, etc. 2
The codes of yajiiava.lkya and Narada arc probably to be
The
referred to the fourth and fifth centuries, respcctively.
former was a learned pundit, probably of Mithila, whose work
is so closely connected with that of ~fanu and at the same time
is so clearly a condensation of this codc, that it may be taken as
certain that the author desired to better an original rather than
make a new work. Yajiiavalkya pays more attention to legal
I The contention of Mr Ketkar in his IIistory oj Caste in India (Hl09) that MaDu
is at least as Ia.te as the fall of the Andhras (third century A.D.), because they are
mentioned as a. low caste is not cogent, because the verse may well have been one
inherited from a list of degraded tribes (castes) and preserved. The Andhraa arc
regarded (loa barbarians in early Brahman literature.
Cf. Aitareya BriihmafJa,
Vll, 18.'
\I The connexion of the Manava. code with the earlier Miinava Siitras is not BO close
as tha.$ of the Viehnu oode with the Kii.thnka Sutra, a.nd it is even doubtful whether,
as first thought probable, the Miinava 9~tra. reverts to a. se<!tarian Mana-va school.
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matters and improves on his model in his views regarding the
rights of women, whom he permits to inherit eqnally with men.
Re elaborates the subjects of trade and ownership, and recognises
lITitten documents in evidence where Manu relies on ocular
witnesses. He recommends the usc of several new ordeals in
testing tmth, and shows a more conservative social feeling in
objecting to the union of a Brahman priest and a slave-woman.
Of Narada, who belongs to the fifth centUl'y and seems to have
bcen from Nepal, it lIlay be said that he is the first to give' ns
a legal code unhampered by the mass of religious and moral
teaching with which and out of which the earlier works on
Dhanna arose" a code which in its fine sub-divisions of the
titles of law, as well as in its elaborate treatment otherwise of
slaves, inheritance, witnesses, ordeals, etc., is the first in which law
itself is the subject-matter. Narada's evident posteriority to Manu
and Yajilavalkya docs not show that it was all indelJ€ndent work,
rather that it was based on these prior works. In addition. to
these legal lights it is necessary to mention only Brihaspati, who,
as he extols Manu as the first of law-givers, also proves himself to
be a sort of commcntator rather than an original writer. His
work is iu fact a brief for Manu, and proves that in his day (about
600 or 700 A.D.) Manu was recognised as the original and greatest
law-giver. IIis citations from Manu also show that onr text has
not changed essentially since his day'.
'We have already seen that the four castes are regarded as the
fmme of social life, and that the yonng student, after. spending
several years with a priestly preceptor, the length of time
depending partly on caste and partly 011 aptitnde, marries and
becomes a householder, with numerous religious duties to perform.
Twelve years of study is regarded as the minimum, forty-eight
years as enough even for the most studious priest Megasthenes
tells us that the Hindus studied for nearly this length of time, but
it is clear that only priests practised such zeal. 'l'he epic warriors
are snpposed to have finished their education by their sixteenth
year, and the fact that a few word~ of a hymn arc admitted as
substitution for this part of the education (consisting in memorising
verses) shows that for practical purposes a smattering of Veda was
deemed enough in the case of all cxcept the priest The early
1 Dharma men.ns 'law' only a.s law is an expression oC right, duty. etc.
It is
based upon revelation snd custom, the first perfunctorily, the second actually. Local
usage is the basis of law and may overrule laws made without regard to custom.
It On B:rihaspati, see Jolly, Tagore Lectures, a.nd the introduction to the translation
of Narnde. a.nd B!,ihaspati in S.B.E., vol. XXXIII.
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law-books devote no little space to the early youth and conduct in
later life of the orthodox Aryan. Manu, for example, gives six of
his twelve books to rules of life before he comes to discuss royal
life and legal matters. Noteworthy is the early date at which a
mau retires from practical life. As the youth marries early, iu the
warrior caste as early as sixteen, though Manu recognises twentyfour· or thirty as the usual (priestly 1) age, it may happen that he
becomes a grandfather before he is forty, by which time, to be
snre, the Hindu is often grey. Now it is expressly said that when
it mail becomes grey and a grandfather he is to enter the third
ill""ama or stage of life and become a hermit, either accompanied
with his wife or not, as he chooses. Severe asceticism marks this
period of life (it is described in full by Manu, Book VI), and
prohahly it was reserved generally for the priestly caste; some
law-givers omit it. It is likely that instead of this stage many
priests became mendicants. The act of renouncing the world is
introduced by a sacrifice of worldly goods and other ceremonies
But the latter, in
prescribed by the Siitras and law-books.
distinction from the former, if indeed they devote much time to
such matters at all, now turn to that part of Dharma or Right
which is included under the head of Royalty and Vyavahara. The
1atter term means law in the modeM) sense, husiness intercourse
legally interpreted, legal procedure. There is no formal distinction
between civil aud crimiual law till the term vyavaht'lra is divilled
by later writers into 'cases of property' and 'cases of hurt.' 'Ibe
first enumeration of legal titles is found in Manu and is as
follows: (1) Recovcry of debts; (2) Deposits and pledges; (3) Sale
without ownership; (4) Partnership; (5) Resumption of gifts;
(6) Non-payment of wages; (7) Breach of contract; (8) Annulling
of sale and purchase; (9) Disputes between the O\\~ler and tender
of cattle; (10) Disputes regarding houndaries; (Il) Assault;
(12) Defamation; (13) Theft; (14) Hobbery (with violence);
(15) Adultery; (16) Duties of man aud wife; (17) Partition
(iuheritance); (18) Gamhling (with dice) and betting (on cockfights, etc.). In this category, criminal law is represented by the
titles cleven to fifteen and eighteen, while the first nine and the
sixteenth alld seventeenth titles belong to civil law. There is also
no distinction between laws afiecting things and persons, and, to
follow the indictment of Mill in his Hi.•tory of India, 'Nonpayment of wages stands immediately before breach of contract,
as a separate title, though it ought to be included under that head.'
But the eighteen titles are remarkable as the first attempt to
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separate different cases; to demand that ]\[ann shonld have given
us a perfect or even a perfectly clear list is unreasonable.
'l'he titlcs and the arrangement of Mallu are followcd by later
writers, though with sub-divisions. Thus Brihaspati (II, 8), after
giving thc cighteen titles says that they 'arc divided owing to
diversity of lawsuits'; and other "Titers give ten chief crimes
(killing a woman, mixture of caste, adnltcry, robbery, cansing
illegitimate birth, abuse, insults, assault, procuring abortion)
hcaded by disobedience of the king's commands. It is, too,
only later writers who assert that a lawsuit cannot be instituted
mutually between father and son, or man and ,,1fe, or master and
servant (Nfirada, I, G). Although the titles begin with civil eases,
there is no doubt that primitive procedure had to do with criminal
cases before civil cascs werc known. Thus thc carliest trials are
for theft and pcrjury, and it is probable that theft was the first
crime to be recognised legally. 'Ve have seen that evcn in the
Satras the thief is brought before the king and punished by him,
and theft is the chief crime mentioned in the Vedas (more
particularly theft of cattle, or robbery~ There arc a thousand
forms of theft, according to Brihaspati, who makes theft one of the
kinds of 'violence,' of which there arc four-homicide, theft, assault
on another's wife, and injury (either ahuse or a~sault). Thieves arc
of two sorts, opcn and concealed, 'and these arc sub-divided a
thousandfold, according to their skill, ability, and mode of cheating'
(Brih., XXII, 2). Those who cheat at dice or cheat a corporatioll
are to be pllnished as impostors. The punishment for breaking
into a honse to steal is impalement; highwaymen are hanged from
a tree by the lleck; kidnappers are burned in a fire of straw; one
who steals a cow has his nose cnt off; for stealing more than ten
measures of grain the thief is executed; for less he is fined eleven
times what he has stolen (ibid. 9 f.; Manu, VIII, 320). The proof of
theft is possession of the stolen property, or a track leading to the
honse of the suspected lIlall; bnt exeessive expenditure, interconrse
with sinners, and other 'signs' may make a man snspected; then
he may have to clear hiIl1'lelf by oath or ordeal.
, Manu recognises only two ordeals. Later authors add several
more and some admit the application of an ordeal to the plaintiff
as well as to the defendant. The oath of a witness is virtnally an
ordeal, as tho oath invokes divine power, which pnnishes the guilty.
The oath is taken according to the caste of the witness. For
example, a farmer swears by his cattle, ete. Or one may simply
swear that a thing is so, and if his hOllse burns np within a week it
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is a divine conviction of peljury. Later authors also prescribe that
in ordeals a writing be placed on the head of the suspected man
containing the accnsation and a prayer, so that the divine power
may understand the matter. The two earliest ordeals are those of
fire and water (Manu, VIII, 114 f.). As the Siitras do not notice
ordeals, except for a general recognition of them as 'divine'
proofs on the part of the late Apastamba, and as the later writers
Yajiiavalkya and Narada describe five ordeals, adding the ploughshare, scales, and poison, it is reasonable to conclude that Mann
stands in time, as in description, midway between the two sets of
authors and is the first. to describe ordeals already known and
practised. This is the jndgment of BUhler and of Jolly" bnt the
implication that the mention of daiva in older literatnre makes
probable the existence of all the forms of or(leal mentioned only
in later literature is not safe. Fire and water were first nsed, then
conie the elaborate trials with balance, ete., till eventually there
are nine fonnal ordeals'.
The nine ordeals are as fo\1ows, arranged in the order chosen
by Brihaspati (XIX, 4): the balance, fire, water, poison, sacred
libation, grains of rice, hot gold-piece, ploughshare, and the ordeal
by Dharma and Adharma. When Professor Jolly says that no oue
of these can be judged later than any other on the ground that
the growth from two to five and then to nine ordeals docs not
necessarily imply that one named later did not exist before the
two named first, he exaggerates the probabilities. Is it likely, for
example, that the ordeal by Dharma and Adharma is as old as that
by fire and water'!
. The ordeal by ploughshare is especially for those suspected of
stealing cattle; the piece of heated gold is reserved for cases
involving a theft 'over four hundred'; that· by poison, for one
worth a thousand, etc. All such restrictions are late emendations
and additions. In the fire-test one carries a hot iron ball, and if
unbnrned is innocent. In the water· test, one plunges under water
and t{) prove innocence mnst remain nnder as long as it takes for
,

1

S.B.E., vol. xxv, p. cii: a.nd Jolly, Recht una SiW, p. 145,

, 'Compare Stenzler, in the Z.D.J1I.G., vol. IX, p. 661 i E. Sohla.gintweit, Dil':
Gotte8urthtilt der Inder (1866); and A. Kaegi, AUt?" und Herkunft du german.
Gotte8urtheils (1887).
S The ordeal by Dharma nnd Adharma consists in painting pictures of Justice or
Bight and Injustice or Wrong (abstract divinities) upon two leaves, one picture being
white, the otber black. The two images are then worshipped a.nd invoked with sacred
verses, and, after the leaves ha.ve been sprinkled with perfumes and the five products of
the sa.cred cow, they are rolled in balls of earth and set in a jar without the, accused
observing them, who then extracts one and • if he draws Dharma he is acquitted,'
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a dart, shot at the moment of diving, to be bronght back. These
two are alterations of old material, in which the aecnsed walks
throngh fire, as in epic tests, or is thrown into water to see if he
drown. The balance is an easy ordeal aud hence is used in the
case of priests and women. It consists in seeing whether the
accnsed weigh less or more the second time the test is made; if
heavier, one is gnilty. Probably the weight of sin weighs one
down. So in the l\fahabhiirata, when a tl'llth-telling man lies, his
chariot begins to sink.
Another method of exacting justice, used generally in the case
of debt, was called 'the custom' (Manu, VIII, 49) and consisted in
what is now known as dhar1!a. 'l'he gnilty man (debtor) is
besieged in his own house by his opponent, who fasts on him
till the gnilty one yields or the accuser dies. This method, of
punishing7 an injurer is well known in the epics, where fasting to
death against a person is an approved form of retaliation. The
one who has committed the offence (01' owes the money) usually
yields in order to prevent the ghost of the dying creditor from
injuring him.
The punishment for murder, as already noticed (v. sup. p. 242),
is at first a compensation paid to the relatives or the king (perhaps
both) and later paid to the priests. The compensation is reckoned
at a hundred cows (with a bull). This is in the case of a man;
in the case of a woman, the punishment is no more than if a slave
is killed. Mann treats the compensation as a penance (paid to a
priest) instead of a 'royal right,' as in the earlier Siitra period:
The custom of appraising death at so much a head for which
compensation is exacted existed into modern times and is
mentioned by Tod in his Annals of Rajasthan'.
Treason of all kinds is punishable by death, whether it consist
in attacking the king or falsifying an edict or bribing the ministers
of the king or helping his foes (Manu, IX, 232, etc.). Instead of
other penalties, the guilty man, especially a priest, may be outcasted,
that is, formally thrown out or banned from society, for in losing
his caste he loses all social rights; though in certain .,ases through
established ceremonies he may be taken back. One who is outcast
loses all right to primogeniture, inheritance, ete.'
1 S&! also Roth, Z.D,iJI.G.,
und SHte, p. 132.

2

"01. XLI,

pp. 672 f.; and other references in JoUy, Recht

Primogeniture is not absolutely the cause of preference among heirs.

unworthy son may be pa.ssed over even if he be the eldest, in favour of

junior.

On banishment in lieu of capital punishment, see Manu, vnr, 380.

8.
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Except for treason, all climes are judged relatively, that is,
there is no absolute penalty, but one couditioned by the social
order of the criminal or the victim of the crime. Thns in cases of
defamation, if a wan'ior defame a priest, he is fined one hnndred
pa'lJAl8; if a man of the people-caste do so, one hundred and fifty;
if a slave, he shaH be corporally punished; but if a priest defame
a warrior, fifty; if he defame a man of the people, twenty-five; if
he defame a slave, twelve, and this last fine is that imposed npon
equals defaming equals within the Aryan castes. But if a slave
insult a 'regenerate' (Aryan), his tongue is to be cut out.
Especially is this the case in relations between the sexes, for
though. the rule of death for adultery is general (the woman is
devoured, by dogs in a public place and the man is burned alive,
Manu, VIII, 371 f.), yet its antique provisions are reaHy preserved
only out of respect for tradition, the real law being that the
offending man shall be fined and the woman have her hair cut off
and be treated with contempt (Narada, XII, 92), unless the crime
be one that outrages caste-sentiment. Thns a slave who has
intercourse 'with a guarded high-caste woman may be slain; a
Vai~ya shaH lose his property; a warrior be fined a thousand and
be shaved with urine (Manu, VIII, 384 f.). The old general rule of
the Siitras to the effect that the woman be eaten by dogs and the
man killed is preserved under the form, explicit in the later works
but already implied by Manu, that this be the punishment if
'a wife who is proud of the gI'eatness of her family' (that is a
woman of high caste) commit adultery, while Narada restricts
the ferocions penalty to the impossible case of a priest's wife
deliberately going to a low-caste man and seducing him.
The general lex talionis is similarly confined to thieves or
robbers (Mann, VIII, 334), though another restriction limits it to
interconrse between low and high caste (if a man of low caste
injnre a man of high caste the limb corresponding to the one hnrt
shall be cut off, ibid. 279). In one particular, however, the rule of
increased fines is reversed, for in any case where a common man
would be fined one penny (karshiipa\/a) the king is fined a thonsand
(Manu, VIII, 336), probably on the principle (Manu, VIII, 338) that
he who knows more should suffer more'.
1 The sla.ve of the rules cited above is a 9iidra-sla,ve.
The law defiues slaves as of
seven kinds, wa.r~ca.ptiveB, daily workers for food, slaves born in the honse, men bought.
given, inherited, and those enslaved for puuishment. Slaves of war a.re known in the
epic (v. ,up. p. 270) and there is no reason for supposing that a captive warrior may not be
a slave (the commentator confincs the captive to the Qfidra caste). According to practice,
the warrior-caste slave is in bondage only for a year. The' slave by punishment' means
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In the province of civil law the later law-books show the
greatest advance over the earlier. For example, where trade is
concerncd, the Siitras know nothing of legal bnsiness partnership,
apart from the nnited family and its obligation as a whole to pay
debts. Mann has the idea of a partnership, bnt his whole discussion of the title concerns only the amount of fees payable to
priests who together perform a ceremony; and he merely raises
the qnestion whether all the religions partners or the one who
performs a special act shall take the traditional fee .for that one
part. He decides that the four chief priests out of the sixteen
shall get a moiety, the next four half of that, the next set a third
share, and the next a quarter (the commentatol'S are not unanimous
in appraising the amounts), and adds 'by the same principle the
allotment of shares must bc made among men on eal·th who
perform work conjointly; (Mann, VIII, 211). In other words,
except for stating that one shonld be paid in accordance with the
work one does, Mann has nothing to say regarding' partnership,'
the formal fourth title of. the list. Yiijiiavalkya on the other
hand includes agricnlture and trades in his rule (II, 265). Niirada,
while retaining the matter concerning priestly partnership, expresses the axiom above in this way: 'Loss, expense, profit of
each partner are equal to, more than, or less than those of other
partners according as his share (invested) is equal, greater, or
less. Storage, food, charges, (tolls), loss, freightage, expense of
keeping, must be paid by cach partner in accordance with the
terms of agreement; etc. (III, 3 f.). Finally Brihaspati begins hi!!
title 'Partnership' thus: 'Trade or other occupations shonld not
be carried on by prudent men jointly with incompetent or lazy
persons or with such as are afflicted with illness, ill-fated, or
destitnte. Whatever property one partner may give, authorised
by many, or whatever contract he may cause to be executed, all
that is (legally) done by them all. Whatever loss has occurred
through Fate or the king shall be borne by all in proportion to
their shares. When artists practise theil' art jointly, they share
according to their work. If a number of men in partnership bnild
a house or a temple, or dig a pool, or make leather articles, the
headman among the workmeu gets a double share. So too amoug
musicians: the singers share and share alike, but he who beats
a debtor una.ble to pay. It may be observed tha.t prisons are for malefaetors and
traitors rather than for debtors. Manu speaks of prisons situated by the roadway
where aU who pass may see the punishments sufferoo. by the wretches within, and
the tortures of hell haye the appearance of being copied from models nearerbome (M8Jlu,
-vm,2B8).
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time gets a half share over.' And (still under the head of
Partnership), 'when freebooters return from a hostile country
bringing booty, they share in what they bring after giving a sixth
to the king, their captain getting foul' shares, the bravest getting
three, one particularly clever getting two, and the remaining
associates sharing alike' (B,ihaspati, XIV, 32).
Regarding the use of money, an old Sutra rule confirmed by
Manu permits interest at fifteen per cent. aunually, bnt for men
(debtors) of low caste the interest may be sixty pel' cent.; yet this
is where there is no secnrity. The amount differs in any event
according to caste, as already explained (p. 248). No stipulation
beyond five per cent. per men.sem is legal. Debts unpaid shall be
worked out by labour by men of low caste. These rules obtaiu
Megasthenes
'from the Sutra age and vary scarcely at all.
erroneously reports that the Indians do not take interest (a~T€
·Saj)~tt:ou,T(. O~T€ rua(n oavelt;eaBaL, Fr. 27). Possibly he has in mind
the provision that no Brahman shall be a nsurer. Wages are often
'paid in kind; one fifth of the crop or of the increase in flocks goes
to the man who cares for the work. The tender of cattle, in
contrast to the epic \'\lIe (v. sup. p. 269 f,), gets the milk of one cow
out of ten (Mann, VIII, 231). If a man work without food or
clothing given to him he may take a third of the produce; otherwise a fifth (B,ihaspati, XVI, 13). Bnt Niirada gives a general rule
to the effect that the servant of a trader, a herdsman, and an
agricultural servant shall respectively take a tenth part of the
profit, whether from the sale of merchandise, the increase of
flocks, or the 'grain-crop (N.trada, VI, 3). This is also the provision
of Yajiiavalkya (n, 194)'. The agricultural servant is a Qudra
slave or a member of a mixed caste'.
The family represented in the law-books as the usual family
is one where all the hrothers live together as heirs of the father,
who mayor may not, as he or they prefer, divide his property
during his life-time. The eldest SOil has certain rights of primogeniture, but, as said ahove (p. 284, note), they may be taken from
him in case he is unworthy (Manu, IX, 213). The property of a
childless wife belongs to her husband, nnless she is married by
a rite not countenanced by the law; in that case her property
1 This is expressly the wage ordained by the king in case there has been no especial
stipulation between ma.ster and man. It represents therefore the normal percentage
. of ga.in (1\) as wage for the hired assistant of a petty merchant, herdsman, or farmer.
~ According to the commentator on Vis~u, LVII, 16, where the practice of renting
land for hal( the crop is referred to, the herdsman is usually the son of a warrior by
So slave-girl.
These' mixed castes' really did most of the general work of a village.
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reverts to her parents. 'Voman's property consists only in
wedding-gifts, tokens of afj"ection, and gifts from her brothers,
father, and mother, as also what is given her after marriage by
her hnsband. All thil! goes to her children at her death.
As tbe preferred family is tJlC joiut-family, so the village is
posseBscd as a whole of its holdings in land. Thus the only full
discussion in Manu regarding boundaries (the tenth title) has to
do with boundaries between two villages. Yet it is clear from
othcr paBsages that private ownership in land under the king was
recognised. He who first cultivates wild land, owns it (Mann, IX, 44).
There is also a Siitra rule: 'Animals, land, and females are not 10Bt
by possession of another' (Gaut., XII, 39), which appears to imply
indi vidual ownership in land. The land around a village on all
sides for one hundred 'bowB' (about 600 feet) is common; and if
crops are grown there and cattle injnre the crops, no damage can
be exacted (Manu, Vlll, 237£); but the fields appear to be private
property aB they are fenced in '.
The government of the country described in legal literature is
not diffcrent from that of the Siitras, and in most respects agrees
with the conditions represented in the epics, where government
without a king is so well known as to be the object of the most
severe condcmnation; and it is rcgarded as c&sential that a king
of good family Bhould be at the head of the state. Slave-born
kings are known in history but taboocd in law. The king is treated
in the law-books nndcr two heads, as gcncral lord of the land and
as judge and exccutioner.
As lord of the land the king is a Zeus Agamemnon, a human
divinity incorporating the essence of the deities Indra, Vayu, Yama,
Varur.Ia, Agni, etc., that is of the gods who protect the world in the
eight directions. In othcr words, his chicf fnnction 3il lord is
to protect, and he protects aB 'a great deity in human form'
(Manu, VII, 8). He has, to aid him, seven or eight councillors of
hereditary office (' whose ancestors have been servants of kings'),
with whom he daily consults as to affiLirs of state and religion.
His prime minister should be a learned priest; he should appoint
officials over all public works, mines, manufactures, storehouses,
etc. Various royal monopolies are mentioned (salt is oue of them).
His officers must be brave and honest, and he himself must be
brave and lead his troops personally into battie, where he is to
1 This is not certain evidenee that they were private possessions, but such appears
to ha.ve been the case, as the rules regarding :Bowing water, • seed cast in another's
field,' etc. a.lso presuppose private ownership (1\:(anu, lX, 52 f.). To 'let land' tenders
one impure (Ap., Dh. S., I, 18, 20).
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make it his duty to 'kill kings: for those kings go to heaven who
seek to slay each other in battle and fight strenuously for that
purpose (Manu, VII, 89). As overlord, the king receives a share of
the booty won in battlc, and it is his duty to distribute such hooty
as has not been taken singly among the soldiers. One military
officer and a company of soldiers he should place as a guard over
each village and town, to protect them. There should be a lord
of one village, a lord of ten, (of twenty), of a hundred, and a lord
(or lords) of a thousand. It is the duty of the lord of one village,
grcimika, to report all crimes to the dapapa or lord of ten, and
the' lord of ten shall report likewise to the (lord of twenty, and he
to the) lord of a hundred, and he to the lord of a thousand As
much land as suffices for one family shall be the income of the
lord of one village and so on to the lord of a thousand, who shall
enjoy the revenue of a town. All thesc men (it is said) arc
probably knaves and must be spied upon continnally through the
agency of a general superintendent in every tmm, who shall
scrntinise the conduct of all the governing lords, 'for the servants
of kings appointed to protect generally become rascals who steal
the property of others' (ibid. 123). The snm collected from his
snhjects by a just king (as taxes) is a fiftieth part of the increment
on cattle and gold, and thc cighth, sixth, or twelfth part of the
crops; while common artisans pay tax hy a day's work monthly.
Thcse provisions (of :\Iann) are followed hy Vishl.l1I, who however omits the intermediate lords of twenty villages and recognises
only thc dccimal systcm throughout '. Instead of a thonsand villages,
Vishl)u speaks of the 'whole country: and prohably the two expressions were synonymous. VishJ.'u also specifies eunllchs as
guards of the king's harem, not mentioned by Manu in connexion
with the palace. Another poiut which brings Vish~llI into line
with the Sutra authorities (Baudh., I, 10, 18, 1 ; Vas., I, 42) is found
in 'his rule regarding taxes. He givcs no such option as Manu, but
specifies one-sixth as the tax on grain and sceds and onc-fiftieth
on cattle, gold, and clothes (all authorities exempt priests from
taxation-laws).
. The IIlen of war, aceording to Manu, are to be selected for
prominent places (in the ¥au) from Kurllkshetra, the l\Iatsyas,
Paiichalas, and those born in Qurasena-all districts in the
neighbonrhood of Delhi, Jaipnr, Kanauj, and Muttra-a provision
sufficiently indicative of the geographical origin of his code. It is

.

,

The army divisions are a.lso arranged decimally, in squads of ten and companies
of one hundred or or other multiples of ten {Vas., XIX, 17 f.}.
1

e.lI.i. I.
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interesting to note that both Manu and Vishl)u state that wheu
a king has conquered a foreign foe he shall make a prince of that
conntry (not of his own) the king there, and (Vishl)u adds, III, 49)
he shall not destroy the royal race of his foe unless that royal race
be of ignoble birth. He is to honour the gods and the customs of
the conquered country and grant exemption from taxation (for
a time) (Manu, VII, 201).
In his capacity as judge the king tries cases himself or appoints
a priest in his stead (Vishl)u, III, 73); but this latter provision is a
later trait, though found in the Sutras. The earlier rule is that,
the king himself shall try cases daily and have built for .that
purpose.a spccial hall lUI part of his palace in the inner City,
and even, as we saw' in the Siitra period (v. sup. p. 241), act as
executioner. The fact that the king has also the pardoning power
is implied in the provision that if the thief come before the king
and the king smite him or let him go he is thereby purified" a
provision which also brings up the intricate question of the relation
between legal punishment and religious penance. For many of
the legal punishments for gross crimes are set down not as snch,
but as religious expiations, and it is said that the king has to see
to it that these religious obligations are fulfilled. In some cases
without doubt punishment as a matter of law began lUI a matter'
of priestly religious law. The business of the king as judge was
not unremunerative, as every debtor who was tried and con~icted
paid a tenth of the snm involved into the royal treasnry (Vishl.lU,
VI, 20). According to Manu (VIII, 59), if plaintiff or defendant is
found guilty of falsification in regard to a contcstcd sum, twice
the 8nm itself shall be paid as a fine (to the king). The king's
chaplain has an important place in the court of justice; he is chief
of the councillors who as a body may include members of other
Aryan castes. If a deputy act for the king, later anthorities state·
that he should carry a seal-ring of the king as sign of anthority'
(Brihaspati, I, 3). The right of appeal is also admitted in later
law-books, which assume that a case may come up first bcfore'
a family, 01' corporation, when if the judgment is questioned the'
case may be tried by assemblies (of co-inhabitants or castes) and
then by judges duly appointed (ibid. 39). Yajiiavalkya (n, 305)'
and Narada also (I, 65) say that, when a lawsuit has been'
wrongly decided, the trial mnst be repcated. According. to'
I Apparently a murderer might expiate his crime by dylng (or tbe king in'battle
(Apastamba., I, 24, 21), and even, 'if he fights three times, when not sla.in, he
is freed' (Vas., Dh. y., u, 28). This antique provision)8 not preserved in the
later law.
")
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Yajfiavalkya appeal may be taken from corporations, etc., to
'the judge appointed by the king' (II, 30). Such a judge is
one appointed to act for the· king in his own city or in the
provinces, a provision fouud also in epic literature. All the lawbooks acknowledge the importance of the law of family (l~da),
gild or corporation (prN,>i), and assembly or greater corporation
(piiga, ga'fJC'), of caste or co-iuhabitants in making their own laws,
which the king must not cont!,&vene.
. There is one aspect or'legal literature which is very significant
of the origin of the completed codes. The laws, namely, frequently
contradict one another either by implication or directly, not only
the laws in general but those of the same code and even the laws
placed in juxtaposition. An example of such contradiction is what
may be found in Manu's code respecting the sale of a daughter.
In viII, 204, 'Manu declares' that if one girl has been shown to a
prospective bridegroom and another is given, he may marry them
both· for the same price. In III, Ill, the same code (presumably
the same Manu) says' Let no wise father take even a small price
for his daughter ... for small or great this would be a sale'; and
finally in IX, 97, we read: 'If the giver of the price die aftor the
price for a girl has beeu paid, she shall be given to the (bridegroom's) brother if she is willirig: and immediately after (IX. 98),
'Even a slave should not accept a price in exchange for his
daughter: with a couple of verses following in the tone of the
passage above, repudiating the 'sale of a daughter.' Yet in
VIII, 366, under the head of the fifteenth title of law, it is stated
that a low-caste man courting a woman of the highest caste
deserves death (or corporal punishment); but one who courts ali
equal shall 'pay the price' ,and take her) if her father consents.
It was an old provision that a fee or price (a yoke of oxen) should
be paid to' the father, and though this was softened down to a
ifce ,. or 'tax' ('l'dka), yet the advanced code objects formally to
this busineSs transaction. At the same time the old provision is
retained, because it was a part of hereditary traditional law. In
th~ epic also, the rule against seIling a daughter is recorded; but
so strong is the feeling against violating family-law that. t.he man
wh'o' purposEli\ to sell his daughter, 'because it is the custom in my
family,' is upheld in doing so by a saint, who even declares that
the sale is justified by the ancients and by God (MM., I, 113,9 f.).
Here the girl is bought with gold and elephants and other costly
things. On the other hand, as a matter of dignity, the father of an
aristocratic girl, more particularly a princess, has in eflect heavy
19-2
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expenses. Thus when king Viriita weds his danghter he bestows
upon his son-in-law seven thousand horses and two hundred
elephants (Mbh., IV, 72, 36), The didactic epic says that a man who
sells his daughter goes to hell (XIII, 45, 18); there is a general Stitra
rule against selling any human being (Gaut., VII, 14)'.
In regard to infant marriages the Siitras generally admit the
advisability of marrying a girl when she is still too young to wear,
clothes, that is, before she becomes adult, or shows. signs of
maturity. The later law and practice are all at variance ·on this
point. One of the epic heroes marries at sixteen a princess· still
playing with her dolls but old enough to become a mother :shortly
afterwards. The epic rule is that a bridegroom of thirty should
marry a girl of ten, a bridegroom of twenty-one a girl of seven
(XIII, 44, 14~ Arrian (23, 9) reporUl that Indian girls were married
at seven. Sita is s.-'1id to have married Ri'i.ma at six! The rule of
Manu is that a bridegroom of thirty shall marry a girl of twelve,
one of twenty-fonr, a girl of eight (IX, 94); he also recommends
that a girl shall not marry at all unless a suitable bridegroom
appear; but again he countenances infant-marriages (IX, 88
and 89).
, .
The rule in regard to the levirate, or the assignment of widmys
to another man to raise np sons for the deceased husband, is
another instance of the way in which the codes werc assembled
out of contradictory material. In Manu, IX, 64-68, there is a flat
contradiction of the preceding provisions on this point. No
remarriage and no assignment of widows are permitted in. a
passage directly following the injunction that a widow shall be
so assigned, for the purpose of giving her dead husband a so~ to
.' n. ,
pay him the funeral feast, ete.
These laws regarding women are on the whole the m,ost. ~elf;
contradictory in the later codes. As the position of womafl.js
more or less indicative of the state of civilisation, it is important
to notice that the high regard paid to woman is confined to h~r
function as a mother of SOilS. The bride must be a virgin ,(not
a widow, Manu, IX, 65) and the remarriage of widows is genei-aUy
not countenanced; hilt the codes do not sanction the custom~f
~uttee till late, and the provisions for 'widows show that, though
they probably lived miserably and without honour, tEey were not
expected to die with their husbands. The Mahabharata, and
the
J ,.
"I,

I The purchase of a wife is the' demoniac' form of mllol'riage forma.lly permitted in
tbe case of a. Va.ieya. and slave (Ma.nu, UI, 24). These two cla.sses 'a.re'not particular

about wives' (Baudb., Dh. S.,

I,

11, 20, 14).

,
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Hamaya')a both recognise the custom of suttee, but only the
former (and probably not in an carly part) gives a case of a royal
widow hurning herself with her husband. It is perhaps the
extension of a royal custom, as in the epic, which has made the
rule general, so that later law and practice recommend suttee for
all. A parallel would be the Self-choice (svaya1Jwara) or election
of a husband by a princess, afterwards regarded as an electionrule in the case of other maidens. The motber is praised as equal
to the father in honour, and in default of sons she may inherit
(Manu, IX, 217), but if she bear only daughters or has no children
she may be divorced (ibid. SI)l. In general, a woman receives
respect only as potential or actual mother of sons. Manu repeats
with",unction the dictum of the Sutras that a woman is never
independent (IX, 2 f.), and says that she may be slain for unfaitbfulness and divorced for ban-enness; he also regards women as too
• unstable' to be called as witnesses (VIII,
The view that
women are chattel is yielding in the Qastra to a more enlightened
opinion. In the epics also the rib';dity of the law is not upheld by
the tenor of tales showing women in a very different light from that
exhibited in the didactic parts of the epic. Even at a much later
age women were students, as tbey were wise in antiqnity, amI the
annals of the law itself testify to the ability of the sex, for in the
eighteenth century one of the great legal commentaries on the
Mitakshar" was written by a woman, LakshUlldevi. At what time
the Purdah (' curtain ') rule came to confine women to the house
is uncertain; but probably not before foreign invasions had compelled tbe Hindu to adopt it. The epics and law-books speak of
confining a woman as a punishment for ill-conduct (e.g. Manu,
VIII,'365), but Manu insists that' no man can really guard women
by force' (IX, 10). To go veiled is only a court-custom alluded
to in both epics.
" Deficient M are the legal text-books in arrangement and selfcontradictory as are their enactments, they form a priceless
heritage of a past which would otherwise have been largely 108t
to us, for they lllay be accepted as reflecting real and not artificial
or'invented conditions of life. Very material evidence has been
furnished in the last few years as regards the trnstworthy character
of the information given by authors of the law-books. As remarked
above concerning the Sutras (v. imp. p. 221), the idea that Brahman

7n

.
1 The property of women forms too complicated a. subject to be discussed here bu~
it may be said in general that nann represents an advance on the older denial of the
Siitras tha.t women, and in particular widows, could inherit. Baudhiiyana and
Apastamba exclude widows Crom the husband's inheritance (e.g. Apast., n, 14).
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tradition is manufactured in order to glorify the Brahm:>ns and
that in the time of Buddha there were no castes, is rendered
inadmissihle by the fact that all Hindu literature acknowledges
the main facts as stated in the epics and law-books. The fresh
evidence on this point is supplied by the text of tbe Artha~stra
called the Kautiliya, which may date from about 300 B.C; and is in
accord with the Sutras and Qastras in all the chief points which
these works have in common. This Arth"'lastra, which forms the
subject of Chapter XIX in this work, recognises castes and mixed
castes and agrees witb the Qastra of the law-givers in a multitude
of instances, showing that the scheme of law arranged by the
Brahmans was neither ideal nor invented but based upon"actual
life ' . Here for example is repeated almost verbatim the rule against
debts between father and son; the kinds of marriage are the same;
the antithesis between Arya and Qudra is maintained; the rnIe
that the wage is one-tenth the gain '1vithout previous agreement'
is identical with that of Yajiiavalkya cited above, etc. As the
Kantiliya is a mannal of rnles imposed by a practical statesman;
it is impossible to snppose that the conditions it depicts are
imaginary, yet the same conditions are found in the Sutras,' etc.
If it was indisputable that this work belonged to the third or fourth
century B.C., it would be of the utmost importance historically.
As it is, some of the provisions of the Kauti!iya agree with those
of later rather than earlier law-books, and for the present it is not
advisable to accept all its rules as belonging to the time assigned
to the work as a whole'.
We see in the law-books the king of:> limited realm stillmore
or less of a patriarch among his people'; a people divided into
general orders representing the military, priestly, and agricultural
or mercantile classes, still mingling freely with each other, intermarrying, but with due regard for the respect paid to the higher
Ql'ders, and ntterly devoid of the 'caste' rules later adopted in
respect of food and marriage. 'l'hc family is usually monogamous
thongh it may be polygamons, and there are traces of the family"
marriage, ill which a wife marries a group of brothers. The menial
work of house-life is carried on by slaves and half-breeds, who also
"

cr.

the articles of Prof. Jacobi in Silz. K.P.A., 1911, pp. 732, 9.04 f.;, 1912,
pp. 832 r.; also the parallels published by PrQr. JoUy in Z.D.M.G., LXVIII PP: 49 f.' . ,
\I A sketch of law and government as presented by the Kau~iliya Arthayiistra' 'fs
given by Dr Barnett in his Antiquities of India, pp. 98 f. (1914); also by Me M. N. Law
in bis Studies in .ancient Hindu Polity (1914).
' 'I
9 Thus the king has personally to go to market and' settle the price of goods'
every five days (Mann, Vlll, 402).
1
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do most of the village labour and serve as petty craftsmen. ;\[ore
skilled workers like chariot-makers are of almost Aryan rank and
are not excluded from society. The laws are harsh and cruel as
regards punishment (the worker in gold who defrauds the king,
for example, is, according to l'Ifanu, IX, 292, 'to be chopped to
pieces ,,1th knives '), but a regard for truth and jnstice is the
dominant trait of the law, which, if it may be personified, has at
times a naive air of blandly bnt perplexedly seeking to steer a
course between that which it thinks is right and ought to think is
right, because the one has been reasoned out and the other has
been handed down as part of 'revelation' or law divine'.
1 In his Lectures on the Ancient History of India (Calcutta, 1919). Prof. D. R.
Bhandarlrnr argues that the legal parts of the twelfth book or the epic rever~ to a period
earlier than Ka:otilya; and that the 'beginnings of Indian thought in the sphere of
ArtMya.stra' are to be assigned to the seventh century H.C. The first thesis is based
on the thPOry" that verR8 precedes prose in legal diction, which is certainly not demon.
'stra.ble. The second is only another way of saying that the subject-matter of the
Dharma Siitras is probably older Lhau their present form, and that Kall~ilya had
numerous predecessors, which is probable. The cbie! discrepancy between Manu and
Kau~ilya is that the (ormer represents a state conceived as a smaller kingdom; the
'la.Uees purview il:l not only more exhaustive but wider, e.g. he discusses the' Arabio.n
steeds' in the king's stud (known to both epics) and cites as authorities later writers.
On the whole, as with tbe Jiita.kas, it would bc well not La accept as undoubtedly of
• c. 400 II.C.' all the data of the Kau~iliya Artbacastra.

• J •• ,
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CHAPTER XIII
'!'HE PURA.I:<AS

_.... .,..

THE Pura1.las, or collections of' old-world' legends, contain the
tl'aditional genealogies of the principal ruling houses of the Middle
Country. They are closely connected both in form and substance
with the epics and law-books. All three varieties of literature are
written in the same kind of verse and in the same kind of Sanskrit;
and they have lllnch of their subject-matter in common. Not
isolated verses merely bnt long passages recur word for word in
them all. They are all alike inheritors of the same stock of legendary and traditional lore; and, so far as the nature of their contents is concerned, it is not always possible to draw any hard and
fast line of distinction bctween them. Thus from different points
of view the Mahabharata may be regarded, as indeed it regards
itself, as an epic, fI law-book, or fI PUral.la.
Any old-world story may in f.wt be called a PUriil.la; but the
term is specially applied to certain works which, in conformity
with thc classical definition, deal, or are snpposed to deal, with
the following five topics: (1) Sarga, the evolution of the universe
from its nmterial cause; (2) Pratisarga, the re-creation of the
nnivcrse from the constituent clements into which it is merged at
the close of each aeon (kalpa) or day in thc lifc of the Creator,
Bmhm.. ; (3) Va'1'9a, the genealogies of gods and riahis; (4)Manvanic,ra, the gronps of 'great ages' (rnahayuga) inclnded in an
aeon, in each of which mankind is supposed to be produced anew
from a first father, Manu; (5) Va'1'9anucharita, the history of the
royal families who rule over the earth during the fOUl' 'ages' (yuga)
which make up one' great age:
With this ideal scheme nonc of the existing Pura",las is in complete agreement. All differ from it in various degrees by defect
or by excess; but, in spite of this, they profess generally to conform with the old definition, and are thus made to give a description of thcmscl ves which is no longer in accordance with the facts.
It is evident, then, at the outset that their original form has been
modified. Only seven out of the eighteen still retain the fifth
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section, which should contain an account of kings who have reigned
during the historical period. For the purposes of political history
all the rest are therefore without value.
Orthodox Hinduism regards these works as of divine origin;
and their framework is stereotyped in accordance with this view.
The chief speaker is some ancient seer who has received the tradition through Vyasa, who himself received it from the Creator. The
narrative is introduced by a dialogue between the chief speaker and
his audience, and is continued in the form of a series of reported
dialogues between the characters of the stories told.
Most commonly, though not invariably, the narrator is LomaharshaI.Ja or his son, Ugra~ravas. The former is called 'the Siita;
and the latter' Sauti' or 'the Suta's son '-titles which clearly
inuicate that the traditional lore, out of which the I'ura!)as have
been fashioned, was of Kshatriya, not of Brahman, origin; for
the Sutas, its custodians, were a mixed caste who were entrusted
with various important functions in royal households. In the
Briihmalfas the Suta is the royal herald and minstrel, and possibly
also 'master of the horse.' He is one of the king's 'jewels'
(ratnin) and, ranks with the commander-in-cbief of the army and
other high officers of state; and in his character as herald he
was inviolable. In the law-books he is described as the son of
a Kshatriya by the daughter of a Brahman. The Puralfas say
that he was born to sing the praises of princes and that he was
entrusted with the care of the historical and legendary traditions;
but they state defiuitely that he had no concern with the Vedas
(Vilyu Pur., I, 1, 26-28). In later times he appears as the king's
charioteer; but he still retains his exalted rank, and in the dramas
he speaks Sanskrit-the sign of high birth or educatiou-while the
inferior characters speak some Prakrit dialect.
In the interval between the Brahmal)as and the dramas the
Siita had evidently been deprived of some of the most important
of his ancient functions; and this change in his fortunes reflects
a change which had taken place in Indian society and in the
character of the Puralfas. In the heroic age, when the Siita was
the chronicler of kings, the Kshatriyas, as we gather from the
Upanishads and from early Jain and Buddhist literature, occupied
a' position of considerable intellectual independence. But this
,position was not maintained. In India, as in medieval Europe,
-the priestly power eventually asserted its supremacy, and all the
old Kshatriya literatnre was Brahmanised. The record of the
lineage of princes tended to disappear from the PUral)as, and its
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place was taken by endless legends about holy places, or hymns in
praise o(the divinities who were worshippcd there. 'l'he Pura!)as
had passed from thc Kshatriyru3 to the Brahmans, from the royal
bards to the priests wbo waited on temples and pilgrims' sbrincsa class mentioned with contempt in the law·books (!\fann, III, 152).
But, in spite of this transference and the radical changes which
it involved, some of the old terms and some fragments of the old
literature still remained to testify to a state of things which had
passed away.
Thus the PUral.lUS, like the Mahabharata, have undergone a
complete transformation. Just as the Mababharata, originally the
story of a war, has been made into a Dharma Qastra, the mairi
object of wbich is to inculcate duty, so too the PUrR!)as are no
longer mere collections of ancient legends. Like the' Lives of the
Saints' they have been applied to purposes of edification. For
them the kings of tbe earth have existed simply to point a moral--'
the vanity of human wishes:
He who has heard of the races of the Sun and Moon, of Ihhy~ku, Jahn'u,
Sagara, and lfughu, who have all perished; of YayMi, Kahusha, and
their posterity, who are no more; of kings of great might, resistless valour, and
unbounded wealth, who ha,-.,-e been overcome by still more powerful Time, and are
now only a tale: he will learn wisdom, and forbear to call either childreu, or wife,
or house,
lands, or wealth, his own. (VisMJ.u Pur., tralls. 'ViiSOll, IV, p. 240.)
l\fandhatf~

or

The chief objcct of the Puriil}as is to glorify Qiva or Vish!)u,
the great divinities who, in their manifold forms, share the allegiance of India. They have become sectarian and propagandist,
exalting their own particular deity at the expense of all others.
In a word, they have become the scriptures of various forms of
the later Hinduism, and bear to these the same relation that the
Vedas and. Brahmal!as bore to the older Brahmanism. But while
the scripture. of the ancient sacrificial religion have remained
unaltered and have been protected from textnal corruption by the
elaborate devices of priestly schools, the PUral)aS have adapted
themselves to the changes which have taken place in the social
and religious life of the people,.and thcir text has been perverted
by generations of editors and transcribers.
They are lIIarle up of elements old and new. However late
they may appear in their present form-and some of them' am
said to have been altered in quite recent times-there cau be no
question that their main source is to be traced back to a remote
antiquity. The ancient lore of the bards from which, like the
epics, they are derived is known to the Atharvaveda (xv, 6, 11 f.)
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as a class of literature with ,the general title Itiha.,a-Pura(Ul
, story and legend' ; and both in the Upanishads (GltMindo(fya, VII, 1
and 7) and in early Buddhist books (Butta Nipata, III, 7) tbisliterature is called the fifth Veda. It was in fact the Veda of the laity;
and as such the epics and Pura!)as have been uuiversally accepted
all through the classical period even down to the present day.
The attitude of modern scholarship towards these doeumeuts
has varied at different times. In the early days of the study of
Sanskrit in Europe they were acceptcd as historical. But it was
soon evident that no satisfactory system of Indian chronology could
be established by their aid alone; and for a long time scholars
seem to have agreed to ignore their evidence unless when supported:from other sources. After having been unduly appraised, the
Pur;,!)as were unduly neglected. In recent years a reaction has
s!lt in, and there is a growing belief that these works are worthy
of'more serious attention than they have hitherto received. It
has been shown that the historical information which they convey
is not so untrustworthy as was formerly supposed. Dr Vincent
Smith, for example, was able in 1902 (Z.D.M.G., pp. 654, 658 fI:)
to prove that both the dynastic list of the Andhra kings and the
duration of the different rei~'ns as stated in the Matsya Pura!)a are
substantially correct.
. The critical study of the Pural~as, which was inaugurated by
Mr Pargiter's Dynastie., of the Kali Age (1913), is still in its
infancy. When this important branch of literature has, been
examined by the methods which have been applied to the Vedas
and Briihma!)as, there can be little donht that valnable historical
results will he ohtained. The Pural.laS are confessedly partly
legendary and partly historical. The descriptions of superhuman
beings and of other worlds than this are glorified accounts of the
unknown founded on the analogy of the known. They find their
counterpart in that Christian Pura!)a, Milton's Paradise Lost. The
descriptions of ancient monarchs and of their realms are essentially
historical. They may be compared to the Sagas and the medieval
chronicles of Europe. They are the products of an imaginative
and uncritical age in which men were not careful to distinguish
fact from legend. It is the task of modern criticism to disentangle
the. two elements. Its first object should be to remove from the
existing l'uriil!aS all later additions, and then from a comparison
of their oldest portions to determine the relations in which they
stand to one another, and thus, as far as possible, to restore their
common tradition to its original form.
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As yet this nccessary preliminary process has not even been
begun; and until it is completed the real value of the Pura!)as as
historical evidence cannot be estimatcd. They still continue to
be dated hy scholal'S according to the latest indications which can
be discovered in them, and they are too often rejected as incompetent witnesses for the evcnts of any earlier period. The elementary fact that the date, whether of a building or of a literary
production, is not determined by its latest addition is in the;" case
generally ignored.
'
The eighteen PU]";il!as arc associated with an equal number of
Upapural)as. Traditional lists, in which all of these Pui-al!aS and
Upapural!aS are arranged in a definite order of precedence, have
been preserved in the works themselves. In these the Brahma
Ptll'ltl!a stands first; and, as this position and its alternative title
'Adi' or 'thc First' would alike seem to indicate, it is probahly
the oldest. 'l'here would appear to be nothing in its earlier
portions to discountenance this claim; but it has received late
additions, and on thc evidcncc of these Wilson ascribed it to the
thirteenth 01' fonrteenth century. This affords a sigual instance
of the misconception which may be caused by failure to dis'
criminate between the ages of different parts of a work. All the
Pnral)as without exception have heen altered.. 'l'hc Vish!)u Pur.,
which stands third in the list, has apparently snffered less than
the others.
Comparatively little is known about the UpapUral,Ias. Few
of them have been puhlished or thoroughly investigated, "They
appear to be, as a rule, still more narrowly sectarian than the
Pnral!a8, and to be intended to further religious interests which are
more purely local. They probably have little, ifany,historical worth:
The total numher of couplets comprised in the eighteen Pura!)as
as given ill the lists is 400,000, the length of the differcnt versions
varying from 10,000 to about 81,000 couplets, These statements
were 110 doubt accurate at the time when the computation was
made; but great changes havc sinec taken place. On the Olle
hand, whole sections have been lost. 'fhe Vislu,1ll Pur" usually
regarded as the best consel'ved of all, has now less than 7000
couplets: in the lists it appears with 23,000, On the other hand;
numerous more recent works claim to ·belong to one or other'of
the Pural)as, so that it is now sometimes impossible to define the
precise limits of the latter. If all the productions which profess
to form portions of the Skanda Pur" for instance, were included;
the total given in the lists would be greatly exceeded.
."".,

r
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As to the history of these eighteen versions of a common tradition, it seems certain that they were moulded into their present
form at varions .centres of religious activity. The case has been
clearly stated by the late Mr A. M. T. Jackson in the Centenary
Volume of the Jour. of the Bombay Branch of the R. A. S.
(1905), p. 73:

"cry

A
striking analogy to the mutual relations of the YariOlL" PUral}M is to be
found in the caae of our OWl1 Saxon chronicle, which, as is well known, continued
to be 'written up in various monasteries down to the reign of Stephen, though
the additions made, after the Roman conquest were independent of each other.
Si~ilarly the copies of the original verso Pural.Hl. that were possessed by the
priests of the great centres of pilgrimage were altered and added to chiefly by
the insertion of local events after the fall of a central Hindu government had made
communication between the different groups of Brahmans relatiyoly difficult. In
this way the Brahrna PUriilJa may represent the Orissa version of the original work,
just a.a tho Padma may give that of Pu.<;hkara, the Aglli that of Gaya, the Varaha
that of Mathur§., the Vamana that of Thanesar, the Karma that of BenareBt and
the l\fatsya. that of tho Brahma.ns on the Namlaui1.

At what period the eighteen Pural)as assnmed their distinctive
titles is uncertain. It was no doubt long after thcy had ceased
to be regarded as repositories of historical information, for they
are grouped in the traditional lists entirely according to their
religions character. It has sometimes been supposed that one of
their number is the immediate source of all the others; but it
seems more probablc that they belong to several groups which
represent different lines of tradition. Possibly the Purnl.'as which
arc narrated hy the 8uta may belong to one sl1cll group, and those
which are narrated by l\[aitreya to another. One at least of the
present titles may be traced back to an early period; for the
Bhavishya or Bhavishyat Pur., the ninth in the list, is quoted iR
the Dharma 8utra of Apastamba (II, 9, 24, 6) which cannot be
later than the sccond century B.O. and may possibly be still more
ancient'. But as a rule early references to this traditional lore
describe it generally as PuraJ.la or Itihasa-PuraJ.la, a class of literature which, as we have seen, undoubtedly goes back at least to
the time of the Atharvaveda.
Some such antiqnity is implicitly claimed by the Pural.'as in
their prologues. Parii9ara, who narrates the Vishl!u Pur., is the
grandson of Vasishtha, the rishi of the seventh mal.'~lala of the
Rigveda; and his narration takes place in the reign of Parikshit 2
~ 'dhapt~r x, pp. 249 f.
•) ~~. The name appell.l"B as Parikshit in the earlier, and as Parlkshit in the later,
literature.

;
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who is celehrated as a king of the Kurus in the Atharraveda.
Nearly all the other PUI'al)as are attributed to the Suta and to
a period fonr generations later. Of the prologues to these that'
of the Vayu Pur. may be selected as typical. - 'l'he rishis are per-'
forming their twelve-year sacrifice in thc Nairnisha forest on the
bank of the sacred river D!,ishadvati. 'l'o them comes the Sum,
the custodian of the ancient Kshatriya traditions. At their request he takes up his parable and retells theJegends entrusted to
his care by Vyasa. The scene is laid in the reign of the Purn'
king Adhisimakrishl)a, who is supposed to have lived before the'
beginrnng of the Kali Age, or, as we should say, before the his-'
torical period. But the genealogy assigned to him indicates a'
more definite date; for of his immediate forbears-Aqvamedha-,
datta, Qatanika, Janamejaya, Parikshit-all but the first, his father
Aqvamedhadatta, are no doubt to be identified with kings of tho',
same names who appear in the Brahmal)aB.
',"
Whatever may be the historical value of these prolognes, they
certainly carry us hack to the same period, the period of, the
Atharva veda and the Brahmal.laB, to which modern research has
traced the existence of an Itihiisa-Pural)a literature. To suppose
that they are altogether concoctions of the Middle Ages is to place
too great a strain on our credulity. They can ~carcely have been
recoustructed from the fragmentary evidence snpplied by Vedas
and Brahmal)aB at " period when no one could have dreamcd of
treating Vedas and Rrahmal)as as historical docnments-a task
reserved for the nineteenth century. 'Ve cannot escape'from the'
only possible eonclnsion, that the Pur"l)as have preserved, iu however perverted and distorted a forlll, an independent tradition,
which supplements the ,priestly tradition of the Vedas and Brah"
mal.las, and which goes back to the same period. 'l'his tradition;
as we may gather from the prologues, was handed down from one'
generation of bards to another and was, solemnly promnlgated on
the occasion of great sacrifices.
"
The Kshatriya literature of the heroic age of India has for
thc most part been lost. Such of it as has survived has owed its
preservation to its association with religion. The commemoration
of, the lineage of kings found a place in religious ceremonial, as,.
for instance, in,the year-long preparation for the' horse-sacrifice,"
by the performance of which a king ratified his claim to suzerainty.
over his neighbours., It is no doubt to such commemorations
that we owe, the dynastic lists which have been preserved in the
PUr:1l)as.

,-
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The historical character of these works is disguised by their
settiug. They have been made to conform with Indian ideas as
to the origin and nature of the universe and its relation to a First
Cause. The effect of this has been to remove the monarch, who is
represented as reigning when the recital takes place, and all his
predecessors from the realm of history into the realm of legend;
and it has been found necessary to preserve the illusion throughout the subsequent narrative. The Siita is invited by the sacrificing rishis of the Naimisha forest to describe the Kali Age which
is still to .come. It is evident that he can only do so prophetically.
He can only reproduce the foreknowledge which has been divinely
implanted in him by Vyasa. Accordingly he uses the future tense
in speaking of kings who have actually reigned and of events which
have actually happened. History has been made to assume the
disguise of prophecy.
When this pretence is set aside, and when all legendary or
imaginary elements are removed, the last two sections of the
Pural,las afford valuable information as to the geography and
histOry of ancient India.
The fourth section, the manvantara, deals. with the' periods of
the different Manus.' These form part of a chronological system
which is purely hypothetical. Time, like soul and matter, is a
phase of the Supreme Spirit. As TIl'3hmf, wakes or sleeps, the
universe wakes or sleeps also. Each day and each night of Brahm;;'
is an" aeon' (kalpl!) and is equivalent to a thousand' great ages'
(ml!hayuYl!), that is to say, 1000 x 4,320,000 mortal years. Dnring
an' aeon' fourteen Manus 01' 'fathers of mankind' appear, each
presiding over a period of seventy-one' great ages' with a surplus.
Each' great age' is further divided into four 'ages' (yUUl!) of
progressive deterioration like the golden, silvcr, brazen, and iron
ages of Greek and Roman mythology. 'l'hesc are named, from the
numbers on the dice, Krita, Treta, Dv;;,pal'a, and Kali, and are
accordingly supposed to last for periods represented by the proportion 4: 3: 2 : 1. We need not follow this subdivision of time
down to its ultimate fraction' the twinkling of 3n eye' (nimcsltl!)
or dwell on the sectarian zeal which leads some of the Pural!"" to
assert that an 'aeon' of Brahma is but' the twinkling of an eye'
in·the endurance of Qiva or Vishl)u.
.. ·The account of the ml!nVl!"tl!Tl! of Manu Sviiyamblll),va, the
first in the series of fourteen, includes a dcscription of thc universe
as it now exists or is snpposed to exist. 'L'he greater part of this
description is, like the chronology, imaginary. The world, according
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to this primitive geography, consists of seven concentric continents
separated by encircling seas. These are the' seas of treacle and
seas of bntter' at which Lord Macanlay, with his utter inability
to understand any form of early culture, scoffed in his celebrated
minute on Indian education. The innermost of these continents,
which-and here we come to actuality-is separated from the next
by salt water, is Jambndvipa; and of Jambudvipa the most illl-.
portant region is Bharatavarsha or Bhiirata, that is to say, the
_ " ."
suh-continent of India:
The country that Iios north of the ocean, and south of the snowy mountriins, is

Bharat.'1. j for there dweU the descendants of Bharata...

"

The seven main chaills of mountains in Dharata are Mahondra, Malay~ Sahya;

quktimat, ~iksha., Vindhya., and Paripatra ...
On the east of Bh1trata dwell the Kiratas (the barbarians); on the west, the
YlwallM: in the centro reside Brahmans, KshatIiy~ Vai~yas, and
(Visk'Ju Pu,r., tnms. Wilson, II, pp. 127-9.)
'I

qildrns:

General descriptions such as this are followcd by lists, mom
or less detailed, of the rivers which flow from the HimiiJayas and
the seven great ranges, and of the tribes inhabiting the various
regions. As in all early geography, the district is known by the
plural of the tribal' name. Similar lists are found also in the
MaMbMrata and elsewhere. This extcnsi ve geographical literature gives a remarkably full account of the wl;ole 8U b-continellt.
'I'hc geographical, like the dynastic, lists have ovidently been
brought up to date from time to time, since foreign invaders of
very different dates appear in them. These seem to range from
the Yavanas, Qakas, and Pahlavas, who came into India in the
second and first centuries B.C., to the Hii9as, who broke up tho
Gupta empire at the end of the fifth centnry A.D.
The fifth aud last section of the PUral)aS, the vaR!'9anucharita,
givcs an account of the kings of the earth, the descelldants of
Manu Vaivasvata, the 'son of the Sun.' The narrative uses all
three tenses, past, present, and fntnre; for it recounts the lrings
who have been, the kings who are, and the kings who are to be.
'rhe earliest of thcse genealogies, like the most. ancient chronicles
of other peoples, are legendary. They trace the descent of the
rulers of this world from the Sun and Moon, and through them
from the Creator-a claim inheritcd and still maintained by -the
Siirajbansi and the Chandrabansi families of Ritjpnt princes" Snch
pedigrees have been pieced together from fragments of religious
lore or from fancied etymologies on to which old-world traditions
and speculations have been engrafted. I1it, the daughter of Manu,
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Jrom whom the Lunar family is derived, personifies, as her name
denotes, the sacrificial offering made by Manu in the legend of
the Flood (Qata. Br., I, 8, 1, 11). Such legendary characters are
everywhere the result of man's early speculations on the origin of
the world. The first glimpses of authentic history only appear
when tribal names are inserted in the genealogies under the disguise of eponymous ancestors. These, too, are the outcome of
hypothesis, but of hypothesis founded on facts. All the members
of a tribe are presnmably descended from a common ancestor, ami
related tribes are descended from related aucestors. Ou these
supposed individuals the names of the tribes are confelTed; and
they supply a sort of genealogical framework wbich continues to
be filled in by tradition until the age of records. Once fashioned
in this way such genealogies are accepted without question until
the period when critical scholarship arises aud undertakes its first
duty, which is to discriminate betweeu legend and fact in the story
of past ages.
In the Pura\,as, which were the common scriptures of the
ruling Aryan peoples of Northcrn and Wcstcrn India, the traditional genealogies of the royal houses have bcen collected and
made to form a consistent whole. Not only are the ancient tribes
of the Rigveda and the kingdoms immediately descenderl from
them represented here, but the realms of Kosala (Ayodhya),
Videha, Vai~ali, and Magadha, which were not Aryanised uutil
a later date, have also been brought into the scheme and fnrnished with a still longer and mOl'e august pedigree. They belong
to the Solar family and are derived directly from Manu through
Ikshvaku. A family of princes bearing this name is known from
Vedic literature; and it is qnite possible that the Solar dynasties
of Kosala aud other kingdoms to the east of the "fiddle Country
may have been descended from this family. If so, the Ikshvaku
of the genealogical tree must be regarded as an eponymous ancestor; and as his superhuman origin had to be explained, a myth
founded on a far-fetched etymology of his name was invented.
Ikshvaku was so called because he was born fj'om the sneeze
(ksl!ava) of Manu (Vi,~l!,!u Pur., trans. Wilson, III, p. 259).
Fragments of historical fact TIlay no doubt be found embedded
even in the earliest lists; but these fragments have been carried
down the stream of time and deposited far away from their original
home. Thus, for instauce, Purukutsa and his son Trasadasyu, who
in the Rigveda are Piirus living on the Sarasvati, appeal' in the
Pura!}a" among the Solar kings of Kosala; Vadhrya~va, Divodasa,
c. II. I.

I.
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Pijavaua, aud Sudas, who form a direct line in the succession of
Bharata princes ruling in the conn try between the Sarasvatl aud
Drishadvati, appcar in this order, but \fith intervening reigns,
among thc kings of N. Paiichiila ' . It is probable that these ap·
parently conflicting statements arc not really contradictory: the
chain of evidence which might bring the tradition of the PnriiJ,las
into suhstantial agreement with the Rigveda has been broken.
But it is clear that documcnts of this kind can only be used
with the greatest caution. To some extent at least they have
unquestionably been fabricated in accordance with preconceived
opinions. How these pedigrees have been elaborated, even at a
comparatively late date, by conrt poets who sought to magnify the
ancient lineage of their lord, may sometimes be seen at a glance:
For example, iu the genealogy of the Ikshvakus of Kosala the im.
mediate predecessors of Prasenajit, the coutemporary of Buddha,
are <,lakya, <,Juddhod3J1a, Siddhartha, and Hahula. That is to say,
the eponymous hero of Buddha's clan, Buddha's father, Buddha
hilllSclf, aud his son have all been incorporated in the dynastic list
of the kiugs of Kosala '.
It seems impossible to bring the Puranic genealogies into any
satisfactory relation with the V cdic literature or with one another
until wc approach the period at which they profess to have been
recited, that is to say, the reign of !'arikshit in the case of the
Visill.lU Pur. and the reigu of Adhisimakrishl.la in the case of most
of the others. Then certain synchronisms seem to afford a more
sccure chronological standpoint. Parikshit is celehrated as a killg
of the Kurus in the last and latest book of the Atharvaveda: according to the epic, as usnally interpreted, hc was appointed king
of Hastinapura more than thirty-six years after the great war
AdhisimakrisJII.Ja, the great
between the Knl'lls and Pal.l~lus.
great grandson of Parikshit is represented by the PurJl)as as
contemporary \Vith Divakara of KOBala and Seniijit of Magadha.
Between the last mentioned and his predecessor Sahadeva, who
was killed in the great war, six reigns intervene. The length of
each reign and the total duration of the different dynasties of
Magadha are given in some versions. Unfortunately the state
of the text is so corrupt and the nlllnbcrs arc so discrcpant that
this evidence is genentlly of 110 valne. Leaving ont of account an,
impossible reading which attrihntes a reign of olle hundred years
to Niramitra, the MSS. as they stand give a maximum of 289 aud
Hi
1 Pf\rgiter, J,R.A.S., 1910, p. 28.
:t

See Pargiter, Dynasties Qfthe Kali Agt', pp. 1],67.
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a minimum of 259 years to the six reigns which separate- the great
war from Seniijit of Magadha; and even the lesser of these estimates would seem to be excessive. We must be content with the
general eonclnsion that the tradition of the Pura!)as, according to
the dynastic lists of HMtiniipnra and ;\Iagadha, places the great
war early in what we know as the Brahma!)a period, say about
1000 B.C.
That the war between the Knrus and Piil.l~llls is histOlical and
that it took place in ancient times cannot be doubted, however
much' its story has been overloaded with legend, and however late
may be the form in which it has been handed down. The legend
of, the war of the Mahabharata in India finds its exact parallel in
the legend of the Trojan war in Europe. Each became the grcat
central point to which the nations of the Middle Ages refeJ~..,d
their history. To have shared ancestrally in the fame of Knrnkshetra orof Troy WM for nations the patent of nobility and ancieut
descent. The remotest peoples of F,astern and Sonthern India and
the late invaders of the North-West alike claimed a place in the
story of the Mahftbharata, m'en M the royal honses of Western
Europe traced their origin to Trojan heroes. Until the close of
the sixteenth century no bistorian of France or Britain doubted
that the kings of these countries were descemled from the Trojan
Francus or Brutus, both of whom were in reality eponymous heroes
like Yadn and his brothers in the PUral!M. Milton in his History
of England (1670) repeats the story of Brutus at length and in
detail; but a chalice phrase-' they who first devis'd to bring us
from some noble ancestor '-shows that historians were beginning
to recognise the origin of such legends. And so far M the Mahiibharata associates most of the nations of India with the great war
it hM been' devis'd' in the same mannm' and for the same purpose. A nucleus of fact has been encrusted with the legendary
accretions of ages.
After the great war detailed dynastic tables continue to be
given in the case of three royal lines only-the Pilrus, the Ikshvaku., and the kings of Magadha. Other kingdoms are mentioned
summarily with a bare statement of the number of contemporary
reigns. 'I'he Puranic history is thus, professedly though not actually
(pp. 311, 318), confined ill its later stages to the regions now
represented by the United Provinces and S. Bihar.
Iu the Pilrus or Pauravas of the Puranas the Bharatas of the
Rigveda and the Kurus of the Brahmal,la.- have been merged. In
the Rigveda both the Pilrns and the Bharatas live in the land of
20-2
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the Sarasvati (Brahmavarta or Sirhiud). But already the Aryau
occupation of Knrnkshetra, the adjacent country of the upper
Jumna aud Ganges on the south-cast, was beginning: for a victory
on the Jnmna gained by Sudas, king of the Tritsns, ovcr a native
leader called Bheda is referred to in VII, 18, 19. In the Pnral,las,
Sndas aad his family appear in the list of the kings of N. Paiichiila
to the east of KUI'ukshetra. That is to say, the later kings of N.
Paiichala (p. 316) claimed descent from the Tritsns of the Rigveda,
who are regarded by the Pural.las as a branch of the Piirus.
But the great conqneror of Kurukshetra was Bharata Danl,!shanti, whose victories on the Jumna and Ganges are commemorated
in an old verse quoted by the Qatapatha Briihmal,la (XIII, S, 4, 11);
and the extension of Bharata's conquests to Ka~i (Benares) is
attributed by another ancient verse (XIII, 5, 4, 19) to Qatanika
Siitrajita. In the PUroll~ic list of Piiru kings, Bharata aud his
father, Dushyanta, appear long before, and Qatanika soon after,
the beginning of the Kali Age. Between the periods of ,the two
conquerors, Bharata and Qatanika, came the war of the Mahabharata, which for the PUroll,las marks the division between .the
third and fourth ages of the world.
" ,~ .. ,
The later list contains the names of twenty-nine Piiru kings, who
lived after the war. They reigned first at Hastinfipura, the ancient
capital of the Kuru princes, which is'usually identified with a ruined
site in the Meerut District 'on the old bed of the Ganges,lat. 29°9' N.,
long. 78" 3' E.' (Pargiter, Mark. Pur., p. 355); but when this city
was destroyed by an inundation of the Ganges in the reign of
Nichakshus, the successor of Adhisimakrishl,la,. they removed the
scat of their rule to Kau~ambi, possibly the present Kosam in the
Allahabad District. Another of their capitals was Indraprasthain
the Kuru plain, the ancient city of the Pa9<.iu princes: it is the
modern Indarpat, ncar Delhi. The Piirus therefore, with their
capitals in the north, east, and west, ruled over a large portion',of
the present province of Agra from the ,Meerut Division on the north
to the Benarcs Division Oil the south-east. The dynasty came to an
end with Kshemaka, the fourth king to reign after U dayana, the
contemporary of the Buddha (p. 310)'.
.. ,
From thc evidence both of Vedic literatnre and of the PUroll)aS
it appears that the Jkshvakus werc originally a branch of the Pilrus.
They were kings of Kosala, the country which lay to the east of the
1 For the historical det.ails bere summarised, see Vedic Index, I. pp. 153, 165 .~~5!
1
169; n, pp. 12, '96, 110, 186; Pargiter, J.R ..A.S., 1910, pp. 26-29; Kali .J.g~,
pp. 4 ft., 65 if.
') -·t i .!'
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Kurus and Panchalas and to the west of the Videhas, from whom
it was separated by the river Sudanira, probably the Great Gandak.
This territory was practically the modern province of Oudh. The
chief cities were Ayodhya (Ajodhya on the Gogra in the Fyzabad
District) with which the Saketa of Buddhist writers was probably
either identical or closely associated, and Qravasti (Set lIIahet in
the Gonda District). In story Ayodhya is famous as the city of
D~aratha, the father of Rama, the hero of the Ramayal}R. Both
of these characters, who may possibly have been historical, are assigned by the Pural}as to a dim and distant period long before the
beginning of the Kali Age.
Although the extension of Brahmanism from the land of the
Kurus and Pafichalas to Kosala was compamtively late (p. 117), the
Aryan occupation of the country goes back to an earlier period.
In the later Vedic literature two kings of Kosala, Hiral}yanabha
and Para Atl}ara, probably father and son, seem to be mentioned
as' performing the horse· sacrifice in celebration of their victories;
and, as the former of these appears in the Puranic list before the
Kali Age, the conqnest of Kosala was evidently attributed to the
period before the great war.
. In the time of the Buddha, Kosala was the predominant kingdom in Northern India, bnt it was already being eclipsed by the
growing power of lIIa,,'lldha. Such incidents in its history as can
be recovered from early Buddhist literature have been narrated in
Chapter VII (pp. 178/f.).
. ThePnriinic list of Ikshvakn kings in tbe Kali Age concludes
with Sumitrd, the fourth successor of Prasenajit, who was contemporary with the Buddha. The royal houses of Puru and Ikshvaku,
the sovereigns of Agru and Oudh, thus disappear from the scene at
abont the same time (p. 308~ Henceforth the historical interest of
the PuraI.laS centres in Magadha which had become the suzerain
power in the lIIiddle Country'.
The lIIagadhas, who inhabited the Patna and Gaya Districts of
S: Bihar, are unknown by this name to the Rigvcda; but, together
with their neighbonrs, the Ailgas, in the Districts of lIfonghyr and
Bliagalpnr, they are mentioned in the Atharvaveda as a people
living on the extreme confines of Aryan civilisation. Their kings
claimed to be Piirus; they traced their descent from Kurn through
the great conqueror, Vasil Chaidya', whose son, lIrihadratha, was
the fonnder of the dynasty which is known by his name.
1 Vedic Index, I, pp. 75. 190, 491; n, p. 506; Pargiter, J.R.A.S., 1910, pp. 27,
II Possibly the Ka9u Chaidya of Rigveda, VlIl, 5, 37.
29 j Kali .A.ge, pp. 9, 66.
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Magadha is the most famons kingdom in ancient and medieval'
India. Twice in history did it establish great empires-the i\Ianrya'
Empire in the fOUl·th and third centuries B.C., and the Gupta Empire
in the fourth and fifth centuries A.D. The long line of kings attri-.
butcd to Magadha by the Purii(las consists of a serics of no fewer
than eight dynastic lists furnishcd with a statement of the number
of years in each reign and the duration of each dynasty. If all these
dynasties could be regarded as successi ve, and if the length of reigus
conld be determined with certainty, the chronology of Magadha
wonld be a simple matter of calculation. But this is not the case.
Some of the royal families included in the series were undoubtedly
contemporary, and the text of the Pural)as has become so corrnpt
that the nllmbers as stated by the different MSS. are rarely in
agrecment.
Brihadratha himself and nine of his snecessors are supposed to
have reigucd before thc Kali Agc. It is recorded that, when Saha·
deva, the last of these, was slain in the great war, Somadhi, his.
heir, became king in Girivraja, 'the fortress on the hill,' at the
foot of which the old capital of Magadha, Rajagriha,. grew up.
The site is marked by the ruined town of Rajgir in the Patna District. In the reign of Senajit, Somadhi's sixth successor, most'
of the PUral)aS claim to have been recited.. No other event is
connected with the twenty-one successors of Sahadeva.
The next two dynasties, the Pradyotas and Qi~unagas, were
almost certainly contemporary. The Pradyota dynasty may. be
identified with the Palll.lika family mentioned in the Harsltacharita
(trans. Cowell and Thomas, p. 198). According to the Pnr,ll)as, the
founder, Pm.lika (Pulika), slew his master, Hipnfijaya, the last of
the Brihadrathas, and anointed his own son in his stead. Aftel'.
five reigns, the duration of which is given by some versions as
52 years and by others as 133 years, the Pradyota dynasty is sup-.
planted by Qi~unaga, who, after placing his son on the throne of
Ka~i (Benares), himself takes possession of Girivraja.
But this is history distorted. Some editor has evidently placed,
independent lists in a false sequence and supplied appropriate
links of connexion. 'I.'his is clear from the evidence of Buddhist
literature.
The Pradyotas were kings of Avanti (W. lIIalwa) and their
capital was Uijain. Pradyota (Pajjota) himself, like Bimbisara
and Ajata9atru (Ajatasattu), the fifth and sixth in the list of.
Qi9unagas, and like the Puru Udayana (Udella) of Vatsa (Val]1sa)
and the Ikshvakn Prasellajit (Paselladi) of Kosala, was eontel]1".
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'porary with the Buddha'. The first of the Pradyotas, and the
fifth and sixth of the Qi~unagas, who are separated by more than
150 years at the least according to the PUral.JaS', were therefore
ruling at the same period in different couutrie.~.
That the Pradyota of the Puriil;taS and the Pradyota of U.ijain
were one and the same person does not admit of question. The
fact is implied in the statement of the Matsya Pnr.', and is clear
when the PuraQas are compared with other Sanskrit literature.
Udayana, the king of Vatsa, is the central fignre in a large cycle
of Sanskrit stories of love and ad venture; and in these Pradyota,
the king of U.ijain, the father of the peerless Vasavadatta, plays
no small part. In some of the stories he appears also as the father
of Palaka and the grandfather of Avalltivardhana'. Now of the
five members of the dynasty in the Purii1)as the first two are Pl"adyot.. and Palaka (v.I. Biilaka), and the last is probably Avantivardhana; for the various readings of the )ISS., as b>1ven by Mr Pargiter
(Kali Age, p. 19), indicate that this may be the correct form of the
name which appears in his text as N andivardhana.
This intrusion of kings of Avanti in the records of Magadha
is probably to be explained, as in the similar L"aSe of the Andhras
(p. 318), as the result ofa suzerainty successfully asserted by Avanti;
and this may have been the outcome of the attack on Ajata~tru
which Pradyota was reported to hU"e been conteIllplating shortly
before the Buddha's death'. If so, the supremacy of Avanti, which
may bare been temporary, was not estahlished until some years
after the beginning of Ajata~tru's reign, alld the Pradyotas of the
Pura1)as were contempOl"ary with the later Qic;unab'1tS-Ajiita~atru,
Dar0ka, and Udayin.
It is only when we come to the reigns of Bimhi"'ra and Ajata~atru ill the Qi~llIlaga dynasty that we find tho firm ground of
history. At this period lived Mah'.vira aud Buddha, the founders,
or perhaps rather the reformers, of JainislIl and Buddhism; and
uow the Pural)as are supplemented by two other lines of tradition
which are presumably independent. In the Jain accounts Bimbisara appears a.~ 9rel)ika and Ajata~atru as KU\lika: the former
began the expansion of Magadha by the conquest of the kingdom
of Anga (l\1onghyr and Bhi\ga\pnr), and the latter is said to have
come to the throne after the death of Maha vira and a few years
.before the death of Buddha.
\\ 1

See Cbapter VII, pp. 180, 183, 185, 187.

~

Kali Age, pp. 18-21, 68-9.

3 MrHa.rit Krishna. Deb in Udayana Vatsaraja (CalcuttB, 1919), p. 4.
4 LacOte, Gu1}ii4hya et la Brhatkatha, p. 15·1.
Ii Chapter vn, p. 185.
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Unfortunately on one important point the three sources of
information are not in agrecment. '1'he first eight kings in the
Puriinic genealogy may be arranged into two groups, the first
headed by Qi<;umlga and the second hy Bimbisara. This arrangement is reversed in the Bnddhist lists, while Qi<;nnaga's gronp is
omitted altogether hy the Jains. It is difficult to see how the
three traditions, each of which hM its champions among modern
scholars, can be reconciled.
'I'he Brahman and Bnddhist books record the length of the
reigns of Bimbisiira and Ajata<;atru; but they are not in agreement
with one another, and moreover the Brahman acconnts are not consistent. In the present corrupt condition of the text the various
MSS. of the Pural.Jas attribute a reign of either 28 or 38 years to
Bimbisara, and one of 25, 27, or 28 years to Aj,tta<;atru (Kali Age,
p. 21). Until the text hM been restored by critical editing the
authcntic tradition of the Brahmans cannot be ascertained. .In
contrast with this discrepancy the Buddhist chronicles of Ceylon,
the DipavaI!lSa and the MahaVUI)lSa, offer a consistent and more
detailed account of these reigns and of certain important events
in the lifetime of Siddhartha, the Qakya prince who became the
Buddha. Whether this tradition is to he accepted as correct in
preference to the other may be questioned; but it affords the best
working hypothesis which has yet heen discovered. The chronology
as determined hy Prof. Geiger in the introduction to his translation
of the MallavUI)lSa (pp. xl-xlvi) may be tabnlated as follows:
r;:irunuga flings.
Bimbisara's birth
558 B.O.
accession ... 543
"
" death
491
"
Ajiita~atru's accession ... 4Dl "

"

"

death

459

"

."
SiddMrlha (lite Buddlta~
Born
563 B.C.
Leaves his fathers house ... 534
Becomes Buddha ...
528 "
"
Meets Bimbisara (for tho
second time)· ...
528
Attains nirlia'l)a ...
483 " '

"

.

After these two reigns we come once more to a period of
conflicting anthorities and chronological nncertainty which IMts
until. the reign of Chandragupta. The Buddhi8t genealogy preserved in the l\1ahavaIJlsa is certainly not above SnSIJicion'; for
each of the five kings from Ajatasattu to Nagadasaka is said to.
have killed his father and predecessor within a period of fifty-six
years, and we are solemnly told that, after the last of these, Naga" ,
dasaka, had occupied the throne for twenty-four years, the citizens
awoke to the fact that 'this is a dynast.y of parricides' and appointed
1

See Cbapter

VII,

pp. 183 f.

2

Cha.pter

VII,

pp. 189 f.
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the minister Susun5.ga (Qi~llllaga) in his stead. The Jain tradition
recognises only Udayin and the nine Nandas as reigning during
this interval; and the Puranic list (Kali Age, pp. 21-6, 68-9) is
as follows:
Dar~aka

Udayin
"
• ,J

r

d .••• '

n

33

It

N andivardhana reigned 40, or 42 years

'I'
-

reigned 24, 25, or 35 years

.

Mahanandin

,,43

t)

Mahapadma.
His eight sons

"
)}

"Total, 100 years.

28, or 88
12

11

}

Dar~aka appears not to he mentioned by the Buddhist writers,
unless indeed he is to be identified with Nagadasaka whom they
place before Udayin (Udayi·bhadda); but he is known to Sanskrit
literature as a king of l\Iagadha and the brother of Padmavati, the
second queen of Udayalla, king of Vatsa 1. Udayill, or Udayibhadda, is known to all the three traditions. To him the Brahmans
and Jains attribute the foundation of Kusumapura on the south
bank of the Ganges. The ncw city, which was either identical with
tne later Pataliputra or in its immediate neighbourhood, was built
near·the fortress which Ajata~tru had established at the villagc
of Paj;ali as a protection against the Vajjian (Vriji) confederacy of
Licchavis, Videhas, and other clans of N. Bihar. The foundation
of Pat,aliputra is ascribed by the Buddhists to Kalasoka.
The teu Qi~ullaga kings are expressly called Kshatriyas by the
Punl1.1as, but the last of these, Mahiinandin, became, through his
marriage with a Qudra woman, the foundcr of a Qudra dynasty
which endured for two generations-Mahapadma and his eight
sons. One of the latter, usually supposed to be named Dhanananda, was on tho throne in 326 B.C., when Alexauder the Great
was obliged by the unwillingness of his army to abandon his
scheme of att.'l.Cking the Prasioi, or 'eastern nations,' then united
under the suzerainty of Magadha. Within a few years of
Alexander's retirement frolll India, this suzerainty passed from
the Nandas to the l\1auryas, probably c. 321 B.C.
The period of the nine Nandas is thus determined. According
to the PuraIfas they represent no new family: they are the direct
descendants of the Qi~nnfigas, the last and the last but one of
whom, Mahanandin and Nandivardhana, bear names which indicate
their connexion. Thel'e are, therefore, two gronps of these kings,
which seem to be distingnished in literature as the 'old' and the
'new' Nandas; and, as Mr Jayaswal has suggested, 'new' aud not
1

Svapnava.avadatta, Act. I (ed. Trivandrum Series, pp. 4, 5).
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'nino' may have been the correct designation of the later group1.
The PUr:1I.las know no break of political continuity hetween the
Qi9unagas and the N andas; bnt they recognise that a great social
and religions gulf has been fixed between the earlier and the later
Nandas by the flagrant violation of caste law which placed Maltapadma, the son of a Qudra woman, on the throne; and they mark their
sense of this chasm by interpolating after the reign of lIfahanandin
a snmmary of the number of reigns in other contemporary dynasties
before proceeding with their account of the rulers of Magadha.
As to the origin of the Nandas we bave no certain information;
but the name is probably tribal, and it may be connected with the
Nandas who lived near the river R'1mgang:l, between the Ganges
and the Kosi in the Himalayan region of the United Provinces',
The countries of the Himalayan fringe at this period were occupied
by innumerable clans governed by tribal coustitutions which may
best be described as aristocratic oligarchies. Like the Rajputs,
they were conquerors ruling in the midst of subject peoples ; and,
a·s Dr Vincent Smith has snggested " many of these clans may
have heen of Tiheto-Chinese origin. It is possible that the
Qi9unagas and Nandas may have been the descendants of mountain chieftains who had won the kingdom of Magadha by conquest.
A Nanda king is twice mentioned in the Hathignmpha inscription of king Kharavela of KaliIiga (Orissa). The inscription, which
is a record of events in thirteen (or fourteen) years of the king's
reign, has been badly preserved. Considerable portions have been
lost, and both the reading and the interpretation of many passages
arc nncertain. The record in its present st,,,te can only be used as
a basis for history with the utmost caution. It is clear, however,
that in his fifth year Kharavela executed some pnblic work which
was associated with the memory of king Nanda', and that in his
twelfth year he gained a victory over the king of Magadha and,
Jour. Bihar and Orissa Research Soc., September 1915, p.21.
Pargiter, Mark. Pur., pp. 292, 383.
3 Oxford H1'story oj India (1919l t p. 49;
4 The different versions of this passage in line 6 of the inser. depend ~ief!y,
though not solely, on the tra.nslation of ti-vasa-$ata:. The fol1owing rendering~ have
1

~

been proposed:
(1) • He opened the three-yearly almshouse of Nandariija.' (Pa.ndit Bhagvanlai,
Indraji, Tram. Inter. Or. Cong., Leiden, 1894, Part 3, p. 135. Sata =sattra or 9atra,
cf. Ep. Ind., x, Appendix, no. 967, p. 100, and no. 985, p. 102);
(2) • Be had an aqueduct, that had not been used for 103 years lIince king Nanda.
(or since the Na.nda kings). conducted into the city' (Prot. Liiders, Ep. Ind., :1:,
Appendix, no. 1345, p. 161. Sata=t;,a,ta, as also in the next transla.tion) j
(3) I He brings into the capital ... the cRnal excavated by king Nanda three centaries
before' (Mr J. P. Jayaswal and Mr R. D. Banerji, Jour. Bihar and Orissa Rellt.arch Soc"
Dec. 1917, pp. 425 ft).
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according to Mr Jayaswal's translation I, recovered certain trophies
which had heen carried away by king N anda.
These statements of the inscription, conpled with the somewhat.
enigmatical testimony of an ancient Sanskrit MS. qnoted by Mr
Jayaswa!', seem to show that Kaliilga had been conquered by one
of the Nanda kings and lost by another. Kaliilga was nndonbtedly
conquered by A~oka, the third of the Maurya emperors, c. 262 B.c.'
We must infer, therefore, either that it was not included in the
dominions of the first two emperors, Chandragnpta and Bindu"ara,
or that it had revolted and was reconquered by A,oka.
" Certain stages in the growth of the power of lIIagadha from
its ancient stronghold in the fortress of Girivraja may thus he
traced. The expansion began with the conquest of Ailga (Monghyr
and Bhagalpnr in Bengal) by Bimhisara, c. 500 B.c. The establishmcnt of a supremacy over Ka~j (Benarcs), Kosala (Oudh), and
Videha (N. Bihar) was probably the work of his son and successor,
Ajata~atru, in the first half of the fifth century. Kaliliga (Orissa)
was, perhaps, temporarily iucluded in the empire as a result of its
conquest by a N anda king. It remaine,l for Chandragupta to
extend the imperial dominions by the annexation of the northwestern region which for a few ycars had owned the sway of
Alexander the Great and his satraps, and for A~oka to conquer,
or recouquer, Kalitiga.

The summary of reigns, which comes in the Pura!)as between
the description of thc carlier and later Nandas, has refcrcnce to
ten dynasties in Northern and Central India which were contemporary with the kings of Magadha. It is a bare list of. names
and numbers without any ordcrly arrangement, and, as usual, the
numbers !,>ivcn by thc different MSS. arc not consistent. Thc
snmmary may be rearranged geographically as follows (ct: J(ali
Age, pp. 23-4, 69).
(United P.rovinces.' Agra)
I.

Kurus: 35 (19, 26, 80, or 50) reigns.

2.

Pancha!",: 27 (25)

3.
4.

qiirasenM: 23

KlI<;is: 2-1 (36)
(United Provinces: Oudh)
5. IkshY:lkus: 24

"

"

(Central India and Gujariit)
reigns
6. Haihayas 28 (24)

",.

8.

"

9.

"

10.

AQrnakas: 25

Yitihotras: 20
(N. Bihar)
Mithilas: 28 (18)
(On"ssa)

"
"
"

Kaliilgas:32(22,24,26,or40) "

lOp. cit .• pp. 447, 464-5.
2 Ibid. p. 482.
3 Chapter xx, p. 495.
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1. The Kurus are no doubt the flinls of the detailed list; but the number of
reigns differs.
.'
2. The Paficbalas, a confcdcrntioll of five tribes, were neighbours ofthe Kul'illl.
The capital of N. PaficMJa was Ahicchatra now a ruined site still bearing the
sarno namo ncar tho villngc of Rlimnagar in the Bareilly District. The capital of
S. Pafichiiht was Kilmpilya, now represented by ruins at the village of Kampil in
j

the Farrukhllbiid District.
a. Tho peoples living to the south of Kurukshetra claimed descent from
Yadu. Of those the 9urascnns occupied the ~luttra District and possibly some of
the territory still farthor south. This capital was Muttra (Mathura.), the birth. 'l I
place of the hero KrishQa.
To the west of the Qiirasonas dwelt the Matsyas. The two peoples are constantly
associated, and it is possible that at this time they may have been united under
one king. The. Ma~yas occupied the state of Alwar and possibly some parts of.
Jaipur and Bhartpur. Their capitals were Upaplavya, the site of which is uneer·
tain, and Vairata, tbe city of king Vira!a" the modem Bairat in Jaipul'.
4. The little kingdom of KaQl (Ben ares ) was bordered by Vatsa on tho west,
Kosala on the north, and l\1agadha on the east. Some details of its relations with'
these countries may be recovered from early literature. According to ·the
(,'--atapatha Brahm~a (XIII, 5, 4, 19), its king Dhritarnsh~ was conquered by the
Bharata prince Qatll.nlka Satrajita (p. 308). Such incidental notices of i~ later
history as have been preserved by Buddhist writers have been collected in
Chapter VII, pp. 1808'.
At different periods KlttSI came under tho sway of the three successive suzerain'
powers of Northern India-the FUnIS of Vatsa, the Ikshvakus of Kosala, and the
kings of Magadha; but it seems to have enjoyed its period of independent power
in tho interval between the decline of Vatsa and the rise of Kusala, when king
Brnhmadatta, possibly a.bout a. century aud a. half before the Buddha'!!' time, conquered Kosala. The fa.me of Brahmadatta has been kept alive in Bucldhist
literature i for in his reign the Jatakas., or stories of the Buddha in previous
births, a.re conventionally set.
The account givcn in the PuruQ3.S of the accession of qiQun~ga to tho throne of
Magndha shows tha.t this king was associated also with Kll~I (p. 310).
5. The nnmber of lkshviiku kings given in the summary is 22. This is not
in accordance with the detailed list which (pp. 308 f.) contains 30.
6, 7, 8. The Haihayas, AtSmakas, and Vrtihotra.s, like the gurasenas, belonged
to the great family of the descendants ofYadu who occupied the countries oCthe
river Chambal in the north a.nd the riYer N arbada in the south; but it is difficult
to identify with preciRion the kingdoms indicated by these different names.
Haihaya. is ofton used almost as a synonym of Ya.dava to denote the whole group
of people, ; and the V!tihotras are a braneh of the lIaihayas. Both the V!tihotras and the AQmakas are closely associated in literature with the Avantis of
W. )falwa, whosc capital was Ujjain (Ujjayini) on the Sipra, a tributary of the
Chambal (Charmal)\'ati)l.
It would be strange if the rulers of a city so famous both politically aud,com·
mercially as Ujjain should have found no place in this summary. The most
plausible explanation of their ~lpparent absence from tho list is that they are bere
called Haibayas.
1

For these peoples,

Bee

PlI.rsiter, Mark. Pur., pp. 344-5, 371; J.R.A.S.,1914, p. 274.
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9. The Mithilas take their name from Mithilii., the capital of the Videhas, ono
of the numerous clans, possibly of Tibeto-Chinese origin, who inhabited Tirhnt (the
districts of Champaran, Muzaffarpur, and Darbhanga in N. Bihar). Videgha.
Mathava, to whom the Briihmanisation of this region is attributed by the
gatapatha BrahmaI)a (r. ~up. p.:..122) is probably its earliest recorded monarch,
According to the Pural)a8 the Aryan kings of the Videhas were a branch of the
Piim family. They are derived from Mimi, the son of Ikshv§.ku and the remote
ancestor of SIradb'mja Janaka, the father of SIta., the heroine of the RamayaI).R.
~ke ,Rama himself, he is supposed to have lived before the Kali Age. It is
possible that he may be the King Janaka of Videha who is celebra.ted in the
Drnhm6.\1as and Upanishads.; and, if so, the story of the RamayaT;ta has its origin
in the later BrahmaI).a period. In the time of the Buddha, the Videhas together
with the Licchavis of VaiqalI (Basarh in the Haj'ipur sub·division of Muzaffal'pur)
and other powerful clans formed a confederation and were known collectively by
their tribal name as the Vrijis (Vaiiis~ The reduction of their power marks all
epoch in the expansion of the kingdom of Magadha l •
10. lu the PuruI).as tIle monarchs of the five kingdoms of Aliga. (Monghyi- and
BbaiaIpur), Vailga (Birblulm, :Mllrshidabu.d, Bardwan and Nadia), Pm.14ra (Chota.
N~gpur), Sultma (llankura. and Midnapur), and KaliiIga. (Orissa) are derived from
eponymous heroes who are supposed to be brothers belonging to the family of
Anu 2. With the exception of AiIga, none of these kingdoms is mentioned in early
lfteratul'e. The earliest monument which throws light on the history of Kaliilga
is tho Hathigumpha inscription of Kharavela Cr. sup. pp. 314f.)
"

After this summary the royal gcnealogics are resumed, and
detailed lists of the later N andas, the Mauryas, the QUilgas, the
Ka.,'vas, and the Alldhras follow', The continuous record then
ceases; but genealogies more or less fragmentary and summarics
of ruling powers, both native states and foreign invaders, contit;uc
to appear until about the eud of the fifth century A.D. when the
Pura...as cease to he historical.
The five dynasties just mentioned are, as usual, rcgarded as
successive; but this can only he truc of thc Nandas, Mauryas, aud
Qungas. The Qui.gas, Kal)vas, and Andhras were contemporary,
although no doubt they claimed the suzeraiuty of N. India successively. That the first two of these were ruling at the same time
may be infeITed from the inciuental statemcnt that the first Andhra
king destroyed the last of the KaI,lVaS and 'what was left of the
Qungas' power' (Kali Age, Pl', 38, 71). But it is certain that the
Qungas were flourishing after the reign of the first Andhra king.
Both powers, Qmiga and Andhra alike, arose on the ruins of the
Maurya empire-the former in the Midland Country and the latter
in Southern India. It was probably not until' the reign of the
_,,1 V'edie Index, I, pp. 271-3 j II, p. 298; Pargiter, J.B.A.S., 1910, pp. 19, 27,29;
Rhys Davids, Buddhist India. pp. 25-6, 40-1.
2 Pe.rgiter, Ma.rk. Pur., pp. 324-9, 334.
S For the history of these dynasties. so far as it (lomes within- the limit:il of the
present volume, see Chapters XVIII-X:U, and XXIV.
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third Andhra king, Qatakarl)i, that they came into collision; and
then their political association appears to have been transient.
The PUrnl)aS, however, state or imply that ten Qm'lga kings,
reigning for 112 years, were succeeded by four Kal.lvas, who reigned
for 45 years, and that then the first of the Andhras, Simnka, having
wrested the kingdom from the last of the Kal)vas, SU<;arman,
became the founder of a dynasty of thirty kings who ruled over
Magadha during a period of 460 years. This is manifestly incorrect. It is evident that by piecing together three separate
lists some editor has constructed an entirely false chronology and
has perverted history. The Andhras had probably no connexion
with Magadha. Their only possible claim to a place in its records
mnst have been founded on a conqnest which transferred to them
the suzerainty. previously held by Magadha'.
'
In order to understand the situation we mnst consider what the
consequences of a trinmph of this kind must have been. Under
the N andas and the Manryas Magadha had established a suzerainty
which passed by conqnest to the first Qunga king, Pushyamitra,
and was solemnly proclaimed by his performance of the 'horsesacrifice' (arvamedha)2. This suzerainty, and with it the prond
title of chakravarti", 'universal monarch,' was contested successfully by the Andhra king who, as is known from the Nanaghat
inscription of his qneen, Xaganika, celcbrntcd .the A~vamedha on
two occasions'; and, as we have seen (I'. 302), there is good reason
for believing that the genealogies preserved in the PUrnl)aS have
their origin in the proclamation of the king's lineage which accompanied the performance of this sacrifice.
.
The rank of a chakravarti" must, at this period, have conferred
on his family an hereditary distinction which entitled all his successors to be commemorated in the records of Magadha. Imperial
and royal dignities of this kind, when once established, are not
readily abaridoued, however shadowy aud unreal they may have
become. It must be remembered that the sovereigns of our own
country continued to use the title and the arms of France until
the beginning of the nineteellth century, nearly two centuries and
a half after the loss of Calais, the last of their French possessions.
Regarded as historical documents, the British coin-legends of the
eighteeuth celltury, with their purely hereditary titles, are as misleading as the Pural)as, which, arranging all in one long series,
ascribe to Magadha both its own kings and the families of the
suzerains of Northern India.
1
~

Chapter x:uv, p. 600.
' Chapter
Buhler, Arch. Sltr. Well, Ind., v, pp. 00 tf.

XXI,

p.520.
.~
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CHAPTER XIV
THE PERSIAN DOMINIONS IN NORTHERN INDIA DOWN
TO THE TIME OF ALEXANDER'S INY ASION
THE conneJdons between Persia and India date back to the
gray dawn of the period of Indo-Ir.mian unity, when the Aryan
ancestors of the Hindus and Persians still formed an undivided
branch of the Indo-European stock. Thongh the separatiou of
these two kindred peoples, through their migrating into the respective countries they have occupied in historic times, mnst have
taken place more than three thousand years ago, nevertheless there
long remained a certain community of interest, which had a bearing
upon the early history of the north of India, where Persian infiuence,
and even dominion, was strongest. The aim of the present ebapter,
tberefore, is to bring out tbe main points of contact between the
two nations from the earliest times and to indicate tbe effect of
the sway exercised by Persia in Northern, or rather North-western,
India prior to the invasion of Alexander the Great and the fall of
the Aebaemenian Empire of Iran in the latter part of the fourth
centnry B.C.
To begin the sketch with the most remote ages, it may be
assnmed that every student is familiar with tbe evidence that
proves the historic relationship between tbe Hindus and the Persians ,throngh ties of common Aryan blood, close kinship in language
and tradition, and through near affinities in tbe matter of religious

beHefs, ritual observances, manners, and customs.

An illustration or two may be chosen from the domain of religion alone. The Veda and the Avesta, which are the earliest
literary monuments of India and Persia, contain sufficient evidence
of the fact of such eonnexion, even though each of these works
may date from times long after the period of Indo-Iraniau separation. A certain relationship, for example, is acknowledged to exist
between the Vedic divinity Varnl)a and the Avestan deity Ahura
Mazda, or Ormazd, the supreme god of Zoroastriauism. Equally
well known are the points of kinship between the Indian Mitra and
the. Iranian Mithra, and, in less degree, between the victorious
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Indr" Vritrahan of the Rigveda and the all·triumphaut Verethraghna of the Avestan Yashts. Nor need more than mention be
made of the parallels between Yama and Yima or of the cognate
nse made by the Indians and the Persians of the sacrcd drink Boma
and haoma in their religions rites. Scores more of likenesses and
similarities might be adduced to prove the long-established connexion between India and Iran, but they are generally familiar'.
Additional evidence, however, has comparatively recently been'
furnished by certain cnneiform tablets which the German professor
Hngo Winckler discovered, in 1907, at Boghaz-kOi in North-eastern
Asia Minor. These documents give, in their own special langnage,
a record of treaties between the kings of Mironi and of the Hittites
about 1400 B.C. Among the gods called to witness are deities
common in part to India and Persia, whatever the relation may be.
The names involved in the tablets are Mi-it-ra, U-ru-w-na, In-da-ra;
and Na-sa-at-ti-ia, corresponding respectively to Mitra, Varu!)a,
Indra, and Nasatya (the latter regularly a dual in the Veda, and
representing the two A9vins) in the Indian pantheon. They answer
likewise in due order to the Persian Mithra and to those elements
common between the Zoroastrian god Ahnra Mazda and the Vedic
Varu!)a,as explained above; bnt on the other hand Avestan Indra
and Niionhaithya (a singular in Av., V d. x, !l; XIX, 43) appear as
demons in the Zoroastrian scriptnres. It is not the place here to
enter into a discnssion of the question as to whether the supernatural beings thus mentioned in the Boghaz-koi clay tablets are
to be interpreted as being 'proto-Iranian,' 'Vedic,' 'Aryan,' 'or
even 'Mitanian' alone, bccanse the matter is still open to debate
by scholars. It is sufficient to draw attention to the general
bearings of snch a discovery upon the subject of relationship between India and Persia, however direct or indirect the connexion
may be'.
A convenient summary of these now familiar facts will be fonnd in F. Spiegel,
Throughout the present cbapter the tenns"j Irnn '
a.nd 'Iranians' are to be taken broadly. so as to comprehend Persia. a.nd ita people in
the widest significflJlce-wbether Medes, Persians, or Bactrio.ns-a.s forming a. specia.l
division of the Indo-Iranian branch of the great Indo-European, or Indo-Germanic,
stock. The designation' Aryan' should really be restricted (as Is dono by scholars)
to the commOD bond represented historico.lly by the Hindus and the Persians.
, This valuable find of the tablets by Winckler {who died April 19, 1913) was first
reported in his VorWufige Nac/lriehten ilbe'r die AU8grabungen in Boghaz·k(ji im Sommer
1907, in Mittheilungen der deuuchen Orientge8elUchaft, No. 35 (1908). The importance o[ the discovery was at once recognised by scholars' and has since received wide
attention; compare, for example, Eduard Meyer, Zt. fUr vergleichende Sprachjor,ckung,
Neue Folge (1908), XLII, 1-27 ; idem, Sitzb. d. kgl.preu88. Akad. d. JViu., 1908, pp. 14-19;
also H. G. Jacobi, J.R.A.S., 1909, pp. 721-726; H. Oldenburg, ibid. pp. 1095-1100;
I

Die a-risc.he Pe.riode, Leipzig, 1887.
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The geographical connexion betwcen India and Persia historically was a matter of fact that must have becn known to both
countries in antiquity through the contiguity of thcir territorial
situation. The realms which correspond to-day to the huffer states
of Mghiinistan and Balnchist"n formed always a point of contact
and were coneel'1led in antiquity with Persia's advances iuto
Northern and North-western India as well as, in a far less degree,
with any move of aggrandisemcnt on the part of Hindust'lll ill the
direction of han '. Evidence from the Veda and the Avesta alike
attests the general fact.
Vedic scholars, for example, will agree with Avestan students
that the partly common Indo-Iranian domains comprised in the
river-system above the Indus basin, and verging toward the northwestern border adjacent to Iran, are referred to in the Rigveda in
certain allnsions to the district indicated by the rivers Kubha
(Kabul), Krumu (Kurram), and Gomati (UlIlllal). They will equally
unite ill emphasising the fact that there are other incidental allusions
in the Veda, such as those to Gandhiira and Gandhari, which may
certainly be interpreted as referring to the districts of Peshawar
alld Rawalpindi S.E. from Kabul'. A part of these districts
has belonged rather to Iran than to India in historic times, but it
is equally impossible to deny or to minimise the rule they have
played in India's development ever since the remote age when the
tribal ancestors of the present Hindus occupied them on their way
into their later established home'. For the earliest period, we
A. B. Keith, ibid. pp. 1100-1106; A. H. Sa.yee, ibid, pp. 1106-1107; J, Kennedy,
ibid. pp. 1107-1119; H. G. Jacobi, ibid. 1910. pp. 456-464; A. B. Keith, ibid.
pp. 464-466; H. Oldenburg, ibid. pp. 846-850; see a.lso M. Wintornitz, Globus
(1909); xcv,126; Macdonell and Keith, Vedic Index, I, p. viii; and most recently J, H.
Moulton, Early ZorQastrianism, pp. 5-7,45, 139,235; Eduard Meyer, Geschiehte des
.J.ltertum,. Brd ed., vol. I, pt 2. §§ 455, 585, 590.
1 ArriaD, Indica, 9, 12, for exa.mple. may be cited in !!upport ofthia statement; for he
avers, on IndiaD authority, that' a sense of justice, they say. prevented any Indian king
from attempting conquest beyond the limits of India.' The m:..sertion certa.inly seems
true Cor the earliest times.
2 For references to passages in the texts and Cor bibliographica.l allnsions consult
Macdonell B.nd Keith, Vedic Index, I, 162 (Kubhii), 199 (Krumu), 23S (Gomati), and
21S-219 (Gandhara, Gandhiiri). In regard to the territory to be located by the Vedic
river Sarasvati, the present tendency among Sanskrit specialists (most recently, Cor
example, Mo.cdonell and Keith, op. cit. II, 434-437) is to confine it to India itself a.nd
not to Collow the suggestions that hal'e been made, on etymological grounds, to connect
the region thus wa.tered by the Sarasvati directly with the region around the Iranian
river HarahvaiU of the Avesta, or Hara(b)uvatI oC the Old Persian Inscriptions, as a.
designation of the ancient land of Arachosia.
S The student oC history, with an eye to the signifieanee or territorial location, will
at once recall the part played in after ages by Kabul as a strategic centre, and as the
doorway into India from the north, in the annals of Hindustiin.
C. ll. I. I.
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may well agree with the opinion expmssed by Eduard Meyer in
an encyclopaedia article on Persia: 'The dividing line between
Iranian and Indian is drawn by the Hindu-Kush and the Soliman
mountains of the Indns district. The valley of the Kabul (Cophe-n)
is already occupied by Indian tribes, especially the Gandarians;
and the Satagydae (Pers. Thatagu) there resident were presumably
also of Indian stock '1. These facts, because of their importance in
regard to this bridge between India and Iran, will be touched upon
again below (pp. 338-9).
Regarding the interpretation of certain other references in tlie
Rigveda as containing allusions, direct or implied, to Persia in a
broader sense, there is a wide divergence of opinion among Sanskritists, even though the Iranian investigator may feel assured of
the truth of so explaining such passages. Vedic specialists are at
-variance, for example, as to whether an allusion to the Parthavas
in Rv. VI, 27, 8, is to be understood as a reference to the ancestors
of the Parthians, and as to whether the Persians are really referred
to under the designation Parc;avas (e.g. Rv. x, 33, 2), especially as
the difficulty is increased by the uncertainty in determining the
real significance historically of the names Prithn and Parl'u from
which the terms Parthavas and Par~avas arc derived.. The name
Balhika (Atharvaveda, v, 22, G, 7, 9) has been interpreted by some
lndic scholars as containing an allusion to the ancient Iranian tribe
of the Bactrians, especially because it is mentioned in connexion
with the Mujavants, a northern people; but other specialists oppose
this view and deny an appeal to certain other Vedic words that
might be cited. Nevertheless, and in spite of the differences among
Sauskrit authorities, there is more than one Iranian investigator
who feels positive that some at least of the Rigveda references in
question allude to Persia or to Persian connexions in by-gone days.
The assumption may reasonably be made that scholarship in the
future will tend to prove the correctness of the attempts (wide of
the mark though some of them may have heen in the past) to show
through the Veda the continuity of contact hetween India and
Persia during the period under consideration'.
From the Iranian side, if we may judge by the sources available,
Encyclop. Hrit., 11th ed., :lXl, 203, art. 'Persia..'
For complete references to the Vedic passages involved in the discussion, including
full bibliographical citations, see Macdonell and Keith, 0p. cit. I, 29 (Abhyiivartin),
347-9 (Dasyu), 450 (Ninditii~va). and especially 504-5 (Par~u), 521-2 (Parf;hava); II,
63 (I. Dalhika). Macdonell and Keith join with those Sanskrit scholars who oppose
the attempt to find any allusions to Iran in the Veda. The extravagant endeavours of
1

2
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the evidence seems to be mnch stronger in favour of Pcrsian
influence upon India and modifying control over the northern
part of the conntry than it is for a reverse influence of India npon
Iran. Throughout ancient history, as indicated above (I" 321),
Persia was the more aggressive power of the two. Yet it is uncertain how far the sphere of Iranian knowledge and authority in
India may have extended prior to the time of the Achaemenian
Empire, at which era our information takes on a more definite
form. At no time, however, does the realm of Persian activity
in this direction appear to have extended much beyond the limit
of the Indus.
. As already intimated, the Avesta is ill general the oldest source
showing Persia's interest iu India, although the greatest uncertainty
still prcvails among specialists in rcgard to assi,,'niug any precise
date or dates. The present writer shares the opiuion of those
scholars who believe that, however late may be some of its portions,
the Avesta in the main is pre-Aebaemenian in contcnt; in other
.words, even though it is possible to recognise Aehaemenian, Parthian, and, perhaps, Sassanian elements in the collection, the gencral
.tenor of th., work and the material on which it is based represent
a period antedating the fifth century B.C., or the era when the
Persian Empil'e reached its height l • For that l'eOlson (and with
due emphasis on the broad latitude that is to he allowed
ill the matter of dates) it is appropriate to cite the Avestan
BrnnnbOfer. Urgeschichte der Arier, 3 t'019, Leipzig, 1893, to identify every remota
Vedic term tbat had n possible geographical content as au Iranian allusion are bizarre
in the extreme, even though thero are grains of truth in the nuthor's views when he

touches more conservatively ou the domain bordering between India and Irnn.

The

writer of the present chapter sympathises strongly with certain of the plea.s made by
\ the Vedio scholars Ludwig, Hillebrandt, and Weber to rec.ognise Persian allusions in tho
'Rigvedn; the titles of the spedal articles on the subject by these scholars arc duly cited
by Ma.cdonell and Keith in the pages of their Vedic Index, referred to above. It seems,
for example, that some Avestan student may yet make more use than has been done of
the material collected by E. W. Hopkins, Priigiithikani, J, in J.A.O.S. 1896, X'VIJ,
S4-92.
1 For a convenient presentation of the various views regarding the date of Zoroaster

and the age of the Avestan Gatha,s, as well as concerning the relatiYeantiquity of other
portions of the sacred canOll, see J. H. Moulton, Early Zoroastrianism, London, 1913.
Dr Moulton llummarises his opinion as follows, on p. viii: 'The traditional date [of
Zoroaster] (660-583 B.C.) is a minimum, but there are strong reasons for placing
Zarathushtra and his Gathas some generations earlier atiU. The Yashts may be
placed in the later Aohaemenian age, and the prose Avesta, in particular the ritual o[
the VendidB:d, proba.bly after Alexander.' He ela.borates this view further on pp. 8-22,
78, 87, 103, 198, 204, 240. It is important throughout to bear in mind the fact that
the material may sometimes be very old even though the form io\; late, and that different
chapters as well as sections of the Yashts, Vendldad, and Yasna may vary considerably
in a.ge.
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references to India, or the region of tho Indian frontier,
directly after the possible allusions to Persia in the Veda already
given.
The name for India in the Avesta is Hindu, which, like the Old
Persian Hi(n)du, is derived from the river Indus, Sanskrit Siudhu,the designation of the stream being transferred to the territory
adjacent to it and to its tributaries. The first chapter of the
Avestan Vendidad (whatever may be the age of the· chapter) contains an allusion to a portion of Northern India in a list which· it
gives of sixteen lands or regions, created by Ahura .Mazda and
apparently regarded as under Irnnian sway'. The fifteenth ~of
these domains, according to Yd. I, Hl, was Hapta Hindn;.'Seven
Rivers,' a region of 'abnormal heat,' probably identical with ,the
territory of Sapta Sindhavas, 'Seven Rivers,' in the Veda (see
especially Rv. VIII, 24, 27)2. The district in question, which was
more comprehensive than the modern Punjab, or 'Five' Rivers,'
mnst have included the lands watered in the north and north-west
of Hindust:1n hy the river Indus ami it" afilueuts-answeriug,
apparently, to the Vedic Vitastii (now Jhelum), Asikni (Chenab),
Parnsh'.'i (later named Iravati, whencc its present designation Ravi),
Vipay (Beas), and Qutudri (Sutloj), the latter being the easternmost
streams.
In connexion with this Avestan passage (Vd. I, 18), moreover,
in its bearing 011 Persian domains in Northern India, it is worth
while to call attcntion to the Pahlavi gloss of the Middle Persian
rendering of the paragraph in Sassanian times. Whatever may be
the full import of this difficult gloss, the passage may be literally
translated as follows: 'The Seven Hindllkan; the expression
"Sevcn Hindllkan" is due to this fact, that the over-lordship
(sa,.-aHitai) is seven; and therefore I do not say" Seven Rivers,"
for that is manifest from the Avesta [passage] "From the Eastern
1

One might be inclined (as the writer has been led, especia.lly throngh a. study of

the Pa.hI6\'i commentary and

o~ber

Sassanian sources) to rega.rd Yd.

I,

thougb late in

form, as containing older material that might antedate in substance tho division which
Darius made of his empire into twenty satrapies; but Darmesteter warns against the
attempts that have been made to discover much antique history in the cbapter. His
rather strong statement (Vtndidad Translated, 2nd ed., S.B.E. IV, 1) is: • We bave he"re
nothing more than a geogra.phical description of Iran, seen from the religious point
of view.'
2 See Bartholomae, AltiraniBche8 Worterbuch, col. 1814; Macdonell and Keith,
Vedic Index, II, 424; Hopkin!!, J.A.O.S. XVI, 278; XVlI, 86-88.
.
3 Cf. Spiegel, Die arische Periode, pp. 112-118; Macdonell, 1liBtorY of Sanskrit
Literature, p. 140; see also a.bove, p. 321, n. 2 (on the question of Sarasvati=Harah.
vaiti).
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Indus (or, Iridia) to the Western Indus (India)" '.' In partial sup-'
port of the scholiast's interpretation as 'the over-lordship is seven'
it has been further pointed out that a tradition as to the dominions
involved may have lingered down to Firdausi's time, inasmuch as
he mentions in one passage seven princes of India, namely the lords
of Kabul, Sindh, Hindh, Sandal, Chandal, Kashmir, and J\fnltan ;
but too much stress need not be laid on the point'.
The Avestan fragment above cited from the gloss to Yd. I, 18'from the ,Eastern Indus (India) to the Western Indus (India) '-is
best interpreted as allnding to the extreme ends of the Iranian
world; for Spiegel has clearly shown by sufficient references that,
at least in Sassanian times and doubtless earlier, there prevailed an
idea of an India in the west as well as an India in the east s. This
is borne out by a passage in Yasht x, 104, in which the divine
power .of )fithra, the personification of the sun, light, and truth,
is extolled as destroying his adversaries in every quarter. '],he
passage (Yt. x, 104), which is metrical and therefore relatively old,
runs, thus: 'The long arms of lIlithra seize upon those who decei.e
lIfithra; even when in Eastern India he catches him, even when
in Western (India] he smites him down; even when he is at the
mouth of the Ranha (river), (and] evell when he is in the middle
of the earth': '1'he same statement is repeated in part in Yasna
LVII, 29, regarding the power of Smosha, the guardian genius of
mankind, as extending over the wide domain from India on the
east to the extreme west: 'even when in Eastern India he catehes
[his adversary], even when in Western [India] he smites him down:
, There is still another Avestan allusion which may possihly be
interpreted as referring in a general way to Indian connexions; it

.

"
.For the Pahlavi text of the passage, and especially the variant readings, see
the edition·by D. D. P. Sanjana, The Pahlavi Vmdidad, p. 9, Bombay, 1895; and the
earlier' edition by F. Spiegel, Avesta sammt der Huztlaresch- Ubersetzuno, vol.t, pt 2, p. 7,
Leipzig, 1851.
2 The passage, FirdauBi. Shahnamall, ed. MacaD, p. 1579, was pointed out by W.
Geiger, Die pehltviversion de$ erstcn G«pitels des Vendidiid (1887), p. 62, and likewise
by Spiegel, Die ansehe Periode, p. 117.
3 Spiegel, cp. cit. p. lI8.
Compare also the remarks made below, p. 340, n. 3,
on Esther, I, 1.
4 The Av. word ni-yne, here tTfLnSlllted I swites down,' is best so taken as a verbal
lorin; so also by Bartholoma.e. Air. Wb. colI. 492, 1814, followed by F. Wolff, Avesta
tiberutzt, pp. 79. 214. J. Darmesteter, Le Zend·Avesta, I, 366, also n. 52 (and cf. II,
(69) has 'il abat B. Ill. riviere du Couchant.' Others have taken nij11e as a lac. ag. ;
thus F. Jasti, Handbuch der Zendsprache (1864" p, 171, renders' iw westlichen
Niniveh'; F. Spiegel, Die ar. Per. p. 119, 'im westlichen Nighna' (i.e. the Nile).
Opposed to the explanation as a proper name is C. de Harlez, Avesta traduit (1881),
p; 461, who gives' dans les profondeurs de I'occident,' with a footnote' dans l'enfonce
went nocturne'; cf. also ibid. p. 377, n. 4.
1
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is the mention, in Yt. VIII, 32, of a mountain called Us-Hindava,
which stands in the midst of the partly mythical sea Vouru-kasha
and is the gathering place offog and clouds. The name Us-Hindava
means 'Beyond (or, Above) India,' according to one way of .translating; but another rendering makes it simply 'the mountain from'
which the rivers rise.' Owing to this uncertainty, and to a general
vagueness in three passages in which the mountain is referred to
as Usind and Usindam in the Pahlavi, or Middle Persian, texts of
Sassanian times (Bflndahislm, XII, 6 ; XIII, 5 ; Zatsparam, XXII, 3),'
it seems wiser for the present to postpone all attempt to decide
whether the allusion is to the Hindu Knsh or possibly the Himalaya,
or even some other range l •
Precisely as was noted above (p, 321), in qonsideri ng the Vedic
material as sources for the historian's review of the distant past;
there arc likewise a number of Avestan names of places located
south of the Hindu Kush in the territory that once at least was
common in part to the Indians and the Iranians and has had, as
a natural borderland, an important influence upon India's history
in later ages. A portion of these domains corresponds to a considerable section of Afghanist"n and possibly to a part "f Balu-'
chistan, realms now under direct British influence or included
politically as a part of the Iudian Empire, One of the proofs of
this community of interest is the fact that the territory of Arachosia
(Av, Harahvaiti, O.P, Hara(h)uvati), which corresponds to the
modern province of Kandahar, was known, at least in later Parthian
times, as 'White India' ('Ivl)'K~ A.UK,)). 'fhis we have on the
authority of the geographer Isidor of Chal'ax (first cent. A.D.), who,
when mentioning Araehosia as the last in his list of Parthian provinces, adds (ilIans. Partlt. 19), 'the Parthians call it "White
India ".' As a snpplemellt to this statement, in its historic aspect,
may be quoted a pertinent observation made by the French savant
"

The interpretation as Hindu Kush is given by Geldner, Grundri88 d. iran. Philol. II,
38; the rendering of Bartholomae, Air. Wb. col. 409, is 'jenseits von Indien ge1egen';
Dsrmcstet.cr, Le Z.-A. II, 423, n. 70, remarks: 4 La mot ua·ldiidu signifie littera.lement
"d'Oll se levent lea rivicres." II est douteux que ce soit une montagne reeIle: Ushifidu es~ Ie representant de 180 elsass,' For tra.nslations of the Pahlavi passages in
which Uaind. or Usindam, is mentioned, see B. W. West, S.B.E. v, 35, 42; XLvn, 160
(and cf. v, 67, n. ;j). It ruBY be noted incidentally tha.t a.n attempt has been made to
connect the meteorological phenomena described in the ruy~h of tho Tishtar Yasht
(Yt_ VIII), in which this allusion occurs, with the breaking of the monsoon. See the
articles by Mrs E. W. Maunder, The Zoroastrian Star-Champions, in The ObservatoT'lh
Nov. and Dec. 1912, March 1913; and the similar view by !\:Ir E. W. Maunder, of the
Royal Observatory, Greenwich, quoted by Moulton, Early Zoroastrianism, pp. 25, 26.
n. 2, 43&--7.
1
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James Darmesteter in touching upon the realms of Kabul and
Scistan. He regards the language of V d. I "" indicating that
'Hindu civilization prevailed in those parts, which in fact in the
two centuries before and after Christ were known as White
India, and remained more Indian than Iranian till the Musulman
conquest~.'

All of the realms concerned in the next Avestan references to
be cited have their historieal and politieal bearing, important for
the statesman as well "" for the historian of India; and they can be
identified with the provinces under the imperial sway of Darius I of
Persia, .as mentioned in his cuneiform inscriptions. The dominions
are equally included in the acconnt of the ancient Persian satmpies
given by Herodotns and are comprised in the geographical descriptions of Iran by his successors. For that reason, in the following
enumeration, the Old Pcrsian, Greek, and model'll designations are
recorded in every case together with the Avestan.
To confine attention first to the land that is now Afghanistan, it
may be noted that the Hindu Kush range may possibly be referred
to in tbe Avestan allusion to Us-Hindava, mentioned above (p. ~26).
It is likewise possible to conjectnre that the ridge of Band-i-Baian,
somewhat to the west, may perpetuate the old Avestan name
Bayana in the list of mountain names enumerated in the Nineteenth Y""ht (Yt. XIX, :I); while the chain familiarly known from
the classics"" Paropallisus or Paropamisus appears to be illcluded
under the Avestan designation Upairisaena, lit. 'Highcr than the
eagle ". To the north of these barriers lay Bactria (Av. Bakhdhi,
O.P. Bakhtri, Gk. Ba,.,7po£, Ba"'7p£av~, Mod. Balkh), a centre which
w"" destined to play all important part in India's history'.
Herat, on the wcst, illcludillg the district watered by the Hari
Riid, w"" known in thc Avesta as Haroiva (O.P. Haraiva, Gk. 'Ap,ta).
Kabul, to the cast and nearer the present Indian frontier, appears
as Vaekereta (answering to the western part of O.P. Ga(n)dara,
1 Darmesteter. S.B.E. (2nd ed.). IV, 2; and cr. Le Z.-A. II,IS, n. 32, where he bases
his statement about; the cha.racter of the civilisation Oil Mas'iidI, Les Prair-ie8 d'or,
ed. and tr. Barbier de Maynard, n, 79-82, Paris, 1863.
1I Cf. El. Bab. ParupaTesanna, substituted for D.P. Ga{n)dara in these versions
of the Bahistan InscriptioD, 1. 16 (6). It is quite possible to see in Av. Ukata and
pouruta, yt. X, 14 (cf. Yt. :XU:, 3 j Ys. x, 11), the names of two mountain branches
of the Hindu Kush and Paropa.nisllB; so, among other scholars, Sarre and Herzfeld,
Iranische FeureUef8, Text, p.- 31; somewhat differently Badholomae, Air. Wb. coIl.
376,900.
S For references to the passages in which the ancient Iranian names of the provinces oceur, consult Bartholomae, AiT. Wb., under each of the separate Avestan or
Old Persia.n na.mes involved.
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Ok. ravlinp,n<, or EI. ParuparesfUma, and possibly in part to O.P.
Thatagu, Ok. ~aTTa'YMja, '). The region corresponding to the modern
province of Kandahar, as already stated, is represented by Av.
Harahvaiti (O.P. Ham(h)lIvatl, Ok. 'ApaX""Tta). In the territory to'
the sonth-west, the river Helman" and the lagoon districts ofSeist.~n'
around the H,lmiin Lake (which the natives call Zirrah, i.e. Av.
Zrayah, 'sea ') are respectively known in the Avesta as the Haetnmant and as Zrayah Kiisaoya (cf. O.P. Zra(n)ka or Zara(n)ka, Ok.
Zapa'Y'Yot, "'£apa'Y'YO<, or tJ.pa'Y'Y,av~); while the river systems that
empty into this lagoon ncpression from the north are mentioned in
Yasht XIX, 67, by names that can be identified exactly with their
modern designations in almost every case '. It is worth noting that'
the majority of these particnlar allusions are fonlld in the Nineteenth
Yasht, which is devoted to the praise of the' Kingly Glory' of the'
ancient line of the Kayanians, hcroes who arc known to fame also
through Firdansi's epic poem, the Shahnamah, and from whom some
of the families in the regions named still claim to be dcsccnded.
'Vith regard to Avestan place names that may be localised in
parts of Baluchistlln there is more uncertainty. It is thought bi
some, for cxample, but denied by others, that Av. Urvii (Vd. i,.iO)
may thus be a locality near the Indian border'. It might also be
possible to suggest that the Avestan name l'eshana (Yt. v, 109) may
still survive in the Balnchi town Pishin, near Quetta, but it would
be difficult to prove this.
The quotations above given from Avestan sources serve at'lea.st
to show the intel'est or share which Persia had traditionally in
Northern India and the adjoining realms at a period prior to
Ach"emenian times, provided we accept the view, alI'eady stated
(p. ~23), that the Avesta represents in the main a spirit and condition that is pre-Achaernenian, however late certain portions of
the work may be'.
1 Tho position of the Satta.gydai is not qnite certain; nccording to Sarre alia'
Herzfeld, lranische FeU!J"elief8~ Text, pp. 27, 256, they are to he loeated in Ghazni and
Ghilzai; but Dames, Afghanistan, in Encyclop. of blam, I, 158, places them in the

Hazara country further to the north-west. Other authorities differ; e.g. J. Marquart.
Unter.wch. z. Oesch. von Rran, II, 175.
2 See M, A. Stein, Afghanistan in Avestic Geography, in The Academy, May 16,
1885, pp. 348-349 (also in Indian Antiqzlary, xv, 21-23). Consult also Geiger,
Grundt. d. iran. Philol. n, 388, 392-4. On the possibility of locating the tribal name
Av. Sarna, cf. Ok. 9a.,uapcUo( in Afghanistan, compare Sarre and Herzfeld, op. cit. p. 27;
1farquart, Unters. z, Gesch. v. Eran, n, 144, 17ft
S For references see Barlholomae, Air,'Wb. col. 404.
, Lack of space prevents including here certain supplementary allusions to India in
early times as found in the Pahlavi litera.ture of the Sassanian era and in such 1ater
sources as FirdausI's Shiihniimah; but they will appear in tbe Festschrift Windifcn.
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Prior to the seventh century B.C., aud for uumerous ages afte'rwards, there is further proof of relations hetween Persia and India
through the facts of trade in antiquity, especially throngh the
carly commerce between India and Babylon, which, it is believed,
was largely via the Persian Gulf'. Persia's share in this development, although hard to determine, must have been significant even'
in days hefore the Achaemenian Empire. Beginning with the sixth
century B.C., however, we enter upon the more solid ground of
recorded political history. From unquestioned somces in the
classics we know that the Medo-Persian kingdom, which was paramonnt in 'Vestern Asia during that century, was brought into more
or less direct contact with India through the campaigns carl'ied on
in the east of Iran by Cyrus the Great at some time between 558
and 530 B.C., the limits of his reign., The difficulty, however, of
determining exactly when this campaigning occurred and just how
the domains between the rivers Indus and ,Jaxartes came under the
control or sphere of influence of the Persian Empire is a problem
accounted among the hardest in Iranian history'.
In the following paragraphs of discussion, which may be considered as a cl'itical digression, statements 01' inferences from.
Herodotus, Ctesias, and Xenophon, with other evidence, have to be
compared with those of Sh'abo and with tlle seemingly more conservative views of Arrian, in interpreting the question of the possible
or probable control of the.Indian borderland tonching upon Iran.
In the first place, Herodotus says (1, 177) that' Cyrus in person
subjugated the upper regions of Asia', conquering every nation
without passing one by'; but this statement is so broadly comprehensive that it is difficult to particularis'; regarding North-western
India, except through indirect corroborative evidence. Iu fact,
most of the allusions by Herodotus to India refer to the times of
Darius and Xerxes. It is certain, however, that Cyrus, by his own
personally conducted campaigns in the east, brought the major part
of, Eastern Iran, especially the realms of Bactria, under his sway'.
I See J, Kennedy. The Early Comnurce of India with Babykm, 700-300 D.C., in
J .. R,,A-.S. 1898, pp. 241-288; a.nd cf. V. A. Smith, Early History of India, Brd ed.,
p. 28, D., Oxford, 1914; likewise W. H. Schoff, J,A.O.S. XXXIII, 352 j Rhys Davids,
Buddhist India, p. 104.
I See Prasek, Geschichte der Meder und Perser, I, 224; and compare How R.nd
Wells, Commentary 01' HerodotlU, I, 177 (vol. 1,135), Oxford, 1912.
J I.e. the regions in the east, more dista.nt from Greece and contrasted with those
subdued by Cyrus in Asia. Minor through bis general Harpagus.
4 For the Bactrian and Qaka. conquests, see Herodotus, I, 153 compa.red with Y, 177;
a.nd COllsnlt Ctesias. Penica, fragms. 33-34 (ed. Gilmore, pp. 127-129). For certaiu
problems ra.ised by the question of the Qakas, see F. W. Thomas, J.R.A.S. 1906,

pp. ISl-21G, 4GO-4G4.
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His conqnests included the districts of Drangiana, Sattagydia, and
Gandaritis, verging upon the Indian borderland, though we may
omit for the moment the question of the extent of Oyrlls's suzerainty
over the Indian frontier itself.
In the same eonnexion may be mentioned the fact that Otesias,
especially in the tenth book of his lost Perltica, if we may judge
from quotations in later authors regarding the nations involved,
appears to have given an account of the campaigns by Oyrns· in,
this region '. The stories, morcover, regarding the death of Cyrus'
differ considerably'; but the account recorded by Otesias (fragni. 37;'
ed. Gilmore), which reflects local Persian tradition, narrates that
Cyrus died in consequence of a wound inflicted in battle by 'au
Indian,' in an engagement when 'the Indians were fighting on the'
side of the Derbikes and supplied them with elephants.' The Der-,
bikes might therefore be supposed to have becn located somewhere
near the Indian frontier, but the subject is still open to debate'.
Xenophon, in his romance of the life of Cyrus, entitled'Oyro-,
paedia (I, 1, 4), declares that Oyrus 'brought under his rnle
Bactrians and J ndians,' as forming a part of his wide-spread empire.
In the same work (VIII, 6, 20-21) he furthermore says that Cyrus,
after reducing Babylon, 'started on the campaign in which he is
reported to have brought into subjection all the nations from Syria
to the Erythrae",; Sea' (i.e, the Indian Ocean) ; ·and for that reason
he repeats that' the Erythraean Sea boundcd the empirc of Cyrus
on the cast'.' This reference, though indefinite, certainly contains
a direct allusion to control over the regions hordering on ti,e
Indian Ocean; but it would be nnwananted to intcrpret it as
indicating any sovereignty over the mouth of the Indus, snch as
could be claimed in regard to the Persian sea-route to India in ti,e
time of Darius and his successors,
In a general way, however, as possibly supporting the idea of
some sort of suzerainty over Northern India by Cyrus, we may note'
the fact that Xenophon (Gyr(jp. VI, 2, 1-11) introduces an account
I See the passages in Gilmore's edition of the Persica, pp. 133--135; alao G.
Rawlinson, .l!'ive Great Monarchies, IV. 371, n. 22 j but cf. Marqua.rt, UnteTB, z. GeBch.,
v. Eran, II, 139.
loI Consult G. Ra.wlinson, op. cit. IV, 378-380; E. Ka.tz, CyrUi de, PeTserkonigs
Abstammung, Kriege, und Tad, Klageufurt, 1895; P1'aSek, Gesch. der Medn und
Peraer, I, 236, n. 1.

S

The notices of classical authors regarding this widely distributed people are

collected by Tomaschek, art. Derbikes, in Pauly-Wissowa, Real-Encyclop;ldie, v, 237238, Stuttgart, 1905.
, In regard to the term' Erythraean Sea.' as a designation Cor the Indian Ocean,
see W. H. Schoff, J.A,O.S. :n:XIlI, 349-362.
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of an embassy sent to Cyrus by an Indian king. This embassy
conveyed a SUIn of money for which the Persian king had asked,
and ultimately served him in a delicate matter of espionage before
the war against Croesus and the campaigns in Asia 1tIinor. It may
be acknowledged that the value of this particular allusion is slight,
and that the Cyropaedia is a sonrce of minor importance in tbis
particular regard; but yet it is worth citing as showing, through
Xenophon, a common aceeptauce of the idea-that Cyrus was in a
position to expect to receive direct consideration, if not vassalage,
from the overlord of Northern India.
•.. Descendiug to the Hellenistic age, when the Greeks began to have
knowledge of India at first hand, we find that two of the principal
authorities, N earehus, who was Alexauder·s admiral, aud Megasthenes, the ambassador of Seleueus I at the court of Cbaudragnpta,
are at variance regarding an attempted conquest of India by Cyrus.
The account of N earchus, as preserved by Arrian (Anab. VI,
24, 2-3), links the names of Cyrus and of Semiramis, the far-famed
Assyrian Queen, and states that Alexander, when planning his
march through Gedrosia (Baluchistan), was told by the inhabitants
'that no one had ever before escaped with an army by this route,
excepting Semiramis ou her flight from India.. And she, they said,
escaped with ouly twenty of her army, and Cyrus, the son of
Cambyses, in his turn with only seven. For Cyrus also came into
these· parts with the purpose of invading India, but was prevented
throngh losing the greater part of his army, owing to the desolate
and impracticable character of the route':
Megasthenes, on tbe other hand, as quoted by Strabo (Geogr. XV,
1,6, pp. 686-687 Cas.), declares that 'the Indians had never engaged
in foreign warfare, nor had they ever been invaded and conquered
by a foreign power, except by Het·cules and Dionysus and lately
by the Macedonians.' After mentioning several famons conquerors
who did not attack India, he continues: 'Semiramis, however,
died before [carrying out) her undertaking; and the Persians,
although they got mercenary troops from India, namely the
Hydrakes', did not make an expedition into that country, but merely
approached it when Cyrus was marching against the Massagetae:
'Ve may also take Megasthenes to be the authority for the
statement of Arrian (Indica, IX, 10; and cf. v, 4-7) that, according
to the Indians, no one before Alexander, with the exception of
1 Strabo, Geogr. xv, 1, 5, p. 686 eELs. (and cr. xv, 2, 5, p. 722 Cas.), likewise quotes
Nearchus, but merely to the effect that Cyrus escaped with seven wen.
2 I.e. the Oxydro.kai or Kshudraka.s in the Panjab; see Chapter xv) p. 375.
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Dionysus and Hercules. had invaded their country, 'not even Cyrus,
the son of Camhyses, although he marched against the Seythians
and showed himself in other respects the most enterprising of
Asiatic monarchs l ,'
It appears, therefore, that both N carelms and Megasthencs'
deny, the former by implicatiou and thc latter expressly, that Cyrus
ever reached Iudia, although Nearchus regards him as having niade
an nnsuccessfnl campaign in BaluchistfLn. We must not, however,
overlook the fact that Strabo and Arrian, our proximate sources,
consider the rh'er Indus to be the western boundary of India
proper; and the foregoing accounts consequently leave open the
possibility that Cyrus made conquests in the borderland west of
the Indus itself. Indeed, Anian elsewhere (Indica, I, 1-3) expressly states that the Indians between the river Indus and tho
river Copheu, or KiLhul, 'were in ancieut times subject to tbe
Assyrians, afterwards to the Medes, and finally submitted to ·the
Persians and paid to Cyrus, the son of Cambyses, the tribute that
he imposed on them:
."
. In regard to the supposed campaign of Cyrus in Baluchistan,
we may note that Arrian (A nab. III, 2i, 4-5) mentions the story,
recorded elsewhere in connexion with Alexander's exploits, that
Cyrus had received substantial help from the Ariaspian people (a
tribe dwelling in a region that corresponds to the modern Seistlln)
when he was waging war ill the.se Lel'ritories against the Scythians 2.
'J'his folk received from him in consequence the honorific title
Eue1'uetae, (Benefactors,' a term answering to the Persian designation O'rosangae mentioned by Herodotus (VIII, 85)',
One f1ll'thel' point may he cited from a classical source. Pliny,
Hist. Nat. VI, 23 (25), credits Cyrus with having clesb'oyed a city
called Capisa in Capisene, a place supposed to he represented
by Kafshan (Raoshan, Kushan) in the modern Ghorband valley
district, somewhat north of Kahul, and in any case it could 1I0t
have been far from the Indian frontier'.
I

cr. a.lso Justin, Historiae Philippicae, I, 2, 9, who says tha.t no one invaded India

except Semiramis and Alexander.
2 Arriao, Anab. m, 27, 4-5; Strabo, Geogr. xv, 2, 10, p. 724 Cas.; Diodorus

Siculua, Bibl. Hist. XVII, 81, 1 ; Quintus Curtins, Hist. Alex. VII, 3, 1-3, For a. special
consideration of this subject, see F. W. Thomas, Sakastana, in J.B.A.S. 1906, pp.l~l1!
216, 460-464.
3 For the interpretation of this word as • active in spirit,' cf. Thoma~ op. cit. p. 196~·
4 Sea Thomas, J.B.A.S. 1906, pp. 191. n. 1, 460-461, and the works there cited,
especially E. J. Rapson, J.B.A.S. 1905, pp. 783-784; J. Marquart, Eran§ahr, pp.280281; and cf. idem, UnterB. z. Gesch. v. Eran, n, 180, Leipzig, 1905. Capisa is the Kia·
pi.shi of Hiuen Tsiang and the Ki.pin of other Chinese texts. The name is found in
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To sum up, we may say that, even if there are just grounds for
douhting that Cyrus actually invaded Northern India, there can he
no qnestion that he did campaign in the territories corresponding
to the present Afghanistiin and Baluchis~~n. It seems likely that
Alexander's historians may have heen inclined to minimise the
accomplishments of Cyrus the Great, especially in the light of his
apparent set-back in Gedrosia', in order to bring into greater
prominence the achievements of the famous Greek invader.
The view above stated, to the effect that Cyrus ad,'anced at
least as far as the borders of the Indus region, wiII be better nnderstood from the ensning paragraphs, in which the holdings of his
successors and their control of regions integral to the Indian
Empire of to-day are shown. The main point of this opinion IS
.likewise in agreement with such an authority on the subject as
Eduard Meyer, who expressly says: 'Cyrus appears to have subjngated the Indian tribes of the l'aropanisus (Hindn Knsh) and in
.he' Kabul valley, especially the Gandarians; Darius himself
advanced as far as the Indus':
Cambyses, whose activities werc almost wholly engaged in the
€onqnest of Egypt, could hardly have extended the Persian
dominions in the direction of India, even though he may have
been oecupied at the beginning of his reign in maintaining
suzerainty over the extensive realm inherited f"om his father.
Xenophon, .01' his continnator (OYI'Op. VIII, H, 2), speaks of almost
immediate uprisings by subject !lations after the death of Cyrns,
and these revolutions may have caused the postponement of the
Egyptiau expedition of Cambyses nntil the fifth year of his reign,
526-525 B.C.; but it would be hazardous to snggest any direct
cOllnexioll of India with these prcsumable camp"igns. Herodotus
makes two vcry broad statements; one (III, HH, cf. I, 177) to the
effect that, when Darius became king, after the death of Camby"es
and thc assassination of the false Smerdis, 'all the peoples of Asia,
with the exception of the Arabians [who were already allied as
friends 1 were subject to him, inasmuch as they had been subdued
the first element of the compound a.p. Kapiffi.kaai, the name of a. strongbold mentioned
in the inscrip~ions of Darius {Bh. 3, 61}. Marquart (UnleT8. II, 180), with otherS',
inclines to regard the two places 1:1.8 identical, although objections may be raised that
.Kapisa.-kani was located in Aratilioaia (the EI. version, 3, 37, 25 expressly adding <in
Arai:lboaia '). Still much depends on determining the extent of the confines of Arachosia
in the time of DInius.
1 cr. the passages of Arrise and Strn.bo cited above, p. 331, and n. l.
~ Ed. Meyer, Geschichte de, Altertums, m, 97, with note.
See also Max Kiessling,
Zur Geschichte du aden Begieruug8jahre de8 Darim lIystaspu, in Quellen u. F(ff8Ch.
z. alt. Gesch.!t. Geogr. p. 28, brag. W. Sieglin, Heft 2, Leipzig, 1900-1901.
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by Cyrus and afterwards by Cambyses in his turn.' Again he says
(III, 67), with reference to the death of the usurper Smerdis, that
'all the peoples of Asia felt regret, except the Persians themselves.'
Although it would be a forced interpretation of these passages to
construe them""" including India propel' among the subject nations
of the Persian Empire', it seems clear, nevertheless, that Darius,
when he assumed the sovereignty in 522 B.O., had, as an Achaemen ian, an autheutic claim to the realms immediately bordering
npon India, if not to that land itself.
For the reigu of Darius (522-486 B.O.) we have documentary
evidence of the highest value in the inscriptions executed hy that
monarch's command and coutaining his own statements. From these
inscriptions, especially when they are compared one with another,
we can trace the general ouUine of the Persian dominion in
Northern aud North-western India in the time of Darius, and we
can even infer that he annexed the valley of the Indus early in his
reign, a conclusion which is confirmed by the testimony of various
passages in Herodotus. The three records in stone which require
special consideration in this connexion are the following' :
1. The famous Bahistan Rock Inscription (1, 16-17; 2, 7-8;
3, 5-1-76), which is presumably to be """signed to a period betweeu
the years 520 and 518 B.O., with the exception of the fifth column,
which was added later.
2. The second of the two Old Persian block tablets snnk in
the wall of the Platform at Persepolis (Dar. Pers. e. 15-18). It
was probably carved between 51H and 515 B.O.
3. 'l'he upper of the two inscriptions chiselled around the Tomb
of Darius in the cliff at Naksh-i-Rustam (NR. a. 23-26), which
must have been incised some time after 515 B.C.'
1 Equally doubtful would be the attempt to connect the name of Camby5es
(0. p, Ka,(m)biiJiya) with the frontier people of KamboJs, tbough consult the references
given by A. Hoffmann.Kutschke, Die altpe'l"sischen Keilinschrijten, p. 21, Stuttgart,
1909; and idem, Indogermanisches, in Recueil de Travauz e.gypt. et assyr. 81,66.
iI A mutilated clay tablet, Dar. SUII. e, exhibits the remains of a list of provinces,
which seems, however, to have been the same as that which is found in NR. R.
8 The dates assigned to these three inscriptions by different scholars vary somewhat,
especially in regard to the record on the Dahistan Rock, although tbey are included
approximately within the limits given. In respect to dating the Babistan edict, much
depends upon the interpretation of the O.P. phrase hallwhyaya(h) tha.rda(h); tor if,
following Weissbach, we tako it to mean' in one and the same year,' all the el'ents
chronicled must ha\'e taken place within about a. year after Darius succeeded to the
throne, whereas otherwise they may be regarded as ex.tending over two or three or even
more years, See F. H. Weissbach, Zur 11.ettbabyum. ~" acMmenid. Chrono109ie, in
Z.D.M,G. Ll:1I, 640-641; idem, Keilimchr. d. AcMmeniden, pp. lxix-lxxili, Leipzig,
1911 j idem, Zum bah. Kaltmder, in HUprecht Anniver8a'ry Volume, pp. 266--290 (with
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The Bahistan Inscription imelf (1, 13-17) does not include
India in the list of the twenty-three provinces which 'came to
Darius; as the Old Persian text says, or 'obeyed him,' as the
Bahylonian version expresses itl. The inference to be drawn,
therefore, is that the Indns region did not form a part of the
empire of Darius at the time when the great rock record was
made, though it was incorpol"ated shortly afterwards, as is shown
by the two other inscriptions in qnestion. Both of these latter
(Dar. Pel's. e. 17-18, and NR. a. 25) expressly mention Hi(n)du,
that is, the Pnnjab territory, as a part of the realm. , The Northern
Indian domain mnst therefore have been annexed sometime
between the promulgation of the Bahistan edict and the completion of the two records just cited. The present tendency of
scholru-Iyopinion is to assign the Indus conquest to about the year
518 B.c.'
In addition to the evidence of the inscriptions, the fact that a
portion of Northern India was incorporated into the Achaemenian
Empire under Darins is further attested by the witness of Herodotus,
who, in giving a list of the twenty satrapies or govemments that
Darius established, expressly states that the Indian realm was the
'twentieth division' (Hdt. III, 94, cf. III, 89~ Some inference
regru-ding its wealth and extent may furthermore be gathered from
the tribute which it paid into the Persian treasury. Herodotus is
our authority on this point, when he explicitly narrates (III, 94) :
'The population of the Indians is by far the greatest of all the
people that we know; and they paid a tribute proportionately
larger than all the rest-[the sum of] three hundred and sixty
talents of gold dust.' This immense trihute was equivalent to
over a million pounds sterling, and the levy formed about Onethird of the total amount imposed upon the Asiatic provinces'.
All this implies the richness of I'ersia's acquisition in annexing the
"northern territory of Hindnstolll'; and it may also be brought into
Table), Leipzig, 1909; refer also to King and Thompson, Inscr. BeJli8tiln, pp. xli-xliii;
Prasek, Gesch. d. Med. u. PeTS. n, 37-38; Sa.rre and Herzfeld, Irani8che Feu-reliefs,
pp.17-33, 106-107; ci. a.lso JUBti J Grundr. d, iran. Phiwl. ilJ 430.
I Cf. Weissbach, Die Ileilinschriften del' Achameniden, p. 11, n. 6a..
! See Sarre aDd Herzfeld, Irallischc Felsreliefs, pp. 106-107 (with referenoes); Max
Kiessling, Zur Geschichte ... des Darius, pp. 56, 57, 60; Pri.~ek, Gesch. d. Meder tt •
. Perser, n, 37, n. 5.
.
3 See V. A. Smith, Early HiRtonj of India, 3rd ed., pp. 37-38, n. 1; and cr. aboF. H. Weissbach, Zu Herodot8 per8i8cher SteuerliBte, in PhiwW9uil, 71 (N. F. 25),479-{90; "idem, Keilinschr. d. Achiimeniden, pp. lxxiv-Ixxv.
• V. A. Smith, op. cit. p. 39, is or the opinion or thGse who. bGld that, owing to the
chan~s in the eourses of the rivers since ancient times, 'vast tracts in Sind and the
Panjab, now desolate, were then rich a.nd prosperous.'
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conncxion with the cnrious story of the gold-digging ants in this
rcgion, which Herodotus tells directly afterwards (m, 102-105).
There is likewise another passage in Herodotus (rv, 44) which
affords further proof, hoth of the Persian annexation or control of
the valley of the Indus from its upper course to the sea, including
therefore the Punjah and Sind, as well as of the possibility at that
time of navigating by sea from the Indus to Persia. Sometime
about 517 B.c., Darius despatched a naval expedition under Scylax,
a native of Caryanda in Caria, to explore the Indus. The squadron
embarked at a place in the Gandhara country, somewhere near the
upper course of the Indus, the name of the city heing Kaspatyros
(Hdt. IV, 44, cf. III, 102) or, more accurately, Kaspapyros (Hecataeus,
p,.agm. 179). The exact location of this place is still a matter of
discussion, but the town may have been situated near the lower
end of the Coplleu (now Kf.bul) Hiver before it joins the Indus'.
'rhe fleet, it. is recorded, snceeeded in making its way to the Indiau
Ocean and ultimately reached .J<;gypt, two and one-half years from
the time when the voyage hegan. From the statement of Herodotus
(IV, 44) it would appear that this achievement was accomplished
prior to the Indian conquest, for he says that' after (!,Eni) they
had sailed around, Darius conqnered the Indians and made use of
this sea' [Le. the Indian Ocean] ; but it seems much more likely
that Darius must previously have won by force of arms a firm hold
over the territory travc.rscd from the headwaters of the' Indns to
the ocean, ill order to have been ahle to carry out such all expedition'. This conclusion appears still marc convincing when we
consider the difficulties which Alexander encountered in hi~ similar
1 Sir M. A. Stein suggests Jahiingirt\, an ancient site on the left bank of the KabUl
Hiver, some six miles above tbe point where it flows into the Indus at Attock (see Stein.
Memoir on the Anc. Geoar. (Jj Kadmir, pp. 11-13, Ca.lcutta., 1899, reprinted from
J.A.S. Bengal, vol. LXVDI, pt. 1, extra No.2, 1899). Ma.rquart, Unler~h. z. :Gc8ch.
v. Eran, IT, 178-180, 242, and n. 8.246, n. 3, favours as the location an a.ncien~ toWD
known in Sanskrit as PusbkaliivlI.ti. Compare also Prasek, Gesell. d. Med. 'U. PerltT,
JI, 38; and V. A. Smith, Early Hist. India, Srd ed., pp. 37-38, n. 1.
Barre and
Herzfeld, Iran. Felsreliefs, pp. 26, 2.53, seem inclined to revive the old idea of assoc.i.

ating the name with Kashmir,

cr.

H. H. Wilson, Ariana .d1ltiqua, pp. 136-137,

London, 1841.
2 The early Greek geographer Hecataeus, who flourished in the reign of Da.rius,
seems to have possessed considerable information regarding the Indus valley, which·
may have come to him from Scylax: bimself. Cr. Fragm.ents 174-179, in Fragmenta
Historicorum Graeco)'um, ed. C. MUller, I, 12, Paris, 1841, especially Fragm. 1'15, where
Hecataeus says that a tribe called the Opiai • dwell by the Indus River, and there
there is a royal fort. Thus far the Opiai extend, and beyond there is a desert as far as
the Indians.' If' royal fort' means a fort of the Great King, as is likely, we have
evidence here for the presence of a. Persian frontier garrison on the Indus.
.' J.
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undertaking of voyaging down the Indns to the sea, two centuries
later, even after having first subdued most of the tribes of the
Upper Punjab before starting on the voyage'.
The dominion of Pcrsian authority under Darius, therefore, as
is clear from tbe Greek sources in eonnexion with the Inscriptious,
comprised the realm from the embouehment of the Indus to its
uppermost tributaries on the north and west. Regarding the
Indians towards the south, we have the express statement of
Herodotus (m, 1(1) to the eHect that' these were never snbject to
King Darius: Herodotus also evidently considers the sandy
wastes in portions of the present Sind and Rajputana, to the ea..t
of the Indus, as the frontier in that direction; for he says (m, 98)
that 'the part of the Indian territory towards the rising sun is
sand: and he adds immediately afterwards that 'the eastern part
of India is a desert on account of the sand: How far eastward the
Persian dominion may have extended in the Panjab eannot be
exactly determined; bnt it is significant that Herodotns never
refers to the Ganges valley', and not one of onr sources makes any
mention of the famous Indian kingdom of Magadha, which was
coming into prominence nnder the Buddhist rulers Bimbisara and
Ajatat;atru during the reign of Darius and simultaneously with the
Persian conquests '. Ou the whole, so far as the extent of the
Persian control is concerned, no better summary need be given
than the cautious expression of Vincent Smith, when he says:
, Although the exact limits of the Indian satrapy [under Darius]
cannot be determined, we know that it was distinct from Aria
(Herat), Arachosia (Kandahar), and Gandaria (North-western Panjab). It must have comprised, therefore, the course of the Indus
from Kalabagh to the sea, includiug the whole of Sind, and
perhaps iuclnded a considerable portion of the Panjab east of
the Indus':
At this point it may not be out of place to refer briefly to the
information that is afforded by the Inscriptions and by Herodotus
regarding the sway exercised by Darius over the peoples of the
Indian borderland. Of the twenty-three tributary provinces the
names of which appear on the Bahish1u Rock (Bh. I, 14-17) and
arc repeated with some slight variations in the Platform aud the
Tomb Inscriptions (Dar. Pers. e. 10-18; NR a. 22-30), three proSee Chapier xv, pp. 374 if.; cf. V. A. Smith, Early Hi8t. India, ard ed., pp. 88-104.
He says, for instance (lV, 40) thlLt 'from India. onwa.rd the country to the. east is
desert, RDd no one can tell what it is like.'
I On this point see V. A. Smith, Early Hist. India, ard ed., p. 37.
... Op. cit., p. 38.
1

!
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vinces, namely Bakhtrj (Bactria), IIaraiva (Herat), and Z{a)ra(n)ka
(Drangi'Lnll, 01' II portion of Seistan) as noted above (pp. 327-8),
form a part of the present Afghanistan lying more remote from the
Indian frontier. 'l'he five that arc directly connected with··the
region of the Indus itself are, as partly indicated earlier in the
chapter (ibid.), Ga{n)dara (the region of the Kabul valley as far as
Peshawar)" 'fhatagu (either the Ghilzai terIitory to the south-west
of Ghazni or the Hazara country further to the west and north"west), Hara{h)uvati (the district about Kandahar in the broadest
sense), Saka, and Maka'. The term Saka may possibly allude t&
Sakastiiua (Seistiin) and the dwellers around the region of the
Hamun Lake'; but the distinction made in the Tomb Inscription
of Darius (NR. a. 25-26) between the Saka Haumavargii, answere
ing to the Amyrgioi Sakai of Herodotus (VII, 64), and the Saka
Tigrakhauda, 'wearing pointed caps,' an attribute corresponding
to the term Orthokorybantioi of Herodotus (III, 92), may indicate
a special division of the Qakas, or Scythians, living between the
extreme northern sources of the Indus and the headwaters of the
Ox us'. The district Maka is believed to he identified with Makran,
once occupied by the Mykans of Herodotus (III, 93; VII, 68) and
now a part of Baluchistan'.
Herodotus (III, 91-93) mentions in his list of peoples that were
subject to Darius-corresponding in a general way to the satrapies
of the empire-fonr or five more which may he identified as
llaving occupied districts in or ncar the present Afghanistan, in
some cases adjoining the Indian frontier. The Sattagydai and
Gandarioi (ef. 01'. Thatagu and Ga(n)dara), for example, have the
1 For Greek references to Gandara consult Pauly-Wissowa-Kroll, Rtal-Encycw~
padie, VII, 696-701, Stuttgart, 1912.
.
;: The slight variations in the lists of the three inscriptions, as regarding these
provinces, are as follows: (1) Bh. 1, 1&---17. Ga{n)dura, Saka, ea.tagu~, Hara(h)uvatis,
Maka.; (2) Dar. Pers. e. 17-18, 9atagus, Hal"a(h)uvatis, Hi(n)dus., Ga(n)dara, Saka,
Makaj (3) NR. 8..24-26, Hara(b)uvatis, 8atagus, Ga(n)diira, IIi(n)duB, Saka Hsarua.
varga, Sakii 'l'igraxallda.
'I
8 For such a. view aBe F, W. Thomas, J.R.A.S. 1906, pp. 181-216, 460-464; but
compare the observations by Sarre and Herzfeld, IraniBchc Fellreliejs, pp. 252-253. "
" For a general discussion of the Qaka question (with bibliogra.phical references);
see Sarre and Herzfeld, op. cit. pp. 23-24, 30, 36-40 (with cut!!), and 252-253, also
ma.ps 1 and 2 at the cnd of the same volume. Consult likewise Marquart, Unicrsuch;
z. Guch. v. Eran, II, 86, 136, n. 5. It ma.y also be noted that Polyaenus, Stratcgemata,
"'", 12, refers to an eXIW"dition of Darius against the 9akas, apparently north of the
region of Bactria, and mentions Amorges or Oma.rges (i.e. Haumavarga?) as one of the
9ake. kings.
~ So also Eduard Meyer, Persia, in Encyclop. Brit., 11th ed., XXI, 202; and Sarre
and Herzfeld, op. cit. pp. 28-29; refer likewi~e to J. J. Modi, The CountnJ of Mekran,
-its Pu'8t Hist()ry, in East and West, May, 1904, pp. 1-12, Bombay.
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Dadikai and the Aparytai linked with them in the same enumeration. Of these latter tribes, the Dadikai Illay be identified with
the Dards of the Upper Indus miley, somewhere hetween the
Chitral district and Kashmir; and the Aparytai are to be connected. with the inhabitants of the mountainous regions of the
Hindu Kush, north of Kabul'. The Kaspioi, who, according to
Herodotus (III, 93, cf. also VII, 67, 86) constituted together with the
Sakai the fifteenth division of the empire (and who are to be distinguished from the Kaspioi of the eleventh division (III, 92), by
the Caspian Sea), must likewise have been an easterly people, and
they are. perhaps to be located in the wild tract of Kafiristan, to
.the north of the Kabul River'. The Tbamanaioi, whom Herodotus
(III, 93, 117) mentions as forming a part of the fourteenth division
of the tributary nations, occupied a section of Afghrmistan not easy
to define precisely, but presumably in the western 01' west-central
region, as noted above (p. 328, n. 2). The territory of Paktyike ill
the thirteenth division (Hdt. III, 93; cf. III, 102; IV, 44) and its
people, the Paktyes (Hdt. VII, 67), are to be located within the
borders of the land now called Afghanistiin ; but whether the name
is to be regarded as a tribal desib'llation of the Afghans in general,
and as surviving in the term Pakhtu or Pashtu applied to their
language, is extremely doubtful 3•
Finally, for the sake of completeness, it may be noted that
India appears as one of the limits of the Persian Empire under
Darins in the apocryphal Greek version of the Book of Ezra known
as I Esdras. The passage (III, 1-2) rnns as follows: 'Now King
Darius made a great feast unto all his subjects, and nnto all
that .were born in his bouse, and unto all the princes of
Media and of Persia, and to all the satraps and captains and
governors that were under him, from India unto Ethiopia, in
the hundred twenty and seven provinces'.' Inasmuch, however, as
the apologne of the Three Pages, in which this reference .is
embodied, seems to be Sll bseqllent to the age of Alexander, we
must regard the passage as merely a general tradition concerning
1 cr. Marqna.rt, UnteTBuch. z. Gesch. v. Eran, II, 175; Sarre Rnd Herzfeld, op. cit.
p. 31. •
:I So Marquart, &po cit. II, 140-142; but COD suit Sarre and Herzfeld, op. cit. p. 253.
Thomas, J.R.A.S. 1906, p. Hll, n. 1, suggests reading Kd.:rrlUOL (cf. Capisa, p. 332,
above) for Kd.Q'rlOl.
3 ConBult Marquart, 0]1. cit. ll, 171-180; Sarre and Herzfeld, op. cit. pp. 26-27;
Ed., Meyer. Persia, in Encyclop. Brit., 11th ed., XXI, 203 j Dames, .dfghiinistiin, in
Encyclop. of blam. I, 149-150.
4 Cf. also the paraphrase in Josephus, Jewish Antiquitiea, 11, 3, 2 (33), and the
passages from Eliitber cited below, p. 340, n. 3.
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the extent of the Achaemenian Empire without insisting upon the
chronological allusion to Darius P.
For the reign of Xerxes (486-46;' lW.) the continuance of the
Persian domination in Northern India is proved by the presence
of an Indian contingent, consisting of both infantl'y and cavalry,
among the troops from subject nations d..awn npon by that
monarch to augment the vast army of Asiatics which he marshalled
to invade Greece. Herodotus (VII, 65) describes the equipmeut of
the Indian infantry as follows: 'The Indians, clad in garments
made of cotton, can-ied bows of cane alld alTOWS of cane, the latter
tipped with iron; and thus accoutred the Indians were marshalled
under the command of Pharnazathres, son of Artabates.' It is
worth remarking, perhaps, that the commander of these forces,. as
shown by his name, was a Persian. Regarding the Indian cavalry
Herodotus (VII, 86) says that they were 'armed with the same
equipment as in the case of the infantry, but they brought ridinghorses and chariots, the latter heing dra IVII by horses and wild ""ses'.'
It may be observed, moreover, that a number of the tribes who
inhabited the Indo-Iranian horderland in the time of Darius (sec
above, Pl'. 327-8, 338) were represented in the host of Xerxes as
well; namely the Bactrians, Sakai, Ar(c )ioi, Gandarioi, Dadikai,
Kaspioi, Sarangai, Paktyes, occupying the Mgh,'n region. and the
Mykoi of Baluchistan (Hdt VII, 64-68). On the whole, therefore,
we may conclude that the eastern domain of tbe Persian Empire
was mucb the same in its extent under Xerxes in 480 B.C. as it
had been in the reigu of his great father'.
1'he period following the defc:tt of the Persian arms under
Xerxes by Greece marks the heginning of the decadence of the
Achaemenian Empire. For this reason it is easy to understand why
there was no forward movement on Persia's part in India, even
though the Iranian sway in that territory endured for a centnry
and longer. Among other proofs of this close and continued
connexion may be mentioned the fact that Ctesias, who was
resident physician at the Persian court about the beginning of the
fourth century B.C., could hardly have written his Ind,:ca withont
the informatiou he must have received regarding India from
1 See the note on this p9.ssage by S. A. Cook, in .Apocrypha and Pseudepigraplia OJ
the Old Testament, ed. Charles, I, 29, Odord, 1913.
'
!l As a. matter of curiosity it may be noted that Herodotus (VII, lSi) s~ys that an
immense number of Indian dogs followed the army of Xerxes in his Grecian invaSion.
3 Later Jewish tradition has the same formulaic description for the empire of Xerxes
(Ahasuerus) as for that of Darius (cr. p. 339, a.bo,'e) ; thus in the Book of Esther, I, 1
(cr. also vur, 9), Xerxes is styled 'Ahasuerus which reigned from India. even unto
Ethiopia., over an hundred and seveD and twenty provinces.'
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envoys sent as tribute-bearers to the Great King or from Persian
officials who visited India on state business, as well as from his
intercourse with travellers and traders of the two countries'. If
the work of Ctcsias on India had been preserved iu full, and not
merely in the epitome by Photius amI in fragmentary citations
by other anthors, we should be better informed to-day as to Persia's
control over Indian territory during the period under consideration'.
The fact, however, that this domination prevailed even to the
end of the Achaemenian sway in 330 B.C. is furthermore proved by
the call which Darius nI, the last of the dynasty, was able to issue
to Indian troops when making his final stand at Arbela to resist
the Greek invasion of Persia by Alexander. According to Arrian
(Anab. III, 8, 3-6), some of the Indian forces were grouped with
therr neighbours the Bactrians and with the Sogdians under the
command of the satrap of Bactria, whereas those who were called
'mountainons Indians' followed the satrap of Arachosia. The
Sakai appeared as independent allies nnder their leader Manakes.
These frontier troops were snpplemented by a small force of
elephants' belonging to the Indians who lived this side ofthe Indus.'
Emphasis may be laid anew on the fact that the sphere of
Persian influence ill these early times can hardly have reached
beyond the realm of the Indus and its afllllents. 'Ve may assume,
accordingly, that when Alexander reached the river Hyphasis, the
ancient Vipa~ and modern ReWl, and was then forced hy his own
generals and soldiers to start upon his retreat, he had touched the
extreme eastern limits of the Persian domain, o,er which he had
triumphed throughout'. The interesting articles by Dr D. B. Spooner
in the Jour. R.A.S. fOl' 1915 (pp. 63-89, 405-455), entitled
The Zoroastrian Period of Indian History, make the strongest
possible plea for a far wider extension of Persian influence upon
India in the early historic period. While scholars are fully agreed
to allow for the general and far-reaching theory of Persian influence,
they have not found themselves prepared to accept many of the
hypotheses put forward ill Dr Spooner's two articles, as the
criticisms which succeeded their publication show'.
. ,1 In tbis connexion compare lU'Crindle, Ancient India as described In) Ktesias,
pp. 3-4, London, 1882, noting certain details, for example, in §§ 3-7.
t' The extant remains of the Indica are to be found in Cte,iae ... Fragmenta, ed.
C. MUller, pp. 79-105 (in his edition of Herodotus, Paris, 1844).
S For the situation, see Chapter xv, pp. 372-3, and refer to the map.
t V. A. Smith, J.R.A.S, 1915, pp. 800--802; Keith, ibid. 1916, pp. 138-143; Thomas,
ibid. pp. 362-366; 'Nimrod,' The Modern Review, Calcutta, 1916, pp. 372-376, 490-498,
597-600.
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With the downfnll of the Acllaemenian rule before the onslaught
of the conqueror from Macedon ends the first chapter in the story
of the relations between India and Peroia. It belongs elsewhere
to indicate those which existed under the successors of Alexander,
under the Parthian and Sassanian sovereigns, and down through
Muhammadan times, until, in the eighteenth century, a Persian
invader like N,idir SMh could carry oft' the Peacock Throne of the
Mughals aud deck his crown with the Koh-i-Niir.
,;-1'
f"j'."

ANCIENT PERSIAN COINS IN INDIA

,

Whatever were the actual, limits of Persian power in India, it
is certain that within these limits the money of the Persian kings
mnst have been cnrrent. At the same time it is not easy to
support the general statement by definite facts. Properly authenticated recllrds of finds are virtually unknown. Nor can overmuch reliance be placed on deductions drawn from the occurrence
of individual specimens in collections that have been formed in
N orili-western India. Before thc construction of the Russian
railways in Central Asia the waifs and strays of commerce, like
gold and silver coins from Bukhara and Kborasan, naturally
drifted over the mountain-passes of Afghanistan into the Punjab
as the nearest profitable market. Once they had arrived there,
however, the dealers into whose hands they came were free to
assign to them the provenance that seemed most likely to enhance
their price, a circumstance that renders it difficult to appraise the
value of the scanty evidence available. For reasons that will
presently appear, the two precious metals call best be considered
separately.
The standard gold coin of Ancient Persia was the daric, which
bore upon the obverse a figure of the Great King hastening
through his dominions, armed with bow and spear; and upon
the reverse an irregnlar oblong incu.e. It weighed about 130
grains (1)'42 b'Talllmes), and was in all probability first minted by
Darius Hystaspcs, the monarch, who was responsible for ~dding
the valley of the Indus to the empire. From its infancy, therefore, the daric would have ready access to the country beyond the
Hindu Kush. At the same time there was an important economic
reason which would militate against its extensive circulation in
these regions. Gold was abundant there, so abundant that for
many centuries its value relatively to silver was extraordinarily
low. There are grounds for believing that during the period ,of
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the Persian dominion the ratio was no higher than 1: 8, as compared with the norm of 1 : 13'3 maintained by the imperial mint.
Such daries as made their way thither would thus constitute
an artificially inflated curreney, and would tend to be exported
again on the earliest possible opportunity. There was no temptation to accnmulatc them, when they could be exchanged elsewhere
for silver at so very substantial a profit. The conclusion here
snggested is fully borne ant by the actual phenomena. Persian
gold has never been discovered in any quantity in India; the
hoards of 'darics' sometimes said to have been found in the
eighteenth century can be shown to have consisted of Gupta coins.
Isolated examples have, indeed, been picked up sporadically; the
daric reproduced on PL I, 1, is from the Cunningham Collection.
But it is significant that in no single instance do thcse bear
countermarks or any other indication that could possibly be interpreted as suggestive of a prolonged Indian sojonrn.
The corresponding silver coinage consisted of sigloi or shekels,
twenty of which wcre eqnivalent to a darie. They had a maximum
weight of 8u'45 grains (5'6 grammes), and had the same types as
the gold (PI. I, 2, 3). Sigl(J; are frequently offered for sale by
Indian dealers, and it is a reasonablc infercnce that they are
fairly often disinterred from the soil of India itself. That is
precisely what might be expected from the working of economic
law. The relative cheapness of gold would act like a lodestone.
Silver coins from the west wonld flow into the country freely, and
would remain in active circulation. At OBC time confil"Ination
seemed to be provided by the surviving sigloi. Many of theminclnding, it should be added, a very large proportion that are not
directly of rndian provenance-are distinguished by the presence of
peculiar countermarks which were thought to have their closest
analogy on the sqnare-shaped pieces of silver that constitnte the
oldest native coinage of India'. 'rhe pnnch-marks on the native
Indian coins (PI. I, 4, 5) appear to have been affixed partly by
the local autbority of the district in which the money was nsed,
bnt to a much larger extent by the merchants or money-changers
through whosc hands it passed. The practice was plainly dcsigned
to obviate the necessity for repeated weighing. As this advantage
\vonld be as pronounced in the ease of the siglo; as in the case of
the indigenous issues, it would not have \leen surprising to find that
they had been subjected to similar treatment. M. Babelon has,
1
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plain about Peshawar-the advance guard of the European invasion of India. A few days' march farther, and they came to the
Indns. ' Arrived there, the Europeans set about collecting materhil
for the hridge which was to transport their fellows into the interior
of the land. Bnt their hold on the conntry west of the Indns was
not yet secure. The region in which the division of Hephaestion
arid Perdiccas was now encamped formed part of the realm of a
raja, named by the Greeks Astes" whose capital was the town
of Pnshkalavati (CMrsadda) to the north of the Kabul river.
The raja at this moment declared himself an enemy of the foreigners. He was not strong enough to hold the open field against
Hephaestionand Perdiccas, and shnt himself desperately in some
walled town. For a month he held it against the besiegers, and
then the greater strength of the Europeans beat him down, and
destroyed him. The principality was given to one who had been
his, enemy and become a hanger-ori of the raja of Taksha~ila, a
certain Sangaya. He was a man upon whose loyalty the Yavanas
could count.
In the hills to the north, after a few months' fighting, the tribes
generally had submitted to Alexander and the strong places were
iri his possession. He constituted the lower Kabul Valley and
the recently conquered hills a special satrapy, distinct from the
satrapy of the Paropanisadae, which 'l'yriespes ruled from Alexandria-under-the-Caucasus. The new satrapy, whose official name
we do not know, but which can be most conveniently described as
India-west-of-the-Indus, got for its governor a Nicanor, probably
the same man who had been left a few months before to snperintend
the building of Alexandria. The king himself came down to PushkalaviLti at the lower end' of the Guraeus (now usually called the
Swat) valley, which was not in a position, after the defeat of its raja,
to offer any resistance. He set a Macedonian garrison in the town
under an officer named Philip.
But the effective occupation of the lower Kabul valley by the
Yavanas required still more to be done. The division of Hephaes:
tion had meantime fortified and garrisoned a place the Greeks call
Orobatis, and Alexander, accompanied by two IrIdian chieftains,
, Cophaens' and 'Assagetes 0', moved about to take possession of
various small towns between Pushkalavati and the Indus. But
"

0'

~:'l One guess is that this represents the Sanskrit proper 'name HaetI; a more
probable one is that it is short for A8h~a.kariija, king of the Ash~aka.B.
2 Anspach suggests, p. 65, note 200, that Cophaens=raja of the region about
Pushko.la near the CophEin, and Assagetes=the raja of the Assakenoi (successor of the
raja. killed in Ma.ssaga).
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one great labour remained. The reduction of a certain mountain
citadel, which crowned Alexander's work during that winter;
always seemed to the Greeks the great glory of the campaign.
The Greek books descl'ibed the siege and storming at greater
length than any other episode in this region. The story was
started that Heracles had attempted to storm that very rock and
failed. Unfortunately, it has so far been impossible to fit the
Greek description of Aornus to any rocky height noted in ·the
country to·day!.
Aornus, we are told, was not far from the modem Amb; it was
a great isolated mass of rock, 6670 feet high, flat on the top with
precipitous sides, which on the south weut down straight to the
river Indus. On the summit were woods aud watersprings. and
fields whose cultivation conld keep a thousand men employed;
It seems plain that an object of this kind can hardly. have escaped
modern geographers in search of it. The inference is that some
particulars in the Greek account are due to imagination. But
when once we begin to trim it so 3.'3 to suit the actual topography, it depends on a more or less arbitrary selection which
particulars we eliminate and which we retain. There is' at· any
rate no reason to doubt that the final conquest of this mountain
region did involve the reduction of some exceptionally strong
rock·citadel, in which fugitives of the defeated tribes made al3.'3t
stand. The citadel, when taken, was held for Alexander by a
garrison under the Indian Qa~igupta. The capture of. Aornus had
to be followed by another short expedition further up into tho
hills, in pursuit of the flying defenders of the fortress: They were
led by the brother of the Assakcnian chief killcd in Massaga 2 aud
had wi th them a herd of fifteen war-elephants. 1'0 the Greeks the
idea of gctting hold of these animals,-sostrange and wonderful to
them, of whose value in battle they had probably formed an even
exaggerated notion, made their pnrsuit the more cager. The hills
were deserted before them, and Alexander pushed on as far as a
town which the Greek books call Dyrta: It was found empty of in'
habitants. Alexander learnt that the fu""tive prince was dead by
the evidence of his severcd bead, brought by some hillmen one day
into camp. He had fallen a victim to some hostile tribe or to his
own followers. T>vo bodies of light troops were detached to. scour
the hills yct further, and Alexander himself turned back with the
See the note in Vincent Smith, pp. 56, 57.
, Arr. IV, 30, 5; Diod. un, 86; Curt. VIII, 12, 1.
Aphrikes, Aphices, Erices in different texts.
1

His name is variously given as
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rest of his division to the Indus. Some natives of the region were
caught by the Macedonians on their way. They reported that the
fugitives from Aornus and the people of the hills had escaped into
the country of Abhisara, whose raja was watching the progress of
the Yavanas with a doubtful mind. As for the elephants, they
had .turned them loose in the country bordering the Indus, more
swampy in those days than it is now'. An elephant hnnt accordingly followed; Alexander had already, with his quick interest in
new things and his Macedonian sporting propensities, collected
about him 'Indians whose special business was elephant-bnnting,
and,by their means tbe scattered berd was driven in, and attached
to the Macedonian army'. The point at which Alexander's division
struck the Indus on its descent from the bills was some way above
the point where Hephaestion and Perdiccas had by this time constructed the bridge. Between the two, the right bank of the river
was largely overgrown with forest, which, if in one way it impeded
the advance of Alexander's division, in another way helped the
transport by furnishing timber for boats. Part of Alexander's
force floated down the river, and when he arrived at Hephaestion's
bridge the number of new boats was swelled by those brought
down from up-stream. The two divisions of the Yavana host now
re-united for passage into the heart of India. The place at which
the bridge had been made has been fixed by the most recent
opinion at Ohind, abont 16 miles above Attock. The Greeks
felt that they were crossing the threshold of a new world. Sacrifices to the Greek gods, games and horse-races in their honour on
the river bank at Ohind, marked their sense that they were about
to begin a new enterprisc of formidable maguitude. Alexander
was approaching the bourne of the old Persian Empire, and it was
evident that he meant to press still onward towards the sunrise.
The Greek diviners announced that the omens were famllrable.
In the early dawn one day in the spring of 326 B.c.', the host began
to defile over the bridge, the mingled line of many races streaming
all day into the Indian world. And the composition of the anny
became now more singularly mixed by the contingents of native
Indian troops sent by the raja of 'l'aksha~ila, squadrons of Indian
horse and thirty elephants, endless trains moreover of oxen and
sheep for sacrifice and food, and silver brought in masses from his
treasuries .

. 'I'he raj"; ofTaksh~ila was now none other than Ambhi himself;
1

S

Holdich, Gale, of India, p. 122.
StrabG xv, C. 691. cr. Vincent Smith, p. 61, note 1.
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for the old rilja had not lived to see the Yavanas enter his city.
The first act of the new raja had been to send a message of homage
to Alexander; he would not assnme bis ancestral kingdom except
pending the Great King's pleasure. He would take his ,kingdom
only from Alexander's hand. As Alexander moved ou Taksha9i1a
from the' bridge, Ambhi went out to meet him in state at the head
of the forces of his principality, For a moment, wben the Greeks saw
an Iudian army deployed across tbeir path, they suspected treachery:
'l'he raja saw that there was trouble in the ranks and galloped
forwar,d with a few attendants. He assured Alexander through an
interpreter that everything he had was his overlord's. Alexander
on his part ratified his assumption of the princedom '. •
The gates of Takshru;i1a were thrown open to the Europeans
and the Indian crowd watched, no donbt with a crowd's curiosity,
the strange fignres and dresses which thronged their streets. But
in one quarter the Greeks ,met with an indiffercnce which 'took
them aback. At Taksha9ila, so far as wo know, the Greeks first
noticed Indian ascetics. 'l'he report reached Alexander himself of
a strange set of men who were to be seen naked somewhere near
the city, 'practising endurance,' lIlen commanding a great reverence among the people. It was no use his sending for them, since
they would certainly refuse to come: those who wished to learn
their secret must go to them. Alexander, however, on his side,
felt he conld not go to them consistently with his dignity; so he
chose an envoy, a Greek officer namcd Oncsicritus, who had been
a disciple of the Cynic philosopher Diogenes, a figure obviously
akin to the Indian ascetics. Onesicritus, in the book he afterwards
wrote, gave an account of his intcresting mission, and we may still
read it in Strabo's version 2, He found fifteen ascetics some ten
lIliles from the city, sitting naked and motionless in a sun so bnrning that one could not even walk over the stones with 'bare feet:
Onesicritns could only communicate with them through a series of
three interpreters, bnt he made them understand that the Yavana
king would like to learn their wisdom. The ascetic to whom he
first addresscd himself answered blnntly that no one coming in the
bravery of European c1otheB-cavalry cloak and broad-brimmed
hat and top-boots, such as the MacedonianB wore-conld learn
thcir wisdom. To do that, he mnst strip naked and learn to sit on
the hot stones beside them. Another answered more mildly that
it was really very creditable for such a man as Alexander to desire
to know something of the deeper wisdom, bnt one must remel)lber
1

Diod.

X\,U,

86

j

Curt. vm, 12.

~

xv, C. 715.
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that to attempt to convey their teaching through thrce interpreters, common mcn incapable of understanding more than the mere
words, would be like trying to make water flow clear through
mud. They scem however to have made an attempt, and then
they asked Ouesicritus whether among the Yavanas there was any
teaching of this kind, and he told them about Pythagoras and
Socrates ,and his old master Diogenes. '1'he ascetics seemed
pleased; but expressed regret that the wise men of the Greeks
had clung to such superfluities as clothes '. One of these ascetics
was ultimately persuaded by the raja of 'l'aksha~i1a to accompany
Alexander and return to clothes and a worldly life. His companions considered it an apostasy, and followed him with reproaches.
The name orthis Indian, who remained a notable figure iu Alexander's- entourage, was one which Plutarch reproduces as ' Sphines,'
but, the Greeks, catching among the Iudian words of greeting
which he exchanged with his fellow-countrymen, the word kulyii1'!u,
'lucky,' came to call him Kalanos'.
. At Taksha9ila Alexande,' held what would be called in modern
India a dnrbar. There were more Greek sacrifices and games.
Ambhi and a crowd of smaller chiefs from the country already
dominated by the Macedonian arms brought presents, and were
granted extensions of territory at the expense of such of their
neighbours as had not snbmitted to the Buropcan King of Kings.
And Alexander bestowed presents also with a large hand. In the
train of the European army, waggons had comc over the monntains
bringiug from the storehouses of the old Persian kings vessels of
gold and silver, Babylonian and Persian. embroideries, and many
of these now found a home in the palace of Taksha~ila. The
Macedonian captaius were inclined to grumble at the munificence
with .which Alexander treated his Indian vassal kings. But Alexander had come to feel himself, one gathers, a man raised aboye
distinctions of race, an Bmperor of the world, beneath whom all
mankind was to be levelled aud made one.
East of the Hydaspes (Jhelum) the Paurava king had been
watching the immense peril come neal'. He learnt of the alliance
between his old enemy of Taksha~il:i and the Yavana conqueror.
He learut that other princes of the land were tendering snbmission
to t.he new power-his OWIl kinsman, for instance, another Paurava,
whose territory lay still further to the east, beyond the Accsines
(Chenab)'. In that moment of fear, the spirit of the great Pam'ava
1 Strabo 'xv, C. 714 f.
, Arr. v, 21, 3.

2
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rose unshaken in the resolve to settle his relations with tIle in'
vader by the arbitramcnt of arms. It would be a mistake to
regard him as one who fought in the nationalist cause. 'I'ho
PaUl'ava does not seem to have been moved by any thonght· of
Indian solidarity against the European any more than the raja of
'l'aksha9i1a. It was not India that he was going to fight for; it
was his own honour and his own kingdom. His honour wouid not
allow him to surrender anything without a fair fight, and all his
old ambitions of constructing a great kingdom at the expense of
neighbouring chiefs and the li'ee tribes would vanish into air, if he
gave way to a pOlVer which had made agreement with his rivals.
And yet, if the Paurava was not a champion of nationalism, India
may well reckon the proud and brave pl'ince among her national
heroes. Unhappily India has long forgotten his name. W0 know
of him only throngh the Greek books which 'call him Porus. :It
wonld have seemed a strange fate to him, had any astrologer been
able to predict it-to pass quickly out of the memory of his own
people, and to be a familiar name for centuries in lands of which
he had no conception, away to the 'Vest!
To meet the Europeans, the Paurava could draw npon the
resonrces of his own principality lying between the Hydaspes and
the Accsines, full of populous villages'. And if his immediate
neighbours to east and west were hostile, the raja of Abbisara
was iuclined to make common cause with him. That prince. had
already, as lVe have seen, given shelter to the fugitives from the
Swat Valley, and now messengers went to and fro between bim
and thePaurava. He thought it politic however to playa double
game, and sent his brother to the durbar at Tak8ha~i1a to convey
presents to Alexander and the announcement of his submission.
And meanwhile he prepared to send forces to join the Indian
.
army mustering 011 the Hydaspes.
It was probably some wind of these intrigues which accelerated
Alexander's attack'. The Paurava, for his pm't, had sent ·the
Yavana conqueror an open defiance. To the envoys who summoned him to meet Alexander at Taksha9ila be had answered that
he would meet Alexander on his own frontiers, in arms'. He soon
learnt that in spite of the heats of summer which now lay on the
land, in spite of the near approach of the raills, the European
army had broken up from 'l'aksha9i1a and was in full march for
the passage of the Hydaspes. Alexander had left a Macedonian
garrison in Taksha9i1a, and a Macedonian satrap, Philip the son of
I
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l\Iachatas, in the realm of Ambhi'. Probably somewhere ncar the
place where is now the town of Jhelum 2 the army of the Panrav~
gathered on the banks of the Hydaspes in the spring of 326. Its
numbers are variously given'. They were perhaps not very far,
more or less, from those of Alexander's army, though all our
acconnts agree in one point-that Alexander had a numerical
superiority in cavalry.
The first body of Yavanas to appear on the dver was, one
gathers, ,the advance guard sent ou by Alexander, bdnging in
sections the boats which had been used on the Indus. These were
fitted together again on the Hydaspes, and a little fieet conld soon
be descried in moorings across the river. The king with the main
army was on the road. The Paurava seems to have thrown one
body of troops into the country opposite under his nephew
'Spitaces,' to contest Alexander's advance in some narrow place of
the hills', through which the road from Taksha9ila runs. It was,
of course, a mere preliminary skirmish, and a man(£uvre of the
l\Iacedonian horse threw back thc Indiaus in some confusion'.
Presently the great host of the Yavauas was seeu drawu up ou the
other side. The eyes watching from the left bauk could make out
the royal teut aud the uniform of the body-guards and even the
figure of the marvellous mau himself moving to and fro among
his .captains. They could see too a body of 5000 Iudians, their
countrymen, sent by Ambhi to fight by the side of the l\Iacedonians. Nothing divided the Indian army from the conquerors
of the world but the breadth of the Hydaspes. That howevcr was
a serious obstacle. The river at this scason' was rising as the
1 This ma.y have been the same Philip whom we heard or as commandant of the
garrison in PushkalavatI. Anspach thinks it was not, note 200 .
• \I Dr Vincent Smith in an appendix (p. 78) defends the .Jhelum site against the
JalaIpur site, preferred by Cunningham. A point in favour of Jbelum is that it is
higher up and Alexander seems to have kept close to the hills. One does not see
however that it can ever be possible to decide the question with our defective docu.
ments. Most of the argument on the Hubject takes it for granted that the place where
Alcxsnder crossed was above the camp of Porus. But our sources do not tell us
whether it was above or below. Graf Yorck von Wartenburg and Delbriick prefer the
hypothesis that it was below. With this point uncertain, as it must remain, it seem!!.
idle to try to be precise.
S The numbers in the final battle, according to Arrian v, 15, 4, were 30,000 foot
(' all that was any good, that is to say'), 4000 horses, 300 chariots, and 200 elephants.
See Delbriick, p. 184.
4 The exact route of Alexander from Taksha9iIa to the Hydaslles is unknown. See
5 Polyaen. IV, 3, 21.
Vincent Smith, p. 63, note.
6 Dr Vincent Smith's disquisition on the date of the battle (p. 8a f.) suffers from
one important datum having been left out-Strabo's statement, on the authority of
Nearchus 1 that the Macedonian army was on the Acesines at the time of the summer
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snows began to melt in the Himalayas. Along the left bank the
Panrava kept a sharp watch on all possible landing-places. His
elephants especially would deter the Europeans, by their terror as
well as by their solid bulk, from landing. 'l'o land in the face of
such opposition might well seem an impossihility, even for Yavanas.
But for the Paurava it meant the necessity of unremitting vigilance; it meant the continuous minute scrutiny of every movement
on the opposite bank. He was now to show whether he had the
general's genius for divining the purposes of the enemy from
chance indications.
The difficulty was that movement in the opposite camp seemed
perpetual. Over and over again there were concentrations at this
point or that, as if an immediate attack were to be made, ....d
then, when the nerves of the defenders were strung up to the
highest pitch of expectancy, nothing happened. Was the dreadful
foe really brought to a standstill by an obstacle such as he had
never yet encountered 1 Or were these abortive movements purposed
feints to throw the defenders off their guard 1 For tIle foreigners
at any rate it must make things worse when rain storms came on 1~
tropical deluges such as they could never have experienced before,
with only such shelter as a camp allows-aud the swollen river
swelled yet higher. Some indications seemed to show that this
state of suspense might be protracted for montlrs, that the Yavanas
had given up the thought of attemptiug to cross in the present
state of the river, and were going to wait for the winter when it
would become fordable. It was certain from the reports of spies
that great stores of provisions were being brought up, as if for a
long halt'. 'l'hen alarms at night began. In the intervals of the
rain the noise of cavalry mustering could be heard on the further
bank, the shoutings of words of command, the songs which the
Yavanas sang in battle to their own gods; and at the sound of it,
on the left bank tbe great elephants would swing through the
darkness to their stations, and the lines of Indians stand ready
with sword and bow. And still notbing happened. The night
alarm became almost a piece of routine.
solstice (xv, C.692). This would support Arrian's statement that the battle wa.s in
the month of Munychion, Le. probably about the middle of May, not in July as
Dr Vincent Smith computes. (See Anspach, note 124.)
.
1 According to Mr Pearson (see Bibliograpby) the regular rains do no~ begin in this
part till July.
, Schubert points out that if Alexander was trying to keep the Indians in expectation of an immediate attack he can hardly have tried at the same time to persuade
them that he was going to remain stationary for a long time. If they got tbis
impression from the arrival of provisions, it was not therefore due to design on his part.
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One daybreak, after a night of storm and violent rain, outposts
c(lIIle galloping in with the tidings that boats crowded with horses
and armed men had been sighted ronnding the end of a wooded
island some twenty IUiles away from the Indian camp. A body of
Yavanas had succeeded in reaching an undefended part of the left
bank I The first outposts who reported sighting the boats were
Soon followed by others who had seen the enemy getting firm foot
upon the land.
'. From. the Greek books we know more than the Paurava could
know of the movements which had taken place in the Enropean
army on that terrific night. While the rain poured in torrents
and the lightnings struck men down here and there in the European
columns, the king with a strong division'-Macedonian horse and
foot, horsemen from Balkh and Bukhru'a, light-armed Balkan
mountaineers and archers-moved to a point abont seventeen
miles from the European camp, where the fleet of river-boats was
in readiness. As it drew ncar day, the storm abated, and in the
first light the laden boats pnshed off. In any circumstances,
to embark 'upon an nnknown river, swollen in flood, would have
been sufficiently venturesome. A single bark carried the king and
several of his great captains, men who in after. days were destined
themselves to rnle great tracts of the earth and to plot against
each other's lives-Perdiccas, the future Regent, Ptolemy, one day
to be king of Egypt, Lysimachus, to be king of 'fhracc and carry
the.Macedonian anns into what is now Roumania, Seleucus, who
would inherit Alexander's Asiatic empire. With so mnch history
was 'one boat big, which in the early light of that gray morning
swayed upon the blind eddies of an Indian river. It was one of
the moments when Alexander threw himself upon luck, as represented by the chance play of natnral forces. 'l'he point from
which the boats put out had the advantage-it was chosen for
that reason-of being hidden from the watchers on the opposite
bank by a wooded island in mid-stream. It was not till the boats
approached land that they came in sight, and sent the outposts
galloping back to the Panrava. It was instantly clear that everything was a question of time: could the Indians reach the place
where the Europeans had landed before the Europeans were ready
to receive them! And here the luck of natural accidents came in.
The Europeans soon discovered that the recent rain had cut off
1 Some 81,000 men, if AIrian's figures are accepted. or course, if Delbriick's
estimate of 30,000 for the whole of Alexander's army is right, Arrian's numbers most

be "Very muoh exaggerated.
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the place where they were from the proper shore by a swolleu
channel; they had landed on what was now practically an island.
All depended on whether the channel was fordable. If it was not,
the. Enropeans were canght in a trap. The qnestion remained
doubtful, as at point after point attempts were made, and the
water proved too deep. Then a point was fonnd where it was just
possible for a man to cross, going into the strong enrreut above
his breast, and there mell and horses struggled throngh. Onesieritus recorded words which, he said, bnrst from the king in the
stress of that moment. They show a elll'ions point of contact
between the Enropean then and the European now. For to-day
India sees in the European some one living and moving and acting
in its midst, whilst the public opinion which governs him, for which
he really cares, is the opinion of a society thousands of miles away.
At that moment, Onesicritus said, Alexander suddenly exclaimed,
as the thought struck him that he was going throngh all this for
the sake of a fame, which meant that people would talk and write
about him at Athens' !
When the Paurava "eccived tidings of the landing ·of the
Yavanas, he could not yet tell from which direction the main
attack wonld come. For the enemy's camp could be descried as
usual just opposite-the royal tent, bodies of European soldiery, of
horsemen from the Kandahar highlands and the Hindu Knsh, and
the Indian troops of the hostile rajas. The Paurava mnst not relax
his guard on the adjacent landing-places, whatever force he might
detach to deal with the body of Yavanas who had got across.. A.<!
a matter of fact, Alexander had left a force, including two Maeedanian phalanxes, in the camp uuder Craterus, with orders to
attempt the passage as soon as they should sec the Indians thrown
into confusion by his own attack, and another body of troops with
Mel eager at a point half way between the camp and the place of
embarkation 2. The division which crossed the river with Alexander
nnmbered about ll,OOO men. The Paurava remained stationary
with the bulk of his army, but in order to meet with all possible
speed the Europeans who had landed, he detached a force of 2000
mounted men and 120 chariots under the command of his son.
The young prince found a body of Europeans already drawn up on
Plutarch, A lex. 60.
If Arrian's figures Me right, the force left in camp would have numbered about
17,000 foot and 1800 horse, and the division with Meleager about 30,000 foot and 2000
1

~

horse.

Delbriick considers that the number given for Alexander'S division, 11,000, is

COl'rect and makes it the basis of his calculation.
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the shore. As he came nearer, detachments of horse broke from
the enemy's lines and swept towards him. But instead of the
shock of the encounter, a hail of arrows descendcd upon the
Indian cavalry; for the men who came against thcm carried bows
and could shoot in full career. They were not Yavanas, but the
men from the steppes of Central Asia, who by custom fought in
this elusive fashion. Behiud them, however, Alexander was keeping his European squadrons in reserve, till he knew whether he
had' the main force of the Paurava before him or only a detachment. Then the Indians received the charge of the l\'Iacedonian
horse, squadron after squadrou, and at their head flashed the
person of the terrible king. The Indian horsemen were overpowered, and could only throw their lives away in the unequal
battle. Four hundred are said to have fallen; the young prince
was among· the slain. All the 120 chariots, running headlong into
the mud, were captured '.
The return of the shattered sqnadrons to camp told the Pam'ava
that no river separated Alexander and himself any more, tlJat the
hour of supremc crisis was come. He deternrlned to move practically the· whole of his force against the division with the king.
Only a· small body of troops (four or five hundred foot soldiers
and thirty-five elephants) were left to hold the river-bank
against the division with Craterus. The Indian army arrived
in timo to draw np in battle order before the Europeans engaged
them.
Some of the pictorial features of the battle which followed we
can gather from our Greek texts. But their account is too confused, in part perhaps throngh the mistakes of copyists, to allow
us to reconstruct it as a military operation. Not knowing whether
it was above or below the Indian camp that Alexander had landed,
we do not know whether the right or the left of the Indian line
rested npon the river; and yet that would be an essential point in
understanding what happened. ,Ve know at any rate that the
strength of the Indians was in the two hundred elephants-an arm
to which the Europeans had no parallel and which was apt to
terrify, the foreign horses-whilst the superiority of the Europeans
was in.cavalry.
1 Anspach supposes that the son of Porus was already ncar the spot with GO chariots
and 1000 horse when Alexander landed, and that, finding a. la.rger body bad crossed
than he could cope with, he sent for help to his cousin Spitaces, who was bolding
a post ~ower down opposite Meleager: Spitaces brought up 60 more chariots and
another 1000 borse.
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A picture of the Indian line of battIe is given us. The elephants
were drawn up along the front like bastions in a wall. The enemy
would be obliged, either to attack the unfamiliar monsters directly,
or go in between them to get at the masses of Indian foot behind.
The line of foot projected on each side beyond the elephants, aud,
beyoud the foot, cavalry was statioued to guard either flank, with
chariots in front of them. An image of some god, Krishl)a or
Indra, was held aloft before the ranks'. In the midst of his army
the Indian prince had his Beat upon an elephant of exceptional
size, his own magnificent frame encased in a hauberk of cunning
workmanship, which left nothing but his right shonlder barevisible to all and surveying all. The Indian army waited, a great
stationary mass, whilst the monotonous yet exciting rhythm of
the dl'llms and the trumpeting of the elephants filled the air, to
see how the more mobile European force opposed to ·it would
develop the attack. As in the former fight that morning, it was a
cloud of 1000 mounted archers from Central Asia, which first rolled
out upon the Indian left aud covered the cavalry there with flights
of arrows. 'l'heir arrows might have been answered more effectually from the Indian ranks, were it not that the rain-rotten slnsh
underfoot made it impossible for the Indian archers to get a firm
rest for their long bows. To repel this attack the Indian ca,alry
on the left wing began to execute some wheeling movement, bnt
while it was still incomplete the Macedonian horse-gnards, led by
Alexander himself, bOI'e down upon them. The battle, so much
we can say, was decided by the cavalry. Alcxander's onset was
supported by another body of Enropean horse nnder the Mace·
donian Coenus. What exactly the man(£uvre of COCllUS was is
obscnre; the phrases in our authorities arc of doubtfnl interpreta·
tion, and what is offered in printed texts is sometimes the con·
jectural emendation of a modern editor'. The Indian cavalry was
unable to hold its own against the Macedonian horse, practised in
a hundred fights over half Asia. The irretrievable defeat of the
Indian cavalry tbrew the infantry into confusion, and the crusb in
the centre made the elephants a terror to their own side. When
the European infantry came into action, all resistance had become
hopeless, and what followed was not fighting, but butchery. Bo·
tween the broken squadrons of horse plunging amongst them and
the rushes of the maddened elephants, the Indian army was reduced
Curt. VUI, 14, 11.
E.g. in tbe'Teubner text of Curtina by Hedicke 'Coenus ingenti vi in laevum
cornu invehitur,' VIII, 14, 17, is emended into 'a laevo corou invelritur.'
1
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to a bewildered mob'. A part of the mob surged backwards in a
wild attempt to regain the camp from which they bad set out, and
a certain number succeedcd in getting through the cruel ring of
the enemy's cavalry. But by now tho division of Craterus had
crossed the river, and these exhausted fugitives therefore only
found new bodies of Macedonians, fresh and unbreathed, barring
their way, They were mown down without a possibility of escape
or resistance. Among the thousands who, the Greek books affirm,
perished on that day-' were the two sons of Porus, Spitaces the
"nomarch" of that district, all the great captains of Porus.'
The prince himself from the back of his huge elephaut had
seen his army turned to confusion around hillL The Greek
historians, to whom India must owe it, if she knows anything
to-day about this her heroic son, observe that, unlike the Persian
monarch in a similar case, he did not turn to flight, So long as
any body of men in that seething. mass preserved any appearance
of order, the Paurava kept his elephant where the darts were
flying. One gashcd his bare right shoulder, When all hope was
over, the royal elephant turned and made its way from the place
of carnage. The Paurava had not gone far when a man came
galloping after him. Coming within earshot, he shouted to the
prince to have his elephant halted: he brought a message from
the Yavana king, The Paurava recogniscd the hated face of the
raja of Taksha<;ila. Theu he turned round in his seat, and, with
what strength his wounded arm could gather, threw a javelin'.
A.mbhi evaded it and galloped back to his overlord. Preseutly the
Paurava was overtaken a,,"ain by other horsemen, calling to him to
stop and receive Alexander's message. Among them he saw a
certain 'Meroes,' whom he belim'ed to be still his friend. Loss of
blood had brought on intolerable thirst. It came to the Paurava
that he had done all that honour required, that he might yield to
destiny. The elephant was halted and he alighted. The envoys of
Alexander gave him to dlink. Then he bade them conduct him to
the king.
1

For the battle see especially Schubert, Die Ponill-Schlack! in Rhein. MU8., Neue

Folge, LVI (1901), p. 543 f. He attempts to disentangle the parts of Ptolemy and
Aristobuius in Arrian's account. One critioal question uca.ri.ng on a. reconstruction of
the batUe is the value to be a.ttached to the' Letter of Alexander' cited by Plutarch.
Schubert holds it to be a later fabrica.tion based on Clitarchus. Delbriick (Gesch. dcr
](riegsku1UIt, I, p. 189) maintains that, although not the work DC Alexander himself,
it wa.sa.n official bulletin given out in his name. G. Veitb in KUo, VlU (1908), pp.131.tJ.,
defends a.gainst Schubert the general consistency of Arrian's narrative.
sHead, Hi8toria NUfflO1'Um (2nd ed.), p. 833, suggests that the coin figured in
PI. I, 16, may gi~8anActuaJ. representation of this encounter (v. itif. pp. 389-90).
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As the little party neared the Maccdonian lines, the Paurava
saw the conqueror of the worlll come b'l1lloping out to meet him.
It was an instanco of two strong men, f"om diverse ends of tho
emth, coming face to face. Alexanrle,', whose romantic vein was
easily touched, was all admiration, the Greek books say, for an
antagonist so splendid in person, so brave and proud. There,is no
Indian historian to tell ns what the Paurava felt, when he looked
on Alexander. But we gather that from their meeting the,Paurava
gave this nnparalleled man his full loyalty, as vassal and friend.
Their conversation at this their first meeting is recorded. The
Palll'ava was made to nnderstand that Alexander desired him to
indicate himsclf the treatment he wonld wish to receive. 'Act as
a, king,' the Indian said. But the interpreter explained that
Alexander was not satisfied; he wanted something more precise.
'Whcn I said" As a king'" the Panrava replied, 'everything was
contained in that:
The principality of the Paurava was now in the hands of
Alexander to order as seemed good to him. '1'he Paurava was
re-instated in his former dignity. He was only required to regard
himself as the member of a world-realm under Alexander. .In all
groupings of mankind,-in the family, the nation, the empire-the
constituent units have to sacrifice something of their independence
in order to share in the greatness and strength 'of tho group. And
in such a realm as Alexander now conceived, a realm including
already so many races and nations, in which European aud Asiatic
should stand on one footing, it might well seem to a proud Indiau
prince that he and his people could accept their place without
shame. lIe entered it as the peer of the Macedonian chiefs, who
might claim to be the conquerors, and of the princes and nobles of
Iran, who had given their allegiance to the new King of 'Kings.
That his new position meant amity with the raja of Taksha~ila was
probably the thing which the Paurava found most bitter. But
tbat Alexander sweetened, so far as he could, by giving him a
great enlargement of dominion towards the east.
Here too Alexander, pursuing his fixed policy, was determined
to strengthen the bonds wbich knit his empire together by planting cities of European men. On what had been the field of battIe,
they began to trace out the walls of a Nicaea, a 'City of Victory,'
aud on the opposite bank of the river, whence Alexander had pnt
ont in the gray of that eventful morning, the site of a city was
marked, to be called Bucephala, after the king's stalwart old horse
Bucephalus, who had come so far to lay his bones.
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Political Conditions in the Punjab

Here again the Indian~ saw the Yavanas honour their gods
in their own peculiar fashion-the sacrifices of thanksgiving for
victory, the obseqnies of the slain, the horse-racing and the runniug, wrestling and boxing of naked men. To the Suu especially
Alexander made offerings on this occasion, whose grace, he deemed,
had opened for him the way to the Orient'. Then the army tUl'lled
ouce more to the business of war. The state of things, as we saw,
which the Enropeans found in the Punjab was one of extreme
division, free tribes everywhere maintaining their separate independence against princes like Ambhi and the Panrava. The first
effect of the Macedonian conqnest, as it has been of other conquests, was internalnnification. It seemed good policy to recognise
a certain nnmber of native princes aud make tbeir authority really
effective over large spheres. Eveu to the west of the Acesines
(Chenab), the next river after the Hydaspes (Jhelurn), there was
a ,people with thirty-seven towns of over 5000 inhabitants-the
Greeks give their name as Glausai or Glauganikai-which had held
their independence against the Panrava. But it was a difierent
matter, when the summons was brought by the conquerors of the
Paurava, when they saw the wave of European and Central-Asian
cavalry sweeping over their fields, columns of Macedonian footmen
and 'rhracian archers marching against them. They surrendered,
and ,the principality of the Paurava was extended over their land.
There was no power in the north-west of India, after the battle
011 .. the Hydaspes, which could meet the Enropeans in the open
field, as the Paurava had done. The only chance lay in the faet
that the intrusive power, although a fa"-reaching one-a camp on
the lIlove--eould not be everywhere at ouce, and, if it could not be
met, it could often be defied at a distance. The rapid eonquest
had been anything but secure. Even before Alexander had left
Taksha~ila a rebellion in the Kandahar region, which had been
joined by the chief of a neighbouring part of Iudia', had been
suppressed, and now, whilst Alexander was encamped among the
rivers of the Punjab, thc hill tribes of the Swat Valley threw ofi'
fear and renounced allegiance. We may perhaps gather from a
sentence in a Greek text 3 that the satrap Nicanor was killed. The
Indian Qa~igupta, who held the fortress of Aornus for Alexander,
sent nrgent messages to the Pnnjab. Maeedonian forces came np
in time to beat down the revolt, from the neighbouring satrapy on
IX, I, 1.
The Indian chief's DlUlle is Samaxns in the MS.: Hedicke
emends conjecturally Damaraxns.
S Artian v, 20, 7.
1

Diod.

XVII,

89; Curt.

2 Cnrtius VIII, 13, 4.
C. H.I, I.
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the west under the Ir';inian Tyriespes, and from the realm of Ambhi
under Philip'. But even if this revolt was suppressed, it was an
indication of disruptive forces helow the smiacc.
The raja of Ahhisiira, who had heen too late to help the
Palll'ava, thought well to renew his assurances of loyalty to Alexander. A hody of envoys frolll Kashmir, headed by the raja's
brother, arrived in camp with presents which included forty
elephants. They would also seem to have brought back :to
Alexander his envoy Nicocles, whom the "iija had retained by him,
so long as the issue of the conflict with Porus was doubtful'.
Alexander, however, could now be satisfied with nothing short of
the raja's own presence, aud gave the envoys to understand that
it would be as well for him to come, or Alexander might come' to
look for him.
When the satrap of Parthia, a Persian, had brought down a
body of Thracian reinforcements f,'om Iran, Alexander moved
across the Acesines (Chen,.b), probably in the neighbourhood of
Sialkot, having now nothing but physical difficnlties to contend
with'. 'l'he passage of the river brought him near the frontiers of
the other Paurava. This chieftain's envoys had been for some
time past carrying Alexander his homage; but his calculations
had been completely upset when he saw the hated kinsman, whom
he had pictured humbled before him by the power of the foreigners,
retained at Alexander's side as an honoured friend. It made his
own position a dangerous one and he fled before the approach. of
the Europeans'. 'l'hc king pressed onwards to the next river; the
Hydraotes (Ravi), leaving, of eonrse, stl'Ong posts at various points
behiud him, to secure his cOlllmunications. Frolll the banks of
the Hydraotcs he detached a body of troops under Hephaestion to
occupy the tel'l'itory of the fugitive Pam'ava, and annex all tho
laud between the Acesines and the Hydraotes to the realm 'of
Porus his friend. Any free tribes within that region were to be
taught to recognise their new prince's authority. Hephaestion
was also to begin the walls of a city upon the Aeesines-possibly'
1 Ace. to Anspaoh. Dote 200, Philip, the governor of Puehko.la, rwt= Philip the satrap.
, Au-ct. anon. Epit. Alex. M. reT. gest. II, § 55 r. (Flookei.Bcn's Jahrhiicher Jur krass.
Philol. XXVI, Bupp. 1901, p. 105).
'
~ The river would be in flood at this time, late June, Strabo xv, C. 692; Anspach,
~.

,

To the Gandaridae, says Diod. XVII, 91. The people of the Ganges region are
probably meant. The statement which Stro.bo (xv, C. 699) gives as made by I some
people' (TlPff) that the principality of this Porus was itself called Gandaris seems to
4

rest upon a confusion.

I

As Anspach .IIupposes (note 215).
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an older native town commanding the road over the river, now to
be rebnilt and fortified on Hellenic principles'. Alexande\' himself
passed on eastwards over the Hydraotes.
The European army kept near the foothills of the Himalayas,
marching throngh the country north of Amritsar. 'l'he region was
one of those held by free tribes, one which the Paura va, in the
days, before the coming of the Enropeans, had vainly tried to
snbdne. The first tribe to whom the Enropeans came, east of
the ,Hydraiites, the Adhrishtas', snbmitted; bnt the powerful
Kshatriyas, who 'had repelled the Paurava and the raja of Abhisara
combined, were not disposed to bow to the Yavanas without a
struggle'. The fortified town called by the Greeks Sangala' was
chosen.as .the centre of resistance. The Kshatriyas who held it
soon fonnd that the invaders drew the siege tight around it in
deadly fashion. But it was eventnally not foreigners only whom
they .. saw from their walls. Their old Panrava enemy arrived in
the Macedonian camp with a force of elephants and five thousand
Indian soldiers. He arrived in time to see the Macedonian storm
the city. Seventeen thousand of the defenders, we are told, fell
by the sword, whilst the captives surpassed the enormons figure of
70,000. The iuhabitants of other towns of th'e Kshatriyas fled
in a mass, although Alexandel' sent his clever Greek secretary,
Eumenes of Cardia, to assure them of his clemency if they submitted Many succccded in getting alit of the country, but some
500 were overtakcn by the Europeans and killed. Sangala was
razed to the ground, and the country made aVe!' to the Panrava.
Somewhere near the Kshatriya country, it wonld seem, lay the
principality of the raja SanbhfIti, worthy to be set beside the
Panrava, as he is described to ns, for goodliness of person and
stature and for the vigour of his administration'. In later dllYs
Air. v '29, 3,
So Tomaschek interprets their Greek na.me 'A5paHTTal. s.v.· Adrai!ltai ' in PaulyWissowa.
3 In most English books, we are told that the Cathaei {Kahatriyas} were allied with
the M&lli 'and Oxydracae. ('rhis is Rflsumed by Dr Vincent Smith, The autonomous
tribe8 c:onque-red by Ale.x4llder, in the J.B.A.S. for 1903, p. G85 C.). As a matter of
.fact ~he phrase in Arria.n v, 22, 2, Kal TOtffOtt KCI.T!J. Ttl. aliTa. 'O~IJOpd.Kllt KTA. does not
mean 'The Cathaei were allied with the Oxydracae etc., but (as Mr ~i'Crindle
corrootly translates) I The Cathea.ns enjoyed the highest reputation for courage ... and
the same-war-like spirit characterised the Ox.ydracae etc.' There is no evidence for a
confederation .
.. The site is uncertain. Anspach conjectures J an!iiala.
Ii The site of the domain of Saubhiiti cannot be determined more precisely from the
contradictory statements of the Greek authorities. Dr Vincent Smith uses the statement of Strabo as to the mountain of salt (Strabo xv, C. 700) to tix the principality to
1
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he struck coins with his namc in Grcek as Sophytcs '. It was now
apparently that he first saw the YavanaB as the invaders of his
territory and had the prudence to make friends with them. He
entel'tained the Macedonian king with splendour; the strength and
tenacity of his great hunting dogs, of which he gave an exhibition,
was what impressed the Europeans more than anything else'.
Still eastwards the Enropean host marched and came to the
fifth river, the Hyphatiis (modern Beas). 'rhe Sntlej remained
(some 80 miles by the road from Gurdaspur to Rupar) as the
only considerable river of the Indus system after that to crosS';
and tllen another river-system would be reached, that which
empties itself through the Ganges into the Eastern Sea. Already
the ears of Alexander were filled with accounts of the great kingdom of J\Iagadha on the Ganges, of its populousness and splendour
and power. His chief informant apparently was a raja of the
neighbourhood, Bhagala, who had submitted to the invader'.
,"Vas it an enterprise which a man in his senses could undertake,
to attempt the subjugation of such a country with an army already
nearly three thousand miles from its home~ Some modern historians maintain that Alexander had too sound a sense of possibili:
ties to have thought of it. But the ancient historians affirm that
he saw himself in anticipation arriving victorious at the utmost
bonnd of the earth on the Eastern Sea. We may believe that his
astounding success had indeed made nothing seem impossible to
him, that his judgment of things was no longer completely sane:
we may also believe that, although he knew some great and powerful nations still remained to be subdned, hefore he could round off
his conquest of the eastern world, he did not know the full extent
of the East-that Further India, for instance, and China lay altogether outside his knowledge'. It is not unlikely that he may
seriously have thought it practicable to make himself king of the
whole inhabited earth. But on the banks of the Hyphasis (Beas),
the Salt; Range between the Jbelum and the Indus. Against this identification is the
difficulty :tha.t the contradictory statements in onr sourees all agree at any rate in
placing the principality east of the JhelllID. Even in Arrian VI, 2, 2, the royal seat of
Sopeithes is on the left bank of the river. The salt mines of Mandi, on the other hand,
to which Droysen refers, lie, one would think, much too far to the east.
1 V. info p. 388 and PI. I, 17.
2 Diad. XVII, 91, 92.
3 Phegelis in the MSS. of CurtiUI! IX, 2, 2; Phageus in Diod. xvn, 93. See Sylvain
Levi, JauNl • ..4.siat. 8m • eer. vol. xv (1890). p. 239.
,.
-'
4 How hazy Alexander's geographical notions were at this time is shown· by the
statement of Nearchus (who was in a position to know) that Alexander, on first
coming to the Acesines a.nd seeing Egyptian beans there, supposed that this was tbe
.same river which ultimately turned into the Nile. Strabo xv, C. 696.
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somewhere near the modern Gurdiispnr, an imperious check awaited
him. The army, which had followed him thus far, suddenly strnck:
all the personal magnetism, all the stirring and indignant appeals
of the king could not indnce the stout ;\facedonian countrymen to
go a step further. For three days he shut himself in his tent, and
the battle of wills remained in grim deadlock. At lMt the king
recognised the bitter necessity of giving up his ambitions halffulfilled To save his face probably, be offered sacrifice again to
the Greek gods, as preliminary to crossing the river and then
discovered that the omens were nnfavonrable. After that he gave
the word for the retreat. But first, in his romantic imaginative vein,
he made the army build twelve gigantic altars, like towers, upon
the banks of the Hyphasis, to show to future times how far into
the East Alexander had come. One account says that later on the
Mauryan kings used to offer sacrifice in the Yavana manner upon
those altars'. All trace of them hM long since disappeared.
So India, about the end of July 326 B.C.', saw the wave of
Enropean invMion, which had washed thus far, begin to ebb, back
to the Hydraotes, back to the Acesines, where a certain nnmber of
the Greek veterans were ordered to fix themselves for good in the
city which Hephaestion had been building, back to the Hydaspes.
The thoughts of Alexander were now turning in another direction.
If the most easterly waters of the Indus river-system were for the
time being to bound his empire, he would at any rate pass along
his frontier, pursue the course of the Indus to the Ocean and
return by the sea-board to Babylon. He had to organise the
conquered portion of India on a bMis that would endure when the
European army had departed. Aud he forecMt a different Punjab
from the one he had- found. Instead of a mUltiplicity of rival
princes and independent tribes, all the country from the Hydaspes
to the Hyphasis was to form one kingdom under the Paurava.
Another large principality was created for Ambhi west of the
IIydaspes. Similarly in KMhmir, the raja of Abhisara, whose
embassies and presents had at last convinced Alexander of his
loyalty, was given extended anthority, and his neighbonring raja
of Urn,? (HazfLl'a), called by the Greeks Arsaces, was ordered to
regard him as overlord. But if the free tribes, as independent
powers, were snppressed, Alexander would leave a new element in
1 Pluto Alex. 62. It is doubtful whether these altars were on the light or left bank
or the river. Pliny, VI, § 62, puts them on the eastern bank, but the historians say
nothing of Alexander's crossing the Hyphasis. Plutarch's phrase about the Mauryan
kings, 3W./3W.I'IWTf! (not aca,8ru..TI!:s) UI{J0/174C is ambiguous.
2

Anspach, note 269.
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the conntry, which might to some extent connterpoise the power
of the kings-the lIew cities of European men, or Enropeans and
Indians mingled, plants of Hellenism in a strange soil. The rudimentary walls of Bucephala and Nicaea on the Hydaspes Alexander
found on his return damaged by the rains, and the army had to bnild
them stronger before it moved in the new direction do,,~) the river_
The autumn at the new cities was spent in preparing a fleet'
to transport a part of the army and the horses by water. The
conduct of this was entrusted to the Cretan N earchus. The rest
of the army, now swelled by reinforcements from the 'Vest 2, was,
to accompany them on either bank. Philip, the satrap of the
province between the Hydaspes and the Hindn Knsh, was ordered
to follow three days' journey behind with the force under his command. The scene at setting out is described to us in some detail.
It was probably a day in November 326 B.C. At daybreak the
king, standing in the sight of all on the prow of his vessel, poured
from a golden bowl libations to the Ri"ers-the Hydaspes, the
Acesines, and the Indus-to Heracles his ancestor, to the Egyptian
god Amun, and the deities, Greek or foreign, whom he was wont
to invoke. Then a trumpet sounded for the start. The fleet presented a picture of impressive order, the grouping and intervals,
being precisely regulated. But the extraordinary mixture of nation-'
alities and garb must have satisfied the eye with variety and colour,
while to the car the noise of the rowing and the shonts in a
hundred different tongues made a bewildering volnme of sound.
Amongst the crews of the boats the Egyptians, the Phoenicians,
and the Cypriots were prominent. Beside the Macedonian, and
Greek troops, the Indians ran in crowds along the banks, speeding
tbe lIeet with songs, 'in their barbaric way,' says the Greek author.
, No nation,' he explains, 'is fonder of singing and dancing tban
the Indian':
This novel armada glided down the IIydaspes, past jnngles and
villages, and in ten days from the start reached the conflnence of
the Hydaspes and the Acesines. Two divisions IInder Hcphaestion,
and Craterns respectively marched along the two banks, and the,
satrap Philip, who had overtaken the fleet at its first halting, bad
been sent across to the Acesines to march dom) this river to ,the
confiuence. Some of the peoples along the banks-such as tbe,
Sibae, whose garb of "haggy skins and clnbs made the Europeans
1 On the varying sta.tements as to the numbers of ships, see Anspach, note 278.
Anspa.ch supposes that a.bout a thousa.nd is the most probable estima.te.
\! Diod. XVII, 95, 4; Curt. IX, 3) 21.
3 Arr. VI, 3,5.
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take them for descendants of the companions of their own Heracles
-oft'eredsublllission. The resistance of others was easily suppressed.
But further down stream a strong confederation of free tribes was
awaiting the Europeans with a high courage. These were a tribe,
called Malavas (in Greek :\Ialloi)" between the lower Hydraotes
and the Acesincs, and the Kshudrakas (in Greek Oxydrakai) higher
up' the Hydraotes, between that river and the Hyphasis 2• The
rapids at the meeting of the Hydaspes and the Acesiues' gave some
trouble. to the fleet, and two boats foundered. On the frontiers
of. the Malavas the whole European force-the fleet and the
three divisions of Craterus, Hephaestion, and Philip re-assembled.
The fleet was now sent on under Nearchus three days in advance
with' orders to wait for the land-force at the next confluence, that
of the Acesines and the Hydraotes. The land-force was broken up
anew into different divisions for the attack on the IIIiilavas. With
asuddenness which disconcerted their plans the Indian tribesmen
foillid Alexander in their midst. The first of thcir cities to be
attacked was on the edge of a tract of sandy desert, from which
one morning early a force of mounted Macedonians, with the king
at its head, broke upon it, having ridden all night across the
waste. And here first was enacted what was repeated in city after
city of the confederacy-the attack, the capture, the massacre.
lIIany of the iuhabitants of these places escaped to the juugles or
across thc Hydraotes: many were captured by the ~lacedoniaus in
their flight and slaughtered. It was at the storming of one of
these towns' that the king exposed his person in a way which
nearly. cost his life. We may probably infcr that the morale of the
European army, fighting across the interminable spaces of this
strange land, had begun to decline, that such desperate expedients
on the part of the great leader were nceessary. Alexander, reaching the top of the citadel wall among the first, stood there for one
moment in his shining armour, a mark for the defenders' darts,
and then leapt down almost alone on the inner side. There he stood
with his back to the wall, beating ofi' the crowd of his assailants,
~

The Malavas of the Frmjab and the Kshndrako.s are associa.ted in Sanskrit literature.
Anspach, note 316.
a Tho place of the confluence in 326 D.C. has not been ascertained; see Vincent
Smith, pp. 92, 93. It would seem that so (ar geographical researches such as those
of Ma.jor G. H. Raverty (J.A.S.B. for 1892, pt. I) h8."-8 a mainly negative nIne in
1

~

showing the rashness of the older iden~ificati()ns rather than 0. positive value in
establishing new ones. If either the statements in our texts had been less vague

or the rh'er beds less changeable the case would Dot ha'i'8 been so hopeless .
..L Being in the country of the :Malavas, north of the confluence of the Acesines and
Hydraotes, the ~own ca.nnot have been Multan, which lies so~th of the confluence.
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while the Macedonian nobleman Peucestes held over him the
sacred shield which had beeu taken from the temple of Athena at
Ilium and was believed to have been carried in the Trojan War.
By the time that his army, frantic, had broken into the citadel,
Alexander was lying with a severe wound in his breast. The
Macedonians believed that their king was killed and gave way to·
a fury of blood-lust, sparing neither woman nor child in the city.
But Alexander recovered, and, as soon as he could be moved, was
carried by boat down the Hydraotcs, near which river the town
stood, to the main camp at the confluence of the Hydraotes and
the Acesines.
t.:
The terror of the European host had now broken the spirits of
the ;\fiilavas, and their surviving headmen, as well as the headmen
of the Kshudrakas, came to the camp, tendering their submission.
According to the Greek historian, they urged that their crime was
after all the love of freedom, but that, Alexander being apparently
more than man, they were ready to obey any governor he might
appoint and pay tribute_ They sent a thousand of their best men as
hostages. When the armament continued its progress down stream,
Alexander left the Malavas and Kshudrakas attached to the satrapy
of Philip; but the thousand hostages he sent back to their homes.
Still down the unending stream the Europeans floated or
marched, through the territOlies of other trites whose names our
books record in the form the Greek tongue gave them-AlY"stanes,
Xathri, Ossadii-who submitted in prudence or by compulsion.
At lellgth they came to the last confluence, where the Acesines,
carrying in it the waters of the other three rivers, nnited in those
days with the Indus and a single vast stream rolled down towards
the ocean. Here again the armament halted, some time in the cold
season at the beginning of 325 B.C. The great shifting of the river
beds in this region makes it impossible to know the site to-day.
'1'he point seemed one for planting another Hellenistic city.
Alexander foresaw it in the age to corne a great place of traffic, rich
and splendid. This point too seemed to be a fit southeMl limit for
the satrapy of Philip, reaching northwards as it did to the foothills
of the Himalayas above Taksha~ila. A change was also made in the
governorship of the province of the Hindu Kush (Paropanisadae).
Tyriespes was replaced by another great Iranian lord, Alexander's
father-in-law, Oxyartes, who arrived in camp about this time'.
1 The coupling of Oxyartes with PithOD BS satrap of Sind is almost certainly
a textnal corruption. See Vincent Smith, p. 09, Dote 1. It is strange that Niese
(I, p; 503) still a.ccepts it without a. note of suspicion.
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The country aloug the Indus below the confluence presented
the Europeans with some conditions they had uot met with in the
parts of India hitherto traversed. The Brahmans here had a more
effective ascendancy. The Greek observer saw men eating together in great companies, and thought of the public meals of the
Spartans'. In its political organisation this region was unlike the
country of free tribes, through which the Europeans had been
passing. Here once more they fOUlJd principalities ruled by rajas,
whose mutual enmity gave the foreigners an opening. Alexander
first sailed down the river to the' Royal seat' (basileion) of the
Sogdi, and here fonnded another Alexandria, marking ont docks
again for the commerce which he foresaw under Greek initiative
in the new age. The site is unidentified and the name Sogdi
furnishes a basis for nothing more than unverifiable guessing.
Already, it would appear, Alexander designated Siud from the
Indus confluence to the ocean as a satrapy of the Empire, and
appointed a certain Pithon, son of Agenor, to be its governor.
The greatest prince of the country between the confluence and
the delta was one whom the Greeks called Musicanus (Monsikanos)
possibly a title denoting' the chief of the Miishikas'.' As in the
case of the Paurava and his fellow chiefs, the dread of the foreigner
was apt to be less than the dread of the strong neighbour. A
native chief whom our texts call Sambns or Sabns (Qambhn ~),
at feud with Musicanus, hastened to make friends with the invaders and was nominated by Alexander satrap of some hill
district lying back from the river. Mnsicanus seems to have
contemplated resistance; he sent no envoys to the Enropean king.
Bnt he was not prepared for the rapidity of Alexander's movements, who was again upon his enemies before they were aware.
Submission seemed the only way; the Enropeans were admitted
to the goodly city, which was the raja's capital', and· a Enropean
garrison was pnt in its citadel. Snbjeet however to the snpremacy
of Alexander, Musicanus was left his former state and authority,
as the ·Paurava had been, and Ambhi and the raja of Abhisara.
Another chief of the district, 'Oxyeanus' or' Porticanus: attempted
resistance, but found that the walls in which he trusted were frail
defence against the battering engines of the European. The
people of the land, our Greek author says, were paralysed by the
belief in Alexander's super-human power.
Stmbo xv. C. 70l.
This i8 exhemely doubtful. The MiisbikB.s wbo are mentioned in Sanskrit
literature belong to Southern India.
3 Not improba.bly Alor.
1
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But still, as before, it proved difficult to extend friendship to
onc of these jealous rajas without alienating his old rivals. Musicanus left upon his throne made it seem to Samhus that he had.
given himself to the foreigner for notiling. He now therefore re-,
nounced' his allegiance. His capital Sindimana (site unidentified)
opened its gates however at Alexander's approach, and the little.
revolt was crushed.
But the Europcans in this region had more implacable enemies
than the native princes. The power behind the throne was the'
Brahman community, and here for the first time we come npon an.
opposition inspired by the conception of a national religion; the
only germ to he fonnd in ancient, times of the idea of Indian
nationality. It was the 'philosophers' (i.e. the Brahmans) who'
denonIlced tile princes, if they submitted to the foreigner, and
goaded the free tribes into revolt ' . A' city of Brahmans'2 had to
be stormed, whilst the operations against Sambus were going on s.
Musicanns now was induced to throw off allegiance. Bnt it was.
the day of the Yavana's power. The newly-appointed governor of
Sind, Pith on, swept down npon him, and brought him a prisoner
to the king. He was treated as rebels were treated by the custom.
of the old Persian kings, on whose seat Alexander sat. His body
was hanged on a gibbet in his own land. Thy Europeans knew,
however, who were their worst enemies, and their hand fell heavily
npon the Brahmans. They were put to death wholesale; their
bodies too were hung up for the kites and vultures by the roadsto the unspeakable horror, we may believe, of the people of the land:
On the lower Indus the coming of the Europeans was anticipated with terror. At the point' where the Indus in those days
divided into its two branches was sitnate the great city of Pattala.
The author followed by DiodOl'11S (XVII, 104) stated that it was
ruled, like Sparta, by two kings and a council of elders. If that is
so, it must have been one of these kings who journeyed up stream
to pay homage to Alexander, presumably the same person whom,
one authority calls Moeris'. But it was only to gaill time. As·.
soon as he came back to Pattala, he and a large part of the population abandoned the place and fled.
Before Alexander came to Pattala, the h'Teat European host
which had invaded India had begun to break up. . From the.
Plutarch, Alex. 59.
~ Diad. XVII, 103, 1.
3 An. VI, 16,5.
Near Bahmanahad according to Vincent Smith; about 30 miles S.E. of Hyderib8.d,
according to Holdich.
~ Curt. IX, 8, 28.
1
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country of Musicauus about a third of the iufautry, portions of the
other arms, and all the elephants which had heen acquired in
India, were ,put under Craterns, to march home by way of Kandahar and Seistan. With the remainder Alexander continued his
course down stream. It was about the middle of July 325' wheu
the Europeaus reached Pattala. They found everything deserted.
The fugitive population however was overtaken by Alexander's
emissaries and persuaded for the most part to return. Pattala,
commanding the two, outlets of the Indus to the ocean, was
another place for. which Alexander forecast a great commercial
future, and new walls were soon rising round its citadel under
Hephaestion's direction. Pithon the satrap had bceu left higher
up stream to draft the European soldiers who were to form the
nucleus of the population in the new cities of his province, and to
stamp Qut any embers of revolt which might be still smouldering.
Alexander himself with the handiest ships set off to explore the
western arm of the river. It was only after some more or less
unfortunate attempts at navigation on their o'm account that the
Europeans discovered some natives of the deserted country, who
steered the vessels down to the ocean. It was probably at a point
near the medieval Debal' that this branch of the river then
reached it. There the tide was a new and alarming phenomenon
to men who knew only the ]\[editerranean. On two little islands,
one in'the mouth of the river aud one lying outside in the Indian
Ocean; the Yavana king made offerings to the gods who had
been prescribed to him by the Egyptian oracle of Amun in the
African desert. Then he sailed a little way into the open sea, and
shed into the Indian Ocean the blood of bnlls sacrificed to the
Greek god Poseidon.
'Alexander returned to Pattala, to find Pithon ardved there,
his task accomplished; and Hcphaestion now set about the construction of quays and docks against the city's future greatness.
The king explored the eastern branch of the river which ran out
probably near thc modern Lakhpat'. Everywhere his quick eye
seized the points subservient to the realisation of that image
which fired his imagination-the Indns a great highway of the
world's traffic with a chain of flourishing scmi-Greek mercantile
cities. On the shores of a lake through which he passed (the
1 IIE~

KwOs brl'TOA~JI, Strabo

XY,

C. 692; cf. Anspach, note 414.

Dcba.L itself has now disappeared: its site was near the existing shrine of Pir
Patho, see Vincent Smith, p. 104, and Tomascbek, p. 9.
8 Tomaschek, Topographuche ErUiutmmg, p. 6.
2
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Rann of Cutch 1) he designed more quays and docks; on tho
coast, he mapped out places for wells'. Then he again returned
to Pattala and sent bodies of men down the river to begin the work.
The plan which Alexander had formed for his retum to the
West invol ved his own marching through the sands of the Makran,
the southern border of the Empire, and the passage of the lIeet
along the coast from the mouth of the Indus to the Persian Gulf.
The latter enterprise was to be directed by the Cretan Nearchus,
who had been responsible for the navigation of the river.
Some time apparently in September 325' India saw the Yarnna
columns move out of Pattala on the homeward road. It was some
three years and a half since the brilliant figure of the warrior king
had issued from the bighlands of Kandahar to enter the confines of the Indian world: for the last year and a half he had
lIashed, a more than human wonder, before the eyes of the peoples
of the Punjab and Sind; now his meteoric appearancc iu India
was coming to its end, and obscurity falls once more on Indian
history. Alexander started with the land-force, except such troops
as were left with the satraps in the Indian provinces, for the river
Hab'. The naval armament remainecl at Pattala with Nearchus,
till the latter part of October, when the monsoon would change.
Alexander again, when he approached the Hab, found the country
empty; the tribesmen, a people of Dravidian 'stock, Arava, whom
the Greeks called Arabitae, had deserted their villages in terror.
The Europeans crossed the river (now the frontier of India and
Baluchistan) into the country of the Oritae, who still, being Dravidians, belonged ethnologically to India 4. Here some opposition,
ineffectual enough, was made to the passage of the foreigners.
One of the large villages of the Oritae, Rhambacia', was occupied
and destined for another Greek Alexandria '. Its new popUlation was
compounded largely ofpeople from the Pashtu country(Arachosians) '.
Wben Alexauder passed on into the country of the Gedrosians
(crossing from the basin of the Purali into that of the Phur) he
left a European satrap, Apollophanes, to rule the territory of the
1 General Haig says (Indus Delta Country, p. 22) that the idea. of wens in this
region is an absurdity. The shifting of the cOBst·line makes it a problem, to what region
exa.cUy the statement of our ancient author applies.
"
!II About Sept. 1, Anspach.

,

:I

Tomaschek, Topog1'aphiache Erll1.utertlng, p. 16.

4

Tomaschek connects their name with the Tamil

UT •

village,' . place: Tapa.

graphi8che ErUiuterung, p. 19.
~ Sonmiani, according to Toma.schek.
, This is identifying Rhambacia with the Alexandria. of Diodoms xvu, 104. 8.
7

CurtiuB IX, 10, 7.
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Oritae, and one of his chief captains Leonnatus remained temporarily with a force in the district to drive home upon the Oritae
that they were now the subjects of " great Empire, and to carry
out the scheme of Greek colonisation. Lconnatns had Bome stift·
fighting-one battle in which the loss on the native side is said to
have been 6000 killed, whilst on the Enropean side the loss, though
numerically insignificant, included the satrap Apollophanes.
Alexander, having crossed into Gedrosia, kept dOlm as near the
coast as possible, in order to dig wells and establish depots for food
which might serve the fleet. It was a burning and arid land, rich
only in aromatic shrubs, and the barrier of the Malan range seems
to have forced the European army into a still more appalling region
inland 'They wonld have reached it by way of the Hingol valley,
in which the Hinglaj shrine is now the last great place of Hindu
pilgrimage towards the West.
. In entering that waterless iuferno, from which he emerged,
sixty days after leaving the country of t1lC Oritac, with decimated
forces, Alexander passes out of the field of Indian history. And
yet "there is one scene which took place that year in Persia of
interest to the Indian historian. The ascetic from Taksha~ila,
whom the Greeks called Kalanos, continued to be a notable figure
amongst the men of war and philosophers surrounding the king.
Suddenly in Persia he announced his resolution to live no longer.
Nothing that Alexander could say availed to move him. l'hen by
the kings cOlllmand a pyre was erected for the sage and he was conducted to it with pomp. lIe was borne on a litter, garlanded iu
tlie Indian way and chanting in a tongue which the Yamnas could
;,~t understand. He was chanting hymns, some Indians explained,
iii praise of the gods. In sight of all the army he ascended the
pyre and adopted the due posture. The pyre had been covered
with gold aud silver vessels and precious stuffs, and these the
Indian first distributed to his friends. l'hen, as the torch was
applied, the Yavana trumpets sounded all together, and the army
shouted as they were wont to shont going into battle, and the
Indian elephants uttered their peculiar cry. As thc flames mounted
and wrapped the figure of the sage, the onlookers saw it still
motionless. This was the way in which Kalanos chose to take
leave of the Yavanas 1•
N earchus, according to Alexander's original plan, was to have
taken station at the eastern mouth of the Indus and set sail at the
end of October (325) when the monsoon changed But before
1

An.

VII,

3 i Strabo xv C. 717.
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Alexander left, it may have appeared that such·a station would be
cxposed to au attack from the maSll of Indian· fugitives who had
takeu refuge in the jungles cast of Sind Alexander at any rate
transferred the fleet to the western mouth, to wait for the favourable wind, But even bere, as soon as Alexander was gone, revolts
broke out, making the position of the Europeans untenable, and
N earchus was obliged to start, sooner than had been intended,
during the last few days of September',
The account which Nearchus left of his voyage lay before
Strabo and Arrian, as well as the subsidiary, more anecdotal,
account of Onescritus, who acted as pilot, Through later writers
we still posseSll an abstract of the book of Nearchua. To fit the
names iu it to modern sites is, of course, an interesting geographical
puzzle, which will never perhaps be made out with certainty, The
place from which the fleet started, 'Wooden Towu' (Xyline Polis)
the changes in the coast line have made indiscoverable. The
haven to which the Grecks came after some days' sail, and .which
they named' Alexander's Haven,' perhaps correspo~ded in position
with Karachi. Here the Greeks waited twenty-five days for the
wind to change, They built a stone wall round their camp on
shore to protect it from the Arava tribesmen, and spent their
enforced leisure in fishing up oysters and mussels from the sea:
At the mouth of the Hab river (Arabis) they again came to ,it
good harbour (Pliny's statement that Nearchus built a town there
is probably a misunderstanding), Beyond the Hab river they
coasted along the country of the Oritae, where Leonnatus' either
just before or soon after fought his decisive battIe· 'with' the
tribesmen, N carchus does not seem to have detected' the moutJi
of the Purali, where Hephaestion had just traced the walls of aIi
Alexandria, but at Cocala, probably somewhcre, near, fresh stores
had been deposited for the fleet by Alexander's order, and there
was an exchange of men between Nearchus and Leonnatus,. . ,.,.
At
the mouth of the river Tomet'us (Hingol) the Greeks found ~oll\e
600 half-naked inhabitants' living in stuffy huts' who made show
of hostility, but were easily put to flight by the majl-clad E~ropea~B:
Here they remained five days to repair the ships, and then sail~d
on past the promontory of ]\falana (modenl lliis Malan) the limit bf
the Oritae and of India',
'

.

"

Straboxv, C. 721.
- ,,',ll':
2 Sir Thomas Holdich's Look, The Gates of India, reconstructs the voyage, p~
Nearchus on the Qld hypothesis tha.t the Arabia is the PuraH. The important work' of
Tomascllek Sir Thomas does not seem to know.
1
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Alexander had come and gone. Was the European irruption a
violent episode which left India unchanged 1 And, if so, was that
due to an essential unchangeableness in' India under impact from
without 1 Oue may notice first that nothing was farther from
Alexander's own thought than that his invasion of India was a
mere raid. He left the Punjab and Sind solidly attached, he
believed," to his world-empire. Let ns glance once more at the
conditions there in the year 324 B.C. 'rhe country fell into three
divisions. There was first the satrapy of Philip the son of Machatas.
It is impossible to make out with certainty what its confines were.
Philip first appears (nnless he is identical with the commandant of
the .garrison in Pushkalavati ' ) as satrap in 'l'aksha.;i1a', and 'we
gather that there was then combined under his' authority the
principality of Ambhi and what had been the satrapy of Nicanor
in the lower Kabul Valley', as far as the passes over the Hindu
Kush into Bactria 4. He accompanies Alexander's expedition down
the Hydaspes (Jhelum) and is made satrap of a pl'ovince extending
as far south as the confluence of the Indus and Acesines' (Chellab).
)Ve do not however know whether this new appointmcnt was in
addition to, or in lieu of, his previous satrapy. If the. former, his
extensive satrapy continued to embrace the principality of Ambhi,
and we do not know how the douhle rule of Macedonian satrap
and native prince was adjusted. A second division was the satmpy
of l'ithon the son of Agenor, covering Sind from the Indus con.flnence to the ocean and extending westward to the Hab. A third
,vas the.large principality of the Paurava prince, extending from
the Hydaspes (Jhelum)to the IIyphasis (Beas). lIere there was
no·division of authority between prince and satrap, but the Indian
acted in both capacities himself"_ A fourth satrapy lay outside India,
but within the river system of the Indus-that of the Paropanisidac
(the Hindu Kush) with Alexandria-lmder-the-Caucasus for· its
capital.' This was the satrapy held by OXYaI-tes, Alexander's futher·in-law.' There was finally a fifth district in somewhat looser connexion with the Empire, Abhisara in Kashmjr, whose ruler, as we
have seen, had been enabled by Macedonian influence to establish
his authority over the smaller rajas in his neighbourhood.
. The European rule was' supported by an army of occupation.
·Its numbers are, not told us, but it included Macedonians and
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Greek mercenaries. Besides these Philip had at his disposal a
considerable body of Thraeians. Thc commander of this corps was
a ;',Iacedonian dcstined to play a conspicuous part in the near
future, Eudamus the Bon of Orateuas, a native of the region south
of the Ostro~o Lake, and brother of one of the Seven who con·
stituted the king's special body-guard '.
The army of occupation was, no doubt, in large part distributed
through the new cities, which were intended in Alexander's design,
not only to give the European root in the country, but to quicken
India through Greek intelligence and enterprise to new developments of commercial activity and material splendonr. There these
little bodies of Europeans remained, when Alexander was gone,
enclosed within their fresh-built walls, subject, it would seem, to the
Maeedoniun satraps but not to the native princes', urged by the
king's command to build docks and quays and reprodnee the life
of Greek cities upon the rivers of India.
'Ve know, of course, that Alexander's dream came to nothing.
The European in India faded away. But it is a mistake when we
judge the dream by its actual result. For the experiment was
never really tried; it was frustrated at its inception by an event
which no one could have foresecn,-Alexander's premature death,
without au adequate heir, less than two years after he quitted India.
~'he realisation of the dream all depended upon the Empire's holding
togethcr for a ecntury or two. Had Alexander lived to a normal
age, there is no reason why it should not have doue 80. As it was,
the rapidly constructed fabric, its cement still soft, fell quickly
to pieces. If a military occupation of eight years or so left no
permanent trace upon the north-west of India, we can hardly infer
from that the essential nnl'eceptiveneBs of India for Hellenism.
Had the occupation been prolonged for a series of generations, the
result might have been very differeut. The idea, ineradicable from
modern jonrnalism, that' the East' (whatevcr that vague term may
denote) is by its nature impervious to the rationalistic cultnre of
ancient Greece and modern Europe is not supported by the facts,
either by what happened in aucient Syria, or what happened in
the Muhammadan kingdoms of the Middle Ages, or by what is
happening to-day in India, Ohina, and Japan. When the rest of
the East, after the passage of phalanx and le!>ion, 'plunged in
thought again,' it was thought profoundly modified by the Greek
An. VI, 15, 2; 28,4; Curt. x, I, 21 j Diod. ::ux, 14, 1.
10 colooias in Indis conditas Pithon Agenoris filius mittitur,' Justin
qooted by Niese (p. 504).
1
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schoolmaster who followed in thc soldier's train. In India Hellenic
rationalism 1 would have come into contact with more elaborate
homegrown systems of imaginative thought or intuition than the
nearer East afforded. What wonld have happened we cannot say;
but that the contact wonld have left either unaffected is highly
improbable.
The European invasion of India was an event of too great
magnitude not· to have far-reaching consequences. As other overflowings of foreign conquests have done, it swept away internal
barricrs which prevented the unification of the lands concerned.
The confederacies of free tribes, which had maintained their proud
isolation from other political systems, were left utterly broken.
Smaller principalities were swallowed up in a realm such as that
given by Alexander to the Pam·ava. This, no doubt, made it a
simpler matter for the Maurya king a few years later to take these
conntries into his great Indian empire.
'l'he contact of India with the Greek world did not cease with
the disruption of Alexander's empire. 'Vhat can be traced of later
political connexions between Indian and Hellenistic kings will be
exhibited in another chapter. Any inflnences which can ultimately
be shown to have reached India fr01l1 the Greek 'Vest, whether
throngh the medium of Seleucid or Bactrian kiugs or of the Roman
Empire, which took up the inheritance of Hellenism in Asia, may
be ·re,.'arded as conseqnences of the work of Alexander. If they
were not consequences of the work which Alexander did in India,
they were, in any case, consequences of the work which he did
when he established Hellenism in Iran, Syria, Asia Minor, and
Egypt. India indeed and the Greek world only tonched each other
on their fringes, and there was neyer a chance for elemeuts of
the Hellenistic tradition to strike root in India, as a part of
Hellenism struck root in the Nearer East and was still yital in
the Muhammadan, largely Hellenistic, culture of the Middle Ages.
There are, however, the two unquestionable cases of transmission,
which will be noted in subsequent chapters-the artistic types
conveyed by the school of Gandhara, and the Greek astronomy
)vhich snperseded the primitive native system in the lattel' part of
the fourth century A.1l.
When Alexander died, it was plain that the imperial system in
India was as yet anything but secure. It lVas not only a case of
the people of the land proving restive; the Europeans themselves
1 A chance light is thrown on Alexander's intentions' Ichthyophagos vetuit piscibus
vivere,' PliD. N.H. VI, § 95; cf. Curt. VIII, S, 12.
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did not form a harmonious community. Although thousands of
Greeks had fought, as mercenaries or allies, side by side with the
~Iacedouiaus in the conquest of Asia, and to the A.siatics, no doubt,
appeared indistinguishably as Yavanas, neither kiudred people
loved the other. It was specially Greek veterans whom Alexander
had settled in his new eastern cities'. In Baetria and Sogdiana
we know that they had becn settled very much against their will
and tried at the first opportnnity to make their way home. Their
settlement in the remote colonies was sometimcs a pnnishment foc
disalrection'. We may conclude that the Greeks who had been
planted in the Punjab did not find their surroundings congenial.
Within a few months apparently of Alexander's departnre, the
Greek mercenaries nnder Philip rose in mntiny. Philip received
a mortal wound. Instantly his Maccdonian guards avenged his
death npon the Greeks. 'l'hen orders came from Alexander that
till a satrap was appointed to sncceed l'hilip, th" province shonld
be administered by the raja of Takshru;ila and Eudaruus, the
commander of the Thracians. This provisional arrangement was
apparently still in force, whcn the news reached India in the
summer of 323 B.C. that the great king was dead Suddenly in
Babylon his desigus for conquest and organisation had come to
an end.
f ,', ...
ATHENIAN AND J\IACEDONI;L'I COINS IN INDIA

It is difficnlt to Bay how far the cnrrency of India was
immediately affected by Alexander's conquest. In the eml, of
course, it must have been profoundly modified by thc disappear.
ance of the Persian sigloi, the issue of which did not long survive
the overthrow of Darius III, as well as by the stimulus which
native art undoubtedly rcccived as a result of the Greek invasion. But the change did not come all at once, and the task of
dctCl111ining the exact course that events followed is rendered
virtually impossible by the lack of trustworthy evidence. It is,
indeed, often stated that India was one of the IIIany quarters of
the ancient world into which the silver tetradrachms of Athells
made their way, "nd also that imitations of Athenian coins are
found from time to time in the Puujab. If these statements could
be confirmed, they would furnish at least one definite clue. A
demand for local copies would only arise when the supply of
originals raIl short, and such a shortage could most readily be
accounted for by counecting it with the paralysis that overtook
I
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the Athenian mint when the city was finally crushed beneath the
heel of Macedon. Indian imitations might, therefore, be assigned
with reasonable confidence to the period of Macedonian snpre·
macy. As a matter of fact, however, enqniry ha" failed to bring
to light any trustworthy records of the actual discovery of ' owls'
in India, while the imitations acquired by the British Museum at
Rawalpindi appear to have been brought without exception from
the northern side of the frontier and thus to be of Central Asian,
rather than of Indial.l, origin. Precisely the same difficulty besets
any attempt to establish an intimate connexion between India
itself and those coins of a Macedonian character which are
nsually described as being of Indian provenance; in all definitely
ascertained cases the 'find-spot' lies beyond the Hindu Kush.
Nevertheless, as fresh testimony may at any moment emerge, it
seems desirable to enumerate briefly the more important of the
issues concerned.
The imitations of Athenian tetradrachms fall into two distinct
gronps. The first of these (PI. I, 7) approximates fairly closely
to the original model. One variety, however,-represented hoth
in the Bodleian and in the British Museum (PI. I, 8)-reads, not
AOE, but All, which Head interprets as perhaps referring to the
Aigloi, whom Herodotus (m, 92) mentions as dwelling to the north
of the BactIians. The second gronp (1'1. T, 9, 10) is characterised by a
softer style, by the presence of the monogram 1'/1, and by the use
of a bunch of grapes as a symbol. The difference between the two
is emphasised by the fact that, whereas the dies from which coins
belonging to the first arc struck have lain at all conceivable
angles relatively to one another, the types of the coins belonging
to the second arc adjusted ( II) with a nicety which points to the
employment of a hinge or of some equally effective mechanical
contrivancc. Further, while the 6rst group appears to con,ist
solely of tetradrachms, the second includes also didrachms alld
drachms (1'1. 1,11,12). These smaller denominations arc remarkable
in that they are not minted, like the tetradrachms, on the Attic
standard, which has a maximulll weight of 67'5 grains (4'37
grammes) to the drachm, but 011 a standard in which the drachm
seems to have weighed at the outside no more than 58 grains
(3'75 grammes). In this and other rcspeets they link themselves
naturally to a set of drachms and diobols which are struck from
regularly adjusted dies (11), but in which the place of the
Athenian owl is taken by an eagle, looking backwards CPI. I, 13).
On the drachms and diobols just referred to, the bunch of grapes
:25-2
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still figures "s·" symbol. In one instance it is accompanied by
a caduceus.
Somc ground for thinking that at least the smaller Athenian
imitations were not unfamiliar in the north of India is furuished
by a notable series of silver drachms of Attic weight (PI. I, 17), for
the actual finding of which in the Punjab General Cunningham is
able to vouch. They are struck from regularly adjnsted dies (t I),
and these dies have been cut by a Greek artist who signs himself
M or M N. The obverse shows the head of ~ warrior wearing a
close-fitting helmet, wreathed with olive, while the reverse has a
cock standing to right with a caducens behind. The legend is
~n.<pYTOY.
Apart from the circumstance that a uniqne trihemiobol in the Berlin Museum has the head of Athena, instead
of that of a warrior, the coins leave a general impression of
having been designed after an Athenian prototype. This and the
absence of a royal title go to indicate a date not long subsequent
to Alexander's expedition, a conclusion which in its tum fits in
well with the current interpretation of the inscription. Sophytes
(Saubhiiti) has been by universal consent identified with the
Sopeithes of Arrian (VI, 2, 2) and Strabo (xv, 699). If this view is
right, his coins may be reb'Ur(\ed as a very direct memorial of
Greek influence in India.
A few coins with the name of Alexander himself have also
been classed as Indian. Thus a bronze piece, not distinguishable
from his ordinary issues except that it is of squarish shape, has for
many years been tacitly accepted as proof that the conqueror
issued money of his own ill India, conforming so far to local
custom as to adopt the native fashion of striking the coins on
blanks cut from oblong strips or bars. But the piece, which is
now in Berlin, stands absolutcly alone. Beyond the shape,.thcre
is not a particle of evidence to suggest association with the
East. And closer scrutiny points to the shape being no more than
an accidental freak, the result of awkward handling by some
workman at a ·Western mint!. A group of silver tetradraehms
deserves more serions consideration. They have on the obverse
a head of Zeus, and on the reverse an cagle on a thunderbolt,
accompanied by the legend AAE:EAN6POY (PI. 1,14). The types
arc :lIacedonian, and the coins were long believed to be European
and to represent AleX"<1uder's earliest mintage. There can, however,
1 This is the emphatic opinion of Prof. Regling, who has been good enough to
examine the original carefully. His view is fully borne out by a cast which he ha's
kindly supplied.
' I
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be little doubt that Head is right in claiming them for the East.
The significance of the syrn bol in the fiehl, which he was the first
to recognise as a satrapaI tiara, is unmistakable. Again, the only
specimen whose history is known, came from Rawalpindi, while a
diobol of similar types is said to have been in the hands of a
dealer in Tashkand in 1906. Finally, although the die-positions
are irregnlar, there are points of contact with the second group
of Athenian imitations described above. To say nothing of the
eagle with reverted head, certain subsidiary symbols-an olivespray with leaves and berry, and a vine-branch with grapes
-are common to both; and both are apparently struck on the
same abnormal standard, the average weight of three of the
)lacedonian tetradrachms being 217'5 grains (14'09 grammes).
But, if the coins in question are Eastern, it does not follow that
they are Indian. On the contrary, the evidence of provenance,
slight thongh it be, is all in favour of Central Asia. And so, too,
is that of the peculiar weight standard. When this standard
next emerges in that quarter of the world, it is among coins
struck by Antiochus I during his viceroyalty or, in other words,
after Seleucus Nicator had formally renounced his pretensions
to the Punjab as part of his bargain with Chandragnpta. The
inference is that the district whose needs tetradrachms of the sort
were meant to meet, lay beyond the confines of India.
None of the pieces we have boen discussing bear the King's
title. Both title and name (f3au'Airo< 'A),.€~avSpov) have, however,
been read into the monogram6\., which occurs on an extraordinary
silver decadrachm of Attic weight, now in the British Mnseum
(PI. I, 16). The obverse type is a horseman, with lance at rest,
charging down upon a retreating elephant, on the back of which
are two men turning round to face their pursuer. On the reverse,
beside the IDonO!,'TIIm, is a tall figure, wearing cuirass, cloak and
cap, and having a sword by his side, standing to left holding a
thunderbolt and a spear. In spite of certajn featnres which are
not altogether satisfactory, the genuiueness of the coin has been
unhesitatingly accepted by lIead and Gardner, and from such
experienced judges it would be very rash to differ. Gardner, who
was the first to publish it (N.C., 1887, p. 177), was disposed to give
it to Bactria aud to connect it with' some notable victory won by
a Greek King of Bactria over the invading hordes of Yneh-chi in
the second century RC,' Head, on the other hand, comes to
the conclusion, 'after a careful study of the fabric ... that it
belongs to Alexander's own time, and that it records the historical
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event of his invasion of the Punjab in 326 B.O.' He sees in the
standing fignre a representation of Alexander as Zeus, while he
pnts forward the interesting suggestion that the lance is being
wielded, not by, the horseman, but by the rearmost of the two
elephant-riders, and tbat consequently the scene depicted is the
retreat of Porus and his pursuit by Taxiles, exactly as recorded
by Arrian (v, 18~ The coin, he thinks, may have been struck by
Taxiles Illmself at his capital city Taksha~ila. Unfortunately this
hypothesis is not supported by the' find-spot' of the,decadrachm.
It was discovered at Khullum in Bnkhara.
A similar iucouclusive result awaits any endeavour to sift the
assertion" so frequently advanced as to the circulation, and even
the striking, of double darics in Indi& These fine gold coins
(PI. I, 6) are, in the strict sense, Persian. But it is hardly likely
that any of them were minted until after the defeat of the last
of the Achaemeuids by Alexander. It is certaiu that the great
majority bear Greek monograms or letters, and that they were
issned at Babylon, and possibly elsewhere, by the satraps of the
Macedonian conqneror. That they were popular in the East, is
beyond qnestion. Whether they made their way into India 'is
another matter. The statement that they were struck there has
nothing whatever to confirm it. Nearly all of the specimens ,in
the British Museum were acquired at R,'walpindi, but the real
source seems to have been the rich find or series of finds made
about 1877 and 1878 in Bnkhara, 'eight marches beyond the
Oxns, at an old fort on the tongue of land formed by two joining
rivers.' The precise locality appears to have been Kabadian, a
town on the Kapinahan, in the ancient Sogdiana.

CHAPTER XVI
INDIA IN EARLY GREEK AND LATIN LITERATURE
IN this chapter we shift our point of view.

We no longer try

to transfer ourselves to ancient India and se'e for ourselves what
is going on there: we ask instead what impression this magnitude,
'India, made upon another people-the Hellenes on the shores
of the lIIediterranean, the progenitors of our modern European
rationalistic civilisation. India is for us now a remote couutry,
2800 miles away.
The Greek peoples at the time when the Homeric poems were
composed had probably never heard of India, and k-new nothing
of the Aryan cousins separated from them by the great Semitic
kingdoms of Assyria and Babylonia. At most they knew that
'peoples of dark complexion dwelt, some towards the setting, and
'some towards the rising, sun I. The Homeric Greeks used ivory,
'and were no doubt aware that it was tbe tusk of all animal-the
Phoenician traders indeed will have called it, as the Hebrews did,
sh:i!n, 'tooth '-but the ivory was more probably African ivory
brought from Egypt tban Indian'.
Tbe Greek word for tin, again, found already in Homer,
kassitero8, has been adduced 8 to sbow tbat tin was among the
wares which travelled to the Greek world from India. For the
Greek word is obviously the same as the Sanskrit word "asetra.
Unfortunately the borrowing seems to have been the other way.
Tbe word kastlra found its way comparatively late into India
from Greece '.
In the sixth centnry B.C. the Semitic and other kingdoms of
Nearer Asia disappeared before a vast Aryan Empire, the Persian,
which toucbed Grcece at one extremity and India at the other.
Tribute from Ionia and tribute from the frontier hills of India found
its way into the same imperial treasure-houses at Ecbatana or SnBa.
1 Odyuey I, 22 f.
2 The derivation of the Greek word for ivory. elepha" given in Liddell a.nd Scott
is etymology at its wildest. It is supposed to be the Sa.nskrit word ibOO, meaning
• elephant,' preceded by the Arabic definite artic1e el (I). Not much can be built
upon the pa.ssage, I Kings, x, 22, where the Hebrew anthor states that the navy of King
Solomon in tbe tenth century B,C. brought (according to our English version) 'ivory.
apes, and peacocks.' See Cheyne in Encycl, Bibl., B. t'. ' Ophir' a.nd ' Peacocks.'
S E,g. by Lassen, II, 632.
.. Daremberg and Saglio, s.p. 'stannum.'
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Contingents from the Greek cities of Asia Minor served in the
same armies with levies from the banks of the Indus. From the
Persittu the name lruloi, 'Indians,' now passed into Greek speech.
Allusions to India bcgin to appcar in Greek literature 1.
It is not a mere accident that the books produced by a people
who dwelt so far away from India shonld to-aay contribute to our
knowledge of ancient India. In the Greek republics a new quality
was appearing in the world-or rather the development of a
certain factor in the human mind to au activity and powel'.,nit
seen before-,-the quality which we may describe as Rationalism.
That is what makes the essential continuity between the ancien~
Mediterraneau civilisation and the civilisation which has developed so wonderfully in Europe during the last five centuries.
A characteristic of this rationalism is a lively curiosity as to the
facts of the Universe, an interest which directs itself npon the
endless variety of the world, in contrast with that movement of
the spirit, exemplified in the sages of India _and in the piety ,of
medieval Europe, which seeks to flee from the Many to the One.
To be interested in a fact as such, to care so much about its
precise individual character, as to examine and verify and try to
get its real contoul'S, to value hypothesis only -so far as it can
be substantiated by reference to objective truth-these are the
motives behind modern Western Science; and a disinterested
intellectnal curiosity in the facts of' the outside world has actually
helped to give the West a power to modify and control that world
for practical uses never before possessed by man. It was the
beginning of this iuterest in the facts of the world, the desire
to see things as they really were, which marked ancient Greek
culture, as expressed in its writiugs and its art. The universal
curiosity of Herodotus in the fifth century RO" the eager eyes
of the men of science and of action who accompanied Alexander,
the industrious enquiries of Megasthenes-it is to these that we
owe such information about India as the Greek and Latin books
contain.
Aud yet in order to estimate this information truly one mu~t
bear in mind some limiting considerations. The motive of intellectual curiosity just described, the critical scientific temper,
I

I Indian influence has been ItUeged in the philosophy of PythagoraEl who must have.
been born in the early years of the sixth century, some fifty years before the Persia.n
conquest or Babylon. The question is examined at length by Prof. A. B. Keith in the
J.R.A.S. for 1909, pp. 569 r., Pythagoras and the Thctrine of Transmigration. Prof.
Keith's conclusion is that there is no evidence for the Indian influence.
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has never heen exhibited in complete purity. It is all a question
of more or less. The Greeks had it more than any previous
people; the modern man of science has it more than the
Greeks; but not even the modern man of science has so far'
reduced all the other elements of human nature to their proper
pIftee, as to make his c1l1iosity absolutely disinterested or his
criticism impeccably scientific. In the case of' the ancient
Greeks, scientific curiosity was constantly being interfered with
and thwarted by another interest which was strong in themthe love of literary form, the delight in logical expression. One
of the, reasons why Natural Science never got farther than it did
among the Greeks is that a book·tradition would so soon establish
itself in which, the original observation became stereotyped and
passed on from writer to ~Titer with no fresh verification or
addition. From the fifth century onwards a conventional classicism
was always hemming in vitality and making literature opaque to
real life. This is what olle has to remember in approaching the
Greek notices of India or their reprodnction by Latin writers.
The classical notices of India represent ouly three groups of
original docnments, (1) the works produced by Greeks of Asia
Minor from the latter part of the sixth century till the beginning
of the fourth century RC., (2) the works based upon the expedition
of Alexander in the fourth century, and (il) the works of the Greek
ambassadors sent in the third century from Syria and Egypt to
the court of Pataliplltra. The first group-ScyJax, Hecataeus,
Herodotus, Ctesias-was for most purposes superseded by the
two later ones, since the expedition of Alexander marked a lIew
epoch of geographical knowledge. Yet to some extent even in
later times the earlier writers were drawn upon.
The first Greek book about India was perhaps written in the
latter part of the sixth century RC. by Scylax of Caryanda, a
Greek sea.captain, whom King Darius (522-486 B.C.) employed'to
explore the conrse of the Indus ' . '1'he book seems to have lain
before Aristotle two centuries later, who quotes, as coming from
it, a statement that among the Indians the kings were held to be
of a superior race to their subjects'. SCY\'LX probably did not
tell mueh of his own experiences in descending the Indus, or we
should have heard of his book in connexion with the voyage of
Alexander. He probably preferred to astonish his countrymen
with travellers' tales-stories of people who used their enormous
feet as sunshades (Skiapodes), of people who wrapped themselves
1

HerodotuS' 1'1", 44.

S

Polito vn, 14.
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up in their own ears (Otolilmoi or Enotokoitot), of people with
one eye, and so on, with which the Greek tradition about India
thns started and which it retained to the end I. These stories, it
is now recognised, correspond with statements in the old Indian
books abont peoples on the confines of the Indian world, and
Scybx may therefore vcry well h,we really heard them from
Indians and accepted them in simple faith.
Hecataeus of Miletus had probably already given forth his
geographical work, the Periodos GIis, before 500 B.C. At ,theextremity of his field of vision there was some vague picture,
derived from Scylax and the Persians, of the Indian world. His
know ledge stopped on the frontier of the Persian Empire, the
river Indns. Beyond that was just a great desert of sand But
the name of the people called Gandbari on the upper Indus had
reachcd him, and the name of a city in that region, whence Scylax
had started on his expedition down the river: Hecataeus wrote it
as Kaspapyros. He mentioned the naines of other Indian peoples
too of the frontier hills-Opiai. Kalatiai are the ones preserved in
his fragnlents-and a city of India which he called Argante. The
fabulous Skiapodes also appeared in Hecataeus as well as in
Scylax, though Hecataeus by some confusion connected them with
the African Aethiopians instead of with India'.
We may probably infer from the long geographical passages
in the plays of Aeschylus, that a livcly interest in far-off peoples
and strange lands was general in the Greek world of the fifth
century. Where an ancient Argive king in the Suppliants has
to express wonder at the foreign garb of the Egyptian maidens,
the poet takes the opportunity to give evidence of his anthropological knowledge. The king mentions different races whose
appearance might be like that, and, in the conrse of his specnlations,
says'Moreover I hear tell of Indians, of women that go roving
on camels, monnted horse-fashion, riding on padded saddles, them
that are citizens of a land neighbouring the Ethiopians':
-;
1 Philostratu8, Vito Apoll. m, 47: Tzetzes, Chilo VII, 630 r.
"

See article by Von Radinger in Pauly-WiasowB., •. v. 'Hekataios.'
d'
'Ipoaf 7" ciICOtlw PO.ucWaf bnrofla..aoC1'w
d.l'IlL Ka/Lr,Ao'f acrTpa/3,jovcrll$, X861'a,
7rap' AUJtOlf'" do"Ttljt€lTlwoup.b'ar.
Supplicel 2~4-2S6. '
So the passage reads in Sidgwiok'8 text. This involves a certain amount of conjectural
emendation, flince the MS. reading is obviously in part corrupt. One must add that
the emendation proposed by Professor Tuoker and approved by W. Headla,m. TOleu for
'boas {)l8. 'lv.5our), eliminates the Indians altogether.
2
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In the Greek books which we possess this is the earliest
mention of Indians by name.
A good deal of what Herodotus wrote about India (middle of
the fifth century) was no doubt drawn from Hecataeus-his idea,
for instance, that the river Indus flowed towards the east, and
that beyond that corner of India which the Persians knew there
was nothing towards the east but a waste of sand. Perhaps what
Herodotus says is less remarkable than what he does not say.
For of the monstrous races which Scylax and Hecataeus before
him, which Ctesias and Megasthenes after him, made all essential
part of the Indian world, Herodotus says not a word. Hellenic
rationalism took in him the form of a saving good sense. Certain
of the broad facts about India Herodotus knew correctly-the
diversity of its population, for one. 'There be many nations of
Indians/- he says, 'diverse one from the other in tongue, some
of them are roving tribes, some of them are settled, and some
dwell in the swamps of the rivCl', and live on raw fish which they
catch from boats of reed (l:alamos)l.' Herodotus knew also that
the population of India was a very vast one. 'The Indians are
by far the greatest mnltitude of all the peoples of men whom we
know',' he says. Of course, the Indians who came especially within
the 'sphere of his knowledge wonld be the more or less barbarous
tribes near the Persian frontier. What he tells us therefore of
their manners and cnstoms does not apply to civilised India. Of
the peoples beyond the Persian frontier he had heard of the
marsh-dwellers, who dressed in garments made of some sort of
water-reed 3 • Other Indians dwelling to the east of these are
rovers, eaters of raw flesh, and they are called 'Padaeans.' He
goes on to say that members of the tribe were killed on
the approach of old age and eaten by their fellow-tribesmen'.
98.
' IU, 94,
These would be people living in the oountry flooded by the Indus, the Miinwili
district of Sind, where, as LQSsen points out, mats and ba.skets are still made from the
reeds of the river.
4 Lie1,1tenant Prendergast, quoted in the Asiatic Journal, New Series, v (1831) J p.ISl,
was assured by IL Gond tha.t in his native village cannibalism of this kind was still practised. This may ha.ve been the isolated survival of a. more general cannibalism among
the Gonds. As Lieutenant Prendergast's statement, now more than 80 years old, is
still quoted in evidence for the practice among these tribes, one presumes tbat later
evidenee is hard to find. E. T. DaltOD, Ethnology of Bengal (1872), p. 220, mentions a
tribe called Birbors, accused of cannibalism. Some of them had assured him that they
had themselves given up the practice, but 'they admitted that their fathers were in the
habit of disposing of the dead in the manner indicated, viz. by feasting on the bodies;
but they declared they never shortened life to provide sucb feasts, and shrank with
1 Ill,
3
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Others of the Indians would not cat the flesh of any living
thing or sow fields or live in honses. 'Whenever a man of this
people falls into a sickness, hc goes into the desert and lies down
there: and no one pays any regard when a man is dead or fallen
ill: The Indians who dwelt near the city of Kaspapyros and the
conntry of the Pactyes (Pashtus), that is, the hill-trihes about the
Kabul valley, were, he says, the most warlike. It was from these,
of course, that the Persian government drew levies. Among them
was the tribe called Kallatiai, who ate the bodies of their dead
relatious ,. He describes the dress of the Indians serving in the
army of Xerxes. They wore garments made from trees (i.e. cotton)
and carried bows of reed and arrows of reed with iron heads'.
Some fonght on foot and some in chariots drawn by horses and
wild asses'. 'fhe account of the ants who throw up mounds of
gold dust, which afterwards became a permancnt elcment in the
classic conception of India, was given in full by Herodotus'. 'fho
facts on which the account was based seem now fairly clear.
Gold-dust was actually brought as tribute by the tribes of
Dardistan in KashmIr and was called by thc Indians pip'ilika,
'ant gold ': When Herodotns says that the ants were the sizc
of dogs and fiercely attacked anyone carrying off the gold, . it
has been plausibly snggested that the account was derived from
people who had been chased by the formidable dogs kept by the
native millcrs 6.
As to the pecnliar products of India, it is interesting that
Herodotus told the Greek world, perhaps for the first time, of
the trees that bore wool,.' snrpassing in beauty and in quality the
wool of sheep; and the Indians wear clothing from these trees ,:
The peacock, which was introduced into Greece during the
second half of the fifth centnry B.C., retained in his designations
evidences both of his Indian ori.,";n (Tao;<) and of the ronte-via the
Persian empire-by whieb he had been conveyed (M,]Il"';l< 6p"");
and it seems to be more than a coincidence that the only Buddhist
mention of Babylon is in cOimexion with a story concerning the
importation of this magnificent bird '.

,

horror a.t the idea of any bodies but those of their own blood relations being served up
to them I' The Cyclopaedia of india. (Quaritch, 1885), which quotes the passage from
Dalton, under' Birhor " omi ts to note thatDalton himseli says, •Ihave no faithin tbe story.';
1 II1, 3B.
~ VII, 65.
~ VII, 86.
" 1lI, 102 f.
~ The gold-digging ants are mentioned in the Mahiibhiirata, II, 1860 (Calcutta ed.).
6 )I'Crindle, Ancient It/dia, p. 44, note 3.
7 m, lQ6.
"
tI See the Biiveru Jiitaka (No. 339 of the Jiitaka collection) and M. Sylvain Levi's
article in Annuaire (Ie l'Ecole Pratique des I-Iautes Etudes (1913-4).
I
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Ctcsias of Cnidus, a generation later than Herodotus, had
exceptional opportunities for aC'luiring knowledge about India,
siuce he resided for seventeen years (from 415 to 397 B.C.) at the
Persian court as physician to the king Artaxerxes Mnemon ' . As a
matter of fact his contribution seems to have been the most
worthless of all those which went to make up the classical
tradition. Ctesias apparently was a deliberate liar. Modern
writers nrge that some of his monstrosities-his dog-faced men',
his pygmies and so on-can be paralleled by the statements in
old Indian books. 'I'his shows that Ctesias was not above saving
himself the tronble of fresh invention when statements sufficieutly
sensational were furnished him by others. Auy parallel which
can be proved between Ctesias and old-Indian tradition is, of
course, interesting and exhibits the Greek as to that extent a
borrower rather than as creatively mendacious, and, where we
cannot prove a parallel, it is always possible that the statements
of.Ctesias may have been suggested by travellers' tales; but it
is equally possible that he was drawing upon nothing but his
imagination. One of his most monstrous animals, the creature
as large as a lion, with a human face, which shoots stings out
of the end of its tail, called in the Indian language, says Ctesias,
martiklwra-as a matter of fact the word is Persiau-Ctesias
affirms that he had himself seen, as one was seut as a present to
the Persian king! This gives the measure of the man. No doubt,
his wildest statemeuts about the fauna and flora of India can, if
sufficiently trimmed, he made to bear a sort of resemblance to
something real', bnt it seems ingennity wasted to attempt to
establish these connexiollS. The influence of Ctesias upon the
Greek conception of India was probably great. It confirmed for
ever in the West the idea that India was a land where nothing
was impossible-a land of nightmare monsters and strange poisons,
of gold and gems'.
Where Ctesias described the people of India as 'very just'
(3tKatCl'ra'To£), we may 3ce the rcflcxion of a common Greek belief
that a people of ideal goodness lived somewhere at the extremities
of the earth, or in this case we may perhaps gather the imprcssion
made upon strangers by a social system so firmly governed ill its
Diad. n, 32, 4; Pluto Artax. 2l.
The l}vamukhas or Sanskrit literature, e.g. Varahamibira., Rrillat8a7~hita.
S For what may be done in this direction, see Prof. H. H. Wilson's Notes on (he
Indica of Ctesias (Oxford, 1836).
~ Cf. Plin. N.H. VI, § 58 f.
I

~
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complex structure and the working of its parts by traditional
law.
It was genemlly recognised in the Greek world of the fourth
eeutury that a great race called Indian, a substantial part of
mankind, lived towards the snnrising '. WI,en European science,
in the person of those philosophers who accompanied Alexander,
first entered npon the Indian world, it had already made one
substantial discovery as to the world in which man is placed.
It was generally recognised in the Greek philosophic schools that·
the earth was a globe. It was already a matter of interest "to
determine the size of the globe and to know the measure of the
lands and seas which covered it. And the men with Alexander,
who found themselves in the plains of India stretcbing to even
vaster distances beyond, or who, from the mouth of the Indus
saw the coast fading to the eastward out of sight, were"anxious
to know what dimensions and shape they ought actnally to give to
this India upon their maps. They had not traversed more than a"
corner of it, and, had they gone to its extremities, they possessed
uone of our means of accumte surveying. It was only by report
of the people of the land, based nltimately no doubt upon the
rough practical reckonings of merchants and seamen, that they,
could form any couception of it. 'l'his being so, the eonjectnres
which they recorded for the instruction of the West, have interest
for us to-day, only as showing how near the' truth under such
circumstances men could come.
Of the companions of Alexander, three men chiefly enriched
the Greek conception of India by their writings. One was
Nearchus, a Cretan by extraction, whose home was in Macedonia,
where he had been a friend in youth of Alexander's. This was
the man whom Alexander put in command of the fleet which
explored the coast between the Indus and the Persiau gulf, and
Xearchns later on gave his own account of this expedition to the
world. His book also contained a good deal of incidental information abont India. He appears from the fragments quoted
to have been an honest repOl'ter, who took pains to verify the
stories which were told him'. Another was Ollesicritus from the
Greek islalld of Aegina, who regarded the Cynic philosopher
Diogenes as his master, a man with some practical kll,?wledge
of sea-craft, sillce Alexander made him pilot of the royal vessel
down the Indus. Onesicritus took part in the expedition of
1
2

Ephoru8, frag. 38 (Frag. Hist. Graec. I, p. 243).
Susemiu], Gt:sclt. d. griech. Lit. in deT A.uxandrinerzeit,

1,

p. 653,
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N carchus, and he too afterwards wrote a book about it and
about India. Strabo considered him untruthful, and he has
gencmlly a bad reputation with modern scholars, though this
unfavonrablejudgment has been seriously challenged ' . The third
was Aristobulus, a Greek probably from the Chalcidic peninsula,
who not only accompanied Alexander through India, but was
entrusted with certain commissions, perhaps not military ones'.
AristobuluB wrote his book long afterwards, in extreme old age.
His interest was predominantly geographical, not military; yet
his book seems to have been adversely affected by the rhetorical
fashion and perhaps by the Alexander myth which had already
begun to take popular shape at the time when he wrote 3• A fourth
writer, a contemporary, but not a companion, of Alexander,
Clitarchus of Colophon, also contributed to popular notions about
India. Clitarchus wrote a history of Alexander of a highly
journalistic character, drawing largely, it would seem, upon
imagination. The book became the most popular of all the
histories of Alexauder. Although Clitarchns in his main outlines
had to keep to the facts, so many eye-witnesses being stilI alive,
the romance, as distinguished from the history, of Alexander takes
its start from him. In the Indian part of his history, for instance,
he introduced a delightful story of how the Macedonian army,
marching through the jungles, had mistaken a troop of monkeys
for a hostile army'. St.'l.temcnts about India, from such a source,
might get very wide currency without having much basis in
reality.
The books written by the companions of Alexander or derived
from their accounts were supplemented in the third centnry hy
the books in which the European ambassadors sent by the
Hellenistic kings to India' told what they heard and saw. It
is very odd that with such opportunities none of the ambassadors
seems to have produced anything substantial except Megasthenes.
Had Daimachus or Dionysius given any fresh first-hand iufOl.nation of interest, we could not fail to have traced some of it in
later writers. The statements.quoted from Daimachns, that there
was a species of yellow pigeons in India which were brought as
presents to the king', and the notice of some peculiar-shaped
Susemihl, op. cit. I, 535, pronounces against Onesicritus: E. Schwartz def-ends him.
Strabo xv, C. 693; Arr. VI, 29, 10.
s Susemihl, op. cit. p. 540: Schwartz 'Aristobulus (14)' in PauIy-Wissowa, de-

1
~

preciatory.
4 Ael. Nat. Anim. un, 25.
6

Frag. 3 (Frag. Hi8t. Graec.

~
11,

p. 440).

See a.lso Cbapter
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sideboard', nrc a poor yield. On the other hand the book written
by Megasthenes WM the fullest account of India which the Greek
world ever had .. Only one other writer calls for mention, Patrocles,
who held command in the eastern provinces of Iron under Selencus I
and Antiochus I. One docs not gather that his book tonched India
except in so far as it dealt with the general dimensions of the
countries of Asia. Patroeles, however, had access to official sources
and what he did say of India seems to have been creditably near
.
the truth'.
The companions of Alexander did not, so far 3.'l we 1";0;',
attempt to'give any precise statement of the dimensions of India:
Onesicritus' shot valiantly beyond the mark, declaring that it waS
a third of the habitable earth. Nearchus gathered that it took
four months to cross the plains to the eastern ocean'. When
Seleucns had established his rule over Iran, and entered into
diplomatic relations wit], the court of Pataliputra, Greek writers
ventured to give figures for India as a whole. Patroc1es put down
the distance from the southernmost point of India to the Himalayas
as 15,000 stades (1724 miles)'-a happy guess, for the actual
distance is about 1800 miles. Megasthenes was farther out in
putting the extent from north to south, where it is shortest, at
22,300 stades'. "Vhere it is shortest' makes a difficulty, which
the modern books seem to pass by, Meg3.'lth~nes probably conceived the Indus, like Eratosthcnes, to flow directly southwards
and thus to coustitute the western side of the quadrilateral
India. 1'he general direction of the coast from the month of
the Indns to Capc Comorin was tbonght of, not as it really is,
south-south-easterly, bnt as east-south-east, making it the sonthern
side of the qnadrilateral. But, if so, the course of the Indus itself
meMnres the distance from the northern to the sonthern side,
1vhere it is shortest. l\Iegasthenes must then have made an
enormous miscalculation, and that in a region traversed and
measured by Alexander, for the distance as the crow flies from
the Himalayas to the month of the Indns is equivalent only to
6700 stades (770 miles). What Megasthenes malle the greatest
leugth from the northern to the southern Bide to be we are not
told, but his contemporary Dalmachns affirmed that in some places
it was as much as 30,000 stades (3443 miles)7, The distance from
west to east, whcre it is shortest-the distance, that is, from
1 Frog. 4.
a Fra.g. 11 = Stra bo xv, U. 689.
~ Patrocles, Frag. 1= Strabo II, C. GS.
7 Dalmachus, Frag. 1 = Strabo II, C. 69.

I!

4.
6

Susemihl, op. cit. p. 657.
Frag. 1=:8trabo :xv, C. 689.
Frag. 6=:Arr. IJ1d. 3, 7.
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the Indus to the Bay of Bengal-Patrocles put at 15,000 st.'1.des
(1724 miles) and Megasthenes at 16,000 stades (1838 miles)'.
'fhe actual distance is about 1360 miles, but the figure of Megasthenes was got apparently by combining the 10,000 stades
measured along the Royal Road from the Indns to Pataliputra
with the estimated distance from Pataliputra by way of the
Ganges to the sea, 6000 stades. Eratosthenes, the great geographer,
a generation later (born 276 n.c.), who is followed by Strabo, accepted the 16,000 stades of Megasthenes as the extent of India
from the Indns to the month of the Ganges. But the western
side of the qnadrilateral-the conrse of the Indus-he rednced to
13,000 stades (1493 miles). The real projection of India to the
south, however, from the mouth of the Indus was unknown to
him, and he made Cape Com orin project e3.'lt of the mouth of the
Ganges. India was represented by a quadrilateral whose southern
side was 3000 stades longer than the northern and the eastern
3000 stades longer than the western '. The accompanying figure
will show that the general shape of the quadrilateral is fairly true
to the reality. What is wrong is (I) the orientation, and (2) the
exaggerated size.
Besides inquiring as to the fignre which India made upon the
globe, the Greeks had curious eyes for the uufamiliar physical
phenomeua which here confronted them. The heaveiui'themselves
showed novel features, if one went far enough south-the sun at
midday vertically overhead, the shadows in summer falling towards
the south, the Great Bear hidden below the horizon'. The compauions of Alcxander may have seen the sun overhead at tho
southernmost point which they reached, for the mouths of the
Indus almost come under the Tropic of Cancer, and N earchus may
actually just have crossed it; they learnt at any rate that they
had only to go a little farther south to see these things. Onesicritus
seems to have thought it a pity that his book should lose in
sensational interest by this accidental limitation, and therefore
to have boldly transferred them to the banks of the Hyphasis'.
The desire to achieve literary effect interfered continually, iu the
case of the ancient Greeks, as has been said, with scientific
precision.

The climate of the country, the new laws of the weather, struck
the Greeks. They had never known anything like the rains which
1
2

4-

Megasth. Frag. 6=Arr. Ind. 3,7.
Strabo xv, C, 689.
8 Plin', lJ, § 184; Diad. n, 35.
Onesicr. Frag. 24=Plin. Nat. Hist.lt, § 183.
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broke upon them in the summer of 326 B.C. Aristobulus! recorded
that raius began when the European army reached Takshru;ila in
the spring of 326 and became continnous, with the prevalence of
the monsoon, all the time they were marching eastward along thc
foothills of the Himalayas. At the same season the following year
the Enropeans were voyaging down the Lower Indus. Here, they
had no rain. The rainfall of Sind, which is uurefreshed by either
of the monsoons, is scanty and irregnlar. Almost rainless,seasons
are the .rule. The cause of the summer rains Eratosthenes
fonnd partly in the moisture brought by the monsoon (and in
so far he was correct), partly in the exhalations of the Indian
rivers2.
When the Greeks looked round upon the features of the
conn try itself, India seem cd, bcfore auything else, to be the land .
of immense rivers'. If, in discussing the topography of Alexander's
expedition throngh Sind, one has to reckon with the fact of great
.' changes in the conrse of the rivers, that characteristic of these
rivers did not escape Aristobulus. On one occasion, he told, a
commission on which Alexander sent him took him to a region
left desert by a shifting of the Indus to the east; there he saw the ~
remains of over a thousand towns and villages once full of men'.
l\fegasthenes got his informauts to give him a list of the navigable
rivers of the penillSula, 58 in aIL Of this list 35 names aro
preserved', and in spite of distortions, due either to the Greek's
mishearing of the native sounds or to the varions transcription"
throngh which they have come down to ns, some are still
recognisable to-day.
The mineral, the vegetable, the animal world in India had all .
tlleir special wonders for the Enropeans. As to minerals, India
was the land of gems and gold:" In the book of Pliny's Natural
History which deals with precious stones (Book XXXVII) a great
many are said to be products of India. It is often doubtful what'
stone is intended by Pliny's description, but one can recognise
diamonds', opals', and agate' amongst those enumerated. The
nltimate source of information would here, of course, not be a
literary one, but the practical knowledge of merchants, A" to
gold, N earchus and Mega.;lthenes confirmed the account gi veu by
Herodotus of the ants as big as foxes which dug np gold,
1 Ariatob. Frag. 29=Straho xv, C. G91) cf. C. 697.
2 Strabo xv, C. 690.
3 Strabo xv, C. 689.
oj, Aristob. Fra.g. 29= Strabo xv, O. 693,
~ Frag. 18=Arr. Ind. 4; PHn. Nat. Hist. VI) § 64 f.
6 §§ 55 f.
, §§ 80f.
a § 140.
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N earchus " hOliest mall that he was, admitted that he haEI never
seell one of these ants, but he had seen their skins, which were '
brought to the Macedonian camp. Megasthenes in repeating tlie
story with minor variations added the useful piece of information
that the country the gold came from was the country of the Derdae,
(in Sanskrit Darad or 'Dilrada; modern Dardistan in Kashmir)'.
Among the mineral wonders of the land Megas~enes 'seems also
to have reckoned sugar-candy, which he took to be a sort of crystal; ,
a strange sort which, on being ground between the teeth, proved
to be 'sweeter than figs or honey". He wrote down too what his
Indian informants told him of a ,rivel' Snas among the mountains
of the north in which all snbstances went to the bottom like
stone'.
In the vegetable realm, the Greeks noticed the two annual
harvests, the winter and summer one, the sign of an astonishhig
fertility'. They knew that rice and millet were sown in the
summer, wheat and harley in the winter', and Aristobulus de-"
scribed the cnltivation of rice in enclosed sheets of water',' They
saw trees, which the generative power of the Indian soil endowed
with a strange capacity of self-propagation-the branches'curving
to the gronnd to become themselves new trunks, till a single tree
became a pillared tent, under whose roof of broad leaves a troop
of horsemen could find shade from the noonday heatS. Among
the plants two especially interested them. One was the sugarcane, the reeds that make honey without the agency of bees".
:'.legasthenes seems to have attempted a scientific explanation 'of
its sweet juice. It was due to the water which it absorbed from
the soil being so warmed by the snn's heat, that the plant' was
virtually cooked as it grew lO ! The other plant was the cottonplant, yielding vegetable wool. Some of it the Macedonians used

..

,"\~-

I NearchuB, Frag. 12=Arr. Ind. 15.
',HL
2 Mega5th. Frag. 39= St-rabo xv, C, 706.
s • Stones are dug np of the colour of frankincense, sweeter than figs or honey,'
Megasth. Frag. 10 = Strabo xv, C. 703.
4 Megasth. }'rag. HI=Arr. Ind. 6, 2; Strsbo xv, C. 703. {lila means 'stone' in
Sanskrit.
~ Megasth. Frag. 9= Strabo xv. C. 693.
6 Strabo xv, C. 690.
7 Ari6tob. Frag. 29=Stra.bo Xv, C. 602.
e Strabo xv, C.6'J4j Arriall, Ind. 11; Plin. XII, §§ 22 f.
9 Nearchus, Frag. 8=Strabo xv, C. 694. Tbe phrase P.f;~tO'O'W" p.Tj O{n]'w" might
be interpreted as abo .... e. If M'Crindle's version' although there are no bees • i!~ what
the Greek writer meant, he made a. curious 'mistake. Bees and honey are well known
in early Indian literature. But M'CriDdle's versioD, strictly spea.king, would require
10

Megaath. Frag. 9::::: Strabo xv, C. 693.
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uncarded as stuffiug for saddles aud suchlike'. Precious spices,
of comse, also and strange poisons were associated in the Greek
mind with India. As to the latter, Aristobulus was told that a
law obtaining among the Indians pronounced death upon any man
revealing a new poison, unless he at the same time revealed a
remedy for it; if he did both, he received a reward from the
king'..
.,
Among·the animals of India, it was the elephants, the monkeys,
and the snakes which especially drew the attention of the Greeks.
The elephants, of course, showed them a type of animal unlike
anything they had ever seen. Theil' size must have accorded with
the impression of vastness made by the rivers alid the trees of
India. And to this was added their extraordinary form with the
s~rpcntine proboscis. ]\[egasthenes gave an acconnt of the way
in which wild elephants were captnred, agreeing Closely with the
practke of to-day'. The longevity of the elephant was also a fact
which. the Greeks discovered, though Onesicritns accepted from
some informant the extravagant estimate of 300 years for an
elephant's life'. 'They are so teachable, that they can learn to
throw stones at a mark and to nse arms, also to sew beantifully."
_ 'If any animal has a wise spirit, it is the elephant. Some of them,
when their drivers have been killed in battle, have picked them
np themselves and carried them to burial; some have defended
them as they lay; some have saved those who fell off at their
own peril. Once when an elephant killed his drivel' in a rage
he. died of remorse and despair'.' 'It is a very great thing to
possess an elephant chariot. A woman who receives an elephant
as a present from her lover acquires great prestige,' and any
..Imoral frailty she might show under such an inducement was
condoned'•
. The monkeys too were a species of creature which naturally
fascinated the foreigners. Different kinds are described. 'Among
the Prasioi (the people of Magadha),' says a late writer, copying
from ~legasthenes, 'there is a breed of apes human in intelligence,
about the ~ize of Hyrcanian dogs to look at, with a natural fringe
above the forehead: One might take them for ascetics, if one did
1 Neo.rohllS Frag. 8= Strabo xv, C. 693. See Bretzl, Botanitlche Ji'orsc1umgen d.
Alexanderzugetr, Leipzig, 1903.
2 Aristob. Frag. 300= Stmbo xv, C. 694.
3 Megasth. Flag. 38=Arr. Ind. 13.
4 Onesicr. Frag. 21=Strabo xv, C. 705.
~ Megasth. Frag. 38=Arr. Ind. 14.
a NearchuB, Fla.g. 16= Strabo xv, C. 705; An. Ind. 17.
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not know. They are bearded like satyrs, and their tail is likc ..;
a lion's. ... At the city of Latage they comc in crowds to the region
outside the gates and eat the boiled rice which is put out for them
from the kiug's house-every day a banquet is placed conveniently
for them-and when they have had their fill they go back to their
hauuts in the forest, iu perfect order, and do no damage to anything
in the neighbourhood ,: The same writer takes from Megasthenes
an account of the apes like satyrs which inhabited the gleus of
the Himalayas. 'When they hear the noise of hnntsmen and the
baying of hounds, they run up to the top of the cliffs'with incredible swiftness and repel attack by rolling stones down upon their
assailants. They are hard to catch. Only occasionally, at, rare
intervals, some of them are brought to the country of the Prasioi,
and these are either sick ones or pregnant females': 'l'he forests
.on the upper Jhelum (Hydaspes, Vitastii.), one of, the companions
of Alexander recorded, were full of apes, and he was told that
they were caught by the huntsmen putting ou trousers in view'of
the apes, and leaviug other pairs of trousers behind, smeared on
the inside with birdlime, which the imitative animals wonld not
. fail to put on in their turn"
'
The snakes of India were a third arresting species in the aniInal j
world. And here again it was' 'the size, in the case of pythons,
which impressed the Europeans. Some were so 'large, I\Icgasthenes
wrote, as to swallow bulls whole'. The envoys coming fmm
Abhisara to the Macedonian camp asserted boldly that their raja
kept two serpents, 80 and 140 cubits long respectively (about 160
and 280 feet)" On the other hand, Nearchus knew that the
smaller poisonous snakes were the more dangerous, and dcscribed
how lifc in India was burdened with the fear of finding them
anywhere, 'in tcnts, in vessels, in walls.' Sometimcs they infestcd
a particular house to the point of making it uninhabitable. The
charmers who went abont the country were supposed to know how
to cure snake-bites. There was really iudeed very little for a doctor
to do in India except to cure snake-bites, since diseases were so
rare alllong Indians-so at least, as we shall sec, the GreeIis believed '. The Greeks also undcrstood that there was some breed
Megasth. Frag. l1=Ael. Nat. Animo XVI, 10,'
Ael. Nat. Anim. XVI, 21.
~ Strabo xv, C. 699.
" Megasth. Frail:. 14=Plin. Nat. Hist. 'I:m, § 36.
[) Onesicr. Frag. 7=Stmbo xv, C. 698.
6 Nea.rchu8, Frag. 15 = Strabo ltV, C. 706.
I
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of-flying snakes, which dl"Oppcd from the air ,at night a poisonous
secretion, corrupting the flesh of anyone upon whom it fell I.
Tbe animals which lived in the jungles would, of course, be
less in evidence for the Europeans who passed through the land,
hut they heard of them by native report. Nearchus never saw
a live tiger, only a tiger's skin'; i\legasthenes heard that there
were tigers twice the size of lions, and he knew of one in captivity
which, while held hy four men, fastened the claws of his free hindleg upon a mule and mastered it'. The Greeks heard too of the
wild sheep and goats of the hills', and of the rhinoceros, though
the 'accouut given of it (taken probably from i\fegasthenes) can
certainly not be based upon actual observation '.
;, Of the domestic animals the Greeks have most to say abont
'the Indian dogs. There was that fierce breed, of whicb king
Saubhiiti had given Alexander an exhibition-tbe dogs which
would not relax their bite upon a lion, although their legs were \
sa,m off". It was this breed, or a similar one, which the Greeks
" understood from the Indians to be a cross between dogs and tigers' 1
" 'Vhen we tnrn to the Greeks' account of Indian humanity, we
find them noting that they were a tall people-' tall and slender,' I
says'Ardan", 'lightly-built to a degree far beyond any other
people: On the other hand Diodorlls, following perhaps some
other source, describes them as eminently tall and massive",'"
In the south of India complexions approximate to the Ethiopian,
and in the north to the ]~gyptian. But in features there is not
any marked difference, and no Indian people has woolly hair, like
the negro races, 'owing to the dampness of the Indian climate '10. ~
It· is curious that there should have been discllssion among the
Greeks whether the darkness of skin was due to the action of
the sun or to a property ill the water of the Afdcall and Indian
rivers". The Indians, or some races among them, were believed
by the Greeks, in striking contrast with the truth, to be singularly
",free from diseases and long-lived". The people of Sind, Onesicritus
Vsaid, sometimes reached 130 year813~ The intellectnal powers which
Megasth. Frags.IO and 12=Strabo xv, C. 703i Aelia.n, Nat. Anim. XVI, 41.
Nearchas, Frag. 12=Arr. Ind. 15.
S Megasth. Frag. lO=Strn.bo xv, C. 703.
4 Megasth. Frag. 13=Aelian, Nat. Anim. XVI, 20.
b Mega.sth. Frag. 13 =Strabo xv, 0, 710 j Aelian, loe. cU.
$ 1Iegssth. Frag. IO=Strabo xv, C. 700; Ael. Nat. Anim. IV, 19.
7 PHn. N. H. VIII, § 148; Ael. Nat. Anim. vur, 1.
5100.'17.
0 n, 36.
10 Straba xv, C. 690.
11 Straba xv, C. 695.
III Nearciliu8, Frog. 14=Arr. Ind. 15, 10.
13 Onesicr. Frag. 20=Strabo xv, C. 701.
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they displayed in the arts and crafts were attributed, like their
health and longevity, to the purity of the air and tho rarified
quality of the water" but their health was also attributed to the
simplicity of their diet and their abstiuence from wine'.
v'
In what they say of the earlier history of India, the Greeks
were concerned to fit in what their Indian informants told them
with their own mythology and historical tradition. In their view
of the past of India the two outstanding e.ents were the invasions
of the country by Dionysus and by Hcracles respectively. Greek
mythology told of the wine·god Dionysus as some one who had
led ahout Asia a wandering army of revellers, garlanded with vine
and ivy, to the accompaniment of drums and cymbals, and in
India the religious processions in honour of Viva, the royal
progresses with drnm and cymbals, especially characteristic of
certain tribes', seem to have struck them as Bacchic in cbaractcr.
"Evidently Viva was India's memory of the conquering god, and
these usages had been learnt from him ages ago.
Heracles the Greeks seemed to themselves to discover in
Krishl)a. It was an accidental variation that the Greek legend represented him as having been born in Thebes and the Indians claimed
him as sprung from the Indian earth. 'This IIeracles,' according
to Megasthenes, 'was especially worshipped by the Suraseni, an
Indian people (the yiirasenas), where there arc two great cities,
Methora (Mathurii, Muttra) and Clisobora (Krislll,lapura), and a.
navigable river, the J obanes (Jumua), flows through their country.
The garb worn by tbis Heracles was the same as that of the
Theban Heracles, as the Indians themselves narrate; a great
number of male children were born to him in India (for this
Heracles also married many women) and one only daughter.
Her name was Pandaea, and the conntry where she was born
and which Heracles gave her to rule is called Pandaea after her
[the Pal)~ya kingdom in South India]. She had by her father's
gift five hundred elephants, fonr thousand horscmcn, and 130,000
foot-soldicrs .... And the Indians tell a story that when Heracles ;
knew his end was near, and had no one worthy to whom he might

J

Diad. ll, 36, 1.
Nearcbu8, FraR". 15=Strabo xv, C, 706.
The na.me of the people is given by Strabo as the Sydraka.i (Strabo n, C, (87).

1 t;liwp AEfrTOP.EpirTTrtTO'l'.
i:
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From C. 701 we gather that these are identical with the Oxydrakai on the Beas (Vip~i)~
The Oxydrakai were a. people DC tbe plaiDS where the vine does not grow. On the
strength of Strabo's assertion that the vine grew among the Sydrakai, to shirt the
Oxydrakai to the bills, 8.S Dr Vincent Smith does (J.R.A.S. October, 1903), is a.
l}uestionable expedient.
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give his daughter in marriage, he wedded her himself, thongh she
was then only seven years old, so that a line of Indian kings might
be left of their issue. Herac\es therefore bestowed on her miraculons
maturity, and from this act it comes that all the race over whom
Pandaearuled, has this characteristic by grace of Heracles 1.' Onr
Greek author tells the story with some disgust and observes impatiently that, if Heracles could do as much as this, he might
presumably have prolonged his own life a little. All this mythology,
we may. notice, the more critical Greeks, such as Eratosthenes and
Strabo, were as prompt as any modern European rationalist to
regard as unhistorical'.
Megasthenes was given at the court of Pataliputra a list of
the kings who had preceded Chandragupta on the throne, 153 in
number, covering by their reigns a period of over 6000 years.
The line began with the 'most Bacchic' of the companions of
Dionysus, Spatembas, left behind as king of the land, when
Dionysus retired '.
The most interesting part of Megasthenes' account is that
relating to contemporary India, so far as he could learn about
it at pataliputra. His description of the seven 'tribes' or classes v
into which the whole people was divided is well known. These,
as Dr Vincent Smith has nrged', have little to do with the four
regular castes of Hinduism. Mega"thenes may have got his.
number seven from some Indian informant, or he may have
simply ascertained the fact that the people was divided into
functional castes which did not intermarry, and then have made
his own list of varions occupations as they presented themselves
to his eye. The confusion which he makes between Br,lhmans
and Sannyasis-to both the Greek terms philo.~ophoi or sophistai,
'wise men,' were indiscriminately applied-and his separation of
the Brahmans into different castes, a.ceording as their employment
might be priestly or administrativc or political, make it difficnlt
to snppose that he was reproducing what any Indian had told
him. But his scven classes may truly reflect the various activities
which a Greek resident at Paj:aliputra could see going on round
about.him in the third century B.C. 5
. The first class of Megasthenes consisted of 'philosophers,' V
under which term, as has just been said, Brahmans and ascetics
1 Megasth. Ftag. 23=Arr. Ind. 7 f.
2 Strabo xv, C. 686 f.
',Megasth. Frag. 23.
4 Caste in India (East and West, 1913, pp. 552-63).
\I Meg88th: Fraga. 35 and 36=Arr. I,~d. 11 f.; Strabo xv, C. 703.
V. inj. Chapter
xn:, p. 477, n. 3.
I
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were confused It was numcrically the smallest class, but the
highest in honour, immune from labour aud taxation."! Its only
business was to perform public sacrifice, to direct the sacrifice
of private individuals, and to divine. On the New Year all the
philosophers assembled at the king's doors and made predictions.
with a view to guiding agriculture or politics. If anyone's
prophecy was falsified by the event, he had to keep, silence for
the rest of his life. 'These wise men pass their days naked;
exposed in winter to the cold and in summer to the snn, in the
fields and the swamps and nnder enormous trees. ... They eat the
fruits of the earth and the bark of the trees, which is no less'
agreeable to the taste and no less nonrishing than dates: The
second class consisted of the cultivators, and included the majority
of the Indian people. They never took any part in war, ,their
whole business being to cultivate the soil and pay taxes-to the
kings or to the free cities, as the case might be. 'Vars rolled
past them. At the very time when a battle was going on, the
ueighbouring cultivators might be seen quietly pursuing their
work of ploughing or digging, unmolested. All the land belonged
to the king, and the cnltivators paid one-fourth of the produce in
addition to rent. The third clas.~ !\fegasthenes described as herds-'
men and hunters- They lived a nomad life in the jungles and'on the
. hills, but brought a certain proportion of their cattle to the cities as
trihute. They also received in return for their services a grant
of corn from the king. It is easy to recognise in the description
low-caste people, who in ancient Pataliputra, as in a modern Indian
city, were to be seen performing certain services to the civilised com.
munity. The fourth class consisted of the traders, artisans, and
boatmen. They paid a tax on the produce of their industry, except
those who manufactured implements of war and built ships. These,
on the other hand, received a suhsidy from the royal exchequer.
The fifth class was that of the fighters, the most numerOus class
after the cultivators. They performed no work in the commnnity
except that of fighting. Mcmbers of the other classes supplied
them with weapons and waited upon them and kept their horses
and elephants. They recch'cd regular pay even in times of peace, \
i so that when not fighting they could live a life of ease and
maintain nnmbers of dependents. The simtll and seventh classes
of l\[egasthenes caunot have formed castes in any senso. The
simth consists of the government secret inspectors, whose business
it was to report to the king, or, among the free tribes, to the
headmen, what went on among the people, and the seventh of those
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Piita1iputra

constitnting the conncil of the king or the trihal antllOrities.
'In numbers this class is a small one, but it is distinguished for
wisdom and prohity. For which reason there are chosen from
among it the magistrates, the chiefs of districts, the deputy
governors, the keepers of the treasury, the army superintendents,
the admirals, the high stewards, and the overseers of agriculture.'
When Megasthenes, in talking about the fixity of these classes,
stated 'that the only exception to the law which forbad a man
changing his class was that anyone might become a 'wise man,' he
was saying something which was trne only if by 'wise man' we understand an ascetic, not a Brahman. A sense of the difference between
Brahmaus living in the' world and ascetics is implied in the
statement of Nearchus that Indian 'sophists' were divided into
Brahmans, who followed the king as conncillors, and the men who
'studied Nature ".
'Ve may see somethiug of the aspect of the couutry, as
Megasthenes travelled through it, from his description of the
towns built high above the level floods. "" All their towns which \
are down beside the rivers or the sea are made of wood; for
towns built of brick' (i.e. sun-dried mud bricks) 'would never hold
out for any length of time with the rains on the one hand, aud, on
the 'other, the rivers which rise above their banks and spread a
sheet of water over the plains. But the towns which are built on
elevated places out of reach, these are made of brick and clay'.'
Of Pa(aliputra itself 1Iegasthenes left a summary description.
Built at the confluence of the Ganges and the Son, it formed
an oblong, 80 stades by 15 stades (9} miles by 1 m. 1270 yds.)
slirromlded by a wooden palisade, with loop-holes for the archers
to shoot through, and outside the palisade a ditch, 30 cubits
(about 60 fcet) dcep by 6 plethra (200 yards) wide, which served
both for dcfcnce and as a public sewer. Along the palisade were
to;'ers at intorvals, 570 in all, and 64 gates'. He also described
the palace of the grcat Indian king, no less slllnptuous and
maguificent than the palaces of Suea and Ecbatana. Attached
to it was a goodly park,
in which were tame peacocks and pheasnnts. ... Therc were shady gro\'es and trees
set in clumps and branches woven together by some special cunning of horticulture.
And the more impressive thing about the beauty of that climate is that the trees
themselyes are of the sort that arc always grcen j they never grow old and never
shed their le~wes. Some of them are native, and some a.re brought from other
lands with great care, and these adorn the place and give it glory-only not the
1
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Frag. 35=Arr. Ind. 12, 9.
Megasth. Frag. 26=Arr. Ind. 10.

2 Nearchus, Frag. 7=Strabo xv, C. 716.
" Megasth. Frsg. 25= Strabo X\', C. 702.
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oliYe j the olive docs not grow of itself in India, and, if it is transportca there,
it dies. Birds arc there, free and unconfined j they come of theil' own accord and
have their Bests and roosting-plncc,.<; in the hr:mchcs, hoth birds of other kinds and

parrots which are kept there and flock in bevies about the king.... ln this royal
pleasance there arc loyoly tanks made by hand of Oleo, with fisbes in them very
large and gentle, and nobody may catch them excopt the SODS of tho king, when
they arc yet children. In this water, as tranquil and as safe as any can be, they fish
and play and leam to swim uU at the same time l ,

Megasthencs noted down a variety of points which struck him
in the manners and customs of the people. A noble simplicity
seemed to him the predominant characteristic'. Nearchus seems
to have described the dress of the people in the Indus region.
They wore clothes of cotton,
and this lincn from the trees is of a morc shining white than any other linen,
unle8s it be that the people themselves being dark make the linen appear all the
whiter. They haye a tunic of tree-linen down to the middle of their Shins, and
two other pieces of stuff, one thrown about their shoulders and one twisted round
their heads. And the Indians wear car-rings of ivory, those that are yery well-off....
Also they dye their beards diffel'ent colours, some so as to make them appear as
white a8 white ma.y be, and SOme dyeing them blue-black: others make them
crimson, and OtllCfS purple, and othcrs groen. In the summer they protect them~
selves with umbrellas, those of tho Indians that is to say, who are not too low tobe considered. They wear shoes of white leather "'cry elaborately worked.; and
the soles of the shoes are variegated, and high-heeled so as to make the wearer
seem taJler 3.

Megasthcncs observcd at Pat;aliputra that iti dress thc Indians,
for all their general simplicity, indulged a love of richness and
bright colours, weariug ornaments of gold and gems and flowered
muslins, with umbrellas carried after them '.
N earchus desC\ibed their guise in war. The foot-soldiers
carried a bow as loug as the body. To shoot, they rested one
end of it on the ground and set their left foot agaiust it. They
had to draw the string far back, since the arrows in nse were
six feet long. In their left hands they carried long nan'OW shields
of raw hide, nearly co·extensive with the body, Some had javelins
instead of bows. All carrierl long two-handed swords with a
broad blade. The horsemen had two jayelins and a shield smaller
than the foot-soldier's'.
Their diet was distinguished from the Greek by the absence
of wine, which they drank only in religious ceremonics; but riccAelian, Nat. Anim. XIII, 18.
:\legn.sth. Frag. 27 = Stra.bo xv, C. 709.
3 NeR.rcbm'l, Frag~. 9 lLnd lO=Arr. Ind. 16 •
I
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.. Megastb. Ftag. 27=Strabo xv, C. 709.
6 Nearchus, Frag. 7= Arr. Iud. 10; Strabo xv, C. 716.
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beer was generally drunk. Their staple food was pulpy rice (~pvl;a
P0<hT~). Each man took his food by himself when he felt inclined;
for they had no fixed times for common meals 1. When a man would
sup, a table was placed beside him and a gold dish set upon it,
in whieh first was put the rice, boiled after the manner of the
Greek chondro8 (gruel), and then on the top of it seasoned meats,
done up in the Indian way'. Their system of gymnastic exercise
differed from that of the Greeks: it consisted principally of
massage, and they used smooth rollers of 'ebony for shaping their
bodies'.
l\[egasthenes, ignorant as he was of Indian.languages, could say
little of the literature and thought of the country. He only
observed· the much greater part played by oral tradition and
memory, as compared with written docnments, than was the
case in the Greek world', though he cannot have asserted that
writing was unknown, as Strabo would seem to imply, since in one
passage he refers to written inscriptions'. In the sphere of morals
it is interesting to notice that the salient characteristic of the
Indian people seemed to this early European observer to be a
high level of veracity and honesty. ' An Indian has never been
convicted of lying,' he wrote in one passage', and in another
pointed to the rarity of law·suits as evidence of their frank dealing. I
'They are not litigious. Witnesses and seals are unnecessary
when a man makes a deposit; he acts in trust. Their houses'
are usually unguarded: During the time that l\[egasthenes was
in Charidragupta's camp, out of a multitude of 400,000 men there
were no convictions for thefts of any sums exceeding 200 drachmas
<about £8)7; In Sind, Onesicritus said, no legal action could be
taken, except for murder and assault. "Vc cannot help being
murdered or assaulted, whereas it is our fault if we give Out·
confidence and are swiudled. We ought to be more circumspect
at the outset and not fill the city with litigationS:
The laws, Nearchns said, were preserved by ora] tradition,
not in books'-a statement only relatively true. Acco rding to
Megasth. Frag. 27 = Stmbo xv, C. 709.
Megasth. Frag. 28=Athenaeus IV, 153 D.
3 Frag. 27.
4 Megas1h. Fro.gs. 26, 27 ==Arr. Ind. 10; Str£l.Oo xv, C. 709; cr. Rhys Davids, Buddhist
India, p. 109 f.
6 For the uae of"writing at this period S8e Chapter xu, p. 483.
II Mego.sth. Frag. 35=Arr. Ind. 12,5. Of. Max Miiller, India, 1Chal can it teach
tiS 1 pp. 34 f.
7 Megasth. Frag. 27=8trabo :lV, C. 709.
8 Strabo xv, C.702.
II Nearchus, Frag. 7=Strabo xv, O. 716.
1
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)Iegasthenes many of them were sufficiently severe. A man,
convicted of giving false witness snffered mutilation. In the case
of bodily harm being inflicted, not only was the principle of an eye
for an eye observed, but the hand was cut off as well. To cause a
craftsman the loss of his eye or band was an offence pnnished
by death'.
The cultivation of lands by a whole kinship working in association was noted by Nearcbus. Each individnal at the ingathering
took as much as was calculated to support him for a year, and the
remainder of the common stock was destroyed, so as not to
encourage idleness '.
The customs would naturally differ considerably from one
region to anotber in India, then as now. Among the Ksbatriyas
of the Punjab (Cathaeans) and their neigbbonrs of the principality
of Saubhiiti (the region of Gurdaspur and Amritsar1), according
to Onesicritus, personal beauty was beld in such estimation tbat
kiugs were chosen for this qnality, and a ebild two months
after birth, if it did not reach a certain standard of comeliness,
was exposed. The dyeing of beards wbicb Nearchus described
in the passage already quoted was especially a custom in . this
part'.
Of the marriage system in India Megasthenes only understood
that it was polygamous, and that brides were Pllrchased from their
parents for a yoke of oxen'. He seems also to have asserted
that, where conjugal infidelity in a wife was due to a husband's
omission to exercise vigorous control, it was condoned by public
opinion'. At Taksha~il[" accor(ling to Aristobulus, a man unable
to get his daughter married on account of poverty would sell
her in the market·place'. Nearchus stated that among certain
Indian peoples a girl was put np as the prize of victory in a
boxing match; the victor obtained her without paying a price 7• '
The custom by which the virtnons wife (suttee, satt) was burnt with
ber husband's body on the funeral pyre naturally struck the Greeks.
Megasth. Frag. 27=Strabo xv, C. 710.
Nearehus, Frag. 7=Strabo xv, C. 716.
3 Onesicr. Frag. 18=Strabo xv, C. BU9. Cf. Diod. XVII, 91.
" Ct Chapter x, p. 234.
Ii The sentence is somewha.t obscure--d o~ ~1j UW¢pOIlEtll dva.,,),KaucuEII, 1r0PVElWII
ttEaTI, Megasth. Frag. 27=Strabo xv, C, 709.
6 Aristob. Frag. 34=Strllbo xv, C. 714.
7 Nearch. Frag. 7=Strabo X'o', C. 716.
This may refer to the Kshatriya institution
of svaya1J?vara or • self.choice.' A princess chose her husband from among the
assembled suitors or her own free will or as the result oC a. contest in the use oC war·
like arms.
1
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Suttee: Disposal of the Dead

• Onesicritus spoke of it as specially a custom of the Kshatriyas
(Cathaeans),. Aristobnlus was told that the widow sometimes
followed her hushand to the pyre of her own desire, and that those V'
who refused to do so lived under general contempt'. In the year
316 B.c. the leader of an Indian contingent which had gone to
fight under Eumenes in Iran was killed in battle. He had with him
his two wives. There was immediately a competition between them
as to which was to be the sali. The question was brought before
the Macedonian and Greek generals, and they decided in favour of
the younger, the elder being with child. At this, the elder woman
went away lamenting, with the band about her head rent, and tearing her MiT,
as if tidings of somo great disaster has been brought her j and the other departed,
exultant at ber yietory, to the pjTe, crowned with fillets by the womOD who
be'onged to her, and decked out splendidly as for a wedding. She was escorted
by her kinsfolk who chanted a. song in praise of her "irtuc. "1lCll she came ncar
to the pyre, .she took
her adornments and distributed them to her familiars
and friends, leaving a memorial of herself, as it were, to those who had loved her.
Her adornments consisted of a multitude of rings on her hands set with precious
gems of diverse colours, about her head golden stars not a few, 'Variegated with
different sorts of stones, and about her neck a multitude of necklaces, each a little
larger than the one above it. In conclusion, she said farewell to her familbrs and
was helped by her brother onto the pyre, and there to the admiration of the
crowd which had gathered together for the spectacle she ended her life in heroic
fashion. Beforo tho pyre was kindled, the whole army in battle array marched
round, it thrice. She meanwhile lay down beside her husband, and as the fire
seized her no sound of wcnkncss escaped her lips. The spectators were rum'cd,
some to pity and some to exuberant praise. But some of the Greeks present found
fault with such customs as savage and inhumane 3•

off

The Greeks, we .find, had a theory to acconnt for the custom,
whether of their own invention or suggested to them by' Indian
informants we cannot say. The theory was that once upon a time
wives had been sO apt to get rid of their hnsbands by poison that V
tbe law had to be introduced which compelled a widow to be burnt
with her dead bnsband '.
As to the disposal of the dead, the absence of funeral display
and of imposing monuments seemed strange to the Greeks. The
virtues of the dead-so they understood the Indians to say-were V'
sufficient monnment and the songs which were sung over them '.
When the Greeks tell us that the dead were exposed to vultures,
'I Strs.bo xv, C. 700.

Aristob. Fra.g. 34=Strabo xv, C. 714.
XIX, 34.
This description cuntains ma.ny resembla.nces to the account of
the Sati in the lIarshacharita of Biil;m {trans. Cowell and Thomas, pp. 150 t.).
4 Strabo xv, C. 700; DiQd. XIX, 33.
Ii Megas'h. Frags. 26, 27=Arr. Ind. 10; Strebo xv, C. 710.
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we can only understand it of certain peoples near the frontier who .;
had been influenced by the customs of I,..dn l •
The assertion of the Greeks that slavery was unknown in India
-or, according to Onesicritus, was unknown in the kingdom of
lIfusicanus (Upper Sind)'-is curions. That slavery was a regular
institution in India is certain. Indian slavery must have looked so
different to a Greek observer from the slavery he knew at home
that he did not recognise it for what it was.
J As to the government, the king himself is, of course, the
prominent figure. He took the field "ith his army in war: in
peace his public appearances were of three kinds. In the first
place, he spent a considerable part of the day in hearing the cases
brought to him for judgment. Even at his hour for uudergoing the
massage with ebony rollers he did not retire, bnt went on listening
to the pleadings whilst four masseurs plied their art upon him. In
the second place, he came forth to perfonn sacrifice, and ill the
third place to go a-hnnting. His going forth to the chase was
like the processions of Dionysns. The road of the royal cortege
was roped off from common spectators. There was the king
surrounded by a crowd of his womeu, themselves calTying weapons,
in chariots, on horses, ou elephants, the body-guard enclosing them
all in a larger circle, and a band with drums and belIs going on
in front. Sometimes the king shot from a platf!>ml, defended by a
stockade, sometimes from the back of an elephant. Within the
doors of the palace, the king's person was tended by the womcn of
his zenana, bonght for a price from their fathers.. But he was
not beyond the reach of danger. A stern custom ordained that
should he become intoxicated, any of his women who killed h'lm
should receive special honour. And even though he remained
sober, he had, like the late Sultan Abdul Hamid, to be continually
changing the place where he lay at night, in order to evade
conspil'ators 3•
:Nearchus (1) had already noted that Indian kings were not
saluted, as Persian kings were, by prostration, but by the persons
approaching them raising their hands-the Greek attitude i~
prayer'. A great occasion at court, according to oue source before
Strabo, was when the king washed his hair. Everyone then tried
to outdo his fellows by the magnificence of his presents'. Clitarchus'
1 Aristobulus seems to have attributed the cnstom to To.ksbaliilu., Frag. 34~Strabo
xv, C. 714.
2 Megasth. Fragd. 26, 27; Ollcsic. Frag. 20=Arr. Ind. 10; Strabo xv, C. 710.
3 Megastb. Fra.g. 27=St.rabo xv, C. 710.
4 Straba xv, C. 717.
5 Strabo xv, C. 718.
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Festivals: OjJicials

-a questionable authority----described the pageantry of a court
festival-tbe elephants bedizened with gold and silver, chariots
'drawn by horses, and ox-waggons, the army in full array, the
display of precious vessels of gold and silver, many of them
studded with gems. Collections of animals of all kinds were also
a great feature, panthers and lions. There were great waggOl's
carryiilg-whole trees to which a variety of birds bright in plumage
or lovely in song were attached I. Animals, according to another
sonrce, were a usual form of offering to bring to the king. 'The
Indians do not think lightly of any animal, tame or wild.' And the
king apparently accepted all kinds, not ~are ones only, but cranes
and geese and dncks and pigeons. Or one might bring wild ones,
deer and antelopes or rhinoceroses'. On one great annnal festival
amusement took the form of butting matches between rams or
wild bulls or rhinoceroses, or fights between elephants'. Races
provoked great excitement.· They usually took place between
chariots to each of which one horse between two oxen was
harnessed. There was very heavy betting on these occasions, in
which the king himself and his nobles led the way. And their
example was followed on a humbler scale by the crowd of
spectators ': [The king-if Megasthenes is the source, we may
understand Chandragupta-had a guard of twenty-four elephants.
When he went forth to do .iustice, the first elephant was trained to
do obeisance. -At a word from the driver and a touch with the
goad, it gave some military salute M the king passed'.
The predecessors of Chandl'agupta, whose line he'supplanted,
had borne; Megasthenes said, beside their personal names, the
royal liame Pataliputra, and Chandragnpta had assumed it also
when he seized the throne'.
'l'he 'acCount which l\fegasthenes gave of the varions officials
points to a highly organised bureaucracy. They were, he said,
of three kinds: (1) Agronomoi [surely ,}ypovo!"o< should be read
for d"lopavof"O,j, district officials; (2) astynomoi, town officials;
and (3) members of the War Office. 'rhe duties of the first kind
were to supervise (1) irrigation and land-measurement, (2) hunting,
(3) the varions industries connected with agriculture, forestry,
work in -timber, metal-foundries, and mines, and they had (4) to

J

~ Clita.~ch.

Frag. 17 = Strabo xv, C. 718.
Aelian, Nut. Anim. XllJ, 25 ; compare the list of presents sent to the king iu the
IIaTBhacharita (trans. Cowell and Thomas. pp. 213-5).
:I Ae1ian, Nat. Anim. xv, 15.
4 Aelian, Nat. Allim. xv, 24.
{; Aelian, Nat. Anim. XIII, 22. Of. Chapter XIX, p. 493.
6 Megastb. Frag. 25=Strabo xv, C. 702.
I \
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maintain the roads and see that at every ten stadia (the sixth part
of a yojana ' ) there WllS a milestone, indicating the distauces' (this
is the pllSSage which proves that Megasthenes did not mean to·
assert a general ignorance of the art of writing ill India). The
second kind, the town officials, were divided into six Boards of,
Five. Their respective fnnctions were (1) supervision of factories,
(2) care of strangers, including control of the inns, provision o~
assistants, taking charge of sick persons, burying the dead, (3) the,
registration of births and deaths, (4) the control of the market,
inspection of weights and measures, (5) the inspection of manu,
factured goods, provision for their sale with accurate distinction of
new and second-hand articles, (6) collection of the tax of 10 per
cent. charged on sales. The six Boards acting together exercised a
general superintendence over public works, prices, harbours, and,
temples. The third kind of officials constituted the War Office, and
were also divided into six Boards of Fi ve. The departments of the
six were (1) the admiralty, (2) transport and commissariat, (3) the.
infantry, (4) the cavalry, (5)the chariots, (6) the elephants. Connected
with the army were the royal stables for horses and elephants, and
the royal arsenal A soldicr's weapons and horse were not his own
property, but the king's, and they wcnt back to the arsenal and the
royal stables at the conclusion of a campaign'.
"
As to industries, it is curious that these early European
observers should tax Indians with being backward in the scientific
development of the resources of their country. They haC., for.
instance, good mines of gold and silver, yet 'the Indians, inexperienced in the arts of mining and smelting, do not even know
their own resources, but set about the business in too primitive
a way". 'They do not pursuc accurate knowledge in any line, except that of medicine ; in the case of some arts, it is even accounted
vicious to carry their study far, the art of war, for instance',' On
the other. hand, N earchus spoke of the cleverness of the Indian
craftsmen. 'rhey saw sponges used for the first time by thc
Macedonians and immediately mauufaetured imitations of them
with fine thread and wool, dyeing them to look the same. Other
Greek articles, such as the scrapers and oil-flasks used by athletes
they quickly learnt to make. For writing letters, they used some
species of fine tissue cIOEcIy woven. They also used only cast
bronze, but not hammered, so that thcir vessels broke like earthenware, if they fell '.
Hhys Davids, Bu.ddhist India, p. 265.
2 Of. Strabo ::tv, C. 689.
3 Megllsth. Frag. 36A.=Strabo xv, C. 707.
4 Strabo xv, C. 700.
~ Strabo xv, C. 701.
6 NearchuB, Frag. 7=Strabo xv, C. 716.
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Brahmans

About the Indian' philosophers' Megasthenes had a good deal
to say', They might be divided on one principle according as they
dwelt in the mountains and worshipped Dionysus (Qiva) or in the
plains and worshipped Heracles (Krisln,m), but the more significant
division was that into Br;thmans, and' Sarmanes.'
The Bl'lihmuns have the greatest prestige, since they have a more consh,tent
dogmatic system. As soon as they aro conceived in the womb, mon of learning
take charge of them. These go to the mother and ostensibly sing a charm. tending
to make the birth happy for mother and child, but in roolity convey certain
virtuous counsels and suggestions j the women who listen most willingly al'O held
to be the most fortunate in child.bearing. Aftel' birth, the boys pass from one set
of teachers to another in succession, the standard of teachers rising with the age
of the boy. The philosopher:; spend their days in a grove near the city, uIlder the
cover of an enclosure of due size, on bods of leaves and skins, liYing sparely,
practising celibacy and abstinence from flesh-food, listening to grave discourse,
and admitting such others to the discussion as may wish to take part. He who
listens is forbidden to speak, or even to clear his throat or spit, on pain of being
ejected from the company that very day, as incontinent. 'Vhen each Hrlhman
bas lived in this fashion thirty-se\-'eIl years, he departs to his own property, a.ud
lives. DOW in grea.ter freedom and luxury, wearing muslin robes and some decent
ornaments of gold on his hauds ana can;, eating flesh, so long as it is not tho flesh
of domestic animals, but abstaining from pungent and highlY·8ea.Soned food. They
marry as many wh'es as possible, to secure good progeny; for the larger llumber
of wives, the larger the nmnber of good children is likely to be; and sin~c they
have 110 slaves, they depend all the more upon the ministrations of their children,
as the nearest substitute. The BJiihm:ms do not admit their whes to their
philoSQl)hy: if the wives arc wanton, they might dh'ulge myswrics to the profane;
if they are good, they might left.ve their husbands, since no OIlO who has ICfi,rnt to
look with contempt upon pleasnre a.nd pain, upon life and death, "ill care to be
under another's control. The chief subject on which the BIii.hma.ns talk is dCil.th;
for this present lif~ they hold, is like the season passed in the womb, and death
for those who ha.vc cultiva.ted philosophy is the birth into the real, the happy, life,
For this reason thoy follow an extensive discipline to make them ready fOt· death.
None of the accidents, they say, which befall men are good or eviL If they were,
one would not see thc &1,me things causing grief to some :Lnd joy to others-men's
notions being indeed like dreams-and the &'tme men grieved by something which
at another moment they win turn and welcome. 'l'heir teaching about Nature is
in parts Dai:VC j for they are more admirable in what they do than in what they
say, and the theoretic proofs on which they base their teaching aI'e mostly fable.
In many points however their teaching agrees with that of the Greeks-for
instance, that the world has a beginning and an end in time, and that its shape
is. spherical; tha.t the Deity, who is it.8 GOl'ornor and Maker, interpenetrates tho
whole; that the first principles of the universe are different, but that water is the
principle from which the order of the world has come to be ; that, beside the four
elements, there is a fifth subst..mce, of which the heavens and tho stars are madc 2 ;
that the earth is established at the centre of the universe. About generation and
th~ soul their toaching shows pamllels to the Greek doctrines, and on many othel'
Megasth. Frag. 40=Strabo xv, C. 711 f.
This is the akiil;a, or all-pervading element, of ancient Indian philosophy, It may
be compared with the ether of modern pbysical science.
1
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mattef'8. Like Plato too, they iuterweave fables, about tho immortality of the soul
and the judgments inflicted in the other ·world, und so on.

Such is the account of the Brahmans which Strabo extracted
from Megasthenes. It does not completely agree either with the
picture drawn in Indian literary sources or with present-day practice.
Its discrepancies may be in part due to the misunderstandings of
a foreigner; in part they may reflect local varieties of practice in
the fourth centnry B.C. It will always be interesting as recording the impression of ancient India upon a Greek miud.· The
account which lIfegastheues gave of the other kind of philosophers,
the' Sarmanes,' is more problematic. Their name seems certainly
to represent the Sanskrit frumu>;!u, a term which was commonly
applied to Buddhist ascetics. It has therefore been thonght that
we have in the Sarmanes of lIfegasthenes the first mention of
Bnddhists by a Westel1l writer. In the description however there
is nothing distinctively Bnddhist, and the term frumu(!a is used in
Indian literature of non-Bnddhist ascetics. If therefore the people
to whom JlIegasthenes heard the term applied were Buddhists,
he must have known so little about them that he could only
<iescribe them by features which were equally found in various
sorts of Hindu holy men. His description applies to Brahman
ascetics rather than to Buddhists.
. ..
As to the Sarmancs, the most highly-honoured are called 'Forest-dwellers'!.
They live in the forcf;ts on leaves and wild fnlita, and wear clothes made of the
bnrk of trees, ahsta.ining from cohabit.:'ltion and wino. The kings call them to
their side, sending messengers to enquire or them about the causes of e\'ents,
and use their mediation in worshipping and supplicating the gods. After tho
Forest-dwel1ers, the order of Sarmanes second in honour is the mcdicalphilosophers, as it were, on the special subject of Man. These live sparely, not
in the open air indeed, but on rice and meal, which everyone of whom they beg
and who shows them hospit.'l.lity gives them, They know how by their simples to
make marriages fertile and how to procure male children or female children, as
may be desired. Their treatment is mainly by dict and not by medicines. 'And
of medicines they attach greater value to those applied extcrnally than to drugs.
Other remedies) they say, are liable to do more hann tha.n good. These too, like
the Br~hlllans, train themflolves to endumnce, both activo and passive, so much so
that they will maintain one posture without moving for the whole day. Other
orders of Sarmanes a.ro diviners and masters of incantations and those who nre
versed in the lore and the ritual eOl1eeming the dead, and go through the villages
and towns, begging. Others ag'ain there are of a higher and finer sort, though
even these will allow themselves to make usc of popular idea.':! about hell, of those
idea."! at any rate which seem to make for godlinC8s a.nd purity of life. In the· ease
of sOme Sarmanes, women also are permitted to share in the philosophic life, on
the condition of obsen'ing sexual continence like the men.
1 Literally, vanavuRins or vii,1Ulprasthas, i.e. Brahmans in the third sta.ge of the
religious life.
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The fact that women were allowed to associate themselves with
the men as ascetics was also noted hy Nearchus ' . Suicide,
l\Iegasthenes said, was not a universal obligation for' wise men':
it was considered however rather a gallant tbing [TO,), S'7rOwvvra,
TOUTO v€avucov~ KpivEG'But] and the more painful the manner of
deatb, the greater the admiration earned 2.
Aristobnlns in his book gave further details abont the holy
men .whom the Greeks had come .npon at Taksha~ila. He
described two, one of wbom had a shaven head and the other long
hair; each was followed by a number of disciples.· All the time
that they spent in the market-place men came to them for counsels,
and they had a right to take without paymeut any of the wares
exposed for sale. When they approached a man, he would pour
sesame oil over them' so that it ran down even from their eyes.'
They made cakes for themselves from the honey and sesame
bronght to market. Wheri they had been induced to come to
Alexander's t,'\ble, they retired afterwards to a place apal-t where
the .elder lay on his back, exposed to sun and rain, aud the
younger stood on his right and left leg alternately for a whole day,
holding up a staff some six feet long in both bis hands. The elder
seems to have heen identical with the ascetic who afterwards
followed Alexander out of India and whom the Greeks called
Kalanos'.
In one passage' Strabo gives an account of the' philosophers'
drawn from some other source than l\Iegasthenes. According to
this source, the wise men were divided into Brahmans and a
class, described as 'argumentative and captious,' who laugh at the
Brahmans as charlatans and senseless, because the Brahmans pursue
the stndy of Natnre and of the stars. The name given in our texts
to this anti-Brahman class is Pramnai. This should not be emended
to Sramnai, as was once doue, on the supposition that it represented rrama'JaD. The people intended are undoubtedly the
prama~,i""(1s, the followers of the various philosophical systems,
eacb of which has its Olm view as to what constitutes prandi(ta,
a.' means of rigbt knowledge.' These philosophers are, as a rule,
orthodox Brahmans, but they view with eoutempt those Briihmans
who put their trust in Vedic ceremonies·. The Brahmans themselves
'. 1

Nearehua, Frag. 7=Strn.bo xv, C. 716.

The practice is forbidden io the

Ar.hafa.tra, 19 (p. 48).
:t Megastb. FrR.g. 42=8trabo xv, C. 718.
3

Ariatoh. Frag. 34=Strabo xv, C. 714.

4

xv, C. 719.
M'Crindle, .a.ncient India, p. 7ft
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See Cbapter xv, pp. 359, 381.
S

See Rapson, Ancient India, pp. 58-61.
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are divided by this source into (1) those who Ih'e in the monntains,
(2) the naked ones, and (3) those who live in the world. The
:Mountain-dwellers dress in doer-skins and carry wallets full of
roots and simples, making pretence to some art of healing by
means of hocus-pocus and spells and charms. The Naked Ones live,
as their name imports, without clothes, in the open air for the most
part, practising endurance up to the age of thirty-seven. ,Vomen
may live with them, bound to continence. These are the class most
reverenced by the people. The third sort of Brahmans, those who
live in. the world, are to be found in the towns or villages, dressed
in robes of fine white linen, with the skins of deer or of gazelles
hung from their shonlders. They wear beards and long hair \vhich
is twisted up and covered by a turban. It seems clear that those
who are here described as tho Mountain-dwellers correspond most
nearly to the Sarmanes of Megasthenes.
Of the gods worshipped by the Indians the Greeks learnt little.
One writer cited by Strabo (Clitarehus 1) had asserted that they
worshipped Zeus Ombrios (Zeus of the Rain Storms), the river
Ganges, and local daemons'. As we have seen, Qiva and Krislll.la
are to be discerned through the Greek names Dionysus and
Heracles in some of the statements of our sources. One member
of Alexander's suite, his chief usher (elrru,,/,,/il\ev.), Chares' of
- Mytilene, is quoted as saying the Indians )vorshipped a ·god
Soroadeios, whose name being interpreted meant' maker of wine ".
It is recognised that the Indian name which Chares heard was
Siiryadcva 'Snn-god: Some ill-educated interpreter must have
been misled by the resemblance of sflr!Ja 'snn ' to sura' wine:
The name 'Indians' was extended in its largest acceptance
to cover the barbarous tribes of monntain or jungle on the
confines of Brahman civilisation. In noting down what seemed to
them odd points in the physical characteristics or customs of these
tribes the Greeks were moved by an interest which is the germ of
the modern science of anthropology. Megasthenes noted that
in the Hindu Kush the bodies of the dead were eaten by· their
relations', as Herodotns had already stated of some aboriginal
people.
Even Megasthenes depended, of course, mainly upon his Indian
informants for knowledge of the peoples on the borde!'s of tho Indian
world, and he therefore repeated the fables as to tho monstrous races
1

Strabo xv, C. 718.

~

AthenMUS I, 27 D.

The god Indra seems to be identified with Zeus.

a Megasth. Frag. 27 = Strabo xv, C. 710.
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'Southern India: Pearls

with one leg, with ears reaching to their feet and so on, which had
long been current in India and had already been communicated to
'the Greeks by Scylax and Hecataeus and Ctesias, One would how'cver like to know the fact which lies behind his story that members
'of one tribe, living near the sources of the Ganges, had been
brought to the camp of Chandragupta-' men of gentler mannersbut without a mouth! They lived on the fumes of roast meat and
the smell of fruits and flowers, And since nostrils with them took
the place of mouths, they suffered terribly from evil odours, and it
was difficult to keep them alive, especially in a campI!' Does
:the notice reflect some sect who, like the Jains, abstained from
all animal food and kept their mouths covered lest they should
breathe in minute insects!
, Of the south of India, Europe up to the Christian era knew
little more'than a few names, brought by merchantmen. So little
was the division of India into two worlds by the Vindhya realised
'that Strabo could suppose all Indian rivers to take their rise in the
Himalayas'. It was chiefly as the country from which pearls came
that the Greeks knew Southern India. Pearls came from the
coasts of the, Pa'.l<!ya kingdom corresponding roughly with the
modern districts of "fadm'll and Tinnevelly, and Megasthenes had
heard, as we know, of Pandaea the daughter of Heracles (K,ish'.la)
who had become queen of a great kingdom in the south. With
her he also connected the pearl. Heracles, according to the legend
told him, wandering over the earth, had found this thing of beauty
in the sea, made, it might seem, for a woman's adornment. Wherefore from all the sea pearls were brought together to the Indian
coast for his daughter to wear. The origin of the word which the
Greek used for pearl, margarites, is uuknown.
, Some confused knowledge of how pearls were procured had
come to the Greek writers through the traders' stories. They
'knew that they grew ill oysters. Two of the companions of
Alexander, Androsthenes of Thasos, who had gone in the fleet
with Ncarchus and wrote a book called IIap""r)cov< .,.~< 'Ivli,,,~,,
and the chief usher Chares, had already some information as to
the varieties of pearls and the chief fisheries'. The oysters,
l\Iegasthenes understood, were caught in nets; they went in shoals,
cach shoal with a king of its owu, like swarms of bees; and to
1 l\Iegasth. Frag. 30=Strabo xv, c. 711; Plin. Nat. Hilt. 'vn, § 25.
An explanation or the legend is proposed by the Rev. H. Hosten, The 3IOUthleS8 Indiam Of
Negasthenu, in the J.A.S.B., 1912, pp. 291-30l.
~ xv, C. 690.
3 .A.thenaeus 01, 93 A-D.
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capture the king was to capture .the shoal. 'l'he oysters, when
caught, were put ill jars, and as their flesh rotted .the pearl
was left disengaged at the bottom '. The name of the extrelJle
southern point of the peninsula had also travelled to the Greeks
before the time of Strabo. He knew it as the country of the Coliaci 2;
this was derived from the name in local speech, Kiiri. The legend,
when it made a woman the sovereign of the south, was probably
reflecting the system of mother-right which has to some extent
obtained there even to the present day. Some of the physical
characteristics of the people of the south were known by reportthat they were darker in complexion, for instauce, than the Indians
of the north. The facts of early maturity and of the ge~el1t1
shortness of life were also known. In the legend narrated by
Megasthenes, as we saw, the precocious maturity which Heracles
had bestowed upon his daughter by a miracle continued to be a
characteristic of the womeu of her kingdom. They were marriageable, and could bear children, Megasthenes said, at seven years
old. This exaggeration was presumably due to the real fact of childmarriage. As to the geueral length of life, forty years was the
maximum-again a fae.t. the relative shortness of life, exaggerated '.
In the book of Onesicritus occurred the first mention by.a European writer.of. Ceylon. He heard of it unuer a name which the Greek
represents as Taprobane. It lay, of course, far outside the horizon of
the Greeks, but Onesicritu8 must have met people on the Indns who
knew of the southern island by the report of merchants, or had
perhaps fared thither themselves along the coast of Malabar, and
spoke of Tamrapar~li and of i1;!lelephan.ts, bigger and more terrible
ill war thall those which the Greeks had seen in India'. Taprobane was seven days' journey, according to the sources followed by
Eratosthenes, from the sonthernmost part of India (the Ciiliaci
= Cape Kori)'. The strait separating Ceylon from India is only
forty miles across, but it may bave been trne in practice that from
the port whence the mercbants pnt out to go to Ceylon and the
port where they landed was a voyage of seven days. Onesicritus.
put it at 20 days; we cannot say now what fact nnderlay the
misapprehension. When he said that the' size' of Taprobane was
5000 stadia the ambiguity of the statement already provoked
complaint in antiquity.
1
2

f
6
f

Megasth. Frag.23=Arr. Ind. 8; Plin. Nat. Hut. IX, § 111.
xv, C. 689.
3 Megasth. Frog. 23=Arr. Ind. 9.
Frag. 13=Strabo xv, C. 691; Frag. 22=Plin. Hist. Nat. VI. § 81.
Strabo xv, C. 690.
Onesicr. Fmg. 13= Stra.bo xv, C, 691.
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Later Sources

0/ Information

For many centuries the India known to the West was India
as portrayed by the historians of Alexander's expedition and
by Megasthenes. ,Althongh from the third century onwards there
was a certain amount of intercourse between the Mediterranean
world and India, although Greek kiugs ruled iu the Punjab and
Alexander's colonies were still represented by little bodies of men
Greek in speech, although there must occasionally have been seafaring men in the Greek ports who had seen the coasts of India,
or merchauts who had made their way over the Hindu Kush,
the Greek and Latin learned world was content to go on transcribing,the books written generations before. These had become
classical and shut out fnrther reference to reality. The original
books themselves perished, but their statements continued to be
copied from writer to writer. Some of the later Greek and Latin
works which trcated of India are known to us to-day only by their
titles or. by a few fragments-the works of Apollodorns of Artemita
(latter half of second century or first century B.c.), the works of
the great geographer Eratosthenes (276-195 B.C.) and of the
voluminous compiler, Alexander Polyhistor (105 till after 40 B.C.).
But a great deal of the original hooks is incorporated in writiugs
which we do still possess, especially in the geographical work
of Straho (about 63 B.C.-19 A.D.), the historical work of Diodorus
(in Egypt about 60 B.C., still alive 36 B.C.), the encyclopaedic work
of Pliny (published about 75 A.D.), the tract of Arrian about India
(middle of second century A.D.), and the zoological work of Aelian
(end of second century A.D.). Even Pliny had probably never had
the work of "fegasthenes in his hands, but drew from it only at
second or third hand through Seneca and Varro. In the third
century A.D., when Philostratus in his romance brings Apollonius of
Tyana to India, it is still out of the old traditional materials that
what purports to he local colour all comes.
So far as the stock of knowledge handed down from the third
centnry B.C. was increased at all during the following three centuries,
it can only have been from the source of information just indicated,
the source which might have been turned to so much richer
acconnt, had the curse of literary convention not rested upon
classical culture-the first-hand practical knowledge possessed by
Greek merchantmen who crossed the Indian ocean. Strabo had
sufficient freedom of mind to take some notice of the Indian tl'ade
in his own day. From him we gather that, although a considerable
amount of Indian merchandise had flowed iuto Europe by way
of the Red Sea and Alexandria, when the Ptolemies ruled in Egypt
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very few Greek ships had gone further than South Arabia. Goods
had beeu carried from India to South Arabia in Indian or Arnbian
bottoms. By the time however that Strabo was in Egypt (25 RC.)
a direct trade between Egypt and India had come into existence,
and he was told that 120 vessels were sailing to India that season
from Myos Hormos, the Egyptian port on the Red Sea '.' A few
Greek merchantmen, bnt very few, sailed round the south of India
to the month of the Ganges '. The vessels that went to India
apparently made the journey by coasting along Arabia, Persia, and
the Makran, for it was not till the middle of the first century A.D.
that a Greek seaman, named Hippalns, discovered that the monsoon
conld be ntilised to carry ships from the strait;, of Bab-el-Mandeb
over the high seas to India'. It lies however outside the scope
of this volume to slIrvey the additions made by means of this
commerce nnde,' the Roman Empire to the knowledge of India
derived from the companions of Alexander and lIIegasthenes. The
additions never equalled in substance or interest the older books.
Far on into the Middle Ages Christian Europe still drew its conceptions of India mainly from books written before the middle of the
third century B.C.
1
3

Strabo II, C. 118.
2 Strabo xv, C. G8G.
Schoff, The Periplus of the Erythraean Sea, p. 8.
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CHAPTER XVII
THE HELLENIC KINGDOMS OF SYRIA, BACTRIA,
AND PARTHIA

THE mists of obscurity cling heavily rouud the course that
events took in India during the years that immediately followed
the death of Alexander the Gt'eat, The statcments of the original
authorities, besides being meagre, are so fragmentary that they are
seldom perfectly intelligible. One fact, however, seems to stand
out clearly, ,As soon as the grip of the master-band was removed,
the native element began to recover strength and courage, a
process which must have been materially assisted by discord
amongst the Europeanswho had been left behind, whether as soldiers
or as settlers, As conqueror of the Persian empire, Alexander
had inherited tbe system of government by satraps; and, so far as
can now be gathered, the broad outline of bis original organisation
contemplated three great Indian satrapies, one corresponding
roughly to the modern province of Sind, another covering the
whole of the basin of the Upper Indus from tbe foot of the
Paropanisns, or Hindu Kush, to the banks of the Hydaspcs
(Jhelum), and a tbird stretching from the southern shore of the
last-named river to the northern shore of the HyphasiB' (Beas).
The first two included the old Achaemenid provinces of' India' or
'the country of the Indus,' and Gandhara which corresponds to
the present districts of Peshawar and Rawalpindi, The third
represents probably the region 'conquered' and Itot merely
, reclaimed' by Alexander, In accordance with the traditional
Indian policy (Manu VII, 202) that a conquered kingdom should
continue to be governed by· some member of its ancient royal
family, very important positions were assigned to the native raj"""
Taxiles and I'orus, the latter being placed in sole charge of thc
satrapy that included his original kingdom, the conntry betwecn
the Hydnspes and the Acesines (Chenab)" According to DiodoruB
I
I For Tames, the king of TakshaQilii, a.nd Porus (Paurava), the king of the Pt1rus,
see Chapter xv, pp. 345, 349,
'
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(XVIII, 3, 4), they were recognised as virtually independent rulers.

•

And they appear to haye bcen quick to make usc of their opportunity. The accounts of the division of the empire by Alexander's
generals at Babylon (323 ll.c.) and those of the subsequent partition
of Triparadisus (321 B.C.) agree in pointing to a considerable modification of the limits of the Indian satrapies as at first mapped
out. A Macedonian-Pithon, son of Agenor-seems to be entrnsted with the control of the land lying between the Paropanisus
and tbe Indns; Taxiles is left supreme in the conn try between the
Indus and the Hydaspes; and Porus is given a great accession of
territory, his sphere of influence now exteuding all the way down
the main stream to the sea. Diodorus more than hints that the
recognition thus accorded to the uative princes was due to,,~
wholesome respect for their material power: Antipater, he says
(XVIII, 39, 6), felt that it would be dangerous to attempt to circumscribe tbeir jurisdiction except with the snpport of an expedition
equipped on a scale of the first magnitude and commanded by,a
,
general of the highest capacity.
To some the story of this readjustment, and mOre particularly
of the ag/,'Tandisement of Porns, has appeared so su}'prising that
they decline to accept it as authentic, aud are disposed to explain
it away by an underlyiug confusion. But there is no sufficiel)t
ground for setting aside the written record. F~lrther, if, Diodorus
(XVIII, 3, 2) and Quintns Curtius (x, 10, 4) are right in stating that,
so far as Asia was concerned, the momentous assembly which
decreed the partition of Babylon did no more than ratify arrangements already sanctioned by the dead king, the change must have
come during the lifetime of Alexander. That there was unrest in
the land almost as soon as he had quitted it, is indeed evident from
what happened in the satrapy of the Upper Indus. Before he
reached Carmania on his westward march, hc was overtakcn by
tidings of the assassination of l'hilippns, the Macedonian governor
whom he had installed as satrap there. And, though )ve learn
from Arrian (VI, 27, 2) that the immediate canse of the murder
was an ebullition of the undying jealousy between Greeks and
l\facedonians, the incident may well have becn symptomatic of
more dceply seated trouble. At all events Alexander decided that
it was not convcnient to fill the place of Philippns at the moment.
Instead, he sent despatclles to TaxiIc8 and to a Thraciall officer
called Endamus or Endemus, instructing them to make themselves
responsible for the government until another satrap should he
nominated. Presumably their functions were to be separate. It is
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reasonable to suppose that the general conduct of affairs would
be delegated to 'faxiIes, and that Eudamus wonld be given the
command of the seattered bodies of Greek and Macedonian troops,
as well as some mcasure of anthority over the various colonists of
Hellenic nationality.
Whether the new appointment tbat Alexander had foreshadowed
was ever made, is don btfnL It may be that circnmstances proved
too strong lor him, and that the arrangenient revealed by the
partitions of Babylon and Triparadisns rep"esents what he had
perforce to assent to. In any case the dual system of control,
which he had· set up as a temporary make-shift, bore within it from
the ontset the seeds of intrigue and ultimate rupture. Eudamus,
it wiII be observed, is not mentioned in counexion with either of
the partitions. Yet he appears to have retained some sort of
position as lcader of the Hellenic' outlanders' in the valleys of the
Indus' and Hydaspes. Ere long he drifted into conflict with the
native Indian element. Before ~17 B.C. he had Porus treacherously
slain,' seized his war-elephants, ami marched, with all the forces
he could muster,' to join the coalition of Eastern satraps who
had drawn together to oppose the arrogant pretensions of their
colleague of .\Iedia (Diod. XIX, 14, 8). The thunder of the captains
and the shouting had also reached the ears of Pithon, son of
Agenor, and he too had abandoned his province to fling himself
into the fray. Neither ever returned. Eudamus met hiS'doom at
the hands of Antigonus (Diad. XIX, 44, 1).' Pithon fell fighting by
the side of Demetrius at the battIe of Gaza (Diod. XIX, 85, 2). Nor
had either any successor in his Indian command, a fact that is
surely full of significance. May not their withdrawal from India
be most simply accounted for on the supposition that each had
become alive to the hopelessness of his situation!
. Such'an hypothesis would be entirely consistent with the sceHC
t1i:i.t confronts us when next the curtain rises on the drama of
Graeco-Indian relations. TaxiIes, like Porus, has disappeared
from the. stage. But his' place is filled by a figure of much more
heroic proportions. By the time that Selcucus Nicator, founder
of the dynasty that bears his name, had made his position in
Babylon so secure as to be able to turn his attention to the
extreme cast of the dominions be had won, a new ruler had arisen
ill India. Chandragupta or, as the Greeks called him, Sandrocottus,
the first of the Maurya emperors, had made himself master of the
whole of the north. Iu his youth he had seen Alexander the Great,
and when he grew to manhood he put into practice some of the
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lessons which Alexander's success was calculated to teach. It has
been conjectured that he employed Greek mercenaties in his
struggle with Nanda or Nandrus, the king of Magadha (S. Bihar)
on the ruins of whose power he rose to greatness; he certainly
seems to have adopted western methods in the training and
discipline of his local levies. Under his leadership India threw
oft'the last remnants of the Macedonian yoke. And, if we can rely
on Justin, the revolution was not a bloodless one: he indicates
(xv, 4) that such of the Macedonian prefects as still held their
posts were ruthlessly put to the sword
;
The date of the Indian expedition of Seleucus 1 is doubtful:
Von Gntschmid placed it c. 302 B.C.; and, although his calculation
rests on what is probably an erroueous view as to the period when
the coins of Sophyte. (cf. supra, p. 388) were issued, it is quite
possible that he has come within two or three years of the truth,
It was not till 311 that the Satrap of Babylon-he had not yet
assumed the title of king-was free to qnit his capital with an easy
mind, and devote his energies to consolidating his authority ill the
mOl'e distant provinces. The task must have required time, for
some hard fighting had to be done, notably in Baetria. But,
beyond the bare statement of Justin (xv, 4) to that effect, we have
no details. We may suppose that about 305 or 304, at the latest,
he deemed himself ready to demand a reckoning with Challdragupta.
Advancing (we may be certain) by the ronte along the Kabul river,
he crossed the Indus (Appian, By,.. 55). l'he minute topographical
kuowledge which Strabo (xv, 689) and Pliny (N.H. VI, 63) display,
and more particularly the vague assertion of the latter that' all
the remaining distances were searched out for Seleucus Nicator'
have led Droysen and others to conclnde that he not merely entered
the territory he had come to regain, but actually peuetrated as far
as Palibothra (l'ataliputra) on the Ganges, the chief seat of his
enemy's power, whence he made his way along the banks of the
river to the sea. The premises, however, arc scarcely substantial
enongh to bear so far-reaching a conclusion. Pliny may quite well
have had in his mind, not reconnaissances made dnring a campaign,
but information gathered subsequeutly by the Greek envoys who,
as we shall see presently, resided at the court of the Indian king.
Chandragupta could put into the field more than half a million
of men, with 9000 war-elephants and numerouS chariots to boot.
If Seleucus had really forced his way to the shores of the Bay of
Bengal in the teeth of an opposition so formidable, his astonishing
feat was hardly likely to have been left to a Roman geographer to
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chronicle. Besides, in that event the npshot of the campaign
wonld snrely have been a more decided triumph. As it is, the
terms of peace point to a frank recognition by Seleueus that. his
mm arm was neither long enough nor strong enough to govern
India from Babylon. Invader and invaded, we are told, conclnded
an alliance and sealed it by a further compact, which Appian
(Syr. 55) calls a "'100<, Strabo (xv, 724) an e""'rai"ia. According
to ordinary Greek nsage these two terms are scarcely consistent
one with another. The former would naturally signify an actnal
marriage betweeu individuals, aud hence it is freqnently argned
that Seleucus mnst have become either the father· in· law or the
son-in-law of Chandragupta. There seems, however, to be no room
in his family circle, as we otherwise know it, for any relationship
of. the kind. Probably, therefore, it is safer to fall back on the
technical meaning of Strabo's word, and to suppose that what is
implied is a convention establishing a jus connubii betweeu the
two royal families. In that land of caste a jus connubii between
the two peoples is unthinkable.
As regards territory, the arrangement appears, upon the face
of it, to have been entirely favourable to Chandragnpta. Not only
did Selencus acquiesce in his sovereignty over all the country
beyond the Indus. He also transferred to him the satrapics of
Arachosia (Kandahar) and the l'aropanisadae (Kabul), with at
least some portion of Gedrosia (Baluchistan) and of Aria (IIerat).
In other words, the frontiers of the Maurya empire were extended
so as to embrace the southern half of Afghanistan and perhaps the
whole of British Baluchis!,;ln. The expression' presented' (lo",,,,),
which is used by Strabo (loc. cit.) to describe the transaction, docs
not preclude the possibility of the transfer having beeu made upon
conditions. A return gift of 500 war-elephants is, in fact, mentioned.
But under uo circumstances could that have been looked on as an
equivalent. 'Ve may take it that there were further stipulations
as to freedom of trade and the like, such as would naturally accompany an e1T'rai"ia. There may e'l'cn have beeu a nominal and
unmeaning acknowledgment of suzerainty. It must be borne ill
mind that the writteu record contains nothing to show that
Seleucus suffered defeat, uothing even to suggest that the rival
armies ever came to blows at all. The probability is that, while
he was still endeavouring to gauge tbe magnitude of the task that
confronted him, an urgent call for help reached him from the
confederate kings across the 2500 miles that separated him from
Asia Minor. The instinct of self-preservation required that he
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should Msist them. If he allowed Antigonns to crush Cassandcr,
IJysimachus, and Ptolemy, his· own turn would not be long in
coming. It was ·only politic, thcrefore, to makc the best terms he
could with Chaudragupta,wllOsc 500 elephauts reachcd the theatre·
of war in time to playa conspicuous part in the final overthrow of
Antigonus at Ipsus in the year 301.
..
For more than a generation after that battle there is an almost
complete blank in our knowledge of the history of Central Asia:
Seleucus himself took up his residence at Antioch on the Orontes.
But he soon realised that the new city lay too far west' to be.a
convenient administrative centre for the eastern portiou of 'his
empire. Accordingly he entrusted the government of all the
provinces beyond the Euphrates to his son Antiochus, on whom
after the lapse of a few years lIe conferred the title of king. W c
are without definite information M to the exact date· of this
devolution of authority. It is generally assigned to 293 B.C., and
cuneiform documents undoubtedly bear the nalIles of 'Siluku' and
, Antiuksu' as joint-kings frolIl 289 onwards I. In 281 Seleucus
was assassinated According to Memnon (F.H.G. III, 533, 12, 1)
and Pausanias (I, 16, 2), AntiocllUs had already had· his· powers as
co-regent greatly amplified, the whole of Asia haviug been committed to his care. In any CMe his fathcr's death would render
his immediate prcsence in the west imperative, if his heritage wM
to be maintained unimpaired. To the west h~ accordingly went.
But it seeIllS highly pl'obable that the plan of stationing a viceroy
of thc east at Seleueia on the Tigris was still continued. Though
no inkling of this has survived iwany historian, cuneifonn inscriptions record' Antiuksn' and' Siluku' as joint-kings from ·275 (or
possibly 280) to 269, and a similar cooperation between 'Antiuksu'
aud 'Antiuksu' from 266 to 263.· 'Silukll' here is clearly Scleucus;
the elder SOn of Antiochus by Stratollice ; we gather from a chance
f'"agment of .John of Antioch (P.H.G. IV, 558,55) that he was put to
death on snspicion of conspiring against his father. The' Antiuksu '
who takes his place, is no less clearly his younger brothel', destincd
to become sole ruler in 261 as Autiochus II (Theos)..
Under all of thesc kings, including Antiochus II, the friendly
relations originally established with the ;',iaurya empire remained
unbroken. The indications of this, if fcw, arc snfficient. Athcnaeus
(I, 32, 18 D) hM preserved a story of certain strange dl'Ugs sent
as a present by Chandragupta to Seleucus 1. And it is to the
same writer (XIV, 67, 652 F and 653 A) that we owe an anecdote
1
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of how Chandmgupta's son, Bindusara--<lr Amitrochatcs, to give
him his Greek name ,,-wrote to Antiochus I, asking him to buy and
have conveyed to him some sweet wine, some figs, and a soplJist
to teach him to argue. Antiochus replied, forwarding the figs and
the wine, but explaining that sophists were not a marketable
commodity among the Greeks. Nor was the intercourse between
the courts confined to such occasional civilities. We know from
Strabo . and others that Megasthenes repeatedlY-7ToAAGJC" is
Arrian's word (v, 6, 2)-visited Chandragupta's capital as an envoy
of Seleucus, thereby acquiring a mass of information which made
his writings on India an invaluable storehouse for later geographers,
and that Daimachus .of Plataea also went on a mission or missions
from Antiochus I to Bindus;ira, likewise embodying his experiences
in a hook. Other Hellenic statcs must have been drawn into the
circle of amity, for Pliny (N.H. VI, 58) speaks in the same breath
of fflcgasthenes and of a certain Dionysius who (he explains) was
despatched as an ambassador to India by Ptolemy Philadelphus.
As Philadelphus reigued from 285 to 246, the Maurya emperor to
whom Dionysius was accredited may have been either Bindusam
or his more famous son A~oka, whose attempt to convert the
Hellenistic kings to Buddhism (see p. 502) is justly regarded as
one of the most cnrious episodes in early Indian history.
It is natural to suppose that snch intimate diplomatic relations
wonld rest on a solid foundation of mutual commercial interest.
And corroborative testimony is not altogetber wanting.. Stmbo,
speaking of the Oxus (Amu Daria), states (XI, 500) that it formed
a link in an important chain along which Indian goods were carried
to Europe by way of the Caspian and the Black Sea. He cites as
one of his authorities l'atrocles, who was an admiral in the service
of Antiochus I, and thus makes it clear that the route was a
popular onc early in the third century B.C. Evidence of the
prosperity of Central Asia at this period is also fnrnished by the
coins. There need be no hesitation about associating with that
region a well-known sClies of silver pieces, of Attic weight, having
the obverse a laureate head of Zeus, and on the reverse Athena
fighting in a quadriga drawn by elephants. The inscription
BA~IAE!J~ ~EAEYKOY shows that they must be later than 306,
when the royal title was first assnmed. 'I.'he dcnomination of most
common occurrence is the tetradrachm; but dmchms, hemidrachms,
and obol. are not jnfreqnent. We are safe in assuming with
Imhoof-Blumer that the majority of them were minted at Babylon
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For the name, or mther title, see Chapter n, p. 495.
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or at Seleucia' on the Tigris. A minority, which arc of -a quite
distinctive and somewhat coarser fabric, appear to hail from eVeli
farther east; the specimens in the British Museum have nearly all
beeu purchased at Rawalpindi, or obtaincd from collections formed
iu India. Generally,- though not invariably, these latter have been
struck from regularly adjusted dies ( j I ), while a few have monograms on the obverse (Pl. I, 15), features that at once recall
certain of the Athenian imitations spoken of in an earlier chapter
as coming from the same district (supra, p. 388). One small group
of tetradrachms and drachms, from regularly adjusted dies, bears
the inscription BALIAEflL LEAEYKOY ANTIOXOY (PI. II, 2), inc
dieating probably, as Six aud Imhoof have suggested', that the
coins were minted during the viceroyalty of Selencus, son of
Antiochns 1. The omission of the father's kingly title has thus
a sinister siguificance. Unlike the rcst, they are not of Attic
weight, but follow the lighter standard already met with above in
another connexion (supra, p. 387) ; the average weight of five tetradrachms is only 212'3 graius (13'82 grammes). The monogram@ is
placed on the reverse. Very rare drachtnB, reading BALIAEflN
LEAEYKOY KAI ANTIOXOY, which are also-struck on the lighter
standard and show the same monogram (PI. II, 1), are plainly
of kindred origin. At the same time their superior style, coupled
with the fact that they are struck from unadjusted -dies" proves
them to be somewhat earlier. In all likelihood they date from
the period when Antiochus I himself was acting as his father's
viceroy.
If the witness of the coins is an inarticulate one, its cumulative
effect-is nevertheless impressive. It proves that there was a busy
life throbbing 011 both sides of the Indian frontier dnring the forty
or fifty ycars about which history is silent, that merchauts were
constantly coming and going, buyiug and selling. When the
silence is at length broken, it is by the confused echo of an occurrence that was fraught with momentous consequences to India's
immediate future. The birth of the new kingdom of Bactria was
an event of first-rate political importance. Bactria was the rich
conn try between the Hindu Kush and the Oxus, corresponding-in
large measure to Northern Afghanistan. Beyond it, between the
Oxus and the .Taxartes (Syr Daria), lay Sogdiana (Bukhara). The
two provinces had cost Alexander no small effort to subdue. Partly
on this account, and partly because of their natural wealth, he
1 J. P. Six, Num. ehron., 1898, p. 226; F. Imhoor-Blumer, Num. Zeit.,!191S',
p. 183, a.nd Rev. suiue de Num., 1917, pp. 48 fl.
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had planted them thickly with Greek colonies. Probably Seleucus,
who experienced at ICMt equal difficulty in getting his sovereignty
acknowledged, had to cncounter the determined resistance of colonists as·well as of natives. In the end, as we know, he triumphed.
During the rest of his reign, as well as throughout that of his
successor, Bactria and Sogdiana remained quiescent; the policy of
stationing a viceroy at Seleucia was evidently justified by success.
Under Antiochus II they shook themselves entirely free. Our
chief authority for what happened is Justin. After speaking of
the revolt of Parthia, he proceeds (XLI, 4): 'At the same time
Diodotlls, govcrnor of the thousand cities of Bactria, rebelled and
had himself proclaimed king.' In most texts the name of thc
leader of the movement is wrongly given as 'Theodotlls.' The
mistake, which goes back to the manuscripts, can be readily
accounted for. The chronology is much more troublesome, since
the several events by which Justin seeks to date the Parthian
outbreak are spread over a period of not less than ten years. In
the face of so much inconsistency we may be content with the
broad conclusion that the formal accession of Diodotus took place
about 250 B.C., at a time when Antiochus was not in a position to
put an effective veto on the proceeding. An examination of tho
nnmismatic material may enable us to go a little further.
Among the coins bearing the name of Seleucus are very ml'e
gold staters and silver tetmdrachms, having on the obverse a
portrait of the king with bull's horns, and on thc reversc thc head
of a horned horse (PI. II, 3). The same types, with the legend
BA~IAEn2 ANTIOXOY, are found on two uniqne silver piccesa dmchm and a tetradmchm (PI. IT, 4}-which may bclong to the
joiut reign. All of these are struck from unadjusted dies, aud all
of them have on the reverse two monogmms which, to judge from
their complcxity and from the manncr in which they vary, must
conceal tile names of individual magistrates. Apparently in direct
line of succession to the preceding comes a gold and silver scries,
beginning under Antiochus I and continued under Antiochus II,
which contains staters (Pl. II, 5 and 6), tetradmchms (PI. II, 7 and 8),
and smaller denominations. The reverse type is the same, but the
coins are now struck from carefully adjusted dies, usually I I but
in one case I !. The magistrate's names show little variation. As
a rule, there is only one, that being @, {; I, or @ ,. The device
lOne tetradra.chm (Babelon, Roi, de Syrle, Pl. III, 16). which bears the head of
Antiochus I and which must, therefore, come early in the series, appears to ha.ve @
and is thus connected with the small group mentioned above (p. 434).
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of a horse's head would he peculiarly appropriate to Bactria, with
its famous cavalry, or to Sogdiana; and it is uudoubtedly from
Afghanistan and Bukhiira that the coins in questiou usually come.
As they cover at least part of the two reigns, they must be to some
extent contemporary with certain gold staters and silver drachms
which have a head of Antiochus I or of Antioehus II ou the obverse,
and on the reverse the ordinary Selencid type of the seated Apollo
(PI. II, 9 and 10). Here again the dies have been earefnlly adjnsted
( t I). The magistrate's name, too, is obvionsly the same, being
invariably 1':., "T', or
It has sometimes been snggested that the
monogram represents the name of a mint rather than of a magistrate. As against that view it must be remembered that the two
parallel series differ not only in type but also iu style, the treatment
of the ends of the king's diadem being specially characteristic.
There can be no dispute as to the proper local attribution of
the second of these two series. In style they have the closest
possible affinity to a fairly numerous set of gold staters and
.silver tetradrachms and drachms, which also read BA~Ii\En~
ANTIOXOY, but which present types that we have not encountered hitherto. On the obverse is a youthful head, markedly
unlike either Antiochns I or Antiochus II, and on the reverse is
a full length figure of Zeus, thundering, with an eagle at his feet
(PI. II, II and 12); the dies are carefully adjusted (I I), but
although letters and monograms occur freely, nothiug to suggest
is ever found Next in order comes a gronp of gold aud silver
coins, exactly resembling those just described excepting only in the
legend, which is now BA~Ii\En~ 1I101l0TOY (PI. II, 13 and 14).
We are thus brought into the presence of what is undoubtedly the
money of the fully dcveloped kingdom of Bactria, and at the samc
time we are put in possession of a clue which may gnide ns to a
clearer understanding of some of the ground we have traversed.
Gardner long ago pointed out that the' head on the· BA~Ii\En~
ANTIOXOY pieces was identical with that on the similar pieces
with BA~Ii\EnI 1I101l0TOY, and a glance at Plate Ir will
demonstratc the soundness of his view. He proposed to recognise
it as the portrait of Diodotns, and to regard its appearance on
money bearing the name of the suzerain as a stage in the vassal's
progress towards complete independence. Von Sallct, while
refusing to accept Gardner's theory as to the portrait, agreed with
him in assigning the whole of the coins to Diodotns, whose' canting
badge' he discerned in the figure of Zeus. Both scholars Beem to
be right in their positive contentions: the portrait is that of
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Diodotus, and the figure of Zeus is the kiug's 'cauting badge.'
And it may be that there is further help to be got from the coins
"ith the bead of the horned horse and from those with the seated
Apollo. 'Ve found that these two sets were to some extent
parallel, and that the latter led naturally up to the Bactrian series
proper. The monogram which was so prominent on both can be
resolved most readily into .:l.IO[80Touj. The definite acceptance of
tbat interpretation would enable us to reconstruct the story of the
r.ke~actria somewbat on the following lines.
Early in the reign of Antiochus I a certain Diodotus was
appointed satrap of Bactria and of some neighbouring province,
1I0t improbably Sogdialla. The coins with the horse's head were
already being strnck ill the second province ill the lIame of the
suzerain. Diodotus continued the issue and also opened, this tim,.
in Bactria, a new mint from which he issued, likewise in the nam';,
of Antiochus, the coins with the seated Apollo. The country
plainly prospered uuder his rule, for the money with his monogram
is far from uncommOIl, in spite of the remoteness of the region in
which it is habitually discovered. His own position, too, must
have grown stronger steadily, although for many years he made no
attempt to break the slender tie that bound him to the Seleucid
empire; he may have been the satrap of Bactria who, according
to Chaldaean documents, sent twenty elephants to assist Antiochus I
in ,his struggle with Ptolemy Philadelphus about 274-273 D.C.
Ultimately, however, the centrifu.,'al tendency prevailed and
Bactria declared itself an independent state, Margiana (Merv) and
Sogdifina being included within its frontiers. The change did not
take place all at· once. There was a period of transition, and this
period had not quite come to an end when Diodotus died, leaving
a son of the same name to carry bis policy to its logical conclusion;
the Diodotus whose portrait appeal'S on the coins is a youug man,
much too young to have been a satrap in the days of Antiochus 1.
The father mayor may not have assumed the title of king. The
SOn was certainly the first to exercise the royal prerogative of
issuing money in his own name, and even he contented himself at
the outset with altering the types, while leaving the inscription
, untouched 1. With the introduction of his 'canting badge,' be
abandoned the use of the monogram. Simultaneously he closed
1 A unique gold stater, acquired by the Rev. E. Rogers while these sheets were
passing through the press, shows tha.t to begin with he retained the portra.it, as well
as the name, of his suzerain. The thundering Zeus appears on the reverse, but the
obverse bears an unmistaka.ble bead of Antiochus II, closely resembling J.H.S., 1903,
Pl. I, 3,
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the older mint, where the coills with the horse's head had been
struck, a step which points to a concentration of his administrative
forces. Such a reconstruction is not merely consistent with the
evidence of the coins. . It also tallies, in a simplo and satisfactory
fashion, with what Justin (XLI, 4) says as to the original leader of
the Bactrian revolt having been sncceeded by a son of the same
name as himself-' ct ipso Diodoto: Some valne attaches to this
confirmation of the main literary sonrce whence onr knowledge of
the episode is derived, for the truth of the statement has occasionally been donbted, despite its explicit natnre and despite the
implicit corroboration wbicb, as we sball see presently (p. 440), it
receives from Polybius (XI, 34).
Regarding the detailed history of the reigns of the two monarchs
the records leave ns almost entirely in the dark. The little we do
learn is from Jnstin (loe. eit.), and it has reference to the struggles
that attended the rise of the Parthian kingdom. The nuclens of
what was in the fullness of time to become one of the most formidable
powers that Asia has ever seen, was among the districts that had
been inclnded in the sixteenth satrapy of Darius, a land of mountain and forest, comparing ill in point of fertility witb BactTia.
Historians are Hot agreed as to the race to which its population
belonged, althongh their habits and customs wonld lead one to
suspect a strong infnsion of an element closely akin to the wild
nomads of the steppes. Nor are the current traditions as to the
beginnings of the royal house sufficiently consistent to be worthy
of milch, if any, credence. According to these the first Arsaces,
the founder of the dynasty, is sometimes a Parthian, sometimes a
Bactrian, sometimes even a descendant of the Achaemenids. One
point in which all accounts agree, is that he made his way to the
throne by violence. The name of the Seleucid satrap murdered
by him and his hrother Tiridates, afterwards Arsaces II, is variously
given. Arrian (F.H.G. III, 537) calls him Pherecles, and Syncellus
(ibid.) speaks of him as Agathoc\es, while Justin-who, by the way,
knows nothing of the cooperation of Tiridates-refers to him (XLI, 4)
as Andragoras. In favour of Justin may perhaps be cited certain
gold aud silver coins (PI. II, 15 and 16)" whose style is not ullsuited
to the middle of the third century B.C., and which bcar the legend,
ANLlPArOPOY. They are very rare, almost all of the known
specimens being apparently from the Oxus find (sec supra, p. 3DO).
'fheir genuiueness has sometimes been questioned, but on grounds
1 They .me.y. however, have been struck by an earlier Andrn.goras (c. 331 D.C.); see
RapsoD, N.C., 1893, p. 204, and Hill, Att! e. Mem. dell' Istit. ltal. di Num., m, 2, p. 31. .
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that seem hardly sufficient; the eircnmstanee that they arc struck
from dies that have been adjusted with great. precision (+ I), a
peenliarity that is characteristic of the region and the period to
which. they are attributed, is a strong incidental argument in favonr
of their authenticity.
Another point about which there is practical unanimity is that
the revol.LofXarthia .took place almost simnltaneously with the
revolt of Bactria, although probably a year or two later. The
explanation Hes On the surface: Antioehns II (261-246) like his
two immediate snccessors, Selenens II (246-226) and Seleucns III
(226-223), was too much preoccupied with wars and rumonrs of
wars in the west to maintain a proper hold over his eastern
dominions. Probably, too, there were other causes at work. The
spectacle of the greatness of the Maurya empire would not be lost
upon a satrap of such force of character as the cider Diodotns.
Aud iu his case to the promptings of ambition there may have becn
added a spnr of a different kind. It is not unlikely tbat Bactria
was already beginning to be eonscions, on bel' northern border, of
the first onset of the pressnre befOl'e which she was in the end
to succumb; Eastern Asia was just entering upon one of those
mysterious convulsions of tribal unrest, which produced the great
migrations, and of which the Parthian revolt itself was not impossibly a manifestation. If this were so, Diodotus may well have
felt that an independent kingdom, strong in its new-born sense of
nationalnnity, was likely to be a more permanent bulwark against
barbarian aggression than the loosely attached extremity of an
empire whose head was in no position to afford efficient protection
to his nominal snbjectB. Besides the native Iranian basis on which
he would have to build, the descendants of Alexander's colonists
would provide him with a snbstantial Hellenic framework ready to
hand; and, as a matter of fact, Bactria was, throughout the whole
of its brief career, essentially all Hellenic state. In this cOllnexion
it is significant to note that, under the earlier Diodotns, Parthia
was a potential, if not an actual, enemy. Justin tells us, ill the
chapter that has been so often quoted, that 'fear of Diodotns'
was one of the chief motives that led Arsaces, after his seiZ1lre of
Hyrcania, to keep a great army on a war.footing. He goes on to
say that, when the old satrap died, his son reversed his Parthian
policy, and concluded an alliance which set Arsaees free to concentrate his whole forces against Selencus II, then advancing eastwards
on a futile campaign of reconqnest. The threat of a renewal of
the Macedonian snpremacy was enongh to bring Greek and
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barbarian together. The eastern expedition of Seleucus II was
subsequent to the battle, of Ancyra, iI, which he was heavily
defeated by the Gauls (240 B.C.). It cannot, therefore, have taken
place earlier than 233, and it can hardly be put later than 235.
This gives us something approaching a definite date at which
Diodotus II was on the throne of Bactria.
Beyond the bare facts already chronicled, we have no information as to the doings either of the son or of the father. Itis,
indeed, usually stated that the latter assumed the title of' Soter,'
perhaps because of his success in keeping the Tur-:inian hordes at
bay. But the only, evidence to that effect is acoin purporting to
be struck in the name of 61060TOY 21lTHP02 (PI. III, 9); and
we shall find presently that this was not minted in the lifetime of
himself or his son. It is probable, therefore, that the title was
conferred by a later generation. In any case his own dynasty
was destined to speedy extinction. We do not know how long
Diodotus II reigned But, as the portraits on his coins are all
fairly youthful, it is scarcely possible to allow him more than ten
or twelve years after the peace with I'arthia. And it is certain
from Polybius (XI, 34) that when Antiochus III appeared in the
east at the head of an army, about 212 B.C, determined to reassert
the Seleucid supremacy over the revolted kingdoms, the Bactrian
throne had for some time been occupied by Eu.thydemus, l\ Greek
from one or other of the cities called Magnesia, who, in reply to
the challengo of Antiochus, explained that he did not think it fair
that he should he interfered with: 'He was not a rebel. Others,
no doubt, had rebelled He had put the children of the rebels to
death, and that was how he happened to be king.' 'Ve may draw
from this, not only a confirmation of Justin's statement as to
Diodotus I having been succeeded by a son, but also the further
inference that Diodotus II came to a violent end.
Our authorities give us no hint as to who Euthydemus was, or
as to how he reached a position of such influence as to be able to
make a successful bid for the crown. The claim of the r,ydian city
to be the Magncsia of his birth is pcrhaps slightly stronger than
that of the Ionian one; for, when he came to strike money, he
chosc a remarkable type whose selection can be most simply
explained by suppoBing that it had been familiar to him in his
youth, as it would be if he were brought up ill the Hermus valley.
The first real glimpse we get of him is when he comes into conflict
with Antiochus the Great. The Parthian campaign of the latter
had been arduous, to judge from the picture which Poly bins
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(x, 28 ff.) has preserved of some of its incidents. Bnt Arsaces III
seems at length to have been driven to yield npon terms, and by
the year 208 Antiochus was at liberty to tnm his arms against
Ractria. To enter it, he had to ford the river Arins (Hari Riid),
the passage of which Enthydemus was prepared to dispute. When
the critical -moment came,_ the Bactrians allowed themselves to
be outmalirenvred. Antiochus made a night-march with a picked
body' of cavalry, the -majority of whom he succeeded in getting
over the stream before the dawn was bright enongh for the enemy's
vedettes to discover them. The footing thus gained was stubbornly
held, in the teeth of a singularly fierce attack. From the narrative
of Polyhius (x, 49) we learn that Antiochus displayed great personal
courage, and that Euthyderi1!ls was so perturhed by the lesson his
troops had received that he retreated at once to his capital of
Zariaspa or Bactra, the modern Balkh. A siege presumably
followed, and it is generally taken for granted that this was the
famolls siege of Bactra, cmmally mentioned by Polybius in quite
another context (XXIX, 6 A). However that may be, the struggle
was a prolonged one. By 206 two years had elapsed without either
side having gained a decisive advantage. Meanwhile barbarian
s,varms were hovering ominously along the northem frontier of
the· kingdom. If the internecine strife continued, they might at
any moment descend upon the country and ruthlessly destroy
every vestige of Hellenic civilisation.
. -The reality of this peril was pressed home upon Antiochus by
Teleas, a fellow-countryman of Euthydemus, whom the latter had
empowered to use his good offices in working for a settlement.
Antiochus, upon his part, was only too glad to welcome the
prospect of an honourable escape from a situation that threatened
to grow more and more embarrassing. Informal negotiations,
conducted through Teleas, ultimately resulted in the despatch of
Demetrius, the son of Euthydemus, as a fully accredited envoy to
the camp of Antiochus. Polybius is still our authority for details.
He speaks (XI, 34) in glo~,-jllg terms of the favourable impression
which the handsome youth produced upou the Seleucid king, who
offered him one of his own daughters in marriage and iudicated
his willingness to waive all objection to the use of the royal title
by Euthydemns. A writteu agreement covering the disputed points
was drawn up and signed, and a formal alliance concluded.
Euthydemus had been the first to moye towards peace, and therefore it may be regarded as certain that he too made concessions.
Unfortunately we have to guess what they were. Not improbably
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they extended to an acknowledgment of the suzerainty of Antiochns,
although all we are told is that the expeditionary army, which was
now abont to direct. its march towards India, had its commissariat
richly replenished by the Baetrians, receiving at the same time an
important rciilforcement in the shape of the whole of the warelephants that had been at the command of Enthydemus.
The ~cQ/l.!L Greek invasion of India amonnted to little more
than a reconnaissance in foree. A9oka, the grandson of Chandragupta, had died about 236 B.C., and after his death the power of
the .Maurya dynasty speedily declined. ,When Antim;lills crossed
the Hindu Kush and marched down the Kabul valley, he: found
himself in the telTitory of a prince whom Polybius (XI, 34) calls
'Sophagasenos, King of the Indians.' Indian history knows· no
ruler of corresponding name, and it has therefore been conjectnred
that Sophagasenus was some local raja who had taken advautage
of the decay of the Maurya empire to establish a kiugdom of his
own in the country west of the Indus'. 'Yhoever he was, he plainly
realised that he was quite unfit to offer au effective resistance to
the seasoned troops of his adversary. At the same time Antiochus
was in no mood to emulate the Indian adventure of his inviucible
forerunuer. He had already beeu three years in the east.'fhe
West was calling loudly, and he had enhanced his reputation so
substantially by his prowess that he could alford to be satisfied
with a bloodless victory. Accordingly he accepted the submission
of Sophagasenus who, like Euthydemus, revictualled his army
for him aud handed over a number of war-elephants. A heavy
indemnity was also imposed. This last, however, Antiochus did
not wait to receive. He left Androsthenes of Cyzicus behind to
take delivery of the promised treasure, and himself hurried back
with all speed towards Mesopotamia, choosing the route that
ran through Arachosia and Drangiana (Seistan) to Carmania.
'Yho was the lord of Araehosia when it was traversed by 'the
Sclcucid troops, it is impossible to say. It had once been A~oka.
Now it may have been Sophagasenns. 'l'he numismatic evidence
suggests that ere long it was Euthydemus. General Cunningham 2
remarks that the silver of the last-named king' is very common in
Balkh and Rokhara, to the north of the Caucasus, and less common
in Kabul, Kandahar and Sistan,' while his bronze coins, 'which are
perhaps less numerous than the silver, arc found ill about equal
numbers ill Sistan and Kandahar, and throughout the Kabul
valley.' Other observers describe his bronze as ~ very common. ill
1

For Sopba.gasenus see Chapter xx, p. 512.

2

Num. Chrvn., -1869, p. 13S,"
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Sistan and Kandahar: As bronze was much less likely to travel
outside the area of its actual currency than gold or silver, the
significance of these facts is unmistakable. Where the number of
specimens is so large, the possible effect of confusion with the rare
coinage of Enthydemus II may safely be disregarded.
In addition to what the' find-spots' teach, there is something
to- be learned from a review of the coins themselves, or at all
events of the gold and silver. It has already been indicated that
Euthydemus on his accession discarded the characteristic type of
Diodotus, aud substituted for it one which may have beeu familiar
to him in the city where he was born and bred. Zeus the thnnderer
was replaced by Heracles seated to left on a rock, leaning with his
right band on his club. The device was apparently borrowed from
a set of silver tetradrachms struck at the cities of Cyme, Myriua, and
Phocaea, in Western Asia Minor, during the reigns of Antiochns I
and II (J.H.S., 1907,pp. 145 ff.). It is universal on the gold and silver
of Euthydemus, but two varieties of it are readily distinguishable.
On the gold and on much of the silver the rock upon which
Heracles sits is bare, while the lower end of his club is supported
by a short and somewhat unnatural-looking C01Ulllll of stone
(PI. III, 1). On the remainder of the silver the rock is covered with
a lion-skin, and the lower end of the clnb is apparently resting on
the god's thigh (PI. III, 2). The whole of the coins belonging to the
second class bear the monogram ~, and have their dies adjusted
++. The first class, on the other haud, comprises three or foUl'
different groups, each having a characteristic letter or monogram
other than~. The rule here is for the dies to be adjusted I I,
bnt there are a considerable number of exceptions (1 +) which
may fairly be presumed to be later, Beeing that I + is invariable in
subsequent reigns. The appearance of these particular monograms
is a new phenomenon on the Bactrian coinage. As they usnally
persist through a long series of years, they cannot be interpreted
as magistrates' names. They should rather be regarded as the
names of mints, a view which is confirmed by occasional minor
variations of type and by certain subtle peculiarities of style, such
as the thin 'spread' fabric which is characteristic of many of the
~ coins of the earlier kings.
The mere increase in the number of royal mints may not
nnreasonably be held to prove tbat the dominions of Euthydemus
were more extensive tban those of his predecessor. It wonld seem
that, sdon after tbe Maurya empire began to crumble away, he
possesiled himself-it may be at the expense of Sophagasenus-of
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the Paropanisadae and Arachosia, possibly also-although as to
this the coins are less definite-of some of the other districts which
Scleucus I had ceded to Chandragupta. His silver tetradrachms'
are very common, and so too are more or less clumsy barbarous
imitations, many of which appear to date from a relatively late
period. Withont donbt his money mnst have circulated widely,
and must have enjoyed a high reputation for quality. Bactria
under his sway clearly reached a piteh of prosperity Bueh as shehad never before attained. And his reign must have been a
long one. The abundance of his coinage suggests this. The great
variety of the portraits proves it. E"en after e,'ery allowance has
been made for the mannerisms of different artists and of different
mints, a comparison of the head on PI. III, 1, with the head on
Pl. III, 2, will be felt to be conclnsive. The latter, which is an
admirably realistic piece of work, is obviously intended to represent
a very much older person than the former. It is on the strength
of this evidence that the death of Euthydemus is generally supposed
to have taken place about 190 B.C.
We have seen that uuder Euthydemus the froutiers of the
Bactrian kingdom were pushed southwards until they iucluded at
Jeast the whole of the lower portion of Afghanistan. But this was
not the only direction in which expansion had become possible.
The Indian expedition of Antiochus the Great, if it had had no
other result of importauce, had revealed the feebleness of the
resistance that a properly equipped army was now likely to
encounter iu an invasion of the Punjab. 'Ve may be sure that"
after the Seleueid forces had withdrawn, the eyes of Euthydemus,
were turned longingly towards the Land of the Five Rivers. He
may actnally have annexed it. If he did, it was probably only.
towards the close of his reign, for he would hardly have ventured
to put so ambitious a design into execution until he felt secure
from interference at the hands of Antiochus III, and that he can
scarcely have done before about 197, when the latter became hopelessly involved iu the meshes of the anti-Roman policy which was
to prove his ruin. In any event the real instrument of conqnest
was his son and successor, Demetrius, of whose romantic career
one would like to believe, with Cunningham, that a far-oft' echo
has snrvived in Chaucer's picturesque description of 'the grete
Emetreus, the king of Inde: Demetrius had been a youth of perhaps
seventeen or eighteen, when he acted as intermediary between his
father and Antiochus. He would thus be between thiI-ty and thirty,
five when his reign as king began, an age that agrees well with the
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most characteristic portrait on his coins (PI. III, 3). Years before, he
had probably been married to a Seleucid princess, in accordance
with the promise made during the peacc ncgotiations. If so,
nothing whatever is known about her; the view that she was
called Laodice is based upon evidence that admits of an altogether
different interpretation. It should be noted that in the coinportrait he is represented as wearing a head-drcss made of the
skin of an elephant, an animal closely associated in those days with
India. It is not impossible, therefore, that some of his Indian
laurels may have been won, while he was still merely crown-prince.
The reverse type which he chose for his silver might easily be
interpreted as pointing in the same direction. Heracles remains
the patron-divinity, bnt he is no longer taking his ease on a rock;
he is standing npright, placing a wreath npon his head (1'1. III, 3).
The inference here snggested is identical with that drawn f!'Om
somewhat different premises by Cunningham, who argned that the
snbjugation of part of India by Demetrius during his father's lifetime wonld account for certain facts regarding the provenance of
the bronze money of Euthydemus. Single specimens of this are
occasionally met with in the Western Punjab, and several were
found in the bed of the Indus at Attock in 1840, while raising a
sunken boat. It is, however, a serious flaw in Cunningham's
reasoning that he did not distinguish between the coins of
Euthydemus I and those of the grandson who bore the same
name.

In whatever circumstances the !!!<!iau call1paigns of Demetri!ls
may have been inangurated, there can be no question as to their
brilliant outcome. Unfortunately the true extent of his terIitorial
acquisitions eau no longer be exactly determined. Strabo, in the
passage (XI, 516) which is our chief authority on tbe point, is
quoting from Apollodorus of Artemita, and the original reference
of Apollodorus is merely a casual one. He is drawing atteution in
passing to the remarkable way in which the kingdom of -!:I.'l:ctria
expanded beyoud its original limits, and hc mentions iucidentally
that the kings ehieJly responsible were D!:metrius and J)leuander.
The advance towards Chinese Tartary which he records may well
have been the work of Demetrius or of his father Euthydemus.
But, as Menander left a far deeper mark on the traditions of
India thau did Demetrius, it would be unreasonable to give the
latter credit for subduing the wbole of the Indian districts that
Apollodorus enumerates. Yet there is nothing to show where the
line should be drawn. It is probably safe to say that Demetrius
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made himself master of the Indus valley. Wi,en we try to take
him further, we enter a doubtful region. It is, indeed, sometimes
stated that he fIxed his capital at San!,"ala or Sagala, which he
called Euthydemia in honour of his father. But, if the statement
be probed, its value is considerably diminished. It is not certain,
though it may be very likely, that the ~&Y'YaAa of Arrian (v, 22) is
the same as the ~J,yaAa;) Kat EMvl'€o€ta (al. EV8vl'''/oia) of Ptolemy
(VII, I, 46). Granted, however, that the two may be identical and
may both represent the Pali Sagala (SiiHkot), it is necessary, in order
to establish a connexion with Demetrins, to resort to conjecture and
to substitute EVBvS'll'ia for the EUeVI'Eo€ta of the manuscripts, a
proceeding which is plausible enough in itself but nevertheless open
to challenge. More satisfactory, if much vaguer, evidence of the
firmness of the footing that he gained to the south of the Hindu
Kush is furnished by one 01' two very rare bronze pieces, which have
the square shape characteristic of the early native coinage of India.
That they were intended for circulation there, is clear from their
bearing a bilingual inscription-Greek on the obverse, KharoshthI
on the reverse. It is significant that on these the king employs
the title of aViK'7TO~ or 'the Invincible.' As nsual, he is wearing
a head-dress made of the skin of an elephant.
The very success of Demetrius appcars to have proved his
uudoing. As a direct consequence of his victories, the centre· of
gravity of his dominions was shifted beyond the borders of Bactria
proper. The home-land, however, was not content to dcgenerate
into a mere dependency. A revolt ended iu the establishment of a
separate kingdom under Eucratides, a leader of great vigour and
ability, about whose rise wrjtten history has little or nothing to
say. Justin (XLI, 6) tells us that his recognition as king took place
almost simultaneously with the accession of Mithradates I to
the throne of Parthia. As Mithradates succccded his brother
Phraates I about 17l B.C., we may accept von Gutscbmid's date of
175 as approximately corrcct for Eucratides. The bcginning of
his rei6'1l was stormy. He had to face attacks from scvcral sides,
and on at least one occasion he was hard put to it to escape with
his life. Demetrius, who was now king of India-that is, of the
country of the Indus,-not of Bactria, and who was naturally one of
his most determined foes, had reduced him to such straits that he
was driven to take refuge in a fort with only 300 followers. Here,
if we may believe Justin (loc. cit.), he was blockaded by a force of
60,000 men nnder the personal command of his rival. The odds
were tremendous. But his resonrcefulness carried him safely
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through; for more thau four months he harassed the enemy by
perpetual sallies, demoralising them so thoroughly in the end that
the siege had to be raised This is the last we hear of Demetrius.
It is uncertain whether he died a natural death as king of India,
or whetber he fell'defending his territory against Eueratides, into
whose .possession a considerable portion of it ultimately passed.
The close of his reign is sometimes given as mrca 160, bnt the date
is a pnrely arbitrary one. As we shall see presently (i>ifra, p. 457),
there is good gronnd for believing that the conqnest of the Punjab
by Encratides was earlier than 162.
·At this point it becomes necessary to notice a gronp of fonr or
five kings, whose existence is vonched for solely by the money
which they strnck, but who mnst have been to some extent
contemporary with the two who have jnst been discussed. Appreciation of the evidence will be facilitated by a further glance at
the silver coinage of Demetrins who, by the way, does not seem to
have struck any gold It wiII be observed (PI. III, 3) that he is the
:tjrst of the Bactrian kings to be represented with his shoulders
draped; and from his time onwards that feature is virtnally
universal. Bnt he is also the last to be shown with one end of
the royal diadem flying out behind, and the other hanging straight
down his back, a method of arrangement that had persisted
steadily in Bactria since the reign of Antiochus I (see PI. II, 9-14,
aud PI. III, 1 and 2). Again, on the great majority of the surviving
specimens of his coinage, his bust on the obverse is enclosed within
the circle of plain dots which had hitherto been customary. On
the other hand, in a few cases, the circle of plain dots is replaced
by the so-called bead-and-reel border, which is familiar from its
use on the issues of Antiochus the Great and later Seleucid kings,
and which is invariably found on the tetradrachrns of Eucratides
and his son and successor Heliocles (PI. IV, 4-9). These differences,
coupled with other and less obvious nuances of style, wiII supply
valuable guidance in determining the period to which one ought to
assign the pieces that have now to be described. It has already
been mentioned (snpra, p. 443) that after the reign of Euthydemus,
the dies are always adjusted I I.
Of the four or five groups of coins to be discussed, we may take
first the tetradrachms and smaller denominations of silver which
have on the obverse a youthful bust with draped shoulders, and on
the reverse a figure of Heracles standing to front, much as on the
)Coins of Demetrius, except that, besides ha\ing oue wreath on his
head, he holds a second in his extended right hand (PI. III, 4). The
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legend on these pieces is BALlflECJL EY8Y6HMOY, and most of
the older numismatists, including Cunningham, were disposed to
attribute them, like those with the seated Hemcles, to the father
of Demetrius. Since von Sallet wrote, however, it has' been
generally agreed that this view is not tenable. Stylistic considerations compel the acceptance of an alternative theory, first advocated
by Burgon, to the elleet that they were struck by a second and
later prince, in all probability the eldest son of Demetrius, on
whom his grandfather's name wonld in ordinary course be bestowed
Attention may be called more especially to the draped shoulders
and to the treatment of the diadem. Nor is it possible to account
for the differences OD local rather than on chronological grounds,
inasmuch as the mint-marks 011 the two sets of coins are often
identical. Confirmation is furnished by a few nickel pieces, likewise reading BALlflECJL EY0Y6HMOY, although showing no portrait. Nickel was not used by Demetrius, and therefore it was
presumably not used by his predecessor, Euthydemus l. On the
other hand, we shall presently find it employed by t,vo of the
remaining killgs of the group now under discussion. So peculiar
an alloy-it does not appear again in any part of the world uiltil
quite recent times-is clearly characteristic of one particular epoch.
The case for a second Euthydcmus is thus irresistible. And that
for a 'second Demetrius, whom we may suppose to have been a
younger brother, is very nearly as strong. The coins ofDemctrius II
are very rare, but two or three tetradrachms and drachm" are
known. The obverse displays a youthful bust with draped shoulders
and a novel arrangement of diadem ends, while the' reverse has a
figure of Athena, standing to front with spear and shield (Pl. III, 5).
The legend is BALlflECJL 6HMHTPIOY. Here again the appearo
ance of a new type is significant, and the differences in the portrait
cannot be set aside as due to local idiosyncracy, for the mint-mark
which the coins with Athena bear occurs also on coins having the
usual types of Demetrius the elder. Lastly, and this is highly
important, of the two tetradrachms in the British ~fnsenm here
attributed to Demetrius II, one has a bead-and-reel border, and
cannot therefore be much, if any, earlier than the beginnings of
the coinage of Eucratides, when a youthful portrait of Demetrius I
would, of course, be highly inappropriate.
No argument is necessary to prove the existence of tile other
three kings belonging to the /,'1'oup. Their coins speak for themselves. To judge by the memorials of this kind which he has left,
Agathoc\es must have been the most prominent. On his silver he
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appears with drapery' round his shoulders and with both ends of
his diadem hanging loosely down, the portrait being enclosed by a
border of plain dots (PI. III, 6). Like all the Bactrian kings we
have so far met with, he introduced a characteristic type of his
OIVIl. On the reverse of his tetradrachms is Zeus, standing to front,
holding a figure of Hecate on his extended right hand and leaning
with his left on a spear. That there must have heen a very
intimate eonnexion-chronological, personal, and local-hetween
him and a second king, Pantaleon, will be evidellt from PI. III, 7,
which shows a tetradrachm struck by the latter. In general style
the busts are closely related, while the reverse types are also the
same, except. that, on the silver of Pantaleon, Zeus is seated on a
throne. In the case of the inferior metals the correspondence is
evellmore complete. . Nickel coins with Dionysiac types were
struck by both, and their bronze pieces, round and square alike,
are generally distinguishable only by the diflerence in the proper
name.. · Lastly, on their square bronze money, intended for circulation in India and therefore bilingual, both use the Briihmi
script. for the obverse legend, instead of the otherwise universal
Kharosh~hf. The portrait of the third king, Antimachus ('l'heos),
is one'of the most pronouncedly individual in the whole Bactrian
series, largely because of the oddly modern-looking leau",;" which
he wears (PI. III, 8). The standing figure on the reverse of his
silver coins is Poseidon, wreathed, and carrying in his left hand a
palm-branch with a fillet attached, while his very rare bronze
pieces haye· a figure of Victory. The appearance of Poseidon is
remarkable and has been interpreted as referring to a succcssful
naval engagement'. It is difficult to account for it on any other
hypothesis. But it is dangerous to fix on the Indus as the scene
of the fighting, and to make. this a ground for deductions as to
the region in which Antimachus held sway. No square bilingual
money.with his name has come to light-unless, indeed, the coins
nsually attributed to Antimachus II are really the Indian coins of
Antimachus Theos'-although it wonld be natural to expect an
issue of. the sort from a king who had ruled in the Indus valley.
J u this respect he contmsts markedly with Agathocles and
Pantaleou, whose specifically Indian coins are very abundant. On
the other haud he makes contact, so to say, with Agathocles
through the medium of a highly interesting group of silver
tetradrachms, which deserve somewhat careful notice.
The proper iuterpretation of these tetradrachms is due to VOll
1
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Sallet. Since his time the group has received sundry additions,
and even yet it may be far from complete. The existence of two
parallel series is universally admitted, one struck by Agathoclcs, the
other by Antimachus, and each apparently consisting of a set of
pieces reproducing iu medallic fashion the issues of tbe earlier
kings of Bactria. The coins were doubtless meant to pass current
as money, but it seems certain that they were also designed to
serve as politieal manifestos. The set with the name of Agathocles
contains fonr distinct varieties. The first of these has the types of
the familiar silver tetradrachms of Alexander the Great, but the
portrait on the obverse is accompanied by the descriptive legend
AI\E~N6POY TOY ¢IAmnOY, 'Alexander, Philip's_ son,' while
the inscription on the reverse reads BALII\EYONTOL ArA00KI\EOYL 6IKAIOY. This latter formula, which can only signify
'struck in the reign of Agathoc1es the Just,' is used as the reverse
inscription of all the remaining varieties, and thus supplies the
common element that binds the whole together. The second
variety has on the obverse a diademed head with the words
ANTIOXOY NIKATOPOL, 'Antiochus the Conqueror,' and on the
reverse Zeus, thundering, with an eagle at his feet (PI. IV, 1).
The third shows the same reverse but has on the obverse, beside
the head, 61060TOY HlTHPOL, 'Diodotus the Savionr: The
fourth has on the obverse a head which is described as EY0Y6HMOY 0EOY, '.Euthydemns the Divine,' and on the reverse a figure
of Heracles resting on a rock (PI. IV, 2). It will be observed that
the term BALll\EnL never occnrs, and that, on the other hand;
each of the kings has a special title affixed to his name. It will be
observed, too, that except in the case of Alexander, where the lionskin could not be done without, there is no attempt at an exact
reproduction of the royal portrait. In particular, ·though the
shoulders are undraped, the diadem has both ends hanging down,
after the manner that was customary on the coins of Agathocles
himself, instead of having one end flying out behind, as had
previously been usual. 'fhere has been some discus8ion as to who
is intended by , Antiochus the ConCjueror: Bllt the consideration'
on which von Sallet laid stress is surely decisive: in all the other
cases the reverse type is characteristic of the individual whose
head is represented on the obverse. Analogy thus puts it beyond
question that the medals of' Autiochus the Conqueror' Ure copies
of the tctradrachms of Antiochus II with the thundering Zeus.
Of the set of similar medals associated with the name of
Antimachus, only two varieties have as yet come to light. They
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relate to Diodotus and to Euthydemus, and bear a strong general
resern blance to the corresponding pieces issued by Agathocles.
There are, indeed, only two points of difference: the mint-mark is
new, and the reverse inscription reads BALIIIEYONTOL ANTIMAXOY 0EOY, 'struck in the reign of Antimachns Theos.' Except
for certain coins of Eucratides, to be discussed presently, these are
usually regarded as completing the commemorative group, so far
as BUrl'iving specimens go. There is, however, one well-known
tetradrachm which has hitherto passed as an ordinary coin, but
which ought probably to be reckoned as belonging to the same
class. The obverse displays a rather conventional head, unaccompanied by any legend, while the reverse has the type of Zeus,
thundering, along with the inscription 61060TOY HlTHPOL
(PL III, 9). This is the only evidence for the general beUef that
Diodotus received the title of' Saviour' during his lifetime, aud at
the first glance it would appear to be sufficient. A closer scrutiny
will suggest grave doubts. The coincidence of the roverse in.cdp-tion with the obverse inscription used on the commemorative
tetradrachms of Agathocles and Antimachus is remarkable, the
omission of BALIIIEOL being quite as noteworthy as the addition
of LOTH POL. The style and fabric, too, are out of harmony with
those of the regular coinage of Diodotus. Iu particular, the dies
are adjusted I I, iustead of I I, as is the invariable custom in
Bactria before the reign of Euthydemus 1. Lastly, the mint-mark
"$' is not found on the money either of Diodotus or of his immediate successor, whereas it is common on that of all the other
kings whom we have had occasion to mention, Demetrius II and
Antimachus alone excepted. Taking all these indications together,
we call hardly escape the conclusion that the tetl'9.drachm in
question does not really belong to Diodotus, but is rather a
commemorative piece issued, it may be, by Demetrius I. The
mint-mark which it bears makes its earliest appearance on his
ordinary coins, while the arrangement of the ends of the diadem is
a strong argnment against its being later.
If the attribution just sugge.%ed be correct, it confirms the
view, already highly probable on other grounds, that there was an
intimate connexion between Demetrius r, on the one side, and,
on the- other, Agathocles, Pantaleon, and Antimachus, whom, as we
have seeu, it is impossible to separate. As Euthydemus II and
Demetrius II were almost certainly his sons, it follows that his
history must have been closely linked with that of all the five
ephemeral kings, of whom no recoru save their coins remains. His
29-2
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sons, however, can hardly have been contemporary with the other
threc, for the mint-marks that appear on the coins of Agathocles
are to a large extent identical with those that were employed by
Euthydemus II. It is conceivable that, when Demetrius I was
pursuing his Indian conquests, he may have left Euthydemus II.
and Demetrins II to represent him in the western part of his
dominions, that they fell in the earlier years of the struggle with
Eucratides, and that at some snbseqnent stage he recognised
Agathocles, Pantaleon, and Antimachus as kings, in order to secure
their support. Alternatively, ·the three last-named may have
attempted to set themselves np against Encratides after Demetrius
died. But all this is mere gness-work. What is certain is that in
none of the three cases can the seat of power have been very far
distant from Kabul. Agathocles and Pantaleon certainly, and
Antimachns possibly (v. !!Up. p. 449 and note), struck money of a:
distinctively Indian character; and the Kharosh~hi legend on
"ertain copper coins of Agathocles has been supposed to boive him
the title' Lord of the Indians,' though this interpretation is unfortlF
nately doubtful'. Cunningham 2 reports of the money of Agathocles
that 'single copper specimens have been found as far to the south
as Kandahar and Sistan, while they are common about Kabul and
Begram.' Of Pantaleon's coins be states that they 'are found
chiefly about Ghazni aud Kabul, but a few have been obtained
about Peshawar and in the Western Panjab.... Masson procured
seven copper specimens at Begram.' As for Autimachus, he says
, the position of Margiana accords best with the actual find-spots of
his coins,' and again' they have been found in about eqnal numbers
iu the Kabul valley and to the north of the Caucasns, while two
specimens have been obtained in the Panjab.'
Whatever may be the truth as to the territorial limits within
which they held sway, the simultaneous appearance of so many
'kings' is a portent whose meaning is not to be mistaken. It is
the first clear indication of that tendency towards the creation of
petty principalities, which snbsequently became so marked a featnre
()f the final phase of Greek rnle il1 India. In the present instance
the' kings' would seem to have been pawns in a game which was
really being played by stronger and more powerful personalities.
They were obviollsly intent on npholding the banner of Demetrins
and bis dynasty, whose claim to the Bactrian crown the como.
memorative coins represent as derived directly from Alexander
the Great, heedless of the violent breaks that had marked the1

BUhler, Yienllu Oriental Journal, 1894, p. 206.
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accession first of DiodotllS and then of Euthydemus. Nor is there
any doubt as to the rival against whom their manifestos were
aimed. It must have been Eucratides. It would be interesting if
we could discover the foundation on which the usnrper based his
claims. Perhaps the. quest is not entirely hopeless. Certain of
his tetradrachms and drachms are by common eOIlSent regarded
as· commemorative. The obverse-generally, but not accurately,
described as the reverse-bears a male and female head, jugate,
to the right, the inscription being HA10KAEOY~ KAI M061 KH~,
while the reverse has one of the ordinary helmeted busts
of Eueratides, accompanied by the legend BA~IAEYL MErAL
EYKPATI6H:i: (PI. IV, 3). The close analogy betwccn this obverse
and the obverses of the commemorative tetradrachms of Agathocles
and Antimachus at once suggests that the appeal to the memory
of Heliocles and Laodice is the counterpart of that to the memory
of ' Alexander, Philip's son,' , Antiochus the Conqueror,' 'Diodotus
the Saviour,' and' Euthydelllns the Divine: And when the obverse
is given its proper position, the parallel is seen to be much closer
than has hitherto been supposed.. It naturally does not extend to
the reverse, for Heliocles and Laodice had struck no lUoney, and
had therefore left no characteristic coin-type for their kinsman to
copy. In the circumstances he ntilised his own portrait. At the
same time he was careful to differentiate his commemorative pieces
from his other issues by putting his own name in the nominative
instead of in the genitive, very much in the spirit in which
Agathocles and Aritimachus employed BA~Ii\EYONTOL in place
of the normal BA:i:IAEO:i:.
Although there is no difference of opinion as to the commemorative character of these coins, an acute cleavage manifests itself
the moment the problem of identification is approached. Perhaps
the view most widely held is that Helioclcs is the son and successor
of ,Eucratides, and that the coins were strnck to commemorate his
marriage with Laodice, a daughter of Demetrius by the Seleucid
princess to whom he was betrothed in 206 during the negotiations
with Antiochus III. This theory-first propounded by von Sallet,
although it had previously been hinted at by Droysen-has about
it a certain plaIlSibility that has commended it to historians: it
would have been a politic step on the part of Rucratides to try
aud conciliate opposition, after his victory, by arranging a match
between his son and a danghter of the fallen house. But, in the
light of the considerations urged in the foregoing paragraph, there
need be no hesitation in setting it aside ·as inadmissible. Thcre is
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very much more to be said for the alternative suggestion, advocated
by Cunningham aud by Gardner, that Heliocles was the father
of Eneratides, and that Laodice was his mother. We need not,
however, follow some of those who have accepted this solution, and
continue to assume that Laodice was the danghter of Demetrius,
an assumption which leads to the impossible conclusion that
Eucratides was his great rival's grandson. Laodiee was, indeed, a
common name in the royal house of Syria, but there is no evidence
to prove that it was the name of the bride of Demetrius, or of any
of her children. The field of conjectnre is absolutely open. One
point should not be overlooked before we euter it. While Heliocles
is represented with his head bare, Laodice wears a diadem, showing
that she was of the lineage of kings, a princess in her oml right.
It must, therefore, have been from her, and not from his father,
that any title Eueratides could advance to the Bactrian crown had
come. It may also be recalled that Antiochus Epiphanes, who
now sat upon the throne of Syria (175-164) in succession to his
brother Seleucus IV (187-171;), is known to have cherished the
dream of re-establishing the Seleucid influence in Central Asia, as
if to redress in the east the balance that had been lost in the
west to Rome. Possibly it was in his interest and with his
encouragement that Eucratides first raised the standard of revol(,.
That, of course, is pure speculation, just as. are all the other
hypo(,]wses that have so far been put forward. But it would
explain his appeal to the memory of a Selencid princess, as well
as the otherwise puzzling introduction into the Bactrian coinage
of that characteristically Seleucid ornament, the bead-and-reel
border.
In speaking of Demetrius, something has already been said of
the troubles that beset Eucrntides during the earlier portion of
his reign. According to Justin (XLI, 6) he had much ado to hold
his own, not merely against Demetrius, but also against 'the
Sogdi."i.' The meaning of the latter reference is obscure. Possibly
Sogdiana strove hard to maintain its 10j<1lty to Demetrius ruther
than submit to the upstart who had presumed to supplant him.
More probably the northern tribes took advantage of the absence
of Demetrius in India and wrested from Hellenic rule the whole
of the country to the north of the Oxns. We find them in fnll
possession of Baetria itself, before many years have elapsed. 'I.'he
Parthians, too, were a grievous thorn in the flesh of Eucratides:
They fell upon his flank when his energies were exhausted by the
various other wars in which he had been forced to engage, with
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the result that part of the Bactrian kingdom was permanently
absorbed in their empire. We shall have occa;;ion presently to
ky and measure the extent of this success. :Meanwhile it will be
cOllvenient to follow Eucratides in his pursuit of Demetrius into
India. His victory there wa;; complete in the ancient Indian
provinces of the Persian empire. As it is put by Justin (loc. mt.),
'he reduced India '-that is to say, the country of the Indns-' to
subjection.' Strabo (xv, 686) says he made himself master of
, a thousand cities.' The princes of the honse of Euthydemus had
now to be content with the eastern districts of the Punjab. But
Encratides did not enjoy his triumph long. While he was on the
march homewards towards Bactria, where he had founded a great
city to which he gave the name of Encratidia, he was attacked and
murdered by his son, whom he had trusted so implicitly that he
had made him a colleague in the kingship. The details added by
Justin (loc. cit.) as to the callous conduct of the murderer in driving
his 'chariot through his father's blood have a suspicious rcsemblance
to the story Livy (r, 48) tells as to the death of Servius Tullius.
It would have been more to the purpose if he had mentioned the
. parricide's name. The date of the incident is quite uncertain, but
it is usually given as c. 155 B.C.
The coinage of Eucratides bears ample witness to the prosperity
that attended him during his life.. His money is even more
abundant than that of l~nthydemus. Although examples of his
gold are exceedingly uncommon, they inclnde one specimen which
weighs as mnch as 2593'5 grains (168·0.S grammes) and was thus
worth twenty ordiuary staters; no other king or city of ancient
times was ever responsible for so osteutatious a display of opulence.
His most characteristic types relate to the worship of the Dioscnri.
On the reverse of the larger pieces Castor and Pollux appear side
by side, usnally mounted (PI. IV, 4-6) ; the smaller often show the
pointed caps of the Brethren, surmounted by stars and flanked by
palms. The Greek legend is interesting. At first it is simply
BALI/IEQL EYKPATll'IOY, but presently it becomes BALlilEQL
MErAAOY EYKPATll'IOY. As the more pretentious title is invariably used on the gold and also on the bronze specially struck
for Indian circnlation; it is perhaps permissible to connect its
assumption with a snccessful invasiou of the territory of Demetrius.
It may be noted that this is the first certair instance of a king
describing himself in the Greek legend on his coinage as 'the
Great.' On inscriptions the practice was' older. In this ca;;e, it is
possibly a translation of the Indian title' maharaja' which is used
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by Demetrius in his Kharoshthi coin-legends. There are several
well-marked varieties of portrait. On the earlier silver, and on
one or two brouze pieces, the king is represented bal'e-headed
and with draped shoulders, both cnds of his diadem hanging stiflly
down behind (PI. IV, 4). Generally, I,owever, he wears a crested
helmet, ornamented with the horn and ear of a bnll. On the great
majority of examplcs the helmeted bnst is draped and looks towards
the right (PI. IV, 5). But on some very rare tetradrachms the head
is turned to the left, the shoulders are bare, and the right, hand
is uplifted in the act of thrnsting with a spear (PI. IV, 6). The
intimacy of his association with India is proved, not only by the
large number of square-shaped bilingual coins of bronze that have
survived, but also by the fact that, though he adhered as a rule
to the Attic staudard of weight, he also issued silver of a class
expressly designed to snit the conl"euience of Inuian traders. The
standard used for the latter is closely allied to the PCl'sic, which had
become established in N. W. India as a result of the Persian dominion;
None of the coins of Eueratides bear dates. Notwithstanding
this, there are indirect means of utilising them so as to secure a
partial confirmation of what Justin says (XLI. 6) as to the usm'per's
rise to power being more or less contemporaneous with the
accession of Mithradatcs.I of Parthia. lI1ithradates, it will be
re~mbe~ed, sncceed~d to' ·th~--.;r;;"n about 171 B.C., and the
emergence of Eucratides has been tentatively assigned to 175.
He must certainly have been firmly seated on thc throne a very
few years later. A unique silver tetradrachm, now in the British
Museum, has on the obverse a helmeted bust evidently copied from
the best-known coin-portrait of Eucratides, and on the reverse the
Snn-god, driving in a four-horse chariot. The legend is BA2:IAEQ:!:
EnI<I>ANOY2: nMrONO:!:, while in the exergue are letters which,
though not altogether clear, are generally read as PMI and
interpreteu as referring to the year 147 of the Selencid Era.
(PI. IV, 7). If the date has been correctly deciphered-the first
of the three numerals is very obscnre-the tetradrachms with the
helmeted bust of Eucrntides mnst, therefore, have been in circulation for some time previous to 165 B.C., and these were by no
means the earliest tha.t he issued. Who Plato was, we have no
means of knowing. The one genuine specimen of his money that
we possess-modern forgeries are far from uncommon-is said 1 to
have been 'originally procnred from an itinerant goldsmith of
SMh-ke-Dheri, who had himself procnred it somewhere in Central
1
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Asia, perhaps in the Hazara country or heyond the Hindu-Kush.'
Its comparatively dehased style hetrays affinities with the coins of
killgs whose domains were purely Indian. But whether Plato was
a vassal or a short-lived rival of Eucratides, we cannot say. His
title EnI<I>ANOYL, which reads like an offset to ME,MOY, is
horrowed from the coinage of Antiochus IV (175-lU4); it does not
appear in Parthia till nearly half a century later.
Testimony· of a similar character comes from farther west.
Hardly less rare than the solitary coin of Plato is the silver of
Timarchus, satrap of Babylon, who in 162 B.C. declined to acknowledge the authority of Demetrius I of Syria, and issued money
of his own in all three metals. Both on obverse and on reverse
his tetradrachm is an unblushing imitation of the commonest
tetradrachm of Encratides, down even to tbe title BALIAE0L
ME'MOY. . If, as was snggested above, the assumption of the
epithet 'Great' is to be associated with the conqnest of India,
162 B.C. thus becomes the terminus ante quem for that achievement. A less definite but still highly probable reminiscence
of the' Great King' of Bactria has been detected by numismatists
on some Bcarce bronze pieces of the early Pat-thian series. Unless
the Parthians were simply continning thc types of coins which they
fonnd current in districts which they had annexed by force l , it is
curious that they should have borrowed anything of the sort from
Encratides. lIe and they were bitter foes. The account of their
antagonism given by Justin (XLI, 6) is borne out hy two brief
references in Strabo. The first (XI, 515) tells us that, after
defeating first Eucratides and then the Scythians, the Parthiaus
incorporated a portion of Bactria in their empire. 'l'hat perhaps
does not carry us very far. But Strabo's second reference (XI, 517) is
more explicit, though its value is largely destroyed by what seems
to b~ a deep·seated textual corruption. The purport of it is that
the Parthians took away from Eucmtides two Bactrian satmpies,
called (according to Kramer's reading) 'T~V 'T€ 'AO""'l7twvov Ka~ ri}v
Toptovav. These names convey no meaning to modern readers
because neither of them occurs anywhere else. We can only
conjecture what districts they are most likely to represent. If we
decide for Aria and Arachosia, we cannot be yery far wrong; towards
the close of the chapter already cited Justin SlLyS that Mithradates I
1 The probability of this being the true explana.tion is greatly strengtbened by the
fact that coins of the period of Mithradates I (B.M.Cat. Parthia, PI. III, 7, 10, 12) seem
to be imitated from the ooins of Demetrius I or Euthydemus II with the standing
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enlarged the boundaries of the Parthian empire until it stretched
'from tho Hindu Kush to the liver Euphrates.' Expansion towards
Margilina and Drangiana would be a natural concomitant.
.
The portentous growth of this semi-barbarian power conld not
but have the most serious effect on the development of Hellenic
civilisation in Central Asia. Parthia now lay like a great wedge between the Bactrian Greeks and their kinsmen beyond the Enphrates.
Intercommunication had become difficult, rennion impossible. More
than one of the successors of Antioehus Epiphanes-notably
Demetrius II (a6-140) and Antiochns VII (138-129)-flung themselves against the rock, only to be broken. And it is not without
significance that, if we may trust Josephus (Ant. Jud. XIII, 5, 11
[185]), the enterprise of Demetrius was undertaken in response
to repeated requcsts from 'Greeks and Macedonians.' This shonlr!,
perhaps, be read in the light of the hint given by Justin (XXXVI, I),
when he includes the Baetrians amoug the allies who lent Demetlins
their assistance in his attempt to break down the domination of
the Arsacidae. It was all in vain. The Seleucid kings were hopelessly cut off from what had been in early days one of the fairest
provinces of their empire. On the other side of the impenetrable
barrier, Eneratides and his fellow-countrymen, hemmed in by
Mithradates on the west and exposed on the north to everincreasing pressure from the wandering tribes whom they vaguely
designated'Scythians,' were being steadily driven south-eastwards
into the plains of Tnr!ia.Even there, they were not to be safe
either from Scythians or from Parthians. That, however, is for a
fnture chapter to show. Meanwhile it remains to summarise the
little that is known as to the final relinquishment of Bactria by
the Greeks.
Except for the somewhat rhetorical sentence in which Justin
(XLI, 6) contrasts the fate of the Bactrians with the phenomenal
prosperity of Parthia-' harasser! by various wars, they finally
lost, not merely their kingdom, but their independence '-western
historians have preserved hardly any echo of the events that led
UP"to the catastrophe. Had the vigorous and capable Eucratides
lived longer, it might have been postponed. It could hardly have
been averted; what we learn from Chinese sonrces proves that it
was inevitable. Justin makes Mithradates the main instrume,it
of the disaster, and no doubt his act.ivity was in some measure
responsible. But the real cause was the bnrsting of the storm.cloud, whose appearance on the northern horizon had been pointed
out by the envoy of Euthydemus to Antiochus the Great just two
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generations before. Stl""bo knew the real facts, although he gives
us no det.'1ils, merely saying (XI, 51G) that' the best known of the
nomad tribes are those who drove the Greeks out of Bactria,-the
Asii, the Pasiani, the Tochari, and the Sacarauli, who came froIll
the country on the other side of the Jaxartes, over against the
Sacae and Sogdiani, which country was also in occupation of the
Sacae.' The Prologue to the lost History of Pompeius Trogus (XLI)
is even less illuminating: it contents itself with harely mentioning
that the main work had told how' the Saraucac and Asiani seized
Bactria and Sogdiana.' 'l'he inconsistencies of nomenclature here
migbt be easily enough reconciled. But, after all, such an adjustment would leave us very much where we were. The Chinese
records bring more enlightenment. From them we learn that the
Yneb-chi, pnshed westwards by the Huns about Hi5 B.C., displaced
the Qakas, who inhabited the country of the Jaxal'tes to the northeast of Sogdiiina and Bactria, and that they then crossed the
Jaxartes and conquered the whole of Sogdiiina, probably driving
the Qakas before them into Bactria and fixing their capital a little
to the north of the Oxus. This was the beginning of the end. The
struggle may have dragged on for twenty or thirty years, but its issue
was never doubtful. . Bactria had to be abandoned by its Greek
rulers to the Qaka hordes. And the turn of the Qakas was to
come. Thc report of Chang-kierl, a Chinesc envoy who visited the
Yueh-chi in 126 D.C., is still extant. These nomads were then settled
in Sogdiiina, and the report speaks in somewhat contemptuous terms
of their southern neighbems, the Ta-hia, by whom are apparently
meant the native popnlation of Bactria: they were a nation of
shopkeepers, living in towns each governed by its magistrate, and
caring nothing for the delight or the glory of battle. At some
date which i8 donbtful, bnt which cannot at the latest be more
than a year or two subscquent to 126, the Ynch-chi, nrged forward
by f"esh pressure from thc East, crossed the barrier of the Oxns,
expelled the Qakas, and oecllpied all the country as far south as
the Hindu Knsh. From the Ta-hia no seriolls resistance was to
he expected Bnt, as the retreating Qakas made their way westwards, they probably encountered the fierce opposition of Parthia ;
just about this time two of the Parthian kings, Phraates II and
Artabanns I are said to have fallen in hattie with the Scythians.
Obviously the situation which Eucratides wonld have had to
face in Bactria, had he ever returned from his last Indian campaign,
wonld have been peculiarly trying. It is not snrprising that his
successor should have failed to make headway against the oncoming
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tide. The numismatic evidence. shows that this successor was
Heliocics. In all probability hewas also the parricide. Cunningham,
it is trnc, was of a ditfercnt opinion, holding that the unnatural
murder was thc work of Apollodotus, another king who has left a
considcrable number of coins, mostly of a strictly Indian character!.
But the idea that there was any blood relationship between
Apollodotus and Eueratides is purely hypothetical. It is more
probable, indeed, that Apollodotus belonged to the rivalfumily
of Enthydemus. He may have been contemporary with Eucra7
tides, but there is not.hing whatever to suggest a closer
eonnexion'. On" the other hand, it will be remembered that
Justin (XLI, 6) lays the crime to the charge of the heir apparent.
And according to Greek custom the eldest son of Eucratides
would normally be called Heliocles after his grandfather. If he
had any brother, there is a stronger claimant for the honour than
Apollodotus. In describing the coinage of Eucratides, no mention
was made of a small group of silver pieces, which are usually
believed to represent his earliest issue. They are mainly tetradrachms, the drachms being of semi-barbarous execution. The
obverse bears a diademed head within a bead-and-reel border; on
the reverse is a draped figure of Apollo standing to left, holding
an arrow and a bow, the inscription being BA~lflEQ~ EYKPATILlOY (PI. IV, n). It may be that the view" generally taken of
these coins is correct. But there arc two serions difficulties in the
way of accepting it. In the first place, it would be UllllSUal, if not
unprecedented, for a Bactrian king to use "more than one distinctive
type for his Attic silver, and the characteristic type of Eucratides
was, as we know, the group of the Dioscnri. In the second place,
the style of the obverse has the closest possible resemblance to
that of the obverse of some of the tetradrachms of Heliocles.
A comparison of Plate IV, 9, with Plate IV, 3, for instance, reveals
a simihLrity that is almost startling. It forces one to ask whether
Heliocles may not have had a younger brother, who had the same
name as his father and who was proclaimed king after the latter's
murder. When ancient states were on the verge of ruin, kings
were apt to multiply. Nor is it a valid objection to urge that no
The name
second Eucratides is known to the literary texts.
of Heliocles himself has been rescued from oblivion by his
coins.
1 The silver coins ot the Attic standard were struck in the kingdom of .lUpiCa.,
which fonned the connecting link between Bactrio. and India. See Chapten:xn, p. 555.
~ Ibid.
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He is the last king of India whose money is found to the north
of the Hindu Kush. Clearly, therefore, it WM in his reign that
Bactria was abaudoned to the qakas. This was probably not later
than 135 B.C. What the condition of the couutry then became, is
wholly doubtful. The language used of the Ta-hia by Chang.kien,
tbe Chinese envoy, is interpreted by some as indicating that they
were largely left to themselves by the intruders, and that they did
not acknowledge the anthority of a central government at all. But
bere again we are in the realm of conjecture. Our only definite
evidence for Heliocles is nnmismatic, and the inferences of which
it admits are scanty. The characteristic type on his Attic silvcr
is Zeus, generally standing to front, grasping a thunderbolt and
leaning on a long sceptre, the inscription being BALI/\EOL
l>IKAIOY HAIOKAEOYL (PI. IV, 8).
Very rare tetradraelulls
and drachms combine a helmeted bust on the obverse with a
scated figure of the god on the reverse. The stanaing Zeus reappears on bilingual coins of Indo-l'ersic weight and of markedly
different style. These are sufficiently common to show the diminishing importance of the Bactrian part of Heliocles's kingdom, and
the corresponding advance of the pnrely Indian element. With
the exception of Apollodotns and AntialcidM, he is the last of the
Graeeo-Indian rulers to employ the Attic standard at all. He also
re-strikes the coins of Agathocleia reigning conjointly with her
son Strato T Soter, an indication no doubt that the internecine
struggle between the honse of Eucratides and the honse of
Euthydemus which had begun in Bactlia was con tinned in India.
Finally, a faint memory of his name must have lingered on among
the barbarian immigrants long after the day when he fled before
their approach. Once settled in the midst of a uation of shop·
keepers, the nomads speedily learned that a coinage was indispensable. '1.'0 provide it they had recourse to rude imitations of
the money of their Greek predecessors, and their most popular
models were the bronze of Heliocles and the silver of Euthydemns.
Their currency thus supplies a pathetic epilogue to the story of
the rise and fall of the Greek kingdom of Bactria. The annals
of HellM abound in episodes as rich in romance as any talc the
Middle Ages ever wove. Nothing they contain is more calculated
to appeal to the imagination than the fortunes of these heirs of
the great Alexander. 'I.'hat their civilisation was a brilliant one,
we may safely conclude from the quality of the art displayed npon
their coins. The pity of it is that the store of facts for the
reconstruction of their history is so slender. The surmises are
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many, and the certainties are few. Excavation may mend matters
some day. U nti! then tbe utmost limit of possiblc acbievement is
to skctcb a rough outline that sball not bc inconsistent witb such
scattercd fragments of evidcnce as survive.
. ...

..

,

...

.. .

KEY TO PLATES I-IV
PLA'rE I

T., wearing kidaris and kandYB,
and holding spear and strung bow. Rev.lrrcgularoblongincuse. [B.M.]
Daric. Fifth or fourth century B.C.

1. N. Persia. Obc. The Great King hastening

2. At. Persia. Obv. Similar type j punch-mark. Re1J. Similar incuse; punchmark. [B.M.] Siglos. Fifth century D.C.
3. £. Persia. OblJ. Similar type; but King holds dagger, instead of spear; two
punch-marks. ReD. Similar iocuse; four punch-marks. [B.M.] 8ig108.
Fourth century B.C.
4. E. India. OblJ. Plainj group of punch-marks. Rer:. Plain; twopnnch-marks.
[H.M.] Kiirsltliparyl. c, 300 B.c.
5. .At.. India. Obc. Similar. Rel). SimilflJ'. [B.M.] Kiirshdpa'lJ,a. c. 300

D.C.

6. N. Persia. Obc. Similar to no. 1; but behind, ITA, with MNA beneath and
~ in front. Rer;, Wavy bands, [ll.M.] DQu1Jle Daric. After c. 331 B.C.
7. At. Athens (Asiatic imitation)!. Ob-c. Head of Athena T., wearing helmet
adonled with olive-leaves. Re",. A0 E Owl r. j behind, olive-spray and
crescent j in front, ;;.. [B.M.] Attic Tetradracitm. c. 350-300 n.c.

8. ..R. Athens (Asiatic imitation). Olni. Similar type. ReT:. AI r Similar type j
same symbols. [RM.] Attic T.tradrachm. c. 35(}-300 B.O.
At. Athens (Asiatic imitation). Obc. Similar type, of different style; behind,
f1'1. Ret:. Similar to no. 7, with bunch of grapes behind. [RM.]
Attic Tetradrachm. c. 350-300 B.C.
10. ..R.. Athens (Asiatic imitation). Obc. Similar. ReD. Similar. [B.M.] Attic
Tetradrachm. c. 350-300 D.C.
9.

11. At. Athens (Asiatic imitation). ObD. Similar. Re'{J, Similar, without hunch
of grapc~. [B.M.] AUic Didrachrn-. c. 850-300 RC.
12. iR, Athens (Asiatic imitation). Obr:. Similar. Rev. SimiJar, with a;: behind.
[B.M.] Attic Drachm. c. 350-300 R.c.

13. At. Asia. Ob'c. Similar. Rev. Eagle standing I., with hcad reverted. [RM.]
Attic Drachm. c. 350-300 RC.
14. At. Alexander. Obv. Heall of ·Zeus r.) laur.; border of dots. Rev. AAE3:AN.6.POY Eaglc standing r. on thunderbolt, with head reverted;
behind, olh'e-spray with berry j in front, satrapal tiara.. [B.M.] Rll<odian (1) l'etrMracltm. Probably struck by Selcucus I before c. 306 B,C.
I All the Athenian imitations illustm.ted on Plate I came to London by way of India.
The ultimate provenance is probably the Middle East.
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15. Al.. Seleueus I. 0/).. Similar; behind head, PI. . RM. BA:1: IAE l1X
.IEAEYKOY Atllcna in quadriga of horned elephants r., holding
thunderbolt in raised r. and shield on L ann ; in field r" above, anchor.
[RM.] AtMe Tetradrachm. c. 306--281 B.C.
16. At. Asia. Obv. Horseman, wearing conical helmet and cuira.ss, oycrtaking
and attacking two warriors retreating Oll an elephant; bonIer of dots.
ReD. Male figure, wearing cuirass, cloak, and sword, standing thrce~
quarter face towards 1, "ith thunderbolt in r. find spear in L; in
field L
[B.)!.) Attic Deeadraehm. c. 300 D.C.

J'\.

17. At Sophytes. Ob?). Head of warrior r., wearing close.fitting helmet,. wreathed
with olive; border of dots. ReD. ::rn4>YTOY Cock r.; behind,
caduceus j border of dots. [ll.:\L] Attic Drachm. c. 320 B.C.
.

1.

,.

PLATE II

...R Seleucus I and Antiochus I. Ofm. Head of Zeus r., laur. ; border of

dots. Rev. BAXIAEl1N :1:EAEYKOY KAI ANTIOXOY Athena ill
biga of horned elephants r., holding thund~rbolt in raised r. aUlI
shield on L arm i ill field r., above, @. [B.M.] Rlwdian (1) Drachm.
c. 293-281 B.C.
2 . ..It. Seleucus, son of Antiochus I. Ob~. Similar. /lee. BALIAEflI
IEAEYKOY ANTIOXOY Athena as above, in quad riga of horned
elephants r.; in field r., abo,'e, @. [B.M.] Rlwdian (1) Tetradrackm.

c.

275-266 B.C.

S. N. Seleucus I. Ob~. Head. of Selcucllil I r., diademed and haying bull's hunt.
Reo. BA:1:IAEl1:1: :1:EAEYKOY Head ofhonlCd horse r., bridled; ill
front,
beneath, @. [B.M.) Attic Stllier. c. 306-281 D.C.

I¥l;

4.. ..It.

Antiochus I. Obo. Similar typo; elderly head i border of dots. Rer.
BAIIAEDI ANTIOXOY Similar head, without bridle; in front, 1(
and

@; oorder of dots. (Hunter]

AUk, Tetradrachm. e. 293-261 B.C.

5. N. Antiochus I. Obe. Head of Antiochus I r., diademed. Re<. BA:1:IAEl1~
ANTIOXOY Head of horned horse r., bridled; in front, @. [B.~f.)
A ttic Stater. c. 281-201 B.C.
6. N. Antiochus II. Otm. Head of Antiochus II r., diademcd. Ree. Similar j
but in froDt, @. [B.lI.] Allie Stater. c. 26&-246 B.C.

7. ...R. Antiochus I. OO"D. Head of Antiochus I r., diademed; border of dots.
Rel). Same ill8criIltion. Similar type j iu frout, @; border of dots,
"I ~
[llM.] Attic Tetradrachm. c. 281-261 B.O.
Antiochus
II. Otm. Head of Antiochus. II r., diadcmcd; border of
8. .ft.
dots. ReD, Similar i hut in front, @. [B.M.] Attic 'l'etradrachm.
c. 261-240 B.C.
9. N. Antiochus I. Obe. Head of AntiochusI r., din,demetl. Rev. BAL I/\En~
ANTIOXOY Apollo seated l. on omphalos, holding arrow and bow;
iu front, star and~. [£,11.] Attlc Stater. c. 281-~fj1 B.C.
10. N. Antiochus II. Obll. Head of Antiuchllil II r., diademed. Reo. Similar;
but in front, tl without star. [B.M.] Attic Stater. c. 261-246 D.C.
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11. N. Antiochus II. Ofrc. Hend of Diodotus n r" diadcmcd j border of dots.
R ... BA~IAEn~ ANTIOXOY Zeus thundering I.; in fron4 eaglo I.
and wreath; hordel' of dots. [JLM.] Att'ic Staler. C. 261-250 n.C.

12. At. Antiochus II. Obv. Similar. ReI:. Similar; but in place of wreath, 4,
and between feet of Zeus, @. [B.M.] Attic Tetradrackm. c. 261250

B.C.

13. .IR. DiodotUB II. Ob-v. Similar. Rev. Similar to no. 11 j but "nth BA1:IAEfl:r
LlI06.0TOY and, above wreath, BY, [B.)1.] Attic Tetradrachm.
c. 2.30 R.C.
14. N. Diodotus II. Obr. Similar. Rev. Simi1al'; but no letters aboye wreath.
[B.M.] Attic Stelter. C. 250 R.O.

b1f;

ID. lR. Andragoras. Obc. Head of City r., wcaring tUl'reted crmnl ; behiud,
border of dots. Re,:. ANLlPArOPOY Athena., helmeted, standing I.,
with spC:lr and shield, holding 0"..'1 in extended 1'.; bonIer of dots.
[B. A!.] Attic 1'etTddraclLm. e. 3aO or c. 250 D.C.

16. N. Andragora.s. Oim. Bust of Zeus r., dmped aDd wearing taenia; behinel,
VTf. Ber;. AN.6.PArOPOY Warrior ill quadriga of horned horses
galloping r., with Kika as driver. [B.)I.] Attic Stater. c. 330 or
c. 250 H.C.

PLATE III
1. At. Euthydemus I. OblJ. Head of Euthydemus IT., diadelllC,,'tl; border of

dots. Re •. BA~IAEn~ EY0Y I'IHMOY Heraeles seated I. on rock,
grasping with r. his club, lower end of which rests on a pillar of stones ;
to r., tl4. (B.M.] Attic Tetradrachm. c. 220 n·.c.
2. ..R. Euthydemus I. Ob/). }~lderly head of Euthydemus I r., diademed j
border of dots. Rev. Similar; but end of club rests ou thigh, and
monogram to r. is~. [B.l\1.] Attic Tetradracltm. c. 200 B.C.
Oln~. Bust of Demetrius I, draped r., wearing head·
dress made of elephant's skin; border of dots. Rev. BAIIAE!lI
.6.HMHTPIOY Heracles standing to front, placing wrea.th upon his
head with
a.nd holding club and lion's skin i~ L; to 1., ~. [B.M.]
Attic Tetradrachm. c. 1!:)0 D.C.
4. At Eut'hydemus II. Obc. Draped bust of Euthydemus II r., diademed i
border of dots. Rel·. BA~IAEn~ EY0Y I'IHMOY Heraclcsstanding
as in no. 3, but wreath held in outstretched r., to 1., *,. [B.M.] Attic
Tetradrachm. c. 150 B.C.
a. .oR. Demetrius II. Ob'IJ. Draped bust of Demetrius II r., diademed j border
of dots. Re". BA~IAEn~ I'IHMHTPIOY Athenahelmetod,8~'nding
to front, holding sllOar and shield; to I., P\I, and to r., 6. [B.M.]
Attic Tetrad1'ucltm. c. 140 B.C.
'

3. At. Demetrius I.

r.,

6. At, Agathocles. Ob(J. Draped bust of Agathoclcs r., diadcmcd; border of
dots. R<". BA~IAEn~ ArA00KAEOY~ Zeus, naked to willst,
standing to front, holding figure of Hekate in r. and leaning with J. on
sceptre i to I., l(JY. [B.M.) Attic Tetradrachm. c. 150 D.C.

I
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7. At. Pantaleon. Ob'll, Drallod bust of Pantaloon r., diademed ; border of dots.
ReD. BA::EIAEfl::E TTANTAAEONTOr Similar; but Zeus scated I.
[B.M.] Attic Tetradrachm. c. 150 B.C.

S. At. Antimachus. Ob1J. Draped bust of Antimachus r'j wearing kau,$ia j
border of dots. & •. BA:1:IAEfl::E ANTIMAXOY Poseidon, naked
to waist, standing to frout, leaning with r. OIl trident and holding palm
in L; to r. @' EB.M.] Attic Tetl'adracl,m. c. 150 B.C.
9. At. Diodotus (struck by Demetrius I 1). Vbc. Head of Diodotus. r., diadcmed ;
border of dots. Rev. IlI06.0TOY ID.TH POI Zeus thlUldcring I.;
in front, cagle 1., and wreath. [B.i\L] Attic Tetradrachm. c. 190 B.C.

PLATE IY
At. Antioohus II (stmek by "\gathocles). O~c. ANTlOXOY N I KATOPOr
lIc~Ld of Antiochus II T., diadomed; border of dots. Rer. BALIAEYONTOr ArA00KAEOyr 111KAIOY Zeus thundering I.;
L..
ill front, eagle I., and wrea.thj behind,~. [B.M.] Attic Tetradraclun.
c. 150 B.C.

I.

2.•R Euthydemus I (struck by Agathocles). Obo. EY0Y Ll.HMOY 0EOY
Head of Euthydemus 1 r., diaderued; border of dots. ReD. Samo
inscription. Heracles sooted I. on rock, gr.lSlliug in r. hm club, end of
which rests on knee; to r., ~. [B.~L] AUic Tetrudraclun. c. 150 B.C.
3. At. Heliocle. and Laodice (struck by Eucratidos~ Ob •. HAIOKAEOyr

KAI AAUl1l KHr Draped busts jugate r. of lIeliocl.., with head
bare, and Laodiee, wearing diadem; behind, .$, bead-and-reel
border. 1/eD. BArIAEY::E MEfA::E EYKPATILl.H::E Druped bust
of Eucratidcs r., diademed and wearing helmet decorated with horn
and ear of bull; bead-and-reel border. [ILM.] Attic Tetradrackm.
c. 165 B.C.
4. Eucratides. Obil. Draped bust of Eucratides T., diademed; beaU-and·reel
border. Re'D. BA!Ii\Ef1! EYKPATI6.0Y The Dioskouroi, weal'ing
pilei and carrying palma, prancing 011 horseback r., with spea.rs at
r~t: in front, g. [B.M.l AUit: Tetradracltm. c.165 B.C.
5. Eucratides. Obc. Draped bust of Eucratidcs r., diademed, wearing helmet
adorned with horn and car of bull; bead-anLl-reel border. Rev.
BArIAEfl::E MEfAAOY EYKPATI110Y Similar type; behind, "$'.
[B.M.] Attic Tetradrachm. c. 165 ao.
6. Eucratides. Ob'D. Bust of Eucratides 1., din.demed and helmeted, l'lhOwIDg

bare ha.ck and shoulders; spear in r.; bead-and-reel border. Ren.
Similar; but no monogram bellind, and in front,
[B.M.] Attic
TetTadrachm. c. 165 B.C.

.m.

7. Plato. Ob'D. Draped brut of Plato r.) helmeted; b€ad-and-reol border.
1/"". BArlAEflr ETTI<I>ANOyr TTAATflNOr Helios, radiate, in
quadriga galloping r.; to r.) abo"e, ~fh in ex., MI. [B.]'I.] Attic
Tetradrachrn. C. 165 B.C.
C. H.I. I.
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8. Heliocles. Ob,,_ Draped bust of Hclioclcs r., diademed; bead-nod-reel
border. IU •. BAl:IAE!1l: HAIOKAEOYI 61KAIOY Zcus,drapcd,
st..'\lIding three-quarter face towards 1., holding thunderbolt., and lenll ing
on sooptro : to L,!<Pi . [Rll.] Allie TetradracJ"". c. 140 B.C.

9. Eueratldes II (1). Ob •. Draped bust of Eucl'1ltid"" r., di:ldcmod; bead.and.
r ecl border. R.o. BAIIAE!1l: EYKPATl60Y Apollo st.,nding "
looking along arrow nnd leaning on strung bow; to 1., tyi. [B.At]
Attic Tttradrachm. c. 140 B.C,

CHAPTER XVIII
CHANDRAGUPTA, THE FOUXDER OF THE
MAURYA EMPIRE
WITH the Maurya dynasty begins the period of continuous
history in India, a transition due to a concurrence of canses. In
the first place, the invasion of Alexander and some other occasions
of contact with the West fnrnish chronological limits of relative
definiteness, to which certain archaeological and literary circnmstances readily conform. Secondly, the establishment of a single
paramonnt power in Hindustan, embracing a part even of the
country south of the Vindhya mountains ami standing in relation
to the still independent areas, snpplies a unity which previously
was lacking and which, in fact, was rarely realised in later ages.
The personalities also of two of the members of the dynasty stand
out more clearly than is nsual in India, in the case of one, indeed,
with a viyjdness which would be remarkable even in the West.
The literary material gain is of exceptional variety and authenticity.
Not to mention the information afforded by the histories of
Alexander's Indian campaign and the accounts of the Selencid
empire, we have in the memoirs of Megasthenes, a Scleucid envoy
at the conrt of the first Manrya, a picture, nnfortunately fragmentary, of the country, its administrative and social features,
which research continnes to veri(y in all its main details. A~oka's
own rescripts, graven upon rocks and pillars, are docnments of
nnassailahle fidelity. '1'he recently recovered Artha~astra ascribed
to Kautilya, otherwise named Chal)akya and VisllI.lUgupta, though
in principle it conveys no new conception of an Indian polity, is in
virtue of its date, which clearly falls within or ncar the Maurya
period, and of the ahundant light which in detail it sheds UpOIl
the life of the people, especially upon the arts of peace and war,
perhaps the most precious work in the whole of Sanskrit literature. Finally, a most skilfully constructed political drama, the
Mudra,.akshasa of Vi~akhadatta, preserves, in spite of a relatively recent date, some ontlines of the events which attended the
foundation of the dynasty.
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'L'he invasion of Alexander found the Punjab, as we have
seen" divided among a nllmber of relatively inconsiderable tribes,
a state of things which had probably always subsisted. He Icft it
substantially unchanged, except that he recognised two of the
larger states, that of Taksha~ila (Taxila), which had facilitated his
entrance into India, and the rival kingdom of Porus (Panrava or
the king of the Piirus), whom he had conquered. The former was
Illaintained in the region between the lndns and the Hydaspes
(Jhelum), while the latter was made to embrace all the more easterly
territory as far as the Hyphasis (Be:ls). 'l'he two kings were reconciled and united by a matrimonial alliance. Alexander further
confirmed, under the title of Satrap, Abhisares, ruler of 'the'
Himalayan districts of the Puujab'. The nations occupying the
large extent of country ahont the confluences of the five rivers
lYere placed under Philippus as satrap, and Sind undm' Pithon.
The limit of Alexander's easterly advance was the Beas. The
last kingdom with which he came in contact was that of Phegelas',
adjoining the river, whether on the right or left bank does not
appear,-possibly it was the conntry between that river and the
Sutlej, The mntiny which arrested the victorious progress occurred
in a region which-broadly defined-has in all period. of Indian
history been pivotal', The desert of Rajpntana, running up
towards the mountains, leaves only a narrow. neck joining the
Punjab to the rest of I1indust:ln. Here to the east was the
coulltry of the Kurus and Panchalas, the scene of the legendary
wars of the Mahabharata; here was Thanesar, where arose in the
sixth ccntury A.D. thc dynasty of Harsha; and here are Panipat
and Delhi. Alexander would have had, so he was told, to cross a
desert of eleven days march, in order to reach the Ganges, beyond
which lay two great peoples, the Prusii and Gangaridae', whose
king Agrammes, or Xandrames, kept in the field an army of
20,000 cavalry, 200,000 infantry, 2000 chariots, and 3000 (or 4000)
Chapter xv, p. 345.
The mountains of the Abisares, from which flows the river Soanua (Megasthenes
xx)=tbe Sohan, corresponds to the Abhisira region, defined by Stein (Rajatarangi?}i
trans. 1, 18(1 n.) as denoting the hills lying between the Jhelum and the Chenah. But
it may at this time ha.ve included more, extending to the Indus, as snggested by the
king's relations with the Assakenoi (supra, p. 353).
1

2

:::;:-Bhagala(?) i see Chapter xv, p. 372.
<1 Chapter I, p. 23.
On the yarious fonus of the name PrasH in Greek and Latin writcrs,-IIpd07un,
IIpu.luoL, IIpavo1,ot, IIpa.~,o,. np~ta.Kol. B~u(o" Pha.rra.sii,-see Schwanbeck's Megatthenis
Indica, p. 12, n. 6, and Lassen, Ind. Alt. II, pp. 210-1, n. 1. The Sanskrit is Priichya.
As regards the Gangaridae (or Gaggaddae) the view that the name was invented by the
Greeks (Lassen, loco cit.) seems improbable.
3

i)
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elephants. Upon inquiry, Alexander was informed by Phegelas
and Porus 1 that the king was a man of worthless character, the
Ron of a harber, and that he had obt'tined the throne by the
murder of his predecessor, whose chief queen he had corrupted.
)Ve leam from Megasthenes (I, 16) and Ptolemy (VII, I, 82; 2,14)
that the Gangaridae occupied the delta of the Ganges. The liame
Pl'llBii, or Pruchyas, 'Easterns,' would properly denote the peoples
east of the Middle Country 01' Central Hindustitn, which extends as
far as the conflnence of the Ganges and Jnmna at Allahahad. Either,
therefore, the name 'Eastems' was used by Alexander's infommnts
in a more general sense, as the correlative of 'Westerns,' or it
reflects what in any case is the fact, that the Pailchalas, Qiirasenas,
Kosalas and other peoples of the Middle Conntry had fallen nnder
the domination of the power of Magadha (S. Bihar), with its
capital P,.~liputra, at the junction of the Ganges and the Son.
The beginnings of this suzerainty appeal' already in the early
Buddhist books'; and the dynasty ruling in Pa~liputra, which
city was founded by Udayin, b'Tandson of Buddha's coutemporary
Ajata~atru, is recognised in the Brahman literature as representative of Indian sovereignty. Whether it held also the countries
stretching westward to the sOllth of the great desert, and in
particular the famous realm of' MaIwa, with its capital Avanti, or
Ujjain, we have no means of knowing: but a negative answer is
probahle. This region, as also the continuation to the westen)
coast of K,.thiawiir and Glljarat, escaped the purview of Alexander
and his historians. Both were well within the horizon of his Jndian
informants, since the trade connexion between Bengal and the
coast regions of Qiirpiiraka and SUl'llshtra had been from of old
00 less familiar than was the northem route of scholars' and
traders joumeying to Taksha~ih' and Kllhul.
In the AgrammeB, or Xandrames" of the Greek writers there
has been no difficulty in recognising the Dhana-Nanda of the
Sanskrit hooks; and the very name, in the form Nandru., has
been conjecturally restored to the text of .Tustin'. Jt is the name
of his dynasty, which according to the l'ural.IRs ruled during
exactly a century; Chandramas would be the equivalent of his
1 See Q. Curtius, IX, 2 and Diodorns, XCI11; also by Candragupta ace. to Plutarch,
Alexander, Lxn.
2 Rhys Davids, Btuldhiltt India. (London, 1903), pp. 12 sqq.; Bee Cbapter VII,
pp. 182 sqg.
3 Fick, Die Soeiale GliederwlfJ, esp. p. 130; Rhys Davids, Buddhist India, pp. 8,

28,203.
'. Agrammes in Q. Curtiua, Xa.ndmmes in Diodorus.
~ xv, 4: quippe sua procncitnte Alexandrum (read NlI.ndrum) regem oft'endisset.
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Greek appellatiye. His oyerthrow, which Alexander was prevented
from attempting, resnlted from the conditions which the invasion
left behind. It established the supremacy of the Mauryas under
Chandragupta.
The details of this peripetia are matter for inference; but, the
antecedents of the two chief actors in the drama are sufficiently
certain. Chandragupta ' is represented as a low-bom connexion
of the family of N anda. His surname Maurya is explained by the
Indian authorities as meaning 'son of Mum,' who is described as a
concubine of the king. A more flattering account' makes the
Mauryas an Himalayan offshoot of the noble sept of the Qakyas,
the race of Bnddha; and, apart from this connexion, tbe supposition of a tribal name seems probable, since a tribe of Morieis
is mentioned by the Greeks' and will perhaps be identical with
the Moriyas of the P,,1i books'. However that may be, Chandragupta had incurred the displeasure of Nanda, whom he had served
in the office of scniipati, or Commander-in-Chief. He is said to
have made an attempt against his master, instigated by the
Brahman Vishl.mgupta, Cha~akya, or KautHya, who in his person,
and perhaps also as representing a disloyal priestly movement,
had been disrespectfully treated by the king. The case of Jehu
offers a familiar parallel; but the outcome was otherwise.
Chandragupta fled with his fellow conspirator', who figures in
literature as the Machiavelli of India. In the movement which subsequently It;d to the overthrow of Nanda Cha~akya is represented
as the directing mind.
The abortive attempt mnst have preceded the invasiou of
Alexander, whom Chandragupta is said to have met in the
Pnnjab'. At that time N anda still reigned. The dating of the
subse'luent events depends upon 'the correctness of the account
of them contained in the Mudriiriikshasa. According to this
authority it was as head of a confederacy, in which the chief aUy
1 The Inilian, and a.lso the Greek, accounts of Chandragupta. are quoted and
discllssed by Lassen, op. cit. II, pp. 205 sqq. The Oreek forms of the name, some

of them pointing to

l\

Priikrit original, are

}:avDpoICOTTOf, 'l'.avlipdK07'70f, 'l'.C1vlipalC6rra~,

'A"op6K()7T()~, 'l'.ap8pUKV7rTfX. The identification with C"handraguptais due to Sir William
'
Jones (Asiatic Researches, IV, p. 11).
2 From t.he commentary to the PitH lIfahawanso (ed. Tumour, Introduction,
pp. xxxviii-xIii).
3 From Euphorion: see Lassen, op. cit. II, p. 205, n. 4.
4 Moriyo.s of Pipphalivana (Digha Nikiiya, II, p. 167).
~ In the PIlIi accollne mentioned above Chandragupta meets Ch.i4lakya, who is
represented as a native of TakshaQilii., already in company with a Parvata.. For the Ja.in
version, see Prof. Jacobi's edition of Hema.chandra,'s Sthavi-riit'alicharita, pp. 55 sqq.
G Plutarch, Alexander, I.XII.
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was the king of the Himalayan districts in the Punjah, that
Chandragupta invaded the lIfagadhan empire. The play dates
from perhaps the seventh century A.D.; but we need not question
its evidence, which we are justified by some analogies' in rcgarding as a genuine theatrical traditiou: moreover there exists
a Buddhist and Jain story which makes Chaudragnpta's second
attempt begin with the frontiers. Further, a conquest of the
Punjab by Chandragupta with forces from Eastern Hiudust.'in has
little iuherent plausibility: before the British power the movement
had been consistently in the opposite direction.
, A precise date for the overthrow of Nanda seems with our
present evidence impossible. It can hardly have been effected
without the co-operation of the kingdom of Porus. We have theu
two alternatives. Either Porns participated in the invasion and
is the Parvataka, the ally of Chandragupta, in the drama 2, in
which case the year 321 B.C. would be not unlikely, as the death
of Porus seems to have followed that of Alexander by no long
interval. Or his successor, whether a member of his family or
Chandragnpta himself, was a participator: and then we have no
means of dating, unless we allow the indications of the drama to
persuade us that Eudamus, the assassinator of Porus, who in 323
succeeded Philippus as Alexander's representative and who retired
from India in about 317, was also a partner in the exploit'. As
regards the incidents of the campaign, we have no trustworthy
information. N anda was defeated and killed, and his capital
occupied.
Here begins the action of the drama. According to this
authority, Chal.Jakya, the iustigator of Chandragupta, contrives
the death of Parvataka, the chief ally, and then of his brother
Vairodhaka, which causes the son of the former, l\Ialayaketu, along
with the remaining allies to withdraw their troops to a distance.
They are joined by Rakshasa, the faithful minister of tbe Nandas
and by others from the capital, in some cases with the connivance
of Cbal,lakya. What follows is a complicated intrigue. In the end
lIfalayaketu becomes suspicions of his allies, whom he puts to
1 The plots of some of the recently discovered pla.ys of Bhasa seem to have been appro·
IJriated almost entire by the la.ter drama.tists, e.g. by the !Luthor of the JJJricchakaJikii.
,
2 In that case the death of Porus must have been due to Chandmgupta. and not to
"Eudamus. An identification of Pll.rvata with a king of NepOJ is indicated by Jacobi,
op. cit. p. 58, n. 1.
S On this question see the a.cute observations of Lassen, op. cit. II, pp. 213-17. The
names of the allied kings in the dmma. need not be seriously considered, since Sa.nskrit
literature is rich in varieties of nomenclature, which hQrdly eyer fail, even in closely
related versions of a single story.
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death, and also of Ri\kshasa. The latter has no longer any option
but to accept the offers of, Chandragupta, who allows Malayaketu
to retire in peace to his own dominions.
At this point the Indian tradition takes leavc of Chandragupta
and his mentor. The latter, his vow of vengeance accomplished,
returns to his Brahman hermitage. For Chandragupta the ensuing
ycars must have been strenuous. The great military progress of
Seleueus, whereby he sought to consolidate the eastern part of his
dominions, hronght him to the Indus about the year 305. He
found Chandragupta, now master of all Hindustan, awaiting him
with an immense army. For Seleueus the task proved-too great:
he crossed the Indus, but either no battle ensued, or an indecisive
one. Seleueus was content to secure a safe retirement and a gift
of 500 elephants by the surrender of all the Greek dominions as
far as the Kabul valley. Upon these terms a matrimonial alliance
was arranged 1.
, I
Thns the year 305 saw the empire of the successful adventur\l"
of I'ataliputra safely established behind the Hindu Kush OIvthe
north and the AfgMn highlands rising abqvc Herat on the west.
At what period it came to include also the western provinces of
Sind, Kathiawar, and Gujarat, which, as well as lIlalwa, wc find in
the possession of Iris grandson, we are not informed. But probably
these also wcrc acquircd by thc founder of thc dynasty.
Chandragupta maintaincd his friendly rclations with the Greeks.
Seleucus received giftB from him; and his envoy Megasthenes
resided for some considerablc time, and perhaps on more than
one occasion, at the court of l'ataliputra'. He was a friend of
Sibyrtius, who in 324 was appointed by Alexander to the Satrapy
of Gedrosia and Arachosia, anf! in 316 was again appointed by
Antigonus. Thc date, or dates, of his mission must naturally be
later than the campaign of Seleucns (c. 305) and earlier than the
death of Chundragupta (c. 297); hut tho time is otherwise undetermined. It is to Megasthcnes tbat the classical peoples were
1 See Chapter xvn, p. 431.
'fbat SeleucuB made no great headway against
CbllJ1drR.gupta is proved at length by Schwanbeck, op. cit. pp. 11-19. where the
Il.uthorities are discussed. The 9urrender of the Kabul valley is also indicated by
Strabo. xv, 1, 10 and 2, 9: see also Lassen, De PentapotatiLialndica (Bonn, 1827), p. 42.
~ ArriELn, v, 6, 1: Meyao81v."f, "s tlIPl1V jJ.fJl ~tfJIJPTII.i! T~ ~I;lTpdlrV TijS 'Apu:xwl}'lcu,
roXXd.ns 8l ""~H a¢IKII}'Oa.( 7rapa l:a.v8pdKOTTOJI TO" 'boWJI PU.(HXiCl, 'Megastbenes, who
lived indeed with Sibyrtius, the Satrap of Amchosia., but several times, as he states,
n.rrived at the presence of Sandraoottus, the king of the Indians.' The view of
Sehwanbeck (p. 33) and Lassen (ed. 1, p. 209, n. 3; but rejected in ed. 2, p. 219, n.1),
who think this statement consistent with severnJ interviews in the oourse of a single
mission, seems untenable: aqHKlu8at could hardly bear tba.t sense.
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indebted for nearly all the precise information which they have
transmitted concerning the Indian peoples.
According to J ustill (xv, 4) the rule of Chandragupta was
oppressive; but the judgment is not supported by details or by
Indian evidence. The consensus of Sanskrit writings on policy
discountenances excessive leniency, and insists npon the retributory
fuuction of the ruler, who in maintaining order and protecting
weakness shonld not shrink from severity; while in time of need
he is entitled to call upon his people to bear' like strong bulls' a
considerable bnrden of taxation 1. The dnration of the reign is
stated by the Pnr3.l}aS, in agreement with the Buddhist books, at
twenty-four years. It wonld be uncritical, however, to regard
these testimonies as from the beginning iudependent, or to attach
auy'special credence to tile exact fignre. ~foreover, the initial date
i~ uncertain, the Jains presenting a date equimlent to 313 (312) B.C.,
while the Buddhists of Ceylon give 321, and the Brahman writings
withhold any refereuce to a fixed era. It would be idle to dwell
further upon a matter of so much uncertainty. Our defective
knowlcdge of the chronology is iu striking contrast to the trust,'\orthy information which we possess concerning the country "nd
its administration.
The extent of the dominions of Chandragupt" has "Ire"dy been
stated. Bllt his authority cannot have been everywhere exercised
in the same manner or the same measure. ludian conquerors do
not for the most pa.rt displace the rulers whom they Sllbdne, nOr
was the example of Alexander in India to the contrary. Accordingly we may "ssnme that the empire of Chandragupta included
feudatory kingdoms; and even the presence of his viceroys would
not necessarily imply, for example in Taxila or Ujjain, the extinction of the local dynasty. It has been acutely remarked by
Lassen 2 that in a number of cases Megasthenes states the military
power of pa.rticular provinces; and he infers that these are
inst,mces of independent rule. The inference may have beel!
carried too far; but it has an nndeniable validity as regards the
kingdoms south of the Vindhya mentioned by Megasthenes,
namely the Andhras an,i Kaliilgas, as well as their western neighhours the Bhojas, Pe~enikas, and I;tish~ikas, who "II down to the
time of Chandragupta's grandson A~ok" remained outside the
regular administration. The districts beyond the Indus, Gandh"ra,
Arachosia, and Kabul were simil"rly frontier states.
1

~

Mbh. XlI, B7, 33, and cb. 121; cf. 130,36; Hopkins, J.A.O.S., xm, pp. 116, 135-6.
Op. cit. II, pp. 219-20.

OHAPTER XIX
"
POLITICAL AND SOCIAL ORGANISATION OF THE",
MAURYA E M P I R E . "
CONCERNING the condition and organisation of the vast Manrya
empire the Greeks have provided us with a considerable body of
valuable information: and, as the Artha."astra furnishes the means
of describing the complete polity existing at the time, its land
system, its fiscal system, it. administrative system, its law, its social
system, with some view of literature and religion, we shall not
forgo the opportunity, so rare in Indian history-we mu,t wait
for the time of Akbar and the A'in-i-Akbar,-of dwelling a little
=~~~

.

As regards the land itself, we may distinguish the forest, the
pasture or grazing-ground, and the cultivated area'. The forests
must have heen much more extensive than at' present, and they
clearly comprised both relatively inaccessible tracts inhabiteli by
wild nnsubdued trihes and others which were within the reach of
the administration, visited by trappers and hnnters, ntilised for
raw material, reserved for elephant-grounds, state hunting-grounds,
parks, and Brahman settlements. The pasture must have included
both largo spaces (viv<ta) occupied by the nomad, tent-dwelling'
ranchers, who were the direct descendants of the old Vedic tribes',
and also more restricted areas in the neighbourhood of the villages.
'rhe latter, which then as now were the main feature of the country,
had their definite boundaries, their village halls,-no doubt representing the forts of ancient times,-and their independent internal
economy. Less, if at all, organised were the stations (glwslta)', or
hamlets which formed the headquarters of the ranching class.
1 For references to the chapters or pages of the Arth~8tra which deal with the
main topics discussed in this chapter, see the Sanskrit text.
.
:1 Megasthenes, I, 47: 1r6AtV POEI' 1) /(WJl.7]1I 0"" OlKOIJO't, 0'/(7]11£111 ae {Jl'fJ XfJWvTat.
S Hopkins, J.A.O.S., XIII, pp. 79-80, 82-3; The Four ClUtel, p. 15.
In the
ArthafiiBtra (p. 7) also the Yai.-;ya seems to be connected with cattle. So in Manu (e.g.
Vill, 88 and 410) a.nd MOh. (XII, 60, 25).
, Hopkins, op. cit. p. 77.
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Apart from the royal domains, which mnst have been considerable, the ultimate property in the land appertained, in the sense
which has since prevailed, to the king': that is to say, the king
was entitled to his revenues therefrom, and in default could replace
the cultimtor in his holding'. This does not preclude alienation
or subdivision by the occnpier, the royal title persisting throngh
each change. It was the king's business to organise the agricultural productivity by encouraging the snrplus population to settle
new or abandoned tracts'. Irrigation was an object of great
solicitnde and naturally under the charge of the state, which
regnlated the snpply of water and derived revenue therefrom '.
The bulk of the population consisted of actual cultivators, and
Megastheues remarks that their avocation was to such a degree
defined (by the rule of caste) that they might be seen peacefully
pursuing it in the sight of contending armies'. The higher classes
in the conntry had not a landowning, but an official, qnalification,
being entitled for their maintenance to a defined portion of the
revenne. This corresponds to the jagir system of Musalman times.
The assignment might be the revenue of an estate, a village, a
town, or according to cireumstances·. On a minor scale the same
principle was applied to the ranching class, which received for
maintenance a proportion of the stock'.
Roads were constructed by the royal officers, and at intervals
of 'tenstades' were sign-boards noting tUMlings and distances'.
The Greeks make special mention of the 'royal route' from the N. W.
frontier to Pa~aliputra9. Communications were maintained by
couriers, while in the woods roamed trappers and forest-rangers lO.
Towns were numerous, in so much that the Greeks report as
many as two thousand placed under the rule of Porus, and
Megasthenes ascribes some thirty to the Andhra country alone".
They ranged from the market· town (sa1,ngraha,!a), serving the

o€

1 Megastbenes, I, 46: rijs
'Xwpo.s }J.uJ'8ou'J uAoiltTI Ttii {J(1,(1(-"'c'i Od.t TO raO'al" rl7V
'IVOtK1]JI fjrMl"h'K7/p elval, lOlWT?} oe Jt7Jon"
'E~'''cu KeKTi}q8ac· xwplr oe TJ7S' !.U17QwfFCWS'
7f'TdpTt}Y elf TO fJarnXucoli nXou,n; cf. Hopkins, J.A.O.S., XITI, pp. 87-8.
2

nil

.Art". U (p. 47); cf. W. Foy, Die klmigliche Gewalt, pp. 58-9; Jolly, Recht, una

Sitte, p. 93.
(Hopkins, op. cit. p. 127 n. and Arth. 19 ad init.).
Megaath. XXXIV, 1; see Chapter XVI, p. 417, and infra, p. 437.
1\ Megasth. I 14: rttpa. Jl 'TOVTm5' TG:JlI "'(f5WP"'/WII lf5pwrI Kal auvXwII £WP.£IIWII ~ '/f'·}.-f/fTloJ1
.,W/I Ta.i'£WY ")'fWPYOUJrTfI dllf7ralf7f)TJTOt TWV Ku;8611wII f5U:r'''; d. I, 44.
The Mahabbiirata
(e.g, XII, 69, 38 egq.) qualifies thi3 picture in pl'Mtice; see Hopkins, op. cit. p. 185.
il For details see Ma.nu, vn, 118-9; Hopkins, cp. cit. p. 84.
1 Arth. 46; Mbh. XlI, 60, 24; Hopkins, cp. cit. p, 83,
g Mego.sth. XXXIV, 3.
9 Ibid. IV, 3.
]0 Arth. 52-3.
11 LVI, 10. In XXVI the towns are too numerous for counUng.
3 9ii-l1yanive~ana
of

j
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uBes of ten villages, through the county towus (1,hiirvataka and
dro(wmukha at a river's mouth) for 200 or .400 villages, the
provincial capital (sthiin.ya, or Thana), the great city (nagaTa,
pura) or port (p"!!,wa) to the royal capital (riijadhiini), all
provided with defences of varying solidity'. There were also forts
on the frontiers or in special situations, snch as in the middle of
lakes or swamps, hidden in forests, or perched on heights'.
The art of fortification was well understood. As we caon learn
from the Greek and native descriptions, and as we can see depicted
on the monuments of Sanch! and Bharhut, the great cities were
provided with ditches, ramparts, and walls of earth, wood or brick',
having battlements, towers, covered ways, salient angles, water-gates,
and portcullises, with a wide street running ronnd the interior
face. There were guard-houses for troops w"lma) in the different
quarters. In principle the towns were of rectangular shape and
divided into four regions, eacb nnder a special official and composed of wards. The houses were generally of wood, and of two or
three storeys" the more splendid ones including several courts, one
behind the other. There were royal palaces, workshops, storehouses, arsenals, and prisons'. The streets were provided with
watercourses draining the houses and issufng iuto the moat:
against misnse of them, or of the cemeteries outside, by deposit of
rnbbish 01' dead bodies, by loosing animals, by. conveyances not
under proper charge, by fuuerals conducted through irregular
ways or at unlawful hours, penalties are laid down. The houses
were forbidden to have windows overlooking each other, except
across the street. 'l'he precautions against fire included the
provision of vessels of water' in thousands' in the streets: every
householder must sleep in the forepart of his dwelling, and he is
under the obligation of rendering assistance in 'case of fire, while
arson is punished by burning alive. The trumpet sonnds the
beginning and end of thc noctnrnal interval, during which, except
on special occasions', none must stir abroad. Approach to the
guard-houses aud palaces is prohibited, as also is music at
unsea.;;onable times. The city chief reports all incidents, and takes
charge of lost and owncrless property.
1 On these, distinctions see Art". p. 46; Manu, VII, 70-5; Mbh. XII, 86, ;); nnd
Hopkins, op. cit. pp. 76-7.
2 Hopkins, up. cit. pp. 177-8 n.
3 Megasth. XXVI; Hopkins, op. dt. pp. 174 sqq.
4 See the plates in ~ffLisey's Sanchi and Cunningham's Stupa. of Bar/mt.
II The Sanskrit terms a.re ant(t~pltra (or lli~anta), karmallta(-a,qara), kmIlJhii!Jara,

ayudhiigara, bandhana!Jiira.
~

Chiiraratri., • nights of free

movemen~'

(A.r'h. 56, p. 14G).
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·The imperial capital l'ajoalipntl'a or Kusumapura, the Palihothra of the Greeks, which was situated on the south side of the
Ganges, to the east of its confluence with the Son, is described by
Megasthenes (v. sup. Chapter XVI, p. 411). Its ruins lie for the
most part under the modern city of l'atna-Bankipore; and part
of its ancient rampart has been fonnd in sit" '.
The population, as we learn from Megasthenes' in agreement
with the indications of the Artha<;<'istra, consisted of seven classes,
which have been already particularised': there was no transference from one elMS to another (except that the philosophers, i.e.
the Brahmans, might in case of adversity adopt any profession),
nor was marriage between them allowed'. 'l'hese distinctions of
function correspond only partially to those of caste, which iu fact
must have been already much more complicated: and they take
no note of special cases, such as riverine and maritime populations.
In the country, except where undertakings such as mines and
other works created exceptional conditions, the second and third
classes, the hnsbandmen and the neatherds and shepherds, must
have predominated: the village servants', such as the potter, the
blacksmith, the carpenter, the barber, would belong to the tbird.
In the towus we hear of labourers, craftsmen, traders, inspectors,
and officials'. 'l11e crafts arc numerous', especially those 'dealing
with the precions metals aud with textiles. The professious include the doctor, the actor, singer and rhapsodist, the dancer, and
the soothsayer'. The traders are partly state officials in charge
of royal merchandisc, or in snperintendence of matters connected
with prices and sales, partly actual shopkeepers or travelling merchants; and not rare among both classes was the rich frcshthin,
or seth, who was an important social factor, and, if a leadcr iu his
1 Waddell, RepoTt on the Excavations at Pii/aliputra (Calcu~ta, 1903); Spooner,
Ann. Bep. oj the ATch. Sur. of India, 1912-3, pp. 55--61.
2 1,40-53; cf. Arrian, Indica, XI-XU.
3 See Chapter XVI, pp. 409-11.
The equiva.lent ~enns in Greek and Sanskrit a.re :
(1) 1>IAOtT0¢ol. qo</Jtd'Tal=Briihnw1].a, rrama1)a, (2) 1'EwfYYol=karlJl!aka, (3) fJOlJfdJ)..f)t,
'frOtP.EJlH, VOP.Eft, 8TfPt;V'Tai = gopiila, rvaga1J.in, 1JugllTika, margiiyuka, (4) dTpaTIWTal,
7ro'Jl,t;p.wTa.l=bha!a, (5) tTVp{30V'Jl,OI, uvvt;/3pol::;llIantrin, amiitya, mahiimUitra, (6) lCPOPOI,
brioTI(O'lf"OIZ- prativedaka, adhyaksha, sattrin, (7) 'TEX",nu, 0Tfl.uoufYYo1, l(a.lTlI:\Wl= kiiru,
~ilpin, vaidehaka .
.. Mcgasth. 1, 53: VVI( t~fun 6~ 'Yo.p.Eiv £~ lC\'JI,ou plpou~, i} 7TPOo.tpEtTm 1) TExI'Cn
p.ETCI."X..npltfu8(1.t, otOl' dTpo.'TtWTJI" 61'T!1. 'Yt;wP'Yt;/v, 1) TfXl'/T1JI' &1'7(1. ¢/A0I10C/.>f.'I'.
6 Griimabhritaka (Art!!. pp. 47 a.nd 246).
6 The terms a.re kaT-If, 4jilpin, 'vaidehaka, adltyahha., a.nd yukta.
7 Megasth. writes (I, 7): ft"at 6' aUrov~ ffup.fJal"", !Ca.! 1rPOS 7!h T€XI'aS ~1rlurl}JJ.o"a'j.
8 Ohikitsaka, kUliilava, giiya1!a and viidaka, nata or ?U1Ttaka, and ga.IJ.aka; also
vagjivin 'crier' (?).
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guild, received official recognition'. In the workshops and the
prisons (the latter periodically emptied ') artisans were engagcd
on contract or in penal tasks; and there is a 'spinning house' for
the labour of widows and other helpless or unfortnnate women'.
Permanent associations in civillifc include trader and merchant
gnilds (~re~,i) and clubs (puga)'; but there were also temporary
combinations of workmen and others engaged under corporate
responsibility for the execution of contracts'. Collective obstruction was known and penalised".
Trade' was active, various, and minutely regulated. The
precious wares comprise many species of gold, silver, spices, and
cosmetics from all parts of India; jewels, inclnding pearls from
Southern India, Ceylon, and beyond the sea; skins from Central
Asia and China; muslin, cotton, and silk from China aud Further'
India. 'l'he best horses came, as now, from the Indus countrics
and beyond. 'fhc merchant was mulcted in ducs at thc frontier';
by road-taxes and tolls, and by octroi at thc gates of the cities,
where the royal officials maintained a donane and watch-house':
he was required to he armed with a passport", and severe peualties
were attached to malpractices in connexion therewith. The officials
record in writing' who the merchants are, whence they corne, with
what mcrchandise, and where it has been vise'd.' The country
produce also was subjcct to octroi npon entry, and, to ensure that
nothing might escapc, there were prohibitious of purchase in part
or in bnlk at the place of origin in farms, orchards, and gardehs 11.
The amount and price of all goods was declared, and the sale was
by anction, any enhancement accruing to the treasury. Combina·
tions to affect prices wel'e pnnishahle 12; an army of spies was
engaged 011 the routes in order to detect falsc declarations 13. The
prices of ordinary goods were fixed and proclaimed daily by the
officials". Similarly all weights and measures were subject to ill1 9re1,l.imllkh1jfL (Hopkins, op. cit., pp. 81--2; Fick, Die Sociale Glicdemng,
pp. 16H).
:I Arth. p. 146.
3 Artlt. 40 (lJiitriidhyak8lia).
4 A Pii(}d, is defined as 'an association of persons of different easte and unspecified

profession for purposes of business or pleasure.' On t;;retti see Hopkins, op. cit.
pp. 81-2: ace, to }<'oy, op. cit. p. 14 n., it was a subdivision of a caste.
D A'rth. 66 (Sm!lbhi1ya~amuulu:illa); cf. rusa 76-7; Manu, VIII, 211.
6 Ibid. p. 204.
7 For "Mious kinds of merchandise, see Hopkins, op. cit. p. 91 n.
8 One fifth of the vA.lue nee. to A rth. 40.
II r;ulkaJJthiina, ghafikG.$thiina (ibid. p. 110).
10 1Itudra (ibid . .52).
11 Ibid. 40.
12 ibid. p. 204.
13 Ibid. pp. 111-2.
14 Hopkins, op. cit. p. 130 n.
Every five days or every fortnight acc. to Manu,
VIlli 401-2.
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spection'. There were export, as well as import duties and oetrois,
and certain classes of goods were forbidden to be introduced or
sent abroad respectively. The king himself was a great trader,
disposing of the output of his factories, workshops, and prisons,
and the produce of his lands, forests, and mines, for which he
maintained store-honses (kos"!hagara) throngh the conntry'. In
particular he reserved the right of coining and other work in silver
and gold, which was executed by his officials on behalf of those who
brought their raw metal'.
The state of society corresponding to this activity of trade, to
the traffic on high roads (rajapatlia 'rontes royales') and by-roads
(ba1)ikpatlia 'merchant roads '), the bustle at frontiers, ferries,
tolls, and city-gates, and to the minnte regulation of all these,
must have heen one of considerable complexity. Nor do we lack
the means, literary or iIInstratiye, of becoming in part acquainted
with it. Beside the statements of the Greek writers, we may
gather abundant material /i'om the Pali books of the Buddhist
canon', from the Artha,astra and the code of Mann, from Patanjali's commentary npon the grammar of Pal)ini, and from the
RamaYaI.la and Mahabharata; while the Bnddhist stiipas of
Sanchi and Bharhut snpply ocnlar demonstrations of mnch that is
recorded in the Iiteratnre. But from this material large dednctions
must be made: the Sanskrit Epics, and in a less degree the books
of the p,1Jj canon, reflect tho circnmstances of an earlier periodirrespective of the actual datcs of composition-and we run the
risk of confnsing conditions as widely different as those of tho
HomeIic, the Solonian, and the Periclcan age in Greece. If wo
seek to elicit the special features of the lIIaurya epoch, we shall
mark first of all the growth of luxury consequent upon the rise of
the great Magadha empire in the east: in the Punjab, no doubt,
in spite of the efleminacy which the Greeks observed in the court
of Porns, the old tribal system was still pl·evalent. There the
actual cultivator would still be a man of the three upper classes,
while in the east he was generally a Qiidra. It is to this period,
uo doubt, that we must ascribe the great complexity of the caste
system, and the beginning of the association of caste with craft.
It seems not doubtful that a number of castes did arise, according
to the Brahman theory, by intermixtures of the old fOllr divisions,
Arth. 37 (1'u15manapota.w).
Mann, VITI, 399; Kobler, AUinduche, PrOZi8IJTec.ht, p. 54 j Foy, op. cit. pp. 51-2,
61 j Jolly, op. cit., pp. 110-1. The king'a trade·a.gent is 7lijavaidelutka.
3 Arth. 31-2.
j, See Cbapter VIII, and Rhys Davids, Buddhist India, m-vr.
I
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which still fomled tho basis: a process natural in itself, when
intermarriage between tbe different classes was still licit, and
certain to be specifically noted, while it is evidenced not only by
the testimony of theological works, but also by so-worldly a treatise
as the Arthagastra. But it is only in a few cases that we find a
particular occupation assigned to a particular caste'.
-"...
In another respect the old system of caste had received a shock.
To the contemporaries of Bnddha and Mahavira the conception
of a king who was not of the Kshatriya order would have seemed
preposterous. But the Mauryas were of low extraction, as were
the Nandas wbom they succeeded. Henceforth the spectacle of
the low-born man in power was never a rarity ill India; and soon
it was tbe foreigner. The vast empire, with its army of officials
and spies, introduced a burcaucratic rule ill place of the old quasi"
feudal system.
Foreigu influences also begin to assert themselves. In the
stone architecture, which replaces wood in public monnments, as
also in the style of the edicts of A~oka we have clear evidence of
iutercourse with l'ersia, which must necessarily have begun well
before the fourth century'. And this advance in art affected
religion also by its encouragement of image-worship'.
As regards daily life, we find the public side of it snfficiently
gay. The people were frugal in their diet, and. sober, except on
occasion of festivals. The chief display of luxury was in dress'.
The inns, hostelries, eating-houses, serais, and gaming-houses arc
evidently numerous; sects and crafts have perhaps their meeting
places and the latter their public dinners'. The business of entertainment provides a livelihood for various classes of dancers, singers,
and actors". Even the villages arc visited by them, and the author
of the Artha~astra is inclined to discourage the existence of a
common hall used for their shows as too grcat a distraction from
the life of the home and the fields'. At the same time there are
penalties for refusal to assist in organising public entertainment.
The king provides in amphitheatres constructed for the occasion
dramatic, boxing, and other contests of men and animals, and also
1 A1'th. 60.
: See Chapters XI" pp. 329, 341; XXVI, pp. 621-2; Fergusson, Rist. of Indian and
Ea.!ftern A'rcililecture, index, R. v. Persepolitan Capitals; Vincent Smith, History of FinlJ
Art in India a-nd CeyloTl, pp. 58 sqq.; Griinwedel, Bllddltillti.~che Kurut in Indien,
pp. 17 sgq. ELnd Ch. n.
S Kanow, bu!.. Ant., 1909, pp. 145-9.
4 Megastb. XXVII, 8-9.
[, Arth. 56.
6 Hopkins, op. cit. pp. 118, 176.
, A,'h. 19 (p. 48,.
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spectacles with displays of picturcd objects of curiosity'-no doubt
,the private showman with his pictures of Hades, ete., was also
active-; and not seldom the streets were lighted up for festivals
and it was not penal to stir abroad. 'l'hen there were also the
royal processions, when His Majesty went forth to view his city
or to hunt'.
In domestic life the joint-family system prevails: but it can
be dissolved. Boy and girl attain their majority at the age of
sixteen and of twelve respectively3. Adoption-legitimated by the
king-is common. 'l'here are the four regular and fonr irregular forms of marriage, which is dissoluble by mutual consent or
prolonged absence'. The wife has her dowry and her ornaments,
sometimes also her bride-gift, which are her private property and
to a certain extent at her disposal in case of widowhood. II1-usagc
iln either side is punishable. Upon failure of male issue the
husband may after a certain period take other wives (of any class);
hut he is required to render justice to all: on the other haud,
a widow is at liberty to marry again. Orphans are under the
guardianship of their relatives'. The poor and helpless old, and
in particular the families of soldiers and workmen dying during
their employment, are regarded as deserviug the king's care'.
Concerning the ga1J,iklis, or public women, who were the king's
servants, and whose pmctice and rights were subject to minute
regulation, the Greek writers· have told us enough'. Offences
against wQmen of all kinds are severely visited, including the
:wtions of officials in charge of workshops and prisons; and their
varions imprudences and lapses are subject to a gradation of fines
and penalties'. Refractory wives may be beaten (Manu, VIII, 299).
In totally denying slavery Megasthelles went too far·: in fact
seven kinds of slaves are enumerated 10: but it is laid down that
no Arya (' freeman,' here including the Qiidra) could be enslaved.
A man might sell llimself into slavery, and in times of distress
children might be so provided for: also there were captives in
I See Hardy in Album Kern, pp. 61-6, and A90ko.'s Rock Edict, IV i also Manu, IX,

84 a.nd 223, and Hopkins, op. cit. pp. 124---5 .
•

2

Mega.sth.

. p'1.K)(l.Kf!

TU.

XXVII, 16-7: hfpa 0' tUTtI' ." brl
Of. Hopkins, Q]J. cit. pp. 119-20.

T!.\S

8vU'tas ltoow 1'plrq 0' brl OlJpav

A.-rth. p. 154.
Concerning marriage see Arth. 59. Manu, rx, 76 (absence); lX, 97 (bride-gift).
6 Manu, VIII, 27.
6 Arth. 19 (p. 47), 91 (po 246); Mbh. xu, 86, 24.
7 Of • ..4rth. 44.
!j Arth. pp. 114, 146, chap. 87.
The offence of killing a woman is equal to that of
killing a Brahman: see Hopkins, The Four CaJltel'l, p. 98; Jolly. op. cit. pp. 116-7.
i See Chapter XYl, p. 416; and Arth. 65.
10 Manu, vu, 415.
3

4
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war. In all cases the slave may purchase his freedom by any
earnings acquired irrespective of his master's service, and ransom
from outside cannot be refused. The slave woman who is taken to
her master's bed thereby acquires freedom, as also do her childreu.
The progress of literature during the Maurya period is unfortunately for the most part matter for iuference. Only three works,
all in their way important, can with certainty be dated in or nellr
it: these are the Artha9astra of ChiiJ:mkya, the Mahabhiishya,
Patafijali's commentary on the grammatical Siitras of Pal,lini,
and the Pali Kathavatthu. 'fhe Vedic period, including the
Brahmal).as and the early Upanishads, was plior to Buddha; and
the same may be said in plinciple of the 8,1tr'as, or manuals of
rites, public and domestic, the Vedil;,gas, treatises on gramumr,
phonetics, prosody, astronomy, etymology, ritual, whatever may be
the date of the treatises which llave come down to us. Nor can
the like be denied regardiug the various forms of quasi-secular
literature which are named in works of about this period, the
Pu,",1\!f1., or myth, the Itivritta, or legend, Akhyayikll, or tale,
Val.ovalcya, or dialogue '. Some form of the Mahabharata and
Ramayal,la, the former of which we infer from Megasthenes io
have been current during this peliod, belongs also to an earlier
epoch. One philosophical system, the Siiilkhya, seems to be prior
to Buddhism: a secolld, the Vai~eshika, may.have arisen ill our
period '. Finally, the canon of the Pali Buddhism and also that
of the J ains, which is said to have been fixed at Pataliputra in
313 (312) B.O., and the system of the Lokayatas or Ajlvikas, are
also in substance pre-Maurya 3•
If we may conjecturally assign to this period any definite
literary forms, these would be the filstra and the artificial poetry,
Or kiivya. The former, the most characteristic product of. the
Indian milld, is the formal exposition of a particular science in
dogmatic enunciations accompanied by a discnssion (bhilshya).
Such are the grammatical work of PatafijaIi, the Artha~astra of
ChaJ.mkya, the Kama~astra of Vatsyayana: the Dharma yastra, or
Law, followed an older model, that of the metrical treatise, and the
Nyaya yastra, 01' Logic, is a later creation. We cannot doubt also
that many of the minor sciences (vidyils) and arts (kalas), which
were from carlier times a subject of instruction, had already
attained some systematic literary form '. As regards the artificial
3

Lists are given in the Mahabhiirata. (see Hopkins, J ..A.O.S., xm, p. 112).
It is known to Ayvaghosha. (Slltrala1'llkara) in the first century A.D.
See Jacobi, Kalpa-llutra, Introduction.

4

A number of these are mentioned in the Brahmajala Sutla of the Digha Nikaya.
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epic, it is trne that we have no positive evidence of its existence
in l\faurya times. Bnt the Buddhacharita of A9vaghosha. which
dates from the first century A.D., presents a perfect and stereotyped
form, indicating a long prepamtion.
That writing was ill common use not only for literary purposes,
but also in public business, the edicts of A~oka exist to prove.
But this is by no means all. Epistolary correspondence was
perfectly nsual" and written documents were employed in the
courts of law': moreover, the administration was versed in bookkeeping and registration on a large scale and systematically
arranged'. And we have already the beginnings of a study of
style and a vocabulary of exegesis'.
Sanskrit remained the language of the Brahman schools, of
public and private ritual, and also of secular literature, except
perhaps in the case of folk poesy'.. In the Iifc of every day and
also in administration, furthermore in the sectarian books of the
Buddhists and J ains, a vernacular was employed; and from the
Edicts of A~oka three such vernaculars are known, one of which,
that of Magadha, probably profited by its central position at the
hcadqnarters of the empire to encroach upon the others'. The
Sanskrit was perhaps favoured in cultured circles, and especially
in the cities; and social ambition, hampered by insufficient training,
began to foster a hybrid form of speech, now known as 'mixed
Sanskrit; which snbseqnently established itself as a literary medium
in certain Bnddhist schools, when the canonical vernacnlars, themselves by no means dialectically pure, had already become
stereotyped ' .
.We shall not trespass further on.the province of the historian
of language and literature. Nor need we dwell at lenbrth upon
the likewise special topics of religion and law. Nevertheless there
is an aspect of these which appertains to general history.
." There can be little doubt that the Maurya empire began with
I ..4.rth. 28; also pp. 29 and 3B.
Strabo (xv, 67 and 73) mentions writing on
eloth.
Il Mega.sthenes denies written Zmc8.
Written documents are well avouched; see
Manu, VUI, 168.
a See below, pp. 487--8. In Arth. p. 62, we hear of a Record Room (nibandhapustakasthiina) in the Treasury.
4 Arth. 28 and 180.
(; On this subject see the discussion in J.R.A.S. (1913), and reB.;. also Prof.
Jacobi's paper Was ist Samkrit? in Scientia, XIV.
6 Senart, inscriptions de Piyadasi, II, pp. 434-5.
7 The priority of the Pi\.Ii style is clearly shown by Prof. Oldenberg, G.O.N., 1912.
pp. 156 sqq.
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a Bl11hman, as well as a national, reaction l . 'l'he age of Bnddha
was onc in which religious specnlation was rife. Originally a
product of the Brahman hermitages, it had offered irresistible
attractions to a people wearied of ritnal formality. Innumel'able
sects arose; it became a common understanding 2 that frgm 'any
class a man conld go forth, abandoning his home, and fonnd or
join a sect of wandering dispntants or ascetics. The Greek writers
combine with the Buddhist and Jain books and the edicts· of
A~oka in testifying to the ubiquity of the pravrajitas or ~ama1Ja8
(Gk. <rapfLiiva<, <rapfLavaio<)'. 'Ve cannot doubt that this would in
the end coustitute a danger to the established order and an offence
to the Br;;hman caste. The Brahman, in the Vedic age a priest,
had long ceased to be primarily so. It is true that in public and
private ritual the priestly fnIlction was his, and he was entitled to
the emolnments thereof: also the Pm'ohita, or king's spiritual
adviser, was one of the highest and most indispensable officers of
state. It was, moreover, cnstomary to consult the forest-dwelling
Brahmans upon high political matters', and in the law-conrts the
sacred law was stated by Brahman assessors'. Nevertheless, as
has been well said, the Brahman was not a person who fulfilled a
sacred function-in particular, the service of a temple has always
been regarded as demeaning him-but a person who Wall sacred..
He was exempt from taxation and confiscation, from corporal
chastisement and the death ponalty, branding and banishment
being in his casc the ultima ratio". His true office was stndY'and
teaching, and his proper abode was the fOl'est hermitage, wbere he
maintained thc sacred fires and lived for another world An order
snch as this, established in customary respect and daily observance,
was obviously threatened by the intervention of prosclitising sects
of impromptu origin, making claims upon the livelihood of· the
people, and interposing in formal and informal gatherings with
fundamental problems. Yve can therefore well understand why the
Artha~i\stra (Chap. 19) forbids the practice of abandoning domestic
life without formal sanction and without provision for wife and
family; and we look forward with confidence to the great doctrine
of the BhagavadgWi, that grand pillar of Brahmanism, that salva1

2

Lassen, op. cit. n, p. 213.
See llIbh. XII, 63, 23; :\1egastb.

XXXll,

12; a.nd Rhys Davids, Buddhist buiia,

pp. 141 sqq.
3
~
oS

6

Rock Edict, XIII; Megasth. XLI, 19. The UM{JL<JI are the Sanskri~ 1H'inapra'thas.
Mega.sth. XLIII, 19; 1lJbh. xn, 86, 26.
Manu. VIII, 10; Hopkins, op. cit. p. 159.
fir'h. p. 220; :Manu, VIII, 123-4, 380 i Mull,. XII, 56, 32-3; MeglLsth. t. 40.
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tion is attainable not by the rejection of civil duty, but in aud above
tbc performance of it. Accordingly we see in the Maurya age the
beginning of a stage of concentration, in which only a few great
sects could maintain themselves by the side of a settled Brahman
orthodoxy. And this was a natural corollary of a great empire.
Among the Brahman deities the greatest share of popular
adoration accrued to Qiva and Vish\lu (under the form of Krishl)a),
wholll'the Greeks report to us as Dionysus aud Heracles respectively'. With the former was associated Skanda or Vi~akha, the
god of war. The Buddhist books and sculptures, which give the
preference to Brahm;;' and Indra, are in this respect archaising.
Qiva was specially worshipped in the hill regions'; of the Visln:1II
cult '·the great centre was Mathur;;,', the second home of the
Krishl.la legend, which first arose in Western India. The J ains
were probably still mostly to be fouud in Bihar and Ujjain, while
the Buddhist expausiou had perbaps even in the lifetime of the
fonnder attaiucd a far widcr range.
Of law the bases are defined as, in ascending order of
validity, sacred precept (dharma), agreemcnt (vya~'alutra), custom
(charitrq), and royal edicts (r(/jllflisana)', and the subject is expounded rationally, not theologically. Civil law is treated under
the heads of marriage and dowry, inheritauce, housing and neighbourhood (including trespass), debt, deposit, slaves, labour and
contract, sale, violence and abuse, gaming, and miscellanea '. Cases
were heard-in the morning-before a triad of officials together
with three Brahman exponents of law"; and there were rules as
tothc circumstances in which agreements were valid, and as to
procedure in court, witlt plea, counterplea, aud rejoinder'. We
learn from varions sources that cases were commonly disposed of
loeally by reference to a body of arbitrators (paiichayat), permanent or constituted ad hoc, or by the officials of various grades;
and there was a system of appeals as far as the kiug, who was
regularly present in court or represented by a miuister (pra\lvivaka). Offences against caste or religion were tried by committees entitled parishads. Trials by wager or ordeal were also
common. The penalties, reasonably' graduated and executed by
L.
2 Ibid. It 33; L.
3 Ibid. Y" 13.
, Arth. 58 (p. 150). Custom includes the customs of villages, gilds, and families:
(Manu, vrn, 41). For a. general survey of the history of lawa.nd legal institutions see
Cbapter XlI.
~ Arth.57-75. Manu {vm, 3 sqq.) mentions 18 heads of legal action.
s Arth, 57; Manu, J,lV, 10. In Manu VITI, 60, three witnesses are the minimum.

I Mega.stb.l, 29-37;

7
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royal authority, iuclude fines (these, and also debts, often commutable for forced labour'), whipping, mutilation, and death with
or without torture. In cases of assault the principle familiar in
the modern proverb 'first at the Thana is already known, bnt
disputed 2•
Under the title' clearing of thorns oS are included criminal law,
political offences, in particular misconduct on the part of officials,
and the general business of police. Among the cases contemplated
we may cite theft, murder, burglary or forcible entry, poisoning,
coining, injury to property, criminal negligence, contumelious
violation of caste rules', boycott and other acts of employees,
combinations to affect prices, fraud in regard to weights and
measnres. In all these matters the magistrates (pradesl0ri,
revenue and police officers) were assisted by an army of spies
and agents-pro1Jocateurs, who in times of fiscal difficulty were also
empowered to adopt the most reprehensible expedients for squeezing the well-to-do'. If the Greek writers are to be trusted when
they report a rarity of offences· among the Indians', this was
plainly not dne to a state of innocence even as regards elaborate
criminal acts.
We now come to the matter of government and administration,
which we may treat with a little more system.
Beginning with the civil administration and-at its base, we find
already in operation that system of village autonomy under the
headman (grama~'i, an official nominee), which has prevailed in
India at all periods. Through him, no doubt, there was a joint
responsibility for the assignment and payment of the land revenue,
and consequently for the proper cnltivation of the fields, which
failing, the occupier might be replaced by the village servants".
In consultation with the elders, the village pauchiiyat, he would
also decide all questions relating to the customary rights and
duties of the village barber, washerman, potter, blacksmith, and
so on. His supcriors were the gopa in charge of five or ten
villages and sthiinika theoretically ruling one quarter of the
realm', each attended by execntive, revenue, and police officials.
By some texts' further official gradations are recognised, and in
the edicts of A~oka the highest local officials, set over hundre~ of
0

1
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Manu, VIll, 177 (debt), 0:, 229 (fines).
Arth. 73 (p. 196).
" Arth. 76-88.
Ma.nu, VII, 267 sqq.
~ A1'th. 90; MM. XII, 130, 36.
Megastb. XXVII.
7 A.rtlt. 19 (p. 47).
Arth. 19 .
Manu, VII, 115; Mbh. xu, 87, 2 sqq.; Hopkins, op. cit. p. 84.
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thousands of persons, are termed raj akas, a designation pointing,
no doubt, to functions connected with survey, land settlement, and
irrigation ' . The superior of all these, to whom they reported
successively, was one of the great ministers of state, the
samahartri, or Minister of the Interior and Chancellor of the
Exchequer.
This important official' dealt with the whole income of the
state, including that of the Royal domains. The main heads are
(1) the proportion of the produce of land, which in India accrues
immemorially to the king in lieu of rent, (2) the minor dnes and
cesses connected therewith', (3) the special income from irrigated
land, and that from pastures, forests, mines, and other works,
(4) the customs at the frontiers, the transport dues at ferries, etc.,
the road dues and tolls, the octroi at the city gates, the profits of
coinage, and the various profits consequent upon the methods of
sale, (5) the fees exacted as licences from workmen, craftsmen,
traders and professionals, gaming houses and passports', (6) the
fines derived from the law courts, also ownerless property', and (7)
special taxes, as it were tithes, for reli".]ous objects. In times of
straitncss there were also 'benevolences" exacted, but in theory
only once, from the well-to-do. Under expenditure we understand
withont difficulty the maintenance of the sovereign and his court,
the salaries-which the Arthac;astra (Chap. 91) carefully definesOf the ministry and the va"t army of minor officials and spies,
religious provisions, the demands of the army and its equipment,
including forts, the expense of mines, forests, etc., and of puhlic
works such as roads, irrigation, etc., which was regarded as the
function of the state, the maintenance of the families of slain
soldiers, officials dying during employment, and finally of helpless
persons'. We have here matter for the work of a large establishment and an elaborate clerical system; and we learn in fact from
Biihler, Z.D.M.G., XI.VII, pp. 466 sqq.
A-rth. 24 and 54; Manu. VII, 60.
3 See lIIanu, VIII 127 sqq.
'rhe normal proportion is one-sixth; see Hopkins, The
Four Castes, p. 77. But one-fourth in addition to rent is mentioned by Megnsthencs
(v. 8Up. p. 475, n. 1). The mention of rent is contrary to our Indian information Mld
constitutes a problem.
4 Artlt. 52; Manu, VIT, 137-8.
o Arlit. 60; Manu, VUl, 30-8; Hopkins, op. cit. pp. 122-3.
6 PratJO.ya or pTiti (to be demanded only once) ~ see .drth. 90, Hopkins, op. cit.
pp. 78, 86, 90-1.
'I Arth. 19 (p. 47), 91 (p. 246): Mbh. XII, 77, 18, 86,24; Hopkins, J.A.O.S., XIII.
p. 107. Stolen property, if nntraced, was also to be made good by the State; cf.
MM. XII, 75, 10.
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the Arthac;astra (Chaps. 25-7) that the busincss of the Treasury
was carefully and minntely organised, with distinctions of current,
recurrent, occasional, and other expenditure and various checks.
~roreover, both in town and conntry the various grades of officials
maintained full registers both of property and of the population l.
'!'hus the bifurcating roots of a vast administration-no doubt
more effective in theory than in practice-connected the individual
taxpayer with the crown.
Another important minister was the sannidhiitri, or Minister
of Works', who had charge of storehouses, treasuries, prisons;
armouries, warehouses and the like. An interestiug item in his
duties was the maiutenance of a rain·gauge s. We shall not dwell
upon the pradeshtri', or head of the executive revenue and
judicial service, or the prapiMtri, or Minister of Correspondence,
who was responsible for the drafting of decrees and royal letters',
nor, of course, upon the numerous adhyakshas, or superintendents,
the Episcopi of the Greek writers, in charge of minor departments.
The other great officers of state were the dauvarika, Chamberlain
or Master of the Ceremonies, the iintarvar!U;ikl! or Head of the
Bodygnard, and the four indispensable chiefs who formed the
inner cabinet, namely the mantrin, i.e. Diwan or Prime Minister,
the pnrokita, or religious adviser, the 8enapati, or Commanderin-Chief, and the yuvaraja, or Heir Apparent. . In the provinces
were the various antapalas, or Guardians of Frontiet"S, and
dnrgapiilas, or Commande!"S of Forts, while the great empire 'of
the Mauryas found a place also for the Viceroy (upariya), no
doubt attended by his own, minor, conrt. The functions of
ambassadors arc clearly recognised, with distinctions of plenic
potentiary, envoy, and instructed emissary, and rules for their
bchaviour are enunciated·. The chief ministers were in many
cascs hereditary and, exccpt in the instance of thc Purohita, they
would be more often of Kshatriya, than of Brahman, caste
(Mauu, VII, 54).
As regards the government of cities, we hear of the mayor
(nii{faraka)', under whom as in the country districts are 8tlianikas
aud gf>pas, whosc duties similarly include the keeping of registers
Arth.54-6.
:= Ibid. 23.
11 Ibid. p. 58.
On Ilis duties sec J.R.A.S., 1914, pp. 383-6.
5 ATth. 28.
6 Artk. 12; Manu, VIl, 63-7. A list of officials may be seen also in Hopkins,.
op. nt. pp. 128, 129 n.
'J Arth. 56j Manu, ,\'D, 121; Mbh. X11, 87, 10~ In virtue of his general functions.
he is entitled,Hke the premier, sarviirthachintaka, 'thinker upon all matters '; d. Foy ..
op. cit. p. 75.
1
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of persons and property. All inns, hostels, serais, and places of
entertainment are under surveillance, and reports are received
concerning strangers and frequenters. Then there are the various
superintendents of works and dues, of sales, weights and measures,
of store-houses and so forth. According to Strabo many of these
duties were discharged by boards of five (pauclu"iyats)', and he
enumerates six such boards, whose respective functions have
already been described in Chapter XVI. No donbt the system
varied from place to place, and it may have differed according
as the city was capital or provincial, subject to a sovereign or
independent (O'T}J.WKpa"TOup.€v'T}, aV"T6voJ.W<, as according to Megasthenes' most of them had at one time been). We may think of
the difference between a royal borongh and free town in our own
middle ages.
Coming now to the military, we find that the native Indian
accounts present a view of the case rather less simple than does
lIIegasthenes 3•
According to these accounts the military might consist of
troops of different kinds, namely hereditary or fendatory troops,
hired troops, gild levies, and forest tribes'. In the first named,
which were regarded as the most trustworthy, we may donbtless
recognise the old Kshatriya division of society, connected by caste,
and ultimately by race, with the king himself, such as in later
times we find them in the quasi-feudal states of lli'jpnmna. Tn
the second class also the Kshatriya e1cment would probably predominate, though here there would be, no doubt, a career for any
bold adveuturer with a stroug arm aud a soldierly bent. As
concerns the gild troops, which are plainly regarded as having
a chiefly defensive character', there is some room for doubt: wcre
they merely the ordinary trade gilds, as an organisation for
calling out the people for service ill time of invasion, a sort of
militia or landwehd Or were they quasi-military corporations',
such as the modern Briiljaras, whose business was to supply
merchants and others with armeu protection of a quasi-professional
character 1 While refraining from a decisive pronunciation, we
cannot but incline in the circumstances to the formel" alternative,
1 XV, C. 708. A paiichiiyat is mentioned in connexion with town administration in
the passage from the Mahabharalia, ap. Hopkins, op. cit. p. 85 n.
2 I, 32; nxu, 4; xxXIv,7.
S See Chapter XVI, p. 410.
~ Arth. 137; Hopkins, CYp. cit. pp. 185 sqq.
li They a.re for' short expeditions' and less quickly assembled (ATth. pp. 341 a.nd
34.6); ct. Hopkins, op. cit. p. 94; Manu, vnr, 4l.
6 On these see Arth. 160 (po 376).
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for which the gilds of medieval Europe supply a fair analogy, and
which is supported by the defensive character of the force. In auy
case the gild troops were regarded as in military value inferior to
the men-at-arms. The forest tribes, employed like the Red Indians
in the French and English wars of North America, or like other
untrained auxiliaries in the. armies of Greece anll Rome, were
destined for the service of distracting or detaiuing the enemy
rather than for the actual crises of campaigns '.
The main divisions of the army were the elephant corps, the
cavalry, and the foot: to which should be added the foragers and
camp-followers. 'l'here was a scientific distinction of vangnard,
centre, rear, wings, reserve, and camp, with elaborate discussions
of formations on the march and in battle, attack and defence, and
the value and employment of the several arms '. Equipmentwas
in considerable variety, including fixed and mohile engines, such
as 'hundred-slayers' '. Such instruments were, of course, familiar
even to the early nations of Mesopotamia, as were also the construction and siege of forts. The Indian forts were, as we have
seen, systematically designed, with ditches, ramparts, battlements,
covered ways, portcullises, and water-gates; and in the assault the
arts of mining, countermining, flooding mines were employed no
less than the devices of diplomacy'. In short, the Indians possessed
the art of war. If all their science failed them against Alexander,
and against subsequent invaders, we may conjecture, in accordauee
with other aspects of Indian thought, the rcason that there was
too much of it. In the formation adopted by Porus, the elephants
and chariots in front and the infantry in the rear, we may perhaps
detect an agreement with the precepts of the books'. As regards
the ethics of fighting, the Greeks received an impression of something not unchivalrous; and here too we may recall the written
precepts as to fair fighting, not attacking the wounded or those
already engaged or the disarmed, and sPaIing those who surrendered'.
It is in foreign policy that we find the culmination of the
Indian genius for systematic exposition, the principles being those
of Machiavelli'. Policy has uot large aims; the mainspring is the
1 Arth. 12 (p. 31); Mbh. XlI, 59, 48.
~

Arth. 107 sqq. i Ma.nu, VII, 187 sqq.; Hopkins, op. cit. pp. 191 sqq., 201 sqq.
Arth. 36; Hopkins, op. cit. p. 178 n., pp. 293-4 and nn.
" Arth. 168.
~ Arlit. 153-7; Mbh. XlI, 99, 8.
(I Ma.nu, vn, 90 sqq.; ]l.Ibh. XlI, 95, 6 sqq.; Hopkins, Gp. cit. pp. 227 sqq.
7 Arth. 98 sqq.; Manu, VII, 155 sqq.; Formichi. Gl' Itldiani e la loro seienza
Politica, pp. 89 sqq.
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ri valry of kings and the mnch applauded desire for glory and
imperial rule. Already we find worked out in pedantic detail
the not unreasonahle principle that the neighbouring state is the
enemy and the alternate one the ally. The varying circnmstances
decide in which of the six gU(lUS, or situations, tbe monarch finds
himself, whether aggressor, defender, or tertius gaudens, and to
which of the four expedients, war, conciliation, bribery, or dissension, he must have recourse. Here the arts of treachery and
overreaching attain a climax: even in war there is a whole science
of sowing suspicion among allies, treason in armies, disaffection
or revolt in kingdoms (Manu, VII, 199 sqq. ; Mbh. XII, 103).
Of the polity which we have outlined, the only polity approved
by Indian Bcience, the keystone was the sovereign. Even in the
Vedic age the prevailing system was monarchical'. Nevertheless
the Vedas alford evidence of tribes in which the chief authority
was exercised by a family, or even, as in the case of tbe German
nations descrihed in the work of Tacitus, by a whole body of 1I0bles,
wbo are actually designated kings'. Of such ruling oligarchies
the age of Bnddha furnishes, as is well known, a nnmber of
examples: such wcre the Mallas of Kusinara and thc Licchavis of
Vesali. To these oligarchical communities the growth of the great
kingdoms proved destl'llctive: at the time of Alexander's invasion
they had largely disappeared from eastern Hindustan, and in the
Punjab also Porus was workiug for their subjugation'. The
Arth~tra (Chaps. 160-1) has eveu a policy of compassing their
overthrow by internal disscu';on. Nevertheless, a nnmber of them
survived through and after the Maurya empire', and one of them,
that of the Malava., handed down to later India its first persistent
era, the so-called Vikrama era, which is still the common era of
northern India.
In the monarchies the king controls the whole administration,
aud hy his spies' kceps watch upon every part of it. He is
recommcndcd' to check his officials by division and frequent
change of functions. Nevertheless, the Indian king is no sultan
with the sole obligation of satisfying his personal caprice. The
origin of royalty is the 6'1'owth of wickedness and the necessity of
chastisement, the l'irtue of which the Indian writers celebrate with
Zimmer, Altilldise/us Leben, pp. 162 sqq.
Rhys Davids, Buddhist India, pp. 1 sqq.; Ja.yaswal, An Introduction to Hindu
Polity. pp. 3 sqq.
~ Jayaswal, op. cit. pp. 1-7.
1
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See Chapter XXI, p. :>28.
Classified in Arth. 8-9.
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a real cnthusiasm 1. It is as guardian of the social (inclnding
domestic and religions) order and defence against anarchical
oppression that the king is entitled to his revenne; failing to
perform this duty, he takes upon himself a corresponding share
of the national sin'. Educated in these precepts among a moralising
people, he wonld have been more than human had he escaped the
obsession of this conception of his duties. Hence we not seldom
hear on royal, as well as on priestly, lips the expression that the
king should be the father of his people'.
His education is in philosophy, Vedic lore, business, and the
science of polity': he is also to receive the ordinary instruction in
mathematics and literature'. He must attain to complete control
of his passions by consideration of the errors of famous men in the
past. He must never be off his guard or lacking in force 6.
HiB occupations are mapped out with a minuteness whicb in
the literature is a sUQject of humorous comment'. The day and
the night are divided by sundial or water-clock each into eight
portions. Aroused by mnsic at the end of the sixth noctnrnal
honr, he receives the salutations of his Purohita and others, and
interviews the doctors and kitchen officials: then he reflects npon
the principles of polity and forms his plans, after which he sends
out his sccret emissaries, and hcars reports of his military and
financial advisers. Next comes the hour for appearing in the
Audience Hall or in the Law Courts', and considcring the affairs
of the public, which has free admission. After this the king
retires for his bath and repast; and this is also the time for
religious devotions. The interval passed, he receives those who
bring gifts, interviews his inspectors, corresponds by letter with
his ministers, anrl makes plans of espionage. 'rhe sixth hOUT
having now arrived, he takes his case and reconsiders his policy.
In thc sevcnth and eighth hours, the cool of the day, he inspects
his horse.q, elephants, and arsenal,and consults with the Commanderin-Chief: at snnset he performs the usual religious ceremony. The
1

.Ubh.

XII,

59 and 121-2; 1'Ianu, vn, 14 sqq.; Hopkins, 0p. cit. pp. 135 sqq.

2 Cf. Hopkins, op. cit. p. 78.
3 Ibid. pp. 113 sqq.; Manu, VlI, 80.
4 ATth. 1 j Manu, VD, 43.
5 The king Khiiravela of KMhiga is educated in writing, arithmetic, la.w, and l\ll
scieDC€S. Of. Arth. 2 and Hopkins, op. cit. pp. 108 eqq.
6 Energy, utthana, 'alertness I (Hopkins, op. cit. p. 125). is the favourite word.
7 See also Chapter XVI, p. 416. Arth. 16; Manu, vn, 145 sqq., 217 sqq.; Hopkins,
0']1. cit. pp. 129 sqq.; Formicbi,op. cit. pp. 65 sqq.
For the humorous comment see
D~a"'uma7acharita. VIII, suo. in it.
!J
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first honr of night brings in the reports of spies. Then come the
second bath and meal, followed by religious meditation. To the
sonnd of' music His Majesty retires for rest.
The palace' is a walled building, with the womcn's apartments,
gardens, and tanks in the rear. In front of these is the innermost
conrt, where the king on awakening is saluted by the various
domestic officials, and, according to Aelian (XIII, 22) also by an
elephant. . The' next is the station of a sham body-guard of
dwarfs, hunchbacks, wild men, etc.; while the outermost of all,
communicating with the exterior, is occnpied by an armed retinue,
and by ministers and connexions.
Everything bespeaks precaution. The strncture of the palace
itself inclndes mazes, secret and undergronnd passages, hollow
pillars, hidden staircases, collapsible floors. Against fire, poisonous
animals, and other poisons there is diverse pl'ovision, including
trees which snakes avoid, parrots and f{irlka birds which cry out
on seeing a serpent, other birds which are variously affected by
the sight of poison. Everyone has his own apartments, and
none of the interior officials are allowed to communicate with the
outside. The women are carefully watched by attendants, malc
and female; not even their relatives are admitted to them, exccpt
in time of childbirth or illness. All employees coming from
without, such as nautch women, undergo bath and massage and
change their dress before admission. Material objects, as they
pass in and ont, are placed on record and under seal. According to
Megasthenes (XXVII, 15), the king changes his apartment every
night.

The kitchen is in a secret place, and there is a mnltitude of
tasters. The signs of poison in the viands and in the demeanour
of the persons are carefully noted. Medicaments must pass similar
tests. The instruments of the shampooer and others must be
handled by the body-gnard, and the persons themselves bathed, etc.:
articles of ornament and apparel are inspected by female slaves;
cosmetics, etc., are first tried on those who apply them. If actors
are admitted, the orchestra and other appurtenances separate them
from the spectator. The king rides or drives in the company of
high officials. When he em barks upon a ship, the same is the case;
no other vessel must be near, and troops are stationed on the
shore. Similar precautions attend the hnnt. Foreign emissmies
are received in dnrbar, and the king inspects his troops armed and
mounted on elephant or horse. In his progresses the roads are
1

Arth.17-1S.
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lined on both sides by police who keep away all armed persons,
ascetics, and cripples: he never enters a crowd'. Should he
take part in a procession, banquet, festival, or wedding, it is in
full retinne.
The question of grown-np princes-that problem of polygamous
sovereignties-receives careful consideration: for princes, like
crabs, devour their parents '. Shall they be kept at hand, or
aloof? if the latter, shall it be in a specified locality, in a frontier
fort, ill a foreign country, in rustic seclusion? or finally, sball they
be put out of the way 1 In any case, they are to be under surveillance, and at need betrayed by agents-provocateurs. The good
son is to be made Commander-in-Chief or Heir Apparent, and in
general the eldest is to be prcferred. But a single son, if misbehaving, must by some expedient be replaced 'I'he Arthao;astra
even contemplates a joint-family sovereignty, as exempt from the
difficulties attending succession 3.
It would scem that the states contemplated by the Indian
science of Polity arc of moderate extcnt. With the great empires,
and in particular with that of the :\lauryas, comes in the institution
of Viceroys, or upariijas', for example at Ujjain and 'l'axila. It
has been snggested that it was the Alexandrian invasion that gave
the impetns to the foundation of a single sovereignty embracing
the greater part of India. This is sufficiently refu.ted by the facts:
aud indeed the conception of a Universal Emperor is quite familiar
in the Vedic period: we may even believe that the conception was
brought into India by the ,I.ryans, who must have known of the
great x[esopotamiau powers. If we must seck for any foreign
influence in Mallrya times, we should think rather of the
Aehaemenids, whose dominions extended to the Indus. As is well
known (v. sup. p. 480), the architecture of the period, and also
the sty Ie of A~oka's edicts, show definite traces of Persian influence;
and the expressions' the king's eye' and' the king's ear,' occurring
in the Arthaylstra (pp. 175 and 328), seem to furnish literary
indications pointing in the same direction.
I

:3
4

Arth. 18 (p. 45).
' Ibid. 13-4.
Ibid. 14; ct. Hopkins, op. cit. p. 139 n.
ce. Fick, op. cit. p. 86.
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OHAP'fER XX
AQOKA, THE IMPERIAL PATRON OF BUDDHISM
, THE son and snccessor of Chandragupta is in Buddhist literature known as Bindusara, whereas the Pura!)as give the name
Nandasara or Bhadrasara: in such a matter the Buddhist testimony
,i'(JUld have superior anthority. The Greeks nse instead of the
name a title, Amitrochates = Sanskrit Arnitraghata, 'slayer of the
foe,' a form which is quoted, perhaps with reference to this king,
in the' grammatical work of Pataiijali '.
From Greek son~ces we learn concerning Bindusara only that
he"w;'" in communication with Seloucus Xicator, from whom he
recei~ed' an envoy named Daimachus and solicited the purchase of
sweet wine, figs, and a philosopl1er, the last named being refused
on th, ground that the sale of a sophist was not ill accordance with
Greek usage'. The second Ptolemy, Philadelphus, also dispatched
a representative, Dionysius, whose memoirs are unfortunately not
preserved.
The PUrii!)as attribute to Bindusara a reigll of twenty-five
years, the Pali books olle of twenty-seven or twenty-eight. Whether
he earned, or merely assumed, his soubriquet, we do 1I0t learn;
hut it is clear that he maintained intact the dominions inherited
from Chandragupta. He had to deal with disaffection ill Taxila, a
city which was also to give trouble to his successor. It was allayed
by the despatch of that destined successor, his son A~oka '.
The events and occurrences of the life of A~oka, as we know
them from the sole trnstworthy source, uamely his own inscriptions,
are as follows. In the ninth year after his coronation he effected
the conquest of the Kaliilga country, i.e. Orissa witb the Ganjam
Distdct of Madras. The slaughter and suffering which attended
the conquest produced upon his mind such an impressiou that it
proved the tUl'lling-point iu his career. He joined the Buddhist
I
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order as a lay disciple, and thns subjected himself to tbe influence
of ideas of which he was destined to be one of the greatest propagators. His active devotion to that faith began, however, two and
a half years later, about the end of the eleventh year from his
coronation, when he became a member of the Sa,igha, or order of
monks, aud iu that capacity travelled from place to place, like the
wandering Buddhist and Jaiu brothers, displaying energy, as he
phrases it'. This energy took the form of visits and gifts to
Br'lhmans, ascetics, and old people, instructions and discussions
relating to the Buddhist Dharma, or religious rnles and principles.
At the end of this tour, wbich he claims to have had important
results, not however very clearly indicated, he issued the first of
his religious proclamations, an exhortation to his officials to adopt
the like principle of energetic action; and he also orders that his
missive should everywhere be engraved upon rocks and on stoue
pillars, where such existed. 'l'he practice of carviug Buddhist
sentiments iu this mauner on conspicuous objects was afterwards
to receive a very wide extension, as is still visible in Tibet, in
Central Asia, in Chiua, and throughout the Buddhist world.
During the following two years, the thirteenth and fourteenth,
A~oka's activity must have been at its height. He issued no fewer
tban sixteen missives, of which fourteen arc found engraved, in
one corpus, in places as far distaut as the e;'Ctremitics of his
empire, at Girnar in Kathiawar, at Mansehra and Shahbazgarhi
in the Punjab, and twelve of the same with two others at Dhauli
and Jaugada in Orissa'. In these records, which seem to have
been engraved in his fourteenth year, A~oka gives an account of
the administrative aud other mcasures which he had adopted.
He had been active in causing wells to be dug by the roads, in
providing medical aid for men and animals (perhaps a reference
animal hospitals, now known as Pa,vroles), and in propagating
medical or useful plants; and this not only in his own dominions, but
in those of the ueighbouring, independent alld quasi-indepeudent,
states of South India and the north-west frontier, nay, even as far
as the Greek kingdom of Antiochus and beyond. Then he had
made regulatiolls restricting the slaughter of animals for food and
especially Oil occasions of festivals and public shows. He had
issued eloquent appeals for kindness aud consideration in family
relatiouships, ill dealings with Brahmans and teachers, ill the

to
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The Orissa. versions omit nos.
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mutual attitudes of different sects; further, he had denounced
what he regarded as excess of profitless (i.e. Brahman) ceremony in
public and primte life, and had inculcated economy, earnestness,and
mntual exhortation. For the gay progresses of his predecessors on
their hunting and holiday excursions (see Chapter XVI, pp. 416-7)
he had substituted edifying spectacles and pious conferences; and
he had arranged that he should himself always, even in his most
private hours, be accessible to urgent calls-a serious inroad upon
the strict apportionment of the royal time which we have detailed
above (p. 492). Finally, in his thirteenth year he had instituted
quinquennial circuits of the leading officials for the purpose of
proclaiming the moral law as well as for the discharge of their
normal functions. In the fourteenth year he appointed high
officials, entitled dharma-mahiimi,tras, with the duty of inculcating piety, redressing misfortune or wrong, Ofb'1luising charitable
endowments and gifts. Some of thesc officers stood in special
relation to the establishments, and benevolences, of his various
relatives, and the operations of others extended even to the foreign
countries to which allusion has been made above.
The next objects of A~oka's solicitude were the unsubdned
frontier peoples, and persons in the provinces who had incnrred
penalties, concerning whom we have the two edicts addressed to
his officers at Dhauli and Jaugada in the KaliIiga country. Towards
both classes he expresses a paternal re,,'ard: he is auxions to win
the confidence of the borderers; and, as regards imprisoned persons,
he solemnly exhorts his officials to make justice, patience, and
forhearance the principles of their action. At the same time he
gives instruction for the periodical public recitation of these
admonitions, and repeats, for the benefit of the KaliIiga officials,
his intention of iIistituting quinquennial circuits. IIis sons, the
Viceroys in Taxila and Uijain, would follow a similar practice at
intervals of three years.
The ensuing period of about twel ve yeaI'd has left little record
in documents emanating from the emperor himself. But we may
plausibly conjecture that A~oka now entered upon that course of
religious foundations which has given him his unique reputation
as a builder of Buddhist shrines. Eighty-four thousand religious
edifices-a conventional high number in India-are ascribed to
him, the chief sites beiug the places famed as having been visited
by Buddha; and he is said to have redistributed among them the
relics of Buddha, which were originally portioned between eight
favoured cities. The actual records are not at variance with such
C.H.I. I.
32
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a snpposition. We know that in his thirteenth, and again in his
twentieth, year he dedicated cave-dwellings in the Baliihar hills
for the nse of monks of the Ajivika sect. In his fifteenth year
he enlarged the stftpa of the Buddha Kanakamuni, not far from
Kapilavastu; and duriug the twcnty-first year he persoually visited
this site and that of Buddha's owu birth-place, the garden of
Lumbini, setting up commemorative pillars and in the latter case
granting a remission of taxation. In this period would also fall
the inscriptions which attest his growing attachment to the
Buddhist order and doctrine, that which ordains ecclesiastical
penalties for schism., and the address to the community of monks,
which among the sayings of Buddha, containing nothing that has
not been well sai,l, selects certain passages as pre-eminently suited
for instrnction and meditation'.
At this point we shonld doubtless interpolate a series of events
which were of high importance for the spread of Bnddhism, and
which, though not mentioned by the emperor himself, arc among
all the legendary matter that has gathered round his uame the
portion best entitled to credence. It is in the nineteenth year
from A~oka's coronation, the twenty-first according to a proposed
chronological emendation, that the Mahavaljlsa, the Pali history
of Buddhism in India and Ceylon, places the Third Council, Iield
under the emperor's patronage in the A~okarama at Pataliplltra.
'L'he Council, occasioned by sectarian differences among the
Buddhist confession, of which as many as eighteen divisions are
named, was held under the presidency of a famous monk, named
Moggaliputta Tissa, to be distinguished from another Tissa
mentioned in the same accounts as brother and viceroy of A~oka:
in the uorthern texts he is called U pagupta. It deliberated duriug
a period of uine months; and its ultimate decisiou is stated to
have been in favour of the school of the Sthaviras, which afterwards prevailed in Ceylon. 'fhis remarkable gathering, though
ignored by the northern Buddhists, can hardly be a fiction: it
represents the culmination of the earlier form of Buddhism, which
with the ensuing expansion was destined to undergo a profound
modification of spirit. The canon of authoritative scriptures is
stated to have been 011 this occasion definitely closed; and in the
Kathavatthu, composed at the time by Upagupta, we have a full
record of the divergencies of opinion which led to its convention.
Its dismissal was the sigual for an organisation of the missionary
activity whieh was already, as we have seen, included in the policy
1

Edict of Siirniith, Kau1Y8.mbi, and Siincru.

2

Edict of Bhabra..
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of A~oka. The names of the chief evangelisers of the different
provinces are carefully preserved to ns. 'L'o KashmIr and Gandharawas sent Madhyautika, and to the Yayana or Greek country
(Bactria1), Maharakshita; sonthern India, in its several provinces,
claimed the apostles Mahadeva (lIIahishamaJ)J,Iala), Rakshita (VanavMa), Dharmarakshita a Yavana (Aparantaka), and lIIahadharmarakshita (Maharashtra); Maijhima proceeded to the Himalaya
regions, and the fraternal pair SOl.la and U ttara, linked by the
common vicissitndes of more than a single existence, to Suvarl.labhiimi, or a part of further India. That these are no mere legendary
names we are permitted to know from some of the earliest snryiving monuments of Bnddhism, the sttipas of Sanchl, dating from
the second, or first, centnry B.O., where relics of some of tbem have
actually come to light ' . But their fame has heen eclipsed by that
of the saiuts entrusted with the conversion of Ceylon, who are
said to have been no other than A~oka's own children, his son
the monk Mahendra and his danghter the nnn Sanghamitra '.
Accompanied by the sthavirlUJ I,lishtriya, Utriya, <iambala, and
Bhadrasara, they received a hecoming welcome from the king of
Ceylon, Devanal!lpiya TisBa, who with his people was nltimately
converted, and founded in honour- of the evangelists the Great
Vihara, thenceforward the headquarters of Singhalese Buddhism.
The special history of the island falls outside the scope of this
chapter: the mission of the princely pair was treasured in the
memory of Indian Buddhism; and its dispatch has been supposed
to be depicted in a fresco ou a wall in one of the caves of Ajanta'.
, 'Ve now return to A~oka's own rescripts, the concluding group
of seven edicts, which are found inscribed upon pillars, the whole
number at Delhi and six of them also at other spots in the central
regions of Hindustan. They belong to the twenty-seventh and
following year from the coronation. In tenor they open ou t no
new courses of action, but repeat and continue the earlier principles. One of them, however, which will be textually introduced
below (pp. 510-1), has an especial interest, as a recapitulation of
tlie aims and measures of the reign.
The whole duration of A~oka's rule was, according to the
coucurrent testimony of the Brahman aud Buddhist historians,
36-37 years, reckoned, no doubt, from his accession. He himself
I See Cunningha.m, Bhilsa Tope8, pp. 285 sqq.; Maisey, Sanchi, pp. 108-115;
Fleet, J.R.A.S., 1910, pp. 425 f. For the Itflpeu oj Sanchi see Clifl,pter XXVl, pp. 627tI.
2 On these relationships v. illf.. p. 500.
3 Griffiths, Pll. 94, 95. For the history of Ceylon see Chapter, xxv.
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makes mention of his brothers and sisters" a sufficient refutation
of the legend that at his accession he began his reign by putting to
death all the hundred other sons of Bindusara. His elder brother,
known in northern literature as Suslma, and in Pali books as
Sumana, doubtless did incur the fate of a vanquished rival: and
it is to the son of Snslma, by name Nigrodha, that the king's
cOllYersion to Buddhism is ascribed '. A fnll brother, Tissa, plays
a considerable part in the Pali story. He is said to have been for
a time viceroy, and to have joined the Bnddhist order, along with
Agni-Brahma, husband of Sailghamitra, in the fourth year after
A~oka's coronation. A Chief Queen and her sons, no donbt the
princes referred to as viceroys in Taxila and Ujjain, are mentioned
in the edicts', "" also are the second queen Karuvakl and her Bon
Tlvara. The Chief Queen, in the Ceylon records named Asandhimitra, may possibly have been the heroine of A~oka's yonthful
}'omance as Viceroy of Ujjain, the lovely maiden named Devl, of
Vedisa (Vidi~a, the modem Bhllsa), mother of Mahendra and
Sailghamitra '. Another romance is connected with the name of
Tishyarakshitii, represented as an attendant upon Asandhimitra
and Chief Queen of A~oka's later years, who, enacting the part of
Potiphar's wife, is stated to have occasioned the blinding of the
emperor's eldest son and heir, KUl,lala, Viceroy of Taxila, and in
a still later legend founder of the Bnddhist dynasty of Khotan
in Chinese Turkestan. The jealousy of Tishyarakshita is said to
have been aroused also by A~oka's devotion to the sacred Banyan
tree at Gaya, under which the son of Quddhodana had attained to
Perfect Enlightenment. And thus 011 the Sanchl sUipa, where we
find carved the propitiatory procession to the tree, by which the
threatened mischief was appeased', we have an actual first or
sccond century representation in art, though by no means a por-

",

Rock Edict v.
~ According to the story Nigrodha was at the time about seven years old! The date
is, of course, irreconcilable with the edicts.
3 Pillar Edict VII.
4 Mahendra. is sa.id to b9o...'8 been twenty years of age, and Sruigh~mitrn eighteen,
at the time of their ordination. As the fanner was born fourteen years before the
corona.tion, this brings us to the year 6 after tbat e'i'cnt, wbich is again hardly to be
reconciled with the edicts. It was for Mahendra, who was ordained by Mogga.lipu~'a
Tissa and who afterwards succeeded the latter as bead of his followers, that Acoka built
the A~okarama at pat-aliputra. As is well known, Mahendra is in the northern stories
made the brother, and not the son, of Acoka, probably through confusion with TiBBa.
A son of Sanghamitrii., Sumana by name, also beclLmea monk. Of a daughter of Acoka,
by name Cbiirumati, a Nepal legend will be mentioned below (p. 501).
.
~ Foucher, The Beginning8 of Buddhi8t Art, pp. 108-9. See also Chapter nvr,
1

p. 630, PI. XXII, 60.

'
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trait, of the great propagator of the Buddhist faith and mOl'als
and the imperially lavish founder of its shrines.
A~oka's activity in this latter respect is not proportionally
evidenced by existing monuments. When the Chinese pilgrims
refer, as they constantly do, to a '.tzlpa of A~oka,' we cannot in
strictness understand anything more than one of archaic style,
such a.s are those still more or less intact at Siinchl or Bharhut
or figured on their sculptures and elsewhere, nor are we allowed to
a.scribe en bloc to the emperor himself the pillars at Delhi, Allahabad, Sarnath, Rampiirva and in other places, on which his edicts
are found inscribed: he himself forbids this, when he orders his
edicts to be engraven on pillars, where such should be found'.
The only works of this nature particularised by him in the edicts
relating to the places in question are the double elllargement of
the .t?lpa of KOI.mgamana at Nigilva, the pillar erected at the
same place and that at the Lumbinl garden: the cave-dwellings
assigued to the Ajlvika monks in thc Barabar hills are not
expressly stated to have been constructed by A~oka's orders.
When we have added the stone railing ronnd the Bodhi-tree, which
seems to be figured on the .tupa of Sanchi (v. $Itp. p. 500), we have
completed the list of what can certainly be ascribed to him. Bnt,
no donbt, the remains of the palace, the A~okar:ima, the Kukkutanlma, and other erections at P"(aliputra may be plausibly claimed
for him'; and we may also mention the completion on his behalf,
by the Yavana king Tnshaspha, of the Sudar£Rna tank in J unagarh,
which had been begun by his grandfather Chandragupta'. For
the rest we must be content to believe that the great reputation
which he enjoyed in this respect had a solid foundation.
. 'I'wo famous cities in frontier countries have a traditional claim
to A~oka a.s founder. The former is Qrinagar, the capital of
Kashmir, embracing the site of the old Qrinagari, which is connected with his name'. In Nepal the ancient city of Deo-Patan
(Deva-pattana) and the adjacent village of Chabahil are associated
with a visit of A~oka accompanied by a daughter Charumati and
her Kshatriya husband Devapala '. The two latter are said to
have remained in the country and to have built respectively a
.; I 'Edict of Sa.ba-sram etc. (tbe earliest edict).
Pilla.rs set np by AQOka.'s own orders
a.re mentioned in Pillar Edict VII (quoted in full info p. lHO). In other cases s~yle

and a.rchaeological considerations must decide.
~ Waddell, Report au tlu KT;C(watians at PiiJaliputra (Pat7ut). Ca,lcutta., 1903.
3 1-..)1. Ind. vm, pp. 46-7 .
• JUUatarangiTJi, transla~ion of Sir M. A. Stein, I, 11. 101-7, and tbe notes.
D Sylva.in Levi, Le Nepal (Musee Guimet, 1905-8). I, pp. 67 and 263; n, 24, 336;
rut 161 f.
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nunnery and a monastery, the latter left unfinished by its founder;
The legend-for sucb it is-derives some support from the archaic
style of the four neighbouring stiJpas ascribed to A~oka.
'l'he name A~oka occurs in only one of the known inscriptions 1. Elsewhere the emperor employs (in conjunction with raja,
, king ') the official titles devana,!! priya, 'dear to the gods; and
priyadarfana, 'of friendly mien.' The former style-which in
later ages the popular grumbling, so humorously common in India,
"-'l in other countries, diverted to the sense of 'fool '-is known
to have been employed by contemporary kings in Ceylon, and by
A~oka's grandson (or still more remote descendant) D~aratha; so
that it was probably normal; indeed A~oka himself once nses the
plural in the sense practically of' kings.' Priyadarfin also, which
has been well rendered' gracions,' may represent a customary view
that the king should wear' a mild, pleasant, and composed aspect','.
But it is certainly quite possible, as M. Senart suggests', that it
was adopted by A~oka as his ordination name.
The chronology of the reign is fixed within wide limits by the
mention in the thirteenth Rock Edict of ' the Yona King Antiochus
and beyond tbat Antiochus to where dwell the fonr kings severally
named Ptolemy (Philadelphus of Egypt, 285-247 B.C.), Antigonus
(Gonatas of Macedon, 278-239), Mag"-'l (of Cyrene, died 25B), and
Alexander (of Epirus, 272-2581).' '1'he fact that these arc all supposed to be reigning makes it unlikely that the edict was issued long
after the year 2.58 B.C., when one, if not two, of them died. A prior
limit of any value does not seem to be supplied by the p"-'ls<"ge,
inasmuch as Antiochus Theos, whose reign began ill 261 B.c., was
preceded by a sovereign, his father, of like name. The omission of
the Bactrian ruler Diodotus, whose independence of the Seleucid
empire dates from about 250 B.C., confinns the infercnce that the
edict is not long posterior to the year 258. Adopting 258-7 as its
provisional date, and accepting the arguments which assign it to
the fourteenth year, we arrive at 270 B.C. as thc latest year far
the coronation: but plainly nothing in the· calculation forbids an
earlier date. That the coronation W"-'l posterior by fonr years to
the actual beginning of the reign is affirmed by the Ceylon tradition
and perhaps also indirectly implied by the same: which would
1 Found in 1915 a.t Maski in the Raiehur Dist. of Hyderabii.d; see Hyderabad
Arch. Series, No.1, 1915.
2 Mbh. xu, 67, 39; cf. 57, 19.
In the Kharosh~hi: documents from Chinese
Turkestan priyadarfana is a. common form of polite uJdress; see KhaTo~thi lnacrip.
tions, Part I, 1920, passim.
3 [,ea Inscriptions de Plyadasi, n, pp. 227-8.
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give the year 274 B.C; as the latest possible for A~oka's accession.
But this may reasonably he suspected as an invention made in the
interest of a chronological system 1. A provisional chronological
scheme of the reign might then take shape as foUows :
274 B.C. at latest: accession.
270 B.O. at latest: coronation.
262 B.C. at latest: conquest of KaIiilga and adhesion to Buddhism.
26Q B.C. nt latest: entry into the order of monks and beginning of active
propaganda.
259 B.C.
latest: issue of first Edict (that of Sahasram, Rilpnath, Bairli.t and
Brahmagiri).
258-7 RC. at latest: issue of the fourteen Rock Edicts; dedication of ca;re
dwellings in the Barabar hills.
256 B.c. at latest: visit to Kapilavastu.
253 'B.c. 1: Council of Pnf,aliputra.
250 B.n :l.t latest; second visit to Kapilavastu and visit to the Jjumbinl garden.
243-2 D.C. at. Jatost: issue of Pillar Edict.'\.
~37-:-6 B.C. 1: death of A~ka. (on the assumption that the reign lasted 36 or
. 37 years, as the PUI'li.lJM and Pali books affirm).

at

According to the Ceylon tradition the coronation of A~oka
took place 218 years (i.e. in the 219th year) after the death of
Buddha, and the Council in the 236th year. The tradition of
Khotan on the other hand, as reported in Tibetan books', placcs
the 50th year (out of 55) in the reign at an interval of 234 years
from the Parinirvii~,a. The Chinese and Sanskrit reckonings are,
as is well known, vitiated by confusion with another A~oka, Kiilii~oka or Kiikavarl]a of the Qi~unaga dynasty, who is placed one
ccntury after Buddlla. The number 218 may very well be deserving
of credit as a genuine tradition'; but it is of value for the determiuation rather of the date of Buddha than that of Ac;oka. A
much discussed number 256 in the earliest edict has no bearing
upon chronology'.
The activity of Ac;oka lay wholly, so far as we are informed of
it, in the sphere of dharma, i.e. according to the Indian definition,
the sphere of conduct leading to heaven or to final liberation' ;
we may say, the spheres of religion and morality. It therefore
furnishes a complement to the strictly political system of the
, 1 A snpposition broached and rejected by M. Scna.rt, &p. cit. II, pp. 237-8.
But
possibly A~oka may have been de facto ruler during the last years of Bindusara, which
may explain the extra. three years assi!,>ued by the Buddhists to that king (.mpra, p. 495).
2 Rockhill, Life of the Buddha, p. 233. and the Tibetan texts there lll!omed.
• 3 GeiHElr's translation of the llfahiiva1J1$a, Introduction, pp. xxxi sqq.
4 F. W. Thoma.s, Ind. Aut., 1908, pp. 19-23, and Les Vit'asa~t d'A~oka (Jour. ,A.s.,
:Serie x, xv, pp. 507-22).
,
6 For the employment of the word by A~oka. see Senart, Les Inscriptions de
Piya4aai) n, pp. 308 f.
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Artha\,<'iBtra. We may consider it under the aspects of the
emperor's principles and personal action, his admonitions, and hig
ordinances and institutions.
It was, as we have seen, the events of the Kaliilga war that
awoke the humanitarian aud missionary spirit in Ayoka. He was
impressed both by the actual horrors of the campaign and by the
interference with the peaceful and moral influence of the religious
teachers. The chords which were struck have in Indian life a
dominant note: Ayoka attached himself to the Bnddhist religion,
the most important of those which npheld the doctrines of ahir(Ulu
and maitr" abstinence from doing hnrt to, and benevolent feeling
towards, living creatures. 'fwo and a half years later he awoke to
the possibilities of his position, joined the order of monks, and
entered npon a course of 'activity.'
The importance of energetic action by the sovereign was not a
new conception; thc Indian writers on policy make it the subject
of constant admonition to their rulers (v. sup. p. 492). Nor was
the idea of royal responsibility for the virtue of the people a
novelty: the king is, as we have seen (ibid.), the upholder of
dharma and incurs a proportion of the sin of the people, if he
exacts the taxes without maintaining the social order. But Ayoka
gives to these principles a new force and direction by c."tlling upou
all to participate in his energy and by fixing attention upou
moral improvement as a mcans to happincss in the prcsent, and
further in another, lifc. His position is therefore not merely
paternal, as the books would rcquire, and as. he himself professcs!: he has also a moral and religious responsibility and
mission.

The degree of A~oka's appreciation of Buddhism is not very
easily definable; and it was even at oue time contended that his
early faith, which laid Buch special stress upou the doctrine of
benevolence, was rather that of .Jainism. He emphasises the
principle of tolerance, wishes for the real prosperity of all sects,
and, while not discoura6>1ng discussion, always a prominent feature
of Indian religions life, earnestly preaches avoidance of offence. If
he discountenances what he considers vain cercmonials and ccrtain
poplllar entertainment.'3, which were occasions of animal slaughter,
his attitude to the Brahman system in general is benevolent and
respectful: he believes in the gods and would have his people
strive for heaven. Nevertheless, A~oka was nndoubtedly a
Buddhist: he became a lay disciple and then a monk; later he
1
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proclaims his regard for the religion and his personal faith '; he
addresses thc church, naming certain passages from the scriptures
as specially suitable for teaching and stndy; he denounces penalties
for schism; he holds a council which defines tbe canon; and finally
he stands ant as by far the greatest author of the religious foundations of the sect. On the other hand we hear from him nothing
concerning the deeper ideas or fundamental tenets of the faith;
there is no mention of the Fonr Grand Truths, the Eightfold Path,
the Chain of Causation, the supernatural quality of Buddha: the
word and the idea of Nirvii7!a fail to occur; and the innumerable
points of difference which occupied the several sects are likewise
ignored. A,oka, therefore, is no theologian or philosopher; and
only in the saying that the gift of dharma is above all other gifts,
and in the preference of meditation to liberality, do we find any
trace of such modes of thought.
Of A,oka's personal action the most important features were
his religious tours and progresses, which began at the end of the
eleventh year. They were the occasion of personal intercourse
with the people, including discussions and instructions ill religious
matters. In the course of these, and on other occasions, he was
wont to issue religious proclamations, which were published by his
officials and inscribed on rocks and pillars. He claims that in
liiHe more than a year he had _b.!.~ght-the Brfili;nan- g~ds to ~he
knowledge of those people in India, i.e. the wild tribes, who had
formerly I<i,own nothing of them'. Further he organised shows
and processions exhibiting figures of the gods in their celestial
cars, of sacred elephants, and fires'. The practice of car lier times,
which made the king accessible to the public only at certain hours,
he modified to the extent of being ready to transact business or see
officials even in his most private seclub';on'. He SUbjected his
household to supervision by special religious dignities: and finally
he restricted the diet of the palace practically to the point of
vegetarianism'. His activity in causing trees to be planted by the
roads, and wells for travellers to be constrncted at every half-koss,
also his provision of medical aid for men and animals, and his
propagation of nseful plants, need not be further dwelt upon: only
in degree were they a new featnre of royal beneficence in India·.
Ediet of Bbiibrii (pra300a in Buddhist phraseology denotes' fo.ith ').
Ediet of Sabasram et~
/ 3 Rock Edict IV.
'V"'"
4 Rock Edict VI.
~ Rock Edict I; Pilla.r Edict v.
B Buhler, Z.D,M.G .• XXXVII, pp. 101-2, and as regn.rds trees, wells ete., cf. Artlla~
~tra, ]9.
I
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A90k:.'s relations with the Bnddhist Sai/gha were, no donbt;
friendly and cordial. He had himself been ordained, as had his
brother, and by the surrender of his son and daughter also he had
acquired a right to the title' Kinsman of the Faith.' But no doubt
the moukish chrouicles go too far in representing his devotion
as without bounds. Even his lavish expenditnre upon religions
edifices is exaggerated in ti,e statement that he thrice gave away,
and purchased hack, Jambu-dvipa or the continent of India'! It
can hardly be that an emperor so conscious of the responsibilities
of his nniqne position shonld have been made more amenable to
the anthority of a religions order by himself joining it. Nor is
there in his actnal references to the Sa.igha any note of special
deference; nor again do his ordinances accord to it any special
regard, since the paT'UJhads whose affairs were to be supervised
by the dhurmu-muhamiltras inclnded the managing committees of
all sects. On the other hand, we fail to detect even in the advice
which A90ka gives to the Sail,gha concerning specially applicable
passages from the scriptures any note of the arrogance which
might have betrayed an emperor himself at home in the order.
In fact snch an attitude would be both un-Indian (as sanctity and
learning in India excite :. genuine respect) and anachronistic
in what was stilI an age of faith. On the whole, easy as it would
be to imagine flaws, one way or the other, in A9oka's relations
with the clergy, it would be hard to demonstrate them to a sound
intelligence: by his grasp of the essential he rises superior to such
personal suspicions.
Of the Buddhist leaders with whom he is said to have beeu in
correspondence the most important is Upagnpta or lIioggalipntt:.
Tissa. This divine is reckoned as fifth in the snecession of Vinaya
teachers from the time of Bnddha, the series being UpaJi, Dasaka, Souab, Siggava and Chal)<;!avajji; MoggaIipntta Tissa'. 'Tissa
was 60 years old at the time of A9oka's coronation, aud he died
26 years later, bciug succeeded by l\Iahendra. Apart from the
Kathavatthu he is not known as an author, his b'Teat monnment
being the Third Conncil. A famons sWpa was built in his hononr
at Mathurd.
Mention has already been made of the missionary leaders,
1 HiueD Tsiang states thai; the fact was recorded in an inscription on the 'pillar at
(trans. Beal, II, p. 91).
2 The identity of this Tissa with Upagupta was proved by Col. ,L. Waddell in the
Journal (1897, pp. 76-84) and Proceulings (1899, pp. 70-5) of the Asmtic Society of
Bengal. Concerning the succession Bee Geiger'.a translation of the ]I[ahiiva7]lJlu,
Introduc~ion, pp. xlvii f.
Pa~aliputra
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whose activity is said to have followed upon the Third Council, and
of A~oka's several relatives who joined the order (v. b'Up. p. 499).
The Pali books meution also a i\Iahavarm.la, and the two sons of
Kunti, fusa and Sumitta, who are said to have died after A9oka's
eighth year: they are not otherwise known.
The northern books' mention a minister Radbagupta, who is
said to have played an important part in A90ka's attainment of
sovereignty and his administration; and another minister, the
Arhat Ya~as, associated with the Khotan legend of Knstana. The
existence of the minister Ya~as seems deserving of credence as he
is mentioned in the Siitralaljlkara of A~vaghosha 2.
. The moral exhortations which A~oka most freqnently addresses
to his Deople r,,~t!!e_practice_of simple Vlrtues, namely proper
treatment of slaves and servants, obedience to father and mother,
generosity and respect to friends, companions, relations, ascetics,
and Br>lhmans, abstinence from crue!tLto_l\.!ing creatures. FOI'
this imperial insistence upon snch obvious duties we are right to
demand sOIDe explanation; and we may perhaps find an explanation in his statement that there had been dnring a long period
a deterioration in these respects 3. Not to attribute to A90ka the
chamcter merely of a retrospective pessimism, we may think of
( the social and other changes which might naturally accompany the
growth of a great empire, the succession of dynastic tragedies,
the subjugation of small states, the Greek invasion, and the
initiation of numerous sects. And, apart fro\ll the general responsibility of a paternal rule, he might have found even in the
Artha,astra (19, p. 47) the principle that the royal authority
should _~sure th,~~.\JS..!l~!a~lie: of proper discipline in the honsehold,
an obligation which even Jhe.- modern .state does not decline. As
regards the aged and the poor, who are placed under the care of
religions officials', we have seen that-iu the absence of a 'poor
law'-the care of such was a traditional obligation of royalty
(v. sup. p. 487). These primary admonitions recur also in the
latest of the edicts, as they had been prominent, along with the
appeal for energy and mutual exhortation, in the earliest. But
we hear also from the beginning of piety-friendship in piety,
liberality in piety, kinship in piety-concord and the growth of
sects in essential matters, in a word of religion, dhanna, as Somet.hiug more than rlia, 'morality.' It was to be expected that with

l
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At;(Ikiivadiina (=Divyiivadiina, XXIX) and Kutuikit'adana (=ibid. XXTII).
Translated from the Chinese by E. Huber (Paris, 1908); see the Index.
Rock Edict IV.
Rock Edict v.
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advancing years the religious feeling should acquire a stronger
hold; whence we are not surprised to find in the later edicts a
special exhortation to self-examination and the view that the chief
thing is personal adherence to a man's adopted faith. In a country
where during later ages the ecstatic, metaphysical, and fanciful
aspeets of religion have predominated, the sober Buddhist piety
revealed in the edicts (and not uncommonly evidenced in the
literature of Buddhism, both of the Great and Little Vehicles)
deserves remark.
The measures, enactments, and institutions of A~oka need not
more than moderately detain us. His philanthropic activity' in
providing wells and trees along the roads, in propagating medicinal
plants, and in founding hospitals for men and animals-an activity
not confined to his own dominions-and further his great rOle as
propagator of his religion and pious founder, also his regulations
concerning the slaughter and treatment of animals, have already
received due notice. To the same sphere belong his rules concerning prisoners, the reservation of capital punishment, and the
respite of the condemned during three days with a view to their
spiritual welfare and edifying works.
The official system remained for the most part nnehanged '.
The presence of A~oka's envoys even as far as t,he various Greek
kingdoms is plainly contemplated. The general term denoting the
superior otlicials is maham(/.tra, while the lower, especially the
clerkly ranks, are entitled yukta. '1'he highest local officers' set
over many hundreds of thousands"of people '-corresponding no
doubt to the sthanikas of the ArthaQustra-are mentioned as
"(!jUkas', and with, them arc associated pradefikas, perhaps the
pradesh!ris whose functions we have already defined. It is to
these officers that a number of the edicts are addressed. They are
exhorted to adopt towards the people under their charge the mild,
patient, and benevolent principles of the emperor himself: they
are compared to nurses entrusted with the charge of children.
An institution several times referred to is the anusarp,yana, or
periodical tour, still a feature of Indian administration. This was
not an innovation on the part of Aqoka, but a part of t1te system
which he inherited'. However, he added to t1te duties of the
J<'or a. full discussion see Senart, Les Inscriptiom de Piyada81, n, pp. 278 f.
Or rajju9Tiihakal, as in the Piili books = 'la.nd.measurers,' the t!-yp<)po!MJ' of
}Iego.sthenes, concerning whom v, sup. p. 417. Cf. Biihler, Z.D.M.G., XLVII,
pp, <6 ... 71.
a This is implied by Avoka himself (Rock Edict m): d. Biihler, Z.D.M.G., XLI,
p.19.
I
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touring officials, as early.as his t1lirteenth year, that of following
his own example in making their visitations the occasion of
benevolent activity and religious pl"Opaganda. For this pnrpose,
however, hc himself organised a special ecclesiastical hierarchy
of religious officers (dharma-rnaTu"irniltra), to whom these two
functions were primarily assigned, and who moreover superintended
the bounties of his own honsehold, and those of his queens, his sons,
and other relatives, and organised the activities of the committees
and councils (parishad) at the head of the Buddhist, Jain, Ajivika
and other sects. The tolerance of all sects as regards liberty of
residence in every district seems also to he a feature of A~oka's
own conception, as it is opposed to the rnle of the Artha~astra
(19, p. 48).
Here we conclnde onr analytical appreciation of A9oka's rule.
Bnt the personality which in so un-Indian a fashion pervades the
whole of his proclamations-a personality which in its rather highstrung, and by consequence partly plaintive, energy recalls another
flawless imperial saint, the Roman lI1arcns Aurelius-can be communicated only in his own words: and we are therefore justified
in citing two of his edicts, one a normal specimen of their tone,
and the second the solemn review of his measnres, which, published
in the twenty-seventh year from his consecration, we have ventnred
to designate as 'the testament of A,oka.'
ItoCK

EDICT

IV.

In the past, during many centuries, there hM heen steady growth in the
practice of taking life, ilI.usagc of living creature~ misbehaviour among relatives,
misbehaviour towards BrlI.hmaDS llnd ascetics. Hut now through the pious observ.

ance of king Piyadasi, dear to the gods., the signal of the dI'llm has become a
gignal of piety, displa.ying to the people sights of celestial ca.r~ sights of elephant.<;,
bonfires, and other heavenly shapes. In snch wise 8.'1 has not been before ill manv
centuries,. thero has been at present, owing to thc inculcation of piety by kh~
Piyadasi, dear to the gods, growth in abstine~ce from taking life, in abstinence fl'OIll
ill-usage of living crea.tures, in proper behaviour towards relatives, proper behaviour
towards Brahmans and ascetics, obedience to mother and fathel', obedience to elders.
In these and other manifold ways pious observance has grown, alld this piousobscrvnnce king Piyada.si, dear to the gods, will make still to grow, The sons,· also, and
grandsons, and great-gmndsons of king Piyadasi, dear to the gods, will foster this
pious observance until the end oftimc. Standing fast hy piety and momlity, they will
inculcate piety. For this is the beljt action, inculcation of piety: pious obscrYallcc,
again, is not fOllnd in an jmmoral person. Hence in this respect also growth and
no falling off is good. To this end has this 'oeell in.,cribed, that JDelt may effect
growth in this respect and that falling off may not be suffered. This has been
inscribed by king Piyad;lSi, deaf to the gods, having been consecrated tweh'e
years.

...
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Thus says king Piyadasi, dear to the gods:
The kings who wero in tho past wished thus; 'How may the people grow
\1rith the growth of piety l' The people, however, did not grow with a proper
growth in piety.
In this matter thus says king Piyadasi, dear to the gods:
This thought came to mo: In the past the kings had this wish: (How may
the people grow with a proper growth in piety l' The people, howc'Vcr, did 110t
grow with a proper growth in piety. Whereby then can the people be made to
conform 1 Whereby can the people be made to grow with a proper gron-th in
piety 1 Whereby can I elevate any of them by a grnwtl] in piety 1
In this matter thus says king Piyadasi, doar to the gods:
".,,'
This thought came to mo, 'I will publish precepts of piety, I will inculcate
instructions in piety: hearing these, the people will confonn, will be elevated, and
will grow strongly with the growth of piety.' For this purpose precepts of piety
were publbhed, manifold instructions in piety were enjoined, so that my officers
in charge of large popUlations might expound them and spread them abroad.
The governors also, in charge of many hundred thousand lives, they a.lso were
ordered, \ thus and thus catochisc tho persons of the establishment of piety.'
Thus says Piyadas~ dear to the gods:
\Yith the same object pilla.rs of piety were made by me, di~'1litaries of piety
were instituted, precepts of piety Were proclaimed.
Thus sa.ys king Piyadasi, dear to thc gods:
On the roads also banyans wel'e planted, to give shade to cattle and men:
mango-gardens were planted: and at each half-ko&! wells were dug: also resthouses were made: many watering-stations also were made in this and that place
for the comfort of cattle and men. Little indccd is mere comfort: for with various
gmtifications the people have been gratified both by prtwious kings a.nd by myself.
Hn4 that thcy might conform with It conformity in piety, for this refu3011 was this
done by mc.
ThlL" snys Piyadasi, denr to the gods:
Dignitaries of piety were appointed by me in charge of manifold indulgences)
these both for ascetics and for householders i also over all sect.-, were they
appointed. Over the affairs of the Sailgha also ,yere they set, 'these shall be
appointed' i likewise over Brahmans, Ajlvikas also were they set, 'these sha.ll be
a.ppointed.' Over Nirgranthas also were they 8e4 'these shall be a.ppointed.
Over various sccts also werc they set, (these shall be appointed.' According to
circumstances such and such dignitaries were set o,'er such and such. Dignitaries
of piety also were appointed o\'er both those and all other sects.
Thus says king Piyadasi~ dear to the gods:
These a.nd various other classes were appointed in charge of the distribution
of charity, both my own and that of the queens. And ill my whole harem they
carry out in manifold fashions !mch ftud such measures of satisfaction, both here
and in all quarters. The same has been done as regards the distribution of
charity on the part of my sons and the other princes, (these shall be appointed
over the distributions of charity,' '\\'ith a view to cns.'tlllples of piety and for
conformity to piety. For this is all ensample of piety and conformity to piety,
when in the people compassion, liberality) truth, honcsty, mildness, and gOOdllCS~
shall thereby be increased.
Thus says king Piyadasi~ dear to the gods :
""\Vbatsoever good deeds have been dono by me, thereto the people have
conformed, and those they copy. And thereby they have gruwn and will grow
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in obedience to mothers and fathers, in obedience to venerable l'lefsons, in
conformity to the old, in right behaviour towards Brahmans and ascetics, the
poor and "''rotched, slaves and scnants.
'
Thus !>fl.ys king l'iyadasi, dear to the gods :

This growth in piety is a grol\--th in two respects, in the restraints .of piety and
in collsiderateness. Now of these restraint by piety i8 a. little thing, but COllsidemtcnesa a greater. TIle restraint of piety is this, that I have had such and
such creatures made exempt from slaughter, and there are other restraints of
piety which have been ordained by me. But by considerateness there has becn
to a greater degree a growth in piety on the part of men, conducing to abstention
from ill-usage to living creatures and to non-taking of life. This was done to this
end, that SOILS and grandsons may continue therein as long as moon and sun
endure, and that they may conform accordingly. For by so confonning this life
and the future life are secured. This Edict of Piety was inscribed by me, when
I had been six and twenty years consecrated.
'I'hus says the dear to the g'(lds:
, "nere there arc stonc llillars or stone slabs, there this Edict of Piety is to be
inscri:bed, that it may be perrmment.

The dynastic snccessOl'S of A~oka arc by the Brahman and
Bnddhist traditions divet'Sely reported according to the following
scheme:
Brahman Sourros.

Buddhist Sources.

A'.
(Pa.rgiter, Dynasties of the Kali Age,

A.
(Divy?il'adana, XXIX.)

pp. 27-30.)

1.
*2.

Km,)[la or Sllyagas, reigned 8 years.
BandhupaJita, son of K lll.lula, reigned
8 years.

*3. Indrapalita.
*4. Da~ona., 8011 of 3, reigned 7 years.
5, DaQaratha, son of 4, reigned 8 years.
6.

*7.
8.

9.

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

KUI.l~la,

Sampra.ti, son of 1.
BrihMpati, son of 2.
Vrishasena, son of 3.
Pushyadhanna, Son of 4.
Pushyamitr~ BOll of 5.

Samprati or Sailgata, son of 5, reigned
9 years.
Cali~uka,

son of 6, reigned 13 years.

l)evadhannan or Devavarman or Soma~
qarman, son of 7, reigned 7 years.
q:~tadhanvan or qal(:tdhannan, son of 8,
reigned 8 years.

10. Btihadratha., reigiled 7 years,

n.
(RiijataTaligifJ,i,

B.
I,

108 f.)

J aloka in Kashmir, son of A~oka.

(Tara.nathlL, History oj Buddhism,
tra.ns. Schiefner, pp. 48 f.)
l. Kll\la]a.
2. Vigaw"<;oka..
3. Ylmsena.

1 The names accompanied by a.n asterisk appear only in certain recensionS:of the
Puranic list.
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These meagre and conflicting list. are evidently no material for
history: but they supply certain indications which may hereafter
be verified. One of the Buddhist sources includes in the dynasty
the name of Pushyamitra, really the founder of the succeeding line
of the QUill,'l1S: he was commander-in-chief to B!,ihadratha and
he availed himself of a grand review of the army to overthrow and
slay his master '. Lest this error of the Buddhists should lead ns
wholly to prefer the Brahman accounts, let ns observe that the
latter differ in numerous particulars, some naming more kings than
others, and all presenting diversities of spelliug: moreover, none
of them justifies in detail the total of 137 years which they unanimously ascribe to the whole Maurya dynasty.
The existence of some of the kings named in the list is avouched
by indepeudent evidence. Da~aratha is known by three inscriptions bestowing on the Ajivika sect caves in the Nag';;rjuni hills 2 :
Samprati is mentioned in the Jain tradition as a convert of their
patriarch Suhastin '. Jaloka is celebrated in the history of
Kashmir, as a grcat pl'Opagator of Qaivism and for a time a
persccntor of the Buddhists, further as having freed the country
from an invasion of Mlecchas, who would be Greeks, and a
conqueror who extended his dominions as far as Kanyakubja or
Kanauj.
Thc extreme confusion reigning in the legends is probably, as
was indicated long ago, to be explained by a division of the empire,
perhaps beginning after Samprati '. The Bnddhists will then give
the western \inc, as is indicated by the fact that Virasena is
represented as ruling in Gandhflm' and further by the fact that
Sophagasenus, or Sllbhagasena, with whom An~iochlls the Great
renewed an ancestral fl'iendship in 206 B.c.', is indicated by his
name as a member of this line. This series will then have
been terminated by the Greek conquest of the Pnnjab nnder
Euthydemus and his successors. At Patalipntra the second line
may have held ont a little longer, until about the year 184 B.C.,
when it was overthrown hy Pushyamitra, whose power may have
centred about Ujjaill, and who, as is indicated ill the drama of
Kalidasa called the Mala'vikagnimitra, succeeded to the struggle
with the Greeks. But descendants of A90ka were as late as the
BaJ.la.'s Harshacharita (trans. Cowell and Thomas), p. 193.
Corpus 11l~criptivr!Urn Indicarum, I, pp. 103-4, 134-5.
3 See Jacobi's note in S.B.E •• xxn, p. 290 (KalpaHutra),
.j, Lassen, Ind. Alt. n, pp. 283 fl.
{i Tarnniitha., QP. cit. p. SO.
o Polybius, XI, 34; v. sup. Chapter XVII, p. 442.
1
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seventh century A.D., if we may trust the statement of Hiuen
Tsiang, still in possession of small dominions in eastern India: for he
relates that shortly before his visit PUl"l.lavarman, king of Magadha,
a descendant of A~oka, had restored the nodhi-tree, which had
been destroyed by Q~ilka, otherwise named N arendragupta, of
Kal"l)asu varl)a, or Bengal'.
I See the translations of Julien (I, pp. 463-4-), Be£l.l (II, p. 118), Ilnd Watlieril
(II, p. 115).
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CHAPTER XXI
INDIAN NATIVE STATES AFTER THE PERIOD OF
THE MAURYA EMPIRE
THE inscriptions of A~oka give us, for the first time in history,
a comprehensive survey of Iudia from the Hindu Kush to Ceylon;
but it would be a mistake to assume tbat even A9oka, the most
powerful of the Mauryas, maintained full political control over an
empire of so vast an extent. His edicts clearly show that there
were certain well-defined grades in the influence w:l!ich he claimed
to exercise in different regions. There were first of all 'the king'.
dominions,' by which we must no doubt understand the provinces
of the empire-the central government of Patalipuira (the Unitcd
Provinces and Bihar) and the viceroyalties of Taksha~ila (the
Punjab), Avauti or Ujjayini (Western and Central India north of
the 'l'apti), and Kali'lga (Orissa and the Ganjam District of Madras).
Over all kingdoms and pcoples in these provinces the emperor was
snpreme. He was the head of a great confederation of states
which were united under him for imperial purposes, but which for
all purposes of civil government and internal administration retained thcir indcpendence. He was the link which bound together
in association for peace or war powers which were the uatnral
rivals of onc another.
Beyond 'the king's dominions' to the north-west and to the
south lay 'the border peoples,' whom the emperor regarded as
coming within his sphere of influence. On the north-west, iu the
N orth-W cst Frontier Province and in the upper Kabul valley,
these arc callcd in thc inscriptions Gandharas, Kambojas, and
Yavanas (Yonas); and on thc south, beyond the limits of the
provinces of Avanti and Kalhiga, there were the Riishtrikas of the
Mariithfl COlin try, the Bhojas of Berar, the Petenikas of the Auran·
gabold District of Hyderabad, the Puiindas, whose precise habitat is
uncertain, and the Andhras, who occnpicd the country bctween
the Godavari and the Kistna.
A9olm's relations with these frontier peoples are most clearly
indicated in the Jaugada version of the Kaliilga edicts. It was
addressed by him to the officers of state at Samapa, no douht the
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Peoples on the Frontiers

city on the site of which the ruined fort of Jaugada in tbe Ganjam
District now stands:
If you ask, 'With reg-.trtl to the unsubdued bordercrs what is the King's command to us ~ J or 'What truth is it that I desire the borderers to grasI) 1'-the
answer is that the King desires that' they should not be afraid of me, that they
should tmst me, and should receive from me happiness, not sorrow/ Moreover,
they should grasp the truth tha.t 'the King will bear patiently with us, so far as
it is possible w bear with us,' and thnt 'for my sake thcyshotlld follow the Law of
Piety, and so gain both this world and the next.' And for this purpose I give you
instructions, (Kaliilga Edict I, trans. V. A Smith, Asoka 2, p. 178.)

. The emperor's attitnde towards these neighbours is one of
general benevolence. They are not his snbjccts: they are 'unsubdued'; but in the interests of peace and good government he
is concerned in their welfare and their good conduct. He is
prepared to bear with them patiently 'so far as it is possible':
that is to say, he trusts that punitive expeditions or annexations
may not be necessary.
'fhe region occupied by the southern' border peoples' includes
what is now known to ethnologists as the Central Belt and stilI
contains the largest groups of primitive tribes to be found in India.
In the conrse of twenty-two centuries the poliey of the government remains unchanged in regard to these representatives of the
earlicst inhabitants' of the snb-contincnt. They eontiuue to govern
themselves in accordance with their traditional tribal constitutions
and are subject only to snch control as may be deemed to be indispensable:
The policy of the Government of India is to permit no sudden restrictions that
may alter the accustomed mode of life of these trib~ bllt rather to win confidence
by kindness, and thus gradually to create self..supporting commuuities! ackllow·
ledging the state as arbitrator of those questions hitherto decided by might rather
than by justice. (Imp. Gaz. III, p. 124-.)

Beyond the zones of border peoples lay rcalms of whose complete independence there is no qucstion. On the north-west
A~oka's sphere of influence ended at the frontiers of the Yavana
king Antiochus, i.e. the Seleucid monarch Antiochus II Theos;
and on the sonth it probably did not extend much beyond the
locality of his southernmost group of inscriptions atlsiIa, the modern
Siddapura in the Chitaldroog District of N. Mysore. 'fhe apex of
the peninsula was occupied by tbe ancient Dravidian kingdoms of
ti!e Satiyaputas, the Cheras, the CM!as, .and the P,tl!<,lyas. With
these independent nations A~oka's relations were merely such as
might bc expected to exist between friendly powers.
33-2
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But, ".pile thc invaluable testimony of the edicts thus enables
us to estimatc the character and the extent of Maurya rule at its
height, we have no such trustworthy guide for the pel'iod of its
decline I. Its end, according to the PUral,laS, came about through
a revolt which placed the QUilgaS on the imperial throne. It seems
certain, however, that the QUilgas succeeded to a realm already
greatly diminished. The history of India at this time is still confined to the regions which were once known as 'the king's dominions'
and 'the border peoples'; but these arc no longer nnder the immediate rule or nnder the indirect control of anyone powcr_ Political
conditions in the 2nd and 1st centuries B.C. were extremely complicated. The canses of this complication were twofold-internal
strife and foreign invasions; and both of these were the natural
and inevitable results of the downfall of imperial rule. In Central
India and in the land of the Ganges the supremacy of the later
Manryas and of their successors, the Qmi b'11s, was disputed by the
Andhras of the Deccan and the Kaliilgas of Orissa; and, now that
the frontiers conld no longcr be held securely against hostile
pressure from without, torrents of invasion burst into NorthWestern India through the channels which led from Bactria and
from Eastern Irlin.
The chief kingdoms of Northern India lay along the routes
which connected I'a~aliputra, the former capital of the empire,
with the Kabul valley on the one hand and with the delta of .the
Indus on the other; and these routes were continuations of others
which passed through II";in to the West. When, at the height of their
power, the Maurya and the Seleucid empires were conterminous,
intercourse by land between India and the'Vestern 'Vorld was unimpeded. But already during the reign of A~oka revolts in the
Seleucid empire had led to the establishment of hostile powers in
Bactria and Parthia, which controlled the two great lines of COIllmunication. The extension of the Yavana power frolll Bactria
through the Kabul valley to the J nInna in the first qnarter of the
second century B.C., and the invasion, a century later, of the Qakas
frOIn Seistan into the conntry of the lower Indus (Qakadvipa or IndoScythia), a position commanding the route through Central India,
are described elsewhere'. The land-ways which united India with
the West had thus become increasingly difficult from the middle
of the third ecntury to the early part of the first century B.C.;
but by sea commerce was still maintained with Mesopotamia
1 Chapter xx, pp. 511 ff.
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(Babylon) and Egypt (Alexandria) through. the Persian Gulf and
the Red Sea ; and the ports on the west coast were connected
with Pataliputra through U,ijayini, the great emporium of the
period. But the isolation of the sub-continent was now almost
complete. .The attempt to make India a great world power had
failed; and its history now becomes a complex strnggle within its
own borders of elements both native and foreign, snch as was to
recll!' many centnries later on the downfall of the Mughal empire.
No detailed account of this period of turmoil can be written.
All that we can attempt, with the aid of such fragments of historical
evidence as have been preserved, is to disentangle the various
elements involved in the struggle and to estimate their mutual
relations. These may best be uuderstood if we consider the means
of communication theu available.
Roads in the ordinary sense of the word did not exist; but
there was a net-work of well-beaten routes throughout; and along
these armies in war, like merchants and pilgrims in peace-time,
made their way from one city to another'. Through this system
ran the two great arteries which have been already mentioned.
The chief stages on the more northern of these are described in
Chapter XXII, p. 543, in connexion with the progress of the Yavana
invasions. The course of the central route, which joined the
northern route at Kau~mbi, was as follows:
From (I) IIyderob.d in Sind to Vii,in (V.Uayin!) 500 miles.
" (2) Broach (Bhriguka.ccha) N.R to Ujjain 200 " ~
., Uiiain E. to Besnagar (Vidiqa)
120 "
" Besnagar N.E. to Bhi1l'lmt
185 1!
" Rhill'hut N.E. to Kosam (KauQfimbI)
80 "
" Kosam E. to Benares (K~ItI)
100 "
" Benal"es E. to Patna. (PataIiputra)
135 "

It is in the monnments and coins of the kingdoms of Vidi~ii,
Bhiirhut, and Kau~ambi that we find the most unmistakable traces
of the QUligas and their feudatories. That the first Qmiga king
reigned at Pataliputra is assumed in literature (p. 518) and may be
inferred from the description which the PuraJ.las give of the origin
of the dynasty. We are told that Pnshyamitra, the eommanderin-chief of Brihadratha, the last of the Mauryas, slew his master
and reigned in his stead; and it was believed in the seventh
1 For the military importance of this state of affairs which 'made the ordinary
business of peace time ... n regular training for cnmpaigning,' and which 'explains the
extr&ordinary promptitude wit,h which the wars of the Indian army have been so
frequently entered on,' seeCbesney, Indian Polity, Chapter::r.vn (quoted in Imp. Gaz. lU,

pp.402-3).
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century A,Il, that this military coup d'elat took place ou the
occasion of it review of the forces', If the chronology of the
Puriil,ms may be trusted, this event happened 137 years after the
accession of Chandragllpta, i.e, c, 1B4 B.C" and the reign of Pushyamitra lasted for thirty-six years', Fortunately in this instance the
statements of the Pural,las may be checked to some extent by
evidence supplied from other sources. The QUIigas came into
conflict with other powers who were eager to share in the spoil of
the ;\Iaurya empire-Andhras, Yavanas, and Qakas-and what we
know of the history of these peoples is in accordance with the view
that Pushyamitra was actually reigning .during the period thus
attributed to him,
The origin of the QUilgas is obscure. Their name, which means
'fig-tree,' may perhaps be tribal. According to Pal.lini (IV, 1, li7)
they claimed to be descendants of Bharadvuja, the purohita of
Divodiisa, king of the 'fritsus (p. B2); and, as Bharadvaja is associated with Vitahavya' from whom the Vitihotras (p, 316) probably
derived their name, the two peoples may have belonged to the
same region, that is to say, to the countries which, uuder the
Maurya empire, were included in the viceroyalty of Uiiain. It is
with the kingdom of Vidi<;fi, which forms part of this region, that
the QUilgas are especially associated in literature and inscriptions.·
The dynastic list of the ten Quilga kings is a& follows' :
1. Pushyamitra reigned
2. Agnimitrn reigned

a.

36 yea.rs.
8"

Vllsujycshtha (Sujycstha) r. 7
4. Vasumitrn(Sumitm)reigned 10
5. Odraka(Alldhrakaetc.)r.2or7

"
"
"

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Pulindaka l'eigned
3 years.
Ghosha reigned
3 11
Vajmmitrll. reigllod
9 or 7
Bhaga (Bhii.gavntll) reigned 32 l!
Dtlvabhilti reigned
10"
)1

When allowance is made for the uncertaiuty as to the length
of the fifth and eighth reigns and for the fact that thc compntation
is by whole years without regard to fractions, the total duration
ascribed to the dynasty, viz. 112 years, may well be correct; aud,
if so, the rille of the Qmigas came to an end c. 72 B.C.
In BII'rldhist literature Pushyamitra figures as a great persecutor
of the Buddhists, bcnt on acquiring fame as the annihilator of
Buddha's doctrine. He meditated the destruction of the KukkU(ii.rama, the great monastery which A~oka had built for 1000
monks to the south-east of l'ataliputra; but, as he approached the
HaTShaeharita (tra.ns. Cowell and Thoma.s), p. 193.
The alternative statement of some versions, • sixty years,' is ma.nifestly due to
textual corruption.
s Vedic lrulex, n, pp. 97-8, 316-7.
4 Cf. Kali Age, pp. 30-3, 70.
1
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entrance, he was met with the roar as of a mighty lion and hastily
withdrew in fear to the city. He then went to Qakala (Sialkot) in
the E. Punjab and attempted to exterminate the Buddhist community there, offel'ing a reward of 100 dinaras for the head of
every monk. The end of this persecntor of the faith was bronght
about by snperhuman interposition'.
Underlying such legends we may no donbt recognise certain
historical facts. Pushyamitra was regarded as a champion of the
Brahman reaction which set in after the triumph of Buddhism
during A~oka's reign. He was remembered as a king of 1\iagadha
and as suzerain over dominions in the Punjab which had owned
the sway of his Maurya predecessors. The subsequent fate of his
chief capital, Patalipntra, is obscnre; bnt Qakala was sooll-within
his own lifetime as it would seem-to be wrested from the Qmigas
by the Yavanas and to become tbe capital of king Menander (p. 549).
Some of. the eventB of Pushyamitra's reign are also reflected in
the' earliest of K.'ilidasa's dramas, the Malavikagnimitra, the plot
of which tnrns on the love of Agnimitra, king of Vidi~a and the
viceroy of his father Pnshyamitra, for Malavika, a princess of
Vidarbha (Berar) living at his court in disguise. The play was
produced before another viceregal court at U.ijain on the occasion
of the Spring Festival in some year c. 400 A.D. during the reign of
Chandmgnpta II VikramaditYa. Like neDrly all Sanskrit dramas,
it is little more than a story of intrigne. Its main interest is anything but historical; but some of its characters represent real
personages, and certain references to the history of the adjacent
kingdom of Vidi~a are appropriately introduced in ·the last Act.
It wO'.lld be unreasonable to suppose that these had no fOllndation
in fact.
The first of these references is to a war between Vidi~a and
Vidarbha in which the former was victorious. As a result Vidarbha
was divided into two provinces separated by the river Varada, the
modern Wardha, which is now the bonndary between Berar and
the Central Provinces. It seems clear from what is known of the
general history of this period that any snch incnrsion of the QUilgas
into this region must inevitably have brought them into collision
with the Andhras, whose power had at this time extended across
the Deccan from the eastern coast (p. 530). It has been assumed
therefore with mnch probability that Yajfiasena, the prince of
Vidarbha in the play, must have been either an Andhra or a
feudatory of the Andhras'.
1
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The other incidental reference in the Millavikilgnimitra confirms
the account of a Greek invasion of the Midland Comitry given by
the YngaPurftl.mandsupported by statements which appear as gram-.
matical illustrations in Pataiijali's' commentary on Pii... ini (p. 544).
The Yavana successors of Alexander the Great in the Punjab had
eyidently forced their way through the Delhi passage and attacked'
the very centre of the ymiga dominions. In the playa messenger
comes to Agnimitra with a letter from Pushyamitra annouucing
his intention to perform the horse-sacrifice, the traditionalKshatriya.
rite whereby a king asserted his title to exercise snzerainty over
his neighbours. The horse, as was the custom, had 'been set.free
to roam whithersoever he would for a year as a challenge to all
opponents; and he was guarded by Pushyamitra's grandson, VasuC.
mitra, the son of Aguimitra, attended by a hundred princes. . The
challenge was accepted by a body of Yavana cavalry, who tried to
capture the horse as he wandered along the right bank of the river
Sindhll; and a conflict ensued in which the Yavanas were defeated
by the ymigas. Pushyamitra's claim was thus maintained; and,
he proposed to celebrate this triumph by the performance of the
sacrifice which Agnimitra, as one of the monarchs of his realm, was
invited to attend. An allusion 'to this,sacrifice may perhaps be.
preserved in another grammatical example. used by Patafijali';
and, as we have seen (p, 302), it is probably to thc solemn recitation
of tbe suzerain's lineage on such occasions that we owe the dynastic
lists prcserved in the PUriil,laS,
Unfortunately we cannot be certain as to the river on whosc,
banks the encounter between the Yavanas and the yUllgaS took
place; but the choice seems to lie between the KiiJi Sindhu, a.
tributary of the Charmal,lvati (Chambal) flowing within a hundred
milcs of Madhyamika (near Chitor), which was besieged by the
Yavanas (p. 544), and the Sindhu, a tributary of the .Tumna which
would naturally be passed by invading forces on the ronte between
]'rathnra (Muttra) and Prayaga (Allahabad).
Of Agnimitra nothing is known beyond snch information as
may be gleaned from the M [davikiignimitm and the PuraJ.las.
The combined evidence of these two sonrces may be interpreted to
mean that, aftcr ruling at Vidi"" as his father's viceroy, he was his
successor as suzerain for a period of eight years. 'Vhether the
Agnimitra, whoso coins are found in N. Paiichala and who was
therefore presumably king of Ahicchatra, can be identified.,with
the ynilga king of that name is uncertain (p. 525; PI. V, 3).
1
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The fate of the fourth king in the list, Vasumitra or Sumitra,
who as a youthful priuce guarded the sacrificial horse and defeated
the Yavanas, is told in theHarshacharita: 'Sumitra,sonof Aguimitra,
being over fond of the dra~, was attacked by ~Iitmdeva in the
midst of actors, and with a scimitar shorn, like a lotus stalk, of his
head". Who Mitl'adeva was we can only conjecture; bnt it seems
not improbable that he may have been the king's minister and a
Kal)va Brabman of the same family as Vasudeva, who is said
to have bronght about the fan of the dynasty through the
assassination of the last king Devabhiiti. It may be that we
have here an indication of the growth of that influence, which
so often iu Indian history has transferred the real power in the
state from the prince to the minister, from the Kshatriya to the
Brahman.
The next name in the list appears in many disguises in the MSS.
as Odruka,.Andhraka, Bhadraka, etc. MrJayaswal has given good
reasons for snpposing that the original form from which all these
varieties are derived was Odraka, and he has shown further that
this name is most probably to be restored in the Pabhosa inser.
no. 904, which should therefore be regarded as dated' in the tenth
year of Odraka.' If these acute and plausible suggestions may be
accepted, we must conclude that thc region of Pabhosa-the ancient
kingdom of Kau9ambi, as seems most likely (p. 524)-wa8 included
at this period in the sovereignty of the QUligas; but at the same
time we must recoguise that an error has crept into the text of the
PU;";i.'.lM, which, as they stand, assigu eithcr two or scveu years to
this king'.
There appears to be no reason for doubting that the lMt king
but one,the Bhaga or Bhagavata of the Plll'aJ,las, is theBhagabhadra,
in the fourteenth year of whose reign the Besnagar column was
erected by Heliodorus, son of Dion, the Yavana ambassador who
had come to the court ofVidi~a from Antialcidas, king of'l'aksha~ila
(p. 558). This idcntification enables us to bring the histories of the
Qmigas and the Yavanas into relation with each othcr, and to
determine, natumlly within limits of possible error, a fixed point in
their chronology. If the duration of reigns as given in the PuraJ.1as,
confused though it is by textual corruptions, be approximately
correct, thc fourteenth year of king Bhagabhadra (within a few
years of 90 B.C., whether earlier or later) may well have laIIen
Trans. Cowell and Thomas, p. 192.
2 Cf. Jayaswal, Jour. of the Bihar and Orissa Research Soc" Dec. 1917, pp. 473-5,
with FUhrer, Ep. Ind. II, pp. 240-3, a.nd Pargiter, Kali Age, p. 31.
1
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within the reign of Antialcidas, if, as seems not unlikely, he was
the successor of HeliocIes and came to the throne c. 120 B.C.'
The name of this QUilg'''' king appears as Bhiigavata on a fragment
of another columu which was found at Bhllsa, but which is supposed
to have been takcn there from Besnagar. 'l'he inscription was
engraved when the king was rcigning in his twelfth year·. Another
king of the same name is known from the Pabhosa inscr. no. 905 ;
but the two cannot be identified as their metronymics are diffcrent:
the king at Pabhosa is the son of Teval,li, while the king at Vidiqa
is the son of Ka~i, i.e. a princess from Benares.
With the assassination of the dissolute Devabhiiti the linc of
the Qmlgas comes to a close. Of the deed thc Harshacharita gives
a fuller account than the Pural,las: 'In a frenzy of passion the
over-libidinous Quilga was at the instance of his minister Vasudeva
reft of his life by a daughter of Devabhiiti's slave woman disguised
as his queen' (Trans. CoweII and Thomas, p. 193). This minister
was a Kal.lva Brahman; and the Pural)as, in their present form,
make him the founder of a line of KaJ.lva kings, who were themselves
succeeded by the Andhras. But, as we have seen (pp. 317-8), this
is history distorted. 'fhe Puntl.'as have been edited, and, in the
process, much of their value as records has been destroyed. Certain
incidental statements, however, have escaped the editor; and these
seem to sholV that the Kal,lvas and the Quilgas were contemporary.
The Kal.lvas, who are expressly called 'ministers of the QUilgaS:
are, in some versions, said to have become kings 'among the
QUilgas"; and, as has been observed already, the Audhras are
credited with sweeping away not only the Kal,lvas, but also' what
was left of the Quilgas' power' (ibid.). With regard to the
Andhras, the mo~t, certain evidence of inscriptions assigns them to
a period which is in flagrant contradiction to the position which
they occupy in thc Pural,las (p. 530).
,\Ve may conclude, then, that the Qmigas were a military power,
and that they became puppets in the hands of their Brahman
counsellors. They ruled originally as feudatories of the Mauryas
at Vidiqa, the modern Besnagar, on the Vetravati (Betwa), near
Bhilsa and about 120 miles east of U.ijain. In the letter, which is
read in the last Act of the lJIalavikagnimitra, both Pushyamitra
I

See Chapters xvn, p. 461 and uu, p. 559.
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and Agnimitra are' of Vidi",,'; and Vidi"" remainerl their western
capital after nO small portion of the Maurya empire had fallen into
their hands, and many. perhaps most, of the kings of Northern and
Central India had become their feudatories.
The importance of Vidi",'i, the chief city of Akara or Da,?r~a
(E. Malwa), was dne to its central position on the lines of communication between the seaports of the western coast and Pataliputra,
and between Pratishthiina (Paithan), the western capital of the
Andhras on the S.W., and Qrnvasti (Set Mahet) on the N.E. The
ancient monuments in its neighbourhood are among the most
remarkable and extensive to be fonnd in India. At varions villages
within a radius of about twelve miles of the present town of Bhilsa
there are groups of Buddhist stilpas, numbering some sixty in all,
which are known collectively as the Bhilsa 'fopes, and of which
the most celebrated are those of Sanchl. The inscriptions as well
as the style of the architecture and scnlptnre of these monuments
show that they belong to the three successive periods of Maurya,
Qm'lga, and Andhra supremacy. But the importance of this region
may be traced back to a still earlier date; for at the ancient site
of Eran, ahout forty miles N.E. of Bhilsa, are found the finest
specimens of the early punch-marked coinage, and here too was
discovered the earliest known example of an Indian inscribed coin,
which records the name of a king Dharmapiila (PI. V, 1). Its
Brnhml legend rnns, like Kharoshthi, from right to left, and was
supposed hy Biihler to represent an earlier stage in the history of
this alphabet than that which appears in the edicts of A~oka '.
Some of the feudatories of the Qmigas are known from their
inscriptions and coin". The only ancient monuments, on which the
trihal name of the imperial dynasty has yet been found, carne from
the Buddhist sWpa at Bharhnt, iu the Nagod State of Central
India, about 185 miles N.E. of Vidi~'12. Here two gateways were
dated 'in the sovereignty of the Qungas.' One of these (inscr.
no. 687) was erected by Dhanabhiiti 'Vaccbiputa; i.e. 'son of a
princess of Vatsa (Kau9ambl); and the other (inscr. lIO. 6H8) by
some member of the same family. 'l'he name Dhanabhiiti occnrs
also in an inscription at lIIathurn (no. 125) and may be restored
with certainty in the record of a donation made by his queen,
Nagarakhita. at BMrhut (no. 882). From these sources comhined
we may reconstruct the family tree of this king from his grandfather,
king Visadeva, to his son, prince VadhapaIa; and we may conclude
that this family ruled at Bbarhut, and that it was connected in Borne
1
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way with the royal family at Mathura, more than 250 miles to the
N.W. As none of the four names is found in the list of QUIigas
given by the Purallas, it is most probable that the kings of this
line were feudatories, though they may have been related to the
imperial honse by f"'mily ties.
Acting on Mr Jayaswa!'s illuminating suggestion (p. 521), we
may perhaps venture to trace the feudatory kings of this dynasty
to Kauqambi, 80 miles N.E. of Bharhut, and to Ahicchatra, 250
miles N.W. of Kau<;ambi. The question of the site of Kauqambi
has been much debated, chiefly because of the impossibility of
reconciling Cunningham's identification (Kosam on the Jumna in
the Allahabad District of the United Provinces) with the descriptions of Chinese Buddhist pilgrims. But in all this controversy it
seems to have been forgotten that such descriptions may either
have been incol'rect originally or may have been misinterpreted
subsequently. The tangible facts seem undoubtedly to snpport the
identification of Kosam with Kau<;ambi. It must have been a city
of great military strength. 'The remains at Kosam include those
of a vast fortress with earth ern ramparts and bastions, four miles in
circuit, with an average height of 30 to 35 feet above the general
level of tbe country' (Imp. Gaz. xv, p. 407). It was also an important commercial centre, as is indicated by the extraordinary
variety of the coins found there; and at a later. date the name of
the place was unquestionably Kau<;ambi, as is proved by at least
two inscriptions which have beeu actually discovered on the site'.
At a distance of two or three miles to the north-west of Kosam
stands the sacred hill of Pabhosa (Prabhasa), the solitary rock in
this region of the doab between the J umna and the Ganges; and
on its scarp, in a position wellnigh inaccessible, there is a hermit's
cave' cut into the vertical face of a precipice 50 feet high' (J.A.S.B.
LVI, p. 31). In the seventh century A.D. it was believed to be the
abode of a venomous dragon which was subdued by the Buddha,
who left his shadow in the cave. Hiuen Tsiang, who tells the story,
adds that the shadow was no longer visible in his day; but the most
recent editor of the inscriptions, which are engraved inside and
outside the cave, informs us that the country folk still believe
in the dragon'. One of these inscriptions (no. 904) records-if
1111' Jayaswa\'s reading is correct-that the cave was excavated in
the tenth year of the reign of Odraka, the fifth of the QUilga kings.
The dODor was Ashaqhasena, the maternal uncle of Bahasatimitra,
I
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who was presumably the feudatory king then ruling at Kau~ambj
and whose coins (PI. V, 2) are found at Kosam. Bahasatimitra was
thus, it seems, contemporary with Odraka, whose reign, according
to the Pum,!as, begau 61 years after the accession of the first Qmiga
king, i.e. c. 123 B.C.; and this date is in agreemeut with the period to
which numismatists have, from entirely different considerations,
assigned the coins of Bahasatimitra. 'J.'he coinage of the kings of
Kau0mbi seems to begin in the third century B.C. and to extend
over a period of about three hundred years '.
The donor of the cave at Pabhosa traces his descent from the
kings of Ahicchatra, the northern capita! of the PaflChiilas in the
Bareilly District; and the inscriptions give the genealogy of his
family for five generations beginning with his great-grandfuther,
Qonakayana, and ending with his nephew, Bahasatimitra. '1'he line
is carried two stages farther by the Mora inscription which describes
the danghter of Bahasatimitra (Brihasviitimitra) as the wife of the
king (of Mathura) and' the mother of living sons' (J.R.A.S. 1912,
p. 120). In the patronymic, Qonakayana, 'the scion of the house
of Qonaka,' we may perhaps see an allusion to the glories of Panchala in the heroic age, when, as is recounted in one of the ancient
verses preserved by the Qatapatha Brahma,!a, king QOl)a Satrasaha
celebrated his triumphs by the performance of the horse-sacrifice'.
No det.~iled list of the earlier historical kings of Panchala occms
in the PUr;,,)aS; but coins found in the neighbourhood of Ahicchatra-now a vast mound three and a half miles in" circumference
on the north of the village of Thtmnagar-have preserved the names
of about a dozen of their successors in the Qunga period'. Among
the kings thus known there appears an Agnimitra (PI. V, 3), who
has often been supposed to be identical with the second Qmiga
king. 'fhere seems to be uo evidence at present either to prove
or to disprove the suggestion. The identity of llame may well be
accidental, or, perhaps more probaLly, it may indicate that the
royal families of Vidi~ and Ahicchatra were related. The name
of another king of Ahicchatra, lndramitra, has been recognised in
an inscription at Buddh Gay" (p. 526; PI. V, 4).
We may infer from the inscriptions at Pabhosa that, ill the second
century B.C., PaiIchal" (Ahicchatra) and Vatsa (Kau~i\mLi) were
governed by branches of the same royal family, and that both
1 Cunningham, Cuin.$ of Ande7~t India, p. 73, PI. V, 7-18; Rapson, Indian CoiJ/~,
pp. 12, 13.
II Vedic Index, II, p. 395.
S Cunningham, Coins of Am:ietlt Illdia, p. 79. PI. VII; Rapson, Indian Coin.J, p. 13.
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kingdoms acknowledged the suzerainty of the QUilgaB. The history
of Kau'i''imhi may be traced back to the time when the Purus
(Kurus) removed thither after their capital, Hastin:l.pnra, had been
destroyed by an inundation of the Ganges '. We now find this city
under the rule of a house in which Kurus and Pafichalas had no
doubt long been merged.
Mathu ..." (Mnttra) on the upper J umna, about 270 miles in a
straight line N.W. of Kau.,ambi, may perhaps have been another of
the feudatory kingdoms. This sacred city, the Moooupa 4 7"WV Sewv
of Ptolemy (VII, 1, 50), was a stronghold both of the worship of
Krishl.la and of Jainism; and it was the capital of the Qfirasenas,
one of the leading peoples of the Midland Country. Its earlier
rulers find a place in the PUriil)as, but only in the general summary
of those dynasties which were contemporary with the Pfirus (p. 316);
and coins have preserved the names of at least twelve later kings
who reigned during the Qll1iga period '. One of these, Balabhfiti,
is associatcd by the style and type of his coinage with Bahasatimitra
of Kau.,ambi, whosc daughter was married to a king of ~lathura
(p. 525). The two kings were almost certainly rnling at about the
same time; and it seems reasonable to assume, in the absence of
any evidence to the contrary, that they were both fendatories of
the Qnngas. Another king of Mathura, Brahmamitra (PI. Y, 6)
was probably contemporary with king Indramitra of Ahicchatra
(PI. Y, 4); for both names are found in the dedicatory inscriptions
of queens on pillars of thc railing at Buddh Gaya, which is assigued
by archaeologists to the earlier part of the first centnry B.o. (p. 626).
Inscriptions show that in the second half of the first centnry B.C.
the rcgion of Mathnr" had passed from native Indian to foreign
(Qaka) rule'; and their evidence is confirmed and amplified by that
of the coins. The characteristic type of the kings of Mathnra is a
standing figure, which has heen snpposed to represent the god
Krishl)a (PI. Y, 5, Gomitra); and this type is continued hy their
conqnerors and successors, the satraps of the Qaka King of Kings.
Rafijllhnla (Rajllvnla) and his son Qo<;iasa (PI. V, 9, 10) are known
also from inscriptions; and the date 011 the Amohini votive tablet,
if it has been rightly interpreted, shows that the latter Was rnling
as great satrap in 17-6 B.C. (pp. 575-6). Qo<;iasa was preceded by
his father, Raiijllhllla, who ruled first as satrap and afterwards as
) Chapter :Inr, p. 308.
Cunningham, Coins of Ancient India, pp. 85-90. Pl. VIII; Ra.pson, Indian Coim,
p. IS; J.R.A.S., 1900, pp. 109-11.
3 See Chapter XXIU, pp. 575-6.
~
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great satrap; and Raiijubula appears to have been the successor
of satraps who are known only from theircoins-Hag.tmasha(PI. V,
7), and Hagana rnling conjointly with Hagamasha (PI. V, 8). These
numismatic indications all tcnd to support the conclusion that by
about the middlc of the first century B.C. the yaka dominion was
fully established in that region of the Jumna river which lies beyond
the south-eastern limits of the Punjab.
By c. 72 B.C., according to the chronology of the Pural)as, the
dynasty of the yUilgas had come to an end. In the present state
of Indian archaeology it seems impossible to trace the extension
of the rule of those kings of Vidir;a who reigned after Pushyamitra
beyond the region in which the J umna and the Ganges meet, i.e. the
ancient kingdom· of the Vatsas (Kaur;ambi) and the present district
of Allahabad. The investigation of ancient sites may no donbt
some day throw light on the contemporary history of the countries
which lay to the north and east of Kaur;ambi-Kosala (Oudh),
Videha (N. Bihar), Kayi (Benares), l\Iagadha (8. Bih,tr), and Ailga
(~fonghyr and Bhagalpur); but thc availablc evidence is not sule
ficient to enable us to determinc whcther the kingdoms in these
countries were still uuited under one sovereignty, as in the time of
Ayoka, or whether they had hecome independent. Kosala is represented by coins of this pCliod which are found on the site of Ayodhya;
but from these little information can be gleaned at present. They
represent a line of about ten kings, of whom nothing is known but
their names (PI. V, 11, Aryamitra; 12, Miiladeva)l. A king of
.Magadha and a king of Thtjug6ha are also mentioned in thc inscliption of Khamvela ; but whether the former was still a powcrful
suzerain at this time, and whether thc latter was auything more
than a local plince ruling over the old capital of l\Iagadha must
remain doubtful until more definite evidence can be discovered
(p. 537). The history of the famous kingdom of lIIagadha, once the
centre of the cmpire, becomes utterly obscure. That for some time
Pushyamitra continued to occupy the imperial throne which he had
scizcd is a natural infcrcncc from those passag"" of the literaturc
in which he is mentioned in connexion with Pa«tliputra; but that
be was able to hold it to thc end, and to hand it down to his successors is at present not capable of proof. No certain traces of the
later Qmigas or of tbeir feudatories have yet been found in the
region of Magadha.
1
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But in addition to the powers which dominated the kingdoms on
the great highways of communication, there ,,,ere in less accessible
regions numeroUS independent states; and of some of these the
coins of this period have preserved a recorr!. These communities
were military clans 01: groups of clans; and they were governed
sometimes by kings, but more often by tribal oligarchies. They
were Kshatriyas; and by this name, the common designation of
them all, they a1"C known to the historians of Alexander the Great
in two districts-in the nOI·th of the Punjab to the east of the Ravi
(p. 371), and ill the south-west where the Indus and the Sutlej meet
(Xathri, p. 376). They were the ancestors of the Rajputs who played
a most important part in the history of Northern India at a later
date, and their coins are fonnd throughout the regions to which
modern ethnologists trace the origin of the lliijputs :
The cradic of the Rajput is the tract named after him (Rl1jputfilla), not, how·

ever, as it is limited in the present day, but extending from the Jallma to the
N arbada. and Satlaj, including, therefore., the whole of Mah·a, Bundelkhand, and
parts of Agra and the Panja.b. From the northem l)am of this tract there scams
to haye been an early movoment of conquest up the western riyers of the Panjab,
as far as tho Himalaya and Kashmir) whereby was laid the foundation of the pre~
dominance of the tl'ibes still ill possession. (Baine~ Ethnography, p. 29.)

Examples of such early Rajput states are the Yaudheya' confederation in 'the southern portion of the Punjab ... and the northern
parts of Hajpntiina' (J.R.A.S., 1897, p. 887), and the Arjuniiyalla~
in the Bhartpur and Alwar States of ll..'i,jputana (ibid. p. 886). Both
the Yaudheyas, 'Warriors,' and the Aljunayanas, 'Descendants of
A~iun"; are mcntioned by P"J.lini in the fourth century B.C.; both·
issued coins as early as the first century B.C.; and both appear
among the peoples on the frontiers of the Gupta empire in the
Allahabad inscription of Samudragupta c. 380 A.D. Other states
struck coins with the bare legend 'Of the Rajanya (Kshatriya)
Country.' It is impossible at present to determine with much precision the localities in which these coins were issued; but similarity
of type suggests that one variety may belong to the same region as
the coins of the Arjunayanas and the kings of Mathurli (PI. V, 13)'.
'l'he mountainous fringe of country on the north of the Punjab
and the United Provinces was also occupied at this period by independent native Indian states; and the names of some of them have
similarly been preserved by the coins, which were no doubt the
result of COIllIllerce between these peoples of the hills and the lowlanders. In the Gurdaspnr District of the Punjab there lived thc
1
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Udnmbaras, who claimed 00 be descendcd from Vi£vamitra, the
rishi of the third book of the Rigveda 1. His figure appears on the
coins of their king, Dharaghosha, whose reigu must probably be
assigned 00 the latter half of the first century B.C., since his coinage
is evidently imitated from that of the Qaka king Azilises (PI. V,
14, Dharaghosha; 15, Azilises). Of a somewhat later date, perhaps
of the first or second century A.D., are the coin8 of the KuiUtas, the
eastern neighbours of the Udumbaras, in the Kulli valley of the
Kangra District; and to the same period as the coins of the Udumbaras belong the earlier issues of the KUl)indas who inhabited the
country of the Sutlej in the Sinila Hill States (PI. V, 16, Amoghabhliti). These three peoples, the Udumbaras, the Kuliitas, and the
Km)indas, lived on the horder between the regions in which the
two ancient alphabcts. Brahmi and Kharosh~hi, prevailed: they
accordingly uscd both of them in their coin-lcgends. '1'0 a branch
of the Km,rindas (or Kulindas, as thcy are called in the Pural.la8),
whose tcrritories 'extcnded further east along the southern slopes
of the Himalayas as far as Nepal' (Pal'giter, illark. Pur. p. 316),
are probably also to be attributed the coins of two kings which
have been found in the AImora District (PI. V, 17, Qivadatta)'.
'l'he 'nnsubdued' peoples on the southern borders of the Maurya
dominions were, during the QUi16'1l period, united under the snze·
rainty of the most powerful among them, the Andhras, whose home
was in the coastal region of tho Madras Presidency between the
rivers Godavari and Kistna'. Thc dynasty, which is known by its
tribal name in the Pur;tl)as and by its family name or title, Ql,tavahana, in inscliptions, is traced back to king Simuka, who was
succeeded by his younger brother, Krishl)3. At some date in the
reign of Simuka 01' Krishl)a the Andhra conqnests had extended
up the valley of the river Godavari for its whole length, a distance
of some nine hnndred miles, to the table-land of the Nasik District.
This is proved by the inscription (no. 1144) in one of the Nasik caves
which was excavated when Krishl,la was king. Already the Qatavahanas had justified their claim to the title, , Lords of the Deccan
(Dakshit)apatha),' which they bear in their later inscriptions. The
third of the line and the Itcst known of the earlier kings was
1 Cf. Pargiter, Mark. Pu.r. p. 355.
For the connexion between Vi9vamitra and
the country of the Beas, Bee Vedic Index, D, p. 310.
t For the coins of Kuliit.a., see Bergny, J.B.A.S., 1900, p. 415; for other COillS
mentioned in this paragraph see the references in Rapson, Indian Coins, pp. 10-12.
S See Cbapter XXIV. pp. 598-9.
The inscriptions from Bbattiprolu near the mouth
of the Kistna. in the Guntut District (c. 200 D.C.) mention a king Khubiralw. or Kubirab
(Kuvera.) who is o~herwise unknown; see BUhler, Ep. Ind. II, pp. 323 fl.
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called QatakarI.li, a name which, to the perplexity of modern
studeuts of Indian history, .was borne by several of his successors
oo~~_

The exact date of the establishment of the Andhra suzerainty
cannot be determined from the discrepant accounts given .by
different. Pural.laS of the kings and the duration of their reigns;
but it is clear that the most complete of the extant lists can only,
be interpreted as indicating that the founder, Simuka, began to
reign before 200 B.C.' To this extent the evidence of the PuraJ.las
confirms the opinion of Biihler, who from epigraphical considera-'
tions assigned the Nasik inscription of the second king, Krislll.Ja; to>
'the times of the last 1Iauryas or the earliest Quilgas, in .the:
beginning of the second century B.C." It is therefore possible that·
Krishl)a's immediate succcssor, the third Andhra king, QatakarI~i"
may have been contemporary with the first QUilga king,Pushya,
mitra (c. 1B4-148 B.c.). As we shall see (p. 535) this same Qatakar'~i
was probably also contemporary with Kharavela, king of Kalhiga.·
For the history of this pcriod the cave-inscriptions of Nanaghat
(nos. 1112-20) are of the highest importance. 'rhey prove by their
situation that the Andhras now held the Nana pass, which leads
from Jnnnar in the Deccan to the Konkan, the coastal region of
Western India. Most of them describe statues of members of the·
royal family-Simuka, the founder of the line, QatakarI.li himself
and his queen Naganika, a Maharathi, and three princes. But most
valuable of all is the inscription, unfortunately fragmentary,of.the
queen (no. 1112). She was the daughter of a l\faharathi, i.e. a king
of the Rashtrikas; and we must conclude therefore that the incorporation of the Marath" country in the Andhra empire had been
ratified by a matrimonial alliance between the two royal houses."
The inscription records the performance of certain great sacrifices
and the fees paid to the officiating priests-fees which testify.
eloquently to the wealth of the realm and to the power of the.
Brahman hiemrchy at this date-tens of thousands of cows,
thousands of horses, lIumbers of elephants, whole villages, and huge'
sums of money (tens of thousands of kiirshiipa~1a8). Twice, it
appears, had Qatakal'l.1i proclaimed his suzerainty by the perform1 The accession of the twenty-third king, Gautamlputra. 9ato.ko.tJ;Ii, must be dated
106 A.D. or a few yeR.rs later; see Rapson, n.M. Cat., CQins of the A,ulltru Dynasty
&c" p. xxx. If a calculation be made from this fixed point, the maximum readings
of the Puriil;tas wouJd indiCate c. 244 D.C .• and the minimum reooings c. 202 ».e.,
as the date of Simuka's accessionj cf. Kali Age, pp. 38-42, 71, with B.M. Cat.,
pp. lxvi, lxvii.
", .,
:! Arch. Sur. Wett. Ind. IV, p. 98.
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ance of the horse-sacrifice; and, on one of these occasions at least,
the victory thns celebrated must have been at the expense of the
QUilgaS, if we are right in supposing that the appearance of the
Andhras of Southern India in the dynastic Iisw of the Pural!as
indicates that, at some period, they held the position of suzerains
in :Northern India (p. 318).. That the Andhras did actually come
into conflict with the QUligas during the reign of Pushyamitra
appears probable from the Mlilavilcagnimitra (p. 519). On this
occasion the QUilgas were victorious; but this was no donbt merely
all episode in the struggle in which the Andhras were finally triumphant. The progress of this intruding power from its western
stronghold,Pratishthiina, first to Uiiayini 8Jld suhseqnentlyto Vidi~a
seems to be indicated by the evidence of coins and inscriptions.
Pratishthana, the modern Paithan on the north bank of the
Godavari in the Aurangabiid District of Hyderabad, is famous in
literature as the capital of king Qatakal'l)i (Qatavahana or Salivahana) and his son Qakti-kumara; and there can be little doubt
that these are ·to be identified with the king yatukarni and the
prince Qakti-~ri of the Nanaghiit inscriptions. The Andhms in
this region were separated by the rivers 'fapti and Narbada from
the kingdoms of Uiiayini and Vidi9ii, which lay along the central
route from the coast to Piitaliputra; and the lines of communication hetween Pratish(,hana and these kingdoms passed through the
city of Mahishmati (Mandhiita on the :N arbada in the Nimar District of the Central Provinces). Numismatic testimony, if it has
been rightly interpreted, shows that at this period the Andhras had
traversed the intervening territories and conquered the kiugdom
of Uiiayini. Their earliest· known coius bear the name of a king
Sata, who is probably to be identified with yatakul'I!i; and they
are of what numismatists call the' Malw{, fabric' and of that particular variety which is characteristic of the coins of W. Malwa
(Avant;), the capital of which was Uiiayini'. If we may suppose,
then, that Qatakar~li was the actual conqueror, his perfOl'lllaI1Ce of
the horse-sacrifice is evidently explained; for Uiiayin[ was one of
the most famous of all the cities of India, and its conquest lIlay
well have entitled the Andhr" kings to a place ill the imperial
records preserved by the Pural.'as. It was, and still is, one of thc
seven holy places of Hinduism'. Such fragments of its ancient
1
2

Ra.pson, B.M. Cat., Coin·s oj the Andhra Dynasty etc., p. xcii.
The Beven are recordeu in the couplet:
Ayodhyii, Mathura, Mii'ya, Kii~i.. Kiifu:'i, AvantiM,
pttri Dvaravati caiv,a, saptaitii mok§adii!li1cii~t.
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history as may be recovered, from tho past are given elsewhere';
alld the indigenous coins which can be attributed to this period
add little to our knowledge. The only inscribed specimeu yet
discovered bears the name of the city in its PI'"Jkrit form, Ujeni
(PI. V, 18). Other coins have a type which has been supposed
to represent the god Qiva (PI. V, 19), whose temple stood in the
l'IIahakala forest to the north of the city. It was destroyed by the
Muhammadans in the thirteenth century A.D., and the present
temple was built on its site.
It appears most likely, then, that Ujjayini was wrested from
the first Qnilga king, Pushyamitra, by Qatakar,.Ii. Of its history for
many years to come we have no information. We can ,only infer
f"om the conditions of the time that its politics cannot have been
dissevered from those of the neighbouring kingdom of Vidiy'l; 'and
early in the first century, c. 90 RC., we find evidence of the
existence of diplomatic relations he tween Vidi9ii, which was still
under the rule of the Qmigas, and the Yavana house of Eucratides
at Takshayila in the north-west of the Punjab (p. 521). .!l'here
were therefore at this period three powers which were, politicallyimportant from the point of view of Ujjayini-the Yavanas in the.
north, the QUligas on the east, and the Andhras of Pratishthana in
the south; and it is probable, in the absence of any evidence to
the contrary, that Ujjayini remained in the possession of the last
of these. But a few years later, c. 75 B.C, there arose another
formidable power on the west. The Scythians (Qakas) of Seistan.
had occupied the delta of the Indus, which was known thereafter
to Indian writers as Qakadvipa, 'the drob of the Qakas,' and to the,
Greek geographers as Indo-Scythia. 'L'he memory of an episodc in
the history of Ujjayiui as it was affected by this new element in
Indian politics may possibly be preserved in the Jain story of
Kalaka, which is told in Chapter VI, pp. 167-8. The story can
neither be proved nor disproved; but it may be said in its favour
that its historical sotting is not inconsistent with what we know
of the political circumstances of Uijayini at this period. A persecuted party in the state may well have invoked the ,aid of the
warlike Qakas of Qakadvipa in order to crush a cruel despot; and,
as history has so often shown, snch allies are Hot unlikely to have
seized the kingdom for themselves. Both the tyrant Gardabhilla,
whose misdeeds were responsible for the introduction of these
avengers, and his son Vikramaditya, who afterwards drove the
Qakas ont of the realm, according to the story, lIlay perhaps be
I

Chapters

VII,

pp. 185-7;

'XUf,

pp. 310-1.
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historical characters; and, from the account which represents
Vikramaditya as having come to Uijayini from Pratishthiina, we
may infer that· they were connected with the Andhras'. It is
possible that we may recognise in this story the beginnings of that
long struggle between the Andhras and the Qakas for the possession
of Uijayini, the varying fortunes of which may be clearly traced
when the evidence of inscriptions becomes amilable in the second
century A.D. 2 'Vith the imperfect documents at our disposal, we
can do little more than suggest such possibilities. It is hopeless
00 attempt to discriminate between the elements which may be
historical and others which are undoubtedly pure romance in the
great cycle of legend which has gathered around the name, or
rather. the title, Vikramiiditya, 'the Sun of Might: Many kings
at different periods and in different countries of India have been
so styled; and it seems that the exploits of more than one of them
have been coufused even in those legends which may be regarded
as having some historical basis. While it is possible, nay even
probable, that there may have been a Vikramaditya who expelled
the Qakas from Uijayini in the first century B.C., it is certain that
the monarch who finally crushed the Qaka power in this region
was the Gupta emperor, Chandragnpta II Vikramaditya (380414 A.D.). Indian tradition docs not distingnish between these
two. It regards the supposed founder of the era, which began in
58 B.C. (p. 571), and the royal patron of Kalidasa, who livcd morc
than four hnndred years later, as one and the samc person.
During the first quarter of the first century B.C., such dominion
as the Andhras may have exercised over thc region now known as
Malwa must have been restricted to its western portion, Avanti, of
which Uijayini was the capital; for the Qunga kings were still in
possession of A.kara or E. Malw" (capital Vidi..,a). But there is
evidence that, presumably at some date after c. 72 B.C. when the
Qungas came to an end, E. Malwa also was annexed by the
Andhras. An inscription (no. 346) on one of the Bhilsa Topes
(Siinchi, no. 1) records a donation made in the reign of a kiug
Qatakarl!i, who cannot be identified more precisely, but who must
certainly have been an Andbra. The inscription is· not dated; but
there is now a general consensus among archaeologists that it
probably belongs to about the middle of the first century B.c.'
I These kings belonged probably to the family of Gardabhilas. who appe:l.r in the
Purfu;1as among the successors of the Andhrasj see Kali Age, pp. 44-6, 72.
It n.M. Cat., AndhrwJ £te., pp. XXX", xxxvi.
I n.M. Cll.t., Andhras «c., pp. xxiii, xxiv; Marshall, Gtlide to Sii1!chi, p. 13;
JOllveELu.Dubreuil, Auc. Hist. of the Deccan, p. 15.
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Andhra coins of a cCl'tain type ,have also been attribnted to
E. i\[i\lwa; but their date is nncertain, and they may belong to" Ii
later period'. The conquest of E. Malwii marks the north-east~rn
limit to which the progress of the Andhra power can' be thwoo
from the evidence of inscriptions and coins.
""
The other great nation, which arose on the mins of the l\!aurya
empire to take its part in the struggle for snpremacy, had also its
home in the lowlands of the eastern coast. The Kalhigas', who
occnpied the country of the Mahanadi, were no doubt conn'ected
ethnographically with the Ailgas and the other peoples of the
plains of Bengal with whom they arc associated in the Pural)as
(p. 317). They ,had been conqnered by A~oka c. 262 B.O.' ;bnt at
some time after his death they had regained their independence;
and the next glimpses of their history are afforded by inscriptiolls in the caves of the Udayagiri Hill near Cnttack in Orissa'.
The immediate object of these inscriptions (nos. 1345-50) was to
preserve the memory of pions benefactors-two kings, a qneen, a
prince, and other persons-who had provided caves for the nse of
the Jain ascetics of Udayagiri '; and one of the inscriptions (no. 1345)
in the Hiithigmnpba, or 'Elephant Cave,' contained a record ,of
events in the first thirteen (or possibly fourteen) years of the reign
of one of the kings, Kharavela, a member of the Cheta dynasty.
This is one of the most celebrated, and also one of the most perlllexing, of all the historical monnments of India. Unfortnnately
it has been badly preserved Of its seventeen lines only the first
four remain in their entirety. These describe tbe fifteen years of
the king's boyhood, the nine years of his rnle as prince (yuvaTuja),
his corouation as king when his twenty-fourth year was completed,
and events in the first two years of his reign. All the other"lines
are more or less fmgmentary. Mauy passages are irretrievably
lost, while others are partially obliterated and cau only be restored
conjeetumlly. Time has thus either destroyed or obscured much
of the historical value of this record
Even the fundamental question whether the inscription is
dated or not is still in dispute. Some scholars contend that a
passage in the sixteenth line can only be interpreted to mean that
the inscription was engraved in the 165th year of the Maurya
kings, or of the Maurya king, while others deny tbe existence of
1

2
:t
4.

B.M. Cat., Andhras a:c., pp. xcv, xcvi.
Chapter XXIV, pp. 601-2.
Cha.pter n, pp. 495, 503.
Chapter XXVI, pp. 638 ff.
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any such date ' . 'l'he discussion of problems of. this kind does not
·fall within the scope of the present work; bnt it may· bc pointed
out here that the acceptance of the snpposed date would 'seem to
involve no chronological impossibilities. and that, in any case, the
inscription probably belongs to about the middle of the second
century B.C. We know from analogous inst<'tIlces that the origin
of imperial eras is usually to be traced to the regnal years of the
fonnder of the empire. A Maurya era, therefore, would naturally
.date from the accession of Chandragnpta c. 321 B.C.; and, if such an
era is actually used in the present instance, the inscription must be
dated c. 156 B.c., and the beginning of Kharavela's reign c. 169 B.C.
With this hypothetical chronology other indications of date seem
to agree. "
, !<.'pigraphical considerations show that the Hathigumpha inscription of KMravela and the Nanaghat inscription of Naganika,
the qneen of Qatakarl,li, belong to the same period as the Nasik
inscription' of Krishl,la'. Even, therefore, if it mnst be admitted
·that· the Hathigumphii inscription is nndated, there is still reason
to -believe that Kharavela may have been contemporary with
·Qata.kal'l!i in the first half of the second century B.c. Moreover, a
Qatakal'l}i is actnally mentioned in the Hathigumpha inscriptioll
as Kharavela's rival; and it appears most probable that he is
.to be identified with the Qatakarl)i of the Nanaghat inscription.
Like this Q;ltakar'.li, Khal'avela was also the third of his linc, if we
·may accept the usual interpretation of a passage in the Hathignmphii inscription'; and, as the rise of both the Andhra and
Kalinga dynasties mnst no doubt date from the same period
when the Maurya power began to decline, the probahility that
these two kings were contemporary is thus increased.
011 two occasions, according to the inscriptional record, did
Kharavela invade the Andhra dominions in the Deccan. In his
sccond year he sent a large army of horse, elephants, foot-soldiers,
and chariots to the West in defiance of Qatakal'l}i; and in his
fonrtb year he hnmbled the R;j,shtrikas of the Maratha Conntry
and the Bhojakas of Berar, both fendatories of the Andhra kings
of Pratishthana (pp. 530-1). Snch expeditions were nndoubtedly in
the natnre of a challenge to the predominant power of the Deccan;
1 For the literature which bea.rs on the interpretation (If the IIiithigumphi inscrip.tion, see the Bibliography .
.:,. l! Biihler, Arch. Sur. West. Ind. Y, p. 71; IJlduche Palaeographie, p. 39.
:I The different tra.nslation given by Mr Jayaswal seems oot to be necessita.ted by
the new reading to which he calls. attention in Jour. Bihar and Orissa Rttearch Soc.,
~~-.
.
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but they appear not to have been pursued beyond the limit of
safety. We may suppose that the armies of Kharavela passed up
the valley of the l\Iahanadi and over the water-shed into the
valleys of the Godavari and its great tribntaries the Waingangii.
and the Wardhii.. They would thus invade territory which the
Andhra monarch regarded as lying withiu his realm. But it is not
stated, and there are no grounds for surmising, that the forces of
the Kaliilgas and the Andhras came into actual conflict on either
of these occasions or that any important political results followed.
Such military expeditions, as is abundantly proved by inscriptions,
formed part of the ordinary routine in a state of society, in which
war had become a profession and the soldier was an hereditarY
member of a professional caste. They supplied to some extent
the place which is occupied by manceu Vl"es in the training of
modcrn armies; and they also affordcd the king such opportunities
as there might be for the fulfilment of that desire to extend his
rule which, according to the law-books, is one of the chief qnalifications for kingship (!\fanu IX, 251; x, 119 etc.)... Our. knowledge
of this feature in the life of ancient and medieval India is derived
from the eulogies of kings which fill so large a proportion of the
inscriptions which have come down to our time. These compositions arc the work of grateful beneficiarics or court-poets, whose
object was rather to glorify their royal patron .than to hand down
to posterity an accurate account of the events of his reign. It is
evident that in them successes are ofteu grossly exaggerated, while
reverses are passed over iu complete silence. The statements of
the inscriptions are, therefore, very freqneutly those of prejudi~ed
witnesses; and they must be weighed as snch if we are to estimate
rightly the value of these few scattered fragments of historical
evidence which time has preserved The achievements of Khiiravela
100m large in the Hathigumphii. inscription; and there is no reason
to doubt that, as a military leader, he played an important part in
the affairs of the time. But if, as the expeditions of his second and
fourth years seem to indicate, his. ambition led him to entertain
the project of wresting the suzerainty from the Andhra king of
Pratish~hana, the attempt must be hcld to have failed. His family
has found nO place in the dynastic lists of suzerains which were
handed down to posterity by the PU)";\I,las.
From the Wcst, Khiiravela tnrned his attention to the Northc
In his eighth year he harassed the king of Rajag!"iha, who fled
at his approach; in his tenth year he sent an' expedition .to
Bharatavarsha; and in his twelfth year he produced consternation
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among the kings of Uttarapatha, humbled the king of Magadha,
and, according to Mr Jayaswal's translation whicb is not undisputed, brought back trophies which had been carried away by
king Nanda.
For the present we must he content with this brief summary
of the relations of Kaliilga with other countries after the fourth
year of Kharavela's reign; and eveu these few statements raise
problems for which no satisfactory solution cau yet be proposed.
The identification of the kings of Rajagriha and Magadha is still
uncertain. The former bears no personal name in the inscription,
and the question whether the latter is named or not is still undecided'. Both Bharatavarsha and Uttarapatha are often general
designations of Northern India; and it is nseless to speculate as to
what particular regions tbey may possibly denote in this instance.
All that appears to be certain is that Kharavela repeatedly inmded
Northern India, and that on one occasion he won a decisive victory
over the king then reigning at Pataliputra. Who that king was
we do not know. It seems natural to assnnie that the Qungas were
.still the lords of Jlfagadha; bnt there is no undoubted evidence
that this was the fact. The Yavana invasion of the capital (p. 544)
may have taken place before the twelfth year of Kharavela·s reign,
and decisive events may have happened of which no record has yet
been discovered.
'l'he mention of a king Nanda, or of Nanda kings, in two
passages of the Hathignmpha inscription seems to supply a link of
·connexion between the histories of Kaliilga and Magadha before
the Maurya period. But even this is doubtful; and the doubt
canuot be dispelled so long as uncertainty remains in regard to
the interpretation of the date, which is apparently indicated in one
of these passages'. If ti-vasa-sata iu line 6 of the inscription can
mean 'tbree centuries before (the fifth year of Kharavela's reign);
we mnst suppose that, in the middle of the fifth century B.C.,
Kaliilga was under the rule of a Nanrla king, and it is natural to
1 Mr Jayaswe.l bolds thfl.t tht;: king of Raja/rriha was also the king of Magadha,
whose name he rends in the inscription as Bahasatimitm, a.nd whom he identifies with
Pushyamitra. Apa.rt from the propo,sed rea.ding of the name, which cannot be verified
from the reproduction of the inscription in Plate I of the ,Tour. Bihar and Orism
Researdt Soc. 1918, the identification of the Dahasatimitra of the Pabhosa inscription
and the coins with Pushyamitra appears not to be possible, if Mr Ja.yaswal is correct
in assigning the Pabhosii inscription (no. 904) to the tenth yffir of Odra.ka (po 521).
According to the Pur8J:l&S there was an intervaJ. of twenty-five years between the reigns
of Pushyamitra. and Odraka. (p. 518); and AshiiQ.hasena, the donor of the Pabhosa
ca.ve, was 'he maternal uncle of king Bahasatimitra.
2 Chapter xm, pp. 314-5.
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associate him with the well-known predecessors of the Mauryas.
If, on the other hand, the expression means 'one hundred and
three years before (the fifth year of Kharavela's reign),' or 'in the
one hundred and third year (of the Maul'ya era)',' the reference
must be, in the fOlmer case, to a king called N anda who' was
reigning over Kaliilga before its annexation by A~oka, and, in the
latter case, to a predecessor of Kharavela in the Cheta dynasty
after the kingdom had regained its independence.
As is so often inevitable in onr attempts to reconstruct the
mosaic of ancient Indian history from the few pieces which have
as yet been fonnd, we can do little more than define the limits of
possible hypothesis in this instance. For greater certainty we
must be content to wait nntil the progress of archaeological
research has furnished us with more adequate materials.

.,,.
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KEY TO PLATE V.
1. lIl. Eran: Dhannapala.

Obv, Raffo Dhamapo,lasa in ancient Brahn;t12
characters written from right to left.
•.... \ '

Ob1J. Hmnped bull to r. facing chaitya;
above, symbol Rev, Baha8atimitrasa. Tree within railing; on either

2. 1Il. Kau{:a.mbi: Ballasatimitrn.

side, symbols.
.. d
3. lIl. Pailchala: Agl1imitra. Ob.". Agni, with head of flames, standing between
posts on railing, Rev. in incllsc, Agintima; a.bove, three sym,bo!.i..

lIl. hI.: Indramitl'!l. Obv. Indra seated on railing. Rev. in incuse,Idamitasa';
above, three symbols.
lIl. Mathura.: Gomitm. Rev. Gomitasa. Standing figure; on eith'er ~ide,
symbols.
lIl. id.: Brahmamitra, Rev, Brall,mamitasa. Standing figure, with r. ann
raised j on either side, symbols.
lIl. id,: Hagn.masha. Obv. Horse to 1. Rel). Khatapasa Hagamashasa,
Standing figure, with r. arm raised; on either side, symbols.
lIl. id.: Haga.na and HagiLmasha. Ob'D. Horse to 1. Rev. Khatapana llaga.
nasa Hagamasllasa; to r. J thunderbolt.
lIl. id.: Rafijubula.. Obc. Tho abhisheka of Lakshml. ReJ). Mahakhatapasa
RtijuJ)ulasa. Standing figure; on either side, symbol.
lIl. id.: qodasa. Obv. Indistinct, probably as on no. 9. Rev. Mall.iikhatapasa
putasa Klwtapasa Q0c!alasa. Type as on no, 9.
lIl. Ay~dhya: Aryamitra. Ob.". Peacock to r. facing tree. Re~. ill incliSc,
Ayyamitasa. II umped bull to 1. facing post.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

K. G. So.nkaro. Aiya.r, Ind. Ant., 1920. pp. 43ft'.
All the coin.legends. in this Plate are in Brahmi, except when • Kharosh~hi' is
specially indicated.
1

2
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12. hJ. id.: Miiladeva. Obv. lrIillatie7)asa. JlJlcpbant to 1. facing symbol. Re7J.
Wreath; above, symbol; below, snake.
13. ...£. RajanyaJanapada. Ob7). Humped bull to 1. Re~.R4janya.Janapada8a.
Standing figure.
14 . ..R. Udumbara: Dh:trilghosha. Obo. ftfaluuiecasa ranG Dharaghoshasa I
OdUJ'(tbarisa; T., tree within railing j 1., tridellt battlc-..<txc. Rev.
Similar legend in Kbaroshth1 characters. Yi<;vH.mitra standing, wit.h r.
hand raised; across field, Vifpa-mltra in Kharoshthl characters.
15. LR.- Qaka: Aziliscs. ReD. (Kh.) Maharajasa raJatirajasa maltata$a I Ayilishasa. One of the Dioscuri standing.
16. 1ft. Kul}inda: Amoghabhiiti.
Ob'C. Ra·j'[o KU'I.~in:u1asa Amoghabkutisa
~[ahlir{iJa8a. Deer to r. facing female figure; abol'c, symbol; below,
chaitya. Rev. Sirriilar logend in Kharoshthr characters. Chaitya SUl'mountod by l1andipada; r., trco within railing j 1.,stxUJtika and anothor
symbol.
17. £.. Almora: qivadatta. Obl'J. Railing with symbols between the posts.
Reo. Sl1)adatm;a. Type uncertain (symbol or letter 1); in margin, deer
a.nd tree within railing.
',.1
•
18. h~. Ujjayini. Ob'/). Elephant to r. Rev. Qieni[ye]; above, a haud.
,19. iE. id. Obc. Throo-headed standing figure. Rev. The symbol Ullually found
on coins of UjjayiuI.

,"

·.CHAPTER XXII
THE SUOOESSORS OF ALEXANDER THE GREAT
THE disintegration of the Manrya empire was followed by
foreign invasions. Now that the unifying power was removed, the
frontiers conld no longer be held securely; and the history of
N.W. India becomes for many centuries the record of successive
conquerors who came along the routes which led from Bactria
(N. Afghilnistan) over the Hindu Kush into the Kabnl valley or
from Ariana (Seistan and Kandahar) over the Brahiii Mountains
into Sind.
The first three of the series, who belong to the period before
the Ohristian era, are known in Indian literature and inscriptions
as Yavanas or Yonas (Greeks), Qakas or Sakas (Scythians), and
Pahlavas (Parthians). Like other invaders they are regarded by
t~e Sanskrit law-books and epics as degenerate Kshatriyas who
had lost castc through their neglect of the religious and social
code, and they arc supposed to be of Indian origin, the descendants
of Turvasu; but their names alone are sufficient to prove that
they were foreigners, and that they came into India from Bactria
or from Iran.
The Yavanas are the Iauna of the Old Persian inscriptions of
Darius, which show that tile Persians applied to all Greeks without
distinction the name of the Ionians of Asia Minor who were conqnered by Oyms in 545 B.C. Greek soldiers and officials formed
no unimportant element in the administration of the empire of
the Achaemenids; and it is not surprising therefore to find that
the Greeks were known in India at a time when a large portion
of the North-West was still under Persian rule. The occurrence of
the word Yavana in a grammatical rule of PaT,lini (IV, 1, 49) is a.
certain indication that it had been adopted into Sanskrit before the
middle of the fourth ccntnry B.C. Its Prfikrit equivalent, Yona, is
used in the inscriptions of A~oka to describe the Hellenic sovereigns
of Egypt, Oyrene, Macedonia, Epirus, and Syria; and there can be
little doubt that, in all Indian documents earlier than the third
century A.D., the term denotes a person of Greek descent, in spite
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of the fact that, like other foreign settlers in India, many of the
Yavanas had hecome Hindnised alld had adopted Indian names.
At a later date, foreigners generally arc classed as Yavanas.
On three occasions have Yavana conquerors occupied the Kahul
valley, the North-'Vestern Frontier Province, and large portions
of the Punjah. 'fhe earliest of these episodes, the Indian expedition of Alexander the Great, has for more than twenty-two centnries
been celebrated in the Western world as one of the most amazing
feats. of arms in the whole of history. Of its progress detailed
accounts have been preserved by Greek and Latin authors whose
information was derived from the writings of officers who themselves took part in the events which they descrihe; and in all these
aeconntsAlexander himself is thegreatcentral figure. No personage
of the ancient world is better known; but of this great conqueror
the records of India have preserved no certain trace: he had failed
to rcach the Midland Conntry, to which thc literature of the period
is almost exclusively confined.
On the second occasion, Bactrian princes of the honse of Enthydemus, whose conqnests began c. 200 B.c., succeeded ill rivalling
aud in surpassing the exploits of Alexander; aud on the third
occasion, Eucratides, who had supplanted the family of Euthydemus
iu Bactria, deprived it of its possessions in the Kabul valley aud
of a portion of its territory in N.W. Iudia, before 162 B.C. (p. 457).
No counected account of these two rival Yavana honses has
been preserved; and practically nothing is known ahout the personal character or achievements of the leaders who directed the
affairs of a period which must have been full of stirring events.
A few isolated references in litcrature, Greek, Homan, and Indian,
a single Indian inscription, and the coin-legends of ahout thirty
Greek kings and two Greek qneens supply the evidence which
enahles us to retrace very imperfectly a few outlines in the histOI·y
of the successors of Alexander the Great in India during the
second and first centuries B.C.
For about a century after the treaty of peace between Seleucu,
and Chandragupta, c. 305 B.c., and half a century after the foundation of the Hellenic kingdom of Bactria, c. 2.')0 B.c., the southern
limit of the Yavana dominions was marked hy the Hindu Kush.
This broad band of mountainous country, which separates the
great river systems of the Oxus aud the Indus, was thus also the
political boundary hetween Bactria and Paropanisadae (the K,.hnl
valley and the country north of the Kabul river now known as
Laghman, Kohistan, aud Kafiristan). The mountain barrier,
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although a formidable natnral obstacle, has never effectually prevented intercourse between the two fertile regions which it divides.
III all ages it has been traversed by migrating tribes, by military
expeditions, or by peaceful traders and pilgrims. It was crossed
by Alexander, from the Paropanisadae to Bactria, in fifteen days,
and recrossed in eleven days'. The rontes which led from Baetria
over its passes converged at a point near the present Chiirikar
where Alexander had fOllnded theeity of Alexandria-nnder-theCaucasus; and, so long as this strategical position eOllld be held,'
illvasion was impossible. But already in 206 B.C. the expedition
of Antiochus the Great bad shown tbat the way was now open; and
the object lesson was not lost. Within a few years, the Bactrian.
kiugEuthydemus and tbe princes of his house began their triumphal.
career, the first stage of which was marked by the occupation of
the Kabul valley.
From Kabul aucient routes led, on the one hand, into the
provinces of Ariana-Aria (Hen,t) on the west, and· Arachosia
(Kandahar) on the south-west-aiId, on the other hand, into India
through Gandhara (Peshawar and Rawalpindi) on the south-east.,
It is probable that the Yavana power expanded in all three directions; hut it was ill the second and third of these-to Arachosia and
to India-that its progress was most marked. III these directions
it must no doubt have followed the routes onc.e trodden by the
armies of Alexander the Great. The full extent of the Yavana
conquests is described by Strabo (XI, 516) who qnotes Apollodorus
of Artemita, the author of a history of Parthia whieh has been lost;
The Greeks who occasioned its (Bactria'8) reyolt became so powerful by means
of its fcrtility and advantages of the country that thcy became masters of Aria.na
and India, according to Apollodorus of Artemita. Their chiefs, particularly
)fenander (if he really crossed the llypanis to the e:tst and reached lsamus),·
conquered more nations than Alcxander. These conquests were :achievcd partly,
by .:\-!cnander, partly by Demetrius., son C!f Euthydemus, king of the.Bactrians.
They got possession not only of Patalene but of thc kingdom of Saroostos, and
Sigerdis, which constitute the remainder of the coast... .'fhey extended their
empire cvcn as far 9...<; the Seres and Phryni. (Trans. M'Crindle, .Ancient India,
pp.lOO-I.)

This passage is not withont its difficulties; but the general
purport is cle",·. Tbe conquests of the Bactrian kings are said to
have been carried to the south over the Hindu Kush into S. Afgha~-.
1 (I) M'Crindle, l'l/c Invasionof Ind. by Alex. tlu Great (ed. 1896), p. 39; cf. Holdicb,
Gates of India, pp. 87-8. (2) Ilillerarium Alex. Mag., 104, trans. M'Orindle, Ancitnt
India, p. 150.
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iStiin, the N orth-Western Frontier Province, the Pnnjab, Sind, and
Kithiawar, and to the east over the Pamirs into Chinese Turkestan.
Unfortunately the Indian limits of this extension are somewhat
doubtful. The Hypanis must certainly be intended for the Hyphasis
(Beas), the eastern limit of Alexander's march; and the Isamus
must probably be iutended for the Jumna. Patalene, the country
of Patala, is the Indus delta. If the reading Saraostos, which has
been. restored from the MSS., be correct, it mnst undoubtedly represent Sur'ishtra (Kathiiiwiir). The identification of Sigerdis is
uncertain.
The Indian conquests, attributed by Apollodorus to Demetrius
and Menander, were ascribed by Trogus Pompeius (J nstin, ProioUIle
to Book XLI) to Apollodotus aud Meuauder. It seems probable
that Apollodotus and ;'.fenander, as well as Demetrius, belonged
to the house of Euthydemus, and that all these three princes were
oontemporary.
. Some of the principal stages in the routes which the conquering
armies must have followed, together with the distances between
the stages, arc known from ancient authorities who dCl~ved their
information from the campaigus of Alexander and Seleucua. The
most complete record has beeu preserved by Pliuy (VI, 17 (21».
lIIauy of his measurements are no doubt correct, when due allowance is made for the necessary detours in marches; but, as others
are evidently less exact, it will be more convenient to summarise
here such information as is supplied by the Imperial Gazetteer, aud
to estimate other distances approximately by straight lines drawn
on the map (Railway and Canal Map of India, 1910).
From
,~

",
."
"

Ch~rik~r

(Alexandria-.under·the-Caucnsus) to Kabul (Ortospanum)
40 miles.

Kabul (1) S.W. to Kandahli.r (Alcxandria·among·the-Arachosians)
313 miles.

"

))

(2) S. to Indus delta., in a straight line
" to S. Katbiawar
"

"

(3) E. to J.lalabiid (N"{l"....)

JalAmb~d

E. to Peshaw.r (Pumshopura)

725

)I

1000 "
101

"

79

n

(Stages on tho' royal road) which ran from Charsadda, .
16 miles N.B. of Peshawar, to

Patn~

measured in a series

of ,traight lines.)
.,;

"

"
.. ,".
"
"

Oh.rsadd. (Pu.shkalavatl) E. to SMhdhcri (Taksha,ila)

80

Shahdheri S.E. to Jhelum (.Nicaea)

70

Jhclum S.E. to Si.lkot (<;Jakala)
Si.lkot S.E. to the Be,,", (HyphMis)
the Beas S.E. to the Sutlej (Hesydrus) .t Riipar
the Sutlej S. to the Jumn. (Yamun') at Kama.! (old bed)

55
65
85
100

"
"
"

"

"

"
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The second great Yavana invasion had thns passed beyond the
bounds of·Alexander's Indian realm iu two directions-beyond the
Beas eastwards, and beyond the Indus delta southwards. But it is
doubtful if the successors of Demetrius, Apollodotus, and Menander.
exercised any permanent sway over the very wide expanse of
territory indicated in' Strabo's Geography. It is more likely that
most of the princes whose coins we· possess ruled over various
kingdoms in the northern region of this area, that is to say,"in the
Kahnl valley, in the North-Westel'll Frontiet· Province, and in the
northel'll districts of the Punjab. It is certain however. that the
military expeditions of the Yavanas were by no means confined
within these limits. Olle such iucursiou which broke through the
Delhi passage and penetrated the Midland Country as far as
Pataliputra (l'atna) is described in the Yuga Pural.'a, one of the
chapters of the Gargi SaIJlhita.
'As in all Purauic literature, we find here a record of past events
in the conventional form of prophecy; and, however late the work
may be in its present form, there is no reason to donbt that, like
the Pural.Jas generally, it embodies a more ancient traditiou. From
the passage in question we gather that' the viciously valiant Greeks:
after redncing Saketa (in Oudh), the Panchala conntry (in the doah
between the Jumna and Ganges), and Mathura (Muttra), reached
Pushpapura (Pataliputra); but that they did .not remain in the
Midland Country because of a dreadful war among themselves
which broke out in thcir own conntry'-an evident allusion to
the intcrnecine struggle between the houses of Euthydemus and
Eucratides.
This account is to some extent supported and supplemented by
two examples given by the grammarian l'ataiijaJi (a contemporary
of the Quilga king, Pushyamitra) in illustration of the nse of the
imperfect tense to denote an event which has recently happened'The Yavana was besieging Saketa: the Yav:1na was besieging
Madhyamika' (Nagari, near Chitor in Rajputiina)'. Snch incursions
bronght the Yavauas into collision with .the Quilgas who were now
the predominant power in the l\Hdland Country; and Kfilidasa's
drama, the Malavikagnim'itra (Act v) preserves the memory of a
conflict 011 the banks of the river Sindhu (v. Iflfp. p. 520), in which
a Yavana force was defeated in the reign of Pushyamitra by the
king's grandson Vasnmitra.
It is clear that snch warlike inroads were followed by no permanent occupation of the Midland Country, and that the period of
1

Kern, Brhat Sarrhitii, p. 37.

1I

KielhCtm, Ind . .dnt.

VII,

p. 260.
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military conqnest, in which they are ineffective episodes, belongs
to the earlier part of the second centnry Re., when the Yavana
power was as yet nndivided by internecine strife. But the struggle
of Greek with Greek was not long delayed. The conflict between
the rival houses in Bactria was decided in fa vonr of Eucratides;
and the third Yavana invasion under his leadership deprived the
princes of the honse of Euthydemus of their dominions in Kabul
and Kandahar (the Paropanisadae and Arachosia) and iu N.W.
India (Gandhara).
After about 162 B.C. there were therefore two royal houses of
Yavanas in India, and several branches of these houses were established in different kingdoms and ruled at the same time. 'The
names and titles of a number of princes belonging to these families
have been prescrved by their coins; and a stndy of the coins
enables us to recover a few facts in their history.
In the first place it is evident that some members of both royal
houses ruled hoth to the north and to the south of the Hindu Kush.
'l'heir coins belong to two distinct and unmistakable classes. The
coins struck in Bactria are purely Greek ill style, in language, and
.in weight. They are the most noble examples of Greek art as
applied to portraiture. No riYals to the lifelike portraits of Euthydemus and Demetrius appeared in the world until after the lapse
of sixteen centuries, when the Greek spirit was again kindled at
the renaissance and manifested itself in the medals of the great
Italian artists. Contrasted with these, the coin-portraits executed
to the south of the Hindu Kush are lifeless and conventional.
,Between the two styles of art therc is a gulf fixed. Neither ean
be brought into relation with the other. They are the work of
different regions and the outcome of diflerent types of civilisation.
In Bactria the Greeks ruled supreme amid peoples of a lower
culture. On the south of the mountain balTier, in the Kf,bul valley
and in India, they were brought into contact with a civilisation
which was ill many respects as advanced as their own and even
more anciellt--a civilisation in which, as in that of Ancient Egypt,
religious and social institutions had long ago been stereotyped,
and in which individual effort in literatnre and art was uo longer
free but bound by centuries of tradition. With this deeply-rooted
civilisation the Greeks were forced to make a compromise; and the
resnlts are seen in their bilingnal coin-legends, and in their adoption
of the Indian (or Persian) weight-standard.
Differences less strongly marked, differences of degree rather
than of kind, are to be observed in the style of the coinages which
C.H.I. I.
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the Yavanas issued in the kingdoms south of the Hindu Kush.
This diversity is uo doubt the result chiefly of varying local couditious. The Yavana dominions were very widely exteuded; 'aud
the iuflueuee of Greek models was naturally less stroug in the more
remote districts.
THE HOUSE OF EUTHYDEMUS

J,' -

"1

The priuces of the house of Euthydemus who reigned both in
Bactria and in kingdoms south of the Hindu Kush are Demetrius,
Pantaleon, Agathocles, and probably also Autimachus.
Of these Demetrius alone is known to the Greek historians',
whose statements as to his Indian conquests are confirmed, though
scarccly supplemented, by the evidence of coins. The district, in
which his bilingual square copper coins were struck, has not been
detennined; and all that can be said of his round coins, with typcs
'Elephallt's head: Caduccus' and Greek legend only, is that they
were dircctly copied by the Qaka king Maues, and that they must
therefore have been in circulation in the lower Kabul valley or in
N.W. India (PI. VI, 1, 2).
Pantaleon and Agathocles wcre undoubtcdly closely connected,
since they struck coins which are ideutical in type aud form. These
were borrowed from the earlier native curre!ICY which prevailed
gellerally in the Paropanisadae and Gandhara. From a gcneral
consideration of the provenance of their coins, which are found
in Kabul, Ghazni, and Kandahar, Cunningham concluded that
Pantaleon and Agathocles must have ruled over the Western
I'aropanisadae and Arachosia (N.Chr., 1869, p. 41). They would
seem therefore to represent the south-western extension of the
Yavana power.
The commemorative medals struck by Antimachus shm~ that
he claimed to be the successor of Diodotlls and Euthydcmus; but
there is nothing to indicate his relation to Agathoclcs who makes
the same claim. The two princes may have been ruling at the
same period in different kingdoms. From the recorded discoveries
of the Indian coins of Antimachns, CUllningham inferred that he
ruled in the lower Kabu] valley (the districts of Jalalabad and
Peshawar). The reverse type in which the king is represented on
a prancing horse and wearing a flat cap ("ausia), as on the obverse
of the large silver Bactrian coins, is evidently a portrait; and the
same type is continued 011 the coins of Philoxenus, Nicias, and
I
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Hippostratus, who may have succeeded to the kingdom of Antimachns. Bnt if these four princes really ruled over the same
kingdom, its locality must be songht rather .in the conntry of the
Jhelnm than in the lower Kabul valley. The coins of PhiJoxenus
are found only to the east of Jaliil"bad (B.M. Cat., p. xxxviii), and
those of Nicias only in the Jhelum District (Smith, Early Hist. of
Ind., 3rd ed., p. 243); while the types 'Apollo: Tripod' which are
also struck by Hippostmtus seem undoubtedly, in Jater times, to
have been confined to the eastern districts of the Punjab (p. 552).
The occurrence of the type 'King on prancing horse' on the joint
coins of Hermaeus and Calliope may, as Cunningham suggested,
inwcate the union of two royal houses.
The Bactrian and Inwan coins of Antimachns with their types
'Poseidon' and 'Victory' must refer to a naval triumph; and it is
wfficult to explain the allusion except on the supposition that this
king had won a victory on one of the great Indian rivers-the
Indns or the Jhelum.
Numismatists usually distinguish between an earlier Antimachus I 8.6. and a later Antimachus II N'~~4>6po, (PI. VI, 3); but
it seems more probable that the coins assigned to these are merely
the Bactrian and the Iuwan issues of the same monarch. The two
classes are connected by their types; and the difference between
them may well be local rather than chronological. They represent
the workmanship of districts separated by some hundreds of milea
and dissimilar in culture. They find their parallels in the coinag""
of other Graeco-Indian kings, viz. Demetrius, Eucratides, and
Heliocles. Like the title 'Avi~~TO" which is borne by Demetrius"
the N'~~4>QPo, of Antimachus has reference to Inwan conquests
and is not fonnd on the coins struck in Bactria.
Of the Yavana princes who ruled only to the south of the Hindu
Kush, Apollodotus would seem to have been the first. He is twice
mentioned by ancient authors, and on both occasions in association
with Menander. From such evidence as is forthcoming we may
reasonably conclude that the two princes were members of the
family of Euthydemus, that they belong to the same period-the
period of Yavana expansion-and that Apollodotus was the elder.
'l'he eopper coins of Apollodotus bear types 'Apollo: 'l'ripod'
in evident allusion to the king's name (PI. VI, 4). These were restruck by Eucratides with his own types in the kingdom of Kapil'"
(Kiifiristiin) immediately to the south of the Hindu Kush (p. 555 ;
PI. VII, 36). The types of the silver coins, 'Elephant: Indian hull'
(PI. VI, 7) which may have symbolised the tutelary divinities of
35-2
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cities, arc commonly fonnd on the earlier native coinages of the
N.W., and the Indian bull is more particnlarly characteristic of
Pushkalavatl (Chiil'sadda) in the Peshawar District (p. 557). These
types continued to be struck by Hcliocles (PI. VI, 8). The coins
thus sbow most clearly the transference of the upper and lower
Kabul valleys from one Yavana house to the other, and they determine the date of Apollodotus I: he was, like Demetrius, the
contempomry of Eucratides, who was the predecessor of Heliocles.
From their home in the N.W. the coins of Apollodotns were
carried far and wide into other regions. Such distribution may
manifestly be the result either of conquest or of commerce: it is
therefore no certain indication of the limits of a king's dominions.
But in this case numismatic evidence of the kind may well be
adduced to confirm the statement preserved by Strabo, that Yavana
rule extended on the south-west to Ariana and on the south to the
Indus delta and Western India. Cunningham observed that, while
·coins of Apollodotus are found in Arachosia (Ghazni and Kandahar)
and in Drangiana (Seisn,n), those of Menandcr do not occnr in
these regions; and from this fact he inferred that these provinces
of Ariana were lost to the honse of Euthydemus during the reign
of Apollodotus and before the reign of Menander (N.Ohr., 1869,
p. 146). They would appcar to have come successively under the
sway of Eucratides and of ~iithradates '. That Menander did not
nIle in Ariana seems cert.ain. IIc is associated rather with the
eastern Punjab (p. (49); and in this region he may have 'been
reigning cpntemporaneously with Apollodotus in the N. W. and in
Ariiina.
The mcmory of Apollodotus and Menander was preserved in
Western India by their coins, which, according to the author of
the Periplu.~ of the Erythraean Be" (§ 47), were still in circulation
in the last quarter of the first century A.D. at Barugaza (Broach).
But Yavana rule had long ago ceased in this region. Early in the
first century B.C. the country of the lower Jndns had passed into
the possession of the yaka invaders from Seistan'.
After the conquests of Eucratides and Heliocles the dominions
of the house of Euthydemus were confined to those districts of the
Pnnjub which lie to the east of the Jhclum, that is to say, to the old
kingdoms of Alexander's first and second Panrava, and to the
region beyond. Here the types of Apollodotus, , Apollo: Tripod,'
were continued by Strato I, by the Qaka king Manes, and, with
,some modification in the representation both of Apollo and the
1
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Tripod, by Apollodotus II Philopator, Dionysius, Zoilus, and
Hippostratus (Pl. VI, 5, 6, and Summary, p. 587).
Menander is the only Yavana who has become celebrated in the
ancient literatnre of India. He is unqnestionably to be identified
with Milinda, the Yavana king of Qakala (Si:'tlkot), who is one of
the two leading characters in the Milindapafiha, the' Questions of
J\Iilinda,' a Pali treatise on the fundameutal principles of Buddhist
philosophy. It is in the form of a dialogue hetween the king, who
had become notorious as 'harassing the brethren by putting
puzzles to them of heretical tendency,' and the Bnddhist elder,
Nagasena, who triumphantly solves these puzzles and succeeds in
converting his royal antagonist. It is thus as a philosopher, and
not as a mighty conqueror, that Menander, like J anamejaya, king
of the KUnls, and Janaka, king of Videha, in the Upanishads, has
won for himself an abiding fame.
As a. disputant he was hard to Cf)ua~ harder still w overcome; the acknowledged sllperior of all the founders of the various schools of thought. As in
wisdom so in strength of body, swiftness, and valour there was foulld llone equal
to Milinda in all India. He was rich too, mighty in wealth and prosperity, and
the number of his armed hosts knew no end. (Tr<lID;. RhYi:I Da,ids, S.B.E.
xxxv, pp. 6, 7.)

The capital is described in the same somewhat conventional
style in a passage which begins:
There is, in the country of the YonakaB, a great centre of trade, a city that is
Sagala, situated in a delightful country, abounding in parks and gardens
and gt'oves and lakes and tanks, a paradise of rivers and mountains and woods.
(Ibid. p. 2.)

calloo

Little is said which might not apply to any other important
city lying on the great high road of N. India l • For more precise
it;formation we must seek elsewhere.
Qakala was a city of the Madras, who are mentioned in the
Rrihadara'.'yakaUpanishad (III, 3, 1; 7, 1) probably as early as
600 B.C., and who appear in the epics to occupy the district of
Si5Jkot between the rivers Cheniib and Ravi. Here Alexander
found the second Paurava king, whose dominions he annexed to
the satrapy of his relation and rival, the great Panra"" who ruled
over the adjacent territory between the Jhelnm and the Chenab.
We may conclnde then that the kings of the Madras claimed to be
1 In the Ja.in literature such conventional descriptions or persons and places have
attained to sheir complete logica.l deveIopment: they ha.ve become stereotyped, and are
to be supplied in each fresh instance from the bare stage direction, va~lJO. ' the description a.s before.'
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Purus, and that their dominions together with their capital, Qakahi,
twice passed under the sway of the Yavanas-under Alexander and
under his successor, Menander. At a later date, in the early part
of the sixth century A.D., Qakala became the capital of thq Hih.la
conqueror, l\Iihirakula'.
At his meetings with Niigasena, the king is attended by his
five hundred Greek (Yonaka) courtiers, some of whom bear Greek
names which have been slightly Indianised; and, as the chief of
these courtiers were no donbt related to the royal family which
traced its origin to Bactria, it is not surprising to find among them
a Demetrins (Devamantriya) and an Antiochus (Anautakaya~
In the illustrations which are brought to bearon the philosophical
topics under discllSsion, certain facts of a more general interest
emerge. Milinda, it appears, was born at the village of Kalasi in
the dvipa of Alasanda. Kalasi cannot be identified; bnt the dvIpa
Qf Alasanda is no donbt the district of Alexandria-under-theCaneasus-Alasanda of the Yonas, as it is called in the l\fahaval)lsa
(XXIX, 39).
Translators have persistently ronde red dVIpa by
'island,' and have thus added to the difficulties of identifying the
site; but this is only one of the meanings of this wOl'd, which often
denotes the land lying between two rivers-the Persian duab:
the district of Qakala, for example, in the Rechna Doab between
the Chenab and the Riivi, is often called 9iikala-dvlpa. There is
no reason therefore why the tcrm Alasanda-dv,pa should not be
applied to the country between the Panjshir and Kiibul rivers, in
which the ruins of Alexander's city have been recognised near
Chiirikar. No other of the numcrous Alexandria. has an equal
claim to the honour of being Mcnander's birthplace, which, in
reply to Naga"ena'" question, the king himself describes as heing
200 YQjanas distant from Qiikala. The yojana has ve,'y different
values according to the period and the locality in which it is used;
but there is good evidence of the usc in Buddhist books of a short
yojn"", equal to abont two and a half English miles; and an
estimate of 500 miles for the route f"om Charikar to SHilkot
seems to be fairly correct (1" 543). The statement thus ineidentaIIy
preser,ed by the Milindapaiiha has the appcarance of truth. Some
branch of the family of Euthydemus woul!! naturally be settlcd in
the district, which was strategicaIIy important as constituting the
connecting link between Bactria and India, and we may reasonably
conclude that Menande\', like ApoIIodotllS, belonged to this branch.
1 Cbapter xv, p. 370; Vedic Index, II, p. 123; Pargiter. Mark. PUT. pp. 315-6;
Fleet, TramJ, Inter. Gr. COl/g., AJgierB, 1905, I, pp. 164 if.
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Menander's fame as a great and just ruler was not confined to
India. Some two centuries after his time Plutareh recouuted to
the Greek world the story how, after his death in camp, the cities
of his realm contended for the honour of preserving his ashes and
agreed on a division among themselves, in ordcr that the memory
of his reign should not be lost. The story is evidently derived
from some Buddhist source; for, as Prinsep first pointed out, it is
a reminiscence of the story of the distribution of Buddha's ashes '.
The coins of Menander show a greater variety of types and arc
distribnted over a wider area than those of any other GraecoIndian ruler. They are found not only in the Kabul valley and
the Punjab, but also in the westeru districts of the United Provinces.
There can be no doubt that Menander was the rnler over many
kingdoms and that he was a great conqueror. It was most probably
nnder his leadership that the Yavana armies invaded the Midland
Country (p. 544). The statement, that the expedition was recalled
on acconnt of the war which had broken out between the Yavanas
themselves in thcir own conn try, is in accordance with what may
be inferred as to his date. Menander and Eucratides were almost
certainly contemporary. Some of their square copper coins are so
(similar in style that they may reasonably be assigned not only to
\ the same general period, bnt also to the same region-a region
- ~vhich must have passed from one rule to the other (PI. VI, 13, 14).
The numismatic record of Menander is ullusually full, but it is
at the same time extraordinarily difficult to interpret. Few, if "ny,
of his types can be attributed to the different cities in which they
were struck. The most plansible suggestions are that the' Ox-head'
(PI. VI, 17) may represent Bucephala, and the fignre of 'Victory'
(PI. VI, 15; continued on the coins of Strato, PI. VI, 16) Nicaea,
the two cities which Alexander founded on the Jhelum in the rcalm
of l)orus~.
The period is one of great historical complexity. The house of
Euthydemus, after a career of conquest under Demetrius, Apollodotus, and l\[enander, was engaged in a struggle, nnder the same
leaders, to maintain its newly WOn possessions against the encroachments of the house of Eucratides. Coins can only have preserved
a few indications of the kaleidoscopic changes which must from
time to time have taken place in the political situation. Nevertheless, their evidence clearly illustrates some of the main results of
1 Pluta.rch, Praecepta gerendae reipublicae (Moralia, 821, D); Prinsep'8
Thomas, I, pp. 50, 171.
2

Cba pter lty. p. 368.
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the struggle. They show unmistakably that the dominions of the
house of Euthydemus in the Kabul valley aud in both western and
eastern Gandhara (Pnshkalavati and Taksha9ila) had PMsed into
the hands of Encratides (pp..555 f.) and his immediatesucccssors
Heliocles (pp. 556 f.) and AntialcidM (pp. 558 f.). It is in the
region which lies to the south and east of the Rawalpindi
District that we must seek henceforth the remnants of the house
of Euthydemus. Here Apollodotus appears to he represented by
Apollodotus II Philopator, and Menander by Agathocleia and her
son Strato.
The types which these families continue to use in the eastern
Punjab, aud which are especially characteristic of the house of
Euthydemus, are chiefly two: (1) the types of Apollodotus, 'Apollo:
Tripod' (PI. vr, 4)-Strato I (PI. VI, 5), and, with some modification
iu the types which appears to indicate a later date, Apollodotus II
(Pl. VI, 6), Dionysius, Zoilus, Hippostratus (Summary, p. 587); and
(2) the type of lIfenander, 'Athene Promachos' (PI. VII, '18)Agathocleia and Strata (PI. VII, 19), Strato 1 (PI. VII, 20, 21 and
Summary, p. 588), Apollodotus II (PI. VII, 22), Dionysius, ZOilU8,
Apollophanes (SummaM), p. 589), Strato I and II (PI. VII, 23).
Iu the long and distinguished list of queens who have ruled in
India must be included the name of Agathocleia. Her relation to
~lcnander cannot be proved very definitely; but it is by no means
improbable that she was his queen and the governor of his kingdom after his death '. The fact that she struck coins on which her
portrait appears together with the type of Euthydemus, 'Heracle&
seated,' shows that she was a princess iu her owu right and a
member of the royal house; aud her name suggests that she may
have belouged to the fumily of Pantaleon and Agathocles (p. 546)..
She was undoubtedly the mother of Strato I Soter'.
The coins issued by Agathocleia in a&sociation with her SOli, and
by Strato ruling at first alone and afterwards in association with
his grandson, Strato II Philopator, supply the most valuable evidence for the reconstruction of the history and chronology of thi"
1 The evidence, snoh BS it is, is ss follows :_(1) The' bust oC Athena helmeted' which
appears on coins of Menander (PI. VI, 15) is perhaps a. portrait of AgathoClleill, like the.
similar bust on corns which she strikes in association with Strata (Pl. VII, 25); (2) the
figure of a warrior king on the reverse or certain coins struck by Agathocleia. during
Strata's minority and bearing her own portraH may be supposed to represent the lateking (CorollaNUlnismatica, PI. XII, 4): a similar figure occurs as the obverse type on
coins or Menander, where it is most naturally explained as that of Menander himself
(Lahore Cat., PI. VI, 515).
2 For tbe detailed proof see Rapson in Corolla Numismatica {Oxford, 1905h

pp.247-01.
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period They mark most clearly various stages in the long life of
Strato. They begin at a time when the conquests of the house of
Eucratides had not yet reached their limit; and they end on the
eve of the complete overthrow of Yavana power in the eastern
Punjab by tbe Qakas.
On the earliest of tbese coins Agathocleia appears as queen
regent holding the place of houour with her portrait and Greek
inscription on the obverse, while the Kharosbthi legend of the
young prince occnpies a subordinate position on tbe reverse
(PI. VII, 25). Afterwards, the combined portraits of mother and
son declare their association in the government (PI. VII, J 9); and,
later still, a series of portraits shows Strato first reigning alone-as
a youth (PI. VII, 20), or as a bearded man (PI. VII, 21)-and then in
advanced old age, with toothless jaws and sunken cheeks, both, as
the Kharosbthi legends indicate, reigning alone (Summary, p. 588)
and in association with his grandson, Strato II PWlo'pator (PI. VII,
23). To jndge from these portraits, we have here glimpses of a life
of more than seventy years. Between the earliest and tbe latest
there is indeed a long interval, and to some period in this interval
must be assigned the reigns of Apollodotus II Pbilopator, Dionysius,
and Zoilusl They arc associated by tbeir common usc of a peculiar
m·onog..,.tb (PI. VII, 22 and Summary, p. 589); and it is probable
that theyI were all descendants of Apollodotus 1. Apollopbanes,
wbose.. 'name suggests tbat he may have been a member of the
sam,,' family, must belong to the period represented by tbe latest
coids of Strato.
. Coins of Agathocieia and Strato (PI. VII, 25), and others of
Sti'ato reigning alone (PI. VI, 16), are sometimes found restruck
,iitb the types of Heliocles (PI. VII, 35). 'rhe restruck coins of
Strato bear the reverse-type 'Victory,' which was inherited by him
either from Menander or from Agathocleia ruling in the name of
Menander (PI. VI, 15 and Summary, p. 588); and this type may not
improbably be supposed to represent the city of Nicaea on the
Jhelum (p. 551). We ha\'e here unmistakable evidence of a further
transference of the dominions of the bouse of Euthydemus to the
rival house of Eucratidcs, and a certain indication that the conflict
wWcb was begun by Eucratidcs in the time of Demetrius and
Apollodotus, was continued by Heliocles in the reign of Strato.
The lifetime of Strato witnessed not only the decline in the
eastern PUl~ab of the royal house to which he belonged, but also
the downfall of Yavana rule in Northel11 India; for in his reign
there came still another great foreign iflYasion which led to the
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supremacy of the Qakas and Pahlavas. The debased art of his
latest coins and of those in which he is associated with his grandson seems to show that the honse of Enthydemus had fallen on evil
days; and other coins clearly suggest the manner in which it came
to an end. The familiar type of the house of Euthydemus, ' Athene
Promachos,' continues to appear on coins; bnt the strikers no longer
bear Greek names. Their names are either Indian like Bhadraya,?sa, or Qaka like Rafijubula (Su,mnarlj, p. 589 and PI. VII, 24).
The fonner is otherwise unknown: the latter was tbe satrap of
Mathura c. 50 B.C.' It appears most probable that the kingdoms
held in the eastern Punjab by the last successors of Euthydemus
were conquered not by the first Qaka king, Maues, but by his
successor, Azes I (58 B.C.), who was either contemporary with, or
later in date than, Apollodotus II and Hippostratus whose coins he
restruck'.
THE HOUSE OF EUCUATIDES

"1 1.

From such notices of the history of Bactria aud Parthia as have
bccu preserved by Greek and Latin writers, a few maiu~ facts in the
career of Eucratides may be gathered. He deposed "Deme"trius
from the throne uf Bactria (c. 175 B.C.); he invaded the countries
to the south of the Hindu Kush, and wrested from Demetrius and
the princcs of his house their dominions in the Kabul valley', in
Ariana (Arachosia and Aria), and in N.W. India at some date before
162 B.C.; he was deprived by Mithradates I of his recently conqnered possessions in Ariana at some time between 162 and c. 155;
and, while returning in triumph from an Indian expedition, he was
slain by his son, c. 155. None of the princes of the royal house"
which he founded are named in ancient lite'"ature; all that can be
known of them must be inferred from the numerous coinages whicIl
they issued and from a single Indian inscription.
The coins show that Heliocles, the successor of Eucratides, also
ruled both in Bactria and in India, and that after hiB reign Greek
power in Bactria ceased. Henceforth Yavana princes' are fOllnd
only in kingdoms south of the Hind~ Kush, and they are divided
into two rival dynasties-the successors of Eucratides in the Kabnl
valley and in N. W. India, and the successors of Euthydemns in the
eastern region of the Punjab.
1
2

See Cha.pter XXIII, pp. 575 f.
Lahore Mus. Cat. pp. 122-8; and Chapter xxm, p. "672.
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Some stages in the conflict between the two houses arc reflected
in the types of their coins; alld especially valuable is the evideuce
which is sometimes supplied by resirikingi!. Thus certaiu copper
coins of Apollodotus I Sotcr, with the usual typcs 'Apollo: Tripod'
(PI. VI, 4) have been restruck by Eucratides (PI. VII, 36). This
must surely indicate that territory once occupied by Apollodotus
had passed into the hands of Eucratides, and that consequently
Eucratides must have been either contemporary with Apollodotus
or later in date. Other evidence sbows that these two kings were
contemporary, for eaeb of them was the predecessor of Heliocles
(p. 557). This inevitable conclusion is perfectly in agreement with
the style of the coins; for the Indian issues of Eucratides appear to
be at least as late iu style as those of Apollodotus. The compara·
tively early date of Apollodotus is moreover proved by his use of
the Attic weight-standard.
. 'But these restruck coius not only show that the two monarchs
represent the two rival houses: they also give the name of the
kingdom which had been lost and won. The reverse type is
'Zeus enthroned,' and it is accompanied by two symbols, a
mountain and the head of an elephant; and the Kharoshthi
legend describes the type as 'the divinity of the city of Kapi~i'
(PI. VII, 36).
Kapiqi, the KU'''<Ta (MSS. KUTL<Ta) of Ptolemy (VI, 18, 4), was
a city of the Paropanisadac; and, according to Pliny (VI, 23 (25)), it
had been destroyed by Cyrus. It is mcntioned by P,1'.lini (IV, 2, 99);
and from his time onwards it is best known in Sanskrit literatnre
as giving its name to a spirituous liquor distilled from the flowers
of the Madhavi creeper. But our chief knowledge of Kapi~a, as
the kingdom may be called in distinction from its capital, Kapi~i,
comes from Chinese sonrces. For the Chinese Buddhist pilgrims
it was the frontier country on their long journey to Northern India.
It was a fruitful land of alpine valleys surrounded by monntains on
every side, It was here that the Chinese princes who were detained
IioS hostages in Kanishka's court spent the summet·, while they
passed the spring and autumn in Gandh,'ira and the winter in India.
When Hiuen Tsiang visited Kapi~a in 630 A.D., it was a powerful
kingdom, which, according to his description as interpreted by
Cunningham, 'must have included the whole of KafirisLan, as well
as the two large valleys of Ghot'band aud Panjshir' (Geog. p. Hl);
and on it at that period were dependent the ueighbouring kin!(.
doms of Lampaka (Lagbman), Nagara (probably Jalalabad), and
Gaudhara.
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Hiuen Tsiang's accoun.t includes a notice which furni.hes an
interesting explanation of the coin-type:
To the south-w-cst of the capital was the Pi-Io-sh(}oolo Mountain.

This namo

was given to the mountain from its presiding genius who had tho form of an
elephant a.nd was therefore called Pi-lo-slw-lo. (Watters, On Yuan Chwang, I,
p. 12D.)

The name is explained as meaning' solid as an elephant,' and its
Indian form has bcen restored as PUu-siira, the first part of
the compound being supposed to be of Persian derivation (biZ =
elephant).
In this case, a~ also in others recorded by the historians of
Alexander, the Greeks sougbt to identify the Indian divinities
with their own. They evideutly regarded the tutelary dcity of
the city of Kapigi as Zeus. The coin-typc tbus inaugnrated
became characteristic of the house of Eucratides in the Kabul
valley. It continued to be uscd by his successors until all Yavaua
rule in India came to au end. It is fouud on the coins of
Heliocles, Antialcidas, Amyntas (Sum-m-m'y, p. 591), and Hermaeus
(PI. VII, 37).
'1'he conquests which Eucratides carded beyond the Kabul
valley into the region of eastern Gandhara (Takshagila) seem to be
represented by the coins bearing the type' Dioscuri' (PI. VIII, 39),
which was continued by Diomedes (PI. VIII, 40)." One of its varieties
which shows tbe pointed caps (pilei) of these deities (PI. VIII, 41)
was certainly imitated by Liaka Kusiilaka, the Qaka satrap of
the districts of Chahara and Chukhsa in the neighbourhood of
Taksha~ila (PI. VIII, 42). The' Pilei' appear also on coins of
Antialcidas (PI. VIII, 43), Lysias and Antialcidas (Sum-mary,
p. 591), and Archebius (PI. VIII, 44). Whether the typc 'Victory'
(PI. VI, 13) denotes that Bucratides was at ,some time in possession
of Nicaea on the Jhelnm must remain doubtful (p. 551).
Although the evidence for the very cxistence of Helioeles is
purely numismatic, it is almost certain that he was the son of
Encratides, and quite certain that he succeeded Bucratides both in
Bactria and in India. That he was the last Yavana king to rulc
in Bactria is shown hy the fact that after his reign coins of Greek
workmanship cease entirely in that region, and are replaced by
the rude imitations of his coins which supplied the currency of the
barbarons Qaka conquerors. That he extended the conquests of
Eneratides in India is shown by his restrikings of coins originally
issned by rulers belonging to the honse of Euthydemus (p. 553). '
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In the Kabul valley he eontinned to issue coins bearing the type
'Zeus enthroned,' with which Eucratidcs had restruck the coins
of Apollodotus (Summa"'j, p. 590), and others bcaring the types
'Elephant: Bull' which are identical with those of Apollodotus
himself (PI. VI, 8). The type' Elephant' occurs frequcntly both
on the purely Indian, and on the Graeco-Indian, coinages of the
Kabul 'valley and N. W. India. The various mints which it denotes
cannot be identified more precisely; but it may be suggested that
tbe type, like the' Zeus enthroned,' derived its odgin from the
elephant-deity of Kapi~a. The' Bull,' on the other hand, can
be shown to have been the distinctive badge of Pushkalavatl
(Peucelaotis) in the lower Kabul valley, the capital of western
Gandhara. The evidence which makes this identification certain
is supplied by the gold piece illustrated in PI. VI, 10. On the
obverse is seen the goddess wearing a mural crown, the emblem of
a Greek civic divinity, and holding ill her right hand a lotus as the
tutelary deity of 'the City of Lotuses.' The accompanying Klmroshthi legend desedbes her as 'the goddess of Pushkalavati':
and it is quite possible that her name may lie hidden in the three
illegible Kharoshthi characters on the left. On the reverse is
the figure of a humped bull; and above and below arc the Greek
and Khaioshthi equivalents for 'bull.' As in the case of the city
divinity of Kapi~l, the Greek artist has represented in accOI'dallce
with Greek ideas an Indian deity who was snpposed to bear the
form of a bull. Here once again we are indebted to Hillen Tsiang,
who, in his description of Pushkalavatl, says:
Outilide the west gate of the city was a Deva-Temple and a marvel.'wol'king
image of the Deva. (Watters, On Yuan CIt'leang, I, p. 214.)

The bnll, like the elephant, is a common emblem in Indian
mythology, and is associated with the deities worshipped by various
sects; but in this CMe it would seem undoubtedly to be the bull of
Qiva; for the coin-type passed from the Yavana.~ and their snccesSOl'S, the Qakas, to the K nshti.}a kings who added to it the figure of
the god himself. The bull continue,l to appeal' on the coins of this
region for many centuries. It is seen 011 the' Run and Horseman'
coins of the Shah is of Gandh,"ra as late as the eleventh century A.D.,
and from them it is borrowed by the early Muhammadan conquerors.
'fhe successors of Heliocles who from such numismatic evidence
are known to have ruled over the kingdom of Pushkalavati areDiomedes (PI. VI, 11), Epander, Philoxenus, Artemidorus, and
Peucolaus (Summa,,!!, p. 587).
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The figure of Artemis, which occurs on thc coins of Artemidorus,
bears an evident allusion to the king's namc; and, since it is found
&Iso on the coins of Peucolaus, it shows that the Greeks identified
the city goddess with Artemis. The association of Peueolaus with
Pushkalavati is proclaimed by his name, which is simply the ad~
jective of Peucolaitis, an alternative form of the Greek Peucelaotis.
The kingdom of Pushkalavati was wrested from the Yavanas
by thc first Qaka king, Maues, who imitates the types of Artemidorns, ' Artemis: Indian bull' (1'1. VI, 12) ; and the date of this
event was probably about 75 B.O.'
The only Yavana king whose uame has yet been fouud on It
purely Indiau monument is Autialcidas. The inscription ou 'a stone
column at Besnagar, near Bhilsa in'the Gwalior State, records that
the column was erected in honour of Krishl}a (V'lsudeva) by the
Yavana ambassador Heliodorus, son of Dio, an inhabitant of
Taksha9ila, who had come from the Great King Antialcidas to
King Ka9iputra Bhagabhadra then in the fourteenth year of his
reign. The inscription is full of interest. It testifies to the
existence of diplomatic relations between the Yavana king of
Taksha9ila and the king of Vidi9a (Bhilsa); and it proves that
already at this period some of the Yavanas had adopted Indian
faiths, for Beliodorus is stylcd 'a follower of Vishl}u' (bMgavata)2.
Thc coins of Antialcidas with the type' Pilei' also indicate that
he was king of Takshll9i1a (PI. VIII, 43 aud p. 556). As all the
types connected with the worship of the Dioscuri arc ultimately
derived from the Bactrian coins of Eucratides (PI. IV, 4-6), there
can be no doubt that Antialcidas reigned after Eucratidcs.
Hitherto numismatists have assumed that Antialcidas was the
predecessor of Eucratides; but the assumption, so far as it has any
support, rests on an observation of von Sallet which may well have
been mistaken; and what was originally a diffident suggestion on
the part of von Sallet has been treated by each succceding ,niter
on the subject as a statement of fact'.
That Antialcidas succeeded Eucratides also in the kingdom of
Kapip appears from his coins with the typc of the city divinity of
Kapi91 with which Eucratides restruck the coins of Apollodotus
(SuTllma)"!!, p. 591).
Some connexion between Antialcidas and
1

Chapter

XXIII,

p. 570.

2 For the inscription lIee J.R.A.S. for the years 1909-10.

For the kingdom of

Vidit;ii see Chapter XXI, pp. 522 r.
3 Zeit.f. Num" 1879, pp. 29B, 305. The coin on which von Sallet very doubtfully
read three syllables of the Kbarosh~bi legend-a li ki-was probably one of Apollodotus

restruck by Eucratides (see PIl. VI, 4; VII, 36).
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Heliodes is indicated by their common use of the typcs 'Bust of
king: Elephant; with which Heliocles restruck thc coins of Agathocleia and Strato (Summary, p. 590). Heliocles was no doubt the
elder, for no Bactrian coinage of AntialCidas is known; but, even
if these two kings were father and son, their reigns in India may
have been to some extent contemporary. The dominions of the
house of Eucratides included a number of kingdoms, of which some,
as, for instance, Kapi~a, Pushkalavati, and Taksha~ila, can be
identified by the types of their coins; and its seems probable that
the government of some of these kingdoms was entrnsted to the
heir apparent and other members of the royal family. It is possible,
therefore, that some of the princes whose coins we possess may
have been mling at the same time in different provinces.
On certain coins struck in the district of Taksha,i1a (type 'Pilei,'
Summar/), p. 591), Antialcidas is associated with Lysias; but there
is nothing to explain the relation which one bore to the other, or
even to show clearly to which of the two royal houses of Yavanas
Lysias belonged. Indeed, since one class of the coins which Lysias
strikes as sole mler bears types, 'Bust of king wearing elephant's
scalp: Heracles standing; which are identical with those of Demetrins, it is usually assumed that the two kings belong to the same
family. But in this case, as so frequently, numismatic evidence is
ambignous. It is pcrhaps equally probable that the types iutroduced into Tndia by Demetrius had become characteristic of a
particular district, and therefore continued to be used in that
district after it had passed from the house of Euthydemus to the
honse of Eucratides.
The type' Pilei' is continued by Archebius (PI. VIII, 44) after
whose reign it is no longer fonnd on auy coins issued by a Yavana
king. It next appears on the small silver coins which the Qaka
satrap, Liaka Knsillaka, stmck in imitation of those of Eucratides
with the same type (PI. VIII, 42, 41). The evidence of coins thus
shows that after the reign of Archebius the region of Taksha~ila
passed from the Yavanas to the Qakas; and the evidenc-e of the
'faksha9i1a copper plate indicates that Taksha9ihi was couquered
by the first Qaka king, Maues, who was reigning there in the year
78 of an unspecified era, a date which, until the era can be determined, may be regarded provisionally as the equivalent of about

72

B.C.'

The two great kingdoms of Gandhara, Pushkahivati to the west
of the Indus (p. 557) and Taksha9i1a to the east, thus passed under
1

Chapter

Xl:lll,

p. 570.
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the sway of the <;:akas dUl'ing the reign of Mancs. The Qaka conqnerors, moving np the valley of the Indus from their Indian base
ill Indo-Scythia (Sind), had come in like a wedge, which for a time
separated the remnant.'3 of the two Yayana houses. The descendants of Euthydemus, the fumilies of Apollodotus and Menander,
still continued to rule in the eastern district.'3 of the Punjab (p. 552),
and the descendant.'3 of Elleratides in the upper Kabul valley (the
province of the Paropanisadae).
The house of Eueratides was now reduced to the possesBionof
the region which represented its earliest conquest to .the south of
the Hindu Kush. In the city of Kapiyi on the most northern
extremity of this region Eucratides had first used the type' Zeus
enthroued' to restrike the coins of the defeated Apollodotns; and
this type, deprived of the special emblems of the tutelary divinity
of Kapi~i, 'Elephant and monntain,' remained characteristic of the
eoinagcs of the npper Kabnl valley until the chapter of Yavana
rule in India was closed. It was continued after the time of
Eucratides by Helioc\es, Antialcidas" AmyntaB, and HermaeuB
(Summarl/, p. 591, and Pl. VII, 37).
On some of his silver coins Hermaeus is associated with his
queen, Calliope, who, like Agathoc\cia, mnst have been a princess
in her own right. In the obv. type which represent.'3 the jugate
busts of the king and queen, both of them wear the diadem; and
their names arc associated in the Greek and Kharoshthi legends.
These joint coins are distinguished from the other issues of Hermacus by the rev. type' Killg 011 prancing horse'; and, as this type
is characteristic of Alltimachus and his successors, it is probable,
as Cunningham suggested, that Calliope was a princess of this
family (p. 546 f., and Summa'f'1j, pp. 586).
With the conquest by the <;:alms of the kingdoms held by the
last successors of Euthydemus in the eastern Punjab, Yavaua rule
had already ceased in the north-western region of the sub-continent
which is now known as India, that is to say, the N.'V. Frontier
Province and the Punjab; and Hermaeus was the last king of his
race to reign ill India iu its more extended historical and geographical sense, which includes the southern half of the present
Afghanistan. His kingdom in the upper Kahul valley was the last
survival of the Yavana dominiolls; and it was hemmed in on every
1 Coins bearing this type no doubt circulated beyond the limits of the region which
seems to have been their home. The type a.s it a.ppears on coins of Antialcidas wa.s
imitated by Manes, who was uever in possesijion of the upper Kabul va.lley (Summary,
p.691).
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side by actual or possible foes-ou the east and on the south-west
by the Qakas and Pahlavas of Peshawar and Kandahar, and on
the north by the Yueh-chi, who, since their settlement in the rich
land of Bactria, had become a great power under the leadership of
their chief tribe, the Kush"!)as. From one or other of these three
possible sourceS-<lver the mountain region which is now traversed
by the Khyber Pass, over the belt of highland country varying
from 12,000 to 18,000 feet which lies between Ghazni and Kabul
on the route from Kandahar, or over the Paropanisus-must have
come the conquerors who put an end to the kingdom of Hermaeus.
It was formerly held by the present writer that these hostile invaders were the Kushal,las who came over the Paropanisn. from
Bactria; and the testimony of coins, on which the names of the
last Yavana king, Helmaeus, and the first Kushal,la conqueror,
Kujiila Kadphises, are found in association, seemed to justify this
conclusion '. But a fuller consideration of all the available evidence
shows that the opinion of Dr F. W. Thomas is almost certainly
correct, viz. that there was an intermediate period during which
the Pahlavas were in possession of Kabul 2•
The coins which bear the name of Hcrmaeus must, if we may
judge from their style and fabric, extend over a long period; and
those which were mechanically copied by Kujiila Kadphises to
snpply his first issues in the Kabul valley are themselves barbarous.
They are of copper and very far removed from the silver coins
which were their prototypes (PI. VII, 37 and Smnnu!1'!J, p. 591).
The earliest coins are of good style and of good metal; and
they belong to the period before any of. the squared Greek
letters had been introduced. Later issues arc of coarser workmanship; the silver is alloyed, and the square 0 appears in the
Greek legend. So far, the deterioration of art and the debasement
of the coinage are such as might well be expected to have taken
place during the reign of a king who was menaced by enemies
on every side. But further stages of degradation call only be
explained as the result of a complete change in the character
of the civilisation of this region. The alloyed coins are succeeded
by sarbarous issues which are undisguisedly of copper, and finally
by others in which the word 2:f1THP02:, 'the saviour: in the king's
title appears as 2:TH Po~2:Y and is rendered in the corresponding
Kharoshthi legend by the word mahatasa (mahantassa), 'great' '.
It is clear that the Greek language was no longer properly
1
3

Rapson, Indian Coin8, p: 16 . .
Rapson, J.B.A..S., 1897, p. 319.

C.H.I. I.

2

J.R.A.S., 1906, p. 194, note 1.
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understood by the die-en!,'T3vers. These last are the coins which
are imitated by Knjiila Kadphises (PI. VII, 28 and Summary,
p. 589), whose date can scarcely be earlier than 50 A.D., since,
according to Sir John Marshall's observations, the evidence of
the discoveries at 'l'aksha~ila shows that he was rather later than
Gondopharnes, who is known to have reigned dnring the period
from 19 A.D. to 45 A.D.'
It wonld appear then that, while Hermaeus may have heen
reigning. for some time before and after c. 40 B.c., as wonld seem to
be indicated hy the square 0 in his later Greek coin-legends', a
coinage hearing his name and his types was issued by his con:
querors until a mnch later date, in the same way and for the same
reasons that the East India Company continned for many years to
strike rnpees bearing the name of the Mnghal Emperor," Shah
'Alam. That these conqnerors were not Knshiil}as may, from
chronological considerations, be regarded as certain. That they
were the I'ahlavas of Kandahar is made probable by the evidence
of the coins which were strnck by Spalirises with the characteristic
type of the Yavana kings of Kabnl, 'Zens enthroned' (1'1. VII, 38)3.
It was probably not nntil at least seventy years after the death of
its last Yavana king that the Kabnl valley passed from the Pahlavas
to the Kushal)as, the ncxt suzerain power in Afghanistan and N.W.
India.
III

,.,'

1 The fonr stages in the currency which bears the name of Hermaeus are shown in
the n.M. Cat.: (1) pp. C2-3, nos. 1-4 t PI. X V. I, 2 i (2) p. 63, nos. 20-1, PI. XV, 4;
(3) pp. 84-5, nos. 25-40, PI. XV, 6; (4) p. 65, nos. 45-50.
2 Chapter XXIII, pp. 571-2.
3 Chapter um, p. 574.
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CHAPTER XXIII

"

THE

SCYTHIfu~

AND PARTHIAN INVADERS

THE Scythian (yaka) and Parthian (Pahlava) invaders of India
are often mentioned in Sanskrit literature, and nearly always in
association with each other and with the Yavanas. But, as this
literature is not historical, we must turn to other sources-to
Greek and Chinese historians, to the inscriptions of Persia and
Irulia, alid to coins-for information as to their origin and their
rule in 'India.
. The Yavanas had come from Bactria over the Hindn Kush into
the upper Kabul valley, and thence along the Kabul river into
India by a route which has since been abandoned for that which
now leads through the Khyber defile. It was formerly aS8umed
that the yakas came directly into India from the same region and
by the same way. But this view is attended with difficulties which
cannot be explained. In the first place, if the yakas came through
the Kabul valley, all traces of their invasion must be supposed to
have disappeared from that region; for, among the many thousand"
of coins which were collected on its ancient sites at the time whell
the country was still open to archaeological investigation, the coin,.
of the earliest yaka kings are conspicuous by their absence; and
secondly, it is certain that the Kabul valley remained in the
possession of the Yavana princes of the house of Eucratides after
the Yavana domi!,ions in NoW. India on the eastern side of the
Khyber Pass, that is to say, in PeshiLwar and Rawalpindi, had
been conquered by the yakas. Ingress from Bactria was therefore
barred at this period,
The alternative suggestion that the yakas may have come into
India from their northern home in the country of the Jaxartes
through Kashmir involves a physical impossibility. The geographical difficulties of this region are such that an invasion from
this direction of tribal hordes or armies sufficiently powerful to
overwhelm tbe Yavana kingdoms and to conquer the whole of the
N:W. Frontier Province and the Punjab is inconceivable'.
1

See the a.uthorities quoted by Thomas, J.R.LB., 1913, p. H3S, notes 1 and 2.
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Any direct invasion from the north seems, in fact, to be out
of the question. It is therefore far more probable, nay almost
certain, that the Qakas reached India indirectly, and that, like the
Pahlavas, they came through Ariana (W. and S. Mghanistan and
llaluchistan) by the great highway, associated in modem times
with the Bolan Pass, which led from the Parthian provinces of
Dranghiua (Seistan) and Arachosia (Kandahar) over the BrahUi
mountains intO the country of the lower Indus (Sind). This route
was well kno\m and comparatively easy. By it Craterus had
returned with that division of Alexander's army which included
~.~~~

,

The Scythian (Qaka) settlements, which can only have been the
result of invasions along this route, gave to the region of the
Indus delta the llame 'Scythia' or 'Indo-Scythia' by which it was
known to the Greek geographers, and the name' Qaka-dvipa' or
'the river country of the Qakas' as it appears in Indian literature.
This region still continued to be governed by the Pahlavas, who
arc inseparably connected with the Qakas, at the end of, the
Drst century A.D.' There can be little doubt that Iudo-Scythia
"as the base from which the Qaka and Pahlava armies moved
up the valleys of the Indus and its tributm'ies to attack the
Yavana kingdoms of the successors of };nthydemus and Eueratides.
In all ages the llame 'Scythian' has beel) applied generally to
the nomads inhabiting the llorthern regions of Europe and .Asia;
and, according to Herodotus (VII, 64), the term' Saka,' as' used by
the Persians, was equally vague. In the cuneiform inscriptions of
Darius it denotes no less than three different and widely separated
settlements of Scythians. 'l'hese, enumerated from east to west,
have been identified as follows:•
(1) The S~ka Tigrakhauda, 'wearers of pointed helmets.' They
are so described by Herodotus (VII, 64), who states that they were
included together with their neighbours, the Bactrians, in the
army of Xerxes. They were therefore the Qakas whose honie w~
in the country of the river Jaxartes (the Syr Daria).
'
(2) The Sak'i Haumavarka, the 'A/kUP,,/LOL of Herodotus (loc. cit.)
who have been identified' with the Qaka settlers in the Persian
province of Drangiana, the country of the river Helmand', which
was afterwards known as Qakasthana, 'the abode of the Qakas,'
the later Persian Sijistiin and the modern Seistan.
Ii. J • (
1

2
3

CbapOOr xv, p. 379.
ptolemy, VII, 1, 55; PeriplwJ maria Erylhraei, 2S.
Thomas, J.R.A.S. 1906, p. 18f3.
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(3) '['he Saku Taradaraya, or 'the Qakas over the sea'; that is
to say, the Scythians of Europe who inhabited the steppes of
Russia to the north of the Black Sea.
These three settlements are no doubt merely specimens of the
larger deposits left by the waves of Scythian migration which may be
traced back in history to about the middle of the eighth century B.G.
The flood had now for some three and a half centuries been held in
check by the barrier maintained in Bactria, first by the Achaemenid
kings of Persia and afterwards by the successors of Alexander. But
the strength -of Bactria had been sapped by foreign and domestic
strife, and it was no longer capable of resisting the pressure of
barbarian hordes on the frontier.
" --The initialimpulse of the tribal movements, which were destined
to overwhelm Greek civilisation in the Oxns conn try, and to determine the history of N. India for many centuries to come, may be
traced to an incident in the turbulent bistory of the Huns, against
whose inroads the Chinese emperors had protected themsehes by
building the Great Wall. In the neck of country between the
Great 'Vall and the mounta';ns which forms part of the province of
Kan-su, lived a people known to Chinese historians as the Yneh-chi.
Being attacked and defeated by the Huns, c. 165 B.C., the Yueh-chi
were driven from their country, and began a westward migration
which necessarily brought them into conflict with other nomads,
and produced a general condition of unrest among the tribes
inhabiting the northern fringe of the deserts of Chinese Turkestan.
The pressure caused by the steady onward movement of Yueh-chi
tribes, nnmbering probably from half a million to a million souls"
forced before it other nomads, and set up a flood of migration
which, after sweeping away the Yavana power in Bactria, was only
stayed in its westward course by Parthia.
Certain incidents ii, this migration, which must have extended
over some thirty or forty years, are recorded by Chinese authors.
In the country of the Iii river, now called Kulja, the Yueh-chi
eame upon a tribe called the Wu-sun. The 'Vu-sun were routed,
and their king was sla.in; and the Yueh-ehi continued their journey
westwards towards the Issyk-kul Lake in the country which was
until recently Russian Turkest[,n. Here they appear to have
divided themselves into two bands-the one, afterwards knmm as
the Little Yueh-chi, going southwards and settling on the borders
of Tibet, and the other, the Great Yueh-ehi, continning. their
movement to the west until they came into contact with a people
1

Smith, Early Hid. of Ind. (3rd ed.), p. 248.
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whom the Chinese called Sse (Sai) or Sek, and who arc probably
to be identified with tho Qakas of the Jaxartcs. The Yneh-chi
took possession of the country of the Qakas; and the Qakas being
driven to the south-west occnpied the eonntry of the Ta-hia or
Bactria.
'fhe immediate cause of the downfall of Greek rnle in Bactria
would therefore seem to have been an overwhelming invasion. of
iiaka hordes who had been driven from their own lands. The
native inhabitants of Bactria, the Ta-hia or Dahae, are represented
as an unwarlike people living in towns and villages which were
governed by their own magistrates. The state of society described
is such as prevailed also in India: it is a society made np of local
groups self-governed and self-contained. In the case of such
communities the military conqnest of a country merely determines
the landlord to whom thc customary dues must be paid It is
probable that for a brief period Qaka warrior chiefS took the place
of Eucratides and Heliocles as rulers of the Ta-hia. Such would
appear to have been the state of affairs when the Chinese envoy
in 126 B.C. visited the Yueh-chi aud found them still in the
territories to the north of the Oxus from which they had expelled
the Qakas. The political conditions then existing were in a
transient stage of unstable equilibrium. They were the outcome
of a disturbance of peoples which began in far distant China nearly
forty years before. Jlut the movement had not yet completed
its cOllfse: it was resumed in consequence of an attack un the
Yueh-ehi.
.
The infant son of the Wu-sun king, who was slain by the
Yueh-chi in their earlier conflict, had becn adopted by the Huns;
and when the boy grew up to manhood and became king of the
W u-sun, he with the aid of his protectors led an expedition against
the Yueh-chi and drove them into the country south of the Oxus.
Thc result must necessarily have been a further dispersal of the
Qakas. A concise summary of events is given in the Chinese
encyclopaedia of Ma-twan-Iin:
In ancient times the Hiung.nu having defeated the Yuch-chi, the latter went
to the west to dwell among the Ta.-hia, and the king of the Sni (qakas) weut
·southwards to li,'c in Ki-pin. The tribes of the Sal divided and dispersed, so as
to form here and there different kingdoms. (Translated from Remusat, l\'(YU1)eau~,
.pletanges AsiaJiques, 1, p. 20.'1.)

This account is supplemented in the Annals of the Han Dynasty
which state that the Qaka king became the lord of Ki-pin '.
1

O. Franke, Beitriige

aU8

chinesischen Quell-en, pp. 46, 54.
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The summary records the complete annihilation of yaka I'ule
iu Bactria. The kiug himself becomes king in Ki-pin-a geographical term which is used ill various senses by Chinese writers, but
which, in this case, would most naturally mean Kapi"" (Kafiristiin) ;
and the tribes formerly nnder his cOllimand are dispersed There
is no indication that any considerable body of yakas accompanied
their king to Ki-pin. The main movement, impeded by the Yavana
power in Kabul, wonld naturally be westwards in the direction of
Bernt and thence sonthwards to Seistan. 'l'he tide of Scythian
invasion had no doubt been flowing in these directions since the
time when the yakas were first expelled from their territory
beyond the Jaxartes by the Yueh-ehi; for there is good evidence
to show that the earlier Scythian settlements in Iran were reinforced abont the time when the yakas first occupied Ractria.
The kings of Parthia who now held eastern Iran were engaged
during two reigns (Phraates II, 138-128 B.C., and Artabanus I,
128-123) ,in unsuccessfnl struggles with their Scythian subjects;
and the contest was only decided in favour of Parthia in the reig<1
of the next monarch, Mithradates II the Great (123-88). Parthi"
had now taken the place of Bactri" as the barrier which impeded
the westward course of migrations from upper Asia. But the
stream of invasion was only di verted into another challnel: checked
in Ariana, it forced its way along the line of least resistance into
the country of the lower Indus (ludo-Scythia). The yaka invasion
of India, like the invasion of the HUllS (HuT.las) between five and
six centuries later, was bnt au episode in one of those great movements of peoples which have so profoundly influenced the history
not only of India, but also of Westen! Asia and Europe.
, On a few of their coins, generally imitated from those of their
Yavana predecessors (e.g. B.1\[. Cat:, PI\' XVI, I; XVII, 7; XIX,
12) the yaka and Pahlava kings repeat the Greek royal title
'King' or 'Great King'; but their normal style is 'Great King of
Kings,' a title which is distinctively Persian. It has a long history
from the Kshuyathiyiiniim Kshiiyathiya of the iuscriptions of
Darius down to the Shahan Shah of the present day. Like the
Indian Ohakravartin, 'the wielder of the discus,' the Persian 'King
of Kings' was the supreme monarch to whom other kings paid
homage. In the Parthian empire the title was probably first
assumed by Mithradates II the Great (123-88 B.c.) in imitation
of his predecessors, the Achaemenids ,. It was in his reign that
1 Some nnmismatists attribute the Parthian coins on which the mle first
Mithradates I (I71-ISS). See Wroth, B.M. Cllt., Parthia, p. XXY, note.
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the strnggle between the kings of Parthia and their Scythian
subjects iu castern Irau was brought to a closc and the suzerainty
of Parthia over the ruling powers of Seistiin, and Kandahar con"
firmed. In these subordinate governments Parthians (Pahlavas)
and Scythians (Qakas) were so closely associated that it is not
always possible to distinguish between them: the same family
includes both Parthian and Scythian names. It is therefore little
more than a convenient nomenclature which labels the princes
of the family of Manes, who invaded the lower Indus valley, as
Qakas, and those of the family of Vonones, who ruled oveI'
Drangiana (Seistan) and Arachosia (Kandahar), as Pahlavas.The
relation between Maues and Vonones is uncertain; but it is cIear
that their families were associated in a later generation.
It has been supposed that the introduction into India of the
Persian and Parthian title, 'Great King of Kings; was the resnlt
of an actnal conquest of N.W. India by Mithradates I; and a
statement of the historian Orosius that this monarch conquered
aU the peoples between the Hydaspes and the Indns has been
interpreted to mean that he extended the power of Parthia beyond
the Indus as far as the Indian Hydaspes (the Jhelum)'. Bnt to an
author who is writing from the standpoint of Parthia, the expression 'between the Hydaspes and the Indus' must surely connote
an extensioll from west to east--from a Persian river to the great
Indus which has so often in history been the' boundary between
Iran and India. Hydaspes is a Persian name, and the river mentioned in this passage is no doubt the Medns Hydaspes of Virgil
(Goorgics, IV, 211)'. The theory of a conquest of N.W. India by
Mithradates I would therefore seem to be fonnded on a misunderstanding of the historian's statement. The invasion of India must
be ascrihed not to the Parthian emperors, bnt to their former
feudatories in eastern Iran; not to the reign of Mithradates I, but
to a period after th'e reigu of Mithradates II, when the power of
Parthia had declined and kingdoms once subordinate had become
independent. The association to which the coins bear witness is
not one between Parthia and eastern Iran, but between Iran and
N.W. India. In fact, all through the period of Qaka and Pahlava
rule the countries to the west and east of the Indus were governed
hy members of the same royal house. There were normally three
contemporary rulers of royal rank-a King of Kings associated
Smith, Early Hist. of Ind. (3rd ad.). p. 228.
Pauly.Wissow&, ReaZ·Encycloplidie, s.v. Hydaspes (2).
..dnc. Ind., p. 171, should be corrected.
1
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with some junior member of his family in Iran, and a King of
Kings in India; and the subordiuate ruler in Iran usually became
iu due course King of Kings in India.
The assumption of the imperial titlc, 'King of Kings; by these
Qaka and Pahlava suzerains is IlIost significant as testifying, in
a manner whicb cannot be mistaken, to the diminished power of
Parthia at this peliod. In Parthia itself the title remained in
abeyance during the interval from 88 to 57 B.C. which separates
the reigns of Mithradates II and III; and in the meantime it was
assumed not only by the Qaka king lIIaues in the East, but also,
in the years 77-73, by Tigranes, king of Armenia, the great rival
of Parthia in the West'.
.In eastern Iran the 'King of Kings' and the prince of his
family who was associated with him in the government issued
coins healing the names of both-the former in Greek on the
obverse, and the latter in Kharoshthj on the reveYse. Greek was
the ordinary language of coins throughout the Parthian empire:
it was not characteristic of any particular province. Kharoshthl,
on the other hand, was, iu eastern Intn, restricted to Araehosia
(Kandahar). We may reasonably infer therefore from his Kharoshtbj coin-legends that the viceroy governed this province in the
upper valley of the Helmand and its tributaries. The other
province, Drangiana (Seistall), was most probably under the direct
rule of the suzerain.
In India the' King of Kings' ruled with the aid of satraps and
military governors. The first three Qaka suzerains who succeeded
to the dominions of the Yavanas in the N.'V. Frontier Province
and the Punjab were Maues, Azes I, and Azilises. Their nnmerous
coinages are, almost without exception, copied from those of their
Yavana predecessors: and it is therefore probable that the coins
represent only those districts of the Qaka realm which were
formerly held by the Yavanas'. The great variety of tho types
thus imitated indicates the wide extent of these territolies; and
the astonishing difference of style shown by coins struck in the
same reign proves that the art of different rcgions varied enormously at the same period. The best coins belong no donbt to _
Gandhara (Pushkalavatj and Taksh""ila). Inferior workmanship
is a sib'TI of remoteness from this region rather than of a late date,
1 Wroth, B.M. Ca.t., Parthia. p. xxv, note;; Head, Hi3toria NumoTU1fI, (2nd ed,),
p. 772; von Gutscbmid, Gesch. [Tans, p. 81.
2 The prGvince of Indo-Scythia. (Sind) appears to be very inadequately represented
by coins. It may. perhaps, have been held by the viceroy together with Arachosia.
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as the numismatists have commonly assumed. It was in Gandhara
that the Graeco-Buddhist school of art, the outcomc of a fusion of
Greek and Indian ideals and methods, grew np and flourished, but
it was not until the end of the first century A-D_ that this school
reached its highest state as seen in the rcligious sculptures of the
Kushar;tas. Its heginnings are no douht to be traced in the coins
of an earlier date, and such beginnings were naturally progressive.
'I'he finest coins of Maues, for instance, arc excelled by tbose of
Azilises two reigns later'. The early date, viz. c. 120 B.c., which is
usnally assigned to Maues entirely on grounds of style and on the
gratuitous assumption that art was retrogressive from the time of
the Yavanas onwards, cannot therefore be maintained. It is far
more probable that he invaded India after the end of the reign of
Mithradates II (123-88 B.C.) when Parthia ccased to exercise any
real control over Seismn and Kandahar_
'fhe precise date of lIIaues cannot at present be determined.
He is undoubtedly to be identified with the Great King l\[oga,
who is mentioned in the Taksha9i1a copper-plate inscription of the
satrap I'atika. The inscriptiou is dated in the reign of Maues and
in the year 78 of some unspecified era. None of the known Indian
eras seems to be possible in this case; and it may not unreasonably
be suggested that the Qakas; like other foreign invaders at all
periods, may have brought with them into India their own system
of reckoning, aud that this may be the era used in Seist.'in. The
month in the inscription is Parthian; and from this fact it may be
inferred that the era itself is probably of Parthian origin. It may
possibly mark the establishment of the new kingdom in Seismn
after its incorporation into the Parthian empire by Mithradates I,
c. 150 B.C. If so, the date of the inscription would be c. 72 B.C., a
year which may well have fallen in the reign of Manes.
The coins of IIfaueB are copied from those struck by princes of
both the Yavana houses (PII. VI, 2, 9, 12; VIII, 48, and Summary,
pp. 586 If.). The numismatic evidence combined with that of the
'faksh"'9il" copper-plate indicates that he conquered GandharaI'ushkalavatj to the west of the Indus (PI. VI, 12, and Summary,
p. 587) as well as Taksha~i1a to the cast-and it is possible that
he may have invaded the Yavana dominions in the eastern Punjab.
But it is clear that in the direction last mentioned the Qaka conquests failed to reach their limit during his reign. For a time the
remnants of the two Yavana houses ill tbe upper Kabul valley and
1

Whitehead, La.bore Mus. Ca.t., Indo·Greek Coins, p. 93.
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in the eastern Pnnjah seem to have been separated by the <;Jaka
dominions which lay between them in the valley of the Indus.
The evidence for this is supplied by the coins of Azes I and
Azilises, who not only ~ continue the issues of Maues (Summary,
pp. 587-9), but also strike a number of additional types which
are manifestly borrowed from those of the Yavana princes whose
kingdoms they conquered 1. The most noteworthy of these is the
rev. type' Athene Promachos' which is characteristic of the families
of Apollodotus and Menander in the eastern Punjah. It appears
on coins of Azes I, but not on tbose of Maues (Summary, p. 589).
Sucb additional types bear witness to a considerable extension of
tbe <;Jaka dominions, and seem to indicate that after the reign
of Maues the house of Euthydemus was extinguished and Yavana
rule in the PuI\iab brought to an end. The house of Eucratides,
now probably represented by its last king, Hermaeus, still continued for a while to hold the upper Kabul valley-the base from
which the Yavana power had first extended to Arachosia and to
India.
To Azes I has been attributed the foundation of the Vikrama
era beginning in 58 RC., and, according to Sir John Marshall, an
inscription discovered by him at Taksha£ila is actually dated 'in
the year 136 of Azes.' This interpretation may well be correct
(v. in/. p. 581), in spite of the tradition that this era was founded
by King Vikramaditya of Ujjain to commemorate the defeat of
the <;Jakas; and, whatever may have been the origin of this era,
the assignment of the reigu of Azes I to this period is justified by
other considerations. It is consistent with the date ascribed independently to his predecessor, Maues (c. 75 B.C.), and with the date
of his third successor on the throne, Gondopharlles, who almost
certainly began to rule iu 19 A.D. (p. 576); and it is supported by
evidence drawn from the epigraphy of the Greek coin-legends.
On the earlier coins of the Yavanas and on those of the first
<;Jaka king, lIIaues, the round form of the Greek omicron only
is found. On some of the later Yavana coins, e.g. those of
Hippostratus, and on t.he coins of Azes I the sq nare form, 0,
makes its appearance side by side with the round form. The
same change took place in Parthia dnring the reign of Orodes I
(57-38 RC.)'. That at this period there wa~ constant communication between Parthia and India there can be no donbt. It is
The most complete list of types is given in the Lahore Mus. Cat., vol. Y.
B.M. Qat., Parthia, p. 73, no. 37, PI. XV,2, So tetradrachm of the la.ter: coinage
struck in 40-39 B.C.
1

'!
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reasonable, therefore, to snppose that this epigraphical change is
dne to a fashion which spread from one country to the other, and
that the OCCDlTence of the square omicI'on on a Parthian or Iudian
coin is an indication that its date is not earlier than c. 40 B.c.'
Judged by this test, the Yavana king, Hippostratus, must have
continued to reign after the death of "!:aues; and he must have
been contemporary with the snccessor of "lanes, Azes I, who
restrnck his coins and continued to use some of his most distinctive
monograms, no doubt after the conquest of his kingdom'.
There is no reason to question the almost unanimous opinion
of numismatists that Azes I was succeeded by Azilises; but there
was certainly a period in which these two kings were associated in
the government. On some coins which they issne conjointly both
bear the imperial style, 'Great King of Kings'; but Azes I, as the
elder, occupies the place of honour on the obvCl'se with its Greek
legend (B.M. Cat., p. 173, PI. XXXII, 9).
On other coins, however, the same two names appear with the
same titles, but with a change of position-Azilises occupying
the obt'Crse with a Greek legend, and Azes the reverse with a
Kharoshthj legend (B.M. Cat., p. 92, PI. XX, 3); and, as degrees
of dignity or seniority are undoubtedly indicated by these positions
in similar instances, it has been inferred that Azilises was associated
with two kings named Azes-possibly with his father and prede.
cessor at the beginning of his reign and with his son and successor
at its close. The existence of a second Azes might well be questioned
if it could be proved by no more cogent argument than this. But
the coins which bear the name show so great a diversity of style
that, from this fact alone, nnmismatists have suspected that they
must have been struck by more than one king; and, if our system
of chronology be correct, the Azes who succeeded Maues in
58 B.C. cannot possibly have been the Azes who was succeeded
by Gondopharnes in 19 A.]). (p. 577).
At some time during the period when the first three Qaka
kings were establishing their empire in India, Vonones was
reigning as snzerain over the kingdoms of eastern Iran with the
same imperial title, 'Great King of Kings.' It is inconceivable
that snch a dignity shonld have been usurped in this region so
1 This chronological test must be applied with caution.
Isolated. instances ()CCur
earlier; and the squared forms of the Greek letters 0, C. and w are characteristio
of certain regions. In other regions they are Dot found. See Rapson, J.B.A.S., 1903,
p.285.
2 Lahore Mus. Cat., p. 122, note; B.M. Cat., pp. 59, 73.
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long as it remained under the suzerainty of Parthia... Von ones,
like Maues, must, therefore, be later than the reign of lIIithradates II
the Great (123--88 B.c.)-preciscly how much lateT must for the
present remain uncertain.

The two classes of coins which bear his uame are distinguished
respectively by the type of Demetrius, 'Heracles standing,' and
the type of Heliocles, 'Zeus standing' (PI. VII, 27, 31). They
were issued presnmably in districts of Arachosia which were once
under the sway of these Yavaua kings. Their Greek legends show
the ronnd form of omicrlm which, in some other cases, indicates a
date earlier than c. 40 B.C.; bnt it appears that this epigraphical
test cannot be applied in this particular instance, since the square
form seems not to occur in connexion with these types until much
later (Summary, pp. 589-90). The most trustworthy evidence as
to the date of Vonones is supplied by the coins of Spalirises, 'the
king's brother.' If' the king,' who is not named, was Vonones
himself, as is usually assumcd, the earlier coins of Spaliri.e••
i.e. those struck by him before he became suzerain of eastern Iran
in succession to Vonones, may perhaps afford a valnable bistorical
indication. 'l'here are two classcs of these, both of them issued in
the district in which the type of Hcliocles, 'Zcus standing,' prevailed (Summary, p. 590). In the first, Spalirises appears alone
as 'tbe king's brother' without any distinctly royal title. In the
second, he as senior (Greek legend) is associated with Azes as
junior (Kharoshthi legend), both of them bearing the subordinate
or viceregal title 'Great King.' Vonones was evidently still
reiguing as Great King of Kings at this time. Thc relationship
of Azes to Spalirises is not expressed in thc Kharoshthj legend;
and in such cases it seems to be assumed that the junior is the son
of the senior: otherwise, i.e. when the junior is a brother 01' a
nephew, the relationship is stated. We may conclude, then, that
this Azes was most probably the son of Spaliri"es and the nephew
of Vonone§, and we may identify him with Azes II who afterwards
becalii'eSiizerain of N. W. India and ended his reign ill 19 A.D.
Vonones was at least a generation earlier; that is to say, he appears
to have been contemporary with Azilises and possibly with Azes 1.
Until more definite evidence can be discovered, he may be supposed
to have begun his reign c. 30 B.C. It seems impossible, therefore,
to identify bim with Vonones I of Parthia (8-11 A.D.).
The family of Vonones is one in which the two ruling elements
of eastern I"tn have been blended. The name of VOllones himself
is distinctly Parthian; but the names of his brothers, Spalahores
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and Spalirises, and of his brothers' sons, Spalagadames and Azes,
are Scythian. For the sake of convenience we may call this
family' Pahlava,' in order to distinguish it from the better known
, Parthian' dynasty of Ctesiphon, althongh in reality the two terms
arc etymologically identical.
A characteristic feature of the coins of Vonones and his family
is, as we have seen (p. 560), the association of the Great King of
Kings with the viceroy of Arachosia, whose relationship to the
suzerain is sometimes expressed in the Kharoshtiti legend of
the reverse. Thus Vonones ruled conjointly with his brother,
Spalahores, and with his uephew Spalagadames, the son .of
Spalahores (PI. VII, 27, 31, and Summary, pp. 589-90). If we may
assume with Mr Whitehead' that the Scythian name, Spalahorcs
(Qpalahora) appears in a Greek guise as Spalyris. this brother
of Vonones and his son also ruled conjointly as viceroys over the
district of Arachosia in which coins bearing the type of Eutbydemus,
'Heracles seated,' were current. This district had formerly been
under the direct government of the Great King of Kings, Azilises
(Summary, p. 589).
The rev. type of the coins which SpalirisC8 issued as the successor of Vonones in. the suzerainty of eastern Iran is 'Zeus
enthroned' (PI. VII, 38); and, as it is cvidently borrowed from
the coins of Hermaeus, it may perhaps be interpreted as an
indication that the kingdom of Kabul had now passed from the
Yavanas to the Pahlavas. If so, it would appear that this last
stronghold of Yavana power had yielded to an invasion of the
Pahlavas of Kandahar. The types of these coins of Spalirises
are sometimes found restruck on coins of Von ones as if they were
intended for circulation in a newly conquered territory (B.M. Cat.,
p. 101. note).
.
The family of Vonones may thus be reconstnlCted from the
numismatic evidenceS!:
I

VON ONES

SpA.la~ores
I

Spalo"""dames

SPALlbsES
AZESh
(end of reign 19 A.D.)

The coins and inscriptions of the satraps of the Qaka suzerains
of N.W. India enable ns to supply a few additional outlines of the
history before the Christiau era. The names of a considerable
1
2

Lnhore Mus. Cat., vol. t, p. 143, note L
The names of suzerains are printed in capita.lletters.

,.
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number of these provincial administrators are known; but it must
suffice here to mention only those whose date and province can be
determined approximately.
In the satrapal system of government a Great Satrap was
associated with a Satrap, nsually his son, who sncceeded to the
higher dignity in due conrse. The earliest recorded rnler of this
kind is Liaka Knsiilaka, who, according to the Takshayilii copperplate inscriptiou of the year 78 (= c. 72 B.C.? V. sup. p. 570), was
satrap of Chhahara and Chnkhsa, districts which have not been
identified, but which were presumably in the neighbourhood of
Takshayila. His coins were imitated from those of }<jucratides
(PL VIII, 42). His son, Piitika, who made the deposit of relics
which is commemorated by the inscription, bore no title at that
time;" but there can be little doubt that he must have succeeded
his father first as satrap and afterwards as great satrap. His name
with the higher title is anlOng those iuscribed on the Mathur;;
Lion-Capital (c. 30 B.C. 1).
This remarkable monument of the rule of tbe Qakas iu the
south-eastern extremity of their dominions was discovered at
Mathurii by an IndialJ scholar, Pandit Bhagvanlal Indraji, in 1869,
and was bequeathed by him to the British Museum ou his death
in 1888. It is of the local red sandstone, and represeuts two
lions reclining back to back and facing in the same direction. Its
style is strikingly Iranian. The capital mnst originally have surmounted a pill!r, and must itself have supported some rcligions
emblem; but its purpose had long ago been forgotten; and when
it was discovered it was built into the steps of an altar devoted to
the worship of Qitalii, the goddess of small-pox. The Kharoshthi
inscriptions with which the surface is completely covered associate
in the religious merit of the foundatiou the donor herself (the
Chief Qneen of the Great Satrap Rajiila) and all the members
of her family together with certain contemporary satraps governing
other provinces of the Qaka realm and other eminent personages
of the time. The Great Satrap lliLjiila, whose name appears as
Rajuvnla in other inscriptions, is unquestionably the Raiijubnla who,
both as satrap and as great satrap, struck coins in imitation of those
of Strato I and Strato II, the last of the Ya,ana kings to reign in
the E. Punjab (PI. VII, 24); and he was the father of yogasa in who8c
reign as satrap the monument was erected. Suhsequently Qo,lu.sa
himself appears as great satrap on the Amohin! votive tablet at
Mathura, which is dated in the second month of Winter of the
year 42. As the month is thus recorded in an Indian style, the
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era must probably also be Indian; and if, "" seems likely, it is the
era of Azes (58 B.c.), we may conclnde that Qo"asa w"" great
satrap in 17-16 B.c.
Among the names of contemporary Qaka governors mentioned
in the inscriptions of the Lion Capital is fonnd that of Piltika,
now a great satrap, who during the reign of Manes made the
benefaction recorded in the Takshac;ila copper-plate (year 78 of
the era of Seistiin = c. 72 B.C.!). At that time he was a private
individnal withont any official title. It may be ""sumed that
in due course be succeeded his father in the administration of
Chhahara and Chukhsa. When the Lion Capital was inscribed, he
w"" a great satrap and contemporary with the Great Satrap
Raiijubula (Th.jiila) of Mathura. If a period of about forty years
lllay be allowed for his whole official career, the date of the. Lion
Capital may. be given provisionally as c. 30 B.C.; and we may
tabulate the chronology of the two satrapal families as follows':Chhahara a.nd Chukhsa
Great Satraps.
Satrap',
c .• 2 ll,(J.
Liaka
rLiaka)
[I'.tika)
c. 30 B.C. Patika
16 B,C.

Mathur-do
Great SatraplJ.
Satraps,

Raiijubula
~"'a

Railjubula
9<>~"'a

In that portion of Pahlava history which comes after the
Christian era, the pedod of the reign of Gondopharnes may be
regarded as almost definitely fixed. The date of its beginning
appears to be certain; and it is certain also tHat it lasted for
at least 26 years. The evidence for this is supplied by a monument
of this kings rule in the Peshawar District commonly known as the
Takht-i·Bahi iuscription. It is dated in the 26th year of the
king's reign, and on the 5th day of the month Vaic;akha in the
year 103'. There can be little douht that the era is the Vikrama
sal!lVat which began in 58 B.c., and that, therefore, Gondopharnes
began to reign in 19 A.D. and was still reigning in 45 A.D.
1 Ts.kshacila copper-plate, Buhler, Ep. Ind .• IV, p_ 64; Mathura Lion Capital, Ep.
Ind., n, p. 139; Coins ()f RBiijubula. and Qc45sa, Hapaon, J.B.A.S., 1B94, p. 547;
Amohini votive tablet, Biihler, Ep. Ind., II, p. 199 1 No.2 and Plate. Buhler originally
read the date as 40 ('1) 2. He snbsequently corrected this to 70 2 (Ep. Ind., IV, p. 55,
note 2); but his original reading seems undonbtedly to be jnstified by the accompanying
Plate, and by his own table of numerals in Indische Palaeographie, Pla.te IX. On
grounds of style, Sir John ~1Brshall holds that tbis votive tablet' dates from about
the beginning of the Christian era'; v. info Chapter :un, p. 633.
For the satrap Zeionises, V. info p. 582, n. For Haga.masha and Hagans, V. aup.
p.527. For other satraps' commemorated on the Lion Capital see Thomas, QP. cit.;
Fleet, J.B.A.S., 1913, p. 1009; Marshall, ib .. 1914, p. 985.
2 For the reading of the date see Thomas, J.R.A.S., 1913, p. 636.
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The king's name is nnqnestionably Pahlava (Parthian), for the
varions forms in which it appears on the coins are merely attempts
to render local pronnnciations of the Persian Vinoopharna, 'the
winner of glory,' in Greek letters. Many of his types are con tinned
from the money of his predecessors, and, like them, may be traced
back to Yavana originals (PIL VII, 32; VIII, 47, 52, 53). They
seem to inclicate that he sncceeded to the dominions of the
Pahlavas and Qakas both in eastern Imn and in N.W. India.
That he mled also in the Kabnl valley, which was probably
annexed before his reign (p. 574), appears to be shown by the
large numbers of his coins which were found on its ancient sites
by Masson and other explorers at the time when snch exploration
was still possible.
Coins show also that his immediate predecessor on the throne
was Azes If; for the two monarchs are associated with the sallie
strategosor' commander·in-chief,' Aspavarman, son of Indravarman
(PL VIII, 46 and Summary, p. 590)1.
The Greek title strategos, which is the equivalent of the Indian
senapati, 'lord of the army,' was inherited by the Qakas and
Pahlavas from the Yavanas'. Aspavarman is a representative of
the Qaka military chiefs' who are repeatedly mentioned in the
inscriptions of Western India in the second centnry A.D., when this
region was governed by Qaka satraps. The names eliding in
-varman and -datta show that they had become Hinduised, and
daimed to be Kshatriyas. To this class belongs the Qaka
Ushavadiita (~ishabhadatta), the brother-in-law of Nahapana.
On the coins of Gondopharnes and on those of his snccessor,
Pacores, we find the name of another of these military governors,
Sasa., who no doubt sncceeded Aspavarman as commander-in.
chief (PL VII, 33). The sequence of the strategoi thus affords
valnable evidence for the order of succession of their sovereigns
and for the chronology of the period. Two generations of these
military chiefs-Aspavarman and his nephew, Sasas (pp.580-1)held office during the reigns of Azes II, Gondopharne., and
Pacores, and for a period which began before 19 A.D. and ended
after 45 A.D.
/
.
But before he succeeded Azes II as Great King of Kings
in India, Gondopharnes had also succeeded him as viceroy of
1 For the detailed proof see Whitehead, La.hore Mus. Cat., "01. I, Indo-Greek
Coins, p. 150, note.
2 FGr another Greek title which was used in India-p.tp,J&'PXVf, • the governor of a
province,' see Thomas, FestgrlJ,ga Windisch, and J.R.~.S•• 1916, pp. 279 iI.
S For these 9aka. families see Liidera, Bitz. K.P.A., 1913, p. 412.
C.H.!. I.
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Arachosia. In this snbordinate rnle he was at one time associated,
nnder the suzerainty of Orthagnes, with Gu~a or Guc)ana (Gu~ana)
who may perhaps have been bis brotber (p. 579, PI. VIII, 51). The
coins, on wbicb Ortbagnes still appears as cbief ruler but witb
Gugana alone as bis subordiuate', must no doubt be assigned to
tbe period after Gondopharnes had sncceeded Azes II in the
sovereignty of N.W. India.
The name of Orthagnes is Pahlava. It is of Persian origin, and
the Greek equivalent of Verethrugna, 'the Victorious.' Tbe type
'Victory' on bis coins may he an allusion either to an actual
victory or to the king's name. It is used also by Vonones I of
Parthia (8-11 A.D.) (PI. VIII, 50) whose name has a similar
meaning-Vanana, 'the Conqueror'; bnt in this case it would
seem undoubtedly to refer to tbe victory over Artabauus'.
Most of the coins which Gondopharnes struck either alone
(PI. VII, 32) or together witb his nephew, Abdagases (VII, 34),
and all ofthosc wbicb he struck in association with bis comrnandersin-chief, Aspavarman and Sasa. (Summary, p. 590, and PI. VII, 33),
bear the symbol Q which is so characteristic of bis rule that it is
usually called by bis name; and, as this symbol is found countermarkcd on coins of tbe Parthian kiugs Orodes I (57-38 B.c.) and
Artabanus III (10-40 A.D.), it is not improbable that Gondopbarnes
may have conquered some of the Parthian dominions'. There can
be little doubt that under his sway the Pahlava power attained
its height; and it appears probable tbat tbis power was now
controlled by a single suzerain who reigned supreme over both
eastcrn Ir'ln and N.W. India; for the coins of Gondopharnes bear
the types both of Orthagnes (PI. VIII, 52) and of Azes II (1'1. VIII,
47), and seem to sbow tbercfore tbat be had succeeded to the
dominions of both of tbese suzerains.
'rhe name of Gondopharnes, and possibly tbose of two princes
of his family, Guga and Abdagases, have been preserved in connexion with the Icgends of St Thomas in the literature of the early
Christian church. The apocryphal Acts of .Tudas Thomas the
Apostle, which contains an account of the ministry of St Tbomas
in India, exists ill Syriac, Greek, and Latin versions; and of these
the earliest, tbe Syriac, is supposed to date from before the middle
of the tbird ccntury A.D. The story, as told in this version, begins:
Whitehea.d, Lab. Mus. Cat., vol. I, IllM-Greel. COins, p. 156, no. 75.
Cat., Partida, p. 144, Pl. XXIV, 7.
'S Rapson, J.R.A.S., 1904, p. 677, referring to Cunningham, Num. Chron., 1890,
p.119.
1

'l B.~.
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And when all the Apostles had been for a time in Jerusalem ...... they divided
the countries among them) in order that each one of them might preach in the
region which fell to him and in the pla.ee to which his Lord sent him. And India
fell by lot and division to Judas Thomas (or the Twin) the Apostle. And he was
not willing to go, saying: 'I have not strength enough for this, because I am
weak. And I am a Hebrew: how can I teach the Indians l' And whilst Judas
was reasoning thus, our Lord appeared to him in a vision of the night, and said
to him: 'Fear not, Thomas, because :My grace is with tbee/ But he would not
be persuaded at all, saying: ""'hithersoever Thou wilt., our Lord, .send me; only to
India I win not go.' And as Judas was reasoning thus, a certain merchant, an
Indian, happened (to come) into the south country from --I, whose name was
~abban; and he was sent by the king Gudnaphar 2, that he might bring to him a
skilful carpenter. (Trans. 'Yright, .Apocryphal Acts qftlw Apostles, H, pp. 146-7.)

Because of the unwillingness of St Thomas, our Lord appears,
and, claiming him as His servant, sells him to the merchant
J.Iabban for twenty pieces of silver; and St 'l'homas jonrneys with
J.Iabban to the court of King Gondopharnes, who orders him to
build a palace. St Thomas spends the money of the king in acts
of cbarity-to build a palace not made with hands, immortal
in the heavens; and the disappointed king casts St 'l'homas
and the merchaut into prison. While they are lying there, Gad,
the king's brother, dies, aud being carried by the angels to heaven
is shown the heavenly palace which St Thomas had built by his
good works. Gad is restored to life; and in the seqnel both
Gondopharnes and Gad are converted.
There can be no question that Giidnaphar, who is definitely
called 'the king of India' (op. dt., p. 159) is to be identified with
Gondopharnes; and Gad, 'the brother of the king' (ap.dt., p. 162)
may possibly be the Glu,la or GI1!,Iaua, who is associated with him
on coins (PI. VIII, 51). The legend of St Thomas has thus been
fnrnished with an historical setting which is chronologically possible.
The fact of St Thomas's visit to the conrt of Gondopbarnes may be
doubted; but the story remains to show that the fame of this king
had spread to the West. A still more distant echo of his name,
transmitted through its Armenian form Gatoospar, has been
recognised by von Gutschmid' in Gaspar, the traditional name
of the first of the three wise men who, according to the Gospel
story, came from the East to worship Christ at His nativity.
Another apocryphal work, the Evangelium Ioan"is de obitlt
Mariae gives the name Labdanes to the sister's son of a king to
whom St Thomas went. So far as the form is concerned, Labdanes
1
2

The name is illegible in the MS., and it is Dot found in any other version.
rOVI'OrJ..p0POf in the Greek version.
3 Rhein. Museum, 1864, p. 169.
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may well be a corrupt.ion of Abdagases in the manuscripts; but
the identification of the two names is far from certain. The
name of the king is not mentioned: be may bave been either
Gondopharnes 01' Mazdai, whom St Thomas also visited, and nnder
wbom he suffered martyrdom; and moreover the Abdagases of
the coin-legends is the brother's son, not the sister's son, of
Gondopharnes'.
As none of the coin-legends of Abdagases bear the imperial
title, there is no evidence that he reigned independently at any
time. The types snggest that he ruled as the viceroy of Gondopharnes in Iran (Seistan and Kandahar) (PII. VIII, 54; VII, 34).
There can be no doubt that,soon after the reign of Gondopharnes,
the Pahlava power in India came to an end. Some stages in the
disintegration of the empire are clearly reflected in the coinage.
The snccessor of Gondopharnes was Paoores. His coins show
that he was undoubtedly suzerain in Iran; for they bear the
imperial title together with the type 'Victory' which was first
issued by Orthagnes (PI. VIII, 55; cf. PI. VIII, 51); and his
portrait, combined on coins fonnd at Taksha~ila with the symbol
of Gondopharnes and the legend of the commander-in-chief, Sasas,
proves that he exercised at least a nominal sway in India (v. i1if.).
The types of another king, Sanabares, with their purely Greek
legend, must be attributed to Scistan. There is no evidence of his
rule either in Kandahar or India (PI. VIII, 56):
The passing of Pahlava rule in eastcrn Gandilfira (Taksha~i1fi)
is illustrated by the remarkable hoard of 21 small silver coins,
which was found by Sir John Marshall in an earthcrn jar on the
ancient site of Sirkap. The coins belong to four distinct classes,
all hitherto unknown-two belonging to the reign of Gondopharnes,
and one each to the reigns of Pacores and V'ima Kadphises.
The first two classes bear the portrait and the symbol of
Gondopharnes, with the names respectively of Sapedana and
SatavMtra and the style 'Great King, King of Kings,' which is
only one degree inferior to the most lofty title assumed by
Gondopharnes, viz. 'Great King, Supreme King of Kings.' Such
a style can only mean that, even in the reign of GondophanlCs, the
allegiance of the t,,,,vernors to the snzerain was becoming merely
nominal.
The third class has the portrait of Paeores and the symbol of
Goudopharnes combined with the legend of Sasas, who uses the
subordinate title, 'Great King,' and is described as 'the brother's
1

Philipps, Ind. A1It., 1903, p. 11)3.
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son of Aspa.' There can be no doubt tbat this Aspa must be the
strategos Aspavarman, who held office in the reigns of Azes II
and Gondopharnes. During the reign of Gondopharnes he was
succeeded by his nephew, Sasas, who was governor of Taksha~ila
in the reign of Paeores. The line of stratC[Joi was no doubt
continued under the suzerainty of the KushaI)as. It is apparently
represented by the coins which bear the title, :£"rrhp M€'Ya<, 'The
Great Saviour,' and which were formerly attribnted to 'the unknown king.'
The fourth class marks the transition from Pahlava to KusMI)a
rule in Gandhiira. The coins show the protrait of the Kusha,!a
conqueror, V'ima Kadphises, wearing the conical headdress wllich
distinguishes him, while the legend describes him as 'Great King,
Supreme King of Kings, the KushaI.ta Chief ".
The chronological limits of the period covered by these coins
are clear. Gondopbarncs was reigning in the year 45 A.D.; and
V'ima Kadphiscs was reigning in the year 78 A.D. Within these
thirty-three years must be included (1) the latter part of the reign
of Gondopharnes, (2) the reign of Pacorcs, and (3) some portion of
the reign of V'ima Kadphises.
The period of V'ima Kadphises is determined by the evidence
of a Kharosht;hi inscription discovered by Sir John Marshall in the
Chir Tope at 'raksh~ila. The inscription is dated on the 5th day
of the Indian month Asha~ba in the ycar 136. If, as seems almost
certain, the era is that which begins in 58 B.C., this date would be
equivalent to the year 77-8 A.D., that is to say, the last year
in the reign of V'ima Kadphises, according to those scholars who
hold that his successor, Kanishka, began to reign in 78 A.D.
According to the interpretation of Sir John Marshall this inscription is actnally dated in the era of Azes; for after the year
comes the word ayasa which, on the coins, is the ordinary Kharosh~hi
equivalent of the Greek AZOY, 'of Azes". He therefore translates:
'In the year 136 of Azes.' This view is probably correct; and,
if so, the discovery is of great importance, as it determines the
origin of the so-called Vikrama Era and fixes the beginning of the
reign of Azes I in 58 B.C. The bald designation of an era by
a king'. name without the accompaniment of any royal title has,
1 For t.he coins here described see Marshall, .drch. Sur. of Ind., Anttu«l Rl'port,
1912-13. (1) Sapedana, Pl. XL, 35, nOB. 35-39, pp. 50, 51; (2) Satav~tra, PI. XL,
41, nos. 40-44, p. 51; (3) Stw.u, Pl. XL, 27, 29, 30, nOB. 27-34, pp. 49, 50;
(4) V1ima Kadphill~!, PI. XL, 45, 46, nos. 45-47, p. 5l.
~ In the inser. probably = the adjective ayala, I (of the era) of Azes.'
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however, appeared so strange to some scholars that they have
displayed no slight ingenuity in their endeavours to find some
alternative explanation of the word aJ/asa. But it is doubtful if
any real difficnlty exists. It must be remembered that the inscription belongs to a people that knew not Azes. His family had
been deposed and deprived of all royal attributes. The throne
of Taksha<;i1ii had passed from the Qakas and Pahlavas to the
KushaJ.las. Azes conld scarcely have been furnished with his
wonted title, 'Great King of Kings; in this inscription, without
prejudice to the house then actually reigning.
The monarch then ruling at Taksha<;i1ii is described in the
inscription as 'Great King, Supreme King of Kings, Son of the
Gods, the Kushal)a (Khnshana) '; and, although his personal name
is not given, there is sufficient evidence to show that he is almost
certainly to be identified with V'ima Kadphises, the second king of
the KushiiJ.la dynasty. His titles-except for the substitution of
the ordinary royal designation of the KushaJ.las, 'Son of the Gods;
in place of 'Chief'-are identical with those which OCcur in the
legend of the small silver coins b"''tring the portrait of V'ima
Kadphises (v. mp. p. 581); and the first two of these titles,
inherited from the Pahlava kings, are included in the style
usually assumed by this monarch on other coins. Moreover at
the end of the inscription is affixed the symbol (the tripUa or
nandipada) which is likewise characteristic of·the coins of V'ima
Kadphises 1•
We may conclude, therefore, that the KushaJ.la V'ima Kadphises
was ruling over Taksha<;ila as the successor of the Pahlava Pacores
in 78 A.D.; and this year would appear to have been the last of his
reign, since it is also most probably the first in the reign of his
1 For the inscription, which was discovered in tbe Chir stiipa, see Marshall, J.R.A.S.,
1914, pp. 973 fr.; KODOW, Ep. Ind., XIV, pp. 284 fl., for the coins of V'ims. (Ooemo)
Xadpbises, Gardner, B.M. Cat., Gk. and St'lJth. Kings, pp. 124-8, PI. XXV.
Sir John Marshall (loc. cit.) prefers to identify the king of the in-scription with the
first Kushi'i.J?B, Kujiila KadphiseB, on the assumption that both the titles and the symbol
occur Bolso on bis ooins. But 'be coins to which he refers bear the name not of Kujiila
Xadphisea, but of Kujiila. Kara Ka.dphises, who wa.s probably another member of the
dynasty; see Rapson, Indian Coina, § SS. Kujula Kara Kadphises seems to have
succeeded the satrap Zeionises in the kingdom of Pushkaliivati (Summary, p. 588), and
he may have been contemporary with V'ima Kadphises.
The royal title, I Son of the Gods' (devaputra), was no doubt brought by the
Yneb-chi from their home 00 the borders of China. It is the usnal designation oC a.
king in the Kharosh~hi inscriptions discovered by Sir A. M. Stein in Chinese Turkestan,
see Boyer, Rapson, and Senart, KharoHhi Inllcriptiotu, Part I {Oxford, 1920}. p. 76,
nO. 195.
These inscriptions, which belong to the third centnry A.D., preserve other
traces of Knsh~a [ule, e.g. in the proper name, KU{ana8enQ. (ibid. p. 2, no. 5).
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successor, Kanishka, and t.he starling point of the era used in the
inscriptions of the later KushiiJ.la kiu!,'"8.
The chronology of this period has been one of the most perplexing problems in the whole of Indian history; and the problem
can scarcely be said to be solved positively even now; that is to
say, it has not yet been placed beyond all possibility of doubt.
But the evidence obtained by Sir John Marshall from his excavations of the ancient sites of Taksha<;ila proves conclusively that
the period of Kanishka's reign must have been somewhere about
the end of the first century A.D.; and a comparison of this evidence
with the statements of Chinese historians and with the dates
supplied hy inscriptions makes it seem almost certain that
Kanishka was the founder of the well-known era which began
in 78 A.D.
Some outlines qf the early history of the Knshii.)a empire have
been preserved by Chinese writers'. From these it appears that
the Yueh-chi, who drove the Qakas out of Bactria, consisted of
five tribes, each governed by a prince bearing tbe Turkish title
which is usually translated as 'Chief'-the yavuga of the coins.
More than a hundred years after their settlement in Bactria, at
a date which, according to Dr Franke, must lie between 25 and
81 A.D. and probably nearer to the first of these limits than to the
second, the Chief of one of these tribes, the KushaJ.las, gained the
supremacy over the Yueh-chi, and founded a united kingdom
which became known by the name of his own tribe. Thus once
more Bactria became the nursery of a great power which was
destined to dominate N.W. India. History repeated itself; and
the Kusha'.Ias, like their predecessors, the Yavanas, speedily
became masters of the adjacent territories lying to the sonth of
the Hindu Kush, that is to say, the modern Southern Afghanistan,
or the ancient provinces of the Paropanisadae(Kabul) and Arachosia
(Kandahar). These first conqnests were made, as the Chinese
authorities state definitely, by the first Kusha.)a monarch, who
has been identified with Kujiila Kadphises-Kujiila being no
doubt a title, like the Kusfilaka of the Qaka satrap, Liaka (p. 575),
and Kadphises the proper name; and, as they took place after
25 A.D., they were made at the expense of the Pahlava suzerain,
who was either Gondopharnes or Pacores. As other evidence will
sllOW, their date cannot be much later than the middle of the
first centnry A.n. at the latest.
1

O. Franke, Beitrlige

prela8. Akad.

aUI

ehinesischen Qutllen (1904) in Abhandlungtn d. konig.
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Most of the coins of Kujiila Kadphises show clearly both by
their types and by their fabric that they were struck in the Kahul
valley. They are imitated from thc barbarous iBBues of that
region which still continued to reproduce mechanically the legenda
with the name of the last Yavana king, Hermaeus, long after his
death. Thcy are found in enormous numbers heyond the limits
of the Kabul valley in Taksha9ila, where the stratification of the
objects discovered in the excavations proves unquestionably that,
in that district, they are rather later than the coins of Gondopharnes.
At first sight the evidence of the finds would thus seem to show
that Kujiila Kadphises himself was later in date than Gondopharnes
and that he was the aetnal conqueror of Taksha9i1a; but, since the
coins in question manifestly come from.,f,he Kabnl valley, we mnst
suppose rather that they represent the ordinary currency of the
Kush'll)as at the time when the invasion took place, and that they
were introduced into Taksha~i1a as large numbers of Sassanian
coins were bronght into the country of the lower Indus from Irdn
by the HUllas in the fifth century A.1l. It is, therefore, by no mcans
impossible that Kujiila Kadphises may have been not later than,
but contemporary with, Gondopharnes; and there is no reasou to
doubt the statement of the Chinese writers that it was not Kujiila
Kadphises, but his son and successor, V'ima Kadphises, who extended the dominions of thc Kushal)as from the Kabul valley to
N.W. India.
.
That this extension had been completed before 64 A.D. appears
certain from the evidence of an inscription which was discovered
near Panjt.'tr in the Yusufzai sub-division of the Peshftwar District'.
It is dated on the first day of the month Qraval)a in the year 122;
and there can be no doubt that the era is the same as that which
occurs in the Takht-i-Bahi inscription of Gondopharnes, that is tr>
say, the era of Azes which began in 58 B.C. The inscription was
set up in the reib'1l of a Kushftl!a (Gushana) who is styled' Great
King'; but, as the personal name of this monarch is not given, he
cannot be identified. If he was not V'ima Kadphises himself, he
was, as the subordinate title may perhaps indicate, most probably
one of his viceroys and possihly the Kam Kadphises whose coins
seem to belong to the region in which the inscription was found
(p. 682, note).
The precise date at which the Pahlava suzerainty in India came
to an end is unknown, but it undoubtedly lies within the comparatively narrow limits marked by the years 45 and 64 A.D.-the
1

Fleet, J.R ...f.S., 1914, p. 372.
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last recorded year of Gondopbarnes and the earliest mention of
a Knsbal)a king on an Indian monument. But tbe Qakas and
l'ahlavas, although tbey bad lost the proud predominance wbicb
they once beld, had by no means ceased to playa part in Indian
history. Like tbe Yavanas, tbey continue for some centuries to be
mentioned in Indian inscriptions in a manner wbieh sbows tbat
they still formed organised communities; and tbere is evidence
to sbow tbat tbey still governed tbeir own states, no doubt as
feudatories more or less nominal of the Kusbal)as. In tbe last
part of tbe first centnry A.D. their original Indian settlements in tbe
country of tbe Indus delta continued to be ruled by princes of
tbeir own race whom tbe autbor of tbe Pm'iplus calls Parthian
(Pahlava) and describes as turbulent cbiefs perpetually engaged
in turning one anotber out'. But tbat tbese princes of foreign
origin wbo governed tbc country of tbe lower Iudus had at this
period beeu forced to acknowledge the suzerainty of the Kusbal)as,
is proved by the Sue; Vibara inscription in the Babawalpur State
wbicb is dated in a regnal year of Kanishka (year II = 89 A.D.)'.
It was from tbis country, too, and under tbe leadersbip of Qaka
and Pahlava satraps tbat tbe Knsbal)a power was extended to
·Western India; and in tbis manner were laid the foundations of
the kingdom of the Kshatrapas of Suriishtra and lIral wa, the
'Western Satraps,' who are known in the later Indian literature
and inscriptions as 'Qakas: This kingdom lasted from a bont tbc
beginning of the second century to the end of the fonrth, wben it
was conqnered by the Guptas. The dates which appear on the
coins and inscriptions of its princes are all in the era whieb starts
from tbe beginning of Kanisbka's reign in 78 A.D. They range
from the year 41 to the year 310 (II9-388 A.D.) and form tbc
most continuous and complete chronological series found on the
monuments of ancient India. It was in conseqnence of its long
lise by tbe Qaka princes of Western India that the era became
generally known in India as tbe Qaka era-a name whieb effectually
disguises its origin, and one which bas in no small degree perplexed
modern scbolars in their endeavours to unravel 'the secret of
Kanishka..'
1

Peripl1l8 maris .E.'rythraei, 38.

2

Hoernie, Ind. Ant., 1881, p. 324.
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SUMMARY OF NUMISMATIC EVIDENCE FOR THE HISTORY OF THE
YAVANA, qAKA, AND PAHLAVA INVADERS OF INDIA
(CHAPTERS

XXII

AND

XXIII)

Demetrius

Bilingual sqtmre £; n.M. Cat., Gk. and Scytlt. King"
p. 163, no. 3, PI. XXX, 3.

Demetrius:

Ob1:. Head of elephant to r. j bell suspended from neck.
Re•. BAXIAE!1X ll.HMHTPIOY. Caduceus.
JE VI,1.
Same types. BAXIAE!1X MAYOY.
JE VI,2.
Same 001', type; B.:M. Cat., p. 50, no. 68, PI. XII, 6. 1E

Plates.

Types' Elepltant's head: Cadu.cBus.'

Maucs
Mcnnndcr

Pantaleon
Agathocles

"

Antimachus

"
Antimachus

Ind-ian types of Pantaloon a'lld Agathocles.
B. M. Cat., p. 9, no. 3, PI. III, 9.
.M
B.M. Cat, p. II, no. 12, PI. IV, 9.
JE
Kharoslltht legend lIitajasame; B.:\-L Cat., p. 12, no. 1.\
PI. IV, 10; Lahore Mus. Cat., vol. 1. Indo-Gk.
Coins, p. 18, PI. 11, 51.
lE

Bactrian types of Antimachus.
Type 'Poseidon'; B.M. Cat., p. 12, 110. 1, PI. Y, Ij
'to sup. Chapter XVII, p. 449.
At III, S.
Commemorativo medals; 'l:!. Imp. Chapter XVII,
pp. 450-1.
At
'I'

,.

11ld£a72 types of AntlmadtlU.
Obv. BAXIAE!1X N I KH<I>OPOY ANTIMAXOY.
Victory I. holding palm and m-eath.
VI,3.
&1), MahiiraJasa }ayadharasa A'TIJtimaklulIa. King
on prancing horse r.
At

Philoxenus
RM. Cat.,
Niciaa
"
I-lippostrd.tus
"
Hcrmacus and
"

Same rel). type.
p. 56, 110. :1, PI. XIII, 6.
p. 58, no. 1, PI. XIII, 11.
p. 59, no. 4, PI. XIV, 2.
p. 66, nos. 1, 2, PI. XV, 9, 10.

Calliope
Types' Apollo: Tripod,'

Apollodotus lOb•. BAXIAE!1X ATTOMOll.OTOY :1:!1TH POX.
Apollo facing, holding arrow in r.) and bow in

1. hand.
VI, 4.
Ref'. Ma.harajasa Apaladataaa tradara8a. TrilX'd in
square of dots.

Strate I

Obr.

ReD.
Manes

AtJ

BA:1:IAEOX ETTI<I>ANOYX
XTPAT!1NO:1:. Snme type.
j faharajasa

VI,5.

pracachasa trataraaa Stratasa.

Same type.
C.t., p. 72, no. 26, Pl. X VII, 7.

B.~!.

:1:!1THPOX
~

.<E

r

l
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Sam~

ApollodotusII Ob •.

types varied.

BA~IAEn~ ~nTHPO~ t

AITOMOliOTOY.

Apollo r. holding arrow with both bands.

t

Plate~

Mono-

gram
VI,6.
Maharajasa trad.ara-8a I Apuludatasa.
Tripod.
M
Dionysius
B.M. Cat, p. 51, no. 2. (Same types but different
monogram.)
..tE
Zoilus
B.M. Cat, p. 53, no. II, PI. XII, 13.
M
Hippostratus
"
p. GO, no. 14, PI. XI V, 7.
.<E
StratolandII Corolla Numismatica, p. 257, PI. XII, 16.
.iE
~.

ApollodotnaI

Type, 'Elephant: Indian bull.'
Olm. BA~IAEn~ AITOMOliOTOY ~nTHPO~.
Elephant r.
Rel), Maharajasa Apuludutasa tratiirma.
Indian
.dl.
bull r.

Ob•. BA~IAEn~ lil KAIOY
type.

Heliocles

HAlOKAEOY~.

Same
VI,8.

Rel), Maharajat{J. dhramikasa Heliyakreyaaa.

Same

type.
M
Olm. BA~IAEn~ BA~IAEnN MErAAOY MA·
YOY. Similar type.
Ref). Rajatirajat{J. mahatasa Moasa. Same typo. ..£
B.M. Cat., p. 87, no. 160, PL XIX, 7.
hJ
"
p. 97, no. 40, PI. XXI, 6.
M

Maues

A...
Aziliaea

VI,7.

VI, 9.

Types qf the city of PU8hkalacafi, 'City goddes$: Indian bull.'
Ob.. r. Pakhalaoadi deoada; I. illegiblo Kharo,hlhl
legend. City goddess wea.ring a mural crown and
VI, 10.
holding a lotus in her r. hand.

City of Push·
kallLvati

Re•. above, TAYPOC; below, U,aMe.
b~l~

BA~IAEn~ 1:nTHPO~

Indian

N
liIOMHliOY. The

Diomedea

Olm.

Epander

Dioscuri.
Ret). Mahiirqjasa tratff-rasa DiYUln.e<Uua.
Indian
bull r.
M
B.M. Cat., p. 51, DO. 1, Pl XII, 8 (Jkl,. type' Indian

Philoxenus

RM. Cat., p. 57, no. 13, PL XIII, 10 (Types 'City

bull').

Artemidorus
Peucolaus
Maues

Azes

VI, II.

M

goddess: Indian bnll ').
hJ
RM. Cal, p. 54, no. I, PL XIII, 2 (Types 'Artemis:
Indian bnll ').
M
Lahore Mus. Cat., p. 80, Pl VIII, 642 (Types' Artemis :
City goddes,').
M
Ob•. BA~IAEn~ BA1:IAE!lN MErAAOY t MA·
YOY. Artemis r.
VI, 12.
Ree. RaiatirajaJJa mahatlUa I Moma. Indian buill. .iE
B.M. Cat., p. 85, no. 137, PL XIX, 5 (Types 'Goddess:
,Ai;
Indian bull ').
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A%i1iscs

Zeioniscs

Kujiila Ram
Kadphises

Eucratides

"

Evidence

J.R.A.S., 1905, p. 788, PI. 3 (Re<. type' City godde..
and Zeus ').
At
B.M. Cat, p. 110, no. I, PI. XXIII, 4 (ReD. typo 'King

.nd City goddess~.
At
B.M. Cat, p. 112, no. 10, Pl. XXIII, 7; ef Num.
Chron., 1892, p. 65, PI. IV, 9-13 (Ikv. typo
, Camel J~
All
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Plates.

i :

Type attributed to th6 city qf Nicaea, ' Victory.'
0"". MErAAOY BA~IAEn~1 EYKPATILl.OY. Bust
of king I. thl'U8ting spear.
VI, 13.
Bel). ~fa/w,rajaga ErmJcratitasa. Victory r.
All
Obo. BA~IAEn~ ~nTHPO~ I MENANl>POY.
Bust of king L thrusting spear.
VI, 14.
[Reo. type , Athene.']
..ll
Obf). Same legend. Bust of Athcnc (or of Agathocleia) r.,
wearing helmet.
V I, 15.
R~f). Afaharajasa tratiirasa ltlenarr-drasa.
Victory

Strato I

if Numismatic

..£

T.

[Obo..typc , Bust of Herael"" r.']
Re1J. Maltarajasa tratara8a Strata8a. Victory r.
(For the type' Victory' sec also p. 592.)

.£ VI,16.

TI/po qf tlw city qf B1lcephola, , Ox-1U!fUl.'
Menander

BA~IAE!U ~nTHPO~ MENANLl.POY. Oxhood.
VI, 17.
Ref). Afaoorajaga tratiirasa Menarpdrasa.
Tripod.
Type' AtJurn-IJ Promachw. J
Obo. BA~I"E!U: H1THPO~ I MENANl>POY.
Bust of king r.
VII, 18.
ReT). 3fahdrajasa tratara8a I M enf11!idrasa. Athene
Promachos 1.
At
Ob •• BA~IAE!U H1THPO~ ~TPATnNO~ I
KAI ArA00KAEIA~. B1l.9ts of Strato and
Agathocleia jugate r.
VII, 19.
[l/et). type , Atbene Promacho~'l
At
Ok BHIAEn~ ~nTHPO~ KAI Ll.IKAIOY I
~TPATnNO~. Bust of king r., wcaring helmet. VII, 20.
[Same r ... type.]
At
Ob", BA~IAEn~ ~nTHPO~ Ll.IKAIOY I ~TPA
TnNO~. Blli!t of king r., bearded.
VII, 21.
[Same rev. type.)
. At

Obo.

.'

Menander

Agathoclcia

and Strato I

Strato I

"
"

B.M. Cat., p. 40, no 7, PL X, 13. (Same legends and
types. Tho king represented as an old man.) ..It

Polyxen1l.9
Lahore Mus. Cat., p. 53, PI. V, 371. (Same type.. ) At
Apoliodotlli!1I 0"". BA~IAEn~ ~nTHPO~ I ATIOAAOLl.OTOY.
Bust of king r.
R~.

.Jlaharajasa tratarasa
Promach08.

Monogram

VII, 22.

I Apaladataga.

t

Athcne

J
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Dionysius

B.M. Cat., p. 51, no. 1, PL XU,

9,

(Same types and

monogram.)
At
Zoilus
B.M. Cat., p. 52, no. 3, PI. XII, 11. (Same types and
monogram.)
.At
Apollophanes B.M. Cat, p. 54, no. I, Pl XIII, I. (Same r,e. type.) .R
StraloIandii Ob•. BACIAEflC CflTHPC CTPATflNC [KAI
<l>IAOll CTPATflNC. Bust of king r.

589
Plaws.

VII,23.

Ref', Maharajana'Tfl trataraM Stratasa potrasa cala

priyapUa. I Stratasa. Athena Promach08 L .At
B.AJ. Cat., p. 78, no. 56, Pl XVIII, 2. (Same rev.
.R
type.)
Bhadra~ Carolla Num., p. 258,.Pl XII, 17. (Same types.)
.R
Raiijubula
Obo. BACIAEI BACIA€WC CWTHPOC PAIY.
Bust of king r.
Rem. Apratihatacakrasa chairapasa Rajuhulasa.
Athene Pl"omachos L
.R
Gondopharnes RM. Cat., p. 103, no. 5, PI. XXII, 7. (Same types,
degraded.)
.R
AZe& I

Eutbydemus
Agatbocleia
and Slralo I

Type' Herades seatf'Al.'
Bactrian coins; v. sup. Chapter XVII, p. 444.
.R
BAl:IAIl:l:Hl: 0EOTPOnOY AiA00·

0...

KAEIA:I. Bmt of queen (as Athena) r., wearing
hebnet
Rev. MaAarajasa tratarasa dhramt'ka8a Stratasa.
Heracles seated 1. on rock.
JE
RM. Cat., p. 95, no. 23, Pl XXI, 1. (Same rel:.
Azilise3
type.)
h;
Spalyrig ond B.M. Cat., p. 100, nO. 1, PI. XXI, 12, (Same r(J~.
type.)
M
Spala.godames
DemetriU8
Lysias

Moues
Azes
AziIise3
Vonones and
Spalahores

YII,24.

III, 1,2.

VII,25.

Type'IIeracies IJlanding.'
Bactrian coins i 'I). ,up. Chapter XVII, pp. 444-5.
At III, 3.
Ob•. BAl:IAEDl: ANIKHTOY 1 AYl:IOY. Bustof
king r., woo-ring elephant's scalp.
YII, 26.
Rev. Z,faharaJasa apatfihata8a I Lln'hua. Hera.cles
standing.
.£
B.M. Cat, p. 09, no. 8, PI. XV!, 5. (00..)
ill
" p . 89, no. 187, PI. XIX, ll. (Ob1).)
.£
" p . 91), no. 39, PI. XXI, 5. (O&<.)
h;
Ok BA!IAEfll: BAl:IAEDN MEiAAOY ION·
f1NOY. Heracles standing.
VII, 27.

[R"". N ahiirajaMrata dhramika.a
Athena standing 1.]

1 ~pala1wrMa.

. ..£
YODoDes and B.M. Cat., p. 99, no. 6, PI. XXI, 11. (Oln::.)
..Lt:
Spala"o-odames
Hcnnacus and [Ob •. BAl:IAEDl: l:THPDl:l:Y 1 EPMAIDY. Bust
Kujala Karl·
of king r.]
phises
ReD. Kuyulakasa,a kU!}anaY(J1)ugasa dhramaJhidalJa.
Heracles standing.
.lE

VII,28.
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Type I ZelU ,tanding.'
lObo. BA:!:IAE!U t.IKAIOYI HAIOKAEOY:!:. Bu.t Plates.
of king r.]
~. J.falUiraja8a dhramikasa llleliyakreyasa. Zeus
.tanding facing.
.oR VII, 29.
[Ob •• BA:!:IAEfl:!: BA:!:IAEflN MErAAOY I AZOY.
King r., on horseback.]
Maharajasa rajaraJasa mahatlUJa I Ayasa. Zeus
standing facing.
...R VII, 30.
ObI). BA:!:IAEfl:!: BA:!:IAEflN MErAAOY I ON-

R~v.

Vononcs and
Spalahores

Vonones and
Spalll{l'lldames
Spwirises as
king's brother
Spaliril30s and
Azes II
Azilises
Gondopharnes

Gondopharnes
and Aspavarman
Gondopharncs
a.nd Sn..sn..s

Gondopharnes
and AbdagMes

!1NOY. King r., on horseback.
VII,31.
Reo. Mahilrajabhrata dhramikasa I'Spalahorasa. Zeus
standing facing.
.At
RM. Cat., p. 99, no. 2, PL XXI, 10. (Same type.. ) .oR

"
"

p. 100, no. I, PL XXII, I. (Same type.. ) .oR
p. 102, no. :\ Pl. XXII, 3. (Same types.) .oR

n
p. 93, no. 1. PI. XX, 4-. (Rec. type 'Zeus
standing r.')
..R
Ob". BACIAEWI CIAEWN MErAAI I VNt.O<PPP.
King r., on horseback. Symbol 2.
VII, 32.
Re1J. ltIaitaraja rajatiraja tratara dB'eaurata 1 Gudapharasa. Zeus standing r.
At
Lahore Mus. Cat., p. 150, PI. XV, 35. (Obr;, type
'King 1., on horseback.' Symbol 2. Rel'. type 'Zeus
standing r/)
Bit.
Obtl. Ok. legend corrupt.
King r., on horseback.
Same symbol.
VII,33.
Rec. Malw.raJasa mahatasa decarratasa Gadaphil-rasa I S(J.$asa, Zeus standing r.
At
Ob•. Gk. legend includes [rV]Nt.I<PEPO At.EA<PI[t.EUlC]. King I., on horseback. Same .ymbol. VII,34.
Ree. GudapharabhradaputraIJa malwTUJ'asa tradarasa I A rodagayW!a. Zeus standing r,
At
Type;; , BU!ft (if king: Elephant.'

Helioclcs

0/", BA:!:IAEfl:!: t.IKAIOY HAIOKAEOY:!:. Bust

Antialcidas

of king r.
Rev, ftfah{iraja.fJa dhram£ka,ga IIeliyakre.fJasa, Elephant 1.
E
R)!. Cat., p. 166, no. I. (Re". type' Elephant r.') E

VII,35.

Type of the city of Kapifi, , ZeUIJ enthroned, with emblems representing
an elephant and a mountain.'
Eucratides
Obv.BA!IAED:!:MErAAOY EYKPATI60Y. Bust
of king r" wearing helmet.
VII, 36,
Re1). Kamfiye nagara devatii. Zeus enthroned; 1.,
forepart of elephant; r., mountlun.
.M

·1

I
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RM. Cat., p. 25, no. 5, PI. VII, II. (~. Bust of king.
Rec. Same type without mountain.)
At
RM. Cat., p. 70, no. 14. (Ol)'(" Zeus enthroned;
1., forepart of elephant. Bel'. Heracles standing.) .IE

Type' Zeus enthroned' without
Heliool""
Amyntas
Hermaeus

"
Spaliriscs

Plates.

~lfflUl.

B.M. C.t., p. 166, no. 2, PI. XXXI, l. (Re.. ZeUll
enthroned and Greek legend.)
,R
B.M. Cat., p. 61, no. 3, PI. XIV, 10. (Rec. Zeus
enthroned and Kharoah\hI legend.)
,R
Obo. BALIAEflL LflTHPOL I EPMAIOY. BUllt
of king r.
VII, 37.
ReT), bfahiirajasa tratrirasa I Heramayasa.
Zeus
enthroned.
At
B.M. Cat., p. 65, no. 45. (Same types, degraded, Gk.

leg. BALIAEflL LTHPDLLY I EPMAIDY.) .<Il
Obo. BACIAEWN BACIAEWC MErAADY I CTIA·
AI PI COY. King standing I.
VII, 38.
R~. M aharajcua maha1[l-takasa rpaUrirasa.
Zeus
enthroned.
.£
Type'Dioaf:uri.'

Eucratides

Om,. BALIAEfl:!: MErAAOY I

EYKPATI~OY.

Bust of king r., wearing helmet
R(JlJ. M u/,arajasa Er:ukriltitaaa. Dioscuri charging r. .£
Diomedes

Olr,.

BA:!:IAEflL LflTHPOL

I

~IOMH~OY.

Bust of king r" wearing helmet.
Reo. .J.faha.raja$a tratarcua I Diyumeda,ga.
cbarging r.
Eucratides

VIII, 40.
Dioscuri

.tR

Type qf tlw region qf Taks/Ulplii, 'Pilei of the IJi08curi.'
Olri'. Bust of king r., wearing helmet.
Reo. BALIAEflL EYKPATI~OY. Pilei of the
Dioscuri

Obr. S.,me type.

Kusulaka

R.o. AIAKO KOZOYAO. Same type.
,R
Obo. BALIAEflL NIKH<POPOY I ANTIAAKI~OY.

Lysias a.nd
Antialcidas
Archebius

AzeslI

VIII, 41.

.tR

Li.k.
Antialcid..

VIII, 39.

VIII, 42-

Bust ef Zeus r.
VIII, 43.
ReD. Maharqjasajayadharasa I A"!Ltialikit(J)J(l. Same
type.
.<Il
B.M. Cat., p. 166, no. I, PI. XXXI, 2. (01nJ. Bust of
IJera.clcR r. Re-c. Sa.me type.)
Ob•. BA:!:IAEflL ~IKAIOY NIKH<POPOY APXE·
BIOY. Bust of Zeus r.
VIII, 44.
Ref!. ~fahiirtJj(18(t dhramikasa jayadharasa Arkhebiyasa. Same type.
£

Type , Atlume.'
Obo. BA:!:IAEfl:!: BALIAEflN MErAAOY I AZoY.
King r., on horseback.

VIII, 45.
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Ret. Jfahara,jasa ra,jarqjasa, tnahatasa

Ayata. Plate..
..R
VIII,46.
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Azes II and

Athena standing r.
Obv. Same legend and typo.

Aspavanna,n

Ru. b[ldral:arrnapntra8a AfPa1Jo-rtlu.ua strategaaa

I

jayatasa. Same typo.
Bil.
Gondopharnes Ob<. BACIA€WC BACIA€WN M€rAA·1 'fNc"O<P€ P PO. Same type and symbol <2.
Rev ..Maharaja rajatiro,ja tratara deva1)rata I Gudaplwrasa. Same type.
.At

)Iaue..'1

BA~IAEfl~ BA~IAEflN

BA~IAEfl~ BA~IAEflN

00..

At

MErAAOY I AZOY.

VIII,49.

Sa.me type.
rajarojasa mahan;.talJa I Ayasa.
Same type.
At
(This tYlle on the coills of Ma.ues and Azes I is perhaps
•
W be attributed to Nicaea, tI. sup. PI. VI, 13, 15, 16.)
Vonone8 I
0o•. BACIAEYC BACIAEflN ONflNHC. Bust
of king I.
uf Parthia
Ree. BACIAEflC BACIAEflN i APCAKDY EY·
EPfETDY I t-I KAIDY I ETTI<PANDYC <PIA·
E AA H N 0 C. Victory standing I.
..R
Orthagno!!,
Olm. BACIAEYC BACIA€WN M€rAC OP0Ar·
Gondophernes,
N HC. Bust ofking I.
and o-ul}.a
Rtrl:. Maha1Ytjasa rajatiraJasa maltatasa GudapltarQ$a Gutja [sa or na 1]. Victory standing r.
..tE
Gonclopbarnes ObI). It'mgmentary Greek legend. King seated on
throne (cr. 'Zcllil enthroned,' PI. VII, 37, 38).
Rell. Fragmentary Greek legend. Same type.
..E
Ok BACIAEflC CflTHPDC YNt-D~EPPDY.
"
Bust of king r.
Re'D. Maharajasa GudaphaT11asa trata,rasa. Same
type.
~J
AbdagMeS
0o.. BACIA€WC Cc.JTHPOC ABt-ArACOY.
Rl!1J.

Pacores

~lfaharajasa

VIII,50.

VIII,51.

VIII, 52.

VIII,53.

VIII, 54.
Similar type.
RC1). T'ratarasa maharajasa A 'Dad agaf(asa. Same
type.
A!:
00 •. BACIA€YC BACIA€WN M€rAC TTAKOPHC.
VIII, 55.
Bust of king I.
Rev, MaltaroJasa nljatlrqjiUa maJtataJIa Pakurala.
Same type.

Sanabares

.<

Type' Victory' (see also p 588).
MErAAOY I MAYO Y. Zeus standing 1.
VIII,48.
Ree. Rajatirajasa mahatma 11Ifoasa. Victory stand-

0o •.

ing r.
Azes I

VIII,47

0/)•. Imperfect Greek legend beginning

M
BA~IAEY~.

Similar typo.

Rer. Gk.legendincluding CA N A BA PO Y. Same type. A!:

VIII,56.

,

I

,

,
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CHAPTER XXIV
,'

THE EARLY HISTORY OF SOUTHERN INDIA

I.

THE DRAVIDIAN PEOPLES

THE great peninsula of India, from the Vindhya mountains
southward to Comorin, is the home of the 'Dravidian' peoples.
And here at the ontset we are faced by a difficnlty of terms.
·The word 'Dravidian' comes from an ethnic name DravirJa or
])ramUJa, in Pali ])amiia, which is apparently identical in origin
with the adjective Tamil.; and thns a title which is strictly
applicable only to a single branch, the Tamils, is extended to a
whole family. Again, not only is the term 'Dravidian' nsed sometimes to denote all the members of the one ethnic family, but it
is also often employed to designate all the cognate langnages
spoken by that family-the 'l'amil, Malayiilam, Telugu, Kannada
(Kanarese), and various minor dialects-withont regard to the
possible differences of race among the groups speaking these
tongues; and furthermore, by a still more deplorable looseness
of terminology, it has been applied by anthropologists to a group
of races characterised by common physical features" who arc
chiefly inhabitants of the peniusula, and for the most part, but
by no means entirely, use langnages which are variants of Dravidian
speech. Lastly, we must note that an ancient Tamil tradition
speaks of a paf'U)ha-dra~';rJam or five Dravidian regions, nnderstanding thereby the Tamil, Andhra or Telugu, and Kanarese
conn tries, the Mahar:ishtra or Mariitha provinces, and Gujar,lt. The
conclnsion which is suggested by a review of all the availablc
data is as follows.
At some very early date, severallllillenuia before the Christian
era, the greater part of India was inhabited by a dark negroid
race of low culture characterised more or less by the physical
features now known as 'Dravidian: This early people however
1 These feo.*wes are very dark hue; long head; broad nose; abundant a.nd sometimes curly bair; and dark eyes.
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shoulrl more properly be termed pre-Drav-idian. In course of
time another race, higher in culture and speaking a language of
, Scythian' affinities, from which are derived the tongues now
known as 'Dravidian,' gradually made its way from the north or
uorth-west-probably through Baluchist.'in-into the plain of the
Indus, and thence ultimately passed dmm into the regions south
of the Vindhya. This race may be called the proto-Dravidian.
Wherever it came, it mixed its blood to a greater or less degree
with that of the earlier inhabitants. From this combination have
arisen tbe Dravidians of history, who have preserved few traces
of the physical characteristics of the proto-Dravidians, whatever
those may have beeu '. Most of the pre-Dravidian tribes in the
countries south of the Vindhya adopted the speech of the protoDravidians, while they absorbed their blood, notably in the centre
and south of the peninsula, the Tamil, Kannada, and Telugu regions.
In Gujarat the waves of Aryan immigration gradually snbmerged
Dravidian blood and speech; in Maharfulh~ra the same influenccs
obliterated the language, and the same has happeued iu Kalinga
(now Orissa aud part of the Circiirs), where a Dravidian language,
the Telugu, survives only iu the southern districts.
Long beforc the beginning of the Christian era the Dravidian
South had developed a considerable culture of its mm, and its
inhabitants had consolidated themselves into powerful kingdoms,
some of which carried on a thriving trade with 'Western Asia,
Egypt, and later with the Greek and Roman empires'. The chicf
of these were the three Tamil kingdoms, the Andhras, KaliIigas,
and MahfLrflsh~ra.
II.

THE TAMIL KINGDOMS

The '['amils have retained more tenacionsly than any of their
kindred the ancient traditions of the proto-Dravidian race. True,
they have written no histories nntil modern times; bnt they have
preserved a large nlllnber of aneient poems relating to the exploits
I

It is possible that the

I

Scythian J features that have been observed among

the Maratha Bra.hmans, Kunbis, Coorgs, and Telugus may be survivals of protoDravidian chamcteristics. For other views see Chapter II, pp. 40 tI.
II The Tyrians a.pparcntly imported thence ivory, apes, and peacocks (Tfl.mil tugai,
Greek Taws). as we know from I Kings x~ 22 and II Chronicles ix, 21. Somewhat later
we find India-to a large extent Southern India----exporting pepper (1ffflepI, Tamil
pippaH)" rice (6plJ!a, Tamil ari~), ginger (tt"'(}'lfj€pu, Tamil inji-ver) and cinnamon
(Kap'IHOV, Tamil kaTuppu or kdrppu), besides spices, precious stones, coral, pearls, cloth,

muslin, silk, tortoise-shell; ete. See J. Kennedy, The Early Commerce of India with
Babylon, J.R.A.S., lS9S, pp. 241 fl.

I·
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and administration of kings and princes in an age far earlier than
the oldest existing literature of their Dravidian neighbours.
In the earliest time of which we have any record the Tamilagarn or 'l'ami! realm extended over the greater part of the modem
Madms Presidency, its boundaries being on the north a line
running approximately from Pulieat ou the coast to Venkatagiri
(Tirupati), on the east the Bay of Bengal, on the south Cape
Comorin, and on the west the Arabian Sea as far north as the
'White Rock' near Badagara, to the south of MaM. Malabar was
included iu it; the Malayalam lauguage had not yet brauehed off
as a separate tongue from the parent Tamil. It consisted of three
kingdoms, those of the Pal~~yas, Cbojas or Q6!as, and Cher"" or
Keralas. The Pal)~ya kingdom comprised the greater part of the
modem Madura and Tinnevelly Districts, and in the first century
also Southern Travancore, and had its capital originally at Kolkai
(on the Tambraparni river in Tinnevelly), and later at Madura.
The Cbola region extended along the eastern coast, from the river
Penner to the Vellar, and on the west reaching to about the
borders of Coorg. Its capital was Umiyiir (Old Trichinopoly),
arid it had a great port at Kaviri·paWnam or Pugar, on the
northern bank of the river Cauvery (Kaveri). Anothel· of its
chief towns was K'lnehl, uow Conjeeveram. 'rhe Chera or Kemla
territory comprised 'l'ravaneore, Coehin, and the Malabar District;
the Koilgu-de<;a (corresponding to the Uoimbatore District and
the southern part of Salem District), which at one time was separate
from it, was afterwards annexed to it. Its capital was originally
Vafiji (now Tiru-karur, on the Periyar river, near Cochin), and
later Tiru-vanjikkalam (near the mouth of the Periyar). It had
important trading centres on the western coast at TOl.l~i (on the
Agalappulai, about five miles north of Quilandi), ;\Iuchiri (near the
mouth of the Periyar), Pai,aiylir (near Chowghiit), and Vaikkarai
(close to Kottayam).
TIle races within these bounds were various. To the oldest
stratum of pre-Dravidian blood probably belonged the savages
termed by the ancient poets Villavar ('bowmen') and Minavar
('fishers'), of whom the former may possihly be identical with the
modern Bhils, while the latter may have descendants in the Minas.
Another group is that termed by the poets NiJ.gas, a word which
in Hindu literature commonly denotes a class of semi·divine beings,
half men and half snakes, but is often applied by Tamil writers
to a warlike race armed with bows and nooses and famous as freebooters. Several tribes mentioned in early literature are known
38-2
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with more or less certainty to have belonged to the Nagas, among
them heing the Aruva!ar (in the Aruva-nal)u aud Aruva-va<j.atalai around Conjeeveram), Eyinar, Ma~avar, O!iyar, alld Paradavar (a fisher tribe). A race of uncertain affinity was that of
the Ayar, who in many respects resembled the Abhiras of Northel'll
India, and seem to have brought into the south the worship of
the herdsman-god Krislll.m.
The overlords of the Tami!-agam were the descendants of. the
proto-Dravidian invaders, the Tamils in the strict sense of the
term. They with the races subject to them formed the three
kingdoms of the PaI)~yas, ChO!as, and Cheras, where the ruling
element was the land-tilling class or Vellalar, at the head of whom
were the kings. The Pa~~ya king claimed descent from a tribe
styled Marar, which however had for many years another important
representative in the princes bearing the Utle l'ajaiyan Maran,
'thc Ancient Maran,' whose capital was Mugur, near the Podiya
Hill, not far from Com orin. The ChOla kings were alleged to
belong to the tribe of Tiraiyar or 'l\fen of the Sea'; another
Tiraiyan dynasty was reigning at Conjeeveram in the time of
Karikal ChO!a. The Chera kings in their turn were said to be
of the Vanamr tribe. Lastly we may mention a tribe called
Ko,ar, who may possibly belong .to the Tamil race. From the
references of the poets to them it would seem that they once made
an unsuccessful attack on Mugur, and found allies in the VambaMoriyar or 'Bastard ;\Iauryas' (possibly a branch of the Konkani
Mauryas). At one time-possibly in the first century A.1l.-they
seem to have wielded considerable authority in the PiiI)oj.yan
regions and KOIigu-de~a, and to have given some tronble to the
CbD!as.
Even in the first century of the Christian era the south seems
to have fclt little influence from the Aryan culture of Northern
India. Some Brahman colonies had lIlade their way into the
south, and in a few cases Brahmans had gained there a certain
position hi literature and religion; but on the whole they counted
for little in the life of the people, cspecially as their teachings were
counterbalanced by the influence of the powerful Buddhist and
.Jain churches, and Dravidian society was still free from the yoke
of the Brahmall caste-system 1. Next to the ari1!ar or .ages, the
highest place among the Tamils was held by the land-owning
1 The tradition that the Brahman sa.ge Agastya led the first Aryan colony to the
Podiya Hill and creB.ted Tamil literature probably a.rose in a.later age, a.fter Brahman

influences had gained the ascendant in the south, on the basis of the legends in the
SMskrit epics.
.
. .,
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class, after whom ranked herdsmen, hunters, artisans, soldiers,
ami at the bottom of the social scale fishers and scavengers.
Government was under the supreme control of the kings; but
they were considerably influenced by the' Five Great Assemblics,'
bodies representative of five classes of society'. Probably there
was also some organisatiou of the provinces for local administration, as we find in historical times that each shire or niJifu was
divided into village communities and its representatives met in a
shire-mote of several hundred men representing the families of the
niJr!u, which possessed considerable power in the control of local
affairs.
Before the first century of the Christian era there are very
few allusions in the literature and historical records of other
nations that testify to the vigorous life of these southern kingdoms.
Of the evideuce of their commerce with the west we have already
spoken (above, p. ;;94). Megasthenes, who visited the court of
Chaudragupta the Mamya towards the end of the 4th century B.c.,
has left on record some rumours concerning them, including a
legend that Heracles (i.e. the god yiva) put the south under the
rule of his daughter 'Pandaia.' The Sanskrit epics mention them
vaguely,W3 foreigu lands outside their purview, though the legendary
connexion of the Pa,!(~yan kings of :\fadnra with the Pa'!\lava
heroes of the Mahabharata seems to have been acknowledged in
the north as early as thc second century D.C., if any reliance is to be
placed on the scholion to P!1,!ini IV, I, 168. A~oka in his inscriptions speaks of them among the foreigu nations who have accepted
the teachings of Buddhism '. Lastly, Strabo (xv, 4, 73) makes
mention of an embassy sent to Augustus Caesar about the year
22 B.C. by a king 'Pandion,' possibly a Pa'!<)ya of the Tamil
country. Even iu the next century the history of the Tamils is
sadly obscme. Ancient Tamil poems and the commentaries npon
them, supplemeuted by meagre notices in Pliny aud other western
writers, are almost the only sources of information, and their data
are very uIlcertain. It seems however fairly probable that the
course of events was W3 follows.
1 The actual constitution of these Aim-ue'flni-yulu is rather uncertain.
They a.re
said to bo.ve been composed of ministers, chaplains, generals, commissioners, and
secret agents (e.g. by A<Jiyiirkku-nIlJJiir on qilapp'·odhiJW.ram, v, 157; but see ibid.
on m, 126).
2 The references in the edition of Senart are as follows; Cheras, G. n, xm, K. II,
Kh. n; ChQlas, G. n, J, II, K. XUI, Kh. n, XIII i Pii.J;l4yas, G, II, J. II, K. xm,
Kb. II, :mI. The Cholas also a.ppear in the scholion on P8J;tini IV, I, 175 (possibly
dating from the second century B.C.).
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About the beginning of the Christian era the Cho!a king was
Peru-na,.-!ci!li and the Chera Ne<:\uii-jeraJ.:'idan. They went to
war with one another, and both perished in the same battle.
Peru-nar-!ci!!i was succeeded by his son Ilaii-jejr~enni, the latter
by his son Karikal, a vigorous rnler under whom tho Cho!as became
the leading power of the south. Karikal at Vel!l!il (possibly the
modern Koyilvenni, in 'fanjore District) defeated an allied army
of Cheras under Adan I and Pal)<;lyas, and made a successful
expedition to the north. At home he suppressed the turbnlent
Ayar, Arava!ar, Kurumbar, and O!iyar, aud made bis capital at
Kiiviri-paWnam or Pugar, which he secnred against floods by
raising the banks of the Cauvery and constructiug canals.
After his death the ChO!a kingdom suffered grievously from
rebellion within and attack from without. The course of events
is obscure; apparently N e<;lu-mu<;lu-ki!!i, who was reigning some
time after him, gained a victory over the allied Citeras and
Pal)<;lyas by the river Kari, but later was rednced to sore straits
by a flood which destroyed Kaviri-paWnam and by an insurrection. He was however released from his difficulties by the aid of
his kinsman the Chera Qeil-gnHuvau, the Bon of Adan II by a
daughter of Karikal, who defeated the rebellious ChO!as at Nerivayil and restored Ne<;lu-mu<;lu-ki!li. By Qeil-guttuvan the Chera
kingdom was raised to the hegemony of the. south, and this
position it maintained as long as he lived. ·The defeat of his
successor Qey (Yanai-kat-~ey) at Talaiy-alallg'lnam by the Pal.H)ya
king Ne<;luii-je]iyan II made the pfi(l<;lyas the premier power until
the rise of the Pallavas. Ne<:\uii-jeJ.iy:m II was the son of Verri-ve,.~e]iyan or I!aii-jeJjyan, and grandson of N eguii-je]iyan I, who is
reputed to have defeated an Aryan army of unknown provenance.
III.

'fnE ANDHRAS OR TELUGUS

The tribe of the Andhras, now known by the name of Telugns"
appears early in Sanskrit literature'. But these references are
very vague, aud only tell us that the Andhras were a non-Aryan
people of some importance in the north-east of the Deccan. It
may be inferred that their home then, as now, included the modern
Teliogtina-the provinces along the eastern coast between the
1 The word Telugu, Telungu, TenUllgu, is of nncertain derivation.
Native scholars
derive it from the Sanskrit tmilinga, 'belonging to the TriliIiga' or land of the Three
Pha.liic Emblems, a title sometimes given to the Telugu country, or from the Telugu
word te1Ul 'honey.' It seems more likely to be from ten, 'south,' and to mean
, southern' (probably from the standpoint of Kalingaf.
2 It is found in the Aitareya BriihmafJil (vn, 18) and the epics, and often later.
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deltas of the rivers Godavari and Kistna-together with as much
of the Circars as they could hold against the rival kingdom of
Kaliilga on the north. More light is thrown upon them by the
statements recorded by Pliny, H.N. VI, 19 (22), from which it
would appear that some time before the first century A.D., perbaps
in the age of Chandragupta tbe Maurya, tbey formed an independent kingdom and that they possessed 30 fortified towns
and an army estimated at 100,000 infantry, 2000 borsemen, and
1000 elepbants. Their earliest capital, according to the current
view, ~vas Qri-kaknlam (now probably Sreewacolnm on tbe Kistna,
some nineteen miles west from l\1asulipatam)l. Somewhat later
we find them with a capital at Dbanya-ka~aka (Dbaranikota or
Amaravati on the Kistna, in tbe Guntiir District), and in the first
century A.D. again with the centre of their ,,,estern provinces
at Pratish~bana (Paithan on the Godavari, in North-western
Hyderabiid). How far their territories in the earlier peliod
stretcbed westward into Central India and the Deccan is nnknown ;
tbeir extent probably valied from time to time. A~oka mentions
them in his catalogues of the foreign countries which, according
to him, had esponsed bis doctrine'; bnt there is nothing to sbow
that the Andhras were in any sense snbject to him. Soon after
his death however their history entered upon a new phase, on which
considerable light is thrown by coins, inscriptions, and literature.
Aftcr tbe death of A~oka the Maurya empire rapidly decayed,
and neighbouring rulers were left free to indulge their ambitions
and enlarge their boundaries. Among these was a certain Simuka,
who in the last quarter of the third century Re. established the
powerfnl Satavahana or QatakarI;li dynasty, which ruled the '['elugu
country for nearly five centuries'. In his rei,,'n or ill the reign
This is however denied by Mr P. T. Srinivo.s Iyengar, Ind. Ant., 1913, pp. 276 fl.
G. xm and K. XItI, ed. Sena.rt.
3 The origin a.nd tbe meaning of the na.me of this dynasty are obscure.
Usually
~he word i(iitakar1J.i is regarded /loS Ilo patronymic from an assumed qata-ka11la,
~ Hundred-EMs,' which however is found nowhere; more probably it is connected
-with Sata-viihana, which means I having for emblem the lata.' One is tempted to
.cODl1t'~Ct them with the Satiya.-putas mentioned by A.yoka (inscr. u), the Setae to
whom Plinya.lludes directly after his description of the Andbms, a.nd the tribe of the
Satahs (Epigr. Ind. vol. x, App. no. 1(21) or Qataka.s (Miirka1YJeya PUTii1]a, Lvm, 46).
The inscriptions give the following forms of the name: Siitaka1)i, Satakani. Sadaka1li,
Sata, Sada, and Bati. rr the identification with the Siitiya·putas is right, it would
seem that the C;utakal1lis were origill£l.lly a tribe liYing outside the borders of the
Andhm country, perha.ps on the west of it, who about a generation a.fter Avoka made
themselves masters of the Andhradevs a.nd played in it So part like that of tbe Normans
in Engla.nd. Mr V. S. Sukthankar (On the Home of the so-called Andh-ra Kings,
Annals of the Bhandarkar ID!~itute, I, i, pp. 21 fl.) seeks with much probability to
locate their original borne in the Bellary District.
1

2
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of his immediate successor, his younger brother Krishl)a (verna"
cularly Km!ha), the Andhra empire spread westward to at least
74' long., and possibly even to the Arabian Seal. Under these
early Satavahana kings the boundaries of the Andhra dominions
were elliarged so as to include a great part, if not the whole, of
Vidarbha (Berar), the Central Provinces, and Hyderabad. A
conflict between this formidable power and the declining Qunga
empire of Magadha was inevitable; and ahout 170 B.C. war broke
out between Agnimitra, ruling as viceroy of his father Pushyamitra
at Vidic;a (Bhilsa), and the king of Vidarbha, who at this. period
must almost certainly have been a feudatory of the Andhras'. The
campaign against Vidarbha is the only event in the struggle which
is mentioned in literature; and in this the Qnilgas were successful.
There can, however, be 110 doubt that the Andbras were ultimately
victorious. Althougb no detailed records have been preserved,
coins seem to show that the Andhras were in possession of U.tiain
(W. Malwa) in abont the middle of the second century B.C., and an
inscription bearing the name of a king Qatakal'l.li proves that they
had superseded the Qnilgas in the kingdom of Vidic;a (E. Malwa)
about a hundred years later (v. snp. pp. 531 ff.).
But the QUil,,',,S and the Andhras were not the only powers
whieh at this period were contending for the mastery ill the regioll
now known as Central India. The Hathigumpha inscription shows
that, c. 150 B.C., Kharavela, king of Kaliilga, appeared in the field
as a new combatant We find here mention of a Qatakarl)i, who' is
supposed to be tbe successor of Krishl)a and the third monarch of
the Andhra dynasty; and, according to the interpretation most
commonly accepted of two passages in the inscription, Kharavela
in the second year of his reign sent a large army to the 'Vest
'disregarding Qatakarl)i,' and in his fourth year humbled the Rashtrikas (of the Maratha districts) and the Bhojakas (of Bernr), who
were no doubt subjects of the Andhra suzerain (v. Imp. pp. 530-1).
In his twelfth year Kharavela marched into Magadha, alld
there seems to have forced its king to SlIe for peace. Whether
that king was still Pushyamitra, or indeed any member of the
Qm\ga dynasty, is at present uncertain (p. 537). In any case this
humiliation of the once powerful kingdom of Magadba was doubtless
to the advantage of the Andbras.
1 This is indica.ted by the inscriptions at Nasik (no. 1144) s.nd a.t Naniighat, 50 miles
north·west of Poona. (no. 1114).
2 The poet Kiilidiisa. in bis pla.y Miilavikiignimitra, writing some centuries la.ter,
gives to this king of Vidarbha the name of Yajliasena. j he mlly be right.
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The Niiniighat inscriptions of this period record the names of
a king yiitakarl,li, who may he identified with the rival of
Khiiravela, of his wife Niiganikii or Nayal!ika, and of their young
sons Vedi-siri and Sati Sirimanta; hut it is not clear whether
either Vedi-siri or Sati ever attained to manhood and a throne'.
For 'many years after this date Andhra history lies iu darkness,
faintly lighted only by the uncertaiu records of the Puriil)as.
Trustworthy data fail us at this point, and the Andhras disappear
from sight until the period to which the second volume of this
History will be devoted.

•
.',

IV.

THE KALIN-GAS

The boundaries of Kaliilga, the territory under the Eastern
Ghats lying along the coast of the Bay of Bengal on the north of
Telin!;,lna, seem to have been uncertain. Ou the north it may at
one time have reached np to the delta of the Ganges, if reliance
can be placed on the statements of Pliny, H.N. VI, 17-18 (21-22)',
and thus included Oc.lra-de~a, now Orissa; bnt usnally its northern
limit was somewhat lower. South of this it comprised Utkala,
(Gaujam) and the Northern Circiirs dOlm to the basin of the Godavari, or thereabouts '. Early literature however distinguishes
the Kalingas from the OcJras or natives of Orissa. A somewhat
unedifying epic legend (MM. I, 104) makes the races of Ailga,
Vanga, Kalh;ga, PUl,lcJra, and Suhma (v. 3<q>. p. 317) to be descendants of the saint Dirghatamas by Sudeshl,la, wife of king
Bali; and similarly the grammar of Pal!iui (IV, 1, 170; cf. II, 4, 62,
schoLl groups together Ailga, Vailga, KaliIiga, PUl!qra, etc. The
Oqras also appear very early in Sauskrit literature (Taittirlya
Ara~,yaka, II, 1,11, aud the epics); and thc law-book of 'Manu'
wrongly classes them, with the natives of PUI,lc.lra and the Dravi~as,
as degraded Kshatriyas (x, 44). How far Kalil'lga is to be regarded
as a Dravidian province is not clear. The name Pertalis, which is
given by Pliny, H.N. VI, 18 (22), as that of the capital of Kaliilga,
1 The name Sati. was taken by Buhler as equivalent to Sanskrit /fakti, and hence
Sati has been identified with Haku-siri (Ep. Ind. vol. x, App. no. 11l7) a.nd Mahabaku.siri (ib. no. 1141). Dut there are serious phonetic difficulties. Possibly Sati is the
same perron as the prince Siitaviihana of inser. no. 1118, a.nd the name of Hltku-siri
may perhaps be connected with that of SaJmsena in the Kiinheri inscription (Arcl"
Survey cf lV. India, v, p. 79; cf. Rapson, Altdhra Coim, pp. xlvii, lxxv).
2 He speaks of Ma,ccocaUngae or Mactocali1tgaeas a subdivision of the' llrachmanae,'
of Calingae on the coast, and of Modogali1!gae on an island in the Ganges.
a Pliny (ut supra) mentions a cape Calingon, probably Point Godavari, as being
625 miles from the mouth of the Ganges.
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bas a Dravidian sound, and Dravidian etymologies for it readily
suggest themselves!. At the present day the Circars aud southern
Ganji"un are mainly Telugu in speech, and 'Dravidian' physical
featnres are found in tbeir populations, as well as in Orissa.
The only data of the early history of Kalii!ga, apart from unenlightening references in literature, are those tbat are supplied
by the inscriptions of A~oka and the Hiitbigumpba cave in Orissa.
The edicts of A~oka (XIII, ed. Senart) tell ns that early in bis
reign-about 262 B.c.-he conquered KaIii!ga and ravaged it
pitilessly. 'l'he sight of the horrors which he had brought npon
the WI'etched land caused a revnlsion of feeling in the king, and
inclined him towards the Buddhist faith. When after his death
the ;\laurya empire began to decay, KaIii!ga asserted its independence, and rose again to prosperity. The most important of
the Hathigumphii inscriptions is the record of Kharavela or
Bhikshuraja, to whom reference has already been made (p. 600).
}<'rom this we learn that Kharavela of the Chek'l family sncceeded
to the throne in the 24th year of his age. He claims to have had
a population of 35U,000 men in his capital, and to have increased
the power of Kaliilga by triumphs gained over his western and
northern neighbours. He seems to have been a magnificent ruler
of liberal tendencies, and styles bimself 'a worshipper of men of
all sects.' Other insCl'iptions record the names of king Vakradcva,
probably his son, and of a prince Va<.Inkha'.· For the rest, all
" •
is dark.
V.

IIIAIlARASH,!,RA, ETC.

On the western side of the peninsula, south of the Vindhya,
and forming approximately the southern half of what is now the
Bombay Presidency, lies a group of provinces, which in ancient
times were inhabited by a popnlation of more or less Dravidian
blood, npon which were superimposed successive strata of Aryan
immigrants entering apparently from Vidarbha (Berar). The te!'l1l
DakshirJii-patha, 'southerll region,' whence comes the modern
Deccan, is often applied to the greater part of this couutry, but
not very accurately, for strictly it denotes only the region aronnd
the upper waters of the Godavari and the lauds betweeu it and
the Kistna, which were also known by the names of Da~Q.akaral).ya
1 The first syllable is most probably per, peru, 'great'; the rest of the word may
be connected with tali, which in Kanarese means • covert,' 'refuge, 1 and in Tamil
I temple,' or Tamil talai, 'office of flo district official,' or talai, 'head.'
~ Epigt. Indica, vol. x, App, nos. 1347-8.
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~nd Mahiirashtra, and were the home of the race which in later
times became famous in history under the name of Maharashtras
or Marathas. With the latter were probably connected the tribes
of Rattas and Rashtrakutas who some centuries later played an
important part in the history of the Deccan, as well as the
Rathikas whom A~oka mentions as having accepted his doctrine
(K. v, Dh. v, ed. Senart). West of the Mahiirashtra lay the
realm of Aparanta (the Northern Konkan), with a capital at
Qurparaka (now Sopara), also included by A~oka in his list of
believers (K. v, Kh. Y, Dh. Y, ed. Sen art). The Petcnikas,
mentioned by him in the same connexion (K. III, Y, XIII, Kh. XIII,
G. XIII), have been plausibly identified with the Paithanikas or
natives of Paithan (above, p. 599). Another tribe to whom he
alludes is that of the Si1tiya-putas (inscr. II). Possibly they may
represent the region aronnd Mangalore; bnt it is at least equally
likely that they were the forefathers of the Satavahana dynasty
of the Andhra.de~a (above, p. 599). Tt is recorded in the
Mahiivarpsa (XII) and Dipavarpsa (VIII) that Buddhist missions
were sent by Moggali-pntta Tissa to Mahiirashtra, Aparanta,
Vanavasa (Banavasi, in the extreme south of North Kanara),
and Mahisa.mal)gala (probably Mahishmant 01' the country of the
Mahishakas, who in the Pural)as arc associated with the Mahiirashtras and are said to have had a capital Miihishmati on the
Narbada), and heuce it wonld appear that these regions were fairly
civilised; but no trustworthy details of their history in thLs period
have been preserved

CHAP'l'ER XXV
THE EARLY HISTORY OF CEYLON'
LEGEND and ethnographic observation are the only materials
for constructing the history of Ceylon in the early period previous
to the death of Gautama Buddha (probably RO. 483). Events from
that date onward are recorded in the official chronicles kept by
the Buddhist Church after its introduction into Ceylon by l'rfahinda
(Mahendra) in 246 RO.; and these chronicles were incorporated
in the a!!hakathi"is or canonical commentaries upon the Pali
Scriptures, and thence into the Pali histories known as Dipavrujlsa:,
the 'Chronicle of the Island,' and MaIHLval!'Sa, the 'Great Chronicle.'
These records, while mainly interested in the relations of the kings
of Ceylon to the Church, and often erring in important details, are
nevertheless on the whole valuable sources of information, to which
however the later histories or Rajavaliyas, 'Lists of Kin'gs,' and
the inscriptions form an indispensable supplement.
'l'he oldest and purest race in Ceylon is that of the Va<.i<J-as, who
inhabit the larger part of the Eastern Province, a small region in
Tamankaduwa, and nearly one-fifth of Uva, but are known to have
been formerly spread over the whole of Uva and a large portion
of the Central, North Central, and North 'Vestern P"ovinces, and
no doubt were at first uudisputed masters of the island. Their
ethnical affinities are somewhat uncertain; but there is good
reason for classing them with the Kurumbas, Irulas, and some
of the wilder tribes of the mainland as pre-Dravidian'. A rew of
them still live under the most primitive conditions as homeless
hunters; others are somewhat more civilised, and practise rude
arts of culture similar to those of the Sinhalese peasantry.
1 In this chapter names and titles usually a.ppear in their PaIi form, a.nd the
following a.bbrcviations a.re used: Mbv. = Mahavarpsa, Dip. =.DipavarpsB, Msr.;::: Mabii.sammat&.nijava,1iya, R. = Rajavaliya, Rvp. = Riijavikramo,-pravrittiyo.., Yr. = Vijayarijil.vruiya, Vrv. = Vijaya.riija.·varp.saya.. Dates in these works are given in years of the
em of Buddha (A.B.) which probably begl.l.n originally in 483 B.C. After the middle of
the eleventh century A.D. the era. of Buddha was reckoned from 544 B.C.
2 Haddon, Race, oj Man, pp. 7, 13. Here and elsewhere the tenns 'Dravidian'
and' Aryan I are used with all dne reserve.
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The population of Ceylon however is for the most part a mixed
race. Besides VaIJIJas, both Dravidians and Aryans have contributed to their blood; and in modern times Enropeans-Portnguese, Dntch, and British-and the usual cosmopolitan visitors to
their ports have all added something to the strain. The proportion
of ViiIJIJa blood in the stock is uncertain, but probably considerable. To judge from the legends recorded in Mhv. and Dip.
and from the vernacular ballads, it is not unlikely that in preBuddhist times some of the VaIJIJas had reached a fair degree of
civilisation, mingling on terms of approximate equality with the
.Aryan and Dravidian invaders, and by this combination producing
the main stock of the Sinhalese race. The relative proportion of
Aryan and Dravidian blood is likewise uncertain. The stream of
immigration from the Dravidian regions of India, especially the
Tamil conn try, has been constant since the dawn of history, sometimes proceeding in drops, sometimes in great waves, and at the
present day the northern part of the island is mainly Tamil; but
the Sinhalese langnage, though marked by traces of Dravidian
inflnence, is Aryan, and is descended from a Sanskritic tongue
closely akin to the Vedic '. 'I'his fact, and certain data of legend
to which we shall recur in the succeeding paragraph, suggest that
at some early date an invading band of Aryans, conquering part 01'
the whole of Ceylon, imposed its language and perhaps something
of its culture and institutions upon the mixed VaIJ<;la-Dravidian
population which it found there, and then gradually became fused
in the racial congeries of the island
Sinhalese tradition also relates that the Nagas, or semi-divine
snake-men of Hindu myth, once dwelt in Ceylou, and gives details
of their wars, which are said to have been settled by the intervention of Gautama Buddha. These Nagas belong to the realm of
fiction; but as traditions record that they drove out the earlier
inhabitants from the North and West, and it is a fact that the
name Ntigadipa, 'Nagas' Island,' long clung in early times to
these regions down to the neighbourhood of Madawachchiya, it is
possible that in these legends there may lie some faint shadows of
historical reality.
, The Mhv. (VI, VIII) and Dip. (IX), with which a number of late
histories and popular ballads agree more or less, tell a singular
story. According to them, a daughter of a King of Vailga (Bengal)
and a princess of Kalhiga (Orissa) was carried away by a lion,
1 Even the ViiQ.(jla.s now use 0.. dialect of Sinhalese.
Only the Tamils who have
settled in Ceylon in comparatively modern times spea.k Tamil.

f
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who begot on her a son, Sihabahu (' Lion-Arm '), and a danghter,
Sihasivali (in Sinh. ballads Sir!Jhavalli). After slaying his father,
Sihabahu reigned at Sihapura, 'Lion's Town,' in L;t]a (Lata, i.e,
Gujarat),. His son Vijaya, banished for his lawlessness, departed
from Sihapura with a band of adventurers and sailed southward.
After stopping at Supparaka (Qiirparaka, the modern Sopara, in
the Thana District, Bombay Presidency), he continned his voyage
to· Ceylon, where he arrived very shortly before the death of
Gantama Buddha, who in a prophetic vision learned of his coming
aud commended him to the care of the god Sakka (Qakra, or
Indra)'. He found the island in the possession of yakkhas, or
fairies. Having overcome the wiles of the Yakkha princess
Kuval)l)a (in Sinh. Knveni), he took her to wife, and drove away
her kinsmen. When he had established himself, he repudiated
her and his children by her-who became the ancestors of the
Pulinda tribes of the interior-iu order to marry a daughter of the
Pal)~lyan king of Madnra, and reigned for 33 years (0. 483-445 B.c.)
with mnch righteonsness in the town of Tambapal)l)i, which he had
founded. Annradhapn ...", Upatissagama, Vijitagama, Uruvela., and
Uijeni were founded by his followers.
This tale seems to contain the following nucleus of fact. There
were apparently two streams of immigration celebrated in the
earliest legends'. The first, which probably was mainly Dravidian,
came from Orissa and perhaps southern Beligal; the second,
mainly Aryan, started from Sihapura in La~a (possibly the modern
Sihor, in Kathiawar) and Sopara'. The latter band belonged to
the SiI!Jhalas (Sihalas) or 'Lion-tribe,' and it was probably they
who imposed their Aryan tongue On Ceylon (v. sup. p. 605). At
any rate, tbey gave to their new hOIlle the llame of Si'f(!haladvlpa
(in Pali SihaJad,pa), whence arc derived its later titles, the Arabic
Sarmuiib, the Portuguese Ceiliio, and our Ceylon'. Popular
imab";nation combiued the two movements by giving the eponymous
Sihabahu a home ou both sides of India, and so the legend shaped
] The llIhv.

VI,

4 seems to locate Lii}a in Magadha; this may be due to a. crude

recollection of the extent of the early Gupta empire.
~ Buddhist legend relates that the Buddba. thrice visited Ceylon, and that after his
dea.th bis collar-bone was brought thither to be enshrined in the Mahiya6.ga.na.
(:Miyuguna) Thiipa; see Mhv. 1.
3 The same cOJlclulUOn is suggested by the legends of the coming of the gods~.g. of Oq.lj.isa from Orissa and the Devol Deviyo from Debal in Sind,
~ See the Indian Antiquary, vol. XVI, pp. 1 ff. and 49 ff.
~ From Sir[thalu or Sihala is derived the term HeJl[ or EJu, which is applied to
designate the pure classical dialect of ancient Sinhalese literature, in opposition to
Si1!lhala, Sinhalese,' the Sanskritised and uncla.saica.l speech of modem times.
I

.
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itself into its classical form 1. The lion, Kuval)l)a, and the Yakkhas
are pure fiction 2.
Sinhalese chronology begins with the landing of Vijaya, which,
as we have seen, is made to coincide with the decease of Galltama
Buddha in 483 B.C. The correctness of this synchronism may well
be doubted; bnt probably the records on this and other points, if
not absolutely reliable, are not very far from the truth. It w:ill
therefore be most suitable to base our account of snbsequent events
npon that of the M:hv., premising that our belief is subject to dne
reservations, and adding some of the more important variants and
snpplementary data given in other works.
The death of Vijaya was followed by an interregnum of one
year (c. 445-444 B.C.).
The Mhv., a Rajavaliya, and seyeral other Sinhalese histories fill up this interregnum by stating that 'l'issa, a minister of Vijaya., who built Tissanuvanl. or

Upatissag"d.ma north of Anura..dhapura, near the Kalon OJ'a (now Malwatta Oya),

,reigned for that time.

. Tho next king was Pal),lu-Vasudeva 3, the youngest son of
Vijaya's brother Sllmitta. He married Bhaddakachchana', daughter
of the Qakya Pm.l<!ll, who bore to him ten sons and a daughter,
Chitta. After reigning 30 years (c. 444-414 B.c.) he died, and was
succeeded by his son Abhaya, who after ruling for 20 years
.(c. 414-394 B.C.) ill Upatissagama was deposed.
The Msr. states that Pat).gu-Vasudcva died
reign of Abbl'lya.

A.B.

74, and assigns 16 years to the

An interregnnm of 17 years (c. 394-377 B.C.) then followed,
after which paJ}Qukabhaya, an illegitimate son of Chitta by her
cousin Digha-Gamal)i, established himself after a long struggle as
king in Anuradhapura, and reigned 70 years (c. 377-:107 B.C.)
(Mltv. VIII-X). He was succeeded by his SOil MU\asiva', who had a

I

l

1 It is however noteworthy that there was also a Sif!lhapura on the east, the capital
of the ancient kings of Ka.liriga (see Epigr. ZC1jla,nica, vol. I, p. 124). This fad
probably contributed to the formation <>f the legend.
2 It is usually supposed that the Yakkhas in this legend represent the aboriginal
Vii44as, as a.pparently is the case in the history of Paz:tc,luk1i.bhaya (Afhv. x). But the
legend of Kuva~a is strictly myth, being rema.rkably like that of Circe; a,nd it seems
likely that the Yakkhas in it a.rose from the SlIJD.e source.
, 3 In Sinh. Paih!u1:as.
40 The Mhv. (IX) relates that her brothers RiiJ:na, Uruvela, Anur.ii.dba, Vijita, Digbliyu,
and Roha.t;la founded RiimagoJ?R and other towns bearing their names. As regards the
second, third, and fourth of these heroes the story is obviously a duplicate of the legend
mentioned in Mhv. vn (above, p. 605).
~ Motasiva. or Mo~a Tissa, in some Sinha.lese histories.
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reign of 60 yeal's (c. 307-247 B.c.). The latter was followed by his
second son DeviinaJ!'piya Tissa' (Mhv. XI).
Tho Mar. states that Pal:ujukl'ibhaya, whom it calls the Bon of Abhaya; built
ADur""ddhapura and reigned 37 years., and that his son )1utasiva constructed tho
Mahii.megha-vana (sec below) and died A.6. 18i. The Rvp. allots a reign of 40
years to GaI)upa Tissa, a SOli of PaJ;HJukiiblm.ya, whom it places after Mutasiva..
A R agrees in making Tissa the son of Pa~lQ.llkabhaya and giving him a reign
40 years; but tho Yr. places him between Abhaya alld PaI)QukabhaY?'.

of

•
In the month JeHha of the year of DevanaJ!lpiya's coronation
(c. 246 B.C.) the Buddhist apostle lIIahinda', son of the l\Iaurya
King A<;oka (Dhammasoka), miraculously travelled to Ceylon in
company with the four friars Itthiya, Uttiya, Sambala, and Bhaddasala and the novice Sumana, son of his sister Sailghamitta. He
alighted at lIIahindatala', where he met Devanal!lpiya and converted him and his people (Mhv. XIII, XIV). The Mahiimegha-vana,
a park south of Annradhapura, was assigned to the service of the
new Church, and the buildings crected in it were kno\m afterwards
as the l\Iahavih:ira (Mhv. xv). On the spot where Mahinda had
alighted was built the Chetiyapabbata-vihara (Mhv. XVI). A thiipa
(Skt. stiipa) and a monastery in connection with it, the Thilpariima,
wcrc constructed at the south of Auuradhapura to receive the
collar. bone of the Buddha (Mhv. XVII), and the southern branch
of the famous Bodhi-tree of Gaya was brought and planted at
Anuradhapura in the eighteenth year of Asoka's reign (Mhv.
XVIII-XX).

After a pious reign of 40 years (c. 247-207 B.C.) DevanalJlpiya
died, and was succeeded by his brother Uttiya, who ruled for
10 years (c. 207-197 B.C.) (Mhv. XX).
According to the Mar. Uttiyn died in

A.B.

237.

Next reigned Uttiya's younger brother lIfahasiva for 10 years
(0. 197-187 B.C.), and another brother, Sura Tissa, previously known
as Suva......apir!\la Tissa, likewise for 10 years (c. 187-177 B.C.).
The latter was conquered by two Tamils named Sena and Guttaka,
sons of a horse-dcaler (assa-niivika), who reigIlcdjustly for 22 years
(c. 177-155 B.C.), and were then overcome by Asela, the yonngest
of lIfutasiva's nine sons. Asela then reigned in Anuriidhapura for
10 years (0. 155-145 B.C.), and was thcn ousted by E!ara, a Tamil
from the ChO!a country, who ruled for 44 years (c. 145-101 B.C.),
and was famous for his justice (Mhv. XXI).
1

2
:I

In Sinh. De'l)e'llipa Tisa.
In Sa.nskrit Mahendra, Sinh. Mihi1'idU.
Mihintale. about eight miles east of Anuradhapura.

"

Saddha- Tissa
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A Rajii.valiya inserts after Siira Tissa an Upntissa. with a reign of 10 years, and
makes the two brothers Sena and Guttaka into oue person, whom it describes as
a'DifCliilri (perhaps for arlJachiiri) dClJi kenek; the printed R. describes them as
'two brothers who were horsemen.' The DIll. (XVIII, 47) assigns to them only
12 years. Asela. is not said by the Yr. to be fL son of Mu~iva. His successor's
name is usually given in Siuhalese as Elata; the same It. calls him a }1alala
(Malabari) from Soli eChola-delta), and says that he brought over 1,080,000 Tamil

soldiers and behaved with great impiety, desecrating the monasteries of Deycnipa
Tisa.

DevulIalJlpiya Tissa had a brother, ]\[ahallaga, who resided in
lI1ahagama ' and governed the prov:ince of Roha,!a 2• He was
succeeded ill this office by his son YaHhiilaya Tissa, the latter's
son Abhaya or Gothabhaya', and the latter's son Kiikaval!l)a Tissa'.
The last bad two sons, Gamal!i-Abhaya, better known as DutthaGama'!i', and Saddha-Tissa'.
The Vrv. states that YaHhalaya Tissa reigned in Kalaniyn and built there a
sanctu."try i his son Golu AbhA ruled in Ruhunn, and was followed by his son
Ka.van Tisa.. The Yr. give.."1 the 811Cccs...'tion as Mahltn:i.ma, Kalani Tissa (apparently
meant for YaHhalaya Tissa), Goth1i.bhaya, and Kayan.

When Kakava,!,!a 'rissa died at the age of 64 years, DutthaGamaI!i, who had previously quarrelled with him (whence his name,
meaning'iVicked Gama'!i') and taken refuge in the interior, set
himself lip as king in l\fahagama and waged a successful war
against Saddha-Tissa (lIfhv. XXII-XXIV). He then embarked upon
a series of campaigns against the Tamils, which ended in the conquest of E!ara in Anuriidhapura (Mhv. xxv). Duttha-Giima,!i
was now master of the island. To make amends for a somewhat
questionable past, he proceeded to patronise the Church royally.
He founded the l\farichavaW Vilulra', the Lohap,'s:lda 8, and the
Great Thilpa, in which he enshrined a casket full of relics said
to have been brought from the land of the Nagas by the Thera
SOl.l1Ittara, and performed many other pious works. His reign
lasted for 24 years (c. 101-77 B.c.) (lIfhv. XXVI-XXXII).
HiB brother Saddha-Tissa ('Tissa of the Faith,' so styled from
his pious works, one of wbich was the rebuilding of the Lohapasiida
after it had been burnt), then ruled for 18 years (0. 77-59 B.c.).
He is said by the

~Isr.

to have died in

A.B.

4:92.

Magama, north.east of Ha.mbantoto..
2 Sinh. Ruhtma.
Sinh. Golzt Abhii.
~ Sinh. Kavan Tisa.
5 Sinh. Dtl!ugamunu .
. 6 Ris original name was Tisss, Abhaya (see below) j inscriptions style him Duana.
piya Maharaja Gami1J-i Tisa.
'r Mirisyii.~i Vehera. south·west of Anuradhapura.
8 In the Mahiimegha.yana, north of the Mahii.vihiira..
J
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Saddha-Tissa was followed by his younger SOil Thiilathana ' ,
who after a reign of I month and 10 days (c. 59 B.C.) was ousted
by his elder brother Lanja Tissa', who ruled for 9 years and
15 days (c. 59-50 B.C.). His younger brother Khallatanaga S then
reigned for (; years (c. 50-44 B.C.).
The Vrv. gives the succession: SJicHih1i-Tiss:\ (i.e. Saddha-Tissa)? TulIa., R!il!lmin
Tissa (sic), Khallatha Tissu.. Lafija according to the DIp. (xx, 9) reigned 9 years
and 6 months. Tho :MST. states that Khallit~allaga died in A.B. 444.

Khallatanaga was onsted by a general namcd Kammaharattaka,
who in his turn was slain by Khallataniiga's youngel' brother
Vatta-Giimal)i Abhaya', who now became king.
'rhe date of Va~ta-G!tmaI].l's access~cn is given by tile Yr. as A.B. 4.39, and by
the Vrv. as 441. Kammaharattnka is called Maharattaka in the Dip. (xx, 13),
where he is said to have reigned one day.

After Vatta-Gamal)i had reigned 5 months (c. 44 B.C.) he was
defeated by seven Tamil adventurers and fled, remaining in hiding
in the interior of the island for 14 years am17 months (c. 44-29 B.c.),
while the throne was occupied successively by five Tamil usurpers,
nwned PlI!ahattha (3 years), Bahiya (2 year)!), Panayamara (7 years),
Pilayarnara (7 months), and lJathika (2 years). Vatta-GamaQi then
conquered and slew Dathika, and reigned in Anuradhapura for
12 years (c. 29-17 B.c.). One of his pious foundations was the
Abhaya-giri monastery (Mkv. XXXIII).
Khallatanaga's son Mahachiili Mahatissa' then reigned righteonsly for 14 years. lIe was followed by Vatta-Gama\li's Bon
Choranaga, who had previously been all outlaw, and noW ruled
impiously for 12 years (c. 3 B.c.-9 A.D.). He was then poisoned by
his queen Anula. 'I'he next king was ]\fahachiili's sou Tissa', who
after a reign of 3 years (c. 9-12 A.D.) was poisoned by Anula, who
raised to the throne Siva, one of the guards of the palace. Siva
reigned for 14 months with Annla as his qneen, after which she
transferred her affections to a Tamil named Vatuka, and poisoned
Siva. When she had reigned with Vatuka for 14 months, she
wearied of him and poisoned him, choosing for her new consort a
Sinh. Tttlnii (for Pali ThUlanaga. ?).
Also called Lajji Tissa, and in Sinh. LKmiini Tissa from his family, the Lamani
(PiiJi Lambakd1Jtti). Inscriptions style him Deoo,~piya l'iltd Abaya.
.
J Sinb. Kalunna.
4 In Sinh. he is styled Vala.gambiihu (or oba) Abhii; in inscriptions bis title' is
Dtt.·anapiya Maharaja GaTltil)i Abaya.
~ This name a.ppears in Ptili as Mahiichuli, ochilliha, and ochula; in Sinh. as
JfahaBillt and Mahadaliya (the former implying a Piili ochilli, the latter a Pali !Jlililla).
6 Known as Kuifii Tissa.
1

2
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wood-carrier (dar,,-bhatil,a) named 'l'issa. After 13 months she
poisoned him also, and elevated a Tamil chaplain named Niliya,
but 6 months later removed him in the same manner, and reigned
alone for 4 months. MahachiHi's second son, Kntakal,ll.la Tissa ' ,
who had fled from the court and taken orders in the Church, now
raised an army, overthrew and killed Anula, and reigned with
justice and piety for 22 years (c. 16-38 A.D.).
Thcro is much discrepancy in the accounts of this pcriQd. Tho ~Isr. gives the
names and dates thus: Balat Sivuva., 14 months; Vatuka, 14 months; the chaplain,
6 months j Viisuki, an astrologer, 13 months; BaHt Tisu, 13 months j Anula. alone,
4 months; Kalan Tis:l.r 20 )'ears. The Yr. has the variant names Balavat Situvaya
and Bll.lani Tissa., and calls KutakaJ;tl)a Kalantika Tissa. One R gives Siira for
Siva, with 14 mouths (but 1 yoar in tho Rvp.1 and places after him a Tamil named
Mukalan with a reign of 14 months (in the Rvp. callod )'fukhanandi, with a reign
of 1 year1 the cha.pIai!l WiUl 6 months (1 year in the Rvp.), An'llla with 4 months,
Mukalan 'l'issa with 1 year, etc. The DIp. assigns 3 months to ~iIiya. (xx, 29) .
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Also called

Kiilaka~1J.i

TiBBa. in Sinh. Kalan or ltfakalan 1'issa.
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CHAPTER XXVI
THE MONUMENTS OF ANCIENT INDIA
IT is the misfortune of Indian History that its earliest and
most ohscure pages derive little light from contemporary antiquities. Before the rise of the l\faurya Empire a well-developed and
flourishing civilisation had existed in India for at least a thousand
years; yet, of the structural monuments erected during those
ages not one example has survived save the Cyclopean walls of
Rajagriha; and of man's lesser handiwork, few objects except the
primitive implements, pottery, and tombs of the stone and early
metal ages, Moreover, such as they are, the value of these
antiqnities is still further diminished by the fact that there are
none among them to which a precise date can be ascribed, while
in the case of the majority, even apart from the remains of palaeolithic man, it is impossible to affirm within half a millennium when
they were produced. This strange scarcity .of materials in a
country so vast and thickly populated as India is due iu a great
measure to the custom which then generally, though uot universally, prevailed of bnilding in wood, as well as to the destructive
agency of the Indian climate which rapidly ohliterates everything
of a perishable natnre; but it is due, also, to the neglect, until
the last few years, of scientific exploration on the ancient town
sites of India, which alone are likely to yield the stratigraphical
evidence indispensable for determining the chronology of these
early ages,
With the palaeolithic peoples of India we are scarcely here
concerned. Their rongh-chipped implements (PI. IX, 1-5) have
been found in large numbers in the southern half of the l'eninsula,
and in deposits which indicate that countless centuries must have
elapsed between their last appearance and the dawn of Vedic
history, while the forms of the implemellUl themselves, strikingly
unlike those of the Neolithic Age, have suggested to some writers
that their anthors may not even have had an ethnical connexion
with the later inhabitants of the land. The neolithic races, on
the other hand, are invested with a more immediate interest for
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the historian, not only because there arc good reasons for supposiug
that some of the existing peoples of India-notably the Dravidians
-are directly descended from them, but because this phase of
civilisation was preserved in some parts of the country until
medieval and probably more recent times. The stone weapons
and utensils which are specially characteristic of it are found
scattered over a much wider area than the more rudimentary
palaeoliths, though mainly in regions where the trap rock, used
especially in their manufacture, abounds. They. exhibit a remarkable variety, illustrated by at least a hundred distinct types, some
of which belong to the polished, others to the unpolished class
(PI. IX, 6-10). With few exceptions, however, they are identical
in form with similar objects from Western Asia and Europe, and
this identity has led to the supposition that the Dravidian peoples,
with whom the neolithic culture in India appears to have been
peculiarly associated, once dwelt in the highlands of Western Asia
and penetrated thence by way of Baluchistan into India; and, at
first sight, the survival in Baluchistan of a Dravidian language,
Brahm, would seem to support this view. Other linguistic considerations, on the other hand, have been thought to point to the
conclusion tbat the Dravidians were indigenons in the Deccan and
spread thence over a part of Northern India. Whatever the truth
may be regardiug these particular tribes and whether they played
a part or not in the introduction of neolithic culture into India,
tbere can be no doubt that this culture was closely related to
and, it may well be believed, mainly derived from the culture of
the later Stone Age in Western Asia. Among the implements of
non-European types referred to, the most noteworthy is a class
of curions chisel·shaped, high-shouldered celts which are found ill
Burma, Assam, and Chota Nagpur, and which appear to have been
manufactured by the ancestors of the present lIlon-Khmer stock.
Similar instruments occur also in Indo-China and the Malay
Peninsula, where they seem to have been produced, not by the
aboriginal tribes of the interior, but by later invaders who wcre
in a more advanced state of civilisation.
It is to the later Stone Age, also, that are to be ascribed a class
of chipped trap implements from Bundelkhand and the pygmy
flints that occur in myriads among the off-sboots of the Vindhyas.
Some of the caves in which the latter have been fonnd' are
adorned with l'Ilde drawings in ruddle or haematite, and from the
outlines of the primitive weapons depicted in them it has been
thought that the drawings were execnted during the neolithic
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period, bnt though the conjecture is plausible enough and is borne
out, let it be said, by tbe discovery of rubbed specimens of red
haematite and palettes for grinding down the material at various
neolithic sites in the Deccan, it is by no means certain that these
drawings go back to so remote an age. This observation applies
still more forcibly to the megalithic tombs, which occur in vast
numbers in tho central and southern parts of the Peninsula, and
to the accumulations of prehistoric scoria, often of considerable
size, which are known to antiquarians as 'cinder-mounds,' as well
as to the so-callcd 'cnp-marks' or small hollowed depressions in
the rocks, which have been interpreted by some investigators as a
forgotten system of writing. In Europe, megalithic tombs analogons
to the Indian examples arc referred to the close of the neolithic
period or to the succeeding age of bronze and copper; but in
India there are few such tombs which there is reason for regarding
as anterior to the iron agc; and in their case, as well as in that of
the cinder-mounds which have yielded smooth stone celts, it is a.
plausible theory that the people who erected them were still in the
ncolithic state, when iron had long been in vogne among other
race~ of the Peninsula.
As the stone age passed gradually away in Northerti India,
it appears to have given place, not to an age of bronze, as it
did in most parts of Europc, but to onc of copper. Finds of
seven bronze implements, it is true, have been recorded from
various parts of the Empire, but it has rightly been pointed out
by Dr Vincent Smith tbat ont of these seven one only can claim
to be of real bronze, deliberately and knowingly manufactured as
Bnch, alld the evidenec of a single specimen, which may well have
been imported from abroad, is wholly insufficient to justify the
assumption of a bronze age. Copper implements, on the contrary,
occur in relatively large quantities and over a wide range throughout Northern India, from Hooghly in the east to Baluchistau in
the west. Among them arc bare and shouldered celts, harpoous,
spear-heads both plain aud barbed, axe-heads, swords, and an
object suggestive of the human shape (PI. X, 11-20). The last
mentioned, as well as sOlUe of the swords, which are remarkable
for their excessive weight and the form of their handles (PI. X,
18-20), may have been used for cult purposes. One hoard of
these implemcnts, which came from Gungeria in the. Central
Provinces-the most important, be it said, yet recorded in the Old
W orld-contaiued as many as 424 specimens of almost pure metal,
weighing in all 829 pounds, besides 102 ornamental laminae of
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gil ver. Such a collection, comprising as it did a variety of implements intended for manifold domestic and other pnrposes, affords
evidence enough, as Dr Smith has remarked, that their manufacture
was being conducted in India on an extensive scale; while the
distinctive types that had been evolved and are represented both
in this and in other finds, connote a development that mnst already
have extended over a long period, thongh at the same time the
barbed spear-beads and harpoons and flat celts, manifestly copied
from neolithic prototypes, bespeak a relatively high antiquity.
The presence of silver ornaments in the Gungeria hoard has
suggested doubts as to its remote date, but there seems little
reason' for assuming that a race familiar with the difficult metallurgical processes by which copper is extracted from its ores, were
incapable of smelting silver from the rich argentiferous galenas
which occur in various localities.
. At what date iron came to supplaut copper in the north of
India is nnccrtain, but literary evidence from the Vedas seems to
indicate that it was introduced into the north-west during the
second millennium B.c.' It was about the same time, too, that it
·came into general use in Mesopotamia, and it is probable enongh
that the knowledge not only of this metal but of copper also iu
a previous age was acquired from that region. Between the
Babylonian, or Assyrian, and Indian civilisations, indeed, many
archaeological links are traceable, among which may be noticed,
parenthetically, the remarkable resemblance presented by the
oblong, sbort-legged terracotta sarcophagi from the neighbourhood
of Baghdad to those of a prehistoric date found at Pallavaram and
other places in the Madras Presideucy.
In Southeru India there was no copper age, and iron probably
did not take the place of stone nntil about 500 B.c. Up to that
time the "\ryans of the north seem to have possessed no very
distinct knowledge of the south of the Peninsula, which was at
once isolated and protected against invasion by the natural
defences of the Vindhya hills and the trackless jungles of Central
India, and when at last they penetrated through these barriers they
fonnd the Dravidian and other races in the south still in the neolithic
stage of culture. The supposition that iron was first conveyed into
Southern India by sea from Egypt, has nothing to commend it'.
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A date c. 1000 B.C, is suggested in Chapter n, p. 56; cf. Chapter IV, p. 112.
Besides the works detailed in the bibliography at the end of this volume, the
author is much indebted to a. very valua.ble note on the prehistoric antiquities of India
by Mr J. Coggin-Brown, M.Sc., of the Geological Dept., whooe knowledge of this
subject is perhaps unrivalled.
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Notwithstanding the wide extent and long duration of Vedic
civilisation in Northern India, there is but one group of monuments now existing to which there is any warrant for assigning
a Vedic OrighL These are the well-knmm mounds at Lauriya
N andangsrh in Bihiir, which were opened a few years ago by
the late Dr Rloeh and identified by him with the burial mounds
(Fna9tina) described in Vedic ritual. Two of these proved to be
composed of horizontal layers of clay alternating with stmw and
leaves, with a post (sthul'ti) of sal wood standing erect in the
centre, above which was a deposit of human hones and charcoal accompanied by a small gold leaf. The latter (Plate XI, 21)
bore impressed npon it in crnde outline the figure of a female,
which has been interpreted as the Earth Goddess referred to
in the Verne burial hymn, but both this interpretation and the
date (seventh or eighth centnry B.c.) hazarded by the explorer
for these mounds must be regarded as tentative only. Of actual
structures anterior to the Maurya epoch the only examples, as
already remarked, known to have survived until the present day,
are the walls and remains of dwellings in the old city of Rajagriha,
all built of rongh cyclopean masonry. This city was reputed
in antiquity to have been forsaken during the reign of kiug
Bimbisara, the contemporary of Buddha, who removed the capital
to New Rajagriha, but as to how long the walls or houses had then
been standing, tradition is silent. Sneh structures, built of durable
materials, were certainly the rare exception rather than tbe rule in
ancient Inrna, and were probably essayed only in localities where
stones suitable for such masonry were ready to hand. In primitive
Iudia, as among the poorer classes of to·day, the materials most
commonly in nse were mud or mud bricks, bamboo canes, aud other
kinds of wood. The simplest kinds of d \Veilings were constructed
of screens of bamboo inwoven with palm bmnehes or the like, the
roofs being either flat or arehed. In the latter case, the bamboos
were lashed together at the apex and tied in near the lower end,
thus forming a singularly strong framework of curvilinear form,
while the walls were strength cued to resist the outward thrust.
In other cases, the walls were constructed of unbaked brick or
mud, and the latter material was also used as a covering for the
flat roofs or for plastering the screens of the walls on the' wattle
and daub' principle. At a later date cut timbers came to be used
in the more pretentious dwellings, and afforded opportunities for
the development of that exuberant surface decoration in which
the genius of India has always cxcelled.
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These materials left their character deeply and permanently
impressed on Indian architecture. From the use of the bamboo
came tbe curvilinear type of roof which was afterwards reproduced
in cut timber and subsequently in stoue, and from which wcre
evolved the familiar chaitya arches used over doorways and
windows. Log capitals were imitated in stone, and the more
finished timbering of walls, roofs, and gateways in the same
material, every detail down to the nail-heads being copied with
sedulous care and accuracy by the masons of later days. As
a protection against destructive insects, wooden poste were set
in gharas or jars of earthenware, and from these resulted the
'pot and foliage' base, so beautifully developed in the Gupta age..
A striking illnstration of the influence exerted by wood as contrasted with brick construction is to be found in the pillars of the
cave templcs. In the ·earliest examples the stone pjlIars arc
manifestly copied from wooden prototypes and are relatively
slender, though amply thick enough for their purpose. In the
later exalIlples, on the other hand, the pillars are heavy and
cumbersome, not because extra strength was required, uor yet
in order to save labour, but because they were copied from the
brick-in-mnd pillars of famons vihiiras, which necessarily required
to be mnch thicker in proportion to their height than columns of
stone. It is stated by Arrian that cities on the banks of rivers
and in other low-lying spots were built of wood, those in more
commanding sitnations, where they were less exposed to floods, of
mud or brick. This statement refers to the time of Megasthencs,
Ambassador to the Court of Chandragupta Manrya, on whose
writings the Indica of Arrian is believed to have been based. It
has been endorsed by the discovery of portions of the wooden
palisades of Pa(;aliputra and of the mud or brick walls of 9ravasti,
Bmta, and other towns. But uo kiln-burnt bricks have been
fouud in the Gangetic plains which can be referred to an earlier
date than the fourth century B.C., and it is improbable that they
came generally into vOb'lle in this part of India until after the
reigu of A~oka; for the unwieldy size of the bricks used in
the buildings of Aqoka at Sarnath and other places, coupled with
their inferior quality, betoken but little experience of brickmaking. 'L'he pottel"s art, on the other hand, had been practised
throughout India from time immemorial, and in the Punjab and
North-West, which were in closer touch with Persia and l\fesopotamia, it is likely enough that burnt bricks were used at a more
remote age. In this connexion a special interest attaches to
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ccrt"in seals of unknown date and origin (PI. XI, 22, 23), which
are said to have been found from time to time among the remains'
of brick structures at Harappa in tho Montgomery District of the
Punjab. The majority of these seals are engraved with the device
of a bull with head outstretched over some uncertain object,
possibly in the act of being sacrificed, and all of them bear legends
'
in a pictographic script; which remains still to be deciphered.
With the advent of the Mauryas, the obscurity, in wliich,the
earlier monuments are wrapped, rapidly disperses, and from" this
time onwards we are able to trace step by step and with relative
precision the evolution both of architecture and of the form"tive
arts. Of Indian art, generally, it was said by Fergnsson, and the
statement bas often been repeated, that its "history is written in
decay; that the noblest and most perfect examples of it are the
works of the Emperor Ayoka; and that each succeeding monument
is but a landmark in the steady process of decline. In reality,-as
we shan presently see, its history is one of continuous forward
progress, and, when the works of extraneous schools have been
reCob'11ised and eliminated, it is fouud to follow a clear and logical
sequencc, in obedience to the fixed and immutable principles
which govern the artistic efforts of all primitive peoples. .
As it happens, it is the earliest monuments that have proved
the l,'1'eatest stumbling-block. Yet tho fallacies, which have grown
up around them, are not difficnlt to correct. 'l'lieyarise, in a great
measure, from the tendency, common in all ages, to magnify the
exploits of great heroes, and to ascribe to them feats and achievements in which they bore no part. What happened in this respect
to Alexander, to King Arthnr, or to Charlemagne, happened also
to the Emperor A~oka. Jn ancient days his name became the
centre of a cycle of heroic legends, aud the same process of
glorification has continued iu modern times by fathering on to him
a mnltitude of works with which he had no connexion. The
monuments that can with relative certainty be assigned to the
Maurya age, 01' to the age immediately sncceeding it, are few.
Besides the brick buildings referred to abovc tbcy comprise the
following: a series of isolated columns erected by the Emperor
Aqoka at various spots in Northern India; the remains of a
pillared hall at Patna, which probably formed part of a royal
palace designed, perhaps, on the model of the Achaemenian
palaces of Persia; a group of rock-cut shrines in the Barilbar
hills in Bihar; a small monolithic rail at Sarnath; a throne
in the interior of the temple at Buddh Gaya; some portions
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of' stiipa umbrellas at Sanchi and Sarnath; and three statues in
the round, two in the Indian Museum at Calcutta, the thil'd at
Mathura. Of these monuments, twelve beal' records of A~oka
himself, and three of his successor, Da~aratha; the age of the
others is determined by their style, by the inscriptions carved
upon them, or by their peculiar technique, every member bnt one
in the gronp being identical in two distinct features, namely,
in the exceeding care with which they are chiselled and in the
brilliant polish afterwards imparted to their surface. Moreover,
with the exception of the caves cut out of the natural gneiss rock
in the Barabar hills, they are one and all of sandstone from a
quarry neal' Chnnar.
The pillars or Iii!s, as they arc commonly called, are of singularly
massive proportions, consisting of a ronnd and slightly tapering
monolithic shaft with bell-shaped capital surmonnted by an abacus
and crowning sculpture in the round, the whole rising to an average
height, from base to summit, of between 40 and ,;0 feet. One of
the best preserved, though not the best in style, is that at Laudy,'
Naudangarh, illustl"ted in PI. XI, 24. The crowning figure on this
pillar is a lion, and the relief which adorns the abacus a row of
geese, symbolical, perhaps, of the flock of the Buddha's disciples.
In other cases, the single lion is replaced by a group of lious set
back to back with or without some sacred symbol between them,
or by an elephant or bull, while the abacus is adorned with a lotus
and honeysuckle design or with wheels and animals alternating.
Shafts of a precisely similar pattel1l, but smaller proportiolls, were
employed in the great haU at. Patlla, but there the capitals and
entablature appear to have been of wood. The dignified, massive
simplicity of these pillars is common to all the other architectural
remains of the Maurya epoch. 'l'hc rail at Sarnath and the throne
at Buddh Gaya are devoid of ornament, but each is cut entire and
with exquisite precision from a single block of stone, and the
plainness of the umbrellas is only relieved by delicately defined
ribs radiating on their under side. Equally chaste and severe are
the dwellings and chapels excavated for the Aj[vika ascetics in the
hills of Bihar. Like the chaityas 01' hermitages from which they
were copied, these consist of a small oblong chamber (in one
instance with rounder} ends) with or without a circular apartment
at olle extremity, but ill only one example is the timber work of
their prototypes reproduced in the stone. The example referred
to is the Lomas Rishi Cave, the ornamental fa9ade of which
(PI. XI, 25) is an accurate replica of a wooden model. This
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particular cave, however, bears no inscriptions either of A~oka
or of Da~aratha, and the fact that its interior was left in an
unfinished state suggests that it was the latest of the whole
group. Prohably, it was not excavated until after the close of
Da~ratha's reign.
Hardly less striking than the skill with which these monuments
were chiselled amI the brilliancy to which they were polished,
is the disparity evinced in the style of their sculptured ornamentation. This disparity is well exemplified hy comparing the primitive
treatment of the statue from Parkham in the Mathura Mnseum
with the highly developed modelling of the Sarnath capital (PI. XII,
26-28). The former represents a stage of art not yet emancipated
from the binding law of 'frontality' or from the trammels imposed
by the mental prepossessions of the artist. The head and torso
arc so posed that, were they hisected vertically, the two halves
would bc found to be all bnt symmetrical; while the flattened
sides and back of the figure, connected only by a slight chamfering
of the edges, are conclusive proof that the sculptor failed to grasp
more than one aspect of his subject at a time, or to co-ordinate its
parts harmoniously together as an organic whole. These features
are not mere superficial details of technique, due to the caprice of
the artist. They are the fundamental characteristics of the uascent
sculpture of all conntries, and the primitiveness of the art which
they signify is bome out in this particular statue by other traits,
namely, by the subordination of thc side and back to the front
aspect, by the inorganic attachment of the ears, by the uneonth
proportions ofthe neck, by the schematic rotundity of the abdomen,
and thc absence of modelling in the feet.
The Samath capital, on the other haud, though by no means a
masterpiece, is the product of the most developed art of which
the world was cognisant in the third century B.c.-the handiwork
of one who had generations of artistic effort and experieuce behind
him. In the masterful strength of the crowning lions, with their
swelling vcins and tense muscular developmcnt, and in the spirited
realism of the reliefs below, there is no trace whatever of the
limitations of primitive art. So far as naturalism was his aim,
the sculptor has modelled his figures direct from ""ture, and has
delineated their forms with bold, faithful touch; but he has done
more than this: he has consciously and of set purpose infused
a tectonic conventional spirit into the four lions, so as to bring
them into harmony with the architectural character of the
monument, and in the case of the horse on the abacus he has
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availed himself of a type well known and approved in weste111 art.
Equally mature is the technique of his relief work. In early Indian,
as in early Greek sculpture, it was the practice, as we shall presently
sec, to compress the relief between two fixed planes, the original
front plaue of the slab and the plane of the backgronnd. In the
reliefs of the Sarniith capital there is no trace whatever of this
process; each and every part of the animal is modellcd according
to its actnal depth without reference to any ideal front plane, with
tlle result that it presents the appearance almost of a figure in the
ronnd which has been cut in half and then applied to the background of the abaclls.
What, then, is the explanation of the gulf which separates these
two sculptnres-the primitive unifacial image of Parkham and the
richly modelled capital of S,'rnath ? The answer to this qnestion
is not far to seek, and will readily occur to anyone who is familiar
with the art of Western Asia. Long ago M. Senart pointed out '
that the decrees of the Achaemenian monarchs engraved on the
rocks of Bahistan and elsewhere furnished the models on which
thc edicts of A90ka were based. It was in Persia, also, that the
bell-shaped capital was evolved. It was from Persian originals,
specimens of which arc stilI extant in the plain of the Mnrgbab
at Istakhr, Naksh-i-Hnstam, and Persepolis, that the smooth
nnflllted shafts of the Maurya columns were copied. It was
from Persia, again, that the craftsmen of A~oka learnt how to
give so lustrous a polish to the stone-a technique of which
abnndant examples survive at Persepolis and elsewhere. Lastly,
it is to Persia, or-to be more precise-to that part of it which was Lonce the satrapy of Bactria and was at this time asserting it..
independence from the Empire of thc Scleucids, that we must look
for the Hellenistic influence which alone at that epoch of the
world's history could have been responsible for tbe modelling \of
the living forms on the Sarnath capital. Little more than t,xo
generations had passed since Alexander the Great had plante\!
in Bactria a powerful colony of Greeks, who occupying as they did
a tract of country on the very threshold of the Maury" dominions, ,
where the great trade routes from India, Irdn, and Central Asia
converged, and closely in touch as they were with thc great centres
of civilisation in Western Asia, must have played a dominant part
in the transmission of Hellenistic art and culture into India. Every
arguUlent, indeed, whether based on geographical considerations or
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on the political and commercial relations which are known to have
been maintained between India and Western Asia, or on thc happy
fusion of Hellenistic and Iranian art visible in this monument,
indicates Bactria as the probable sOllrce f,'om which the artist who
created it drew his inspiration. At the time of' which we speak
the Hellenistic spirit then vigorous in Bactlia was mastering and
vitalising the dull expressionless forms of Iran. At a later date,
as the strength of Hellenism weakened and declined, other elements
from the neighbouring steppes of Central Asia asserted or reasserted themselves in the cosmopolitan art of this region, and, in
their turn, were borne to India on the stream of influence which,
until the fall of the Kushal,la Empire, flowed ceaselessly over the
passes of the Hindu Knsh.
WI,ile the Sarniith capital is thus an exotic, alien to Indian
ideas in expression and in execution, the statue of Piirkham falls
naturally into line with other products of indigenous art and affords
a valuable starting point for the study of its evolution. These two
works represent the alpha and the omega of carly Indian art, between
which all the sculptures known to us take their place, approximating to the one or the other extreme according as the Indian or
Perso-Hellenic spilit prevailed in them. 'rhus, the two statues
from Patna in the Calcutta Museum (PI. XIII, 29, 30) are akin in
many respects to the pfirkham image, but exhibit a nearer approach
to plmifaciality in the moulding of the torso. ·The lion capital at
San chi, on the other hand, though 1I0t quite as successfnl as that
of Sarnath, shows so close an affinity to it, that there ean be little
donht that it Wa£! the handiwork of one and the same artist; and
the well-developed modelling of the figures on the other columns
of A~oka shows that, in spite of their occasionally inferior execution,
they belong to the same Perso-Hellenistic group. It is not, of
course, to be presumed that a single sculptor was resporulible for
all these monuments, nor yet that all the sculptors employed were
of equal ability. Probably, there were many Indians assisting the
foreign artists in the mechanical part of their work, and these, we
may believe, were responsible for some of the sculptures noticed
above, but it is incredible that any Indian hand at this period
should either have modelled in clay or chiselled from the stone
such perfected forms as those of the S,lrniith capital.
The contrast between Iudian and foreign workmanship exhibited
by these sculptnres is equally apparent in the minor arts of the
Maurya period. Thus, the indigenous coins (PI. XIII, 31-33) known
commonly as 'punch-marked,' which were current at this time, are
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singnlarlycrude and ugly,neither their form, which is unsymmetrical,
nor the symbols, which are stamped almost indiscriminately npon
their surface, having any pretensions to artistic merit. On the other
hand, the coins of Sophytes (Saubhiiti), who was reigning in the
Pnnjab at the close of the fourth century D.O., are pnrely Greek in
style (PI. XIII, 34), having seemingly heen copied f"om an issue of
Seleucus Nicator, with whom Sophytes probably came into contact
when the former invaded the Punjab in 305 B.O. It is the same,
also, with tbe contemporary terracottas. Side by side with products
ofPe'rso-Hellenic art, such as those illustrated in PI. XIV, 35 and 36,
the features of which are markedly classical in character, is found
a class of coarse primitive reliefs, the execution of which betrays
their Indian origin, tbongh in a few cases, such as that illustrated
in PI. XIV, 37, the typc of thc wingcd figure depicted on them
is derived -from Persian or Mesopotamian prototypes. Indeed, so
far as is known at prescnt, it was only in the jewellers' and lapidaries'
arts that the Manrya craftsman attained any real proficiency, and
in this domain his aptitnde lay, not in the plastic treatmcnt of form,
but in the high technical skill with which he cut and polished
refractory stones or applied delicatc filigree or granulat· designs
to metal objects. The refined quality of his gold and silver work is
well illustrated in two pieces reproduced in PI. XIV, 38, 39, which
were discovered on the site of Taxila ill company with a gold coin
of Diodotus, a large number of local punch-marked coins, and a
quantity of other jewellery and precious stones. Of the stonecntter's art, also, sonie beautiful examples are furnished by the
relic caskets of beryl and rock crystal from the stiipas of Bhattiprolu' and Piprahwa', the latter of which is probably to be assigned
to this epoch (PI. XIV, 40).
./ 'fhe art of the jeweller has at all times appealed strongly to
the Indian genius, and throughout Indian histOl'y has exercised a
deep influence upon the national sculpture and painting, supplying
them with a variety of rich and artistic motif;; which were quickly
and cleverly adapted for purposes of decorative desigu, but at the
same time inclining the ideas of the artistA< towards meticulous
detail and thus obstructing a free, bold, anatomical treatment of
the human figure.
With the rise of the QUilga power in Hindustan during the
second century B.C. and the simultaneous extension of the Bac1 Cf. Rea., South Indian Buddhist Antiquities, vol. xv, A. ,S.B. (New Imperial
Series).
2 J.B,A.S., 1898, p. 573 and Pla.te.
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trian dominion to the Punjab, the national art of India underwent
Foreign and especially Hellenistic ideas
now flowed eastward in an ever-increasing volume, and from them
the Indian artist drew new vitality and inspiration for his work.
At the same time stone more and more usurped the place of wood
for architectural purposes, and by rcason of its greater durability
tempted the artist to expend more pains upon its carving, while it
naturally lent itself to more perfect technique. Of the monuments of this period, the most notable is the Buddhist stupa at
Bharhut in Central India, erected about the middle of the second
century B.C. Before its discovery by Sir A. Cunningham in 1873,
the body of this stupa had been almost destroyed by the neighbonring villagers, but portions of the eastern gateway (tora'Ja)
and of the railings which encircled the monument were found
beneath its ruins and arc now deposited in the Calcutta Museum.
The sUlpa itself was of brick, and apparently of much the same
design as the Great stupn at Sanchi, descrihed below. Around
the base was a massive stone railing of the usual type, divided
into four quadrants by entrances at the cardinal points, while
other railings of smaller dimensions, of which fragments have
beeu found around the structure, once flanked the berm and
ascending stairway, and no doubt enclosed the crowning !ai. At
the eastern entrance was a gateway about 22 feet 6 inches in
height (PI. XV, 41), and possibly similar gateways may once have
adorned the other cutrances also, though no remains of them
have been found. Both gateway and railings are lavishly enriched with sculpturcd rclicfs, many of which illustrate incideuts
in the Jatal,as or seeues conncctcd with the life of the Buddha,
aud these illustrations are made all the morc valuable by the
descriptive titles attached to them, whieh leave uo doubt as to
their ideutiflcation. Thus, one relief depiets the Naga Jiltaka ;
auother (PI. XVI, 42), the dream of Maya; a third, the Jetavana
at Qravasti, with its trees and shrines and the ground half strewn
with coins which Anathapil)~a is taking from a bullock cart;
others, again, represent the royal processions of Ajatu9atru or
Praseuajit visiting the Buddha (PI. XVI, 43); and in others is
depictcd the worship of Buddha's head-dress in the Devaloka
(Pl. XVI, 44), or of the Bodhi-tree by the Naga king ErJ.pata
(Pl. XVI, 45). Besides these and many other miscellaueous
Bcenes there are a multitude of single images carved ill high relief
upon the pillars of the rail-Yakshas and Yakshis, Devatas or
Nagarajas (PI. XVII, 46, 47). The style of the carvings au the

V a rapid developmcnt.
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gronnd rail is by no means nniform. Some show little advance on
the indigenous work of the previous century, the defects of rudimentary technique being almost as striking in these reliefs as they
were in indigenous sculpture in the round. In such cases the
figures are portrayed as silhouettes sharply detached from their
background, an effort towards modelling being made merely by
grading the planes of the relief in severe and distinctive layers,
and then rounding off the contours of the silhouette or interior
details. At the same time the forms are splayed out to the verge
of distortion, and the influence of mental abstraction on the part
of the artist is stilI manifest in the treatment of the feet or of
hands in the attitude of prayer, which, irrespective of anatomical
accuracy, are turned sideways and presented in their llroadest
aspect. In other carvings, the treatment of the relief is more
mature. In these, occasional traces of mental abstraction, due to
force of habit, are still visible, and they all show the same aversion
to depth, but the individual figures are conceived and modelled in
general conformity with nature, not in a gradation of separate
planes or as mere silhouettes, and· are presented, moreover, at
various angles and in a variety of natural poses. This superior
execution is shared, also, by some of the sculpturcd balusters
between the architraves of the eastern gateway, and it is significant that these balusters arc further distinguished by thc unIndian conntenances of the fignres carved upon them and by the
presence of Kharoshthi letters engraved as masons' marks in
contradistinction to the Brahm! characters which appear on the
railing. The only rational explanation of these phenomena is
that some of the sculptors engaged on this railing came from
the north-west of India, where, thanks to western teaching, the
formative arts were then in a more advanced state, and that these
sculptors were responsible for the better class of reliefs, the
inferior work being done by the local artists of Central India. In
this connexion a special interest attaches to a Garuga pillar
(PI. XVIII, 48) set up abont this time at Besnagar near Bhilsa, the
ancient Vidi"", in Gwalior State, the inscription on which states
that it was dedicated to Vasudeva by a Greek named Heliodol'lls,
an inhabitant of Taxila and an envoy of King Antialcidas, and
thus furnishes incontrovertible evidence of the contact which was
then taking place between this part of India and the Greek kingdoms of the Punjab.
The next important landmark in the history of the early Indian
school is snpplied by the well-known railing round the great
C.H.I. I.
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Temple at Buddh Gaya altd the pillars of the climikrama or
promenade to the north of it. This railing (PI. XIX, 49) was disposed in a quadrangle measuring 145 feet by 108 fcct, but in other
respects was designed and adorned in mnch the same way as tlw
rail at Bharhut. On the outside of the coping was a continuous
band of flowers; on the inside, a frieze of animals or mythical
monsters; on the cross-bars, lotus medallions centred with busts
or other devices; and on the upright pillars, standing figures in
high relief (PI. XIX, 50) or medallions and panels containing a
variety of miscellaneous scencs.
As at Bharhut, many of these seulptnres arc relatively crude
and coarse-the handiwork, no doubt, of inferior local craftsmen;
bnt it needs no very critical eye to perceive that, taken as a whole,
their style is considerably more developed than that of the Bharhut
reliefs and, at the same time, more pronouncedly afi'eeted by the
influence of western art. \Vitness, for instance, in the matter
of technical treatment, the freer movement of planes leading to
more convincing spatial efreet, the more organic modelling of the
figures, the relative freedom of their pose and composition, and
the effort to bring them into closer relationship one with the other;
and witness, again, in the matter of motifs, the centaurs, winged
monsters, and tritons, the schematic treatment of the animal
friezes, and the scene of Surya in his four-horse chariot copied
directly from a Hellenistic prototype (PI. XIX, 51). These and
many other features of the Buddh Gay" railing prove inconte~tably
that at the time of its erection Indian sculptors were borrowing
freely from the hybrid cosmopolitan art of Western Asia, in which
Greek and Scythie, Persian and Mesopotamian cultures were
blended and fused together, and that, partly under this alien
inspiration, partly through their own initiative, they had made
important progress since the time when the Bharhnt reliefs were
executed. On the other hand, in point of development the reliefs
of Buddh Gaya fall short of those on the tora,las at S1inehi, which,
as ~ shal~ see b~12~Lare to_b~ assigp~<!tothe-latterhiIfonhe
first century B.C., and accordingly we shall probably not be far
wrong if we assign the Bnddh Gaya monuments to the earlier years
of the same century. This date, let it be added, is substantiated by
inscriptions on two of the rail pillars recording that thcy were
presented hy the Queens of King Indramitra and King BrahmamitT'.., respectively. These two kings have heen plausibly identified
with the two rulers of the same names, whose coins have been
found in considerable numbers in Northern India, and who, whether
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they were connected with the QUilga dynasty or not, appear from
thc script of their coin legcnds to havc flourishcd not earlicr than
the first century B.O. (pp. 525-6; PI. V, 4, 6~
We come now to the famous g"dteways of San chi, the most perfect
and most beautiful of all the monuments of the Early School. Four
of these adorn the four entrances to the Great stiipa situated on the
levelled snmmit of the hill; the fifth-a gateway of smaller proportions-is set in front of a subsidiary slltpa (No. III) close by, to
the north-east. As it now stands, the Great stiipa (PI. XX, 53) is
about 54 feet high, excluding the rail and umbrella on its summit,
and consists of an aJmost hemispherical dome set on a lofty
plinth, the narrow berm between the two serving in old times as a
processional path. This was not, however, its original form. The
earliest structure, which was erected, apparently, by A~oka at the
same time as the lion-crowned pillar near the South Gateway
(p. 622 above), was of brick, crowned by a stone umbrella, and of
not more than half the present dimensions. At that time, the floor
laid aronnd the st"pa and column by the workmen of A90ka was
several feet below the present level. As years passed by, bowever,
much de/n'is collcctcd above this floor, aud over the debris auother
floor was laid, and then a third one, still higher up, and last of allat least a ceutury after the erection of the column-a stone pavement covering the whole hill· top. These facts have an intimate
bearing on the history of this important monument; for, simultaneously with the laying of this final pavement, the stiipa itself
was also enlarged to its existing size by the addition of a stone
casing faced with concrete; on its summit was set a larger umbrella
with a plain stone rail in a square around it, and cncircling its
base another rail equally plain but of more massive proportions.
These works, and particularly the erection of the great ground
rail, the pillars, bars, and COpinb'" of which werc the gifts of many
devotees, must have taken many decades to accomplish. Then
came the construction of smallcr dccorated rails round the berm
of the stapa and flanking thc steps by which it was ascendcd; and,
finally and to crown all, thc fonl" gateways at the cntrances
between the quadrants of the ground rail, which can hardly be
relegated to an earlier date than the last half centnry before the
Christian era.
These two sWpas with their richly carved tora1'}as arc not the
only monlJIllents of an early age on the hill-top of Sanchi. To the
south-east of the Great sWpa is a lofty plinth of stone, approached
by two broad stairways and surmounted by rows of heavy octagonal
40-2
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pillars, which once supported a superstructure of wood; the pillars
bear inscriptions in early Bl"hml, probably of the first century B.C.,
but the plinth dates back to Qm\ga 01' Maurya times, and was
originally rounded at its southern end, having served apparently
as the base of au apsidal temple of wood, which perished by burning
before the stolle pillars were erected. Theu, in the south-west
part of the enclosure, t11ere is another plinth of a similar type but
square in plan; and on a lower spur of the same hill is another
stl7pa (PI. XXI, 54), designed on the same lines as the Great stl7pa,
bnt without any tora1J<lS to adorn the entrances, and with this
fnrther difference, that its ground rail is lavishly decorated with
sculptured panels and medallions. These reliefs present the same
phenomeuon, but in a more accentuated measure, that we observed
in the railing of Buddh Gaya. A few, that is to say-and these
are confined to the corner pillars of the entrance-arc of a refined
style and infused with a strongly classical feeling (PI. XXI, 55, 56);
but the majority, though remarkably decorative, and, indeed, better
adapted to their purpose, are conspicuous for their crude, coarse
workmanship (1'1. XXI, 57, 51l~ In this case, however, it is important to observe that the two classes of reliefs were not executed at
one and the same time; for an examination of the rail shows that
the whole of it was orib>inally adorned with the more primitive
kind of carvings, and that some of these were subsequently chiselled
oil' in order to make way for the more finished relielE.
To revert, however, to the gateways of the Great stiipa, in which
the interest of San chi mainly resides. The earliest of them to be
erected was the one at the sonth entrance, opposite to the steps
by which the berm was approached; then followed, in chronological order, the northern, the eastern, and the western, their
succession in each case being demonstrated by the ~tyle of their
carvings and by the tectonic character of the extensions to the
rail, which were made at the time that each was set up. All four
gateways are of similar design-the work of carpenters rather
than of masons-and the marvel is that erections of this kind,
constrncted on principles wholly unsuited to work in stone, have
survived in such remarkable preservation for nearly two thousand
years. Each gateway was composed of two square pillars surmounted by eapitale, which in their turn supported a superstructure
of three architraves with volute ends, 11lnged one above the other
at intervals slightly in excess of their own height. The capitals
were adorned with standing dwarfs or with the forefronts of lions
or elephants set back to back in the Persepolitan fashion; and,
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springing from the same abacus and acting as supports to the
projecting ends of the lowest architrave, were Caryatid figures of
graceful and pleasing outline. Other images of men and women,
horsemen, elephanm, and lions were disposed between and above
the architraves, while crowning and dominating all was the sacred
wheel, so inseparably connected with Buddhism, flanked on either
side by attendants and triyala emblems. For the rest, both pillars
and superstructure were elaborately enriched with bas-reliefs
illustrative of the Jatal.a legends or scenes from the life of the
Buddha or important events in the subsequent history of the
Bilddhist religion. Besides which, there were representations of
the sacred trees and stiipas symbolical of <;Jakyamuni and the
preceding Buddhas; of real or fabulous beasts and birds; and
many heraldic and floral devices of rich and varicd conception
(PI. XXI, 59).
The inscriptions cmved here and there on the gateways record
the names of pious individuals or of gilds who contributed to
their erection, but say not a word, unfortunately, of the scenes and
figures delineated, the intClllretation of which has been rendered
all the more difficnlt by the practice, universal in the Early
School, of never portraying the Bnddha in bodily form, bnt of
indicating his presence merely by some symbol, such as his footprinm or the throne on which he sat or the sacred tree associated
with his enlightenment. Thanks, however, to the light afforded
by the sculptures of Bharhut, with their clear, explicit titles, aud
thanks, also, to the brilliant labours of Mons. A. Fouchcr and
Prof. Griinwedel, the interpretation of thc majority of these reliefs
has now heen placed beyond dispntc, and it will probably not
be long before the meaning of the rest becomes equally clear.
A good illustration of the mcthods of narration followed by the
artism and of wllat has bcen achieved towards the interpretation
of the sculptures, is afforded by the front fa<;ade of the East
Gateway (PI. XXII, 60). On the right pillar are represented, in
six panels, the six dlY<mol,as or stages of the Budrlhist Paradise,
their respective deities seated like mortal kings ill each. On the
left, starting from the base, is Bimbisara with his royal cortege
issuing from the city of Rajagriha 011 a visit to the Buddha, here
symbolised by his empty throne. This visit took place after the
convcrsion of Ka<;yapa, and in the panel above is depicted olle of
the miracles by which Buddha converted the Brz,hman ascetic.
The Nairafijana river is shown in flood, with Ka<;yapa and two of
his disciples hastening in a boat to the rescue of Bnddha. Then,
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in the lower part of the picture, Buddha, represented again by his
throne, appears walking on the face of the waters, and in the
fore-ground the figures of Ka~yapa and his disciples arc repeated,
now on dry ground and doing homage to the Master. 'rhe third
panel portrays the temple at Buddh Gay;;, built by A~oka, with
the throne of Buddha within, and, spreading through its npper
windows, the branches of the sacred tree. It is the illumination
of Buddha; aud to right and left of the temple are four figures in
an attitude of prayer-perhaps the Guardian Kings of the four
quarterR; while ranged above in two tiers are groups of deities
looking on iu adoration from their c.elestial paradises. The
seeues on the lintels are still more elaborate. On the lowest we
see, in the centre, the temple and tree of Bnddh Gaya; to the
left, a crowd of musicians and devotees with water vessels; to the
right, a royal retinue and a king and queen descending from an
elephant, and aftenvards doing worship at the tree. This is the
ceremonial visit which A<;oka and his qucen, 'l'ishyarakshita, paid
to the Bodhi-tree, for the purpose of watering it and restoring its
pristine beauty after the evil spell which the queen had east upon
it. The middle lintel is occupied with the seeue of Buddha's
departure from Kapilavastu (maltiibltinisltkrama1Ja). 'fo the left
is the city with wall aud moat, and, issuing from its gate, the horse
Kar.'thaka, his hoofs supported by Yakshas and accompanied by
the divinities in attendance on the Buddha, and by Ohhandaka,
his groom, who holds the umhrella symbolical of his Master's
presence. In order to indicate the progress of the Prince, this
group is repeated four times in succession towards the right of the
relief, and then, at the parting of the ways, we see OIrhandaka and
the horse seut back to Kapilavastu, and thc further journey of
Buddha indicated by his footprints surmounted by the umbrella.
Lastly, in the topmost lintel, are representations of the seven last
Buddhas, the first and last symbolised by thrones beneath their
appropriate Bodhi-trees, the rest by the stapas which enshrined
their relics.
On the execution of these sculptures, with their multitudinous
figures and elaborate details, many years of labour must have been
exhausted and many hands employed. It is not to be expected,
therefore, that their style should be uniform; yet there is none of
the clumsy, immature workmanship here which we noticed in the
inferior carvings of the balustrade round the smaller stapa and at
Buddh Gaya. These reliefs are the work of trained and experienced sculptors, and though they exhibit considerable variety in
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Parieties of Style

their composition and technical treatment, their style throughout is
maintained at a relatively high level. The finest are on the
Southern Gateway, the poorest on the Northern; but in the
matter of technique, the greatest contrast, perhaps, is afforded by
the reliefs of the Southern and Western Gateways. Compare, for
example, the scene on the inner face of the middle architrave of
the South Gateway, depicting the Chhaddanta J ataka, and the same
scene on the front face of the lowest architrave of the 'Western
Gateway (PI. XXIII, 61, 62). In the former, the figures are kept
strictly in one plane, in order that all may be equally distinct to
the observer, and the relief low, that there may be no heavy
shadows to obscure the design, with the result that the effect is
that of a tapestry rather than of a carving in stone. The elephants,
again, are treated in broad Bat surfaces with a view to emphasising
their contours; the trees sketched in rather than modelled; and
the lotus pond indicated by conventional lotuses out of all proportion to the size of the beasts wading through it. In the latter,
the leaves and Bowers are of normal size; the water is portrayed
by undulating lines; the banyan tree is realistically true to nature;
the modelling of the elephants is more forceful and elaborate;
and, though the figures are kept religiously to one plane, atl'ong
contrasts of light and shade and a suggestion of depth are obtained
by cutting deep into the surface of the stone. Both reliefs are
admirahle in their own way, bllt there can be no two opinions as
to which of the two is the mOre masterly. The one on the South
Gateway is the work of a creative genius, more expert perhaps
with the pencil 01' brush than with the chisel, but possessed of
a delicate sense of line and of decorative and rhythmic composition. That on the West, on the other hand, is technically more
advanced, and the individual figures, taken by themselves, are UIldoubtedly more effective and convincing; but it fails to please.
because the detail is too crowded and confusing, and the composition
too regnlar and mechanical The same remark holds good, if we
compare the' war of the relics' on the Southern Gateway, with the
somewhat similar scene on the Western (PI. XXIII, 6.~, 64). In both
there is abundance of fancy and expressive movement, but the
movement and fancy are of a different order. In the earlier, the
scene is living and real, because the artist has conceived it clearly
in his own brain and expressed his conception with dramatic
simplicity; ill the later. the houses and the fignres framed in the
balconies are stereotyped and lifeless, and the movement and
turmoil of the crowd surging towards the city less convincing,
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because the artist has depeuded uot so much upon his own
originality as upon the conventional treatment of such scenes.
In the earlier, the depth of the relicf and the intervals between
the fignres arc varied, and the shadows diffused or intensified
accordingly; in the later, the figures arc compressed closely
together, with the result that the shadows between thcm become
darker, and a 'colouristic' effect is thus imparted to the whole.
In the earlier, lastly, the composition is enhanced by varying the
directions in which the figures move; in the later, though the
attitudes are manifold, the movement taken as a whole is nniform.
These differenccs in style are due in a large measure to the indi,
vidnality of the artists, but they are due, also, to the changes
which were coming over Indian relief consequent on the deepening
of cxtrancous influcnccs, on improved techuical skill, and on the
growing tendency towards conventionalism. The extraneous
influences referred to are attested by the presence of exotic
motifs, which meet the eye at every point and are readily recognised-by the familial' bell capitals of Persia, by floral dcsigus
of Assyria, by winged monsters of IVestern Asia, all of them part
and parcel of the cosmopolitan art of the Scleucid and succeeding
empircs of the 'Vest, ill which the heterogencous clcments of so
many civilisations were fused and blcndcd together. But it is
attested still morc forcibly by the striking individuality of many
of the figl1l'cs, as, for instance, of the hill-lnen riders on the
Eastern Gate, by the occasional efforts towards spatial effects, as
in the relief of the ivory workers of Vidiyl, by the well-balanced
symmetry of some of the groups, and by the 'colouristic' treatment with its alternation of light and dark, which was peculiarly
characteristic of Graeco-Syrian art at this period. By the side
of these mature and elaborate compositions the reliefs of Rharhut.
are stiff and awkward, and, as we recall their features to mind, we
are conscious of the gulf which separates the two and of the great
advance that sculpture must have made during thc century or
more that elapsed between them. 'l'he wonder is that these
monuments could ever have been classed together or regarded
as products of one and the same epoch.
The steady growth of plastic art which we have traced in the
foregoing pages derives additional light from the pre-Kush:i.I,la
sculptures of Mathnr;;., which are the more instructive, bccause
they all emanate from one and the same school. These scuilltures
divide themselves into three main classes, the earliest belonging
approximately to the middle of the second century B.O.; the second
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to the following centnry; and the last associated with the rnle of
the local Satraps. Of thesc, thc first two are so elosely akin in
style to the reliefs of the Bhlirhut rail and Sanchi toraltas, respectively, that it is unnecessary to dwell further npon them. The
sculptures of thc third class are more exceptional. Their style is
that of the Early School in a late and decadent phase, when its art
was becoming conventionalised and lifeless. Typical examples are
the plaques reproduced in Pl. XXIV, 65, 66, the former a Jain
ayiigapala or votive tablet dedicated, as the inscription on it
informs us, by a courtesan named Lo~a9obhika; the latter, which
is decorated on both sides, from a small tora1Ja arch. In all works
of the Mathura school of this period the same tendency towards
schematic treatment is apparent, but it appears to have affected
the Jain scnlpture more than the Buddhist. The dramatic vigour
and warmth of fecling which characterised the relief:; of the Sanchi
gateways is now vanishing; the composition is becoming weak and
mechanical, the postures formal and stilted. '1'he cause of this
sudden decadence is not difficult to discover. A little before the
beginning of the Christian era MathUl"a had become the capital
of a Satrapy either subordinate to or closely connected with
the Scytho-Parthian kingdom of Taxila 1, and, as a result, there
was an inflnx there of semi-Hellenistic art, too weak in its new
environment to maintain Its own individuality, yet still strong
enough to interrupt and enervate thc oldcr traditions of Hindustflll.
It was no longer a case of Indian art bcing vitaliscd by the inspiration of the West, but of its being deadencd by its embracc.
As an illustration of the closc relations that cxisted between'
Mathura and the North-West, the votivc tablet of Ll~a9obhika is
particularly significant, the stllpa depicted on it being identical in
form with stilpas of the Scytho-Parthian epoch at Taxila, bnt unlike
any monument of the class in IIindustan. Another interesting
votive tablet of the same class is one dedicated by a lady named
Amohini in the reign of the Great Satrap Qor,asa, which, to judge
by the style of its carving, dates from about the beginning of the
Christian era.
'Vherevcr important stilpas likc those dcscribcd above were
erectcd, monasterics wcrc also provided for the accommodation of
the monks or nuns residing on thc spot, and chapels or chaitya
halls in wbich they conld assemble for their devotions. The
monasteries, as might be expected, were designed on the same
1 For an account of another most important monument, the Lion.Capital, Bee
Cha.pter xnu, pp. 575-6, where the date of the Amohini tll.blet is also discussed.
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plan as private houses: that is, with an opeu square courtyard
in the centre surrounded on the four sides hy a range of cells.
Perhaps the earliest existing example of such a monastery is one hy
the side of the Piprahwa stl/pa (p. 623), which is said to be built of
bricks of much the same size and fabric as thosc employed in the
sti1pa itself. As a rule, however, the early architects built their
structural monasteries and c"aitya halls either wholly of wood or
with a superstructure of wood set Oil a stylobate of stoue, like the
more primitive temples of Greece; and it was not until about the
first century B.C. that more durable materials came into vogue for
pillars and walls, and not until a still later period that they came
to be used for entablature and roofs. The chait!Ja halls were
remarkably similar in plan to the early Christian basilicas, bcing
divided by two rows of columns into a nave and two narrow side
aisles, which were continued round the apse. The only remains of
such structural halls prior to thc Christian era are those at Sanchi
and SonaIi in the Bhopal State of Central India. In both cases
the superstructure seems to have been of wood, and what now
survi ves of the original hall consists only of a lofty stone plinth
approached by tlighl8 of steps, but the form of the plinth and the
plan of the interior foundations leave no doubt that the superstructure must have been similar in desigu to the rock-hewn cltaitya
halls of Western India.
'Vhile these structural edifices-st1lpas, chapels, and monasteries
-were being erected in lIindnstan, the Buddhists and Jains of
Western and Eastern India were engaged in fashioning more
permanent monuments of the same class by hewing them from
the living rock. The practice of hollowing out chambers had
been common in Egypt from time immemorial, and by the sixth
century B.C. had spread as far cast as Persia, where the royal
tombs of Darius and his snccessors of the Achaemenian dynasty up
to the time of Codomannns (335-330 B.C.) were excavated in the
cliffs of Naksh-i-Rustam and Persel'olis. From Persia the idea
found its way during the third century before our era iuto
Hindustan and resnlted, as we have already seen, in the excavation
of dwelling places and chapels for ascetics in the Barabar hills of
Bihar. These artificial caves of the l\fanrya period were of very
modest proportions, and were at first kept severely plain, or, like their
Ir,inian prototypes, adorned only on the outer fagade. As time
went on, however, the Indian excavators became more ambitious
and, rapidlyexpanding their ideas, proceeded to copy their structnral
clutit!Ja halls and viharas on the same scale as the origiuals, and
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to imitate their details with an accuracy which says more for
their industry and patience than for the originality of their genius.
So literal, indeed, was the translation of wooden architecture into
the new and more durable material, that infinite toil was expended
in perpetuating forms which became quite meaningless and inappropriate when applied to stone. Thus, in wooden structures
there had been valid enough reason for iuelining pillars and door
jambs inwards, in order to counteract the outward thrust of the
curvilinear roof, but, reproduced in stone, this inclination entirely
missed its purpose and served only to weaken instead of strengthening the supports. Again, it was mere waste of labonr to copy roof
timbers; still greater waste was it, first to cut away the rock and
then insert such timbers in wood, as was done in some of the
earHer caves.
This close imitation of wooden construction affords a useful
criterion for determining the relative ages of these rock-hewn
monuments, since it is logical to infer that the older the cave, the
nearer it is likely to approximate to its wooden prototypes. Bnt
this index of age must not be pressed too far; for, though the
rnle generally holds good, there are many exceptions to it, and
in every case, therefore, careful account must be taken of other
features also, and especially of the plastic treatment of the sculptures and decorative ornaments which arc found in many of the
caves.
Among the earlier chaitya halls of Western India the finest
examples arc those at Bhaja, Kondane, Pitalkhora, Aj:1nta, Bedsa,
Nasik, and Karli. The plan and general design of these halls is
approximately the same, and the description of one will suffice for
all The finest example, undoubtedly, is the hall at Karli (Pl. XXV,
67, 68), which is at once the largest, the best preserved, and most
perfect of its type. It measures 124 feet 3 iuehes long by 45 feet
6 inches wide and is of the same apsidal plan as the contemporary
structural chaityas referred to above. Between the nave and the
aisles is a single row ofthirty-seven colnmns, of which those round the
apse are of plain octagonal form, while the remainder, to the number
of fifteen on either side of the nave, are provided with heavy bases
and capitals of the bell-shape type surmounted by kneeling elephants,
horses, and tigers, with riders or attendants standing between.
Above these figures and rising to a height of 45 feet at its apex,
springs the vaulted roof, beneath the soffit of which is a series of
projecting ribs, not carved out of tIle stone itself, bnt constructed
of wood and attached to the roof. At the apsida\ end of the hall
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the vault terminaws in a semi-dome, beneath which, and bewn like
thc rcst of the hall out of the solid rock, is a stiipa of r"miliar
shape with a crowning 11mbrel\a of wood ,tbove. At the entrance
to the hall is a screen pierced by three doorways, one leading to
thc naye, the others to the side aisles; this screen rose no higher
than the tops of the pillars within the hall, and the whole of the
open space above it was occupied hy a great horse-shoe window,
within which there still remains part of its original wooden
centring. It was through this window that all light was admitted
into the hall, the nave and the stapa being thus effectively illuminated, but the side aisles left in comparative darkness. In front
of the cutrance to the hall was a porch 15 feet deep by about
58 feet high, and as wide as it was high, closed in turn by a second
screen consisting of two tiers of octagonal columns, with a solid
mass of rock between, once apparently decorated with wooden
carvings attached to its fa9ade.
Though similar in general disposition to the one at Karli, the
cha'itya halls at the other places mentioned above vary considerably in their dimensions and details. Thus the halls at Bhajii and
Kondane (PI. XXVI, (9) are about GO feet long, the earliest at
Ajanta 96 feet, alld that at Nasik (PI. XXVI, 72) 45. At Bhaja,
Kondane, Pitalkhora, and the earliest at Ajanta, the screen which
closed the entrance to the hall was originally pf wood, and in all
these caves, as well as in those of BedS:I and Nasik, the pillars
incline inwards to a greater or less degrce. In the Ajanta hal\,
again, the pillars are quite plain without base or capital, and here,
as at Pitalkhora, the .roved ceiliug of thc side aisles is adorned
with coffers, the ribs between which are carved from the rock, not
framed in wood.
From these and other peculiarities in their construction and
decoration it has generally.been inferred that thc carliest of all the
chuitya halls to be excavated were those at Bhaja, Kondane, and
Pitalkhora, together with the tenth cave at Ajanta; that next to
them ill chronological order came the ball at Bedsii; then the
ninth cave at Ajanta, followed closely by the chaitya at Nasik;
and, lastly, the great hall at Karli. On thc assumption, moreover,
that the chaitllu at NfJ.Sik is of about the same age as the small
vihara close by, aud that the Andra king Krislu.la, during whose
reign the latter was excavated, was reigning at the beginning of
the secoud century B.c., the couclusion has been drawn that the
four earliest caves were excavated towards the close of the third
century B.c., the cave at Be<lsa during the first or second decade
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of the second century B.C., those at Nasik about 160 B.c., and the
one at Karli about 80 B.C. Against this chronology, however,
there are insuperable objections based ou epigraphical as well
as plastic and architectural considerations. In the hall at Karli,
for example-to take the last of the series first-is an inscription recording that it was the work of one Seth BhUtapala of
Vaijayanti, whose age cannot for epigraphical reasons be far
removed from that of Ushavadiita, the son-in-law of the Kshatrapa Nahapana. In this cave, too, the form of the pillars and
the modelIing of the stately scnlptnres above them preclude an
earlier date than the first centnry of onr era. Again, in the
chaitya hall at Nasik the form of the entrance doorway, the
lotns design on the face of its jambs, the miniature Persepolitan
pilasters, the rails of the balnstrade flanking the steps and the
treatment of the dvur<!pilla fignre beside the entrance-all bespeak
a date approximately contemporary with the Sanchi torary.as, and
at leMt a centnry later than the work of Bharhut. EquaI\y strong
are the objections in the case nf the Bhiija amI Bedsa chaityas,
the sculptnres of which are too fully developed to have been
executed before the first ceutury B.C., while, as regards the latter
hall, the design of the ponderous colnmns in front of the entrance
and the modelIing of the figures surmounting them, though manifestly earlier than the work at Karli, cannot be removed from
it by a long period of time. From these and many other indications of a similar nature it is apparent that the chronology of
these caves needs complete revision. At prescnt it seems hardly
possible to avoid the conclusion that the whole series of these
rock-cut halls-from the one at Bhaja to that of Karli-are more
modern by at least a century than has been nsually supposed,
and that Messrs Fergnsson and Burgess were not far f!'Om the
tlllth, when in their work on the Oaw Temples of India they
assigned the Niisik Hall to the latter half of the first century B.C.
The above remarks apply in an equal degree to the other I,,'reat
class of rock-cut remains-namely, the vihura.~ or residential
quarters of the monks. These vihuras call for little comment.
The most perfect examples of them were planned like the structural
edifices of the same class, but with this unavoidable difference, that
the range of cells on one side of the court was replaced in the cave
vihilra~ by an open verandah, through which light and air could
be freely admitted to the interior. In other cases, and among
these are to be reckoned the majority of the early vihilras, the
plan is irregular, the cells being disposed in one or two rows only,
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and often at erratic angles; while in one instance-at Bedsathey arc rangcd round an apsidal court, manifestly imitated from
a chaitya hall. A striking feature of these viharas and one in
which they present a great contr8<lt to those of the Eastern Coast,
is the almost total absence of figure sculpture. In nearly all the
examplcs known to us the f"')ades of the cells are embellished
only by simple architectural motifs, such 8<l horse-shoe arches,
rails, lattices, and merlons, and it is only in rare instances, as at
Nadsur (PI. XXVI, 71) and Pitalkhora, that the severity of this
treatment is relieved by figures of Laksluni placed over the doors
or pillars, or by pilasters of the Persepolitan type surmounted by
kneeling animals. In only one vihiira is there any attempt at
more diversified seulptnre. This is at Bhfijfi, where standing
figures of guards and more elaborate scenes are executed in relief
on the walls of the verandah and interior hall. One of these
scenes, frolll the west end of the verandah, is illustrated in PI. XXVI,
70. It depicts a four-horse chariot with three figures-a male
and two females-riding within, attendant horsemen at the side,
and monster demons beneath. This composition has been interpreted as the car of Surya accompanied by his two wives driving
over the demons of darkness, bnt it is more than donbtful if this
interpretation is correct. Four-horse chariots of this type are
a familiar motif in early Indian art, and ill this instance there is
nothing special to indicate the identity of Surya.
The composition of these sculptures is strangely bizarre and
fanciful, and their style, generally, is not of a high order; hut it
is easy to perceive from the technique of the relief work, from the
freedom of the composition and of the individual poses, as well as
from the treatment of the ornaments, that they are to be cI8<lsed
among the latcr efiorts of the Early School, not amoug its primitive
productions. Their date certainly cannot bc much earlier than the
middle of the last centnry before the Christian era.
Of the early caves along the East C08<lt the only ones that merit
attention here are the two neighbonring and intimately connected
groups on thc hills of Udayagiri and Khulldugiri in Orissa. Unlike the rock-hewn monuments of \'\Testern India deseribcd above,
which were the handiwork of Buddhists, thcse Orissan caves were
hoth excavated and for many years tenanted by adherents of the
Jain religion, who have left behind them unmistakable evidcnces of
their faith both in the early inscribed records and ill the medieval
cult statues which are fOllud in several of the caves. To this
sectarian difference is due mauy distinctive features of the archi-
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tecture, including, among others, the enth'e absence of ckaitlla
halls, for which, apparently, there was no need in the ceremonial
oIJservances of the Jains. Takcn together, the two groups
comprise more than thirty-five excavations, of which the more
remarkable in point of size and dccoration are the Ananta Gmnpha
on Khandagiri, and the lliini Gumpha, Ganesh Gumpha, and the
Jayavijaya caves on the Udayagiri hill. Besides these, there are
two caves in the Udayagi~i gronp-namely, the Hathi Gnmphi.i.
and the Manchapnri cave-to which a special interest attaches by
reason of the inscriptions carved on them. Of the whole series
the oldest is the Hathi Gumpha, a natural cavern enlarged by
artificial cntting, on the over-hanging brow of which is the
famons epigraph recording the acts of Khiiravela, King of
Kalhiga. This inscription was snpposed by Pandit Bhagvanlal
Indraji and others to be dated in the 165th year of the Manrya
epoch, which, if reckoned from the accession of Ohandragupta,
would coincide with 157-6 B.C. Other scholars have, however,
since denied that any such date occnrs in the inscription, aud, at
the present time, there is still a sharp divisiou of opinion on the
point ' . In the ahsence of an undoubted date in this record or in
the records of Kharavela's Queen and of his successor (?) in the
Manchapuri cave, we must endeavour to determine the age of
these monuments from other sources of information. In the case
of the Manchapuri cave, the problem luckily derives some light
from the style of the sculptured reliefs of the interior. 'L'his cave,
erroneonsly called Vaikm.ltha or Patalapuri by earlier writers,
possesses two storeys, the lower (Pl. XXVII, 73) consisting of a
pillared verandah with chambers hollowed out at the back and at
ODe end; the upper of similar design but of smaller dimensions
and without any chamber at the extremity of the verandah.
It is in the upper storey of this cave that the inscription of
Kharavela's Queen is incised, while in the lower are short records
stating that the main and side chambers were the works, respectively, of Vakradeva (Vakadepasiri or Kndepasiri), the successor,
apparently,' of Kharavela, and of Prince Va~ukha. It ruay he
presumed, therefore, that the upper storey is the earlier of the
two. 'l'he rail pattern which once adorned the broad band of
rock between the two storeys is now all but obliterated, but in
the gronnd-floor verandah is a well preserved frieze which confirms
by its style what the inscriptions might otherwise lead us to
1
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suppose: namely. that, next to the Hathi Gumphi'i, this was the
most ancient cave in the two groups. Some of the reliefs of
this frieze arc illustrated in PI. XXVII, 74. Like most of the
sculptures in this locality they are of poor, coarse workmanship,
but in the depth of the relief and plastic treatment of the figures
they evince a decided advance on the work of Bharhut, and, unless
it be that sculpture in this part of India had nndergone an earlier
and independent development (a snpposition for which there is no
fonndation) it is safe to affirm that they are considerably posterior
to the scnlptures of Bharhut. Next, in chronological seqnence,
comes the Ananta Gnmpha-a single-storeyed cave planned in
much the same way as the Manchapuri, which seems to have been
the prototype of all the more important caves excavated on this
site. Over the doorways of this cave are ornamental arches
enclosing varions reliefs; in one is a standing figure of Lakshmi
supported by the usual elephants on lotus :flowers (Pl. XXVII, 75) ;
in another is the four-horse chariot of the Sun-god (1) depicted en
faee, with the crescent moon and stars in the field; in a third are
elephants; in a fourth, a railed-in tree and figures to right and
left of it bearing offerings in their hands or posed in an attitude
of prayer. 'fhe arch fronts themselves are relieved by bands of
birds or of animals and Amorini at playaI' of garlands intertwined,
and over each is a pair of triple-headed snakes, while in the intermediate spaces are flying Gandharvas disposed in separate panels
(PI. XXVII, 76). The last mentioned are more stiff and schematic
than the similar figures in the lIlanehapnrr cave, and this taken in
conjunction with other features, such as the chubby Amorini and
the treatment of the S,m-god's chariot, seems to indicate for these
seulptnres a date not mnch earlier than the middle of the first
centnry B.C. A further st.'tge in the development of this architecture is reached in the Rani Gumphi1, which is at once the
most spacions and elaborately decorated of all the Orissan caves
(PI. XXVIII, 79~ It consists of two storeys, each originally provided with a verandah-the lower 43 feet in length with three cells
behind, the npper 20 feet longer with four cells behind; in addition
to which there are chambers of irregular plan in the wings, to right
and left of the verandahs. In both storeys the fa0des of the cells
are enriched with pilasters and highly omate friezes illustrating
episodes connected with the Jain religion, of which unfortunately
the interpretation has not yet been established. The friezes
resemble each other closely, so far as their general treatment is
concerned, but the style of the scnlptures in the two storeys is.
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widely different. In the upper (cf. PI. XXVIII, 78) the composition
is relatively free, each group fOI1ning a coherent whole, in which
the relation of the various figures to one another is well cxpressed ;
the figurcs themselves are posed in natural attitudes; their movement is ·vigorous and convincing; and from a plastic and anatomical

point of view the modelling is tolerably correct. In the lower, on
the other hand, the reliefs are distinctly elementary and crude. The
best of them, perhaps, is the group reproduced in PI. XXVIII, 77,
but. ·even here the figures are composed almost as independent
units, connected only by their tactile contiguity; their postures,
too, are rigid and formal, particularly as regards the head and
torso, which are turned almost direct to the spectator, and in other
respects the work is stiff and schematic. At first sight, it might
appear tl,at in proportion as these carvings are marc primitivelooking, so they are anterior to those of the upper storey; but
examined more closely they betray traces here and there of
comparatively matnre al't, which snggest that their defects arc due
rather to the clumsiness and inexperience of the particular scnlptors
responsible for them than to the primitive character of plastic art
at the time when they were produced. Accordingly, it seems
probable that in this cave, as in the l\1anchapurj, the upper of
the two /loors was the first to be excavated, though the interval of
time betwt'en the two was not necessarily a long one; and thcre is
good reason, also, to suppose that the marked stylistic difference
between the scnlptures of the two storeys was the result of influence
exercised directly or indirectly by the contemporary schools of
Central and North-Western India. In this connexion a special
siguificance attaches to the presence in the upper storey of a
doorkeeper garbed in the dress of a Yavana warrior, and of a lion
and rider near by treated in a distinctively Western-Asiatic
manner, while the guardian door-keepers of the lower storey are
as characteristically Indian as their workmanship is immature. It
is significant, too, that various points of resemblance arc to be
traced between tbe sculptures of the upper fioor and the Jain
reliefs of Mathnra, where, as wc have already seen, the artistic
traditions of the North-West were at this time ohtaining a strong
foothold The pity is that the example of these outside schools
made only a superficial and impel'manent impression in Orissaa fact which becomes clear if we consider some of the other caves
on this site. In the Ganew Gumpha, for example, which is a small
excavation containing only two cells, the reliefs of the frieze are
c1oselyanalogons in style and subject, but, at the same time, slightly
C.H.I.1.
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inferior to those in the npper veraudah of the Biini Gumpha.
Then, in the Jayavijaya, we see the style rapidly losing its
animation, and in the Alakapuri cave, which is still later, the
execution has become still more coarse and the figures as devoid
of expression as anything which has survived from the Early'School
(PI. XXVIII, 80). The truth appears to be that the art of Orissa,
nnlike the art of Central or Western India possessed little independent vitality, and flonrished only so long as it was stimulated
by other schools, but became retrograde the moment that that
inspiration was withdrawn.
It remains to consider the paintings and minor antiquities of
the Early Indian school. Of the former our knowledge is the
scantiest; for though many of the buildings described above, both
rock-cut and structural, must have been adorned with frescoes,
only one specimen of such frescoes is known to exist, and this one,
unhappily, is too fragmentary and obscured to afford a criterion of
what the painters of that age were capable. The fresco referred
to is in the Jogimara cave of the Ramgarh hill within the confines
of the small and remotely situated State of Surguja. At first sight,
it appears a mere medley of crudely painted figures, destitute alike
of coherent composition and intelligible meaning; but a closer
examination reveals here and there a few drawings, from which the
colour has vanished, but the line work of which i~ tolerably dexterous
and bold, and it reveals others also quite vigorously outlined, but
spoilt by the colours roughly daubed upon them. Evidently, the
fresco has been repainted and added to by some untutored hand at
a time when most of its colouring had faded, and these few linear
drawings are all that is left of the original work. It is to the later
period that belong not only the existing pigments-red and crimson
and black-with which the older figures have been restored, but
the bands of monochrome yellow and red which divide and subdivide the panels, as well as the numerollS ill-drawn and primitivelooking figures applied indiscriminately on the fresco, wherever the
older paintings had been obliterated. Of the earlier work, all that
can now bc made out is that it was disposed in a series of concentric
panels separated from one another by narrow bands; that the
bands were adorned with rows of fishes, makaras, and other
aquatic monsters; and that in the panels were various subjects
depicted in a very haphazard fashion, among which are the familiar
chaitya halls with piunacled roofs, two-horse chariots, and groups
of figures seated and standing, manifestly analogous to those
found in the early relief's, but too much effaced to admit of a
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detailed comparison. That the fresco appertains to the Early
School is sufficiently apparent from these features, but its more
exact date must remain conjectural. The late Dr Bloch, who
visited the cave iu 1904, failed to perceive the repainting which
the fresco had undergone and assigned the whole as it stood to
the third century B.C. This was on the assumption that it was
contemporary with a short inscription in the early Brahmi cbaracter
engraved on the wall of the cave. It is very doubtful, however,
if the record in question is so ancient, and eqnally doubtfnl if
the fresco has any connexion with it. More probably the latter
was execnted in the first century before our era.
. ·With the terracottas of this period we are on firmer ground,
for examples of them are numerous, and in many cases their age
can be determiucd not only hy the internal evidence of their style,
but by the associations in which they have been found. These
terracotw consist of fignrines of men and animals or toy carts in
the round, or of small plaques stamped with figures or miniature
scenes. The Indian specimens of the Manrya period were, as
we have already seen, very crude and primitive, corresponding in
this respect with the indigenous stone sculpture of that age. In
the second and first ccnturies RC., however, terracotta work
steadily improved, and towards the beginning of the Christian era
we find it hardly less carefully modelled or less richly decorated
than contemporary reliefs in stone. By this time, the nse of dies
for stamping the clay had come iuto general vogue, and, as a
consequence, even the cheaper toys of children were enriched by
pretty floral designs in relief. The same thing happened, also, ill
the case of metal ornaments, which exhibit precisely the same
kind of designs. as the terracotw. A good illustration of the
minnte delicacy with which some of these dies were engraved is
afforded by a terracotta medallion from Bhitii (PI. XXIX, 81), which
might almost be a copy in miniatnre of the relief work on the
Sanchi gateways, so exactly does it resemhle it in stylc. One
of the sculptures at Sanchi, it may be remembered, was the work
of the ivory carvers of Vidi.,a, and it was of ivory probably that
the die for this medallion was made. Of about the same age, but
of much coarser execution is the copper lota from Gundla in Kulii
reproduced in PI. XXIX, 82. Here, again, the Bcene engraved
round the body of the vase is the familiar one of a prince seated
in a four-horse chariot with a band of musicians iu front, a
cortege of horsemeu and an elephant rider behind. The fignre
in the chariot has been identified with Gautama Buddha, as
41-2
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Prince Siddhartha, but it seems, prima facie, unlikely that' this
should be the one and only exception to the rule which obtained',
among the early Indian artists, of never representing the figure of
Gautama Buddha,
'
In following step by step the history' of Indian indigenous
art during this early period we have seen that much extraneous
influence was exerted upon it, and that this influence, was a
prominent factor in its evolution. Yet, if we examine this art'
in its most matnre form, as illustrated for example in the gate"
ways of Sanchl, we can detect in it nothing really mimetic, nothing'
which degrades it to the rank of a servile school. Many of its
motifs and ideas it took from Persia, hnt there is no trace in it of
the icy composure, the monotonons reiteration, or the dignified
spacionsness which characterise InLnian art: It owed a debt to
the older civilisations of Assyria, bnt it knows nothing of the'
stately and pompous graudeur or the grotesque exaggerations in
which the Assyrian faucy delighted. Most of all, it was indehted
to the Hellenistic culture of Western Asia, but the service which
it exacted from the genius of Hellas served to develop its own
virile character, not to enfeeble or obscure it. The artists of
e~~ly India were quick, with the versatility of all great artists, to
profit by the lessons which othcrs had to teach them; but there
is no more reason in calling their creations Persian or Greek than
there would he in designatin;; the modern fabric of St Paul'.
Italian. The art which they practised was essentially a national
art, having its root in the heart and in the faith of the people,
and giving eloquent expressiou to their spiritual beliefs aud to
their deep and intnitive sympathy with nature. Free alike from
artificiality and idealism, its purpose was to glorify religion, not
by seeking to embody spiritual ideas in terms of form, as the
medieval art of India did, but by telling the story of Buddhism
or .Tainism in the simplest and most expressive langnage which
the chisel of the sculptor could command, and it was just because
of its sympathy and transparent sincerity that it voiced so trnthfully the soul of the people, and still continues to make an instant
and deep appeal to our feelings.
To complete our survey of the arts of early Iudia, we must
retrace our steps, finally, to the North-West and pick up once
more the threads of Hellenistic and '''estern Asiatic culture
which became established there in the second century B.C., and
subsequeutly led to the development of an inlluential school of
Buddhist art. The all-important part played by Bactria' and
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Persia in connexion with the monuments of A~oka has already
occupied. our attention, Forty years after the death of that
Emperor the Bactrian armies of Demetrius overran the north of
the Punjab and paved the way for the foundation of an independent Greek rule, which remained paramount in the North-,Vest
for. nearly. a hundred years and lingered on still longer in the
hills .·of Afghanistan. The antiquities which these Eurasian
Greeks and their immediate successors, the Scytho-Parthians,
have bequeathed to ·us, are not numerous, but one and all
consistently bear witness to the strong hold which Hellenistic
art must have. taken upon tbis part of India. Most instructive,
perhaps, among them are the coins, the stylistic history of which
is singularly lucid and coherent (PI. XXX, 83, a-l). In the
earliest examples every feature is Hellenistic. Their standard is
the Attic standard; their legends are in Greek; their types are
,taken from Greek mythology, and designed with a grace and
beanty reminiscent of the schools of Praxitelcs or Lysippus; and
their portraiture is characterised by a refined realism, which, while
it is unmistakably Greek, demonstrates a remarkable originality on
the part of the engravers. 'With the consolidation, however, of the
Greek supremacy south of the Hindu Kush, the Attic standard
quickly gave place to .one-possibly based on Persian coinagemore suited to the needs of local commerce; bilingual legends
were substituted for the Greek, and little by little the other
Hellenistic qualities gradually faded, Indian clements being introduced among the types and the portraits losing their freshness
and animation. And so the process of degeneration continned,
rel~tively slowly among the Eurasian Greeks, more rapidly when
added barbarian elements came to be introduced from Parthia.
The testimony of these coins is specially valuable in this respect:
it proves that the engravers who produced them were no mere
slavish copyists of Western models, but were giving free and
spontaneous expression to their own ideas; and it proves further
that, though the art which they exhibit underwent an inevitable
transformation in its new environment and as a result of political
changes, its influence, nevel't1leless, was long and well-sustained on
Indian soil.
Nor does this numismatic evidence stand alone. It is endorsed
also by the other antiquities of this age which have come down to
us, though in their case with this notable difference-a difference
for which political considerations readily account-that, whereas
the coins of the Indo-Parthians evince a close dependence on
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Parthian prototypes, warranting the p''esumption that the kings
who issued them were of Parthian stock, the contemporary
architecture and other antiquities show relatively little evidence
of the semi-barbarous influeuce from that region. Of the buildings of the Eurasian Greeks themselves no remains have yet been
bronght to light save the nnembellished walls of some dwelling
houses, bnt the monuments erected at Taxila and in the neighbourhood during the Scytho-Parthian snpremacy leave no room
for doubt that architecture of the classical style had long been
fashionable in that quarter of India; for, though by that time the
decorative features were beginning to be Indianised, the Hellenistic
elements in them were still in complete preponderance over the
Oriental. Thus, the ornamentation of the stapas of this period
was primarily hased on the 'Corinthian' order, modified by the
addition of Indian motifs; while the only temples that have yet
been unearthed are characterised by the presence of Ionic columns
and classical mouldings. In the example of the fornler class of
structures shown in Pl. XXXI, 85, the 'Indian clements in the
design are more than usually couspicuous, but even in this sti/pa,
which is referable to the reign of Azes, they are restricted to the
small brackets over the Corinthian capitals, and to the subsidiary
tora1Jas and arched niches which relieve the interspaces between
the pilasters.
As with the architectural, so with the mi~or arts; they, one
and all, derh'ed theil' inspiration from the Hellenistic School, and in
the very slowness of their decline bear testimony to the remarkable
persistency of its teachings. Of earlier and purer workmanship
" charming illustration is aHorded by somc fragmentary ceramic
wares from the neighbourhood of Peshawar, the designs on which
are singularly human, and singnlarly Greek, in sentiment. On one
of them arc depicted little Amorini at play; on another, a child
reaching for a bunch of grapes in the hands of its mothcr; on a
third, a scene from the A ntigone, where Haemon is supplicating his
father Creon for the life of his affianced bride. Equally Hellenistic
in character, and equally devoid of any Indian fecling, is an ivory
pendant adorned with two bearderl heads from 'l'axila, and the
vine-wreathed head of Dionysus in silver reponsse (PI. XXXI, 84)
from the same site. Then, a little later-about the beginning,
that is to say, of the Christian era-we find Indian forms appearing
among the Hellenistic, just as they did in the case of architecture.
Witness, for instance, the relic casket of gold encrusted with balas
rubies, which was found in a tope at Bimaran (PL XXXII, 87).
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Engraved Gems

Here, the figures of the Buddha and his devotees-the chief and
central features of the design-are in inspiration demonstrably
Hellenistic; but the arches beneath which they stand are no less
demonstrably Indian in form; while the sacred Indian lotus, fullblOlffi, is incised beneath the base of the casket. Doubtless, it was .1.
in the sphere of religious and more particularly of Buddhist art,
with its essentially Indian associations, that Indian ideas first began
to trespass on the domain of Hellenism in the north-west, and this
partly explains why the monuments which betray the first encroachments of indigenous art, belong without exception to that faith,
and why other objects of a non-religious charactel', such as engraved
gems or the graceful bronze statuette of a child from Taxila
(PI. XXXII, 86), preserve their classical style intact until a much
later date. But it must be borne in mind, also, that it was in
carchitectural forms that the earliest symptoms of Indian influence
appeared, and that at the time of which we are speaking India was
already in possession of a national architecture of her own and
likely, therefore, to exercise more influence in that particular sphere
than in the glyptic or plastic arts, in which she bad then made less
independent progress. The engraved gems refen'ed to are found
in large numbers throughout the whole north· western area and are
proved by the presence of legends in early Brahmi or Kharoshthi,
as well as in Greek characters, to be the work of resident artists.
Some typical specimens are illustrated in PI. XXXIII, 88, a-leo The
first is a cornelian intaglio from Akra in the Bannu district, of
pure Hellenistic workmanship, designed and executed with a fine
sense of composition and relief. Judging by the persistency with
which it was repeated, t\.le motif of the fighting warriors on this
gem must have been almost as favourite a one in India as it was
in Greece. Next to it and of abont the same date is a remarkably
spirited elephant cut on a pale sardo Then comes a jacinth (c), the
jugate heads on which recall to mind the busts of Helioclcs and
Laodice on coins of Eucratides, though it is slightly later than
they. The lion, also, on pale sard (ti) is a fiue example of delicate
technique; but in fig. e-a singularly beautiful Bardoine-the style
shows incipient signs of falling off, and in the thrce following
specimens, a black garnet and two Bards, we watch its slow and
sure deterioration until the beginning of the Christian et'R. The
next two gems of the series (i andJ) are still more decadent. 'l'he
treatment of the drapery and other details of the seated Athena in
the fonner remind ns irresistibly of coins struck about the time of
Hennaeu., and we cannot be far wrong in assigning this gem to
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about 50 A.D., and the one which follows it to the close of the
same century. The latter is a cornelian from the Hazara District,
engraved with a figure of Aphrodite and bearing a lcgcnd, in
corrupt Greek characters. Finally, in fig. k, we have a repre.entath'e of a large group of gems executed in a meretricious and
distinctive style, which appears to have been fashionable in India
iu the first aud secoud centuries A.D. and which, taken in conjunction with other facts, suggests that a strong wave of influencedue, perhaps, to Roman expansion-set in abont that time from
. ' .. ,
Asia l\finor.
It was dnring the Scytho-Parthian supremacy that the local
school of Buddhist art, known as the Gandhara School, mnst,first
have sprnng into being. The story of this school belongs to
a snbseqncnt chapter; for it was nnder the rule of the Knshal,la
kings that it prodnced the majority of the sculptures which have
made it famous. But that it had taken shape long before the
Knshal)aS came npon the scene, is evident from the fact that the
types of the Buddha peculiarly associated with it, and the evolntion of which presupposes a long period for its achievement, were
already fixed and standardised in the reign of Kaniskha, and that
the inflnence of the school had penetrated by that time as far as
the banks of the Jnmna. Unhappily, among the many thousands
of sculptures by which it is represented, there is not one which
bears a date in any known era, nor do considerations of style
enable us to determine their chronological seqnence with any
approach to accuracy. Nevertheless, it may be taken as a general
maxim that the earlier they are, the more nearly they approximate
in style to Hellenistic .work, and, accepting tbe relic casket from
the stiipa of Shah-ji-ki-dheri as a criterion of age, it may safely
be asserted that a nnmber of them, distinguished by their less
stereotyped or less rococo cbaracter, are anterior to the reign of
Kanishka. One of the earliest of these, if we accept the judgment of Mons. Foucber, is the Buddha image reproduced in PI.
XXXIV, 89, which is certainly conspicuous among its fellows for
its graceful and restrained simplicity. Yet, even of this image
the type is demonstrably a well matured one, and, if we would
seek for the beginnings of the school, we mllst look still further
back and learn from the Bimarnn casket and other antiquities. of
that time the process by which Hellenistic art callie into. the
service of Buddhism.
" . .l
The question of the r61e played by classical art in India has
been a mnch disputed one in the past, some authorities maintaining
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that it was almost a negligible factor, others that it underlay the
whole fabric of Indian art. The truth, as so often happens, lies
between the two extremes. In Hindustitn and in Central India it
took, as we have seen, an important part in promoting the de. velopment of the Early National School both by clearing its path
of technical difficulties and strengtbening its growth with new
and invigorating ideas. In the north-west region and immediately
beyond its frontiers, on the other hand, it long maintained a complete supremacy, obscuring the indigenous traditions and itself
producing works of no mean merit, which add appreciably to
our understanding of the Hellenistic genius; here, too, as Indian
influence waxed stronger, it eventually culminated in the School
of Gandhiira, which left an indelible mark on Buddhist art thronghOllt the Orient. Nevertheless, in spite of its wide diffusioll,
Hellenistic art never took a real and lasting hold UpOIl India, for
the reasoll that the temperaments of the two peoples were radically dissimilar. To the Greek, man, man's beauty, man's intellect
were everything, and it was the apotheosis of this beauty and this
intellect which still remained the key-note of Helleni.tic art even
in the Orient. But these ideals awakened no response in the'
Indian mind. The visioll of the Indian was bounded by the
immortal rather than the mortal, by the infinite rather than
finite. Where Greek thought was ethical, his was spiritual;
where Greek was rational, his was emotional. And to these higher
aspirations, these more spiritual instincts, he sought, at a later
date, to give articulate expression by translating them into terms
of form and colour. But that was not until the more spacious
times of the Guptas, when a closer contact had been established
between thought and art, and new impulses imparted to each.
At the age of which we are speaking, the Indian had not yet
conceived the bold and, as some think, chimerical idea of thlls
incarnating spirit in matter. Art to him was a thing aparta sensuous, coucrete expression of the beautiful, which appealed
intimately to his suhconscious aesthetic sense, but in which neither
intellectuality nor mysticism had any share. For the rest, he
found in the formative arts a valuable medium in which to narrate,
in simple and universal language, the legends and history of his
faith; and this was mainly why, for the sake of its lucidity and
dramatic power, he welcomed with avidity aud absorbed the
lessons of Hellenistic art, not because he sympathised with its
ideals or saw in it the means of giving utterance to his own.
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CHAPTER VIII
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS ACCORDING TO EARLY
BUDDHIST LITERATURE
1. ORIGINAL SOURCES.
See Bibl. to Ch. VII.
For the Sanskrit law·books see S.RE.
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XIV

(Vasishtha,
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Ancient India (reyised edn. London, lil93); :\oIt'S Manning, Ancient and mediaeval
India (London, 1869); J. 'V. .M'Crindle, Ancient India as described by Mega.stbencs and Arrian (llombay, 1877); idem, by Ktesias (1882); idem, by Ptolemy
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Altindischc Zauberei (Amsterdam, 1908) j on the marriagc-customs, E. Hass in
Ind. Stud. v, pp. 267 f. [containing part of the KauQika StUra]; The lIindu law of
marriage and Strldhalla (woman's property) by G. Banerjee ('l'agorc Lectures
revised, Calcutta, 1896); see also the references given above in chap. X, p. 233,
n. 1; on the ol'deals,.Die Gottcsurtheilc der Iuder by E. Schlagintweit (Munich,
1866) j Alter 11. Herkunft des german. Gottesurtbeils by A. Kaegi (1887).
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Tomaschok, [W.] Article C Derbikes,' in Palll~'-Wissowa, Real-Encyclop:tdie der
ela.ssischen Altortumswissenschaft, v, 237-8. Stuttgart, 1905.
Weissba.ch, F. H. Zur neubabylouischen und a.cM.menidischcn Chronologie.
Z.D.M.G. LXll, 629-47. Leipzig, 1908.
- - Zu HerodotR pcrsischcr Stcuerlistc. Philologus, LXXI, 479-fW. Leipzig, 1012.
Wilson, H. H. Ariana Antiqua j a descriptive account of the antiquities and
coins of ..Afghanistan. London, 1841.
I
Winckler, H. VorHi.ufige Nachriehten liher die Ausgrabungen in Boghaz-k(ii im
Sommer 1907. Mittheilungen del' Deuwchen Orientge.sellschaft, no. 35,

Dcc, 1907,

NOTE TO CHAPTER XIV
ANCIENT PERSIAN COINS IN INDIA.

On Persian coins generally sec B. Y. Head, The Coinage of Lydia and Persia
(London, 1877), and E. Babelon, Les rerse.s Achernenides (Paris, 1893), pp. I-XX.
1.'he intimate connexion bctwccn the counwrmarks on Persian siUloi and those
upon early Indian coins was suggested by E. J. Rapson, J.R.A.S., 1895, pp. 865 ff.
Subsequent oh..'1ervations have tended tv disprm.·e this view, since it appears that
JOost of the countermarked gfgloi were not found in India; see G. F. Hill, J.B.S.,
1919, pp. 125 ff. On the comparative value of gold and silver in ancient India see
A. Cunningham, Coins of Ancient India (London, 18911 p.5. In some parts of
Asia in the thirteenth century the ratio was as low as 1 : 5 j see Marco Polo,
Book II, Chapters Land LIII.
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CHAP'fERS. XV AND XVI
ALEXANDER THE GREAT; INDIA IN EARLY GREEK
AND LATIN LITERATURE

,

"

1. ANCIENT AUTHORS.
Arriall (Flavius Arrianus), a Greek, or Helleniscd native, of Bithynia., and an
official of the R.oman empire; consul suffectus c. 130 A.D. and still alive in
171-2 A.D. Two ofbis works bear on India:
(a) 'Ai\ftuvaPOt! 'A"afJa(n~, Alexandri Anabasis; recent edn. that of A. O. RODs
(Leipzig,1907). [The most trustworthy of the ancient accounts of Alexander's
expedition which have come down to us, based mainly on the accolmU! of
Ptolemy and Aristobulus.]
- - Trans. J. W. :\f'Orindle. (In The 1m'asian of India by Alexander the Great.
2nd edn. Westminster, 1896.)
(b) ·I"th.,,~, Indica. (Included in edn. of Arrian 1g Scripta Minora by A. Eberhard.
Leipzig, 1885.) [A brief account of the geography, manners, and cU8toms of
India, drawn from N earchus, Megasthcnc.s, and l£ratosthenes.]
- - Trans. M'Crindle. (In Ancient India as described by Megasthelles and
Arrian. London, 1877.)
Diodorus, of Agyrion in Sicily j trayelled in the }1;astern Mediterranean
c. 60 B.C.; lived till after 36 B.C. [Sec Pauly-Wissowa, v, 663.] He wrote a history
of the world, under tlle title B!f3}..,tO(}~/C7J; edn. of Books I-XV by F. Vogel (Leipzig,
1888,1890,1893), of Books XVI-XVIII by C. T. Fischer (Leipzig, 1906~ [Book-II,
chaps. 35-42, gives an account of India t.'tkcn from Mcgasthene8 j trans. M'Cl'indle
in Ancient India as described by Megasthenes and Arrian. Book XVII contains
an account of Alexanders expedition, derived in part from Clitarchus j trans.
1PCrindle in The InyasiOll of India )'y Alexander the Great. Book XIX, chaps. 33-4,
contains the account of the sat·" (v. sup. pp. 414-15); trans. M'Crindle in AnCient
India as described in Classical Literature (Westminstcr, 1901), pp. 202 f.]
QuintU8 Curtius Rufus; nothing known of his life, fixed by his style to the
first century A.D. ; title of his Latin work, HiswriM Alexandri Maglli; ed. E.
Hedicke (Leipzig, 1908). [The rhetorical character of the book points to Clitarchus
:loS its main source.] Trans. of the part relating to India by M'Crindlc (in 'rhe
Invasion of India by Alcxander the Great).
Plutarch, of Cha.eronea in Boeotia j c. 45-125 A.D. [Ohaps. 57-67 of his Life of
Alexander are concerned with India. Edn. of the Lives by K. Sintenis (Leipzig;
vol. m:, 1881) j trans. by M'Crindle in The Invasion of India by Alexander the

Great]
Justin (Marcus J unianus J uStiuU8); second half of second century A.D. j' composed an Epitome of the (now lost) Historiac Philippicae of Pompeius Trogus, a
man of Gallic origin, who published his Latin Historiae some time between
20 B.<J. and 14 ! ... D. ; oon. of Justin's .Epitome, together with a series of short
summaries by another hand of the contents of the 44 Books of the lost work (the
Prologi), by I. Huehl (Leipzig, 1886). [Book XII contained an account of
Alexanders campaigns in India; trans. of Justin's Epitome of the Book in
M'Crindle, The Invasion of India. The chief source of Trogus was probably a
Greek work Il€pl BaO"tAiwv by Timagenes of Alexandria (born between 80 and
75 B.C.), who himself drew, for his account of Alexander, mainly upon ClitarchuB.]

r
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Polyaenus, a. Ma.cedonian, wrote his Strategemata (in Greek) c. 162 A.D.
[Book IV, chap. 3, deals with Alexander; ed. J. Melber. Leipzig, 1887.]
Two slighter works relating to the campaigns of Alex.ander seem occa..sionally
to give details derived from the contemporary accounts but dropped in our more
important extant sources:
Ca) Alcxandri .Magni Maccdonis Epitomac Rerum Gestarum, an abridgement
made in the 4th or 5th century A.D. of a lost Latin work of uncertain date,
combining history with elements taken from the Romance of Alexander; ed.
Wagner in Flcckcisen's Jahrbiicher fur klassische Philologie, Supplementband
XXVI (1901), pp. 105 If.
(b) ltinernrium Alexandri, written c. 360 A.D.; printed at the end of the Didot
Arrian; trans. ll'Crindle in Ancient India as described in Classical Literature.
Stmbo, of Ama.sia in Asia 1Iinor; c. 64 B.o.-19 A.D.; his great geographical
work (Greek) contains incidental notices of India. and Alexander's campaigns.
[Book xv, chap. I, is devoted to India, its geography, manners., and customs, its
material being drawn from the companions of Alexa.nder and from Megasthenes;
cd. A. Meincke (Leipzig, 1852-3); trans. M'Criodle in Ancient India as described
in Classical Literature.]
P1iny the Elder (Gaius Plinius Secundus); 23-79 A.D.; his cncyclopaedic work
in Latin, the Natura.lis Historie., contains notices of India drawn from the Greek
books or from more recent reports of merchan ts; cd. D. Detlefsen (Berlin,
1866-73) j a. translation of the pa&'lages relating to India is given in M'Crindle's
Ancient mdia as described in Classical Literature.
A. collection of the Fragments of Ctesias by Karl Miiller is appended to the
Didot edo. of Herodotus; trans. 11'Crindlc, in Ancient India as described by
Ktesias (London, 1882).
A. collection of the Fragments of the contemporary accounts of Alcxamler
(Ptolemy, AristobuluH, Clitarchus, etc.) by Karl I\.HUler is bound up in the Didot
edn. of Arnan (Paris, 1846~
A collection of the Fragments of :Megasthenes, Dalmachus, and Patroclcs is
contained in K.. Muller's Fragmenta IIistoricorum Graecorum, vol. Il, pp. 397-439.
[The references to Megasthenes, Xcarchus, and Onesicritus in these chapters of
Tho Cambridge History of India follow Miil1er's numeration. An earlier collection
of the Fragments of Megasthenes, with notes by E. A. Schwanbeck (Bonn, 1846),
now out of print, is still useful. ThiH is the collection 011 which l\1'Crindle's
translation ('D. sup.) is based.]
2. MODERN WORKS.
An account of Alexander's ca.mpaigns is contained in the histories of Grote,
Droyscn (best read in the French trans. by A. Bouche-Leclercq, entitled Histoire
de l'Hellonismc, vol. I, Pa,ris, 1883), Holm <-8ng. trans. London, 1894-8), Niese
(Gcschichtc der gricchischcn und makcdonischen Staatcn, yol. I, Gotha, 180:-1),
Kaerst (Geschichte des hellenistischen Zeita.lters, Leipzig, 19011 lleloch (Griechischc Gcschichte, vol. III, Strassburg, 1904).
For monographs and articles see the Notes appended to M'Crilldle's translations (t'!. sup.).
Smith, V. A. The Early History of India. 3rd edn. Oxford, 1914. [In his
account of Alexander's campaigns Dr Vincent Smith lfia.kes use of more
recent topographical researches than seem to be known to the German
scholars, for whom Cunningham is still generally the last authority.]
Anspach, A. E. De Alexandri Magni Expeditione Indica. London, 1903. [The
most full and thorough arrangement of the literary material]
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676 BIbliography to Chapters XV and XVI
Cunningham, A. The Ancient Geography of India. Vol. I. LondoD, 1871. A
work still of fundamental value, though neces8arily to some extent corrected
by subsequent J·csca.rch.]
Haverty, H. G. Notes 011 Afghanistan and part of Ba.luchistan. Londoll, 1880,
1881, 1883.

- - The Mihran of Sind and its Tributaries. J.A.S.B., 1892.
Tomaschek, W. Topographische ErHiutcnmg der Kiistenfahrt Nearchs yom Indus
bis zum Euphrat. Sitz. \Vien. vol. CXXL 1890.
Haig, M. R. The Indus Delta Country. London, 1894.
Yon ,,\'~ artenburg, Y orck. K urze Uebersicht del' Feldziige Alexanders des Grossen.
Berlin,1897. [An examination of Alexander's campaigns by a modern Gennan
military specialist.]
}!'oucher, A. Sur la frollti~re Indo-Afghan. Paris, 1901.
- - La Geographic ancienne du Gandhara. Bulletin de PEcole franQaise
d'Extreme Orient. Hanoi, 1901.
Holdich, 11. H. The Greek Retreat from India. Jour. of the Royal Soc. of Arts,
vol XLIX (1901), pp. 417 fr.
- - The Gates of India. London, 1910. [Ba.sed on exceptional local knowledge
and "Titten with great descriptive power j but suffers from an imperfect
understanding of the chtssical texts.]
Pearson, O. Alexander, Porus, and the Panjab. Ind. Ant. vol. XXXIV (1905);
pp. 253 fr.
Stein~ M. A. Report of Arch. Sur. Work in the N.W. Frontier Provinco for
1904-5. [Thi-s report' shattered the plausible identification (of Aornus) with
Mahaban'; see V. A. Smith, Early Hist. of Ind. p. 57 n.]
For the battle on the Hydaspes see reff. in note 1 on p. 367 (supra).

NOTE TO CHAPTER XV
ATHENIAN AND MACEDONIAN COINS IN INDIA.

For the most comprehensive discussion of the whole subject sec D. V. Head,
Num. Chron., 1906, pp. 1 iI., and Historia Numorum, 2nd edn., pp. 832 ff. }l~or
Sophytes see A. Cunningham, J.A,S.B., 1865, pp. 46 f., and Num. Ohron., 1866,
pp. 220 iI., as well as other references given by Hapson (Indian Coins, p. 4), to
which add Num. ehron., 1904, pp. 323 iI, and Z.f.N. XXIV, pp. 89 f. The: 'square'
bronze coin of Alexander (p. 388) was first published by A. von Sallct, Z.f.N. VI,
p. 285, the attribution to Bacttia ha,ing been proposed by Dannenberg. On the
decadrachm (p. 389 j PI. I, 16) see P. Gardner, Num. Chron., 1887, pp. 177ft'., and
on the double dane!; (p. 390; PI. 1, 6) sec E. Babc1on, Les Perses AcMmcnidcs,
p. xx; Head, Rist. Num. pp. 828 jf. j and F. Imhoof~Blnmer, Num. Zeit., 1895,
pp. 1 fl'. On the Oxus find see Cunningham, J.A.S.B., 1881, pp. 151 iI., and 1883,
p. 258; cf. also O. M. ])alton, The Treasure of the OXU8 (1905), Introduction.
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Bibliography to Chapter XVII
CHAPTER XVII
THE HELLENIC KINGDOMS OF SYRIA, BACTRIA,
AND PARTHIA
1. ANCIENT AUTHORS.
Appia.ll. L. :Mendelssohn. Leipzig, 1879-81.
Arnan, Ta p.ETa 'AAi~a"apo". Ed. C. l\liiller. Paris, 1846.
Athenaeus. Ed. G. Kaibel. Leipzig, 1887-90.
Fragmenta Historicorum Graecorum. Ed. O. Muller. Paris, 1878-85.
Josephus. Ed. S. A, Naber. Leipzig, 1888.
Pausanias. Ed. L. Dindorf. Paris, 1845.
Polyhillil. Paris, 1839.
Ptolemy, Bk. VII. Ed. C. F. A. Nobbe. Leipzig, 1843.
For Quintus Curtins, Diodorus SiellIna, Pliny the Elder, Justin and Pompeius
Trogus, and Straba see Bibl. to Ohapters xv and XV~ 1.
The chief ancient authorities are cited in the text. See, moreover, for the
partitions of Babylon and Triparadisus: (a) Diadorus XVIII, 3; Arrian, Ta pna
'AA'~aVapoll, 5 ff.; Dexippus in F.H.G. III, 667f.; Curtius X, 10; Justin XIII, 4- j
and (b) Diodorus XVIII, 39 j Arrian, Tn JHTa 'A>";~flJ1apOIl, ~.'5 if.
2. MODERN WORKS.

H. G. Rawlinson's Bactria, The History of a forgotten Empire (1912), is a
handy summary of the main facts and references,
Among moden~ works of a morc general character the following arc important:
Bevan, E. R. The House of Selencus. London, 1902.
Bouche-Leclercq, A. JTistoire des Seleucides. Paris, 1913 ete.
Droysen, J. G. Gcschichte des Hcllcnismus. 2 Auf. Gotha, 1877 etc.
von Gutschmid, A. Geschichtc Irans. Ttibingcn, 1888.
Niese, B. Geschichte der griechischen und makedoniscben Staaten. Gotha,
1893 etc.
Rawlinson) G. The Sixth Oriental :Monarchy. London, 1873.
For Wilson, Ariana Antiquo, and Smith, Early History of Indio, soo BibL
to Ch. XIV, 2.
Various special articloo in Pauly-Wissowa's Real-Encycl. by Tomaschek,
W. Otto, and others; also in Encycl. Brit. (11th edn.) by E. Meyer,
W. W. Tarn's Notes on Hellenism in Bactria and India, J.B.S. XXII, pp. 268 ff.,
touching on some inwl'csting historical points.

3. N U~IISMATICS.
Rapson's Indian Coins., Grund, d. indo-ar. Phil., 1898, givea full referencea to
the numisilliltic authorities. Here the follo'Ying ml1,y be cited as the more
important:
Cunningham, A. The Coins of Alexander's Successors in the East. London,
1873=~um. Chron., 1868-73.

Bibliography to Chapter XVII
von &''lllet, A. Xachfolgcr AlexRlldcllI des Gro8Sen in Hactrion und lndien.
Berlin, 1883 = Z.f.N., 1879-83.
Gardner, P. Coins of the Greek and Scythic Kings of Hactria and India.
ll.M ..Cat., 1886.
Imhoof.BlulDcr, F. Zur Mlinzkunde der SclcukiJcn. Num. Zeit. XLVl (1914),
pp. 171 If.
Smith, V. A. Catalogue of Coins in the India.n Museum, Calcutta. Vol. I.
Oxford, 1906.
Whitehend, It. B. Indo-Greck Coins. TJahore )Ius. Cat. Vol. I. Oxford, )914.
Gardner, r. Selcucid Kings of Syria. B.M. Cat., 1878.
.Babcloll, E. Leg Rois de Syria. Paris, 1890.
Wroth, W. Coins of Parthia. n.M. Cat., 1903
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CHAPTERS XVIII AND XIX
CHANDRAGUPTA, THI<} FOUNDEH OF THE ;\IAURYA EMPIRE; POLl'l'ICAL AND SOCIAL ORGANI8ATION OF
THE MAURYA EMPIRE
1. GREEK AND LATIN AUTHORS.
For Arnan ('AAf~aVapOv 'Avtit3uO"tS' and 'IvatK~), Quintus Curtius, DiodonlS
Siculus, Justin, :Megasthenes, Plutarch, and Strabo see Bibl. to Chapters xv
and XVI, 1.
For Arnan (Ta

P.fTeJ •A»".r~av&pov)

.
and Ptolemy see Bibl. to Ch.

XVII,!.

2. BRAHMAN AUTHORITIES.

Artha¢stra of Kau~ilya (Kau!a1ya, Chii;pn.kya, or VishI).ugupta). Ed. R Shama
Sastri. Mysorc, 1909.
- - Trans. by the same: Boolu! I-IV (=chapters 1-88), Mysol'c, 1908 etc.;
Books v-xv (=chaptcrs 89-150), Iud. Ant., HJ09-1O.
?tiudrnra.kshasa of Viliakhadatt.'l.. Ed. A. IIillebr.a.ndl Brcslau, 1912.
- - Trans. H.

n. Wilson

in Hindu Theatre,

II.

2ml cdn. London, 1835.

For Mallii.bhiirata and ::\Ianu (.i\Ia.uava Dharma Ca.stra) see Bibl. to Chapters
IX-XII, I, 2.

'

For the Purn.llaS see Bibt to Ch.

XIII,

I.

3. JAIN AUTHOHITIES.

Kalpasiitra of Bhadrabahu. Ed. H. Jacobi. Abh. flir die Kunde des Morgen·
Ian des, VlI. Leipzig, 1879.
- - 'frans. by the same. S.RE. XXII.
Sthaviravall Charita of Hemachandra. Ed. H ..Jacobi. Calcutta, ]891.
For the Hathigumpha inser. of Kh!'i.rRvela see Bibl. to Oh.

XXI, 2.

4. BUDDHIST AUTHORITIES.

See Bibl. to Ch. VII, I.
Mahil.wa.nso (Mahavarpsa). Trans. G. TurnoUl', Colombo, 1837.
Siitlii.laIpkam of Ac;vaghO§a. See Bibl. to (,'11. xx, 3 (a) .
.For the inscrr. of AQoka see Bibl to Ch. xx, 1.
5. MODERN WORKS.

(a)

ON THE ARTHA<;JASTRA.

Hertel, J. Literarisches aus dem Kautiliya~8tra.. W.7..K.M., 1910.
Hillebrandt, A. Ubcr das Kautil1ylt9a.stra. Breslau, 1!)08.
Jacob~ H. Kultur., Sprach., und Literarhistorisches aus dem Kau~iliya. 8itz.
K.P.A., 1911.
- - tiber die Echtheit des Kautihya. ibid. 1912.
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Jolly, J. Arth~rl.8tm und Dhannaqastra. Z.D.M.G" 1913.
- - Kollektanccn zur Knutiliya Artha{fiistra. ibid, 1914.
Keith, A. B. The authenticity of the Ko.utillya. J.R.A,S' j 1916.
R.. Shamn Sastn. Chlt\lakya's Land Revenue Policy (4th century B.o.). Ind. Ant.,
1905,

(b)

GENERAL.

Benoy Kumar Sarkar. The positive background of Hindu Sociology. Allahab!l.d,
1914,

BiillIer, G. Asokn's Rajukas oder Lajukas. Z.D).I.G.., 1893.
Cunningham, Stupa of Bharhut; and

ll'crgusson, Indian and Eastern Architecture. See Bibl. to Oh. XXVI, 2.
}:I'ick, Sociale Gliederung, See Bibl. to CII. VIIl, 2.
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..., ...
Formichi, C. Gi' Indialli e la lorD scienza politica. Bologna, 1899 etc.
Foucher, A. The Beginnings of Buddhist Art and other Essays. Trans. L. A.
Thomas and F. \V. Thomas. Paris and London, 1917.
Fay, W. Die koniglicbe Gmvalt nnch den Dharmasutren. Leipzig, 1895.
Gri.lnwedel, Buddhistische Kunst. See Bihl. to Ch. XXVI, 2.
Hardy, E. Ubcr den UrSlJrung des Sama.ija. Albulll Kern. Leiden, 1903.
Hopkins, E. W. The social and military position of the ruling casto in ancient
India. J .A.O.B. XIH.
- - The mutual relations of the four Castes accQrding to the Ma.navadharmaQastram. Leipzig, 1881.
J acob~ H. Was ist Sanskrit? Scientia, XIV.
Jayaswa~ K. P. An Introduction to Hindu Polity. ].fodenl Review, 1913.
Jolly, J. Recht und Sitte. Grund. d. indo-ar. Phil Strassburg, 1896.
JOlles, W. On Asiatic History, Ch;l and Na.tural. Asiatic Researches, IV. [Amdvcnmry Address to the Asiatic Society of Bengal. 28 Feb. 1793.]
Kohler, J. Altindisches Prozessrecht, Stuttgart, 1891.
KaDow, Sten. Note on the use of images in ancient India. Ind. Ant., 1900.
Lassen, Chr. Indische Altcrthumskundo. Soo Gen. Bibl., 3.
- - De Pentapotamia Indica. BonD, 1827,
Maisey, Sanchi. See Hibl. to Ch. XXVI, 2.
Olden berg, II. StudieD zur Geschichte des buddhistischen Kanon. G.G.N., 1912.
Rhys Davids, Buddhist India. See Bihl. to Cll. VII, 2.
Smith, Fine Art in India and Ceylon; and
Spooner, Excavations at Pataliputra. Sec Bibl. to Ch. XXVl, 2.
rrhoma.<l, Date of Kanishka. See Bibl. to Ch. XXIll, 5.
V{addel~ Excavations at Pa,\fLliputra. See llibl. to Ch. XXVI, 2.
Zimmer, Altindillches Leben. See Bibl. to Ch. IV, 2.
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CHAPTER XX
AQOKA, THE IMPERIAL PATRON OF BUDDHISM
1. THE INSCRIPTIONS OF A90KA.
For bibliographies of the very large literature dealing with the inscriptions
see R O. Franke, Pali und Sanskrit (pp. 1-5); V. A. Smith, Asoka 2 (pp. 202-4);
id. Early Hist. of Ind.' (pp. 172-4); <id. Asoka' (pp. 227-30). The last appeared
after the completion of this chapter. >
The present bibliography includes those works which deal directly with topics
discussed in the chapter.
Senart} E. Les Inscriptions de Piyadasi. Paris, 1881, 1886. [Still the standard
a.uthority on the inscriptiolls generally. It is supplemented by the following
more recent editions of iudividna.l inscriptions.]
Bairat: Blihler, Ind. Ant., 1893.
Barabar Hills: Biihler, Ind. Ant., 1891,
Bh1CLbhm: &mart, Jour. As., 1887 (IX); BOHart and Grierson, Ind. Ant., 18~n";
<see also Smlth, Asoka 3, p. 228.>
Brahmagiri: Biihler, Ep. Ind. III.
Kauljllmbl: BUhler, Iud Ant., 1890.
Maski: K. Krishna. Sastri. The now Asokan edict of Maski. Hydcrabad Arch.
Ser.! no. 1. Calcutta, 19l5.
Nfgltva.: Biihlcr, Ep. Ind. Y.
Orissa or Kalhiga (Dhallli and Jangada): Seuart aud Grierson, Ind. Ant., 1800.
Pil1ar and Rock Edicts: Buhler, Ep. Iud. IL
Rumminde'l (Lumbini): Buhler, J£p. Ind. v; Fleet, J.R.A.S., 1908.
Rfiptdith and Sahasram: Buhler, Iud. Ant., l893.
BanehI; Buhler, Ep. Ind. II; see also Boyer, Jour. As., 1907 (x); Hultzseh,
J.R.A.S., 1911.
Sarnath: Vogel, Ep. Ind. VIII j Boyer, Jour. As., 1907 (x).
2. OTHER INSCRIPTIONS.

Bara.bar Hill:! (DaQ3,ratha): Cunningham, Corpus IMCriptiollUIn Indicarum, I;
Biihler, Ind. Ant., 189l.
Juniigarh (Rudradaman): Kielhorn, Ep. Ind. VIII.
.
Kharo~thI Ill:!criptions discm:ered by Sir A. 1\t Stein ill Chinese Turkestan. Ed.
A. 1\1. Boyer, E. J. Rapson, and E. Senalt. Pt. r. Oxford, 1920.
3. LITERARY SOURCES.

(a) INDIAN.
AQOkavadana. Sec Divyavadana, BibL to Ch. VII, 1.
Hallacarita. See Bibl to Ch. XXI, l.
Kalpasfitra. See Dibl. to Chaptenl XVIII and XIX, 3.
l\Iah1ibha~ya. Ed. Kielhorn. Bombuy, l880-5.
Mah1ivatpsa. See Bibl. to Ch. YII, 1.
Purli.~as. See Bibl. to Oh. XIII, 1.
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RajataratiginL Ed. A. M. Stein. Bombay, 1892.
- - Trans. by the same. Westminster, 1900.
Sutralalpkara. French trans. (from the Chinese ycrsion) by E. Huber. Paris., 1908.

(b) CHINESE.
Hillen Tsiang. Tran8. S. J nlicn. Memoires sur les Con trees occidcnta.les. Paris,
1857-8.

-- -

S. Beal. Buddhist Records of the Western 'Varid. London, 1884.
T. Watters. On Yuan Chwang's Tra.Ycls in India. I.Jondon, 1904-5.

(e) TmETAN.
Tiiraniitha. r:I'ram~. by F. A. YOll Schiefncr: Geschichtc des lluddl}ismUB in Indien.
St Petersburg, 18(39.

4. illom;[{N WORKS.
Buhler, G. Bcitrllge ZUl' El'kHirung del' Asoka-Inschriftell. Z.D.M,G., 1883 and
1887.
- - Asoka's Rajukas odeI' Lajukas, Z.D.M.G., 1893.
Burnouf, E. Introduction a. l'histoire dnlluddhisme indien. 2nd Cdll. Paris, 1876.
Cunningha.m, Bhilsa 'ropes. See Bihl. to Ch. XXVI, 2.
Fleet, J. F. Mahishamandala and lInhishmati. J.R.A.S., 1910.
Foucher, Beginuings of Buddhist Art. See Bibl. to Chapters XVIII and XIX, 5 (b).
Franke, R. O. P!lli Ulld Sanskrit. Strassburg, 190"2.
- - Trans. Mrs Rhys ])aYid~: The Bndl1hist Councils at Ri'~jagaha and VesMI.
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CHRONOLOGY
The following dates are accepted in this volume. Many of them can only be
regardod as approxima.te, while others aro conjectural
B.C.

PrDba.ble date of the beginning of Aryan invasions (p. 70).
2500
Boghaz.koj inscriptions of kings of the Mit-ani (pp. 72-3, 110-1}.
1400
1200-1000 Chhandas p~riod of Indian literature: the carliost hymns of the
Rigveda (p. ll2).
1000-800 Mantra period, sometimes called the earlier Brahmal].a period: later
hymns of the Rigveda and the Vedic coHections-Rigveda, Yajurveda, Samavoda, Atharvaveda (p. 112).
The tradition of the Pura\las places the war between the Kurus and
the Pa.I)Qus in the earlier Brahma\la period, c. 1000 RC. (p. 307).
The l\faba.bhltrata which celebrates this war belongs in its pr.esent
form to a much later date (pp. 252 fT.).
800-600 (Later) BrahmaQa period: the extant Brahm3.l)as (p. 112).
The earliest Upanishads are probably ]lot later than 550 or 600 B.C.
(pp. 112, 147~
It is llossible that the story of the Ramayat;ta. may have its origin in
the later Br~hmaJ;1a period (p. 317).
600-200 Sutm period (pp. 112,227).
563-483 Siddhartha Gaut:,ma, the Buddha (pp. 171-2, 312).
According to Charpentier, 478 (477) ac. a.l)poar8 to be a more probable
date for the nirv(7,~1a of the Budflha (p. 156, n. 1).
Among the contomporaries of the Buddha were Prasenajit (Pasenadi1
king of Kosala (pp. 180, 309), BimbislLra (grcllika) and Ajataqatru
(Ajatasattu, Kllqika), kings of Magadha (pp.183-4, 311), Pmdyota
(Pajjota), king of A,-anti (pp. 185, 31(}-1), and Udayana (Udena),
king of Vatsa (V'Ipsa) (PI'. 187, :308, 310).
558-530 Cyrus, king of Persia.
Conquered Bactda and certain countries in the Kahul valley and
N.W. India including Kapiqa and Gandhara (pp. 329-33).
543-491
Ilimbisilra (9re~ika), king of Mogadba (PI" 157, 183, 3ll-Z).
Conquered Aliga c. ,')00 B.C. (pp. 311, 315).
540-468
Vardhamana Nataputra, .Mahasira (pp. 156, 163).
Traditional date UOO-528 .B,C. (p. 155).
Pa.rQva, the predecessor of Mahavira as t'irthakara-, is said to have
died 250 years before 11im (p. 153~
For the contemporaries of .MahIiVlra and Buddha v. sup.
522-486 Darius I, king of Persia..
The Greek geographer Hecataeus lived in his reign (pp. 336, n. 2, 394).
Naval expedition of Scy]ax c. 517 B,C,; conquest of 'India' = the
country of the Indus c. 518 D.C. (pp. 335-6).
491-459
Ajato.qatru (Kiil,lika), king of Magadha (pp. 157, 311-2).
Probably added KiiIJi, Kosala, and Videha to the domillions of
Magadba (p. 315).
486-465
Xerxes, king of Persia.
The continuance of Persian domination in Northern India during
his reign proved by statements of Herodotus (p. 340).

Chronology
B.C.

483 B.C.-3S A.D. King~ of Ceylon.
Vijaya, tile conqueror of the island, 483-445 B.C. (p. 606); )loal,u;lu
V'a.sUdCl'fL 444-414 Re.; Abhaya 4-l4-394 B.C.; Pal)dukabhaya 377307 B,C. (p. 607); MU}.'lSiva 307-247 B,C.; Deyunarppiya Tissa247207 R.C.; Uttiya. 207-197 B,C.; Mal1asiva 197-187 RC.; Sura Tisen.
187-177 B.C.; Sella and Gutt!~ka 177-155 B.C.; Asela 155-145 B.O.;
El:1ra 145-101 B.C. (p. 608); Du~tha-GamaQIIOl-77 B.C.; SaddbA.Tissa 77-59 B.C. (p. 609) j Thiilathana 59 B.C.; Lafija Tissa 59-50 B.C.;
Khallataniiga 50-44 B.C.; Vat!:a-GumaQi Ahhllya 441 29-17 B.C.;
Mahachiili Mabatissa 17-3 D.C.; Choranaga,'3 B.c.-9 A.D.; KUQit
Ties.'\. 9-12 A.D. (p. 610); Ku~akaf.lJ.la Tissa 16-38 A.D. (p. 611).

415-397
':UtO::;:323

321-184

312-280

250

Ctcsias, the Greck physician, at the court of Artaxerxes Mneml5n,
king of P.rsin (p. 397).
Alexander the Great, king of Macedon.
Conquest of Persia 330 B.C.: a statement of Arrian shows that Persian
dominion in India continued until the end of the Achaemenian
dynasty (p. 341).
Invasion of India at the end of 327 or the beginning of 326 B.C. (p. 354).
Relreat from the Be.., July 326 B.C. (p. 373).
Lea\'es India 325 B.C. (p. a80).
D""th 323 B.C. (p. 386).
The Maurya Drm..ty (pp. 471, 512).
Chandragupta 321-297 B.C. (pp. 471-2).
The Jain a.uthorities give the year of his accession as 313 (312) B.C.,
a date at which the ca.non of the Jain scriptures was fixed (p. 482).
l\Icgasthcnc8 at the conrt of Chandragupta c. 300 Re. (pp. 433, 472).
Bindusiira or Amitrochatml, successor of Chandrngupta: hi! reign
variously stated as of 20, 27, or 28 years (pp. 433, 495).
A~oka 274-237 B.C. Accct:lsion 274 D.C. at latest; coronation 270B.0.
at lato!lt; conquest of Kaliilga 262 n.C. at latest; Buddhist ooullcil
at Piitaliputra 253 n.c.?; death 237 or 236 n.c.? (p. 503).
Contemporary Hellenic kings-Antiochus II The08 of Syria. 261246 B.c. j Ptolemy Philadelphus of Egypt 285-247 n.c.; Antigonus
Gonatas of ).!acedon 278-239 B.C.; :Magas of Oyrene d. 258 B.c. j
Alexander of Epirns 272-258 B.C. 1 (p. 502~
Contemporary king of Ceylon-Dcvallnlppiya Tis.:;a 247-207 n.C.
(p. 60S).
Successors of AQoka (pp. 511-3).
Seleucus ~icator, king of Syria (p. 429).
Indian expedition c. 30.') D.C. (1'. 430).
'frcaty of peace with Chandragupta (rIp. 431, 47:2).
Approximate date of the establishment of the kingdom of Bactria

by Diodotu, (p. 435) and of the kingdom of Pal'thi. by A!'Sac.,
246

220

(p.439).
Conversion of Ceylon by the Buddhist apostle Mahendra (Mabinda),
the son (or brother, p. 500, n. 4) of A~oka., in the year of the
coronation of king Devii.naI!1piya. Tis&'l (p. 60S).
Approximate date of the establishment of the Andhra power (qiita.vahalla dynasty, pp. :H7-8, 529, 530, ll. 1, 599) and oftbe kingdom
of Knlii'ga (Chota dynasty, pp. 534-5).
Early Andhra killgs-Simuka (pp. 318, 529,599); Krishija. (pp. 529,

Chronology
.B.C.

.'5:35, 600); Qatak:trQi, contemporary with Pushyamitra, probably

206
200-58

184-72

conquered Avanti from theqm1gas (pp. 530-2), also contemporary
with Kharavela, ~. irif,
King of Kaliilga-Khara.vela. (ace. c. 169 B.C, if the H.ii.thigumpha
inser. is dated in the Manrya era) (pp. 314-5, 534 C., 602); invaded
the dominions of QatakarI}i (pp. 535-6, 600); defeated kings of
R.jagriha and Magadha (pp. 53&-7, 600).
Indian expedition of Antiochus III the Great, king of Syria, during
the reign of Euthydemus, king of Bactria (pp. 441-2).
Yavana princes of the bouse of Euthydemus.
Their Indian conquests began in the reign of Euthydemus early in
the 2nd century B.C., and were carried out by Demetrius, son of
Euthydemus, and other princes of his family (Apollodotus I and
Menander) (pp. 444 If., 541, 543).
Their conquests in the npper Kabul valley and in .N.W. India were
wrested from them by Yavana princes of the house of Eucratides
from c. 162 R.Q. onwards (p. 554~ Restruck coins show tile transference of certain kingdoms in these regions from one house to
the other (pp. 547, 551-2).
Subsequently the rule of the successors of Euthydemus-the families
of Apollodotus I and Menander-was confined to kingdoms which
la.y to the east of the Jhelum (p. 548). These appear to have been
conquered finally and inoorpora.ted into the qaka empire during
the reign of Azcs I (acc. 58 B.C.) (pp. 554, 572).
'1'0 the house of Euthydemus belonged DcmetriUJi! (supposed limits
of reign c. 190-160 B.C., pp. 444, 447), Apollodotus I, and Menander
-all contemporary with Euera.tides (pp. 548, 551).
Apollodotus I was deprived of the kingdom of Ka.pic;a by Eueratides,
andwassueeeededin the lower Krt.bul valley by Heliocles(pp.547-8).
The later princes of his family-Apollodotu!~ II, Dionysius, Zoilus,
and Apollophanes-ruled over kingdoms in the eastern Punjab
(pp. 552-3).
Menander ruled over many kingdoms (p. 551). lIe was probably the
leader of the Yat'ana incun;ioll into the Midland Country (pp. 544,
551). Menandcr and Eucratides may perhaps have ruled at different
times over Nicaea in the fonner realm of Alexander's Paura,va king
between the Jhelum and thc Chenab (pp. 551, 588). In Buddhist
literature Mcnander (Milinda) is known as king of Qakala (Sialkot)
in the former realm of Alexander's second PaUI"ava king between
the Chenab and the Ran (PI" 549-50). The family of Menander
seems to be represented by Agathocleia who may have been his
quocn, his son Strato I, and his great-grandson Strato IL .Numismatic evidence apparently shows that this family was dispossessed
finally of the kingdom of .Nicaea by Heliocles in the reign of
Strato I. Its rule in the ea.<;tern Punjab continued until the qaka
conquest in the reign of AZC8 I (pp. 55:~-4).
Hippostratus probably belonged to the house of Euthydernns, but
his family is uncertain. He was contemporary with Azes I
(pp. 554, 572).
The q1l!iga Dynasty.
The dates depend on the st.'ltements of the PUra\lM (p. 518).
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Pushyamitra (184-148 D.o.), originally king of VidiQa.and comml\J)der-

171-138
165
162-25

in-chief of tho last Maurya emperor, seized the Maurya dominions
and reigned at Pataliputra (pp. 517-8).
Deprived of the kingdom of qa.kala by the Yavanas (probably by
Menander) (p. 519).
Wn:r between Vidic;:n., now governed by his son Agllimitra as viceroy,
and Vidarbha (assumed date c. 170 D.O.) (pp. 519, 600).
Defeat of the Yavanas on the banks of the Sindhu by his grandson
Vasumitra (p. 520).
Invasion of his capital, PataIiputra., by the Yavanas (probably under
Men.nder) (Pl'. 544, 551).
Dcpriyed of the kingdom of A vanti (Uiiayilli) by the Andhrs. king
Qat.kar~i (Pl'. 531-2).
Later qunga kings:-Agnimitra (p. 520); Vasumitra or Surnitra
(p. 521); Odraka, probably contemporary with Bahasatimitra., king
of KauQiimbt (pp. 521, 525); Bhaga or Bhagavata, contemporary
with Antialcidas, the Yavnna king of 'l'akshaqila, c. 90 B.O. accortling to the Purat:las (pp. 521-2, 558); Devabhiiti (p. 522).
Feudatories of the Qnilgas at Bharhut, Mathura, KauqambJ., and
Ahicchatra (Pl'. 523-6).
Mithradates I, king of Parthia.
The Yueh-chi defeated by the Huns began their migra.tion west·
wards (p. 565).
Yavana princes of the house of Encratides.
Eucratidef!ldeposedEuthydeml1s from the throne of Bactria. c.175 B.C.
(I', 446).
Conquered the Ka.bul valley, Ariana (Ar::tchosia and Aria), and N.W.
Intlia before 162 IW. (pp. 447, .'551).
Evidcnce of hi:-. rule in Kapiqa as successor of ApoUodOtU8 I (p. 555),
in Taksha~il' (p. 556), and possibly in Nicaea (ibid.).
.
Deprh'cd of his conqnests in Ariana by Mithradates I between 162
and 156 B.c., the Msumed datc of his death (pp_ 457, 5.'54).
JIeliocles, probably the son of Eucratides and his SUCCCS30r in both
Bactria and India, ended his rulc in Ba.ctria c. 135 R.C. (pp. 460--1,
556).

Evidence of his rule in the upper Kabul ,'alley and in Pushkal[l.vatt
(1'.557).

Extended the conquests of Eucratides-probably to the cast of the
Jhelum-in the reign of Strato I (p. 553).
Alltialddas, a member of the house of Eucratides and one of hi8
successors in the Kabul valley (p. 558).
He may have been the son and immediate successor of Heliocles
(pp. 4GI, 5(9); on this assumption his accession may be conjecturally dated 120 B.C. (I'. 522).
Evidence of his rule ill rl'aksha<jila (I). 558); in this kingdom he was
at one time a..'1sociated with Lysias, whose family is uncertain
(p. 559).
As king of Takshf19ila he was contemporary with the Qullga king
of Villi<ja, Bhaga or Bhagal'ata (Bhagabhadra), whose 14th year
may be estimated from the Purit~las as c. 90 B.C. (pp. 521-2,
558).
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128-123
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123-88
7~

B.c.-50

Later princes of this house :-(l) In PWlhkalil\'atT after the reign
of Heliocles-Diomedcs, Epander, Philoxenus, Artcmidorus, and
Pcucolaus (po 557); (2) in Takgh~ila. after the reign of Alltialeida.s-Archebius (p. 55!/); and (3) in the upper Kabul valley after
the reign of Antialcidas-Amyntas and Hennaeus (at one time
associated with Calliope) (p. 560). rrhe date c. 25 B.C. for the end
of the reign of Herrnaens is conjectural: it seems consonant with
the view that the upper Kabul valley was conquered in or before
the reign of the Pahlava, suzerain Spalirises, the brother of VODones
(pp. 561-2, 573-4).
Phraates 11, king of Parthia.
His conflicts ",ith the Scythians (qakas) in eastern Iran (p. 567).
Ba.ctria overwhelmed by the Qaka invasion in the reign of the last
Yavalla king Heliocles (p. 461).
Artabanus 11 king of Parthia..
The struggle with the qakas was continued in his reign (p. 567),
'rho Chine!)c ambassador Chang-kien vhiited the Yueh-chi who wore
still to the north of the Oxns, The Yueh-chi expelled the qakas
from Bactria. soon afterwards (pp. 45U, 566).
1tfithradates II the Great, king of Pa.rthia.
His finnl triumph m'or tho qakas (p. 567).
.A.D. Period of gaka and Pahlava supremacy in the Punjab.
Jl;arliest qaka settlements in the region of tho Inuus delt:~ (IndoScythia or 9aka-dvipa) (p. 564).
Maues wrested from the 'Yavanas Pushkalf~yatI after the reign of
Artemidorus1 and 'l'aksh~ilii. after the reign of Archebius. 'rho
date, c. 75 D.C' !lscribed to these conquests is conjectural: it
depenlif) on the \;ew that the assumption by Manes of the title
'King of Kings 1 Inu!)t necessarily be later than the rcigJl of
Mitbradates II (123-88 &C.) (pp. 558-9, 569-70).
.A.zes 1 ace. 58 n.c.-so dated Oil the hypotllC!)is that he was the
actual founder of the VikrfUlla era (p. 571).
He extended the conquests of Maues to the more easterly kingdoms
of the Punjab (pp. 553-4~
Azilises appears to have reigned (1) in association with Azes I,
(2) alone l and (3) in association with Azes 11 (p. 57'!.).
Azes II: his association with the strategos Aspavarman proves
that he was the immediate pretleoossor of Gondopharnes (pp.
572,577).
GondophaMlos, the successor of Azes II as viceroy of Arachosia under
the suzerainty of Orthagnes; at one time associated in this office
with his brother GUQa; be apI,ears to hal'e succeeded Orthagne8
as suzerain in eastern Iran, and Azes II as suzerain in India
(pp. 577-8).
He is known to ha)'e reigned from 19 to at lelUlt 45 A.D. (p.
1

5.6).

In different kingdoms be was associated with (1) his nephew Abdagases who was probably his viceroy in eastCMl Iliin (pp. 578-80);
(2) Sapedana and Satavastra who were probably governors of
TakshaQila (ibid.); and (3) the strategoi Aspavarman and Sasas
(pp. 577, 580-1).
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Pacores, tho succossor of Gondopharnes as suzerain in eastern Irll.n
and, nominally at least, in India. III Taksha.~ila he was associated
with the slratego8 Sasas (pp. 577, 580-1).
His rulo is snppoRcd to have como to an end in the upper Kabul
valley c. 50 A.D., and in N.W. Iudia soon afoorwards (both dates
mnst lie betweon 45 and 64 A.D.) (pp. 583-4).
Satraps:-(l) at Pushkalii,\'atI-Zeionises (p. 582, n. 1); (2) in the
region of Taksh~ila-Liaka Kusillaka (contemporary with Manes)
and his son Patika who appoars as great satrnp c. 30 B.C. (the
supposed date of the Lion Capital of Mathur') (I'. 575); (3) at
Matbura-Hagamasha and Hagli.na (p. 527), Ranjubula (supposed
datos-satrap c. 50 B.C., groat satrap c. 30 B.<J.), qodasa (supposed
date as satrap c. 30 B.C.) great aatrap in 16 B.C. (pp. 575-6).
Strategoi:-(I) Aspavarmau, son of Indravarman (Azes II and
Gondopharnes); (2) Sasas, nephew of Aspavarman (Golldopharnes
and Pacores) (pp. 577, 580-1).
Initial year of the Vikrama era.
Traditionally ascribed to a king Vikrnmfulitya of Uiiain who is said
to have eXIJelled the qakaB from India. The tradition may have
some historical foundation; but in any ease it seems probable
tllat tho supposed founder of the era has been conflliled with
Chandragupta II Vikramilditra (380-414 A.D,) who finally crushed
the Qaka power in Weswrn I ndia (the \\0' estern Hatraps)(pp. 532-3).
It seem.s more likely that the era marks the establishment of the
Qaka suzerainty by Azes I (p. 571), and that its use was transmitted
to posterity by the l\falavas a.nd other peoples who had once been
fendatories of the qakas (p. 491).
Orodes I, king of Parthia.
The squared letters which cllaracteriso tho coin-Iegcnds of the later
Caka and Pahlava nllers in I ndia first appear on Parthian coins
during his reign (p. 571).
C011jecturai date of VOTlUlles, Pahlava suzerain of eMtern Iran (p. 573).
With llim wtlre a.ssociated, as viceroys of Arachosia, (1) his brother
Spalahoros, (2) his nephew Spalagadame8: t.he8e twu (father and
son) also held this office conjointly, and (:~) his brother SpnJiriscs,
who at one time held this office conjointly with his son Azes II
(Pl'. 573-4).
Other suzcrains of castel'll IrJ,u (in addition to those who ruled a.lso
in India, for whom ·C. sup.) wore:
Spaliriscs, the successor of Vonones. The former kingdom of
Uermaens in the upper Ka.bul valley appears to have been annexed by the Pahlavas ill or before his reign (p, 574); Orthagnes,
oolltcb)pOrary with Gondopharucs (p. 578); ~l1d Sa.nabares, in
Drangiilna (Seistflll); there is nQ e,,·idence of lli.S rule in Araehosia
(K.udahar) (p. .oSO).

A.D.

S-II
50

Yonones I, king of I'arthia (p. 573).
Approximate date of the extension of the Kushill)a. powor from
Bactria to the Paropanisadae (upper Kabul valley) and Arachosia
(Kandahar) in the }'eign of Gondopharnes or Paoores. The
KllShul)a conqueror was Kujula Kadphises (pp. 583-4).
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The extension of tho KU8ha~a power from the upper Kabul valley
to N.W. India (Pushkala.vatl or W. Gandhara) had taken place
when the Panjtar inscription was set up (year 122=63-4 A.D,).
The Kushii,\llL king mentioned in the inscription may be either
W'ima Kadphises or one of his yiceroys-possibly Rara Kadphises
whose COillB are found ill the same region (pp. 582, n. 1, 584).
Inscription of a Kusha\la king (identified with W'ima Kadphises)
reigning at Ta.ksha~ila in the year 136=77-8 A.D. (pp. 581-2).
Initial year of the 9aka era.
The qaka em appears to have been so called at a later date when it
was best known as the era of the gakas of 'Vestern India (the
Westen! Satraps) who were originally feudatories of the KWlhal~as,
It most probably marks the establishment of the KusbaI}.cl empire
by Kanishka (pp. 583, 585).
The Sue Vihara inscription of the llth year of Kclnishka proves
that the suzerainty of the Kmhal.la." extended to the country of
the lower Indus at this date (p, 585),

INDEX
· Abastanes, tribe, 376
· Abdagases, 578, 580, 590, 592
Abhaya, king of Ceylon, 607, 608
Abhaya, son of YaHhiilaya, 609
Abhsyagiri monastery, 610
Ahhaya Kumiira, 186
Abhidhamma, 192, 193, 197
·Abhijit, 139
.Abhiras, tribe, 596
Abhisa.ra, 349, 353, 357, 360, 370, 371,
373, 371. 383, 406, 468
·Ahhisares.468
Abhyiivar~in Chayamiina, 84, 87, 322
Abu, mt, 21, 22, 34
AQani,237
Acesines. See Chenab
Achaemenida, 51, 73, 319, 328, 329, 340 fI.,
390,438, 494,540, 565,567, 618, 634;
_ inscriptions. See Persia
Achitrfulga·siitra, 158, 160
.AQmakas, 3115, 316
AQoka, Asoka, 166, 167, 189, 199, 222,
223, 315, 433, 442, 473, 495 fl., 516,
518,519,527,534, 588, 608, 622, 627,
630; chronology, 171, 503 i edicts,61,
146, 193 fl., 467, 480, 481, 483, 484,
486, 494, 496 ff., 523, 540, 597, 599,
602,603, 617 ff. j extent ofrule, 514ff.
· A90kiirama, 498, 500, 501
· AQramas, 246, 281
AQvaghosha, 482, 483, 507
-AQvakaa, 352
AQvsliiyana G!ihya Sfitra, 233, 235, 239,
251, 256
AQvame.dha. See Horse sacrifice
Ac;vamedhadatta, 302
Ac;vapati,124, 126, 127
Ac;vasena, 154
4Qvattha, 186, 240
AQvayuja. rite, 239
AQvini, 111
A9vina, 104, 110, 138, 320
Adan I, TI, 5g8
Aden, 1, 2, 16, 36
...A.dharma., ordeal, 283
Adhisimakpsh~a, 302, 306, 308
Adh~jsb~aa, 371
Adhvaryu, 107, 114
Adhyakaha~, 488
ldi Purana. See BrahmS. Puriina
Aditi, 105, 232
.AdHyas, 88, 105, 232
Afj,iyarkku·naUiir, 597
.Adraistai, 371
Aelian, 270,399,406, 407, 412, 417,425,
493
Aemilius Paulus, 71
.Aeschylus, 70, 394
Aesop, 257
Afghanistiin,24, 26ff., 30, 32, 34,38,43,
53, 74, 79, 191, 321, 326, 327, 333, 338,

339, 346,347, 431, 434, 436, 444, 472,
540, 542, 560, 562, 564, 583, 645
Afghans, 42, 70, 352; Afghiin War, 1882,
33
Africa, West, 132
Agalappulai, 595
• Agastya, sage, 596
Agatbocleia, 461, 552, 553,559, 560,588,
589
Agatbocles, 438, 449 ff., 552; coins, 464,
546, 586
agghakiiraka, 216
Aghorn, 238
Agni, 73, 104, 105, 129, 142, 232, 233,
247, 288; on coins, 538
Agni-Brahm.ii., 500
·Agnimitl'a, 223, 518 fl., 523, 525, 538,
600
Agni Puriil).a., 301
Agoranomoi. See Agronomoi
Mra, 13ff., 17, 20,23,24,309
Agrah.ii.Yar;J.i, 232
Agrnmmes, 468, 469
Agriancs, 851
Agriculture, Indo-European, 68; Vedic,
99; la.ter, 18, 135, 136, 202, 206, 238,
248,287,410,417,474
,Agronomoi (fol' Agoranomoi), 417,508
Ahicchatra, 316, 520, 524 ff.
ahi1!'8a, 138, 162, 504
.Ahmadabad, 19, 21, 27
Ahura )JazUa, 76, 103, 319, 320, 324
Mgloi, 387
A'in-i·AkbarI, 474
Aitnreys Ara:Q.yaka. 115; Briihmat;la,115,
117,121, 124, 126, 127, 130, 132,134,
145,254, 27g, 5US
Aiyar, K. G. Sankara, 538
Ajanta, 499, 635, 636
ajiS,- 82';85-.
Ajii.ta~atru of Kiiyi, 122, 123, 127
Ajiita~atru of Magadha, Ajata.sattu, 122,
123, 156, 157, 160ff., 181 ff., 189, 218,
310 ff., 3Ui, 337, 469, 624; Ku~ika,
_ 156, 183, 311
Ajivikas, 159, 482, 498, 501, 509, 512~
619
Ajmer, 21, 22
Ajodhya. See Ayodhya
~k~a, 419
Akara, 523, 533
Akbar, 474
Akcsines. See Cheniib
4khuraja., 238
Akhyayika, 482
Akra., 647
Akshiiviipa, ratnin, 131
Ala.kapuri ca.ve, 642
, Alam, Shah, 562
Alasanda.. See Alexandria.-under·the.Caucasus
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Index
Alasanda.dvipa, 550
Albanian, 71
Aleltander=Nandrus, 469
AleltaDder of Epirus, .502
\ Aleunder the Great, 23, 29, 33, 34, 51,
.57 fl_, 113, 164, 223, 225, 313, 315,
331, 332, 341, 345 fl_. 403, 428, 429,
439, 450, 453, 467 if., 490, 491, 494,
520, 542 if_, 550, 551, 564, 621; coin
type!'!, 462; historians of, 58, 528, 541,
555; !mocessors, 540 if" 565; coins,
541; Itinerarium Aleltandri, .542, 675
Alexander Polyhistor, 425
Alenndria, 425, 517
Alexandria = Rham bacia., 380
Alexandria- among - the- Araehosians, 347,
543
Alexandria [Opiana], 376
Alexandria Sogdiana, 377
Aleltandria-under-tbe·Caucasus, 348, 350,
355, 383, 542, 543; Alasanda of the
Yonas, 550 .
~i Masjid, 32
Alikhat, 231
AUnas, 81
Alishang valley, 352
Allahabiid, 13, 14, 17, 29, 45, 110, 469,
520,527, 528; Prayiiga, 110, 520
Allakappa, 175
Almora Distriot, 529, 539
Alpbabets, 62, 140, 529_ 8ee Brahmi,
Kbar08hthr
Alpine race, 45
Alwar, 84, 121, 316, 528
Amarapura, 7
Amal'ava.ti, on the Kistna., 599
Amb,356
Amba, 253, 255
Ambila, 43, 79
Ambhi, 350; Omphis, 350, 357 if., 3Gl,
367,377, 383
Ambika, 253
Ameshnspentas, 76
Amitraghata. See Bindus1ira
Amitratapana Qushmi~a, 121
Amitrocha.tes. See Bindusara
~moghabhllti. 529. 539
AmohinI tablet, 626, 575, 576, 633
Amorges, 338
Amritsar, 26,371, 414
amsala, 138
Ainu Daria. See 0:1U8
Amulets, 239
Amun, 374, 379
AmuSl!ments, 102, 136, 138, 272, 417,
480
Amyntas, 556, 560, 591
Amyrgioi Sakai, 338, 564
4n agh3.,238
Ananda, elder, 201
Anants. Gumpha, Khandagiri, 639, 640
a71as(l~, no-nose, 85, 287
Allathaph;J.(~,ika, 207, 211, 213, 216, 219,
624
AnatoEa,45
Ancyra, battle, 440

Anda.manB, 6, 37
Andhavana, 201
Andbradcl,!a, 509, 603
Andhr£l.kn, 518, 521
Andhras, 117, 124. 223, 224, 227, 249,
274, 279, 299, 311,317,318, 473, 476,
514, 5IG, 518, 519. 622, 523, 529 ft.,
593, 594, 598 ff., 6B5. See auo Telugus
Andragoras, 438; coins, 464
Androsthenes of Cyzicus, 442
t_
AndrOBthenes of Thasos, 423
Arigas, 48, 117, 123 fl., HiO, 172, 173,
182, 190, 309, 3ll, 315,317, 527, 534;
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Aug., (Veda-), 245, 482
'
Anguttara Nlkaya, 172, 178, 186, 189,
192, 194 fl" 202, 214, 215
.' 'r
Animiaha., 231
,.! • J
Animism, 144, 169
Anjanavana, 199, 202
Annam, 5, 48
Anspach, A. E., 349, 351, 355, 361, 362,
3G5, 370, 371, 373 ft., 379, 380, 383
Antaka, 238
Antapiilas, 488
Xnta.narp.~ika., 488
AnUalcidlls, 461, 521, 522, 552, M8, 625;
coins, 556, 559, 560, 590, 591
Antigone of Sophocles, 646
Antigonus, king of A:sia, 429, 432, 472
Antigonus G-onatae, 502
Antimachus I, Theoe, 449ff" 560; coin@.
465, 546, 547, 586
Antimachus II, NikepboroB (?), 449, 1)47
Antioch, 432
Antiochus I of Syria, 389, 400, 432 fl .•
443,447.450, 453; coins, 463
Antiochus II. Theos, 432, 435 ft., 443, 496,
502,515; coins, 463ft.
Antiochus III the Great, 440 ft., 453, 458,
512, 542
Antiochus IV Epiphanes, 454, 457, 458
Antiochus VII, 458
Antiochus in Milindapanba. 5;')0
Antipater, 428
Ants, gold-digging, 396, 403
Auu, tribe, 82, 118, 317
Anu1iisa.na, 265
Anukramani, 126
Anula, que·eu, 610
Anuriidha, brother of Bhaddaka.chchiina,
607
Anllradhapura, 606 if.
Anuruddha t king, 189
anusa1J,yana, 508
Aornus, 356, 357, 369
ApadAna, 183, 197
Aprua, 90
Apa~ Naplit, 104
A pariinta, 603
Apara.ntaka, 499

,

~parytai, 339

Apaetamba., 113, 227, 229, 231, 234,235,
237 ff., 283, 288, 290, 293, 301
Apaya., 80, 83
Apes. See Monkeys

Index
AphiceA:, Aphrikes, 356
Aphrodite, on gems, 648
Apollo, on coins, 436, 437.460,463,466,
547, 548, 552, 555, 586, 587
Apollodorufi of Artemita, 425, 445, 542,
543
Apollodotus I, 460, 461, 543, 544, 547,
548, 550 if., 555, 557, 558, 560, 571,

586,587
Apollodotus II Philopator, 549, 552 ft .•
587, 588
Apollonius of Tyana, 425
Apollophanea, satrap, 380,381; king, 552,
553: coins, 5:::19
Appian, 431
Apsarasas, 105, 145, 256
Arabian Sea, 2, 27, 34, 36, 51, 426, S95, 600
Arabita.e, 380
Arachosia, 87, 326, 328, 333, S37, 341,
S80, 431,442,444, 457,472,473,642,
545, 546, 548, 554, 564, 568, 069, 571,
573, 574, 578, 583
AracJii., 238
Arahant. See Arhat
Araimn, 7; range, 8
Aral sea, 28, 69, 70
Aramaio script, 62. See Kharoshthl
Xra.nyakas, 114 ft.
.
Xra~~as, 242
Ariivalli hills, 20 fl., 25, 34
Aravas, S80
Arbela,.S41
Archebius, king, 556, 559, 591
Arcbitecture, 137, 237, 269, 480, 616 ft.,
624, 647; Hellenistic, 646; Jain, 22 ;
MusalmiD, 20, 24; cbaityaS', rock
temples, stupns, 634
Areioi, 340
Argante, 394
Arghandab, river, 80
Argive king, a94
Arhat, 159, 196
Aria, 87, 327, 337, 431, 457, 542, 544
Ariina., 540, 542, 548, 554, 5&4, 567
Ariaspians, 332
Arigaeon, 353
Aristobulua, 352,367, 399,403 ff.,414ff.,421
Aristotle, 393
Adus, river, 441
hrjuna, 257, 258, 265, 266, 269, 528
ArjuDayanss, 528
Armenia, 27, 45, 71, 569; language, 71,

73
Armies, 98, 246, 270, 289, 410, 412, 419,
476,489,490,517; modern, 27, 29, 32
Arna,84
Arnold, E. V" 78, 108
Arrian, 141, 292, 321, 331, 332, 341,
3488'., 3S3, 356, 359, 362 fE., a67, 369,
371, 372, 374, 378, 381, 383, 384, 386,
388, 390, 399, 400, 404, 405, 407, 409,
411 ff., 415, 424, 425, 428, 433, 438,
446,472,477,617
Arsaces I, 438, 439
Arsaces II, 438
Arsaces III, 441
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Arsaces of Ur8G8., 373
Ars8cida.e, 458. See Partbians
Artabanus I, 459, 567, 578
Artabanus III, 578
Art8baiea, 340
Artaxerxes Mnemon, 397
Artemidorus, 557, .558, 587
Artemis, on coina, 658, 587
Artha~iistra, 113, 151, 157, 294,295,421,
467, 474ff., 504,505,507
Aruva.lar, tribe, 596, 598
Aruva·nadu, 596
Aruva.vag.ataJai, 596
iJ-.Tya, 73, 240, 481
Aryamitra, 527, 538
Aryans, 40,46,54,56,65 fl., 240, 242, 247,
254, 267, 290, 294, 295, 305, 308, 309,
317, 318, 320, 604, 605, 615; in South,
596,598,602,606; invasions, 23, 36,42,
45, 49, 51, 52, 79, 119, 124, 222, 275,
594: languages, 50, 52, 71, 73, 74
Aryu.varta, 51, 242
~ryo-Dravidian type, 45, 46, 48,120
Aryo.lndian stock, 73
Asandhimitra., 500
Asandivant, 117, 121
Ascetics, 151, 358, 411, 421
4.sela, son of Mu~asiva, 608,609
Ashiig.hl\Scna., 524,·537
Ash~8kas, 355
Asia, 1, 496
Asia Minor, 70
Asiani, 459
Asiatio Society of Bengal, founded, 63, 65
AsH,459
Asikni. See Chenab
Asoka. See AGoka
Aspa, strategos, 581
Aspasioi, 352
aspavarman, 677, 578,581, 590, 592
Aspiono8, 457
Ass.agetcs, 355
Assa.kas, 172, 173
Assakenoi, 141, 352, 3S3, 355, 356, 468
Assakenos, 353
Assam, 9, 11, 12, 36, 40,47, 48, 613
Assamese, 49, 51
Assurbanipal, 76
Assyria, 76; Assyrmn kings, 141; a.rt,
632, 644; civilisation, 615
Astakenoi, 141
Astes, 355
Astrologers, 138
Astronomy, 139, 140,148, 226, 3S5
Astynomoi, 417, 418
Asura Maya, 673
Asuras, 76, 106, 145, 146,233 j epithet of
Va.rona, 103, 111
Atharvu<;!iras, 245
A~harvnveda., 48, 56, US, 117,120,121,
123, 124, 136, 138, 139, 145,146, 229,
249. 252, 262, 298, 301, 302, 306, 309,
322
Athena, on coins, 433, 448, 462 ff., 552,
554,571, 588, 589, 592 ; ou gems, 647;
shield of, 376
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Index
Atbenaeus, 413, 422, 423
Athens, 346 j coin types, 3E16, 462
Atbravas, 125
Aiithigya. 82, 101
Xtman theory, 142, Ifil,249
A~l)iira., 122
Atthasii.lini, 193, 207
Attic weight-standard, 388, 433, 434, 4fi6,
460, 555, 645
AUock, 31, a46, 445
Atyarati Janarpta.pi, 121
Augnstus Caesar, 597
Aurangabiid District, 514, 531
Aura.ngzeb, 24
Australians, 41
Austrio languages, 37, 41, 48, 49
Ava, 7
Avanti, 172, 173, 185 if., 274, 310, 311,
316,469, 514, 531, fi33
Avantikii,531
Avantiputta, 185
Avantivardhana,311
Avesta, 49, 56,73,74,76,111,113, 319f!.,
323 if.; Giithiis, 74
Arar, tribe. 59£;, 598
ayas, 56, 100, 137
Ayodhya, 305, 309, 527, 531,538
Azes I, 554, 646; another, 572; coins,
569, 572 ff" 587, 589, 5~O, 592; era,
576, 581, 582. 584
Azes II, 573, 574, 578, 581; coins, 577,
590fl.
Azilises, 569, 573. 574; coins, 529, 539,
570ft., 587 fl.
Bab-el-Mandeb, 426
Babelon, E., 343, 435
Babylon, 87, 330, BfB. 386,390,428, 4.29,
4.33; Babylonia, 76, 14.0, 615; trade,
62, 212, 329, 396, 517
Back Bay, 17
Bactra, 441
Bactria, 33, 34. 43, 51, 58ft, 70, 327, 329,
338, 348, 350, 383, 386, 389, 561;
Greek kingdom, 34, 224., 225, 427 ff.,
640 fr., 550, 554, 556, 563, 565, 621,
644; Bactrians~ 340, 341, 351, 385,
387, 564; coins, 446 if., 545, 547 ff.
Badagara., 595
Baden.Powell, E. H., 101
Baghdad, 615
Bahasatimitra, 524 ff., 537, 538
Ba.hiiwalpur State, 585
Bahistin inscr., 327, 334, 335, 337,621
Bahiya, Tamil, 610
Babmaniibad, 378
Baindas, 129
Baines, Sir A., li28
Bairat, 316
Bli.khtrL See Bactris.
Bakony Wald, 69
Bala. Tisu, 611
Baiabhuti, 526
Bruaka,311
BiiJa.ni Tissa, 611
Balat Sivuvd, Ba.lava.t Si~uvaya, 611

Balbiitha, 86
Balhika Pratipiya, 1221 322; BalhikJdl,

,
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Bali, king, 601
Bali offering, 230
Balkans, 68
Balkh, 51, 70, 327, 348, 363.441, 442
Baloch, 42, 52
Balucbistiin, 27, 29,30, 38, 42 fr., 52, 53,
85, 321, 326, 328, 332, 333, 338, 431;
564, 594, 613, 614
Bana. See Harshacharita
Banavasi.603
I ...... ,t
Bandhupiilita, 511
Band.i-Baiiin, 327
Banerji, R. D., 314
Bang-alore, 0, 15
.....
Bankipore,477
Bannu District, 647
Bariibar hills, 498, 501, 618, 619, 634
Bareilly District, 52.?
Barnett, L. D., 294
BlU'ooa, 19, 20
Barsentes, 87
Barthoiomae, C., 324ft'.
,
Barugaza. See Broach
Basarh. See Vesali
..... _ I
Basukun", 157
Q "
Batin,4i
..!1.
......
Battle-axe, on coins, 539
•
Baudhiiyana, 134, 140, 217, 218,237, 241,
242, 244, 245, 247 fl .• 292, 293
Baveru, 212; Jii.taka., 396
Bayana, 327
Heal, S,' 513
.
BeM, 59. 529; Vipfu;, 80, 81, 324, 341,
345, 40S, 544; Hyphasis, 345, 372, 373,
375, 383, 402, 427, 4.68, 543
,'.
Bedsa cave, 635 if.
Begram, 348, 452
Behnata, 87
Bellary 'District, 599
Benares. 13, 14, 23,25,117, 173,174,187,
199, 201, 206, 211, 212, 213, 215, 216,
301,517,522, 527; Division, 308
~
Bengal, 8, 9f!., 24,25.35,36,47, 48,51,
191, 242, 4.69. 512, 534, 605, 606; Bay,.
2, 4, fi, 16, 19, 34, 51, 402, 430, 595,601; Nawii.bs, 24
Benga.li, 15, 51
Bengali type. See Mongolo.Draviclian
Berar. See Vidarbba
Eergny, A. V., 529
Besnagar, 517; columns. See Bhilsa
Betwa., 522
Bhabra. 498, 505
Bhaddii, queen, 189
llhaddakachcha.na., 607
Bhaddasiila, Dhadra.s8.ra, monk, 499, 60S
Bhaddiya, 177
Bhadrabiihu, 154, 166, 164, 165, 169
Bhadra.ka, 521
Bhadrasara., king. See Bindusara
Bhadrasiiro.., missionary. See Bhaddasala.
Ehadrasena, 123
Bhsdra.y~asa., 554, .589
I'~

.....

~.

,.,

,

Index
Bhaga, god, 238
Bbaga, OU:D.g~. 518, 521
Bhagahnadrn, 621, 558
Bh§.gadugha., ratnin, 131
Bhagala, 372,468
Bhiigalpur, 48, 213, 309, 3ll, 31.5, 527
Bbagavadgitii, 273, 275, 484
Bhiigavata, ~uitga. 518. 521, 522
Bhiigavatas. See VishJ:lu

Bbagavati-sutra,163
Bhaggas, 175
Bb1i.jii cave, 635 ft.
Bhalanases, 82
Bhamo,7
bha1}q,agarika,206
Bhandarkar, D. R., 295,522
Bhandarkar, R. G., 520
Bbaradviija., purohita, 518
Bhiiradvajas, 82, 84, 87, 202
Bharata, ancestor, 304, 308
Bhiirato., country, 304
Bharata, Jain, 153
Bhii.ra.ta, poem, 251, 256
Bharata Dauhshanti, 47, 120, 309
Bharatas, 47: 81, 91, 92, 116, 118 fT., 123.
251,252,262,276,306.307; seven, 174
Bharatavarsha, 304; Bharatavarsha, 531i,
537
Bharatpur, Bhartpur, 84, 316, 628
Bhiirhut, 517, 524; Stopa, 200, 215, 476,
479, 501,523, 624, 626, 629, 632, 633,
637,640
Bharukacoha. See Broach
Bhii.sa, 471
Bhashya., 482
Bhattiprolu, 529,623
Bha.vishya rnr~a. 249, 301
Bheda.. king, 82, 308
Bhikshuriija, 602
Bhils (Villavar?), {}95
Bhnsa., 500, 600; topes, 499, 523, 533;
Besnagar columns, 521, 622, 558, 625
Bhima, PB.rJ.Q.u, 264
Bhlma of Vidarbha, 117
Bhirnusena, 120
BhIshma. 2;j5
Bhita, 617, 643
bMjaka, 203, 204
Bhojakas, 535, 600
Bhojas, 274, 473,514
Bhopal, 634
Bhrigtlkaccha. See Broach
Bhrigus, 82, 121
Bhutan, 11, 47
Bhiitaprua, se~h, 687
Bhiitapati, 145
Bhiits, 238
Bihiir, 13, 15, 17, 15, 48, 51, 55,57,117,
160, 242, 307, 309, 313, 485, 514, 527,
616, 618, 619, 634
Bihar!,51
Elkaner, 21,87
Brmaran, 646, 648
.
Bimbisara, 157, 160, 163, 182 ft., 218,
310 tI., 315, 337, 616, 629; yreJ;lika.,
157, 311

Bindusara,

166, 223, 316, 500, 503;
433, 495; Bhadrasila,

Amitrocha~es,

495
Biot, J. B:, 140
Birhors, 395, 396
Birth ceremonies, 231, 236
Bithynians,71
Black cotton soil, 18
Black Sea, 69, 70, 433, 565
Bloch, J., 616, 643
Bloomfield, M., 81, 88, 94, 144
Bodhi Kumiira, 187
Bodhi Tree, 196, 624 i in Ceylon, 608
Boghaz-k6iinscriptions, 72, 73,75,76,320
Bohemia, 69, 70, 72
Bohtlingk, 0., 88
Bokhara. See Bukhiiro.
Boliin pass and river, 28 ft., 82, 564
Bombay, 2, 16ft., 23, 27; Presidency, 19,
20, 27, 29, 44, 602
Bomha.y a.nd Baroda railway, 19
Ronner, R. T., 133
Bopp, F., 65
Borgh.at, 17
Bosporus, 69, 70
Boyer, A.. M., 582
Brahmu, 249, 303, 485; son of a, 93
Brnhmii PuriiI.lB., 300, 501
brahmachiirin, 136, 151
Brahmadatta. of Kii<;r, 174, 180, 316
Brahmajala SuUa., 194, 482
Brahmamitra, 526, 538, 626
brahman, 94, 127, 142fj,
Briihma:r;w,s, 46,47,57,82,83,125 ft., 135,
138, 142, 144, 147, 220, 25~. 254,298 i
period, 46, 54, 82, 112 il., 261, 307,
309,317,482
Dr5:hmans, Brahmanism, 46, 51, 53il.,
92, 9il, 12U, 122, 124, 126ft., 130, 1321I.,
204, 209, 221, 2ii9, 247, 259, 2G6, 280,
304, 309, 377, 409 if., 484, 488, 521,
522, 595, 596; and Kshatriya. doctrine,
127, 144, ; mer(l,ture, 40, 48,60, 55,59.
77ft,,114ft,
Brahmaputra, 8, 9, 11, 12, 36, 39
BrahmarshideQR., 46, 51, 57
Bra.hmiivarta, 46, 80, 81, 93, 110, 308
Brahmi script, 62; on coins, 44-9, 523,
529, 538; ou gems. 647; in inscriptions, 625, 628, 643
BrahiiI, 42, 49, 85,613; mts, 540, 564
Bretzl, H., 405
Brihu,87
Bphadarat;1yaka Upanishad,lI6, 121, 136,
143,549
Brihadratha, 309,310, 511, 512, 517
ndhadl1ktha., 121
Bphannariiyal).a. Purii.1;la, 270
Brihaspati, law-hook, 280. 282, 283, 286,
287, 290
B!"ihaspati, Maurya, 511
Brihiisvatimitra. See Bahasatimitrll
Briiija:ras, ~89
Brisaya, 82, 87
Broa.ch, Bha.rukaccha, 212, 213 j Baru·
gaza, 548; BhFigu~accha. 517
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Bronze, 56, 100; age of, 614
BrunnhoCer. A" 323
Bucephala, 368, 374, 551, 588
Buddha, 14, 122, 150, 152, 160 fl., 185,
196, 214, 222, 309, 311, 317, 470, 480,
482, 491, 524, 551, 605, 606, 616; date,
112, 156, 163, 171 fl., 604, aOi; in
sculpture, 619, 624, 629, 630, 643, 644,
647,648; Gotama., Gautama, 150, 183,
184, 605; Siddhattha, 209, 306, 312,

6U
Buddbaoharita., 483
Buddbaghosa, 176, 181, 182, 192, 195
Buddhavar:p.sa, 197
Buddh Gayii, 526, 618, 619; temple, 626,
628, 630. See Gaya
Buddhism, 11, 20, 54 ff., 60, 61, 112, 116,
121, 123, 143, 144,147, 152, 161,171 ff.,
221, 260, 261, 275, 482, 602; councils,
194, 482, 498, 505 fl.; disappearance,
55, 169, 170, 225; eDonomic conditions,
198 if.; missions, 433, 498, 499, 506,
603, 604ft; in south, 2, 596, 597 j texts,
55ft., 123, 125, 129, 156, 157,186,189.
197,297, 473,479,482,484, 495, 549.
604; their age, 192 fr.
Biihler, G., 62, 113,140, 152, 167,199,
214, 241, 242, 243, 245, 246, 249, 250,
261, 283, 317, 452, 487, 505, 508, 523.
529, 530, 535, 576, 601
Bukhiira, 3~, 342, 348, 350,363,390,434,
436, 442
Bulgarians, 66
Bulis, 175
Bull, 99, 105; on coina, 538, 539, 547,
5:;7, 558, 587; on sea.ls, 618; Dull and
Horseman, 557
Bundelkhand, 84, 528,613
Burgess, J., 637
Burgon, T., 448
Burial See Dead
Burma., 5ff., 36, 39, 40, 47 £1.,53,54,613;
ra.ilways, 8, 16, 20
Burnell, A. 0., 278
9n.bo.ras, 117,124
511
<;acanka, 513
QaQigupta, 350. 356, 369
Oadrusi, 348
Caduceus, on coins, 546, 586
ailiiBha., 138
ai"ism. See Qiva
akadYipa, 516, 532, 564. See Indo·
Scythia.
Qakala. See Sagala
Qakas, Sakaa, 44, 60, 224, 253, 274, 304,
329, 338 ft., 459, 461, 516, 518, 526,
527, 529, 532, 533, 539,540, 546, 548,
553, 554, 557, 558, 560, 561, 563 ff.;
satraps, 16B, 224, 225,556, 574 fT.; era.
of Qakus in Seistan, 570; era (of
Kamshka), 167, u83, 585; summary of
coins, 586. See Scythians
Qakasthana, 564
\iakra. See Indra
\~acadhA.rman,

~

QaktH~rl,

Qakti·kumara, 531
akuntalJi, 120
akyl!.s. See S§.kiyas
aland. W., 102, 106
Calcutta, 2, 9, 10, Ifl, 17, 19, 23, 25, 29,
216; Indian Museum, 619
Caliyuka, 511
Calicut, 3, 4
Calingon, cape, 601
.),
Calliope, queen, 547. 586
Qalya, 255
--'I
\,'ambo.1a. See Sambala
Cam baril., B2, 84
Cambay. gulf, 16, 20, 21
Qambhllvya Siitra, 251
Cambodia., 48
;,1
Qambhu,377
Cambyses, 332 ff.
Camel, 32, 67; on coins, 588
Qarptanu, 126
Canals, 26, 80
9anOo.231
ankaracha.rya, 143
iiilkha.yana, 232 ff., 251
'a:i1.kha.yana Brahms.l}a, 115
annibalism, 396, 422
aDti, 273
aphaJa, 124
apisa., Capillene, 332. See Kapica.
Cappadocia, excavations, 72
Caravans, 211, 212
Cardamon hills, 3
Carma.nia, 428, 442
Carnatic, 2, 3, 4; Karl}a~a, 165
Carpathians, 68
Cartana, 348.
9ary~a\'ant, 80
Qaryata. 126
Caspian sea, 28, 69, 70, 433
Oassander, 432
Caste, 53ff., 75, 86,107, 125ff., 130, 234,
235, 241, 244, 246, 24B, 266 if., 279,
280, 284, 285, 287, 314, 474 £1., 479,
480, 489, 596; in Vedas, 86, 92 if.; in
Buddhist period, 20B £1., 221, 222, 260,
266,294; jiiti, 55,235,244,246; vafttQ,
54, 75. 85, 92, 208, 209, 235, 244
Castor and Pollux.. See Dioscuri
Qastra, 228, 277 ff., 482. See Law-books
a.tadaya, 97
.atadhanvan, 511
'atakarl,li, 223, 31B, 530 ff., 535, 599 ft ••
Jitakas, 599
!idta1JWM, 187
Qatanih, Satrajita, 11£1, 302, 308, 316
Qatapatha Brahmana, 47, 48,50, 115ft.,
126, 130 if., 13S; 140, 142, 145, 146,
148, 252, 253, 305, 308, 316, 317, 525
Q8tavahana. See Siitaviihana
Cathaei, Cathaeans. See Kshatriyas
Catru, 231
Cattle.raising. See Pastoral pursuits
Caucasian type, 37, B8
Caucasus, 69,70,462
CauJ;lQ.ikeya.. 231
Oauvery. See Kiiveri
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Cawnpore, 13, 14, 25, 81
Celts, 71; Ia.nguages, 72
Ceil.·gtlttuvan, 598
Census'Report, 37. 40, 48, 50, 56
Central Indian agency. 15, 19, 21, 22
Central Provinoes, 19, 48, 129,519, 600,
614
Cerastts, 67
Qey. king, 598
Oeylon, 2, 49, 54, 60, 62, 173, 195, 196,
213, 424, 478, 499, 514, 6()4 ff.; Sarsn.
dib, 606; Chronicles, 171,184, 185,190,
191, 312, 500, 604. See Dipava~sa.J
Mahavams&
Chabiibil, 5m
Chadwick, H. M., 257, 272
Chahara. See Chhahara.
Chaitra, 149, 232
Chaitya halls, 634 ft., 639, 642
Chikra RevoUaras Piitav&, 122
chakr'avartin. Su Universa.l monarch
Ch.a.lmers, Lord R., 156
Chaman, 30, 31
Chambal, 13, 15, 21; Charmanvati,316,
520
.
Champa, 160, 173, 182, 186, 201, 213
Champiira.n, 317
Ch~akya. 151, 157. 164, 166, 470, 471.
See also Arthlll;astrn
Cha.IJda, Ramaprasad. 522
ChfUldal, 325
Chan~iiltLs, 129, 208
Ch~Q.avajji, 506
Chandrabansi Rajputs, 304
Chandragupta, 34, 59, 156, 165, 166, 223,
312, 315, 331, 389, 413,417,418, 444,
467 fr., 495, 501, 518, 535,541,597,599;
Cha.ndagntta, 189 fl.; Sandrocottus, 59,
156
Che.ndragupta II Vikramaditya, 519, 533
Cbandramii.s, 469
Chang.kien, 459, 461
Cha.ppar rift, 30
Chara.kas, 136
Cha.res of Mytilene, 422, 423
Chirika.r, 348, 542, 543, 550
Chariot race, 102, 138, 141
Charmanvati. See Chambal
Charms: &e Spells
Charpentier, J., 124, 156, 163
Charsadda, 355, 543, 548
Chiirumati, 500, 501
Chatumii., 175
Chaucer, 444
Chanta.ng, 80
Chedis, 84, 274; Cheti, 172
Chellana, 157,183
Chenah, 27, 31, 83, 118, 121, 468, 549,
550; Asikni, 80, 324, 345; Acesines,
345, 359 ft., 369, 370, 372 if., 383, 427
Cherae, 515, 595, 596 ft.; Keralas, 59'5
Chesney, Sir G. T., 517
Cheta dynasty, 534, 538, 602
Che~aka., 157
Cheti. See Chedis
Chetiyapabbata-viha.ra, 608
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Cheyne, T. K., 391
Chhaddanta. Jiitaka., 631
Chhandaka, 630
chhanda8, chhandasa, 186
Chhanda.s period, 112
Chhrmdogas, 136
Chhlindogya Upanishad, 116, 117, 120,
133, 143, 262, 299
Chhahara, 556, 575, 576
Childers, R. C., 218
China,S, 7, 20, 36, 38, 39, 47,57,58,212,
372, 478, 496, 582; Chinese sources, 50,
188, 458, 459, 503, 524, 555, .563, 565,
566,567,583,584; Great Wall, 565
Chinas, 274
Chindwin,7
Chins, 8
Chir tope, 581, 582
Chitaldroog Distri(li, 515
Chitor, 21, 520, 544
ChitraJ., 33, 45, 52, 119Chitraratha, 84
Chitta., daughter of Pii.nQ.u, 607
Cl.Jittagong, 9
.
Choes Valley, 352
ChOla, city, 212,213; Ch6!a*de((s" 609
Ch01&'8, 515, 595 fl., 608; Qolas, 595
Choranaga, 610
Chota ~3.-gpar, 48] 182, 613
Chowghat, 595
Christian communities, 36; (laste iu, 55
Chronicles, Book of, 594
Chronology, 77 ft., 147,155, 171 fl., 222,
249, 276, 299, 306, 307, 310 II., 473,
697 ff. See Dynastio lists
Chrysostom, St John, 258
Chukhsa, 556, 576
Chullaka.setthi Jiitaka., 211
Chumuri,84
Chuniir, 619
Chyavana., 126, 231
Qibis, 121
Qi~unaga dyna~ty a.nd king, 31Of!., 316,
503; Susauaga, 189, 313
Qigrus, 82, 85
Oilicia., 344
Qimyus, 85
Cuca.rs, 594, 599, 601, 602
Circe legend, 607
Qitalii, 575
City goddess, on ooins, 587, 588
Qiva, 104, 14'5, 238, 255, 303, 422, 597 i
cult, 225, 272, 274, 289, 408, 419, 485,
532, 557; Qivaites, 124, 233, 257, 259;
Mahadeva, 255
ivadatta, 529, 539
ivaites. See Qiva
ivas, 82, 121
lisobora, 408
Clitarchus, 367, 399, 416, (17) 422
Clive, General, 24
Coal, 35
Cochin, 3, 4, 20, 595
QoQ.ii.sa, 526, 538, 575, 576, 633
Codomannus. See Darius III
Coenus, 366

~
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Coggin·Brown, J., 615
Coimbatore, Gap, 3, 4 ; Distriot, 595
Coins, 60 ff., 224, 226.624,528,529,581,
.534, 645 ; pUDch.markea~ 343, 622, 623 ;

key to plates I-V, 462, 538; summary
of Ya,anas, Calms, and Po.hlo.vQs, liSS
OoHi,ba Point, 17

£0,1,8.8. See Chatas
Colebrooke, H. T., 152
CoHaci,424
CQIombo, 1,2
Camarin, Cape, 2, 400 ft, 593, 595, 596
Comparative philology, 64, 65, 109
2on8o Siitrflsiiha, 121, 525
~onaka,Qonakiyana.525

(Jonjeeveram, 59f.i; Kaiiem, 531, 595

Cook, S. A., 340
Coorg, 4, 595
Coorgs, 594
Cophaeus, 355
CophCn. See Kabul river
Copper,in Higveda,56, 100; age, 56, 614, 615
Coromandel, 2, 4, 5, 212
COflsa, L., 219
Cotton, 2, 3, 396, 404, 412
CouDcillors, royal, 271, 288, 290, 411
Courier, ratnin, 131
Cow, 129, 234, 269; unit in commerce,
97,137, 217i slaying, 101,102,137, 232
Cowell, E. B., 215, 310, 415, 417, 518,
521, 522
Cowley, A., 62
Gpalahora. See SpaJabores
Qraddhii, god, 10.'5
~ram{Hta., 420, 421, 484
Cratcrus, 364:fI., 374,375,379,564
CrateuiLs, 384
«rauta sacrifices, 247
Qrauta. Sutras. 116. 227:fI., 2S1
\;riivasti, 159. 160, 162, S09, 52S, 617,
624; Siivattbr, 180, lSI, 184, 186, 201,
206, 211, 213ff.
Cremation. See Dead
C;re~ika.. See Bimbisara
frcsh/hi-n, 137, 477; S/!!thi, 207ff., 260.
See Gilds
9ri-kiikulam, 599
Crimes, Vedic, 97; later, 133, 241, 247.
248, 281 fl., 414,486
QrInagar, QrinagarI. See Srinagar
Croesus, 331
Qrutasena, 120
CteBia,s, 137. 329, 330, 340, 341, 393, 395,

397,423,675
Ct:.esiphon, dynasty, 574
Quddbodana. See Suddhodana
Qildras, 54, 86, 92, 125, 126, 128, 129,
134, 229, 231, 234, 235, 240, 244, 248,
256, 267, 285, 287, 294, 30!, 313, 314,

479,481
Quktimat, 304
yungas, 223, 224, 317, 318, 512, 516 ft.,
529 ff., 537, 544, 600, 623, 627, 628;
coins, 523, 524
Cunningham, Sir A., 167,215,343,348,
350. 361, 388, 442, 444, 445, 448, 452,

454,460,476, 499. 525, 526, 527,546,
547,548, 555,560,578, 624
QUfSsonas, 51, 167, 289,315, 816,408,469,
526; Biirasenas, 172, 185; Suraseni, 408
Qur~raka. See Supparaka.
Currency, 97, 98, 137, 210, 217
Curtius, Quintus, 332, 347, 348, 353, 356,
358, 366, 369, 372, 374, 378, 380, 384,
385, 428, 4.69, 674
CutClh, 20, 224; Rann ot, 21, 175, 380
Cuttack, 534
Qutudri. See Sntlej
.'
fVamukha, 397
Qvetaketu, 122
Qvetiimbaras. See Ja.ins
"
Qveta~vatara Upauishad, 274
Qvikna, king, 124
Qyapar1).aS, 126
Cyme, 443
'"
Cypriots, 374; Cyprus, 344
Cyrene, 540
Cyrus, 29, 51, 141, 329:fJ., 540,555

.

...

~

Da.bbasena.~ 180
Dsynkumiira.eharita., 492
dayapa, 289
Da~aratha, of Ayodhya, 309
DaGaratha, successor of AQoka, 166, 502,
oll, 512, 619, 620
Dayarl).a, 523
Dacca, 2, 4, 36
Da vona,511
.~
Dadikai, 339, 340
.• ".~
Dahae, 87, 566
Dahlmann, J., 261
Dalmachus of Plataea, 399, 400, 433, 495
daiva, 283; Zoroastrian, 76
Daivavata, 84
Daksh4Iii, 99
Daksh4Iapatba., 274, 529, 602. See Deccan
Dalbha, 119
Do,lton, E. T., 395, 396
Damaraxus, 369
Dames, M. L., 328, 359
Dnnastutis, 78, 84, 96
Dal)Q.akaral)ya, 602
Dantapltra,l73
Danube, 69
Darad, Darada, 404
Darbhangii,317
Dat(;aka, kinso:, 311, 313
Dardanelles, 69, 70
Dardistan, 396, 404
Dards, 339
Darembcrg and Baglio, 891
Daric, 342, 343, 390
Darius I Hystaspes, 23, 57, 58, 74, 141.
213, 327, 333 fl., 342, 393, 438, 540,
564, 567 ; tomb, 634
Darius HI, 74, 341, 347,386, 634
Darjeeling, 10, 11, 25
Darme8~eter, J., 324ft.
Dli.saka, elder, 506
Dasi,85
Dssyus, Dlisas, 54, 73, 75, 79, 8211., 322;'
Diiaa king, 82, 86

Inaex
Da~hika, Tamil, 610
Davids, Mrs Rhys, 217

Davids, T. W. Rhys, 144, 171, 174,175,
182ff., 193, 195, 199, 201, 213, 317,
329, 413, 418, 469, 479, 484, 491, 549
Days of week, 279
Dead, disposal of, burial, 107, 108, 228,
236, 418, 476; cremation, 107; ex. posure, 415: Vedic rema.ins, 616

Deb, H. K., 311
Dobal, 379, 606
Deccan, 2, 14, 16 fl., 24, 35, 40, 48, 242,
616, 519, 529, 530, 535, 598, 599, 602,
603, 613, 614
Deer, on coins, 539
Debra DUn, 26
Delbriick, B., 89, 351,361, 363, 364, 367
Delhi, 13; 15, 17, 20 ff., 29, 32, 34 fl., 39,
47,216,289,308,468,499,501,520,544
Demetrius I of Baotria, 441, 444 ff., 448,
451fI., 542 ff., Ji51, 553,554, 645; coins,
464, 559, 573, 586, 589
Demetrius IT of Bactria., 448, 451, 452;
coins, 464
Demetrius I of Syria, 457
Demetrius II of Syria, 458
Demetrius, general, 429
Demetrius in Milindapaiiha, MO
Deo-Patan, 501
Derbikes, 330
Derdne,404
Deussen. P., 144
Devabbuti, 518, 1521, 522
DevsQravas, B3
Devadaha, 175
Devadbannan, 511
Devajana- vidya, 254
Devamantriya, 550
Deviinarp.piya. Tiisa, 499, 608, 609
Deva.uandii, 157
DevapR1a, 501
Deva-paUana, 501
Devapi, 93, 94, 126
Devavarman, 511
Devavata, 83
Devi of Vedisa, 500
Devol Deviyo, 606
Dhamma and Vinaya, 192, 194
Dhammapada, 197, 206; oom., 182, 184,
186, 187, 193, 202, 215
Dhammapala, commentator, 183
Dhamma.pala, elder, 186
Dhamma.sanga:ry.i, 197, 214
Dhammisoka, 608. See Ayoka
Dhanabhuti Vacchiputa, 62S
Dhana.nanda, 313, 469
Dhanya-ka.~aka, 599
Dhariighosha , ,529, (139
Dharanik6t.a, 599
Dharma, 280, 231, 496, 503ft., 507;
ordeal, 283
Dharma Q.ii.stras. See Law-books
Dharma-mahamatras, 497, 506, 509
Dharma Nibandhas, 278
Dharmapiila, king, 52S, 538
Dharma.p1i.~hakas, 277

Dharmarakshita, 499
Dharma Sutre!!, 116, 227 ff., 231, 234,
240 II. ; dote, 250, 295
dha.11}a, 284
Dhatamttha, 174
Dbauli, '496, 497
Dhritarashtra Vaicitravirya, 119, 123,
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Dhruva, 149
Dhuni, 84
Dhvasan Dvaitavana, 121
Dice, 98, 102, 130, 131, 138, 237, 247,
262, 263, 281, 282
Digambaras. See Jain8
Digha-G8.m~.

607

Digha Nikaya, 156, 173 if., 177, 179, 182,
184, 185, 192, 194, 196ff., 201, 205,
209,211,214, 470
Dighavu, 179
Dighiiyu, brother of Bhaddaka.chchiina,
607
Dighfti, 180
Diodoms Siculus, 332, 347, 348, 351,353,
356ff., 369, 370, 372, 374, 378, 380,
384, 397, 402, 407, 408, 414, 415, 425,
427 II.. 469, 674
Diodotus I, 435ff., 443, 450, 451, 453,
546, 623; wrongly Theodotus, 435
Diodotus II, 440, 4&4, 502
Diogenes, cynic, 358, 359, 398
Diomedes, king, 556, 587 591
Dionysius, ambassador, 399, ,.133. 495
Dionysius, king, 549, 552, 553, 587, 589
Dionysus, 3S1, 332, 354, 408, 409, 416,
419, 422, 485; in art, 646; on coins,
449
Dioscuri, 104; on coins, 455, 460, 465,
539, 556, 558, 587, 591
Dipa'Val:!lsa, 174, 184, 185, 212, 312, 603,
604, 605, 609 II.
Dirghatamas, 601
Distresses, six, 270
Divii.kara , 306
Divodiisa, 82, 84, 86, 87, 94, 95, 101, 120,
305, 518
Divy8.vadiina, 179, 187, 189, 2-12, 495,
507, 511, 519
Doab, 46 j Doabs, 31, 550; RechD.!I. Doiib,
550
Dogrfirmoantaineers,27
Drama, 138, 25;j, 297
Drangiiina, 328, 330, 338, 442, 458, 543,
564, 568, 569
Draupadi, Kfishl,l8., 263ff.
Dravidian la.nguages, 15,19,36, 37, 41ff.,
49, 50, 602
Dravidians, Dravig,a!l, 40ff .. 48, 73, 85,
120, 124, 204, 240, 380, 515, 593, 604,
606, 613, 615; pre-Dravidians, 41,594,
604 i dravieJ,a, drami4a, daTfl,i~a., 593
Drishadvati, 80, 83, 110, 116,302, 306
I

dr01J.amukha, 476

Droniisa, 231
Droysen, J. G., 372,430,453
Dmhyus, 82, 118
Duff, M. C., 141
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Durga, 272
Durg9.ha., 83, 94
Durgapiilas, 488
Dnrmukha., 121

DUMFaritu Pa,uql.sayana, 122, 131
Dushyanta., 308
Dutch in Ceylon, 2, 605
DuHha..Gi'i.m~i, 609
Dvltitavana lake, 121
Dviipara. age, 303
Dviiravati, 531
Dyans, 103, 105. See Zeus
Dynastic Hsts, 58,224, 305,520; Andhras,
530, 531; Ci9unagas, 312; Qungas,
518; Ikshva'irm., 306, 309; Mauryas,
189, 511; Nandas, 313
Dyrls, 356

Ea.gle, on coins, 462
Earth goddess, 230, 616. See Pfithivi
East India. Company, 24, 63,562
East Indian Railway, 13. 17, 25
Easter Island, 48
Ecbatana, 346, 391, 411
Economic conditions, Vedic, 99 ff. ; later,
135ft., 259 j Buddhist, 198£1.
Eggeling, J., 142
Egyptians, 351, 374, 394, 407; Egypt,
_ 517, 540, G45, 594, 615
Elara, Tamil king, 608, 609; Eliila, 609
Elephant, 67. 81, 100, 137, 356, 405, 424,
490, 557; on coins, 539, M6, .547,
555 fl., 560, 586, 587, ;')90, 591; in art,
635,647
eltplw8, 391
Elu, 606
Emetreu;o:, 444
Endogamy, 129
e.norokoitoi, 394
Epauder, kinS, 557, 587
Epborus, 398
Epics, 47, 58, 119, 122, 278, 479, 483,
666 :Ii.; perioo. 220:li.; princes and
peoples, 251 ff.; in Sou-ili, 596
Epikleros, 134
Epirus, 540
Eran, 523. 538
Eriipata, G24
Eras. St.e Azes, yakas, Mauryas, Vi.
krama
Eratosthenes. 400ff., 409, 424, 425
Erices, 356
Erythraean Sea, 330
Erzgebirge, 68
Esdras I, 339
Esther, Book of, 325, 339, 340
Esukiiri, 203
Ethiopians, 339, 394, 407; type, 37
Ethnographical divisions, 37 if.
Eucrntides, 446, 447, 451 if., 532, 541,
544, 545, 551 :Ii., 557, 558, 560, ;'j66,
571; coins, 465, 547, .548, 57.5, 588,
590, 591, 647; successors, 554 if., 559,
563, 564
Encratides II (?), 460, 466
Eucratidia, 455

Eudamus, EndemuB, 38!, 386, 428, 429,
471
Eamenes of CardiQ, 371, 415
E annchs, 289
Eupatridre, I2;'j
Euphorion, 470
Enphrates, 27, 70, 4li8
Euthydemia (Euthymedeia), 446
Euthydemus I, 440ff., 445, 447,450 :if.,
455, 408, 461, 512, .541 ff., 548, 550,
571; coins, 464, 465, 546, 571, 574,
589; snccessors, 546 iI., 554, 556, 564
Euthydemus II, 443:ff., 448, 452; coins,
457, 464
E,'angelinm Ioannis de obitu Mariae, 579
Everest, 10
Exogamy, 53, 243
Exposure of children and aged, 97 t 135
Eyinar, tribe, 696
Family, Vedic, 88, 90, 97; Inter, 134,
243, 287, 481
Famine, 203
Feist, S., 90
Fergusson, J. t 480, 618, 637
..... T
Fetishism, 97,106
Fiek, R. t 198, 203, 207, 209, 211, 213,
214, 260, 469, 478, 494
Firdausi, 32;'5,328
Fire altar, 142
Fire-weapons in epic, 271
Firozabiid, 25
Five tribes, 86, 92, 116
Fleet, J. F., 112,499,550,584
Flood legend, 140
Formichi, C., 490, 492
Fort William; 9
Foucher, A., 500, 629, 648
Foy, W., 475, 478, 479, 488
Franke, 0.,566,583
Franke, R. 0., 187
Fuhrer, A., 167, 521, 524
Furrow ~acrifice, 238
Fyziiobad, 309

-..

Gad, brother of Giidnaphar, 579
Gahapati, 190 j geha.pati, 259
Gaikwar of Ba.roda., 19
uama, gama.bhojaka. S~ Village
Gama~i.Abhaya. Su Du~~ha.G§.ma1;li
Gambling, 89, 98, 102, 262, 2RI, 417
Gaming-hall, 237. 247,263,272,480
Ganadharas, 164
Ga~apa Tissa., 608
Gandak, 13, 122; Grea-t, 309
Gandiira, Gandaria. See Ga.ndhara
Gandaridae, 370
Gandarioi, 338, 340
Gandaris, 370
Gandaritis, 328, 330
GandharQ., 51, liS, 59, 62, 214, 222, 321,
427, 473, 499, 512, 542, 545, 546, 552,
555 fl., 559, 569, 570, 580; Ga.ndara,
327, 338; Gandaria, 337 j Gandharas,
141, 172, 514; sculpture, 385, 570,
648, 649

----------
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Godwin Ansten, mt, 33
Gandhari. Gandhiiris, Gandharians, 117,
Gogra, 13, 309
321,322, S33, 394
Ga.ndharvas, 105; in sculpture, 640
Golconda, 18
Gold, 101, 213, 342 ; ant gold, 396, 403,
Ganesh Gumpba, U ds.yagiri, 639, 641
401
Gangaridae, 468. 469
Golu Abha, 609
Ganges, 8 if., 12 fl., 25,31,35 iI., 40, 45 fl.,
80, 120, 122, 182, 183, 185, 213, 214,
Gomati, 79, 321
308, 314, 337. 372, 402,411, 422, 423,
Gomitra, 526, 538
426,468,469,477, 516, 524, 526, 601
Gond tribes, 19, 35, 395
Gaiijii.m, 601, 602; District, 495, 514, 515 yonda District, 309
Gondopharnes, 562, 571,576 ff., 581,583,
Garbe, R., 144, 273
589, 590, 592; Gaspar, Gathaspar,
Gardabhilas, 533
Giidnaphar, 579; Vindaphs.rns.,577
Gardabhilla, 168. 532
GoPs.s, 486, 488
Gardner, P., 389, 436, 454, 582
Gopatha Br8.bm~a, 115
Giirgi SaI9-hita, 544
Gosala MaI!lkhalipntta, 158, 159, 162,
Garo hills, 8. 9, 12
GaruQ.8. pillar. See Bhilsa.
163
Gotama,
clan, 178. See Buddha
Gaspar, 579
Gathii.s, hero.lauds, 251, 254, 255 j of Go~ibhs.ya, 609
Gotra, 243
Avesta., 74
Gra.in, 31, 68, 100, 135, 203, 404
Gathaspar J 579
Gauls, migrations, 72; battle of ADeyrs., -Grama., Gramru;ll, grlimika. See Village
440
gTamy«vadin, 136
Ga.upatya, 238
Grand Trunk road, 13
Great Indian Peninsula railway, 17
Ga.utama., law book, 140, 199, 217, 218,
234, 240, 241, 245 fl., 288, 292. See
Greeks, coins, 61, 386 ff.; historians, 58ff.,
132, 146, 391 fl., 563; Homeric, 56, 96,
Buddha., Indrabhiiti
101, 133, 391, 479; language, 73, 74;
Gautamiputra Qatakar:¢, 530
primitiye, 71; invasions. See Yavanas
Ga.viimayana, 141
Gaya, 14, 20, 23, 48, 182,301, 309, 500,
Grierson. Sir G. A., 50, H19,110, 119, 146,
608. See «laQ Buddh Gaya
182, 275
Gaza., battle of, 429
Griffiths, J., 499
Gedrosia, 87, 331, 333, 380, 431, 472
grihastha, 151
Gehapati. See Gahapati
Grihya sacrifices, 247
Giihya Sl1tras, 116, 227 ff., 236, 288) 240,
Geiger, W., 91, 172, 190, 312, 325, 328,
·252,254; date, 250
503, 506
Geldner, K. }<\, 326. See Piscllel, R.
Grunwedel, A., 480.629
Gem Lake, 22
Gnga, Gugana, Gugana, 578, 592
Oiidnaphar. See Gondopharnes
Gems, 402, 59·!; engraved, 647, 6·i8
Guests, six worthy. 232
Genealogies. See Dynastic lists
Genos, gens, 91, 125
Gujarat, 20, 36, 44, 81, 166, 274, 469,
472,593,594, 6()6
German tribes, 66; Germans, 71
Gujarati, 15, 19, 51
Gerontes, 133
Gumal, river, 43, 79, 321
Gersoppa,5
Ghats, 2 if., 20, 34, 36; Eastern, 19,601;
Gundlii., &i3
Western, 17,18; of Benares, 14
Gungeria, 614, 615
Ghazni, 33, 328, 338, 452, 546, 548, 561
Guntiir District, 529, 599
Ghilzai, 328, 338
Gupta empire, 224, 310, 528, 533, 585,
Ghorb&nd valley, 332, 555
606; architecture, 617, 649; coins,
ghQ,ha, 268
342
Ghosha, king, 518
Gura.eus, 353, 355
Ghosita arama, 188
Gurdaspur, 372, 373, 414,528
Gilds, 137, 206, 207, 210.247,259,269,
Gurkhas, 11, 25, 27, 190; rifles, 26
291,478,489, 490. See Qre8h~hin
Gutschmid, A. von, 430, 446, 569, 579
Oilgit, 33, 45, 52, 119
Guttaka., Tamil king, 808, 609
Gilmore, J., 329, 330
GuUila Jataka, 211
Giribbaja, GiriVl'aja, 183, 310, 315
Guttmann, 0., 271
Girikshit, 83, 94
Gwalior, 15, 21, 558, 625
Girivraja. See Giribbaja
Girnar, 496
Haas, E., 89. 233
Glauganikai, 369
Hab, 380. 383
Glausai, 369
Haddon, A. C., 45, 604
Goa, 20
Haetumant, 328
Gobhila, 229, 230, 238, 239
Hagamasha, 527, 538,576
Godavari, 16, 17, 19, 195, 514,529, 531,
Hagana, 527, 538, 576
536, 599, 601, 602; Point, 601
Haig, Gen. M. R., 380

Index
Haihayas, 315, 316
Haknosiri, 601
Hiililbalii, 159
Balhed, N. D., 63
Halidda.-vRsaoa, 178

Hall, H. R. H., 43
Hambn.ntota, 609
Hiimlin Lake, 328, 388
Han Dynasty. annals, 666
Hantrimukha. 231
HMlma, 320
Harahvaiti, 87, 321, 324, 326, 328, 338
Harruva.. See Herat
Harappa, 61B
Hardwiir, 25, 26
Hardy, E., 481
Hardy, R. Spence, 214
Rariycandra, 254
Bari Rud, 327, 441
Hiirita, 242
Harivarpya, 255
Harlez, C. de, 325
Harnai valley, 30
Raroi va, Haraiva. 327
Harpagus, 329
Harsha, dynasty of, 468
Harsha.eharita.. 223, 310, 415, 417, 512,
.')18, 521, 522

Haryaksha, 231
Hastl, 355
Hastinapura, 2G3, 306 if., 526
Hastings, Warren, 63
HSlOtipiila, 163
Hatbigumpba, Udayagiri, 314, 317, 534tI.,
600, 602, 639, 6·iO
Haumavarga., 338
Hauma varka., 564
Havis, sacrifice, 231
Ha7.iira, 328, 338, 373, 457; District,
648
Head, B. V., 367, 389, 569
Headlnm, W., 394
Hecataeus, 336. 393 iI., 423
Hecate. on coins, 449, 464
lledicke, E., 348, 366, 369
Heliocles, 447, 453, 454, 460, 461, 522,
552; coins, 465, 466, 547, 548, 553 ff.,
558,560,566,573,587, 590, 591, 647;
successors, 557
,.......Heliodorus, son of Dian, 521, 558, 625
J Hellenic kingdoms of Syria, Bactria., and
Partbia., 60, 4'27 ff.
Hellenistic art, 621 if., 626, 633, 644 ft.
- Helmand, 28, 328, 564, 569

~

Helu, 606
Hemacbandra, 156, 1&4, 470
Henry, Victor, 106
Hepba.estioD, 351, 352, 354, 355,357, 370,
373 fl., 379
Heracles, 331, 332, 356, 374, 422 ff. ;
Hindu, '253, 375, 408, 409, 419, 485,
596; on coins, 443, 445, 447, 448, 450,
457, 464, 465, 573, 574, 588, 589, 597
Herat, 28, 70, 223, 327, 337, 338, 472,
542, 567; Aria, 337, 542; Haraiva.,
aa8

Hermaens, king, 547, 556, 560 ft., 571,
IiU, 584, 586, 589, 591, 647
Herwu8 valley, 440
Herodotus, 34, 52, 57, 192, 327, 329,
aa2 ft., 387, 392, 393, 395, 396, 403,
422, 564
I
Hero-lands, 251, 254, 255
','
Hertel, J., 138
Herzfeld, E., 327, 328, 335, 336, 838,
339
."
Hesydru8. See Sutlej
''''
Hill, G. F., 344, 438
"3
Hill, G. Birkbeck, 63
Hillebrandt, A., 80, 86, 87,106, 323
Himalayas, 8 ff., 21, 32, 33, 35, 38, 51, 76,
80, 81, 129. 175, 191, 242, 304, 314,
326, 376, 400, 401, 403, 423, 528, 529
Hindh,325
.
Hindi, 14, 15, 50, 51
Hindu (Hapta.), 324
Hindu Kush, 20, 28, 32 ff., 43. 51; 52,
79, 140, 322, 326, 327, 348, 350, 351,
354, 364, 374, 376, 383, 387, 422,424,
427, 434, 442, 446, 457 II., 466, 472.
514, 540 ft" 545 ft., 554, 560, 563, 583,
622, 645
'
Hinduism, 15, 76
Hindukiin. seven, 324
Hi(D)dus, 338
Hindustan, plain of, 19, 13, 15,22
Hindustani type. See Aryo.Dr8.vidiw '
lof'
Hingliij shrine, 381
Hingol valley, 381 .
Hippatus, 36, 4'26
HippoBtratuB, king, 547, 649, 552, 554,
571, 572, 566. 587
HiraJ;lyaga.rbha., 107
BiraJ;lyakeyin, 237, 238, 239
HhaJ?ya.niibha, 122, 309
Birok,30
Hittites, 110, 320
Hiuen Tsiang, 332, 506, 512,524, 555 ff.
Hiung-nu, 566
Hoernle, A. F. B., 45, 110, 123, 138, 154,
168, 585
Hoffmann.Kutschke, A-, 334
Holdich, Sir T., 348, 352 ff., 357, 3~8,
542
Holkar, 15, 19, 21
Holtzwann, A., '261, 265
Bomer, 78, 101, 391; Indian, 258
Booghly river. 9, 614
Hopkins, E. W., 79, 81, 147, 214, 265,
269, 272, 273, 323, 324, 473 if., 478,
480 tI., 484, 486 ft., 492, 494
HorRe, 67. 68, 99, 137, 234, 435 ff.; on
coins, 538; in :sculpture, 620, 635;
sacrifice, 102, 106, 119 ft., 130, 142,
223, 255, 262, 302, 309, 318, 520, 521,
531
Hasten, H., 423
HotI'i, 107, 108
How and Wells, com. on Herodotus, 329
Howrah, 9, 17, 25
Huber, E., 507
Human sacrifice, 106, 123, 136,138, 142

Index
Huma.yun,24
Hfu;las, Buns, 304, 459, 550, 565, 566,
68.
Hungarian, 15; Hungary, 69, 72
Hunting, 100, 235, 270, 416,417
Huntsman, ratnin, 131
Hydaspes. See Jhelum; battle of, 365;
Persian river, 568
Hyderabad, Deccan, 18. 24, 514, 531, 599,

600
Hyderabad, Sind, 21, 378, 517
Hydrakes, 331
Hydraotes. Bte Bin
Hypasioi, 352
Hypha.nis, 542,543
Hyphasis. See Beas
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337, 345, 346, 354 fr., 372 if., 377 ft.,
383, 394, 395, 400 ft., 427 ff., 442, 445,
w5, 468, 472, 473, 516, 528.532, 541,
547, 059, 564, 567, 568, 570, 571, 584,
594 j delta, 54.3, 544, 548, 585; Sindhu,
79, 324,345; Kill Sindhu and branch
of the Jamna, 520
Inheritance, 134, 243, 244, 279 ft., 284,
287; primogeniture, 244, 2B4, 2B7
Initiation ceremony, 235, 236, 238, 239
Inscriptions, 60ft, HI, 224, 529, 533ft.,

541

Ianni 540. See Yava.naS
iQ8.nfJ., 233, 238
Idols, Set Images
lkshviikn, 83, 133, 276, 298, 305 if., 315 ft.
lla,304
I!an·je.1.iyan. See Ve.JJ.:i,vcA-QeliyfUl
I!aii·jc~-cenni, king, 598
IIi river, 565
llibiQa, 84
lliyrian, 71
Images of gods, 238, 279; worship, 480 ;
monuments, 512 if,
Imhoof·Blumer, F., 433, 434
Imperial Gazetteer, 39, 40,42, 43, 50, 52,
B5, 109, no, 515, 524, 543
Incantations. See Spells
Indarpat, 23, 262, 308
India, geography, 1 if.; gro,,1h of law,
277 fi.; monuments, 612 if.; peoples
a.nd languages, 37 ft.; sources of history, 56 ft, 391ft.; Vedic, 77 fl.; la.ter
sal!lhitas, 114:ff.; siitra and epic period,
220 ff., 251 if.; Bl1ddhistic, 171 ff.j early
history of South India, 693 ff.
India, White, 326
Indian Mutiny, 16, 24. 25
Indian Ocea.n, 2, 28, 336
Indo.Aryans, 42 if., 56, 57, 73
Indo-China, 613
Indo.Europea.ns. See Wiros
llldo·European (Indo-Germanic) languages, 37, 41 ft., 49, 56, 64 fl., 69, 71
Indo·lr8nian period, 52, 72 ft .• 103, Ill,
125, 319
Indo-Scythia, 616, 532,560,564,567,569
Indore, 15, 19, 21
Indra. 72, 97, 99, 103 fl., 110, Ill, 232,
233, 238, 256, 257, 288, 320,366, 422,
48.5,538, 606; Qakra, 157; Sakka,176,
606; Sakka-panba, 194
Indrabhuti Gautama, 152, 164
Indrii.ji, Bba.gvfulHi.l, 314, 575, 639
Iudramitra, 525, to28, 638, 626
Indrapilita., 511
Indrapr&Btha, 23, 262, 308
lndm varma.n, 577
Indrota Daivapi Qaunaka., 120
Indus, 21, 24ft., 31 if., 40, 43,44, 46, 51,
79 if., 118, 222, 324, 325, 329, 336,

,,' .

Inspectors, in Pa*aliputra, 410
Interest. See Usury
Intermarriage. See Caste
Intoxicants, 102, 133, 137,215,271,408,
412, 555
Invasions, 21, 23, 27, 28, 36 fl., 53, 60.
See Aryans, Scythians, Yavanas
Ionia, 391; Ionia.ns, 212, 225, 540. See
YaVauas
Ipsus, 432
Iran, 27. 28, 30, 34, 35,39,45,51,52,57,
72, 91, 103, 104, 109, 111, 124, 320 fl.,
400, 516, 540, li68, 572 fl., 577, 578,
580, 584, 621, 522, 626, 634, 644;
Iranian typo, 42, 44; languages (Zend),
49, 52, 71 iI. See Persia
Iriivati. Bee Riivi
Iron. 56, 100, 137, 140, (i15; age of, 56,
614
Irrawaddy, 6if., 39
Irrigll.tion, SO, 31,100,,128,135,417,475,
487
Irulas, 604
Irvine, W., 216
Isamus, 542, :;43
Isidatta, 186
Isidiisi, 186
bidor of CharBox, 326
bila, 515
ilkata, 327
Islam. See llnhammadans
Issyk.knllake, :;65
Istakhr, 621
Itihasa, 251, 2.52
Itihasa-Pur~a, 2.51. 257, 299, 301, 302
Itinerarium Alexandri, 542, 675
Itinitta, 482
Itivuttaka, 197
IHhiya, :t;tishtriya, monk, 499, 608
Ivory, 391,594 i workers in, 207. 632, 6-13
Iyengar, P. T. Srinivas, 599
Jii.bii.la, 152
Jackson, A. M. T., 301
Jacob, G. A., 120
Jacobi, R., 110, 111, 147ff., 151:tT., 160,
169. 178, 183, 255, 294, 320, 321,470,
471,482, 483, 512
Jadgils,42
J ahii.ngira, 336
Jahnus, 126, 298
Jaimini, 251
Jaiminiya Upanishad Bliihmal,l8, 116 fl.,
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Index
Jains, 22, 55, 57, 150 ft., 275, 423, 4BD,
504, 509, 512, fi26, 532,534, 596, 633,
638; oouncil, 165, 169, 482; inscriptions, 166 ft.; sculpture, 633, 639, 640,
644 i texts, 57 ft., 151, 165, 470, 473,
482, 484, 549; yvetiimbaras, 155. 158.
165 ff., 1139; Diga.mbaras, 154, 158,165,
166, IG9
Jaipnr, 21, 22. 84, 121, 289, 316
J8.1a Jatfika.~ya, 122
Ja.laliibad, 348, 543, 546, 547; Nagata. (1),
543,555
Ja.Uilpur, 361
Jaloka. of Kashmir, 511, 512
JamaIi, 158,163
Jamhu, Jain, 164
Jambudvipa., 304, 506. See India
Jamrfid, 32
jana, 91, 92
Janaka., Siradhvaja, 122, 127, 257,317,549
Janamejaya, 120, 121,252, 302, 549
Janapada., Raja.nya, 539
J andlals., 371
Jarasandha, 257
Jarndapana Jataka., 211
Jatakas, 140, 173, 174, 178 ft., 187, 188,
197, 198, 201 ft., 257. 260, 295, 316,
624, 629
F~ti. See Caste
Jaugada, 496, 497, 514, 515
Jaxa.rtes, 28, 76, 329, 349, 434, 459, 563,
564, 566, 5(i7; Syr Daria, 70, 349, 434,
564
Jayanta, 238
Jayas,.. a1, J. P., 313 ft., 491, 521, 524, 535,
537
Js.yavijaya caves, Udayagiri, 639,642
Jehu, 470
Jeta., 216
Jets.vana. 202, 216, 624
Jewish communities, 36
Jhe1um, 27, 59, ~72, 468, 548, 549, 551,
556; Hydaspes, 349, 359ft., 369, 373 ft.,
383, 406,427 ff., 468, 547,568; Vits,sta,
80, 324, 345
Jhelum, town, 361, 543; District, 547
Jina, Mahiivira., 159, 160
Jinacbandra., 166
Ji'iatri olan. 160
Jfiati-ikas, 157
Jobanes. See J umna
Jogimara. cave, 642
John of Antioch, 432
Jolly, J .• 278, 280, 283, 284, 294, 475,
479, 481
Jones, Sir W., 63 ft., 470
Josephus, 339, 458
JOllveltu-Dubreuil, G., 533
Jrimbikagrama, 159
Judicial procedure, 96, 97, 132 fl., 176,
~44, 271, 485 fl. See Crimes
Julien, S., 513
Jumna, 12 fl., 20, 23 ft., 46, 47, 80ft., 120,
121, 124, 187,214, 469,516,520,524,
526 ff., 543, 648; rssmus. 542, 543;
Jobanes, 408

JUIDM-Ganges, 13, 15, 16, 21, 51, 55, 57,
59, 242, 308, 544
Juniigarh, 501
I'"
Junnar, 530
Justi, F., 325
Justin, 332,353,384,386,430,435, 438ff.,
446, 454 ft, 460, 469, 473, 543, 674 '
Jyotishs., 148
Kahadian, 390
Kabul, 32, 33, 224, 325, 327, 34.8, 452,'
469,473, 542fl., 561, 562, 567, 574,583
Kiibul river and valley, 28,31 fl., 43, 51,
52, 79, 110, 322, 332, 336, 338, 339,
345 ft., 350, 351, 354, 355, 383, 396,
430, 442, 452, 472, 514, 516, 540, 541,
544,546ft., 550 ff., 554,5.56, 557, 560fl'.,
570, 571, 577, 584; Cophen, 322, 332;
336, 345, 355; Kubha, 52, 79, 321, 345
Kabulistiin, 79
Kscchi,51
Kachins, 7, 8, 39
Kll~,i, Ka~is, 117, 119, 120, 122, 123,' 125,
172, 173, 180, 181, 184, 274, 310,315,'
316,517, 527,531; princess, 522
KiWiputra Bhagabhadra. See Bhagabhadra
KaQu (Vasu) Chs.idya., 84, 309
Kfu(yapa, oon ...erted ascetio, 629, 6S0
Kadphises. See Kujuia, V'ima
Kaegi, A., 283
Kiifiristan, 82, 338,541,547, 555, M7
Kanrs, 352, 354
Kafshan, 332

. t
kahaptt1J4. See karshapa1JQ.
Ka.ikeyas, 274'
kiika1J.ika, 218
KiikavB.J;U;la Tissa, 609
Kakava~a (Ka1ii~oka.), 503
Kakkara-patta, 178
Kalabagh, 337
Kiilii-Qoka, 189, 313. 503
Kii.lnka, 167, 168, .532: Kilakiiohiryakathiinaka, 167
Kii1akanni Tissa., 611
Kiiliimas: 175
Kalan Tisa, 611
Kii.1ani Tisss.. Se~ Ya~~iilaya Tissa.
Kii.ianiya, 609
Ka1a.nos, 359, 381, 421
Ks,1a.ntika. Tissa, 611
t '
Kalasi,550
KdHlsoka. See KilaQoka
Kaiatiai, 894
Kali age, 276, 302, 303, 308ft., 317; dice,
303
Kiili Sindhu, 520
Kalidasa., 612, 519, !.i33, b44, 600
Kaliilga.s, 47, 173, 242, 473, bl6, 530, 534;
Kalinga, 164, 166, 195, 223, 242, 314,
315, 817, 492, 495, 497, 504, 514 fl.,
594, 599, 605, 607, 639; Calingae, 601
Kallatiai. See Kalatiai
Kalpa., aeon, 303
Kalpasiiua, 154, 156, 157. 160, 167, 227,
228, 482

Index
Kii.maQiistra, 482
Kamara, 212
Kambojas, 117,172,274,834; Kambojas,
514
Kammahli.rattaka. 610
KampIla, Kiimpilya (Kii.mpil), 117, 119,
121, 316
ka7!ISa, coin, 218
Kamsa of Rosala, 180
Kanakamuni. See KoJ;lagamana
Ranakasabhai, 213
Kanara, North, 603 i Kannada, 594
Ranarese, 49, 593, 602
Ranaui, 289; Kanyakubja, 512
KiiiichI, 531.595; Conjeeveram, 596
Kandahar, 28, 31,33,326, 328, 337,338,
347, 364, 369,. 379, 380, 442,443, 452,
540, 542, 543, M5, 547, 548, 561, 562,
564, 568, 569, 570, 574, 580, 583
Kangra Districli, 529
K8.¥ha. Su Krishl,la
Kanheri inscription, 601
Kanisbka., 224, 555, 581, 583, 585, 648;
era, 583; inscription, 192
Kannada. See Kanara
Ran·su, province, 565
Kru.t~haka, 630
Kfu;tva, sage, 242
K~vas, 77, 84,223,224,317,318,521,522
Kanyakubja. See Kanauj
Kaoshan, 332
Kapiya, 460, 547,557 ft., 567 ; Kapisa, 555
Kapiyl, .')~5 If., 558, 560
Kapilantthu, 'Vllstu, 175, 177, 498, 630
Ka.pinaha.n. 390
Ka.pisa. See K1ipi ya
KapiSa.kiini. 333
Kapisoi, 339
Kapish*hala SaI?hitii., 114
Kara Kadphisea, 584
Karachi, 2, 14, 23, 27, 29, 31
Kara.koram range, 33
Kirl, river, 598
Karikal. king, 598
Kamal Chola, 596
kartsa, 200, 202
Karti cave, 635 fl.
karman, 143, 162
Kar1)a, 2u5. 272
Karnal, 543
Ka~asuvar;ta,
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Karnata. See Csrnatio
Kiron: 121
kanhiipa1}a, 248, 285, 462, 530i kahii.

patUl ,217
Karuvaki, .'500
Kashaka, Kao;'aka, 238
Kashmir, 26, 32, 33, 43, 47, 80, 81, 117,
121, 825, 349,370, 878, 883, 31.16, 499,
501,511, 512, 528, 563
Kashmiri, 51
Kas!. Su Kiiyi
Kasibhiradvii.ja, 202
Kaspatyros, Kaspapyroa, 336, 394, 396
Kaspioi, 339, 340
kassiteros, 391

,.

Kassites, 76
ktUlira, 391

Katha, Burma, 7
Kathaioi. See Kshatriyas
Kii.~ha.ka Sal!lhitii., 114, 119, 121, 139 j
school, 279; Butra, 236,279; Upanisha.d,
116
Ka.tha.vatthu, 194, Hl7, 482, 498, 506
Kathiawar, 20, 21, 224, 469, 472, 496,
543, 606
Katmandu, 25
Katyaya.na, grammarian, 253
Katz, E., 330
Kauyiimbi, 117, 121, 308, 498, 517, 521,
523 If., 538; Kosamhi, 185, 187ft, 201,
214
Kauyika Sutra, 115, 229
KaulOhitaki Arat;lyaka, 115; BrahmaQa ..
115, 118, H5, 148; Upanishad, 117,
120 ft, 143
Kautiliya, 294; KautHya, 470. See Ar.
thayastra
Kautsa, 242
Kavan Tisa, 609
Kavasha, 125, 126
Kaveri, 212, 595; Cauvery, '2
Kaviri·ps.Hins.m, 212, D95, 598
Ravys., 251, 264, 482
Kayanians, 328
Ke.-;in, Jain, 154
Keith, A. E., 102, 106, 109,111, 113, 115,
119, 123, 124, 138, 144, 147, 149, 321,
341, 392. Bee Vedic Index
Kekayas, 124, 127
Kena Upanishad, 116
Kennedy. J., 321, 329, 594
Keralas. See Cheras
Kern, H., 544 j Alhum Kern, 255, 481
Kesaputta, 175
Ketkar, S. V., 240, 279
kevalo.., 159
kevalin, 160
Khabari, 212
Khidira, 229
Khallii~anaga, king of Ceylon, 610
Khallatha 'I'issa, king of Ceylon, 610
Khandagiri caves, 638
Kh8J;1Q.ava, 116
Khandbaka8 in Vina.ya, 197
Khiravela, 164, 166, 223, 814, 317, 492,
527, 530, 534 fl., 600 ff., 639
Kharo8h~hf alphabet, 62, 657: on coins,
446, 449, 452, 456, 529, 539, 553, 555,
557 1 558, 660, 561; 56!), 573,574,586,
587, 591; on gems, 647 i inscriptions,
502, 575, 581, 58~; mallona' marks,
625
khaNJata, 2u8: kharvataka, 476
Khiisi mts, 9, 12, 48
Khattiya. See Kshatriya
Khawak Pass, 348
Khema, daughter of king of Madda, 183
khetta. See kshetTa.
khilya, 90
Khojak pass, 30
Khojis,97
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KhomaduBStlo, 175
Xhotan, 500, 503, 507
Khnbiraka, l)2g
Khuddaka Nikiiya., 192
Khuddalm Paths, 197

Khyber pass, 28, 29, 31 ft., 352, 354, 561,
563; Rifles, 32

Kielhorn, F., 544
Kiessling, M., 333, 335
Kika~as. 85, 123
Kimvadanta, 231

Kinchinjnnga, 10, 68
King, on COiDS, 342, 435, 547, 559, 560,
586, 588 fi.
King of Kings, 567 if .• 572 :II., 577, 581,
682
Kings, Books of, 140, 391, 594
Kings of the four qua.rters, 630
Kingl'lhip, 94ft, 130 fl., 198, 206, 241,
244ft., 266,268,270,271.279, 288ff.,
294, 414, 416, 475, 479, 487,491,492,
505, 597 i rajaso.ya, 118, lUI, 121, 130,
141,271
Ki-pin, 566, 567
Kiratas, 274, 304
Kistns, 16, 514, 529, 599, 602
Kla.proth, H. J. von, 65
K6Car, tribe, 596
Koh-i-Mor, 354
Koh.i-Niir, 342
Kohistan, 541
Kohler, J., 479
Kob, 121
Kolsnagara, 178

Kolar goldfield, 4
Koliyas, 175, 177, 178, 199,204
Kolkai, 595
Kolon Oya, 607
Ko~agamana, stflpa oC, 498, 501
Kondane cave, oM, 636
Koil.gu.de~a, 596, 596
Konkan, 530, 6U3; Konkani Mauryas,
596
Konow, S., 480, 582
Koratas, 348
Kori, Cape, 424
Ko~ala, 51, 55, L7, 117, 119. 121, 123,
125. 130, 172, 173, 175, 178 £f., 186,
190,191,200, 209,274,305,306,308 £f.,
315, 316, 469, 527; Mahii.-, 180, 183,
1M
KOBala. De,i, 183,184
Rosam, 308,517, 524, 525
Kosambi. See Kaw;funbi
Kosi, 314
KoUayaw, 595
Koyilvcnni, 598
Kraivya, 121
Krishna. 167. 238, 257, 258, 265. 272,
316; 36G, 108, 419. 422, 423, 485, 526,
596; V1i~mde\'a, 558, 625. See VishJ;lU
Krishna.. Andhra king. 600, 635; brother
'oC Simu}.a. 529, 535
K!ishl,la. See Draupadi
krish1J4la, 137
K:ri~apura,
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Krita age, 303
~
Krittikii.s, 148
Krivis, 83, 118. 254
.. )
Krllmu river, 79.321
bhalra, 94
Ksbatrapas. See Satraps
Kshatriyas, 51, 54, 98, 123, 125 iI., 134,
135, 154, 204, 209, 239, 240, 248, 256,
266, 270, 272, 280, 289, 297, 302, 304,
313, 371, 488, 489, 520, 521, 528, 540,
577, 601 j Cathaeans, Kashaioi, .349,
371, 414, 415; Riijanyas, 154, 92, 94,
130, 234, 528, 539 ; ratnin, 301; Upanishad doctrine, 127,144
Kshattri, tatnin, 131
Kshemaka, 308
kshetra, 90; khetta, 200 if.
Kshetrapati, 238
Kshudrakas. See Oxydrakai
Kubera, VaicravaJ;la., 233; king, 529
Kubhfi.. See KAbul river
Kubiraka, 5~9
".",,1
Ku~a, son of Rawa~ 257

••

Ku~ila"as, 257
Ku4a Tissa, 610
Kudepasiri, 639
Kujiila Kadphises, 561, 562, ts82, 583,
589 i coins, 684
KujiUa Kara Kadphises, 582, 588
Kukkutru-ama, 189, 501, 518
kulaputta, 190
~.
Kolindas. See Kunindas
•.• j
Kulja river, 565 .
Kulii valley, 529, 643
KulUtas, 529
Kamara., demon, 231
,I
Kuma..ri·pafihs, 194
Kumbhin, 231
Knnala, 500, 511
KUDala Jatnkn, 204
Kfinar va.lley. 351 iI.
Kunbis, 594
KU~I~B.grama, 157
Kiinika. See Ajiitsvatru of Magadha
Kunindas, Kulindas, 529, 539
Kunt!,507
Kurds, 4.2
Kiirkura, 231
Kiirma Purii.J;lIl, 301
Kurram river, 43, 79, 321
Kuru~raviLl)a, 83,94, 120
Kurukshctm, 47, 116, 120,263, 289, 808,
316
Kurumb£l.I', tribe, 598
Kurtlmbas, 604
Kurus, 23, 47, 50, 51,55,83,84, 117 ff.,
130,132, 172,204, 253, 254,256,258,
2S2iI., 302, 306H., 315, 316, 468,526,
549; Kuru·Pafich1ilas, 118, 119, 121,
130 132
Russ Jatakn, 209
Kushan, 332
Kushan pass, 350
Kushfu;U1S, 60, 62, 167, 168, 224,225,557,
561, 562, 570, 581 ff., 622, 632, 648 j
Gashaos, 584

Index
Knsina.ra., 175, 199, 201, 214,491
Kustana, 507
Kusiilaka, title, 583
Kusumapura. See pa.~a1iputrs
Kutakanna. 'risss, 611
Kii~av~ija Jat'aks., 211
Kutb Minar, Delhi, 25
Knvanna., Kuveni, 606, 607
Kuvera:, king, 529
Labdanes, 579
La.cOte, F., 311

Ladiikh, 33
Laghmiin, 541, 555
Labnda, 51
Lahore, 26, 27. 31, 32
Lajji Tissa, 610
Lake, Lord, 24

Lakhp.t, 379
Lakshmi, 538; in sculpture, 638, 640
LakshmJdevi,293
La!s.., Lat;a, 606
Lalita-vistara, 156, 185, 188
Lambo.kal)J;li, 610
Lampaka, 555
Landi Kotal, 32
Laiija Tissa, king of Ceylon, 610
Lati.kii., 213, 272
La.nsdowne bridge, Sukkur, 29
Laodice, 445, 453, 454; coins, 465, G47
Lassen, C., 152, 253, 391, 395,468,470 ff.,
484, 512
Lii~a, Liilll., 606
Latage, 406
laukika, 186
Lauriyii Nandangarh, 616, 619
La.va, son of Riima, 257
Law, M. N., 294
La.w, 413, 482, 485; Law-books, Dharm~5.stras, 63, 204; period, 220 ff.,
277 fI.
Leh, 32,33
Leonnstus, 381
Levi, S., 350, 372, 396, 501
Levira.te, 89,2,47, 292
Lis.ka Ens1ilaka, 556, 559, 575, 576, 583,
591
Licchs.vis, 157, 175, 178, 182, 183, 199,
311, 491
Liddell a.nd Seott, 391
Linguistic Survey of India, 50
Lion, 68, 81, 100, 407; in architecture,
575, 576, 619 II., 627, 628,633
Livy, 57, 455
Lohapif<ii.da., Ceylon, 609
Lokaya tas, 482
Lomabarshana., 297
Lomas Rtshi' cave, (j19
LOl)a~obhika.J 633
Lucknow, 12 tr., 25
Lucullus, 67
Liiders, H_, 102, 2,'j5, 314, 577
Ludwig, A.• 81, 87, 96, 265, 323
Lumbini pillar, 199,498,501
Lunar dynasty, 298,304, 305; mansions.
See Nakshatras
C, H. I. 1.
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Lycia, 344
Lysias, king, 556,559, 589, 591
LysimachllR or Thra~e, 363, 432
Lysippus, 645
Macaula.y. Lord, 304
Macchi,172
M'Crindle, J. W., 175, 203,206,341,348,
371, 396, 404, 421, 542
Macdonell, A. A" 211, 324. See Vedic

Index

Macedonia, 71, 353, 540; lIacedonians,
58,354,357,358, 360, 361, 363 fl., 371,
373, 375, 383, 384, 386, 404, 428 if.,
439; coins, 386 ff.
Machiavelli, N., 490
Madagascar, 48
Madawachchiya, 605
Madda, 183. See 1!a.dras, tribe
1tIadhuparka sacrifice, 232
Madhura, 185,186
Madbyade~a, 45, 57, 93, 110, 117, 118,
121,274,275, 296, 305, 309.317,489,
520, 526, 541, 544, 551
Madhyama~i. 98
Madbyamika, 520, 544
Madhyantika, 499
Madras, 2ff., 17, 19, 23, 117, 223; Presideney, 4, 29, 48, 529, 595. 615
Madras. tribe, 121, 274, 549
Madura, 3, 423, 595, 597, 606
Magil, 182
Magadhas, 48, 57. 146, 172, 173, 309,
311; man ·of )Iagadha. sacrificed, 123,
124; kingdom, 59, 117. 124,125,155,
160, 165, 167, 182 ff_, 187 IT_, 200, 223,
224, :!57, 274, 305 H., 309, 310, 313ft,
337,372,405, 469, 471, 479,483, .519..
527,537, 600, 606
Miigadhi, 187
~lRgama, Ceylon, 609
Magas of Cyrene, 502
MagMs, 148, 149
Magbavans, 96, 107
Magic, 138, 142, 145, 229, 236, 237 il.
Magnesia, 440
Mahabharata, 23, 85, 225, 251 ff., 268,
284, 291, 292, 296, 298,304,307, 396,
468,473 fl., 479, 481, 482, 484, 486ff_,
502, 597,601 j Anu~ii8ana, 265 j Southern text, 25;j; stOi"Y of, 262
Mailabhiishya., 253, 482, 495
Mahachiili Mahiitisso., 610, 611
Mahadeo hills, 46
Mnhiideva. Se~ Qiva
Mahadeva., missionary, 499
MahMbarmarakshita, 499
Mahiigama, Ceylon, 609
Ma.ha..Govinda, 173, 183; sutta, 176
Ma.hiiho.ku-siri, 601
Mabajanaka, prince, 213
Maha-Kncca.na, 186
Mahiikiila forest, 532
mahiimatta, mahiimiitra, 199, 508
Mahameghd-va.na, 608, 609
Mahe.nadi, 13, 16, 17, 19, 534, 536

46
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Mahaniiga, viceroy. 609
Mahiinama, king of Ceylon, 609
Mahiinandin, 313, 314
Mahapadma, 313, 314
Mahiiparinibbfina Butta, 184, 188, 195, 196
Mnhiiraksbitn, 499
Mnhiirasb~ra, 499, 593, 594, 602, 603.
See Mariithii.s
Mabiirathi, 530
Mahiisawmata.riijiivaliya, 604, 607. G08,
610. 611
M~ba.Bi1U.

See MabiichiHi

Mahasiva, 608
Mahii.ummagga Jiitaka, 215
Mahiivarp:sB, 172, 182, 184, 185, 189 ft.,
213, 312, 470, 498, 603 ft.
Mahii vana, 177
MBhiiviil;lija Jiitaka, 211
MahiivarUl;aa, elder, 507
Mahiivastu, 172, 173
MIlMvihiira at Anurii.dhapura. 499, 608,
609
Mahiivlra, 150 fl., 167, 1613, 222. 311,
480; Niitaputta, 156; Vardhamana, 150
!\iahiivrata, 141
Mahiivrishas, 117
Mabay~na, 224
Mabe, 595
Mahendra, mt, 3D!

Mahendra, hIahinda, son of A~oka, 213,
499. 500. 506. 604. 608
Mahi, 19
Mahindatala, 608
Mabishakas, 603
MabishamaJ;lQ.ala. 400, 603
Ma.hishi, ra.tnin, 130, 131
Mn.hishmant, 603
Miihishmati, 274, 531, 603; Miihissati.
173
Mabiyailgana Thiipa, 606
Maidiin, Calcutta, 10
Maisey, F. C., 476, 499
Maiirii.:yal';li Saxpbitii, 114, 131, 139
Maitreya, in Pnrn\.1as, SOl
maitrt, 504
Majjhima, missionary, 499
Majjhima. Nikaya, 156, 178 if., 185 ft., 189.
192, 196, 197, 203, 204, 206, 208, 209,
21311.
Maka., 338
Makalan Tissa, 611
Miikandika.avadiina, 187
Makha, 238
Makkhali Gosiila. See Gosa.Ia
Makrin, 29, 339, 380, 426
Malabar, 2, 3,5, 3D, 36, 424; Point, 17 ;
District, 595
Malan range, 381
Malavas, 375, 376, 491; MalH, 371, 375
Malavikii, 519
Malavikiignimitra, 512, 519, 520, 522, 531,
544.600
Malay Peninsula, 6, 48, 613
Malaya, mt, 304
Malayaketu, 471, 472
Malayalam, 49, 593, 595

Malimlucha, 231
Mallas, 172, 175. 199, 491
MaUL Su :Malavas
Miilwii, 115, 168, 242, 310, 316, 469, 472,
523, 528, 531, 533, ~34, 585, 600;
fabric, 531
Malwatta Oya, 607
mana (mina) , 87
!\Ianaar, gulf, 2
Manava Dharma Qiistra. See Manu
Manava Siitra, 236, 279
1IUlllazil, 139, 140
Manchapun cave, Udayagiri, 639
Mandalay, 7
Mandhiita, 531
Mandhiitri, 298
Mandi,372
Mangalore. 603
.
Manes (Fathers), lOS, 230, 232,233
Mansehra, 496
Mantra period, 112. See Rig"eda
Mantrin, 488
Manu, sage, 296, 303, 305; 800d legend,
140, SO!); Svayambhuv8., 303; Vaivas·
vo.ta, 304
Ma,nu, Law.book, 45, 51, 55, 199, 204,
205. 214. 217. 218. 232. 244ft.. 248.
249, 277, 279 ff., 298, 427, 474 ft., 481,
483 ft., 536, 601. See Miinava Sfttra.
Ma.Dvantara, in Pnrii~as, 296, 303
Manyn, 105
Mara, 201
Mii~8.r. tribe, li96
Maratbas. 18, 19,24, 26, 36, 44, 514, 530,
535. 593, 600, 603. Set Mahirisb~ra
'Marathi, 15. 51
MapLvar, tribe, 596

mare, 67
MargiiWll., 437, 452, 458; Merv.437
Marichn.va*~i Vihiira, Ceylon, 609
Marks., 231
Miirka.~Qeya PuriiJ.la, 308, 629, 550, 599
Marqaart, J., 328, 330,332,333,336,338,
339
Marria.ge, 88, 89.126,235,236, 243, 280,
292. 294, 480, 481; ceremony, 228.11.,
233, 234,239; child, 88, 424; purchase,
234, 268, 291, 292, 414; svaya.t:p.v&ra,
293. 414
Marsball, Sir J. II., 62, 214, 533, 562,
571. 576. 680 fl.
Martaban, gulf, 48
1IUl,rtikhora, 397
ManIts, 76, 104, 105
miUaka. maJka, 218, 248
Mashhad, 70
Masbnara, 121
Maski" inscription. 502
Massaga, 353, 35;5, Eli6
Ma!lsagetae, 331
Masson, C., 462, 577
Mas'iidi,327
Masulipatam, 599
Miitari~van, 104
Mithava, 122, 317
Mathurii., 167, 168, 274, 301, 316, 485,

Index
506, 520, 523 ff., 528, 531, 538, 554,
619, 620, 632; Lion-Capital, 575,576,
633,641; Methora, 408 ; Modours, 526;
Muttra, 46, 57, 289, 316, 520,526
Ma.triarchate, 424
Matsya Pural).a, 299, 301, 311
Matsyas, 51, 84, 121, 263, 269,274,289,
326; king, 121
Ma·twan.lin, encyclopaedia, 566
Mauakes, 341
Maues, 168, 548, 554, 558 ff., 568 ff., 576,
589, 591, 592; Moga, 570; coins, 5S6,
587
Maunder, E. W .• a.nd Mrs, 326
Maurya.s. 34, 44, 59 ft., 164, 166, 199, 223,
224,309,314, 317, 318, 385,429,431,
432, 439, 442, 443, 467 ft., 512. 514,
516 ff., 522, 523, 529,530,534,537. 540,
599, 602, 612, 616, 618, 619, 621 iI.,
628, 634, 643; era, 535, 538, 539; of
Konkan, 596
Maya, city, 531
Maya, queen, 624
Mazdai, 580
Meat.eating, Vedic, 101; later, 137, 232,
271; selling, 215, 271
Medalumpa, 175, 191
Media, 76, 429
Medicine, 138, 406, 418, 420
Meerut, District, Division, 308
Megl.l.sthenes, 14, 132, 146. 167, 175, 191,
192, 203, 206, 280,287,331, 332, 392,
395, 399,400,403 fl., 433, 467 ff., 480ft,
489,492,493,508,597,617
Meghna.,9
Mekong, 39
Meleager, 364, 365
Memnon, historian, 432
Menander of Bactria, 445, 519, 542 flu
547 fl., 560, 571; Milinda, 549, 550;
coins, 551, 571, 586,588. See Milindapaobs.
Meroes.367
Meru, 354, 673
Merv. See Margili.na
l\feaha. of Moab, 62
Mesopotamia, 62, 70. 76, 141, 442, 490,
494, 516, 615, 617, 623, 626
Metals, Vedic, 100; later. 137; mines,
417, 418
Metre, 108, 109, 147, 220, 2B9, 219, 252,
254, 259
Meyer, E., 111, 320ff., 333, 338, 339
MhowJ 15
Mianwilli, 39.5
Michelson, T., 109
Middle Country. See Madhyd~a
Mi<jhu,hi, 238
Midland languages, 50,51; Country. See
Mo.dhyad~a

Mihintale, 608
Mibirakula., 550
Milindapaiiba, 193, 201, 205, 206, 212,
218, 549, 550. See Menander
Military caste. See Kshatriyas
Milk-money, 198
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Mill, James, 281
Milton, J., 299, 307
Mimi,317

mina, 88
Minas (Miuavar?), tribe, 595
Mitakshara, 278, 293
1Iitani, 73, 76, 110, 111, 320
Mitbila, 160, 173, 175, 215, 279, 317
Mithilas, 315, 317
Mithra, 75, 111, 319,320,325
Mithradates I, 446, 456 if., 548, 554,567,
568, 570
Mithradates II the Great, 567 fl., i573
:Mithradates Ill, 569
Mitra, 75, 104, 105, 110, Ill, 233, 319, 320
Mitra, S. M., 271
Mitradeva, 223, 521
Mitr.iitithi, 83, 94, 120
Miyuguna Thiipa, 606
Modi, J. J.,338
Modogalingae, 601
Modoura. See Mathur:t
Mocris, 378
Moga. See Maues
Moggaliputta Tif!sa, 194, 498, 500, 506,
603; U pagupta, 496
Mogiir, 596
Mon-Khmer languages, 48; stock, 613
Monghyr, 48, 309, 311, 3Hi, 527
Mongolian, Mongoloid type, 11, 36 ft., 40,
47; Mongols, 23 j ~ughal empire, 24,
26, 517,562; Mongolia, 57
Mongolo-Altaic type, 38, 44
Mongolo-Dra.vidian (Bengali) type, 47.4.8
Monkeys, 274, 099, 405; a.pes, 391, 406,
594
Monaoons, 4, 11, 26. 35, 36, 402
Montgomery District, 61B
Months, 139
Monuments, 612 fl.
Moon, 139, 143, 304 j and Soma. 104;
moon-rites, 236
Mora inscriptioll, 525
Moravian Ga.p, 71
Morieis, tribe, 470
Moriyas, 175, 470
Motssiva, :Mota Tissa, 607
Mote-ha.ll, 176, 177, 199, 200
Moulmein, 6
Moulton, J. H. t 321, 323, 326
Mountain, on coins, 656, 590, 591
Mricchakatikii, 471
mTf.dhraoachuh, 85
~iuchiri, 59.5 .

Mudriiriikehasa, 467, 470
Mughals. See Mongolian
Muhammada.ns, 1, 15, 18, 27, 32; caste
among, 55; conqUEst, 22, 23, 24, 58,
532, 557
Muir, J., 79, 81, 92,140
Miijavant, mt, 80 i tribe, 117, 322
Mukalan, Tamil, 611
Mukhanandi. 611
Mula pass, 29
Miiladeva, 527, 539
Muller. C., 336

46-2

Index
~Iiiller, F. Max, 79, 112, 413
Multiin, 31, 242, 325, 375
M1ll?-Q.R, king, 189
MUJ;lcJ.a languages, 41, 48, 85, 117, 124
MUra, 223, 470
Murghiib, 621
Murt'ee,31
Musalmii.ns. See Muhammadans
Mfishikas,377
Mushkiif valley, 30
Music, 103, 123, 207
llusicanus, 377 ft., 416
M uBsoorie, 26
:Mutasiva, 607 fr.
Miitibas, 117
~luttra. See M8.thura
Muzaff8.rpur, 317
Myka.t1s, 338
Mykoi,340
Myos Hormos, 426
Myrin8., 445
Mysians,71
Myaore, 4, 5, 515

Nabha,26
Naq.apit, 120
Nadir Shah, 39, 342
Nadsiir, 638
Niigadasaka., 189, 312, 313
Nagadipa, 605, 609
Naga Ja;taka., 624
Niiganika, 318, 530, 535; Niiyru;rikii, 601
nagara, 200.201,240,247, 268, 476
Nagara. See JaHiliibad
Nagara.ka,175
Nilgarakas, 488
Niigarakhita, 523
Niiga.rjunI hills, 512
Nn.gari,544
Niigas, clans. 254, 595, 696
Niigas, snakes, 154, 254, 274; king, 624 ;
of Ceylon, 605
Nagasena, 549, 550
Nagod State, 523
Nagpur, 17,19
Nabapana, 577, 637
Nahus,84
Nahusha, 298
Naimisha forest, 302,303
Nairaiijanii, 629
Naishadha, 117
~akshatras, 88, 111,139,148,149; origin,

140
Nakllh.i-Rustam inscr., 334,337,338,621 j
ca,es, 634
Niilandii., 158
Nami Sfi.pya. 122
Niina pass, 530
Niiniighii.t inscriptions, 318, 530, 531,
535, 600, GOI
Nanda. of MagB.dha. 430, 471, 480, 537,
538j Nandrus, 430, 4.69; family, 470
Nalldas, nine, 164, 189, (new) 313 fr., 317,

31B
Nandasara, 495
Nandivardhana, 158, 311, inS

Nandrtls. Su Nanda
t't'
Nanga Parbat, 32
Naonhaithya, 111, 920
Nirii,(;arpsis, 254, 255
N1\rada, elder, 189
Nirada, sage, 124; law book, 279, 280,
282, 283, 285 fl., 290
Narbada., 15, 18, 19, 81, 241, 301, 316,
528, 531, 603
Narendragupta, 513
Niisatyo.s, 72, no, 111,320
~iisik caves, 529. 635 if.; District, 529;
ineer., 530, 535, 600
NiitapnUa. See Mahavira.
natti, 176
Navigation, 79, 101, 136, 140, 206, 210 fl.,
26~

NayaJ;likii.. See Naganikii.
Nearehus. 331, 332, 361, 372, 374, 375.
380, 381, 398 ff., 403 if., 411, 416, 418,

421, 423
Ne4u-muqu-kiJli, king, 598
"
Nec;luii.-je.l.iyan I. 598
N cQ.uli- jc.1.iyan II, 598
Ne<Juii-jcral-iidan, king, 598
Negrais, Cape, 6
Neolithic IJultore, 49, 56, 612 fl.
Nepil, 11, 205, 27, 47, 122, 1M, 190, 501,
529
Nerivii.yil, 5!.B
New Zealand, 48
Nicaea., on the Jhelum, 348, 350, 368,
374. 543, 551, 553, 556, 588, 592
Nicanor, 350, 355, 369, 383
Niebakshus, 308
Nicias, king, 546,547,586
Nicocles, 370
Nicobar islands. 6,48
NidAna-kathii, 156
Niddesa. 197
Niese, B., 376, 384
nigama, 200, 201
Nigar;J.~ha. (Nigga.J?~ba)
Natapnita.. See
Mahavira.
Nigliva, 501
ni"(1Ul, 325
Nigrodha, SOn of Suslma, 500
NikiLyA.s, 173, 184, 185, 1921J., 197,215
Nile, 372
Nilgiri hills, 3, 4
'
Niliya, Tamil, 611
Nimar District, 531
Nindit~va, 322
Niramitrs 1 306
nirgrantha, 160, 166. See Jains
Nirukta, 117
NirviiQ-a., Buddhist, 196,505; Jain, 154,
159
Nishiidas, Nishada.Sthapati, 132
Nishka., 98,137, 217, 218
Nizam, 18, 24
North-Western Frontier Province, 31,43,
44, 541, 543, 544, 560, 563
~
North-Western Railway, 31
Nrimani, 231
Nuns, Jain, 167, 168

...

..

Index
Nyagrodha, tree, 136, 240
Nyaya. yastra, 482
Nysa, 353, 354
Nysaeans, 354
Occupations, 100, 136, 203ft., 215fJ.,
248, 474 ft. See Agriculture, Pastoral
pursuits, Traders
Octades (aUhaka), 197
OMisa, 606
OQ-ra-d~a., 601
Odrah, Odrub, 518, 521, 524, 525, 537
Oq.ras. 601
Ohind, 357
Oldenberg, H., 81, 88, 92, lOS, 108, lIl,
125, 144, 147, 149, 230, 236, 320, 321,

483
0liyar, tribe, 596, 598
Om, 230
Omarges, 338 _
.
Omphis. See Ambhl
_
Onesicritns, 358, 364, 398 ft., 402, 400 ft.,
413ft., 424
Ooem.o. See V'jma
Oot&camund, 3, 4, 10
Ophir, Sophir, 212, 391
Opiai, 336, 394
Oppert, G., 271
Ordeals, 133, 134, 247, 279, 280,282 ft.
Orissa 13, 47, 48, 117,301,495, 496, 514,
516,' 534, 594, 601, 602, 605, 606, 641,

642
Oritn.e, 380, 381
Oriya, 51
Ormazd. See Ahura Mazda
Orobatis, 355
Orodes I, 571, 578
Orontes, 432
Orosi us, 568
Ortbagnes, 578, 592
Orthokorybantioi, 338
Ortospannm, 543
Ossadii, 376
Ostrovo lake, 384
otoliknci, 394
Ondh, 13, 14, 51,56, 57, 117, 123, 182,
309,527,544j Nawiihs,24
Ox-head, on coins, 551, 588, See Bull
OXUE, 20, 28, 33, 51, 58, 70, 76.338, 390,
433, 434, 438, 454, 459,541, 565, 566 j
Amu Daria, 70, 433
Oxyartes, 376, 383
Oxycanus, 377
Oxydrakni, Ksbudrakas, 331, 371, 375,

376; Sydrakai. 408
PabhoBi inscriptions, 521, 622, 524, 525,
537
PacinavaqJ.sa-daya, 201
Pacores. 577, 580 fl" 592
Pactyes. See Paktues
pOOa, coin, 218
Pada.eans, 395
Padma PuriiI;J.a, 301
Padma vati, 313
Pagan, 7, 8
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Paha.n:, 51
Pablavas, See Parthians
Paicaehi, 146; Picacha languages, 52
Paila, 251
Paintings, 642
Paithan, Pai~h.iinikas, See Pratish~h1ina
Pajjota. See Pradyota
Pakhthnn, 82
Pakhtu. See Pashtu
Pakthas, 82
Paktu€s, 52, 339, 340, 396 ; Paktyike, 339
Palaeolithic remains, 612
Pa.l,aiyan Ma.r:a.n, 596PaJ.aiyur, 595
Palaka,311
Palghat,3
P8.li. 57, 110, 483; home of, 187; texts.
See Buddhism
Palibothro. See Pii~aliputra
Palk Strait, 2
Pallavaram, 61.5
Palla vas, 698

palli, 268
Pamirs, 27) 45, 52, 68, a43
Pamphylia, 344
pa~, 285_
.
Panayamara, TlUllll, 610
Paiich:llas, 60, 51, 55,117 fl., 121 ft., 130,
132, 172) 204, 206, 215, 253, 254, 262,
274, 275, 289, 306, 308, 315, SIB, 468,
469, 520, 525, 526, 538, 544
Pafichanuda, 116Paii((haviqJ.ca Briihm~a, 115,124, 126, 131
Paiichiiyats, 485, 486, 489
Pandaia, 253, 408, 409, 423, €i97
Pandara Jataka, 211
Pii~4avas. See P~Q-llS
Pandion, Tamil king, 597
P~Q.u, 9akya, 607
Pa~4ukabhaya,607, 608
PiiJ?~llS, 253ft, 262ft, 306ft.; P~Q-avas,
253, 597
P~Q.u- Vasudeva, 607
PiinQ-ya kingdom, 408, 42S, 515, 595 ft.,
606. See Pandaja
P~ini, 113, 245, 249, 252, 253, 479, 482,
518, .519, 528, 540, 555, 597, 601
Panrpat, 468
Pal?is, 82, 86, 87, 97
Panjkora valley, 351, 353
Panjroles, 496
Panjshir valley, 348, 550, 555
Panjtiir, 584
PantaleoD, 449, 451, 4G2, 5€i2; ooins, 465,
546, 586
Para Atniira, 122, 309
Parii~ara; 252, 301
Paradavar, tribe, 596
Parantapa, 186
Par~u, 88
Piiriipariya, 189
Paraplus of Androstbenes, 423
PAraskara, 231 ft., 235, 236, 268
Paravatas, 82, 87, 124
Parayana, 188, 189,197
Patyavas, 322

Index
Pruyu, 87, 322
pareva., 153ff., 160
Pargiter, F. E., 125, 275, 276, 290, 306,
3U9, 311 fl., 511, 518, 521,522,520,530,

533,550
Parinlm, 234
.l?arica.kra, 121
ParikBbit, Parlkshit, 120 ft., 801, 302,

306

Pari.9sh, 116
Paripatra, 304
Parishads, 485, 506, 509
Parivakrii, 121
parivriijaka, 151; wanderers, 186, 189,
196
Parivrikti, 130
Parjanya, 104, 238
Piirkbam statue, 620ff.
PaM;lakas, 129
Parnia.n.s, 87
Psropanisadae, 355, 376, 383, 431, 444,
541, 542, 545, M6, 5,l'j5, 560, 583
Paropanislls, Paropamislls, 327, 333, 427,
428,561
Parthava, 87, 322
Parthia, 59 ff., 87. 322, 342, 370, 42711.,
516, ;)12, 544, 645, 6,16; Pahlavas, 224,
253, 304, 540, 554, 561, 562 ff. ; coins,
467,569, v86
Paruetae, 87
Paruparesanna, 327, 328
Pam sbni. See Ravi
Parvat&, conspirator, 470 j Parvataka,
471
Parvata, king of Nepa.!, 471
Parvata.. sa.ge, 124
Pasenadi, Prasenajit, 180, 181, 183, 184,
306, 309, 310, 624
Pashto, 52; Pasbtu3, 339, 347,351,380,

396
Pasiani, 459
Pastoral pursuits, 99, 135, 177, 202,269,
287,410, 474 Ii.
Pastyavant, 80
Pataln, 543. See Pattala
Pii.talnpuri cave. See l\fa.nchapuri
Patalene, 542, 548
Patali, 313
Pa~aliputra, ·putta., 59, 165,185,189,194,
201, 223, 313, 303, 400, 402, 40U fl.,
430, 469, 472, 475, 477, 482, 498, 500,
501, 506, 512,514,516 ft., 523, 527, 531,
537, 544, 617; Kusumapura, 31~, 477;
Palibothra, 430, 477 i PushpapuIa,544;
royal name, 417. Sre Patna
Pata.fijali, 479, 482, 496, 520, 544
Patbu[ls, 27, 32, 351
Pa.ti8.lo.., 26, 80, 242
Patih, 570, 075, .')7G
PiWmokkha, 192, 197
Pstisambhida, 197
Patitthana. See Pratishth.iina
Patna, 13, 14, 23, 48, 59, 122, 185, 213,
214, 216, 309, 310, 477. 517, 543, 544,
618, 619, 622. See Pa~a.1iputra
Pii.trapB.¢, 231

Patrocles, admiral, 400. 433
Pattaia., 378, 379, 380; Patala, 543
pattana, 268: pattana, 476
Paulk:asas, 129
PaUl;tika family, 310
Pa.urava, The. See Porus
'I
PaUl'S vas. See Pfirus
PausB.nia.s, 432
Pava, 163, 175
,~
Pavariya,18B
,.,'
Payasi Sutta, 211
Peacocks, 391, 396, 594; on coins, 538 i
throne, 342
Pearls, 423
Pea.rson, C., 362
Pagu river, 6, 7
' •
Pennar river, 595
-.
Peppe, W. See Pipra.bwB.
Perdiccas, 351, 352,354, 355, 357, 363
Periplus of the Erythraean Sea, 212, 426,
548, 564, 585
Periyar river, 595
Persepolis, 334, 337, 346, 621, 634; art
of, 628, 637, 638
Persia., 26, 27, 51, 70ft., 87,213,321,322,
392,394,305,426, 617, 618,621,645;
inscriptions, 73, 74, 334, 540, 563, 626;
coins. 342ff., 386, 456,462,645,673;
weight·sta.ndard,545. See Iran
Persian gulf, 27, 28, 329, 380, 517
Pert-alia, 601
Peru.na.~-kiHi, king, 598
Peshana, 328
Peshawar, 29, 30 fl., 51, 216, 222, 321, 355,
427, 452,542,546. 561, 563; Purusha.
pura, 543 ;. District, 548, 576. 584
petaki, 193

Petavatthu, 197; com., 184, 187, 189,
209
Petenika.s, 473, 514, 603
Petersen, W., 109
Peucelaotis. See PnsbkaIavati
PenooBte!;, 376
Peucolaltis. See Pushkalavatf
Peuco!aus, king, 557. 558, 587
Pbalguna, 148
Pllalguni, Ill, 148, 149
Phallus worsbip, 85, 233
Pbarrasii, 468
Pharnazathres, 340
Pbegelas, 468, 469
Phegelis, Phegeu!;, 372
Pherecles, 438
Philip, officer:::::{?) son of l\Iacbatu8, 355,
360, 361, 370, 374 ft., 383, 384, 386,
428, 468, 471
Philipps, W. R .• 580
Philopator, tide, 549_ See ApollodotuB II,
Strato II
Philosophy, 107, 127, 141, 143, 144,273,
274, 482; in epics, 272, 273; philosophers, 419 fl.
Philostratns, 394, 425
Philoxenus, king, 546, 547, 557, 586,
587
Phocaea.. 443

Index
Phoenicians, 88, 351, 374, 391
Photius, 341
Phrantes I, 446
Phra.a.tes II, 459, 567
Phrygians, 71
Phryni,542
Phar, 380
Physicians. See Medicine
Pi~acba, demon, 239; la.nguages, 52, 146
Pijavana, 94, 306
Pila.yamara., Tamil, 610
Pilei, on ooins, 556, 558, 559
Pi-Io-sho-Io, 556
Plin-sm, 556
~Q.o1a Bharadviija, 188
Pindus, 71
pipilika, 396
Pipphalivana, 175, 470
Piprahwa Tope, 182, 623, 634
Pipru,84
Pir Patho. 379
Pischel, R., and Geldner, K. F., 79, 81,
89, 92, 94, 99
Pishin valley, 30, 328
Pitakas, 192 ff.
Pitalkhora cave, 635, 636, 638
Pithon, satrap, 376fr., 383, 384,428,429,
468
Plaksha, tree, 240
Plaksha Priisravana, 117
Plataea, 346
.
Plato, 420
Pla.to, king, 456, 457; coins, 465
Pliny, 332, 373, 385, 397, 402 ff., 4.06,
423 ff., 430, 433, 543, SSG, 597, 599,
GOl, 675
Ploughing rite, 237
Plutarch, 351, 353, 359, 364, 367, 373,
378,383,397,470,550,674
POdiya. hill, 596
Polyaenus, 338, 353, 361, 675
Polyandry, 88, 258,263,294
Polybius, 438, 440 ff., 512
Polygamy, Vedic, 88; later, 135,294,414
Polyxenus, 588
Pompeius Trogns, 459, 543, 674
POOQl~, 18, 19, 24, 26, 600
Porticanus, 377
Portuguese in Ceylon, 605, 606
Porus, Paurava, (1) 349, 359 iI., 367 fl.,
373, 377, 383, 3S5, 390, 427 iI., 468,
469, 471. 475, 479, 490, 491, 548, 549,
601; (2) 370, 548, 640
Poseidon, 379; OD coins, 449, 465, 547,
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Potana, 173
pouruta, 327
Prabhasa. See Pabhosa.
Pra~.ii.st!,i, 488
prlkhya, 468, 469
pradattii, 245
Priidecikas, 50S
Pradesbtris, 486, 488, 508
Pra.dyota· dynasty, 310, 311; king, 185
(Pajjota), 310, 311
Pragjyotisha., 274

',I '.

Prajapati, 97, 105, 142, 144,145, 230,249
Pr.ii.krits, 42, 57,110,124, 140
Pramaganda,85
prtimiittika, 421
Pramnai, 421
pranta, 268
Pn'i,Sek, J. V., 329, 330, 335, 336
Prasenajit. See Pasenadi
Prasii, 313, 405, 406, 468, 469
Prastoka, 84
Pratardana, 120
Pratipa, 120, 121
Pratisarga, in Pur~as, 296
Pratish~hiina, 523, 531 if., 535, 536, ·599 j
Paitban, 214, 523, 531; Pai~ha.nikas,
603; Patitthana, 214
Priitisutvana.; 120
PratyavarohB.l}a, 232
Praviihana Jaive.li, 121, 127
Praxiteles, 645
Prayi'lga. See All(l,hiibiid
Prendergast, Lient., 395
Primogeniture. See Inheritance
hinsep, J., 152,551
P:rithi,87
P:rithivi, 103, 105, 230
Prithu, 87. 322
Property, 90, 95, 97, 98, 128, 132, 179,
198 iI., 247, 268, 287, 293, 475. Sf!e
Inheritance
Prostitution, 89, 97,270,481
Pteria, 72
Ptolernies, 425
ptolemy I, Soter, 363, 367, 432
Ptolemy II, Philadelphus, 433, 437, 495,
502
Ptolemy, geographer, 212, 469, 526,564
Pugir,595
Pulahatta, Tamil, {il0
Pulicat, 595
Polika, 310
Pulindaka, 518
Pulindas, 117, 514, 606
Pm;J.Q.ras, 117, 242, 317, 601
PUJ;lika, 310
Punishments. See Crimes
Punjab. 13, 22 iI., 31, 35, 43 fl., 47, 48,
52, 7D, 80, 82, 84, 93, 97, 104, 110, 116,
127, 168, 214, 22·t, 253, 324, 345, 346,
351, 369, 373, 380, 383, 386, 388, 390,
424, 444, 445, 447, 452, 468, 470,471,
479, 491, 496, 512, 514, 519) 520, 526,
528, 540, 542, 544,547,548,551 ff., .560,
563,570, 571, 575, 617,618, 623,625,
645
Punjabi, 15, 51
pur. 86, 99, 240, 246
Purali,380
puratta, coin, 217
PuriJ;1as, 47, 220 iI., 245, 251, 252, 255,
270, 276, 296 fl., 46U, 473, 482, 495,
511, 516 ff., 520 ff., 524, 525,527, 529.
530, 531,533, 534, 536, 537, 544, 601,
603
Purdah, 293
purisadii1J.iya, 154

Jndex
Plirnavarman, 513
Purohita, 95, 96, 107, 118. 122, 126, 127,
131, 133, 492; royal, 126, 484, 488;
ratniu, 130
Purnkutsa, 83, 94, 305
Purus, 82. 83. 85, 120. 302, 305, 307, 308,
309, 310, 316, 317, 349,427.468,526,
650; Pauravas, 307
Purueha, 107, 142
Puruehapura. See Peshawar
Purushasiikta. See Rigveda.
Purvas, Jain, 165
Piiehan, 104
Puehkala, 355, 370
PuehkalavatI, 336, 352, 355, 361, 383,543,
547, 552, 558, 559, 560,570, 582, 587;
Peucelaotis, 557; Peucolartie, 558
Pushkara, 301
Puehpapura. See Pii~aliputra.
PuehpottA.l"a, 157
Pushyadharma, .511
Pushyamitra, IH6, 223, 318, 511, 512,
517 ff., 522,527, 530ff., 537, 544,600
Pythagoras, 359, 392

Quetta" 29 fl" 328
Quiliindi, 595
Riidhii.gupta, 507
Radingcr, C. von, 394
Raghll, 298
Raghonandana, 108
Rahula, 306
Raichllr Dietrict, 502
Raikvapnl'1l!t, 117
Rail,vaYB, 13, 16, 17,22,27,30 j of BUrma,
8,16,20
Rainfall, 9, 26
Raja., Rosalan, 177,181,190. Cf. Kingship
T~ia.bhogga, 179
Riijagrlha, 1I'i8, 160, 161, 163, 310, 527,
536, 537, 612, 616, 629; Rajagaha, 181,
183 fr., 194, 201, 213, 214, 218; Rajgir,
310
riijakiiriya, 199.217
riija-kutltiira, 182
Rajanya. Bee Ksbatriyas
Riijanya Janapada, 539
Rajapntra, 130
Riijasthan!, 51
Rajasuya. Bee Kingship
IGj&tarailgiJ;li, 468, G01, 511
Rajavaltyas, 604, 608, 609, 611
Rii.javikrama.pravrittiya, 604, 60B, 611
RUjgir. See Riijagriha
Rnjjugrahakas, 508
Riijmabal hills, g, 12, 13, 16, 34, 35
Rajovada Jiitaka, 180
Ri'i.jputana, 20 fl" 36, 43, 212, 337, 468,
489,528,544; Agency, 22; Gre&t desert
(Thar), 21, 29, 40, 45, 468
R-iijputs, 21 ft., 27, 314; origin, 528
Riijiikas, 487, 508
Rajiila, Riijuvule.. See Rafijubula
Rakshasa, miuister, 471, 4.72
Rakshasas, 106, 230, 233

Raksbita, 499
RiiIamin Tissa, king of Ceylon, 610
Rima, brother of Bhaddakaohchiina, 607·
Rltma, hero, 178, 251, 257, 264, 273,292,
309
\:,!
Rii.magama, 175, 178
'1Riimagot;la, 607
Ra.miiyat;t&, 122, 251 ft., 264, 309, 317;
479,482
'\
Riimganga, 314
Hamgarh hill, 642
Riimnagar, 316, 525
Riimpurl'ii, pillar, 501
Rangit river, 10, 11
Rangoon, 2, 6 ft.
Ranhn:, 325
Rani Gumphii, Udayagiri, 639, 640,642
Raujubula, ,526, 527, 538, 554, 575, 576,
589; RajUla, 575; Riijuvula, 526, 575)
Rapson, E. J., 256, 332, 343, 421, 438
525 if., 552, 561, 568, 572, 576, 578,
582, 601
Rashtrakiitas, 603
Riiehtrikal:l, 514, 530, 535, 600. See
Mariithas
Rathaesthas, 125
Rathakara, 125; ratnin, 131
Rathikae, 603
ratkin, 270
Ratnins, 130, 297
Rii.tri, 105
Rattas, 603
Ravana, 264
Ral'erty, G. H" 37G
Riivi, 27, 121, 549, 550 j Parueht;ll or
Irii.vatI, 80 ft., 824, 345; Hydraotes,
345, 349, 370, 871, 373, 375, 376
Ra.walpindi, 31, 51, 214, 222, 321, 345,
387, 390, 427, 434, 542 1 563; District,
652
R.awlinson, G., 330
R.ea, A., 623
Reborn (dvija), 234,235, 240, 248, 285
R.echna doiib, 550
R.ed Sea, 425, 426, 517
"
Rcgling, R., 3S8
1
Remu!l.at, A" fi66
Re),lU, 174
Ribhus, 105
-i~ice, 7, 10, 135, 202, 113. 594
Rigveda, hymne, 52,106 fr" 139, 144, 147,
202, 223, 224, 229, 239, 249, 264, 301,
322, 529; AnukramsJ?l, 126 j Purushasiikta, 86, 92, 94, 107, 142 ; period, 43 ft.,
52 fr., 73, 76 iI., 93, 108, 116, 122, 126,
139, 144, 247, 298, 305 fl., 321, 474,
482, 491,494,615, 616
~ijrayva, 89
~ijupil.likii, 159
J;tiksba, 304
J;tinaJ1lchaya, 84
".,'
Ripufijaya, 310
~ishabha, tirthakara. 158
~ishabha. Yajiiatura, 124
Rishabhadatta, Brahman, 157
~ishabbadatta, strategos, 577

.
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Risley, Sir H. H., 40, 44, 110
~ita, 103
J;tjtupan;ta, 124
Roberts, General, 33
Rockhill, W. W., 188, 503
Rogers, E., 437
Roh~a., brother of Bhaddaka.ohcbiinB.,
607
Roh~a, province, 609
Robini, river, 178
Rohri, 29, 31
Romah, 249
Roman Empire, 385
Roruka., 173,212
Roravs, 174, 212
Roth, R., 80, 108, 284
RU/;amas, 84
Budra, 104, 135, 144, 145, 230, 232, 233
J;l.i8h~riya.

Ruhuna, 609
Rumminder pillar, 199. 49'S, 501
Rupar. 372, 543
Sabhii, Vedic, 96 j later, 133, 246, 271;
sabha.sad, 133
Sabus, 377
Sacse. See Qakas
. Sacarauli, 459
Sacrifices, 106, 107, 127, 129, 141, 145,
146, 225. Se~ Horse, Huma.n, Soma
SadAnir~

122, 309

Saddh§.·Tissa, 609, 610
• Sigala, Sangala., 214, 371, 446; Qakala,
519, 543, 549, 550 j Qiikala-dvipa. 550
Saga.ra, 298
Sahadeva., 84, 306, 310
,ahnjatii, 188
Sabajati, 214
Sahasram, 496, 501, 505
,(i1W.1}usiihi, 168
Sahya, mt, 304
SaI,566
Sajjanela, 178
Sakai, Sahe, See Cakas. Sakii Tigrakhaud1i., 338, 564; llaumavarkil. 564;
Taradaraya, 565
Saka.sena, 601
SakastA.na, 338
Saketa, 201, 202, 214, 544
S8.kiyas, 175ff., 181, 182, 1'99, 201, 209;
__ Cakyas, 470; eponym, 306
Sa:kka, See Indra
Sakkara, 175

Sakulyas, 244
Salem District, 595
Siliviihana, 531
Ballet, A. von, 436, 448, 450, 453, <'558
Salsette, 17
Salt Range, 372
Salvas, 121
Salween valley, 6 ft., 39
Sima. tribe, 328
Samaga, 159
Simagiima, 175
Samihart:ri, 487

-,,"

,

Silm.an chants. See Samaveda
Siimaiiiiaphalll.-sutta, 184
Samantapasidikii, 185, 213
Samapa.,514
Sama.rkll.nd, 32
Samaveda, 114 fL, 124, 229, 234; Siman
chants, 107, 108, 136
Samaxus, 369
Sambala, Qambala, monk, 499, 608
Sambhi'itavijaya, 164, 165
Sambus, 377, 378
Sarpgiti sutta, 194
la7!l-graha1}a,475

Sarpgrahitri, ratnin, 131
77 ff., 112 ff.
Samiti, 96, 133
Sammeta, rot, 154
Samprati, or Sangata, 166, 511, 512
Samudragupta, 528
Bal!lyutta Nikiya, 178, 180. lSI, 184, 1S6,
187, 189, 192, 194, 196 iI.
Sanabares, 580, 592
Siinchi, 476, 4711, 49SfI., 523, 533,619,
622, 62\ 626Jl., 633, 634, 637, 643,
644, ~27 .
Bandal, -325
Sandrocottus. Bee Cbandragupta
Sangala. See Sagal&
Sangata. See Samprati
Sangays, 355
Saogha, 205,207, 217, 218, 496,506
Sanghamittd., 499,500,608
Sanjana, D. D. P .. 325
Sankha Jataka, 213
SaiLkhya., 273. 482
Sannidhatri, 488
Sann:yasis,' 409
Sanskrit, 15, 42, <'57, 62, 63 fl" 71, 73,75.
225, 264
Sanakritic languages, 15
Santil Parganas, 48
santhiigii:rrt. Su Mote ball
Sapedana, 580,581
SapiJ;lQ.a, 243, 244
Sapta sindhavas. See Seven rivers
Sapdga, 178
Sarama., 231
SarandIb. See Ceylon
Sarangoi, .ai, 328, 340
Baraostos. See Surashtra
Sarasvati, 4ll If., <'59, 79, 82, 87. 105, 110,
116,117,122,305,306,321; in Brahms.varta, 110, 308 ; Indus, 80, 83 ; Sarsuti,
Sa~hitii.s,

80
S:U8ucae, 459
Sarayn, 84
Sarga, in Purii.J;1as, 296
Sarmanes, Sramnai, 419£[., 484
Siirnilth, 14, 498, 500, 617 ft.
Sarre, F .• 327, 32A, 335, 336. 338, 389
S8rshaparu~a, 231
Sarsiiti. See Sa.rasvati
SaBas, strategos, 577, 57S, 580, 581, 590
Sassanians, 323, 324, 326, 342 ; coins, 584
Bata, Sataviihana (Qatakan;ti), 531, 599 if.,
603; Qiitaviihanas, 529

Index
Sii.takas, 599
Satavastra, 580, 681
Sati, Ree Widows
Ssti Sirimanta, 601
Siitiyaputas, 515, 599, 603
SatJaj. See Sutlej
Satpura range, 16, 21
Siitriijita.. See Qatanika
Satraps, 67,225,383, 386, 437 fl. ; India.n,
337. 355, 427 ii., 574 ff. , 633; western.
See Cakas
Sattabbu, 174
Sattagydae. 322, 328, 338 i Sateagydia, 330
Sattras, 141
Satvants, 117, 120, 122
Satyahavya.. See Vasish~ba.
Satyakama Jiibiila, 127, 152
Saubhiiti, Sophytes, 61, 371, 372, 407,
414; coins, 388, 430, 463, 623
S8,ussure, F. de, 140, 149
Sauti, 297
Sauviras, 274
Siivatthi. See Qravasti
Savit;i, 104, 105
Sa.yee, A. H" 111, 321
Schiefner, A. yon, 511
Schlagintweit, E., 283
Schoff, W. H'I 329, 330
SchrOder, L. von, 138,265
Schubert, R.. 362, 367
Schwanbeck, E. A' I 468, 472
Schwartz, E., 399
Scyla:x, 336, 393ff., 423
Scythians, 4,1, 60, 61, 168, 224,332, 338,
457 il.,532, 563 ft., 567ft.,626. See Qakas
Scytho·Dravidian (proto_Dravidian) type,
40,44,594
Scytho-Parthians, 645 ft. See Parthians
Sea.sons, 4, 135, 206, 404; six, 139
Seistan, 28, 34, 39,327.328,332,338,347,
379, 442, 443, 452, 582, 540, 548, 564,
567 ft., 580; era, 576 j Sijistan, 564
Bek,566
Sela sutta, 215
Selellcia, 432, 434, 435
Selsllcids, 59, 385, 440, 458, 467, 502,
516, 621, 632; coins, 433 ft. ; era, 456
Sclellcus I, Nicator, 34, 57,331, 363, 389,
400, 429 ft., 435, 444, 462, 472, 495,
541, 543; coins, 463, 623
Seleucus II, 439, 440
SeletlCIlS III, 439
Seleucus IV, 454
Seleucus, son of AntiochllS I, 432, 434
Semiramis, 29, 331, 332
Semitic alphabet, 62, 141; civilisation,
87, 88, 105, 140, 391; languages, 37;
nakBhatras, 88
Sena, Tamil king, 608, 609
Senajit, 306, 307, 310
Senanl, 95, 132; ratnin, 130
Seniipati, 488, 577
Sena.rt, E., 260, 483, 502, 503, 508, 582,
597, 599, 602, 603, 621
Seneca., 425
Seres, 542

Seriv~ija. Jataka., 211
Serpents. See Snakes
Set Mahet, 309, 523
Seta.e, 599
setthi. See !fresh/hin
Seven holy plMes, 531
Seven rivera, 46, 51, 57, 324
ShahbiLzgarhI, 496
Shahis,557
Shahjahan1i.bii.d, 25
Shah.ke-Dheri, 456, 543, &48. See Tuna
Shans, 8; States, 49
sluumano shuc, 168
Shekels. See Sigloi
Shipping. See Navigation
Sialkot, 370, 446, 519, .543, 549. 550
Siam, 5, 6; Siamese-Chinese, 49
, ,.
Sibae, 374
Sibyrtius, 472
Siddapura, 515
Siddhanta, Jain, 166
Siddhartha, father of Mahii.vira, 157
Siddhattba. See Buddha
Sidgwick, A., 394
Sieoa, Chinese, 139, 140
Sigerdis, 543
Siggava, 506
Sigloi, Shekels, 343, 344, 386, 673
Sihabiihu, 606
Sihala, Siha1a.dipa, 606
Sihapura., in Gujariit, 606
Siha.slva.ll,606
Sibor. 606
Sijistan. See Seistan
SHms 24, 27, 55; feudal states, 26
Sikkim, 11
Siliillisamsa Jataka., 213
Silas, river, 404
Silas, 192, 197
Silii.'I'ati, 175
Sil ver, 342, 615
Simalia., 76
Sirphala, Sirphala.dvipa, 606
Sirphapurll., capital of Ralitiga., 607
Sirphavalli, 606
Simla, 17, 21, 24,26; Hill Sta.tes, 529
Simuka, 224, 318, 529, 530, 599
Sind, 21, 23, 27, 31, 36, 44, 79, 21,1,325,
337, 376ff., 380, 3813, 395, 403, 407,
413, 416, 427, 468, 472, 54.0,543,560,
664, 569, 606
Sindhi,51
Sindhia, 15, 19, 21. 22
Sindhu, tributary of Jnmna, and Rali
Sindbu, 520. See Indus
Sindhus, tribe, 274
Sinhalese. See Ceylon
Sindimana, 378
Sipra, 316
Siradhvaja, 317
Sirhind, 46, 308
Sirkap,58O
Sisara., 231
Sisikottos. See Qayigupta
Sistan. See Seistin
SHa, 122, 264, 292,317; furrow, 237

..,
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Index
Sita.vana, 201
Sittang valley. 6, 7
Six, J. p" 434
Sixteen Great Powers, 172
Siva, palace guard, 610, 611
Skanda" !iSS; PuriiJ;la, 300
skiapodea, 393
Slaves, 100, 101, 110, 128, 129, 135, 205,

209, 215, 216, 267, 268, 285, 287, 291,
294, 416, 481, 482

Slavs, 71,73
Slavonic languages, 71, 73, 74
Smarta. Sutrae, 228
Smerdis, 333, 334
Smith, V. A., 140, 141, 1157, 199, 299,
314, 329, 335 ft'., 341, 348, 350 ff., 356,
357,361,371,375,376,379,408,480,
515, 565, 568, 614, 615

Smriti,277
Snakes, 405 fl. ; charming, 204,207, 406 ;
droughc.demon, 105 j worship, 106,145,
232 i on coins, 539. See Niigas
Soanus, 468
Soastus. See Swat
Socrates, 359

Sogdi, Sogdians, 341, 377, 454, 459
Sogdiana., 386, 390, 434 ff., 454, 45\}

t

Sohan, 468
Solar dynasty, 276, 298, 304, 305
Soli. See Chcila

Soliman ruts, 322
Solomon, king, 391
Soma, 77, 102, 104ft., 127, 128, 141, 231,'
232, 320; moon, 89, 104; source of,
80, 81
SomaQa.rman, 511
Somadhi, 310
Somaka,84
Son, river. 13,15,16,19,182,411,469,477
SOJ;lll. Ku~ikaJ?J?a, 186,499
Sonaka, 506
Soni.ri, 634
Sonmi&ni, 380
Sm;mttara, thera., 609
Sopara. See Suppiiraka.
Sopcitbcs. See Saubhuti
Sophagasenus, 442,443, 512
Sophir, 212; Ophir, 391
Sophytes. See Saubhuti
Soroadeios. See Siiryadeva
Soter Megas, 581
Sovlra, 173, 174, 212, 214
Spalagadames, 574,589,590
Spalahorea, 573, 574, 590; Qpalahora.,
Spalyri., 574,589
Spalirises, 562, 573, 574, 590, 591
Spalyris. See Spa.1ahores
Spaniards in America., 75
Spartans, 377, 378
Spa.tembas, 409
Spelia, 77, 95, 98,107, 136,138,145,237fi.
Sphines, 309
Spiegel, F., 320, 324, 325
Spitaces, 361, 365, 367
Spooner, D. B., 341, 477, 673
Sramnai. See Sarma.nes
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Sraoaha, 325
Sreewacolum, 599
SrInagar, 32,501
Srinjayas, 83, 84, 87, 118, 121, 130, 131
Sao, Sal, Sek, 566
Stein, Sir M. A., 39, 328, 336, 468, 501.
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Stenzler, A. F., 283
Steppes of Russia, 69, 565
Stevenson, J., 152
Sthiinikas, 486, 488, 508
Sthapati, 122, 131
Sthulabhadra, 165
Strabo, 191,331,332,347,350,352, 357ft.,
361, 370 fL, 378, 379, 381, 388, 399,
400, 402 fl., 411 :If., 430, 431, 433, 445,
455,457,459,472,483,489, .542, 544,
548,597,675
Strato I, Soter, 461, 548,551 if., 559, 575,
586 ff.
Strato II, Phliopator,552, 553, 575, 587, 589
Stratonice, 432
Subabu, HI6
Subba Rao, N. S., 213
Subbadrikii., 119
Subhagasena, 512
SD~arman, 224, 318
Sudar~ana, tank at Juniigarh, 501
Sudas, 81 ft., 91, 92, 94, 95, 126.306,308
Suddhodana, 177, 306, 500
Sudeshna, 601
Sudharman, 164
Sul! Vihal'Q insoription, 585
Suez Canal, 16,17
Sugar·cane, 404
Subastin, Jain, 512
Suhma, 317, Gal
Sukl1nya, 126
Sukkur, 29, SO
Suktbankar, V. S., 599
Su.Kiirkura, 231
Sumana, Susima, brother of AQoka, 500
Sumana, son of Sanghamitta, ilOO, 608
Sumana, sister of Paaenadi, 181
Sumari.gala.vilasini, 177 ft., 182ft., 188,

193, 205
SumfWtu, 251
Sumerians, 43
Snmitra, king, 223, 309, 518, 521
Sumitta, brother of Vijaya, 607
Sumitta, son of Kunti, 507
Sumsumara hill, 175
SUD, 304; worship, 104, 105, 257, 272;
sun.god on coins, 456,465; in sculpture,
638, 640, Se~ Siirya.
Suppara.ka., Qurpara.ka., 211, 469, 603,
606; Sopara, 603, 606
Sura (Suva~apil;L4a), Tissa, 608, 609
Sura, 102, 133, 137
Siirajbansi Riijputs, 304
Siirasenas, Suraseni. See Qii.rasenaa
Surash~ra, 469, 585 j Saraostos, 542, 543
Surat, 212, 242; first factory, 16
Surgujii. State, 642
Siirya, 76, 104; Soroadeios, Suryade,'a,
422. See Sun

Index
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Siiryi, daughter oC the
Susa,' 391, 411
Susemibl, F., 398 ft.
Susima. See Sumanll.

sun~

89

Suauniiga. See Qio:;:uniiga
Suts, ratnin, 130, 131, 257, 297, 301 ft.
Sutlej, 24. 26, 27, 81, 345, 372, 468, 528,
529, 543; Qutudri, 80, Bl, 324; HesydruB, 345, 543; ZaradruB, 345
SiitriilaJllkiira of AQvo.ghosha, 482
SiHras, 112, 113, 116, 129, 132, 134, 147.
277, 281 ff., 287.482; family life arid
social customs in, 227 fl. ; period, 220 ft.

Sutta, division of Pi~ahs, 192,197, 198
Sutta Nipiita, 178. 183, 188, 193, 196,
197. 202ft., 214, 215, 299
Sutta Vibha.ilga, 197
Suttee. See Widows
8UVatttta, 217, 218

SUVSJ;ll;lSbhiimi, 213 i Suvar~abhiimi, 499

Suva&tu. See Swiit

Suvrata, 159
SuyaQas, 511
8'Va·karma, 54

Svapnav8.savadattii, 313

Svastika, on coins, 539
Svaya!!lvara. See Marriage
Svishtakrit, 230
Swat: river, 52, 79, 345, 351, 352, 35,\
360, 369; Soastus, 345 ; Suvastu, 52,
79, 345
Sydrakai. See Oxydrak~i
Syncellus, 438
Syr Daria. See Jaxartes
Syria. 59, 384, 427 if., 540

Taboo, 234, 235
Tabriz,70
Tacitus, 66, 491
Ta-hill, 459, 461,566
Ta.ittirfy~ Sal11hitii, 114, 121, 134, 135,
139; Ar:l.l:tyaka, 115, 252, 601; Brahmana, 115, 116, 125
Takhi-i-Bahi inscription, 576, 584
'l'akkasili. See Tarila.
Takkola, 212
Tak!!ha~i1ii. See Taxila
Takshan, ratnin, 131
Talaiy-alanganam, 598
Tiimalitti, 213
Tamankaduwa, 604
Tambapat.l~i, Jipa, 213;
town, 60G;
Tamrapar':li, 'raprobane, 424
Tfimbraparni river, 595
Tamil, 15, 49, 212, 593 ft., 602, 605
Tamils, MM ff., 608 if.; Tami.l. -agam, 595,
596
Tamrapal1).i. See Tambapat;tJ?i
Tanjore, 3, 4 ; District, 598
Taprobane. See Tambapru;ll;li
Tapti, 16, 19, 514, 531
Tara.daraya. See Sakai
Tami,26
Taraniitha, historian, 511, 512
Tartary, 445
Tashkand, 389

Taxation, 128, 131, 132, 179, 198, 199,
245 ft., 268, 269, 289, 4l(}, 418, 487
Taxila, 'r!l,kkaRilii, Takshacila, 62, 186,
214, 345ff., 349. 350, 354,355, 357ft.,
367 ff., 376, 381, 383, 3tl6, 403, 414,
416, 421, 427, 468 fi., 473, 494, 495,
497, 500, 514, 521, 532, 543, 552, 556,
558, J559, 662, 569 ff., 575,676, 58011.,.
623, 625, 633, 646, 647
Taxiles, 390, 427 fl.
Teheran, 70
Telena,441
Tel·el.Amarna, 76
Telingana,598,601
Telugu, 15, 18, 49, 593, 694; Telugus;
598 if. See al.tJo Andhras
Tenasserim, 7
Tevani, 522
Thalghit, 17
'
Thamanaioi, 32A, 339
Thana District, 606
Thane~ar, 80, 301, 468
Thar. See Rajputana
Thatagu, 322, 328, 338
Theodotus. See Diodotus I
Theragailiii, 186, 189, 197, 202,209,214,
215
TheravMa. Canon. See Buddhism
TherIgiithA, 181, 197, 201, 218; Com.;
183, 186, 193, 2(}5, 208
"" "!'
Theriomorphism, 103
Thessaly, 71
"rhibaut, G., 149
Thomas, Acts of, 578, .579
Thomas, E., 152, 551
Thomas, F. w.., 310, 329, 332, 338, 339,
341,415,417. 503, 518, 521,522,561,
563, 564, 576, 577
Thracian, 71; Thracians, 351, 369, 370,
384, 386
Thrtlshing-floor sacrifice, 238
ThG.la.thana (Thiilanaga. ?), 610
Thunderbolt, on coins, 538
Thupiiriima at AnuriidhllpurB, 608; Great
Thiipa, 609
Thurston, E., 41
Tibet, 8, 12, 20,21,32,33,35,39,47,57,
496,565; plateau, 33 ; tradition,18B, 503
Tibeto.Burmese, 39, 49
Tibeto-Chineae languages, 37, 41, 49;
clans, 314, 317
Tiger, 68, 81, 407; in sculpture, 835
Tiger hill, 10

.....

Tigrakbauda. See Sakai
Tigranes, 569
Tigris, 27, 70, 432, 434
'rilak, B. G., 149
Timarcbus, satrap, 457
Tin, 391
Tinnevelly, 423, 595
Tipii, Soltan of Mysore, 5
Tiraiyar, tribe, 596
Tirhut, 48, 117,123,317
Tiridates, 87, 438
Tirindira, 87
tirthakara, 153, 159, 160

.,.
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Index
Tirn.ksrur, 595
Tirupati, 595
Tirtl·vaiijikkalam, 595
Tisagutta, 163
Tishtar Yasbt, 326
Tisbya. See Tissa.
Tishya.raksbitii, 500, 630
Tissa., minister of Vijaya, 607
Tissa, son of Kunti, 507
Tissa (KuQa), Bon of Ma.baeh6li, 610
Tissa, viceroy of Acoka, 498, 500
Tissa, wood·carrier, 611
Tissa Abhayu., 609, 610.
See also
De\,anarppiya., GaI;Lapa, Moggaliputta,
Sura.
Tissanuvara, 607
Tivara., 500
ToaIas,41
Tochari, 459
Tad, J., 284
Tomascbek, W., 330, 371, 379,380
Ton(li, :illS
Torloua, 457
Totemi8lll, 82, 106
Traders, 129, 136, 211ff., 410, 426, 433,
434, 478, 479
Transmigra.tion,108, 112, 138, 143, 144,162
Trasadasyu, 83, 94, 95, 120
TravlLIlcore, 3, 20, 595
Treasurer of gilds. See Gilds
Tree, worship, 105; on coins, 538, 539
Tretii age, 303
Tri~al8.. 157
Tricbinopoly, 3, 4; Old, 595
Tricuia emblems, 582, 629
Tridhatu (,l'riv!,ishan), 83
Trikshi.83
T~iJ;'laskanda, 91
Trinity, Hindu, 279
Triparadisus, 428, 429
Tripod on coins, 586ff.
Trim, 104
Tritsua. 81, 91, 92, 120,308, 618
'bivrishan (Tridbatu), 83
Trojan war, 307.376
TryaruJ;la, 83
Tsan·po. See Brahmaputra
Tucker, T. G., 394
Tuftrya, 84
Tulia, Tulna, king of Ceylon, 610
Tura Kavasbeya., 120, 121

Turan,28
Turii.nians, 440
Tiirghna, 116
Turkestan, 28, 44, 60, 69, 70 j ChineS(;1,
39, 57, 62, 500, 502, 543, 665, 682;
Russian, 565
Turko-Iranians. 42, 44, 85
Turnour, G., 470
Turvacas, 82, 84, 118
Turvasu, 540
Tushaspba, 501
Tuticorin, 2, 5
Tyrians, 594
Tyriespes, 350, 355, 370, 376
Tzetzes, 394
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ubbii.hika, 176
UQtnaras, 84, 117, 118, 121
Uda.ipnr, 21, 22
Udana, 186, 187. 197
Udayagiri hill, 534; caves, 638, 639
Udayana. See UdtJDa
Udayin, successor of Ajlitacatru, 16·1, 311,
313, 469; Udayi-bhadda, 185, 189,

313

Udena, 185, 187,188; vatthu, 187; Uda·
yana, 308, 310, 311, 313
Udgiitri, 107, 108
Udumbara tree, 240
Udumbaras, 52~, 539
Ugracravas, 297
Ugras, 136, 235
Ugrasena, 120
Ujjain, Ujjayini, 155, 166 fl., 310, Sl1,
316,469, 473, 485, 494,497,500,512,
514, 517 ff., 522, 531 ft., 539, 571,600;
Ujeni, 532, 539; Ujjeni, 185, 187,188;
in Ceylon, 606
UIGkhala, 231
Ulumpn., 175
United Provinces, 13 fl., 25, 40, 45, 4'7,
307,514,528, 551
Universal monarch, 153, 158, 318, 49-1,
567
Upa<;ruti, 231
Upaguptn.. See Moggaliputta.
U pairisacno., 327
Upali, 161, 50li; sutta, 161
UpauJlI.Qravas, 83, 94, 120
Upanishads, 94, 112, 114 if., U8, 121,
127, 142ff., 147,249, 260, 264, 2H,
297, 2U9, 482, 540
Upa.plavya, 316
Up.'l.pUriiI).M, 300
Uparaja, 488, 491
Upatisss., king of Ceylon, 609
Upatissagiima, 606, 607
Upavedas, 245
Upavirn., 231
Ura.yii., 373
Uraiytir, 595
Urmia, lake, 70
Uruvela, brotber of Bhaddakschcbanii,
607
Uruvelii. Ceylon, 606
Urva, 328
Ushafl, 79, 104, 105, 109, 113
Ushavadata, 577, 637
Us.Hindava, Usind, Usindam, 326, 327
Ust Urt, 69
Usury, 98,137, 218, 235, 246, 2A7
Utkala., 601
Utriya. See Uttiya.
Uttara, missionary, 499
Uttara, townsbip, 178
Uttaro.·Kuru8, 117, 118, 121
Uttars.·:Mndras, 117, 121
Uttariipatha, 537
Uttara.Pbalguni, 148, 159
Uttiya, king of Ceylon, 608
Uttiya., Utriya, monk, 499, 608
Uva, 604
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Index

Varu:r;ta, 72, 79, 103 ff., 108, 109, 111,
288, 319, 320
Varulili Jataka, 217
V(i4<ja.s, 41, 604, 605
~Vii.sa vadatta, 311
Vidhapiila, 523
Vii..seHha Sutta, 204
Vadhrya,¥v&, 94, 305
Vasishtha, rishi, B1, 92, 95, 301; family,
89, 101; Satyahavya, 121; law· book,
Vagukba, 602, 639
Vaekereta, 327
217, 218, 245, 247 fl., 289, 290
.Vassakiim, 185
Vai~akha, month, IS9
V ai~aIi. See Vesali
Vaau (K8.((u) Chaidya, 84, 309
Vail(ampiiyana, 251,252
Vasudeva, minister of Qungas, 223, 521,
Vai~e8hika, 482
522
Vail(ravaQ.B.233
Vasudeva. See Krishna.
Va.sujyesh~ha, 518
.
Vail(viinara, 238
VaiI(Y&s, 51, 54, 92, 93, 125 ff., 131, 132,
Vasuki, astrologer, 611
203, 200,239, 248, 256, 260,267,304,
Vasumitra, 223,518, 521,544
474; ViI(, 54, 94,95
Vasus, 105, 232
Vaijayanti, 637
Vata, 104, 230
Yaikama tribes, 83, 91, 118
Vatsa, 125, 126, 134; country, 310, 311,
Vaikkarai, 595
313, 316, 525 j VatsB.s, 527; princess,
JaikuI;ltha cave. See Mancbapuri
523. See VamsB.s
Vairadcya,97
Vatsyayana, 482
Va.irata, 316
VaHa-Giimat;Li Abhaya, 610
Vairodhaka., 471
Vatuka, Tamil, 610, 611
Vaitahavyas, 121, 122
VAvii,ta. ratnin, 130
Vaitana Slitra, 115, 229
Vayn, 104, 288
Vaja p€ya, 141
Viiyn Pllriil;ta, 297, 302
Veda, and Avesta, 319; fifth Veda, 256,
Vajasaneyi SaI!lhitii, 115, 129
Vajirii, queen, 181
299. See Rigveda
Vajjians, Vriji, 172, 178, 184, 185, 188,
VedB..itgas, 245,482
190, 313, '317
..Vedanta, 27~ 274
Vajrami~ra, 518
Veddas. See VWJq.a.s
Vedebiputta, 183
Valta, 119
Vedic dialects, 52, 57, 605 j period. Bee
Vakadepasiri, 639
V Vakoviikya. 482
Rigveda.
• Vakradeva, 602, 639
Vedic Index, 48, 50, 51, 79, 84, 127, 146,
152, 308, 309, 317, 323, 324, 518, 525,
· Valabhi, 166, 169
Vll.liihBSSa. Jataka, 211
529, 550
Viilakhilyas, 78
Vedisii, 188, 500
.V§.lmiki, 257
Vedi.airi,601
Va.lueD~ court, 216
Veith, G., 367
Vama, '(wife of A~va.aena., 154
Vellilar, 696
Vellar river, 5n5
Vaman~uriil?a, 301
Vendidiid,323ff.
VIl.Ulba-~uriyar, 596
Venkatagiri, 595
Vaql~a, ip Puriil:las, 296
Vaq::u(anuoharita, in Puriil?ll.s, 296, 304
Veunil, 598
Varp.sllog, 172,187 ff., 310. See Vatsas
Verethraghna. 320, 578
Van, lake, 70
Verethrajan, III
"anana, 578
Vexxi.ver.~e.J.iyan, 598
viinapralltha, 151, 420,484
Vesiili, Vai~ali, 157, 160, 175, 185, 188,
_ Vanavar, tribe, 596
189, 214, 305,317,491 j Basiirh,317
Vanav8.sa, 4!J9, 603
Vessabhu, 174
vanavasin, 420
'Vetasus, 84
Vailgas, 47, 51, 212, 242, 317, 601, 60.5
.Vetrava'l,522
Vailji, 595
...Vibhitaka.,247
Vanka., king of Kosala, 180
ViC, canton, 91, 94, 95. See VaiQya
· Vara~ikha, 84, 87
~ ViCiikha (Skanda), 485
Varada., 519
Vi~akbadatta.. See Mudrarakahasa.
Varahamihira, 397
Vi~pa.ti, 91, 94
Varaba Purana, B01
Victory, on coins, 449, .547, 551, 553,556,
Varanii vaci", 117
578, 580, 586, 588, 592
· Varcbin, 84
Vi~vakarma.n, god, 107
Vardha.mana. See Mahiivira.
Vi~va.ka.rman Bhauvana, 132
va~. See Ca.ste
Vicvamitra, 81, 82, 92, 9.5, 126, 529,
Varro, 425
539
Varsbyaya:ry.i, 242
Vi~vantara, 126
Val(&S, 117. 118. 121

Vaccha Briihmans, 209
V~ini, 238

..
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Vouru.ka.sha, 326
Vit;ve devils, 105, 223, 238
Vidarbha., 117. 124. 223, 519, 600, 602 j _Vrajapati,95
Vriityas, 124, 146, 236
Berar, 117. 514, 519, [i35
Vrichivallts, 84
,Videgba Mathava, 122, 317
Viiji. See Vajjians
Videha, 48, 51,55,57,117,119,122,123,
Vrishasana, 511
125, 127, 130, 157, 160,173, 175,178,
183, 305, 315, 527, 549; Videhl1s,309, ..-YFitrn, Vr.trahan, 111, 320
Vyagghapajia, 178
313, 317
VidiQa, 500, 517 ti., 525, 526, 531 ft., 558,
Vyasa., 252, 297, 302, 303
Vyavahira, 2Bl
600, 625, 632, 643. See BhIlsa.
-ViQ:t1eJabha, 181, 185
Wackernagel, J., 109, 220
Vidula, 255
Waddell, L. A., 477, 501, 506
Vigatayoka, 511
Wainganga, 536
Vih.ii.m, the Great. See Mah§.vihiira.
Wallachia., 69
•Vihiiras, strncture, 637, 63B
Wanderers. See Pa.rivr.ii.jalm.
Vijaya of Ceylon, 606, 607
Wardh.ii., 519, 536
Vijaya.rajiivaliya, 604, 608 ff.
Watters, T., 187 ff., 513, 524, 556, 557
Vijayariija.v~saya, 604, 609, 610
Weber, A., 79, 87 ff., 92, 94, 119, 140,
Vijita, brother of Bhaddakachchanii, 607
152, 233, 236, 251, 252, 253 ff., 323
Vijitagama., 606
Wedding. See Marriage
Vik~i, 239
Weissbach,
F. H., 334, 335
'Vilrrama era, 155, 156, 167, 168, 491,
Wellesley, Genera.l. See next
571, 576, 581
Wellington, Duke of, 5, 24
Vikramaditya, 16B, 532, 533, 571; Chan.
Wergeld, 97, 128,134
dragupta. II, 519, 533
Village, gO ff., 99, 177, 198 ff., 225, 237 t
West, E. W., 326
Wheel, Buddhist, 629
240, 241, 288, 476; gama, 199 fl. ;
grAma, 90,91.268; giimabhojaka., 199;
White Rock, 595
gamakhctta., 202; €rlim~i, 91, 95, 2GB,
Whitehead, R. B., 5iO, 574,577, 578
486 (ratnin), 131; gr.ii.mika, 289
Whitnay, W. D., 149
V'ima Kadphise8, 580ff., 584 j Ooemo,
Widows, 247, 292, 481; burning, 107,
582
247, 278, 279, 292, 293, 4H, 415
Vimana.-va.tthu, 197 ; com., 184, 208, 214
Wilson, H. H., 108, 1.52, 300, 336, 397
VinaQa.na, 45, 117
Winckler, H., 320
Vinaya, 177, 179, 181, 184, 186ff., 192,
Windisch, E., 187
Winternitz, 11., 89, 138, 172, 187, 233,
193, 196ft., 201ft., 205,~207, 208,210,
321
21~ fl.
Vinaya Texts, 172, 176, 180, 186, 203,
Wiros, 66ff., 320
Wolff, F., 325
208, 214, 215
Vindapha.rna. See Gondophllrnes
Women, position of, 88, 135, IH9, 239,
VindbYlls, 15, 16, 21, 40, 49, 51, 81, 84,
245, 28tl, 288, 292, 293, 414, 415, 481
Writing, 140, 413, 418, 483: pictographic,
117, 191, 304, 423, 467, 473,593,594,
602, 613, 615
618. See AlphA.be~
Vine, 408
Wroth, W., 5f;', {J6!}
VipW;, Vipuo:;ii. See Beas
Wular Sea, 80
Viras, eight, 131
WU-Bun tribe, 565, 566
Vlrasena, Maurya, 511, 512
Virii~a, '292, 316
. Xandrames, 468, 469
Virgil,568
Xathri, 376, 528
Visa.deva., 523
Xenophon, 330, 331,333
• Vishanins, 82
Xerxes, 340, 396, l564
Visb1).u, 104, 144, 145, 233, 254, 257,303;
cult, 2'25, 232, 233, 238, 259, 272 fl.,
Y~as, arhat, 507
279, 298, 484; BhUgavatas, 275, 558.
Y&Qodii., wife of Mahii.vira, 158
See Krishna.
Yada.va, 316
Vishl:l.U'-la\v.book, 249, 277, 279, 287,
Yadu, 307, 316; Yadus, 82, 84, 87, 274,
289, 290
316
Vis~llgupta, 467, 470
Yajfia.sena, 519, 600
VishJ;lu PuriiJ?,a, 298, 301, 304 ff.
Yajfiavfl.lkya, 122, 137; law.book, 277,
-Vitahavya., 84, 518
279,280,283, 286. 287, 290, 291, 294
.vitastii.. See Jhelum
Yajurveda, 54, 55, 56, 114, 115, 119, 123,
Vitihotras, 315, 316, 518
135ff.) 145, 228, 236, 2.52, 277, 279
Vodva tope, 167
Yakkhas, Yakshas, 606, 607, 624, 630
-::Vonones, 568, 572, 573, 589, 590 j fa.mily,
Yakshus, 82, 85
574
Yama, 103, 108, 231, 238, 288, 320
Vonolles I of Parthia, 573, 57B, 592
Yamuna. See Jumna

....-Index
YiinBi.ka~·~ey. See Qey
Yiiska., 117, 126
YaHhiilaya (Kii.lani 1) Tissa., 609
Yaudheyas, 528
Yo.ugandhari, 121
yava, 135
Yavs.majjhaka. 215
Yavanlls, Yonas, 212, 223, 225, 226, 240,
270, 274, 304; Greeks of Alexander,
253, 346 fl.; Greeks of Bactria, 34,499,
514 ff •• 518 ff., 532, 537, 540 ff., 544 fl.,
553 ft., 557 ff., 564, 565, 567, 569 if.,

577, 583i!.
Yayati, 298
Yima,320
YORa,273
yojana, 185, 200,247.550
Yon as, Yonakas. See Yavanaa
Yorck von Wartenburg, H. L. D., Graf,
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Yonng, T., 135,66
Yuan Chwang. See Hillen Tsiang
Yueh·chi, 60, 389, 459, 561, 565 ff., 582,
583

Yuga., Mahiiyuga, 296, 303
Yuga. Pural),a, 520, 544
Yuktas, 508
Yiisufzai Subdivision, ;584
YuvRr.ii.ja, 488, 494, 534

.. ,.. ,
"

Zachariae, T., 233
Zaradrus. See Butlej
Zarnngoi, 328
Zaranka, 338
Zariaspa, 441
Zeionises, 576, 582, 588
Zend. See Iran
r
Zeus, on ooins, 433, 436, 437, 443, 449,
450, 461 ft., 555 if., 560,562, 573, 574,
588, 590ft". j Dyans, 103, 105 ,. "r
Z~us Ombrios, 422
',. {' '.,
ZImmer, H., 80, 81,88,90 ft" 94, 96, 217,

491

~;

Zirrah, 328
ZOilUA, king, 549, 552, 553, 587, 089
Zoroa.ster, 74, 323
Zoroastrianism, 76, 319, 673
Zrayab Kasaoya, 328
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PBHSIAN, A'l'Hl;;NL\X, AN]) MACl;;])ONIAX TYPES IX IN])!A
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Th e CnmbridKf I lis/or)' of illdin , 1'01. I

PIli Ie JJ

lO A1

COIXS OF THE S),LEUUID KINGS AND THEIR SUCCESSORS

The Cambridge His/or)'
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Vol. I

Plale III

COIXS OF BACTHIA
A2

1'/" Ie / f/

\'01:\ ::3 01" BA CTHI A

Pltll, F

The Cambridg-e History of Illdia, Vol. I
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lIE

41£

51£

61£

II If.

12 If.
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15JR

13 If.

ISJR

181£

COINS OF NATIVE INDIA" S'1'Nl'I.;S

19 If.

The Cmllbridge Hislon of Illdia, 1'01. 1

Plnle VI

COI);"S OF THE GlWEK, Sey'rIlIAX, A);"D .PAHl'IIIAN INYADEHS

The Cambrielle His/or)' o/II/elia , 1'01. I

Plale F fl

COIXS OF TH E m(EEK, SU Y'l'HL\X, AND PAH'l'IlL\:'\ ['iTA DEllS

The Cambridge Hislo/)' of I lldia , 1'01, I

Plale VIJI

COIXS OF THE GREEK, SCYTIIIAN', A:1\]) !',\WJ'JIIAN IXVA])EHS

PLATE IX
( Nos. 1- 10)
PALAEOLITHIC AX il NEOL1TlUl'
nIPLE~lEXTS

'1"'/" Cambridge lJistoyy of India, Pol. 1

2
Pebble-butted boucher o~ quartzite: from
Chi ngle[lu~ Distric t. 14 ,ems.

1

Strnight-edged cleflxer oC brownish
quartzite: from Chinglcput District,
Mn flras. 13 ems .

,
G
Polished celt with pointed
huttof !l pecklcd trRp: fro m
Di"Uld ii District, United
Provi nces. 19 ems.

Douch el' of bnmlcd fert'uginous qun.r ~z ite : from
Ki stna Distric t )'In.drRs.

19 emf;,

!I

Polish ed chisel-celt of hardened clay Alnte: {!'Om
Burma. 20 ems.

PALA IW LITHIO

A~ n

NEOLI1' HI O Ii\IP I,EMBNTS

Plnle lX

3
Discoid p!1.Illeo litb of l'eddis hgrey ql1nrtzite: from north of

tbe Ghatprnblw., d\'cr, J3clgnulo
D istrict.

7-:; ems.

4
G n il lot ine.edged pailleolith
of reddi sh qnl\11zite : from
the
llennih all a
l'h-er,
Dharwiir Di!;trict. l lombny.
23 CUl!;,

7
Polish ed celt. weathe red , with tlnttened buLt and crescent ic e(lge 01 tl"l\p:

from ;\fab oM, n undelkhand.

9

cm ~.

IO

8

Core of nUllnllu!itic fli nt wilh 12 tlnkes : from
the Indus at Snkkur. !4 -!j ems.

Polished shoulllcrCll celt with
adze-like ed ge . 01 dark grey
s lnte: from

PALAEO LITHIC AXD

JlUl'llHL

X~;O r'[THI C nll'LE~1

10 em s.

E:-ITS

Plate X

The Cambridge Hist0l)' of India, Vol. I

11

l~

14
Celhl fronl Bijnor Di strie~ . l". P. SclltC= ll'

13

IG
]Jarbcd

~penr-h cJ\{l

from Dijnor Distri ct , D .l'.
Scnle 1~ '

.,
18

17
Object of tl llcel1a in clilll1tc ter from
Pntch g!\l'h , V,l'. Sen.1e = !;.
PRl~Hl Sl'O BI C:

In
Hwords froUl FlI.tchb'llfll, U. P. Scnie=l,.

CO PPEll OB.J};C'f S .

20

The

Cllilbrid.~e Hislo~)'

of if/di" , {'ol. 1

J>iale

XI

21
Gold lea f frolll Vedic (1)
burial mound Ilt l ,[\uriyii
Kandan garl t.

(Actual si"e.)
Scn l1'i from I1 l1rapllil , ) l ontgom cl'Y Db;!., J'unjalJ. (Actuul s iz e.)

2·')

2·[
A~okn

P ili al" at Lanriy:i
::-i:amlallgll l'li.
(H pi:.:llt ;~!) '

'T '.J

FJl<;,arl p

II r

tL e

J-,O l":\ -;

[{h;\li CaH' .

Plate Xl!

26
Ynb:\m (?J
~Jaf.hlH'ii.

from l':iI'i,hnm, Upnt'
(HeiJ.!:bt /'l ' K".)
Statl\~

27
Ct~pital of A ~'obl Column at S~rJ1iHh.
( l h~ i t(ht

6'

~t!

Hplief on CapiLnI of A<;-okfl. Column Ilt ::'>iirniilh .

1 0~" . )

Plale Xl I f

The Cambridge HiS/ory' of [lidia, Yol. [

2n

30
(Height .') ' 4".}

(Height 6'.)
Yak "lm np;ures from

:]1

Pntlll~,

(Indian ) luseutu , Calcutta .)

~2

Indigenous punch-marked Coins.

34
Coin of Sophytes (SaubbClti).

Plate XII'

;~,j

'j' C IlU tO lt~t Il('a~l

fl'(ll11l-:iimiith,

(Al'tnnl !'Ii zf'!.)

37
T erracoHa rclief fr om Basi.rh. (Actual size.)

BB
T Cl'mcotht hClul rl'.)1ll Basiirh
(\"!tit;:1li), (Adunl ~ ize,)

40
,1(lwe ll!'I',\ fnll!! 'I'lI xi lu. (A ctllld

~ i ze. )

Cl'yslitl I'c liqnl\l')' from Pipmhwlt

:-;t iillilo (H eight 31". )

T!Je Cambridge lIis/ol)" of rlldia , Vol. J

l'/ale Xv

GA1.'EWAY AN I) TIAILING S OF THE BU AHH L: T STtPA
(INmAN MUSEUM, O "LOU~I~l'A)

O. IT . I. I.

n

PLATE XVI
( Nos. 42- 45)
RBLlEj'S OX THE RAILING
01' TIlE BH,\RHUT STOPA

Th e Cambridge /-lis/or)

of India,

Vol. I

42

4.

R}~LIEFS OX THE IUILI XG OF THE 13H,\UHUT STOPA

Pfate XFJ

RELIEFS OX THE RAIL/XC; OF THE BKI.HHUT STUPA

~ I

, .,'

..-

_

PLATE XVII
(Nos. 46, 47)
HELl EFS ON 'I'll}; HA] [,]XG

OF 'flU': BHA IUlT)'r STO PA

Th e Cambridge

/fiJIOI:\,

of /Ildia, Vol. [

46

HI~LIEFS

OX THE IL\fLIXG OF' TUE B1L\.mlUT STO PA

Plale Xl/ I!

RELIEFS OX THE nAI L I~G OF THE BH.lRHUT STCPA

Plate X V! Il

()A HU pA 1'11 , 1.'\ H A'!' BI£SNAGAH NEA B BHTrK\ (Vmf(',\ )
(JI eight 21' :f')

11" Call1brid.e;c HiS/or)' o/India , Vol. I

50
Pillar of H ili li n~.

Pla le XIX

;)1

;j2

Pillar of Hailitl g'.

I 'illlll' of ChR.ill.;m,lll(l.

HA ILING AX!) HELJEFS AT BUDDI! GAYA

T ht. CfllJlb ridgt. !JiSl01} oj llldia> 1'0 /. /

Plate XX
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PLATE XXI
(Nos. 54- 59)
GBNERAL VIEW AND RAILING
PILLAHS OF STUPA II 1\'1' S.~NCHf

54

GENEHAI, VlEW OF ST OPA II A'1' s.l.xCHI FROM Tim NOH'l'H-EA ST

5J

56

59

;)7

HAILTX G 1'ILLAHS OF ST UI''\ II AT S,\X (, 111

Relicf on South
Pillar or West

Gateway o( the
MI~in

t:!tiillit.

TIl'

Cam/;ri«~,

lIi.aono oj llldia , 1'01. f

..I'laie XXfI

GO

FHONT F .\ CE OF E,\ ST (; '\'1'1,;\\,,\ Y OF "' liB )IAIN
SrCl'A AT ~:L\X C II T

PLATE XXIII
(Nos. 61 - 64)
.\ RCHI'l'IL\ YE~ OF G.\ 'I' I-:\\"AY ~
OF TIlE
MAl:\, :-iTU I'A .\'1' ::i.\X CHI

C, H . I. T.

c

0'
~'iddle

Arch itmve o f South Glltcwny.

62

..;;;.;=====.;;;=:;:;::::;:;;,::;:;;;;:::.:____
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Copper IO~:l from Kulii,
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INTAGLlO
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FIW~r THE NORTH-WEST OF I~J)IA

Th e Cambridge History of India, //01.1
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Life-size statue of Buddha from Gml(lhiim.
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